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MoUuscce. False Shoals.

Those who have sought relief from tlie sum-
mer heats at Long Branch or Cape May, have

probably noticed, in their ramblings along the

beach, certain gelatinous transparent masses
deposited by the receding tide upon the sands.

They resemble very large plano-convex lenses,

and are devoid of colour, except in a few mi-

nute points, which appear like grains of yellow

sand, or the eggs of some shells embedded in

their substance. Tiiis has led many to con-

sider them as the spa\vn of some marine
animal.

If one of these gelhes be placed in a tub of
brine immediately after it reaches the shore,

the observer will be surprised to find it pos-

sessed of animation. The superior, or convex
part, will expand hke the top of an umbrella,

and from its under surtace several fringed and
leaf-like membranes will be developed. The
remains of numerous threads, or tendrils, will

float out from the margin of the umbrella, fol-

lowing the motions of the animal as it swims
around the tub. These threads are often several

feet in length before they are broken by the

sand; they are probably employed both to en-

tice and secure the prey, and they produce a

sharp, stinging sensation, when applied to the

skin. It is from the appearance and offensive

power of these last organs, that seamen have
given the animal the title of the sea nettle, and
naturalists the generic name medusa.

I have offered this rude description of the
medusa, as a familiar example of the class of
animated beings which are the subject of the
following remarks. They are all alike gela-

tinous and transparent, and many of them melt
and flow away when exposed in the open air

to the direct rays of the sun.

Of all the tribes of molluscae which are scat-
tered over every part of the ocean, the most
splendid and the best known is the Portuguese
man-of-war, (physalia). This is an oblong ani-

mated sack of air, elongated at one extremity
into a conical neck, and surmounted by a
membranous expansion running nearly the
whole length of the body, and rising above into

a semicircular sail, which can be expanded or
contracted to a considerable extent, at the
pleasure of the animal. From beneath the

body are suspended from ten to lifty or mon
little tubes, from half an inch to an inch ii

length, open at their lower extremity, and form
ed like the flower of the blue bottle. These
have been regarded as temporary receptacles

for food, like the first stomach of cattle; bu
as the animal is destitute of any visible mouth
or alimentary canal, and as I have frequently

seen fish in their cavities apparently haji

digested, I cannot but consider them as pro-

per stomachs, nor indeed is it a greater para-

dox in zoology that an animal should possess

many independent stomachs, than tliat the

strange carnivorous vegetable, the saracinea,

should make use of its leaves apparently for a

similar purpose.

From the centre of this group of stomachs
depends a httle cord, never exceeding the

fourth of an inch in thickness, and often forty

times as long as the body.

The size of the Portuguese man-of-war va-

ries from half an inch to six inches in length.

When it is in motion, the sail is accommodated
to the force of the breeze, and the elongated

neck is curved upward, giving to the animal a

form strongly resembhng the little glass swans
which we sometimes see swimming in goblets.

It is not the form, however, which consti-

tutes the chief beauty of this little navigator.

The lower part of the body and ilic neck are
devoid of all colour, except a faint irridescence

in reflected lights, and they are so perfectly

transparent that the finest print is not obscur-

ed when viewed through them. The back be-

comes gradually tinged as we ascend, with the

finest and most delicate blue that can be ima-
gined; the base of the sail equals the purest
sky in depth and beauty of tint; the summit is

of the most splendid red, and the central part
is shaded by the gradual intermixture of these
colours through all the intermediate grades of
purple. Drawn as it were upon a ground-
work of mist, the tints have an aerial softness

far beyond the reach of art, and warranting
the seemingly imaginative description given at

the close of the first number.
The group of stomachs is less transparent,

and although the hue is the same as that of the

back, they are, on this account, incomparably
less elegant. By their weight and form they
fill the double office of a keel and ballast,

while the cord-like appendage, which floats

out for yards behind, is called by seamen
the cable.

The mode in which the animal secures his

prey has been a subject of much speculation,

for the fish and crabs that are frequently found
within the little tubes, are often large enough
to tear them in pieces could they retain their

natural vigour during the contest. Deceived
by the extreme pain which is felt when the
cable is brought into contact with the back of

the hand, naturalists have concluded, I think

too hastily, that this organ secretes a poisonous

or acrid fluid, by which it benumbs any unfor-

tunate fish or otiicr animal that ventures with-

in its toils, allured by the hope of making a

meal upon what, in its ignorance, it has mis-

taken for a worm. The secret will be better

explained by a more careful examination of the

organ itself. The cord is composed of a nar-

row layer of contractile fibres, scarcely visible

when relaxed, on account of its transparency.

If the animal be large, this layer of fibres will

sometimes extend itself to the length of four or

five yards. A spiral line of blue bead-like bo-

dies, less than the head of a pin, revolves

around the cable from end to end, and under

the microscope these beads appear covered

with minute prickles, so hard and sharp, that

they will readily enter the substance of wood,
adhering with such pertinacity that the cord

can rarely be detached without breaking.

It is to these prickles that the man-of-war
owes its power of destroying animals much its

superior in strength and activity. When any
thing becomes impaled upon the cord, the con-

tractile fibres are called into action, and rapid-

ly shrink from many feet in length to less than

the same number of inches, bringing the prey
within reach of the little tubes, by one of which
it is immediately swallowed.

This weapon, so insignificant in appearance,
is yet suflicicntly formidable even to man. I

had once the misfortune to become entangled

with the cable of a very large man-of-war while

swimming in (he open ocean, and amply did it

avenge its fellows, who now sleep in my ca-

binet robbed at once of life and beauty. The
pain which it inflicted was almost insupportable

for some time, nor did it entirely cease for

twenty-four hours.

I might now proceed to describe many an-
alogous animals scarcely inferior in interest,

but it is time to notice some individuals of an-

other tribe, residing beneath the surface, and
therefore less generally known.

The grandest of these is the beroe. In size

nd form it precisely resembles a purse, the

mouth, or orifice, answering to one of the mo-
dern metallic clasps. It is perfectly transpa-

rent, and in order to distinguish its filmy out-

"ines, it is necessary to place it in a tumbler of
brine held between the observer and the light.

In certain directions the whole body appears
faintly irridescent, but there are several longi-

tudinal narrow lines which reflect the full rich

tints of the rainbow in the most vivid manner,
for ever varying and minghng the hues, even
while the animal remains at rest. Under the

microscope these lines display a succession of
umerable coloured scales or minute fins,

which are kept unceasingly in motion, thus
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producing the play of colours by continually

changing the angle of" reflection.

The movements of the beroe are generally

retrograde, and arc not aided by the coloured

scales, but depend upon the alternate contrac-

tion and dilatation of the mouth. The lips are

never perfectly closed, and the little fish and

shrimps which play around them are continual-

ly entering and leaving thein at pleasure. The
animal is dependant for its food upon such

semi-animated substances as it draws within

its grasp by moving slowly backwards in the

water, and retains them in consequence of their

own feebleness and inabihty to escape the

weakest of snares.

Another tribe of the sea-purses, (salpa,)

though much smaller than the beroe, are

more complex in structure, and possess a

higher interest in consequence of the singular

habits of some of the species. They are double

sacks, resembling the beroe in general form,

but destitute of irridescence.

The outer sack, or mantle, rarely exceeds

an inch in length, and is commonly about half

as wide. The inner sack is much smaller, and

the interval between these forms a cavity for

the water which they breathe, and for some of

the viscera. Tlieir visible organs are a trans

parent heart, which can only be seen in the

strongest light; a splendid double row of whit

ish bead-like cavities forming a spiral hue near

one extremity, and supposed to be either lungs

or ovaries; numerous broad, flat, pearly mus
cles, barely distinguished by their mistiness

and an alimentary canal as fine as horse

hair, with a slight enlargement at one spot

which has been called a stomach. This en

largement resembles both in size and colour r

grain of sand. From the base of the anima

arise two longer and four or five shorter coni

cal spines of jelly, curved into hooks at the

points, by means of which numerous individua

attach themselves together in double rows like

the leaflets of a pinnated leaf. Cords of thi

kind, composed of forty or fifty animals, were
often taken, but they separate and reattach

themselves at pleasure.

To the gregarious habits of this little mol
iusque we owe a very singular and striking

phenomena which I have never seen noticed by

naturalists, although we frequently witnessed

it near the Cape of Good Hope.
The animals are occasionally found associat

ed together in such countless myriads that the

sea is literally filled with them, sometimes (

three or four square miles of surface, and to

the depth of several fathoms. The yellow

spots which have been described being the only

coloured portions of their body, give to the

whole tract the appearance of a shoal or sand

bank at some distance below the surface. The
deception is heightened by the greater smooth
ness of the water at these places, particularly

in calm weather, for so closely are the animals

crowded together, that the water is rendered

m a manner less fluid: the smaller billows bj

around the margin and are lost, wl'.ile the

heavy waves of the southern ocean are some-

what opposed in their progress, and take or

in a slight degree the usual appearance of the

ground swell. There can be but little doubt

that many of the numerous shoals laid down in

the charts of this region, but which have never

been seen by any but the supposed discoverers,

have been immense banks of these gregaiious

niollusca3. In sailing through a tract of this

description, in which the progress of the ship

was very sensibly retarded, I have dipt up
with the ship's bucket a greater bulk of the

animals than of the water in which they were
suspended. How wonderful are the effects

produced by the minute links of creation !

C.

C. wishes those of his friends who have de-

voted themselves to the study of natural his-

tory, to understand distinctly that the anatomi-

cal and chemical terms contained in these es-

says, are employed, not in their scientific, but

in their popular sense, and also that in draw-

ing the organs of the salpa he has followed

Lamarck and Cuvier, without committing him-

self by any opinions upon the correctness of

their generic descriptions, as applicable to this

particular species. He makes this statement,

in order that he may not be accused of contra-

dicting himself, should he ever advance other

anatomical opinions in a more scientific form.

The second number of the (London) Fo
reign Quarterly Review, contains a sketch of

the origin, progress, and downfall of the As-

sassins, that famous sect or order, well known
as the followers of the " Old man of the moun-
tains," who acted so important a part in the

affairs of the East, about the period of the

Crusades. This sketch is derived from a work
of Jos Von Hammer, published more than ten

years ago, but which has not yet been trans-

lated into English, and is consequently little

known either in England or America. By
great labour and research he is said to have

collected from sources purely oriental, all that

can possibly be known concerning that re-

maikablo race ; and as the view which he takes

of them is highly curious and novel, we have

endeavoured to form an abridgment of the

sketch referred to, which shall embrace the

most important parts of if, without containing

any inelevant particulars, so as to adapt it

to the limits of this paper.

In the first place, then, it seems necessary

to advert a httle to the previous condition of

Islam. From the disposition of All, the son-

in-law of the Prophet, may be dated the great

schism in the Mohammedan church. The
two grand divisions are the Soonites and She-

aites, the latter of whom maintain, that AH
and his posterity were the only rightful succes-

sors of the Prophet. Of these were four prin-

cipal subdivisions, but we shall only notice the

Imamee, as being most immediately connected

with the Assassins. The Imamee were again

divided into Imamites and Ismailites. The
latter derived their appellation from Ismail, the

fon of Jaafer Zadik, the last, according to

them, of the visible Impums ; for they held that

after him the dignity was continued in a race

of invisible Imaums. The Ismailites became
afterwards so powerful, as to raise one of their

number to the throne of Egypt. In order to

elucidate the accomplishment of this event, we
must take a glance at the state of opinion in

the East at that period. Among the various

sects into which the Persians were divide^
was one whose founder, Mazdek, advanced
principles subversive of all religion and mo-
rahty. He maintained the indiflerence of all

human actions, and the community of goods.*
Though at one time almost annihilated, the

opinions of this sect " continued to exist in

secret, and at length broke out in the times of
the Caliphs of the house of Abbas, when the

followers of Mokannah and Babek filled Persia

with blood and devastation." During this

stormy period, a man named Abdallah, who
had been educated in the ancient religion and
policy of Persia, fired with national animosity,

as well as sectional zeal, conceived the idea of
overthrowing the faith and empire of the vic-

torious Arabs. He was too wise to attempt
to overturn the prevailing leligion, and the

reigning dynasty, whilst the military were under
their command

; nor was he so ignorant as to

suppose it possible to eradicate, at once, the

prejudices of men in favour of what they had
long looked upon with reverence.

He determined therefore to undermine them
secretly, and enveloping his design in mystery,
to initiate his disciples gradually into his sys-

tem. With this view he classed his doctrines
into seven degrees, the last of which only
taught the vanity of all religions, and the indif-

ference of all actions, as neither here, nor here-

after, would they be punished or rewarded
;

and no one was suffered to pass from one de-

gree to another without the strictest caution.

By means of missionaries, these principles

were disseminated far and wide, during the

life time of Abdallah and his sons; and to gain
them a readier acceptance, their projects were
masked ujider a pretended zeal for the claims

of the descendants of Mohammed, the son of
Ismail, to the Imamat. The plan of Abdallah
was never to proclaim his system openly, until

the throne should be in possession of one of
his disciples ; and a departure from this plan
by Ahmed of Cufa had almost led to the exter-

mination of the order, when in the year 207
of the Hejira, a second Abdallah succeeded in

delivering from prison a pretended descendant
of Mohammed, the son of Ismail, and raising

him to the throne of Egypt, under the name of
Obeid-Allah Mehdee. A disciple of the secret

doctrine being now seated on the throne, it be-

came the established system in Africa ; and to

ensure its prevalence and perpetuity, a large

institution was founded at Cairo, and con-
tinued through many generations, in which
were taught all branches of human science,

and in nine ascending degrees the secret doc-
trines of the Ismaihtcs. The first degree in

this system of iniquity and impiety, " instilled

into the mind of the pupil the most imhmited
confidence in the wisdom of his instructor ; it

perplexed him by pointing out tlie absurdity

and contradiction to reason, of the text of the

Koran, and excited his curiosity by hinting at

the secret text which lay beneath the shell of
the outward word ; on which subject, however,

he was most steadily refused any satisfaction.

until he had taken the oath to receive the se-

cret doctiine with implicit faith, and uncondi-



tional obedience." After advancing step by|

step to the eiglith degree, " the pupil was now

fully instructed in the super/kiousness of all

prophets, and divine teachers ;
the non-exist-

ence of heaven and hell ; the indifference of

actions, and thus prepared for the ninth andi

last degree, and to become the ready iiistru

ment of every project of ambition. To believe

nothing and to dare every thing, was the sum

and sub.stance of this wisdom."

Among the converts gained at the lodge of

Cairo, was the celebrated Hassan El Sabah,

founder of the Assassins, or Eastern Ismailites,

as they were also sometimes called. He was

one of those extraordinary men, who appear

from time to time on the stage of life, as if

destined to perform some great change in the

affairs of the world. Possessing mental powers

of the first order, he gave early indications of

that lofty and restless ambition, which became

so conspicuous as he advanced in years, and

which his great talents enabled him to gratify

sg largely. His father Ali sent him to be edu-

cated by an illustrious doctor at Nishaboor,

of whom it was said, that whoever studied the

Koran and the Soonnah under him, was sure

to be fortunate in after life. Hassan, lio\vever,

had too much prudence and foresight, to trust

entirely for his future success to this reputa-

tion of his master, and he therefore entered

into a solemn compact with two of his fellow

students, Omar Khiam, and Nizam-ul-Mulk,

that in whoever of the three this opinion

should be verified, he should share his fortune

with the other two. Nizam-ul-Mulk filled after-

wards the first posts of the empire, under three

successive monarchs of the house of Seljuk,

and during the reigns of the two first, Togrul

and Alp Arslan, Hassan remained in privacy

and obscurity ; but no sooner had Melek Shah,

a young prince, ascended the throne, than he

reminded Nizam of his promise, and was ac-

cordingly loaded with honours and preferment.

He soon endeavoured to supplant Nizam in

his viziership, but failing in his scheme, through

the contrivance, as is supposed, of Nizam him-

self, who had discovered his design, he was
obliged to retire from court, but not without a

secret determination of vengeance against the

sultan and vizier. After remaining some time

concealed at several places, he at length re-

solved to go to Egypt, to the grand lodge oi'

the Ismailites, of whose society he had long

been a member. He was received at Cairo

with the highest honours, and a residence was
assigned him by the caliph ; but happening soon

to take an active part in the dispute about the

succession, he was thrown into prison, and af-

terwards forced on board a ship bound to the

coast of Africa. Driven, however, by a storm

to Syria, he travelled through the East for se-

veral years, spreading his doctrines and making
proselytes wherever he went. It was now two
hundred years since Abdallah had introduced

the secret doctrine into Islam, and except in

the instance of the establishment of the Fate-

mite dynasty in Egypt, no temporal dominion
had been gained, which was the leading object

of the society.

Hassan observed that the princes of the

house of Seljuk, as protectors of the phantom
of a caliph who sat at Bagdad, had risen to
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the higliest power, and his ambitious mind per

suaded him, that, strengthened as he was by nu-

merous disciples, he might, as the champion of

the rights of the descendants of Ismail, take his

rank with princes, when possessed of power and

dominion. To attain this object, he only w'ant-

ed some strong position, from which, as a

centre, he might gradually extend his posses-

sions, and he fixed his eye upon the hill-fort of

Alamoot, in the north of Persia. This post

was gained partly by force and partly by stra-

tagem; and he sent thither one of his most
trusty Dais, who converted a number of the

inhabitants, and with their aid expelled the go-

vernor.
" In possession of a strong fortress, Hassan

turned his mind to the organization of that

band of followers whose daggers were
spread the dread and terror of his power
throughout Asia. Experience and reflection

had shown him that the many could never be

governed by the few, without the salutary curb

of religion and morality; that a system of im-

piety, though it might serve to overturn, was
not calculated to maintain and support a

throne; and his object was now to establish a

fixed and lasting dominion. Though as an

adept, initiated in the highest degree of the

lodge at Cairo, he had been long a believer in

the nothingness of all religion, he determined

to maintain among bis followers the religion of

Islam in all its rigour. The most exact and

minute observance of even its most trivial or-

dinances was to be exacted from those who,

generally unknown to themselves, were band-

ed for its destruction; and the veil of mystery

within which few were permitted to enter

shrouded the secret doctrine from the eyes of

the major part of the society. The claims of

Ismail and the purity of religion were ostensibly

advanced; but the rise of Hassan Sabah, and

the downfall of all religion, were the real ob-

jects of those who directed the machinery.

"The Ismailite doctrine.had hitherto been

disseminated by missionaries and companions
alone. Heads without hands were of no avail

in the eyes of Hassan; it was necessary to have

a third class, which, ignorant of the secret doc-

trine, would be the blind and willing instru-

ments of the designs of their superiors. This

class were named the Fedavee, or Devoted;

were clothed in white, with red bonnets or

girdles, and armed with daggers; these were
the men, who, reckless of their lives, executed

the bloody mandates of the Sheikh-el-Jebel, the

title assumed by Hassan. As a proof of the

fanaticism that Hassan contrived to instil into

his followers, we give the following instance.

In the year 1 12G, Kasim-ed-Devlet Absconsor,
the brave prince of Mosul, was, as he entered

the mosque, attacked by «ight assassins dis-

guised as dcrvises; he killed three, and the rest,

with the exception of one young man, were
massacred by tiie people; but the prince had
received his death v/ound. When the news
spread that Kasim-ed-Devlet had flillen by the

daggers of the assassins, the mother of the

young man who had escaped painted and
adorned herself, rejoicing that her son had
been found worthy to offer up his fife in sup-

port of the good cause; but when he came back
the only survivor, she cut off her hair, and

blackened her face, through grief that he had
not shared the death of glory. ' Such." ob-
serves Von Hammer, ' was the Spartanism of
the Assassins.'

"

(7b be cunlinued.)

JKHUOI ASHilllN.

This remarkable man was born in Cham-
plain, New York, in 1794, of respectable and
pious parents. He showed in early life a se-

rious disposition, and a great fondness for

study, which gave promise of future distinction.

Having pursued his studies with great success

at Burlington and Middlebury colleges, he soon
ren.oved to the district of Columbia, where he
became a member And clergyman of the Epis-

copal church. He was here appointed agent

of the Colonization Society, and sailed for

Cape Montserado on the 19th of sixth month,
1820, where he arrived at the most critical

period in the history of the colonists.

" He found them almost without houses to

protect themselves from the rains of their in-

clement season, which was then at its height,

much less able to aflbrd shelter for the new
emigrants who had accompanied him. He
found the establishment just ready to sink in

disorder and dismay. The settlers were almost
defenceless. The native princes, who had
sold them the territory, with the treacherous in-

tention that they should not settle there, were
threatening to destroy them, and were forming

combinations for that purpose. In such an
emergency it was that he came to a work en-

tirely new. He had been educated for the

work of preaching the gospel. He had been
a teacher in a literary institution. He was still

a young man. And now he had come to place

himself at the head of an unorganized, feeble,

heterogeneous community. He was to act the

legislator; he was to form and put in opera-

tion a system of government; he was to sway
the mind of this unformed mass of human
beings, and mould them into unity; he was to

make them freemen, and habituate them to the

business of governing themselves. At the

same time he must act the soldier; he must
act the engineer; he must lay out ths fortifica-.

tions of his little city, and superintend their hasty

construction; he must take care that the very

dwellings, even the temporaiy huts and she!-.

ters of the people, are constructed with refer-

ence to security from the enemy, and facility

of defence in an assault. All this must be
commenced at once, for delay was ruin. And
just as all this was commencing, the fever

which attacks almost every man on his first ar-

rival from a temperate to a tropical climate,

attacked him and the fifty emigrants who had
come with him with uncommon violence. They
were all sick—sick without a physician—sick

without any proper shelter from the rains

—

sick almost without medicines. His own wife,

among others, was soon carried to the grave.

But for him, and for all, there was no time to

relax their efforts. Even in sicknass and dis-

tress there could be no respite. Their works
must go on; for, daily and nightly, they were
expecting that an army of savages would be

upon them. While prostrated by disease, in

the lucid intervals between the returns of de-



lirium, our friend was compelled to rise from

his sick bed, to inspect the condition and pro-

gress of these operations, to receive reports, to

give out orders, to reanimate the weary and

desponding, and to superintend all the affairs

of this dismayed and distressed community.

All this he did; and when at last the fever had

left him in extreme debility, and he was just

beginning to recover strength, the danger

which they had been so long apprehending

came. About three months after his arrival,

when their defences had been only partially com-

pleted, and when their entire effective force

was thirty-five men and boys, they were attack-

ed at the dawn of day by a force of at least eight

hundred armed savages. They were taken by

surprise, and the enemy were almost in the

midst of them before the alarm was given. By
an effort of desperate valour, directed by the

extraordinary self-possession and energy of our

departed friend, the enemy were driven off,

and the settlement, on which were suspended

so many hopes of humanity and religion, was

delivered. A few days afterwards, while the

wounded were still helpless, and the well were

exhausted with constant fatigue, and watching

and alarm, the enemy returned with redoubled

numbers and redoubled rage for their destruc

tion, and again they were repulsed and utterly

defeated."

The severe labours of his station at length

broke down his constitution, and worn o

with disease and fatigue, he was compelled r

luctantly to try the influence of a milder c

mate in restoring his health. He embarked in

the brig Doris on the 26th of 3d month. 1828,

amidst the tears and regrets of the colonists.

After stopping for a few weeks at one of the

West India Islands, he again embarked for the

United States, and reached New Haven, where

he closed his useful life on the 25th of the 8th

month.

The following sketch of his character is from

the last number of the African Repository.

" To exhibit distinctly, fairly, and complete-

ly, the character of our lamented friend, and

to present an adequate view of his proceedings,

with their results, during his residence of more

than six years in Africa, would require not a

few pages, but a volume. From the hour when

he landed in Africa to that of his re-embarka-

tion for his native country, he evinced a sacred

devotedness to the cause for which he died.

He appeared from the first to form a clear con-

ception of the greatness of the object to be ac-

complished by his labours. Hence, his plans

were comprehensive and perfectly developed

to his own mind, the means of accomplishing

them well ascertained and arranged before

hand, so that in executing them he could read

ily exemplify his own maxim, that the ' great

only at
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almost said) their social character; to kindle

in their souls public spirit and the sentiments

of honourable action; to excite industry, en-

terprise, and courage; to shape and polish the

rough materials before him, and to give to

them order, strength, and union. He must

provide for the permanent defence of the co-

lony. He must survey its territory, and allot to

each settler the farm which he is to cultivate.

By every method of economy must he direct the

scanty means which the Society has entrusted

to him, to meet the demands of the colony, yet

incapable of furnishing provisions for its own
subsistence. Emigrants are expected, and

buildings must be erected for their temporary

accommodation. Public labour is required,

and the expense of it can be defrayed only by

the most skilful management and a scrupulous

regard to the credit of the agency. A system

of government is to be set in operation; offi

cers to be appointed and instructed in their

duties; courts of justice established, in which

the agent must preside; ordinances to be

acted in relation to subjects various and often

new; schools to be founded; negotiations con-

ducted with the natives for the purposes of

trade and the extension of territory; and full

and accurately detailed statements of the wants,

the improvements, and the prospects of th(

colony, to be fre(|uently prepared and trans

mitted to the Society. But to all this complex

machinery, principally depending for its move
ments upon the mind of the colonial agent, and

which could not be regulated without familiar

acquaintance with all its parts, must be added

the entire concern for the recaptured Africans;

involving high responsibilities, and not to be

conducted without a serious amount of care

and labour. But to our lamented friend be-

longed a mind prepared for every effort of

which humanity is capable; which could adapt

itself to every variety of circumstances, and

which, governed by motives from beyond the

world, was not to be overwhelmed or broken

in its powers by the mere shocks of temporal

calamity. On all occasions did he exhibit a

lofty spirit of self-control which no influen-

ces of earth could reach; which preserved his

faculties undisturbed, unclouded, and prompt

to engage, with their entire energy, in every

work of duty;—a versatility of talent which

enabled him to turn from one subject to an-

otlier, from the severer and more perplex-

ing to the lighter and humbler parts of busi-

ness with graceful ease ; decision, seldom

unfortunate, because resting upon clear and

accurate judgments; industry, which reckons

moments invaluable, and was, perhaps, never

exceeded; a perseverance which adhered with

unyieldhig tenacity to its object; and an acti-

vity and lahoriousncss which permitted no one

mental power to remain unemployed, but

which gave constantly to each and every such

key to success in business was to aim only at power its full effect. A burning andunquench-

eftfects.' Placed at the head of a small com- able ardour to make the most of life glowed

munity formed principally of unlettered men, within his bosom: and even the stranger could

some "of them sadly degraded by their past not fail to discern, in the light of his features,

condition, widely separated from the Christian
|

and the deep toned expressiveness of his Ian-

world, exposed to tlie deleterious influences of
j

guage, the enthusiasm which pervaded and

heathen tribes, just ushered into circumstances
I

moved his soul. And this enthusiasm

designed to prepare them for an independent ! kindled by devotion. It was piety, in its ge-

political existence; it was his to create (we had} nuine and sublime influences, elevating the af

fections to the eternal Spirit, and deriving, from
holy meditation upon the Divine Mind, some
resemblance of its perfection, which gave to

our friend's character such dignity, worth, and
power. We must leave it to another age to

estimate the value of his efforts. Something
of their importance is indeed manifest to us:

a prosperous colony established upon sure

foundations; twelve hundred individuals, once
eluded from the higher blessings of exist-

ence, now freemen indeed, and blessed with all

the motives which rouse the soul to useful and
virtuous action ; wondering heathens assem-
bling to learn the lessons of our faith, and catch

the spirit of the gospel; a great and enhghten-

ed nation waking its dormant energies to con-
summate a most holy work of charity; these

are effects already visible, and obviously in

great measure, perhaps mainly, resulting from
his exertions. But it is only by looking to the

future, by indulging reflections on what, with

the favour of Providence, our infant colony is

destined to become; by contemplating our own
country as relieved from a most oppressive

evil, and Africa made an empire of truth, liber-

ty, and virtue, fruitful in works of righteous-

ness and joyful in Christian hope, that we form
even a faint conception of the importance of
what the deceased has done, or the loss which
both humanity and religion have sustained by
his death.

But however dark, in this event, may appear
theways of Providence, their wisdom and be-

nevolence is not to be qaestioned. And we trust

as our friend did not live, so he has not died in

vain. Those who stood by his death-bed can
never forget the moral sublimitv of the scene.

He survived but about fifteen days after his ar-

rival at New Haven, and these were days of
great bodily weakness and occasionally of dis-

tress; but his soul preserved a majestic tran-

quillity and clearness, gathering brightness and
purity as he approached the grave, from the

light of that world which he was so soon to en-

ter. His sufferings appeared to be well nigh

forgotten, while his duties were constantly re-

metnbered. To expressions ofhuman applause,

or even of admiration, he would not willingly

listen, and with profound humility he remark-
ed, 'I do not know of any such thing as self-

righteousness; I can rely only on the righteous-

ness of Christ.' Soon after his arrival, he ex-

pressed a strong desire, if it might be the will

of God, to return to Africa; but subsequently

seemed only anxious to finish his work, and
have his spirit prepared for the great transi-

tion. Indeed, for several days, his remarkable
patience, his entire resignation, his deep self-

abasement, his affecting devotion, and his holy

magnanimity, astonished the beholders, and
they felt themselves in the jnesenceof one who
could adopt the language of Paul, ' none of

these things move me ; for I am ready to be
offered, and the time of my departure is at

hand.' On the last day of his life, while the

writer of this sustained him as he sat up, the

peisiii ration flowing from his pallid brow, and
every feature expressing death, he offered up
his last supplication in terms most solemn and
affecting. A few words uttered with perfect

distinctness have been preserved.

Prayer.—"
' O my heavenly Fatlier, look



mercifully upon tliy afflicted servant, and do

not lay upon him that, which, through weak-

ness, he is unable to bear, but let thy grace be

sufficient for him. May he desire communion
with thee above all other blessings. Bless my
friend here present; keep him in thy service,

and graciously reward him for all his kindness,

O bless all those who have shown a tender

concern for me in this place, and all ray rela

lives and friends, and let them never come into

condemnation. O bless the colony and tlia

poor people among whom I have laboured

Grant to me, O merciful Father, saving faith,

sanctifying faith, and glorify thy great name in

rny eternal salvation. Grant these blessings

O God of grace, for the Redeemer's sake, who
suffered for us, and to thee shall praise be

given, through all eternity, through all eternity

Amen! Amen!'

" During the evening of his departure he

conversed with several gentlemen who visited

him, gave instructions concerning an African

lad rescued by him from pirates, and who had

accompanied him on his voyage, and neglected

nothing which seemed to demand his attention

Just before twelve he sat up, made one or two
requests, and when reclined again upon his

pillow, almost instantly slept in his Saviour

Not more gently does childhood sink to rest

or daylight fade from heaven. Not more simp

ly and majestically does the sun finish hi-

course, when he goes down amid the bright

ness of a cloudless sky."

FOR THE FRIEND.

I have noticed, in your columns, some re-

marks with respect to the harshness of which

Friends are accused, in their dealings with

those who have separated from Society, by

setting up meetings contrary to order, and

which meetings thus set up, do not acknow-
ledge the authority of the yearly meeting of

Philadelphia, nor of the meetmgs, quarterly or

monthly, which remain in subordination to it.

This accusation appears plausible, from the

circumstance of many having joined these sepa-

rate meetings, who in other respects had here-

tofore walked without reproach, and as be-

coming orderly members of Society ; and these

often insist, that their sentiments in regard to

doctrine and discipline are unchanged. Now,
all this being true, what would be the state of

the Society of Friends, if those v.ho have

joined these new meetings were retained as

members ? In every monthly meeting, and so

in the i)reparatives and quarters, there would

exist two classes of members ; one, governed

by the rules and acknowledging the authority

of one set of meetings ; and another refusing

all obedience or subordination to them, but

abiding by rules, and submitting to the autho-

rity of another set of meetings. Is it not clear

to the mind of every reasonable person, that a

body constituted with such heterogeneous ma-
terials, must be in constant collision and confu-

sion ? Is it possible that harmony could pre-

vail ? and as to unity, the idea is excluded by

the very nature of the association.

But what hardship is there in Friends dis-

owning those who have separated from them,

and set up these new meetings? They were]
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the first to act in this business of separa
They disowned the authority of the yearly meet-
ing, and of all the meetings in subordination

thereto. Now, to make things equal, is it not

as fair that the meetings should disown them,
as that they should disown the meetings ? If

there be hardship in the case ; they, the sepa
ratists, were the aggressors. Our meetings, i

would seem, according to the notions of the

separatists, are to be divested of all authority

over them, and yet they must be permitted to

hold their rights as members ! As the subject

presents itself to my view, it is simply this.

Two parties enter into a co-partnership, one
of these becomes dissatisfied with the terms,
and refuses to abide by them any longer, and
yet complains that the other is oppressive be-

cause he will not retain him in the firm, as

long as he wishes nominally to be considered a

member.
Pending the yearly meeting of 1827, John

Comly declared there must be a separation.

One meeting had been held at Green-street,

for the purpose of laying a plan to effect this

purpose. Another was to be held for the like

object ; at which addresses were agreed upon,
and sent down to all the meetings subordinate
to the yearly meeting then in session. This
act was a direct breach of discipline ; but em-
boldened by the strength of numbers, it was
done. The hedge that surrounded Society was
thus broken, and through this breach other
disorders soon followed, and laid waste the

peace and good order of Society. Those who
stood firm in support of the discipline, are
charged with being harsh ; with being arbitra-

ry ; and this, forsooth, because they could not
join in support of the confusion thus brought
upon Society. Some are carried away with
the notion, that these proceedings were righl

because many supported them. The majority

ought to rule, <fcc. is the cry. Is this sound
reasoning in regard to religious societies 1

Are forty-nine members of a monthly meeting
bound to join in these disorderly proceedings,
because fifty-one choose to countenance them ?

Am I bound to join an association to which I

do not belong, because a majority in the quar-
terly or monthly meeting, of which I am a

member, see fit to do it ? No power in this

country, civil or ecclesiastical, can exercise

such authority over the religious rights of
others

;
yet this, monstrous arbitrary sway

claimed by the separatists, when they assert

the right to transfer meetings from one deno-
mination or Society, to another, on the ground,
that in these cases the majority must rule.

And it is the assumption of this despotic power,
which has been the parent of all the confusion

d of all those afflicting scenes in the Society

of Friends, which have prostrated its characte
n the dust. If one, or many, of the members
of Society, were conscientiously dissatisfied

with its doctrines, discipline or proceedings,
such, unquestionably, had a right to withdraw
from it ; and those from whom they withdrew
had an equal right to disown them as members.
Had this course been taken by the separatists

;

d it was the only lawful course they could
take, to effect a separation; decency and order
might at least have been maintained. But
when they undertook to revolutionize, instead

of separate; then they interfered with the
rights of others, and arrogated to themselves
a power, the e.xercise of which no man or set

of men may assume, even in the most despo-
tic governments of the world.

OBSERVER.

We think it is evident, from the facts already
before the public, that Elias Hicks and Amos
Peisley, together with other leaders of the party,

are accountable for the tremendous riot which
their deluded adherents committed in Ohio
yearly meetin^f. And we are well assured,

that not only no such riot would have taken

place, had those persons never visited that

country, but it is doubtful, from the small num-
ber of that misled party, whether it would have
at all interfered with Friends in holding the

yearly meeting. Previously to their arrival, the

separatists in some places had quietly with-

drawn, and seemed disposed to keep their meet-
ings distinct from Friends ; but when Amos
Peisley came amongst them, he urged them to

return in order to get possession of the houses.

An angry contentious spirit was soon raised

into a degree of violence, hitherto unknown
;

and those who had been left in the orderly oc-

cupancy of their meeting-houses, were assailed

with a bold and daring determination to drive

them from their rightful possessions, aflibrding

a sure indication of the gathering storm, that

burst with such fury upon the yearly meeting.
As regards the identity of E. Hicks with the

aiders and abettors in the riot, we will remark,
that had he been conscientiously opposed to

the use of force, and disapproved of the act

of expelling Friends from Mount Pleasant
meeting-house, he would never have assembled
as he did the following morning, with those per-

sons who had committed the outrage. Like an
upright and faithful Christian, he would have
borne a decided testimony against such mea-
sures, by refusing to occupy a meeting-house
obtained in that disgraceful manner ; he would
have openly disavowed all unity and connection

th them, as being the unfruitful works of
darkness. Amos Peisley, we suppose, has re-

turned home, and we should expect that his re-

flections upon the incidents of his tour, would
not be of the most pleasing and consoling kind.

He certainly cannot consider himself an am-
bassador of peace and good will, for he has
manifested no such disposition ; and we think

that his partisans cannot award him that chris-

tian title, when tliey reflect upon the " painful

conflicts" which he has unhappily stirred them
up to engage in. But to his own master we
must leave him to stand or fall, hoping that it

may be consistent with the mercy and good-
ness of the Great Head of the church, to re-

member his own cause and the ' suflierings of
his afflicted people, aad shorten those days of
desolation by restraining the spirit of unbelief

and division, which is laying waste our once
highly favoured Society.

At the close of the separate meeting, Elias

Hicks proceeded to Flushing, about eighteen

miles distant from Mount Pleasant, and at-

tended the meeting there on first day. Notice

having been spread of his intention to be there,

a large concourse assembled composed of per-



sons of various professions, including many of
his own followers. In the early part of the meet-
ing, the fundamental doctrines of the Chris-

tian religion were opened, and enforced in a

perspicuous and striking manner by a minister

from another yearly meeting, who also adverted

to the attempts some were making to over-

throw those doctrines ; but he beheved the more
tliey struggled, the more they would become
entangled by the sophistry with which they en-

deavoured to deceive others. Great solemnity

prevailed over the meeting. Elias soon followed,

and referring to the preceding discourse, af-

firmed that the preacher was mistaken in liis

opinion of the state of the meeting ; for as far

as he was acquainted with it, there was no
such person present, as he had attempted to

describe. He seemed chafed and worried that

the time should be taken up by any one but

himself, and soon confirmed the fitness of the

remarks which he had just condemned, by de-

nying many of the essential truths of the gos-

pel, in doing wliich, he exposed his own anti-

Christian notions in a very glaring manner. He
endeavoured to lay waste totally the authority

of the Holy Scriptures, asserting that they

were useless to the Christian. He assailed the

divine cliaracter of the Son of God with his

usual sophistry, ranking him with Moses, Jo-

shua and the prophets, who, he said, were Sa-

viours and Mediators between God and man.
Our Lord he denominated an outward Saviour,

and as the Jews were promised long life, as-

serted that he raised them from the dead, that

they might enjoy it. Without revelation, he

said that we could not distinguish a man from

a horse, nor a house from a tree, thus destroy-

ing a belief in divine revelation, by confound-

ing and equalizing the mere animal percep-

tions, with the manifestations of the Holy
Spirit. Our informant who heard the dis-

course further states, that in treating on one
point, his allusions were so gross and indeh-

cate, that they were not fit to be uttered in such

a company. The Friend again rose, and com-
mencing his reply with these words, " Wo to

t!ie pot that hath its scum in it, for in it is the

broth o{ abominable things;" he not only fully

detected the fallacy of E. Hicks' arguments,

and his antichristian sentiments, repeating se-

veral quotations from his printed discourses,

but also informed the audience that he was
under the care of his monthly meeting, on ac-

count of the unsoundness of his ministry, for

which he had been requested by it to return

and no longer travel as a minister. Those very

appropriate words we have since discovered,

by referring to the journal of Elizabeth Ster-

ridge, were used by her at Bristol meeting,'

England, in declaring against John Story, who
was famous for the disturbance and separation,

which he created at that early period of the

Society. Elias became^o extremely agitated,

while the Friend was exposing his principles

and present standing in the Society, that a per-

son sitting next to him, says " he trembled like

a leaf;" and when he rose to reply such was
his perturbation, that it was observed he con-
tinued to tremble exceedingly. He endea-
voured to make the impression, that if the quo-
tations were from his discourses they were not
correctly printed, and as regarded the state-
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ment, that he had been remanded home by au-

thority of his monthly meeting, he declared it

was false. The Friend re-affirmed it to be a

fact, and further said that if his discourses were
not correctly printed, they had been in circu-

lation long enough to have them made so.

The meeting was broken up about this time.

Elias proposed having his certificates read,

which Friends did not think proper to wait to

hear, and accordingly generally left the house.
Many of the neighbouring pious inhabitants

who had doubted his infidelity, and consequent-
ly hesitated in concurring with Friends in their

testimony against him, attended tiie meeting
for the purpose of hearing and judging for

themselves ; and such was their conviction of

his unbelief, that several freely declared they

were now fully satisfied of it, and appeared
grateful for the exposure of his sentiments.

\Ve are persuaded, as we have been on other

occasions, that his journey into the western

country will do good, by convincing many per-

sons who had been incredulous, that he does

hold and disseminate the antichristian senti-

ments which are attributed to him ; and being

thus convinced, they will reject him and his

doctrines as hostile to the Christian religion.

The great tremor he was thrown into, reminds
us of his discourse delivered in Philadelphia,

at the North meeting-house, bearing date in

Gould's Quaker, December 1826, in which he
takes an opportunity to express his sentiments

on trembling. We will transcribe the passage,

and leave the application to himself and his de-

voted followers. " We must feel his power

;

we must have an evidence of his light to show
us the way ; and then we can go on without

fear or trembling, as composedly as though we
were in heaven ; and every thing we do, would
be agreeable to the will of God. But every

thing we do in religion, agreeable to the mind
of man, it makes us tremble, because that God
is not with us; because we turn awayfrom his

counsel; it carries trembling to our bodily

frames. But those irho do the commandments
of God, are as bold as a lion ; and nothing on
earth; not all the powers of men and devils,

can make them tremble orfear. They are not

afraid of their foindatiok ; they dare set it

against all the rolling billows of time." 1

Vol. 116. J. K.

The twenty-fourth report of this noble insti-

tution, displays an unabated ardour in the

spreading of the scriptures. There has seldom

been exhibited a more sublime spectacle, than

the enthusiasm with which the men who have

devoted themselves to this great work, perse-

vere in their efforts. From China, Turkey and
Spain, almost inaccessible to their benevo-

lence, to the grateful and eager Islander of

the Pacific ; from the ignorant manufacturer

or peasant of their own England, to poor se-

cluded but happy Iceland, the only spot on

the globe of which it can be said, " that there

is reason to believe, that not a single family is

unprovided with a copy of the scriptures ;" no

island, nor continent is neglected.

" The demand for the Scriptures," say they,

" is not diminishing, hardly even in our own
country. If, at the time when the Bible So-

ciety began its operations, it could have been
foreseen what a prodigious number of copies

would be diffused through the nation within the

ensuing twenty years, it would have been pre-

sumed, that by this time the want and the de-

mand would be nearly satisfied. But the con-

trary is the present state of the case. And
this fact, while it shows that there was such a

dreadful destitution of the Scriptures in the

community, as no one who entertained the

worst surmises could have imagined, proves

also that quite a new sentiment has been ex-

cited—that a desire to possess the holy book
has been created and extended to a wonderful

degree. It is most gratifying to hear, that the

vast number of copies issued by the Bible So-

ciety, has been so far from sufficing to sa-

tisfy this desire, that the sale of Bibles in the

bookselling trade has been increasing in a par-

allel and rival progress ; so that, most happily,

the purest Christian charity has drawn worldly

interest and traflic itself into a holy alliance.

It appears, the case has come to be, that it

can no longer content each family, even in the

humbler classes, to possess one Bible in their

house ; but that several of its members are de-

sirous of having each his own, especially these

of them who are leaving the paternal abode to

try their separate allotment in life.

" There is something grand and inspiring in

the view of the rapid and incalculable multi-

plication of Bibles, extending, as it is in the

process of doing, into the languages of all the

most considerable tribes of mankind. We see

thus the testimony of God, the dictates of his

law, and the overtures of his grace, taking,

sensibly and visibly, a position in numberless

situations where the consecrated vehicle of

them had never had a place before. We thus

see the best book acquiring, in point of num-
ber of copies, an immense superiority over

every other book in the world ; and placing it-

self by all the good books to improve their use-

fulness, and by all the bad ones to baffle their

malignity. It is gratifying to consider, how im-

measurably far the number of Bibles surpasses

the number of copies of any, the most popular,

infidel book in existence. And we may trust

the time is not very far off, when all the copies

o( all the infidel writings existing, or yet to be
produced, will number but an inferior and de-

jected multitude in contest with the growing
millions of copies of this one book, which is

destined to arrest their operation, and over-

whelm their cause.

" In preceding reports there has been a re-

ference to the rapid extension of knowledge
among the people. If it ever were a doubtful

question, whether the general acquisition of
knowledge would be an improvement of the

condition of the community, it is now too late to

discuss it. The popular mind is breaking loose

from its ancient, fixed, rigid state, and can
now no more be stopped or bounded in its

movements, than the stream from the dissolv-

ing snows and ices of a long winter. And if

it be but too evident, that the general preva-

lence of augmented knowledge and mental

freedom, unaccompanied by the influences of

religion, would be a portentions change, so
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much the stronger is the argument for an ac-

tive promotion of the circulation of the Scrip-

tures,—a circulation which, by the way, could
have had no such wide enlargement but for

the very circumstance of the excitement and
change in the state of the popular mind. Re
verting to the times antecedent to this great
excitement, by which some persons have been
so much alarmed for the religion and morals
of the people, we may ask ;

' Was there then
any eager demand for the Bible ? Who were
there—how many persons in a thousand—to
inquire for it, or to care about it ? Were not
the greater number of families in the land per-
fectly content without having it even as a tri-

fling article of furniture in the house ? Did
not millions of each successive generation pass
through life without any dissatisfaction that

they had never been able to read one chapter
or verse ?' We see then, that the increase of
knowledge, the rousing of the mental existence
of the people from its long slumber, brings
with it a proportional demand for that very
thing which is adapted to be the antidote to
the evils to be apprehended from newly acqui-
red intelligence, inquisitiveness, and free-
dom."

Still Heaven, in mercy, deigns to spare
A friend, to cheer the evening's close ; .

To save the wanderer from despair.
And promise to his care's repose.

No mortal powers can then avail.
Though clad in friendship's fairest guise :

But thou, religion, canst prevail
O'er all the fears that round him rise.

Thou canst the sinking sinner show.
All radient, where his prospects lie :

O'er me, O let thy spirit iiow,
That I, when earth's dark shadows fly.
May say, " J.ord, thou didst call, a

am 1."*

Pine Col/age, Aug. 23, 1820.

FOR THE FKIEXD.

STANZ.IS.

The wild flower decks the woodland side.

The lofty corn waves free and fair

;

The forest wears its leafy pride.

And mingled fragrance scents the air.

Nature is clothed in summer's vest.

Each bush and covert 's fraught with glee ;

The rabbit sports around its nest.

But what is mirth or joy to me?

The streamlet chafes its pebbly bed,
Now scarcely heard its murmurs die

;

On busy wing, around my head.
The turtle dove and blackbird fly;

All are at peace within—Aw uhal am I?

No consciousness of errors past,

No fears for future life they know
;

In happy ignorance is cast

Their lot—unheeding bliss or wo.

And man, creation's pride and scorn.
Though blessed with mighty reason's power.

May sport away life's vernal morn,
But what attends his evening hour .'

Reason, unheeded, when the sun
Of summer noon rides clear and high,

Then shows the idle, still undone
The useful work, and prompts the sigh
For faculties abused

—

of such am I.

Remorse and vain regret are then.
The sad companions of the breast

;

And conscience, issuing from her den.
Rears in the heart her snaky crest.

Even ere autumn mildly shows
That short must be her sober sway;

When scarcely closed, the summer rose
In faded bloom still scents our way.

Reflect]

The,
His wai

Dws to errmg man
of his life gone by ;

is wand'rings since his course began.
And points to him futurity.
Is he an outcast there ? Then, what am I

=

Wlty some Men are Infidels.~l don't believe
the Bible, said a little boy not ten years old,
nd brought up in a Christian family in Hart-

ford; I don't believe the Bible, said he to his
little associate, looking very wise and bi>r.

What principle was at work here ? The same,
precisely, that made Voltaire, and Hume, and
Paine, infidels. It was the working of a de-
praved heart,—the natural aversion of the mind
to the duties and restraints of religion.
When Dr. Dwight entered upon the presi-

dency of Yale College, a considerable propor-
tion of the students, it is said, were infidels-
and so proud were they of the distinction, that
they assumed the names of the principal English
and French infidels, and were more familTarly
known by them than by their own.
Now the infidelity of these young men was

not the result of a careful examinalion of the
subject; for they were profoundly ignorant of
It;—as was proved by the fict, that in the first

discussion of the subject, by the President, they
were ashamed of their principles, and renounc-
ed them; but from that natural bias against re-
'igion, which, we say, is characteristic'of young
and inexperienced minds. It was the mere
overflowing of pride and self-conceit; and this
is the source whence it always springs.

There are some young men in tins citv, we
are told, who afiect to be infidels;—mere strip-
lings in age and mere dolts in knowledge;—and
there are many, wc know, who have very loose
and sceptical views of the doctrine of the Bible.
But if these persons would only search for the
origin of their sentiments, they would find that
they spring from a cause, which is as great a re-
proach to their understandings as it is to their
hearts. They have never taken pains to e.x-

amine the subject; they are grossly ignorant of
it; and they are sceptical and unbelieving just
because they are ignorant of it, and do not like
that their appetites and passions should come
under the restraints of religion.

—

Hawes

their malice is protected, fall harmless to .„,=
ground. He is conscious of acting from cor-
rect principles; and being known to the pub-
lic as a man of integrity and worth, he need
never give himself much concern, as to any
unfavourable reports that may be circulated
respecting him. He is safe in the confidence
of all who know him. They acquit him with-
out trial; and believe his innocence without the
judgment of a court. Slander may indeed for
a moment fix its fangs on a spotless character,
but such a character has within itself an anti-
dote to the poison, and rises from the tempo-
rary wound with invigorated strength aod
brightened beauty.

—

Ibid.

Punctualihj.—McAhod, as 11. ]\Ioie savs,
IS the hinge of business; and there is no me-
thod without punctuality. Punctuality is im-
portant, because it subserves the peace and
good temper of a family ; the want of it not
only infringes on necessary duty, but sometimes
excludes this duty. Punctuality is important
as It gams time; it is like packing things in a
box, a good packer will get in half as much
more as a bad one. The calmness of mind
which It produces is another advantage of punc-
tuality: a disorderly man is always in a hurry:
he has no time to speak with you, because he
is going elsewhere; and when he gets there, he
IS too late for his business, or he' must hurry
away to another before he can finish it. It
as a wise maxim of the duke of Newcastle—
I do one thing at a time." Punctuality aives

weight to character. " Such a man has made
an appointment: then I know he will keep it."
And this generates punctuality in you: for like
other virtues it propagates itself: servants and
children must be punctual where their leaders
are so. Appointments, indeed, become debts;
I owe you punctuality, if I have made an ap-
pointment with you, and have no right to
throw away your time if I do my own.

"

A Good Character.—On the other hand, a
man of fair character—of tried and established
reputation—stands out to the eye of the pub-
lic, as one who is above suspicion and above
reproach. The malicious and the wicked may
indeed vent their evil surmisings, and attempt
to tarnish his fair name, but their attempts re-
coil upon their own heads. Their arrows
pend their force in the air; or striking upon
he broad shield behind which the object of

Infant Corse.—If any object which im-
presses the mind with solemn sadness, can at
any time infuse the pensive charm of melan-
choly pleasure, it is the innocent and beautiful
corse of an infant, when the chill of death has
stilled the pulse of life, and the countenance,
which has been changed by disease and dis-
torted by distress, has resumed its native placid
sweetness. Then to gaze upon the lovely fea-
tures, though cold in death, is a sight too touch-
ing and beautiful, not to awaken all the tender
emotions of the heart and soul.
The fair forehead, adorned with

curls of soft and elegant ha
though no longer suffused with the glow of
health, yet more beautiful than the most per-
fect production of the statuary; the lips, that
prattled so sweetly in life, with a light tinge of
the coral still remaining, looking as thougirthey
might yet speak

; the neck arTd shoulders, of
delicate whiteness and finished symmetry

; the
little hands and arms, more beautiful in death
than life, crossed on the bosom that has ceased
to beat

;
who can behold such an assemblage

of loveliness, without being softened down iiuo
tenderness, and freely bestowing the consecrai-
ng tear of aff'ection and humanity ?

From a latepaper.

few little

the cheeks.
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As in a survey of the time which has gone

by, we should endeavour to derive lessons for

future government, both from our successes

and our failures, from the instances wherein

we have fallen short, as well as those which

yield the consciousness of faithfulness; so like-

wise, it is the part of wisdom, on reverting to

the future, to resolve, with fresh animation to

pursue the path of duty, discreetly but resolute-

ly—through good report, and through evil re-

port, in whatever direction it be unfolded with

clearness. A compromising, vacillating poli-

cy, is beneath the dignity of the cause we

would espouse—the cause of Christianity and

sound morality, as opposed to infidelity and

libertinism; it is equally at variance with ge

nuine Quakerism, which has ever been distin

guished by a straight forward Une of procedure

neither swayed by favour nor reproaches, nei-

ther needlessly provoking, nor hesitating to en-

counter difficulties, in all cases involving es-

sential principles, and in obedience to plain

manifestations of duty.

Thus, it is our desire.'iW setting out on the

second year of our editorial labours, to pre-

serve the same firm, undeviating course, which,

hitherto, it has been our endeavour to sustain,

uninfluenced by a squeamish timidity on the one

hand, or the fear of scurrility and opprobri-

um on the other, but with promptitude, yet al-

ways in good temper, appearing on the side of

truth when occasion calls for it, and exposing

error under all its disguises.

At the same time we are not disposed to

conceal, that we extend our views beyond the

present agitated state of things, which, unhap-

pily, has come over our once highly favoured

Society, and anticipate the period when tran-

quillity and harmony will be restored, when

many of those who are as parts of the flock

bewildered and scattered, will be induced to

return to the bosom of the church, as the wan-

dering doves to the windows of the ark. In

proportion as this prospect is realized, one

principal spurce of interest to the pubhcation

will be withdrawn. But, for ourselves, we

have been confirmed in the persuasion, and it

IS the result of long and deliberate reflection,

that a paper upon the plan originally contem- Mahlon Day,

plated, (which plan is well explained in the Joshua Kimher,

prospectus,) is deci'dedly called for, in refer- j^ jp^^.^^^ p. M.
ence to the real interests and substantial well

being of the Society, and on that ground ought Herman Camp, P. M.

to be sustained—not merely for a temporary
j(,/,„ p_ Hull,

and incidental purpose, but permanently and ^;;g„ Thomas, P. M.
co-extensively with the Society itself, on tliis

side of the Atlantic at least. j^ga B. Smith,

We might expatiate largely, if the limits Daniel O. Comstock,

wliich we have prescribed to ourselves would John J. Wells,

permit, upon the expediency and utility of Joh Otis,

Friends possessing a common vehicle of com- William Jenki

munication—upon its efficacy with the youno

and inexperienced, in giving a right direction Isaac Basset, Jr.

to their pursuits—the powerful influence which William E. Hacker,

it must have in the formation of the judgment Jo/(n Negus,

and the taste, in producing a heahhful tone of|

Benjamin Sheppard,

Dr. George Williamson-

Seth Henshaw, P. M.
Thomas Moore, P. M.
Elisha Bates, P. M.
Benjamin Hoyle,

John Street, P. 31.

Elijah Coffin, P. M.

moral feeling to the mind, and generally, in Thomas R. Sheppard

cherishing the seeds of piety and virtue. John N. Reeve.,

Of course, it must be understood, that we
speak in a quahfied sense—on condition that

the plan be ably executed, and with the requi-

site goqd taste—tiiat sound literature be che-

rished and promoted—sound principles incul-

cated—Christianity, upon broad and compre-

hensive views, supported and defended, and

our peculiar views of it illustrated and explain-

ed. Liberally supported as we have been by

the co-operation of talented and literary friends,

we may, without subjecting ourselves to the

imputation of vanity, refer to the columns of

the past year for proof of competency in re-

spect to the necessary qualifications; and hav-

ing every reason to be assured that this co-ope

ration will be energetically continued, we do

not despair of rendering this journal a publ'

tion of such commanding interest, as to receive

the approbation of all who may incline to lend

their aid in its support.

Typographically considered, the style in

which " The Friend" is got up ; the quality of

the paper ; the excellency of the type ; the

neatness and accuracy of the execution ; also,

comparatively speaking, its cheapness ;
which

taken together constitute a case without par-

allel :—all these circumstances ought to be

taken into the estimate of its claim to patro-

nage.

We therefore feel justified, in calling upon

all who have at heart the reputation and pro-

sperity of the Society, to exert every proper

,d available means to estabUsh, on a basis of

permanency, a periodical, which promises to

become the instrument of so much good. To
effect this purpose, it must be obvious, that the

extension of its circulation is the object to be

obtained. Let the trial be fairly made, whether

there is spirit and enterprise sufficient to render

successful such an experiment.

It is proper that subscribers should know,

that an index for tlie first volume of " The
Friend" is preparing, and, with a title page,

11 soon be forwa-ded to them respectively.

Pursuant to intimation before given, we in-

sert below a list of agents, to whom persons dis-

posed to patronize " The Friend" can apply,

and those from whom subscriptions are due,

may make payment, they being duly authorized

to receipt for the same.

LIST OF AGENTS.

Salem, New Jersey.

Medford, N. J.

Greeenwich, N. J.

Baltimore.

New Salem, N. Car.

New Garden, N. C.
Mt. Pleasant, Ohio.

Barnesville, Belmont
CO., Ohio.

Salem, Columbiana
CO., Ohio.

Milton, Indiana.

For the sensible, clear, and convincing re-

marks of" Observer," inserted to-day, we feel

obliged, and would be glad to encourage fur-

ther communications from him.

Of the stanzas dated at Pine Cottage, obli-

gingly furnished to us by the person to whom
they were addressed, we admire the glow of

moral feehng, and the flowing ease of the ver-

sification. We should be pleased if their in-

sertion would successfully serve the purpose of

inducing the writer to enlist as one of our re-

gular contributors.

We acknowledge the receipt of a very inte-

resting and instructive memoir, contributed by
a friend to whom we were already largely in-

debted.

There have also come to hand various other

valuable articles, viz. " Idolatry in Spanish

America"—" The Jewish Convert"—" The
spreading of Christianity in the Islands of the

South Pacific Ocean;" one on " Popular Pre-

judice," by our esteemed old acquaintance S,

and another set of Scraps from our friend V,

all which we intend shall appear in due

course.

New York.

Flushing, L. Island.

Aurora, Cayuga CO..

New York.

Trumansburg, N. Y.

Stanfordville, N. Y.

Sherwood's Corner,

New York.

Fannington, N. Y.

Lockport, N. York.

Hartford, Conn.

New Bedford, Mass,

Providence, Rhode
Island.

Lynn, Mass.

Salem, Mass.

Perryopolis, Fayette

CO., Pennsylvania

The unlooked for success of" The Friend"

has been attended with an inconvenience

against which, we thought, we had sufficiently

guarded. Notwithstanding the reprint of se-

veral of our early numbers, it is not in our

power to furnish a single complete copy of the

first volume. The frequent demands whicli have

been, and continue to be made, for entire sets

of "The Friend," induce us, with the advice

of some of our most intelligent subscribers, to

propose the printing of a second edition of
the first volume. We, therefore, inform our
friends, that if sufficient encouragement is af-

forded us, we mean to commence it in the

course of a few weeks. The price to sub-

scribers will be three dollars per copy, in

boards; and those who wish to encourage the

reprint, will please to furnish their names to

the agents in their respective neighbourhoods,

by whom the money will also be received v/hen

the work is delivered. Our agents will confer

a favour by informing us early what number
will probably be wanted in their respective

neighbourhoods.

Died, on the ISth inst. Samuel Sansom of this city,

in the 56th year of his age, after an illness of six

weeks.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE k CO.

Corner of Fifth and Cherry streets.
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DR. SASrUEt EMLEN, JR.

It would ill become us to speak of this esti-

mable man in the language of exaggerated
praise—but it may be truly said of him that he
filled an arduous station with dignity and use-
fulness, and that the prominent features of his

character were his sobriety of mind, and the
steadiness and earnestness with which he pu
sued his course.

The following particulars of his life are taken
from a memoir by his friend Dr. Charles D.
Meigs, published in the last number of the
North American Medical and Physical Jour-
nal.

" Dr. Emlen was born in Chester county,
state of Pennsylvania, on the 6th of March,
1789. As springing from one of the oldest
and most respectable families of the Society of
Friends, he received of course, in his early
education, all the advantages which their strict

example and sedulous inculcation of good mo-
rals could bestow. His education was chiefly
Enghsh; but as it was carefully superintended,
he laid in it a sobd foundation of knowledge,
on which he afterwards erected a considerable
structure of various and available informa-
tion."

" Dr. Emlen's acquirements were more so-
lid than specious, and produced in him those
excellent fruits which have caused his death to
be so much regretted.

"In the year 1808, having resolved to de
vote himself to the profession of medicine, he
placed himself as a house pupil with Dr. Parrish
of this city; and, under his roof, and with his ex-
ample constantly before him, made rapid pro-
gress in his studies, to which, by the testimony
of his teacher, he absolutely devoted himself

" Untler the roofof Dr. Parrish, and as a mem-
ber of his family, Dr. Emlen passed four years,
during which having attended the lectures de-
livered in the university by the professors Rush,
Wistar, Barton, Physick, James, and Coxe, he
graduated M. D., and in June, 1812, embark-
ed at New York for England.

" Arrived at London in the month of July,
he placed himself in the vicinity of one of the
great hospitals, where he sedulously endea-
voured to acquire the greatest amount of prac-
tical and surgical knowledge. Attendance on

ed individuals whose reputation liatl attracted
him thither, conversation w ,t;i celebrated men,
to the houses of many of \,hom he had free
and familiar access, and visits to objects which
interest the man of science or the philanthro-
pist, kept his mind on the stretch; and he ac-
cumulated a large stock of information, of
which he noted down the heads in his journal
which we have perused with great satisfaction
as affording evidence of the diligence with
which he employed himself even at that period

" The declaration of war by the United
States against Great Britain, which reached
London soon after his arrival, placed no ob
stacles in the way of his studies while in the
metropolis. The detention it occasioned gave
him an opportunity, however, of making an
extensive tour through England, Ireland" and
Scotland, the history of which is detailed with
considerable naivete in his journal. At length
the obstacles to his visit to Paris were remov
ed, and after a residence of fourteen months
in the island, he reached that city about the
time of the emperor's return from Leipzig.

" His stay in London, and his frequent ac-
cess to the society of the most eminent physi-
cians, surgeons, and lecttirers, had increased
his stock of knowledge, while the elegant so-
ciety in which he moved, although it never
abolished the gravity of his carriage, or the
serious and sententious style of his conversa-
tion, imparted, nevertheless, to his manners
that urbane cast, which is far more estimable
and trustworthy than the false and heartless ele-
gance of mere fashionable intercourse,
were marked by the gentleness, self-possession
and confidence which belong to the gentle

Griflits, became secretary to that

" In Paris, though daily attracted by the
extraordinary events of that wonderful period
of history. Dr. Emlen continued to attend
mainly to the objects of his visit. The battles
fought in the vicinity filled the hospitals with
soldiers stiffering under every species of mili-
tary accidents, which he carefully studied.

" After the surrender of the French capital
he returned to London in June, from whence
he proceeded to Holland, and came home
the corvette John Adams as the bearer oft.,
spatches for the government, after an absence
of nearly two years and a half

" Soon after his arrival he commenced the
practice of physic, and was elected one of the
physicians to the Philadelphia Dispensary; an
excellent school of practice, through which
most of the eminent practitioners here have
passed.

'In 1819 he resigned this station, in con-
sequence of increasing occupations: eoon after

ho«r.if=.i ^ =;•
,

°" .

""•;
;

'^^^'^^ ^^ ""^^ elected to be one of the mana-
flospital practice, on lectures by the celebrat- 1 gers, and finally, after the death of his revered

friend Dr
charity.

"During, the year 1819, when the yellow
fever prevailed along the water margin of the
city. Dr. Emlen was secretary to the Board of
Health, and made those observations of which
the fruit is to be found in his valuable paper
on yellow fever published in the last number of
this journal.

" As member of the Board of the Guardians
of the Poor, as physician to the Magdalen
Asylum, the Orphan Asylum, and the Friends'
Asylum for the Insane, he established broadly
and deejjly the foundations ofa reputation which
tended daily to raise him in the public esteem.

" He succeeded Dr. Griflits as secretary to
the College of Physicians, and to his zeal is

undoubtedly owing much of the renewed acti-
vity and efficiency which mark the present
course of that institution.

" In 1825 he was elected one of the phvsi-
cians to the Pennsylvania Hospital, an olfice
'

;
hich he was annually re-elected, a suffi-

cient proof of the assiduity and ability with
which he discharged the functions of that ho-
nourable and very responsible situation.

" This excellent man sat not down contented
with the discharge of merely his professional
duties. He had acquired very solemn impres-
sions of the magnitude of the evils which the
vice of drunkenness has brought on the coun-
try; and few persons, although much attention
has been given to it by some of the foremost
men of the time, had accumulated more of

They statistic knowledge on the point than himself.
In the organization of the Pennsvlvania Socie-
ty for discouraging the use of ardent spirits,
as well as in its administration as manager, he
took a very active and discreet part.

" Dr. Emlen's private business occupied a
very large share of his time. It had augment-
ed rapidly during the last few years of his life;
so that, with his public and private affairs, he
had little leisure for visits of ceremony, or for
any waste of that time, which, in his eyes, was
so valuable."

"In the year 1819, he married Beulah Va-
lentine, who was like himself a member of the
Friends' Society. In the tender relations
which this union produced, he found the purest
sources of happiness. To his children he bore
an affection that might be called passionate. We
presume to say thatthe fire ofparental love glow-
ed in his breast with redoubled intenseness,
perhaps because of the habitual restraint un-
der which he was accustomed to hold his pas-
sions: how lamentable must have seemed the
stroke which divided him in this world from
that care and watchfulness over his children,
which appeared to be, for him, the best part
of existence ! Nevertheless, in committing his
family, as he did, on his death-bed, to the pro-
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videiitia! care of liis Maker, he seemed to have

acquired a calmness and submission that per-

mitted no murmuring word to escape his lips,

nor allowed of one sign of impatience or wilful-

ness to exprc.-is his unwillingness to meet that

fate for wliich he was prepared by a blameless

Devoting himself to his profession, Dr. Em-
len had little inclination for the pleasures of

gay society. The early steadiness and sobrie-

ty of his character increased with his years,

and notwithstanding his extreme reserve in

speaking of his religious impressions, it was

evident, from the circumspection of his conduct,

and his guarded conversation, that his mind

was undergoing the discipline which is prepa^

ratory and essential to true Christian attain

ments. Of his medical career it may be said

tliat he was thoroughly grounded in his pro

fession as a science, and that he brought to its

exercise a conscientious faithfulness, and

cautious discrimination, which left upon the

minds of all who witnessed his anxiety, and skill

and tenderness, an indelible impression of con

fidence, respect, and attachment. To such a

man, every passing year widened the sphere,

and increased the capacity of usefulness. He
was daily rising in solid reputation, and in the

general estimation of his fellow citizens, when

he fell a victim to an attack of remittent fever

on the 17th of the fourth month, 1828, in thi

39th year of his age.

Leaving to others to commemorate his skill

and attainments as a physician, it will be more
consonant with the character and aim of th'

journal, to speak of him in his capacity of a

Christian and a Quaker. To those who knew
him as such, we might recall his grave and

manly demeanour; his watchful circumspec

tion, and his quiet and exemplary fulfilment of

his duties as a member of our rehgious Soci

ety. His example in these respects should be

the more instructive, inasmuch as Jiis charac

ter was formed amid the very scenes and temp
tatioits by which we ourselves are surrounded

The greater number perhaps of every gene-

ration attains the age of manhood, with but

occasional intervals of serious reflection. The

delights of sense, and the calls of ambition, ab-

sorb, in a great degree, the faculties of the

mind. But when the more serious cares and

an.xicties of manhood begin to press upon us

—

when, in the course of nature, our duties as

masters, and husbands, and parents, come to

be fulfilled—it is then that we begin to realize

the awfulness of life. Thus it is, in the kind

providence of our Universal Parent, that the

most powerful calls to a virtuous life are ad-

dressed to the strongest instincts of our nature;

and hard and insensible in the extreme must

that heart be, to which tlie appeal is made in

vain. It is in this way that great numbers are

first brought to serious reflection upon their

own course of life, and that the first desires are

raised for an acquaintance with the things

which belong to their everlasting peace. The
instinct of the new born infant for its nourish

ment is not more powerful or certain than the

feehng which directs the mind in this state to

the sacred volume for consolation and reproof,

and which seals these upon the conscience as
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sure and true. But the heart i

to feel that it is indeed

' the most difficult of taske to keep
Heiglits, wliich tlie soul is competent to gain."

The habits, the passions, the pursuits, and

the associations which have so long governed

t their accustomed influence, and divert

the thoughts from this new channel. The
warmth of religious emotion grows cold, and
the mind again becomes indifferent. Even
where the desire for good is retained, the moral
inability to command it is felt, and the first sub-

stantial lesson in the Christian school, namely,
" that of ourselves we can do no good thing,"

is thus learned. It is then in despair, at the

repeated failure of our own strength and efforts,

that the mind reverts to the precious promises

of the gospel, and receives the truth in sincerity

and the love of it. Yet man is the creature of

habit. The affairs of life continually press upon
him, inveterate habits assert their dominion,

strong passions become excited, the breathings

of the soul are stifled, and we still pursue our

old course of life, till we are again stung with

the reproofs of conviction. The feehng of self-

condemnation is now stronger, the abasedness

and cDlf-abhorrence greater ; and happy is he to

be accounted who shrinks not from the severity

of their sentence. Yet he is but imperfectly

acquainted with human nature, who supposes

that the change of heart, which is so beautifully

figured in the gospels, under the type of the

new birth, is to be looked for, but as the gra

dual result of patience and obedience. The
mind often carries on for years a struggle with

its propensities and evil thoughts, so continually

renewed, so often unsuccessful, so depressing

and discouraging to the spirit, that it is at

times ready to abandon the conflict. Yet he

who perseveres through humble faith in the

mercies and long suffering of his Redeemer
will throughout the whole be favoured at times

with gleams of consolation and accessions of

strength to prepare him for his further proba

tion. Thus, is often passed the whole hfe of

Christian ; and it is consolatory to believe that

this degree of experience and faithfulness, even

where the brighter joys and stronger confi-

dence of a more sanguine spirit are wanting, is

in the mercy of Heaven, an accepted prepara

tion for the life which is to come.

. It is probable thatmany continue this struggle

for a time, nay for years, and then sink unde

the temptations which assail them, or yield

themselves up to discouragement and indiffer-

ence. For these and for all who feel ready to

perish, the biography of Dr. Emlen furnishes

a lesson of encouragement and deep instruc-

tion. For the last five years of his life, he

kept a diary, in which is preserved a record of

his religious experience, that strikingly illus-

trates the correctness of the preceding remarks.

It was kept—as all such records should be, or

they are worse than useless—with severe scru-

tiny of himself, with modest brevity and an un

flattering fidelity. It commences on the first

day of the year 1 823, with the following entry.

" First mo. 1st, 1823. I have thought an

advantage might result from noting occasion-

ally the religious experience my mind should

seem to be favoured with, in order, if the Lord
permit, that such a daily scrutiny into my sloth-

ful and corrupt heart, might discover to me the

hideousness of those sins, which have so easily

beset me, kept my mind darkened, and pre-

vented that advancement which I have often

longed for in the school of Christ."

{To be conliimed.)

THE JEWISH CONVERTS.

In the 16th number of our first volume, we
gave an account of the persecutions which

some Jewish converts to Christianity at Con-

stantinople had suffered at the hands of their

countrymen. From the twenty-fourth report

of the British and Foreign Bible Society, we
extract the following very interesting continua-

tion of their history.

" Constantinople, May 12, 1827.

" I must add, to what I have written on other oc-

casions, some particulars about our converted Jews,

Every effort has been made to obtain a remission of

their sentence, and to obtain their release from the

" It has thus pleased God that they should be sub-

jected, not only to a severe, but to a long continued

trial of their faith and patience; and 1 now proceed to

inform you, with deep regret, that it has been too
mucli for one of them to bear, and that he has de-

nied his Saviour, and relapsed to Judaism. It is, I

am sorry to say, the Rabbi Peter who has fallen

away. Reports had for some time reached me that

he had shown symptoms of decline, and that he had
frequent communications with his wife and witli

other Jews. I therefore, in tlie month of March,
caused a letter to be written to them in my name,
bringing them to the test, and desiring each of them,

if they continued faithful to their Saviour, and were
ready to endure all for his saUe as they liad hitherto

done, to send me a declaration to this effect, signed

individually by their own hand. This measure drew
forth from John Baptist, and the younger John, most

satisfactory declarations, and from the unhappy Peter

his formal renunciation of Christianity. John Baptist

wrote to me thus :

—

"
' Sir and Father, Mr. Leeves,—This comes from

me, your son, John Baptist. I say to you, from the

bottom of my soul and of my heart, that I have

known Jesus as my Messiah, and from lienceforth,

let wh-it will come upon my head, I accept it all for

the love of Him ; and I wish to know neither father,

nor mother, nor wife, but I acknowledge Jesus Christ

our Lord, and after him yourself. We pray day and
night to Jesus Christ our Lord to be gracious to you,
and to establish you, as well yourself as all of that

family who have showed to us the true light. Amen.
(Signed) ' John Baptist.'

" The younger John wrote to me in nearly the

same terms.
" May 25ih.—The fate of our prisoners remains

still undecided. Much fearing that the efforts of the

Jews to get them delivered up again to their juris-

diction, might, under present circumstances, be suc-

cessful, I thought it necessary, three or four days ago,

to write to our young converts, preparing them for

the worst, and giving them such exhortation and ad~
vice as might be suitable to them in the prospect of

new trials and sufferings, especially exciting them to

make a good confession of Jesus Christ before the

Jews and the Tarkish tribunals. In their answer to

this letter they say:

—

"
' We have received your letter, and have well un-

derstood its contents ; and, according to your injunc-

tions, we will keep Jesus our Messiah before our eyes,

whatever circumstances or chastisements may befall

us, and we hope, putting our confidence in Him, that

we shall suffer no evil. Not only shall not the Jews,

who are men of little weight, be able to overcome us

in our trial, but were the wicked Satan himself, with

the hopes which we have in our crucified Jesus, to

rise up before us and be our adversary, he shall not
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tionqucr us. Have, therefore, no tears about us.

Many persons of other communions come to us daily

in the bagnio, making us large offers, and promising,

that, if we will join them, they will procure our re-

lease ; but we answer them, that he who first sliow-

ed us the light oC the truth, and has since been our

support, he is our father, and let him do with us

what he will ; and that we did not become Christians

for the sake of wealth—nor to obtain an earthly

kingdom; but we were baptized that we might en-

dure tribulation, and thus might attain the king-

dom of heaven.
"

' You say to us, that you have some fears con
cerning the younger John, lest, when brought before

the tribunals, he might not be able to answer as he
should do. Both he and 1 put our trust in the p(

of the Holy Spirit, that Ho will put our adversaries

to silence, and will Himselfspeak by us. Amen,
" ' We entreat you always to be mindful of us, and

to be on the alert. We, on our parts, will always
have your counsels of the holy gospel in our
minds.'

" There is great ground for encouragement in the

conduct of these men, and may God give them
strength to endure to the end. But I rejoice over
them with fear.

" David remains in prison still with the rest, and
it is generally believed that the Jews will not pardon
him, though he has returned to them. Having been
baptized, he will always be esteemed by them as a
polluted person.''

June 11, 1827.

" With deep pain I sit down to inform you of the

fate of our poor Jews. They presented a petition t(

the grand vizier, their term of six months' imprison

ment being at an end, to obtain their release. Whilst
this was going through its regular forms, and after it

had received a preUminary signature of the vizier, at

once, and without any apparent cause or provoca-
tion, a new firman is sent down to the bagnio, com-
manding that their term of imprisonment should be
continued for three years more, that no one during
that period should dare to demand their deliverance,

and that anyone doing so should be thrown into the
bagnio with them. The chief of the prison imme-
diately put them again into chains, and they are em-
ployed, as at the first, in the laborious works of the
arsenal, and subjected to all the ill treatment accom-
panying their hard lot. They are more strictly

watched than before, and precautions are taken to

prevent, if possible, all communication between them
and their friends without."

Juli/ 25, 1827.

^' I enclose you an interesting letter of John Bap-
tist from the bagnio. The style is simple and orien-

tal ; and I fancy thdit I find in it something resem-
bling that of the writers of the New Testament, who
were Jews under similar circumstances."

laitli solely on Jes
sh; but jnd oui

" ' Our Father who art in heaven, powerful and
mighty ! we hallow thy name at all times for vouch-
safing unto us the wisdom and understanding to

know and believe in the faith of Jesus Christ, thy
beloved Son, and for giving us to know it tlirough

the medium of those eminent friends of the faith, our
beloved fathers among the sons of men, Henry Da-
niel Leeves and John Hartley ; and for enabling us,

through their means, to flee from the dangers of the
world, by their coming to us and leading us out of
darkness to the great and glorious light.

" Such being the case, I beg to inform you, by this

letter, of all that has happened in our affairs this

week. The captain-pacha summoned us in great
haste before him, and we spoke to him freely, as a
man would do to his equal. He asked us, Who are
you.' We replied, Christians. He then inquired.
For what cause came ye into this prison .-' We an-
swered. Because we were Jews, but now believe in

the faith of Jesus Christ. He put many other ques-
tions, to which we also replied. At last he inquired.
What kind of Christians are ye—Armenians, or
Greeks, or English.' We answered, Neither Arme-

1 must here inform you that there is a Jew here
who studies a great deal, and I have read with him
lor two hours in the Arba Vestrim. It is fortunate
that Armenians come here who can read well in
Greek, and understand philosophy; but, notwith-
standing all this, I prove to them that there is no
faith superior to that of the English. An Armenian,
who IS a great scholar, said to rae, ' I am well aware
that there is no faith superior to that of tlie English,
but what is to be done.' I am afraid <.'

"
' But I am desirous and intent to write to you in

Greek, for my sight is weak. I have heard many
reports which greatly disturb me, which I shall state
to you in another letter.' "'

A'ovember 10, 1827.
" Our poor Jews, I grieve to say, have been a tiiird

time put in irons, whether through the ill will of the
Turks, or the malevolence of some of their fellow-
prisoners, I do dot know. They are firm as ever, and
their conduct under their sufferings has been very sa-
tisfactory and gratifying to me; but it is painful in-
deed to leave them in such a state. However, I

have good hopes that they will find protecting friends
after my departure, which event may even facilitate
their release. I will write you other particulars at
another time, and, I hope, from another place. I

leave them to the good care of Almighty God, (aRer
using all human means in my power,) witii the good
hope, that, if continued persecution should deprive
them of their mortal lives, they will inherit an im-
mortal crown, through the merits of that Saviour in
which they have believed, and for whom they have
suffered."

J^'orcmber 13, 1827.

" Our poor Jews are now fairly taken up by the
Armenians, who are zealously labouring to procure
their release, and I am convinced will treat them in
a liberal and good spirit, and respect their conscience.
I have much interesting matter on this point to give
you on another occasion, together with some leUers
of our Christian captives, both to myself and their-
Armenian friends, which show an excellent spirit in
these men. They have a third time been persecuted,
beaten, and thrown into heavy chains, this time by
the intrigues and malice of some Greek officers of
the prison, who are jealous of the interest taken in
them by the Armenians. But all will work together
for good, and they themselves take their sufferings
joyfully. If I go, it is a great consolation to m(

V that they are left in good hands, who are I

,bleto serve them than myself; and I really h
no fears of their falling away."

The English and American colonies on the
western coast of Afiica, may be regarded,
without e.\aggerating their importance, as the

germ of future empires. Whatever difficulties

may now or hereafter attend their progress,
we consider it as nearly certain, that the Ne-
o will thrive in his native climate and soil

;

d that to the English race is assigned the

glorious privilege of atoning to Africa for the

accumulated wrongs of ages, by restoring to

her, her liberated ofispring, and the more pre-
cious gifts of civihzation and Christianity. It

with these feelings, that we watch over tiie

progress of the settlement at Liberia, and par-
ticipate in the joy which its founders must feel

at its continued prosperity. The death of the
late colonial agent, Jehudi Ashman, will be se-

verely felt by the colonists, to whom he was en-
deared by those uncommon virtues, and great
services which rendered him so truly the father

of the country. In the last number of our
journal will be found a sketch of his character.

11

which docs no more than justice to his great
qualities. The recent intelligence from the
colony is very gratifying. In a letter dated
" June 18th, the vice agent, Lett Carey, writes
thus :

" On the ISth I visited Millsburg, to ascertain the
prospects of that settlement, and can say with pro-
priety, that, according to the quantity of land which
the settlers have put under cultivation, they will reap
a good' and plentiful crop. The company's crop of
rice ancf cassada is especially promising. The new
settlers at that place have done well ; having all,

with two or three exceptions, built houses, so as to
render their families comfortable through the season.
They have also each of them a small farm, which [

think after a few months will be sufficient to subsist
them."

" The people at Caldwell are getting on better with
their farms than with their houses. 1 think some of
them are very slow, notwithstanding I have assisted
them in building. The gun house at Caldwell is

done, and at present preparations are making for the
4th of July. I think that the settlement generally
is rapidly advancing in farming, building, and I hope
in industry."

In a letter of July 19th, he says,

" I am happy to say, that the health, peace, and
prosperity of the colony, I think, is still advancing,
and I hope that the Board of Managers mav have
their wishes and expectations realized to their"fullest

extent, with regard to the present and future pros-
pects of the colony."

He further adds

—

" That proposals have been made by a number of
very respectable citizens in Monrovia to commence
a settlement near the head of Montserado river,

which would be a kind of farming establishment;
which, should it be the pleasure of the Board to ap-
prove, would be followed up with great spirit, and
found to contribute largely towards increasing our
crops, for the soil is very promising."

The whole tenor of his reports, indicates a

general activity and enterprise in the colonists,

from which very favourable results may be an-

ticipated.

By a recent change in the plans of the

British government, the island of Fernando
Po at the mouth of the great river that dis-

charges the \vaters of central Africa into the
gulf of Benin, will be made the depot for libe-

rated slaves. The advantages of this position

are obvious, and will render the colony, if

founded and conducted upon liberal principles,

the great emporium of African commerce.
Although by this arrangement, Sierra Leone
will lose much of its importance, yet the native

population of that settlement is now sufficient

to carry it forward in civihzation and industry,

if the aid of the philanthropists of England be
still extended. Among those who have de-

voted themselves to this work of charity, there

is none that has done it under such pecuUar
circumstances as Hannah Kilham, a member
of our religious Society in England. Two
African youths from the Western coast, who
were sent to England a few years since for

their education, first drew her attention to the

subject of cultivating the native dialects. She
drew up and published a vocabulary and gram-
mar of their language, (the Jalof,) and has
since that time devoted herself to these investi-

gations, as a means of promoting African civi-

lization. A few years since she performed a
voyage to Sierra Leone, intending to establish

schools for the liberated Africans. But her
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two companions fell victims to the pestilential

climate, and the design was for the time given

lip, without however losing sight of the object

in view. Among the pamphlets recently re-

ceived from England, we observe the report of

a recent visit she has made to the colony in the

prosecution of her laborious task. We sub-

join some extracts from her report, less on ac-

count of their intrinsic interest, than as exhibit-

ing the peculiar character of her missien, and
the zeal and devotion with which she has la-

boured in the cause. To one remark which
she has made we yield our full assent, and are

persuaded that time and sad experience will

prove its truth.

" It is the Africans tliemselves," says she, " that

must be the travellers, and instructors, and improvers
of Africa :—let Europeans aid them with Christian

kindness, as senior brethren would the younger and
feebler members of their father's family—but let it

be kept in mind to what perpetual interruption every
purpose must be subject that is made dependent
upon European life on the African shores."

To recur to her journal.

'' We were favoured, after a rapid passage to

Sierra Leone, with a safe and pleasant landing on
first day morning, the 9th ofl'ith month, 1827.

" In anchoring at this port, the fine open view of

Free Town, in which are many handsome buildings,

the fresh and beautiful foliage of trees in its vicinity,

and the mountains covered with verdure, rising in

majestic grandeur in the bounds of our view, present-

ed a scene so interesting, that, together with the at-

traction felt towards the dear little children on the

coast, it was not easy to imagine there could be any
unconquerable difficulty as to European residence in

the country; still it could not be concealed from the

most sanguine, that, even in approaching these

shores, the influence of the heat was felt to be great-

ly relaxing, and experience must confirm the convic-

tion of the precariousness of European life on this

coast, and of the great claim which the instruction

of native .teachers presents for the prompt and effi-

cient help of the friends of Africa."
" On the day after our landing, I visited the Free

Town eastern school, which, since the removal of a

number of the Free Town children to this school in

the early part of last year, had been conducted by J.

and A. Weeks, with two native assistants. The
school contained about two hundred children, boys
on one side and girls on the other, without farther

division than a few slight posts at a distance from
each other. The room had been built for the pur-
pose, ample and commodious, and very pleasantly

situated near the sea. The scholars are chiefly

the children of the American settlers, together

with a few others sent from native districts in the

vicinity of Sierra Leone, and boarded in Free Town
at the expense of their parents, for tlie advantage of
having them sent to the day schools.
" The attention and intelligence of the boys in this

school delighted me ; and never did I see a company
of children in any school, whose countenances struck

me as more expressive of a lively disposition to im-
bibe instruction, and quick capacity for receiving it.

They answered with readiness from the scriptures,

questions on many interesting and important sub-
jects, and evidently enjoyed the opportunity given
them of receiving farther instruction. The girls

joined in attending to the questions thus proposed by
J. W. to the whole school, but, though the counte-
nances of many of them were intelligent and inter-

esting, they did not appear to have attained to the
same scriptural knowledge with the boys. They had,
during the late rains, been under great disadvan-
tages; the almost constant sickness of A. W. pre-
venting her being able to attend the school during a
great part of the season.

" There was another school for boys and girls in

Free Town, (now called the Western School,) in

which the number of-scholars was rather larger than
in this. The boys taught by a native teacher and

his assistant, and the girls by M. Taylor, the widow
of a missionary, and S. Fox, the wife of the master
of the boy's school, as her assistant.

" The engagements I had in view in Sierra Leone
were, first, the obtaining an outline of the principal
languages spoken by the liberated Africans and
others in the colony, so as, by taking down in writ-
ing, in an easy and distinct orthography, the nume-
rals and some of the leading words, to identify, so
far as might be practicable, the dialects of the dif-

ferent tribes, to form an idea of the number of dis-

tinct languages spoken in Sierra Leone; and to con-
sider what prospect there might be of proceeding to
reduce those of most importance to a written form.
Also to prepare such an outline for elementary in-
struction in each language, as might introduce the
pupils in the liberated African schools, to a better
knowledge of English than they at present possess.

" From observations made in Sierra Leone, and
from subsequent reflection, it has appeared quite
likely that this purpose may be effected, if the chil-
dren can learn at first only fifty or sixty leading
words, besides the numerals, each in their own lan°
guage, and the correspondent words in English. This
would indeed seem but as a small beginning, but so
many leading words atlained and understood, would
soon introduce to an extension of their knowledge.
At present the liberated African children are learning
English under the same disadvantages, which Eng-
lish children would have in learning French, were
French books only given to them, without any Eng-
lish translation. The children in the villages have
but little opportunity of hearing conversation in Eng-
lish, excepting in the barbarous broken form of it,

which prevails in that district, and which consists of
but a very hmited number of words (some suppose
not more than fifty) : the written language of their

English books of course appears quite as a foreign
tongue in comparison with this ; therefore, although
many learn in time to read and to spell, those who
are thus circumstanced cannot be expected to un-
derstand what they read. The children of the Free
Town schools have superior advantages in this re-

spect—their parents being chiefly from the American
continent or islands, they are brought up by them in
speaking as well as reading the English language.

" The school vacation in Free Town having com-
menced so soon after my arrival in Sierra Leone, my
friends J. and A. Weeks, kindly accompanied me to
several viflages of liberated Africans, in pursuance
of the objects in view. The first place which we
visited was Wellington, of which Thomas Macfoy, a
native of the West Indies, is superintendant. From
his register of the names and native countries of the
people under his care, I found an unexpected facility

in obtaining a knowledge of how many tribes were
resident in the village, and the number of persons
belonging to each. From these various tribes, T.
Macfoy sent out for the most intelligent individuals
as interpreters, yet in some instances it seemed ne-
cessary for himself or J. Weeks to act as an inter-
mediate interprder, for such of them as could not
understand any other than the broken English. Be-
sides Wellington, we visited in this engagement Al-
len's Town, Leopold, Regent, and Gloucester; and
J. W. went alone to Charlotte, to ascertain whether
any other tribes were to be met with there. Sketches
were taken down of the numbers, and of some lead-
ing words in twenty-five languages, and J. W. sug-
gested, that by an arrangement which would present
at one view a few words in each language, one ele-

mentary book might serve for a whole school, al-

though the children might he of many dificrent tribes.

The idea was adopted, and a manuscript was after-

arranged in thatv/ards, during my passage ho
order. Two of the dialects taken down
lages had been omitted, as being too similar to some
others, to be regarded as distinct; and three having
been added in Free Town, the whole prepared for the
proposed elementary book, including the Jalof, Man-
dingo, Timmani, and Sussu, previously printed, were
thirty in number, and, with the addition of the Eng-
lish, they are now presented to the notice of the com-
mittee, under the title of' Specimens of African lan-
guages,' &c.

" There are several villages not far from the settle-
ments of liberated Africans, in which schools might

be formed, and which are at present without any
means of instruction.

" In the colony there are at present twenty-four
schools, in which native teachers are employed, be-
sides the one now opened in Portuguese Town, and
a small private school for little children in Free
Town. Of the schools under the care of government
there are twenty, in which onti/ native teachers are
employed; but the attainments of many of these are
said to be very low. The agents of church missionary
society are considered as having a general liberty, to
visit and direct the teachers in all the schools under
the care of government; but the number of missiona-
ries in the colony is at present very small, in propor-
tion to the extent of ground they have to occupy, and
the number of villages to be visited by them for re-
ligious instruction. In six of the school stations,

children are received from the slave ships, and their
board as well as schooling provided for. The others
are free day schools for the village children.

*' The scholars in these village day schools are
chiefly the children of liberated Africans, now settled
in the different villages and providing for themselves.
Most of them have some little spot of land in culti-

vation, which they call their farm, and on which they
raise cassada and a few other vegetables, which to
many families form their chief subsistence.

" The new agricultural village called Allen's Town,
and another lately formed on the same principle,
called Newlands, are both within two or three miles
of Wellington, and under the superintendance also
of T. Macfoy, with a sub-manager or headman, resi-
dent in each. Allen's Town is beautifully situated
on the road from Free Town by Kissey and Welling-
ton, to the more distant villages of Hastings, Water-
loo, Calmont, and Kent. The formation of this vil-
lage has been commenced on a plan very favourable
to agricultural occupation, the farms being in imme-
diate connection with the dwellings.

" From the account received from T. Macfoy, re-
specting the people committed to his care from the
slave ships, we learn that on their arrival, such as are
tolerably healthy, are sent out in companies into the
woods, under the care of some older resident, and
thence bring materials to build their houses, which
are made in a long square of tolerable size, two rooms
on the floor, an opening in the form of a window in
each, a little depository in the roof for their stores,
and in the front of the house a viranda, which, with
the roof, is thatched with dried grass. Six or eight
persons join in building one house, and then another,
until all are provided. Little or no expense is in-
curred in building in this way, the materials being so
near at hand. Allotments of land are laid out be-
hind each house, and food raised upon them. For
the first six months after their arrival in the colony,
each adult liberated African is allowed a little cloth-
ing, and three pence per day to purchase food ; out
of this I am informed many of them can keep a part
for other purpo.ses. At the end of six months this al-
lowance ceases, as it is expected that they will then
have cleared a little ground, and have begun to raise
some provision for themselves.

" The Africans in the colony of Sierra Leone, are
acknowledged to be a docile, aft'ectionate people,
and easily governed; but very serious difficulties are'
sometimes experienced in cases of trial before magis-
trates, from Iho little knowledge the people have of
the English language ; and to a feeling mind it must
be found truly distressing, when, as is sometimes the
case in trials affecting life, it can hardly be distin-
guished, al'ter a long and harassing examination,
who are the innocent, or who the guilty.

" From the report of the liberated African school
of Leopold, printed last year, 1 was painfully struck
with the proportion of deaths among the children,
and with the number at that time sick. Observing
that other schools had not made any point of report-
ing on the state of the children's health, I could not
but feel it a matter of importance, that such reports
should be regularly required on behalf of all the libe-
rated African children, both with respect to health
and to their state of instruction; and should it appear
that there is more of sickness among these children,
than even their debilitated state on arrival will ac-
count for, farther inquiry should undoubtedly be
made as to the cause or causes.
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" That some of tliesD poor little children do appear

on arrival only like moving skeletons, is indeed true.

Nothing but the very representation of death, could

equal the worn and wretchedly emaciated appear-

ance, that some of these presented when I lately saw

them, having but within a few weeks been received

from the slave ship. There are sometimes melan-

choly instances of a feverish, ravenous appetite, in-

ducing these miserable little victims of oppression, as

soon as they land and are brought within sight of

poultry and other kinds of food, to fall upon stealing

it, half roasting if possible, and eagerly devouring it,

yet still feeling always in want, and always out of

health."

SCRAPS.

Vaccination.—Nothing can be more strik-

ing than the comparison of the success of vac-

cination in Sweden and in France. In the

former 15,000 perished annually by the small

pox. In 1810, only 6,000 died from that cause;

in 1822, eleven, and in 1823, thirteen! whilst

in Paris, during these two years, the mean an-

nual amount of deaths from small pox was
1448. Thus the capital of France loses by

the small pox 1 1 9 times more children than

are destroyed by it in the whole kingdom of

Sweden.

Ireland.—The progress which education has

made in Ireland within the last twenty years is

astonishing. From the returns made by the

clergy in 1808, the number of scholars attend-

ing all the schools, was estimated at 200,000.

It was found to be 394,818, when the general

census was taken in 1821; and in 1824 it had

risen to 560,649, according to the returns made
by the established clergy, and to 568,964, ac-

cording to those made by the Catholic priests.

The amount of education has thus been almost

tripled in sixteen years. If we estimate the

population of Ireland, in 1824, at 6,500,000,

the children at school will amount to nearly

l-!3th part of its inhabitants. In Scotland,

which holds a high rank in this respect, the

children at school form l-9th part of the popu-
lation ; in England they are only about l-16th

;

in Holland 1-1 2th ; in Prussia 1-1 8th ; and in

France l-50th.

Slave Trade.—A letter from Rio de Janeiro,

dated a few months ago, states, that a dozen
small vessels were fitting out there for the coast

of Africa. Ten thousand slaves had arrived

at that place within the last six months ;
" and

vast numbers were thrown overboard.
'''

Description of the person of the Apostle

Paul.—St. Chrysostom terms him a little man,
about three cubits, (or four feet and a half) in

height." Liician is supposed to have had Paul
in view, when he introduces, " A Gahlean,"
(for so the Christians were contemptuously
styled,) " rather bald headed, with an aquiline

nose, &.C." But of all other writers, Cillistus

has given the most circumstantial account of
his person ; he says, " St. Paul was small in sta-

ture, stooping, and rather inclinable to crook-
edness

;
pale faced, of an elderly look, bald on

the head. His eyes hvely, keen and cheerful
;

shaded in part by his eye-brows, which hung a
little over. His nose rather long, and not un-
gracefully bent. His beard pretty thick of hair,

and of a sufficient length, and like his locks

interspersed with grey." In 2 Cor. x. 10,

Paul hints concerning himself, that his bodily

presence was not calculated to command re-

spect at first sight.

Origin of the City of London.—London is

first mentioned as a Roman settlement in the

reign of Nero, A. D. 61, when it was the re-

sidence of a great number of merchants and
dealers. Long before their taking possession

of it, however, it was a village of the Belgic

Britons, who were a mi.\ed race of Gauls and
Germans. It was built in a wood, fortified

with ramparts and ditches, and hence its name
Lund or The Wood, and Limdduyn, the forti-

fied wood, or hill.

Africa.—The country of VValo is situated

on the left bank, and near the mouth of the

river Senegal. The French have lately been

founding establishments ihere^forfree colonial

labour, the result of which may have a great

influence over the whole of that part of Africa.

Captain Gerard ascended the Himalaya
mountains in Asia, to the height of 19,600

feet ; 400 feet higher than Humboldt had ever

climbed amid the Andes.

The height of Mont Blanc is ascertained

to be, 14,542 feet above the lake of Geneva,
and the surface of the lake 1233 feet above the

sea ; the summit of the mountain is therefore

15,775 feet above the level of the ocean.

The velocity of sound in water, from ex-

periments made by M. Colladon at the lake of

Geneva, was found to be 4708 feet per second.

Intemperance.—The quantity of ardent spi-

rits consumed in the United States last year, was
fifty-six millions of gallons! The number of
persons who died during the same time from ex-

cessive drinking, is estimated at thirty thousand!

Chateaubriand has this eloquent passage.
" When you travel in Jiidea, the heart is at first

filled with profound disgust ; but passing from
solitude to solitude, boundless space opens be-
fore you, this disgust wears off by degrees, and
you feel a secret awe, which, so far from de-

pressing the soul, imparts life, and elevates

the genius. Extraordinary appearances every
whej-e proclaim a land teeming with miracles :

the burning sun, the towering eagle, the barren
fig tree, all the poetry, all the pictures of Scrip-

ture are here. Every name commemorates a

mystery
; every grot proclaims the future, every

hill re-echoes the accents of a prophet. God
himself has spoken in these regions : dried up
rivers, riven rocks, half open sepulchres, attest

the prodigy : the desert still appears mute with

terror ; and you would imagine, that it had never
presumed to interrupt the silence, since it heard
the awful voice of the Eternal."

The late Governor Clinton, in a conversa-

tion with one of his friends, gave this just and
noble opinion of the relative situation of man
to God. " It is so infinitely distant as to need

a mediator
; the creature is so frail, and im-

perfect, as to require an intercessor, and the

Creator so merciful as to send a Redeemer. I

rejoice in all these ordinances and dispensa-

tions, as proofs of the grace and condescen-

sion of the Most High, and as incentives to

reverence and love, on the part of the lowly

being." V.

ELISHA BATES AND THE BEREAN.
{Continued from page 411, Vol I.)

A considerable time has elapsed since the last

essay was published in defence of the Doctrines. It

was omitted in the seventh number, to make room
for some articles, the immediate publication of which
seemed desirable. And my late illness put it out of

my power to resume the subject in the eighth.

The general tenor, however, of the Repository has

been to support the same principles ; and the extracts

which have been copiously made from the writings

of our early Friends, are unanswerable on the several

points on which they have treated.

The Berean, in his first article, relating professedly

to the divinity of Christ, undertakes to define the

meaning of " the term Jesus Christ." " The word
Messiah^''^ says he, *' derived from the Hebrew, and the

word Christ, derived from the Greek, both convey
the same idea, i. e. the anointed." p. 241. It is rather

surprising that he should have given this definition

of the term, because it goes directly to overturn his

whole doctrine. It brings Jesus of Nazareth dis-

tinctly and prominently into view as " the Christ
:'"

for the terms ^^ the anointed" must, beyond all con-

tradiction, apply to him. But the idea necessarily

takes in both the " anointed,'" which is the thing ex-

pressed, and the " anointing" without which tho

other could not be. And thus both the manhood and
the divinity are included in the term ; and therotors

we can say with the apostle, that there is " but one
Lord Jesus Christ."

The Berean proceeds :
^' In the New Testament the

word Christ is variously applied : as, 1. it is used to

deuote the outward and visible manifestation; vid.

Matt. ii. 4: Mark xv. 32: Rom. v. 6., and many other

places. 2. It is applied to the Holy Spirit, or the

Spirit of Truth, by Jesus himself, John xiv. 17 to 28:

and by the apostles: Rom. viii. 10 : Gal. ii. 20—-iv. 19,

Sec. 3. It is also used for " the power of God, and
the wisdom of God :" 1 Cor, i. 24 : and, 4. for the

Christian religion, or Christian dispensation, in the

same manner as Moses is used for the Jewish dispen-

sation, vid. Eph. iv. 20 : Phil. i. 15 : Acts xv. 21, &c.
Now what, I would ask the reader, could have

been the object of this writer, in making this parade
of ijoriows meanings of the words Jesus Christ .' What
end could he have had in view, but to cover himself
and his party in that vague and ambiguous use
which they make of the words; by which the simple
have been induced to beUeve that they owned Jesua

to be the Christ ; that they owned the divinity and
various oifices of Jesus Christ as Saviour, Redeemerj
Mediator, &c. when they have had no allusion what-
ever to Jesus of Nazareth ? Out of four meanings of

the word, there is but one which he has given us any
reason to beUeve he allows to apply to Jesus of Naza-
reth.

His demand to know," which of all those different

meanings [I] affix to these words," when I " declare

that Jesus Christ is the only means and way of

salvation," is rather extraordinary; seeing he has

brought these various meanings into view, and yet in

his own use of the terms, he has left the reader to

find out for himself, which of those ideas are intended

to be conveyed.
As to his question, for the satisfaction of the reader,

I will say, I meant that Jesus Christ,whom the apostle

Peter declared God hath made both Lord.and Christ,

Acts ii. 36., and who, the same,;'apostle testified,

" being by the right liand of God exalted, and having
received of the Father the promise of the Holy
Ghost," had shed forth that wonderful afFusion of it,

which took place on the day of Pentecost. I meant
the same Lord Jesus Christ, to whom the apostle

Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, bore this testimony

:



"Beit known unto you all, and to all the people of
Israel, that by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
whom ye crucified, whom God raised from the dead,
even by him doth this man stand here before you
whole. This is the stone that was set at nought of
you builders, which is become the head of the corner.
iVeither is there salvation in any other, for there is

no other name under heaven given amongst men,
whereby we must be saved," Acts ii. 12. The same
that was once offered to bear the sins of many, and
who, to them that look for him, hath appeared a se-
cond time, without sin unto salvation: Who speaking
of the Comforter, said: " I will send him unto you:"
and also spoke of the glory he had with the Father,
before the world was: who told his disciples, all

power is given unto me in heaven and in earth : and
lol I am with you always, even unto the end of the
world; the same whom Robert Barclay testified

both true God, and true man ; whom William Penn
called the Word made flesh; and whom George Fox,
in his letter to the governor of Barbadoes, declares
to be that Lord Jesus Christ whom we own t

life and salvation.

But to return to the references which the Berean
made, to show the various meanings of the " term
Jesus Christ." It will readily be granted that th
name is applied both to the manhood and the divin
nature. But that this fact should be advanced to
prove the mere humanity of Jesus Christ, is truly
surprising. It is an argument of the divinity of ou
Lord Jesus Christ. But that the name which applied
to him personally, should so abundantly be
immediate connection with attributes of deity, and
tiiat this should be advanced as an argument of the
mere humanity of Christ; discovers a weakness
to have been expected.

His first reference to scripture on the apphcation
of the terra " Christ," to the outward manifestation,
to show, I suppose, that it was used meiely as the
proper name of a man, is to the words of Herod, de-
manding where Christ should be born. The second
is the mocking language of the chief priests and
scribes to our Lord, when suffering the agonies of
death on the cross: " Let Christ the Kijig of Israel

descend now from the cross, that we may see and be-
heve." But though it is remarkable that he sliould

refer to Herod the murderer of the infants, and the
chief priests, the crucifiers of the Saviour, for the
proper application of the term Christ, yet it does not
appear that even these supposed that Christ was to

lie only a mere man. The chief priests called on
him to descend from the cross, which they well knew
was impossible for a mere man, and I think the evi-
dence is pretty strong, that the Jews believed that
Christ would continue for ever. His third reference
%vas to Rom. v. 6., in which the apostle testified that
Christ died for i But while this passage can-

not possibly be made to deny any of the attributes,

ascribed in scripture to the Lord Jesus, it proves two
things, totally at variance with the doctrines of the
Berean : first that Jesus was the Christ, not merely
in name but in realily, even that Christ through whom
" we have peace with God." And secondly that
" he died for us," in such a manner, as to render the
following language of the apostle immediately ap-
plicable to the subject: " Much more then, being now
justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath
through him. For if when we were enemies, we
v/ere reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much
more, being reconciled, wc shall be saved by his life."

The Berean produces the expressions in the sixth
verss, " in due time Christ died for the ungodly," as
an example of the application of the word Christ, to
'• the outward and visible manifestation." If so, the
same term must be used in the same sense in the
eighth verse,Where he says: " While we were yet
shmcrs Christ died for us." And this is immediately
followed by the testimony: " Much more then, beino-

now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from
wrath through him."

" 'Tis not meats, and drinks,

And balmy airs, and vernal suns, and showers.
That feed and ripen minds; 'tis toil and danger;
And wrestling with the stubborn gripe of fate."

Barbauld.
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GER3IAN RATIONALISTS.

The Eclectic Review of the 6th month last,

contains a cursory notice of an address to the

Lutheran churches in Saxony, Prussia, and the

neighbouring states, by Augustus Hahn, one of

the professors in the University of Leipsick,

from which is extracted the following.

" Chap. II. The various efforts of the Ra-
tionalists to overthrow Bible Christianity."—
In this chapter we have a disclosure of the art

and management, by which the disciples of
the selfcalled Rationalist divines are first hu-
moured as children, and kindly indulged to be
"Faith Christians;" the elementary pupils in

religion are next improved into " Reason Chris-
tians ;" and in the third and last stage become
" the pure Christians or the finished," whose
essential principle is a perfect indifference to all

doctrines and opinions, all systems, churches,
and parties ; and who place the highest point of
religious wisdom in regarding all religions as

alike good, alike true, alikefalse. The author
pursues and examines the different modes and
shapes, under which persons who substantially

reject every idea ofdivine authority, in Jesus and
his apostles, represent themselves and get -ac-

credited as " Christian and evangelical'" teach-

ers. The fundamental principle of the theory

varies. Some lay it down, that Jesus and his

disciples knew no more about the objects of re-

ligion, than other able and well instructed men
among their contemporaries ; others say, that

the doctrine of Jesus was, no doubt, the pe
fection of truth and reason, but we have no
sure, satisfactory, and perfect documents, to in-

form us what that doctrine was. The Scrip-

tures, therefore, must be made out to be partly

mythical or allegorically fabulous, partly legen-

dary, like the old historical stories of every

people ; or the writers of particular books,

(suppose the gospels or the epistles,) had mis-

taken the true meaning of Jesus their master
;

or whole books, or important portions of books,

are cashiered as spurious, by the most unfair

and wanton playing with pretended historical

and critical arguments. " It is not a very long

time since a man deemed himself to have at-

tained no eminence in the literary world, if he
had not made the attempt to show, that some
one book at least, or some principal passage in

a book, of our sacred writings was not genu-
A more numerous and recent class,

aware of the futility of these methods, set aside

all tlie doctrines which are disagreeable to them,

by supposing that Jesus, and perhaps some of
his apostles, had belter views and superior know-
ledge; but perceiving that the age was incapa-

ble of understanding, or too gross-minded to

receive pure and simple truth, they accommo-
dated themselves to the infelicity of their cir-

cumstances, and delivered the doctrines of
reason in a dress and adorning, derived from
popular superstitions, old sayings and traditions,

and national partialities. And thus, after mil-

ons of men for seventeen hundred years, have
een totally on the wrong scent for the genu-

ine sense of Scripture, Innnanuel Kant, the re-

storer and reformer of Rationalism, has taught
us how to strip off the shells, and husks, and
pods, now no longer needed, and to obtain the
fructification of pure and simple truth !"

By this notice it would appear, that the design
of the address was to expose the various me-
thods which the German deists have adopted
to destroy the Christian religion, while they
pretended merely to strip it of what they sug-
gest to be superfluous appendages. Some of
the sentiments bear such analogy to the views
of Elias Hicks, and the Berean, that we have
been induced to make this use of the selection,
for the purpose of showing our readers, that
infidelity is the same thing in all parts of Chris-

tendom, whatever may be the guise under
which it attempts to conceal itself. Respecting
" opinions," Elias Hicks says, " what matter
what opinions rest in our minds ? for we are
all to attend to our own salvation." " Here,
as you come to this, you need not trouble yotir-

self, or recommend to your friends what they
must believe; that they must believe this or
that; IT IS ALL KONSENSE." " Belief is no
virtue and unbelief no crime." These senti-

ments correspond with those of the " Pure
orfinished Christians," whose essential prin-
ciple is a perfect indiflerence to all doctrines
and opinions. In relation to our blessed Lord,
Elias Hicks appears to beheve that he had no't

tlie means of knowing " more about the objects
of religion, than other well instructed men
among his contemporaries." He says, that
Jesus Christ " had a great opportunity, no
doubt, to learn and see how the Israelites had
failed and turned back. For he had read the
law and understood it, because he was faithful

to the manifestations of light, and it was dis-

pensed to him, in proportion to his necessity to
understand the law.' For he had not more
given him than would enable him to fulfil it,

the same as tlie other Israelites ; for if he had
more he could not be an example to them."
" I have heard some express the idea, that sci-

entific men are enabled to know the will of
God, better than ignorant ones. Are they
able to know it better than Jesus Christ ? For
he was ignorant of those human sciences of
men." And in order to " get himself accredi-
ted as a Christian and evangelical teacher,"
after delivering such derogatory sentiments, he
says, " Some of the worldly wise accuse me
of defltming the character of the mother of
Jesus, while all my concern is to exalt her and
her dear Son." But whatever may be his opi-
nion of the knowledge and powers of the Son
of God, it appears that he considers himself as
standing upon an equality with him, and the
prophets, and aposlles. " I will," says he, " do
all I can for you with the best of my love, but
I can do no other than Jesus did, than his dis-

iples did and the prophets." If the reader
hould suspect himself to be imposed upon by

this quotation on account of its egotism, and
ts impiety, in levelling the Saviour to the mea-
sure of E. Hicks' finite capacity, he will find it

in one of the New-York sermons, reported by
M. T. C. Gould.

In altnost every number of the Berean, we
me-et with attempts to destroy the authority of
the holy Scriptures. There are also some
instances of verbal criticisms on the present
translation, intended to weaken the testimony
of certain passages to the divine character of
the Son of God. And in order to set aside the
doctrine of the existence of Satan, which ap-



pears to be peculiarly disagreeable to them,

they charge our Saviour with accommodating
himself " to the superstitions of that period."
" Hence," say they, " although we find natural

and moral evil often ascribed to Satan, to de-

mons, or to the spirits of wicked men, in the

New Testament, it furnishes no evidence that

Jesus, or even his apostles believed in Ihe opi-

nions thus prevalent on this subject, and which
governed the language that they spoke.''' This,

we think, is plainly charging our Lord with de-

livering his doctrines in a dress, derived from
" popular superstitions and tlie sayings of that

day." In one of his essays written against the
" Docti'ines of Friends," the Berean cavils with

E. Bates for referring to the •' historical testi-

mony of Jesus," to "• books," and to " out-

ward testimony," evidently alluding to the holy

Scriptures.* The doctrine which teaches that

Jesus Christ was " a Saviour in his outward
manifestation ;" that " the seed of grace is the

purchase of Christ's death ;" that " every sou

as it comes into the world is an object of re-

deeming love ;" that " we inherit the seed of
sin ;" that " through Jesus Christ a rwicrfy suf-

ficient for salvation, has been provided for

every individual soul," appears to give him
great ofl'ence, as leading " into the labyrinthi

of a dark theology," and at the close of the

essay he pronounces the doom of those points

of Christian faith in these words : " The time

is fast approaching, my friends, when mankind
will be brought to view Christianity in a differ-

ent point of light. When those dogmas and
creeds, and schemes of religious belief which
have perpetually agitated Christendom for more
than fifteen hundred years, will be abandoned

;

and in their room will shine forth the gospel of
Christ, in all its pristine simplicity, comprising
within its limits nothing but self-evident truths,

developed, according to the necessities of each
individual from time to time, by an attention of
each to the sacred and all important injunc-
tion of Jesus Christ, while ye have the light

believe in the light." If the gospel of Christ
comprises nothing within its limits but self-evi-

dent truths, we are unable to discover the need
of supernatural light to develope it ; for as that

which is self-evident is clear and certain of it-

self, all the truths of the gospel, if they are self-

evident, must be plain and manifest to the per
ceptions of human reason, without the aid of
any revealing power ; and here we are brought
to see that the religious scheme of the Berean
hke that of Immanuel Kant, results in mere
Rationalism. L. O.

* The German deists say,that " Jesus, and pcrh
his apostles, perceiving that the age was incapable of
understanding, or loo gross-minded to receive pure an

'

simple trulh, accommodated themselves to the iiifeli

city of their circumstances," &c. The Berean, afte
saying that " the Israelites were incapable of conceii
ing, or receiving jusl ideas of God," proceeds to assert
that " the revelations respecting the nature of God
which were made to the Israelites, are true when
viewed as in connection with, and having relation to,

their spiritual condition, but to any other stale they
are not true; therefore such revelations abstractedly
taken, are not true in themselves; are not tue
TRUTH OF GOD."

Prejudice is like a flaw in a mirror : it occa-
sions objects to be presented to the mind in

distorted forms. Dillwi/n's Refections.
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selected for the friend.

Front the Home Missionary Magazine.

HEBREW HYMN FOR THE SPRING.
" For, lo, tlie winter is pa

gone ; the flowers appear oi

the singing of birds is con
turtle is heard in our land."-

t, the rain is over
the earth : the time of

3, and the voice of thi

-Song of Solomon, a. 11

O'er Cedron's banks the unfolded flower
Waves gently o'er the rippling tide ;

On Olivet the silver shower
Has woke the regal lily's pride;

Amidst the shade the cedar flings.

Beneath the palm's o'er-arching leaf.

The turtle sho : snow-white ' iDgs,

And pours its plaintive notes of grief.

The woods have gain'd their greenest vest.

Their deepest blue the cloudless skies,

And, floating on the streamlet's breast,

Witli fragrant buds the lotus lies :

Responsive to the strain of mirth.
Afar the tuneful forest rings

;

With fragrance breathes the teeming earth.
With music flow the gushing springs.

Oh Thou, at whose Almighty breath
The hours of wrath and darkness wane

;

And nature springs from annual death.
And shoots the spangled herb again

;

Amidst the sullen whirlwind's force.
While storms obey thy sovereign will

;

Or, in the milder summer's course.
The source of light and bounty still.

Not on yon laughing plains alone.
Reveal thy soft and quickening power.

Nor be thine only mercy shown
Where outward gloom and winter lower;

But where the night of guilt is spread,
And waken'd conscience breathes despair.

Descend to heal, and gently shed
Thy renovating influence there !

LilteWs Magasi

SELECTED FOR THE FRIEND.

From the Baptist Magasine.

He healeth the broken in heart, and bindeth up
their ounds -Psalm cxlvii. 3.

Oh, Thou, who dry'st the mourner's tear.

How dark this world would be,

If, when deceived and wounded here.
We could not fly to thee.

The friends who in our sunshine live.

When winter comes, are flown ;

And he who has but tears to give.

Must weep those tears alone.

But thou wilt heal that broken heart,
Which, like the plants that throw

Their fragrance from the wounded part,
Breathes sweetness out of wo.

When joy no longer soothes or cheers.
And e'en the hope that threw

A moment's sparkle o'er our tears.

Is dimm'd and vanish 'd too ;

Oh, who would bear life's stormy doom.
Did not the wing of love

Come brightly wafting through the gloom
Our peace-branch from above .'

Then sorrow, touch'd by thee, grows bright.
With more than rapture's ray;

As darkness shows us worlds of light
We never saw by day.

15

INDEPENDENCE.
There is no word in the English language so fre-

quently used and so little understood as " indepen-
dence." The lawyer, the merchant, the planter, the
physician, the manufacturer, the mechanic—nay, all
classes arc dependent one upon the other. And
hence arises the chief advantage of society, -n'hich,
by bringing men together, enables them more eff"ec-
tually to supply each other's wants, to promote eacJi
other's interests, to cultivate each other's aff'ections,
to increase and diffuse knowledge, and to practise
all the arts of civilized life. Who then can be strict-
ly considered independent ?

It is rank foolishness, though there is not a more
common error, to measure independence by wealth
—the one being the creature of the mind, the other
the product of the perishable earth. Again, inde-
pendence consisteth not in a haughty or wayward
spirit which pursues its own course, regardless of
the opinions of others, and reckless of consequences.
Precipitate judgments are for the most part faulty,
and inconsiderately to despise the opinions of others,
is the surest way of bringing our own into contempt.
Using the word independence in a less strict and
popular sense, it may perhaps be said that the hu-
mility and love of truth which induce some to hear
with patience, and impartially to weigh what they
hear, in order that they may the better judge-
constitute, what may, without impropriety, be called
independence of mind. Would he not "be consid-
ered a fool or a madman who should say, " under
God I will be indebted only to myself, I will not
take advantage of the experience, the learning, and
the good sense of others.'" And would not he be
guilty of equal folly, of equal impiety, who, in re-
ference to the association of men in society, should
declare, I will stand by myself, I will not lay myself
under obligations to my fellov/ men ; I will be my
own cook, Tny own shoemaker, my own hatter, &c.?
However paradoxical it may seem, it is yet true, in-
dividuals, or classes of men, are most independent
when they are most dependent on each other. E.t-
clusive privileges are unjust, and breed dissatisfac-
tion. In this respect, the United Slates of America
can boast an honourable superiority to all other na-
tions. Here we have no aristocracy, no privileged
persons. Here the interest of no class is fostered at
the e.tpcnse of another. And this is civil and politi-
cal mdependence, by which is meant the full, free,
and uninterrupted enjoyment of civil and political
rights upon republican principle.

The Spreading of Christianity in the Islands
of the South Pacific Ocean.

" The intelligence of the past year enables
us to say definitely and positively, that the in-
fluence of Christian missions has driven idola-
try entirely from iwcnfy-one islands. Their
inhabitants are no more alarmed by the noise
of war, nor by the shriek of victims immolated
on the altars of demons; and they have been
taught to read and write, and to make provi-
sion for the necessaries, the decencies, and the
comforts of life. Some thousands have been
introduced into the Christian church upon a
credible profession of piety. When one island
has leceived the gospel, its inhabitants e.\ert

themselves to send it to another. The intelli-

genceof the past year states, that a missionary
society of one group, and that not the largest,
contributed, in a single year, of the produc-
tions of the country, to the value of more than
a thousand dollars ; that thirty pious natives
' ad gone as missionary teachers to islands,
and to a people, which, to them, were strange
nd foreign; and that thirteen missionary sta-
ions are occupied by native missionaries
done."—Discourse before the African Mission
School Society, Avg. lOth, 1828, by J M
Wainwrisht.
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To the above may be added from the last

report of the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, the following information.

" From Tahaa, in the South Seas, the Rev.

Mr. Bourne writes:—' I have reprinted an edi-

tion of nearly 4000 copies, from Galatians to

Philemon inclusive.' As it has been ascer-

tained in respect to the Harvey Islands, that

their language is materially different from the

Tahitian, it is intended to form a missionary

station at Raratonga, and, as soon as possible,

to render the Scriptures into the dialect used.'

In a letter lately received from the Rev. Mr.
Darhng, at Tahiti, it is stated, ' that the re-

maining epistles, which will complete the New
Testament in the Tahitian language, are about

to be put to press; and a great part of the Old
Testament is ready. The Scriptures are

eagerly sought for by the inhabitants of various

islands; they are received with delight by the

greater part of the people; and whenever any

part is nearly finished, hundreds are waiting

and wishing to obtain it.' Mr. Darling adds:
' We are about to attempt a mission to the

Marquesas, and if we succeed, an entire new
edition of the Scriptures will be wanted, as the

dialect of the Marquesas is very different from

the Tahitian.'
"

THi: FRZESTD.

TENTH MONTH, 25, 1828.

Contrary to our expectations, we have not

yet received any direct information relative to

the recent yearly meeting of Indiana; we have

however, received a letter from a respectable

correspondent, dated Barnesville, Ohio, the

15th inst. from which we extract the follow-

ing:
" I liave received accounts of the yearly

meeting of Indiana, held at Richmond, up to

the third day evening of the week in which it

was held, which states that the meeting was

unusually largely attended
;

great numbers

could not get seats in the house; the meeting

was progressing in its business in much har-

mony and solemnity.

" The Hicksites met at Waynesville the week

preceding the time appointed for liolding In-

diana yearly meeting. Yet they have presum-

ed to give their meeting tlie title of ' Indiana

yearly meeting, held at Waynesville, Ohio.'
"

It was originally designed as a part of the

arrangement in conducting " The Friend," to

appropriate two or three columns to articles of

intelligence, foreign and domestic. For

time this was partially carried into effect, but

experience soon convinced us that to pursue it

on this limited scale, so as either to be satis

factory to ourselves or to our subscribers, was

impracticable. If performed with any regard

to system, it must necessarily have resulted in

mere summary, and imperfect notices of pass

ing events, which might serve to tantalize, but

could not satisfy the cravings of curiosity

;

while the same intelhgence, in full detail, would

be accessible to our readers, and generally in

anticipation of ours, through the medium of

THE FRIEND.

newspapers dispersed over the country in

every direction. This view of the case was

moreover intimated to us by several of our sub-

scribers, accompanied with suggestions, that

the space, thus occupied, would be belter and

more appropriately filled with matter that came
strictly within the scope of a journal, profess-

edly " literary and religious." TImt part of

the plan has been therefore, latterly, altogether

abandoned. Towards the close, however, of the

volume several hints were given, derived from

Friends in the country, which induced a recon-

sideration of the question ; it was said that, in

various instances, subscribers to this, had in

consequence relinquished other papers, and by

that means deprived themselves of their accus-

tomed resource in reference to public events,

and articles of general intelligence, and that to

supply the vacuum, a hmited portion of the

paper devoted to those objects was called for,

Being disposed to comply with the reasonable

demands of our patrons, we at first were in

clined to resume the original arrangements, but

further reflection has settled us in the persua-

sion, that though this would accommodate a

few, yet that the course which we have latterly

followed, is decidedly more consonant to the

wishes of subscribers generally. Besides the

objections to which we have adverted, there are

difficulties which must occur to every reflect-

ing mind, in attempting a chronicle of political

and other public occurrences, so as at the same

time to preserve an entire consistency with the

leading and avowed purposes of the paper,

and we indulge the hope that it will be in our

power at all times to supply its place, with ma-

terials more in accordance with the main de-

sign, and with the dignity, the gravity, and pa-

cific aspect which ought ever to be maintained.

It affords us satisfaction to announce that

proposals have been issued for a second edi-

tion of " The Exposilion of the Faith of the

religious Society of Friends, &c., by Thomas
Evans," the first impression being all disposed

of.

The price of the new edition, to be printed

from a good type, and on fine paper, making

about three hundred pages large duodecimo

in the best sheep binding, is to be one dol

lar.

Subscriptions received by Thomas Kite, No.

64 Walnut-street, Kimber and Sharpless, No.

10, South Fourth-street, Philadelphia, and by

the author.

Some valuable additions have been made by

the author, and to be included in this impres

sion, as appears from the following minute.

" At a meeting of the representatives of the

religious Society of Friends, commonly called

Quakers, in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &,c.

held in Philadelphia, the 17th of the 10th mo.

1828,
" Being informed that the author of the trea-

tise styled ' An Exposition of the Faith of the

rehgious Society of Friends,' &c. approved

by this meeting hi the tenth month last year,

has made a few brief additions, in corrobora-

tion of some of the statements exhibited in that

work, which he designs to place in a second

edition that he is about publishing; they were

now accordingly submitted to this meeting.

and on being read and deliberately considered,

it is concluded that he have liberty to insert

them therein. As this work contains much
valuable information, and solid religious in-

struction, it is desired that Friends generally

may so encourage it, that each family may be

duly suppUed with it."

Extract from the minutes,

Jonathan Evans, Clerk.

Upwards of three hundred barrels of maple
sugar have been received at New York by the

canal, which has been sold at five cents a

pound. Last season, we understand, a parcel

of about seventy barrels was received. It is

supposed that the manufacture of this article

will increase, and that it will soon be of con-

siderable importance.

The supplies of sugar from New Orleans

have already increased to such an amount, that

they are rapidly taking the place of foreign

sugar.

—

N. Y. Daily Adver.

Treatment of Children.—Curiosity in chil-

en is but an appetite after knowledge, which
ought to be encouraged as the great instrument

nature has provided to remove that ignorance

they were born with, and which without this

busy inquisitiveness would make them dull and
useless creatures. To encourage this temper,

child should never be checked or discounte-

nanced for any inquiries he shall make, but a

plain answer should be given, and the subjects

explained to him as far as is suitable to his age
nd capacity. But great care should be taken

that they never receive deceitful and eluding

answers. They easily perceive when they are

shghted and deceived, and quickly learn the

trick of neglect, dissimulation, and falsehood,

which they observe others to make use of; and
if by chance their curiosity leads them to ask

what they should not know, it is a great deal

better to tell them plainly that it is a thing that

belongs not to them to know, than to pop them
off with a falsehood or a frivolous answer.

If a child is fond of reasoning, care should

be taken that this inclination is not checked in

him, and that he is not misled by captious or

fallacious ways of talking to him ; and if his

reasons are quite out of the way, let him, with-

out being laughed at for his mistake, be gently

put into the right. For after all, reason, being

the highest and most important faculty of our

minds, deserves the greatest care and attention

in cultivating it ; the right improvement and

exercise of it, being the highest perfection that

a man can attain to in this life.

—

Locke.

Married, at Friends' meeting, Burlington, New
Jersey, on sixth day, the 10th instant, Thomas Dut-
TON, merchant, to Hannah E. daughter of William
Ridgway, all of that place.

Died, on the 13th instant, in the 74lh year of his

age, Joseph Middleton, an elder in the Society of

Friends, and a member of Stillwater monthly meet-

ing, Ohio ; of whom it may be said, he was a father

tenderly affectionate, a shining example, and ofgood
report; as a neighbour peaceable, obliging, and kind,

having entertained strangers, relieved the afflicted,

and was diligent in good works.
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Phosphorescence of the Ocean.

As the glow-worm and the fire-fly enliven

the night by land, so do many of the niolluscae

and other marine animals kindle their mimic
fires by sea—but on a far grander and more
imposing scale.

If, during a dark night, we watch attentive-

ly the advance and retreat of the breakers on
the beach, we shall generally perceive the crest

of each billow to be illuminated by a faint

flash at the moment of its fall; and after the

wave subsides, the beach will be spangled
with minute but brilliant specks, which shine

for a few moments, and then disappear. These
lights will convey an idea of what is meant by
the phosphorescence of the ocean.

At all times, and in nearly all situations, the

epray thrown up by the bow of the vessel is

thickly strewed during the night with little sil-

very stars, that dance and whirl about among
the eddies, until they are lost in the distance.

These luminous particles are generally so

small that they are caught with difficulty, and
so perfectly transparent, that they can scarcely

be distinguished from the drops of brine ad-

hering to the net. Their own radiance, by
which they are visible in their native element,

is soon lost when brought into the air, for il

ceases instantly on the death of the animal.

The few specimens which I have examined were
either gelatinous molluscae or microscopic
shrimps; the former being luminous through-

out their entire substance, and the latter, like

the glow-worm, emitting an intermittent light

from a lantern near the tail.

Such were the appearances noticed in most
parts of the North Atlantic Ocean, excepting
the Gulf stream. The fretful waves of this

region, vexed as it is by perpetual squalls, ap-

pear to be wrapped in total darkness. But
in the tropical regions, and throughout the vast

expanse of the Southern and Indian Oceans,
the grandeur and sublimity of the night scene
were often beyond description. The vivid hues
of "the double headed shot clouds," which rise

hke immense mountains from the water of the
western horizon, seemed to fade into twilight

only to give place to a still more beautiful illu-

mination in the bosom of the waves. The bow
of the vessel scattered far around a blaze of
light, which shone brilliantly under the bright-

est moon, and was often sufficiently intense to

enable us to read upon the deck. Leaning
over the stern, our track resembled a vasi

trough of fire, studded with innumerable float-

ing lanterns and stars, such as fall from an ex-

ploding sky-rocket. In the eddies, the whirl-

ing of these bodies produced long streams of
hght like serpents drawn in flame, and occa
sionally immense globes of fire would roll along
beneath the keel, at the depth of severa"

fathoms, yet so intensely bright that the little

rudder fish were distinctly visible sporting be
neath the cabin windows. These globes are

generally as large as a flour barrel, and ac-

cording to Peron and Lesueur, they are some-
times seen to reach the enormous diameter of
twenty feet. I had once the gratification to

observe one of these animals within a foot of
the surface. It was a medusa, large enough
to fill a bushel basket, visible in every fibre

by its own illumination.

At these times, the crest of every wave re-

sembles a long line of ignited phosphorus, and
every dip of the oar, or plunge of the bucket,
produces a flash of light, and scattered scin-

tillations on every side. Even the larger fish,

when they approach the vessel, are followed
by a luminous path like the tail of a comet, and
they are often struck with the harpoon, guided
by this appearance alone.

The sea at times resembles a field of snow
milk, and Peron asserts that it is often

tinged with prismatic colours, varying at every
moment; but these phenomena were not w
nessed in our voyage.

The strangest of all the modes in which the
phosphorescence of the ocean is exhibited,

was witnessed near the island of Tristan
D'Acunha, under circumstances too iinpres-

sive to be forgotten.

The night was dark and damp, and the
breeze too light to steady the vessel. She roll-

ed heavily over the waves, making it diflicult

for a landsman to walk the deck. A fog bank,
which hung around the northern horizon at sun-
set, now swept slowly down towards us. The
captain ordered the light sails furled in expec-
tation of a squall, and we stood leaning toge-
ther over the rail, watching the mist, whfch
approached more and more rapidly, till it re-

sembled, in the increasing darkness, an im-
mense wall extending from the water to the
clouds, and seemed threatening to crush us be-
neath it. Just at this moment, a flash, like a
broad sheet of lightning, spread itself over the
surface of the ocean as far as the eye could
reach—five or six times, at intervals of a few
seconds, the flash was repeated, and then the
vessel was enveloped in the fog. The breeze

quickened—the bustle of preparation attract-

ed the attention of every one, and in a few mo-
ments we were bounding along at the rate of
ten miles an hour, over waves sparkling in the
clear moonshine, but the " lightning of the
waters" had ceased. I have always regretted
that I did not ascertain by what animal this

most singular phenomenon was produced, but
the wild interest of the scene banished every
thought of the kind. In the course of the night
we passed through several beds of the salpa,

and it is very probable that the flashes were
produced by these little creatures, induced, by
a wonderful instinct, to act in concert for some
inscrutable purpose.

There are few phenomena in nature which
have led to a greater diversity of opinion among
modern men of science, than the luminous ap-
pearance of the ocean during the night. Some
have regarded it as the effect of electricitv,

produced by the friction of the waves; others
as the product of a species of fermentation in

the water, occurring accidentally in certain
places. Many have attributed it to the well
known phosphorescence of putrid fish, or to
the decomposition of their slime and exuvia,
and a few only to the real cause—the voluntary
llumination of many distinct species of marine
animals, generally analogous to the tribes
which were described in the former numbers
of these Reminiscences. Even those authors
who have acknowledged the agency of animal
life in producing this wonderful appearance,
have been in a manner compelled, by its uni-
versality, and by the almost incredible multi-
plication of beings which it infers, to admit
the probable co-operation of other causes.
My own observation has led to the conclu-

sion, that the phosphorescence of the ocean is

due solely to the peculiar instinct of the mol-
lusca", and some genera of the Crustacea'.

The electrical hypothesis is certainly falla-

cious, for were we even to grant the possibili-
ty of producing an electric light in an agitated
fluid, which is itself an imperfect conductor,
similar to that occasioned by the attrition of
white sugar or glass in the dark, the acknow-
ledged physical law, that like causes produce
like effects, would lead us to expect an uni-
form diffusion of the phosphorescence over a
considerable extent of water under the same
latitude and longitude; but this is not the case.
A ship will often be enveloped for a kw mo-
ments in so bright an illumination that a book
may be read upon the deck, and at the next
instant she may be involved in almost total

darkness. Again, electricity is eliminated with
the greatest facility in a cold and dry atmo-
sphere; but the phosphorescence of the ocean
is most considerable in tropical climates, nor
is it diminished by storms or rain. The sup-
position of a fermentation of the surface is
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equally unsatisfactory, for such a process would

lead to an equable diffusion of light over the

whole space in which it acted. But the lu-

minous matter is almost always seen in distinct

masses or particles; and the few exceptions

to this rule which have been observed, do not

admit of an explanation according to the known
effects of fermentation. The light eliminated

by putrid fish furnishes a more plausible theory,

but the very wide extent of the illumination, is,

of itself, sufficient to prove its incorrectness.

It has been already shown to what an incalcu-

lable amount the living inhabitants of the ocean

increase, but the reverse is true of the dead.

The air and the water swarm with innumer-

able depurators, who devour every thing that

dies, whether beneath the surface or upon it.

The albatross, the stormy petrel, the Cape
pigeon, some of the gulls, and other marine

fowls, which are constantly soaring by thou-

sands over every sea, seize upon all unpro-

tected animals, dead or living, which remain

within their reach. The three former birds

will follow the ship for days during calm

weather, to share the ofl'als thrown over by the

cook; and so ravenous is their appetite, that

they are frequently caught with the hook and

line baited with meat, and trolled in the wake
of the vessel. I have frequently seen them

bathing their feathers in the grease which

floats arotmd the refuse of the camboose, and

skimming it up with their spoon-shaped bills

with every demonstration of pleasure. Those

bodies that sink by their gravity fall a prey to

the fish, and those that are too minute to at

tract the attention of the larger animals, art

speedily devoured by the moUuscse. Thus the

waters are preserved in a high degree of puri

ty, and probably there does not remain suffi

cient putrescent matter in a cubic league of

water to render luminous a cubic yard. In

passing over an extent of ocean greater than

the whole circumference of the earth, I did

not see a single dead animal of any kind,

The purpose for which this phosphorescence

is designed, is lost in conjecture; but when we
recollect that fish are attracted to the net by the

lights of the fishermen, and that many of the

marine shells will leave their native element to

crawl around a- fire built upon the beach, are

we not warranted in supposing that the animals

of which we have been speaking, are provided

with their luminous properties, in order to en-

tice their prey within their grasp ?

In quitting the subject of the minute animals

of the ocean, I should not neglect to refer the

curious to three engravings in the volume of

plates to the Voyage aux Torres Australes, by

Peron and Lesueur, where may be seen the

happiest eflbrts of the pencil in delineatin

some of these interesting beings. The work

is contained in the Philadelphia library, and

will amply repay the trouble of a visit.

Not folded arms, and slackness of the mind,

Can promise for the safety of mankind :

None are supinely good : through care and pain.

And various toils, the steep ascent we gain.

This is the scene of combat, not of rest,

Man's is laborious happiness at best;

On this side death his dangers never cease,

His joys are joys of conquest, crown'd with peace.

FOR THE FRIEND.

DR. SAMUEL EMLEN, JR.

(Continiiedfrom page 9.)

The diary is continued at short intervals to

within a few days of his last illness, and we
have extracted, chiefly from the early part,

enough to convey a distinct idea of the careful

walking, the distrust of his own attainments,

the depth of reUgious feeling, the constant

struggle with the world and the flesh, by which

it is characterized.

1st mo. 2d, 1823, very little that was good

experienced this day at meeting, (5th da)',)

had much to struggle with to keep the enemy
from having entire possession of my weak and

wandering mind. Lord I thou knowest my
desire ; be pleased in thy own time to speak

peace to my poor tried soul. Oh ! the diflS-

culty of watching and keeping a guard over

my irritable temper, and silencing the frivo-

lous thoughts that perpetually spring up, and

rob the mind of all spiritual strength and reli-

gious feeling

!

" 3d. Overwhelmed with condemnation for a

misspent day. Oh ! the deceitfulness of the hu-

man heart, deceitful above all things and des-

perately wicked ! Dare I ask, O Lord ! for

mercy, for forgiveness ? I have proved myself

ashamed of the cross, and failed in a resolution

to appear openly on the side of the great ex-

emplar of self-denial. Thou condemnest me,

blessed Saviour ! Oh, grant that the enemy
may never thus overcome me again and destroy

my peace

!

"4th. A precious qualification was this day

experienced, to pour forth a sincere desire to

be redeemed from the lusts and vanities of this

world. But that sincere heartfelt prayer is yet

wanting, which can, with the help of divine

grace, create a clean mind and renew a right

spirit within me. Oh ! that the Almighty would

prepare me, a vile creature, for his service, that

I might yet do something for his honour !

" 6th. First day of the week ; with hard strug-

gling against the enemy, was permitted to have

a few crumbs. In the afternoon meeting, spi-

ritually dead.

6th. Can hardly say my heart has to-day

1 aimed at good. I have felt a fear that I

did not possess that love for the Saviour, which

would entitle me to the name of a Christian ; I

am yet very far from being a follower of Christ.

Oh ! earth, earth, earth, hear the word of the

Lord!
" 7th. Was engaged, in great dejection and

despondency, to ask this morning for help. Oh

!

what coldness, what a want of holy fervour in

all my feeble attempts to pray ! I am indeed un-

worthy of being heard, hardened sinner that I

am. I pick up religious books, I strive to stimu-

late my spiritual life with pious writings ; but

that heavenly grace which sanctifies all, I can

not command ; all is death, all my eflbrts seem
powerless. O Lord ! permit me not utterly

to perish in this winter season of my soul

" 25th. Such is procrastination. A long time

has passed without my complying with the

solution taken up at the first of the year, to

make a daily record of my spiritual progress.

I fear I am wrong in using the word ; I dare

not say I have as yet made any progress, and I

do often feel as if I never should be able. My
mind seems so easily arrested when attempting
to fix itself upon good, that I am ready often

to give out, and conclude his assisting hand is

withdrawn and his face hid. Dare I say, I do,

however, still feel at times thankful for a good
desire ; I long to be worthy of being liis ser-

vant, to have my sins forgiven, and to be at

peace ? If I know my own heart, I do really, in

the midst of my lukewarmness and my slothf*-

ness, often desire at least to be better and to

make progress in the work of reformation. Oh

!

what a change is wanting ! Gracious Being,

thou hast followed me long, and offered me thy

mercy oftener than the returning day ; and I

have done nothing but rebel against thee ! Oh !

help me out of this state of darkness, doubt and
death

!

3d mo. 6th. This day I am thirty-four years

of age. It has been associated with some so-

lemn reflections on the rapidity with which the

days and years pass away. But when these

fleeting days pass unimproved, and we five as

it were without God in the world, having done
nothing in his vineyard ; all this reflection who
can bear ? I feel the condemnation of a long

suflTering Father of mercies on my whole life

!

Oh ! that his grace would assist me to humble
myself, as in the dust, where I might feel a ca-

pacity to ask for help. I have of late felt very

little of the presence of the Prince of peace
;

something hinders. I feel my mind impure, my
desires unholy, oftentimes. Yet, I humbly trust,

I long with a sincere craving at times to be
with the Comforter, to serve him, to take up my
cross daily and follow him ; but I feel that I

have learned no such lesson yet. I fear at

times I am mocking him, and adding daily to

my condemnation— I feel so little of love, so

Uttle of any thing like devotion.

3d mo. 7th. Who can abide the day of his

coming ? I have feared I should not. But I

have felt a confident faith that true peace is at-

tainable in Christ Jesus. Oh! the littleness of

self! The humble child-like state in which alone

he comes to teach us of his ways, how hard to

flesh and blood ! Lord, enable me to cast down
all at thy feet. So many years of separation, so
many days of rebellion to the known will of a

gracious Saviour—ah ! this is enough to keep
us long wrestling without the blessing. Oh that

my soul could say with sincere reverence and
love, Lord, thy will be done !

" 11th. I feel myself very worthless: some
little evidence of thirsting after living water has

been experienced, but great poverty has for the

most part covered my spirit. Oh ! that I could
resist the ever tormenting enemy of my peace !

" 14th. Time much taken up with the world
and its cares. I seem often to have rise up in

the mind a desire for faith founded in love of

the Father and the Son, and that this may be
evinced by good works. But I am slothful ; I

do not enough labour for the blessing ; my se-

cret desires are not encouraged by my own
efforts and resolution. " He that believeth

maketh not haste." I have been almost ready

to conclude that I even dare not consider my-
self a believer ; such poverty, clouds, and dark-

ness, rest upon me, I can see no way out.

" 4th mo. 3d. Fifth day, a poor repast at meet-

ing for want of a better preparation of heart
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before going, and a vigilant guard placed upon

the intrusions of the enemy when there. Some
precious feelings were experienced, and I de

sire to feel thankful that all is not darkness, and

that I am favoured to desire good.
" 12th. It is thus time passes, and I am not

gathered !

" 6th mo. 2d. I fear I can gain nothing by this

record. It does indeed compel the scattered

tlioughts to unite in a review of the day, and

draws upon me confusion of face and an ab
horrence of myself, but humility is a virtue not

yet learned.

" 7th mo. 21st. An anxious desire felt tl

morning to get out of the bondage of sin and
transgression. The world and its cares in

truded and soon usurped the pre-eminence.
" 30th. What can change my obdurated heart?

Must it be, gracious Being, affliction ? Lord, I

desire the state of mind which can truly utter

thy will be done.

" 9th mo. 15th. Have had a little revival ofre
ligious desires, after a long night of coldness
and forgetfulness. 'O Lord ! furnish me with
thy heavenly grace or I shall perish.

" 11th mo. 8th. I am a poor worthless crea
ture, and nothing but the holy religion of Jesus
Christ can make me otherwise. Oil ! the le

thargy and slowness of belief! Do thou away
my unbelief, O Lord ! I hope I desire sincerely

a change of heart, but how much do I want
that pure love and faith which will keep me
toit

!

" 15th. What misspent time, what an awful
reckoning must be made ! my meetings have
been poor and lifeless. But, blessed be my
Lord and master I I have at times hope that

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost will yet be ex-
perienced; I am desirous of it, I long for it, and
this I trust is encouragement. I have indeed
at times, (though in the general greatly de-
serted,) felt a solacing regard of the great
Head of the church.

" 12th mo. 29th. The year draws to a close
;

Oh ! how rigid should be the scrutiny into my
heart ! I am afraid I have gained nothing, but I

hope I can call my Redeemer to witness that

I long to be worthy of his service
; and I trust

I have, notwithstanding my unfiiithfulness, my
leanness and my poverty, received some con-
soling evidence that he is waiting to be gra-
cious, if I do but struggle for the blessino-.

" 1 824. 1st mo. 1 8th. There is no peace for

the wicked. I have reason to bless the Lord for

many favours, for many worldly blessings in-

deed
;
and I trust I can say I feel thankful that,

though very unfaithful, very poor and discou-
raged for the most part, yet my soul has a sure
witness still present every day, that the Holy
One hath not forsaken me. I am not left with-
out hope; this is an unmerited mercy.

'• 24th. There is nothing more evident to my
mind, than that there is a redeeming power
which can and will cleanse the heart, if we do
our part. But, oh ! the weakness there is on
our side.

" 5th. mo. 26th. Still darkness and gloom
overhang me. I have no power even to pray
for help.

" 5th mo. 30th. First day. Tlie heavenly
Comforter afforded me to-day a portion of his I

divine grace. Oh ! it was a renewal of what

has been long absent, I do long to be helped
by his holy protecting arm.

{To be continued.)

IDOLATRY IN SPANISH AlttERICA.

The following melancholy picture of menta
darkness and degradation, is contained in the
report of the agent of the British and Forei
Bible Society, in his tour through Mexico. He
writes from San Juan de los Lagos. December
nth, 1827.

How strong is the resemblance between
the superstition of these poor misguided hea-
thens, who bear the name of Christians, and
the rites of the Pagan nations of tropical Asia!
The first question which was asked the mis-
sionary in this region of darkness, was, if he
had the whole works of Voltaire. In the same
country he found many serious inquiring minds,
numbers wlio were anxious to possess and to

read the Bible, and it is to be hoped that he
has left impressions, which may be lasting and
fruitful of good.

" The virgin Mary, I have said, is devoutly
worshipped in this place. This is truly the
case. Not a few of those who annually attend
the fair here, come expressly to pay some vow
made to the virgin in the time of their sickness
or other distress. These vows consist of mo-
ney, which they promise to pay to the virgin in

case of her restoring them to health, or bring-
ing them out of their difficulties. The vows
of others consist in presenting candles to the
virgin, and other things. Others again come
to perform penance, by going to her altar on
their knees from a considerable distance. I

went to the church several times, and always
saw a number doing penance in this way, by
moving onwards on their knees until they came
to the altar. Many of these individuals carry
candles in their hands, which they are about to

present in fulfilment of their vows. When they
get near to the altar they light there their offer-

ings, and continue on their knees with the
lighted candle m their hands. Some very de
out ones will, perhaps, waste a candle at a sit

ting ; but others, when tired, leave their candles
another occasion, and return again and

again to their candlestick-work. Not a k\v of
these devotees, who are mostly women, come
from a considerable distance. They beg their
way hither, they beg their candle, or other of-

fering when they arrive, and they beg their
way home again.

On the afternoon of the fifth, a woman
;d and begged me to give her a haco, a

small coin about the value of a halfpenny. She
had three of these coins in her hand, and said
she only wanted one more to enable her to fulfil

her vow to the virgin Mary. I inquired of her
from what place she had come, and what was
he nature of her vow. She came, she said,
from a place nine days' journey to the west of
this, and her object in coming was to fulfil a
vow she made to the virgin Mary when she
was ill of a fever some time ago, in which she
promised, that if the virgin would restore her
to health, she would make a pilgrimage to her
sanctuary in this town, and would offer to her
a candle of the value of twopence. She had,
accordingly, come here in fulfilment of her
vow, and she had already obtained three-fourths

of the sum she needed to buy her a candle. I

entered a little farther into conversation with
her respecting the intercession of the virgin.

I found her fully persuaded of her intercessory
influence

; and she seemed to be perfectly ig-

norant as to there being any other mediator. I

endeavoured to show her that Jesus Christ
was the only and the true Mediator, and that
through him we should come unto God. ' Who
was it,' I said, ' who died for us ? Was it

the virgin Mary or Jesus Christ ?' ' It was
Jesus Christ,' she replied. ' Then,' I returned,
' through Jesus Christ it is that we ought to ask
the forgiveness of our sins, and whatever other
blessings we stand in need of The New Tes-
tament was lying before me, and taldng it up,
I said, ' This is the book to guide us aright in

these matters. Here it is we are told the true
way of coming to God, and of obtaining bless-

ings from him.' I opened the book, and to
give her confidence in what I was afterwards to
read, I read to her, in the first place, what is

said in the first chapter of Luke respecting the
virgin Mary. I then read the last three verses
of the eleventh chapter of Matthew, and drew
her attention to the words of Jesus, desiring
all who were weary and heavy laden to come
unto him, and that he would give them rest.

She was at a loss what to say, and very likely

never heard such things brought forward be-
fore. There was a man present during this

conversation, who was also a worshipper of the
virgin. He, likewise, was at a loss what reply
to make to the subject brought before him.
This man stated what the virgin said when she
made her first appearance here. Her words
were, ' Happy are the just,' and ' love God ;'

and she has never spoken since. These words
furnished a very suitable text to speak from,
and which I endeavoured to explain. The
woman mentioned that the virgin, who inhabits

the temple here called the sanctuary, disappears
at times during the night, and that at these
times she is visiting and reUeving those who
have devoutly applied to her. Of such noc-
turnal excursions she was fully persuaded, and
also of the benevolent errands on which the
virgin went at such times.

" The celebrity of her temple here arises
from a miracle-working image of herself, of
about a foot long, which was discovered in this

formerly unknown and neglected spot. This
happened about a century and a half ago ; and
the wondrous things that have been done by
this image since that time to this, volumes
would hardly do justice to. The first thing this

image did, and by which it got a name to itself,

was the restoring to life a little girl, the daugh-
ter of a rope-dancer, who had been killed whilst
learning her father's arts. At that time the
image, which is of wood, was in a pitiful con-
dition, the moths having made sad devastations
on its face, which had nearly disappeared. The

pe-dancer, full of gratitude, begged the priest

of the little chapel here to let him carry the
image to Guadalajara to get it put to rights, as
it was a pity, he said, that so powerful an image
should be in such a forlorn condition. The
priest gave him permission, and the man car-
ried it with him. At the place where he stopped
the first night, on his way to Guadalajara, soon
after he had taken some refreshment, two men
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knocked at the door, and wished to know if the

persons witliin had any images to mend, as

image- mending was their occupation. The
man rejoiced in tliis early opportunity of doing

what he so much wished to do, and thanked

the virgin for tliis favour. He gave the image

to the men, and very early next morning they

returned tlie same image, and put to rights

in a most beautiful manner. The man not being

yet out of bed, requested the image-menders
to wait till he should get up to pay them for

what they had done, and to thank them for

having done it so well and so quickly. When
he arose the men were gone, and on making
inquiry, he could learn nothing of them, and

nobody had seen them. In short, they were
angels ! You may well suppose what additional

celebrity this circumstance would give to the

image of our lady. It was forthwith brought

back to this town, was suitably clothed, and
erected in a proper place.

" If you will not believe all I have told you

upon this subject, I can only refer you to a

book, which the priest of the virgin's temple

here put into my hands to instruct me fully in

the matter, in answer to the inquiries I made
as to when this image made its first appearance,

and what it had done. Further, when you
come here you will have proofs ocular, as many
as you wish, hung and strung in a proper place

in the church, as testimonies of all that has

been done.
" To be more serious upon this subject, the

virgin Mary is the goddess of this country.

What I have told you above of this wonder-
working image is firmly believed by a very

great majority of the inhabitants of this quarter,

and for more than a hundred miles around.

Besides this image of the virgin, there are two
or three other images in other parts of the

country, whose fame and power are, perhaps,

yet more extensive in the eyes of this people.

In viewing the devotion paid to the virgin here,

I was forcibly reminded of what is said in the

nineteenth chapter of the Acts, how that the

city of the Ephesians was a worshipper of the

great goddess Diana, and of the image which

fell down from Jupiter."

(Continuedfrom page 2.)

" A display of the means by which the chief of

the Assassins succeeded in infusing this spirit

of strong faith and devotion into his followers,

forms an interesting chapter in the history of

man. It might seem incredible, did not expe
rience abundantly prove it, that the human
mind could ever be brought to believe, or act

on the most unfounded and irrational opinions
;

but those who reflect on the follies of the dis-

ciples of the various fanatics and impostors

who have deluded mankind, will cease to be
surprised at the blind devotion of the Fedavee,

Even in our own days the chief of the Waha-
bees contrived to instil into his followers, the

persuasion that he could dispose of the man
sions of eternal bbss. It is not undeserving of

remark, that the two powers who waged war
simultaneously against Islam, the Christians o'

the west, and the Assassins of the east, were
both stimulated by their spiritual heads with

the same motives. Those who fell in the cru-

sade were pronounced by the pope to be

martyrs, and entitled to the kingdom of hea-

ven ; and to the Fedavee who fell in executing

the mandates of his superior, the gates of pa-

radise unfolded, and he entered into the enjoy-

ment of the ivory palace, the silken robe, and

the black-eyed houries." It would perhaps be
unnecessary to look beyond this known quality

of the human mind, to account for the blind

devotion and contempt of life of these odious

sectaries ; but Marco Polo the Venetian tra-

veller, and an Arabian author, relate, that there

was at Alamoot, and also at Masiat in Syria,

a delicious garden, abounding with every thing

that ingenuity could devise to delight the senses

and give rapture to the mind. When the chief

observed a youth distinguished for strength and

resolution, he invited him to a banquet, con-

versed with him on the happiness reserved for

the faithful, and contrived to administer to him
an intoxicating draught. While insensible, he
was conveyed to this earthly elysium, and there

awakened by the application of vinegar. At-

tendants were at hand to invite him to every

pleasure, and obey him in all his wishes. After

being allowed to take his fill of enjoyments, and

nature was yielding to exhaustion, another in-

toxicating draught was given him, and he was
removed to the palace of the chief. The scene

remained for ever afterwards in his imagination

like some delightful vision, and being assured

that such was the bliss reserved for the obedient

followers of the Imaum,he panted for the hour

of death, that he might again be translated to

these blissful regions. Some writers, however,

suppose, that this story of the garden was not

intended to represent a reality, but only the

visions excited in the mind of a votary by the

draught he had swallowed.

" Let us now take a view of the society as

constituted by Hassan Sabah. The mystic num-
ber seven appeared every where. They ac-

knowledged seten Imaums ; the degrees were
set^en, viz. the Sheikh, the Dai-al-kebir, or

chief of the Dais, the Dai, the Refeek, the Fe-
davee, the Laseek or aspirants, and the Pro-

fane or the common people. For the use of

the Dais, Hassan drew up a particular rule

consisting o( seven heads, which our author re-

gards as the proper breviary of the order. The
first head, called Ashinai-risk, or knowledge of

their calling, contained the maxims of the re-

quisite knowledge of human nature for the se

lection of the subjects for initiation, and to this

belonged the numerous proverbs and dark say

ings, which were current among the Dais, a;

formerly among the Pythagoreans, and since

among the Jesuits. The second rule, called

Teenees, gaining of confidence, taught to gain

the candidates by flattering their passions and
inclinations. The third instructed to puzzle

them by doubts and questions on the precepts

of religion, and the absurdities of the Koran.
The fourth imposed the Ahd, the oath of si-

lence and obedience ; and the candidate swore
most solemnly never to impart his doubts to

any but his superior, and blindly to obey him
in all things. The ffth rule^ Tedlees, taught

the candidates that their opinions coincided

with those of the greatest men in church and

state. This \<!a,s done to entice them by the

example of the great and powerful. The sixth,

Tesees, merely went over again what had pre-
ceded, to confirm and strengthen the pupil

therein. The seventh and last, Teevil, the al-

legorical instructions, closed the course. This
taught to neglect the plain sense, and seek an
allegorical one in the Koran ; and it formed
the essence of the secret doctrine. This sys-

tem has frequently been applied to the Bible as

well as to the Koran, and its powers in ex-

plaining away articles of faith, and precepts

of moral duty, can easily be conceived. This
higher knowledge was confined to a very few

;

the great majority of the members was straitly

curbed by the positive precepts of Islam.

" Thus constituted, the power of the order

began to display itself. By force or by trea-

chery, the castles or hill-forts of Persia fell one
after another into their hands. A bloody pe-
riod ensued ; the doctors of the law excommu-
nicated the adherents of Hassan, and the sultan,

Melek Shah, directed his generals to reduce
their fortresses ; the daggers of the Assassins

were displayed against the swords of the or-

thodox ; and the first victim to Hassan's revenge
was the great and good Nizam-ul-niulk, who
fell by the dagger of a Fedavee. His death
was followed by that of his master, not without
strong suspicion of poison. 'The governments
were arrayed in open enmity against the order,

and heads fell like an abundant harvest beneath
the two-fold sickle of the dagger of assassina-

tion and the sword of justice.'

" Simultaneously with the Crusaders, the
Assassins appeared in Syria, and by means of
Riswan, prince of Aleppo, acquired fortresses

in that country. In Syria, as in Persia, they
were persecuted and massacred ; and there

also the dagger amply avenged those who fell

by the sword. In Persia, afler a protracted

contest, a dagger planted opportunely on the

ground at sultan Sanjer's head, reminded him
of the danger of continued enmity, and peace
was established between the Seljucide sultan

and the sheikh of Alamoot. The Ismailites

agreed on their part to add no more works to

their forts, to purchase no arms or military ma-
chines, and to make no more proselytes ; and
the sultan released them from all taxes in the
district of Kudhoo ; and assigned them a por-
tion of the revenues of the territory ofKoomees
as an annual pension.

"After a reign of five-and-thirty years, Has-
san Sabah saw his power extended over a great
part o^ the Mohammedan world. Three grand
missionaries presided over the three provinces
of Jebal, Cuhistan, and Syria; while, from his

chamber at Alamoot, (which apartment he left

but twice during his long reign,) Hassan di-

rected the operations of his followers, and oc-

cupied his leisure in drawing up rules and
regulations for the Order. He died at a very
great age, leaving no children; for he had put
his two sons to death—one for the crime of
murder, and the other for the transgression of
some trifling precept of the Koran."
He appointed the Dai Keah Buzoorg to

succeed him, between whom and the Selju-

cides there was a renewal of hostilities, and
Alamoot, for a time, fell into the hands of Sul-
tan Mahmoud. At this period occurred the

first conaectioR between the Crusaders and
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Oie Assassins in Syria. Abool Wefa, the Is'

niailite Dai-al-kebir, was also chief judge ot

Damascus, and he entered into a treaty witli

Baldwin II. king of Jerusalem, by which he

engaged to deliver the gales of the city into

the hands of the Christians. This enterprize

of treachery, the oBspring of so unhallowed

an union, failed; the prince of Damascus got

timely information of the plot; the vizier, the

great friend and protector of the Assassins, was

put to death, and an indiscriminate massacre

of these fanatics ordered, to which six thousand

fell victims. All that the Christians acquired

was the castle of Banias, the strongest hold at

that time of the Assassins in Syria; but this

event occurring at the same time with the loss

of Alamoot, the Ismaihte power in Persia and

in Syria was shaken to its foundation. "
"

the hydra was not thus to be slain; the house

of Seljuk was soon glad to agree to terms of

peace; the Syrian fortresses were again re

covered. In the reign of Keah Buzoorg, the

daggers of the Order were first imbued in the

.sacred blood of the successors of the prophet;

and a caliph of Bagdad, and, notwithstanding

his descent from Ismail, another of Cairo
were the victims."

Our limits will not allow us to enter into any

detail of the subsequent history of the As
sins, although it abounds with interesting

[

ticulars. The government of the Order was
continued under half a dozen chieftains, de-

scendants of Keah Buzoorg. For many
years the dagger was brandished against the

Moslems and the Christian crusaders, of whose
victims, amongst the latter, the most illus-

trious was Conrad, marquis of Montserrat.

The death of this gallant knight will for

ever leave a stain upon the memory of Rich
ard CoBur de Lion, against whom the evi-

dence is so strong, that almost all writers agree
in ascribing to him the promotion of the mur-
der. It must be admitted, however, that the

testimony is not entirely conclusive, and we
may, therefore, be allowed to hope that he was
not the real author of a deed so inconsistent

with his general character. But the repose of

Asia was not ahvays to be disturbed by the

bold fanaticism of this detestable race. The
great Saladin, whose life the dagger had more
than once assailed, would have thoroughly ex-

tirpated them, had not the prince of Hamar
interceded, and engaged that he should never

again be in danger from their attacks. This

promise was faithfully kept, and during the re-

maining fifteen years of the sultan's reign,

friendship subsisted between him and the As-
sassins. At length, by the entreaties of the

caliph of Bagdad and of the judge of Casveen,

the mighty Mangoo Khan, the conqueror of

Asia, was induced to give orders for their ex-

termination. All their strong holds in Persia

were soon reduced; and an order having been
given for their indiscriminate massacre, they

fell by thousands beneath the sword of the

Moguls and Tartars. " Fourteen years after^

the Syrian branch was destroyed by Bibars,

the great Mameluke sultan; and though the

sect, like the Jesuits, still clung together, in

the hopes of once more attaining to power, the
opportunity never offered; and the merchants
4nd peasants, who still hold the speculative

tenets of the Order, have scarcely a recollec-

tion of the bloody part it once enacted on the

theatre of the world."

For more than a century and a half, the

sheikha of Alamoot had maintained their reign

among the hills to the soutli of the Caspian,

the terror and the scourge of Asia. Their
horrid practices accorded well with their

abominable principles; and if we could ever
approve of the exercise of the sword, it would
surely be when apphed to the destruction of a

race like these, whose very name has been
adopted, in all the languages of Europe, to

signify one of the basest and most odious of
crimes. Q.

ELISHA BATES AND THE BEREAX.
(Coniinutdfrom page 14.)

It is asked, whose blood was hero intended, by
which we are justified .' Certainly it cannot be de-
nied, that it was the blood of CVtrij/, unless the whole
order and meaning of language be perverted. And
the Berean himself has given this as an instance, in

which the term Christ is applied " to the outward
and visible manifestation." But this is not all—the
apostle repeats the same important doctrine—" we
were reconciled to God by the death of his Son."
This related to the outward manifestation—and es-
tablishes, beyond all contradiction, the propitiatory
""' ^ -> . .. - T . - „. .

^^^of the death of our Lord Jesus Chr

The second meaning of the term Christ, as ex-
plained by the Berean, is the Holy Spirit, or the Spi-
rit of Truth, which, he says, was given "by Jesus
himself, John xiv. 17 to 28; and by the apostles:
Rom. viii. 10—Gal. ii. 20.—iv. 19," te. On refer-
ring to the 14th chapter of John, to discover in what
manner of construction this application is made to
the Holy Spirit by Jesus himself, it will be found that
the term Christ does not occur in the whole chapter.
The '28th verse, to which the Berean refers, is this ;

^' Ye have heard how I said unto you, I go away,
and come again unto you. Ifye loved me, ye would
rejoice because I said I go unto tlie Father, for my
Father is greater than I." Let it be remembered,
that the concluding part of this quotation, " my Fa-
ther is greater than I," is much used by the Berean
against the proper divinity of Christ. And as that
writer, in the case before us, construes this very pass-
age aa applied to the Holy Spirit—it must be un-
derstood that the Father is greater than the Holy
Spirit—and then, all their arguments on this ground
against the proper divinity of Christ, will be fairly
explained by this writer to be against the proper di-
vinity of the Holy Spirit.

On recurring to tlie seventeenth ver.-!e, it will be
found, that, to take it without the sixteenth, will evi-
dently injure the sense of the passage : taken toge-
ther, they stand thus :

•' And I will pray the Father,
and ho will give you another Comforter., that he may
abide with you for ever ; even the Spirit of Truth

;

whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth
him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know hin
for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you." Othi
parts of that chapter deserve to be remembered. In
that discourse of the Lord Jesus to his disciples be-
fore he suffered, there is a body of evidence in sup-
port of his proper divinity, which never can be ex-
plained away. " Let not your heart be troubled,"
says he, " ye believe in God, believe also in nie."
" Jf a man love me, he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and we will come unto, him
and make our abode with him." v. 23. " But the
Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Fa-
ther will send in my name, Ae shall teach you all

things, and bring all things to your remembrance
whatsoever / have said unto youj' v. 26. " But
when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto
you from the Father, even the Spirit of Truth, which
proceedeth from the Father, He shall testify of me."
XV. 26. " Nevertheless, I tell you the truth, it is ex-
pedient for you that I go away; for if I go not away,
the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I de-

part, I will jend him unto you." xvi.7. " Howbeit,
when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide
you into all truth : for he shall not speak of himself;
but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak;
and he will show you things to come, he shall glorify

me : for he shall receive of mine, and shall show it un-
to you. All things that the Father hath are mine:
therefore said l,that he shall take of mine, and show
it unto you." v. 13, 14, 15. " These things have I

spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace,
in the world ye shall have tribulation : but be of good
cheer; I have overcome the world." lb. 33. And in

his prayer to the Father, which immediately follows,

he said :
" And now, O Father, glorify thou me, with

thine own self, with the glory which / had with thee,

before the world was." xvii. 5.

It was in full accordance with these testimonies,

that George Fox, R. Barclay and others, repeatedly

declared " The holy Scriptures proceedeth from the

Father and the Son." Doctrinals, p. 751, Barclay's

Works, p. 745.

On referring to Romans eighth, we shall see whe-
ther the apostle intended to use the "term Christ" as

applied to the Holy Spirit, without reference to Je-

sus who was crucified for us. And here again it will

be proper to take a little more of the apostolic testi-

mony than the Berean has thought proper to refer

to.

The apostle, after bringing into view the weakness
of the law, and the goodness of " God, [in] sending
his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh" for the

redemption of man, testifies : " Now, if any man have
not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if

Christ be in you, the body is dead because of sin ;

but the Spirit is life because of righteousness. But
if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the
dead dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the
dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by his

Spirit that dwelleth in you." v. 9, 10, 11. To which
1 will add the 34th verse of the same chapter. Who
is he that condemneth.' It is Christ that died, yea,

rather that is risen again, who is even at the right

hand of God, who also inaketh intercession for us."

Thus I might go through the whole catalogue of
references, and show, that in all there is a distinct

reference to the fulness of the chraacter of the Lord
Jesus Christ, both in his outward and inward appear-
ance—both in his taking upon him the form of a ser-

vant, and being made in the likeness of sinful flesh

—

and in the glory which he had with the Father before
the world was—in his suft'erings, death,, resurrection,

ascension, and intercession for us at the right hand of
God ; in his being " once oft'ered to bear the sins of
many," and in his appearmg " the second time, with-
out sin unto salvation." See ix. 28.

The design of this writer, in endeavouring to make
his readers believe "the terms Christ" and Jesus
Christ were variously applied in the New Testament,
I am induced to think, was to avoid the force of
those abundant testimonies which maintain the at-
tributes and offices of Jesus Christ, and at the same
time, to use that sacred name in a manner to induce
the simple to believe that he did not deny that He
who was born of the virgin Mary, and sufl'ered death
without the gates of Jerusalem, was the " Saviour"
who should " save his people from their sins." And
yet it is clear that he denies to Jesus those attributes
and offices which belong to Clrrist. On the ground
which he takes, I do not see that an absolute denial
that there ever was such a being as Jesus of Naza-
reth, would in the least degree affect his doctrine of
the divinity of Christ. In order to establish his doc-
trine, he lays down two propositions in the article
now u^der 'notice. " 1. The Saviour of mankind,
the true Christ, or that power or principle which ere-,

ated all things; which upholds all things, and pre-
serves, saves, and redeems the human soul from sin
and its consequences, prepares and fits it for the hea-
venly state, is, and has been the same in all ages of
the world, is a unit, or undivided^ ind is only an-,
other name for the Spirit of God."

"2. This one God is the Saviour of men," pagfr
242. Now in this creed, is there any thing to which
a deist might not subscribe .' Might not a man go the
whole length of this declaration of belief, and at the
same time absolutely believe ^hat Jesus of Naza.<
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leth was an impostor, or that the whole account of

his life, &.C. was a forgery ?

To support these propositions, the writer fills not

quite a column with short quotations to prove that

there is but one God, who is the Redeemer and

Saviour. But all this is perfectly gratuitous—prov-

ing what nobody denies. The question is not whe-

ther one, or two, or three propositions could not be

so framed, as that Christians, Jews, Mohammedans,
and Deists might admit their truth—but whether

such propositions can be said to embrace the funda-

mental doctrines of Christianity. Is it possible that

the divinity of Christ can be set forth in any form of

words to which a man might honestly subscribe, and

at the same time believe that Jesus of Nazareth was
an impostor—or even deny that there was such a

man; that the testimonies of the evangelists and

apostles are all forgeries.'

By pursuing the series of essays of this writer

against the doctrines of Friends, it will be seen what

character he assigns the Lord Jesus. This I conceive

the more necessary, as he has laboured indefatigably

to maintain a particular doctrine—that Jesus was a

mere fallible man ; denies it when charged upon him

—

then plods along in the same old strain of maintain-

ing the doctrine, and so on. Those who have em-

braced the doctrine which he so carefully inculcates,

will take no offence at this denial, when they know
it is calculated to promote their cause—and he who
is not prepared to receive the doctrine itself, may be

thus thrown off his guard, and induced to pursue the

train of sophistical reasoning, without discovering the

result to which it leads him until he actually arrives

at it : and all his former scruples against the doctrines

of infidelity are removed before he is aware of it,

and while he is persuaded that no attack is intended

to be made on his Christian principles.

(To be continued.)

The perpetual boasting of the separatists re-

specting their numbers, and the contempt with

which they speak of the numerical strength of

the Society of Friends, has become so common
as scarcely to excite any attention. In almost

every instance where their statements are in-

vestigated, they are found to be so exaggerat-

ed that little confidence can be placed in them.

We believe that one reason is, they are most-

ly founded on mere conjecture, and when any

attempt is made at enumeration, it is done with

little certainty, and therefore invariably mis-

leads. Great disappointment must be felt by

them since the division has been accomplished

within New York and Ohio yearly meetings.

Owing to the incessant labours of Elias Hicks

to proselyte the members of his own yearly

meeting, it was to be expected that the pro-

portion of his adherents within its limits would

be very large; it is, however, found, that a

body of Friends adhere to the doctrines and

discipline of the Society which is highly re-

spectable, botli in point of numbers and cha-

racter, and whicii, from late occurrences, ap-

pears to be increasing. Some of the meetings

whose members were supposed to_ be almost

exclusively attached to his princfples, have

since the separation, given proof of the erro

neous calculations of the Hicksite strength.

Of this description, we are informed, Bridge-

water monthly meeting, belonging to Duanes-

burg quarter, is a striking instance. The few

Friends in it wlio were known to stand firm

against the revolutionizing spirit, were almost

ready to despond of being able to maintain a

meeting when a separation should take place,

Much pains had been used to mislead many in

these parts by the assurance, that the charge

gainst Elias Hicks, of unsoundness in prin-

ciple, was unfounded—that he was an old

fashioned Quaker preacher, and that he fidly

believed the Christian religion as professed by

Friends. They had heard of some difficulty in

the Society, but being generally ignorant of its

merits, were disqualified to form a correct

judgment respecting it, and of course were
easily deceived. When the yearly meeting's

committee attended that monthly meeting,

some of the members went to it under very

discouraging views, expecting that nearly all

would join the separatists. But the Head of the

church was pleased to comfort tlieir doubting

and fearful minds by the manifestation of his

divine regard, through the ministry of several

of his servants then attending. By a short tes-

timony of a woman Friend, the stone seemed

to be rolled from the well's mouth, and the

dispirited flock were affectionately invited to

come and drink. The clouds which overhung

the spiritual horizon broke asunder, and the

enlivening beams of the Sun of Righteousness

animated the humble believer to pursue witli

fresh vigour the path of allotted duty. She was
followed by another Friend, who opened and

supported the doctrine of the divinity of our

Lord Jesus Christ by authority of the lioly

Scriptures, and declared it to be the doctrine

always held by the Society. Those errors

which the principal leaders of the separatists

insidiously propagate, but which some of their

more artful coadjutors endeavour to conceal,

were brought into view, and fastened upon
them, by quotations from their printed dis-

courses. It was distinctly stated, that, notwith-

standing they professed to believe in Christ, if

they would confess their real sentiments, it would

be found they denied that he who was born of

the virgin Mary, and respecting whom it is de

clared, that, " when he bringeth the first be

gotten into the world, he saith, let all the an

gels of God worship him," is the Saviour of

men. Instead of acknowledging the Son, to

whom it is said, " thy throne, O God, is for

ever and ever; a sceptre of righteousness is

the sceptre of thy kingdom," tlie separatists

declare that the Almighty can never set Jesus

Christ above us, for, if he did, he would be

partial; thereby endeavouring to destroy the

divine and glorious character of the Son of

God, while they pretend to believe in his light

shining in the heart. This developemejit of

the unbelief of Elias Hicks and his initiated

followers, had a very convincing efl!ect upon a

great number in the meeting, who did not ap-

pear to have understood his opinions fully, and

the various shifts and glosses used to incul-

cate them. The conviction was rendered still

more complete by some remarks of Hugh
Judge, who has, unhappily, in his old age, fal-

len in with these errors. He observed that he

had not heard a word that had been spoken,

but felt a great wciglit of darJcness tipon his

spirit ; all which, no doubt, was true. He
then endeavoured to give, what he considered

to be the sentiments of Friends, making them
appear very outward in their \iews; and in or-

der to exhibit the spirituality which he had at-

tained to, he declared in various forms, that he

did not believe Jesus Christ, who was born of

the virgin Mary, to be the Saviour; and near
the close of his speech, said, " My Saviour
never was crucified;" thus denying him to be
the Saviour of whom the apostles declare,
" we preach Christ crucified ; to the Jews
a stumbling block, and unto the Greeks
foolishness; but unto them which are call-

ed, both Jews and Greeks, CInist the power of
God and the wisdom of God."
This so efl^ectually confirmed the observation

just before made, that if they would confess

their real sentiments, it would appear they did

not believe the Lord Jesus was the Saviour,

that many were struck with astonishment; and
although a Hicksite, seeing the dilemma in

which the deaf old man had involved them, en-

deavoured to weaken the efl^ect, by saying that

great allowance was to be made for him, as he
was unable to hear a word, yet such was the

force of conviction that his attempt utterly

failed. We can perceive no need of an apo-

logy for his deafness. We are to suppose he
spoke his own sentiments, and this he was quite

as likely to do without hearing, as if he had
heard those of others. It appears to be one
of those cases in which the evil intentions of

mistaken man, are made to confirm instead of
destroying the truth.

When the monthly meeting was opened, it

was proposed that the extracts from the mi-
nutes of the late yearly meeting should be read,

and some explanation of the difficulties and di-

visions which occurred at that meeting, were
off'ered for the information of those who had
not attended it : after hearing the account, a dis-

position was generally manifested to acknow-
ledge the authority of the yearly meeting. One
Hicksite laboured to divert the members from
their purpose, by some misrepresentations which
he introduced respecting a meeting in Pennsyl-

vania, which he asserted was composed of only

four or five persons, and had disowned several

hundreds ; he called upon the clerk not to lay

down his pen, for if he did, they would all be
disowned. But a Friend being present from that

state, who was perfectly acquainted with the
situation of the meeting he had alluded to,

immediately detected his mis-statement ; and
showed the very dishonourable means which
they used to accomphsh their purpose, by
spreading the unfounded charge of an unjust

and arbitrary disownment of the separatists.

The clerk, finding that their anticipations had
failed, remarked that he perceived the monthly
meeting was united in receiving the extracts,

but he could not read them nor act under
them. A Friend then expressed the hope, that

he would resign his place, and allow the meet-
ing to appoint another who would act, which
he accordingly did, and he, Hugh Judge and
two or three others of the party, withdrew, leav-

ing the books with Friends, and the meeting to

conduct its business as a branch of New York
yearly meeting without further interruption.

The women's meeting had previously informed
the men that they had read and received the

extracts—they also held their meeting in quiet-

ness, but few separating from them.

The circumstance of this meeting, not only

affords proof of the erroneous estimate of the

number of Elias Hicks' followers, but it holds

out encouragement to endeavour to inform and
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convince those who are not aware of tlie un-

soundness ot' his principles, or of the measures
•which are practised to allure persons into the

present awful defection. Much good has been
already done by explanations of the principles

of Friends, and of transactions whicii are often

grossly misrepresented
; and also by the prompt

exposure of the numerous silly tales without
any foundation, which are set up to alienate

the members from the old Society, its disci

pline, and faith. We believe it is not a time for

supineness, or to sufler any discouragement to
relax our exertions to preserve the Society
from further defection, or to re-establish the
unity and order which once so e.xcellently cha
racterized it. Zion is called upon to arise and
shake herselffrom the dust of the earth, before
she can put on her beautiful garments. Much
time may be wasted in unavailing and fruitless

lamentations, which ought to be employed in
an honest inquiry after our respective duties,
with a disposition to perform them faithfully

;

that, putting on strength in the name of the
Lord, the work of truth and righteousness
might be advanced amongst us ; the walls that
have been broken down, and the gates which
have been burned with fire, rebuilt, which
he who is emphatically styled the Healer of
breaches, and tiie Restorer of paths to dwell in,

would graciously aftbrd wisdom and strength to
accompUsh. j. K_

FOR THE FRIEND.

EPISTLE OF THE OHIO SEPARATISTS.
The followers of Elias Hicks, at their late meetincr

at Mount Pleasant, Ohio, issued a document in the
form of an epistle.

The readers of " The Friend" will recollect, that
this assembly was made up of those persons who ex-
pelled Friends from their meeting-house, by a series
of outrages, which threatened the safety and even
the lives of those they were opposing; for a correct
account of which, see Nos. 49 and 51°of this journal.
It is proper to remark, that this separate meeting con-
sisted of about three hundred persons, a part of whom
were in membership with the Society, others had been
regularly disowned, while a considerable number had
never belonged to the Society.

In direct violation both of truth and justice, as well
as of the solemn professions previously nlade by the
party, this mixed company, convened under such dis-
graceful circumstances, have presumed to style them-
selves Ohio yearly meeting, and to transact business
in its name; although they were conscious at the
time, that this body, which they had forcibly driven
from its meeting-house, and whose members they had
grossly abused, was then holding its regular session
at Short Creek ; being more than twice as large as
their irregular assembly, and representing the great
body of Friends within the limits of Ohio yearly meet-
ing. A more glaring instance of unauthorized as-
sumption could scarcely be found. On reading the
epistle referred to, we were disgusted at the lavish
use of sacred terms and the shallow professions with
which it abounds. It is really difficult to conceive,
how men, who but a few days before had been guilty
of such flagrant violations of every principle of reli-
gion and propriety, could thus unblushingly come
before the public with a document, to which their
conduct so flatly gives the lie.

We should suppose, the first idea that presented to
their minds would have been, " of what avail will be
all our smooth pretences to moderation, forbearance,
justice and love.' The readers of our epistle will turn
from Its specious and goodly lines to the dark picture
of our violence, injustice, and oppression at Mount
Pleasant meeting-house, and the contrast will only
make us appear more odious!" This must inevitably
be the eflect produced on the minds of those who are

acquainted with the proceedings of the seceders, and
who retain a proper regard for the precepts of the
gospel.

But the frame
latedl

: of the pistle seem to have ealcu-
rgely on the credulity of their readers, to have

igined, that any imposition, however gross, could
be palmed ofl'upon their ignorant devotees.
It was accompanied with a sufficient allowance of so-
lemn professions, and a bold pretence to infallibility
and sanctity. One thing is remarkable, the more out
rageous the separatists become, and the more shame-
ful their acts of violence are, the thicker they lay or
their professions of love, meekness, gentleness, hu-
mility, and, in short, every Christian Virtue. The ne-
cessi/j/ of this is obvious, because the enormity of their
practice is such, that if there was nothing to disguise
It, and divert the public attention from dwellino- on

'

they would certainly receive the odium which it so
justly merits. Hence every successive outrage h;__
been accompanied with pretences more and° more
solemn, until, if we were to judge of them by the
words, we must certainly pronounce them to be re™
saials, the only elect people on earth—the salt which
preserves the human race from total extinction. The
veil however is too thin, the facts are too recent to be
thus quickly blotted out of remembrance, and are at-
tested by too large a number of substantial witnesses,
to be discredited even by the stoutest and most hardy

We would, however, call the attention of the se-
ceders, to the etfects which must be produced by
their use of such solemn language as the epistle
contains. There are a large number of persons,
not members of the Society of Friends, who are
as familiarly acquainted with their shameful and
disgraceful conduct, as any who are within the pale

union, and who know that the canting
strain of the epistle is designed for no other purpose
than to parry ofi" the censure which their conduct
deserves. There are many, too, of their own people,
of the separatists, who see through the hypocrisy.
And surely it must have the effect to create in their
minds a disgust for every thing like rehgion. Those
who have already imbibed libertine notions, or, un-
happily, have received a bias in favour of them,
would eagerly catch at such a document as the
epistle, coming from men such as Ihey know compo-
sed the pseudo yearly meeting, and use it as an ar-
gument to prove that there is no sincerity to be
looked for among the professors of religion, that it
is all a mere imposture, got up from interested mo-
tives, and supported from sinister views. We believe
there is scarcely any means by which greater injury
is inflicted on the cause of religion, than by the gross

nsistency between the practices and the jnofis-
' m this ground,

doctrines wfi

by
Th

if for

)f these high pretende
Dthe reason, they i
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their borrowed feathers, and
characters.

The epistle has no claim to originality—

i

ed from the model of the documents pi
issued by the separatists in other places

;

numerous parts, is almost a literal transcript.
' A

bait, which had succeeded so well on occasions of
less moment, only required a Uttle more gilding, to
answer their purpose in the instance before us.

In attempting to describe the causes whicli have
led to their separation, they mention, first, that " a
testimony and epistle of advice from Indiana yearly
meeting was adopted by their meeting for sufTcrino-s,
which, together with an address from that mcetino-'
were urged upon the quarterly and monthly meet-
ings for their observance," Sec. Now, it is certainly
very unfavourable for the cause of the seceders, that
both these epistles were designed to set forth the ac-
knowledged faith of the Society of Friends in the
fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion ; and
to warn the members of those meetings against that
spirit of unbelief, which, in these days of libertinism,
IS seeking to invalidate those essential articles of
Christian faith, and to spread insubordination among
the members of our religious communion. If the in-
junction to observe the recommendations contained
in those epistles led the seceders to withdraw from
the Society of Friends, and to commit those acts of
violence which they have since been engaged in, it
IS plain that they must first have depart°ed°from the

there enforced, and been beguiled
by the separating spirit which they testify against,
tins brings us at once to the real cause of the sepa-
ration and IS virtually an acknowledgement on Jhe
part of the seceders, that they have renounced the
principles of Friends, and the " excellent order which
they have hitherto been enabled, in a good decree
to maintain. ' -Hence, a spirit of strife and dis1:ord
has increased," and " the bonds of our religious union
becommg severed by this desolating spirit," "op-
pressive measures were pursued by the said party"
of separatists " with such unceasing zeal," that they
finally drove Friends per force from their meeting-
house, and compelled the yearly meeting to seek
some other place where they might meet unmolest-
ed, in speaking of this flagrant act, they say, " af-
ter a painful conflict, distressing to every feeling
mind. It finally resulted in those, called the orthodox
party, going oft; (both men and women,) takinc
their clerks, and the books and papers in their pos°
session, with them." There is more truth in this
part of the epistle than in any other. Their violent
assault upon the yearly meeting, and the personal
injuries inflicted by them upon Friends, may well
be styled " a painful conflict ;" and it must be " dis-
tressing to every feeling mind," that men could be
so regardless of the solemn occasion for which they
were assembled, as to resort to force and violence, to
promote, what they are pleased to call, religious ob-
jects. Where was then " the love of the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ," of which the epistle makes
so pompous a profession? Where was " the blessed
influence of his;,e«ceaWe spirit and wisdom," which

declare " is a wall of defence on the right hand
and the left, protecting all, even the weakest of the
flock .' Why did it not protect Friends, who were
quietly endeavouring " to transact the aft'airs of the
church with decency and in order," from your rude
attack and outrages.' Plainly, because you were
destitute of its restraints. During the tumultuous
not and uproar of that disgraceful scene, were you
endeavouring, "in all lowliness of mind, to demean
yourselves peaceably among all men, showing forth
to the world by your lives and conduct, that you were
the followers of Him, who said. My kingdom is not
of this world, else would my servants fight."' Nay
there are few among you who would hazard an as-
sertion so palpably untrue. Yet, scarcely is this
"painful conflict," "distressing to every feeling
mind," ended—scarcely had your desperate attack
upon the unresisting body of Friends " finally result-
ed in driving them from their meeting-house, than
you come forward with these solemn professions in
your mouths, and unblushingly declare, that you
"have e.-jpcrienced" living desires, that all your
movements may be under the direction of Him, who
alone can guide us in the path of safety." If you
had been consistent as followers of Him whose kine-
dom IS not of this world, you would not thus fight,
even for the sake of gaining unjust possession of
Friends meeting-houses, much as you may prize the
booty You " would be led, moreover, into^he prac-
tice of that excellent precept of the divine Master,
Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,
do ye even so to them." Did your conduct to the
yearly meeting of Ohio manifest the least regard to
this excellent precept.' You will not, you can not,
pretend to it. On the contrary, it was a flagrant
violation of this and every other " precept" of the
New Testament with which you have loaded your
specious epistle. But " nothing new has happened"
to the Society of Friends. " Soon after its rise, the
same spirit which actuates you, broke forth with vio-
lence and bitterness," inflicting great personal suf-
fering, and much vile abuse upon those members who
stood faithful to the doctrines and discipline of the
church. They, too, were driven from their meeting-
houses, and rudely interrupted in their religious as-
semblies by those who had gone out into a spirit of
separation from the body. " Friends had also to en-
counter a spirit of ranterism," the exact counterpart
of that which [has deluded you, and] is now desolat-
ing the Society, and sowing discord and unbelief in
its borders—" which, despising order, and trampling
the discipline under foot, has even claimed the au-
thority of the Holy Spirit for the unbridled indul-
gence of its own delusions." We could scarcely have
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selected any language more strikingly descriptive of

the spirit which breathes throughout your conduct

than the above quotations from your epistle. Who-
ever may be deceived by the plausible pretences with

which it abounds, certainly the framers of it knew
well, what spirit they and their party were of—they

describe it in the forcible language of practical expe-

It is a source of encouragement to reflect, that,

tliough our early Friends were beset with enemies
on every hand^persecuted by the powers of the

earth for their religious tenets, and harassed by the

apostacy and opposition of those " false brethren''

who fell away from the truth, yet as they kept single

and stedfast in their love to Christ Jesus, their holy

head, " they triumphed over all opposition." And if

those who still adhere to the ancient doctrines and

discipline of the Society, continue to hold fast the

profession of their faith without wavering, walking
by the same rule, they will, doubtless, be safely con-

ducted to a similar termination of their trials.

H.

TZSE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH,

ing without intciference, Elias Hicks and some

of'liis partisans came to Richmond, and held

two public meetings in a barn, in sight of the

yearly meeting-house during the time of its

session, besides several other meetings in the

neighbourhood. His object, in this procedure,

we^leave to the unprejudiced reader to infer

for himself.

There is scarcely any movement made by

him and his party that does not discover to-

wards Friends, a settled determination to di-

vide and to distract, as far as is in their power.

They have evinced their departure from the

fundamental ground which the Society has al

ways maintained, openly avowing that the ma

jority should govern in religious deliberations.

Seeing, as they must have done, that their par-

ty is greatly in the minority in Ohio and Indi-

ana, the proceedings of EHas Hicks and his

followers in and about Richmond at the time

of the yearly meeting, fully show the chagr

they have felt, and their wish to lessen tlie

meetings of Friends, by adding proselytes to

their own. Instead, however, of convincing

the people that he is a " Barclay Quaker,'

By further accounts received from Indiana, the account states that El has satisfied

ire informed that the yearly meeting of

Friends convened at the stated time and place

and continued its session until tlie evening of

second day in the follovving week; that it was

the largest Y. M. ever held at Richmond; and

several letters speak of it as a precious solem-

nity not soon to be forgotten, in which the

power of truth prevailed, uniting Friends in

the bond of Christian love and fellowship, so

that no interruption was experienced from the

dividing spirit which has rent the Society in

this country. A decision was minuted in the

early part of the meeting, that those who had

identified themselves with the separatists by

attending their counterfeit yearly meeting,

could not^be entitled to a seat in the yearly

meeting of Friends. Many important subjects

were brought into consideration, and acted

upon with much harmony. A large commit-

tee was appointed to attend the quarterly and

monthly meetings, to make such arrangements

and render such assistance, as will tend to the

benefit and strength of these meetings. Com-
mittees were also appointed to correspond with

other yearly meetings, and to attest certifi-

cates and minutes issued by monthly meetings.

Those members of the meeting for sufferings,

and of other standing committees, who have

gone off in the separation, were dismissed. It

does not appear that more than nine

ten persons in the station of ministers have

joined in the defection, and not that number
openly; leaving a large body of ministers and

elders within that yearly meeting, who main-

tain the faith and discipline of the Society, not-

withstanding the unwearied and laborious ef-

forts which the Hicksites, through their agents

and " pernicious publications," have exerted,

in order to spread the doctrines of infidelity in

that newly settled country.

The separate meeting held by Elias Hicks

and his followers at VVaynesville, under the as-

sumed character of Indiana yearly meeting,

our account states, was not as large as the

quarterly meeting which convenes at that

place. Not satisfied with holding their meet-

many that lie has entered deeply into antichris-

tian opinions. There is an overruling power

that is able to make way for the flock of

Christ, and to deliver them from all the dan-

gers which surround them. He overrules even

the designs of his enemies for good. The

letter states, that " the outrageous conduct

of the Hicksites at Mount Plessant, has ope-

rated very much against them in the limits of

our (Indiana) yearly meeting."

The party who met at Waynesville, have

completely settled the question of who are the

Society of Friends, and who are the seceders

from it, within the limits of Indiana yearly meet-

ing ; and whilst we commend them for abstain-

ing from the violence and the outrages of their

brethren in Ohio, we cannot but condemn

the strongest terms, their attempt to assume to

themselves the name of a body, from which

they have so openly and plainly separated

It would be far more honourable and con

sistent with the truth, for them to relinquish the

title of Quakers or Friends altogether, and

knowledge themselves a separate and distinct

society. In that case we should neither have

the right nor the disposition to interfere with

their privilege, a privilege common to all, to

regulate their own affairs in their own way

;

but while they continue their endeavours to

identify their novel opinions with the ancient

and acknowledged doctrines of Quakerism, we

shall feel it an indispensable duty to expose the

imposition, to the utmost of our abilities and

in every practicable form.

The yearly meeting of Indiana, which met

in the regular order of Society at Richmond,

in the year 1827, was held without interrup-

tion, and adjourned by unanimous consent, to

meet in the tenth mo. 1828, according to the

directions of the discipline. In conformity with

this decision, the yearly meeting assembled at

the usual time and place, and as we have men-

tioned was large, solemn and edifying. The

claim, therefore, to the name and character of

Indiana yearly meeting, by a body of people as-

sembling in the recess of the regular yearly

meeting, at a difterent place and with another

organization, is manifestly an absurdity. Apply
the principle to civil society, and what anarchy

and confusion must inevitably ensue.

The yearly meeting of Baltimore, it appears,

convened on second day last, the 27th instant.

We have received intelligence of some extra-

ordinary proceedings thereat, on the part of

those who have identified themselves with the

separatists in different parts of this country.

But we refrain from stating particulars until

after the meeting has concluded its session.

We may, however, just add, that a division has

taken place, and that those Friends who adhere

to the ancient doctrines and discipline of the

Society, had agreed to hold their yearly meet-

ing detached from the separatists.

Since the above was in type, we have re-

ceived, from a valuable correspondent in Ohio,

an interesting communication, in which he

says : " To-day, the judge delivered his opinion

at considerable length, decidedly in favour of

Friends, and laid a fine of five dollars each on
the two persons complained of, D. Hilles and

Isaac Jones." " The judge took a compre-

hensive view of the case, adverted with great

bility and correctness to many important

points—condemned the proceedings of the

Hicksites in strong terms, and adjudged the

defendants guilty of disturbing Ohio Yearly
Meeting." " Their counsel talked of an ap-

peal, which the judge informed them could

not be taken, the statute in the case not ad-

mitting of an appeal; but if they insisted on it,

he would allow it to be taken to the court of

common pleas—but there it would be a ques-

tion for him to decide, (being the president

judge,) whether the defendants had a right to

appeal or not." " The trial of the rioters be-

fore Justice Sutherland commenced yesterday

afternoon, and a young man direct from Steu-

benville informs me, that they are all found

guilty, and bound over for their appearance at

court." We expect to be furnished with a

copy of the judge's opinion, which we shall

immediately present to our readers.

N. B. David Hilles was clerk of the spu-

rious yearly meeting.

An article of much interest on the subject

of Egyptian History, from our valuable friend

Z, has been received. Also, has come to

hand, an article headed " The Upper Nile,"

in the hand writing of one whom we gladly

welcome again to our pages. These, with the

essay on " Popular Prejudice," and the bio-

graphical articles " Jerome of Prague" and

" John Huss," will be inserted in course.

Married, at Friends' meeting, Middletown, Penn.,

on fifth day, the 23d inst., Daniel Wills, of Bur-

lington county. New Jersey, to Slsanna, daughter

of^Joscph Richardson, late of Middletown Town-
ship, Bucks county, Pennsylvania.
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FOR THE TRIE

EGYPTIAN HISTORY.
Many of our readers no doubt remember

the very interesting article on the subject of
discoveries recently made in Egyptian anti-
quities, which we extracted from the London
Quarterly Journal of Science, and republished
in the 8th and 9th numbers of" The Friend."
The revival of the ancient language of

Egypt, after a lapse of nearly two thousand
yeai's—the discoveries of temples, statues,

sculptures, and even of paintings, glowing in

the freshness and vividness of recent colouring,
all the works of the contemporaries of the
Jewish patriarchs and kings—the gradual rais-

ing of the veil which has hitherto concealed
some of the most ancient and deeply interesting
portions of the history of our species, deserved-
ly rank among the splendid triumphs and
achievements of modern industry and science,
To us there is a peculiar charm in such re-

searches, arising not from the mere gratifica-

tion of a natural, though often idle curiosity,
nor from the desire to chronicle the names.,
the exploits, the many evil and few good deeds
of the barbarous monarchs of remote ages; for

in our view, the language, the science, the
arts, the religion, the physical and moral cha-
racter of the earlier races of men—those who
were so much nearer the primogenitors of
mankind than ourselves, aie subjects of more
than idle speculation or curiosity.

Believing, as we firmly and reverently do, in

the divine origin, entire authenticity, and un-
impaired transmission of the sacred volume
we feel deeply interested, and anxiously de
sirous, to promote all studies and researches
which may throw additional light on the times
and the men of which the holy Scriptures
treat.

As far as modera learning and labour have
removed the rubbish of ages, and resuscitated
the long forgotten and hidden annals of ancient
times, so far have the history, the chronology,
and the various important incidents and de-
scriptions of the Bible, received the most ample
and gratifying confirmation. To the humble
believer in tlie truths of the sacred record, it

is cause of gratitude and encouragement to
perceive, that the more minute and critical are
the investigations which have been made, and
are yet constantly making, into contemporarv

writmgs, monuments, and remains, tlie more
clear and bright shine forth the history and
narrative of the best of books.

The sneers, the scofi's, the doubts, and cavils
of the infidel receive no confirmation from the
deepest research or the minutest inquiries of the
modern antiquarian. It is a mistaken notion
that the most learned are the most incredulous
it seems to us, on the contrary, that the most
arrogant denials of the authority and aulhenti
city, and the most inveterate enmity to the tes

t' lony of the holy Scriptures, proceed in the
present day from the shallowest inquirers and
most ignorant pretenders.

Being aware of the interest which the article

on Egyptian history, published in our earlier

numbers, excited amongst our readers, we pro-
pose to introduce to their notice a continua-
tion of the same subject, the facts of which we
have derived from several sources, principally
from the seventh number of the American
Quarterly Review. The fourth number of the
same journal also contains an essay of con-
siderable interest, but as it is chiefly confined
to the illustration of specific chronology and
peculiar dates, we have been less indebted to

it than to the seventh number, which details

the principal results obtained by ChampoUion
and others since the discovery of the key to

hieroglyphic writing,

It will be remembered, that, besides the
Greek historians Herodotus and Diodorus S
cuius, who derived from the priests, during
their travels in Egypt, the traditionary history
of that country, the article in our early num-
' noticed the writings of Manetho, a priest

which our best chronology dates in the year
2082 before Christ, the history of Egypt is

dark, fabulous, and uncertain. But a single
temple, and no other work of art remains,
whose formation can be assigned to a period
antecedent to the shepherd kings. This temple
is of small dimensions, forming part of a larger
and more recent building. It possesses, how-
ever, a singular interest from the circumstance
of its being, in all probability, the oldest edi-
fice now in existence—the most ancient relic
of the perishable works of man.

These shepherds were a people (as exhibit-
ed in a painting discovered by Belzoni) with
fair skins, blue eyes, red hair, and a physiog-
nomy totally difierent from the J(5ws, Egypti-
ans, or Negroes, who are figured in the same
drawing. They were of a race, now entirely
extinct, in the countries bordering on Egypt,
and are supposed to be the Ainalekites of holy

They made a furious invasion into

of Heliopolis, who compiled, during the reign,
and by the direction of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
250 years before Christ, a History of Egypt,
from inscriptions and the records ofthe temples.
This author, whose authority has long been
denied, and his statements neglected, has re-
ceived the most ample confirmation by the mo-
numentary and inscriptory researches ofCham-
poUion, and to him we are. indebted for much
of the well authenticated early Egyptian hi

tory which we possess.

The concurrent testimony of Manetho and
the other authorities, represent the first king of
Egypt to have been Menes, or Menas. This
individual appears, from the etymology of his
name and some otiier circumstances, to have
been the same as the scripture Ananim or
Anam, the grandson of liam.

The successor to Menes was Thoth or Atho-
thes, to whom is ascribed the invention of writ-
ing and many other useful arts; who was the
Mercury of Greek mythology, and was wor-
shipped as a god, under various names, by
most of the European nations. From this

prince to the invasion of the shepherd kings.

Egypt—rased the cities and temples, subjected
to slavery the inhabitants of the country, and
after committing terrible ravages and devasta-
tions, brought their lawless hordes into order
and subjection under a king, who fixed his re-
sidence at Memphis, and transmitted the crown
through a dynasty of five successors, who
reigned about 260 years.

The native princes, however, recovered the
possession of Thebes, and there flourished con-
temporaneously, and in a state of constant
warfare with the shepherd kings. To the de-
struction which this unsettled state of things
produced, are we to refer the loss of the ma-
terials which would have given to us the history
of Egypt antecedent to this period; the monu-
ments of art and the shrines of religion havino-
been uprooted and swept away by this deso'^
latmg torrent. The last of the native Theban
pnnces was Amosis, who was so successful in
his wars with the shepherds, as completely to
break up their power; and in the reign of his
son and successor, they left Egypt by capitu-
ation, and its independence was again restor-
ed. ChampoUion has discovered various mo-
numents bearing the dates of the six native
Theban kings; but owing to their perpetual
wars, these edifices have neither the size nor
the splendour of those of the succecdino- dy-
nasty, (the 18th of Manetho.)
At the head of it is Amenophteph, the son

of Amosis, whose glory, as the deliverer of
Egypt from the barbarous sliepherds, innumer-
able inscriptions commemorate and attest.. Be-
fore proceeding further in tracing the history
of the succeeding Egyptian kings, we may no-
tice a fact of some interest in connection with
the scriptural narrative. From a comparison
of dates, it would appear that Abraham's visit
into Egypt was made during the reign of the
hepherds, which accounts for the cordiahtv
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with which he was received as a feeder of

ilocks, so diifcrent from the extreme aversion

with which the Egyptians regarded herdsmen

in the time of Joseph and his bretliren, arising,

no doubt, from a remembrance of the wrongs

;u:d outrages which their nation had sufiered

li-oni a people coming from the same land, and

exercised in the same vocation as the Jewish

patriarchs.

To return to the liistory.

Amenophtej)h was succeeded by Thoutmosis

]., of whom there is a colossal statue now in

the museum at Turin.

Thoutmosis IF. whose name is found on the

ancient temple of Karnac, and whose daugh-

ter erected a vast monolithic obelisk still re-

maining at Thebes.

TJioutmosis III. the Moeris of the Greeks.

Several pilasters at Karnac, some temples in

Nubia, and the colossal obelisk now in front of

the church of St. John Lateran at Rome, are

the remaining monuments of his reign. His

successor was Amenoph I., who was succeeded

by Thoutmosis IV.; two temples erected in his

reign remain in Nubia.

Amcnophis II. was the next king ; his co-

lossal statue, which was said to salute the rising

sun with the most melodious music, still stands

towering over the ruins of Thebes. Several

temples and palaces remain to the present

time, as monuments of his splendour and piety.

Ramses I. built one of the halls of Karnac,

and a sepulchre still existing.

Of the monuments of JVIandouei andOusirei,

two brothers, we have splendid remains
; an

nueuse obelisk now at Rome, the beautiful

themselves have given, confirms the sacred tes-

timony. Ramses is represented as taking ship-

ping with his army on the Red Sea for EthiojMa,

and abandoning his kingdom to a host of in-

vaders, who appear to have been the shepherd

kings, who, taking advantage of the unsettled

state of the country, and the loss of its king and

army, overran Egypt, driving the young succes-

sor of Ramses, the famous Sesostris, beyond
the cataracts of the Nile. In the thirteen years

of interregnum, this celebrated prince was in

a state of constant warfare with the shepherds,

lie and his army thereby gaining that military

skill, which enabled him to conquer so large a

portion of the then known world, as he is repre-

sented in history to have done.

By the successful application of the hiero-

glyphic alphabet, and the credit which it at-

taches to the testimony of Manetho, we find

that the members of the dynasty ending with

the Pharoah of the Exodus, were the authors

ofmany and vast pubhc w-orks and monuments

;

that they were adepts in architecture, sculp-

ture, and painting ; that whilst the rest of the

world was inhabited by barbarous erratic tribes,

the valley of the Nile was the seat of a power-
ful, learned, and rich people, and we may be

better able to appreciate what was that wisdom
and knowledge of the Egyptians, in which

Moses was said to be well skilled. The exist-

ing monuments of this race of kings, many of

them, doubtless, the fruits of Israehtish labour

and toil,' are in greater variety and number than

those of all their successors united. Temples,

palaces, tombs, obelisks, enormous statues,

graven inscriptions, even records on no more

palace at Kourna, and the splendid tomb de-| durable material than papyrus, are extant, in

scribed bv Belzoni, of which a notice will be. wonderful profusion. To the era of this race

found in an article in the Oth No. of" The
j'riend."

It is evident, from the painting which Belzoni

describes, that the Jews wei'C then in bondage

in Egypt.

Ramses II. and III. have also left tombs

and other monuments. Ramses IV., surnamod

Mei-Amoun, built the great palace of Medinet-

Abou, and a temple near Karnac. The mag-

nificent sarcophagus which formerly enclosed

the body of this monarch, has been removed

from its catacomb, and is now open to public

ga/.c in the museum of the Louvre at Paris.

During these five reigns we have reason to

liclieve, that the children of Israel were suf-

fering the cruelties of Egyptian bondage, and

tliat the temples and tombs which still remain,

are no less the monuments of their servitude

and labour, than of the power and splendour

of the monarchs who oppressed them.

Ramses V., surnamed Amenophis, was the

last king of the eighteenth dynasty of Manetho,

and the labours of Champollion completely

prove, in my opinion, that this king is the Pha-

roah of Egypt, before whom Moses wrought

his many miracles, and during whose reign the

Exodus of Israel took place.

The vanity of Manetho and the Egyptians

has concealed the truth, recorded in Scripture,

of the destruction of this monarch and his host

in the Red Sea. But a sort of interregnum of

thirteen years takes place about the period as

signed to this event in Scripture, which, to

and their next immediate successor, the far-

famed Sesostris, who greatly eclipsed even

their glory, we date some of the most inte-

resting passages in the history of mankind.

The E.xodus of the Israelites, and their pain-

ful wanderings of forty years in the desert on
their way to the land of promise, where they

were to perpetuate the knowledge of the true

God, and in after times to receive the revel

tion of tlie Redeemer of rnankindj occurred,

as we have before mentioned, about this period.

To their providential absence in the desert,

during the time of the conquests of Sesostris,

we are to attribute the escape of the Jews from

the poweiful arm of this victorious monarch,

who spread his conquest to India, and there

left his priests and soldiers to colonize the

country.

Armais, the brother of Sesostris, wdio had

usurped the kingdom of Egypt during his ab

sence, flew from the consequences of his trea

son into Greece, and there, under the name of

Danaus, introduced the arts and sciences of

his native country. About the same period,

Cadmus brought letters into Greece, and laid

the foundation of the various knowledge of

ancient and modern Europe.
Thus niay we date to the dynasty of the

Ramses and their successor, two of the most
important eras in religion and letters.

Sesostris is the first prince of Manetho'
nineteenth dynasty, bearing the title of Ram
ses VI. Besides his military renown, as the

irether with the narrative which the Egyptians 'final deliverer of his country from the yoke

of the barbarous shepherds, and his widely

extended Asiatic conquests, he has left be-

hind many monuments of the arts of peace.

He erected several edifices at Thebes, and his

new capital Memphis owed much to his em-
bellishments. Indeed there are but few struc-

tures, either in Egypt or Nubia, which do not

bear testimony to the fame of this monarch.
The nineteenth dynasty consisted of six

kings, bearing upon the monuments the title of
Ramses. The last was contemporary with the

Trojan war, and is the Poly bus of Homer.
In a fiiture number we shall resume the sub-

ject. Z.

THE I ITER JSILE.

We are indebted to the exertions of Cailli-

aud, a French traveller, who has for some years

been distinguished, as one of the most adven-

turous and indefatigable devotees of African

discovery, for much curious and interesting in-

formation respecting the countries lying along

the Upper Nile. He was allowed to join an
expedition which was sent in 1820, by the

pacha of Egypt, to conquer Sennaar, and the

numerous provinces comprehended between
that kingdom and the Egyptian frontiers. The
scheme extended to the occupation of the

slave countries about Sennaar, and the gold
mines supposed to exist there. The latter en-
terprise had no permanent result, and little

even of temporary profit. Some sanguinary

actions occurred with the Negroes, who gene-
rally defended themselves with courage ; the

troops were sometimes employed in chasing

them like wild beasts among their forests and
rocks ; but generally with little better success

than the capture of old women, children, or
cripjdes, whose worthlessness secured their re-

storation to liberty. Some captures, however,
were made of such as were recommended by

youth or vigour, but their number was consi-

derably reduced by brutal treatment before they

reached Cairo.

The rapid success, however, of the expedi-

tion, in subjecting an immense extent of coun-
try, and a million and a half of inhabitants, ex-
cites our astonishment, effected as it was with
a force of only four thousand troops ; and it

is with the most melancholy feelings that we
see a horde of these barbarians, overrunning a
country which was once the cradle of civiliza-

tion, and the abode of an industrious, enlight-

ened, and numerous population. There is no
route the traveller can pursue, which is richer

in antiquarian interest, than the one taken for

the purpose of pillage by this band of marau-
ders. The protection, however, of this despi-

cable horde, enabled Cailliaud to penetrate, in

comparative safety, regions rarely reached by
European travellers, and to give more ample
detail, than we have heard from Bruce and
Burckhardt, of those which they visited with so

much hazard.

From Dar Sheygya to Waddy Haifa, the

country is strewed with ruins of churches, of
which the interior is adorned with pictures of

the virgin or St. George, according to the

Greek fashion ; and the Christian traveller who
I
throws on these extensive regions any regard
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of serious observation, is most painriilly re-

minded, while surveying the' many tragments

and memorials of his relii;ion which he scat-

tered beneath his feet, that there is no nation

nor tribe which drinks of the Nile or of any of

its branches, or wanders over its wild deserts,

which has any knowledge of Christianity.* In

fact, tlie whole face of the country bears deep

and lasting marks of some mighty calamity,

which has swept over it, inflicting desolation

and misery.

Ascending the stream of time, we come to

the immense monuments of the superstition of

more remote antiquity. While the memorials

of Christianity are held sacred by the native,

as the feeble notices of a religion which lives

and flourishes, and which prophecy has de-

clared shall ultimately reign over the kingdoms

of the east ; these relics of a gigantic race, as

they are considered, whose name and religion

have utterly passed away from among men,

are not approached without awe and a species

of superstition.

Between Waddy Haifa and Souba, a distance

of nine hundred miles along the river, we meet
with fourteen or filteen spots, which are marked
bv the ruins of antiquity. Those of Mount
Berkel occupy a considerable space on both

sides of the river. The most perfect of the

temples is the Typhonium, about one hundred

feet in length, partly built, and partly e.\cavated

in the rock.
"• In the multitude of hieroglyphical legends,

which accompany all the figures of this monu-
ment, we recognize every where, close to that

of the king, two hieroulyphical rings (or car-

touches) which, according to M. Champollion's

important discovery, inform us that this mo-
narch is Taracus, the first of the Ethiopian

d3;nasty who invaded Egypt, and formed the

twenty-fifth dynasty of the chronological canon

of Manetho, in the eighth century before the

Christian era. The style of the figures and

ornaments of this temple, is the pure style of

the monuments of Egypt and lower Nubia.
•• The most extensive remains are those of

a temple, probably of less ancient date than

the Typlionium, of which the lengtli is not less

iJian four hundred and fifty English feet. This

magnificent edifice has contained more than

eighty-four columns, besides sphinxes and gra-

nite altars covered with sculpture ; and was

numbered, we doubt not, among the most splen-

did ornaments in Ethiopia. No traces of that

splendour at present exist, and the labours of

the traveller exploring the bases of the co-

lumns, and the vestiges of the walls and heaps

of dust and rubbish, are unrewarded by any

object of admiration."

The vast ruins of the city of Meroe are

every where heaped up in immense mounds, in

which public and private buildings are indiscri-

minately lost. The pyramids, however, stand-

ing in groups as usual on the borders of the

desert, are many of them in good preservation,

and contain vaults, M'hich are perhaps the

oldest recorded specimens of the arch, and

lead us to attribute the honour of that inven-

tion to the Ethiopians.
•' Any attempt to ascertain the precise age

* Of course the Copts, who are confined to Egypt,
and thinly scattered even there, are excepted.

of these various monuments of anricnt days,

would lead us into a long, and, probably, fruit-

less disquisition ; but we cannot err in assign-

ing them to two very different and distant

epochs in the history of Ethiopia. Nor do we
hesitate to express our opinion, that the most

ancient are anterior to the similar, but more
elaborate edifices of Egypt. The greater rude-

ness and dilapidation of what little remains

to us ; the unaflecled (shall we say natural ?)

gracefulness of many of the sculptured figures,

and the superior reverence every where paid

to Amnion and to Typhon. the good and evil

genii of the shepherds of the desei t, give strong

indications of higher antiquity; and, at least,

oblige us to believe that Ethiopia, whether she

were the model of Egypt or nnt, was assuredly

not her imitator. The little information that

we possess, respecting the ancient history of

the two countries, certainly leads us to the

same conclusion.'' R. R.

DR. SA.1IUEL ExlILEN, JR.

{Continuedfrom page 19.)

" nth nio. 30th. It has been a dry, barren

season with me for a long time. The year has

almost passed with the apparent flcetness of

an arrow ! I feel no change of heart, nor can

I at all lay claim to any rehgious experience.

A little enlivening sense of good, or a desire

to feel a humbling contrite heart, was to-day

experienced. I feel that I have need of help,

and I humbly hope I shall be blessed with di-

vine assistance to pray for it.

" 12th mo. 20th. Precious feelings, which

were the unmerited mercies of my Redeemer,
have been felt rather more of late than some
time back. But yet I feel still 1 am a poor

sinful creature, not deserving any thing but

condemnation and punishment.
'• 1825. 1st mo. 21st. There is certainly

no sincere piety and godliness in the life of

man without prayer ; the feeling of ardent

prayer, a sincere and reverential desire to do
God's will, and be preserved from sin, must go
along with the daily journey of a religious cha-

racter. This desire, this prayer, is the means
the divinity blesses and makes efl'ective to our

purification ! We cannot purify ourselves, nor

will the Divine Being, without we pray for it,

effect it in us. Now this state of mind which

feels the influence and efl^icacy of prayer, I am
now a stranger to. But I trust I have felt it

transient, but warm, impressive, and joyful

!

Oh ! that my hardened heart may again be

favoured to feel it

!

" 2d mo. 10th. Fifth day. Had a sensible

presence of divine communion long absent ; I

hope it was to profit. Lord ! I am unworthy,

my heart is vile, and thou only hast the power
to give repentance unto amendment of life.

"3d mo. 1st. The first day of spring. Ihope
there has been something analogous to the re-

turn of the season of budding, in my mental

aspirations to the Divine Being this morning.

O 1 that I were worthy of its continuance, and

could ascribe to him the glory which is his due,

for all such favours :" yet soon after this he adds,

"3d mo. 31st. I have really been fearful,

when looking at the indifferent, lukewarm life

I lead, that the day of grace has fled I !-^urcly

tlicrc is a time, when the Lord no longer strives

with the hardened heart.

" 5th mo. IGth. Every thing in nature to a

pure mind, loving and I'eriring llic Supreme
Being, would be a book of holy doctrine.

" 5th mo. 23d. 1 fear that not one bcetting

sin, which had fiist hold of my weak mind when
I commenced this diary, has been overcome or

even its tbrce weakened.
" 25th. I was favoured this morning with a

precious feeling of the divine presence. Oh !

that I could always be in a state of prayer for

such a favour

!

" 6th mo. Cth. Some evidence has at times

been permitted of the assurance of the Divine

Being still waiting to be gracious. But worldly

lusts and great slothfulncss besiege me !

" 6lh mo. Uth. On first day last, I was fa-

voured with a remarkable evidence of divine

grace most of the day. It was reviving to my
drooping and discouraged soul, since I have

been too negligent and unmindful of my duty
;

too ungrateful and forgetful also of past mer-

•' Cth mo. 0th. I yesterday was favoured at

meeting at Middletown, with a renewed visi-

tation. I felt again desirous of living obedient

to the divine will every day and hour.
" 8th mo. 2oth. First day. Whatever dearth

of religious feeling at other times accompanies

my mind, and it is sorrowfully great 1 this

day has, for the most part, been ushered in with

a mournfid sense of my deficiencies, and a

longing desire, (which I hope is prayer in the

Lord's sight,) that my corrupt heart might be

changed ; and every day be devoted to the per-

formance of the will of him, whom we arc

created to serve."

Let not the reader suppose that the self-dis-

trust and abasedness, which mark the forego-

ing passages, are evidence that the writer was
making no progress in the Christian path. They
rather indicate the severity and impartiality,

with which he catechised his heart, and the

earnestness of his desire to walk worthy of his

high calling, in Christ Jesus our Lord ! This

rigid scrutiny is continued through the re-

maining pages of tiie diary, and forms a most
instructive lesson when we connect it with the

uprightness, the humility, and the scrupulous

fulfilment of his duties which distinguished his

conduct. The following extracts are the con-

cluding entries of his journal.

"1028. 3d mo. 10th. Some feelings not at

command were felt this morning, but soon for-

got in the bustle of the day. How much of

true meekncfs is wanting !

" 1 1th. O ! give thanks unto the Lord, saith

my poor soul ! I trust I can say, I feel thankful,

for the evidence of his divine presence mani-

fested this day. I have seen something of the

necessity of a Saviour to redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify us unto himself, that we
might be zealous of good works. Then, in-

deed, the talent would not lie hid under a

bushel—the Lord would bless our labours with

his life-giving presence. The harvest indeed is

great, but the labourers are few !

" 16th. Notwithstanding the reviving feelings

to my spiritual life which are noticed in the last

date, yet, since then, great poverty of spirit, in-
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diflerence, and worldly mindedness, have pre-

vailed. I seemed to hope it was the promise of

continued watchfulness unto prayer

!

" 16th. First day. A highly favoured meet-

ing- this morning, I hope, to all present ; E.

Robson from England was present. Oh ! that

we may all be grateful for every mercy, and

renew our covenant with him who thus vouch-

safes to bless us

!

" 18th. Very negligent, and lamentably de-

ficient in frequent retirement and offerings of

a devotional character.
" 4th mo. 2d. Great condemnation."

Soon after the last date. Dr. Emlen was

seized with a sickness which proved fatal. His

calmness and resignation on the bed of death

were in character with the rest of his life, and

afford ground for the belief, that, if he has been

called early from his works, it has been to reap

their reward !

Such was Dr. Samuel Emlen. Religion in

liim was no superficial sentiment, or transitory

emotion. It was the settled conviction of a

mind awakened to the realities of life
;
pene-

trated with a sense of the purity, the mercy,

and justice of the Almighty ;
alarmed at the

shortness and uncertainty of time, and most

anxious to be found on the watch—and hun-

gering and thirsting after righteousness. A
man so thoughtful, so intelligent, and so honest

to his own conscience, could not be the spec-

tator of a great contest waged before his eyes,

and in the Society to which he belonged, with-

out forming to himself an opinion respecting it,

and acting according to his convictions. The
caution and moderation which characterized

him on other occasions, did not desert him on

this. He was slow to form his opinion, but

having formed it, his conduct was steady and

decisive; and the members of his particular

meeting will long regret the loss to them^

selves, and to society at large, at this arduous

period of his increasing dedication, his weighty

spirit and solid judgment. The following ex-

tract from his diary, is a testimony to the

cause of trutli, which is the more impressive,

as having never been meant for the public eye.

We persuade ourselves it will be read with in-

struction, by some of those to whom allusion

is made ; a class which forms, we doubt not, a

large portion of that misguided party, and

which has been deceived by soft words and

artful insinuations, the wickedness of which

time will daily make more manifest.

" 1G27. 6th mo. 14th. Fifth day. We had

to-day, I think, a favoured and precious meet-

ing ! 1 believe the spirit of truth disowns all

the seceding movements made of late in our

Society—and that the superstructure they are

erecting, being built upon the sand, and not

upon the rock Christ Jesus, will come to

nought ; I have felt a firm conviction of this,

this day ; and I also think it will have a ten-

dency to renew more life in our meetings, and

throughout the truly religious minded members
of the Society of Friends. Those who are

crying out ojipression, and striving to beget

disunion, and detach themselves and foi-m other

meetings, and another yearly meeting, 1 am
persuaded, will feel their rest disturbed, instead

of increased, and that the judgment of div

light is, and will be against all their party and

turbulent proceedings. We had need all to be I which must have observed, from a height view-

still and on the watch tower, and praying with- less to the human eye, the fall of the animal,

out ceasing ! Christ's kingdom must reign and and immediately marked it for prey,

prevail ! I felt poor, and my mind stripped and

wandering part of the meeting, but I have

to thank divine goodness for some crumbs of

heavenly bread. We are, too many, talking

much about light and its sufficiency, whilst we
are yet full of darkness, and know experimen-

tally little or nothing of that illumination which

we so much extol, and of which we speak so

boastingly."

SCRAPS.

An expedition to Egypt, of a literary and

scientific nature, has been recently undertaken

by M. Champolhon, and others, under the aus-

pices of the French government.

The British Museum has been enriched by

the splendid collection of Sir Joseph Banks,

embracing twenty-four thousand volumes, of

all that is rare on natural history.

A Comet may now be seen with a common
telescope, in the constellation Aries, and daily

traced towards the equinoctial point, where it

was on the 20th ultimo.

Wine and Cider may be long preserved in

draught, merely by pouring a flask of fine olive

oil into the cask. Thus they do in Tuscany.

The Kirbut, or great flower of Sumatra, dis-

covered by Dr. Arnold in 1818, is one of the

most extraordinary of vegetable productions.

The breadth of a full grown flower exceeds

three feet. The smell resembles that of tainted

An experiment was lately made at Paris, to

ascertain the degree of heat the human body

could bear. A Spaniard of Andalusia, named
Martinez, aged forty-three, entered a cylindri-

cal oven in the form of a dome, which had been

heated for four hours with a very powerful fire.

During fourteen minutes he remained exposed

to from forty-five to fifty degrees of a metallic

thermometer. Many physicians, savans, and

physiologists, were present. When the Spaniard

first entered the oven, his pulse beat seventy-

two, on coming out it had risen to one hundred

and thirty-four. He made several other ex-

periments, increasing the temperature, and

finally came out with his pulse beating two
hundred ; he immediately threw himself into a

cold bath, and in a few minutes after was on

his feet in perfect health.

Professor Ledebuhr, in his last tour to the

Altai mountains in Asia, has made a rich col-

lection of 1,600 plants, of which nearly 500

are new.

The Vulture's power of sight.—Professor

Lichtenstein remarked, when travelling in South

Africa, that if an animal died in the midst of the

wilderness, in less than half an hour there was
seen, high in the zenith, a number of minute

objects descending in spiral wheels. These
were soon discovered to be a flight of vultures,

At Lowell, Massachusetts, three millions one

hundred thousand dollars, are already em-
ployed by incorporated manufacturing compa-
nies. The same village has also a bank with

a capital of one hundred thousand dollars. The
cotton mills alone employ 1 ,200 persons, nine

tenths of whom are females. The whole po-

pulation is about five thousand. The raw cot-

ton consumed in 1826, was one million one

hundred and seventy-six thousand and eighty-

two pounds. It would be interesting to ascer-

tain the number of Negro slaves, required to

cultivate the cotton, used annually at Lowell.

One would think the southern planters ought

to encourage the new tarifl".

Education in Prussia.—According to the

account published at the close of the year

1825, there were 20,887 elementary schools

in Prussia, for both sexes. Notwithstanding

this provision, about two millions of children

are destitute of instruction in that country.

Disinterment.—To gratify a singular curio-

sity as to the nature of the wound, under which
the famous Hampden fell at the battle of C'hal-

grave-field in 1643, the present lord Nugent, a

few months ago, with some of his friends, and
the requisite assistance, disinterred the body
from the chancel of Hampden church, Buck-
inghamshire. The remains were in a remarka-
ble state of preservation. No regular features

were apparent, although the face retained a

death-Uke whiteness, and showed the various

windings of the blood-vessels beneath the skin.

A little beard remained on the lower part of

the chin, and the whiskers were strong and
somewhat lighter than his hair, which was a

full auburn brown. Tlie eyes were but slightly

sunk. The hand of the right arm was oft', the

bone presenting a flat surface, as if amputated
by some sharp instrument ; the bones of the

hand mutilated were in the coffin enclosed in

a separate cloth. An injurv had been also re-

ceived in one of his shoulders. He was five

feet nine inches in height, and apparently of
great muscular strength. The only part of the

body, upon which the worm of corruption had
begun its work, was the top of the scull. It

is remarkable, that the human body, under such
circumstances, should have been so little im-

paired, during one hundred and eighty-three

years. \.

As when the bodily powers fail, and the

senses, the avenues by which we receive and
rejoice in the light of temporal nature, are

closed, the soul will centre in itself—is it not

of importance, that we consider, whether that

state is likely to be peaceful or not ? If all

around us proclaims goodness to be essential

to happiness, and wretchedness to be the cer-

tain effect of depravity, how can the soul be

happy, without correspondent inclinations and
desires ? and if it is destitute of them here, on
what ground can it hope to be possessed of

them hereafter ?

Dillwyn's Refections.
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Fnwi the Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE WEST.
The developeinent of Elias Hicks' doctrines, and

of the policy of him and his followers, is daily be-

coming more clear. We know that it has been again

and again declared, that the views of Elias Hicks had

been misrepresented—and that he, and those who
aoree with him, liold no new doctrines—that they

hold the ancient doctrines of Friends, &c. Amos
I'eisley, when at Short Creek, previous to the year-

ly meeting, made quite a remarkable declaration,

aome striuiug quotations had been made from the

writings of Kobert Barclay, among which was the

following, viz. " Nevertheless, as we firmly believe it

was necessary that Clirist should come, that by his

death and suHcrings he might offer up himself a sa-

critice to God for our sins, who, his own self, bore

our sins in his own body on the tree, so we believe

that tlie remission of sins, which any partake of, is

only in, and by virtue of, that most satisfactory sa-

crihue, and no otherwise : for it is by the obedience
of that One that the tiee gift is come upon all to jus-

tification. For we alfirm, that, as all men partake of
the fruit of Adam's fall, in that, by reason of that

evil seed, which, through him, is communicated un-
to them, they are prone and inclined unto evil,

though thousands of thousands be ignorant of
Adam's fall, neither ever knew of the eating of the
forbidden fruit. So, also, many come to feel the in-

tiuence of this holy and divine seed and litrht, and
be turned from evil to good by it, though they knew
nothing of Christ's coining in the tlesli, through
whose obedience and sulienngs it is purchased unto
them." Several corroborating texts of scripture had
also been cited. After which, Amos Peisley rose and
assured the meeting, that they acknowledged the
doctrines of our early Friends, and that they also

admitted the testimony of the scriptures—called

them precious, k.c. evidently intending to make the
people believe tliat he and his associates did hold the
doctrines of scripture and of our early Friends. And
even as late as tlie public meeting on first day after-

noon, at the beginning of the yearly meeting, he de-
clared that they held no new doctrines ! The mask,
however, has been torn off. Not only did he, him-
self, in that very meeting on first day, make a de-
claration, a parallel to which is not to be found in

the writings of the Society—that the fulness of God
is in every rational creature ; but Ehas Hicks has
left no plausible ground for equivocation in re-

gard to a denial of the doctrines held by the Socie-
ty in the beginning. At our meeting at Mount
Pleasant, on fourth day, the 27th of eighth moi..h, in

direct reply to sundry quotations which had been
made from Barclay and Fenn, to show the faith of

the Society on fundamental principles, among which
was that given above from the Apology—Elias

Hicks directly and positively denied receiving any
injury from Adam's fall, or any benefits from the out-

ward sacrifice ; stating in substance, that if these

things had taken place, it was all without our know-
ledge, or without our knowing any thing about it,

and he "did not believe in mysteries." The attention

of the meeting was called to this declaration—to no-

tice that it v»-as made, and, in repeating it, his words

•were not used, but the sense conveyed in other lan-

guage, that if justice was not done to his meaning,

he, being present, might correct it : to which, how-
ever, he made no objection or explanation.

The next day, in a large meeting at Short Creek,

this declaration was repeated, with various other

passages from his sermons and letters—placing the

Lord Jesus Christ on a level with us—representing

him as a frail, fallible being, liable to fall—and de-

nying any benefit to us from his sufferings and
death.

But, though he undertook to defend himself, and
make it appear that he was travelling in the order of

Society, &c., yet to these statements of his doctrmes,

coritrasted as they had been with the doctrines of

our early Friends, he made no defence, and himself

broke the meeting while i was on my feet and speak-
ing—and though when his followers began to move,
I requested they would have a few minutes' patience,

yet he left his seat and walked off, leaving, however,
the statement of his doctrines as fully admitted by

him—and the contrast between these and the doc-
trines of Robert I'arclay, William Penn, and tlio So-
ciety of Friends, established over his head, in a man-
ner he did not think it best to endeavour to set

aside.

The facts are placed beyond all doubt, that there
is an irreconcileable difference between the doctrines
of our early Friends and those of Elias Hicks, in re-

gard to the eft'ects of the fall, (he character of Jesus
Christ, the benefits of his suft'erings and death, with
many other important principles of the Christian re-
ligion. Elias Hicks and his followers have departed
from the original faith of the Society, and of the pri-

mitive believers.

But much has been said of the separatists (Elias
Hicks included) in regard to the high profession
they make of immediate revelation, and hence it has
been supposed that he does hold our genuine doc-
trines. It is well known that our early Friends, and
the Society at all times, have strongly declared that
immediate, divine revelation has not ceased. They
have placed it on the ground of a supernatural influ-

ence—a perception totally beyond the powers and
faculties of the human mind, and not human reason,
nor any faculty of the mere natural man: that it is

by the Spirit of God. But Elias Hicks has made as

shocking a de[)arture from this doctrine as from any
other whatever.

In his late illustrations of that revelation which he
preaches up^ and recommends men to, in preference
to the scriptures, or any external evidence whatever,
he proves completely that it is not the revelation of
the Holy Spirit. In a public meeting at Mount
Pleasant on the 7th instant, he declared that we
could not know the least thing upon earth without
immediate revelation. If this be true, the most wick-
ed men upon earth are endued with immediate reve-
lation ! Even those who realize the depravity of the
old world—of whom it was said that every imagina
tion of their hearts was evil onli/, and that continualli/

—according to Elias Hicks, still have immediate
velation ! In fact, by this monstrous opinion,
grossest acts of wickedness are pursued by
tion 1 Fo man cannot know the least thi

upon earth without revelation, all that the wicked
knoii\ and all that they do, must be from revelation.

He called it i-nslantaneous revelation, loilhout any re-

flection at all : which sets aside all waiting upon God
to receive it.

But this is not all. One week after this, at a
public meeting at Flushing, he declared, that,

without revelation, we could not distinguish a man
from a tree, or a tree from a horse 1 It may fairly

be supposed that he concluded the subject was left

(at a public meeting in Mount Pleasant) rather short
—that to say, tliat without revelation we could not
know the least thing upon earth, did not sufficiently

explain his meaning : and, therefore, having had time
to reflect on it, he gave the explanation at Flushing,
adapted to the lowest capacity. But if the faculty
by which a man is distinguished from a tree, or a
tree from a horse, is the immediate revelation of

Elias Hicks, not only is it possessed, and at all times,

by the ivickedest of men, but it is a permanent faculty

of the brute creation—for these, no doubt, can dis-

tinguish between men and trees, and trees and
horses.

The application of this doctrine is obvious. The
basest of men—the very offscouring of the earth

—

the murderer, the robber, the drunkard, if, indeed, he
is not so drunk as to be unable to distinguish a man
from a tree, or a tree from a horse—is emboldened
to suppose that he can judge of the fitness of the dis-

pensations of the Deity—and setting aside all scrip-

ture and all experience but his own, condemn what-
ever does not suit his depraved imagination. This,
so far from maintaining the doctrine of immediate,
divine revelation, strikes at that doctrine at the very
root—and rejecting all external evidence in which
the scriptures are included, it takes oft", so far as

his preaching can take off, all restraint from the mind
of man, and opens the very flood-gates of immorali-
ty.

The operation of these principles upon civil and
religious society is now becoming more fully devel-

oped. It has long been my firm belief that the Chris-
tian religion is a dispensation in the wisdom and

goodness of the Almiglity I

nal well being of the

the present, as well as

nan family. It is the

origin of those feelings by which the riglits of others

are acknowledged and protected, and the foundation

of every system calculated to promote the order and
happiness of our species. And, so far as the influ-

ence of the Christian religion is destroyed, so far

mankind are in the way to anarchy and confusion

—

to violence, outrage, and absolute wretchedness.

It has already been noticed, in giving an account
of the separation in the west, that the followers

of Elias Hicks, in this country, had held nume-
rous private meetings to concert the measures for

their future operations—it is well understood that to

prepare for holding the yearly meeting in a manner
to suit their views, was the great object of those asso-

ciations, " unknown to the discipline, and contrary

to its provisions." We will now pursue the narra-

tive and see their fruits—for by their fruits ye shall

know them.
The quarterly meeting at Redstone in the eighth

month had not divided. The clerk was a Hicksite,

the assistant clerk was not. That meeting appoint-

ed eight representatives, four of whom were suppos-

ed to bo Hicksites.

At Salem, Elias Hicks attempted to attend the

quarterly meeting of ministers and elders; but his

standing in the Society at large presented an insu-

perable objection. He was told that it could not be

permitted ; and announcing the shaking of the dust

from his feet against them, he went off. In the

evening several Friends called on him, to request

him not to obtrude himself into the quarterly meeting

the next day—and letting him know, at the same
time, that Friends could not consent to it. The same
evening notice was given of an intention to hold,

what they called a quarterly meeting, the next day,

at Dr. Stanton's school-house. If this appointment

grew out of the objections to Elias Hicks' attend-

ance of the quarterly meeting, it was no more nor

less than a meeting appointed for Elias Hicks. But,

in any point of view, it could not be considered as a

quarterly meeting, or any other meeting of business

within the order of Society. The Hicksites with-

drawing from Friends, gave them no interruption in

the meeting.

The division took place in New Garden, as already

noticed, in the fifth month.

At Short Creek quarter, held at Mount Pleasant,

the meeting assembled as usual with the doors and
partition open. And when the time arrived to pro-

ceed with the business, and the meeting was regu-

larly opened, the clerk noticed the attendance of per-

sons who had been disowned, and they were request-

ed to withdraw. The request not being complied

with, was repeated, and the persons obtruding them-
selves on the meeting were earnestly expostulated

with—which, not being regarded, it was proposed to

take tlieir names, and proceed to the business. On
this they began to speak, and in various ways claim-

ed the rights of membership. The meeting was thus

interrupted for some time. At lejiglh these intrud-

ers gave notice of an intention of holding, wh^^t they

called, a quarterly meeting on the old foundation,

and invited such as united with them to go with
them. Nothing was said in this way by any mem-
ber, properly so called, of the quarterly meeting. It

was altogether by disowned persons, and an indivi-

dual or two from beyond the limits of the quarter.

A disowned man went into the women's meeting-
told what they were about—and invited such as

chose to go with them. On the men's side, about one-

fourth of those in attendance left us; on the women's
side a still smaller proportion went off.

At Stillwater a scene of great discord was exhi-

bited. In that quarter they had been greatly impos-

ed upon by persons who had not only set up meet-

ings of their own, but been regularly disowned—and
yet seemed determined not to permit Friends to have

their meetings in quiet, and according to the rules

of discipline. The representatives taking this sub-

ject into consideration, concluded it would be best

for the meeting to collect with the partition closed,

and the doors open for members only. Door-keepers

were accordingly placed at some of the doors, others

were left shut—and the information was given to the

crowd, that, at the hour of meeting, the doors would
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be opened for all that had a right to attend, and all

others were requested not to intrude.

A number of disowned persons, some who never
had been members, and some who were, combining
together, or acting in concert, broke over all re-

straint—rushed into the house—broke open such of

the doors as had not been opened—threw open the

partition—broke some of the windows, and hurt a

number of Fricnds^and then opened a meeting of
their own, while the regular clerks were at the table,

and endeavouring to carry on the business as well as

circumstances would permit.

In the mean time Elias Hicks kept back from at-

tending the two last quarters—probably, not liking

to head the proceedings that were planned to be car-

ried into effect at them. He followed on, however,
soon after—and when he could have it so, appointed

meetings on meeting days, and so attempted to march
on his high road over our heads. This was the case

at Mount Pleasant and Short Creek. In both of

which the people were informed of his standing in

Society, and his doctrines placed in contrast with

those of our early Friends. But from this direct

contrast he did not attempt to defend his doctrines.

At Stillwater the key of the meeting-house was
demanded, that he might bold a meeting there. On
its being refused, the agents employed for making
the arrangements for him, went to his lodgings. In

a short time they returned and broke open the house,

several Friends being present, and forbidding the

proceeding. After this, they again returned to his

lodgings, no doubt to give the information. Be this

as it may, he held his meeting in the house thus

opened by force, specially for him. The yearly

meeting being at hand, he, Amos Peisley, Elisha

Dawson, and a number of others, came on to Mount
Pleasant.

And here it may be necessary to leave him a few
minutes, and advert to transactions in another quar-

ter, in order to give a clear understanding of what
transpired here.

In one of Elias Hicks' visits to Philadelphia, he

gave great uneasiness, in consequence of which a

course of proceedings took place, that resulted in the

sending of a complaint against him from Pine-street

monthly meeting to the monthly meeting at Jericho,

to which he belonged. This complaint being disre-

garded. Pine-street monthly meeting sent the case

lo Philadelphia quarterly meeting, which transmit-

ted it to Westbury quarter, lo which Jericho belongs.

But in like rnanner, through the inrluence of Elias

Hicks and his followers, it was disposed of without

bringing him to a fair investigation.

The quarterly meeting of Philadelphia moved the

caise to their yearly meeting, which sent a statement

to the yearly meeting of iVcw York. The disorders

which took place in the first sitting of that meeting

are already before the public—-disorders and clamour

which compelled the meeting to withdraw to another

apartment of the house—and being forcibly kept out

of thai, to remove to another building, the yearly

meeting of New York then proceeded to its regular

business, in the course of which this communication

from the yearly meeting of Philadelphia claimed at-

tention. It was directed to be taken on the minutes,

and also sent down to Westbury quarter for its care,

in having it suitably noticed in the monthly meeting

to which Elias Hicks belonged.

The disordered state of Jericho monthly meeting

also claiming the attention of the quarter, that meet-

ing was laid down, and attached to Westbury month-

ly meeting, which is now called the monthly meet-

ing of Westbury and Jericho.

This monthly meeting took up the charge against

Elias Hicks—appointed a committee in the case, and

directed that an official statement should be sent lo a

Friend in this place, to bo presented to Elias Hicks,

requiring that he should, without further procedure

in his visit, return home to answer the complaint

—

and requesting, that if it was not attended to by him,

it .should be liiid before the meeting for sufferings of

Ohio.
The Friend -to whoso care these documents were

committed, with several others, waited on Elias

Hicks on seventh day morning, the Gth inst. The
papers were presented to him—their nature explain-

ed, and the letter to the Friend accompanying them.

by his consent, was read to him. He called it a for-

gery, and said he did not believe the letter was sign-

ed by the persons whose names it bore. He was
asked if he knew their handwriting. He answered

NO—but his companion said he knew the writing of

one of them. The latter was presented to him, and

he said he believed that it was the writing of the

individual. Elias Hicks, however, said it was all a

forgery, and he would not regard it. In this conver-

sationhe was much agitated. He was requested not

to intrude into the meeting of ministers and elders

coining on that day. And his companion, Amos
Peisley, E. Dawson, Halliday -Jackson, and some
others of the separatists, being present, the request

was extended to them. They seemed disposed to

have much to say, but the Friends left them, being

informed of their conclusion to attend the meeting.

It may be observed, before leaving this part of the

narrative, that Elias Hicks, in asserting his right to

attend all our meetings, said he should not use force

—that all force nas wrung, and tital they who used

force were no CJirislians.

The interview with him lasted till time to go to

meeting. When he came into the porch, previous

to his leaving the house, a large number of Friends

were in sight going to the meeting, and whom he

knew were not his disciples. Pie walked backwards
and forwards—looked after them—wrung his hands,

and seemed in deep and painful reflections. About
this time Amos Peisley was furnished with a tes-

timony of disownment by the clerk of the monthly
meeting to which he had belonged.

Being apprised of an intention to intrude upon us

by persons who had no right to be present, several

elders waited at the gate and doors, to request all

such to desist from the intended imposition. Our
meeting was large, upwards of one hundred minis-

ters and elders being present—from twenty to twen-

ty-five being from other yearly meetings.

Elias Hicks being thus met at the gate, and in-

formed that he could not be admitted, held his silecl

meeting outside of the yard, consisting of twenty-

two persons—eight or ten of whom had never been

members of Ohio yearly meeting. And wliether all

the others bad ever been members of the meeting of

ministers and elders or not, wo cannot tell.

In the afternoon of the same day, they held an-

other meeting at a school-house, to which it was un-

derstood, none who were not Hicksites had access,

it may also be remarked, that a number of the Hick-

sites, previous to the yearly meeting, acknowledged

that the measures to be adopted in holding the yearly

meeting, w.is one of the objects of these private meet-

ings—and in speaking on the subject, some of them
significantly observed, that " there was no law against

the PRESS."
On first day morning, the meeting at Mount Plea-

sant Wiis very large, and Elias Hicks began to speak

before it was fulfy gathered, and occupied a long

time. When he sat down a member of Mount Plea-

sant meeting rose, and concisely bringing into view

the principles of religious liberty, and of church go-

vcmnient, informed the assembly of Elias Hicks'

standing in the Society at large ; the testimonies

which had been issued by the ditferent yearly meet-

ings against him and his doctrines; what his doc-

trines were, in several hnportant points, and contrast-

ing these with the doctrines of scripture, and the

declarations of our early Friends. He also informed,

that Elias Hicks and other noted characters then in

the meeting, were identified with the separatists, who
have meetmgs of their own, where they may enjoy

all reasonable privileges; and that it was a violation

of the great principles of religious liberty, for them

thus to impose upon our meetings.

After this, another Friend addressed the assembly,

chiefly on doctrinal subjects. EUas Plicks then stood

up, with someilesultory observations, on the conten-

tions into which " the Friends" had entered—that

he did not regard it—had not intruded himself into

the meeting, and that that was not a place for discus-

sion. The Friends who sat at the head of the meet-

ing, considering that Elias Hicks had intruded there,

and had already occupied the greater part of the

time, and observing the course he was then pursuing,

broke the meeting: to which Elias Hicks expressed

his assent.

When the meeting v;as over, a number of persons
remained in the house, and could not be persuaded
to leave it, for the door-keeper to close it, till the
time of the next meeting.

In the afternoon, Elias Hicks was at Short Creek,
and Amos Peisley and E. Dawsou at Mount Plea-
sant. The latter very soon stood up and spoke a
long time. Immediately on his silting down, A.
Peisley rose, and seemed disposed lo filT up the ba-
lance of the meeting. At length Jonathan Taylor
stood up, and mildly requested him to sit down, ob-
serving that he thought it hard that our meeting
should be thus interrupted. This was treated by
Amos Peisley with perfect contempt; not only con-
tinuing his harangue, hut going on while J. Taylor
was speaking to him. J. Taylor's voice being feeble,
did not appear to reach over the meeting, so as to be
understood; and it being desirable that the people
might hear, if Amos Peisley would not regard what
was said ; another individual stood up, and raising
his voice, so that all might hear, requested Amos
to sit down, and permit us to hold our meeting with-
out disturbance, reminding him of the time he and
his companion had already taken up; their having a
society of their own, in which they were not inter-
rupted by us, and that he himself had been disowned
by Friends. Amos went on to speak as he did before,
and his admirers raised a dreadful clamour, ordering
the Friend to sit down. The number of voices rei-

terating Iho name of this individual, and ordering
him to sit down, raised considerable alarm, especially
on the female side of the house. Amos continued
his discourse, until he seemed to have exhausted
even the resources of his memory. Some further
remarks were made by several Friends; and Amos
Peisley h»d the hardihood to deny his being disowned
by Friends; and to declare that they (he and others,
who agree with him) had not departed from the prin-
ciples of our primitive Friends, either in faith or prac-
tice. He complained of persecution, and of our want-
ing to force the dtad child upon them;—alluding, a.s

was supposed by some at least that heard him, to the
doctrines of Friends, in regard to the divinity of
Christ, and the benefits of his propitiatory sacrifice.

At the close of the meeting, a number of Hicksites,
and some who were remarkably active in the riot the
ne\i day, seemed determined not to leave Ihe house.
Friends waited long with them, and entreated them
to depart quietly and let us shut the door. Two of
the most active of the company held a long, private
consultation, after which one of them came forward,
and called for Elisha Bates, saying that they wanted
to speak to him. He replied that he was ready to

hear what they had to say. Friends were then told

that they understood that it was intended by us, to
keep them out of the meeting the next da)', and if

this was the case, they would not leave the house.
They were informed (in substance) distinctly and
positively, that it was not intended to keep than out:
That according to the rules of discipline, the meet-
ing w'as for members only; and of course we did not
wish such as were disowned, or under dealing, or
otherwise had not a right, to attend. After some
parley and further explanation -they withdrew.

(To be continued.)

A MORAL THOUGHT.
Through groves sequester'd, dark, and still.

Low vales, and mossv cells among.
In silent paths the careless rill.

With languid murmurs, steals along :

A while it plays with circling sweep.

And ling'ring leaves its native plain.

Then pours impetuous down the steep.

And mil ith the boundle

O ! let my years thus devious glide,

Through silent scenes, obscurely calm.

Nor wealth nor strife pollute the tide.

Nor honour's sanguinary palm.

When labour tires and pleasure palls.

Still let the stream untroubled be.

As down the sleep of age it falls,

And mingles with eternity.

J. Hawksicorlh.



THE FRIEND.

AN El'ISTLE

From lite yenrli/ Mceling of Friends, held in Ball

more fur the H'eslern Shore of Maryland, kc. bj/

adjviirnmenis from ihe 27lh of the lenlh. month

the \sl of Ihe 'elerenth month, inclusive, 1821J, to ,

Quarterly, Monthly ani Preparattve Meetings, a7id

the Members within Ihe compass if said Yearly

Meeting.

Beloved Fkiends,

Under the influence of that cementing fel

lowship which unites the members of tlie true

church " into one body," of which Jesus

Christ is the iioly head—We afJectionately

salute you as brethren of the household of

fdilh ; desiring that " the grace of our Lord
Jesus Ciirist, tiie love of God, and tlie com
munion of the Holy Ghost"', may be with both

you and us.

We are assembled at this season, accompa-

nied by circun)stances of peculiar exercise and
trial, under the weight of which our hearts

iiave been bowed in deep affliction and mourn-

ing
;

yet, notwithstanding all the discourage-

ments tiiat attend us, we have cause thank-

fully to commemorate the goodness of Israel's

Shepherd, who has graciously been pleased to

open a way for our deliverance from a yoke of

bondage under which we have groaned.

It is known to you, brethren and sisters,

that discord and disunion have been intro-

duced into our once peaceful Society, by

those who have privily brought in unsound
doctrines. The minds of many Friends

within tliis yearly meeting have been under

much suffering and concern for several years

past, in consequence of the promulgation of

sentiments in our religious meetings, and also

in social conversation, the evident tendency of

which is to invalidate some of the fundamental

doctrines of the Christian religion ; to under-

value the truths recorded in the Holy Scrip-

tures ; and to destroy a belief in the Eternal

Divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

;

his mediation and intercession for us as our
advocate with the Father ; and in that most
precious sacrifice which he made of himself

on the cross, without the gates of Jerusalem,

whereby he became " the propitiation tor our

sins, and not for ours only, but also for the

sins of the whole world." The sorrowful dis-

sensions thus produced, have, in several year-

ly meetings on this conlinent, resulted in the

separation from our religious society of many
who formerly went under our name, and these

have set up meetings of their own, contrary to

our established order.

At the yearly meeting last year, an epistle,

addressed to our men and women Friends, was
produced from one of these separate meetings

held in Piiiladelphia, and in opposition to the

solid judgment of many concerned Friends, it

was read and answered. Previous to the

coming of the present session of this yearly

meeting, it was known that the yearly meetings
of Friends on this conlinent, except Baltimore

yearly meeting, had oflicially testified their dis-

unity with the doctrines and separate meetings

of those who have seceded.

During some of the sittings of the present

yearly meeting, many individuals were permit-

ted to attend who had been regularly disowned
from Society

; and minutes produced by some
of these from their irregular meetings were

read, and a record made of their reception.

Several epistles from meetings of the same
character, styling themselves yearly meetings,

were also read, and a committee appointed to

reply to them, while the epistles transmitted to

us from those bodies with whom we have long

and regularly corresponded, were not treated

according to the provisions of the discii)line.

At the suggestion and by the direction ol' those

among us who have departed from the ancient

doctrines and discipline of our Society, a minute
was made, which goes to acknou ledge their

fellowship and unity with those separate bodies,

and consequently to withdraw from communion
with the A^CIE^T Ykahlv Meetings o

Fkiends. Our objections to these iiinov:;

tions upon the established order of Socict

not being regarded; and it being evidenti

their detennination to identity themselves wil

the seceders, we have felt ourselves constrained,

for the due support of our Christian Discipline,

and the precious doctrines of our holy relig'

as well as to maintain our brotherly connection

with the ancient Society of Friends, to meet
select from those who have thus departed from

our regular order, and to hold Baltimore

Yearly Meeting agreeably to its original iiisti-

tution, as a part of the great body of Friends.

We feel, dear friends, that we have need to

seek, in reverent humility, from the unfailing

helper of his people, strength and wisdom to

conduct us safely through the trials and diffi-

culties which attend us; and we also believe

that the help of the spirits of the living mem-
bers of the church, is one of those sources of

consolation and support, which in his conde-

scending goodness he has been pleased to aflbrd

to his tribulated flock: hence we are earnestly

solicitous that the members of our religious

Society every where, to whom tlie "name and

testimony of Jesus" is precious, may be so

bound together in the " unity of the spirit" and

"bond of peace," that we may increasingly

become one another's joy in the Lord.

With the salutation of unfeigned love we
bid you aflectionately farewell, and are your
friends.

Signed hy direction and on behalf of the

Meeting, by Hrcii Baldehston,
Elizabeth Gillinguam,

Clerks.

While pleasure manifests itself by e.xtrava-

gant gaiety, exuberanfspirits and overt acts,

happiness retreats to its own proper region, the

heart. There concentrating its feelings, it con-

templates its treasures, meditates on its en-

joyments, and still more fondly on its hopes
;

counts up its mercies, and feels the consum-
mation of them in looking to the fountain from
whence they flow ;

feels every blessing immea-
surably heightened by the heart-cheering re-

flection, that the most exquisite human plea-

sures are not the perfection of his nature, but

only a gracious earnest, a bountiful prelibation

of that blessedness which is without measure,

and shall be without end. Calebs.

He who watches to do an injury to another,

may be almost certain to injure himself.

Dilhryn's Refections.

When gathering clouds around I vie

And days are dark and friends are te

On Him 1 lean, who not in vain
E.vperienced every human pain
He sees

And coi

illays my fears,

and treasures up my tears.

]f ought should tempt my soul to stray
From heavenly wisdom's narrow way';
To floe the good I would pursue,
Or do the sjn I would not do.
Still He, who felt temptation's power,
Shall guard me in that dangerous hour.

If wounded love my bosom swell,

Deceived by those 1 prized so well

;

Jle sliall his pitying aid bestow,
\Vho felt on earth severer wo—
At once betrayed, denied, or fled,

i'.y those that shared his daily bread.

When ve.xing thoughts within me rise,

And sore dismayed my spirit dies
;

Yet He, who once vouchsafed to bear
The sickening anguish of despair,
Shall sweetly soothe, shall gently dry
The throbbing heart, the streaming eye.

When sorrowing o'er some stone I bend,
AVhich covers all tliat was a friend.

And from his hand, his voice, and smile,
Divides me for a little while ;

My Saviour marks the tears I shed,
For Jesus wept o'er Lazarus dead.

And O, when 1 have safely pass'd
'i'hrough every conflict but the last,

.Still, Lord, unchanging watch beside
My dying bed, for thou hast died

;

Tlicn point to realms of cloudless day.
And wipe the latest tears away.

THi: mi^^D.
ELEVENTH MONTH,

The 12th number of the Miscellaneous Re-
pository, edited by Elisha Bates, lias come to

hand. It contains several interesting and
ably written essays, which we intend to insert.

The work in future is to be issued in semi-
monthly numbers, at the reduced price of two
dollars per annum; and we should be glad to

find that it obtains the liberal patronage which
it merits. The established reputation of the

Editor for qualifications of a superior order
for conducting such a work, and the import-

ance of the topics brought into discussion,

constitute, in our opinion, a claim to extensive

support among Friends.

In the present number of"The Friend," will

be found, under the head " The Separation

in the West," a further narrative of the pro-

ceedings of Amos Peisley and Elias Hicks,
within the limits of Ohio yearly meeting. The
outrage committed at Stillwater quarterly

meeting—Elias Hicks absenting himself from
that meeting, as he did from the first sitting of
the yearly meeting; his occupancy of the house
at Stillwater, after it had been broken open
by his partisans for his use—the caucus which
he and some of his friends held at the school

house at Mount Pleasant, to devise measures
to obtain the yearly meeting house—the sig-

nificant watchword, " there was no law against
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lar steps by which Elias Hicks' partisans were which they separate themselves from the bo-

wrought up to a pitch of desperation necessa- -•"'" "*" ^•"'"'^'

ry to prepare them for the last terrible act

The remainder of that article containing

an accurate description of the principal inci-

dents of the assault upon Ohio yearly meeting,

will be given in our next. We are aware,

that, in republishing this statement, we subject

ourselves to the charge of unnecessary repeti-

tion; but the account, drawn up as it has been

by the very intelligent editor himself, and stat-

ing tacts, most of which came under his own
observation, so strongly confirms the detail;

contained in our former narrative, and presents

so graphic a picture of that most extraordinary

scene, that we could not resist the incHnation

to lay it before our readers. It will be ob-

served, that, while some occurrences are men-

tioned which we had omitted, others .more mi-

nutely related, and the whole difterently grouped,

there is nothing mentioned, which, in the

smallest degree, invalidates any of our details.

The short notice in our last number of the

result of the trials in the case of Hilles and

James, is corroborated by a communication

from a friend at Steubenville, dated 10th mo.

25th. He .says, " this day, about 12 o'clock,

after a close investigation of ten days, the

President -Judge, J. Hallock, pronounced sen-

tence in the case of Hilles and James for dis-

turbing Ohio yeaelv meeting. The Judge's

opinion, though long, is altogether in our fa-

vour. I hope the decision will have the eflect

to prevent in future similar outrages in any ot

our meetings. The counsel for the defendants

were so unwise as to introduce the Indiana

testimony, which threw open the whole

ground of doctrines to our counsel. J. C.

\Vright (one of the attorneys for Friends) took

advantage of this opportunity, and made a con-

trast between the doctrines of E. Hicks and

our early Friends, which had, I have no doubt,

a very good effect upon the great concourse in

attendance." We expect the decision of the

learned Judge will appear shortly in the first

number of the second volume of E. Bates's

Repository, when we shall seize the earliest

opportunity of placing it in our columns. Al-

though our enemies may appear to think that

the labour and expense which have been in-

curred, in tlie present trial, are greatly dis-

proportionate to the penalty awarded against

the offenders, we consider it as a happy result

for Friends of Ohio, and very important to the

cause of civil and religious liberty at large. It

is not fines nor penalties that they were in pur-

suit of. It was the preservation of their rights,

as citizens of a free country, from the rude in-

vasions of men that have nothing to restrain

them but the arm of the law. And as the law

was made for such transgressors, we have rea-

son to be thankful that there are those in

authority, who possess a just and scrupulous

regard for the support of sound government,

and the rights of the defenceless, and will

maintain the law over the heads of the lawless

and disobedient.

ciety of Friends. As there was a number of

the members who wished to continue their

connection with the Society, they had no alter-

native but to meet in a different apartment, in

order to hold Baltimore yearly meeting agree-

ably to its original institution. Invitation was

given to Friends, in the two meetings, to con-

vene, on fifth day morning, at the M'Kendrian

school house, where they accordingly met, to

the number of sixty-six men and eighty-four

women. The circumstances under which they

were convened were new to them, and, it must

be supposed, had a humbling effect. Their

hearts were warmed and contrited under a sen-

sible feeling of the Master's presence, which

caused some of them to burn, as did those of

the sorrowing disciples, while he walked with

them by the way, and opened to them the

things which relate to himself. It was a time

of great brokenness of spirit, in solemn silence,

greater degree of which precious enjoyment

some of them had seldom if ever witnessed.

lence was at last broken by a few words m
testimony, which was followed by awful sup-

plication. The meeting appointed a clerk and

an assistant, and a committee to draft a minute

explanatory ofthe situation in which they were

placed. After sitting nearly three hours, the

meeting adjourned to the afternoon. The

company in the afternoon was larger than in

the morning, and afresh owned by the pre-

sence of Him whose love more than compen-

sates for every deficiency. We are informed

that the yearly meeting closed on seventh day

evening, having written epistles to the yearly

meetings of Friends on the continent and in

worthy to be held long in remembrance

—

wherein the spring of gospel ministry was

opened to the refreshment of the mourners,

and fervent supplication was offered for the

strengthening and preservation of all. Then

adds, " more Friends attended than usually

convene at the Lombard-street meeting-house,

the largest here."

England, and to its subordinate branches :

members—a copy of the latter is inserted in the

present number. They also appointed several

committees to attend to the concerns of the

Society during its recess. The Hicksites seem

disposed to ridicule the little flock, and their at

tempt to support a yeariy meeting of Friends at

that place. But we beUeve if those who stand m
the front ranks keep their places steadily, ma-

ny more will be gathered to the standard, and

an increase of labourers will be sent into the

harvest field. Some of the young people, not

very plain in their garb, seemed greatly re-

joiced at the door of escape set open before

them, and many were Broken into tears; and

doubtless amongst them fellow-helpers will be

prepared to exalt the standard of genuine

Quakerism, more conspicuously than, we fear,

it has been in some parts of that yearly meet-

ing. We are further informed, that so far as

inquiry has been made,- there are some Friends

preserved in all the subordinate meetings, who

maintain their testimony to sound principles

and the discipline. Those in Baltimore have

leased a meeting-house, which is so constructed

as to furnish ample accommodations to hold

their meetings for discipline and worship.

The apartment for the latter purpose will

contain, we understand, from 600 to 000 per-

sons; and the assembly convened there last first

day was quite large and respectable, notwith-

standing the unfavourableness of the weather.

By recent letters from our fi-iends in Great

Britain, we learn \vith regret, that the valuable

school of the Society at Ackworth has been

visited by a strikingly awful attack of fever.

Upwards of one hundred and twenty cases of

sickness have passed through the nursery;

three children and the nurse have been taken

off by the hand of death ;
besides a fourth

child, who died under another disorder. The

fever, which is stated to have been typhus,

made its appearance about the time of the ge-

neral meeting ; and eight or ten serious cases

have occurred of similar illness of Friends,

who attended that meeting, one of which has

proved fatal. The alarm seems at length to

be subsiding ; and w-e trust the anticipation of

necessity for a temporary breaking up of this

cherished institution, will not be realized.

In preceding numbers, we have published a

short critical notice of " The Principles of

Peace, exemplified in the conduct of the Society

of Friends, in Ireland,'' by Thomas Hakcock,

M. D., with extracts from the same. For the

information of our readers, and in the hope of

encouraging the circulation of this instructive

and interesting httlc volume, we deem it pro-

per to mention that a neat edition of it has just

been published by Thomas Kite, of this city,

and is now for sale, at his book store. No. 61,

Walnut-street.

FRIENDSHIP.
By F. Skurray.

False friends, like insects in a summer's day.

Bask in the sunshine, but avoid the shower;

Uncertain visitants, Ihey flee away.

E'en when misfortune's cloud begins to lower.

Into life's bitter cup here friendsliip drops

Balsamic sweets, to overpower the gall

:

True friends, (like ivy and the wall it props,)

Both stand together, or together fall.

Married, at Friends' meeting in Salem, New .ler-

sey, on the 29th ult., Jonathan Freedland to

Charlotte N. daughter of the late John Wistar, all

of that place.

ERRATA.

; present volume, 'za col. latl

1" should read " deposition.'

col. line 37, " house from i tree" should be

5anie page, second column, 44th

Pase 11, second col. line 21st, for " dot" read " not."

Page at, third col., line 26, " Isaac Jones" should be
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EGYPTIAN HISTORY.
{Continuedfrom page 26.)

The history of the next dynasty, (the twen-

tieth of Manetho,) is not so clearly elucidated

by monumental inscriptions, as many of those

of an earlier period. Though their names
may still be read upon the temples of Egypt,

but few of their exploits are to be found re-

corded either on monuments or in the pages of

Manetho. This, indeed, is the era which, of all

others, e.\cept the primeval ages, is the most

obscure, and upon which the researches of the

two ChampoUions have as yet thrown the leas

light.

In failure of other testimony, we must resort

to the narrative of Herodotus. Remphis, ce

lebrated for his great riches, whence he de

rived his name, was the chief of the dynasty

His successor, Cheops, was the reputed builder

of the largest pyramid, Cephrenes of the se

cond, and Mycerinus of the third of these stu

pendous edifices. It is probable that the kings

of this dynasty made Memphis their capital

city, although they did not entirely abandon
the famous hundred gated Thebes, the cradle

of their race. Memphis, however, appears to

have sutfered more severely from the ravages

of contending armies, than either of the other

principal cities of Egypt, as none of its monu-
ments remain in a good state of preservation,

except the pyramids; and ifthey were inscribed,

as was most probably the case, it must have

been upon some exterior coating, which has

long since mouldered away.

The names and exploits of the next dynasty,

called the Tanite, from a cily of Egypt, (the

twenty-first of Manetho,) have been deciphered

by Champollion on those monuments of their

reigns, which are yet in existence. The first

of the race, which consisted of seven kings,
was Mandouotheph, the Mendes of the Greeks;
he was the builder of that structure celebrated

by the ancients under the name of the labyrinth.

The accounts of the building of this edifice,

which have been transmitted to us, give a cu-
rious insight into the political state of Egypt,
during the reign of Menes and his successors.

The labyrinth was divided into as many
apartments as there were Notncs or provinces
in Egypt ; in which deputations from each of

these provinces held meetings at fixed periods

to decide upon the most important atians of

state. From this circumstance it would be
ferred, that the Egyptians, under this dynasty,

possessed a government controlled, like the

limited monarchies of modern times, either by
popular representatives, or assemblies of the

nobles.

Champollion has discovered, in the ruins of
Bubastis, memorials of the reigns of the next

dynasty called the Bubastite, whose history is

connected with that of the scriptures

chonchis, called Shishak in ihe second book of
Kings, the head of this dynasty, conquered
Rehoboam, and plundered the treasures of his

grandfather David. He also built the great

temple of Bubastis, and a court of the palace
of Karnac. His son, Osorchon, who invaded
Syria, continued the works commenced by his

father. Their successor, Takelliothis, is only
known by a funeral picture of one of his sons,

one half of which is preserved in the Vatican,

and the other in the royal collection at Turin.
The next monarchs were the second Tanite

dynasty. Various buildings constructed in their

reigns, have been discovered amongst the

both of Tanisand Heliopolis. Upon these are

inscribed the names of Petubastes, Osorthos,

and Psammos.
Immediately after the last ofthese monarchs

Egypt was conquered by the Ethiopians ; and
four successive kings of this nation ruled over
both countries, as is evident, from numerous
monuments throughout Egypt and Ethiopia,

erected at this period, and bearing the names
of the same monarchs.
On the departure of the Ethiopians great

confusion ensued in Egypt, which was com-
posed by the accession to the throne of Psam-
mitecus I. An obelisk at Rome, and enormous
columns of a temple at Thebes, commemorate
his reign. Of the next king, Nechao II. who
took Jerusalem and carried king Jehoahaz into

captivity, several statues still remain.
On the island of Philge, monuments have

been found bearing inscriptions of Psammi-
tecus II. and also of Apries, the Hoplira of
scripture ; an obelisk of whose reign also

exists at Rome. Tiie scattered fragments of
sculpture among the ruins of Sais, and a mo-
nolith chapel of rose granite, dedicated by him
to Minerva, now in the museum of the Louvre,
commemorate the celebrated Amasis, who
from a common soldier rose to be king of
Egypt. But few inscriptions are extant of
Psammenitus, the son of Amasis, who, after a

hort reign, was conquered and put to death by
the ferocious Cambyses, king of Persia. With
Psammenitus (the last of a native dynasty)

perished the ancient splendour and glory of
Egypt. Cambyses insulted the rehgious feel-

gs of the Egyptians, desecrating their sanc-

tuaries, and plundering their temples
; and from

this period, the edifices and monuments which
were constructed were fewer and ofmuch less

historical interest and value.

Still, however, that love of posthumous fame
existed, which led the ancient Egyptians to

sculpture the names and exploits of their kings
on the most imperishable materials, and, ac-
cordingly, we find the names of Cambyses and
his successor, Darius, written on statues and
columns. Xerxes and Artaxerxes are also
commemorated. During their reigns, and that
oftheir predecessor, the Egyptians maintained
a constant struggle for independence ; and for a
short space, under the conduct of the native
princes, AmulcEus and Nephereus, the Persian
yoke was shaken off. Nephereus and his suc-
cessor Achoris are commemorated, the former
by two sphynxes, now at Paris, and by sculp-
tures on the temple of Elythia. Several build-
ings at Philffi, Karnac, Kourna, &c. give the
names of the Nectanebi, the last native princes
who offered resistance to the domination of the
Persians. Darius Ochus, after a severe strug-

gle, finally reduced Egypt to the condition of a
Persian province, but, probably owing to the
indignation of the vanquished, no monuments
have been found bearing his name or exploits.

Thus, then, it appears that the genius and
researches of Champollion have established,

by absolute records, unintelligible for near two
thousand years, an almost uninterrupted suc-
cession of the kings of Egypt, from the inva-

sion of the shepherds, in 2082 B. C, to the
final conquest of the Persians, whose empire
fell into the hands of Alexander the Great
332 B. C. It agrees throughout, in so remark-
able a manner, with the history of Manetho,
that the rejected testimony of that writer is now
fairly entitled to entire credit, and the gaps yet

left in the Egyptian annals, by hieroglyjjhic dis-

coveries, may be fairly filled up from his pages.
The coincidence between Manetho's history

and the hieroglyphic decyphering of Cham-
pollion, is at once astonishing and highly gra-
tifying. It afl"ords conclusive evidence that the

latter now understands and jeads hieroglyphics

in the same way and manner as that in which
they were understood by Manetho, who lived

at a time when hieroglyphic writing was still in

use and perfectly comprehended ; and who
compiled his narrative in part from those very

monuments, which were even then considered

s the hoary relics of a remote antiquity, but

which, as unknown chronicles, surviving two
thousand years more the ravages of time, the

fall of empires, and the change of masters,

have again been studied, read, and understood,

by the patient labours of modern genius and
research.

From the death of Alexander the Great to
'

the final conquest of Egypt by the
'
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succession of princes sat on the Egyptian

throne, bearing the title of Ptolemy, from Pto-

lemy Lagus, one of Alexander's generals, who

took Egypt for his portion of the spoils of his

master's mighty empire.

As the Greek language was now very gener

ally introduced amongst the learned Egyptians

hieroglyphic writing, though practised even

after the Christian era, becomes of less inte-

rest ; but the synonymous Greek and hiero-

glyphic inscriptions on some of the monuments,

have furnished to ChampoUion the principal

key to his researches.

Ptolemy Soter, who succeeded Lagus, and

his son Philadephus, have left many important

works as monuments of their prosperous reigns.

To the last of these princes, ISIanetho dedi-

cated his history, so often referred to, which

was extensive, and written in the Greek lan-

guage, of which, unfortunately, but a few fra

ments remain.

During the reigns and under the auspices of

some of the Ptolemies, Egypt recovered much
of its ancient splendour. They appear to have

been as anxious to beautify and adorn tliei

adopted country, as they possibly could have

been to ennoble one of which they were a na-

tive race. The translation ofthe Septuagint,and

the great hbrary collected at Alexandria, then

become the capital of Egypt, have immortal

ized Philadephus ; whilst a like patronage of

learning, and his exertions to recover the

cred spoils which the Persians had carried

away, procured for his son Evergetes his name

and future renown. His name is inscribed

upon numerous edifices, both in Egypt and

Nubia, and some basso-relievos, on a trium-

phal gate at Thebes, may be admired, even

amidst the most ancient and splendid remains

of Egyptian art with which that city abounds.

Ptolemy Philopater, the son of Evergetes,

repaired the ancient temples of Karnac and

Luxor, to which we have frequently alluded in

the present article.

It will be unnecessary to detail the names of

the remaining members of -the race of Ptole-

my, which are inscribed in Egyptian stylo and

in hieroglyphic character upon the monuments
of Egypt, ending with that of the famous queen

Cleopatra.

During the whole period included in the

reigns of these Grecian princes, the architec

ture, sculpture, style of writing and language of

ancient Egypt were preserved ; for although,

as we have before remarked, some of the mo-

numents of their times have Greek inscription;

upon them, yet they are generally accompa
nied with the same story in the hieroglyphic

character, to which happy attachment to their

original tongue we are indebted for its per-

petuation, at a time when a modern language

was also in use to explain its value and mean-
ing to after ages.

So far from the Egyptian arts becoming im-

proved by their intercourse with the Greeks,

their architecture and sculpture continued

gradually to decline in splendour and taste

until the final extinction of the kingdom of

Egypt by the Roman emperors.

The names of the following Roman empe
- rors have been found inscribed in hierogly

phics :—Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Clau
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dius, Nero, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Nerva,
Trajan, Adrian, Marcus Aurelius, Verus, and
Commodus. The name of the last emperor
is found four times upon a rude temple, for-

merly supposed, from its inferior style of ar-

chitecture, to have been one of the old-

est extant in Egypt
; but since the disco-

ery of the meaning of hieroglyphic writing

it is proved to be the most modern building

(with the exception of a single edifice) now
existing, built in the old Egyptian style ; and
that the rudeness of its construction is not

owing to the infancy, but to the decline of

architecture.

From the researches now made, it appears

that, as far down as A. D. 180, the religion

and language of ancient Egypt were main-

tained, and that, even under the Roman rule,

the great temples of Denderah and Esne were
constructed. Previous to Champollion's dis

coveries, it had been a general opinion, that

the arts, hieroglyphic language, and even reli-

gion of Egypt had fallen into disuse from the

time of the Persian conquest ; but the Ameri-
can Quarterly Review quotes this language,

we suppose from the Bulletin Universel, in

which Champollion's discoveries are narrated

at length.

" Egypt, although deprived of its political

hberty, preserved its religious institutions, as

well under the sceptre of the descendants of

Ptolemy Lagus, as beneath the sword of the

successors of Augustus. The attachment of

the people to its ancient national customs,

struggled, with victorious perseverance, against

tlve enterprises of an usurped power, which too

often manifested itself only in violent acts or

cruel extortions. Magnificent tempi

built or decorated with rich sculptures, during

these long years of servitude ; and althougl

these vast erections were due entirely to the

piety of the citizens, the name of the reigninc

sovereign was constantly engraved on all the

parts of the building whose decorations were
about to be completed. Even the image of

the Greek king, or that of the Roman empe-

ror, under whose goverimient the particular

portion of the temple was finished, was sculp-

tured upon it : such had been the ancient habit

of the Egyptian people, which, during the ages

of its liberty, had never ceased to consider the

families of its princes as branches from a ce-

lestial stem, and had always confounded its

kings and its gods, as objects of the same
adoration."

From this reason it is that we are enabled,

since the discovery of the meaning of the sym-

bolic writing, to illustrate Egyptian history by

the study of basso-relievos and inscriptions;

by a mode as unique and unexpected as it is

certain and valuable.

Upon every building may be read a com-

plete list of all the monarchs who had succes-

sively sat on the throne, during its erection
;

by which means it becomes a historic record

of the names and succession at least of the

various monarchs.

Upon all of them are likewise traced effigies

of the kings, which, up to the time of Camby-
ses, are considered as actual portraits, repre-

senting the features and dress of the respec-

tive individuals. This ceases to be the case

with the Ptolemies and Cssars, who arc exhi-

bited clothed after the manner and bearing the

insignia of the native princes of former dy-

nasties.

Some further remarks on the aits of the

Egyptians and the famous collection of Egyp-

tian antiquities now exhibited in Paris, must

be reserved for a future number. Z.

{To be continued.-)
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THE AGE OP THE REFORMATION.
The Protestant Reformation forms an epoch

in history, second in importance only to that

of the introduction of Christianity itself. It is

the point of time at which the darkness of the

middle ages begins to be lost in the arising

light of religion and philosophy. With the

details of this great event, so far as they relate

to the agency of Luther and his associates in

producing it, most of your readers are proba-

bly familiar. But it may not be uninteresting

briefly to review the character of the times im-

mediately preceding those of the great Re-
former, to note the progress of events w hich

so largely contributed to his success, and to

pause for a few moments on the devotedness

of some of the illustrious martyrs to the truths

which he afterwards inculcated.

Until the commencement of the fourteenth

century, the authority of the popes had con-

tinued to increase. Abroad, their legates dic-

tated in the courts of the most imperious mo-
narchs ; at home, their interdicts* and excom-
munications appalled the boldest of the war-

like and restless spirits who led the councils of

that cluster of republics among which Italy was .

divided. It is true that even during the most
flourishing period of papal domination, strenu-

ous resistance was frequently made to its

usurpation of temporal power ; and it was not

uncommon to find men arrayed against the

church, yet yielding scrupulous obedience to

its spiritual mandates ; and armies endanger-

ing the life of the pope, who would have been
happy, at almost any sacrifice, to have received

his benediction.

So long as Rome continued to be its seat of

government, the authority of the church was
respected and supported by the people the most
enlightened of Europe. But when, in the year

1305, through the influence of France, the

* By the sentence of interdict, public worship and
all the otlier riles of the church were either suspend-
ed ahogether, or they were only suffered to be par-
tially performed in the open air. " Even now," says

Southey, " it may be iinderstood what an effect must
have been produced upon the feelings of the people,

when all the rites of a church, whose policy it was to

blend its institutions with the whole business of
private life, were suddenly suspended ; no bell heard,
no taper lighted, no service performed, no church
open—only baptism was permitted, and confession,

and the sacrament for the dying. The dead were
either interred in unhallowed ground, without the
presence of a priest or any religious ceremony, or
they v/ere kept unburied till the infliction which af-

fected every family in its tenderest and holiest feel-

ings should be removed. Some little mitigation was
allowed, lest human nature should have rebelled

against so intolerable a tyranny. The people there-

fore were called to prayer and sermon on the Sunday
in the church-yards, and marriages were performed
at the church door."

Book of the Church, p. 262.
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papal court was removed to Avignon, in tliat

kingdom, its Italian subjects soon learned to

regard with contempt, and even hatred, a go-

vernment which was effective only for their

ruin.

The morals of the prelates had not certainly

been distinguished by their purity, but in the

luxurious indulgences of their new residence,

the pontiffs themselves were accused of the

grossest licentiousness. Prevented, to a great

extent, by the jealousy of France, from the

exercise of power, they sought in sensuality for-

getfulness of their degradation ; and their ex-

ample was followed by their whole court, until

the town which they occupied became distin-

guished by the epithet of the Western Babylon.

Their Italian states, in tiie mean while, were
left to be the prey of legates, whose moral code
was worthy of the source whence their autho-

rity was derived. Treachery and oppression
provoked resistance, and success was followed

by contempt, since men soon learn to despise

that which they have no longer reason to

fear.

But perhaps nothing so much contributed to

destroy the illusion by which the authority of
the church had been sustained, as the great
western schism, which was produced, in the

year 1378, by the election of Clement VII. to

supplant Urban VI., who, but a few months
before, had received a majority of votes in th-

sacred college. While the two popes thun-

dered forth their excommunications against

each otiier, in doubt which to obey, men soon

lost the habit of obedience. The rival pontiffs,

unable to sustain their pretensions by their

own resources, were protected by rival princes

;

and they who had arrogated to themselves the

impious title of vicegerents of God upon earth,

were become objects of the pity or derision of
their subjects.

Such was the fallen condition of the church,
at the commencement of the fifteenth century.
Other causes contributed to promote inquiry,

and the doubts which began to be entertained

of the divine authority of the holy see were
strengthened by the more accurate habits of
reasoning which accompanied the revival of
ancient literature. Italy was then tiie seat of
all the learning of the age. Its commerce,
which extended over the civilized portions of

three continents, did not more add to its wealth

than to its intellectual resources. The four-

teenth century had been illustrated by three of
the greatest poets of whom the languages can
boast. Ardent, excitable, and imaginative,

the Italians had listened with rapture to the

productions of Dante, of Petrarch, and of
Boccacio ; and the system of religion which
was associated with such names became the

more deeply seated in their affections. But
the recovery of the writings of many of the

ancients during this century, and the greater

circulation which had been given to them by
the introduction of paper, the manufacturing
of which had recently been brought to consi-

derable perfection, had begun to turn the at-

tention of literary men to other studies more
laborious, less exciting, and perhaps less ener-

vating. The philosophers of antiquity, and the

doctors of the church, were found to be sadly

at variance ; and, as frequently happens when

human inventions have been substituted for the

sublime truths of the Bible, when men began
to be sensible of the absurdity of tlie dogmas
which they had been taught, they rejected all

religious systems, and infidelity succeeded to

superstition.

The direct influence of learning was, it is

true, necessarily confined to a comparatively

small number
;
yet, among a people so singu-

larly excitable, the increased freedom with

which the tenets of the church were discussed,

would give a new direction to public opinion,

and prepare men to reject the spiritual, as thev

had already discarded the temporal authority

of the pope. If at home opinions prevailed so

unfavourable to the influence of the holy see,

abroad, sentiments of the same kind, added to

the extortions of its ministers, were not less

injurious to its interests. It was about the

beginning of the fifteenth century that the in-

famous traffic in indulgences was commenced
by one of the rival popes, as a means of recruit-

ing his exhausted treasury. His emissaries

caused fables to be erected by the side of the

altars, where remission of sins for the past and
indulgence for the future could be obtained on
easy terms. The gates of purgatory were
opened for a set price, and a suspension of

the moral law, as well as of the more im-

portant canons of the church, was a gift in

the power of a priest. It was in vain that the

German clergy exclaimed against this prosti-

tution of spiritual favours. Those who dared

to oppose the authority of the pontiff' were
subjected to anathema, until so intolerable had

the evil become, that a reform of the church

was demanded with one voice, by men of

learning and piety in every part of Christen-

dom. Alarmed at the increasing resistance

which was opposed to their authoritj', and
aware that concessions only could preserve

them from the danger with which they were
threatened, the popes,—for there were now
three claimants of the chair of St. Peter,

—

agreed to submit to the decisions of a grand
council to be held at Constance in the year

1414. The commencement of the reforma-

tion is unquestionably to be dated from this

period ; but it was not by the power of mo-
narchs nor the decrees of councils that this

great event was to be produced. The people

who, of all others, had enjoyed the advan-

tages of learning, but in whom infidelity had
wrought a heartless and selfish indifference to

the cause of truth, were not to be the instru-

ments of that reform to which they had giv-

en the impulse. From England the voice

was heard, which, echoed back from Bohe-
mia, as yet scarcely emerging from the dark-

ness of ignorance, was to unite the prince

and the peasant in a common effort to re-

store the purity of that faith on which their

common hopes relied. P. Q.

Those who have resources within them-

selves, who can dare to live alone, want friends

the least ; but, at tlie same time, best know
how to prize them the most. But no company
is far preferable to bad, because we are more
apt to catch the vices of others than their

virtues, as disease is far more contagious than

health.

—

Colton.

From Blackwood's Magazine.

ATTIMNAI, STANZAS.

The winds are pillowed, the sun is shining,

As it'll delighted to cheer the land ;

Though autumn's tints are around declining,
And decay rears altars on either hand.

O'er western mountains the dark clouds hover.
Foretelling the chill of approacliing showers;

The summer pride of the woods is over.

And droop in languor the seeded flowers.

Behold the fields that so lately nourished
For man their treasures of golden grain :

Behold the gardens that glowing flourished

With all the splendours of Flora's train :

Behold the groves that, with leaf and blossom,

Murmured at eve to the west wind's sway

—

Lo 1 all proclaim to the pensive bosom,
We are of earth, and we pass away I

Oh, thus by the wimpling brook's meander,
On a Sabbath morn, when all is still.

It is pure and serene delight to wander,
For peace encompasseth vale and hill

;

And the waning tints of the earth before us,

And the chastened hues of the sky above.
And the red ash leaves that dangle o'er us,

Like lessons of faith to the spirit prove.

'Tis now that the thoughtful heart, pervaded
By a spell that quenches all earthward strife ;

In submission broods over prospects faded.

And in colours real sees mortal life.

Oh ! shame now to the dark revealings

Of anger and spleen towards brother man !

Oh ! shame to guilf, and all sullied feelings

Which midnight consciences shrink to scan '.

When we list to the hermit robin singing
With a warning voice, 'mid fading bowers,

Think we not then how life is winging
On to the tomb, which must soon be ours 1

The past—the past, like a mournful story.

Lies traced on the map of thought unfurled;

And the future reveals the promised glory

Of unending .spring in another world '.

Where are the visions that flash 'd and cheated
With Aurora beauty our youthful sight?

The hopes that we nursed, are they not defeated?
Are the loves that blessed us not quenched

night ?

And thus, in abstracted meditation,
Over vanished beauty the spirit grieves,

Joys lost—friends gone lo death's silent nation,
Are to the heart but its withered leaves.

D.

Natural good is so intimately connected
with moral good, and natural evil with moral
evil, that I am as certain as if I heard a voice

from heaven proclaim it, that God is on the

side of virtue.

He has learnt much, and has not lived in

vain, who has practically discovered that most
strict and necessary connection, that does, and
will ever exist, between vice and misery, and

virtue and happiness. The greatest miracle

that the Almighty could perform, would be, to

make a bad man happy, even in heaven: he

must unparadise that blessed place to accom-
plish it. In its primary signification, all vice.

thai is all excess, brings on its own punish-

ment even here. By certain fixed, settled, and

established laws of Him who is the God of Na-
ture, excess of every kind destroys that con-

stitution that temperance would preserve.

The debauchee offers up his body a " living

sacrifice"' to sin.

—

Colton.
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From the Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE WEST.
{Continuedfrom page 30.)

On second day morning, the committee on Indian
concerns mot al eight o'clock, this being the stated
time. The representatives and door-keepers ap-
pointed by the quarters met at the same time in the
otlier room. After being thus employed some time,
one of the door-keepers informed a member of the
Indian committee, that it was desired that the doors
might be opened as soon as possible. The Friend
examined his watch, and found it by that three-quar-

ters of an hour before ten, the time of meeting. Tlie

doors were immediately opened, and Friends in the

house took their seats. In a few minutes the door-

keepers were assaulted by a number of disowned
persons, who were determined to enter. They were
persuaded to desist—but, uniting their force, they
pressed violently against the door-keepers. These
were called to from the ministers' gallery, and told

if those disorderly persons used violence, to give way,
and let them come in. A company of them instant-

ly rushed into the meeting—some offered violence to

the door-keepers in the house—others ran furiously

to a door that had been kept shut, and tore it open

—

others ran into the women's room, and bursted open
a door there. Companies were again and again formed
on the outside of the doors, and even outside of the

yard, enclosing persons they wished to get into the

house ; and thus, in true military style, in solid co-

lumns, bore down all before them. One individual

at least was pressed down by these movements, and
liis limbs and even life endangered. Several per-

sons were observed to act a conspicuous part in these

hostile companies—not only forcing their way once

into the house, but returning again and again, and
forming similar columns to force into the house
persons, to whose entrance they knew the door-

keepers would object, and whom they did not wish

to subject to the odium of forcing their own way.
In one of the largest, and, in its movements, the most
tumultuous of these companies, Elisha Dawson and
Amos Peisley were taken into the house. One of

the nxost active of these disturbers of the peace, and
who had been disowned, came in immediately at

Amos Piesley's back, evidently having taken that

place to push him forward.

Events of a striking character passing in such
rapid succession,! am a little at a loss as to the

exact order in which some of them occurred. An
approved minister was engaged in vocal supplica-

tion ; but whether this was just before, or just after

the entrance of Amos Peisley and his company, I am
not positive : probably it was just before.

By the discipline, the clerk appointed one year
is the clerk for the next, until the opening of the se-

cond sitting on third day morning, when it is the

business of the representatives to report a clerk and
assistant, who, of course, hold their offices till the

same period of the meeting the next year.

Under this clear discipline, and unvarying usage,

Jonathan Taylor was the regular clerk ; and it is but
a simple act of justice to him to say, that no man in

the yearly meeting possesses a fairer character or

more general esteem than he. As soon as he began
to prepare to open the meeting, an individual inform-
ed the assembly that it devolved upon him to state to

the meeting, that, since last year, our clerk had be^

come disqualified to open the meeting, and proposed
that another should be appointed in his stead. Such
a procedure, so far as I am acquainted with the So-
ciety, never before took place in a yearly meeting
and, as respects the charge against J. Taylor, I do
not hesitate to say, that no man with due regard to

truth would have uttered it. The individual, how
ever, unintentionally told one truth—in saying it de
rolled upon him, he fairly confessed that it was
preconcerted thing. And accordingly, as perfectly
understood, a sudden burst of voices seemed to
press concurrence, though, from the number uttered
at once, it was difficult to know what was said. It

did also appear from the sound that a number of
persons spoke several times in rapid succession,
augment the idea cf numbers. An individual was
soon named, and the same kind of disorderly assent
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was given. In the mean time several Friends re-

monstrated against these extraordinary proceedings,

the clerk opened the meeting, and called the re-

sentatives, si.vty-two in number, all of whom an-

red to their names except five, and two of these

being absent, sent their reasons, which were read.

The assistant clerk also, as usual, read the reports

from the quarters.

While these things were going on, in perfect con-
formity to the discipline and usages of the Society,

a number of individuals, some ofwhom had been re-

gularly disowned, in various ways were endeavour-
ing to push forward their measures—some were
en busily passing to and fro in the crowd—others

ised themselves on the benches, calling on their

clerk to go to the table, and stimulating others to take
there. " Friends, will you suffer your clerk to

be kept from the table ?" was again and again re-

peated. Their clerk himself, and a number of
persons, on whom no doubt it had devolved, pressed

forwards towards the gallery. The seats and steps

were all crowded to excess, and a violent press was
made on the Friends who occupied this part of the

ting. The attack soon became violent. One
t young man sprung on the heads of Friends who

faced the meeting. I saw him erect above the crov
but, losing his balance, he fell back, but soon i

turned to the charge with increased fury. A nui

ber of others were engaged, either in making their

way over the heads of Friends, or in dragging them
from their places, or in forcing through them. One
young man, fantastically dressed, climbed up upon
the large stove near the gallery steps, and proclaim-

ed that the god of love had left the gallery, and the

god of mammon had taken his place, and it was time

to drag the clerks from the table. The assailants

as if wearied with their own exertions, made a ge
neral pause for a few minutes, during which a num
ber of the more moderate of them urged the others

to withdraw and leave us. About this time, a per-

son in the youths' gallery facing that of the minis-

ters, called out to those who sat in the latter that

they had better move—that the sound board wa
loaded with people that it would fall on them. M
of the Hicksites on the outside of the house w

now impatient to get in, when one of the disowned
persons went to the door, and requested them to

have a few moments' patience, that the obstruction

would be soon removed. At length it was announ-
ced, by those who had pressed towards the clerk's

table, that we had had time to surrender, and the

orders were again given to press on, A violent on-

set was then made—and, at the same time, a person
on the sound board breaking a stick or a piece of

wood, called out that the galleries were falling.

This was reiterated from the youths' gallery—" the

galleries are coming down"—" the house is failing,'"

was reiterated with appalling vehemence. A sudden
rush in every direction produced a sound not unlike

that of thunder, and shouts and screams combined tc

raise an uproar that was heard some hundreds ol

yards. Some were pitched headlong out of the win-

dows—others were thrown down, and appeared tc

be in imminent danger of being trampled to death
One of the partition doors was torn open, and women
Friends were told that the house was falling, and
called upon to fly for their lives. At this awful
crisis, when a number who had occupied the minis
ters' gallery had left their seats, a young man leap^

ed from the stove six or eight feet, and alighting or

the heads of Friends, made his way over them tc

the gallery. At the same time those who were for

cing their way to the clerk's table, were heard re

peatedly to call out, with voices above the general
uproar, " now is the time"—" rush on." They ac

coidingly did rush on, and carried their clerk over
the heads of Friends to a position near the clerk';

table.

They seized the table, around which the clerks

and a number of other Friends were still standing
and seemed determined to force the clerks from theii

places, and also to remove the table. One of the

mob seized the assistant clerk by one of his legs, ant

thus attempted to drag him from his place. Jona
than Taylor was so violently pressed against the

wall, that his life was in imminent danger, and, in

all probability, he would have been killed on the

spot, had not a Friend discovered his alarming si tua-

and called out that Jonathan Taylor would be

killed. Still some of the rioters, with the most de-

ined perseverance, pressed the table with all

their force in that direction. One young man, who
had just before been seen deliberately to fix himself

for it, pressed the table with great violence against

J. Taylor, now unable to speak. A Friend who saw
this diabolical act, caught hold of his arm, and told

him that if he did murder he would be accountable

it. This produced a momentary relaxation,

during which J. Taylor was, by his friends, extri-

cated from his perilous situation. In a few minutes

after the table was literally torn to pieces. Some of
the party now set up a shout of exultation, which
was repeated from other parts of the house. Soon
after this, D. HiUes, with the drawer of the broken

table held before him by some of the principal rioters,

assumed the office of clerk for their meeting, and
read an opening minute.

Friends sat quietly a few minutes under the feel-

ing of an impressive solemnity, which was gracious-

ly spread over us. In this solemn pause was felt a

deep sense of the protecting care of Him in whom
we have beheved, and that He had not forgotten to

be gracious. Many minds were reverently bowed in

gratitude for the preservation we had mercifully ex-

perienced.

A proposition was then made by a Friend for the

meeting to adjourn, which being united with, the re-

presentatives were severally called, and expressed

their assent to the adjournment. While Friends

were waiting for the return of a deputation from the

women's meeting, one of the separatists of Pennsyl-

vania, who had been disowned by Friends there, and
had been served with a legal notice not to intrude into

our yearly meeting, rose with much deUberation and
assumed fraternal expression, and proposed that as

we were about separating, an arrangement might be
made by which they could occupy the house in one
part of the day and we in the other. They had now
by lawless violence attained their object, and wish-
ed to cover the disgrace of their proceedings by this

strange semblance of liberality. But when the order

of Society was trampled upon—when Friends were
assaulted in their religious meeting, and even their

lives endangered, this very thoughtful individual had
nothing to say. When rioters were rushing over

the heads of Friends, hurling them from their places,

or crushing them, for aught they knew, to death

—

these kind-hearted creatures had nothing to do but

to look on and see the work well done. When the

Hicksites were going on with the greatest violence,

a Friend who was near Amos Peisley called on him
till he saw that he heard, and asked him how could
he see his people going on in that manner without
endeavouring to check them ? that he could not have
believed that he would have looked on upon such
conduct without endeavouring to suppress it. Amos
looked him in the face, and then quietly laid his

head on the back of the bench, as if he saw nothing
to which he could object.

It is material to remind the reader of a private

meeting that was held at a school-house in Mount
Pleasant on seventh day afternoon, at which the
leading characters of the separatists, both from this

country and from across the mountains, were present.

And the persons who were present have been re-

markably careful to prevent a disclosure of what
they were about. It is also but justice to all con-
cerned to remark, that E. Hicks, Amos Peisley, E.
Dawson, HaDiday Jackson, Richard Barnard, and
some others, both from east and west, quartered, (or

were,) at the house of the individual who said it de-

volved on him to charge the clerk with being disquali-

fied to open the meeting, &c.

But to return. The meeting adjourned to ten
o'clock on third day morning. When Friends with-
drew, the Hicksites had a fair opportunity of judg-
ing of the fallacy of their great and last refuge—the
majority of which they boast so much. It is known
that endeavours were used, before this meeting, to,

obtain as large an attendance of this class as pos-

sible ; and no doubt it was the greatest that ever

took place here. And yet, when left to them-
selves, they had the mortification to see that the body
of the Society was gone, not only as to respectability
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of character, but numbers. The proportions have

been variously estimated, but no calculation that I

have heard from candid persons, gives them more

than one-third—the nearest the truth is probably

one-fourth.

The meeting for ministers and elders on seventh

day adjourned to third day morning. Near the time,

some of the members of that body went to the meet-

ing-house—found it shut—and on knocking, were

asked from within who they were. The keeper gave

his name, and demanded the use of the house for the

yearly meeting of ministers and elders. This being

promptly refused, the Friends withdrew.

At ten o'clock Friends again assembled at the

place—found the Hicksites in the house holding

their meeting, E. Hicks, A. Peisley, &c. being there.

And here I will interrupt the narrative a short time

to remind the reader that Elias Hicks insists that

the consumer of the products of slave labour is as

guilty as the slave holder himself—that he declared

on seventh day morning that those u-lw used force

are no Christians—and though he cautiously kept

away from the meeting on second day, yet, by at-

tending it afterwards, by his own doctrine, he is

guilty of all the violence in setting up that meeting,

and, according to his own sentence, both the rioters

on second day, and himself, who sanctioned their

proceedings, are no Christians. But there can be no

doubt that he not only participated in the fruits of

the rioters, but also in the previous plan, by which

the display of his principles was achieved.

The Friend entrusted with the care of the house,

and several representatives, entered into the front

door, so far only as to be heard, and demanded the

use of the house for Oliio yearly meeting. And
after the most consummate equivocation I ever wit-

nessed, the Hicksites let us know there was no re-

ply, and resumed the examination and reading of

their papers. An individual, who had been some
time disowned, being then in the gallery, and not far

from Elias Hicks, told Friends that Ohio yearly

meeting was then sitting, and did not wish to be in-

terrupted. When I entered the door on this occa-

sion, I saw persons in their meeting who had not a

right of membership; but even with this addition

their company was much smaller than I had e.vpect-

ed. Notice was now given, that Friends, being kept

out of their house, would open the yearly meeting in

the yard—the men on the east, and the women on

the west side. Here we had a large and solemn

meeting. And here, too, was given a practical illus-

tration of the pacific nature of Friends. We had as-

serted our rights, and demanded our property—and

thcji held our meeting in the open air rather than

resort to force with less, perhaps, than one-third of

our number. I saw both companies, and within a

few minutes of the same time ; 1 made my deliberate

observations on both, and state the fact as it appear-

ed to me on the spot. And I do this, not merely to

show the unfounded calculations they have made of

a majority, but as recording a cause of gratitude

that so large a proportion of this yearly meeting has

been preserved.

After opening the meeting, and appointing clerks

agreeably to the discipline, v/e adjourned to Short

Creek meetimr-house. Here temporary seats and

sheds were fitted up, and the meeting held from day

to day with great harmony and solemnity till third

day, the sixteenth instant. Much business of im-

portance was transacted, in which a degree of una-

nimity prevailed which I have seldom seen equal-

led in so large a gathering. Among the important

concerns which came before us, was a declaration,

embracing a concise view of the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, then showing the innovations which have

been made by Elias Hicks and his followers, and by

extracts from. the approved writings of the Society,

proving that these innovations are as repugnant to

the doctrines of Friends as to the Scriptures—and

after recording the events of the separation—testify,

ing against both the principles and practices of the

separatists.

The doctrines of the separatists, in placing the

character of our Lord Jesus Christ on a level with

us—denying the propitiatory nature of his death,

and in various other important points, strike at the

very foundation of the Christian religion, and through

that at the common welfare of mankind : and their

proceedings have been in perfect character with their

principles: they have trampled on the religious pri-

vileges of the whole Society—have disregarded those

safeguards which the civil authorities of our country

have thrown around religious liberty and the rights

of conscience, and have disturbed the pubhc peace.

(To be continued.)

From the Baltimore Federal Gaseile, of the 3rd inst.

"The yeaily meeting of Friends held in

Baltimore, we understand, adjourned on Fri-

day last.

" The interest excited by the proceedings of

the respectable society of people called Qua-
kers, in other parts of the United States, in-

duces us to suppose that a notice of their pro-

ceedings in this city may be expected from us.

'• Our intercourse with many highly respect-

able members of this Society, has enabled us

to ascertain, that in the deliberations of the

meeting, no matters offaith have been discuss-

ed, and no departure from the testimonies

which the Society has, from its first establish-

ment, felt itself called upon to support, been
proposed, or deliberated upon—that the busi-

ness which has been transacted, has been con-

fined to an inquiry into the manner in which
the ordinary church government and munici-

pal regulations of the Society have been at-

tended to, during the past year, with the adop-

tion of such other regulations for the promo-
tion of good order as were in no wise con-

nected with matters of faith.

" It would, under such circumstances, have

given us sincere pleasure to state, that no por-

tion of the spirit of discord which has been

manifested in some other sections of the So-

ciety had appeared among Friends here—but,

we understand, this is not entirely the case, as

a very few individuals did withdraw, with the

avowed intention, it is said, of establishing

another meeting, independent of, and not res-

ponsible to the yearly meeting of Baltimore.
" This division, however, as we learn, hav-

ing taken place on some difference of opinion

touching their municipal affairs, and without

involving any question of principles, no acri-

mony of feeling has of course been excited."

The above statements being entirely erro-

neous, and calculated, if not designed, to cast

an odium upon the members of the Society of

Friends, the following observations were of-

fered to the editor, for insertion in his paper,

in order to place the question in its proper

light and to give both parties a hearing. He,
however, declined publishing them.

THE YE.\RI.Y MEETING OF
BALTIMORE.

The observations contained in the Balti-

more Gazette of the 3rd inst., respecting the

transactions at the late yearly meeting in this

city, are calculated to produce an erroneous

impression upon the public mind, and to mis-

lead it, as regards the causes which rendered

a division in that body unavoidable.

That " no matters of faith have been dis-

cussed" during its session, is incorrect. A
portion of the members, who have embraced
the popular innovations of the day, prepared

and produced for adoption, at one of the sit-

tings, a document explanatory of their faith on

several of the controverted points, and embrac-

ing other matters intimately connected with

the doctrinal differences that have so unhappily

distracted this once peaceful Society. Other

subjects, havirig a direct relation to this dis-

turbed state of the church, and to the causes

which produced it, were repeatedly called up,

during the course of the meeting, and discuss-

ed and acted upon. The assertion is there-

fore erroneous, " that the business which has

been transacted has been confined to an in-

quiry into the manner in which the ordinary

church government and municipal regulations

of the Society have been attended to during

the past year, with the adoption of such other

regulations, for the promotion of good order,

as were in no wise connected with matters of

faith." The principal part of the business

transacted, xvas '^connected," either directly

or relatively, " 7nth matters offaith."

That a number of " individuals did with-

draw" from the meeting, is true ; not however
" with the avowed intention of establishing

another yearly meeting, independent of, and

not responsible to Baltimore yearly meeting."

Those individuals were compelled to resort to

this measure, in order to sustain the yearly

meeting as a constituent part of the great body

of Friends on this continent and in England
;

and to hold it according to what they believed

to be the original design of its institution. The
circumstances which imposed this necessity

upon them arose entirely out of the dissensions

on ' matters of faith' which have been intro-

duced among this people by the propagation of

antichristian doctrines. The public are gener-

ally aware that a considerable number of those

who have embraced these opinions openly

withdrew from communion with the Society of

Friends during the holding of the yearly meet-

ing in Philadelphia in 1827. These persons

published an Address, in the 4th month of that

year, in which they assign as the ground of

their separation, that " docteines held by one
part of Society, and which they believe to be

sound and edifying, are pronounced by the

other part to be unsound and spurious." It

will be seen therefore, by their own confession,

that the separation from Friends had its origin

in a dissentfrom the acknowledged doctrines

of the Society ; and in its progress through

other yearly meetings, the same cause has pro-

duced similar effects. Baltimore yearly meet-

ing has hitherto held correspondence with the

other yearly meetings in this country and in

England ; and this epistolary intercourse has

been considered as an evidence not only of

brotherly love, but also of Christianfellou-ship.

At its present session, Epistles were produced

from meetings of the seceders, styled yearly

meetings, which were read and minuted, while

little other notice was taken of those from the

ancient and regularly established yearly meet-

ings, except to censure their contents in harsh

terms. It was also proposed that the assem-

bly should then distinctly declare whether it

would recognize and unite with the meetings of

those who have separated themselves from the

Society, or continue its connection and fellow-

ship with the long established yearly meetings

of Friends. The former proposition was
warmly supported by the advocates of the new
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doctrines, and a minute was made recognizing
such a conclusion. It is evident that the adop-
tion of this measure completely identified all

those who promoted it, not only with the dif-

ferent bodies of separatists scattered over this

country, and with the erroneous notions which
they hold on important points of Christian

faith, but also severed them from communion
with the ancient Society. By this act, there-

fore, the assembly ceased to be the yearly

meeting of i^nenrfs of Baltimore, and became
a yearly meeting of the newly established sect.

Those individuals, who conscientiously dis

sented from the doctrines held by the separa
tists, and who felt no wish to become a part of
their society, had no alternative left but to

meet apart from the others, and endeavour to

continue their connection with their brethren
in other yearly meetings, as the yearly meeting
of Friends in Baltimore, &c.

"This division," therefore, did not take
place, merely " on some differences of opinion
touching their municipal affairs," but" on ques
tions of principles"—principles, too, of the

highest import to the sincere believer in

Jesus Christ, and involving, as Friends believe,

the fundamental doctrines of our lioly reli-

gion. The numerous sermons preached by
the ministers of the new sect, and which have
been long since published, show what those

doctrines are, by which this unhappy schism
has been produced, presenting us with
scheme of religion different from, nay totally

at variance with, the gospel of Christ." It is

because Friends cannot adopt this illusory

scheme, that they have felt themselves con-
strained to take the measures they have ; and
no sophistry, however subtle or ingenious, will

ever be able to conceal the real cause which
led to the organization of the new sect, so long
as the volumes containing their doctrinal views
are open to public inspection, and men are
willing to make use of common sense and
candour in the perusal of them. H.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
A pamphlet, entitled " Extracts from the

Minutes of our Yearly Meeting held in Balti-

more for the western shore of Maryland, and
the adjacent parts of Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia," &c. has recently been put into circu-

lation by that portion of the Society of Friends
who have embraced the doctrines of Elias
Hicks.

The attention of Friends in different parts
of our country has been directed, with consid-
erable interest, towards the late yearly meeting
in Baltimore; and as the circumstances which
occurred there are of a character somewhat
different from those which have taken place at

other yearly meetings, we propose to give the
readers of " The Friend" a brief sketch of
them.

Previous to entering on the detail of the pro-
ceedings, it may be proper to point out the re-

lation in which that body stood to the ancient
yearly meetings at the opening of its recent
session. It is well known to a large propor-
tion of our fellow citizens, that differences of
opinion on religious topics, invohing some of
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the most important and sacred doctrines of
Christian faith, have existed for several years

past among the members of our Society in va-

rious places. We sincerely deplore these un-

happy dissensions, and unfeignedly regret the

promulgation of those crude and novel opinions

which have produced them. But where the

very foundations of our holy religion are as-

sailed—where the divine character and sacred
offices of our adorable Redeemer are attack-

ed and denied, those to whom the name of the

Lord Jesus is indeed precious, and who regard
him as the author and finisher of their salvation,

cannot, nay, dare not, do less than steadily and
faithfully maintain their allegiance to him,
however small may be their number, or what-
ever trials they may have to endure in conse-
quence of their fidelity.

In the fourth month, 1827, the advocates of
Elias Hicks and his opmions, within the limits

of Philadelphia yearly meeting, having failed

in several attempts to get the entire control of
this portion of the Society, seceded from
Friends, and held a general meeting of their

partisans to make arrangements for organizing
a new society. They accordingly issued " an
Address," in which they set forth their disuni-

ty with the Society, and the causes which have
led to it, in the following language, viz. " Our
attention has been turned to the present con-
dition of this yearly meeting and its different

branches; and by evidence on every hand, we
are constrained to declare, that the vnity of this

body is interrupted; that a Divisiois exists

among us, developing, in its progress, views,

which appear incompatible with each other, and
feelings averse to a reconciliation. Doctrines
held by one part of Society, and which we
(Hicksites) believe to be sound and edifying,

are pronounced by the other part (Friends) to

be unsound and spurious. From this has re-

sulted a state of things that has i)roved de-
structive of peace and tranquillity, and in

which the fruits of love and condescension have
been blasted, and the comforts and enjoyments
even of social intercourse greatly diminished."
Addre-ss, p. 7.*

* To place the subject more clearly before our
readers, it may be proper to give some of the doc-
trinal views of the separatists, as e.xpressed by them
in their sermons or letters.

Of the scriptures, Elias Hicks says :
" One would

suppose, that, to a rational mind, the hearing and
reading of the instructive parables of Jesus would
haven tendency to reform and turn men about to
truth, and lead them on in it. But they have no such
effect:- Philadelphia Sermons, p. 129.
Thomas Wetherald says, "Let us attend to spiri-

tual reflections, and not to be looking lo the scrip-
lures, and to the systems of men, and to the words
of preachers ; for all these, being only of an external
character, can onlyform an ignis faiaus, which leads
to bewilder, and dazzles to blind." Quaker, vol. ii

p. 217.

The Berean says, " JVeither are tfie scriptures a di-
vine revelation to us, but a history only of what was
revealed to others."

" In rain does any man quote the scriptures as
authority for his opinions, for if they have not been
immediately revealed to his own mind by the Holy
Spirit, they deserve no belter name, as it respects him,
than speculations." Berean, vol. ii. p, 211.

" The author refers to the scriptures as to a divine
revelation. There cannot, perhaps, be a greater abuse
of terms than this: never was counsel more darkened
by words without knowledge." p. 212.

Such is the official description given by the
separatists of their own views and feelings in

seceding from Friends, and it is worthy of par-
ticular notice that they declare the origin and
ground of their secession to be doctrinal dif-

ferences. We are the more earnest in calling

the attention of our readers to this fact, be-
cause, from motives of policy, great pains have
since been taken by them to conceal this, and
to make the impression that the dissension has
altogether arisen from other causes. The ge-
neral meeting of the fourth month adjourned
to the following sixth month, and from this as-

sembly " an epistle" was issued, calling a year-
ly meeting of persons " in unity with them"
and ''favourable to their wet/u," to be held in

the tenth month ensuing.

This self-constituted yearly meeting of the
followers of EUas Hicks was accordingly held,

Of our blessed Lord, E. Hicks says : " What is th«
Son of God, and where is he? Do the professors of
Christianity think that that .Tesus, born of the virgin
Mary, is the only Son of God that can give us a
knowledge of the Father ? They must be dark in-
deed! .' He can do nothing for, any of us." Qua-
ker, vol. iv. p. 64.

" Now, as I have observed, Jesus of Nazareth, in
that outward nature, never revealed God, nor his will,
in a manner sujficientfor the salvation even of his dis-
ciples." lb. p. 66.

" But as Jesus was looked upon as a man when on
earth, tlie light in that body thai walked about the
streets of Jerusalem in every crea-
ture, as a manifestation of that Light in them which
would do the same work for them that it did for Jesus
Christ, the son of Abraham, and the son of David."
Ibid. p. 104.

In his letter to Dr. Shoemaker, he says: " But I do
not consider that the crucifixion of the outward body
of flesh and blood of Jesus on the cross was an atone-
ment for any sins but the legal sins of the Jews," &c.
" Surely, is it possible, that any rational being, that
has any right sense of justice or mercy, that would
be willing to accept forgiveness of his sins on such
terms ! Would he not rather go forward and offer
himself wholly up to suffer all the penalties due to
his crimes, rather than the innocent should suffer.'

Nay, was he so hardy as to acknowledge a willing-
ness lo be saved through such a medium—would it not
prove that he stood in direct opposition to every
principle of justice and honesty, of mercy and love,
and show himself to be a poor selfish creature, and
unworthy of notice .'"

The Berean thus closes an argument against the
divinity of our Lord. " The doctrine, therefore, con-
tained in the chapter under review, ascribing a proper
divinity to Jesus Christ, making him the foundation
of every Christian doctrine—asserting that the divine
nature essentially belonged to him, and constituting
him a distinct object of faith and worship, is not only
antiscriptural, but opposed to the simplest principles
of reason, and is, in short, among the darkest doc-
trines that has ever been introduced into the Chris-
tian church." Vol. ii. p. 259.

The books from which these extracts are taken,
are all highly approved and widely circulated by the
new sect, as containing the most clear views of their
doctrines. It was with a society holding such prin-
ciples as these, and promulgating them to the world,
that the advocates of the new system in Baltimore
yearly meeting declared their full unity and fellow-
ship; and would have identified, not only themselves,
but those members also, whose sincere belief in the
Christian religion would not permit them to join in
fellowship with sentiments so directly opposed to
the gospel of Christ. And it was for the purpose of
bearing their testimony against such dangerous doc-
trines, and avoiding the least affinity with them, that
Friends felt themselves constrained to rreet apart
from those who had enlisted under the new ban-
ners.
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and, among other business which it transacted,

addressed an epistle to the yearly meeting of

Friends to be held in Baltimore that year.

The yearly meeting of Friends in Philadelphia

had been held at the regular period, in the

fourth month, 1827, transacted its business in

conformity with its discipline and usages, and

regularly adjourned to convene again in the

fourth month, 1828. It also addressed an

epistle to the yearly meeting of Baltimore,

agreeably to the brotherly practice which had

long subsisted between them.

When these epistles were laid before Balti-

more yearly meeting in 1827, although it was

well known that the new society of Hicksites

had " withdrawn" from communion with

Friends, disregarded and violated the disci-

pline of Philadelphia yearly meeting, and most

unjustly assumed its title, yet a large portion

of the members of Baltimore being favourable

to these innovations, and to the doctrines which

led to them, advocated the reception of the

epistle from the separatists, and returned a re-

ply to it. The epistle from the regular yearly

meeting in Philadelphia was also received and

replied to, but in so cold and even censorious a

manner, as to indicate the absence not only

of Christian fellowship, but even brotherly re-

gard. As it was apparent from this act that

those who ruled the Society in Baltimore were
more desirous of holding communion with the

new sect than with the ancient Society, it be-

came a matter of doubt with Friends of seve-

ral of the yearly meetings, whether their cor-

respondence with Baltimore ought not to

cease, and three of them accordingly omitted

to send it the usual salutations. It will be
seen, therefore, that, previous to its session in

1828, Baltimore yearly meeting stood in the

relation of a member partly dissevered from
the great body of the religious Society of
Friends.

When the yearly meeting was opened on
second day, the 27th of tenth month last, a

number of minutes were produced for persons

in attendance from the separate meetings in

Pennsylvania, most, if not all of whom had
been regularly disowned from the Society.

These minutes were, notwithstanding, read

—

their reception recorded, and an appointment

made to prepare an endorsement for them.

Here was another act, identifying the assembly

with the new society of separatists, and conse-

quently with their doctrines and practices.

The next business, in the usual routine, is to

read the epistles from other yearly meetings,

and to appoint a committee to essay replies to

them. Instead, however, of taking this regu-

lar course, it was proposed by one of the ad-

vocates of the new sect, that the whole of the

correspondence on the table should be referred

to the representatives, for the avowed purpose
of determining what parts, or whether any of

it, should be read in the meeting. This was
a wide departure, not only from the letter of

the discipline, but from the invariable usage of
the meeting, and showed clearly that the lead-

ers of the party were determined to conform
the whole proceedings of the meeting to their

own views, regardless alike of discipline and
former practice.

The rule of discipline on the subject says,

•' All communications directed to the yearly

meeting, except from such, meetings as cor-

respond regularly thereioilh, are to be pre-

viously perused by a nomination of Friends lor

the purpose, who are to consider and report

whether the same be proper to be read in the

yearly meeting."

—

Baltimore Discipline, p. 91.

The exception made in this rule is of equal

obligation with the rule itself, and the depart-

ure from it was a direct infringement of those

laws which the body had laid down for its own
government, as well as a mark of contempt

and disapprobation towards those yearly meet-

ings which " corresponded regularly there-

with." At the yearly meeting in 1827, the

same rule of discipline was violated by the

same persons, though in another way. The
communication received from the irregular

meeting held in Philadelphia, styling itself a

yearly meeting, was received and read, without

being " prcinously perused by a nomination

of Friends for the purpose," although Balti-

more yearly meeting had never before corres-

ponded with this body, either regularly or ir-

regularly, because it was not in existence.

Thus the disposition to favour the new sect,

and to treat the ancient Society with con-

tumely and disrespect, was clearly evinced on

both occasions, although loud and earnest

professions of love and brotherly feeling to-

wards it were repeatedly made, in order more
effectually to conceal the hostile measures

which the new party were pursuing.

As an apology for the innovations we have

noticed, the argument is often urged, that the

yearly meeting is the sovereign power, and has

a right to make and alter laws for the govern-

ment of its members, at pleasure. To a cer-

tain extent this is true. The internal regu-

lations of the Society have been repeatedly

amended or altered ; but never, we beheve,

without following a certain course, which en-

sures mature deliberation and gives the mem-
bers a full opportunity of ascertaining the

nature and bearing of the proposed alteration,

and the effect it may have on their rights.

Proposals for such amendments originate ei-

ther in a monthly or quarterly meeting, are

generally referred to a committee for discus-

sion and consideration, and, after being deli-

berately approved by common consent, are

carried up to the yearly meeting, where they

again undergo a rigid scrutiny, and, if ap-

proved of, are eventually adopted as discipline.

The necessity of this cautious procedure is

too obvious to require explanation. Without
it, the members of a Society might have their

just rights violently wrested from them by the

influence of a kw, or be subjected to the

operation of rules of the most arbitrary cha-

racter and oppressive on their consciences.

But while the power thus to regulate its in-

ternal affairs is granted to every yearly meet-
ing, provided it be effected in the manner
which long usage has prescribed, we can never

admit that any yearly meeting has the right to

change the relation in which its members
stand to the great body of the Society of

Friends, by introducing new doctrines, or
making itself a component part of a new as-

sociation. This would be a direct infringe-

ment of liberty of conscience—an attempt

to control, liy human authority, what the great
Author of our being has made subject only to
his own direction. It is tlie unaUenable right
of every man to choose his religion for him-
self—to make use of those means with which
a gracious Creator has furnished him, for as-
certaining the truth—to seek by meditation
and prayer the influences of that holy Spirit
which " helpeth our infirmities," and directs
the sincere inquirer into the path which leads
to everlasting salvation. And after we have
thus chosen " the right way of the Lord," no
human power has the right, or ought ever to

be permitted, to draw us aside from it. Our
eternal interests are deeply involved in the
decision ; and it becomes us, however we
may love our friends and respect their opi-

nions on other subjects—however ready we
may be to comply with their solicitations, in

matters of a temporal nature— it is our impe-
rative duty, where religious principles are at

stake, to turn a deaf ear to their entreaty, to

reject all their sophistry, however specious,
and to withstand every attempt to enlist us on
the side of what is seen, by the light both of
sacred writ and of the Holy Spirit, to be in-

compatible with the fundamental doctrines of
the Christian religion. Now the acts of the

followers of Elias Hicks, at the late yearly
meeting in Baltimore, all tended to this point.

They went to identify the whole body of the
meeting with the society of separatists—to

engraft them upon this stock, as a branch of
the same tree, and consequently to make them
participators in the bitter fruits which it has
produced wherever it has taken root. By
uniting that meeting to the separatists in New
York, Philadelphia, Ohio, and Indiana, they
countenanced and sanctioned not only the vio-

lent and uncliristian conduct of which the party
in some of those places have been guilty, but
they actually avowed unity with \hepcrniciovs
doctrines which they are known to hold ; and
every member of Baltimore yearly meeting,

who continued to meet with the party after

they had-thus fully identified themselves with
the new sect, was lending his influence and
according his assent to those practices and
doctrines.

(To he continued.)

OBITUARY.
Died, on the 6th instant, at her residence in

Harrison Town, West Chester county, state

of New York, Hannah Field, wife of William
Field, in the 66th year of her age.

In attempting to prepare a short notice of
the demise of this excellent woman, the writer

is sensible of those tendering emotions and
mingled sensations which an event so solemn
is calculated to inspire. We do not design to

eulogize even the dead ! It may, however, be
truly said, and we hope with resignation to

the divine will, that by this afflictive dispen-

sation, her own family, a large circle of ac-

quaintance, and the Society of Friends, have
sustained a sore bereavement.

To many who will probably read this feeble

tribute, her character is well known ; and the

kindness of her disposition, the urbanity of

her manners, and her tried integrity, having
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endeared her to them, they will cheerfully join

in an afiectionate testimony to departed worth.

In Hannah Field were united, in an emi-

nent degree, the "fruits of the Spirit," so

beautifully described by an illustrious apostle
;

hence she was quahfied for extensive useful-

ness, whether we speak of her as a neighbour,

a friend, a practical example of the Christian

virtues, or a living minister of the gospel of

Christ. By persons in early life she was much
beloved, for her genuine, unaffected kindness,

and the tender and rehgious care that she

uniformly manifested for their preservation

from hurtful things, and their advancement in

the way of truth.

Her ministry was sound, edifying, and im-

pressive ; a firm believer in the doctrines of

the gospel, as declared in the holy scriptures

and supported by the Society from its origin,

she preached salvation through Christ, the

door into the sheepfold
;

gratefully acknow-
ledging the Lord Jesus in his various divine

offices, as Mediator, Intercessor, Advocate
with the Father—as a High Priest touched
with a feeling of our infirmities, and the Bi-

shop of souls. Undismayed by either the

frowns or the flattery of man, she held fast

the profession of her faith without wavering
;

and, through the deep conflicts and severe

trials which marked her latter days, in com-
mon with her fellow behevers, and fellow

sufferers for the faith once delivered to the

saints, she was " steadfast, immovable, a-

bounding in the work of the Lord ;" and we
humbly trust that her labours were not in

vain. During a protracted and severe illness,

in which she sulfered great bodily affliction,

the calmness and serenity of her mind were
sweetly conspicuous, as was her entire resig-

nation to the Lord's will. Of her it might
indeed be truly said, even when she was un-

der the pressure of the most excruciating

suffering, Behold the blessedness of the Chris-

tian's hope !—and, when the hour' of dissolu-

tion arrived, which she hailed as a welcome
one, "See how a Christian can die!"

Died, at Alum Creek, Delaware countv,

Ohio, the 28th of 6th month, 1828, in the 27th

year of his age, after a lingering disease of two

j'cars' continuance, which he bore with Chris-

tian patience and resignation, Henry Osborn,

a member of the Society of Friends. He was

religiously inclined from early youth, and be-

came a concerned and useful member of So-

ciety.

The quietude and serenity which attended

his mind during his illness will not soon be for-

gotten by his friends who visited him; in whose
company he evinced great satisfaction, being

nearly united to them in the bonds of Chris

tian fellowship. He was deeply concerned for

the present state of the Society of Friends, un-

der a solemn sense of the devastating innova-

tions which were making.

During the latter part of his time his bodily

sufferings were great, yet he was never heard

to repine. On 7th day, the 22d of 6th montl

after enduring great distress, he spoke of the

remarkable continuance of his strength, and
expressed to a friend as nearly as could be

gathered, as follows:—" I have been contem-

plating the adorable goodness of the dear Son

ofGod in assuming our frail natures, and pass-

g through such sufferings for us; and when
I contemplated his extreme suffering on the

s for us, even to the desertion of the

Father's presence—when he exclaimed, ' My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me !' my
own afflictions were very small in my view; and

awful, very awful did the situation of those ap-

pear who deny and reject him after suffering and

doing so much for them." At another time, al-

luding to the deplorable state of our Society, he

expressed a concern that Friends might be fa-

voured to act under right direction, saying,

The advice of John Richardson to Friends

when meeting with George Keith, has been

brought to my recollection, namely, ' let us,

as a people, seek unto, and cry mightily to

the Lord to look down upon us, and help us

for his name's sake, for our preservation; that

none may hurt, and that what was spoken

might be in the Lord's power, for that wounds
George the most, and stays that wicked and

ranting spirit in him more than all the wisdom

of words without it.' " He continued for seve-

ral days in extreme suffering, often breaking

forth in supplication to the Father of Mercies

for relief or release; and, at one time, he em-
phatically exclaimed, " O happy period ! when
will it arrive ?" asking his wife if she could de-

sire his continuance in a stale of such great suf-

fering; saying, " the chief business of life is to

prepare for such a time as this; and if this is

effected, the separation will be short;" adding,

that he felt the fear of death entirely removed.

Early on 7th day morning, the 28th, symp-

toms of dissolution appeared : he was earnest-

ly engaged in supplication for the continued

extension of divine mercy, saying, " Oh, Lord,

plead the cause of thy poor dependent crea-

ture." Soon after which the power of articu

lation failed, and he gently breathed his last

A peaceful smile rested on his cold and fixed

features, and seemed an earnest of that blissful

inheritance among the saints in light into

which we have no doubt he has entered.
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ELEVENTH MONTH, 15,1828.

It is truly gratifying to learn from our at

tentive correspondents, that the situation of

Friends in New York yearly meeting is im

proving, and, in some instances, considerable

bodies are found adhering to the ancient doc-

trines and discipline of Society, where an al

most total defection had been anticipated

When the separation took place in Easton

quarterly meeting, but a very few individuals

showed a disposition to remain with Friends,

the members there being generally but little in-

formed as to the causes which have led to the

division. A letter, dated tenth month, 26th,

informs us, that two of the monthly meetings

composing that quarter, have since sustained

themselves as component parts of the ancient

Society of Friends, and that the quarterly

meeting is also likely to be reorganized. " The
two monthly meetings alluded to," remarks a

correspondent, " which after the yearly meet-
ing rejected our extracts, and received and
recorded the Hicksite extracts, have since, on
mature deliberation, without the assistance,

advice, or presence of one of the yearly meet-
ng's committee, disannulled all their own pro-

ceedings, and received and recorded our ex-

tracts."

On a former occasion, we expressed our
cordial good will towards the objects of the

following notice, and cheerfully comply with

the request to give it publicity.

Infant Softools.

There are established in the city of Phi-

ladelphia and suburbs seven Infant Schools
;

three instituted by the Inflint School Society

of Philadelphia, three by a distinct board of

managers in the Northern Liberties, and one
by another board of managers in Southwark.

These schools have hitherto been and now are

supported by the unremitted efforts of the

managers and the charitable contributions of

our benevolent citizens. The subject is com-
pletely before the public ; the advantageous

results of this system of education, of train-

ing young children to habits of order, neat-

ness, and obedience, and improvement in the

knowledge and practice of duties that have

a decided tendency to make them useful and
happy, as well here as hereafter, require only

to be seen to be duly appreciated. Then let

the moralist, the philanthropist, the religious

and humane, visit the Infant Schools— their

united approval and influence is the certain

consequence. What may we not hope from
Infant Schools when they become universal ?

" For as the earth bringeth forth her bud, and
as the garden causeth the things that are

sown in it to spring forth, so the Lord God
will cause righteousness and praise to spring

forth before all the nations. Then instead

of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and
instead of the briar shall come up the myrtle

tree ; and it shall be to the Lord for a name,
for an everlasting sign, that shall not be cut

off."

The stated visiting days at the Infant School
in Thirteenth-street, near Vine, are third days

and sixth days. Strangers will be admitted at

any time by a line from one of the managers.

nth month, 14th, 1828.

The intelligent author of the well-written

review of Cardell's Grammar, &c. is informed

that it has been received, and will be insert-

ed, as early as a due regard to objects more
immediately urgent will admit. The spirit of

innovation and empiricism ought to be met
with caution in all its transformations, and the

subject of this review is, we think, a fair

mark for critical examination.

The Index and Title-page for the First

Volume of " The Fijif.nd" will be ready for

dehvery next week, and will be forwarded in

the usual wav.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE & CO.

Corner of Fifth and Cherry streets.
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EGYPTIAN HISTORY.

(Concludedfrom page 34.)

Ever since the time of her subjugation by

the Romans, Egypt has lost much of her his-

torical interest and importance. Under the

iron yoke of a succession of masters, continu-

ally increasing in barbarism and severity, her

people have grown more and more debased.

Her innumerable cities, towns, and villages,

becoming gradually depopulated, have finally

mouldered away into heaps of desolate ruins
;

and her fair and fruitful fields have been con-

verted into arid wastes and barren sands.

The ancient prophecy delivered against this

once powerful and splendid nation, was in

these remarkable words :

—

" It shall be the basest of the kingdoms
;

neither shall it exalt itself any more above the

nations : for I will diminish them, that they

shall no more rule over the nations."

Whoever compares the former with the

present condition of this people, will find him-

self strengthened in his confidence in the truth

and divine origin of those prophetic declara-

tions which are recorded in the holy scriptures.

It is truly cause of humble and reverent ad-

miration, to behold with what clearness of

vision the illuminated e};es of the holy seers,

piercing through the dark mists of futurity,

beheld the coming changes of empires, and

declared their ultimate destiny and termination.

We shall close our rapid historical sketch

with an attempt to show the manner in which

that modern intercourse commenced which

has led to the important discoveries of the two
Champollions.

From what has already been said, it appears

that the fine arts were cultivated to a great

extent in Egypt fifteen hundred years before

the Christian era. Their architecture, though

of a peculiar character, and wanting the grace

of the Grecian or the fancy of the Gothic, was
"solemn, grand and imposing;" their sculp-

ture, though rather stiff, and their, painting

confined to a few simple colours, were not de-

void of taste ; and their writing was of a re-

fined allegorical character, addressed to the

eye ra;ther than to the ear. From the sculp-

tured representations of musical instruments,

on some of the monuments, it would appear

as though music had made considerable ad-

vances in Egypt, where indeed it is supposed

to have taken its rise.

It was the ambition of the Egyptians to

render their works of art immortal ; and truly,

structures which were founded before the

oldest Grecian cities, which were esteemed
antiquities in the time of Plato, and which yet

have lost nothing of their original appearance

of permanency, make perhaps the nearest ap-

proach to immortal existence to which the

works of man have ever attained.

The duration of the Egyptian monuments
has certainly been much promoted by the pe-

culiarly preservative power of the climate, as

not only works in stone, but even manu-
scripts, and the cloth that envelopes the mum-
mies, yet remain in perfect preservation. But
still we must admire the labour and skill which
this people developed in the most remote pe-

riods. The enormous masses of stone which
they removed great distances, and chisseled

with immense labour, to form their palaces,

temples, (fee, show them to have been pos-

sessed of great skill in the mechanic arts.

Over the whole of Egypt are spread obelisks

of enormous single blocks of granite, sculp-

tured over in an elaborate manner. The
removal of a single one of these to Rome was
reckoned a proud triumph for an emperor

;

and the simple raising of an obelisk on its

base has been accounted one of the " most
diflicult achievements of modern mechanics."

Even these obelisks are far surpassed by
the enormous monolith statues of some of
their princes, found at Thebes and Memphis

;

and equal, if not greater evidences, both of

industry and science, are presented in the

labours in which they were for ages engaged
in extending, adorning, and improving their

country.

Large deserts were converted, by incessant

toil, into fruitful fields ; the plains of the Delta

were rescued "from a miry gulph;" their

cities were erected on immense embankments
;

and even the rocks of the neighbouring coun-

try were hewn out into magnificent cemete-

ries for the dead.

On the division of the Roman empire,

Egypt fell into the weak hands of the Greek
emperors of Constantinople. The govern-

ment was inefficient ; by continual strife, the

country was wasted both of its wealth and

population, the arts and agriculture lan-

guished, and a general desolation overspread

the land.

The sceptre of Egypt was however .soon

wrested from the imbecile grasp of the Greeks,

and transfered to the powerful, but ruthless

and savage hands of their Moslem conquerors.

Egypt suffered its full share of the misery

and destruction which alwaj's followed in the

train of the armed missionaries of the Koran.
The accumulated literature of ages was swept
away, as by an irresistible torrent ; the most
precious relics of ancient science and learn-

ing, vv'hich the industry of the Ptolemies had
accumulated, being converted, it is said, into

fuel for the baths of^ Alexandria. So extensive

were the libraries of that city, that, for five

months, they yielded a full supply of materials

for the purposes we have mentioned.
During the struggles which took place be-

tween the contending Mohamedan chiefs,

Egypt was constantly undergoing a change
of masters. Sometimes one despot, and
sometimes another, held, for a short period,

the reins of government ; but whoever might
be victorious, or how long soever the power
of any one might endure, still the same in-

exorable doom seemed to await this unhappy
people ; and they sunk lower and lower in

misery, ignorance and degradation. The
Fatimite caliphs, who long ruled Egypt, gave
place to Saladin, the celebrated sultan of
the crusades ; and his family, in turn, was
succeeded by the dynasty of the Mamelukes,
who, being introduced from Asia by the ca-

liphs, as mercenary guards, finally so increased

in numbers and power, as to overthrow the

empire of their masters, and to establish

their own authority in its place. Some of
the Mameluke princes reigned with vigour

and success, carrying their arms victoriously

into the neighbouring countries ; but, much
more frequently, the strength of Egypt was
wasted by the quarrels of various pretenders,

who had established themselves in different

parts of the country.

In addition to the inexpressible evils of
bad government and perpetual domestic dis-

sensions, the Egyptians had to undergo va-

rious foreign invasions, among which were
several descents made by the crusaders. One
hundred thousand of these brave and enthu-

siastic, but misguided men, succeeded, at

one time, in reducing Damietta ; but, in at-

tempting to penetrate into the country, being
overcome by sickness and want, they were
obliged to capitulate.

At the commencement of the sixteenth cen-

tury, Egypt ceased to be a separate govern-

ment, and became a province of the Ottoman
empire, which had then fixed its seat at

Constantinople, and threatened to extend its

sway even throughout civilized Europe.

This era was one of those which stand

forth in bold relief in the annals of mankind.

While the Mohamedan power threatened Eu-
rope, several Christian nations had emanci-

pated themselves from the church of Rome
;

the civil institutions of the various kingdoms

vere changing—the feudal system was fall-

ng into desuetude and decay, and the art of
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printing was effectually removing the fear

that barbarian violence would, at any future

time, be able to sweep away the records of

the accumulated wisdom and science of for-

mer ages. At the same time, the discovery

of the new world by Columbus, and of the

passage round the Cape of Good Hope to

the East Indies, completely changed the

channels of commerce. Egypt ceased to be

a highway from the west to the east, and

Alexandria was no longer the centre of the

commerce of the world.

Thus, then, at this epoch, was the ancient

greatness of Egypt for ever extinguished.

Robbed and spoiled by rapacious governors,

she finally fell into the most hopeless anar-

chy. The struggles between the Mameluke
beys and the Turkish pachas were attended

with the most frightful excesses ; the popu-

lation of the country was wasted by con-

stant wars ; and the dreadful extortion and
oppression which were constantly practised,

so paralyzed the commerce, agriculture, and
general industry of the inhabitants, that the

land was left untilled, became unfruitful ; and
finally the cultivators of the ancient granary

of the world were often obliged to endure

the miseries of famine, even in their own
once fruitful and inexliaustible fields.

This was the state of Egypt when it was
invaded by the French ; and to their inde-

fatigable skill and perseverance we must ac-

knowledge ourselves indebted for the revival

of the language, arts, and history of this an-

cient nation.

The results of the French discoveries are

detailed in that immense work, entitled " Des-
cription de rEgypte" comprising many vo-

lumes of text and very numerous and splendid

plates, representing the language, antiquities,

natural history and geography of the country.

In these plates, every ancient monument
of importance is fiiithfully and accurately fi-

gux'ed, with its inscriptions, dimensions, and
general style and appearance ; and not only

the present ruined, but also the supposed

pristine forms of the temples and rfionuments,

are exhibited in all their splendour and mag-
nificence. Here then we have the represent-

ations of buildings which outlived the rise

and fall of Tyre, of Athens, and of imperial

Rome— edifices which yet promise to endure

when the structures which we are now form

ing shall have ceased to exist.

The French and the English (who sue

ceeded them in the occupancy of Egypt) did

not content themselves with merely describing

the monuments of the country, but they car-

ried away with them, to Paris and London, a

great store of valuable relics and spoils, the

extent and importance of which may be
judged of by the description which we sub-

join of a splendid museum, erected at Paris

by Charles X., the present king of France,
for the purpose of containing the Egyptian
antiquities.

" Nine great halls, embellished with vast

pannels of marble, and decorated with paint:

ings, communicate, by means of vast arched
openings, resting upon Ionic pilasters, that

permit the visiter to seize, at a single glance,

the whole extent of the museum of Charles X."

Fhe four first halls contain the antiquities of

Egypt." Articles, of a more modern date,

are described as occupying the other rooms
;

after which the account proceeds

—

The collection of Egyptian antiquities,

united in these four halls, consists of objects

of small size alone, with the exception of the

mummies and their cases ; but it is rich from

he number and the variety of the articles it

contains. The civil and religious history of

Egypt must draw from it invaluable ilLustra

tions."

The great labour of ETiranging these relics

has been performed by Champollion the

younger, whose unrivalled knowledge of

roglyphical writing assisted him greatly in the

task, as most of the articles have their objects

and uses written upon them in that character.
" The collection has been divided into

hree departments. In the first hall (called

hat of the gods) are to be seen the images
of the Egyptian deities, their emblems, the

cred animals, and the scarabcei, that represent

the divinities or their symbols." The second
hall (called civil) contains articles belonging

to the civil class, and to the several castas

f Egypt. *' Among these are small statues

and figures of kings, of priests, and of pri

vate individuals ; instruments of worship, jew
els, domestic utensils, and the products of the

arts and manufactures. In the two remaining

halls (called funereal) are placed human mum-
mies and their coffins, funereal images, coffers,

and small statues in wood, funereal manu-
scripts, &c."
The present period is extremely propitious

for forming antiquarian collections of th

kind ; the reigning pacha of Egypt grants

free access to his dominions, and permits

any thing that is portable (even large frag-

ments of buildings) to be carried away. We
are therefore glad to learn from the public

journals, that the younger Champolhon has

gone in person to Egypt ; for, when we con-

sider that many monuments yet lemain unde-

scribed, that the ruins of Thebes are covered
with hieroglyphic writing, that stores of papyri

of the most ancient dates yet remain untouched,
we are justified in the hope that the labours of

this eminent philosopher will yield \a the world
a rich return of the most highly valuable and
deeply interesting historical information. In

the wilderness of Sinai, Niebuhr saw sepul-

chres, in the Egyptian style of architecture,

covered with hieroglyphics, which are thought

alone to be referable to the painful travel of

the Israelites ; and which, probably, when the

writing upon them is fairly deciphered, may
give a full and final confirmation of the scrip-

tural narrative. Since we have been writing

the present article, our opinion of the import-

ant results likely to flow from the visit of the

French philosopher to Egypt, has received

strong corroboration from the following inte-

resting particulars, Avhich we take from an ar-

ticle recently published in the National Ga-
zette, of this city, into whose columns it has

been transferred from the Paris Journal dcs

Debats.

Champollion, jun., in company with M.
Rosellini, his pupil in the science of hiero-

glyphics, on their way to Toulon, where they

were to embark for Egypt, spent two or three

days in examining a collection of Egyptian
antiquities belonging to M. Sallier ; among
which were ten or twelve papyri, purchased
from a native seaman a few years since, con-
taining funereal rituals, a contract for the sale

of a house, written in the reign of one of the
Ptolemies ; and, lastly, two or three rolls,

joined together, written in the Demotic cha-
racter, of which the narrative alluded to

thus speaks :

—

" M. Champollion loudly manifested his as-

tonishment and his joy, when, upon inspecting

the first of these sufficiently voluminous rolls,

he recognized its contents to be the History -j

OF THE Campaigns op Sesostris Rhamses,
called also Seihos, or Sctlwsis, and Scsooses

;

in which the most circumstantial details are '.

given of his conquests, the countries that he
traversed, and of the force and composition of
his armies."

" The manuscript ends with the declaration

of the historian, who, after making known his

titles, certifies that he wrote in the nintu
YEAR OF THE EEIGN OP SeSOSTRIS RhaMSES, '

king of kings, a lion in combat, the arm to

whom God has given strength, and other pe-
riphrases in the oriental style."

The ninth year mentioned by this writer is

the same that Diodorus Siculus affirms to

have been the date of Sesostris's return to

Egypt.

M. Champollion promises, on his return, to

fix this very important manuscript on linen, in

order to ensure its preservation, and to give
to the world a complete translation of its

contents.

This epoch, it may be remembered, we have
already suggested as being near the time of
Moses, and that Sesostris was the son of the
king who pursued the Hebrews to the borders
of the Red Sea, and was also the celebrated
Egyptian warrior who extended his conquests
to the confines of India.

"Upon the same manuscript, of which we
have just spoken, after an intervening blank .

space, another composition commences, en-
tilled. Praises of the great king Amemnegon.
It might be conjectured, it seems to us, that
this Amemnegon was. king before Sesostris."-

By reference to a former part of this article,

it will be perceived, that the king who pur-
sued the Israelites and perished in the Red
Sea, was called Amenophis—a name which
resembles the one supposed to have been read
on the papyrus.

With what interesting emotions should we
read the translation of a work written contem-
porary with the writings of Moses, describing
in the native language, and by one of his sub-
jects, the last year of the reign of the stiff-

necked and cruel Pharoah.
Another roll treats of the ancient astronomy,

and astrology of the Egyptians, and will pro-
bably develope to us the system of the uni-
verse, as conceived by the earliest investigators

of that noble science.

Amongst M. Sallier's relics, was a little

figure, in basalt, representing " a man on his

knees, whose height, if the figure were erect,
would be eleven inches ; the head being fif-

j

teen lines. He is leaning upon a species of
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table, whose top is in ilie form of a desk : the

hands (which have been broken) placed upon

it, ousjht to be in a writing position.

" Upon the front of the desk is engraved the

device of Sesoslris, and on the back of the

figure, on a plat band, is seen in hieroglyphic

characters the name of the personage, with the

title o( singer andfriend of Sesostris."

We feel an earnest curiosity as to the result

of Champollion's visit to Egypt. The light

which it may throw upon ancient history can-

not at present be appreciated. It is scarcely

too much to imagine, that the whole annals

of this most ancient kingdom, religious, civil,

and military, may possibly be rescued from

the darkness, in which, for thousands of years,

they have lain hidden. A narrative of the

conquests and exploits of the various nionarchs

who invaded Judea mny yet be discovered,

and the history of the Bible receive further

clear illustration and strong confirmation.

Believing, as we do, that many of our read-

ers feel the same interest and curiosity in the

subject as ourselves, any notice which may
hereafter come to our knowledge, of Cham-
pollion's discoveries, shall be given in the

pages of The Friend. Z.

FOR THE FRIEND.

HANCOCK ON PEACE.
{Continued from Vol. I. p/ige. 410.)

Among other circumstances which subject

ed Friends to peculiar trials during the rebel

lion, was the obligation they felt steadily to at

tend their religious meetings. The members of

the same meeting frequently lived several miles

distant from each other and from the meeting-

house. The roads they were obliged to travel

were infested by lawless bands of armed men,
thirsting for blood, and greedy for plunder

—

their horses had nearly all been seized and car-

ried away, so that they were obliged to travel

on fdot; yet they could not be satisfied to per-

mit these difficulties, or the great perplexities

they met with at home, to interfere with the

sacred duty of meeting together publicly, to ac-

knowledge their dependence upon Him to

whom they looked for preservation and sup-

port amid all their trials. " In going to and re-

turning from their meetings, they had to en-

counter many difficulties, besides the struggle

between failh and their natural fears, in leav-

ing their houses and property a prey perhaps

to pillage, or to the flames, during their absence.

Human prudence would seem to dictate in

such an awful extremity, that they should re-

main at home to look after their outward af-

fairs; but the sense of the solemn duly they

owed to their Maker, and to the Society of

which they were members, overbalanced sel-

fish considerations; and, in most cases, it may
with gratitude be recorded, that they left be-

hind them a better guardian than human
power or foresight."

T]ie steady perseverance of Friends in as-

sembling for purposes of divine worship, not-

withstanding the threats and opposition they

met with, excited the displeasure of their ene-

mies; and they were notified that if they per-

sisted longer, they should suffijr the penalty of
their obstinacy at the altar of a neighbouring

chapel. One fimily [larticularly seemed to be usual, numbers of the

objects of especial dislike, and were requiied

to cease their attendance at Friends' meetings,

and unite in the Roman Catholic forms of

worship, on pain of being individually put to

death, and their house burnt. The will to

execute this dreadful threat appeared not to

be wanting; and as far as human probability

extended, they had uncontrolled power, so that

the only apparent alternative left to the afflict-

ed family was, to renounce their religion, or

suffer the horrors of a cruel death !

" As the following was to be the day of pub-

lic worship, the heads of the family were
brought under deep mental exercise,- accom-
panied with fervent prayers, that they might

be enabled to come to a right determination in

this conflict between religious duty on the one
side, and apprehension tor the safety of their

family on the other. On collecting the mem-
bers of it together, with a degree of humble
confidence tfiat best direction would be af-

forded, after a little solemn retirement, they

laid the matter before their children. The
noble and intrepid language of the eldest son
then a very young man, on this memorable occa
sion, is worthy of being recorded. " Father,"
said he, " rejoice that we arc found wortliy to

sxiffer." His parents were greatly affected

and so much strengthened in consequence of
it, that they immediately concluded to attend

their meeting the next day. In the morning
they proceeded to the place of worship, with-

out seeking to avoid the armed insurgents by
going through the fields, but kept the public

high road, and were permitted to accomplish
their purpose in safety, returning with the feel-

ing of^ peaceful satisfaction in having perform-
ed what they considered a religious duty. They
were not then apprised of a circumstance
which had in the mean time occurred, viz. that

the king's army had entered that part of the

country, and so disconcerted the plans of the

insurgents that they were prevented fioni car-

rying their wicked designs into execution."
The Friends who assembled to worship in

the meeting-house at Forrest, were repeat-

edly threatened, by the insurgents, with the

most cruel sufferings if they continued to attend

there; and these not proving sufficient to deter

them from going, they eventually declared that

they would burn the house and all who should

be found in it, saying, " The Quakers should

never meet again at their meeting-house- at

Forrest."
" It is worthy, however, of notice, that not-

withstanding individuals and whole families

were thus threatened in different places, few
were deterred from the steady adherence to

the performance of this religious duty. And
it is a fact to be recorded as a monument, not
to theic praise, but of the mercy of that kind
Providence which watches over the weakest
of his children who trust in him, that all the

evil designs of their enemies were signally con-
founded. For, on the very morning of the

next meeting day at Forrest, when so many
were to be devoled to destruction, and their

houses to the flames, the power of the insur-

gents was overthrown by a decisive battle at

Vinegar Hill. About the time appointed for

public worship, when Friends met together as

sguided people, who
had been calculating on the possession of
power to efiisct their cruel purposes,—power
which they seemed to have no idea of using
but for the degradation and misery of their fel-

'low creatures—instead of carrying their wick-
ed designs into execution, which there were no
outward means there to prevent them from
doing, were actually assembled about the doors
and windows of the meeting-house, not to de-
vote the building and its inmates to destruc-

tion, but to find in it a place of refuge and of
safety."

" A Friend of Enniscorthy meeting was
made prisoner, and taken by a numlDer of
pikemen to the house of a neighbouring priest,

with whom he was intimately acquainted. The
priest told him that he must become a Roman
Catholic and be christened, for no other pro-
fession of religion was now to be allowed. At
this the Friend was greatly surprised, and
said, he had a better opinion of the priest than
to suppose he would force men to make a pro-

fession of religion in opposition to their con-
sciences. The priest replied, ' There was no
alternative—either he must become a Roman
Catholic or be put to death.' The Friend
rejoined that ' by so doing, they would only

be making hypocrites of such as might be in-

duced to comply; and fijr his part, he would
choose to suffer, rather than to violate his con-
science—that if there was any crime laid to

his charge he was willing to be tried, and on
that ground was not afraid to look any of
them in the face.' The priest, who had got
every thing ready for baptizing according to

their mode, seemed much disappointed, and
brought him out to the pikemen to be taken
to Vinegar Hill. The Friend again remon-
strated with both the priest and the pike-

men, urging that if there was anything worthy
of death laid to his charge, he was willing to

undei-go a trial. The pikemen, although much
displeased that he would not become a Roman
Catholic, acknowledged the justness of his

proposal, and, in obedience to the priest, con-
veyed him to their camp." A few other
Friends were also taken thither, and under-
went a sort of trial; but nothing being alleged
against them, they were set at liberty. Their
liberation was the more remarkable, as many
other persons were put to death, against whom
no charge of enmity was brought, nor any
grounds of accusation, except that they were
Protestants.

Was there only more of this ferv nt zeal

for the cause of Jesus Christ and his gospel

—

more of that noble magnaniuity and Christian

fortitude which enables men to biave danger
and even death in support of their religious

principles, and for the performance of those

duties which we owe to the Author of all our
mercies, how diflisrent would be the situation

of the professors of Christianity at the present

day!—how much more should we see of holy

self-denial, ardent piety, and a conduct and
converse among men, which would force con-
viction on the hearts of beholders, and make
the profe.=sed followers of the crucified and
risen Saviour " as a city set on a hill, that

could not be hid."
(To bt continutd.)
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REMINISCEIVCES OF A VOYAGE TO
INDIA IN 1823-4. NO. 4.

Scenery of the Isle of France.

On the morning of the 31st of December,
our attention was constantly directed north-

ward, in order to discover the first appearance

of the long expected land. At about nine

o'clock, the cry of " land on the lee-bow,"

was given from aloft; and, in half an hour, the

dim outline of the Mauritius was visible from

the deck at the distance of about thirty miles.

As yet it could be identified only by the slight-

est shadowing of the clear blue sky along the

northern horizon; but, as we were rapidly ad-

vancing before a merry breeze, it was not long

before it assumed the heavy hue of a dark

cloud just emerging from the ocean. When
we had approached within fifteen miles, we
were struck with the jagged and fantastical ar-

rangement of the mountain peaks! Here were
none of the regular undulations, the level sur-

faces, and the almost liquid smoothness of a

distant landscape formed according to the or-

dinary course of nature: although the effect of

perspective was lost in the distance, the very

outhne of Ihe island seemed to speak of ruin

and convulsions. The land now began to

change its hues ; the blue arial tint was ex-

changed for the dark green of the more per-

fect vegetables, the brown and yellow patches

of the rocks overgrown with lichens, and the

various colouring of the barren precipices. In

a little while the lower grounds came into

view, and five or six dense columns of smoke
rising high into the air, pointed out the habita

tionsofman.

Early in the afternoon we passed the south

ern extremity of the island, and came in view

of the singular amphitheatre ofmountains which
overhang the port. The south western part

of the Mauritius has seldom been approached
by American vessels, and we narrowly escaped
a reef of coral, not laid down in our charts.

To avoid it we were obliged to fall off, or to

leave the land at the distance of seven or eight

miles; and the wind becoming light, we could

not regain this distance, and approach the

mouth of the harbour, until sunset. We made
our signals, but night came on, and no pilot

appeared. To avoid losing ground during the

night, we were compelled to tack backward
and forwards below the mouth of the harbour;

but on the third or fourth tack we approached
too near the land. The mate, who was on the

watch, suddenly called out " white water and
breakers a-head !" There was an instant ces-

sation of every sound on board the ship; and
during this pause the heavy fall of the break-

ers seemed to sound from every quarter around

us. The orders to heave the lead, to slacken

sail, and to clear the cable, were given almost

at the same moment, and every sailor sprang
to his post. The first cast of the lead gave
eighteen fathoms—it was lepeated as quickly

as possible, and gave but seven fatlioms. The
order to let go the anchor was given with that

short quick voice which is always indicative of
danger; and in a few moments the vessel was
riding in safety, with the foamy tops of the

ground swell dashing among the coral, appa-
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rently but a few hundred yards from the stern.

After some not very tender comments on the

negligence of the pilots which had exposed us

to this imminent risk, we retired to rest.

On coming on deck the next morning, I

found the vessel under w ay, in charge of a

French pilot, who informed us very composed-
ly, that he had seen us the evening before, but,

that being particularly engaged in discussing

some bottles of wine in honour of the old year,

he had thought it best to leave us to ourselves

until morning. We were inclined to the same
opinion, as his appearance argued no undue
degree of self-possession, even after the night's

repose.- The spot where we had anchored
was Tomb Bay, or the Bay of Tombs, a little

north of Port Louis, and several hours elapsed

before we enteretl the harbour.

The channel and basin of the port itself are

several miles in extent, and I, therefore, enjoy-

ed a full opportunity of observing the scenery

around.

The harbour of Port Louis is situated on
the north west coast of the island. It is form-

ed by two long reefs, or rather shoals and mea-
dows of coral, extending out to sea, and leav-

ing between them, at their extremities, so nar-

row a channel, that no ship can enter against

the south east trade wind, which blows con
stantly in this part of the Indian Ocean, except

by warping with a cable and buoys, which are

anchored for this purpose. The island is too

small to excite a regular land breeze, but it is

sufficiently large to lessen the velocity of the

trade wind in the morning, and, on some occa
sions, when general causes have slackened the

trade, the additional influence of the island

tirely overcomes it, producing a faint land

breeze for an hour or two in the morning. On
one of these occasions we entered under sai

and were thus saved the tedium of the usual

process.

The inner harbour is a wide sheet of water,

large enough to accommodate several hundred
vessels. It is directly in front of the town, and
is commanded by several batteries. The town
itself, when viewed from a distance, appears

as if placed at the bottom of a double crater

of an extinguished volcano, with the side next

the sea destroyed. The mountain immediate-

ly behind, rises to the height of three thousand

feet, and sends two sweeping spurs toward the

ocean, so as to inclose two sides of the town.

Beyond this range, several other peaks are

seen, rising above the first ridge; and on the

north side another spur is advanced, so as to

induce the supposition that the harbour w-as

overlooked by two semicircular mountains.

This is a deception. The first semicircle is

complete, but the second is formed of a few
scattered summits on the north side only.

The appearance of the town itself is meagre
in the extreme; the buildings being generally

low, wooden, and dingy. The prevalence of

the flat roof of Indian architecture prodoces a

novel and rather pleasing impression. There
is no building in Port Louis which would ex-

cite any admiration elsewhere; although the

great dimensions of the government iiouse,

surrounded as it is by pigmy establishments,

claims that kind of attention, which we would
bestow upon an unsightly whale amidst a

troop of porpoises. Between the government
house and the harbour, there is a wide and

well paved promenade, with a ngat fountain

near the centre, and a hydrant. on the extremi-

ty of the pier, if we may so term it. This hy-

drant is intended to supply the shipping, and

pours its little stream of fresh water into the

harbour.

The water casks of the shipping are filled in

the following manner. All that belong to a

vessel are thrown overboard, and tied together

with the bungs upward. They are then at-

tached to a boat, and floated to the hydrant.

A large funnel is placed alternately in each,

and it is then brought under the falling stream.

When all the casks are thus filled, the bungs

are driven in, and the casks rowed back to the

vessel at her moorings.

At some distance from the extremity of this

promenade, there is a slightly elevated plat-

form, on which a few cannon are stationed.

The space allowed for the town between the

water and the mountains is so small, that many
of the houses are situated on the commence-
ment of the ascent. The quarter inhabited by
the free negroes extends over a swampy tract

between the southern mountain spur and the

sea. On the summit of this spur, at an eleva-

tion of about eight hundred feet, the signal

staff is placed, to apprize the town of the ap-

proach of shipping. On the northern spur

there is a battery, completely protecting the

approaches in that direction; and, as the only

harbours on the island are those of Port Louis
on the north west, and Port Bourbon on the

south east side; and as the only practicable

landings for boats are north of the former,

these batteries, together with the natural

strength of the harbours, and the almost inac-

cessible character of the mountains which sur-

round them, render the island nearly impreg-

nable. Had not the French trusted too im-

plicitly to these natural defences, the East In-

dia Company, notwithstanding their over-

whelming force, and the insignificance of the

garrison opposed to them, could scarcely have
obtained possession.

That face of the mountains which fronts the

town is composed chiefly of perpendicular and
overhanging precipices. The volcanic rocks
of which they are formed, are split into cre-

vices, in which the mould washed from above,
and the dust blown from below, soon establish

a soil, allowing the aloes to grow in profusion.

These plants produce a very singular optical

delusion when viewed at a distance. The re-

gular arrangement of the fissures in which
they grow gives them the appearance of arti-

ficial hedges; and before the perspective rela-

tions of objects are distinctly perceived, these

hedges give to barren rocks, nearly perpendi-

cular, the semblance of a succession of terra-

ced gardens, or plantations.

Having chosen our moorings, and received

the permit to land, v^e speedily found ourselves

on terra firma, and relieved, I then hoped,
from our narrow lodgings on ship board. The
temptations of a land residence in Port Louis,

we will reserve for No. 5. C.

Married, at Friends' meeting, Moorestown, N. J. on
the 13th, Joseph Wuitole, jr. to Susan B. Mattlack.
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BALTIxlIOUE YEARLY MEETING.
{Conlinuedfrcim pnge 39.)

The circumstance of tlie epistles from the

diflerent yearly meetings being referred to the

represeiitajives, in the manner and for the

purpose already noticed, is entirely novel in

the history of our Society. We believe a

parallel for it cannot be found in the records

of Baltimore yearly meeting, nor, indeed, of

any other yeaily meeting; and, when it is

viewed in connection with events which sub

sequently transpired, there are many reasons

for concluding that it was a measure pre

viously concerted, in order more completely

to place the yearly meeting under the control

of the friends and followers of Elias Hick;

Considerable pains had been taken, w heji the

appointment took place in the quarterly meet-

ings, to have all the representatives of that

party ; .and before the yearly meeting opened

it was well known that this was the case,

with but one or two exceptions. It was there-

fore confidently believed by the Hicksites,

that in referring the epistles, or any other

business, to that body, they might safely cal

colate on its being managed so as to suit

the views of their new society. The refer-

ence of the epistles to the representatives,

seemed to be the signal for commencing their

operations. The sittings of the .yearly meet-

ing were very short, and the business trans-

acted in them was hurried through, with a

rapidity which wo never before witnessed, and

which, to our minds, was totally incompati-

ble, both with its importance, and with the

dignity and solemnity which ought ever to

characterize the transactions of a yearly

meeting—a body professedly religious, and
.claiming to act under the direction of Him
who is the Bishop and Head of the Church.

In the silting on 3rd day morning, twelve

queries and the answers from four quarterly

meetings, with the summary answer, compris-

ing the substance of the whole, were entirely

gone through in about forty minutes—a cele-

rity which precluded all deliberation or profit-

able scrutiny, and really made such an inco-

herent jumble of the whole, as rendered the

engagement in great measure useless.

There appeared to be a disposition to has-

ten through the business of the meeting with

such speed as to prevent discussion, and,

thereby avoid any collision of sentiment ; and
however pacific such a feeling may be, it cer-

tainly defeated the objects for which yearly

meetings were originally established. During

the recess of the meeting, the representatives

were holding long and frequent sittings, and

were evidently employed in discussing ques-

tions which gave rise to considerable differ-

ence of sentiment. This was indirectly an-

nounced to the meeting on two occasions,

and by two individuals, both under the ap-

pointment.

It seems to have been the intention of the

rulers of the yearly meeting, that all discus-

sion should be confined to the meetings of

the representatives—that all business likely

to call forth a contrariety of sentiment should

be kept out of the yearly meeting, with a

view, as was expressed by some of them, to

preserve the entire ncvtrality of Baltimore
yearly rnceting—to prevent any separation
from taking place—and to maintain it as an
isolated, independent association of Friends.
With this object in view, the representatives
were desired to consider of and propose such
measures as should exclude from the meet-
ing that discord and division which liad so
lamentably prevailed in other places. It was
indeed a strange request !—to call upon men
who had joined themselves to the spirit of
discord, and were actively engaged in pro-
moting the very measures which had pro-
duced it elsewhere, to devise means to ex-
clude it from the assembly ! Well might
the injunction be applied to them, " First
cast out the beam out of thine own eye, and
then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the
mote out of thy brother's eye."

'I'he first report received from the repre-
sentatives was presented in writing on third
day afternoon. The reader will recollect that
the epistles were committed to their examin-
ation, and will of course e.xpect that the
report contained a decision as to the manner
in which they were to be disposed of. It

seems that it was designed to convey this

decision, though not a word was said in it

directly on the subject. One of the repre-
sentatives, however, in a discussion which
afterwards occurred, informed the meeting,
incidentally, that they could not agree to con-
sent to the reading of any of the epistles,

and had prepared an epistle of their own
instead.

The report began with stating the con
cern and exercise of the representatives, on
account of the divisions and dissensions which
prevailed in Society—the accusations tha
were brought against individuals and meet
ings—and particularly the charges made a
gainst the yearly meeting of Baltimore

; and
that, after serious consideration, dz-c. &c.
they had concluded to propose, for the adop-
tion of the meeting, the following epistle, &c.
It would be difficult for us to give an adequate
description of this most singular and anoma
lous document ; but, as it was the result of
so much close exercise and painful delibera
tion, and of so many long sittings, it seems
but due to the arduous labours of the repre-
sentatives, to attempt a short analysis. It

was entirely catholic in its design ; being ad-
dressed, not only to the preparative, monthly
and quarterly meetings, constituting- Baltimore
yearly meeting, and the members comprising
them, but to all the yearly meetings in the
world ! Its general scope was quite as re-

markable as its address. It professed to give
a view of the rise of the Society—its progress
towards regular organization—the emigration
of a number of its members to this country

—

the settlement of meetings for worship and
discipline—antl the establishment of the eight

yearly meetings on this continent. Through-,
out all this, there was a strongly marked pro-
pensity to distort historical facts to suit party
purposes

; and, in some cases, direct viola-

tions of accredited history were hazarded.
Thus, it was declared, that the Society of
Friends never had a creed—and the preserv-

ation of unity and harmony among its mem-
bers was solely attributed to this cause ; while
in direct contradiction to this unfounded as-

sertion, Sevvell has recorded no less than
three confessions of faith, all of them issued

or acknowledged by the Society—two of them
being official documents presented to par-
hament.—See Sewell's Hittorv, vol. ii. pp.
472. 499. 511; and G. Whitehead's works, p.

635. G. Fox's Journal, vol. i. p. 147.

Besides these, other writers have recorded
nearly /ort»/ declarations of faith, all corrobo-
rative of, and harmonizing with each other,

issued at different periods, within fifty years

after the rise of the Society ;
from which it

would appear, that the long and uninterrupted

preservation of harmony and unity among
Friends, is to be attributed to the number anU
comprehensiveness of their a-eeds, and the ge-
neral knowledge of their principles thus diffus-

ed among the members, rather than to the

absence of them. And it is not a little re-

markable, that the introduction of discord
and infidelity into our borders, was simulta-

neous with the outcry raised against creeds
and confessions of faith.

It is a singular fact, however, that while
the document thus inveighed against creeds,
and the destructive consequences they had
produced upon religious societies, it contained
in itself a ckeed— for it formally set forth

a confession of the beliif of the new society,

of the followers of Elias Hicks, relative to

certain points of faith on which they are
charged with being sceptical.

Another erroneous assertion contained in

the document, was, that the Society had bvt
one fundamental doctrine or article of faith,

and that the only requisite for membership
was to profess a belief in this.

That the Society of Friends have always
considered faith in the immediate influences

of the holy Spirit on the mind of man, as a
fundamental doctrine of the Christian religion,

is readily admitted ; but that they made this

the only fundamental article of their faith, is

so palpably erroneous, that every page of
their early hisory presents us with the most
decisive refutation of il. -Let the reader turn
to George Fox's declaration to the governor
of Barbadoes—to the declarations presented
to parliament in 1688 and 1693,—or to any
of the early doctrinal treatises of Friends,

—

and he will at once perceive that the asser-
tion is unfounded.

Neither is it correct to say that an acknow-
ledgement of belief in the " iight within," was
the only qualification requisite for admission
into membership with the early Friends. Jef-

fery Bullock made high profession of belief in

this essential article of Christian faith, and yet
was disowned fiom the Society, as early as
the year 1676, for denying redemption and
justification by that Jesus Christ who died at
Jerusalem, and rejecting the propitiatory eff,-

cacy of the holy sacrifice tchich he there made
on the cross. Other instances, equally conclu-
sive, might be adduced, to show that the early

Quakers had more than onefundamental arti-

cle offaith ; that they constantly required of
their members a sincere belief in all the doc-
trines of the Christian religion, as set forth
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by the sacred penmen ; and that tiiey were

anxiously solicitous to show their dissent from,

and to warn and guard their members against,

those very errors which Elias Hicks and his

followers are now endeavouring to insinuate

into the Society, under the pretence that

Friends never had but one fundamental prin-

ciple of belief, and that all beyond this is

mere speculation and superstition.

So earnest were they on ' this subject, that,

in 1694, the Society enacted a rule of disci-

pline, declaring, that " if there be any such

gross errors, or false doctrines, or mistakes

held by any professing truth, as are either

against the validity of Christ's sufl'erings,

blood, resurrection, ascension, or glory in

the heavens, according as they are set forth

in the Scriptures, or any ways tending to the

denial of the heavenly Man Christ ;" and "if

any shall wilfully persist in error in point of

faith, after being duly informed, then, such

to be further dealt with, according to gospel

order ; that the truth, church, or body of

Christ, may not suffer by any particular pre-

tended member that is so corrupt."

We are well assured, that the currency

which has been given to the wild opinions

of Elias Hicks, has arisen in great measure
from the extreme ignorance of the mass of

his followers, both as regards the history and

doctrines of the Society. The authentic and

standard records on both these subjects pre-

sent too great a volume of testimony against

their favourite dogmas, and administer too se-

vere a rebuke to their unbelief, to afford them
any pleasure in searching them. We can,

therefore, the more easily account for the

palpable errors contained in the document,
which we have already noticed, and for others,

of a similar character, which it would con-

sume too much time and space to detail.

But there were other errors, still more
gross and unpardonable, which the document
contained, relating immediately to the pro-

ceedings of their own yearly meeting, and to

other yearly meetings on this continent, of

which it was their duty to be fully inform-

ed before they undertook to write ; espe-

cially as their object in writing was to cast

severe censure and odium, not only on indi-

viduals, but also on whole meetings. They
began with complaining that they had been

falsely accused of many things by their bre-

thren, (though, as one of their own. party very

properly observed, he had not been able to

discover where the accusations laid, except

in their own assumption,) and professed to

write in their vindication ; they soon lost

sight, however, of this object, and ran out

into a strain of violent and unfounded ac

ciisation against others : creating imagina

ry evils, inventing motives, and attributing

designs, of which they had not the slight

est proofs ; and then, declaiming against

them, with as much vehemence and ear-

nestness as if they had truth and justice on
their side.

After . descanting on the difficulties and
divisions existing in the Society in America
they attempted to define the cause whence
they originated ; in doing which, they avail

ed themselves of what seemed to be a fa

vourable opportunity, for aiming a blow at

the yearly meeting of Philadelphia.

According to the statement of this extraor-

dinary document, the whole of ike difficulties

in Society took their rise in a proposal which

was made by Philadelphia yearly meeting,

about the year 1817, for the appointment of

committees of conference in the different year

ly meetings to consider the general state of

Society in this country, and make such pro-

positions as they might apprehend would pro-

mote the general welfare. In describing this

proposal, the document represented it as a

deep laid scheme, got up by a few designing

individuals, in order to promote their own
sinister views—that the real object of it was,

to establish a general creed, which should be

binding on all the members of Society, and thus

erect a system of spiritual domination and
hierarchy over the consciences of their brethren

—that though the project was defeated by the

prudent refusal of some of the yearly meetings

to come into the measure, yet the projectors

had never since lost sight of it, but pursued it

with undeviating perseverance, until at length

they had so far accomplished their purposes,

that such a conference, composed of commit-

tees from several of the yearly meetings, had

already assembled, and were expected to meet

again next year.

The reader will readily admit, that this

was a phantom calculated to awaken the

most alarming apprehensions of the audience

for the preservation of their liberty of con-

science; hut his surprise will not be less when
he is told, that the only correct feature in the

whole picture delineated by the document, is

the simple fact that a conference was propos-

ed, as we have already staled—all the rest is

the mere product of "evil surmising."

As regards the persons who are charged

by the Baltimore document with projecting the

plan of a conference for sinister purposes, it is

proper to remark, that the individual '

made the proposition in Philadelphia yearly

meeting at the time it was acted upon, (1817,)

now ranks conspicuously as a leader and
minister among the followers of Elias Hicks
Consequently, if he had any concealed motives

of domination or aggrandizement in bringing

it forward, the odium must rest on the new
sect. This fact also proves, beyond the read:

of contradiction, the falsity of the assertion,

that, though then disappointed in their views,

the projectors had never lost sight of it since,

but pursued it with persevering application.

We would ask the framers of the document,

whether Jesse Kersey, the mover of the pro-

position in Philadelphia yearly meeting, has

since pursued it in the manner they alleged ?

But they have not the slightest foundation

for the assertion, that the real object of the

proposed conference was, the formation and

adoption of a general creed, to oppress and

bind the consciences of Friends in all the

yearly meetings. It is not in their power to

produce from the records of any yearly meet-

ing, even a shadow of evidence of such a de-

sign. It is the mere creation of their own dis-

tempered imagination, which we shall present-

ly demonstrate by the records of Baltimore

yearly meeting itself.

The framers of the document took much
credit to their own yearly meeting for dis-

cerning the dangerous designs, couched, as

they allege, in the aforesaid proposition,

and for firmly rejecting the proposal. We
should suppose, after their long and labo-

rious sittings—their care and pains in pre-

paiing their document, the representatives

would have been cautious to adhere, at

least, to the semblance of truth. But their

whole system, from its commencement by

Elias Hicks down to the present hour, has

been based upon error, and error accompa-

nies it through every stage of its develope-

ment. The following record, from the mi-

nutes of Baltimore yearly meeting, will show
how much reliance is to be placed on the

declarations of the separatists, and will fully

confirm what we have already stated respect-

ing the conference. It is as follows, viz.

—

" Minute of the yearly meeting of Friends,

held in Baltimore.

" The committee appointed to take into

consideration the subject contained in the

epistle from the yearly meeting held in Phila-

delphia, produced the following report, viz.

—

" To the yearly meeting now sitting :

" We, the committee appointed to consider

the proposition made to tliis meeting by our

brethren of the yearly meeting held in Phila-

delphia, report

—

" That we have met, and considered the

subject committed to us ; and, after deliber-

ation, and a free expression of sentiment,

arc united in the opinion that advantages

would arise to society from a conference of the

several yearly meetings on this continent, by

suitably qualified Friends, appointed by each

of them ; in order that each yearly meeting

maybe put in possession, through this me-'

dium, of the general stale of Society in Ame-
rica ; and also of the views of such repre-

sentatives, relative to any improvement there-

of which may be deemed practicable.—Which
is submitted to the meeting.

" Signed, by direction, and on behalf of

the committee, by
" Edwai!d Stahlee,
" Gerard T. Hopkins.

" Which was concurred with, and the clerk

directed to furnish that yearly meeting (viz.

Philadelphia) with a copy of this minute."

" Extracted from the minutes of a yearly

meeting of Friends held in Baltimore, by ad-

journments, from the 13th of the 10th month
to the 17th of the same, inclusive, 1817.

" John Jankey, clerk."

When we consider the serious nature of the

charges exhibited by the representatives of

Baltimore yearly meeting against the yearly

meeting of Philadelphia, and many respectable

individuals who are among its most honourable

and worthy members ; that these charges

were publicly read in an assembly of nearly

four hundred persons, and the document con-

taining them warmly supported by a consi-

derable number of the audience, it must cer-

tainly be viewed as a circumstance peculiarly

favourable to the cause of justice and the in-

jured reputation of the parties thus wantonly
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accused, that we are enabled to furnish, from
the records of Baltimore yearly meeting itself,

so complete and triumphant a refutation of

those unfounded calumnies. If any sense of

shame yet lingers in the breasts of these ac-

cusers of their brethren, they must surely

blush at tlie graceless predicament in which
they placed themselves. The entire falsity oi

the alleged charges, the nature and object of
the proposed conference, arc so clearly set

forth in the report of tlie committee, which we
have copied, that no further comment is ne-

cessary from us. We will only add, that we
know the measure was a favourite one, and
highly approved by the late venerable Evan
Thomas—a man who was justly considered
the ornament of the religious Society to which
he belonged.

So much for the Hicksites' account of the

origin and grand moving cau.te of all the dif-

ficulties and dissensions which now distract

our once harmonious Society ! !

(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

" It is under a solemn and deliberate view of this

painful state ot our aft'airs, that we feel bound to ex-
press to you, under a settled ccnniction of mind, that
the period has fully come in which we ouyht to look
towards making a quiet retreat from '.his scene of
confusion," &c.—Green-street Address by the fol-

lowers of E. Hicks, 4th mo. ]y27.
" To us there now appears no way to regain the

harmony and tranquillity of the body, but by with-
drawivg ourselres, not from the Society of Friends,
nor from the exercise of its salutary discipline, but
from Til gious communion with those who have intro-

duced, and seem desirous to continue such disorders
amongst us."—Green-street Epistle of the 6th mo.
1.827.

Such was the language of the followers of Elias
Hicks when they commenced their separation from
the religious Society of Friends. From the plain,
literal signification of the quotations, it must be ob-
vious to every person of common discernment, that
their intention at that time was, to withdrawfrom the
meetings of Friends, and to assemble by themselves
for purposes of worship, and the regulation of their
church affairs. In conformity with this declaration,

they have accordingly separated from Friends in

most places, and now hold meetings of their own.
Being thus made, by their own act, a distinct body
of professors, it was to be expected that they would
permit the Society from whicli they had withdrawn,
to enjoy the privilege of meeting also, without being
molested by their intrusion. We recollect distinctly

hearing John Comly declare in a meeting which he
attended, that he would as soon think of entering
the assemblies of any otlier religious body, and at-

tempting to officiate there, as he would in those of
Friends. At Radnor monthly meeting, Abraham
Lower denied to the committee of Philadelphia quar-
ter the right of sitting in the assembly, or mterfering
with its business, because a part of its members had
joined the new society—declaring, at the same time,

that he would no more think of going into an ortho-
dox meeting, than into an assembly of Presbyterians
or Episcopalians.

It seems, however, from the late conduct of this

individual, and some other preachers of the new
sect, that they are determined not to permit Friends
to hold their meetings for worship in quietness. In
several instances they have gone into Friends' meet-
ings, taken their seals at the head of the gallery, oc-
cupied a large portion of the time in declamation,
and then assumed the right of breaking the meeting.
At Haddontield, Evesham, Woodburyr Upper Eves-
ham, Burlington, and Germantown, Friends have
been thus unkindly treated by them, and there is

every reason to apprehend that they are determined
obstinately to persist in disturbing our meetings, in

the hope that Friends will eventually be compelled to

leave the few meeting-
rather than submit to

till in their occupancy
de intrusion, and evei

abuse, when assembled for the solemn purpose of di
vine worship. We need say nothing on the want o
Christian feeling or common civility, which suci
treatment indicates—it must be sufficiently obviou:
to even a transient observer.
On first day, the l-2th of the 10th month last,

Abraham Lower went to Haddonfield meeting, and
took his seat in the gallery. Before the assembly
was entirely collected, he rose to speak. One of the
elders of the meeting desired him to desist, and not
disturb the meeting, as it was well known that he
was disowned both as a minister and member. He
proceeded, however, and was followed by two of his
party, who indulged themselves very freely in abus
ing the elder that had requested Abraham not to in
terrupt the silence of the meeting. When they had
expended their invectives, Abraham reached his
hand to a partisan on the bench below him, in orde
to break up the meeting. The elder who had befon
spoken, again rose to inform the audience more par
ticularly of the reasons why he had requested Abra
ham to desist, and desired if any Friend present hai
a copy of the testimony issued against him, it migh
be read aloud. Abraham and his party, on hearmi
this, seemed quite willing to "retreat," but it beiii^

suggested that they were afraid to hear the truth,
they turned about, and endeavoured, by their cl;

mour and outcry, to drown the voice of the per-
son who was reading the testimony. Several of his
party attempted to get Abraham away ; some pulling
him by the hands, and some by the coat—and one
cried that it was an improper time to read the tesli/-

mony, proposing some other for the purpose. Al)ra-
ham said he had a copy of it, and would read it

himself

The uproar made by them, having, in some
gree, abated, the Friend proceeded to read that part
of the testimony which relates to the unsound

i

ciples held by A. L., in these words, viz. " He
also departed from the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity, and the faith of our religious Society,
having declared, that, strictly speaking, Jesus Christ
that was crucified without the gates of Jerusalem, ««,
not the Saviour of men." This charge was fully cor
roljorated by the testimony of an individual present,
who had heard him make the above assertion in a
meeting at Arch-street. Finding it was thus fully
and distinctly proved against him, he boldly came
out, and avowed that it was his opinion, and that lie

gloried in it, and if Friends believed differently,
" they were stupid ignorant Keithites, Trinitarians,"
&c.; and many other epithets he contemptuously ap-
plied to them. He said Friends had gone back to
the old popish doctrme, that the virgin Wary was the
mother of God—and in a most irreverent and scorn-
ful manner, queried *' whether they made Jesus
.Christ and God to be o«e—for, if they did, then God
was murdered." It was replied on behalf of Friends,
that they sincerely confessed Jesus Christ before
men, and fully believed that He who was crucified
without the gates of Jerusalem, was, and is, the Sa-
viour of the world. Some portions of the abundant
Scripture testimony in support of this belief were
quoted

; particularly the remarkable passage, when
I'eter and John, in healing the lame man, said—" in
the name of Jesus Christ of Kasareth, rise up and
walk;" and, when afterwards questioned by the ru-
lers and elders of Israel, through what power they
had wrought the miracle, they answered: "Be it

known unto you all, and to all the people of Israel,
that, by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, ichom
ye crucified—whom God raised from the dead, even
BY HIM doth this man stand before you whole," &c.
Such are some of the trials which Friends have

still to endure from the intrusion of the Hicksites—whose conduct is the more unkind, because it is

entirely unprovoked. Friends have in no case at-
tempted to interrupt them in their meetings, but
leave them quietly to enjoy their privileges of wor-
ship. Yet, notwithstanding this, not only Abraham
Lower, but also Enoch Walker, Joseph Foulke,
George Truman, and others of the Hicksite preach-
ers, have rudely assailed Friends in their places of
worship, and greatly disturbed the quiet and solem-
nity of our religious assemblies. Well would it be

for them to practise the golden rule laid down by
the Saviour of men, "Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so to them."

L. M.

FOR THE FRIE.\D.

It must be a subject of deep regret to every
well wisher to liis country and to the cause of
Christianity, to observe the extensive dissemi-
nation of the principles of libertinism and in-

fidelity. Liberty, when properly used, is one
of the choicest blessings conferred upon man;
but when it is abused, it degenerates into
libertinism, the fruitful soil of every vice that

degrades the human mind. Perhaps there is

no people who make more frequent boasts of
their liberty, and the right to speak and act,

than we do; but there is reason to fear, that
none are in more danger of converting this in-

estimable blessing in"to one of the greatest
curses. We are so free, and so independent,
that inany seem almost prepared to throw off
all allegiance and responsibility, both to God
and man. I am not about to call in question
the right of private opinion. The institutions

of our country encourage inquiry and perfect
freedom of sentiment, which are the natural
right of all men. Every one should be fully

persuaded in his own mind, respecting the
foundation of his principles, especially in rela-
tion to the all important subject of religion.
No man has a right to dictate to another wiiat
shall be the articles of his faith. This is a
subject that lies between the soul of man and
his Creator. To him alone he is accountable
for the sentiments which he entertains, how-
ever erroneous, so long as those sentiments
are kept within his own breast. But the mo-
nient he divulges them, and especially when
it appears that it is his anxious wish to propa-
gate them, if they involve the interests of socie-
ty, that society has a right to pass a judgment
upon them; and they should awaken the fears,

and call Ibrth the exertions, of all those who
value the safety and prosperity of their coun-
try, in order to counteract their pernicious ef-

fects. It is the duty of the pious of every
denomination to use such proper means as
may be within their power, to expose the bane-
ful consequences, and arrest the spread, of
licentious and disorganizing principles—it is

necessary to arouse and alarm the unwary to
a sense of the dangers which await the diffu-

sion of such opinions. If we become familiar-

ized to the open and frequent avowal of deis-

tical opinions, the christian religion may be-
come degraded in our estimation, and we shall

soon cease to acknowledge it as a divine reve-
lation obligatory upon us. Can we imagine
that the stability of our government, and the

happiness we enjoy under its hberal provisions,

would in no degree be jeopardized by a total

rejection of the Christian faith, and the adop-
tion of deism? If the fear of retribution in a
future state of existence is publicly ridiculed,

as the invention of priestcraft, to frighten the

ignorant, and every man considers himself

perfectly free to spread such sentiments, how-
ever inimical to the vital interests of society,

what is there within the control of human
power, that will present any effectual restraint

to lawless violence, and universal anarchy and
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immorality? The removal of tliose salutary
|

checks upon evil men, which arise from the fear

of certain judgment at the hand of an offended

God, may be very congenial with the corrupt

inchnation of the seosualist and the libertine,

but at the same time the worst passions would
be let loose, and wickedness, like a torrent,

would flow through the land. There is a wide
difference between a sincere inquiry after

truth, for the purpose of attaining it,and a

disposition to cavil at it, in order to bring it

into disrepute, and to destroy the sound prin-

ciples of others. It has been no uncommon
thing to inculcate the doctrine, that principles

and opinions are altogether unimportant: but

such a sentiment goes to destroy all distinction

between right and wrong, and to confirm the

libertine in the false notion, that he may be-

lieve with impunity what he pleases respecting

the divine character, and his own duty and
accountability to his Maker. Our actions are

governed by our principles, and if these are

false and corrupt, their fruits, like those of the

evil tree, will be corrupt also. Out of the

evil treasure of the heart, man bringeth forth

evil things; and after we have persuaded our-

selves that it is quite immaterial what opinions

we entertain, there is but a short step to tl:

conclusion, that all discrimination in actions

is equally imaginary. But, however the d:

ciples of infidelity may endeavour to overturn

the doctrine of accountability, and of future

rewards and punishments, and to satisfy them
selves tliat the nature of their principles and
actions will be overlooked, the scriptural doc
trine will be found irreversible, that in the

great and final day wherein God will judge
the secrets of all hearts by Jesus Christ, whom
he hath ofdained judge of quick and dead, he

will render to every man according to his

deeds, whether they have been good or whe-

ther they have been evil—and if ye believe not

that I am he, ye shall die in your sins, and
whither I go ye cannot come.

Although the Berean has asserted that the

revelations made to the Israelites, respecting

the nature of God, are not true, we most fu

ly believe the solemn testimony, that " the

Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-suffer-

ing and abundant in goodness and truth

keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving ini

quity, transgression, and sin, will by no means
clear the guilty."

As has been observed, the liberty we enjoy

may be perverted to our greatest injury, and

from the freedom of expression which is tola

rated amongst us, sentiments of the most per

nicious tendency have been industriously diffus

ed ; it is therefore the impressive duty of every

sound Christian, both by a consistent life and
doctrines, to hold up a decided protest against

those sentiments, which invalidate the Christian

religion, the divine authority of the holy Scrip

tures, and tend to break down those virtuous

restraints which they inculcate and enforce.

One might suppose that infidelity was so

cheerless and hopeless in its nature and pros-

pects, that no seriously reflecting person
would risk his present comfort or future hap-
piness on so desperate a scheme. That a

large number of irreligious men, who have
httle to hope from divine mercy, and much to

fear from divine justice, should be induced to

embark in any scheme, which admits of pre-

sent indulgence, and frees them from the ap-

prehension of future danger, is a matter of no

surprise at all. But however the doctrines of

fidelity may buoy up the minds of such per-

sons, while health and prosperity smile upon

them, they will fail them in seasons of adver-

sity, and especially in the awful hour of ap-

proaching dissolution. Then the terrors of

the Lord will awaken the unregenerate soul to

a sense of fear and horror, which has been con-

soling itself with the vain delusion, that " every

act hath its adequate reward" as it is commit-

ted, that only in this life divine judgment is to

be felt for sin, that there is no other day of

judgment, and all the heaven or hell there was

is in us, and that such is the divine character

that wrath and indignation can not be dispen-

sed by him to the creature which he has made.

At that solemn moment, such will be ready to

call on the rocks to fall upon and to hide them

from the face of him who sits upon the throne

and from, the wrath of the Lamb, for the great

day of his wrath is come.—In the instance of

Lord P. related by Simpson, we have a case,

proving the insufficiency of those " views" to

support in the prospect of death, which led

him to ridicule religion while in the po.sses-

sion of health, and that however confident he

might then feel, fearfulness at last surprised the

unbeliever. When in the cold arms of death,

says Simpson, " the terrors of the Almighty

were heavy upon him. Painful remembrance

brought to view ten thousand insults offered to

that God, at whose bar he was shortly to stand
;

and conscience being strongly impressed with

the solemnity of that day, he justly feared, thai

the God whom he had insulted would then

consign him to destruction. With his mind

thus agitated, he called to a person in the

room, and desired him 'to go into the library

and fetch the cursed book', meaning that

which had made him a deist. He went ; but

returned, saying, he could not find it. The
nobleman then cried with vehemence, that he

' must go again and look till he did find it

for he could not die till it was destroyed.

The person having at last met with it, gave it

into his hands. It was no sooner committed

to him, than he tore it in pieces, with mingled

horror and revenge, and committed it to the

flames. Having thus destroyed the instrument

of his own ruin, he shortly afler closed his life.

Francis Newport, who died in the year 1692,

was favoured both with a liberal and religious

education. After spending four years in the

university, he entered into one of the inns of

court. Here he fell into the hands of infidels,

lost all his religious impressions, commenced
infidel himself, and became a.most abandoned

character. In this manner he conducted him-

self for several years, till at length,, being at-

tacked by disease, all hisformer religious im-

pressions revived, accompanied with a horror

of mind inexpressible. The violence of his

torments was such, that he sweat in the most

prodigious manner, and his language was the

most dreadful that imagination can conceive.

He seemed willing to endure any suflering, if

it might purchase the favour of an offended

God; but he said it was a fruitless wish, that

millions of years would bring him no nearer

the end of his tortures than one poor hour.

O eternity !. eternity !" said he, "who can

properly paraphrase upon the words—forever

and ever!"—In this strain he continued till his

trength was exahusted, and died with these

words, " Oh ! the insuflcrable pangs of hell and

damnation
!" A. M.

ODE
Written on the occasion of the late anniversary of llu

landing of fVilUam Penn.

By Dr. Coafes,

When Pindar struck the iEolian lyre.

And sung of heroes and of kings,

He fill'd the listening youth with fire.

And urgM to proud and gen'rous things.

He sung the deeds Ihcir fathers dar'd

To earn th' historian's just acclaim ;

The lands they tam'd, the towns they rear'd.

The realms they raisM to wealth and fame.

Then, changing on the harp his lays.

He pour'd aloud the moral song,

And show'd that high, heroic praise.

To wisdom and to worth belong.

He taught t" ennoble human kind.

And prize the strength and blessings given ;

That God bestow'd the forceful mind.
And glorious virtue flows from heaven.

The fiery bar that crimson glows,

Is doom'd the cliilling wave to feel

;

And thus, wilJi toils and sudden woes.
The soul is cas'd in temper'd steel.

What founders, marked by righteous deed.

And firm resolve, can history show
More bent than ours on virtues meed,
Or more refin'd with p:ini and wo .'

Then count the seasons ;:: . v fly.

And hail the glad returi;. i

; day.

The festive banquet's social j^y.
The impassion'd speech, the burning lay ;

And holy are the blessings free

That now your grateful hours employ;
Then chasten'd be yeur mirth and gifc,

And mix'd with thought your lottj joy.

Rekindle your ancestral fires;

'Tis mind that crowns your natal place;

'Twas virtue hither brought your sires,

And virtue shall protect their race.

Then oft revive the inspiring tliought.

And make the glorious blessing sure
;

And freedom, thus by justice bought.
From age to age shall still endure.

TK:^ FRSZiZ^B.
ELEVENTH MONTH, 33, 128.

The attention of our readers will not, perhaps-, re-

quire to be prompted, by any thing that we can say,

to the article commenced in our last number, and
continued in the present, under the liead of *^ Balti-

more yearly meeting." We do think, however, that

the recent proceedings within, and the present condi-
tion of that portion of our religious Society, are mat-
ters of deep and serious concernment to all who de-
sire the welfare of Zion—that peace be within her

walls and prosperity within her palaces. It is hoped,
therefore, the importance and intrinsic value of the
article will be deemed a sufficient justification for tha
length to which it will be necessarily protracted

;

more especially if, as we venture to predict will be
the case, it increase in interest as it proceeds.

We have received a letter from a correspondent,
dated. New Garden, 11 mo. 8, 1828; from which we
extract the following :

—

•' Cur yearly meeting closed on Sth day last. It

was a highly favoured time; there w.ts not a mur-
mur nor a jarring sound heard. We had the agree-
able company of Thomas Shillito, from England, and
his companion, James Emlen, from Pennsylvania."

Another letter states, that the epistles received

from the Hicksite yearly meetings, were rejected with
great unanimity.
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REVIEW OF CARDELL'S GRAMMARS.

1

.

An " Essay on Language, as connected

with the faculties of the mind, and as ap-

plied to things in nature and art. By
William S. Cakdell. New York : Charles

Wiley. 1825." 12ino. pp. 203.

2. " Elements of English Grammar, deduced

from science and practice: adapted to the

capacities of learners. By William S.

Cakdell. New York. Bliss & White. 1826.

3rd Edition. Hartford: Huntington. 1827."

18mo. pp. 141.

3. " Phihsophic Grammar of the English
Language, in connection with the laws

of matter and of thought ; and conformed
to the best modern usage : with definitions,

6fc. By William S. Caedell. Phila-

delphia : Uriah Hunt. 1827." 12mo. pp.
236.

That the art of speaking and writing well

is an acquisition of great value and import-

ance, is universall)' acknowledged ; nor is it

a fact less obvious, that no one ever attains

to excellence in this art, without availing

himself of some sort of instruction directed

to this end. Children naturally acquire, by

imitation and practice, some knowledge of

their vernacular tongue. To extend this

knowledge, by means of the best examples,

to correct the errors of a vulgar dialect, and

to render the proper use of words an intelli

gible object of study, are the main purposes

of what is called Grammar. So entirely

practical is the grammatical art, that every

one who either speaks or writes cannot but

give constant evidence of his skill or deficiency

therein. A teacher, therefore—and especially

a teacher of languages—-ought alwavs to be
distinguished for the purity and elegance of his

diction ; and he who aspires to the honours of
authorship by writing on grammar, should not

only be competent in tliis respect, but should

give proof of a still higher attainment—a clear

apprehension of the means by which such skill

is to be acquired and communicated. He
should bring to his task a mind, not only en-

riched with learning, but disciplined by that

"first and highest philosophy," which (ac-

cording to Puffendorf) " delivers the most
accurate and comprehensive definitions of

things." For if, in the present state of Eng-
lish literature, he would either extend, cor-

rect, or facilitate instruction, he must, in these

essential qualifications of a grammarian, e.xcel

his predecessors.

That there is room for improvement in this

branch of instruction, cannot be denied, but
it is not for ignorant copyists or wild theorists

to make it. On the contrary, the multiplica

tion of books by such hands is a great evil

and the interests of learning are no less injured

by wliimsical doctrines, than the rights of au
thorship by plagiarism. We doubt not, there

are means by which the common method of
teaching grammar may be rendered more easy.

accurate, and efficient than it now is ; but we
are not so credulous as to yield our admiration
to any new system of the structure of speech
or to any patented process of ascertaining
what is either elegant in style or graceful in

delivery. Inventions and discoveries have no
more place in grammatical instruction, Uian
n any digest of laws, or system of morality.

On these points, we agree in opinion with the

rare Ben Jonson, to whom some have erro-

neously ascribed the honour of writing the

first English grammar. In his preface, he
says, " In grammar, not so much the invention

as the disposition is to be regarded." And,
after commending the labours of some of his

predecessors, he adds, " Yet we must remem-
ber, that the most excellent creatures are not
ever horn perfect."—Works, fol. 1641.

According to D'Israeli, authorship is a most
precarious, and, in general, calamitous pro-
fession. One reason is, that the business of
bookmaking is so conducted that the profits

of it have seldom any connexion with real

merit. And it is an undeniable fact, that a

majority of the grammars now in use, owe
little or nothing to the genius or learning of
those whose names they bear. But the man
wiio would acquire the reputation of a gram
marian, by labours calculated to promote im
provement in literature, should not be in haste
to finish his task. He must read extensively

and observe accurately. He must consider
deliberately and write methodically. For the

subject of which he treats is not a thing of
his own invention, to be fashioned after his

own imaginings ; but a series of minute facts.

to be embodied into a system, by means of
suitable definitions and rules, and proved and
illustrated by examples taken from other au-

thors. He professes to know what are the

best models of style and elocution, and to fix

the standard of grammatical purity, by show-
ing wherein their excellence consists. These,
therefore, must furnish at once his guide, au-
thority and theme.

With these views of the qualifications and

eyes over the three treatises whose titles are
given above. They embrace the views which
their author adopted in relation to grammar:
and which, after the failure of his project of
an " American Academy of Languawe and
Belles Lettres," he made it his principal busi-

ness to inculcate. His plan of instruction,

though, perhaps, sufficiently matured for the
purpose of itinerant lectures, seems never to

have been fully developed. The works before
us are spoken of as mere " outlines," and
several additional ones are promised, which he
probably did not complete. Enough, how-
ever, is given, to exhibit our author's qua-
lifications for the task he had undertaken, and
to gain (as we are told) many converts to his

doctrines. We iiave therefore thought, that
a brief and clear review of his system might
be interesting, and perhaps useful, to some
readers.

To all philological controversy, and earnest
disputes about mere words, we have an utter

ersion
; because it is evident that such col-

lisions of opinion, being conducted without
any acknowledged standard to guide the judg-
ment, never tend to any real improvement.
We would not, however, reject without exa-
mination any theory which promises to be be-
neficial to the cause of sound learning.

By a perusal of our author's prefaces, we
perceive that, in respect to " learning, talents,

means of research," he confesses, " it

i ill become him to pretend to equal com-
petition with many who have spent the labour
of their lives in the same field."—Both Gram-
mars, p. 1. Yet, supposing h\ms<i\{ fortuit-
ously placed on the vantage ground, he does
not scruple to urge exclusive pretensions to
the whole arena of grammatical science, on
the score of invention ; or, as he himself suo--

by virtue of a " treasure," which he
fortunate as " to stumble on." And

the world of mankind are called upon to vin-

dicate his claim to universal empire over
tongues and languages, because he has made
the " valuable discovery," " that the persons
to ichom the civilized world have looked up
for instruction in language, were all wrong
ALIKE /n the main points."—Both Grammars,
p. 4.

Having, in boyhood, received a difl^erent

lesson, at the district school, he says he was
first " led to change his opinions, and yield

the prejudices of instruction," by observing
" the remarkable difference of uritcrs from
each other." Thence inferring that they could
not all be right, and finding that " every ex-

tension of research to determine where the

error lay, only accumulated the mass of in-

consistency under the name of learning," he
was led from " one degree of conviction to

duties of a grammarian, we have cast our
|
another," till he perceived that "the most
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ofhnportant rules laid down as tlie principle

speech, are evidently opposed to the plain un-

derstandings of men in their daily practice."

—Both Grammars, p. 5. And, bemg hmiself

a man of plain understanding, whose daily

practice never did accord with the said most

important rules, when the genius of free in-

quiry had fairly taken possession of his mind,

he zealously entered the lists against tiie gram-

marians, under the full persuasion that they

were wrong in every thing—e\en in their

simplest notion of what grammar is. The

reader will presently see that there is no hy-

perbole in this statement.

The three treatises before us are virtually

one; and the grand purpose of them all is

to disparage the writings of former gramma-

rians, by proving them to be "made up of

bewildering technicalities and unreasoning pe

dantry, without meaning or application," [Phil

Gram. p. 9.] and to set at liberty all those who
" have been enthralled by the mischievous im-

positions" and " false principles, by which Ihe^

writers on language have misled tl

the world."---Both Gram. p. 6. This purpose

our author avows without disguise ; and boldly

announces a " system [which] will be found

essentially to differ from any theory of lan-

guage hitherto received."—Both Gram. p. 3,

Accordingly, his own "system," so far as it

is original, bears not the slightest resemb

lance to what is generally understood by the

term grammar. This consistency is com-

mendable. Having found the common doc-

trines radically and utterly erroneous, he could

not but frame his own, in all respects, at va-

riance with them.

For instance : grammar has been defined,

from time immemorial, " ars bene scribendi

beneque loquendi" the art of writing and

speaking well.

—

Despanter. 1518. And, as

all men are emulous in the use of their

tongues, it is generally agreed that every one

is to be accounted more or less a gramma-

rian, in proportion to his skill in language
;

and that they are to be esteemed the greatest

masters of the art, who habitually employ the

best diction. But what says our author?

" Grammar is an explanation of tlie principles

on which language isformed."—Essay, p. 39,

'• Grammar is confined, in its investigations

to the formation of simple sentences ;
and, ir

this, does not necessarily include the idea of

the best diction."—Essay, p. 40.

Again : it is generally supposed that the

learned are better authority in grammar than

the illiterate ; and that, since the revival of

learning, our language has been greatly im

proved by the labours of those critics who

have taken that authority for their guide and

the basis of their rules. On the contrary,

our author rejoices, '• that inculcations so de-

lusive and pernicious" have not utterly sub-

verted the use of speech; and thankfully as-

cribes its preservation to a wise and gracious

interposition in favour of mankind, whose rea-

son, he supposes, can never operate inde-

pendently of words. "It is fortunate for

mankind, that the proper use of language is

substantially preserved, independent of such

THles, and in spite of their false teaching."

—Phil. Gram. p. 9. " From a labyrinth

without a clew, in which the most enlightened

scholars of Europe have mazed themselves

and misguided others, the author ventures to

turn aside."—Ibid. p. 15. "The nations of

unlettered men so adapted their language to

philosophic truth, that all physical and intel-

lectual research can find no essential rule to

reject or change."—Ibid. p. 91. To the un-

initiated listener, who questions the propriety

of our author's grand doctrine, that there is

strenuous " action in lying still," he replies :

" Such querists will find their own answers, in

learning the meaning of leords and the laws

of nature ; and will more and more admire

that wisdom which gave every tvherc the true

scientific adaptation to the language of men,

notwithstanding their own ignorance and per-

versity of opinion."—Both Gram. p. 7. "It

is the excellence of speech., tScc. that Divine

Wisdom has guarded it from destructive per-

version."—Phil. Gram. p. 16.

(Remainder in our next.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

" Familiar Illustrations of the principal Evi-

dences and Designs of Christianity. By

M-vniAllACK. Phila. T. Kite. 1828. IBmo.

pp. 202."

Among the many improvements which are

taking place in literature, it is gratifying to ob-

serve that so much attention has been bestow-

ed on the instruction of the young. It is but

a few years ago that scarcely a work could be

found suitable to be placed in the hands of ju-

venile readers. Most of the children's books

were made up of absurd and ridiculous stories,

not only destitute of probabihty, but conveying

no useful moral—nay, what is worse, many of

them had a tendency to corrupt their minds,

and lead them into "bad habits. It is a great

point gained that this miserable trash is now

generally excluded from the nursery and the

school-room; for, however we may speculate

on the matter, it is certain that the impressions

derived from the books we read in early child-

hood, often accompany us, and exercise an in-

fluence over our conduct, long after we have

aUained to manhood. It is, therefore, of the

utmost consequence, that parents should be

extremely cautious in the selection of books

for their children—mere amusement should

never be the sole object; nor should they allow

the desire to please, either by the gaudiness of

the pictures, or the gilded finery of the cover,

induce them to place in the hands of a child,

a book whose contents they cannot entirely

approve.

If children heard a little more rational con

versation from their parents and nurses, and

were taught less nonsense by the books and

prating which they are too often doomed to

read and hear, they would grow

much more intelligence and strength of mind

than is sometimes the case. While the lite

rary character of children's books is thus gra

dually improving, we rejoice to see that ample

provision is making to afford them early in-

struction in the sublime truths of that holy re

sacred influence and precepts can alone pre-

serve them from the allurements to vice which

so unhappily abound. Among the many ele-

mentary treatises of a serious character recent-

ly published, we have met with few which con-

vey important truths in a more easy, familiar,

and interesting form, or which are more hap-

pily adapted to the capacity of juvenile read-

ers, than the little volume whose title we have

placed at the head of this article. It is in the

form of a dialogue between a mother and her

son, and is intended as a sequel to a treatise

already favourably known to the public, under

the title of " Henry Beaufoy; or, the Pupil of

Nature."
. .

It is free from every thing like sectarianism,

or a disposition to hold up the peculiar doc-

trines of any religious denomination; being, as

it purports, a familiar illustration of those irre-

fragable evidences upon which the truth of our

holy religion is founded. The explanations

are clear" and forcible, and are drawn princi-

pally from the sufierings of the early Chris-

tians—from the extraordinary miracles per-

tbrmed by our Lord and his apostles—from the

evidence of ancient prophecy, and the fulfil-

ment of the predictions of our Lord respecting

Jerusalem. From the latter section we select

the following passages, which may serve as a

specimen of the style.

"As our Lord was coming o.ut of the temple,

one of his disciples, probably regretting that

so noble an edifice was to be left desolate,

called his Master's attention to the uncommon

size and beauty of the stones employed in the

building. A structure of such solidity pro-

bably appeared to him as if certain to remain

monument of departed glory for many gene-

rations. It might, like the pyramids, be left

desolate, but, like them, it seemed formed for

duration. Seest thou these great buildings ?

plied our Lord: there shall not be left one

stone upon another that shall not be thrown

lown. This might have been understood as a

figurative manner of expressing the destruction

of the temple, but the prediction was even

literally fulfilled, and fulfilled in opposition to

the earnest wishes of Titus, who commanded

the Roman army, and who anxiously desired

to preserve a building of such grandeur and

beauty.
" But how could this be ? Did the Roman

soldiers venture to disobey their general ?

" An overruling Providence having decreed

the destruction of the temple, events were so

arranged that it became impossible for Titus

to save it. For six days together, the largest

battering rams had been brought against the

outer walls, but the massiveness and firm con-

nection of the stones resisted this violent at-

tack. At length, in the continual skirmishing

that took place, Josephus tells us that some ot"

the cloisters or outer buildings were set on

fire by the Jews themselves. The Romans

tiien penetrated to the inner court, and one of

the soldiers, waiting for no command, but ac-

tuated by a sudden impulse of fury, snatched

a piece of burning timber, and threw it into

a, golden window of the temple. The flames

pread rapidly, and the Jews, raising dreadful

..,.„., which must be their highest source of cries, rushed to the spot in order to extinguish

m'oral and intellectual enjoyment, and whose] the fire.
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" At that moment Titus was reposing in liis

tent, after tlie fatigue of tiie last battle; but

learning what had happened from a person

who ran hastily to inform him, he rose imme-

diately, and without staying to adjust liis dress,

ran himself to the temple to give directions for

subduing the fire. All his generals, and seve-

ral of the legions, followed him in disorder and
astonishment. When Titus arrived, the tumult

was so great that he could not make himself

heard, or the soldiers were so distracted with

fighting and passion, that they did not aftend

to his orders. The legions that had followed

him, instead of suppressing, increased the con
fusion; and Titus, at length, seeing that it was
impossible to restrain the enthusiastic ardour

of his soldiers, gave up the attempt, and went
with his officers into the holy place, which was
still untouched by the fire. The beauty and
magnificence of that sacred enclosure so far

surpassed his expectations, that he resolved to

make yet another attempt, to save at least this

part of the edifice. He returned to the sol-

diers, and endeavoured himself to persuade
them to extinguish the flames. He gave or-

ders that those who continued obstinate should
be beaten; but all his efforts were vain. The
hopes of plunder, uniting with strong feelings

of personal hatred towards the Jews, excited

in the minds of the soldiers a blind fury, which
urged them on in the work of destruction, and
prevailed over military discipline and respect

for their general. Thus the temple was burn-

ed contrary to the will of Titus. After the

city was subdued, he gave orders that both
city and temple should be entirely demolished.

Three towers, and part of the western wall of
Jerusalem, were left standing, as a shelter for

the tenth legion, which was ordered to remain
there for a time; and Terentius Rufus, who
commanded that legion, is said to have torn up
the foundations of the temple, and caused the

ground on which it stood to be ploughed; so
literally were the words of our Saviour ful-

filled.

" Literally, indeed !" said Henry. " But here

are other predictions—of signs that were pre-

viously to take place.

" They were also fulfilcd," replied his mo-
ther. " The first relates to impostors, pre-

tending to be the Messiah; and to this predic-

tion a earning is added

—

The time drawcth
near. So it proved; for soon after the death
of our Lord, Simon Magus, by his pretensions,

infatuated the people of Samaria ; and about
twelve years afterwards, an impostor, named
Theudas, persuaded a great multitude to fol-

low him to the river Jordan, pretending that

he would miraculously divide the water for

them to pass over. You may recollect that

this Theudas, and another impostor, called

Judas of Galilee, are referred to by Gamaliel
in the fifth chapter of the Acts. During the

reign of Nero, when Felix was governor, these

false Christs were so numerous, tliat some of
them were taken and killed by his orders al-

most every day. The number of these pre-

tenders is a proof how general, at that time,

was the expectation of the Messiah.
" Did the wars, famines, pestilence and

earthquakes spoken of also take place ?

" Most certainly they did. Josephus in-

forms us, that Judea presented such a scene
of sedition and civil war, that every city might
be considered as divided into two armies. At
Alexandria, the ancient enmity between the

Jews and the heathens was revived, and many
thousands perished in the contest. Similar
tumults occurred at Damascus and other
places; while in Italy, Otho and Vitellius were
contending for the empire. There were
mines, likewise; particularly that prophesied
by Agabus, and mentioned in the Acts as
coming to pass in the days of Claudius Cresar,
consequently, before the destruction of Jeru-
salem. The famine was so severely felt in

the holy city, that many perished for want of
food. Pestilence is the usual attendant on
such a visitation—scarcity and badness of pro-

visions being a frequent cause of contagious
diseases. We have also the positive testimony
of Josephus, that this was one of the calami-
ties attendant on the Jewish war.

" Earthquakes, you know, belong to the na-
tural order of things; but their frequency dur-
ing the period which is included in this pro-
phecy, was very remarkable. We likewise
find that Jews resided in all the places which
are mentioned as the scenes of this calamity,
and may, therefore, conclude, that they were,
as had been predicted, warnings of the ap-
proaching event. With regard to the occur-
rence of these earthquakes, we have the evi-

dence of Philostrahis, Tacitus, Seneca, and
Suetonius. They might well excite general
attention, for the cities of Laodicea, Hieropo-

and Colosse, were overthrown ; severe
shocks were also felt in many other places.

That which took place in Judea, is described

jy Josephus as particularly dreadful. Give
me the fourth volume from the shelf just be-
hind you, and I will find the passage."'

It was very short, and Henry read as fol-

lows:

There broke out a prodigious storm in the
night, with the utmost violence, and very strong
winds with the largest showers of rain, with
continued lightnings, terrible thunderings, and
amazing concussions and bellowings of the
earth that was in an earthquake". These things
were a manifest indication that some destruc-
tion was coming upon men, when the system
of the world was put into this disorder, and
any one would guess that these wonders fore-

showed some grand calamities that were
coming."

FOR TIIE FRIEND.

SCRAPS.
The Dublin evening mail aflirras that James

Graham, a boy of thirteen years of age, has
resolved the famous problem of the quadrature
of the circle.

The Society of Mutual Instruction establish-
ed at Florence, stated in its last report, as the
result of its exertions, that twenty-five schools
'lave been opened in the various parts of Tus-
cany. In the dutchy of Parma, also, similar
schools have been established. The condition
of the whole of Europe is certainly becoming
improved by the difi'usion of knowledge.

We remark with pleasure that the condition
of prisons in the Sardinian states has attracted
the attention of government. Benevolent men
are looking towards Pennsylvania with anxiety
concerning her great work of penitentiary re-

form now in progress.

The Society of Arts \n Wales lately award-
ed to lord Newborough a large gold medal,
for planting above three millions seven hundred
thousand forest trees on his estates in Carnar-
vonshire.

At a meeting of the Royal Society, a letter

was read from Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.,
containing an account of some circumstances
relating to the economy of bees ; amongst
which he infers, that not a single lahourivg
bee ever emigrates in a swarm without having
seen his proposed future habitation. He finds

that the same remark applies not only to the
permanent place of settlement, but also to the
place where the bees rest temporarily soon
after swarming. A useful lesson this to men !

It is a remarkable fact that Voltaire made
nothing by the sale of his manuscripts ; and
Rousseau was glad to eke out a miserable sub-
sistence by copying music for ladies of quality
in France !

Manna.—At a recent sitting of the Acade-
my of Sciences at Paris, M. Thenard submit-
ted to the members a substance which he had
received for that purpose from the minister of
foreign affairs. It was a specimen of a kind
of manna which had fallen in Persia at the be-
ginning of the present year, in such abundance,
as stated to the French consul in that country
by a Russian general who had witnessed it,

that the earth to a large extent was complete-
ly covered to the depth of six inches. Cattle
of every description, particularly sheep, ate it

with avidity, and even bread was made which
was perfectly fit for the nourishment of man.
It is a nutritious lichen described by botanists,

and which was probably carried to that spot
by some pecuKar action of the winds.

A smiilar phenomenon in the same region
in the year 1825. V.

Those who are so fond of preferring the
charge of bigotry against Christians, should
remember how intimately this attachment to

our opinions is interwoven in our constitution,

and how much more likely it is to display
itself upon subjects of such extreme import-
ance as that of religion. But if, in spite of
this plea of mitigation, the want of candour
be so offensive in a Christian, what shall we
say to that most extraordinary of all charac-
ters—a bigoted sceptic—who resists the force
of proof, where he has every temptation to be
convinced—who ought to pant for refutation,

and to bless the man who has reasoned him to

ence ? Bigotry, in him, is the pure, una-
dulterated vice ; it is not the fear of losing an
opinion on which his happiness depends, but
the fear of losing an opinion, merely because
it is an opinion—and this is the very essence
of obstinacy and pride.

Sidney Srr.itli.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

BALTI3IORE YEARLY MEETING.
(Continuedfrom page 47.)

During the reading of the epistle, the coun-
tenances of many of the new sect, who had not

been admitted into the secrets of the cabinet,

betrayed considerable surprise, and seemed to

ask, with much earnestness, by what autho-

rity have the representatives done this ? A
silence of several minutes ensued ; which was
interrupted by some judicious remarks from
a person, generally supposed to be favourable

to the popular innovations. He dissented en-

tirely from the views of the representatives.

It was understood, he said, that they had been
entrusted with the examination of the epistles

addressed by other bodies to the yearly meet-
ing, and to report on the expediency of read-

ing them ; but, instead of complying with this

duty, they had assumed to prepare an epistle of

their oim, to go forth to the world. The yearly

meeting had never had tliis subject under its

consideration, and, of course, could not refer

it to the representatives. It was the province

of the yearly meeting, first to decide on the

propriety of issuing such a document ; and,

if it settled this in the affirmative, it might

afterwards entrust the preparation of it to such

committee as it thought proper. But here

was an attempt to impose an epistle on the

meeting, without any of these previous mea-
sures having been taken. He thought the

whole affair was a work of supererogation

—

the epistle was not called for, and was not

needed. Much had been said about cliarges

brought against Baltimore yearly meeting-
he knew of no such charges ; nor was the meet-

ing oificially informed, by any evidence before

it, that such charges had been made. He
thought, therefore, that the representatives had

overstepped the limits of their duty, and en-

tirely disapproved of their labours.

Another person, on the same side, observed,

that he believed the representatives were de-

sired to consider of and propose some means
of excluding from the yearly meeting that

dissension which had crept into Society in

other places ; but, instead of this, they

had proposed a measure which was directly

calculated to produce discord and division.

Several others objected to the irregularity of

the procedure of the representatives, in bring-

ing forward an epistle unauthorized by the

meeting, as if to forestall its judgment and to

coerce it into an act which it had not had the

opportunity of deliberating upon. To this ob-

jection it was rephed, by one of the leading

Ilicksites, that the representatives were the

yearly meeting—that it was a mere act of

courtesy to admit other Friends into its deli-

berations—that the representatives had a right

to propose any thing they pleased, even if it

were to dissolve the yearly meeting, that it

should meet no more ! So much for the

" liberty and equality" of the new sect

!

A considerable number of Friends express-

ed their entire disunity with the document,

and remarked upon the neglect of the repre-

sentatives, in not reporting on the subject com-

mitted to them, relative to the reading of the

epistles ; at the same time, urging the uniform

practice of the yearly meeting, to read those

brotherly communications at its first sitting,

and to appoint a committee to reply to them.

One of the representatives rejoined, that per-

haps the Friend who spoke knew better than

they did, but that, on considering the nature of

the matter contained in some of the episdes,

the representatives could not agree to have

any of them read in the meeting.

The document being now fully before the

meetmg for discussion, opportunity was taken

to point out some of the palpable errors which

it contained, and to show, by reference to au-

thentic historical facts, that many of the asser-

tions made in it were demonstrably untrue.

Some of these we have already noticed ; and

our readers will admit that they are errors of

a most extraordinary character, considering

the time which had been consumed by the re-

preseritatives in preparing and examining the

essay, and the number of heads employed in

the work—we beheve not less than^^JZ-owc.

The exposure thus made, placed the framers

of the document in a most mortifying dilemma.

They could not deny that it contained gross

errors : if, therefore, ~they pushed it through

the meeting, loaded with these, they must en-

dure the mortification of subsequent detection

and exposure before the public—on the other

hand, they saw that a critical examination and

correction, in the meeting, would lead to a de-

velopement no less humiliating. To extri-

cate themselves from this awkward predica-

ment, was a task of no easy performance.

Some of the more violent seemed disposed

boldly to push on, regardless alike of truth

and error. One of this description remarked,

that he felt great unity with the essay ; he

had never heard any thing read that raised

the life so much in him. What kind ofZj/e

was raised, our readers may easily imagine !

Others felt near unity with it, and thought the

representatives had been very much favoured

in drawing it up. Inasmuch as they were de-

termined to draw up an epistle, it may, per-

haps, be considered a favour that they framed

one, so completely calculated to expose the

weakness and fallacy of their cause ;
but we

apprehend, our readers will unite with us in

the opinion, that the representatives were not

favoured, either with the spirit of truth, or

of a sound judgment, while performing their

labours.

The doctrine was now strongly advocated,

that the yearly meeting was no place for dis-

cussion—that the representatives, in producing

the essay, had no idea that it was to be sub-

jected to critical and argumentative examin-

ation ; and the wish was most earnestly ex-

pressed, that the voice of the meeting might

be confined solely to a simple yea or nay.

Thus we see what becomes of their high en-

comiums on free inquiry and religious liberty,

when the opposite of these happens to suit

their purposes. After considerable desul-

tory debate, during which the leaders of the

party betrayed no small disappointment and

chagrin at the ill success of their epistle, it

was at last concluded to adjourn the meet-

ing to an early hour next morning, in order

to read it by paragraphs. This was evi-

dently much in the cross to several of them,

and one frankly said so ; observing, by the

way, that, if it were to be so read, he hoped
Friends would avoid all argument and dis-

cussion, and simply express themselves in the

affirmative or negative.

The adjournment was accordingly made,
with the full and clear understanding that the

reading and examination of the epistle would
be the first business entered upon next morn-
ing. This, however, was not the case ; nor

was any thing further said respecting it, du-

ring the time that Friends remained with

them.

No sooner was the meeting opened on

fourth day morning, than the clerk read a

report from the representatives, stating, that

they had concluded to recommend the read-

ing of all the epistles and documents " without

reserve.''^ This was accordingly commenced ;

and epistles read from the regular yearly

meetings of Friends in London, Virginia,

North CaroUna and Ohio, also two minutes of

the yearly meeting of London, relative to a

communication addressed to them by the se-

paratists in Philadelphia, which they dechned

receiving, expressing also the deliberate judg-

ment of that yearly meeting not to corres-

pond with any bodies, calling themselves

Friends, which had not been established in

the regular order of our Society, or were
not united in the belief of its doctrines.

An epistle from the yearly meeting of Vir-

ginia to its members, declaring its disunity

with the doctrines and practices of the fol-

lowers of Elias Hicks, was also read.

Besides these, the clerks read communica-
tions from the meetings of the separatists, in

New York, Philadelphia, and Indiana.

It is worthy of observation, that during the

discussion respecting the document, on the

preceding afternoon, one of the representa-

tives incidentally informed the meeting, that

they had not been able to agree to the read-

ing of any of the epistles. In the evening,

however, they held another council, and then

agreed, that all the epistles, without reserve,

should be read. The reason assigned by one

of them, on fourth day morning, for this ex-

traordinary change of sentiment, was, the

opposition which had been made to their own
epistle. In the women's meeting, one of the

representatives announced, more than once,

the determination that none of the epistles

should be read.

When the reading was gone through, it was
proposed, by one of the new society, that the

meeting should then distinctly declare, with

which of the meetings sending those epistles

it intended to hold communion and fellow-

ship ;—that the time had now fully come, in

which they ought to show on which side they

were ; and, after some censure of the epistles

from Fiiends, he expressed his own decided

opinion in favour of the new yearly meet-

ings. An attempt was made, by some of the

party, to parry this question ; and a desire ex-

pressed that the neutrality of the meeting

might be preserved. But the hour was come
—the passions of many of the auditory were
roused, by one of the most inflammatory de-

clamations we ever listened to—and nothing

but the immediate ratification of " a league
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oftensive and defensive," with the followers course, have no claim to participate in niem-
of Elias Hicks, would satisfy them. A mi- bership with the Society of Friends and its

nute was accordingly made, censurmg the

tenour of the epistles from the ancient yearly

meetings of Friends, and expressing, in une-

quivocal terms, their unity and sympathy with

the three bodies of separatists who had ad-

dressed them, viz. New York, Philadelphia,

and Indiana. A committee was also appoint-

ed to essay replies to these, while the others

were to be treated with silent contempt.

While this matter was under consideration,

Thomas Wetherald made some observations
;

in the course of which, he alluded to the epis-

tles from the ancient yearly meetings of

Friends, in the most severe and unjust terms.

He asserted that they contained the language

of dictation—tliat they indicated a design to

establish, in this land of liberty, a system of

domination over the consciences of our fellow

citizens, more terrible than all the horrors of

the Spanish inquisition. That this engine of

inhuman cruelties had taken its rise from cir-

cumstances of far less threatening aspect tlian

thos? which had already occurred among
Friends. After attempting to give a view of

the rise of the inquisition, he proceeded to say,

that the event of that day was one of vast

importance to the religious liberty of our fel-

low-citizens—that the eyes of all the world

were turned upon Baltimore yearly meeting,

and awaited, with anxious interest, the result

of its decision. Upon it, he declared, de-

pended the lives of thousands of our fdlow-
beings—that Friends had commenced a sys-

tem of domination and hierarchy, which, if

not then arrested, would sacrifice the lives of

thousands of innocent men and women at the

shrine of bigotry and superstition ! ! He ex-

horted them, therefore, to assert and main-

tain their independence, and to declare their

opinions freely, unawed by threats and un-

biassed by favours ! ! Such a speech, with

gestures and a countenance to suit the matter,

was well calculated to terrify people who are

not used to making allowance for hyperbole,

and who suppose a speaker to mean what he

says ; it was, therefore, not surprising, that

it should quickly be followed by the usual ex-

clamation of the party, " So do I ;—So do I
;"

in rapid succession, and from many voices at

once.

The object of the party was achieved, and a

speedy adjournment took place, without any no-

tice being taken of the epistle which had been

read the preceding evening. The position in

which the assembly now stood was totally new.

A large portion of its members had not only

entered into alliance with the new society of

separatists, by which they became a component
part of that sect, but they had also severed

themselves from the Society of Friends and all

the ancient yearly meetings which form a part

of its organization. It ceased therefore to be
" the yearly meeting of Friends of Baltimore,"

and became " a yearly meeting of Hicksites."

Those persons who continued to associate with

the actors in this work ofdismemberment, were

consequently identified with their proceedings,

and became incorporated with them into the

new sect—they made themselves, virtually,

parties to the transaction ; and could, of

regularly organized meetings

Moreover, by joining the new society, they
also sanctioned and avowed the doctrines
which it holds, as completely as an indivi-

dual uniting himself to any religious asso-

ciation, sanctions and avows the articles of
faith which that association professes. In
this point of view, it became a matter of se-

rious moment to every member, what part
he should take in the future sittings of the

yearly meeting of Hicksites—for such it had
now become. If he continued to assemble
with that party, he cut himself ofl!" from
Friends, by his own voluntary act. If, on
the other hand, he withdrew from their as-

sembly, he might retain his connection with

the great body of the Society of Friends in

America and in England, and hold all the

privileges of membership, wherever the So-

ciety was settled. In this state of things, a

primary question would be, " what is the

difference between the two Societies ?" The
candid inquirer would at once perceive a

striking contrast between the doctrines held

by Friends and those of the separatists. There
is scarcely one point in which they entirely

agree—for, though the latter profess a belief

in the influence of the holy Spirit on the

mind of man, which is a fundamental doc-

trine of the Society of Friends, yet they load

it with so many contradictions and absurdi-

ties, that there is as much reason to sup-

pose they mean the liglit of nature as the

Spirit of Christ.

As regards the miraculous birth, tiie divi-

nity and offices of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, his propitiatory sacrifice on the cross

for the sins of the world, and the authenti-

city and divine authority of the holy Scrip-

tures, there are very few points common to

Friends and them. It would be needless

again to enter into a discussion of the incom-
patibility of the faith of the Society of Friends

with the opinions of Ehas Hicks and his

followers. The subject has already been
fully and ably discussed, and placed beyond
the reach of refutation. We need only refer

to the declarations issued by the several yearly

meetings of New England, New York, Phila-

delphia, Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, and
Indiana, setting forth the contrast, in the most
clear and forcible manner, by copious extracts

liom the sermons and doctrinal writings of

the separatists, and the authorized and ac-

knowledged works of our worthy primitive

Friends.

It will probably be said, that, compara-
tively, a few only of the members of Balti-

more yearly meeting, who joined themselves

to the new sect, actually hold the unsound
principles of Elias Hicks. We sincerely hope
this is the fact ; but it does not change the

state of the case. Whether they themselves

hold the principles or not, if they unite in a

society capacity with those who do hold and

openly avow them, they lend their influence

in support of those principles, and sanction

them by the language of conduct and exam-
ple. They show their approbation of them,

by the strongest evidence winch can be given,

viz. social unity and church fellowship.

To those persons, therefore, who were con-
vinced of the dangerous tendency of the no-
tions held and propagated by the new sect,

who could not approve of the violent and
unchristian conduct which its members had
been guilty of in various places, and who
desired to retain their connection with the
Society of Friends, there remained no other
alternative than to meet apart from such as
had chosen to identify themselves with those
doctrines and practices. They believed it

necessary to do this, in order to bear a faith-

ful testimony to the principles of the Chris-
tian religion—to continue that brotherly in-

tercourse which they had hitherto maintain-
ed with other yearly meetings of Friends

—

to sustain Baltimore yearly meeting, as a part
of the great body of the religious Society,
in conformity with the original design of its

establishment—and, also, to support its dis-

cipline. The discipline of Baltimore yearly
meeting is clear and positive as regards doc-
trines. " It is considered incumbent on pa-
rents and heads of families, to prevent^ as
much as possible, all those under their di-

rection, from perusing those pernicious pub-
lications which are written for the purpose
of weakening the authority of the Christian
religion, or exciting doubts concerning the au-
thenticity of the holy Scriptures, and those
saving truths declared in them ; lest the im-
mature and feeble minds of such be poisoned
thereby, and a foundation laid for the great-

est evils."—p. 17. Again,
" If any in membership with us shall blas-

pheme, or speak profanely of Almighty God,
Christ Jesus, or the holy Spirit, they ought
to be timely and earnestly treated with, for

the convincement of their understandings, that

they may experience repentance and forgive-

ness ; but, should any, notwithstanding such
brotherly labour, persist in their error, or
deny the divinity of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, the immediate revelation of the

holy Spirit, or the authenticity of the Scrip-

tures ; as it will be thereby manifest that they

are not one infaith with us, the monthly meet-
ings where they belong ought to declare the

same, and issue their testimony accordingly.^'

—p. 22.

If the reader will turn to the first part of

this communication, page 38, and take the

pains to peruse the extracts there given, or

any of the declarations and epistles of the

yearly meetings already referred to, he will

find that the separatists do " deny the divinity

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ," in

the most plain and positive language—lan-

guage which no sophistry can elude or ex-

plain away. That they also invalidate " the

authenticity and usefulness of the holy Scrip-

tures," and " excite doubts concerning those

saving truths declared in them;" thus prov-

ing, beyond the least doubt, that, as a so-

ciety, " they are not one in faith with us," but

hold those very principles, against which the

discipline declares that " montly meetings

ought to issue their testimony." The ser-

mons of their most approved ministers abound

with expressions which involve those objec-
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tlonable opinions—those sermons are pub-
lished, and widely disseminated by the society,

and highly recommended to the perusal of
others—their meetings, too, have repeatedly

made official declarations of their unity with

those ministers, at the very times when they

delivered those objectionable and pernicious

doctrines. Thus, the society, the ministers,

and the doctrines, are all fully identified and
associated with each other ; and every m
ber who evinces his unity with the sect, is

accountable for the principles which are thus

promulgated, as completely as are the mem-
bers of any other religious communion for

the doctriiies held by it. The advocates of
these doctrines in Baltimore yearly meeting
liave, therefore, violated the rule of discipline

on the subject of doctrines, by declaring th
unity and fellowship with persons holding

those dangerous errors, which '• manifest that

tliey are not one in faith" with the rehgious
Society of Friends, and which it is expressly
enjoined, as a duty on monthly meetings, to

testify against.

It will be seen clearly, fi-om these premises;

that the stand made by Friends against this to-

tal defection from the discipline and doctrines

of the yearly meeting of Baltimore, was strict-

ly in accordance with the spirit and letter of
the compact under which that body was asso-

ciated; that it was, in short, an attempt to pre-

serve inviolable, a constitution which had been
prepared and solemnly adopted under the in-

fluence of divine wisdom. It matters not how
large the number may be who violate the com-
pact, break down the established constitution,

and disregard the terms on which a right of
membership in the Society of Friends can only
be held. If it be nine-tenths—ninetecn-twen-
tieths, or ninety-nine-hundredths, the principle

remains the same. Membership can only be
enjoyed so long as the prescribed terms of it

are complied with—the moment an individual

violates those conditions, he voluntarily forfeits

his right; and if the whole number of persons
constituting a meeting act thus, they as fully

and completely cease to be members of the

Society as any one of themjvould if regularly
disowned by the rest. Numbers have no mo-
difying influence upon the terms and principles

of the association. Any number, however
large or siBall, may secede from a society, and
organize themselves anew, under a, different

compact; but it is self-evident that they are not
the society which they seceded from, even
though they may assume its name. It is true
that if the wJiole body of a society agree, it may
change the terms of its compact, but this must
be unanimously done—and even then it is not
the same society it was before, if the fundamen-
tal principles of its union are altered. The
advocates of the new doctrines in Baltimore
have associated under but " one fundamental
principle," which they call the " corner stone
of their religious profession." All beyond this

they are disposed to consider as the " super-
stitious and dark errors into which Christen-
dom has fallen." Now, the compact of the
Society of Friends is entirely diflerent. Ac-
knowledging, with reverent gratitude, " the
unspeakable gift" of the Holy Spirit through
Jesus Christ our Lord, and the necessity "of

obedience to its blessed manifestation, they

have steadily declared, that they were led by
that very Spirit " with holy reverence to con-

fess unto the blood of Christ shed at Jerusa-

lem, as that by which a propitiation was held

forth to the remission of the sins that were
past, through the forbearance of God unto all

that believe."

" This holy offering up of himself by the

Eternal Spirit is a great part of his Messiah-

ship ; for therein he hath both confirmed his

blessed message of remission of sins and life

everlasting to as many as truly believe in

name, and hath given himself a propitiation for

all that have sinned, and thereby come short

of the glory of God." So that, to be brief,

the Christian creed, so far as it is declaratory,

lies eminently in a confession of these particu

lars;—of the divine authority of the new as

well as of the old Testament writings, and par
ticularly of those great, general, and olmious
truths therein expressed, viz. of God and
Christ, his miracles, doctrine, death, resurrec-

tion, advocateship, or mediation, the gift of his

light, spirit, or grace, of faith, and repentance
from dead works unto remission of sins; keej)-

ing his commandments ; and lastly, of eternal

recompense." Again,

" Because we are separated from the public

communion and worship, it is too generally

concluded that we deny the doctrines received

by the church, and consequently introduce a

new religion—whereas wc differ least when we
are thought to differ most. '

For, setting aside

some school terms, we hold the substance of
those doctrines believed by the church of Eng-
land, as to God, Christ, Spirit, Scripture, re-

pentance, sanctification, remission of sins, holy

living, and the resurrection of the just and un-

just to eternal rewards and punishments."

Such is William Penn's account of what a

Quaker and a Chnstian ''must believe;" it

comprises a summary of the terms of member-
ship in the Society of Friends, Vi'hich are more
amply set forth in the various declarations of
faith issued at different periods by Friends. If

we compare them with the creed contained in

the Baltimore epistle, we shall find that the

only point of direct contact is in relation to a

belief in the influence of the Holy Spirit—thus
proving satisfactorily, that the principles on
which the new sect have associated, and the
doctrines they hold, are totally dissimilar to

those which the religious Society of Friends
have always believed, since they first became ar

distinct body of Christian professors; and, of
consequence, that those persons who attach
themselves to the new society, voluntarily de-
part from the terms of membership in the So-
ciety of Friends, and therefore can clai.m no
rights nor privileges in its communion.

(Tfa be continued.)

By whatever arts you may at first attract

the attention, you can hold the esteem, and
secure the hearts of others, only by amiable
dispositions, and the accomplishments of the

mind. These are the qualities whose influ-

ence will last, when the lustre of all that once
sparkled and dazzled has passed away.

Blair.

ELISHA BATES AND THE BEREAN.
(Continuedfrom page 30.)

The Berean, after stating that Jesus Christ pos-
sesses all the attributes of a natural man, inquires,
"In what manner, then, or by wliat means, was he
made ' more than man .-" " I answer, by the same
means, and in the same manner, that every other
righteous, undefiled man, is raised above the mere
human character; that is to say , by tlie power and
spirit of God the Father. Vol. ii. p. 258. This pass-
age has already been noticed, and the Berean ha»
explained it in the number for the third month last,

to defend himself from the charge of holding that
Jesus was no more than a good man. But it would
be an omission to pass it over in this place. His de-
fence consists, not in proving that the above passage-
ascribed to our Lord any thing more than ihe cha-
racter of a good man, in the general acceptation of
the term, but in endeavouring to-divert the attention
of his readers from the point in question. And yet
he fully and completely admits the very charge first

brought against him. He first objects that I had not
quoted the expressions :

" that is to say, by the
power and spirit of God the Father." But this was
not the thing in question. It is generally admitted
that the good man is raised above the bad man, or
the natural man, "by the power and spirit of God."
But, surely, it must be evident that he ascrilj|s to

Jesus Christ nothing more than what he allows to

every good man. In his defence of the passage, he
goes on : " And also, that one man is raised in sta-
ture, through the same means, abase another man, as
one star differs from another in magnitude.'' But, if

one man, when " raised in stature by the sams means
above another man," is more than a good man,
then every man who is raised above another is more
than a good man ; and yet, after all, he is but a good
man; for the stars of the first magnitude are but
stars, possessing, so far as the simile goes, no pro-
perties which are not ascribed to the smallest. Again,
in volume ii. page 258, he says : " Without this spi-

rit Jesus could do nothing, as he himself testifies.

Destitute of this, he was no more than man ; [but
when, I ask, was he destitute of this.' the Berears
proceeds,] and by, and through this spirit alone, he
was preserved in righteousness and true holiness,
and in obedience and submission to the Father, in
the same manner as every righteous man was, is, and
ever will he ; and hence it is clear, that it is the Holy
Spirit of God, and not Jesus Christ, in the sense as-
serted by Elisha Bates, that is, the foundation of
every Christian doctrine.'" In the next column and
page, the Berean notices those passages in which it

is testified that in him dwelleth all the fulness of
the Godhead bodily—that it pleased the Father that
in him should all fulness dwell—that the spirit was
given to him without measure, &c., and classing
these with others whicli were spoken of the primi-
tive believers, he says : " The evident meaniitg then
of the passages is, not an absolute, literal fulness, but
a relative one—a fulness as it respects the measure of
capacily. Will it be presumed that God, ' whom the
heaven of heavens cannot contain,' whose presence
fills the whole universe, abode in his fulness, literalli/,

in the man Jesus ? Can it be supposed that he, of
whom it is declared, he v/as limited in knowledge,,
power, and action, possessed absolutely the Spirit of
God unthoul measure ? I believe not." p. 259. And,
again, he says : " The doctrine, therefore, contained
in the chapter under review, ascribing a proper divi-
nity to Jesus Christ, making him ' the foundation of
every Christian doctrine,' asserting that ' the divine
nature essentially belonged to him, and constituting
him a distinct object of faith and worship, is not only
antiscriptural, but opposed to the simplest principles
of reason

; and is, in short, among ihe darkest doctrines
that has ever been introduced into the Christian
church."- p. 259. Is it possible for any man, who
reads this language of the Berean, to believe that he
did not deny the proper divinity of Jesus Christ, and
represent him as a fallible man ?

On the application of the terms " the Mighty God
the everlasting Father," &c. the Berean brino-s for-'
ward an old and refuted argument of the Unitarians
'that the term God, is, in a number of places in
the Scripture, applied to human beings, or otherwise
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than to the Mighty Jehovah." Ibid. But without
detaining the reader with a refutation of this obj

tion, it may be remarked, that it is an evidence tl

the Berean did not admit the apphcation of the term
to Jesus Christ in a sense expressing deity, but only

as it had been " applied to human beings." Again,
in page 2C0, he says: "To this may be added the

comparison which is, in several places, drawn be-

tween Jesus Christ and his disciples. * I am the vine,'

says he, • and ye are the branches.' Here the differ-

ence is not in nature but in stature, and he calls those

brethren who do the will of God." But while the
meaning of the Berean cannot be misunderstood
here, in applying the figure of the vine to the charac-
ter of Jesus Christ, and denying that he differed

from his disciples except in stature, it may not be be-
side the present purpose to notice the great absur-
dity into which he has fallen ; for it must follow, on
tliis construction, that the very existence (spiritually)

of the disciples, depended on their connection with
him as a mere man .' And yet, the leader of the sect,

whose doctrines the Berean has so earnestly endea-
voured to maintain, has, with equal absurdity, de-
clared, that " Their Messiah, Jesus Christ, was a veil

between God and the souls of his disciples." Hicks's
Sermons, Phila. Ed. p. 304. " Here, now, we see,
that if Jesus had continued in the flesh till this day,
the gospel never could have entered, and the Com-
forter could not have come." p. 305. " While Jesus
remained with them, he was a veil which hindered
their access to the divine light in their own souls."
p. 30(3. But while these two individuals thus clash
in their views" respecting the effects of the influence
of Jesus Christ on his disciples—the one supposing
that their very existence spiritually depended on him—the other, that lie actually hindered their access to

(he divine light in their own souls—they both agree in

this, tiiat he was but a man.
T!ic Berean also contends earnestly against the

idea of " uniting together in Jesus Christ, the
human and divine natures, in such a manner
make one person or character." p. 260. It is not my
intention to enter into arguments here on this part
cular point, but merely to notice the fact that the
Berean denies such a union. In page 277, he say
" Thus, when Elisha Bates asserts ' the divinity of
Christ,' he does not mean merely the divinity of the
Holy Spirit, or the Christ within." The undeniable
inference to be drawn from this, which is expressed
as a censure on me, is, that when the Berean asserts
the divinity ofChrist, he does mean MERELY the di-
vinity of the Holy Spirit, or the Christ within. He
proceeds to say, in the way of a charge against me,
" When he (Elisha Bates) arraigns certain persons
for denying the divinity of Christ, he does not mean to

say that they deny the spirit in man, for he well
knows to the contrary." Thus a man might disbe-
lieve that there never was such a person as Jesus of
Nazareth—or, admitting this fact, might consider
him a fallible man, Uable to fall, or even an impos-
tor—and yet professing the doctrine of the spirit in

man—would not, according to this writer, be charge-
able with denying the divinity of Christ—they would
EtiU, on his principles, be good Christians, and sound
in the faith. Taking up his objection against me in

another form of expression, he proceeds :
" When he

declares that the divine nature essentially belonged
to Jesus Christ, he does not intend to convey the
simple idea that the Spirit of truth, or the Holy Spi-
rit in Jesus, was divine, otherwise he has been
most unfortunate in the choice of his expressions."

p. 278.

To say that " the Holy Spirit in Jesus was divine,"
is no more than to say that the Holy Spirit in Peter
or Paul was divine. It still places the divinity of
Christ on the abstract proposition of the divinity oi'

the Holy Spirit, or, according to the Berean, the divi-
nity of God. But as to the man of whom these things
may be predicated, as they may be said of any good
man—so tliey can place the character of no one high-
er than that of a good man.
The above quotations are clear and undeniable

evidence that the Berean has laboured to bring down
the character of our Lord Jesus Christ to that of a
good man. Not only these express declarations go
to prove this fact, but the whole strain of his argu-
ments is directed to this point. And yet, strange°as

it may appear, he positively denies holding the dot
trine; and yet, even while he denies it, prosecutes hi

arguments to establish the very doctrme he affects to
disavow.
And such, also, is the general course of the

viduals composing the sect. He exclaims as
us for saying they deny the divinity of Christ." But
when we inquire what they mean by the term Christ,
we find it is the Holy Spirit separately considered
without any allusion to him that was born of the
virgin Mary, and was crucified without the gates
Jerusalem. Bring them to speak of Jesus, and they
call him their great pattern, and say perhaps a good
deal of his faithfulness and holiness; but, after all,

make out tliat he was a mere fallible man, liable to
sin, and of course to fall into total depravity, and
become obnoxious to the wrath of God and venge-
ance of eternal fire ! ! ! Such ideas must be harrow-
ing to every Christian feeling—I revolt at the con-
clusion ; but the cause of truth and righteous-
ness^tlie character of Jesus Christ—the dignity
of his gospel, and the salvation of souls, demand
that the deformity of the doctrines now widely dis-
seminated should be exposed. Elias Hicks, in his
sermons, says ;

" Now, how could he be tempted, if

he had been fixed in a state of perfection in which
he could not turn aside.' Canyon suppose, as ra-
tional beings, that such a being could be tempted ?

No, not any more than God Almighty could be
tempted. Perfection is perfection, and cannot be
tempted. It is impossible." Phila. Ed. p. 253. And
n the sermon preached at Middleton, 1826, he says,
that " Jesus was instructed and led to see himself a

creature. He had no merit of his own." Be-
vol. iii. p. 380. 393. And in his sermon at the

opening of the new yearly meeting, he says : " Here,
hen, to begin right, you must watch your thoughts
—watch those propensities which are good in them-
elves, but which, when indulged, become a curse.
For here our probationary slate is founded. And
can God place us in a better condition .' If, as some
have said, he had made his Son perfect, so that he
could not fall, his obedience would have been of no
worth to the children of men, and none to himself as
a rational creature." Quaker, vol. iii. p. 11]

Here, in a congregation of his own sect, he comes
out openly, and declares that our Lord Jesus Christ
was liable to " FALL." And as their yearly meet-
ing, the next day after this sermon was preached, ac-
knowledged Elias Hicks as a minister with whou;
they had full unity, their whole sect has become
chargeable with holding that doctrine. This, then,
is the divinity of Christ according to their views

—

that he was a " poor creature"—had no merit of his
own, and, like other men, liable " to fall," and to all

the dreadful consequences of sin ! I presume they
do not intend to let down the character of Elias
Hicks below this. And if this is acknowledging th.

divinity of Jesus Christ, they can, on the same ground
and construction, talk of the divinity of any ind
dual they please.

(To be continued.)

iho

ntown branch of that meeting, there were, of
^lio attended meeting with any degree of rc-

y, not exceeding six men, and three womer,
ould rank with the separatists. These, with

almost immediately

cipaliy
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''By theirfruits shall ye know them."

The necessity of referring to this test, in order to
determine the sincerity of religious profession, has

)m, if ever, been rnore imperative than in the
present day, when a specious pretence to refined spi-
rituality, liberal principles, and universal charity, is

made the cloak ibr acts of oppressive and wanton
outrage. We have been led to this observation by
:ircuinstances which occurred at Germantowrt meet-
ng on first day, the 9th of eleventh month, and
«hich deserve to be recorded, as affording additional
:vidence of the tendency and effects of tlie Ubertine
opinions disseminated by Ehas Hicks and his adhe-
•ents. We allude to the disturbance at Friends'
meeting for worship at that place by Abraham
Lower, Alexander Wilson, George Truman, and
others.

ir a right understanding of the subject, it may
be best, in the first place, to represent the circum-
ances under which our meeting was situated. At

the time of the separation from our monthly meeting
in tenth month, 1827, it was ascertained, that, in thei t

the except

larily, withdrew from our meetings for worship, and
attached themselves to those held by the separa-
tists at Frankford, and Green-street, Philadelphia.
They made no open eftbrt to sustain a meeting, ncr
any application, either directly or indirectly, for the
use of the meeting-house. It continued in this situa-
tion up to the period of the disturbance, the particu-
lars of which this communication is intended to nar-
rate.

It appears that information was se

to those who were known to be fav
separatists, who informed their neighbours that a
" stranger," or " ministering friend," was to be tt
meeting at the time designated. Accordingly, on past-
ing to the meeting-house yard, many individuals who
do not usually attend there, were seen going thither;
and, in the meeting-house yard, several warm separa-
tists from different parts of Philadelphia, and also from
Abington, 4:c. were standing in groups conversing
together, evidencing a preconcerted plan to perse-
cute Friends, and a desire to see the result of what,
they admit, they supposed must produce a contest.'
There is evidence that they also calculated that
Friends would be thrown oft" their guard, and thus
betray weakness or excitement, (in which they were
happily disappointed.) and thus enable them to tri-
umph. In our meeting-house, as in many others in
the country. Friends do not occupy the uppermost
bench in the ministers' gallery, excepting on extraor-
dinary occasions. Accordingly, our ministers, ej-
ders, &e. who usually sit at the head of the meeting,
placed themselves, as at other times, on the secoiTd
bench. Abraham Lower, Alexander Wilson, and
George Truman, who were intruding on us, all bar-
ing been regularly disowned by their respective month-
ly meetings, seated themselves at the head of the up-
per seat. After the meeting had been a short time
settled, A. L. commenced speaking; whereupon, at
the close of the first sentence, one of our elders at
the head of the meeting (who has been many years
acceptably in the station) rose, and after mentioning
his sorrow at the necessity he was under of saying
any thing on the occasion, observed that it was a
privilege which he believed all religious societies
claimed, to judge of their own ministers and minis-
try, and stated that anarchy must inevitably ensue, if
a minister of one persuasion could, without restraint,
enter a congregation holding opposite principles, and
there promulgate sentiments of a different character
from the known faith of the assembly. He then in-
formed the meeting, that the individual about to
speak was not in unity with us, neither was he a
member of the Society of Friends, and, therefore,
we could not be responsible for any sentiments he
might express. A. L. kept on his feet, and at the
close of the foregoing remarks, asserted that " he
ivns a member of the religious Society of Friends
had been so for upwards of thirty years, and had
never been laUen under dealing in any meeting In
which he ever belonged." He added, that " he stood
there a minister of the everlasting gospel, and had
a right to do so." Adding, " to be sure, the person
who opposes me, and a few ottfM, have separated
from the Society." Here another much esteemed
and serviceable member of our meeting confirmed
what the elder had stated, and added some further
particulars in explanation of A. L.'s situation. A.
L. then resumed his discourse, and spoke for a con-
siderable length of time, many of the sentiments ho
uttered being of a very exceptionable character;

f which, as they remain clear on my recollec-
tion, I shall record, if not all of them in precisely the
original loords, at least with a scrupulous regard to
accuracy in the views which they conveyed. Speak-

of religious principles, he said, that " as v/e pos-
ed different capacities, it ivas impossible for us to

arrive at the same conclusions—that uniformity of sen-
timent was not the bond of unity which bespoke gospel
fellowship—that each one should follow the dictates
of the hght within. Where societies enforced uni-
formity of faith, they became of a persecuting spirit."
" "" "'

' had, by its interpretations, been produc-
mucn evil and persecution." In oppo



to the doctrine of the atonement, he said, " the Al-
mighty never required a bloody sacrifice to appease
his wrath. No such thing, my friends." When he
took his seat, a stranger of serious appearance,
though apparently not a member of the So-
ciety of Friends, rose and said that he felt some-
what as an intruder, but the weight of religious duly
induced him to make some remarks on the preceding
communication. He then analyzed A. L.'s senti-

ments, and brought forward very forcible quotations
both from the old and new Testaments, to prove
their unsoundness, and confirm a belief in the atone-

ment—prove the cvcellency of the scriptures, Sic.

His sentiments were, I believe, in strict accordance
with the long and well known principles of Friend:

A. L. again rose, and after making some very ur

charitable allusions to the stranger who had just

spoken, (though, in his first address, he referred to

the criterion, '• By their fruits shall ye know them,"
and stated, that if he was found wanting in charity

in any instance, it would be an evidence that lie was
not qualified for a gospel minister,) and saying,
" that it was probable we had employed this stranger to

advance these Calvinistic doctrines, he asserted, with
his utmost emphasis, and, I most thoroughly believe,

contrary to his own knowledge of the fact, " the

Society of Friends never believed in the atonement.^'

This he repeated, and said, "that persons had adopted
this error from believing what they could not und
stand, which was a most absurd thing, being t

means which the few took to enable them to tyran-
nize over the many, and keep them hood-winked.
It was absurd to attempt to believe what we did not
understand." Poor man I I suppose he has not re-

flected that these views, if lived up to, must compel
him to give up all belief in a Supreme Being, as

he cannot, by the utmost stretch of his finite

powers, understand any thing with regard to the

e.xistence of the great I AM. Neither can he, by the

greatest effort of reason and philosophy, (and it is

a case where he will hardly look for revelation,) un-
derstand how a mere act of volition in the mind can
instantaneously produce the desired motion in an
eye, an arm, a hand, etc.; and yet he cannot, with
his firmest determination, avoid believing the fact,

as he momentarily witnesses it in his own person.
Our member before alluded to, as having supported
our elder, in his information relative to A. Lower,
again rose, and stated, that A. L. could not object
to an e.xamination of one sentiment he had e.-sprcssed,

being in substance, " that if we found any thing in

us, which had a tendency to destroy the harmony, or

disturb the peace of Society, we might be
was contrary to the spirit of truth." The Friend
appealed to him, and to the meeting, whethi
ing on us, as he had done, was calculated to promote
harmony. He also slated, more fully than had bi

done in the earlier part of the meeting, A. L.'s e
nection with i lich acknowledged subordi
nation to a yearly meeting established contrary
the order of Society. He then informed the met
ing, that the separatists had taken possession of, and
excluded Friends from, nine out of eleven meeting,
houses which the Society owned within the hmits of
this [Abington] quarterly meeting; and asked if it

was kind, when we had here got a little quiet, to im-

pose on us in this manner, and disturb the solemnity
of our meeting. A. li. commenced replying with
increased warmth, when the elder before mentioned
calling the attention of the meeting, said, " See,—
anarchy !" Another Friend also said, " Do, Abra-
ham, yield."

At this juncture, a gay young man,, wht) leani

strongly to the cause of E. Hicks, but who does nol

claim membership any where, (having sent in a letter

of resignation, to the montlily meeting, about a year,
since, declaring that he did not consider himself as

having any thing further to do with the Society,)

cried out with considerable passion, against Friends:
'• It is you, little remnant of orthodoxy, that make
the disorder." A Friend calmly said :

" That person
is not a member." He replied, with a most irreve-
rent use of his Maker's name : " No, ,1 am not."
These particulars are introduced, that the account

may be full and impartial; and, also, that the spirit

and tendency of Hicksism may be fullv exemplified.
This is some of its "fruit."

THE PRlI;Nt>i

A. L. said, " it was in vain to attempt to restrain

him—coercion could never effect it. He had found
it his place to be there then ;" and tauntingly added,
" he did not know how soon he might come again."
George Truman spoke for some time, principally in

the modern strain ; and, as a summing up, said, " a
glorious day of reformation has dawned—greater

things than these sliall ye see." Alas! a day of in-

fidelity and misrule—if this is what he meant by re-

formation—has indeed dawned, and appears, with
sorrowful rapidity, to be attaining to its meridian ;

but it carries with it the darkness of the "noon of
night," rather than the effulgence of a day of Chris-
tian illumination.

Another of their companions, from Philadelphia,
addressed the meeting ; after which, A. Lower, A.
Wilson, and G. Truman, presumed to shake hands,
for the purpose of breaking up meeting. The mass
of those in the back part of the house, not know-
ing what course Friends would pursue, rose, and
walked out, as did also those who had assumed the

control of the meeting; A.Wilson stopping to talk

to some of our members, who were keeping their

seats, with the evident purpose of unsettling them.
When they had withdrawn, Friends who remained
experienced a solemnity, in which several were
melted into tears. After a short pause, they sepa-

rated, with feelings of sorrow, that our meetings,
established for the awful purpose of spiritual wor-
ship to " that Being who seeth in secret, and know-
eth the hearts of men," should thus be perverted to

scenes of disorder, and places for the promulgati
of antichristian sentiments.

Many of the inhabitants of the village have since

said, that they consider it the greatest outrage of the
kind they were ever acquainted with. They 1

thus, by their violence and intrusion, brought their

cause greatly into disrepute, instead of strengthe
ing it, and adding proselytes to their ranks.

A Member or said Meeting.

The transformation of insects.—The ana
logics derived from the transformation of in-

sects, admit of some beautiful applications,

which have not been lost sight of by pious en
tomologists. The three states of the cater-

pillar, larva and butterfly, have, since the time
of the Greek poets, been applied to typify the

human being, its terrestrial form, apparent
death, and ultimate cele.stial destination ; and
it seems no more extraordinary, that a sordid

and crawling worm should become a beauti-

ful and active fly—that an inhabitant of the
dark and fa^id dunghill should, in an instant,

entirely change its form, rise into the blue air,

and enjoy the sunbeams—than that a being
whose pursuits here have been after an undy-
ing name, and whose purest happiness has been
derived from the acquisition of intellectual

power and finite knowledge, should rise here-
after into a state of being, where immortality
is no longer a name, and ascend to the sources
of unbounded power and infinite wisdom.

Paulson''s Daily Adnrtisa
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We deem it proper to say, that, in giving ad-
mission to the review of Cardell's Grammar,
(the first part of which will be found in the
present number,) we do not assume to be com-
petent judges in the case, and therefore leave
the point in controversy to be adjusted by those

who are qualified for the task. We do not

think, however, that because " the author of

the Grammar is removed beyond the reach of

intrusion," any one should be debarred from a

free examination into the merits and demerita

of his theory, involving, as it certainly does,

highly important consequences. If the system

he has proposed to substitute for that which
has the sanction of experience, and of the

greatest names, is really to be preferred, it can
lose nothing by the scrutiny.

With the present number we have complet-

ed, so far as they have yet appeared, the

course of very able and irrefutable essays, un-

der the title of " Elisha Bates and the Berean."
We have ample reason to be assured, that the

more serious and reflecting part of our read-

ers at least, will agree, that we have done well

in placing them on our pages, notwithstanding

the space which they occupy; and it is our in-

tention, should the estimable author be favour-

ed to extend the series, as appears to be his

design, to continue the republication of them.

The Remember Me.—Amidst the variety of
those beautiful little annuals, intended for the

purpose of presents or keepsakes, which have
appeared the present season, that -^ctitilleo

" The Remember il/e,'.Vfust published by 1'.

Littell of this city, hasf we ihifik, decided
claims to patronage. The publisher has pret-

ty fully effected the plan announced in his pro-

spectus, of producing "a volume, such as reli-

gious parents and friends would be willing,

and not only willing, but desirous, to place in

the hands of their youthful connections, as, at

the same time, a pleasing and instructive gift.."

Of the various articles with which the volume
is made up, prose and poetical, original and
selected, so far as a hasty inspection has quali-

fied us to determine, the tendency is uniform-
ly moral and religious; and the engraved de-
corations, eight in number, including the ex-
quisitely delicate title in gold, are interesting

specimens of the progress of the art in Ame-
rica.

Died, on the 25th inst. in the .50th year of his age,
Israel Maule of this city—a valuable member and
elder of the religious Society of Friends.

nonary consumption, Eiu

IGth inst. of pul-
monary consumption, Emmeline Cope, daughter of
Israel Cope, aged 22 years.

So, some sweet cherished floweret, fair to view.
Unfolds its leaflets bright, besprent with dew ;

Th' insidious worm the while corrodes its stem,
Then droops, and fades, and dies, the beauteous gem..

Brief, like that fragile floweret fair, thy date

;

For this the tear we drop ;— still our sad state
Has hope—that thou (thy fragrance and thy bloom
Exhaled to Heaven) hast triumph'd o'er the tomb

:

Saf(3 from the taint of sin—the worm's envenom'd
tooth.

In bliss unmingled fix'd, and never fading youth.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE & CO.

Corner of Fifth and Cherry streets.
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FOR THE FillE.

MODERN ASTRONOMY.
The liistory of astronomy is the record of

tlie mightiest triumph which the ingenuity of
rnan has yet achieved; nor does any thing ex-
hibit the wide extremes of human knowledge
and capacity more strikingly, than the contrast
between the bewildered gaze of a peasant at

the starry firmament, and the scrutiny of a La
Place viewing the solar system as from the

depths of space; reducing its mazy confusion

into perfect order; explaining the causes and
limits of all its apparent irregularities, and
weighing and measuring the earth, the planets,

and the siui.

The planetary system has become the beaten
highway of astronomers. The magnitudes and
motions of the bodies which compose it are
ascertained with so great a precision, that the
slightest variation whicli can aflect them is cal-
culated; and tables are formed, from which
the apparent position of any of them, as seen
from this speck in the heavens, may be foretold,
for every hour and moment of the next ton
thousand years. So familiar are all its details,

tliat they have ceased in some measure to fur-
nisii to the ardent and restless spirit of inves-
tigation the stimulus which it so much craves,
and which is its impelling motive to action.
Philosophy has, therefore, sent forth her mes-
sengers into what have heretofore been deem-
ed the immeasurable depths of space, and the
results of her inquiries seem likely to consti-
tute one of the most remarkable events of this
wonderful age.

It might be fancied that the soil of England,
so fruitful in great men, had become exhausted
in the production of him, to whom posterity,
with one accord, has granted the palm of ge-
nius and philosophy ;" for Newton left none
behind him to inherit his fame or to finish his
labours. His countrymen have stood idly by,
while strangers were finishing the buildintr, of
which he had laid the foundation and erected
the walls. It was reserved for a drummer in
the Hanoverian legion—an uneducated and
itinerant musician, but gifted with that energy
of talent which sooner or later works its way
to success and fame in whatever it undertakes—to give a new impulse to the study of astro-
nomy, and to restore to England the eminence

ui tins science wliicii scen;s nghtlully to belong
to the country in which the Principi'a was con-
ceived and written. Sir William Herschell,
by the construction of new and more powerful
instruments, by unwearied apphcation and
singular sagacity, not only extended the limits

of the solar system, and gave

" The lyre of heaven another strinf,"

but laid the foundation of a new science, that
of Sidereal Astronomy.

The ancienis imagined that the stars were
immoveably fixed in a sphere of adamant,
being susceptible of change neither of place
nor form. Hipparchus, wlio lived about 120
ears before Christ, was the first to remark

the appearance of a new star, and was thus
nduced to make a catalogue of those which
,vere then visible. From that period to ti:

present, our knowledge of the changes which
are taking place in these vast and distant lu-
minaries has been slowly increasing. At va-
rious periods, new stars have suddenly emerged
as it were, and shone with an astonishing
brightness, which has, after a time, gradually-
faded away and disappeared. In the year
1572, a star of this description appeared in the
constellation Cassiopea. It sh.one forth sud-
denly with a brightness equal to that of Venus
at her greatest brilliancy, and was visible in
fair day light. It continued thus, without any
change of position, for sixteen months, when i't

began to dwindle, and at last disappeared,
leaving no trace of its existence. It is remark-
able, that at two periods of nearly equal inter-
vals, VIZ. in the years 945 and 12G4, a star ap-
peared in the same constellation of a similar
character. There is, therefore, some reason
for considering it as a variable star, with a pe-
riod of about 300 years, at the end of which
in half a centuiyfrom the present time—it may
again become an object of terrestrial scrutiny
In the year 1604, a new star appeared ir

the heel of the right foot of Serpentarius, whicl:
was visible for about a year, when it disap-
peared, and has not since'been discovered. It

surpassed Jupiter in magnitude, and' is said
by Kepler, who observed it, to have bee
" every moment changing into some of tli

colours of the rainbow." The researches of
astronomers have ascertained fifteen stars to
be variable; more than double that number are
supposed to belong to the same class. A star
in the neck of tiie Whale appears and disap-
pears regularly seven times in six years. !t
appears as a star of the second magnitude for
about fifteen days, when it begins to decrease,
till it becomes invisible to the naked eye. Its
period is fixed by Herschell at 333 days, 10

conds, during which it changes from the second
to the fourth magnitude. The remaining va-
riable stars are all of the third, fourth, and'fifth

magnitudes, and undergo the changes to which
they are subject, in periods of from five days
to eighteen years. The rapidity of most of
these changes renders it probable that they
generally arise from the rotation of the stars
on their axes, which thus presents to our view
successive portions of an unequally illuminat-
ed surface. On the other hand, there are
clianges which do not appear to be periodical.
Tiie star /3, in the Whale, has gradually in-
creased in brilliancy, while f, in the Great
Bear, lias been constantly diminishing. Many
stars are now visible which were unknown so
lately as in the time of Flamstead; and many
of the ancient stars arc no longer to be seen.
The more intimately we become acquainted

with the heavenly bodies, the more are we con-
vinced that all nature is full of change. Sy
comparing recent with ancient observations,
it is fully ascertained, that the stars have an
apparent motion of their own, independent of
the changes produced by the irregularities in
that of the earth. Thus it appears that Alde-
baran and Sirius are each about half a de-
gree more southeriy than the ancients reckon-
ed them, while the bright star in the shoulder
of Orion is nearly a whole degree farther north
than in the time of Ptolemy. Sir William
Herschell has proved satisfactorily, that the
apparent motion of about forty-four out of fifty-

x stars, which he examined for a long course
of years, is such as must result from a'motion
of the sun in the direction of the constellation
Hercules. Indeed, so clear and decided is the
evidence of this fact, that the precise course
through the heavens of this motion is fixed by
him to be towards a point whose north polar
distance is 40° 22', and its right ascension
250° 52' 30".

As might be expected, the apparent motion
is greatest in the stars of the first magnitude,
and in those most favourably situated for indi-
cating the change in the angle of vision.

The stars around this point appear to he
slowly receding from each other, like the ob-
jects in an opening vista, while, in the oppo-
site quarter of the heavens, they are gradually
approximating. The greatest motion yet ob-
served is that of Arcturus, which appears to
advance in a south west direction, at the rate
of nearly three seconds annually. Supposing
this change to be caused by tlie'motion of the

, it has been estimated, that the solar system
must have a velocity not less than that of the
earth in her orbit, passing through a distance
of three hundred millions of miles per annum,

sunPer':;, i^nn. f^l , ^'^'/'f
^'^ol, in Whether this motion is that which the sur

of
"

da\4 °0 hou r/p '• ' '''%' Peviod possesses in common with the stars that earn-
ol . dajs, 20 hours, 48 minutes, and 56 se-lpose our nebula, around their common renti-e
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of gravity ; whether, to take a more extended

view, it results from the mutual and balancing

action of all the systems of the universe upon

each other; or, whether the sun and his plane-

tary attendants are but the satellites of an im-

mense and infinitely remote orb, are questions

which future Newtons or Herschells may de-

termine, and which the success that has at-

tended his researches into the laws of nature,

should inspire the mind of man with the confi-

dence of one day discovering.

One of the first observations made with the

telescope was, that many of the stars which

appear single to the naked eye, are really

double. This may arise from an accidental

coincidence in the line of vision, one of the

stars being many times more remote than the

other. But, as will subsequently appear, this

coincidence is of too frequent occurrence to

be often accidental. Out of one liundred and

twenty thousand stars that have been register

ed, more than three thousand are ascertained

to be double; and there is every reason to be

licve that future observations will greatly in

crease the catalogue. Sir William Herschell

devoted a large part of his valuable life to theii

examination and enumeration; and discovered,

that, in more than fifty double stars, either

their distance from each other, or their a

of position, is continually changing. He
successful in ascertaining the relative motions

of six of these double stars, so as to prove de-

cisively the interesting fact, that some of the

fixed stars form binary systems, in which two

suns revolve around their common centre of

gravity. lie published, in the seventy-third

volume of the Philosophical Transactions, the

results of his observations on Castor, the star

y in the Lion, i in Bootes, f in Hercules,

j- in the Serpent, and y in the Virgin.

The smaller star of Castor revolves round

the larger in about 342 years; its motion is re-

trograde, and its orbit apparently circular.

The diameterof the two stars which compose the

star y in the Lion, are as five to four, and the

smaller performs a revolution in an elliptical

orbit around the larger. Its period is about

1200 years.

The smaller star of e, Bootes, is to the

larger as two to three; its orbit is elliptical,

and its period 822 years. The double star f,

Hercules, is composed of a greater and lesser

star, the distance between which was about

onehalf the diameter of the smaller one in 1782.

In 1802, the small star was no longer visible,

though the apparent disk of the larger one was

somewhat oblong. In 1803, it was still dis-

torted; and, upon examining it with a power

of 2000, it appeared that five-eighths of the di-

ameter of the smaller was eclipsed by the

larger. Within the last year, the stars have

been observed to be again separated. The
distance between the stars which compose •f,

in- the Serpent, has undergone no apparent

change, and the period of revolution is 496

years. The stars are of the eighth and ninth

magnitudes. The stars which form y in the

Virgin, are of the eighth and eighth and a half

magnitude, and their period is 540 years,

Subsequent observations have fully proved

the reality of these extraordinary statements.

It was the rare happiness of Sir William Her

schell to leave behind him a son who inherits his

genius, and has been educated in all the learn-

of the age. Equally distinguished as a

h^mist and a mathematician, he has not been

unmindful of what was due to the fame of his

ustrious parent; and has taken, at an early

re, his station in the first rank among the as-

tronomers of Europe. Aided by his father's

instruments, he has pursued his father's obser

vations on the heavens, in conjunction with

James South, and Struve, the indefatigable as

tronomerof Dorpat in Livonia. Never were the

heavens more closely and rigorously interrogat

ed than by these celebrated men. They have de

termined with precision the periods of sixteen

binary stars, and laid the foundation, by their

accurate measurements, for determining those

of a much greater number. The star y in the

Lion, which was before considered as double,

they have ascertained to be formed of four

stars, each having a motion around their com-

mon centre of gravity. The distance of the

stars of Castor has not varied since the time

of the elder Herschell; but there is a remark-

able retardation in the angular velocity, which

proves that the orbit is really elliptical, and

inclined so as to appear circular.

The most interesting of these binary sys-

tems is that which forms the star | in the

Great Bear. The two stars are of the sixth

and sixth and a half magnitude. They revolve

round their common centre of gravity with a

velocity that may be measured from month to

month, and varying so remarkably, as to indi-

cate an extremely elliptical orbit. The mean
annual motion varies from 2° to more than

12°, and its revolution is performed in fifty

one years.* The attention of astronomers will,

hereafter, be closely given to this interesting

star, from whose phases we may reasonably

anticipate the determination of the great pro

blem, whether those vast and remote bodies

are governed by the laws which regulate tl

planetary system.

One of the most remarkable appearances

which the double stars exhibit, when viewed

tlirough a powerful telescope, is the singular

and highly interesting phenomenon of con

trasted colours. In the single stars, the only

ariation of colour that has been observed, is

from white to red; while the double and triple

stars display all the tints of the prismatic spec

trum. The combination of a white with £

blue or purple star, or of a yellow, orange, or

* The established binary systems, with their pe-

riods and annual motions, are as follows, viz.

Annual motionNames of stars.
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marians who teach the right use of language

appears a needless and voluntary aggression,

"Whether the study of their practical rules, (of

which our author frequently shows himself

ignorant,) is, or is not expedient, appears to

be a question not necessarily connected with

an inquiry into the " essential formation of

language," or into " those invariable princi-

ples of matter and mind, which determine the

elements and the boundaries of thought."—P.

Gram. p. 17. Our author might have led his

admiring auditors into all these mysteries,

without an attack upon the practical gram-

marians ; and he doubtless would have done

so, had he not discovered that it was necessary

to take some indirect course to excite public

attention to such subjects. This he confessed,

in the outset, to be the grand source of his

"difficulties." " If the principles advanced

should be considered just, it may not be easy

to make them entertaining."—Essay, p. 2.

Any assault will raise a mob : the rashness of

folly can furnish entertainment where the meek-
ness of wisdom fails. Our author makes
amends for his " want of skill," by decrying

all his predecessors ; and appears every where

more zealous to destroy their doctrines than to

inculcate his own. On the same principle, he

lavishes praise upon the theory he ought ra-

ther to explain. " In examining this essen-

tialformation of language, we are struck with

wonder, to see how few, uniform, and sublime,

are its rules ; and find our admiration still in-

creased, in contemplating the limitless opera-

tions which these few rules can perform .'"

Phil. Gram. p. 17.

The basis of his scheme being (as he says)

such " truths as are more clear in their simple

proposition than any means of elucidation

which can be brought to explain them," [Ph.

Gram. p. 36.] his rules cannot but be "few,
uniform, and sublime;" nor can we, indeed,

withhold our wonder, when we are told that

such a scheme is capable " of giving a clear

understanding of principles, by which all

doubtful points in grammar may be tested !"

—

Ph. Gr. p. 18. Axioms require neither proof

nor elucidation ; and this may account for the

brevity and meagerness of our author's sys-

tem ; which, indeed, by one suggestion, he

seems to have designed as a substitute for the

astrologic " skeleton on the leaf of an alma-

nac."—Ibid. p. 7. When the reader consi-

ders that the principles discovered by our au-

thor, are such as "coincide with each one's

consciousness, and are corroborated by uniform

experience," [Ibid. p. 17.] he will be the less

disappointed to find that these volumes con-

tain no distinct enumeration of them, no pro-

per attempt to define them, nothing important

that is connected with them. But he may
marvel that they should have been hid from
ages and generations, and left for our author
in these last days •' to stumble on." For it

is undeniable that the greatest geniuses and
critics, after a diligent inquiry into the pro-

per foundation of grammar rules, have unani-

mously declared themselves ignorant of any
such means of learning to speak and write

well. Upon them, however, our author lays

the blame of concealing these simple truths so

long from all the world ; and accordingly de-

votes nine-tenths of his pages to a detection of

i

the " false reasoning by which the science of

speech has been thus obscured."—Ibid. p. 8.

He appears, to use his own words, " the un-

screened assailant before the frowning tow-
ers of the literary Babylon," and defies her

hosts. It is a bold and perilous enterprise.

And though a treacherous metaphor now cuts

off the motive which first led him into it

—

though " the remarkable difference of writers

from each other" now disappears, and he finds

" the fountains of doctrinal authority running
together in a strong current," he still persists

;

and magnanimously promises, in imitation of

Cyrus, " to turn the stream aside, and march
under the walls."—Int. to both Gram.
The attitude he thus assumes, rises to the

sublimity of heroism, when we consider that

he raises no contravallation for defence, pro-

vides for his adherents no garrison " rich with

the spoils of time ;" but, trusting all to for-

tune, collects a few fragments from the moul-

dering works of former assailants, appeals

boldly and often to the great "I AM," [Ph.

Gram. p. 196. 84. 88, et passiin'\ and lifts his

hand to annul those " arbitrary rules" where-
by " so many illustrious scholars have been
enthralled during a period of eight hundred
years."—Int. to both Gram. Thus will he
liberate from Babylonish captivity " a portion

who are disposed to act in the spirit of free

investigation."—Ibid.

Nor are the advantages of this liberty small

in his view. For, says he, " If the system of

teaching in language hitherto pursued, is

false in its essential principles, it is of great

importance, in a national point of view, that it

should be set (iside. In such an attempt,

many opposers must of course be e.xpected,"

(fcc.—Ibid. All this is doubtless very true.

But still greater benefits are to be experienced

—a boundless spiritual enlargement is to be
the reward of those who adopt his simple, un-

grammared system of speech ! " This appli-

cation of words in their endless variety, by one
plain rule, to all things which nouns can name,
instead of being the fit subject of cavil, is the

most sublime theme presented to the intellect

on earth. It is the practical intercourse of the

soul, at once with its GOD, and with all
PARTS of his works ! '.

.'"—Ph. Gram. p. 87.

N. York Gram. p. 49.

But, alas ! there is but one step from the
sublime to the ridiculous. We presently dis-

cover, that whereas our author promised " to

turn the stream aside," he did but throw in

some rubbish and turn asidefrom the stream !

—that his " one plain rule" is more difficult

to be learned and applied than all that the

right use of words has ever been supposed to

require !—that his books, for all practical pur-
poses, are useless, and can never be under-
stood by those who are ignorant of the com-
mon system of grammar I—that his fundamen-
tal principles are not fixed in any intelligible

form, nor can his most ardent admirers tell

how many and what they are 1—finally, that

his " system diflers from any other hitherto re-

ceived," because it is essentially composed of
doctrines long ago proposed and rejected ! !

!

After a perusal of his books, none of these

positions will be doubted by any competent

I

judge of the matter. But, for the sake' of
others, we shall add some further illustration,

more particularly in reference to the last.

In respect to the number of the parts of
speech, our author seems to have entertained

several different opinions. He treats of the

ten classes of words, articles, nouns, adjec-

tives, pronouns, verbs, participles, adverbs,

conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections
;

but it is, in general, to show that such a classi-

fication is without foundation. In his Essay,
he reckons seven parts of speech

; [p. 44.] in

the New York Grammar, six; [p. 17.] in the

Hartford Grammar, three, with three others

subordinate
; [p. 21.] in the Philadelphia

Grammar, three only

—

nouns, adjectives, and
verbs, [p. 46. 170.] " The unerring plan of
nature has established three classes of percep-

tions, and consequently /Arce parts of speech."—Phil. Gram. p. 171. But, on this point, we
do not find " the native logic of his mind

"

quite consistent. On page 23rd, he says :

" Every adjective is either a noun or a parti-

ciple;" but all participles are adjectives, by
his original classification. It follows, there-

fore, that all adjectives and participles are

nouns ' And this destroys one of his three

parts of speech, in spite of " the unerring

plan of nature!" So, then, his "system"
comes to two parts of speech ; but even this

number is more than he behoved in. For, an
page 21, he says :

" All other terms are but

derivative forms and new applications of
nouns .'" Thus his system comes down to

the notion and practice of " plain men"

—

" unlettered men"

—

one class of words, and
" one plain rulefor their application .'"

But, whatever his real opinion might be.

about the proper number of the parts of

speech, it was not new ; for he did not choose
to add to the number in the common system.

The best modern grammarians reckon ten;

Lowth, Mennye, Bicknell, Murray, Churchill,

and others, nine; the old British Grammar,
and all others that follow the Latin, eight;

Webster, in his Philosophic Grammar-, seven

;

Dalton, and some few others, six ; all the lat-

ter Stoics, /fue ; Aristotle, and the elder Stoics,

Harris, Brightland, Fisher, and others, /owr ;

many of the ancients, Greeks, Hebrews, and
Arabians, according to Quintilian, three ; the

first inquirers into language, according to

Home Tooke, two ; and all who know nothing

about grammar, one.

Our author pretends to have drawn princi-

pally from his own resources, in making up
his books; and many may suppose there is

more novelty in them than there really is. For
instance: 1. He classes the articles whh ad-

jectives ; and so did Brightland, Tooke, Fisher,

Dalton and Webster. 2. He calls the parti-

ciples, adjectives ; and so did Brightland and
Tooke. 3. He makes the pronouns, either

nouns or adjectives ; and so did Adam, Dal-

ton, and others. 4. He distributes the con-

junctions among the other parts of speech
;

and so did Tooke. 5. He rejects the inter-

jections ; and so did Valla, Sanctius, and
Tooke. 6. He makes the possessive case an
adjective ; and so did Brightland. 7. He says

our language has no cases ; and so did Har-
ris. 8. He calls case, position ; and so did
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James Brown. 9. He reduces adjectives to

two classes {defining and describing) ; and so

did Dalton. 10. He declares all verhs to be

active; and so did Harris, (in his Hermes,
"book i. chap, ix.) though he admitted the ex-

pediency of the common division, and left to

our author the absurdity of contending about

it. Fisher also rejected the class of neuter

verbs, and called them all active. 1 1. He re-

duces the moods to three, and the tenses to

fkree ; and so did Dalton, in the very same
words. Fisher also made the tenses three, but

said there are no moods in English. 12. He
makes the imperative mood alwaysfuture ; and

so did Harris, in 1751. Nor did the doctrine

originate with him ;
for Brightland, a hundred

years ago, ascribed it to some of his predeces-

sors. 13. He reduces the whole of our .yyn^cfJ-

to about thirty lines ; and two-thirds of these

are useless ; for Dr. Johnson expressed it

quite as fully in ten. But their explanations

are both good for nothing ; and Wallis, more
wisely, omitted it altogether.

To exhibit all the errors and absurdities con-

tained in these three works, would require a

volume larger than any one of them. We
shall, therefore, leave a subject, on which we
have perhaps detained the reader already too

long. In justice to our author, however, we
ought to say, that some of his other works,

and particularly the Story of Jack Halyard,

are worthy of commendation. ,

FOa THE FRIE.MD.

Primitive Pennsylvania History.

The first assembly of the Province was held

at Upland, (now Chester,) on the Delaware, a

fev/ miles below Philadelphia, and the record

relates that " The Session began on the second

day of the week, being the fourth day of the

tenth month, (December,) 1682, and continued

by adjournments until 5th day, the 7th of the

said month inclusive." A model this for mo-
dern legislation.

The assembly consisted of fifty-four mem-
bers, and as soon as the body was organized,

the following minutes mere made. " Four se-

lect members appointed to desire the governor,

William Penn, to honour the house with a

transmission of the proposed laws:" "The
governor answers, that they were not quite

ready, but when ready he would immediately

send them by one of his servants."

10 Month 5th.

"Put to vote, and carried in the affirmative,

N. C. D. that any member offending, should

for the first ofience be reproved only by the

speaker; for the second, be reproved with a

fine of twelve pence; and so gradually for eve-

ry offence, not exceeding ten shillings."

Among other rules of order adopted on this

day were these. " No member during the ses-

sions shall go a journey without the speaker's

leave."

" Any member directing his discourse to the

speaker shall stand up, that the speaker and
members may see him." " None to speak
more than once

; none to fall from tl:e matter

to the person, and sujjerfluous and tedious

speeches may be stopped by the speaker."
" Proposed by the speaker, whether any

absolute note of distinction betwi.xt one officer

and another should be concluded on by vote,

as the carrying a white rod or reed ; left

suspense."

10 3Ionth 1.

" The house met again about half an hour
past seven in the morning. William Penn
assuming the chair, expresses himself after an
obliging and religious manner to the house

" The speaker consults with the governor
upon divers material concerns, which ended;
the governor again urges upon the house his

religious counsel, and withdrew."
" A debate arising, touching the time for the

adjournment, the speaker endeavours to miti-

gate it—he endeavours to affect the people
with the governor's condesceiision, and that

after a divine manner."

Second Session at Philadelphia.

1 Mo7ith 12.— 1682-3.

" About the fiftii hour in the afternoon

house sat, the speaker puts the house in mind
of the intent of their coming, gives them advice

suitable to their present undertakings, and bids

them be mindful of their dulies toward one an-

other."

1 Month li.

" The speaker calling it to remembrance^
reproves several members of the house for

neglecting to convene at the time appointed

when the house last adjourned."
" One of the members moves, that a way

might be considered of by the house, how
every member might defray his particular

charges, during his attendance in the house;

for the country's service."

1 3ronth 15.

" The speaker declared that, notwithstand-

ing so many cautions, several members still

neglect attendance. Voted, that each absent
member shall pay for the future twelve pence
for their neglect, whereupon orders were writ

concerning the same, and set upon the house
door."

1 Month 19.

" Resolved, that every person departing this

province shall leave upon the court-door of

the county whereunto Ihey belonged, a bill of

their departure, with their names, &c."

Third Session at Phila. 8th month, 1683.

' A request was made to the house by the

governor, that a competent number of the

house might serve upon a jury, (during the

house's adjournment)—granted."

Fourth Session, 3d month 10. 1684, at New
Castle.

The governor having assumed his seat of
authority, makes his address to the general as^

sembly, in the way of Christian counsel, and
exhortation, advising the members to look up
unto GOD, in all their proceedings, and to act

in every thing, not with any unadvised rash-
ness, but with serious consideration. This
done, the governor withdrew."

" Francis Fincher being chosen speaker by
major of the votes of the house, he in modest
manner was pleasedto refuse the choice, with
an humble acknowledgement of his ov.n insuffi-

ciency for so great an undertaking."

Fifth Sessio7i, 3d month 11. 1685. ai Phila.

" Patrick Robinson, a member, having
abused the assembly by saying that the as"^

sembly had drawn up an impeachment against
Nicholas More, hob nob at a venture, it is

declared a high breach of privilege. The as-

sembly desiring the speaker, and two other
members, to inform the council what had been
done thereon, and Patrick Robinson meeting
them in the street on their way, in a threat-

ening manner said to the speaker. Well, John,
have a care what you do. Til have at ye, when
you are out of the chair." V.

(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

Observing in the last number of " The
Friend" an interesting article on the " Trans-
formation of Insects," I have been induced to
send for insertion the following poetical view
of the subject, transcribed from Shaw's Ger-
man Zoolog}', vol. vi. pt. 1. J.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL
Taught by an Insect.

The helpless crawling caterpillar trace
From the first period of his reptile race

;

Cloth'd in dishonour, on the leafy spray
Unseen lie wears his :

1 away.
Till satiate grown of all that life supplii
Self-taught the voluntary martyr dies.

Deep under earth his darkling course he bends,
And to the tomb a willing guest descends.
There, long secluded in his lonely cell.

Forgets the sun, and bids the world farewell.
O'er the wide waste the wintry tempests reign.
And driving snows usurp the frozen plain.
In vain the tempest beats, the whirlwind blows

;

No storms can violate his grave's repose;
But when revolving months have v.-on their way.
When smile the woods, and when the zephyrs piay
When laughs the vivid world in summer's bloom,
He bursts and fli-^s triumphant from the tomb •

And while his new bom beauties he displays,
With conscious joy his altered form surveys.'
Mark, while he moves amid ihe sunny beam'.
O'er his soft wings the varying lustre gleam.
Launch'd into air on purple plumes he soars.
Gay nature's face with wanton glance e.tplorea;
Proud of his various beauties wings his way,
And spoils the fairest flowers, himself more fair than

they

!

And deems weak man the future promise vain.
When worms can die and glo agam?

One of the advantages derivable from vital re-
gion, is such a settled dependence of the mind

on divine care and protection, as renders if
calm and undismayed amidst all temporal vi-
cissitude; and if religion has not yet produced
this stability in us, we have reason to fear the
work has been impeded by negligence, or in-
terrupted by unfaithfulness.

Dillwyns Refections.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

BALTI3IORE YEARLY MEETING.

{Conlinmdfrom page 54.)

Tho statements we have already made, show, in

tlie clearest manner, that, in order to retain their

connection with the Society, and to support its doc-

trines and discipline. Friends of Baltimore yearly

meeting had no alternative left, but to meet apart

IVom those who had seceded from its communion

and attached themselves to the new society of

Hicksites.
, . . ^ l

Accordingly, near the close of the sittmg, on fourth

day afternoon, notice was given to such persons as

were dissatistied with the irregular proceedings of

the separatists, to meet, at nine o'clock on the fol-

lowing morning, at the M'Kendrean school house,

for the purpose of holding Baltimore yearly meeting

of Friends, in connection with the ancient and regu-

larly instituted yearly meetings of our religious So-

ciety. Tivo Friends went to communicate this in-

formation to the women's meeting ; but when they

attempted to enter, they were denied adinittance by

two of the Hicksites, who had anticipated the move-

ment, and placed themselves at the doors to guard

tliem. They, however, obtained admission by a

Bide door, wliich had escaped the vigilance of the

sentinels, and informed the assembly of the proposed

meeting.

The number of Friends wlio convened on fifth

day, was about one hundred and fifty ; of whom
sixty-si.x were men and eighty-four women. Of the

number of women attending the Hicksite meet

ino', we are not informed ; but, by an accurate enu

meration, the men's meeting consisted of three hun

dred and forty persons, forty-si-f of whom were boys,

and a considerable portion of the remainder were

from other yearly meetings; so that the adult mem-

bers of Baltimore yearly meeting could not much ex-

ceed two hundred and fifty.

During the several sittings of the yearly meeting

of Friends, much important business was transacted

;

and we can bear witness to the solemnity and har-

mony which prevailed throughout ;
presenting a

striking contrast with the lightness and irreverence

of a considerable portion of the assembly wliich

Friends had left.

It is true, the company was small ; yet we can

thankfully acknowledge, that He who has promi|ed to

be with the two or three that are met in his name,

owned the meeting by his sacred presence ; the evi-

dence of which more than compensated for the sa-

crifice that many had made, and the derision they

met with, in thus openly acknowledging their at-

tacliment to his name and cause. The meeting clos-

ed on sevenlh day evening, and Friends parted from

each other under a grateful and humbling sense of

the unmerited favour they had been permitted to

enjoy.

Among other business, a committee was appointed

io make a respectful applicatiou to the Hicksites,

who had charge of the meeting house in the Eastern

District, requesting the use of it for the yearly

tho present tried situation of many of our members,

produced the following report, which was approved,

and the t'oUowing Friends were accordingly appoint-

ed, to visit the meetings, as way may open, and gc-

lly to take charge of tho important concern on

behalf of this meeting, and report to the yearly meet-

ng ne.xt year, viz. [Here fullow the names.] The
lerks were directed to furnish the committee with a

copy of this minute and of tlie report, signed on be-

half of this meeting.

" To the yearly meeting now silliyig,

** The committee appointed to consider the situa-

tion of the meetings and members constituting the

yearly meeting, report

—

" That in considering the stripped and tried situa-

tion of many of the subordinate meetings, in some

of which, it is apprehended, but few individuals re-

main attached to the ancient doctrines and disci-

pline of the Society, their minds have been brought

under close and serious concern ; and, after a time of

deliberation, they have agreed to submit to the meet-

ing the following propositions, viz.

" That a committee of men and women Friends

be appointed to have the general oversight and care

of the subordinate meetings, and members compos-

inc them ; to visit them, as may appear necessary,

and way may open for it ; and to report to this meet-

ing, next year, an account of the state of each of its

subordinate branches.
'' That Friends, in each quarterly, monthly, and

preparative meeting, who may remain attached to

this yearly meeting and its discipline, be authorised

and encouraged to meet in the capacity of their re-

spective meetings for discipline, one week earlier

than the usual time for holding such meetings, or if

more convenient, to meet at the usual time, but in

some other place ; and if they find their numbers suf-

ficient, hold said preparative, monthly or quarterly

report to the meetings ae

rag This tie request was, however, refused,

from which it is apparent, that, notwithstanding all

the high professions of love and liberality, which

that Society make, they evince but Httle of either

the one or the other. Had they been actuated by

a spirit of brotherly kindness or equity towards

Friends, they could not have denied them the use

of property to which they have an undoubted right, as

members of the Society to which it belongs.

The following extracts from the minutes of the

yearly meeting of Friends, will convey furtlier hi-

formation relative to its proceedings, viz.

Extractsfrom the minutes of the yearly meeting of

Friends, held in Baltimore,for the western shore

of Maryland, &c. by adjournments, from the 27//i

of the tenth month, to the Utofthe eleventh month,

inclusive, 1823.

" 30//1 of the Wth month, 1828.

"Hugh Balderston was appointed to serve this

meeting as clerk, and William Proctor as assistant-

elerk.

" \st of the 1 Uh month, and 1th of the week.

" The committee on the state of our meetings and

cording to the order of our discipline.

" But if it shall appear that their

small to maintain the regular meetings for discipline

it is advised that they report their number and gene-

ral situation to the monthly or quarterly meeting, oi

to the yearly meeting's cvmmiltee.
" And monthly and quarterly meetings are advised

where such subordinate meetings may appear to be

too weak to be maintained, according to the good

order of Society, and to tho reputation of Truth, to

attach the members of said meetings to such other

meetings as may be most convenient.

"It is also advised that Friends make arrangement

as early as possible, for holding their meetings se-

lect from those who have departed from our ancient

doctrines and discipline; and where they cannot pro-

cure the use of their meeting houses, that they pro-

vide other suitable places where they can hold such

meetings in quietness, and consistent with the solemn

nature of divine worship.
" It was concluded to change the time for holding

our next yearly meeting to second day, the 10th of

the tenth month—the meeting for ministers and el-

ders to be held on seventh day preceding, at the usual

hour.
" In order to prevent confusion, it was concluded

that to the names of all the meetings nf every de-

scription, within the compass of this yearly meeting,

the following words be invariably added, " in unity

with the ancient yearly meetings of Friends^''—and
that to all certificates, minutes, or other writings,

issued by our respective meetings, whether address-

ed to this yearly meeting or to meetings abroad, the

same distinguishing phrase or words be carefully

added by the clerks ; and Isaac Brooks, James Gil-

lingham, and Nicholas Popplein, residing in the

city of Baltimore, were appointed a committee, to

whom all minutes and certificates issued by monthly
or quarterly meetings, for any of our ministers or

members, are to be forwarded ; and in addition to

the usual signatures of the clerks, they are to be

signed by at least one of the said committee, and
forwarded to the meetings to which they are address-

ed.

" We have gratefully to acknowledge, that we
have been favoured to transact the many weighty and
important subjects which have come before us since

the sitting on the 30th of the month, with harmony

and unitv: and under a sense of the mercv and good-

ness of tiic Lord to us, the meeting concluded. To
meet next year on second day tlie 19th of the tenth

inontli, and the meeting for ministers and elders on
the seventh day preceding.

" Extracted from the minutes of the meeting a-

forcsaid.

" HUGH BALDERSTON, Clerk:'

In examining the extracts from tlie minutes of tho

Hicksite meeting, we have been forcibly struck with
the opinion inculcated in them, that each yearly

meeting is a. distinct Society—that it may hold its own
doctruies, without reference or respect to the doc-

trines of other similar bodies, and yet bo a society of
Friends. Such is the idea which its language con-

veys to our minds. The absurdity of tliis sentiment

must be obvious to the most common apprehension.

If we admit it, there may at once be as many disli7ict,

independent, and different Societies of Friends, as there

are yearly meetings. But in the nature of the thing,

this is impossible—there can be but one Society uf
Friends ; and that one Society must adhere to those

doctrines which are the basis of the compact on
which the association was originally formed. Each
yearly meeting has its peculiar and exclusive rights,

relating to its own government and internal regula-

tions ; and these it holds, independently of all other

yearly meetings
;
provided, always, that tliey do not

extend to the rejection of any acknowledged doc-
trine or testimony. But if either of the yearly meet-
ings, or any number of them, alter the principles

which form the outward bond of union in the Society,

forsake the ancient and established organization, and
join a new association, holding different principles,

they cease to be a constituent part of the Society of
Friends.

The several states which compose the Federal
Union of this republic, have each their peculiar and
independent rights, subject, however, to the provi-
sions of the general constitution. Should any one
of the states infringe these—manifest an open con-
tempt for them—renounce allegiance to the general
government—and associate itself witli another re-

public, founded on principles essentially diflTerent, and
adverse in its feelings and conduct toward the Unit-
ed Slates—no man of sober reflection will pretend.

that a state, thus circumstanced jld have
claim to be a part, or entitled to the privileges or

protection, of our general government.
The Hicksite meeting in Baltimore, and every

other meeting of the Same character, stand precisely,

in the same relation to the Society of Friends. They
have rejected the fundamental principles on which
the Society confederated—have violated the consti-

tution—withdrawn from the union—and formed
themselves into a new confederacy, opposed to the

ancient organization, and differing from it essential-

ly, both in doctrine and government ;—they have,
therefore, no claim to be any part of the Society of
Friends.

There are some striking inconsistencies in tiiat

part of the extracts which contains the sentiments
we allude to. After saying that their " meeting has
been brought under great exercise, on account of the
circumstances developed in the information contain-
ed in the epistles from several yearly meetings, of tha
dissensions among tlie members of our Society, be-
yond the limits of their yearly meeting, and the cri-

minations promulgated in the form of charges
against those who had hitherto been considered by
them as brethren, baptized by the same Spirit into

the same body, &c." they add, "Believing as we do
that each yearly meeting of the Society of Friends
constitutes of itself a body, possessing, not less of
right than from necessity, all the powers of self-go-

vernment, we neither claim the right to control tho

judgment, nor to animadvert upon the proceedings of
others," &c. Why, then, we would ask, did they
"animadvert upon the" contents "of the epistles

from several yearly meetings," or charge them with
"promulgating criminations," or assume the right

to advise " other yearly meetings" how they are to

proceed in these difficult times, in order to " expe-

rience tlie assurance of that blessing, which is re-

served for the righteous from the foundation of the

world ?" Or, if they really meant what they said,

why did the meeting, on fourth day morning, encou-
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rage Thomas Wetherald, John Jewitt, and others,

in " promulgating criminations" of a gross and abu-
sive character, against those yearly meetings ofwhom
they now say that they " neither claim the right to

control their judgment, nor even to animadvert upon
their proceedings." The records of a meeting pro-
fessing to be a yearly meeting, ought to be, in somo
degree at least, consistent with its practice.

{To be continued.')

From the Miscellaneous Repository, No. 12.

ORTHODOX DISOWNMENTS

;

And the means taken to create an excitement against

Friends.

Much is now said, in conversation, and in

publications of the separatists, on the subject

of "Orthodox Disownments." The idea

held out by them, that they issue no testimonies

of disownment. And as relates to those which
are authorized by the discipline, I suppose
they do not. It would indeed be totally irre-

concileable with any principles of propriety if

they did.

Propriety, to be sure, is not the ground on
which they generally proceed, but it would be
a glaring inconsistency for them to disown
Friends. Having, in the first place, abandoned
the doctrines of the Society, then practically

condemned the discipline, and lastly separated

from the Society, and formed one for them-
selves, they have no possible claim to the right

of disownment over any of us, even if we had
deserved to be excluded from the Society of

Friends. Having " withdrawn" and organized,

or, as they call it, " re-organized''' a society of

their own, they ought to leave us unmolested.

They know that we claim no rights in their so-

ciety—we do not intrude upon them., in this

separate capacity—we meddle not with their

privileges and regulations among themselves
;

and the world, bad as it is, I should hope,

would hardly attribute to them any thing which
exclusively belongs to the Society of Friends,

either as it respects faith or practice. So that

they could have no rational object in view, in

disowning us for not separating with them.

The formation of a new society, must be a

work of individuals. And the character of that

society must belong, strictly speaking, to those

individuals alone. And it would be as prepos-

terous in them, to set about disowning the in-

dividuals of the society with which they had
been in religious communion, and from whicl

they had withdrawn, as to disown the members
of any other society whatever, or of all the

societies in Christendom.

But the very circumstances and reasons

which establish this result, demand that

should disown them. Having been members
of the Society, their defection in principle, their

violation of discipline, and finally their sep;

tion from the Society, all demand that we
should testify that they are no longer member
of our religious Society. Persons who have
separated themselves from any body of people;

in a society capacity, certainly can have no
rational grounds of objection to having the

fact declared on the part of those from whom
they have separated, and with whom they have
no rehgious fellowship. And as all societies.

in their characters as such, are accountable.
to a certain extent, for the conduct, and con-

versation, and avowed belief of the individual

members of which they are composed; so

every society, in the very nature of things, must

have the right to release themselves from that

responsibility, in regard to all such as do not

hold themselves accountable to them ; or who,

departing from the doctrines" and disciphne,

which entered into the social compact, are de-

claring their own independence. The privi-

leges which we enjoy in Society, are insepara-

bly connected with certain conditions and

restrictions. The moment we violate those

conditions, and throw off those restraints, we
forfeit those privileges, on which they were
dependent.

The separatists call themselves " tolerants,"

and exclaim against disownments on account

of principle, as direct persecution. By the

term " tolerant" we are to understand one who
admits an unlimited latitude of belief. Whether

with the Mahomedan, a man believes that Ma-

homet and Jesus were both prophets, or with

the deist, that they were both impostors—the

tolerant can make, on his principle, no objec-

tion. This indulgence, however, is not practi

cally extended to the belief in the divinity of

Jesus Christ. This is pronounced as being

among the darkest doctrines ever introduced

into the christian church. It is orthodoxy:

and this is to receive no toleration. The pas-

sions and prejudices, and even ignorance of

man, have been appealed to by an artful play

upon words, to disgust tiiem with truth, and to

dissolve the very bonds of society. To be or-

thodox, which, in the plain and positive mean-

ing of the expression, is, " sound in principle,

not heretical," is to incur the most hateful

character among men—to be esteemed, as the

primitive behevers were, the offscouring of all

things. And no wonder that the very term by

which soundness in principle is expressed,

should be so hateful to those who are them-

selves unsound. To call men to account, and

to deny them religious fellowship on account

of doctrines, is to be downright persecutors

;

because such persons seem conscious that the

doctrines which they hold must be condemned.

Such is the tendency, and such the actual re

suit of the new doctrines.

Our discijjline however declares, that it is

to be observed, that if any member be found in

a conduct subversive of its order, or repugnant

to the testimonies with which we beheve we
are intrusted for the promotion of truth and

righteousness, it becomes our indisputable duty

to treat with such in Christian meekness and

brotherly compassion, without unnecessary de-

lay or improper exposure, according to the

directions of our Lord to his church. Matt,

xviii. 15, 16, 17.

From the right exercise hereof we believe

no degree of persecution or imposition can be

justly inferred : for the imposition rests on the

part of those who (as has sometimes happen
ed) insist on being retained as members, whilst

at open variance with our religious body, either

in principle or practice. And further enume-

rates certain prime articles of the Christian

creed, a denial of which is pronounced to be

cause of disownment. p. 22.

Robert Barclay, in his " Anarchy of the

Ranters," which has, from the time of its pub-

lication, been acknowledged as a correct ex-

position of our system of church government,
is very pointed in regard to doctrines. " If a
body," says he, " be gathered into one fellow-

ship, by the belief of certain principles, he that

comes to believe otherwise, naturally scattereth

himself; for that the cause that gathered him
is taken away : and so, those that abide con-
stant, in declaring the thing to be so as it is,

and in looking upon him, and witnessing of
him to others (if need be) to be such as he had
made himself; do him no injury. I shall make
the supposition in the general ; and let every
people make the application to themselves, ab-
stracting from us; and then let conscience and
reason in every impartial reader declare whe-
ther or not it doth not hold. Suppose a people
really gathered unto the belief of the true and
certain principles of the gospel, if any of these
people shall arise and contradict any of those
fundamental truths, whether such as stand,
have not good right to cast such a one out from
among them, and to pronounce positively,

"This is contrary to the truth we profess and
own ; and therefore ought to be rejected, and
not received, nor yet he that asserts it as one
of us ? And is not this obligatory upon all the
members, seeing all are concerned in the like

care, as to themselves, to hold the right, and
shut out the wrong? I cannot tell, if any man
of reason can well deny this." Barclay's
Works, fol. 214.

And again he says—" If God has gathered
a people by this means into a belief of one and
the same truth, must not they that turn and
depart from it, be admonished, reproved, and
condemned, (yea rather than they that are not
come to the truth,) because they crucify afresh

unto themselves the Lord of glory, and put
him to open shame ? It seems the apostle judg-

ed it very needful they should be so dealt with,

Tit. i. 10. when he says, " There are many
unruly and vain talkers, and deceivers, especial-

ly they of the circumcision, whose mouths must
be stopped.'" Were such a principle to be re-

ceived or believed, that in the church of Christ

no man should be separated from, no man con-

demned or excluded the fellowship and com-
munion of the body, for his judgment or opinion

in matter of faitli, then what blasphemies so

horrid, what heresies so damnable, what doc-

trines of devils, but might harbour itself in the

church of Christ ? What need then of sound
doctrine, if no doctrine make unsound? What
need of convincing and exhorting gainsayers,

if to gainsay be no crime ? Where should the

unity of the faith be ? Were not this an inlet

to all manner of abominations ? and to make
void the whole tendency of Christ and his apos-

tles' doctrine ? and render the gospel of none
effect ? and give liberty to the inconstant and

giddy will of man, to innovate, alter, and over-

turn it at his pleasure?" ib. 215.

I think the separatists must be bound to ac-

knowledge, that Robert Barclay was no tole-

rant, in their sense of the word ; but, on the

contrary, that he was a firm orthodox.

One great objection they make, to the east-

ward, against orthodox disownments, is, that

they say, those disowned are the largest num-
ber ; but what, I ask, has this to do with the

principle laid down by Robert Barclay ? Sup-

pose, for instance, that the majority of a month-



ly meeting should fall into gross immorality,

such as drunkenness, profane swearing, fighting

&c. would not those who remained upright and
consistent with their profession, though the

smaller number, have an undoubted right to di

own the disorderly ones ? I will state the case

still further. Suppose that seventy-five, or, i

tlie reader please, ninety-five, out of a hundred,

were to enter into military pursuits, or to pur-

chase and hold slaves—would not the minority

have a right to disown them ? The answer is

obvious. But it will be said that these cases

consist of conduct, and not merely opinion.

Admit it—still it proves that minorities, in cer-

tain cases, had the right to disown members.
But where, I ask, has Robert Barclay placed

the right of disownment in stronger terms,

than in the quotations just given, in relation to

doctrines ? Or where has discipline been more
decisive than it is under the head of conduct
and conversation, where it enumerates blas-

phemy, speaking profanely of Almighty God,
Christ Jesus, or the Holy Spirit ; denying the

divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

the immediate revelation of the Holy Spirit.

and the authority of the holy Scriptures ? The
question, then, of just disownments does not

depend on the numbers on either side. To
suppose tlie criminality of a practice is dimin-

ished in proportion to the number of trans-

gressors, would be to change the very ground
of moral obligation. It would make sin to be
a departure from popular opinion, and not a

violation of the laws of God. Thus, if a single

individual in a community (a monthly meeting,
for instance, or a whole Society) were to be
guilty of murder or of blasphemy, it would be
a heinous sin; if another joined him in the

practice, the sin would be diminished ; and s

on, till the community would be equally di

vided
; when the former sin would become

matter of indifference— neither good nor bad.
Let the number in the practice in question
increase, and it would become good ; but when
they were all engaged in it, it would be most
excellent. Such are the absurdities which
flow from the new doctrines in making majo
rities the governing principle in matters of
faith and practice.

But they tell us that they hold the ancient
doctrines of Friends; that the Society never
had a creed, &c.; and that our primitive

Friends differed among themselves on doctri-

nal points. What, then, we ask, were their

doctrines .' Or, if they had no settled doc-
trines, how can the separatists hold the same
doctrines? The assertion amounts to this:

that early Friends had no settled religious be-

lief—yet the separatists have the same belief
that they had—that they had no settled doc-
trines, yet these hold the same doctrines

!

But, penetrating through this mist, in which
they are endeavouring to envelope themselves,
and coming to the points at issue between us,

we shall not only find the doctrines held by
the followers of Elias Hicks inconsistent with
those of our early Friends, but that the Socie-
ty, even in its infancy, did consider the very doc-
trines now held by these people as sufficient

cause of disownment. The case of Jeffery
Bullock is decisive on this point. He was dis-

owned for declaring that he did not expect to
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be either justified or condemned by that Christ
that died at Jerusalem. He wrote in defence
of his views, and Isaac Pennington, for one.
was engaged in controversy with him.

It is a great object with 'the members of the
new society, to claim the character of being
persecuted. They very generally, to the east-
ward, take the property of the Society, and
not unfrequently, in a violent manner, they
break in upon our religious meetings, and
trample under foot the rights and privileges
of those from whom they have separated; they
even use violence upon the persons of Friends—and yet, are dreadfully persecuted. It

minds me of the claims set up by slave-holders
in the southern states. If we call in question
their right to enslave, and tear from their fel

low men their dearest sources of domestic en
joyment, they exclaim that their inalienable
rights are invaded

Another means whereby it is attempted to

raise a popular excitement in their

to exclaim against going to law. They say
that the orthodox are disposed to appeal to th^

civil authority; that our early Friends did not
do this, and that all such appeals are wrong.

But this objection comes with a very il

grace from persons who are pursuing unlaw
ful practices to obtain their purposes.

It would, indeed, be a very convenient sys
tern to violate our civil and religious rights,

and then persuade the world that " lawyers are
a great curse, and that Christians can have
nothing to do with the law."

We believe that civil government is of di-

vine institution, and designed as a terror to

evil doers, and a praise to them that do well
Under this wise provision, the weak are protected
from the strong; and the peaceable man is re
leased from the necessity of contending, in per
sonal conflict, with the violent for the preser
vation of his life, hberty, and other inalienable
rights.

Thomas Story, in his journal, p. 469, insist;

on our right to avail ourselves of the protec
tion of the civil magistrate. In the course of
his travels, he met witii a number of persons
who had been disowned, and who frequented
Friends' meetings for the purpose of distur-

bance, charging Friends with persecution,
&c. In a large public meeting where they
had made disturbance, Thomas claimed this

protection, and proceeded thus to reason the
case:

" Now, observe, if it were the case of the
church of England, or Presbyterians, or Pa-
pists, or Baptists, to be thus used by persons
excommunicated by them respectively, how
would it relish to any of them ? Would they
think themselves obliged to sit under such vio-

lences, without any regard had to the civil

peace of mankind, thus invaded on the most
solemn occasion ? I do not believe they
would. Why then should we, who are equally
privileged to the protection of the civil magis-
trate, who is ordained of God as a terror to

evil doers, and a praise to them that do well ?

I think no rational considerate person can prepared for her,
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tion from violence will release them, whenever
they think proper to be quiet." " Having
spoke thus," says he, " most of the people
seemed quiet and pleased; but the meaner and
mohbish sort, that take pleasure in tumults and
disquiet, were dissatisfied." And it further
appears, by a passage in the same journal, p.
590, that some of these people, who came into
a meeting where Thomas was, and made dis-

turbance, were taken out by the authority of
the governor of the city.

It is but justice, however, to the Society to

add, that they greatly regret the existence of
any necessity to ask the interference of the
civil authority for the protection of our reli-

gious privileges. And we trust to be able to

bear a " becoming testimony, even in courts,

and to show that nothing but the nature of the
case will take any of us there." But we are
not so principled against such protection, as

to refuse it in cases of absolute necessity.
{To be continued.)

OBITUARY.

Died—On tlie morning of the 9th ult. at
Mount Pleasant, Ohio, Sakah, wife of Ehsha
Bates.

In noticing the decease of our departed
friend, we must be permitted to pay a short
tribute to her unobtrusive and solid worth.

She was naturally of a very diflident disposi-

tion, fond of retirement, and httle disposed to

make any display of her religious feelings. In
the various relations of social life, she was an
example of fidelity and watchfulness, endea-
vouring to discharge her several duties, with
uprightness, as in the sight of Him who seeth
in secret, and not to win the applause or favour
of the world. She was a faithful, aflectionate,

and sympathizing wife ; a tender and watchful
mother

; a steady and feehng friend—being
adorned with that ornament which is of great
price in the divine sight, a meek and quiet
spirit. Her extreme diffidence and humility
led her to entertain a very humble opinion of
her religious attainments, and probably sub-
jected her to some painful conflicts of spirit,

which persons of less self-distrust would have
been spared. During her last illness, which
was protracted, her bodily sufferings were se-
vere, and at times it was evident that she suf-

fered much from mental depression
;
yet she

was frequently clothed with great tenderness
of spirit, and evinced an earnest concern for
the promotion of the Uedeemer's kingdom.
As the period of her release from the pains

of mortality drew near, those discouraging
views of herself which seemed to have weighed
upon her spirit, gradually gave way, the Sun of
Righteousness was pleased to arise, and shone
upon her ; a humble yet steadfast and confid-

ing faith in Him, animated her spirit, and ena-
bled her to look with holy joy over and beyond
the things which are seen, to the unfading
glories of the eternal world, with a blessed as-

surance that a crown of immortal glory was

blame us if we have, or yet should, excite the
magistrate against all such, notwithstanding
any unjust clamour of persection against them
and us for so doing, since these people's cessa-

On the evening of the 4th ult. several friends

having called to see her, and a few words being
addressed to her, expressive of the peaceful feel-

ing of the speaker in the prospect of her early
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release ; slie replied by slatiiiy: her own belief

that her end was near, and that "all would be

well."' After the company had withdrann, the

sweet serenity of her countenance bespoke the

heavenly composure of her mind, and being

asked if she felt comfortable, she replied, "Yes,

I feel the arm of Almighty power round about

ine, and I cannot be uncomfortable whatever

this poor tabernacle may have to suffer. 1 have

freely given up all—husband, children, and

every thing, as to this life." She then address-

ed her children in the most tender and appro-

priate manner ; and soon after, speaking to her

husband on the prospect of the speedy dissolu-

tion of their happy union, she observed, "The

time of our separation draws near—I shed

tears, but they are not tears of regret at leav-

ing you,—this is made easy to me. For myself,

I know that I have not done much to promote

his cause, yet 1 do not feel that this will stand

against me'. But I feel that I have loved the

Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity; and now I have

the consoling evidence that he will not leave

me in the hour of extremity and trial. His

blessed presence will be near me, his power

will be round about me, and bear up my het

above the billows of affliction, and give me
mansion of rest and peace in the regions ol

eternal blessedness. I know that my end

draws near, and I do not know how soon it

may come,—it may be this night, and if it

shauld, let all my dear friends know that all is

well."

As the last hour approaclied, she was per-

fectly aware of it, and the energies of her mind

remaining unimpaired, she seemed tenderly

alive to the affliction of her beloved family in

the prospect of her speedy removal from them;

and just before her articulation failed, was se-

cretly engaged in solemn supplication. Indeed,

prayer seemed to be the constant engagement

of her redeemed spirit ; and though it was not

so audible as to enable those present to con-

nect her language, yet the name of the "Lord

Jesus," that blessed Saviour whom she loved

and believed in, was often distinctly heard.

Soon after this the power of utterance failed,

but the spirit was still holding secret intercourse

with heaven ; a look of holy calmness and re-

signation spread over her emaciated and worn

features, she closed her eyes, and gently breath-

ed easier and easier, until she breathed no

more.

Extract from an Oration iMivcrcd by I. A.

SiiAW, Plymouth.

I should do injustice to my subject, did I

omit to mention how much oig: civil liberties

owe to the spirit of our religion. Christianity,

as it exists with us, is the strongest pillar of a

free constitution ; for it is the best guardian of

the public morals. It has exalted, and will con-

tinue to exalt this people ; for, ' wliere the spi

rit of the Lord is, there is liberty.'—Christianity

will here put forth her mighty power. Here

she will breathe her renovating spirit over the

troubled elements ofhuman society. Here we

may expect her to exert a far more salutary in-

fluence than she has ever done before, for here

she is unshackled. She is not here led around

the altar as a mystic pageant, to meet the gaze

of the superstitious crowd : but she is our in-

mate at the fireside, she dwells in our hearts.

Where full liberty of inquiry exists, and no pre-

ference is expressed by the laws for any one

sect above another, truth has all the aid it needs.

And, if religion ofsome sort has ever been found

necessary To the support of social order, what

are we not encouraged to expect from its holy

influence, its sanctifying power, where it circu-

lates pure as the breath of iicaven, free as the

air we breathe ? for, be assured, prosperity

will hover round us, while our councils are di

rected by a fixed regard for the principles of

right. The dangerous doctrine has been some-

times entertained, that nations and individuals

are not bound by the same moral obligations

;

that what would be violence, treachery, or arti-

fice on a small scale, may be political wisdom

when transferred to the cabinet. Diplomacy

has sometimes been only another name for

double dealing. But it is our lot to be fallen

upon other times, to know that the true interests

of the individual and the community too, are

inseparable from the principles of truth. And

let ine assure you, that the irreversible laws of

nature and of order, emanating from the God

of nature, have given no healthful existence, no

vigorous action, to the machinations of any de-

pmved, any sinister policy, whether devised by

the many or the few. No man, who would de-

part from the life-giving principles of public

faith and private virtue, can be either a wise

statesman or a true patriot.

tively possessed of the weapons of slander and

defamation," but must return them upon the

heads of the accusers to their shame and dis-

comfiture.

A friend lately informed us that he saw Hal-

liday Jackson's account of Ohio yearly meet-

ing printed in the form of a handbill stuck upon

the doors of the court house in Steubenville,

and we learn that this method of appealing to

public feeling has become quite common with

them. A cause which requires so much un-

truth to support it, and whose partizans can

resort to such means to spread those untruths,

must be, we should think, in rather a desperate

case.

We thank the author of the interesting

article on modern astronomy. We should be

glad to encourage similar productions, believ-

.
that good essays, illustrative of the various

branches of science, occasionally introduced,

would both enhance tlie respectability of the

paper, and agreeably contribute to its variety.

Thanks, also, to our friend V. for his scraps

of primitive Pennsylvania history. They have

really been to us a pleasant treat—and will,

we doubt not, be relished, for their exhibition

of business-like brevity, unsophisticated sim-

plicity, and the glimpses which they are calcu-

lated to give into the character and every day

habits of the illustrious Penn. We shall look

with eagerness for the continuation.

TUS miEND.
TWELFTH MONTH, 6,

A letter has been received from Ohio with-

in a few days, from which the following ex-

tract is taken.

"On the 17lh inst. (11th month,) our court

ofcommon pleas commenced its session. The

first business which claimed the attention of the

grand jury was that of the riot case. On the

morning of the 1 9th, having employed near two

days in the examination of witnesses, th-

rrrand jury found a bill against the whole of th

nine bound over by justice Soulherland, and

addedfour to their number ; whom, in the inves

ligation of the subject, they found had taken

an active part in the unparalleled outrages of

second day. At the instance of the accused,

and by consent of parties, the final hearing of

the case is postponed, or laid over until the

next court."

Other letters have been received, confirm

ing the foregoing intelligence.

If any further evidence was requisite to

place the accuracy of the narrative published

in the 49th number of the Friend, beyond the

reach of refutation, or to expose the misrepre-

sentations of Halliday Jackson and others of

tiie same party, it is amply afforded in the re-

sults of these legal investigations. They not

only present the most conclusive and unan-

swerable reply to the often repeated and un-

founded charges against the writers in The

Friend, of being "deeply skilled in the art of

misrepresentation and falsehood, and superla

Married, at Friends" mecling-houso in Pino-street,

on fourth day, the 3d instant, Isaac Milreditii, of

Chester county, to Hannah, daughter of Enoch

Lewis of this city.

Died, at Berwick, Columbia county, Pennsylvania,

n the 20th ult.,in the 25th year of his ago, Henrv
Smith, son of .loshua R. Smith, of Burlington, N. J.

Amiably disposed from his childhood, it may correct-

ly be said of him, that few have attained to the same

age as free from the contamination of vicious pro-

pensities, and his end was in accordance with the

uprightness and integrity of his life. Amidst the

paroxysms of a violent disease, (typhus fever,) he

was favoured to cast his care upon Him, who regards,

with a propitious eye, those, who, in humble faith

and filial confidence, look to Him for support in the

time of need. Hence, to him, the prospect of disso-

lution was not terrific; and, we trust, he has been

permitted to enter the mansions of eternal joy.

From LiluWs Remember Me, for 1G29.

HYMN OF THE JEWISH CAPTIVES.

We eagerly look for the day,

O God ! when thy mercy shall rend

The clouds 6f misfortune away.

And put to our bondage an end.

Soon Kedron's dark vale shall rejoice.

And blossom again like the rose

;

When we shall be led by thy voice,

To the land where our fathers repose.

Oh ! then from the willows we'll take

Our harps, and sing praises to thee !

And the lyre, in its pride, shall awake.

When Judah's lone daughters are free.

The sun of thy mercy shall shine

Once more upon Salem's bright towers;

Then glory, O God ! shall be thine,

And rapturous hearts shall be ours.
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MODERN ASTRONOMY.
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Such are some of the curious observations
which modern astronomers have made. In-
teresting as they are in themselves, their chief
importance is derived from tlie prospect wliich
they open to further discoveries, tiiat shall

fold still more extended and magnificent views
of the creation. Scanty as the data are fro

which we can now reason, they establish tlie

fact, that the starry heavens consist of single
and compound systems of suns. Our own
sun is, unquestionably, a single star; such also
are Arcturus, Sirius,"and Aldebaran. Other
systems exist, in which two stars revolve
around their common centre of gravity. That
all these binary stars are suns" shining, not
with reflected, but with their own proper light,

is evident from their prodigious distances.
And, when we take into consideration the
fact, that triple and quadruple stars have been
discovered revolving round each other, we are
lost in amazement at tlie magnificence of the
spectacle which the starry heavens must exhi-
bit to the inhabitants of the planets that be-
long to such a system of suns ! How great
tlie contrast between their blaze of day^ and
the cold and dreary orbit of our Herschell

In examining the manner in which the stars
visible to the naked eye are grouped in the
heavens, it is evident that their arrangement is

not accidental. Had it been so, "the pro-
babilities are as 1400 to 1 against the near-
ness of the three beautiful sthrs in the
belt of Orion, and as 500,000 to ] against the
existence of such a constellation as'^the Plei-
ades. It is therefore probable that many of
-tliese near stars belong to the same system, and
that future observations may discover them to
possess a common motion and mutual attrac-
tion. Pursuing the speculations which these
views naturally suggest, many astronomers
have conjectured that all the stars in the uni-
verse are collected into nebula;, and that our
sun is situated in that which is formed by the
insulated and scattered stars visible to the
naked eye. For immense as is the space oc-
cupied by these stars, it is beyond a doubt that
It shrmks mto a mere point when compared
with the universe itself. To whatever quar-

ter of the heavens the telescope is directed,
we discover stars invisible to the naked eye.
The nebulous appearance of the galaxy is re-
solved into distinct stars, and new nebula; are
disclosed to view. As we increase the power of
our instrument, we discover these also to be
composed of stars, and, sunk still farther in the
depths of space, other and more numerous
clusters, whose blended light is too remote and
faint to be separated by the most powerful of
our glasses. Astronomers have also discover-
ed brilliant spots in the heavens, which can
scarcely be occasioned by collections of stars.
Of this nature are the nebula; in the sword han-
dle of Orion and in the girdle of Andromeda.
The former has been an object of minute ex-
amination by many astronomers, and has un-
dergone considerable changes of form and
brightness. The latter has been known from
the earlier ages of astronomy, and is visible to
the naked eye. It is oval, very bright, and of
great magnitude. Its nebulosity is described
by the younger Herschell as being of the
most perfectly milky, absolutely irrcsolm-
Ue kind

;
the brightness of which_ increases

by regular gradations from the circumference,
and suddenly acquires a great accession in the
middle, yet without any distinct outline to the
nucleus. Neither their distance nor their ap-
pearance with the best telescopes, leads to the
supposition that these nebula; can consist of in-
finitely remote stars. Similar appearances in
other parts of the heavens have given rise to
the opinion, that there exist, scattered through-
out the universe, collections of uncondensed
luminous matter. Far behind and beyond the
galaxy, the powerful reflectors of Herschell
discovered faint nebulosities, presenting only a
ulky hue, brighter in some parts than others,

but oflering no appearance of being composed
of stars. The imagination is lost and over-
whelmed in the attempt to form even a faint
conception of magnitudes so vast and distan-
ces so immense as are here unfolded to our
view! In this illimitable region all is yet
dreams and conjecture. The science of si-

t^ereal astronomy is yet in its infancy. If the
hand of philosophy is ever to raise the vei
which hides the secrets of those worlds of light
from our eyes, it must be by the same unweari-
ed observation, and patient thinking, and cau-
tious induction that revealed to Newton the laws
of our own system.

The problem of the parallax of the fixed
stars, which is the first great step towards a
knowledge of their size and distances, and
which has attracted the attention of all modern
astronomers, has, we may hope, at length been
solved. Dr. Brinkley, the professor ofastrono-
my in the university of Dublin

the parallax of Lyra. His
true, have been contested; but

has ascertaiiie

conclusions, it

we may e.xpect with confidence that the obse
vatioiis on the double stars will soon enable us
to decide the point. It is probable, more-
over, that our estimate of the distances of the
fi.\ed stars being in proportion to their magni-
tudes—an estimate (bunded on the supposirioii
ihat their diameters are equal, is altogether
unfounded, and that a diligent examination of
the telescopic stars may lead to a more deci-
sive solution of this great problem than has
yet been obtained.

At this interesting period in the history of
astronomy, when every thing indicates that
another great era of discovery is at hand, the
arts have come forward, as the handmaids of
science, and presented her with a means of
research and observation, which she had de-
spaired of obtaining. All the powerful teles-
copes hitherto in use, were reflectors with me-
tallic mirrors. They disperse the lioht, so as
to be greatly inferior to refracting telescopes
of equal magnifying power, in the examination
of faint and minute objects. The impossibihty
of obtaining glass lenses of large diameter and
uniform density, had prevented the construction
of refracting telescopes of great power, and
compelled astronomers to resort to metallic
mirrors, for their large instruments. An art-
ist of Germany—that great mother of inven-
tions—has at length triumphed over these diffi-
culties, and succeeded in casting plates of
flint glass, of great size and uniform density,
ree from all the veins and flaws which had
hitlierto rendered such plates useless for optical
purposes. The telescopes which he has thus
been able to form, surpass all others in the
distinctness and clearness of their vision. His
history is curious and interesting

; and his
name will hereafter be connected with one of
the great eras in astronomical discovery. It
conveys also a useful moral

; teaching us that
the interests of learning and the arts are inse-
parably connected—that it is in the power of
the humblest arlizan to confer important be-
nefits on the most refined of the sciences—and
that the devotion of the whole powers of the
mind to the improvements of even a mecha-
nical trade, may be rewarded with tlie most
brilliant success.

Joseph Fraunhofer was a native of Bavaria,
whose parents were too poor to give him any
other education than was to be had by an irre-
gular attendance at the common schools. Beino-
left an orphan at the age of eleven, he was ap"-
piflnticed to a grinder and polisher of glass at
Munich. A singular accident, which nearly
proved fatal, happened to him in his fourteenth"', - -'"e-^'uy 01 i^uDlm, an accurate year, and gave a decisive turn to his future Ifr
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Fraunhofer afterwards undertook
their ruins. Young Fraunhofer, happily, was usefuhiess,

, , • ,

near the surface of the rubbish, and was ex-jto make a lens, twelve inches in diameter,

tricated, after an imprisonment of some hours,"

to pur-

mmenced

covered with wounds and bruises. The king

of Bavaria came to the spot, to encourage the

workmen, and took a warm interest in the

tate of the only survivor of this distressing

calamity. He had him nursed at the public

hospital ; and, when he was recovered, sent

for him, presented him with eighteen ducats,

and told him to apply to him whenever he was

in want. Fraunhofer immediately bought with

part of this money, a machine for grinding

and polishing lenses, and devoted the leisure

he could snatch from his work to the finishing

of optical glasses. His misfortune and his

talents attracted the notice of Utzschneider, a

counsellor of state, who pointed out tp him

some books on optics and mathematics. He

immediately applied himself to the study of

these sciences, at a time when he could scarce

ly write ; and, although forbidden by Ins mas-

ter the use of books, or of a light in his cham-

ber, made himself a proficient in learning.

With the remainder of the royal bounty, he

purchased the last six montlis of his appren-

ticeship, that he might have more ti-" *- '

sue his experiments. He then c

engraving visiting cards, without having been

taught to engrave, and applied the profits ol

this new business to the prosecution ol his la-

vourite pursuit. The fierce war of the 1' rench

revolution now broke out, and swept betore

it the arts and embellishments of peace. I he

sale of his cards ceased, and Fraunhofer was

compelled to support himself by working as a

common glass grinder. He passed several

years in indigence and obscurity ;
but his lor-

mer patron, counsellor Utzschneider, having

enc^aged as a partner in a large establishment

near Munich, for the manufacture of mathe-

matical and optical instruments, he was induc-

ed by liis friends to apply to him for employ

ment. He was engaged as optician to the fac

tory, and was thus placed in the situation most

con<renial to his wishes. He apphed himselt

to the improvement, both of the theory and

practice of his art, and made himselt advan-

tageously known to the learned world, by some

ingenious and original researches upon light

and refraction. He improved the apparatus

for o-rinding and polishing glasses, and suc-

ceed'ed, after a long course of experiments, in

casting thick plates of glass, of an uniform

density and colour. He was thus enabled to

make lenses very far superior, in diameter and

qualitv, to anv heretofore in use. His fame as

an optician was very widely spread, and he

was engaged to make a telescope for the ob-

servatory of Dorpat in Livonia. Professor

Struve considers this telescope as the most

perfect optical instrument in existence. '1 he

diameter of the object glass is nine inches, the

length of the tube fourteen feet, and its great-

est magnifying power is about seven hundred

times. The cost of manufacturing it was

about four thousand dollars. Yet such is the

clearness and brightness of the image it pre-

sents, and such the delicacy and truth of Uie

adjustment, that professor Struve does not
'

sitate to compare it with the great telescope

of Herschell, to which it is far superior in

for the king of Bavaria, and a third of the dia

meter of eighteen inches. But he did not live

to finish these glasses. He died at Munich in

1826, in the fortieth year of his age. It is

gratifying to learn that the unpretending worth

of Fraunhofer was duly valued by his country-

men. He was received as a partner in the lu

crative business, to the reputation of which he

had so much contributed, and was thus ena

bled to reap the reward due to his genius and

perseverance.

The secret of his art has not perished with

him ; lenses of a very large size and extraor-

dinary clearness are now made at Munich,

Paris and London, and tiiereis every reason to

believe that the invention of Fraunhofer will be

the means of carrying astronomical discoveries

to an extent which our former knowledge of

the heavens could scarcely give us an expecta-

tion of reaching. This is the more important

tiie great and enormously expensive teles-

cope of Herschell is nearly decayed, with age

and exposure to the weather

appear ; for that he being a Scotchvian, thought

himself not capable to serve as a member of

the house, and if he came up should be sent

home again."
" A petition from some of the inhabitants of

Philadelphia to put down peu-ter and leadfar-

things, was read, and referred for further con-

sideration.

3 mo. 27.

" The house met at four o'clock, in the

afternoon, being prevented from meeting at

the time appointed by reason of a great fire,

which happened in the town this morning."

3 mo. 31.

" Ordered that Jonathan Dickinson have

for his labour and attendance as clerk of this

present assembly five pounds,—that Daniel

Smith be p&ldfifty shillings as doorkeeper and

messenger, and that James Fox satisfy for the

rent of the house where the assembly was

held."

for the friend.

Primitive Pen>'sylvakia Histobt.

Fro7n the assembly's minutes.

1694.

3 mo. 24.

" A committee of eight members appointed

to inspect the aggrievances of the inhabitants

of this government, report

—

" 1st. That the person commissionated to be

clerk of the market for the county of Phila-

delphia hath committed several misdemeanors

in his office.

" 2nd. That there is not an ordinary ap-

pointed in each respective county for the pro-

bate of wills.

" 3rd. That care is not taken, for taking

security from clerks and sherifl's, for the due

execution of their office.

" 4th. That there is not more than one ferry

allowed over Schuylkill near this town.

6th. That seizing, or taking away the

boat belonging to the inhabitants of Haverford,

Radnor, Merioneth and Darby, is an aggriev-

ance, and of ill-tendency to the inhabitants of

this province.

1695.

7 mo. 9.

The house chose Edward Shippen speak

er, whereupon it was moved, that three mem
beVs should treat with Sarah Whitpan for to

hire her room to sit in."

1696.

" The assembly met at the house oi: Samuel

Carpenter in Philadelphia."

3 mo. 12.

" Daniel Smith was chosen messenger, and

attested to keep secret the debates ofthis house,

and the door in safety."

" William Moreton not appearing, one of

the members from Kent said he would not

1699.

12 mo. 6.

" Adjourned to Isaac Norris's house, by

reason of the extreme cold, for an hour."

Thomas Makin voted to be clerk for this

session of assembly at 4 shillings per day."

Twenty-one pounds, thirteen shillings, and

one penny, was voted as a provincial charge

for damage done by privateers plundering the

town of Lewes." (Lewistown.)

Anthony Morris and Isaac Norris were

ordered to attend the governor and council,

to be informed of the place called Natoll. The

committee return and report, that Natoll is a

place upon the main near Madagascar." V.

(Tb be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

HANCOCK ON PEACE.
(^Concluded.')

We shall close our extracts from this inter-

esting little volume with some anecdotes re-

specting the family of the late Gcrvase John-

son, a minister who visited America, and was

absent from home on this gospel mission, du-

ring the occurrence of those awful scenes

which introduced his family into so much

alarm, and in which they experienced such re-

markable preservation.

" When »he army of the insurgents marched

into the town of Antrim, the place where G.

Johnson's family resided, they issued orders to

the inhabitants to remain in their houses, and

to close the doors and windows. It was the

intention of this family to comply with the re-

quisition and remain quietly in their own habi-

tation ; but they soon discovered that the bat-

tle had commenced, and the insurgents had

planted their cannon in the street directly be-

fore their door.
" As the house seemed to be in imminent

danger, they thought of taking refuge in the

fields. This step would, however, have been

attended with great personal risk, and was

happily prevented—for the yard was so full of

rebels, that the family could not well pass

I
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by them. After making an eflbrt to escape,

tlie females returned into the house ; bat their

brother was shut out amongst the crowd
;
yet

notwithstanding they were in the heat of action

at the time, the soldiers neither asked him to

take up arms, nor offered him the least vio-

lence. He afterwards got into the stable, and

endeavoured to secure himself by holding

down the latch, until one of his sisters ventur-

ed out and brought him into the house, to their

great joy, as they expected never to see him
again alive.

" Immediately after they had given up the

intention of going into the fields, and were

entering the house, a wounded rebel came in

along with them, and stayed with them during

the remainder of the engagement. Though
they endeavoured to perform the duties of hu-

manity to a sufi'ering fellow creature, yet they

felt their situation to be full of difficulty as well

as danger on his account, not knowing how
soon his enemies might prevail, and find him
under their protection. The rebel, who was a

respectable person, strove to encourage them,

by saying they need not be at all alarmed, for

he was sure, as they were inoft^hsive people,

and did not meddle on either side, they would
not meet with any injury.

" At this time the rebels had gained pos-

session of the town, having obliged the regi-

ment of cavalry to retreat, after a deadly

rencontre, in which about one third of the regi-

ment was either killed or wounded in the

short space of a few minutes. But it was not

long before a reinforcement of the Monaghan
and Tipperary militia entered the town ; and
seeing the rebels beginning to yield, they act-

ed with great cruelty, neither sparing friends

nor enemies, but destroying everyone who ap-

peared in coloured clothes. In a very short

time they dispersed the insurgents and retook

the town. Numbers, who were not in any
way concerned, lost their lives; for the soldiers

showed pity to none : they fired into the hou-

ses of the inhabitants and killed many, and
those who took refuge in the fields also suffer-

ed severely.

" When the firing had almost ceased, the

family above noticed concluded it would be
safer for the rebel who had taken shelter with

them to try to make his escape; for the proba-

bility was that if he should be found in the house
at such a time, he would not only suffer himself

but be the occasion of the family suffering

also. He made his escape accordingly, and
was saved. Not many minutes after he had
gone, a number of soldiers came to the door,

knocked furiously at it, and demanded entrance

immediately—insisting that the family should

all come forward and show themselves, in

order that it might be known whether there

were any strangers in the house. The door
was opened accordingly, and they were imme-
diately surrounded by a great number of sol-

diers. Their appearances were very frightful

—they had just come from the heat of the bat-

tle—their faces besmeared with gunpowder,
and the expression of their countenances cor-

responding with the work of death in which
their hands had just been engaged. They
inquired if all the individuals of the family

were present, and if any strangers were in the

house. Some of them were going up stairs

to search, but an officer who lived near, told

them they should not make any search, that

the Quakers were people that would not tell a

lie—that their words might be taken, and that

if any strangers were in the house, they would
not be denied. Indeed, their manner was so

kind and civil as to excite the astonishment of
the family, especially as many others hadexpe
rienced very different treatment."

"The town presented an awful appearance
after the battle: the bodies of men and hor-

ses were lying in the blood-stained streets :

and the people were to be seen here and there

saluting their neighbours, like those who had
survived a pestilence or an eartliquake—as if

they were glad to see each other alive after

the recent calamity.

The same night a troop of soldiers came to

the door to let the family know, they need
not be at all alarmed, for that they should be

protected—that the soldiers would be riding

through the streets all night, and would take

care that they should not be molested."
" Owing to the bad character of which that

part of the town where the young man and his

sisters lived, had obtained, orders were issued

that it should be burned. Some of the houses

had already been destroyed on the morning of

the battle, but it was a fearful thing to have
the houses of a whole street condemned to

pillage and the flames, as many innocent per-

sons would undoubtedly suffer, and numbers
left without a place of shelter. In this calami-

tous period, the poor destitute wanderer, whe-
ther innocent or guilty, who was deprived of a

home either by accident or design, was always

an object of suspicion, and if not clad in mili-

tary attire was liable to be shot.

" The commanding officer was riding up
the street to give the orders, and one of the

young women of the family thought she would
venture through the crowd and speak to him

;

some of the town's people had indeed urged
her to make the application. She walked up
to him accordingly, and with great simphcity

asked him if " their house was to be burned."
He replied, " I have received very bad treat-

ment from the inhabitants of this quarter of

the town ; but you shall not be disturbed. I

will make them rack the houses about your

house, and save yours." After this, without their

knowledge, a yeoman was sent to stand at their

door, while the destruction was going forward

near them. Notwithstanding the officer's com-
mand, however, the army seemed disposed

many times afterwards to plunder their house;

but the neighbours always interfered, saying,
" they were inoffensive people, not connected
with any party, and that their father was in

America." " On one occasion the soldiers

came for the express purpose of racking the

house, and had their weapons ready to break

the windows—but the neighbours, some of

whom were yeomen, stepped forward in their

behalf, so that not even a shilling's worth was
taken from them, nor did any of the family re-

ceive the slightest personal injury."

It is a circumstance not a little remarkable
that at the time Gervase Johnson was prepar-

ing to leave Ireland on his religious visit to

America, a minister of the Society

himself in prayer at a quarterly meeting to

this effect—viz. that he was led to supplicate

on behalfof a dear brother, who was going to

a distant country, as with his life in his hand

—

that the Lord he trusted would be with him
and lay out his work, day after day ; that he
would enable him to perform acceptably what
was designed for him to do, and that he would
be returned to his family and friends with the

reward of peace in his own bosom, experienc-

ing Him who had been his morning light to be
his evening song. But that in his absence the

sword would be near his house, and the dead

bodies would be lying in the streets, and at the

time neither hurt nor harm would befall his

family ; for the Lord would encamp about them
and preserve them, as in the hollow of his

hand, from the rage and fury of the enemy.
This was some. time before the rebellion

broke out, and the circumstances alluded to in

the prayer were afterwards literally accompHsh-
ed. S. N.

FOR THE FEIEND.

SCRAPS.

The V. S. Mail.

The postmaster general's report laid be-

fore congress a few days since, is a very inter-

esting document. We make the following ex-

tract as worthy of note. "Some pains have

been taken to ascertain the exact number of

persons employed by the department, includ-

ing postmasters, assistant postmasters, clerks,

contractors, and persons engaged in transport-

ing the mail; and although only partial returns

have been received, it is believed the total

number is about twenty-six thovsand, nine

hundred andfifty-six. There are about seiien-

tecn thousand five hundred and eighty-four

horses employed, and two thousand eight hun-

dred and seventy-nine carriages, including two
hundred and forty-three sulkies, and wag-

Injurious Colours.—The government of

Lombardy has issued a law, which, under pen-

alty of confiscation, forbids the use of any
enomous substance, such as arsenic, zinc,

lead, and other mineral colours, in the printing

or dying of fabrics which are intended for cloth-

ing, or may come in contact with the human
body. Many cutaneous affections, it is said,

of which the cause has hitherto been unknown,
ire occasioned by the absorption of deleterious

dying substances.

At a late Old Bailey sessions, London,

twenty-four prisoners received sentence of

death (one of them only fifteen years of age !)

and above one hundred were ordered for trans-

portation.

The 95th No. of the Edinburgh Review con-

tains an article on Prussian Political Econo-

my, which concludes with this severe notice of

our tariff. " We shall perhaps enter in our next

number into an examination of the late Ameri-

can tariff; a measure, destined, we think, to be

as ruinous to the best interests of the American
people, as it is disgraceful to the intelligence of

the American legislature. It would be an
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insult to Prussia to contrast her commercial

system with that of the United States. The
franiers of that tariff' seem to have taken the

policy of Austria and Naj)lcs for their

model."

Thefamous phrenologist, Dr. Gall, died at

Jiis residence near Paris a few months since.

He directed that no priest should attend his

funeral, and ordered his head to be dissected,

and added to his collection ! All this is what

might have been expected from the doctor.

Died at Hereford (England) last summer, in

his 77th year, James Wathen, an ingenious

and worthy person, remarkable for his repeat-

ed pedestrian tours in every part of the united

kingdom, and for several excursions on foot

on the continent of Europe. When travelling

lie eat no meat, neither drank wine, beer, or

spirits ; tea was his great refreshment. Thirty

miles per day was the lowest rate of his walk-

ing. He performed his fortieth walk to Lon-
don last spring, which much exhausted him.

His end was tranquil though sudden. V.

Fi om llic Remember Me.

A CHERUB.

Beautiful thing, with thine eye of light,

And thy brow of cloudless beauty bright,

Gazing for aye on the sappliire tlirone

Of Him who dwelleth in light, alone.

Art thou hasting now, on that golden wing,*
With the burning seraph choir to sing ?

Or stooping to earth, in thy gentleness,

Our darkhng path to cheer and bless ?

Beautiful thing ! thou art corae in love,

With gentle gales from that world above
;

Breathing of purencss, breathing of bliss.

Bearing our spirits away from this.

To the better thoughts, to the brighter skies.

Where Heaven's unclouded sunsbine lies,

Winning our hearts, by a blessed guile.

With that infant look, and angel smile.

Beautiful thing : thon art come in joy.

With the look, with the voice, of our darling boy.

Him that was torn from the bleeding hearts

He had twined about with his infant arts,

To dwell, from sin and from sorrow far.

In the golden orb of his little star—

t

There he rejoiceth, while we, oh ! we
Long to be happy and safe as he.

Beautiful thing ! thou art come in peace,

Bidding our doubts and our fears to cease.

Wiping the tears that, unbidden, start

From their fountain deep, in the broken heart,

Cheering us still, on our weary way,
Lest our hearts should faint, or our feet should

stray,

Till, crowned for the conquest, at last wo shall be.

Beautiful thing, with our boy, and thee I

George W. Doane.

' Yet far more faire be those bright Cheiubins
' Wliich all with golden wings are overdight,

And tliose cteinall burning Scra/phir
'

of the death
ol" a litUe cliild ul" mine, a bov that lately made us very glad

;

hut iww he rejoices ,n liis little orbc, while we thinke, and sigh,

and long to be as safe as he is."~Jcr. Taylor to Evelyn, Jubj
19, lOsS

" Remember, your two boys are two bright starrea, arid

their innocence is sccuv'd, and you shall never hear evil of them
agayne. "—.^cr. TuyUir to Evelyn, Feb. 17, 1657—8.

FOR THE FRIEND.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
{Concluded from page 62.)

Our attention was next arrested by a minute, in

which the Hicksites pretend to disown Friends from
their Socieitj. The following is an extract from it,

viz. " It is therefore the judgment of this meeting,
that all such members as have already withdrawn,
and such others as may associate with them in the

establishment and support of other meetings, under
the name of Friends' meetings, shall . I>e consid-

ered as having relinquished their rights of member-
ship with us, and that monthly meetings be directed

to make entries on their minutes in each particular

case expressive of the fact."—p. 4.

A moment's reflection, aided by a little common
sense, might have saved them the trouble of framing
the long minute from which the above is taken

—

for it so happens, that Friends never belonged to their

society—they are a totally distinct people. It was
for this cause, and to avoid all collusion with their

principles and practices, that Friends quietly met by
themselves as soon as the Hicksites had openly de-

clared their secession from the communion of our

Society. The minute was, therefore, useless. Friends

themselves had previously made the most public and
decided declaration that they ^ere not Hicksites,

and it required no minute from the latter to convince

any one of the fact.

Useless, however, as the minute is, so far as relates

to the purpose for which it was framed, it answers
another end— it serves to develope more fully the

hasty and unchristian spirit which actuated the

framers. It evinces how anxious they are, if they

had the power, to dispossess Friends of their just

right to the property of the Society, and to cut them
olf, at one stroke, from all tlie privileges of member-
ship. While we cannot but rejoice at their inabihty

to do either, we lament tliat men making such high

and solemn professions, should secretly cherish in

their hearts a spirit so totally hostile to the plainest

precepts of the gospel. The Hicksites, as is well

known, have been loud and bitter in their complaints,

because, after they had voluntarily withdrawn from

the Society, and made public proclamation of it in

their official documents, Friends issued testimonies

to this efl'ect, in the regular order of our discipline.

They have scarcely been able to find language suffi-

ciently severe to give utterance to the violence of

their censure ; and all the horrors of racks, gibbets,

fire and faggot, dungeons, stakes, the baslile, and the

inquisition, have been portrayed in our hearing, as

conveying only a faint picture of the malice and
cruelty of orthodox disownraents. Yet, no sooner

do these men meet with, what they consider, a fa-

vourable opporiunity for the display of their power,

than they manifest a disposition to run into still

greater cruelties ; they even disown those who never

belonged to them ; and, with the expectation of fright-

ening others from joining Friends, they disfranchise

" such others as may associate with them," let them
come from whence they may.
Even if we admit them to have the right of legis-

lating over those who were never subjects of their

government, still they evince but little acquaintance

with the principles of jurisprudence, not to see that

a law made after the commission of an act, must be

invalid as relates to the punishment of that act. If

Friends have done wrong in not turning Hicksites,

and the latter wish to punish them for it, they must
take the established discipline for their rule, and not

make a new law to impose the penalty.

Their minute, however, is directly in opposition

to the fundamental principle of all church labour, as

laid down in the discipline of Friends, viz. "In the

exercise whereof it is to be observed, that if any
member be found in conduct subversive of its order,

or repugnant to the testimonies with which we be-

lieve we are entrusted for the promotion of truth and
righteousness, it becomes our indispensable duty to

treat with mch in Christian meekness and brotherly

compassion," &c. according to the direction of our

Lord in Matt, xviii. 16. Baltimore discipline, page
5. This gospel order of first telling an offender his

fault privately, and endeavouring to reclaim him, is

the basis of the whole system of church government

in the Society of Friends. It is founded on the prin-
ciple ot restoring love. Thus, it is said, " Where any
transgress the rules of our discipline, they should,
without partiality, be admonished and sovgld in the
spirit of love, so that it may be seen by all, that the
restoring dispositions of meekness and Christian af-

fection abound before church censure takes place."
Baltimore discipline, page 27.

Now, we would ask the leaders of the Hicksite
meeting, whether they have performed the " indis-

pensable duty of treating with Friends in Christian
meekness and brotherly compassion.'" Have you,
" according to the dn-ections of our Lord," told your
brethren their fault between them and you alone

—

" admonished and sought them in the spirit of love,"
and thus shown to them and to the world, that " the
restoring dispositions of meekness and Christian
love abounded in you before church censure took
place?" You certainly can make no such pretence.
You did not even acquaint them with the charges
which you brought against them—hut, as far as it

was in your power to condemn them, you did it in
their absfence, without giving them even the formali-
ty of a hearing—yourselves being accusers, witness-
es, and judges. You have deprived them also "of the
privilege of an appeal, (supposing they were inclined

to resort to it,) a right most scrupulously guarded
by the discipline, by making the yearly meeting a.

party, and thus vitiating that very tribunal with which
the ultimate decision of the case must rest. We are
arguing on tli^ supposition that you could disown
those who never belonged to you ; and we would
ask you, whether your procedure is just—whether it

is consistent with Christian and brotherly feehng, or
with the genius of our excellent ecclesiastical law ?

To us it appears the reverse of all this—it appears
unjust and arbitrary in the extreme ; and savours
strongly of a spirit far removed from that Christian
tenderness and love which seeks the restoration of
those who, as we may imagine, have wandered from
the path of rectitude. Yearly meetings have the
right to direct what portion of their members shall
constitute each quarterly meeting, and these again
to point out those who shall compose monthly meet-
ings, but the discipline of every yearly meeting with
which wo are acquainted, confines the power of dis-

ownment to monthly meetings only. They are the
executive part of the Society; and the change, in this

respect, which the Hicksites of Baltimore have at-

tempted to make, is another proof that they are as-
sociated on different principles from Friends, and
are determined to disregard all former regulations,
when it may suit their own purposes.

Our readers will be surprised to learn that the
epistle published by the Hicksites of Baltimore in
their extracts, has been entirely remodeled and re-
duced to little more than one half of its original vo-
lume. From the tenor of the minute prefixed to it,

we suppose, that after it was read in the meeting, on
third day afternoon, it found its way back again,
through some unknown channel, to the representl-
tives. It is probable that the criticism it underwent,
on third day, short and imperfect as it was, con- •

vinced the tranters of the document that a radical
change would be necessary before it came again un-
der review in the yearly meeting ; and, to allow time
for these alterations, it was necessary to defer the se-
cond reading to a later period than the next morn-
ing. From the numerous blunders it contained, we
should imagine that a considerable length of time
was required to correct it. The minute alludes to
the epistle as though it was then produced by the re-
presentatives for the first time, and states that " after
a time of solemn quiet,'" the meeting " united there-
with ;" from which it appears the leaders of the
party at last obtained their earnest wish, that all dis-

cussion of its contents might be avoided, and the as-

sent of the meeting expressed by a simple yea or
nay.
As the representatives declared themselves to be

the yearly meeting, and had as.sumed the power to
prepare the epistle, they had unquestionably an equal
right to amend it ; and we cannot see the advantage
of bringing it before the meeting at all, since the
same power would have authorised them to issue it

to tlie world. One thing, however, is a little re-

markable ; every error which was exposed in the



silting on third day afternoon, has since been

puuged Irom the document. This shows, lliut,

judiced as tlie representatives were against tlie truth,

and anxious to give their statements a colouring fa-

vourable to their party, they became ashamed o

t.heii perversions. rather of the deteclii

them ; and, in order to conceal these errors, submit-

ted to the erasure of the whole. The ignorance and
ill-will displayed by the framers of the epistle are,

however, none the le'ss manifest. They showed
what they wished to say ; and, but for the une.ipected

exposure in the meeting, the document would pro-

bably have come forth in all its original deformity.

In its present form, the epistle is a very common-
place affair, principally made up of the usual spe-

cious but delusive professions of the party, respect-

ing their belief in the light within ; which, unhap-
pily for the cause of true religion, is in this day
made a cover for infidelity. The writers of it at-

tempt to show that the Spirit in man is the only Sa-
viour, and apply to this tliose passages of Holy
Scripture which evidently ret'er directly to Jesus

Christ our Lord. Thus, after quoting the expres-

sions of John the Baptist, when he said to ihe Jews,
" I, indeed, baptize you with water unto repentance

;

but there cometh one after me that is mightier than
I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear ; he shall

baptize you with the Holy Ghost and tire ;''—

w

have a direct reference to Him of whom John
the forerunner, they dexterously convert the passage
into an allusion to the "divine principle in man,"
In their sclieme of salvation, as presented in tl:

epistle, there is not one v.'ord said respecting the

outward coming of the blessed Son of God and Sa
viour of the world, nor of any of his glorious ortices

as the propitiation tor sin, the mediator bet\veen God
and men, or our holy high pnest and intercessor in

Their reply to the imputation of denying the divi-

nity of Christ, is extremely evasive, and must coij.

vince every reader that they are desirous of conceal-
ing their real sentiments. "In answer to the charge
tiiaj we deny the divinity of Christ, we say, that we
believe what is written in the Scriptures concerning
Christ ; both as to his outward manifestation in the

flesh, and in relation to that divine principle of light

and truth in man^ which in Scripture is called ^ tfie

Christ ,•' we have certainly never known any under
our name, who have ever hinted a doubt, much lejs

expressed a denial of that great fundamental princi-
ple which has always been the corner stone of our
religious profession."—p. 13. The reader will ob-
serve that they confine the divinity of Christ cxclu-

tively to " the divine principle in man"—and liave

never known any under our name who denied this.

But surely this is more the divinity of man than the

divinity of Christ. The profession of belief in that
*^ fundamental principle," it is true, has become very

common among the new sect ; so that men who
make no appearance of religion, and whose lives and
conversation evince that they are downright ene-

mies to it, speak as familiarly of the Spirit as though
they had it perfectly at command. But this is done
inopposUion to the doctrine of the divinity of Christ,

as generally understood among Christian professors,

and often for the very purpose of concealing a denial

of this great truth. The epistle, too, calls this " divine

principle in man" " rte Christ;" appropriating the

term exclusively to it, and thus robbing the Lord
Jesus of his divine character, as the very and only

Christ of God ; and, in order to give it a higher sanc-

tion, the writers declare that " in Scripture it is call-

ed 'ih: Christ,^ " marking the words " the Christ"
as a quotation. Now we deny that the terms " the

Christ" are anywhere used in holy writ in this

sense, or with such a connection ; and we challenge

the writers of the document to produce a single in-

stance, it is a perversion of the sacred language;
for, we believe, in every place where the words " the
Christ" are used by the inspired penmen, they refer

directly to the Lord Jesus who appeared at Jerusalem.
It is by such unfair and miserable shifts as this—by
garbling the sacred text, and presenting disjointed

portions while the context is omitted—that the ene-
mies of Christ's divinity make a show of scriptural

authority for their unbelief; and we have an ample
display of this disingenuous conduct in the epistle.

|
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It must bo obvious to every candid reader of it, that
its authors' design is to equal all good men with l\v

Lord Jesus, and even to appropriate the name Christ
to them also. Thus they quote the language of Pai
to the Romans, " If any man have not the Spirit of
Christ, he is none of his;" and add, "If this propo-
sition be true, surely the converse is equally true. I

any man possess the Spirit, the divine nature and lift

of Christ, he ni__gst belong to his household and be
called by his name." Their pretended refutation ol
the charge ofdenying the divinity of Christ, is there-
fore an avowal of their disbelief in it, though modi-
fied and disguised, so as to deceive the unwary,
They allege that the same charges as are now pre-
ferred against l/iem were formerly brought against
our early Friends. This is true—but 'there is this
remarkable diti'erence : our early Friends were ac-
cused of it witlwut cause; and, when charged with
disbehef in the doctrines of Christianity, they made
the most honest, explicit and full declarations of their
sincere and real belief on the points in question ; and
thus showed beyond a doubt that the accusations
were unfounded. But, on the contrary, the charn-e
is made against Elias Hicks and his followers, on the
most clear and conclusive testimony—they have again
and again denied the doctrine—and when urged to
meet the accusation fairly, they contrive artfully to
evade it, to cover up their real sentiments under
vague and ambiguous expressions, and even to apply
mentally a signification to the term divinity of
Christ, ditferont from what is generally received
among Christians. Thus, when asked if they believe
in the divinity of Christ, they will answer in the af-
firmative—but press them as to what they mean by
the divinity of Christ, and you will find that they
allude only to the influence of the holy Spirit on the
mind of Jesus, and that this was no other and no
more than is experienced by every good man ; or, as
Elias Hicks says, in his sermon at Little Creek, Del-
aware, " the light in that body that walked about
the streets of Jerusalem, was no more than is in
EVERY CREATURE, as a manifestation of the light in
tliem."—Quaker, vol. iv. p. 104. And yet he de-
clares, that he as much believes in the divinity of
Christ, as any man. Such are the unfair and disin-
genuous artifices which he and his adherents resort
to, in order to conceal their real sentiments, and thus
impose upon the ignorant and unsuspecting. Argu-
ment with such men is vain and useless. You may
refute their notions by the most clear and concli

'

reasoning, drive them from one position after
ther until they appear to have no retreat left

; yet
they will still find some stratagem by which to elude
the force that they cannot repel, or some mental
servation by which to screen their unbelief; and
ther than acknowledge themselves, vanquished, they
will even assent in words to the very doctrines they
are labouring to destroy, though all the while there
rankles in tlieir hearts a deep-rooted unbelief of tl

which nothing but a thorough change of heart

G9

How fearful is such a state of mind !—how cheer-
ess the condition of such a man in this life, and how
dark and hopeless his prospects for eternity ! As the
fluence of unbelief steels and hardens the heart,

blunts the sensibility, and freezes up the sourc(

,e benevolent affections, he looks with heartless

difference on all aroand him ; and by every means
in his power averts the contemplation of that period
hen his mortal existence must close—for all beyond
lis is gloomy uncertainty. Should a ray of light

tmetimes breakthrough the darkness that envelopes
,s mental horizon, he starts aside at the sad disclos-

res which it makes, and desperately exclaims, "I
'.nnot, and will not believe." Well may we say,

1 the language of sacred writ, " Oh, my soul 1 come
3t thou into their secret ; unto their assembly, mine

honour, be not thou united." Ratlier let us cherish
that humble, prayerful state, which, conscious of its

frailty, sincerely and ardently breathes the devout
Lord, I believe ; help thou mine un-

belief." R. S.

Pins.—It is supposed that fifteen millions

of pins are daily manufactured in England.

—

DOCTRINES OF ELIAS HICKS.
The following sentiments delivered by Elias

Hicks at two meetings in the city of Baltimore,
on fourth day, the "l 9th, and sixth day, the

2 1st of the last month, were taken down by a
person of competent ability, who was present
at both meetings. If any further evidence of
the correctness with which they are taken is re-

quisite, it is amply furnished in their coincid-

ence with the printed sermons which he
has publicly sanctioned by his own signature.

The style, and general tenour of the notes, are

so exact a counterpart of his discourses, that

all who have read them must at once perceive

it, though, on some points, he has declared his

opinions rather more fully during his late visit

at Baltimore. They will serve to show the

readers of " The Friend"' that he still con-
tinues to promulgate those pernicious opi-

nions relative to the Christian religion, which
have .seduced- so many from the faith of the

gospel, and spread discord and confusion
amongst those from whom we hoped better

things. It is, however, a solemn truth, and
one which ought deeply to impress the minds
of all those who countenance his labours or
opinions, that, when once sentiments of unbe-
lief have been imbibed, they cannot be shaken
od'at pleasure; for, as repentance is the gift of
the Most High, so nothing short of a renewed
visitation of that grace and mercy which has
been trampled on and rejected, can possibly

renew the capacity sincerely to believe the

saving truths of the gospel of Christ. They
who wilfully reject the doctrines of Christianity,

and invent for themselves what they consider
an easier and more rational plan of redemp-
tion, must inevitab-ly prove by sorrowfid expe-
rience, that their schemes are mere " broken
cisterns;" and when disappointment, and the

dread of everlasting perdition, may make them
anxious for a return to " the good old paths"
which they have forsaken, they will find that

they cannot retrace their steps at pleasure

—

they would not believe, in days that are past, and
now they cannot believe, what they gladly would.
The mazes of unbelief are so artfully contriv-

ed, and so speciously decorated, as to deceive
those who become involved in them, with tlie

idea that there is no danger of their becom
ing entangled or bewildered—that the path
they are treading is a more direct and plain

road to heaven; and though they may diverge
a little from the old and beaten track, yet it is

only the straightening of a circuitous route, and
that, in a little while, they will again become
one road. But. alas ! while this fatal delusion

is lulling the mind into false security and re-

pose, it is hurried along, almost unconsciously,

from one stage of its downward course to an-

other, until at length, when the spell is broken
and its real situation disclosed, it has, too often,

neither the power, nor the disposition, to re-

turn—but, with mad desperation, goes on in

its career, not only determined that it will not

believe, but resolved also to poison the faith of
others, and, if possible, to make them compa-
nions in the misery and wretchedness of its

own hopeless condition. This is not a mere
picture of the itnagination; there have been
numerous and fearful examples, which prove
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it to be a melancholy truth ; and we would

that those who are just enteTing the laby-

rinth, might pause, and seriously reflect where

the steps they are about taking may event-

ually lead them ; and ask themselves, what

liope of redemption they can reasonably en-

tertain, after having rejected the only means

which an all-wise and omnipotent Creator has

been pleased to appoint for the salvation of a

fallen and sinful race.

The substance of Elias Hicks' sentiments on

doctrinal points, expi-essed in Lombard street

meeting-house, on fourth day, the 19th inst.

The Scriptures.

"We have the scriptures, some parts of

which may he true ; but what can they do for

us ? Neither men nor books can do any thing

more than point to the one thing needful."

" Now, here, all this contention in Christen-

dom about the scriptures, must convince vs

that these scriptures were not written by inspired

men. For, nothing that is of God, or comes

from him, can lead to contention. They can-

not be inspired writings, or else we should all

understand them alike.^'

" We hear it said that the scriptures are a

rule of faith and practice. But this is not so;

for ten thousand such books as the Bible could

never convey the law of God to any one of us.

And we possess such a diversity of passions

and propensities, that we require a law suited

to the circumstances of every individual. For

that which is the law to one man is not the law

to another."
" We must bring all to the test of the spi-

rit. I believe nothing that is said by men, or

written in books., which does not accord with

what is revealed to my own mind."

The Fall.

" And some folks are so foolish as to think

that mankind have sustained a great loss by

the sin of our first parents. But if we consider

the thing rightly, we must all see that it is not

so; an-^. that instead of a curse, it is a great

blessing. For what greater blessing could

any of us have, than to see, by their ex

ample, the sad consequences- of sin, and thus

learn to avoid it ?"

The Atonement.

" And besides this idle notion of original

sin, there is something they call the atonement,

They pretend to believe that Jesus Christ, our

blessed pattern, was made a sacrifice for their

sins, and for the sins of the whole world. Now
surely no rational soul can believe this. Jesus

Christ was put to death by the hands of wick

ed men, because of his faithful testimony to the

truth. He did not suffer willingly ; for when
he was in the garden, and sweat, like drops of

blood, fell from him, he prayed to his heavenly

Father, that this bitter—this cruel cup might

pass from him. Nay, he suffered not willing-

ly ; he did not voluntarily give himself up into

the hands of his enemies; for, we may remem-
ber, the Jews took him by force, and crucified

him. Not that he was purposely sent into the

world to be crucified, but because he would

not acknowledge the authority of his perse-
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cutors, nor abandon lijs testimony to the truth

of God."
Revelation.

" Some people say that revelation has ceas-

ed; but this is a great error. If revelation had

ceased eighteen hundred years ago, then we
should all be in darkness, and without any

thing to direct us in the right way. But im-

mediate revelation lias not ceased; for, without

it, we could none of us distinguish the least

thing on the face of the earth. If this revela-

tion was withheld for one moment, we should

k into a state of annihilation. For it is

this, by which, not only we ' live and move, and

have our being,' but which also supports every

herb and blade of grass on the face of the

earth.''

Jesus Christ.

See, now, the humility of Jesus Christ, our

great and blessed pattern. We read that he

was the son of the virgin Mary, who might pro-

bably be a virtuous wo7nan. She was turned

out of doors in what was considered a despi-

cable situation, and her child was laid in a

manger. Now, here we learn that Jesus was
born of a woman; suckled at the breast of his

mother, and brought up, like the rest of his

brethren, a real, clear, and true Israelite. That

which is born of the Spirit is spirit. That
which is born of the flesh is flesh; and the out-

ward and visible body of Jesus Christ, which

was born of a woman, was nothing more than

flesh and blood. In the order of nature, it

partook only of thatfrom whence it proceeded.

We know that every eflect must rest upon an

adequate cause; and, therefore, as flesh cannot

beget any thing but flesh, so neither can Spi-

rit beget any thing but spirit. The son is

formed in the hkeness of the father, and par-

takes of his nature. We know that this is al-

ways the case; and that, throughout all crea-

tion, every animal is formed in the shape and

likeness of that by which it was begotten.

Therefore, as God is a Spirit, and invisible,

nothing that is fleshly or visible can be a Son

of God. Nothing can be a Son of God but

that which is Spirit; and here we see that the

outward and visible body of Jesus Christ, which

was born of a woman, and formed in the
""

ness of man, was, properly, no more the Son of
God than any other Israelite. But Jesus was
faithful to the manifestations of duty, and thus

came to experience a birth of the Spirit of

God. And every man who experiences this

birth, becomes a partaker of the nature and di

vinity of God Almighty. He can say, with

truth, as Jesus did, ' I and my Father are one.

It is written that God spoke face to face to

Moses; and he would speak face to face to

all of us, were we but willing to enter into a

marriage covenant with him."

" Jesus Christ was only an outward Sa
viour to Israel. He healed the bodily diseases

of the people; but could do nothing more for
the soul than direct to the light within, the

Comforter, the Spirit of Truth—the only Sa

viour. This was all that Jesus could do for
the soul then ; and this is all that men or mini

sters can do for it now. It is written that Je

sus fasted forty days and forty nights; but we
cannot beheve that this was an abstinence

from outward food, nor that the wilderness in

which he was tempted was an outward wilder-

ness. This time of fasting constituted the

state of his probation; and the wilderness al-

luded to, was the wilderness state of his own
mind, wherein he was tempted by the devil.

And what is the devil ? The devil, or satan, is

the name for whatever is evil—for those dispo-

sitions and propensities which are at enmity
with God. And these it was that tempted Je-

sus Christ ; but which, by the power of his

heavenly Father that dwelt in him, he was en-

abled to resist."

Propensities.

" Now, every propensity that man has is

good in itself; and it is only the improper in-

dulgence of them that constitutes evil. When
a man has run into excess, then he begins to

feel remorse; and he hides himself behind the

trees of the garden. For these trees represent

our different propensities, and when man has

indulged any one of these to excess, then he

endeavours to hide himself behind another

tree : he abuses his propensities ; runs into

greater excesses; and thus tries to soothe his

conscience, and hide himself from the All-see-

ing Eye."

At the meeting on sixth day evening.

" Let us, then, run with alacrity the race

that is set before us, looking unto Jesus, the

author and the finisher of our faith. What
Jesus? Not that man who was called Jesus,

but the light and power that was in him; which

was his guide and preserver. For that which

preserved him, must preserve us; and the same
power which saved him must save us.^^

" Oh, wonderful ! to contemplate the good- '

ness and mercy of God to his creature man,

in thus giving us power to rise up to an equali-

ty with himself."

" Now all these outward things can do no-

thing for us. The only use of the scriptures,

and the only use of preaching, is to turn us

away from themselves, and from every thing

outward. Let us, then, my friends, come into

that state, wherein we can do without preach-

ing, and without the scriptures."

" We see the splits and divisions that are in

the world about the dogmas of the Bible; but

we need not mind these; for it makes no mat-
'

ter whether ive believe these dogmas or not. In-

deed, I think it will be better for us not to be-

lieve them ; for all that is necessary for us, is

to know that God is God, and to feel that we
love him."

Remarks.—It may not be aniiss to mention,

that, at the meeting on fourth day, when Elias

Hicks was labouring to destroy, in the minds of

his hearers, a belief in the miraculous concep-

tion of Jesus Christ, his allusions were so e.x-

ceedingly gross and indelicate, as to shock

and disgust many of his hearers; several of

whom left the meeting while he was speak-

ing. To make use of the language which E.

Hicks did on this subject, in a mixed company
of both sexes, and in a meeting professedly re-

ligious, betrayed, on his part, a great want of

propriety; and evinced as little regard for hia
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own reputation, as respect for the feelings of

his andience.

In his discourse at the meeting on sixth d;iy

evening, he seemed disposed, at first, to confine

himself to tlie enforcement of a few moral pre-

cepts ; but, as he proceeded, he gradually

opened to the assembly his well-known pecu-

har views. The general tenor of his discourse

was in accordance with the notions of those

who profess what is called natural religion
;

who, casting aside the precious evidences of

revealed truth, and all reliance on the merits

and mercies of a crucified Redeemer, are

prepared to substitute in the room of Christi-

anity the cold and heartless system of infidelity

—the false, but specious notions of human
contrivance. He evidently considered man
as having sustained no loss whatever by the

fall of Adam, and viewed him as standing now
in precisely the same condition, and capable of

holding the same near communion with the

Almighty Creator, which he did in the begin-

ning. The fallen condition of our race, and
the depravity of the human heart in a state of

unregenerate nature, were kept entirely out of

view. Hence he did not admit the necessity

of a Redeemer. No mediator was acknow-
ledged ; and, as a necessary consequence, the

atonement was completely discarded. He
spoke of Jesus Christ as being a mere man,
whose faithfulness was an example to others.

He degraded our blessed Lord to a level with

himselt' and the rest of the human species ; re-

presented him as having stood in need of sal-

vation ; and positively declared, that " that

which preserved Jesus Christ must preserve us,

and the same power which saved him must
save us."

Although he thus strenuously laboured to

lower the character of Jesus Christ, yet he
seemed very willing, at the same time, to ele-

vate himself, and even attempted to deify hu-

manity ; for he asserted that power was con-

ferred upon man to rise up to an equality with

his Maker. How different is this impious
notion of exaltation from that self-abasedness

and fear which clothe the mind of the sincere

and humble Christian!

In speaking of the Bible, it was evident that

he considered it, at most, of no greater utility

than any other book containing rules ofmoral-

ity. For, as regards the doctrines of the

Christian religion which it contains and teaches,

he gave his hearers to understand, that, in his

opinion, it was altogether immaterial whether
we believed them or not. Nay, he went fur-

ther, and said, he thought it would be better for

us not to believe them ; because, he contended,
" all tiiat is necessary for us is, to know that

God is God, and to feel that we love him."

Now is there any thing here which a professed

deist would not subscribe to ? This class of

persons acknowledge a belief in the existence

of a Supreme Being—are willing to confess that

God is God, and yet they openly reject the

testimonies of sacred writ, and boldly deny
the truths of Christianity. The followers of

Mahomet, too^ make public profession of the

same thing. Their writings abound with si-

milar declarations ; and even the official docu-

ments of their government generally contain a

sentence couched in terms like these : God is

God, and Mahomet is his prophet ! Yet,
nevertheless, these remain strangers to the

gospel dispensation, and deny the truth of the

Christian religion.

It must be evident that Elias Hicks has gra-

dually brought his mind, not only to doubt,

but to disbeheve the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity ; and in order to induce others to

do the same, he industriously disseminates the

idea that doctrines are of no importance, and
that it is a matter of no consequence at all

what opinions are enteitained on the import-
ant subject of religion. If he can only suc-

ceed in doing this—in throwing the mind ofi^

its guard, and destroying its faith in sound
principles, he knows that it is then in a state

to imbibe even the most erroneous notions.

A considerable time ago, he publicly declared,

in a religious meeting, in relation to Christian

principles, it was his opinion, that " belief is

no virtue, and unbelief no crime ;" and, since

then he has, again and again, expressed in

substance the same pernicious sentiment.

When he refers to the Bible, it is often tor the

purpose of declaiming against its doctrines,

or of casting censure and ridicule upon those

who cannot bring themselves to reject the

great truths which it teaches. The occasion,
too, is mostly seized, to dilate on the evils

which, he asserts, have been produced by the

Bible, and which, it would therefore seem, a

non-attention to it would, in his opinion,

remedy.

Deplorable, indeed, are the eflfects which
these libertine notions have produced in many
of those by whom they have been imbibed and
cherished. How many are there, who, losing

sight of the intimate connection which exists

between our principles and our actions, have
thoughtlessly embraced the idea that doctrines

are of no importance, and have deviated wider
and wider from sound principles and consistent

practice, until, if we may be allowed to judge
by their conduct, they have arrived at the awful

conclusion, that it is equally immaterial what
actions they commit., or ithat opinions they en-

tertain. Many, too, who, in their better days,

would not have dared to call in question the

truths of the inspired volume, have been sor-

rowfully led, by a course of false and superfi-

cial reasoning, to doubt, and gradually to de-

ny, the truths of scripture testimony—to cavil

at every thing they do not comprehend—and,

finally, to consider as " cunningly devised fa-

bles," those things recorded by the inspired

penmen, and in which they once most surely

believed.

From the Miscellaneous Repository, No. \2.

ORTHODOX DISOM'NMENTS

;

.find the means taken to create an excitement against

Friends.

(Continued from page 63.)

In looking over the accounts which are fre-

quently given of transactions, in order to make
an impression on the public mind, in favour

of the separatists, I have often wondered at

the infatuation which prompts some of these

advocates, while pretending to disseminate

correct information, to show a total disregard

of truth. In the ninth number of Gould's

Friend, or Advocate for Truth, p. 231, is an
•' extract of a letter, from a correspondent be-

longing to Concord monthly meeting," in

which the writer, speaking of Elisha Dawson
and Amos Peisley, says: " They have had se-

veral meetings, at most of which some of our
moderate orthodox Friends have attended.

But every mean is taken to prevent such from
hearing them. At our meeting, they even
dropped their mid-week meeting the day they

were to be at it, barred the doors, and set a
guard to prevent them from getting into the

house ; so they held tJieir meeting in the

woods." " They aie at West Grove to-day,

where, I understand, the same course is to be
adopted, although tijere are but five or six fa-

milies of orthodox belonging to^he meeting.

To-morrow they are to be at Harrisville, where
they will probably meet with the same recep-

tion. But all this kind of procedure tends to

advance the cause of truth, as it manifests to

the world what spirit the orthodox are of."

We know (hat there are some persons about
Concord, who do not stop at trifles, but I con-

fess that this statement did surprise me. When
I first saw it, I looked over it several times to

see if I had not misunderstood it—perhaps it

was some Concord that I knew nothing about

—but this being news from Ohio, is put out of
the question. Perliaps he might have lived in

a distance, and made the statement from vague
report. But no, he was on the spot—the edi-

tor says he is belonging to Concord monthly
meeting—and hesays himself "atourmeeting."
The letter then was written by one who did
know the real state of the case, and yet at-

tempted a gross imposition on the public.

The keeper of the house, at the time alluded

to, and how long before I cannot tell, was one
of their own party. And for months. Friends

had not been permitted to close the partition,

to transact the business of the preparative,

meeting ; and had been under the necessity of
leaving the house several times— it was at this

same Concord, that men Friends held their

preparative meeting in the woods, and the

women in the school house—it was at this

same place, that, at a subsequent preparative

meeting, the school house was shut, so that

women Friends could not have got into it,

though there was an appearance of collecting

thunder storms—it was at this same place that

Friends' clerk was pushed out of the gallery,

by one of the leading Hicksites—it was here

that a Friend was taken out of the meeting by
two of them. Perhaps it was to balance all

this, and a great deal more that might be men-
tioned of their abusive treatment of Friends,

that the correspondent of the Advocate of
Truth made his statement. The truth of the

case was, that E. Dawson and A. Peisley

were at Concord on afirst day, and had an ap-

pointed meeting in the afternoon, not in the

woods, but in the house. The Hicksites, hav-

ing the control of the house, made their own
arrangements, which Friends had nothing to do
with. Three or four of the ortiiodox, so called,

and not rnore, that I have heard of, attended

that meeting, but are not more favourable to

the doctrines of Elias Hicks than they were
before. Miserable indeed must be the cause

that requires its advocates to circulate such
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stiifi'as the correspondent from Concord com
municated, and tlie editor of the Advocate of
Truth (so called.) gladly received, saying

:

" Information fiom Ohio is of an encouraging
character." p. 230.

It is true that Friends do not think that E.
Dawson and A. Peisley (or any others of the

separatists)~having meetings of their own,
have any right in the meetings or meeting
houses of Friends

; and their intrusions in many
places where they had previously been request-
ed not to impose upon our meetings, is but a

small part of that injurious treatment, which
our Society is suffering from east to west.
The separatists, not satisfied with having meet-
ings " for those in unity with them," " and
favourable t* their views,"—not satisfied with
having a society of their own, in which they
can enjoy their own opinions without interrup-
tion—seem to claim it as a matter of right,

identified with their very consciences, to ex-
terminate even our existence, as a religious
Society. They seem to say, by their conduct,
that we shall not have the privilege of meeting
to ourselves—we shall not be alFowed the en-
joyment of our solemn devotions without in-

terruption. And to cap the climax, they stig-

matize us with being persecutors, because we
complain of this treatment, and expostulate
with them—to be satisfied with their own so-
ciety, and let us enjoy that quiet which they
claim for themselves.

But we see, that, in order to sustain their

cause, they have not only given it this false co-
louring—not only endeavoured to represent us
as persecutors, while they themselves are im-
posing upon us, in a manner that no Society
would be willing to bear—-but they themselves
judge it necessary to put in, from time to time,
and that is nearly all the time, the most palpa-

ble misstatement of facts!!

. {To be conlinued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

CHAMPOLLION IN EGYPT.

The readers of "The Friend" will doubt-

less remember, that, in our last article on
Egyptian history, we mentioned the intention

of Champollion and some of his friends to vi-

sit Egypt, and to undertake a persona! explor-

ation of its antiquities and historical remains.

In the National Gazette of 12 mo. 5th, we
have been gratified to observe extracts of a

letter from the celebrated hieroglyphist, dated

Alexandria, Egypt, August 18th, 1828. After

giving a description of that city, he thus speaks

of his first essay towards historical research.

"I have visited all the monuments in the

neighbourhood. Pompey's pillar has nothing

very extraordinary about it. I have, however,

discovered that there is still something to be

gleaned respecting it. It rests upon a mass of

solid masonry, constructed out of some ancient

ruins ; and 1 have found, among those ruins,

the cartouche of Psammeticus II." It may be

remembered, that the cartouche is a ring which
was always sculptured round the names of

princes, and that Psammeticus II. was a mo-
narch who reigned among later dynasties, pre

ceding the Persian conquest.
" I have not neglected the Greek inscription

on the base of the column, upon which some

uncertainty still prevails. A good fac simile

of it, taken upon paper, will put an end to it,

and I shall be happy to place under the eyes

of our men of science, a faithful copy, which

y reconcile all their differences respecting

this monument of history. I have visited still

oftener the obelisks of Cleopatra, and always

by means of our asses. Of these two obelisks,

that which is standing has been given to the

king, by the pacha of Egypt ; and I hope that

the necessary measures will be taken to trans-

port it to Paris. The obelisk which is on the

ground belongs to the English. I have already

caused the hieroglyphical inscriptions which

are on them to be copied and sketched under

my own eyes. These two obelisks, with cha-

racters in three columns on the face of each

of them, were originally erected by king Moe-

ris, in front of the great temple of the sun, at

Heliopolis. The lateral inscriptions were

placed there by Sesostris, and I have disco-

vered two other short ones on the face, which

were placed there by the successor of Sesostris.

Thus three epochs are marked out upon these

monuments."

The Moeris mentioned above, was proba-

bly a contemporary of the patriarch Jacob
;

and Sesostris, we have before stated, is now
generally believed to have been the son and

successor of the Pharaoh of the Exodus.

Champollion mentions in his letter, that the

pacha of Egypt treated him with great kind-

ness
;

granting him the necessary passports

for his travels, and saying, " that Egypt shall

be to him like his own country."

From this favourable reception, and from

the zeal with which our antiquarian seems to

have commenced his labours, we may reason

ably hope for speedy and important iiistorical

developements.

Champollion thus concludes his letter :—

shall remain at Alexandria till the twelfth of

September. That delay will be necessary to

complete our preparations. I am filled with

confidence as to the result of our journey
;

and shall spare no exertion to render it sue

cessful. I shall write from all the towns in

Egypt, although tJie post oflices of the Pha
raohs no longer exist. I shall reserve my
description of the magnificence of Thebes

for our venerable friend, M. Dacier. It

perhaps be a worthy and a just tribute to the

Nestor of amiable and scientific men."
Z.

From the " Forget Me J^ot."

THE CHRISTIAN.
Bv M. E. Beacfort.

Shine on, thoa bright sun, in yon summer-tinged sky

And blow on, thou bahny gale :

But thou canst not give joy to this sunken eye.

Nor bloom to this cheek so pale.

The primrose is lifting its golden head,

The linnet spreads his wing

;

But delight with the moments of youth is fled ;

The heart knows no second spring!

Time was—'t was a feeling too sweet to last

—

When the present was all to me ;

When no fear of the future, no pang of the past,

O'ershadow'd the day of glee;

When the whole wide world was a dream of youth ;

When the thought of deceit was unknown;
When the look was all love, and the vow was all

truth :

'Twas a vision—the vision is gone !

But, O thou Spirit of love and power.
Creator, Father, all

!

Was the heart but made likethe morning flower.

To breathe, and to bloom, and to fall?

Oh why is our life a weary thing,

Why pleasure the parent of pain.

Why friendship a vapour, a bird on tlie wing.
Why all but the sepulchre vain ?

'Tis in mercy, thou Spirit of love and power !

To tell us, our home is not here
;

That life has a brighter and loftier bower
Than this vale of the sigh.and the tear;

That earth's but the passage, the grave but the gate
Which shows, when our travel is done,

Where the sons of the stars in their glory await
To lead the redeem'd to the throne.

THS FRIEND.
TWEIiFTII MONTH, 13,1828.

A letter has been received from Richmond,
Jeflerson county, Ohio, dated eleventh month,
29th, from which we transcribe the follow-

ing.

" The court of common pleas for tliis coun-
ty adjourned a few days gince. A short time

previous to the adjourmrll^nt, the- appeal allow-

ed of by Judge Hallock in the case of Ohio
against Hillis and James, was taken to court.

The appeal was then quashed, and finally put

to rest. This decision has been as favourable

as Friends could have wished; and is rendered

the more important from the high respectabi-

lity and great legal knowledge of the judge,

and the attornies on both sides being among
the most skilful in their pi-ofession in the state.

" The grand jury found bills against David
Schofield, Dr. Thomas Carrel, John Minikin,

and Isaac James, (the same that was fined by
Judge Hallock,) likewise all those returned

by Justice Sutherland. Their trials (as was
anticipated) are put off until next court. The
trial of J. Tolerton, N. Galbraith, and Halli-

day Jackson, for the trespass by them on the

property. of Friends during the yearly meeting,

is also continued."

Married,—On 5th day, the 1 1th instant, at Friends'
meeting in Frankford, Everatt G. Passmore, of
Chester county, to Elizabeth H. Knight, daughter
of the late Thomas Knight.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

REMINISCENCES OF A VOYAGE TO
INDI.4. IN 1823-4. NO. 5.

Scenery of the Isle of France.

Long before we reached the bottom of the

harbour of Port Louis, our ears were assailed

by noises as various as those of a grand ora
torio. The distant hum of commerce wa:
mingled with the loud and monotonous chorui

of slaves upon the shore, each group singing

with a pecuhar intonation caught from theii

native dialects. The words ' bailment, bati

ment," at the termination of every stanza
were all that 1 was ever able to gluan from their

customary ditty, even after listening for hours,
so completely was the softness of the French
language lost in the harsh jargon of southern
Africa. Meanwhile, as we passed the ships

their moorings, other sounds broke upon the

ear. Here, was a French vessel about to get
xjnder way; her merry seamen dancing around
the capstan as they weighed anchor to the

sound of the violin. There, was a Madagas
car trader, manned and commanded by natives

of that island; the rattle of her clumsy cordage,
and the sharp, quick voices of her disorder!

crew, forming the strongest possible contrast

with her polished neighbour.

On one side we might observe a party of
the same islanders, crossing the bay in a log

canoe, eight or ten of them squatting on their

heels and using their paddles; while one of
them, standing erect at the prow, gave out,

with savage gesticulation, a rude and ill-mea-

sured something, which

" unto ears as rugged, seemed a song."

On the other hand, the boat of a company
vessel, with as many stout Lascar oarsmen,
dragged its train of hogsheads towards the wa-
tering place. The Scotch boatswain, relin-

quishing the helm in favour of a native seaman,
played the wild war airs ofhis country to a dozen
empty water casks, and regulated, in the mean-
while, the strokes of the scarcely less attentive

Indians, who, heedless of the charms of the

droning bag-pipe, sighed for the tambours,
horns, and other discordant instruments, which
celebrated the stated festivals of their elephant-
headed penates in Bengal.

But it is now time to step on shore. My
readers have been long enough at sea to feel

some relief, in obtaining once more, a firm

footing on dry land. We shall be again upon
the waters, probably, quite as soon as ihey

would wish.

Our first object, on landing, was to visit the

American consul, in order to present our let-

ters, and to inquire for suitable accommoda-
tions. On our way we passed through nume-
rous groups of slaves at their various labours,

most of them singing their rude songs with as

much apparent satislaction as is consistent

with mere animal enjoyment; but that light of

intelligence ^^hich ought to characterize the

human countenance was wanting. There is

something more revolting in the almost brutal

merriment of these unfortunate creatures than
in the gloom of the maniac, or the terrible

traces of evil passions in the physiognomy of
the greatest criminal.

There is scarcely any spot on the face of
the earth where the slave population exists in

as great excess as in the Mauritius; and cer-

tainly the cruelty with which it was treated,

while the French retained the government of
the island, has never been surpassed. It was
no unusual tiling to chain the slaves in pairs,

and then compel them to dive for sunken
treasures, or for the shells and other valuable

curiosities of the coast, in which employment
many of them were devoured by the sharks,

The British have done something to ameliorate
their condition ; thus, for instance, they have
limited the number of lashes which can be le

gaily inflicted on them for any misdemeanour;
and, in the town of Port Louis, they have ap
pointed a police officer to superintend the

punishment. Our elder inhabitants still re
collect when a like duty was performed in Phi
ladelphia by "old master Whitehead," the

jailor. There is, however, another and more
brutalizing mode ofpunishment, with which re
peated offences are frequently visited. We
constantly encountered thepublic carts carrying
stone to repair the high ways, drawn by slaves.

chained hke o.xen in pairs, and driven by an
overseer, who carried a large horsewhip in his

hand; and although we never witnessed the ap-
plication of this weapon, it is not probable that

it could be intended only as a symbol of com-
mand.

On arriving at the residence of the consul,

we were ushered into the presence of his fami-

ly. The floor of the saloon was formed of
teak timber, waxed and polished, so that it fur-

nished a footing scarcely more secure than a

plate of ice; and one of our company, in at-

tempting a bow to the lady of the house, per-
formed an involuntary prostration, which, at

the court of Pekin, would have been consider-

ed extremely polished. This singular practice

of waxing the floors, prevails, it is said, to a

considerable extent in the East Indies; but for-

tunately we did not meet with it again.

After a late dinner, served up in the French
style, we retired to the Hotel des Etrangers,
which was pointed out as the best public house
in the town. Here I agreed to remain in

company with B , the supercargo. The
house was very spacious, but in consequence
of the heat of the climate, few of the windows
were glazed.

When the evening came, the hall of the hotel

exhibited a scene of life, which it required no
small degree of fondness for natural history to

reconcile to our feelings. The large eastern

cockroaches flew into die room in great num-
bers; the walls and floor swarmed with the Ut-

tle house lizards, who were actively employed
in devouring the weaker insects; and very
large beetles were continually rattling against

the glass shades of the lamps.

One stout mantis, an insect with sword-
shaped fore-legs, which it wields with such
force as to decapitate other insects of the same
or diflferent tribes in combat, had established

himself in a corner, where he defended himself
against all the lizards which had the hardihood
to approach him. The evening was spent in

observing the manners of these singular ani-

mals; but as we became more particularly ac-
quainted with these and other domestic pests

on our visit to Bengal, I shall not enlarge upon
the subject here.

We retired to rest at a late hour. The ther-

mometer stood at eighty-eight degrees, and
there was not a breeze to fan our feverish

cheeks. The windows of our bed room were
furnished with blinds only, and even these were
thrown open in consequence of the great heat.

To add to our misfortunes, our bed clothes
were entirely composed of cotton cloth. Un-
der such circumstances sleep was out of the
question; and we felt great delight, when, after

n hour or two, the grove on the mountain
slope behind the town was heard to rustle fo-

a few moments in the rising wind. Our plea-

sure was of short duration. In an instant the
gale swept through the house, bearing with it

the piercing coldness of the mountain top, and
making us cringe as though we had fallen into

an ice house.

In less than five minutes the breeze had
passed, and the atmosphere returned to its

former temperature and closeness. These
changes were repeated at frequent intervals

during the night, and banished all slumber
from our eyelids. There is scarcely any other
country on the face of the globe which enjoys
climate so fine and equable as that of the Isle

of France, but the pursuits of commerce havB
drawn together a large population upon the
most unhealthy spot which could have been
selected.
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When morning came to our ) elief, we di-

rected one of the slaves to provide us with

water and towels; hv went away, and returned

in about half an hour with the basins, but we
were obliged to send him back for the towels;

this occasioned another and still greater delay.

After making a miserable breakfast, I felt

quite satisfied that the narrow accommoda-
tions of the cabin were vastly preferable to the

more roomy establishment at the Hotel des

Etrangers, and that the services of the free

black steward, though divided between all the

officers of the vessel, were more valuable than

the special attention of half a dozen slaves. I

therefore discharged the moderate bill of four

dollars for two meals and one night's lodging,

and retired once more on board the Factor, at

her moorings in the harbour.

In the next number we shall take a more
extensive survey of the IMauritius from the

summit of Lapouce mountain. C.

FOK THE FRIEND.

From the Edinburgh A'ew Philosophical Journal.

THE FALLS OF GARSIPA.
Bv Dr. A. T.Christie.

Immediately to the east of the Gauts, the

country continues hilly for about thirty or forty

miles ; the hills being covered with wood,

which becomes gradually thinner, and more
stunted, towards the east. Beyond this hilly

tract, as far as the eastern frontier of the dis-

trict, the country consists of extensive plains,

intersected in different places by long narrow
ranges of sandstone hills, with even summits.

This particular configuration of the coun-

try gives rise to striking peculiarities in its

climate; and, consequently, in the vegetable

and animal productions of its difierent parts

This circumstance renders it susceptible of

a very natural division into three -dislinct

parts ; viz. into the western or hilly part, the

plains which occupy all the central and east

ern parts of the district, and the ranges of

sandstone hills, which intersect these plains

The summits and western face of the Gauts

aflbrd, in many places, the most savage, and,

at the same time, beautiful scenery. A bound
less forest of gigantic trees, with the utmos
variety of foliage, covers the highest hills, and

penetrates into the deepest recesses of the

leys. In some places, enormous masses of

black rock, which appear to have been rent

from the neighbouring hills, rise high over the

tops of the woods, and form a fine contrast to

the rich green of the surrounding foliage,

Wherever the forest opens a little, so as to ad-

mit of the growth of humbler plants, the

ground is covered with the most luxuriant

grasses, and flowers of the richest hues. The
stillness of this wilderness is only interrupted

by the sleepy sound of a mountain stream, or

occasionally by the harsh cry of some solitary

birds, or the loud hollow voice of a monkey
Animals are seldom met with; and often oi

your journey nothing is to be seen for hours

but an endless luxuriant vegetation.

Some very beautiful waterfalls are met with

in these western Gauts, but many of these are

completely dried up in the hot season. There
are very fine falls in the Gauts above Honoor,
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which, for sublimity and magnitude, will pro-

bably yield to few in the world. They have

hitherto been little known even to Europeans
in India; and it is, I believe, only within the

last ten or twelve years that they have receiv-

ed a name. They are situated on the river

Shervutty, about fifteen miles up the Gauts,

from the town of Garsipa. They are now
known to Europeans by the name of the falls

of Garsipa. I visited them in the month of

October, 1825.

The country in the neighbourhood of the

falls is extremely beautiful, combining the ma
jestic appearance of a tropical forest with the

softer characters of an English park. Hill and

dale are covered with a soft green, which

finely contrasted with a border of dark forest,

with numerous clumps of majestic trees, and

thickets of acacias, the carunda, and other

flowering shrubs.

Upon approaching the falls, you emerge
from a thick wood, and come suddenly upon
the river, gliding gently among confused mass-

es of rock. A few steps more, over huge
blocks of granite, bring you to the brink of a

tearful chasm, rocky, bare, and black; down
into which you look to the depth of a thousand

feet '. Over its sides rush the different branches

of ihj river, the largest stretching in one huge

curling pillar of white foam, without interrup-

tion, to the bottom. The waters are, at the

bottom, by the force of their fall, projected far

out in stiaight lines; and at some distance be-

low the fiilis, form a thin cloud of white va

pour, which rises high above the gurrounding

forest. The sides of the chasm are formed by

slanting strata of rock, the regularity of which

forms a striking contrast to the disorder of the

tumultuous waters, the broken detached masses

of stone, and the soft tint of the crowi

woods.

The eflect of all these objects rushing at

once upon the sight, is awfully sublime. The
spectator is generally forced to retire after the

first view of them, in order gradually to fami-

liarize himself with their features; for the feel-

ing which he experiences upon their sudden
contemplation, amounts almost to pain. After

their first impression has somewhat subsided,

and he has become accustomed to their view,

he can then leisurely analyze their parts, and
become acquainted with their details.

The chasm is somewhat of an elliptical

form. At its narrowest and deepest part is

the principal fall ; and over its sides smaller

branches of the river and little rills are preci-

pitated, and are almost dissipated in spray be-

fore they reach the bottom. The principal

branch of the river is much contracted in

breadth before it reaches the brink of the pre-

cipice, where it piobably does not exceed fifty

or si.xty feet, but it contains a very large body
of water.

The falls can only be seen from above, for

the precipices, on both sides of the river, af-

ford no path to admit of a descent. Some
gentlemen have attempted to reach the bottom

by having themselves lowered by ropes; but

no one, to my knowledge, has hitherto suc-

ceeded. A view of the falls from below, would,

I am convinced, exceed in grandeur every

thing of the kind in the world. The spectator

can very easily, and with great safety, look

down into the chasm to its very bottom. Some
large plates of gneiss project in an inclined

position from its edge; so that by laying him-

self flat upon one of these, he can stretch his

head considerably beyond the brink of the

precipice.

No accurate measurement has yet been
made of the height of these falls. Some who
have seen them declare that their height

reaches at least 1100 feet; others, that it does

not reach 1000. I prepared a rope 900 feet

long, attached a stone to one end of it, and let

it slip over the edge of a rock, which projects

several feet beyond the side of the precipice.

When 500 feet of rope had been let out, the

stone was forcibly drawn towards the principal

cascade, which soon involved it among its

waters and snapped the rope. The stone at

this time appeared to be about 200 feet from

a small ledge of rock, which might be between
200 and 300 feet from the bottom. It is not

improbable, therefore, that the height of the

fall is not much short of 1000 feet.

From the Christian Observe

Be ye therefore perfect."—Man. v. 48.

Lady ! be thine the Christian's walk ; be thine,

In this dark pilgrimage of tears, to seek
The footsteps of the Lamb of God—to shine.

Like him, serene in holiness—as meek
In joy, in grief as patient, and resigned.

Before a tender Father's chast'ning rod.

Like him, on things above bestow thy mind,
A wand'ring pilgrim in this dim abode.

And journeying on to iieaven. Like him, thy soul

Joyful commit to God, when angry rise

The storms of death, and round thee threat'ning roll

Eternity's black waves. Fear not, the skies

Shall shortly smile, the winds their strife shall cease.

And safely land thee in the port of peace.

How sweet, how passing sweet, the hour to me.
When summer suns go softly down the skies.

When the last day-beams gild the silent sea.

And pensive evening droops her wing, and dies!

For busy fancy then my thoughts will guide
Along the golden waves that line the west.

And fondly tell, that, 'mid that sparkling tide,

There lies for weary souls, an isle of rest.

Joyful I mount my bark, and onward roam
By heavenly breezes fanned, till peaceful rise

Those heavenly shores, where sufierers find a home.
And God doth wipe the tear from mortal eyes '.

Oh ! that I soon may quit this dreary land

Of sin and shame, and reach that peaceful strand!

E. D. J.

Primitive Pennsylvania History.

From the assembly's minutes.

(Continued from page 66.)

1700.

4 mo. 6.

" Adjourned till eight o'clock precisely to-

morrow morning ; and he that stays beyond

the hour, to pay ten jience."

" House met. It was stated that Thomaa
Fenwick., a member returned to serve in this

assembly, had been presented by the grand jury

of Sussex, for taking and branding two mares,

belonging to some persons thereabouts. This
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house, upon debate of the matter, finds no rea-

son to lay aside said member, but admits him

to sit."

1701.

10 mo. 15.

" Governor's message to the assembly."

" Friends,

" Your union is what I desire ; but your

peace, and accommodating of one another, is

what I must expect from you : the reputation

of it is something, the reahty much more. I

desire you to remember and observe what I say

Yield in circumstances, to preserve essentials

and being safe in one another, you will always

be so in esteem with me. ftlake me not sad

now I am going to leave you ; since it is for

you, as well as for your friend, and proprietary

and governor.
" William Penn."

1704.

8 mo. 18.

[The assembly holds this language, in reply

to a speech by deputy-governor Evans.]

" Thy caution, that we entertain no surmises

(by which, we suppose, is meant evil ones), we
think might have been spared. Upon the

whole, we entreat that, as thou hast given us

this caution, thou wouldest be pleased al

thyself to exercise charity, both towards us

and the preceding assembly ; and not counte

nance any scoffing humourist, reproaching the

proceedings of the representatives of this pro

vince."

1705.

10 mo. 19.

" Ordered that notice of the time and place

of receiving quit rents be given, by affixing

notes or advertisements on the door of every

public meeting house for religious worship in

each county."

1

1

mo. .3.

" The petition of Thomas Makin, complain-

ing of damage accruing to him by the loss of

several of his scholars, by the reason of the

assembly's using the school house so long, the

weather being cold—ordered, upon the ques-

tion, that Thomas Makin, in compensation for

his damage, be allowed the sum ofthree pounds,
over and above the sum of twenty shillings this

house formerly allowed him, for the same con-

sideration.

12 mo. 22.

" Resolved, by a majority of voices, that the

county out of whose representatives the speak-

er happens to be chosen, shall pay his whole
salary of ten shillings per day."

1706.

10 mo. 14.

" The house met, the speaker together

with all the members present, took and sub-

scribed the declarations and professions of
faith prescribed by the laic."

[The last paragraph of this declaration of

faith, is in the following words. We think it

will satisfy every reasonable mind, that our|

honourableforefathers were not only believers

in the gospel, but held it to be a duty to make
public acknowledgement thereof in the very

form of a creed! It will hardly be questioned

that the Quakerism of those apostles of civil

and religious freedom, was not less pure than

that of the modern cavillers, who assume the

title, and abandon the principles, of the So-

ciety of Friends.]
" And u-e, the said subscribing represent-

atives, and each of us for himself, do so-

lemnly and sincerely profess faith in God
the Father, and in Jecus Christ, his eternal

Son, the true God, and in the holy Spirit,

one God, blessed for evermore. And we do
acknowledge the holy Scriptures to be given

by divine inspiration." V.

(To be continued.')

FOR THE FRIEND.

In looking over some numbers of the "Bulle-

tin Vniversel," one of the most celebrated

French periodical publications, we observed a

notice of some statistical inquiries made by

the Count Daru relative to the progress and
extent of the book trade in France. Suppos-

ing that the subject might possess interest to

the literary readers of-' The Friend," we have
abstracted the following particulars.

From 1812 to 1826, there were issued from
the French, exclusive of the royal press and
the daily journals, about 1 59 million sheets of

liturgies, prayer books, catechisms, &c.; 96

million of French and foreign jurisprudence;

on the mathematical and physical sciences, in-

cluding the mcmoiis of learned societies, 117

million sheets; moral philosophy, 25 million;

political economy, 14 million; the military art,

20 million.

The belles lettres, including grammars, lexi-

cons, poetry, &c. 289 million ; voyages, his-

tory, geography, &c. 362 million; miscellane-

ous, 56 million.

The number of paper mills in operation in

France in 1825 was 199, employing 18,000

persons in the actual work of the mills; adding

to which the mechanics engaged in the various

other processes connected with the art of pa-

per making, the total may be fairly estimated

at 30,000 persons, annually deriving their sub-

sistence from paper making alone.

The estimated produce of the mills is 2,880,-

000 reams per annum.
The total value of rags consumed in France

is estimated at about 7^ million of francs per

annum, (near Ij of dollars,) employing in their

picking and preparation near 15,000 persons.

France contains 35 type founderies, em-
ploying 1000 workmen, and producing types

to the amount of 650,000 francs per annum,
(near g 130,000.) and 14 ink manufactories,

producing about 120,000 francs, (near §24,
000,) worth of ink per annum.

Count Daru also reckons 700 engravers, li-

thographers, &c. as annually employed in the

book trade, and about 665 printing offices,

with 1550 presses in constant activity, yielding

an annual product of from 13 to 14 millions of

volumes, of which 400,000 are issued from
one establishment alone.

In Paris alone, there are 367 paper, and 98

pasteboard warehouses.
|

The review of Count Daru's book ends in

these words.
" After giving the value of the materiel of

the printing offices, Count Daru makes an esti-

mate of the cost of the articles consumed, and

the number of persons w ho are dependent upon
the trade for a livelihood. We regret that we
have it not in our power to enter into the de-

tails of this part of the Count's interesting

work. He has examined succinctly the cost

and the value of the establishments—the inte-

rest of the capital employed, and all their other

expenses—the cost of binding, and. in short,

the whole trade in books, from all which cal-

culations it results, that the 13i millions of

volumes mentioned above produce a trade

whose actual value is 33,750,000 francs, (near

1^56,750,000) per annum, a sum wh'ch includes

all, from the wages of the rag sorter to the

profits of the bookseller, and the fee of the

poet."

The following, by Bernard Barton, from the

" Forget Me Not" for 1829, has more of pith

and pathos than is to be found in some others

of his productions.

TIME'S TAKINGS AND LEAVINGS.

What does age take away ?

Bloom from the cheek, and lustre from the eye,

The spirits light and o;ay.

Unclouded as the summer's bluest sky.

What do years steal away ?

The fond heart's idol, Love, that gladden'd life
;

Friendships, whose calmer sway
We trusted to in hours of darker strife.

What must with time decay ?

Younjr Hope's wild dreams, and Fancy's visions

Life's evening sky grows gray, [bright

;

And darker clouds prelude Death's coming night.

But not for such we mourn :

We knew them frail, and brief their date assign'd
;

Our spirits are forlorn

Less from Time's thefts, than what he '.eaves be-

hind.

What do years leave behind r

Unruly passions, impotent desires.

Distrust, and thoughts unkind,

Love of the world, and self—which last expires.

For these, for these we grieve !

What Time has robbed us of we kn
But what he deigns to leave

Not only finds us poor, but keeps ui

! to be

;

meek Religion
It ought not thu

Nor would it—knew
Her votary's eye would see

How little Time can give or take away.

Faith, in the heart enshrined,

Would make Time's gifts enjoy'd, and used, while

And all it left behind [lent

;

Of Love and Grace a noble monument ':

How independent of the world is he, who
can daily find new acquaintance, that at once

entertain and improve him in the little world,

the minute but fruitful creation of his own
mind. Dr. Edward Young.
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From •' Friendship's OJj'ering"'for 1829.

TROPICAL SUNSETS.
By Dr. Philip.

A setting sun between the tropics is cer-

tainly one of the finest objects in nature.

From the 23° north to the 27° south lati-

tude, I used to stand upon the deck of the

Westmoreland an hour every evening, gazing

with admiration upon a scene which no etlbrt

either of the pencil or the pen can describe, so

as to convey any adequate idea of it to the

mind of one who has never been in the neigh-

bourhood of the equator. I merely attempt

to give you a hasty and imperfect outline.

The splendour of the scene generally com-

menced about twenty minutes before sunset,

when the ,feathery, fantastic, and regularly

crystallized clouds in the higher regions of

the atmosphere, became fully illumined by

the sun's rays; and the fine mackerel-shaped

clouds, common in these regions, were seen

hanging in the concave of heaven like fleeces

of burnished gold. When the sun approached

the verge of the horizon, he was frequently

seen encircled by a halo of splendour, which
continued increasing till it covered a large

space of the heavens: it then began apparently

to shoot out from the body of the sun, in reful-

gent pencils, or radii, each as large as a rain-

bow, exhibiting, according to the rarity or den-

sity of the atmosphere, a display of brilliant or

delicate tints, and of ever changing lights and
shades of the most amazing beauty and varic'

ty. About twenty minutes after sunset these

splendid shooting rays disappeared, and were
succeeded by a fine rich glow in the heavens,

in which you might easily fancy that you saw
land rising out of the ocean, stretching itself

before you and on every side in the most en-

chanting perspective, and having the glowing
lustre of a bar of iron when newly withdrawn
from the forge. On this brilliant ground, the

den^e clouds which lay nearest the bottom of
the horizon, presenting tiicir dark sides to you,

exhibited to the imagination all the gorgeous
and picturesque appearances of arches, obe-

lisks, mouldering towers, magnificent gardens,
cities, forests, mountains, and every fantastic

configuration of living creatures, and of ima-
ginary beings; while the fine stratified clouds

a little higher in the atmosphere, might readily

be imagined so many glorious islands of the

blessed, swimming in an ocean of light.

The beauty and grandeur of the sunsets,

thus imperfectly described, surpass inconceiv-

ably any thing of a similar description w'liich I

have ever witnessed, even amidst the most rich

and romantic scenery of our British lakes and
mountains.

Were I to attempt to account for the exqui-

sit3 enjoyment on beholding the setting sun be-

tween the tropics, 1 should perhaps sav, that it

arose from the warmth, the repose, the rich-

ness, the novelty, the glory of the whole, filhng

the mind with the most exalted, tranquillizing,

and beautiful images.

" The wintry blast of death
Kills not the buds of virtue ; no, they spread,
Beneath the heavenly beam of brighter suns.
Through endless ages, into higher powers.

Tmmsfjn.
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JOHN MASON GOOD AND JOHN LOCKE,

The following extract from the writings of

Dr. Good, furnishes a fine example of one
great and gifted mind pouring out the rich liba-

tions of its praise, in just and generous tribute

to another; and bowing, in its own greatness,

to the acknowledged worth and genius of a

fellow mind.

It is only in intellects of the first magnitude,

expanded by knowledge, and chastened by cul-

tivation, that we can look for that genuine mo-
desty—the attribute of superior excellence,

which, free alike from envy and detraction,

with true candour and magnanimity, delights

to offer the homage of its praise to real merit,

under whatever circumstance it may be pre-

sented.

Few men of our day can compete in variety

and extent of learning, with the enlightened

author of the " Booh- of Nature;" and few have

had the good fortune to send forth to the world

so much or so ripe fruit.

Indeed, it is rare to see such vivid fancy

combined with so much solid acquirement, as

our author displays in his varied writings; and
it is equally seldom we behold one so richly

arrayed in the beauties of the belles lettres, so

costly clad in the vesture of science, or so

clothed with success in professional attainment,

as John Mason Good, who thus speaks of

Locke's inimitable Essay on the Human Un-
derstanding.

" No man has taken more pains than Mr.
Locke, both to avoid what is unintelligible and
unprofitable, and to elucidate what may be
turned to a good account, and brought home
to an ordinary comprehension. It was his im-

perishable Essay on the Human Understand-
ing, that gave the first check to the wild and
visionary conceits, in which the most celebrat-

ed luminaries of the age were at that time en-

gaged; recalled mankind from the chasing of
shadows to the study of realities; from a pur-

suit of useless and inexplicable subtleties to

that of important cognoscible subjects; or, ra-

ther; to the only mode, in which the great in-

quiry before him could be followed up with

any reasonable hope of success or advantage.
" To this elaborate and wonderful work,

which conferred an ever-during fame not only

on its matchless author, but on the nation to

which he belonged, and even to the age in

which he lived, the physiologist cannot pay too

close an attention. It is, indeed, of tlie high-

est importance to every science, as teaching

the elements of all science, and the only

mode by which science can be rendered really

useful, and carried forward to ultimate perfec-

tion; but it is of immediate importance to every
branch of physical knowledge, and particular-

ly to that which is employed in unfolding the

structure of the mind, and its connection with

the visible fabric that encloses it. It may, per-

haps, be somewhat too long—it may, occa-
sionally, embrace subjects which are not ne-

cessarily connected with it—its terms may not
always be precise, nor its opinions in every
instance correct; but it discovers intrinsic and
most convincing evidence, that the man who
wrote it, must have had a head pecuharly
clear, and a heart peculiarly sound: it is strict-

ly original in its matter, highly important in

its subject, luminous and forcible in its argu-

ments, perspicuous in its style, and compre-
hensive in its scope; it steers equally clear of

all former systems; we have nothing of the

mystical archetypes of Plato, the incorporeal

phantasms of Aristotle, or the material species

of Epicurus; we are equally without the intel-

ligible world of the Greek schools, and the in-

nate ideas of Dos Cartes. Passing by alt

which, from actual experience and observa-

tion, it delineates the features, and describes
*

the operations of the human mind, with a de-

gree of precision and minuteness which has

never been exhibited either before or since; and
stands, and probably will ever stand, like a

rock before the puny waves of opposition, by

which it has since been assailed from various

quarters.

" The author may speak of it with warmth,
but he speaks with a digested knowledge of its

merits; for he has studied it thoroughly and
repeatedly, and there is, perhaps, no book to

which he is so much indebted for whatever

small degree of discrimination, or habit of rea-

soning, he may possibly be allowed to lay claim

Subterranean Waters at Constantinople.

We entered a private house, descended a
deep flight of steps, and found ourselves on the

borders of a subterranean lake, extending un-

der several streets. The roof was arched, and
supported by 336 magnificent marble pillars;

a number of tubes descended into the water,

and supplied the streets above; the inhabitants

of which, as Gillius observes, did not know
whence the water came—" Incolas ignorare

cisternam infra ffides suas positam."

Of all the reservoirs which the prudent pre-

cautions of the Greek emperors established,

this is the only one which now exists as a cis-

tern; and such are the apathy and ignorance of

the Turks, that they themselves, it appears, ihd

not, in the time of Gillius, 300 years ago, and
do not at present, generally know of its exist-

ence. The Turk, through whose house we
had access to it, called it Yere battan Sarai, or

the subterranean palace; and said that his

neighbours, whose houses were also over it,

did not know any thing about it. Indeed,
from the state of neglect in which the walls

and every thing about it appeared, it seemed
probable that it had not been visited or repair-

ed since the Turks entered Constantinople.

Should the Russians ever approach and lay

seige to the city, a supply of water will be its

first object. In its present state, if the be-

siegers cut off" the communication with the

bendts, which it is presumed they would do in

the first instance, the city could not hold out

for a week. It appears that the sultan had
prudently supplied it with corn; it is probable
he will clear out the cisterns, and supply it

with water also.

—

Walsh''s Journeyfrom Con-
stantinople to England.

Reason's whole pleasure, all the joys of sense.

Lie in three words, health, peace, and competence:
But health consists with temperance alone;

And peace, O virtue ! peace is all thy own.

Popt.
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FRAGMENTS NO. 13.

William Penn, in his "Sandy Foundation Shaken,''

which was written to refute the notion of" One God
subsisting in three distiTict and dcjjaraic persofts^^^ ca.\i-

tions the reader against supposing that he meant to

deny the Holy Scripture Three, in these words:
" Mistake me not, we never have disowned a Father,

Word, and Spirit, v^-hich are One, but men's inven-

tions." In hisreply to Jonatlian Clapham, he says,
** Thou must not, reader, from my querying thus,

conclude we do deny (as he hath falsely eliarged us)

those glorious Three, which bear record in heaven,
the Father, Word, and Spirit ; neither the infinity,

eternity, and divinity of Jesus Christ ; for that we
know he is the mighty God : nor what tho Father
sent his Son to do on the behalf of lost man ; declar-

ing to the world, we know no other name, by which
atonement, salvation, and plenteous redemption
come ; but by his name, are, according to our mea-
sures, made sensible of its mighty power." Again,
to J. C.'a charge, that the Quakers openly deny the

doctrine of the Trinity ; after declaring this is not a
Scripture phrase, but an invented term, Penn pro-
ceeds :

" Yet if, by Trinity, he understands those

three witnesses in heaven. Father, Word, and Spirit,

he should have better acquainted himself with whai
we disown, than ignorantly thus to blaze abroad ouj

open denial of lohal tct most absolutely credit and be-

lieve.'"— 1668.
John Griffith. "I returned out of Essex to London;

for though I had but little openness as to ministry
there, yet I found my mind engaged to attend the]

meetings, as I apprehended, in order to suffer and
travail, with the true seed, for its enlargement, as

well as to be a sign and example of the important du-

ty of silence., to the professors of truth. They had
been long and greatly favoured with living testimo-
nies, even line upon line, and precept upon precept.

Under all which,/or ifa«/o/' a ^ro;«r application and
improvement thereby, the society declined, and the an-
cient beauty thereof greatly fadud away; I mean in

what relates to the life and spirit of religion in the

practical part thereof. For the body of tlie Society
every whore, as far as ever appeared to me, are re-

markably one in faith and profession, the same which
hath been held and professed by us as a people,/™;!
the beginning. This wonderful oneness, and agree
ment amongst us every where, which I have not ob
served, neither do I believe it is to be found amongst
any other set of Christians to that degree, i

a clear evidence, tliat the original foundation thereof
was the one infallible Spirit of Jesus Christ our Lord,
who prayed the Father, that his followers might bi

one, as the Father and the Son are one. And not
withstanding great numbers of our Society are rest

ing satisfied with an empty profession, and by thei

unfaithfulness fall greatly short of the dignity our
worthy predecessors attained unto ; which, consider-

ing the abundant favours bestowed from time to

time for the help and preservation of the Society, is

cause of deep mourning and sore lamentation; yet
there has been, tlirough the kind providence of God,
from the beginning down to this time, a living body
preserved, the same infaith and practice with our an-
cients. These are scattered and interspersed through-

out the whole Society, like the salt thereof, in order, it

possible, that all may be seasoned. I think there are

veryfew if any meetings vihoWy ie litute of some of

that sort ; so that I would not have it understood, by

the foregoing mournful complaints, (although there

may be just cause for them.) that I think the Society

is become desolate, or that the glory is departed
therefrom ; far be that from me. I am fully convinc-

ed to the contrary, and at times have faith to beUeve

the glory will never wholly depart, nor shall we cease to

be a living people : yet 1 believe, numbers under our

profession, from their great unfaithfulness and unfruit-

fulness, will be bloued upon by the Lord, and rejected,

and others called into the vineyard, who will be more
diligent aiulfaithfuV'

Thomas Thompson. "In the fore part of the year

1652, it pleased the Lord to order his faithful and
valiant servant and messenger, dear George Fox, into

these parts; but I had not then opportunity to see him,
though I greatly desired it. But some of my fami-

liars that were with liiui, gave me an account of his
manner of life, and a'so uf his doctrine; tliey told me
that he was in his behaviour very reserved, not using
any needless words, or discourses, that tended not to
edilication, and that he used not respect of persons,
very temperate in his eating and drinking, his ap-
parel homely yet decent ; as for his doctrine, he di-
rected people to the light of Christ in their consciences,
to guide them to God. At the liearing of these
things at second hand, the Lord was pleased might-
ily to work upon my spirit, and brought me to a
wonderful retiredness, and my mind wa^ truly turn-
ed inward to wait on him and desire his teachings.
Thus, by degrees, the Lord manifesting one thing
after another, I became weaned from my former lo-

ver.s and by the working and power of God, si:lf

came to be denied, and i in many things humbled
to the cross ; so that several of my neighbours and
acquaintances marvelled to see me so changed, and
some said, I should be distracted. But their words
were little to me; for as I obeyed the Lord, I found
peace and satisfaction, and the return of God's
love into my bosom, which I had long before been
seeking. And as 1 gave up any thing for truth's sake,
I found peace, and more strength was given me ; so
that I can truly say, it is good to Iseep in the counsel
of God, and to give up wholly to serve him, for he is

good to them that trust in him, and they that faith-

fully serve him, shall in no wise lose their reward.
Now it happened, that, about the 6th or 7th month of
this year, we heard of people raised up, at or about
Malton, that were called Quakers, which was the
first timethatl heard of that name being given to any
people. They were by most people spoken agai
but when I strictly inquired, what any had to lay to
their charge, that might give cause for such as

sions as were thrown upon tliem, 1 mot with none
who could justly accuse them of any crime; only
they said, they were a fantastical and conceited
pie, and burnt their lace and ribbons, and other su
fiuous things, which formerly they used to wear, and
that they fell into strange fits of quaking and tremb-
ling. These reports increased my desires to see
be acquainted with some of tliem ; and in the 8th
month of the aforesaid year, I heard that the Quaker:
were come to Bridlington, whereat I greatly rejoiced

in my spirit, hoping that I shouldgetsome opportuni,
ty to see them ; and on the 5th day next following,

'

heard that they were come to Frodingham; (this wa:
that faithful labourer and minister of the gospel, W
Dewsbury.) And I being on my master's work ir

Brigham, could not go in the day, but determined to

go in the night, and would gladly have some of my
acquaintances with me; but the night being very dark,
none would go; so I went alone. And coming into
the room where William was, I found him writing,
and the rest of his company were sitting in great si-

lence, seeming to be much retired in mind, and fixed

towards God ; their countenances, grave and solid

withal, preached unto me, and confirmed what I had
before believed, that they were the people of the Lord.
After a little time William ceased writing, and many
of the town's people coming in, he began m the pow"-

er and wisdom of God to declare the truth. And, oh I

how was my soul refreshed, and the witness of God
reached in my heart ; I cannot express it with my
pen. I had never heard nor felt the like before, for he
spake as one having authority, and not as the scribes;

so that if all the world said nay, I could have given
my testimony that it was the everlasting truth of
God."

such wicked discourse, and being ashamed of (hoir
company, h-ft it. At the same time, the earth shook
and trembled c.vccedingly, as though astonished at
such treason against its Sovereign and Creator,
whose footstool it is. And when the earth thu>
moved, the company which remained were so asto-
nished, that some ran one way and some another ;

Thomas Chalkley. " In this year [1722] I was at

the burial of our friend Jonathan Dickenson, at

which we had a very large meeting; he was a man
generally well beloved by his neighbours. In the

ting, a passage he had often told me in his health
brought to my remembrance, I think worthy to

be recorded to the end of time, which is as follows.

It happened at Port Royal, in Jamaica, that two
young men were at dinner with Jonathan, and divers

other people of account in the world ; and they were
speaking about earthquakes—there having been one
in that place formerly which was very dreadful, hav-
ing destroyed many houses and families. These two
young men argued, that earthquakes and all other
things came by nature, and denied a supernatural

wer, or Deity ; insomuch that divers, surprised at

but these two atheistical young men staid in tht
room, and Jonathan with them ; he believing that
the providence of Almighty God could preserve him
there, if he pleased ; and, if not, that it was in vain
to fly. But the hand of God smote these two young
men, so that they fell down ; and, as Jonathan told
me, he laid one on a bed and the other on a couch ;

and they never spoke more, but died soon after. This
was the amazing end of these young men ; a dread-
ful example to all atheists, and dissolute and wicked
livers. Oh ! that young people might be warned

—

that the hand of God might be upon them for good—and that they would tenderly be concerned for
their salvation."

Charles Marshall. " Oh ! thou holy, most high
God of mercy and tender compassion, look down
with an eye of pity on the inhabitants of the earth,
and send forth thy light and truth more and more,
to guide the people out of the broad way of destruc-
tion, into the narrow way of life, which leads to thy
holy mountain, where there is no hurting nor destroy-
ing. O: it is through the glorious outstretched arm
of thy salvation, sin may be finished, and iniquity
brought to an end, that the righleousness of Chritt
Jesus, the dear Son of thy love, may cover the earth as
the waters cover the sea. Ah I for thy name's sake,
hear the cry of the poor, and sighing of the needy,
and stretcli forth thy arm and deliver thy oppressed
out of their distresses, that thy creation, O Lord, may
be eased, and thy great name, and the noble acts of
thy almighty arm and divine power,may be renowned
gloriously through all lands; Amen, Amen."

Friends in the beginning were practical Christians.
Their religion was more in the heart than in the head.
It proceeded from a divine principle within, which
controlled their thoughts, and subjugated their pas-
sions and propensities, and regulated all their conduct.
It was not a transient or occasional seriousness, but
a steady, habitual guard over themselves, producing
a grave, solid demeanour, becoming those who have
no continuing city here, and are earnestly seeking one
that is to come. Their words were few, and being
seasoned with grace, they were preachers of righte-
ousness in life and conversation. Setting a watch
upon their lips, they were accustomed to frequent in-
troversion of mind. Hence they enjoyed the com-
munion of the Holy Spirit, by which their hearts
were purified and kept clean. None were more ready
to give an answer for the hope which was in them,
with meekness and fear, and Christian confidence.
The reason is plain. They knew experimentally that
whereof they spake. They drank of that living

water, dispensed by the Saviour himself, which was
in them a well of water sjiriiigingup into everlasting
life. Thus they came to the eternal substance, in

which they realized the saying of our blessed Lord,
"If a rnan love me, he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and ice will come unlo him, and
make our abode with him.'' This was their religion,

the fellowship that is w^ith the Father and with the
Son, and one with another in Him—the highest pos-

sible attainment that finite man can reach unto.

From the Oriental Hcruld.

FRAGMENT.

Lot not my life be like the stagnant lake,

For ever sleeping in the sunny beam :

I ask it not—no, rather let it make
A course like that of some fair mountain

Now rushing on its way with many a beam
Of sunny hope, now gliding through the mead
Of verdant joy, and now, if heaven deem

More useful, through the lowly valley's shade
;

Though it bo lost to sight, it still may verdure
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Coincidence between the early schismatics in

tfic Society of Friends, and those of the pre-

sent day.

In perusing some of the controversial writ-

ings of the first Friends, the resemblance of

the schismatics who rose up in the Society

then to those of the present day, is obvious

in several respects. Many of the incidental

charges which they advance, are very similar

to the modern outcry, although the primary

cause of dissension may be difl'erent. They
were also levelled at the principal influential

members—at the few who were impeached
with "lording it" over the great body of the

Society. Disownment was peculiarly offen

sive, and was declared to be a breach of the

great gospel charter of liberty. The disaf-

fected at one time alleged, that they would not

be allowed to marry, or bury among Friends,

in consequence of a difference in opinion-

that they were required to practise what they

were not convinced of—that they had " seen

pulling down, haling out, and thrusting forth

of Friends' meetings ; and that Friends went
asfar as their power, and wanted only more
io punish." From the history of the few

partial schisms which have occurred, it is pi

that pride and impatience of restraint have

been the latent cause of them all, let the plea

have been what it migiit. The chief movers
have wished to be a little higher than any body

else ; or at least considered of more import

ance than their talents and religious attain

ments would procure for them. To effect the

object of exalting themselves, they have as-

sailed and impeached the characters and mo-
tives of tlie most substantial Friends, flattered

the looser part of society, and stirred them up

to resist tiie alleged encroachments upon their

rights and liberties—in fact, to proscribe and

pull down others, that they might get the go-

vernment of the church into their own hands.

Failing in their attempts, separation was the

last resort, which has advanced to a greater

extent in the American schism, under the con-

duct of Ehas Hicks and John Comly, than

any which has preceded it. We entertain the

same opinion respecting the result of the pre-

sent Babel, that we always have—that, like all

its predecessors, though its projectors think to

erect a tower, whose top may reach unto hea-

ven, and make them a name, lest they be scat-

tered abroad, their object will be defeated
;

their language, if not already, will be con-

founded ; and they dispersed without any cer-

tain foundation to rest their hopes upon. Some
of their preachers, apprehensive of the con

sequences of the open avowal of their rea

opinions, aie now using strong efforts to mis-

lead the public, with the false impression that

they hold sound Christian principles—the same
which the worthy founders of the Society of

Friends held and honestly promulgated. But
it is altogether in vain. The Christian commu-
nity know their princii)les well, and make a

correct distinction between them and the ori-

ginal Society—as much so as they do between

a company of freethinkers and any body of

Christian people. The name of that firm be-

liever in Jesus Christ, William Penn, has been

often prostituted to the purpose of supporting

their cause ; but there was not, in the whole

ist of primitive Qakers, a more decided enemy

of libertinism and disorganizing principles than

William Penn. Whilst he possessed just views

of civil and religious liberty, he was prompt

n exposing and rejecting every attempt to

subvert sound government and order in the

Society of which he was a member. He
was a conspicuous opponent of the hat

schism, in which John Perot took the lead ;
on

which occasion, he wrote two pamphlets
;
one

entitled, " The Spirit of Alexander, the cop-

persmith, justly rebuked ; or an answer to a

late pamphlet,' entitled :
' The Spirit of the

Hat, or the government of the Quakers ;' in

which the confederacy is broken, and the de-

vil's champions defeated :" the other, "Judas

and the Jews combined against Christ and his

followers : being a rejoinder to the late name-

less reply, called, ' Tyranny and hypocrisy de-

tected,' made against a book, entitled, ' The

spirit of Alexander, the coppersmith, rebuked,'

&,c.; which was an answer to a pamphlet,

called, ' The Spirit of the Hat ;' in which

truth is cleared of scandals, and the church of

Christ, in her faith, doctrine, and just power

and authority, in discipline, is clearly and fully

vindicated, against the malicious endeavours

of a confederacy of some envious professors,

and vagabond, apostate Quakers ; by a mem-
ber and servant of the church of Christ, Wil-

liam Penn.— ' He that dippeth his hand with

me in the dish, the same shall betray me.'

' They went out from us, but they were not of

us.' 'In perils among false brethren.' ' Never

theless, the foundation of God stands sure.'
'

The " tolerants," of course, must justify

Perot in his " new views," and therefore stand

at variance with those who condemned his in

novations. Although the Spirit of the Hat

may differ in some respects from the spirit of

infidelity, they belong to the same family ; and

we shall find that the arguments and excellent

sentiments which William Penn uses on that

occasion, will equally condemn the views and

practice of some of the modern schismatics.

In the first essay, he says :
" We shall not

think ourselves nor principles much put to it,

to vindicate these assertions :— 1. That we are

a religious body. 2. That we have, as such,

a power within ourselves. 3. That by the

power and spirit of the eternal God, we have

condemned as well as justifcd many practices.

4. That being in holy peace and unity, and

that singular spirit of the hat getting place

with some, and secret rents, divisions, and

animosities being like to ensue among us, as

among the first Christians, we did, with such

other carriages as were reputed unbecoming

the blessed gospel, condemn that of keeping the

hat on in time of public prayer to Almighty

God, (to whom alone, with a sensible mind, we
perform that holy and due reverence,) as in

troduced by a singular, conceited, and deceit

ful spirit, b. That the author of the " Spirit

of the Hat," «fec. hath resisted many loving

treaties, serious invitations, and abundance

of good and wholesome advice, for his own
good and the church's peace ; and because

he is not owned in that practice, which, should

we do, God's spirit would disown us in so dp-

ing, therefore, as a man enraged beyond all

bounds of not only Christianity but manhood,
with folly, madness, and desperate revenge, has

he endeavoured our ruin among men."—2 vol.

fol. 190. " His next great cavil is about pull-

off the hat at public prayer, either upon
I'iction or the judgment of the body ;

wherein he tells us, that not only some of us

counselled, or required him to yield, because

the body would have it, saying that was yield-

g to the power ; but his not so yielding, but

persisting, is no dissension ; but our disowning

any person for that cause, is a breach of the

great gospel charter of liberty. Let him deny
this to be the strength of his book, if he can

or dare, and which is as soon blown away
as the chaff" before the wind. There is either

such a thing as a Christian society, sometimes
called a visible body, or church, or there is

not. If there be not—all is at an end ; and
why contend we at all ? If there be—(hen

this church either has power or not. If no
power—then no church. If a body, church,

or society—then there must be a power within

itself to determine, an anointing to lead into

all truth. Deny this, and all "falls of itself.

Well, but this, I suppose, will be confessed to.

The question then is this : But how far may
this church enjoin [upon] the consciences of
individuals, any performance, supposing their

dislike? I answer, it would be first inquired

into, whether those things hai^e been once ge-

nerally owned by such a church or not ? Se-

condly, or if it be about some superadded ce-

remony, something over and above what each

member at first sat down contented with?"
After stating the satisfaction which this se-

paratist expressed with the society and its order,

when he joined it, William Penn proceeds :

' This, now, will be the question—Whether,
f any person that had given those signal testi-

monies for a way and people, and so incorpo-

rated himself \\ith them, finding afterwards

ault with a practice so innocent, so reverent,

as keeping off the hat in time of public prayer

to Almighty God, should step out of that

comely order, set up a nev; mark and stand-

ard, whereby some should have their heads
covered, others uncovered, (a most divided,

confused, and unseemly sight,) the church, in

this case, may not admonish, and after her due
admonition, and the parties' tenacious, reso-

lute, and captious disputes, for that unsuitable

practice, may not justly disown him, as a dis-

p\iter about needless questions, and one that is

gone out of the complete vnity of the body, and
exercised by another spirit. Deny this, and
farewell to all Christian church order and dis-

cipline; yea, and truth itself; for it is an ab-

solute inlet to rantcrism, and so to atheism, near
whose borders thy author dwells. I say, if the

Scriptures are to be credited, this is sound
doctrine. If the several societies or churches
then gathered, were not to pass judgment till

the heretics or schismatics were convinced of,

and acknowledged their mistake, they had ne-

ver done it ; since, upon conviction and ac-

knowledgement, they ceased to be such ; un-

less we should believe, that, notwithstanding

they were convinced in their consciences of
their errors or dissensions, they still persisted

in the belief of them, which I will not affirm.
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If, then, a society or church, so anointed, as

aforesaid, have that power, we do, by autho
rity thereof, as a Christian society, judge all

persons concerned with the spirit of this author-

to be therefore led by a delusive, turbulent, and
unchristian spirit, which, if once given tray to.

there is no imagination so sordid and scandal-
ous as it would not lead into

; and by this will

we stand in the day of the Lord, wlien it will

be proved, no popery, but gospel, to do so
with him ; and this novice appear a wretched
slanderer."—Ibid. 191.

From the sentiments contained in these es-

says, it is manifest that William Penn is no
" tolerant," according to the Ilicksite accept-
ation of the term, but an orthodox disciplina-

rian. Decided in rejecting innovations upon
the principles under whicli the Society con-
gregated, he maintains its right to disown
those turbulent, captious members, and to pass
judgment upon heretics and schismatics who
are determined to violate the original compact,
and introduce rents and disorder in the church.
An objection to uncover the head in time of
prayer, would be considered of small moment
by the " liberals ;" and, consistently with their
views, could not form an adequate cause for
disownment

; but if, in William Penn's judg-
ment, it was the duty of the church to pass its

condemnation upon it, how much more so
upon the present attempts, made by the Ame-
rican schismatics, to introduce principles sub-
versive of the Christian faith, aud destructive
of the original character of the Society ?

If the present selections meet the approba-
tion of tiie editor, we shall furnish others for
"The Friend." \_ ]\I_

A DECLARATION OF OHIO YEARLY
MEETING.

Held at Mount Pleasant and Short Creek hy adjourn-
ments, from ttte 8lh to the \6lh of the ninth month
inclusii'e, 182B.

The events which have taken plane in our rehtri-
ous Society we believe should be made known to the
community at large. We are bound to bear tesli-
mouy against certain doctrines which have been in-
dustriously propagated among our members; and al-
so to record the proceedings of those who have em-
braced them, as still further illustrating their dan-
gerous and pernicious tendency.

It is a deeply humbling consideration, that when
"by one man sin entered into the world, and death
by sin, and so death passed upon all men," R.oin. v.
12. and a total incapacity to arise from this fallen
and degenerate state had taken place. Almighty God
was pleased, in his infinite wisdom, power, and good-
ness, to provide the means of redemption for all.
And in the uiifoldings of his counsel, he not only " at
sundry times and in divers manners, spake unto the
fathers by the prophets," but in the last times, or dis-
pensation, has spoken unto the children of men by
his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all thin"s,
by whom also he made the worlds—which has been
"conHrmed unto us by them that heard him, God
also bearing them witness both by signs and won-
ders, and with divers miracles and gifts of the Holy
Ghost, according to his own will." And these reve-
lations ot the dispensations of redeeming power, were
favours not limited to those who were the immediate
or first partakers of them—but by the movings of
the Holy Spirit they have been recorded " for our
learning, that we, through patience, and comfort of
the scriptures, might have hope." The views, there-
fore, presented in the holy scriptures, are those which
Almighty God, in his wisdom and goodness, has
been pleased to reveal, and to which he has com-
manded the assent of man. While every soul should

be humbled under a sense of his goodness, tho most
e.xalled faculties of the human mind should bow be-
fore his sovereign authority.

In those revelations which were made at "sundry
times and in divers manners," but all by divine au-
thority, God himself speaking immediately or instru-
mentally, we aro informed that man was made in
the image of God ;

" In the image of God created
he him

;
male and female created he them ;" and

placed them in a situation adapted to their condi-
tion. " The Lord God planted a garden eastward
in Eden, and there he put the man whom lie had
formed." Here he gave him privilege to enjoy what-
ever would contribute to his happiness—placino- him
in dominion over the earth, and the various orde
of the vegetable and animal creation.

But in this exalted condition, " but a little lowi
than the angels, and crowned with glory and h(
nour," man was placed in a state of probation, and
made subject to the law of God. And as this 1

emanated from divine wisdom, and rested on div
authority, so it demanded simple obedience, with,
admitting, on the part of man, any reasoning on its
fitness, or doubts of the certainly of the penalties an-
nexed to it. " Of the tree of knowledge of good and
evil, thou shalt not eat ; for in the day that thou
eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die." Gen. ii. 17,
But being tempted by the " serpent, called the devil
and satan, which deneivcth the whole world," clear-
ly represented as a distinct being, our first parents
violated this sole command, and so came unde
judgment and condemnation. Thus " by one mai
sm entered into the world, and death by sin, and s,

death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned '

But though " sin is not imputed where there is m
law ; nevertheless, death reigned from Adam t(

Moses, even over them that had not sinned after thi
similitude of Adam's transgression." Rom v 12
&:c.

But God, in mercy, was pleased to provide the
means of raising man from this fallen state, and gra-
dually, and by successive revelations, to unfold this
glorious plan of redemption. At the time when judg-
ment was passed upon our first parents, a clear inti-
mation was given of a deliverer, in the character ot
the seed of the woman, who should bruise the -serpent's
"head," being completely over him in power, and
able to deliver from his wiles. And it was, at the
same time, brought into view, that this was to be ef-
fected through suffering. "Thou shalt bruise his
heel." The first acts of public and acceptable de-
votion recorded after these events, was accompanied
with a slain offering-one of those sanguinary sacri-
fices which formed so conspicuous a part of tho typi-
cal dispensation. (See Gen. iv. 4.) These slain of-
ferings were practised through the patriarchal ages,

'
, they were so

'

John : .36. P^ . 20.

der a sense of the pow-
n the human mind, ex-

ed our report, and unto
?" And then

of the launtil, in the pr.

mately connected with thi

tinctly made the medium through which atonement
was to be made, that the fire on the altar of burnt of-
ferings was required to be kept continually burning •

•rnd "without shedding of blood" [there wasl "no
emission."

Still, by the yearly repetition of these slain offer-
ngs, the remembrance of sins was revived, and the
evidence atforded, that those solemn rituals, iiisuffi-
iient of themselves to take away sins, were only
shadows of good things to come. While the system
ot types and figures, and representations of things to
)me, was thus, by divine direction, wrought up to
degree of solemn and impressive grandeursulScient-

ly powerful to arrest^ the attention, prophetic vision
" ese symrly unfolded the realities which th(

bols represented. To the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob the promise was renewed. " In tfly seed
shall all the families of the earth be blessed." The
evidence was sealed on departing spirits, and held up
to the view of succeeding generations, that Shiloh
should come, and to him should the eatherino- of the
people be. By the operation of divine power, and
the progress of those testimonies which directed to
him who was the appointed heir of all things. He
was called " the desire of all nations." Hag! ii. 7.""

minutely described—" They
my feet." Psal.xx. 16. "They
ong them, and cast lots upon
,i. 18. And vet " a bone of him

pierced my hands a

part my garments i

Fsal. :

shall not bo brok
Exod. xii. 46.

The prophet, no doubt, i

erful working of unbelief ir

claimed, " Who hath believ(

whom is the arm of the Lord
proceeds to foretel the sufferings of Christ, as that
one great offering, in which, the typical offerings of
the law being fulfilled, should end. " For He shall

grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root
out of a dry ground ; He hath no form nor comeli-
ness, and when we shall see him, there is no beauty
that we should desire him. He is despised and re-

jected of men, a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief; and we hid, as it were, our face from
him : he was despised, and we esteemed him not.

Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our
sorrows

; yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of
God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities, the
chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with
his stripes we are healed. All we, like sheep, have
gone astray; we have turned every one to his own
way, and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of
us all. He was oppressed, and he was afflicted : yet
he opened not his mouth : he is brought like a lamb
to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers
is dumb, so he opened not his mouth. He was taken
from prison and from judgment, and who shall de-
clare his generation .' For he was cut off out of the
land of the living: for the transgression of my people
was he stricken. And he made his grave with the
wicked, and with the rich in his death ; because he
had done no violence, neither was any deceit in his
mouth. Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him; he
hath put him to grief; when thou shalt make his soul
an offeringfor sin, he shall see his seed, he shall pro-
long his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall
prosper in his hand. He shall see the travail of his
soul and be satisfied

; by his knowledge shall my
righteous servant justify many ; for he shall bear
their iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a por-
tion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil with
the strong ; because he hath poured out his soul unto
death, and he was numbered with the transgressors ;

and he bare the sins of many, and made intercession
for the transgressors." Isa. liii.

Yet it was declared, " the government shall be
upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called.
Wonderful,, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Ever-
lasting Father, the Prince of Peace; of the increase
of his government and peace, there shall be no end."
Isa. ix. 6, 7. He is called Emmanuel, which, being
interpreted, is God with us." Matt. i. 23. Isa. vii. 14.

And when, in the fulness of time, he came, "of
whom Moses in the law, and the prophets did
write," to whom " gave all the prophets witness"

—

who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, and born of
the Virgin Mary, whom the angel testified should

: be called "the Son of God," that they
should " call his name Jesus, for he shall save his
people from their sins;" Matt. i. 21.—his birth was

ed by an angel : " Behold, I bring you good
tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people ; for
unto you is born this day, in the city of David, a
Saviour, which is Christ,'ihe Lord." Luke ii. 10, 11.
And a multitude of the heavenly host joined in the
inthem of " Glory to God in the highest; and on
earth, peace

; good will towards men." Ibid. ii. 14.
He was declared to be the " Salvation" which God
had " prepared before the face of all people—a light
• "ghton the Gentiles, and the glory of [his] people

el." Luke ii. 31, 32. And after he had been re-
peatedly, by a voice from heaven, declared to be the
Son of God—had wrought miracles, healed diseases,
forgiven sins, cast out dei'ils, raised the dead, con-
trolled the outward elements ofnature, and declared
hat " the Father judgeth no man, but hath commit-
ed all judgment unto the Son, that all men should
honour the Son, even as they honour the Father," had
prayed, " And now, O Father, glorify thou me with
thine own self, with the glory which I had with thee
before the world was ;" John xvii. 5.—and promised

pies, " I will not leave you comfortless

;

ome to you," Ibid. xiv. 18. " When the
Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from
the Father, even the Spirit of Truth, which proceed-
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cth from tlie Father, he shall testify of me." Ibid.

XV. 26. " I will send him unto you." Ibid. .\vi. 7.

After he had, by various undeniable evidences, de-

clared his own divine authority and power, he was,

in the e.'jact fulfilment of prophecy, betrayed by Ju-
das, condemned under the authority of Pontius Pi-

late, and crucified without the gates of Jerusalem ;

at which awful period, the sun was darkened, the

veil of the temple was rent from the top to the bot-

tom, the earth did quake, and the rocks rent !

!

On the third day he arose; being "declared to

be the Son of God, with power, according to the

Spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead."

Horn. i. 4. And having shown himself to his dis-

ciples, by many infallible proofs, commissioned them
to preach the glad tidings of the gospel, to all na-

tions—declared his omnipotence and omnipresence,
saying, " All power is given unto me in heaven and
in earth ;" " and lo I am with you alway, even unto
the end of the world;" Matt, x.xviii. 18.20.—he as-

fended to heaven, " and is on the right hand of

God ; angels, and authorities, and powers, being
made subject unto him." 1 Peter iii. 22.

By his divine authority, and endued with power
from on high, his disciples bore testimony, that,
" Being by the right hand of God exalted, and having
received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost,
he hath shed forth this, which ye now see and hear ;"

Acts ii. 33.—and which was in the accomplishment
of the ancient prophecy—*^ And it shall come to pass,

m the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my
Spirit upon all flesh," &c. Ibid. ii. 17. Joel ii. 23.
" Therefore, let all the house of Israel know assur-

edly, that God hath made that same Jesus, whom
ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ." Acts ii. 36.
" This is the stone that was set at nought of you,
builders, which is become the head of the corner ;

neither is there salvation in any other : for there is

none other name under heaven given among men,
wherebywe must he saved." Acts iv. 11, 12. "Who
being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to

be equal with God ; but made himself of no reputa-

tion, and took upon him the form of a servant, and
was made in the hkeness of men ; and being found
in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and be-

came obedient unto death, even the death of the

cross. Wherefore, God also hath highly exalted him.

and given him a name which is above every name

;

that, at the name of Jesus, every knee should bow,
of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things

under the earth ; and that every tongue should
fcssthat Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God
the Father." Phil. ii. 6—11. They bore testimony

to the power of God to usward, " according to the

working of his mighty power, which ho wrought in

Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and set

him at his own right hand, in the heavenly places.

f;ir above all principality, and power, and might, and
dominion, and every name that is named, not only ii

this v^orld, but also' in that which is to come ; an(

hatli put all things under his feet, and gave him !

bo the head over all things to the church, which i

his body, the fulness of him that fiUeth all in all.'

Kph. i. 19—23.
And being in the visions of light revealed to his

servant John, he said, " I am he that livcth and wa!

dead ; and, behold, 1 am alive for evermore, amen
and have the keys of hell and of death." Rev. i. 18

And the redeemed in heaven are represented as sing'

ing " a new song, saying : Thou art worthy to tak(

the book, and to open the seals thereof; for thou

wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy

blood, out of every kindred, and tongue, and people,

!ind natioi; ; and hast made us unto our God kings

and priests; and we shall reign on the earth. And
I beheld, and i heard the voice of many angels re

about the throne, and the beasts and the elders ; and
the number of them was ten thousand times

thousand, and thousands of thousands ; saying,

a loud voice : Worthy is the Lamb that was slai

receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength,

and honour, and glory, and blessing. And every CJ

ture which is in heaven, and on the earth, and uii

the ear'.h, and such as are in the sea, and all that

in them, heard I saying. Blessing, honour, glory, and
.power, be unto him that sittcth upon the throne,

unto the Lamb, for ever and ever." Rev. v. 9—

1

They bore testimony " that Christ died for our

ns, accordmg to the Scriptures." 1 Cor. .\v. 3. And
nder the constraining love of Christ, they declared,

that " if one died for all, then were all dead: and
that he died for all, that they which live should not

henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which
died for them and rose again;" 2 Cor. v. 14,15.

—

that we are " not redeemed with corruptible things,

silver and gold ; but with the precious blood of

Christ, as of a Lamb without blemish and without
pot ;" 1 Peter i. 18, 19.—that " God commendeth

Ills love towards us, in that, while we were yet sin-

ners, Christ died for us. Much more, then, being
now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from
wrath through him. For if, when we were enemies,

we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son,
much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by
his life ;" Rom. v. 8, 9, 10. " But Christ being come,
an High Priest of good things to come, by a greater

and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands
;

that is to say, not of this buildmg; neither by the

blood of goats and calves, but by his own blood, he

entered in once into the holy place, having obtained

eternal redemption for us. For if the blood of bulls

and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer, sprinkling

the unclean, sanctitieth to the purifying of the tiesh,

how much more shall the blood of Christ, who,
through the eternal Spirit, offered himself without

spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works
to serve the hving God." Heb. ix. 1 1—14. And,
" as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after

this the judgment, so Christ was once offered, to

bear the sins of many, and unto them that look for

him shall he appear the second time, without sin,

unto salvation." Heb. ix. 27, 28.

"If any man sin, we have an advocate with the

Father, Jesus Christ the righteous." 1 John ii. 1.

" For Christ is not entered into the holy places

made with hands, which arc the figures of the true,

but into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence

of God for us." Heb. ix. 24. " There is one Media-
tor between God and men, the man Christ Jesus,

who gave himself a ransom for all, to be testifie
'

due tnne." 1 Tun. ii. 5, 6. " For such an high priest

became us, who is holy, harmless, undefiled, sepa-

rate from sinners, and made higher than the heavens

who needeth not daily, as those high priests, to offer

up sacrifice, first for his own sins, and then for the

people's ; for this he did once, when he offered up
himself." Heb. vii. 26, 27.

And his own consoling language to his disciples,

when he was personally witii them, was, " Let no!

your hearts be troubled : ye believe in God, believ(

also in me. In my Father's house are many man-
sions ; if it were not so, 1 would have told you. I

go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and
prepare a place for you, I will come again, and re

ceive you unto myself; that where 1 am, there yf

may be also." John xiv. 1, 2, 3.

Such are the doctrines recorded in the Scripture:

of truth, and which the Society of Friends have
held from the time they were first gathered to be a

people. The authority of the Scriptures we have
ever owned, and have solemnly declared, " that

do look upon them as the only fit outward judge

of controversies among Christians ; and that what-

soever doctrine is contrary unto their testimony,

may therefore justly be rejected as false. And, foi

our parts, we aj-e very willing that all our doctrinei

and practices be tried by them; which we never re-

fused, nor ever shall, in all controversies with ou;

adversaries, as the judge and test. We shall also be

very willing to admit it as a positive, certain maxim,
that whatsoever any do, pretending to the Sp
which is contrary to the Scriptures, be accounted
and reckoned a delusion of the devil."—Barclay's

Works, folio, 305.

{To he continued.')

The light of nature.—The following anec-

dote is too good to be lost :

—

" The celebrated David Hume wrote an es-

say on the sufficiency of the light of nature
;

and tlie no l«ss celebrated Robertson wrote on

the necessity of revelation, and the insuffi

ciency of the light of nature. Hume came
one evening to visit Robertson ; and the even-

ng was spent on this subject. The friends of

both were present ; and it is said that Robert-

son reasoned with unaccustomed clearness

and power. Whether Hume was convinced

by his reasoning, or not, we cannot tell ; but,

at any rate, he did not acknowledge his convic-

tion. Huine was very much of a gentleman

;

and, as he rose to depart, bowed politely to

those in the room ; while, as he retired

through the door, Robertson took the light to

show him the way. Hume was still facing

the door. ' OIi, sir,' said lie to Robertson.

I find the light of nature always sufficient ;'

and continued, 'pray, don't trouble yourself,

sir ;' and so he bowed on. The street door

was opened ; and, presently, as he bowed along

the entry, he stumbled over something con-

cealed, and pitched down the stair inio the

street. Robertson ran after him with the

light, and as he iield it over him, whispered

softly and very cunningly :
' You had better

have a little light from above, friend Hume ;'

and, raising him up, he bade him good night,

and returned to his friends."

THE FRZEND.
TWELFTH MONTH, 20, 1828

A friend having put into our hands the first

part of the declaration issued by the late year-

ly meeting of Ohio, (the residue not being

printed at the time this was forwarded,) we
have given a portion of it in the present num-
ber, and propose to insert the remainder, in

convenient portions, until the whole of the do-

cument is embraced. So far as may be infer-

red from what has been received, we cannot

doubt but th;it it will be considered a cogent

and satisfactory protest against the antichrist-

ian notions of the schismatics. In particular,

the great scheme of redemption through Jesus

Christ our Lord, and chiefly by a series of

appropriate Scripture quotations, happily se-

lected and arranged, is placed in luminous

display.

With pleasure we acknowledge the receipt

of the second part of " The Age of the Re-
formation ;" too late, however, for this week.

It shall appear in our ne.xt.

The lines by C, though evincing sogie skill

in the art of versifying, are too faulty for in-

sertion.

Juvenis is informed, that his strictures are

inadmissible in their present form. Perhaps
an interview with the editor might obviate tb«

objections.

Married—On 5th day, 11th instant, at Friend*'
meeting. Mulberry street, William Savery to Eli-
zabeth H., daughter of John H. Cresson, all of thit

city.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE & CO.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE AGE OF THE REFORMATION.
(^Continued from page 35.)

WYCKLIFFE.

To one who cursorily reviews the moral

condition of Europe, during the early part of

the fourteenth century, it presents a picture of

gloom scarcely relieved by a single virtue. In

politics, probity and good faith were unknown;

in private life, vice was encouraged by the ex-

ample of the priesthood, and licensed by the

church. Laws were no longer a security a-

gainst rapine ; and, in a word, the social

compact was, to a great extent, at least in the

south of Europe, virtually dissolved, since it

had ceased to be efficient for any purpose of

self-preservation. Whatever hope of reform

might have been entertained from the incul-

cation of a purer system of religion, seemed
to have been blasted, when the Albigenses pe-

rished beneath the swords of the army of the

cross, and the Vaudois were driven from their

last holds among the Alps. But the darkness

which covered Europe when the light of these

ancient churches was extinguished, was the

precursor of a more enlightened age, as the

deeper gloom which succeeds to the false dawn
in the eastern deserts, is hailed as the lierald of

returning day. We have seen that, during

this century, the oppressive government of the

legates, the removal of the papal court, the

schism in the church, and, above aU, the re-

storation of ancient learning, had loosened the

ties by which the Italians were connected with

the holy see. In England, other causes tend-

ed to produce the same results. The orders

of Dominican and Franciscan monks had been

founded in the twelfth century, when the pro-

gress of heresy had endangered the safely of sanction
the church ; and so successful had been their

labours, that it became the favourite policy of

the popes to cherish .these institutions. Re-
nouncing all worldly ambition, these men, at

first, refused to possess any property, and re-

lied for their support upon the alms of devo-
tees. Barefooted, and in the meanest attire,

they were to be found in every part of Christen-

dom
;
preaching in the streets and highways,

performing the office of confessors, encourag-
ing the faithful, absolving the guUty, and en-

forcing upon all the necessity of purifying the

land from the taint of heresy. Their elo
quence gave them influence ; their numbers
rapidly increased

; and they soon found it con-
venient to possess, and easy to acquire ample
revenues. Accomplished in all the arts by
which wealth is to be obtained at the expense
of ignorance, they secured to their orders the
most lucrative benefices, and the control of
the most popular seminaries. In England,
the great increase of the friars, and the loss

of that wealth of which they drained the king-
dom, began to be felt as a serious evil. By
the settled, or secular clergy, especially, they
were looked upon with great jealousy, since
they felt that their own influence was likely to

be lost in the success of these rapacious in-

truders. It was in the disputes which arose
between the friars and the clergy, that Wyck-
lifie first distinguished himself; and the discus-
sion of these questions led to that investiga-
tion of the doctrines of the church, which
secured to him the title of the father of the

reformation.

John de Wyckliffe was born about the year
24. He was educated at Oxford, and seems

to have been early distinguished by his skill in

scholastic exercises, and by his intimate ac
quaintance with the Scriptures—at that time no
ordinary accomphshment, and which afterwards
acquired for him the title of " the gospel doctor.
In the year 1345, the plague, commencing its

ravages in Tartary, spread over a large part
of Asia and Europe, depopulated many cities,

and, according to the exaggerated estimate of
cotemporary writers, destroyed, during the two
years of its continuance, one half of the hu-
man race. It was in the midst of this scene
of desolation that the youthful reformer, im-
pressed with the conviction that the corrup-
tion of the age had been the procuring cause
of so dreadful a visitation, composed his first

work, in which he censured, in no measured
terms, the profligacy of the priesthood. In
his subsequent attacks upon the mendicant
friars, he was not unsupported by the clergy

;

and the acuteness which he displayed in this

discussion, attracting the attention of the go-
vernment, an opportunity was soon afforded
him of promulgating his opinions under its

Edward III. was, at that time,

engaged in a dispute with the pope, whose
claim to an annual stipend, as an acknow-
ledgement of fealty to the holy see, was re-

sisted by this haughty monarch. Wycklifle
was called upon to defend the measures of
the king, and his labours were rewarded by
appointing him to fill the chair of divinity at

Oxford and by other preferments. Subsequent-
ly, he was sent by the king to confer with the

commissioner of the pope, on the points in dis-

pute between the two governments
; and the

more intimate acquaintance with the vices of

the Roman court, which he thus acquired, con-
firmed him in the determination to attempt a
reform of the church. He now boldly advo-
cated the sufficiency of the Scriptures, denied
the temporal authority of the pope, and pro-
claimed him to be antichrist. Ilis preaching,
eloquent, nervous, and full of feivour, so&n
procured him converts ; and his disciples,

imitating the humility of the friars, traversed
the kingdom, clothed in the meanest attire,

preaching the doctrines of the Bible, and
obeying the injunctions of their master in dis-

pensing charity to the indigent and consola-
tion to the unfortunate. His success alarmed
the pope, and orders were sent to have him
arrested as a heretic. More than once, Wyck-
lifle obeyed the summons which cited him to

nswer for his doctrines before his superiors
;

nd, at each appearance, iiis life would have
been endangered, had he not been protected
by the government and by some of the more
powerful barons, influenced rather by their

hostility to the pontiff' than by conviction of the

truths taught by the reformer. Emboldened
by success, he at length ventured to attack the

doctrine of transubstantiation. Here, how-
ever, he was no longer supported. The cler-

gy, who were opposed to the friars ; and the

government, who resisted papal encroach-
ments, had no interest in the discussion of ques-
tions of pure theology

; and Wycklifle, aban-
doned by the university and the parliament, was
advised, by his most powerful protectors, to

submit, on these points, to the church. When
summoned to answer for his doctrines on this

subject, he ofl^ered explanations, which have
subjected him to the charge of recantation on
the one hand, and of confirmed heresy on the
other. Whatever constructions were put upon
his defence, the judges seem to have deemed
it most prudent to dismiss him ; and he con-
tinued to teach, without molestation, the great
truths of the reformation. To his success in

those efforts, nothing so much contributed, and
nothing has given so great an elevation to the
fame of WycklifTe, as his translation of the
Old and New Testaments into English. There

"ttie doubt that this was the first version of
the entire Bible that had been made into our
language, and the eagerness with wljich it was
sought for is said to have been very great

;

for, "even then," to quote the homely ineta-

'

phor of the venerable Fuller, " midnight being
past, some early risers began to strike fire and
enlighten themselves, by the Scriptures." Re-
tiring fi-om the university, Wycklifle continued
assiduously to propagate his opinions, until he
was seized with palsy, and died, while en-

ged in an act of devotion, and surrounded
by his parishioners, in the sixtieth year of his

age. Of the private character of the reformer,
nothing is known, except from his own writings
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and from tradition. His enemies accuse hmn

of little more than heresy. His works show

him to have possessed exemplary piety, to

have been ardent and unceasing in his devo-

tions ; and tradition records that he sedulously

practised that charity which he so warmly re-

commends. Of his doctrines, it is sufficient

to say, that they were substantially those ol

Luther ; not, indeed, unmixed with the su-

perstitions which were so intimately connected

with the religion of that age, but, in many

points, surprisingly free from errors, which,

even now, find numerous advocates. It is in-

deed a little singular, to find a confessor in

the fourteenth century, and in the court of the

third Edward, asserting the inconsistency of

war with Christianity
;
yet this doctrine VVyck-

liffe inculcated ; and, in defending his senti-

ments against the argument that force was ne-

cessary for self-preservation, he expressed his

reliance upon the providence of the Almighty,

in language scarcely difiering from that of

Penn and Barclay. In relation to tythes

and the efficacy of lay preaching, his opinions

approximate equally to our own. He drew,

indeed, his sentiments on these subjects, from

the source whence our forefathers obtained

theirs ; and, hUe them, he was content to

yield unqualified submission to the doctrines

of the Bible. V- Q

born in 1795, and his deprivation of the senses

was early noticed. As he grew up, he dis-

covered a most extraordinary acuteness of the

senses of touch and smell; being very soon

able by these to distinguish strangers from the

embers of his own family, and any little ar-

ticle which was appropriated to himself from

what belonged to others. In his fourteenth

year, his eyes were couched, with very little

success; and an attempt made to give him the

sense of hearing by piercing the drum of the

ear, which totally failed. His sight is so far

restored, that he is enabled to distinguish the

presence or absence of light, or any large

body, but not its form, which he discovers en-

tirely by the touch. The following very inte-

resting particulars respecting him are taken

from the appendix to the third volume of Du-
gald Stewart's Element of the Philosophy of

the Human Mind.
" The feehng by which he appears to be most

powerfully actuated (at least to a stranger) is

curiosity, or an anxious desire to make him-

self acquamted with every thing that is new to

him.
" He is likewise capable of feeling mirth,

and frequently laughs heartily. He is highly

gratified by having new clothes; and, as tear-

ing his clothes is the most usual expression ot

his anger, so the punishment he feels most, is

being obliged to wear them after he has torn

OR THE FBIEN

THE BLIND MITE.S.

Two of the most unfortunate and interesting

beings now living are James Mitchell and

Julia Brace. They are perhaps the only persons

that have come within the sphere of philoso-

phical observation, who have been not only deaf

and dumb, but blind. Deriving all their know-

ledge of the external world from the senses of

smell, taste, and touch, how narrow, how darl

and mysterious to them must be its confines

Condillac, indeed, has supposed that the posses

sion of the single sense of smell would be suffi

cient to convey to the human intellect a variety

and degree of knowledge, that would call into

exercise the whole of the mental faculties. It ii

scarcely probable that an experimental illustra

tion of his theory will ever be given. But the

present cases approach so nearly to what he has

supposed, that his hypothesis may be taken

for true. And apart from the melancholy, yet

curious history of these individuals, their situa

tion throws much light on the philosophy of

the human mind, and is an important addition

to our store of well ascertained facts. It ha;

been the favourite theory of some fashionable

sophislers, that the only superiority of

over the brutes, arises from the perfection of

his senses. But we have, in these two per-

sons, a hving demonstration of the falsehood

of this degrading hypothesis.' For, though al-

most entirely cut off from intercourse with

nature and mankind, every distinctive feature

of the moral and intellectual character is de-

veloped, and the same vast superiority over the

most sagacious of the brutes maintained.

James Mitchell was the son of Donald

Mitchell, the minister of Ardclach,a Highland

parish on the banks of the Findhorn. He was

" He is subject to anger, upon being cross-

ed in any of his desires, or when he finds any

of his clothes, or other articles with which he

amuses himself, removed from the chest in

which he keeps them.
" Respecting the manner in which he con

veys his feelings and desires, I am much at a

loss to give the information that might be ex

pected. It is certain that those of his family

know perfectly in what temper of mind he is,

and what he wants to have: and these intima-

tions he conveys to them in the presence of

strangers, without these last being sensible of

his doing so. When he is hungry, he approach-

es his mother or sisters, touches them in an

expressive manner, and points towards the

apartment where the victuals are usually kept.

" A pair of shoes were lately brought to

him, and, on putting them on, he found them

too small. His mother then took them, and

put them into a small closet; soon after a

thought seemed to strike him, and he con-

trived to obtain the key of the closet, opened

the door, took the shoes, and put them

upon the feet of a young lad who attends

him, whom they fitted exactly. This action

of his implies considerable reflection, and

shows that he must have made some ac-

curate examinations, though unnoticed at the

time. When he is sick and feverish, which

sometimes happens, he points to his head, or

takes his mother's hand and places it opposite

to his heart, seemingly with an intention that

she may observe its beating more quickly than

usual. He never attempts to express his feel-

ings by utterance, except when angry, when he

bellows in a most uncouth manner. Satisfac-

tion or complacency he expresses by patting

the person or object which excites that feel-

ing. His smell being wonderfully acute, he

is frequently offended through that sense, when
other persons near him smell nothing unplea-

sant; he expresses his dissatisfaction on such

occasions by putting his hand to his nose, and

retreating rapidly. His taste seems also to be

exquisite, and he expresses much pleasure, by

laughing an i smacking his lips, when any sa-

voury victuals are laid before him. His father,

when alive, was at much pains in directing

him, as his mother is still; but his eldest sister

seems to have acquired a much greater ascend-

ancy over him, and more power of managing

him than any other person. Touching his

head with her hand seems to be the principal

method which she employs in signifying her

wishes to him respecting his conduct; this she

does with various degrees of force, and in dif-

ferent manners ; and he seems readily to un-

derstand the intimation intended to be convey-

ed. In short, by gratifying him when he acts

properly, and withholding from him the objects

of his complacency when he has done amiss,

he has been taught of what is becoming in man-

ners, and proper in conduct, much stronger

than could be otherwise believed, that any per-

son, in his singularly unfortunate situation,

could acquire."
" The knowledge which he has derived from

the senses of touch, taste, and smell, seems

fully as extensive, as what any person of the

most perfect faculties might be supposed to

acquire, if he could, by any contrivance, be

prevented from using his eyes and ears for the

same period of time, from the moment of his

birth, and in the same retired situation of the

country. The train of his thoughts seems to

be regulated by the same principles as that of

the soundest minds.
" His actions neither indicate incoherence nor

fatuity; but every thing he does appears capa-

ble of being easily traced to rational motives.

His more pleasurable sensations are obviously

enjoyed from the senses of taste and smell;

and, indeed, I have never observed any thing

disagreeable in his manner, except the keen-

ness and voracity with which he devours his

food. But he derives amusement also from

the sense of touch. His father told me that

he had often remarked him employing many
hours in selecting from the bed of the river,

which runs within a few yards of the house,

stones of a round shape, nearly of the same
weight, and having a certain degree of smooth-

ness. These he placed in a circular form on

the bank, and then seated himself in the middle

of the circle.

" There is a certain range around the manse,

which he has minutely explored by his organs

of touch ; and to any part of this space he

seems to walk, when he pleases, fearlessly and
without a guide. 1 believe his range does not

extend beyond two hundred yards in any di-

rection ; but there is probably not a day elap-

ses, during which he does not cautiously feel

his way into ground which he has not explored

before; and thus gradually extends his yet very

circumscribed field of observation. It was in

one of these excursions of discovery that his

father observed him, with horror, creeping on
his hands and knees, along a narrow wooden
bridge, which crossed the river at a point

where the stream is deep and rapid. He was
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immediately arrested in his progress ; and, as

his father wished to discourage him from ha-

zarding so perilous an attempt again, a ser-

vant was directed to plunge him, as soon as he

was secured, once or twice into the river.

This measure has had the desired effect. From
a similar solicitude about his safet}', the ser-

vants had been enjoined to prevent him from

visiting the stable, vvhich he never fails to do,

tlie instant he has discovered, by the presence

of an additional whip in the lobby, that the

person who has arrived has brought a horse

with him. I have been assured, however, that

after his wishes in this respect had been re-

peatedly thwarted, he at last had the ingenuity

to lock the door of the kitchen on the servants,

in the hopes that he might then accomplish his

visit to the stable unmolested. His father

once told me an anecdote of him, which dis-

plays, in a very striking manner, both the re-

tentiveness of his memory and the benevolent

feelings of vvhich he is susceptible. He had
received a severe wound in his foot, and, during

its cure, he usually sat by the fireside, with his

foot upon a small footstool. More than a year

afterwards, a servant boy, with whom he used

to play, was obliged to confine himself to a

chair, from a similar cause. Young Mitchell,

perceiving that his companion remained longer

in one situation than he used to do, examined

him attentively, and seemed quickly to disco-

ver, by the bandages on his foot, the reason of

his confinement. He immediately walked up-

stairs to a garret, sought out, amidst several

other pieces of furniture, the little footstool

which had formerly supported his own wound-
ed limb, brought it down in his hand to the

kitchen, and gently placed the servant boy's

foot upon it.

" The last time I saw young Mitchell, was on
the melancholy occasion of his father's funeral,

in the month of June last. According to Mr.
Glennie's communication, it would seem that

the boy, even before his father's interment, had
expressed, by sorrow and bemoaning, a know-
ledge of the irreparable loss he had sustained.

On this point, the deep distress under which

the family then, laboured, prevented me from

making any inquiries. But the poor lad's be-

haviour, on the day of the funeral, seemed to

me so little expressive of grief, that I cannot

help doubting, in some measure, the accuracy

of Mr. Glennie's information.

" It will be regarded as a pleasing testimony

of the sincere esteem in which Mr. Mitchell

was held for his rhoral worth and exemplary

piety, that several hundreds of his friends and
parishioners assembled together to carry his

remains to the grave. While this concourse

of people waited the commencement of the

procession in front of the manse, young Mit-

chell at one time moved rapidly among the

crowd, touching almost every body, and exa-

mining some very minutely ; at another time,

he amused himself opening and shutting the

doors, or turning down and up the steps of the

carriages ;
or, suddenly, he would walk to-

wards the coffin, which was placed on chairs

before the door of the house, run his fingers

along it with marks even of pleasure, and then

trip lightly away, without the shghtest expres

sion of sorrow. He accompanied the pro

cession to the church-yard, and returned after

the interment, apparently as much unmoved as

before. But, on the following morning, as I

have since been informed, and on several morn-
ings afterwards, he visited the grave, patted

gently the turf which had been laid over it,

and, at last, as if hopeless of his father's re-

turn, became sorrowful even to tears."

{To be continued.)

for the friend.

Peimitive Pennsvlvakia History.

(Continued from page 66.)

The first grand jury in Pennsylvania was
summoned on the 2nd of the 3rd month 1683.

A bill was found against some persons accused

of issuing counterfeit silver money. Wil iani

Penn sat as judge, assisted by his Council.

The traverse jury found the parties guilty, and

the sentence upon one Pickering, the princi-

pal, was thus pronounced by the gover-

nor. " That for this high misdemeanour,

whereof his country had found him guilty, he

should make full satisfaction, in good and cur-

rent pay, to every person, who should within

the space of one month bring in any of this false,

base, and counterfeit coin, (which to-morrow
shall be called in by proclamation,) according

to their respective proportions, that the money
brought in, should be melted down before it

was returned to him ; that he should pay a fine

offorty pounds toirards building a court house,

stand committed till the same was paid, and

afterwards find security for his good belia-

viour."

In 1683 William Penn estabhshed a seal

for each county with devices, viz. For Phila-

delphia an anchor, for Bucks a tree and vine,

for Chester a plough., for New Castle a cas-

sia, for Kent lhr.:'e cars of Indian corn, and
for Sussex a wheat sheaf.

At the second session of the assembly several

singular propositions were made ; one of them,

that young men should be obliged to marry, at

or before a certain age ! And another, that

two sorts of clothes only should be worn, one
for winter and the other for summer ! It is

almost needless to say, that these extraordi-

nary motions did not prevail, and it is credita-

ble to provincial Pennsylvania, that her legis-

lation was never disfigured even by trifling

measures, much less by acts of injustice, or

wrong, of any kind.

One ofthe stipulations in the instrument entit-

led certain conditions dfc, agreed upon at Lon-

don 1681, between Penn and the purchasers of

land in his province, was, " That in clearing

the ground care be taken to leave one acre of
trees for every five acres cleared, especially to

preserve oak and mtdberries, for sillc and
shipping." A proof this of the care, and

knowledge of the proprietary, in a matter

whose continued neglect will be felt in future

even more than is now the case.

Friends'' Meetings.

The first for worship and discipline in

Pennsylvania, was lield at the house ofThomas
Fairlamb at tihakamaj-on, now Kensington, in

the beginning of the year 1681. In the next
year, a frame meeting house was erected within
the limits of the city of Philadelphia ; the stone
meeting house at Merion, west of Schuylkill,

still in use, was also put up at that time. A
brick meeting house was built on part of
the Centre square, (now Penn square,) in

1684. The " Bank meeting house," as it was
called, stood in Front Street, west of Mul-
berry street, built in 1685. " The great
meeting house" was erected on High Street in

1695. That " on the hill" in Pine Street, was
built in 1753. In 1755 the " Market Street

house," at the corner of Second Street, was
erected, and this was the last connected with

the olden time.

The following is the form of the original

writ, for the first election of members of coun-
cil, and call of an assemblv.

(L. S.)

William Penn, proprietary and gover-

nor of the province of Pennsylvania,

and the territories thereunto belonging,
" I do hereby empower, and require thee

to summon all the freeholders in thy bailiwick,

to meet on the 20th day of the next month, at

the falls upon Delaware river : and that they

then and there elect and choose out of them-
selves twelve persons of most note for wisdom,
and integrity, to serve as their delegates in the

provincial council to be held at Philadelphia,

on the 10th day of the first month next, and
that thou there declare to the said freemen,

that they may all personally appear at an as-

sembly, at the place aforesaid, according to

the contents of my charter of liberties ; of

which thou art to make me a true, and faithful

return.

"Given at Philadelphia, the day of the

month, 1682.
" William Pcr^N."

" To Richard Noble, high sheriff of the coun-
ty of Bucks, and the other five ?herifl"s like-

wise, for their several counties." V.

From the .Kalional Gaselle.

M. Caill^, the French traveller, who an-

nounces himself as returned from Timbuctoo,

sent to the Geographical Society of Paris, on
the 10th October, a brief account of his route.

He says :

—

" In 1826, being at Senegal, I resolved to

explore central Africa, and visit the cities of

Jenne and Timbuctoo, so as to be beforehand

with the British. On the 19th April, 1827,

1

left Cacandy, upon the Rio-Nugnez ; I joined

a caravan of Mandingo traders going on the

Niger. I adopted the Arabian costume, and

the religion of the country. I passed without

difiiculty the high mountains of Senegambia

and Fonta-Dhralon, the country of Kankau,
of Wasbulo, (fee. I arrived at Time, a vil-

lage inhabited by Mahometan Mandingoes, si-

tuated in the southern part of Bambara, where

I was detained five months by a severe illness.

On the 19'th January, 1828, I resumed my
journey. I visited the island and city of Jenne,

and embarked upon the Niger in a vessel of
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about fifty-four tons, destined for Timbuctoo,
at wbich place 1 arrived, after a tedious navi-

gation of a month. This city is situated five

miles to the north of Kabra, in a plain of mov-
ing sand, where nothing grows but brittle twigs.

I remained there about fourteen days ; during
which time, I studied the manners and customs
of the inhabitants, and the commerce and re-

sources of the country ; and collected all the

information that was within my reach. After-

wards, I directed my steps to the north, in or-

der to traverse the great desert, and arrived at

liil-Arawan. This city is situated six days'

journey to the north of Timbuctoo, and is the

emporium of the salt which is transported to

Sansanding and Yamina. It is constructed on
an arid and treeless soil. The burning wind
of the east prevails there continually. I con-

tinued my route towards the north, and arrived

at the wells of Teligna, eiglit days' journey

from El-Arawan. Thence I entered into the

desert, in the direction of north-north-west.

The soil is entirely composed of quicksand and
of rocks of grey quartz sprinkled with white.

After two months' travelling, and the most dis-

tressing privations in this horrible desert, I at

length reached Tafilet, whence I passed on to

Fez, Mequinez, Rabat, and Tangir, where 1

was welcomed kindly by M. Delaporte, vice-

consul of France, who provided me with every

thing that my situation required. Shortly

after, I embarked in a schooner, in which I

sailed to Toulon, where I am now, in a state

of convalescence."

Fnm the AmukUfor 1829.

WISDOM.

Where shall wisdom be found? and what is th

place of understanding.^ Tlie depth saith, it i

not J I the s I saith, it i

Where shall Wisdom's light be found ?

Circled by yon starry bound.

^

Hidden by the rolling main?
Buried 'neath the pathless plain?

Tenanting the grove's recess ?

Or^the desert wilderness?

Heaven hath heard—but answers not

;

Earth reveals no cho.^cn spot

;

Voiceless stands the crested hill

;

Rock and forest roof are still
;

Silent smile the cloudless skies ;

And the unfalhomed deep replies:

" Child of wavering doubt and fear,

Seek not thou its presence here."

Dwells it in the senseless crowd ?

With the honour'd, or the proud?
Where the clustering wreaths conceal

Glory's red and wasting steel ?

By the monarch's gem-bright throne ?

Or the dwelling dark and lone,

Whence tlie sage's torch appears,

O'er the page of buried years ?

Grief, alas : is link'd with power ;

—

Honour, but a summer flower ;

—

Fame, a meteor ;— doubly cursed

He whom dreams of wealth have nursed;

And, on learning's treasures bent.

Who hath hoped or found (

Thou, whose uninstructed breast.

Baffled in its lengthen'd quest.

Deems its labour lost and vain, .

Yet renew thy search again

—

Where the eye of pity weeps.
And the sway of passion sleeps,

And the lamp of faith is burning.

And the ray of hope returning.

And the "still, small voice" withii

Whispers not of wrath or sin.

Resting with the righteous dead,

Beaming o'er the drooping head.
Comforting the lowly mind.
Shines the treasure ;—seek and fim
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Selectionsfrom the Letters and other papers of
William Grover, preceded by a biographical

account of his life. London. Harvey and
Darton, 1828.

The hour of the just man's summons to a

world of eternal reward, affords an additional

beacon to cheer the mariner on the sea of

life. There is a sweet refreshment to the

Christian in tracing the course of a fellow tra-

veller, and observing the peaceful serenity of

his dying hour; and there is deep instruction

to be reaped from the experience of those who
liave been favoured to escape the rocks and
the shoals, and to find a safe mooring for the

weary soul. It is, I believe, under these con-

siderations, and with a view to show the effi-

cacy of the gospel principles we profess, that

Friends have often encouraged the publishing

of short biographical notices and obituaries

concerning those, whose lives have been, in a

good degree, accordant with our high profes-

sion.

A little work has recently appeared in Eng-
land bearing the above title, and displaying, in

a light so practically edifying, the life, the ex-

ample, and some of the sentiments of a true

and valued Christian, as to give it attractive

claims on our attention. A concise analysis

of its contents may, perhaps, not be unaccept-

able to the readers of " The Friend," and
which I am the more willing to attempt, from

having been a personal witness, in days that

are gone, of the influence of that spirit of

meekness—of that unpretending worth and

sterling wisdom, which brightened the silvery

gray hairs of this venerable character.

William Grover was no common-place
member of the Society of Friends. His hfe

was eminently dedicated to the welfare of his

fellow men, and to the prosperity of the ever

precious cause of truth. Yet was he no osten-

tatious religionist—no austerity darkened his

brow—no self-complacency blended with the

Christian graces with which he was endowed,

and which he delighted to cultivate in the shade

of private life. Indeed, one of the chief of

these graces, was a remarkable degree of the

meekness and gentleness of the follower of

Christ. He was born at Brighton, in England,

in the year 1752, and early removed into the

county of Essex, where he continued to reside

during the remainder of his life. " He in-

herited," says his biographer, " some patrimo-

nial property; but, at the same time, found it

necessary to pursue his engagements in busi-

ness, and was esteemed an upright tradesman;

of kind and respectful manners—one who was
careful, in all things, to act as becomes a mem-
ber of our religious Society. He was one,

who, from early life, was of a thoughtful turn

of mind, and showed a strong attachment to

the principles and testimonies of Friends. As
he advanced in years, he submitted to the

humbling, refining operations of divine grace;
and, through continual watchfulness, and obe-
dience to the pointings of duty, he attained to

that experience and stability in the truth, of
which his conduct, and religious usefulness af-

terwards, gave abundant proof. A descrip-

tion of some parts of his religious character, is

appropriately given in the following extracts,

from a memorial concerning him, issued by
the Friends of Thaxted monthly meeting, of
which he was a member.

" It is not our intention to extol the charac-
ter of the deceased, as a man, estimable as he
was, in the various relations of hfe; but to ex-
hibit his Christian virtues, and ascribe, as he
did, all excellency to the power of divine grace,
mercifully granted to mankind for their salva-

tion, through the mediation of the blessed Re-
deemer, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

The rectitude of his conduct, in the discharge

of his moral and religious duties—his humility,

meekness, and dedication to the cause of
truth, were all fruits of faith in the means thus
graciously afibrded. He was very exemplary
in the fulfilment of his duty to his Maker, by a
constant attendance of religious meetings,
when of ability; in which his solid deportment
indicated great reverence of spirit, and fervency
of desire to gain access to the Fountain of all

good ; and, on these occasions, we believe

that his mind was often enriched with the in-

coines of divine love and peace. He was a
great lover of retirement and meditation. The
frequent reading of the holy Scriptures was also

a source of instruction and comfort to him;
and this practice he was tenderly engaged to

recommend to others, as one of the means by
which they might be strengtliened and encour-

aged to advance in the Christian path. The
views he took of himself were humble, whilst

his estimate of the true Christian character was
a highly exalted one. Hence, arose great vi-

gilance and circumspection, that no part of his

demeanour should dishonour the cause he so

greatly valued and loved. This care was ma-
nifest in all his conduct; and evidently so, in

transacting the affairs of the church, in which
his judgment was clear and his language per-

suasive, tending much to encourage Friends in

the support of the discipline, in the executive

part of which he very rarely excused himself

from service; having a great care for the pros-

perity of truth, and that his fellow professors

might be faithful in our testimonies, and con-

sistent in all their conduct, endeavouring to

keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of
peace.

" His important services in our yearly meet-

ing," continues his biographer, " and his com-
munications to his friends, will be long remem-
bered. He often spoke of the comfort which
he derived from reflecting on the goodness,
and mercy, and loving-kindness of our hea-

venly Father ; inviting others, and particularly

his younger friends, to seek to live under the

influence of his love. His remarks were clear,

comprehensive, and concise ; and the precious

influence which they produced, was often, in

a remarkable degree, to be felt, after the con-

clusion of them. He was a willing labourer
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in the church of Christ—an elder worthy of

double honour ; doing what his hands found

to do with a clicerful heart, as one serving a

good and gracious Master, and thus forcibly

recommending the principles he professed.

"Whilst he was a firm believer in the im-

mediate teachings of the holy Spirit, he was

diffident in speaking of his own experience
;

and though well persuaded that our religious

principles lead to great spirituality, he was
very cautious of judging others, or deciding

for them. His desire was, that all might be

drawn in love to seek after the guidance of

that wisdom which cometh from above ; and

to see the beauty and excellency of the truth,

as it is in Jesus. Believing, as he did, that our

predecessors had been called to uphold a pure

and perfect standard of Christian doctrine, he

was deeply solicitous that this might in no
way be lowered by Friends of the present day;

and that they, as individuals, and the Society,

as a body, might endeavour so to act, as to

bring others to see and to acknowledge the

consistency of our profession with the gospel

dispensation.
'• His general appearance was meek and

grave, exhibiting a bright example of a reli-

gious character ; an habitual gratitude, and
filial fear of God, marking his life and demean-
our. He behaved with great kindness and

courtesy to all ; at the same time maintaining

the dignity of a disciple of Christ, so that his

deportment commanded esteem and deference.
" Our dear and honoured friend was parti-

cularly pleased with the society of young per-

sons ; and, to many of this class, he was en-

deared by the sweetness and affability of his

manners, conversing with them in a way which
secured their confidence and esteem. He felt

tender solicitude for them, in thinking of the

temptations to which they were peculiarly ex-

posed ; and whether any hints which he offered

to these were designed to encourage them to

persevere in the right way of the Lord, or to

check the early appearance of a departure

from Christian simplicity, they w-ere expressed

with so much love, that they found a ready en-

trance into the heart.

"• He was of a cheerful, contented disposi-

tion, and considered it right to derive pleasure

and gratification from temporal things, as bless-

ings from the hand of an Almighty Benefactor,

provided they were kept in subordination to

the great purpose of life, and not suflered to

engross too much of the time and affections.

He met the vicissitudes of life with calmness,

and was careful not to suffer cross occurrences

to discompose his mind, or to draw him into

the use of impatient expressions.

" His friends had ample evidence of his be-

ing a firm believer in the essential doctrines

of the gospel. In a memorandum left behind

him, he says, ' I believe it is consistent with

the genuine principles of Friends, that all the

communications of the mercy, love, power,

and goodness of God, to his creature man, are

in, by, and through, our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, and no otherwise ; and, in this

belief I am thankful to live and unite.' In a

letter written in the eleventh month 1823, after

alluding, in terms of strong disapprobation, to

the views of one whose sentiments were deci-

dedly contrary to those of our Society, ' on
point of such supreme importance as the di

vine nature of our blessed Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ,' he proceeds : ' Can I close this

subject better than with the following quotation
from a recently published pamphlet, in which
the writer, when speaking of Christ, says :

' What encouragement and comfort is there in

the contemplation of his character and offices,

both as prophetically indicated, and evange
cally displayed, from the first and most obscure
to the last and most comprehensive and express
ive

; viz. the bruiser of the serpent's head
;

Immanuel, God with us ; the Lord our right

eousness ; the Child born ; the Son given, upon
whose shoulders the government of his people
is for ever to be ; whose name should be called

Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the

Everlasting Father, and the Prince of peace
;

the root and the offspring of David ; the bright

and morning Star ; the Son of man ; the Son
and Lamb of God, who taketh away the sins

of the world ; who hath loved us, and washed
us in his blood.'

'

" William Grover possessed a sound con
stitution, and enjoyed remarkably good health,

until within a few months of his death." Whilst
attending the London yearly meeting, in the

year 1825, where he had for some time accep
tably filled the office of assistant clerk in the

meeting of ministers and elders, he was attack-

ed by a severe illness, from which lie never
entirely recovered ; although his health was at

length so far restored, as to enable him to

travel home. In the autumn of that year.
" He who ordereth all in perfect wisdom, and
who will graciously supply the spiritual need
of those who look in fiiith unto Him, saw meet
to terminate the trials of this his faithful ser-

vant ; and to admit him, as there is every rea-

son to believe, to the participation of that

peace and joy, which are reserved for the

righteous in the life which is to come.
" The expressions of a religious nature,"

says the above cited memorial of the monthly
meeting of Thaxted, " tliat our late dear friend

uttered towards the close of life, were not nu-
merous ; but they all partook of that humble,
yet confiding and peaceful character, that dis-

tinguished him when in health, and bespoke a

mind looking towards heaven, of which, he
said, he had had a pleasant view, particularly

of late ; and that he was ' favoured to feel very

little condemnation.' At different times he
thus expressed himself :

' The prevailing desire

ofmy mind has been, for many years, that I

might close in peace. I have had many bless-

ings, many temptations, and many trials in

my time ; but have been mercifully helped

through them.' At one time, evidently under
great tenderness of spirit, he observed, ' The
shadow of divine mercy is very broad ;' and
at another, when conversing about his illness,

he said, ' It is a source of great consolation to

know, that He who formed us is near.'

" In the afternoon of the day preceding his

decease, he expressed himself to the following

effect :
' There is nothing so precious, whe-

ther in vouth or in age, sickness or health, as

a sense of the divine presence and love. I have
had great cause thankfully to believe, that the

protecting arm of kind Providence has been

willi me all my life long, from my youth up ;'

and after a pause, added, ' It is my greatest

desire that my sun, which now seems nearly

set, may go down in brightness, without a

cloud ; relying only upon the goodness of the

Almighty, who can change a life of suffering

for one of comfort and endless happiness—who
can make a death-bed as a bed of roses. Yea,

I bless thy holy name, thy presence and love

can make a death-bed as a bed of roses.' Af-

terwards he said, in nearly these words :
' My

life seems fast closing, and my afflictions near-

ly at an end. I have been greatly afflicted, (al-

luding probably to his illness,) but doubt not

that it has been in unspeakable, unerring wis-

dom, that I have been tlirown, again and again,

into the furnace ; which is, no doubt, designed

for my further refinement. Oh 1 may all the

purposes of the Almighty be fulfilled ! Oh !

what a precious state is that, where nothing is

wanted but the celestial gate to be opened !

All praise I ascribe unto the Lord's holy

name.'

" He was enabled to bear, with great pa-

tience, and Christian fortitude, the e.xtreme

sufferings which he endured within a short

time of his death : but, for a few hours before

the close, he was mercifully relieved from all

pain, and his end was remarkably peaceful.

He died the 11th of the 10th month, 1825, in

the seventy-third year of his age."

Having thus introduced to our fellow-read-

ers of " The Friend," the subject of the biogra-

phical memoir from which the foregoing ex-

tracts are taken, we may reserve, for a future

number, a few selections from his letters and
other papers, which furnish copious evidence

of the well ordered state of his mind, and of
his anxious solicitude for the welfare of our So-

ciety, and particularly of the rising generation

of its members. Iken.eus.

Of him that hopes to be forgiven, it is in-

dispensably required that he forgive. It is,

therefore, superffuous to urge any other

motive. On this great duty, eternity is

suspended; and to him that refuses to

practise it, the throne of mercy is inac-

cessible, and the Saviour of the world has

been born in vain.

Johnson.

Petrifijlng qvality of the Irmtaddy.—I for-

merly noticed the petrifying qualities of the

water of the river Irawaddy : I now saw a strong

proof of the rapidity with which it converts fo-

reign bodies into stone. The pioneers were
)rdered to remove a house, which would have
nterfered with the defence of the stockade, if

the enemy had assailed it. Upon endeavour-

ing to cut down the massive teak pillars upon
which it was raised, they found that the edges

of their hatchets were all turned. On exa-

mining into the cause of this, they found that

le pillars were petrified throughout, though

the house had only been built ten years, and
the pillars were under water three months in

the year during the monsoon.

—

Alexander's

Travels in Persia, 4'c. p. 34.
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A DECLARATION OF OHIO YEARLY
MEETING.

{Continuedfrom page 80.)

Elias Hicks frequently, in his public discourses, en-

deavours to destroy the weight of " external evi-

dence" in support of the Christian religion. In his

sermons, Phila. ed. 1825, p. 119, he says: "If the

scriptures were absolutely necessary, he had power

to communicate them to all the nations of the earth,

for he has his way as a path in the clouds ; he knows
how to deal out to all his rational children. ' But

tliey were not necessary, and perhaps not suited to

any other people than they to whom they were writ-

ten."
" He does not move us in the least degree to any

book or writing whatever, but leaves every thing out-

ward entirely behind, as having passed by, for he

abolished all external evidence, as not being capable of

bringing about salvation to the soul." Quaker, E.

Hicks' sermon, vol. ii. p. 264.

The Berean says :
" In inculcating, preaching, or

teaching either the doctrinal or practical parts of

Christianity, no other authority or evidence should

be appealed to, than that principle of light and trutli

which God has fixed in the minds of all men." Vol.

ii. p. 209. " Nothing is easier than to appeal to

scripture or great names for the authority of a dogma
or an opinion; but nothing is, at the same time,

more vain and futile." Ibid. And again, " It is vain,

then, that we are referred to the scriptures, as to an

acknowledged authority, to determine conflicting

opinions/ Vol. p. 401.

The scriptures being thus disposed of, to make way
for the introduction of their unsound principles, va-

rious dootrmes, and those which lie at the very

foundation of the Christian rehgion, have been as-

Beginning with the original condition of man, E.

Hicks says : " Man was created and placed in a gar-

den of trees—full of trees—which he was to dress,

and keep them in order. And what were the trees

in the garden of Eden ^ They were the propensi
'

of man in his animal body." Sermons, Phila,

1825, p. 167.
" For God must be the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil. There was no tree of the knowledge

of good and evil but God himself" lb. 317, 318.

" Well, now, there must be something to bring

about this probation ; and has there been any thing

that any of us ever knew of, but tliese propensities

and desires that are a part of our common nature.'

I challenge the whole host of mankind, to find any

thing but our own propensities and dusires."!6. 168.

'• We need not look outward to find a devil ; we
shall find enough in us. We read that there were

seven devils cast out of Mary Magdalene. She had

been a vile woman, who was given to a multitude of

evil propensities, by the indulgence of which she was
brought completely under the power of them. Her
rational spirit became enlisted in the service of the

passions, and seven propensities had been indulged

in, till they became as devils to her." ib. 170.

In a; public meeting at Mountpleasant, on 4th day

the 27th of 8th mo. Pilias Hicks denied receiving any

injury from Adam's fall, or any benefit from the out-

ward sacrifice of Jesus Christ. The attention of the

meeting was called to the subject, to take notice that

such a declaration was made, to which he made
reply or explanation.

Thus God is said to be one of the trees of the g
den, and the trees of the garden are said to be the

propensities of man in his animal body—and the pro-

pensities are the devil or devils. And further, thai

we are not affected by the fall of Adam.
That our early Friends were not chargeable with

holding these revolting sentiments, wiil be seen by
the following brief quotations. We do not mean
swell this Declaration by extended extracts, nor
quote writings of doubtful authority. Robert Bi

clay, in his Quakerism Confirmed, says : " He who is

now the devil was created of God a good angel, but

by his own voluntary fall he hath reduced himself to

be a devil, not by any real creation, but by a degei

ration." Works, fol. 625.

And in his Apology he says : " For we affirm, that

as all men partake of the fruit of Adam's fall, in that
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by reason of that evil seed which through him is com-
municated unto them, they are prone and inclined

unto evil, though thousands of thousands be ignorant

of Adam's fall, neither ever knew of the eating of

the forbidden fruit, so also many may come to feel

the influence of this holy and divine seed and light,

and be turned from evil to good by it, though they

knew nothing of Christ's coming in the flesh, through
whose obedience and sufferings it is purchased unto
them." Works, fol. 335.

And William Penn, in his Rise and Progress,

says : " Then the morning stars sang together

for joy, and all parts of his works said amen to

his law. Not a jar in the whole frame—but

man in paradise, the beasts in the field, the fowls

in the air, the fish in the sea, the lights in the

heavens, the fruits of the earth, yea, the air, the

earth, the water and fire, worshipped, praised, and

exalted his power, wisdom, and goodness. O holy

Sabbath, O holy day to the Lord ! But this happy
state lasted not long. For man, the crown and glory

of the whole, being tempted to aspire above his

place, unhappily yielded against command and duly,

as well as interest and felicity, and so fell below it; lost

the divine image, the wisdom, power, and purity he

was made in. By which, being no longer fit for

paradise, he was expelled that garden of God, his

proper dwelling and residence, and was driven out

as a poor vagabond from the presence of the Lord, to

wander in the earth, the habitation of beasts.

" Yet God that made him, had pity on him : For

he seeing man was deceived, and that it was not of

malice or an original presumption in him, but through

the subti.ity of the serpent (who had first fallen from

his own state, and by the mediation of the woman,
man's ovvu nature and companion, whom the serpen

had first deluded,) in his goodness and wisdom
found out a way to repair the breach, recover th(

loss, and restore fallen man again, by a nobler and
more excellent Adam, promised to be born of a woman;
that as by means of a woman, the evil one had pre-

vailed upon man, by a woman also he should come
into the world who would prevail againsl\i\m, and

bruise his head, and deliver man from his power: and

which, in a signal manner, by the dispensation of

the Son of God in the flesh in the fulness of time,

was personally and fully accomplished by him,

in him as man's Saviour and Redeemer." Select

Works, 758.

On the character of our Lord Jesus Christ, Elias

Hicks says: " Here now, we learn, as rationalhemgs,

by his own testimony, what it is that makes a Son
of God. We see that this Hesh and blood never

could have been, in a strict sehse, the Son of God, but

a creature, created by God, by his power, because

spirit and matter cannot be united together and make
a being, nor make a Son of God." Pha. Sermons,

1825, p. 251.

Speaking directly of Jesus Christ, he says: " No-

thing visible can be a Son of God. Every visible

thing must come to an end, and we must know the

mortaUty of it." Pha. Sermons, 1825, p. 11.

" Now how could he be tempted, if he had been

fixed in a state of perfiiction in which he could not

turn aside.' Can you suppose, as rational beings,

that such a being could be tempted .' No. Not

any more than God Almighty could be tempted.

Perfection is perfection and cannot be tempted, it is

impossible." ib. 253.
" Now let us pause a little and consider what i:

here meant. Can it be supposed that he was driver

into an outward wdderness.' Or shall we not sup-

pose that he was brought, by the power of divini

light, to see the wilderness state in his own mind ?"

ib. 256.
" If, as some have said, he had made his Son per-

fect, so that he could not fall, his obedience woulc

have been of no worth to the children of men, anc

none to himself as a rational creature." E. Hicks

Sermon, Quaker, vol. 3. p. 111.

"Now what was it that constituted his cross;

Nothing but the law of his God, the law of the new
covenant, written in his soul, in his immortal spin

by the finger of God, his Father. This was h:

cross—this it was that he was wilhng to submit t(

under every temptation : and he kept to this cross t

the utmost, for he was tempted in all points as w

are, and he had the same desires and propensities
that we have, yet he stood firm, because he was in-

structed, and led to see himself a poor creature. He
had no merit of his own—lie was a poor, helpless

male infant, whose life was dependent, under God,
on the nursing of his mother." E. Hicks' Sermon,
Middleton, 12th mo. 6, 1826.

" If we believe that God is equal and righteous in

all his ways, that he has made of one blood all the
families that dwell upon the earth, it is impossible

that he should be partial, and therefore he has been
as willing to reveal his will to every creature as he
was to our first parents, to Moses and the prophets,
to Jesus Christ and his Apostles. He never can set

any of these above us, because if he did he would be
partial." Pha. Sermons, p. 292.

Here it is distinctly declared that our Lord Jesiis

Christ, who was born of the Virgin Mary, wrought
miracles in Judea, was crucified, rose from the dead
and ascended to heaven, was not the Son of God

—

that his body must have perished and come to an
end, and we must know the mortahty of it—that he
was not placed in a state of perfection in which he
could not turn aside—was liable to fall, and to all

the consequences of sin—that his mind was in a wil-

derness state, that he was a poor creature, and had no
merit of his own. And that Almighty God neither

did, nor ever can, set him above us, because if he
did he would be partial ! !

!

Robert Barclay, in his Apology Vindicated, speak-
ing of an unfair opponent, says: " His next perver-
sion is still more gross and abusive—where from my
denying that we equal ourselves to that holy man,
the Lord Jesus Christ, kc. in whom the fulness of
the Godhead dwelt bodily, he concludes I affirm him
to bene more but a holy man ; and because I use the
words plenittido Divinilatis, that I deny his Deity,
which is an abominablefalsehood. I detest that doc-
trine of the Soeinians,and deny there is any ground
for their distinction ; and when I confess him to be a
holy man, I deny him not to be God, as this man
most injuriously would insinuate. For I confess him
to be really, both true God and true man." Works,
fol. 794. And in reply to the same opponent, R.
Barclay says : " And as for his last question. Where-
in did Christ excel other infants if they be born with-

outsin? (he should have said, not guilty of sin :)

I answer. In that he had no seed of sin in him, aa

other infants have, and that not only, but he had no-
thing of that weakness and propensity to yield to the

evil influence thereof, as other infants, but was in

greater strength, glory, and dominion over it, than
Adam, even before he fell. This shows his privilege

above others, and in nolhing contradicteth what I

have said before." . Works, p. 773.

Again the same excellent writer says : " For we
truly believe that Christ is both God and man."
Works, fol. 630.

We shall not unnecessarily swell these quotations,

but briefly remark that George Fox, in his declara-
tion to the governor of Barbadoes, in speaking of
Christ, enumerates his miraculous conception, and
being born of the Virgin Mary ; his miracles, suffer-

ings and death, i ction and ascens lis pre-
sent existence as our great prophet, higli priest, and
bishop of souls, and his spiritual appearance in our
hearts, and says :

" This we say is that Lord Jesus
Christ, whom we own to be our life and salvation.''

Journal, vol. ii. p. 138 to 140.

In relation to the offices of our blessed Lord, Elias
Hicks says :

" But I do not consider that the crucifix-

ion of the outward body of flesh and blood of Jesus
on the cross, was an atonement for any sins but tho
legal sins of the Jews."

—

[E. Hides' letter to Shoe-
maker.

And again he says : " Surely, is it possible that
any rational being that has any right sense of jus-
tice or mercy, that would be wilhng to accept forgive-

ness of his sins on such terms 1 1 ! Would he not
rather go forward, and offer himself wholly up
to suffer all the penalties due to his crimes, rather
than the innocent should suffer! Nay—was he so
hardy as to acknowledge a willingness to be saved
through such a medium, would it not prove that
he stood in direct opposition to every principle of
justice and honesty, of mercy and love, and show
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himself to be a poor selfish creature, and unworthy
of notice I !

!"—ib.

And in the public meeting at Mountpleasant,
already noticed, he distinctly denied receiving any
benefit from that sacrifice.

In a sermon preached at Purchase, in the state of
New York, in the 5th mo. last, to take his own ac-
count ol'it, as given in a statement, under his own
hand, he says: "That Jesus Christ, while in thelie says: "That Jesus Christ, whil
outward manifestation, walking up and down in
Jewry, in the course of his outward ministry, never
made a Christian." Friend, p. 388, 389.*
And in another sermon, he says : " He was only

an outward saviour^ that healed their outward diseas-
es, and gave them strength of body to enjoy that
outward good land. It was the "soul that wanted
salvation. But this, no outward saviour could do

—

no e.vternal saviour could have any hand in il." I'ha.
Sermons, p. 50, 51. '-Oh, dearly beloved friends,
young and old, may you gather deeper and deeper
to that which is withm the veil, where we may have
access to our God, without any Mediator." Quaker,
vol. ii. p. 277. Here the doctrine of the propitiatory
sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ, is denied in differ-
ent forms of expression. His offices, as Saviour and
Mediator, are also as distinctly denied.

Robert Barclay, in his Apology, says : " Neverthe-
less, as we firmly believe that it was necessary that
Christ should come, that by his death and sutferings
he might otFer up himself a sacrifice to God for our
sins, who his own self bore our sins in his own body
on the tree ; so we believe that the remission of sins
which any partake of, is only in and by virtue of
that most satisfactory sacrifice, and no otherwise.
For it is by the obedience of that one, that the free
gift is come upon all unto justification. For we af-
firm, that as all men partake of the fruit of Adam's
fall, in that, by reason of that evil seed which through
him is communicated unto them, they are prone and
inclined unto evil, though thousands of thousand
be ignorant of Adam's fall, neither ever knew of th-

eating of the forbidden fruit ; so also many may
come to feel the infiuence of this holy and divine
Seed and Light, and be turned from evil to good by
it, though they knew nothing of Christ's coming

'

the flesh, through whose obedience and sufferings it

is purchased unto them." Works, folio, 835.
William Penn, in his Select Works, p. 799. " We

do believe that Jesus Christ was our holy sacrifice,
atonement, and propitiation ; that he bore our ini-
quities, and that by fiis stripes we were healed of the
wounds Adam gave us in his fall, and that God is

just in forgiving true penitents upon the credit of
that holy offering Christ made of himself to God for
us

; and that what he did and suffered, satisfied and
pleased God, and was for the sake of fallen man,
that had displeased God. And that through the
offering up of himself, once for all, through the eter-
nal Spirit, he hath for ever perfected those [in all

times] that were sanctified, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the Spirit.

"In short, justification consists of two parts, or
hath a two-fold consideration. The first part of justi-
fication, wo do reverently and humbly acknowledge,
is only for the sake of the death and sufl'eriiigs°of

Christ. Nothing we can do, though by the operation
of the Holy Spirit, being able to cancel old debts or
wipe out old scores. It is the power and efficacy of
that propitiatory offering, upon faith and repentance,
that justifies us from the sins that are past, and it

is^the power of Christ's spirit in our hearts, that pu-
rifies and makes us acceptable before God."

Robert Barclay, speaking of a doctrine he was
opposing, says: " It is highly injurious to Christ our
Medintur, and to the efficacy and excellence of his
gospel; for it renders his mediation ineffectual; as
if he had not, by his sufferings, thoroughly broken
down the middle wall, nor yet removed the wrath of
God or purchased the love of God towards mankind."
Works, fol.ed. 321.
"Neither do they suppose this Seed, Word, and

Grace, which is sufficient to lead to salvation, to be
given to men without Christ, for they believe it

be the purchase and benefit of Christ's death, w,
tasted death for every man. So that they confess
all to be derived to them, in and by Christ, the Medi-
ator, to whom they ascribe all." Ibid. 699.
" For as much as all men who have come to man'i

estate (the man Jesus only excepted) have sinned,
therefore all have need of this Saviour to remove the
wrath of God from them, due to their ofiences : in
this respect, he is truly said to have borne the iniqui-
ties of us all, in his body, on the tree ; and therefore
is the only Mediator ; having qualified the wrath of
God towards us, so that our former sins stand not
in our way; being, by virtue of his most satisfactory
sacrifice, removed and pardoned. Neither do we
think that remission of sins is to be expected, sought,
or obtained any other way, or by any works or sacri-
fice whatsoever, &;c. (though, as has been said for
merly, they may come to partake of this remission
that are ignorant of the history). So then, Christ,
by his death and sufferings, hath reconciled
God, even while we are enemies ; that is, he offers
reconciUation unto us; we are put into a capacity of

• reconciled ; God is willing to forgive us our
ilies, and to accept us : as is well expressed by
poslle, 2 Cor. v. 19. ' God was in Christ,

ciling the world unto himself; not imputing their
trespasses unto them ; and hath put in us the^ word
of reconciliation.' And therefore the a

: verses, entreats them, in Christ's stead, to be
nciled to God; intimating that the wrath of God

being removed by the obedience of Christ Jesui
i willing to be reconciled unto them, and ready to
?' lit the sins that are past, if they repent." Ibid,
,7, 36H.

"Lastly, though we place remission of sins in the
ghteousness and obedience of Christ, performed by
ini in the flesh, as to what pertains to tlie remote

procuring cause ; and that we hold ourselves form-
ally justified by Christ Jesus, formed and brought
forth in us

; yet can we not (as some Protestants
have unwarily done) exclude works from justifica-
tion : for though properly we be nol Justifiedfor Ihem,

jastijiedin them; and they are necessary,

justified."even as the cause, without which none
Ibid. 309.

Richard Claridge, on Justification, says: "In a
word, if justification be considered in its full and
just latitude, neither Christ's work without us, in
the prepared body, nor his work within us by his
Holy Spirit, are to be excluded ; for both have their
place and service in our complete and absolute jus-
tification. By the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ with-
out us, we, truly repenting and believing, are through
the mercy of God justified from the imputations of
sins and transgressions that are past, as though they
had never been committed ; and by the mighty work
of Christ within us, the power, nature, and habits
of sin are destroyed ; that as sin once reigned
into death, even so now grace reigneth through
ighteousness unto eternal life, by Jesus ChrTsf
>ur Lord. And all this is efi'ected not by a bare or
naked act of faith, separate from obedience ; but in
the obedience of faith." p. 79.

E. Hicks represents heaven and hell merely i

ly within us. In hiss

* Note-^In putting this work to the press, it has
been thought best to refer to a No. ofThe Friend of a
later date than that from which the extract was tak-
en, because this late No. contains both the letter and
E. Kicks's Reply.

—

[Printee.

states, to be k
N. Y. ed.p. 93, he says: "Heaven is every where
where God and his rational creatures are. It is no
ocal place by any means." And in his sermon
Purchase, as given in a letter to which he has replied,
le said : " All the heaven and hell there was is
n us—we receive our rewards and punishments
svery day—our heaven and hell daily, and all he be-
ieved we ever should. To prove it said, the drunk-
ird would get his bottle and get drunk—this was
his heaven—we saw him happy—he was then in
heaven—and then he would, when he got sober, feel
miserable, this was his hell; and if there was any

ven or hell hereafter, it was something we could
know nothing about." Friend, p. 388.

In his printed reply to this statement, he does not
deny having made the declarations above quoted,
nor does he say that the explanation of the subject,
given in this reply, was the language used at Pur-
chase, or even the substance of what he delivered at
the time alluded to. In that reply, although he

speaks of ' an immorfal soul," of " time and eterni-
ty," and "the eternal joys of the redeemed soul ;"
yet he says : " And as to what he says about hea-
ven or hell, I will ask him where he has found any
heaven or hell mthout him. I should like to hear
him describe the shape and form of them, and in
what region or place they are situated." Ib. 389.
Having in the same sermon expres.sed a disbelief

of " a. judgment after death," calling it an igmtsfalu-
us, held out to terrify men and cause them to bow
to creeds and priestcraft :" in his printed reply be
does not deny the statement, but attempts to sup-
port the doctrine.

Robert Barclay, in his Apology Vindicated, speak-
ing of an unfair opponent, says : " And whereas 1,
in my conclusion (to the Apology), did show the
reader how falsely we are charged with denying the
outward appearance of Christ, the real existence of
heaven and hell as (places) without us; the last and
general judgment ; the resurrection of the body ; by
telling hirn seriously and in the presence of God,
that these accusations are false, and that we really
believe these things, he with a most afironted impu-
dence reckons it boldness in me to say so." Works, p.

While Elias Hicks is remarkable for preaching up
the doctrine of divine light—immediate revelation,
and the rejection of all external evidence— it is to be
noticed that he frequently, in his sermons, informe
his hearers that we are to understand things " ration-
allj/"—that we are not bound to believe what we do
not understand, and that he does not believe myste-
ries. In a sermon which he preached at Mount-
pleasant, on first day, the 7th inst. he mentioned the
opinion of some who supposed that immediate revela-
tion had ceased—and to prove the contrary, said that
we did not know " the least thing upon earth with-
out immediate revelation." And at a public meet-

Flushing, on first day, the 14th inst. he
declared that " without revelation we could not dis-

uish a man from a tree, or a tree from a horse."
The distinction has long been drawn between the na-
tural powers of perception of the human mind, and
that pure, divine influence, the unfoldings of which
are properly denominated immediate revelation.
This distinction the apostle has clearly drawn in that
declaration

:
" The natural man receiveth not tlia

thingsof the Spirit of God, neither, indeed, can he
know them, because they are spiritually discerned."
But EUas Hicks not only proves that what he calls
imediate revelation, is not the influences and in-
!ligence of the Spirit of God—but he brings it down

to the very lowest grade of perception, even such as
pertains to the brute creation, for these can make
such discriminations as he says cannot be made with-
out revelation ! ! Thus the lowest discoveries of
natural things, which are made by the natural fa-
culties, and by the most depraved part of mankind-
are characterised as being by immediate revelation
—And hence unsanctified spirits are emboldened to
enter into investigations of divine things, and sit
in judgment on the very councils and messages of
tiodi: {To lie contmved.)

OBITUARY.
Departed this life, on the sixth of the pre-

sent niontii, at his residence, in Buckingham,
Bucks county, Pennsylvania, Charlks Khaw,
aged about forty-one years ; leaving a widow
and four minor daughters, with numerous re-

latives and friends, to lament their loss in his

early removal from works to rewards. An
accident apparerilly slight, a contusion of one
of his thumbs, being at first unsuccessfully

treated, fever ensued, and amputation was
deemed expedient ; all, however, proved tma-
ailing

; and, after more than two months'
suffering, death released him from his afflic-

tions. His loss, though sensibly and painfully

felt, is much mitigated by the full assurance
entertained, tliat his mind was firmly settled in

the unshaken belief of the Christiain religion

and faith of the gospel. Having embraced
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the truth as it is in Jesus, he was one of those

few in the meeting to whicii he belonged who
were favoured to escape the present, over-

whelming delusion ; and, through divine mer-

cy, was strengthened to hold fast his integrity

as a faithful servant, and stood firm in his sta-

tion, as a highly valued and serviceable over-

seer ; and, when the painful conflict of a sepa-

ration in the quarterly, monthly, and prepara-

tive meetings and meeting for worship of which

he was a member took place, he, with Christ-

ian fortitude and meekness, bore his full share

of the heat and burthen of the day, nothing

daunted by the assaults of opposers ; but, as

his mind was firm in the faith, knowing in

whom he had trusted, he was enabled to hold

on his way with a steady and even course, in

the regular maintenance of the ancient order

and discipline of our religious Society, through

good report and evil report. His friends who
were attendant upon him during his confine-

ment, have great reason to believe, that his

Lord and Master, who had so graciously sup-

ported him in health, did not forsake him in

sickness. Being favoured with a solemn co-

vering, some days previous to his decease, he

broke forth vocally and audibly in supplication,

wherein Ije interceded for himself and for

Friends ; and expressed thankfulness for his

own preservation ; and then spoke encourag-

ingly to Friends, to persevere in the cause of

the ever blessed truth ; adding, that as faith-

fulness is abode in, we shall be preserved, for

he could speak from living experience ; and

much more of like import : which was a con-

firming evidence that he was about to receive

the answer of " Well done, good and faithful

servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

From the .imukt for 1829.

THE PILGRIM-S HOME.

There are climates of sunshine, of beauty and glad-

ness.

Where roses are flourishing all the year long

;

Their bovvers are despoiled not by wintry sadness,

And their echoes reply to the nightingale's song :

But coldly the Briton regards their temptations.

Condemned from his friends and his kindred to

He looks on the brightness of lovelier nations.

But his heart and his wishes still turn to his

home.

Oh! why is this duteous and home-loving feeling

So seldom displayed by the pilgrim of life .'

While faith to his mind a bright scene is revealing.

He toils through a world of sin, sorrow, and strife.

Yet lured by the paltry attractions around hiiu.

Too oft he forgets the pure pleasures to come.

And wildly foregoes, for the toys that surround

him,

His hope of a lasting, a glorious liome.

Not such is the Christian, devoted, believing.

Through storms and through .sunshine his trust

shall abide

;

The way that he wends may be dark or deceiving.

But heaven is his shrine, and the Lord is h:

And when death's warning angel around him shall

hover.

He dreads not the mandate that bids him to

It tells that his toils and temptations are over

—

'Tis the voice of his Father—it calls to his home.

M. A.

Froni LitldVs Religious Magazine.

LETTERS TO THE YOUNG.
Let me warn you of one mistake peculiarly

common to children. Do not cheat yourselves

with vain fancies, that when you are older you

shall be better ; that when you are men you

^hall find it easier to think of these things ; that

t is time enough yet—that yet has ruined the

souls of thousands ! To-morrow is the slug-

gard's motto, it is taught him by Satan. To-
is the Christian's watch-word, it is taught

him by God ; even God who is not willing that

any should perish, but that all should come to

repentance here, and to glory hereafter.

You have stood by the sea-side, and seen

the waves one after another roll forward, and

after another dash upon the shore ; others

followed in their stead, none of them were the

ime waves, each was a different one :—such

are the days of man's life, only with this dif-

ference—diey are soon ended, while the waves

continue still to roll on. The billows leave no

mark behind them, but each of our days leaves

a record, good or bad, wise or foolish. No
one counts the waves, no one cares how they

speed ; but of our days God takes account and

keeps a remembrance, both how many they are

and how they are spent. You have stood, too,

in a garden in spring, and seen the green leaves

budding on the trees; and soon after, the bright

blossoms open amongst them ; and again, in

autumn, you have seen the fruit hanging thick-

ly upon the boughs, ripe for gatliering :—such

should be the soul of man in youth and age. It

now your spring time
;
you are full of hopes,

and joys, and fancies—and it is well ; but

where are the blossoms, amongst these the

green leaves of your soul ? Are you acquiring

that knowledge, are you gaining those habits

and dispositions, which shall ripen hereafter

to a useful and honourable life ?

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 27,

We have given a larger portion of the Ohio

Declaration to-day, than we should otherwise

have thought expedient, from a wish to include

all the doctrinal—and thus reserve for the fol

lowing number the narrative part entire, whic

does not well admit of a division. This very

able and important document increases in in

terest as it proceeds ; and we are desirous to

call the special attention of our readers to the

two closing paragraphs of what is contained

in the present number.

It has been apprehended, that several of the

heathen philosophers entertained faint concep-

tions of a direct supernatural influence in the

regulation of human conduct ; and particular-

ly, that Socrates, in what he says respecting

his good genii, designed to convey an idea of

this sort.

An individual, formerly of this city, (now no

more,) distinguished for intelligence, and ex-

tensively known as a philanthropist, once de

tailed to the writer of this the substance of a

conversation between him and the celebrated

Volney. The wily Frenchman expatiated at

some length, with real or aflfected enthusiasm,

on some shadowy notions of his, respecting an

infallible, internal monitor ; which, he contend-

ed, was suflicient to direct the human mind,

with indubitable certainty, in its search after

truth. He proceeded with his definitions and

lustrations, until the individual referred to

began to conceive there was so near an ap-

proximation to that " grace and truth which

came by Jesus Christ," as to be identified with

it. At length, however, on being more closely

pressed, his finely attenuated web resolved it-

self into a mer^ abstraction of the brain about

the perfectibility of reason.

Elias Hicks and his adherents have declaim-

ed abundantly on " the light within ;" so much
indeed, that an acknowledgement of their

belief in this would seem to be nearly the sum
of their theology. To a free but specious use

of various Scripture texts, in which this fun-

damental Christian doctrine is recognized, their

success in deceiving the simple must mainly be

attributed. The occurrence of appellations

exclusively pertaining to the Redeemer, in

connection with these texts, presents no obsta-

cle to their using them. This only serves to

render the deception more operative ; while,

as to themselves, the force of the appellations

is dexterously evaded by mental reservations.

But, for ourselves, we have long suspected,

that the sense in which the words " light with-

in" are understood and accepted by the lead-

ers of the new sect, is essentially different from

that which was honestly and reverently em-

braced by our worthy predecessors. This, we
think, is sufficiently apparent, from various

passages of E. Hicks's printed discourses.

Still, we had not anticipated an avowal so ab-

solutely sensual and gross, as is exposed to

view in the Ohio Declaration, and confirmed

by the notes of E. Hicks's sermons at Balti-

more, which we lately published. It appears

from thence, that his views on this topic, so far

from being in accordance with those of our

honourable and enlightened progenitors, even

fall short of the light which had so glimmering-

ly dawned upon the Grecian and Roman sages;

and not only so, but lose in comparison with

the sublimated notions of the perfection of hu-

man reason inculcated by the French illumin-

ati—in short, are at once reduced to the level

of mere animal nature—to a faculty enjoyed

by us in common with the lowest order of

brutes. Alas ! what awful retrogression !

to what frightful, worse than Egyptian dark-

ness, do such principles tend !

The communication by S., introductory to

a precious relic of one, the savour of whose
memory is yet fresh in the minds of many, will

have an early insertion. Such offerings will at

all times be acceptable.

We have in possession an essay signed K.,

on a very solemn subject, and discussed, as it

should be, in a serious manner ; but in every

respect, it does not seem to us exactly suited

to the character of this journal.

Several other contributions have recently

.come to hand, which are under consideratioo.
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"Although the death of his father, which oc
curred in 1812, appeared to make, at the time,

but little impression upon James IMitchell, he
showed tiiat he had been thoughtful on the sub-

ject; for, some time afterwards, being very ill,

he was put into the same bed where his father

had died. He would not lie a moment in it,

but became quite peaceable when removed to

another. On one occasion, shortly after his

father's death, discovering that his mother was
unwell and in bed, he was observed to weep;
and about three months atlerwards, a clergy-

man being in the house on a Sabbath evening,

be pointed to his fatlier's Bible, and then made
a sign tliat the family should kneel.

" The surgeon who operated on his eyes
relates the following anecdote, which proves
that he is capable of hearing and deriving

pleasure from sounds communicated through

his teeth. ' When a ring of keys was given to

him, he seized them with great avidity, and
tried each separately, by suspending it loosely

between two of his fingers, so as to allow it to

vibrate freely; and after tingling all of them
among his teeth in this manner, he generally

selected one from the others, the sound of

which seemed to please him the most. This,

indeed, was one of his favourite amusements,

and it was surprising how long it would arrest

his attention, and with what eagerness he

would, on all occasions, renew it. Mr. Brough-
am observing this circumstance, brought to

him a small musical snuff box, and placed it be-

tween his teeth. This not only seemed to excite

his wonder, but to afford him exquisite delight;

and his father and sister, who were present,

remarked that they had never seen him so

much interested on any former occasion!

Whilst the instrument continued to play, he
kept it closely between his teeth, and even
when the notes were ended, he continued to

hold the box to his mouth, and to examine it

minutely with his fingers, expressing, by his

gestures and his countenance, great curio-

sity.'

"Previous to the year 1826, James lost his

mother, whose death influenced his conduct,
and softened his temper, more than almost any

other event of his life. ' The most striking

effect,' says his elder sister, 'that my mother's
death had on him was, the evident fear of los-

ing me also. He actually, for a short time,
appeared to be unwilling to quit me even for

an instant; and when I did get away from liim,

lie went through every part of the house in

quest of me. Even now, though not appear-
ing to labour under the same fear, the efforts

he sometimes makes to secure my personal
services are really odd. I have known him
to sit for half an hour and upwards, watching
the movements of our servant, until satisfied

of her being fairly out of the way, and then

come for me to light his pipe, or to render him
any other little service, being certain of
immediate attendance in her absence, although
I am unwilling to render him so dependant
upon nic, as not to accustom him to receive
her services where convenient. When I hap-

pen to be from home, also, for a day or two,
all the little repairs which his clothes may re

quire, are kept until I return.

" He continues to take an unabated interest

in the employment of the various workmen ir

town, and in the progress of their work, parti

cularly mason work, examining minutely what
has been done in his absence, and fearlessly as-

cending the highest part of their scaffolding,

in which he has hitherto been most providen-

tially preserved from any serious accident.

While the addition lately made to this house
was roofing, I remarked him ascending the

slater's ladder, and getting on the roof. Lay-
ing himself down, and fixing his heel in a

rough part of the surface, he moved himself
along, one foot after another, until the fear of
his slipping rendered me unable to remain
longer to look at him. I believe such is his com-
mon practice whenever any thing of the kind
is carrying on. He is so perfectly inoffensive

that all classes conti-ibute towards his safety,

and even to his amusement ; allowing him to

enter their houses, and handle whatever he has

a mind to, as he never attempts carrying any
thing away with him, nor injuring it while in

possession." " He has given up going to

church for the last four years, probably be-

cause he found the confinement irksome.

When he knows that I am about setting out

to attend divine worship, he very deliberately

puts on his hat, and perhaps accompanies me
lown the lane; and if I ofier it, he gently de-

clines carrying the Bible for me, which he

used to do when wishing to go with me. He
generally walks about very contentedly during
the morning service, but expects the house to

be kept open for him during the afternoon, if

at home, which is not always the case, as it

is the day he generally chooses for visiting

Ardersier. One day this season, being there'

earlier than usual, niy aunt took him with her

to church, but I understand ho has since taken
care to pay his visits at a later hour." The
imperfect degree of sight which Mitchell enjoys,

has enabled him to extend his rambles to a dis-

tance of many miles around his home, although

he is never suffered to wander out unattend-

ed. The necessary brevity of a communication
for the columns of" The Friend," prevents us

from inserting many additional and interesting,

though minute details respecting this unfortu-

nate youth. The irritability and impatience

of his temper prevented him in early life from
receiving the advantages which might have re-

sulted from the care and instruction of the dis-

tinguished men to whom he became known.
" How invaluable," says Dugald Stewart, " was
the opportunity which has been thus lost of

adding to the natural history of the human
mind !" The opportunity of studying our spe-

cies under these circumstances of deprivation,

has been again afforded in the person of Julia

Brace, whose faculties and intellectual pro-

gress, it is hoped, have become the close study

of the enlightened and philosophical piincipal

of the Hartford school. The following sketch

of her character is from the pen of an amiable

writer, whose effusions are deservedly popular

with her countrymen.

"Among the inmates of the Hartford asylum,

is one who particularly excites the attention of

strangers. She is entirely deaf, dumb, and
blind. Her name is Julia Brace ; and she is

a native of the immediate neighbourhood of the

asylum.
" She was the daughter of exceedingly poor

parents, who had several yoimger children, to

whom she was in the habit of showing such
offices of kindness as her own afflicted state

admitted. Notwithstanding her blindness, she

early evinced a close observation, with regard

to the articles of dress; preferring, among those

which were presented her as gifts, such as

were of the finest texture. When the weather
became cold, she would occasionally kneel on
the floor of their humble dwelling, to feel whe-
ther the other children of the family were fur-

nished with shoes or stockings, while she was
without

; and would express uneasiness at the

contrasts.

Seated on her little block, weaving strips of

thin bark, with pieces of leather and thread,

which her father, in the process of making
shoes, rejected, she amused herself, by con-

structing for her cat, bonnets and Vandykes,

not wholly discordant from the principles of

taste. Notwithstanding her peculiar helpless-

, she was occasionally left with the care

of the young children, while her mother went

out to the occupation of washing. It was on

such occasions that little Julia evinced, not

only a maternal solicitude, but a skill in do-

mestic legislation, which could not have been
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rationally expected. On one occasion she dis-_

covered 'that her sister had broken a piece of

crockery, and imitating what she supposed

would be the discipline of their mother, gave

her a blow. But placing her hand upon the

eyes of the httle girl, and ascertaining that she

wept, she immediately took her in her arms,

and, with the most persevering tenderness,

soothed her into good humour and confidence.

Her parents were at length relieved from the

burden of her maintenance, by some charit-

able individuals, who paid the expenses of her

board with an elderly matron, who kept a

school for small children. Here, her sagacity

was continually on the stretch to comprehend

the nature of the employment, and, as far as

possible, to imitate them. Observing that a

great part of their time was occupied with

books, she often held one before her sightless

eyes with long patience. She would also

spread a newspaper for her favourite kitten,

and putting her finger on its mouth, and pe

ceiving that it did not move, like those of the

scholars, when reading, would shake the little

animal, to express displeasure at its indolence

and obstinacy. These circumstances, though

trifling in themselves, reveal a mind active

amid all the obstacles which nature had inter

posed."
{To be conlinufd.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE STRUGGLES OF GENIUS,

The calamities of men of genius form the

subject of one of the most pathetic volumes

that author ever penned. The work of

D'Israeli does not contain a more touching

narrative than the one which follows; the me-

lancholy features of which are not rendered

disgusting, as has too often been the case, by

early depravity and wilful indiscretion.

A young Englishman, named Proctor, dis-

played in early life a great talent for sculpture.

He was placed by his friends with a shop-

keeper, and when released from his appren-

ticeship, resolved to devote his whole time and

talents to the study of his favourite art. We
shall give his story nearly in the language of a

writer in the " Winter's Wreath," one of those

beautiful annual volumes, in which the pen
and the graver vie with each other to surpass

in excellence.

" After pursuing his studies for a length of

time with various fortunes, he succeeded in

gaining the head prize at the royal academy.
Soon after this he was introduced to the pre-

sident, Mr. West, who recommended him to

model one of his designs for the following ex-

hibition. This was the ' Ixion on the Wheel.'

Though the model was much admired by the

members of the academy, no one oiTered to

purchase it during the whole time the ex-

hibition remained open, until at length Sir

Abraham Hume bought it, merely to encourage
the young man.

" For the following 5'ear's exhibition, he
produced his model of ' Pirithoiis slain by
Cerberus,' wliich was highly approved by the

president and members, though such was the

indifference then shown to the arts in 1*

of the exhibition, when Sir A. Hume called,

and finding that it was not bought, purchased

it, with no other view than to encourage so

promising a genius.

" As the artist had now been studying for a

considerable time, his funds were becoming

extremely low, and he resolved to make a des-

perate effort before the next exhibition to gain

the public favour. . He designed and modelled

a group of ' Diomedes, king of Thrace, torn

to pieces by wild horses,' which was admired

by every person who saw it; and that it might

have every chance of being viewed to advan-

tage, the president and council very kindly

placed it by itself in the centre of the library.

Such were the crowds who daily flocked to

see it, that it became necessary to have a

strong iron raiUng placed round, to keep the

multitude from pressing on and injuring it

Poor Proctor's model continued to excite a

lively interest in the public mind till the close

of the exhibition, which only raised his hopes,

and caused him to expect that some of its ad-

mirers would surely purchase it. His spirits

were thus buoyed up till the very last day:

when all hope failed him, he became dejected,

and gave himself up to despair. At the close

of the exhibition his model was sent home to

him ; and after viewing and examining it all

around, in a fit of despondency he seized a

hammer, and, in a few seconds, broke the

group on which he had been employed nearly

twelve months, and destroyed a work which

had been viewed with admiration by thou-

sands.

From this time he resigned himself to the

deepest misery; quitted his lodgings, and wan-
dered up and down the streets in melancholy

solitude. Nothing more was heard of him till

the president inquired of one of his domestics,

whether Proctor had called to see his pictuies

as had been his custom perhaps two or three

times a week. He was informed that he had
not been there for two or three previous

months, and he sent a messenger to make in

quiry after him. He was found in a deplorabli

state; his clothes were all tattered—his health

impaired, and he scarcely ever spoke to any
one. His abode was a paltry lodging in Clare

market, for which he paid sixpence each night;

and his only food were hard biscuits and the

water he drank at a neighbouring pump.
" The president was much shocked by this

lamentable account, and lost no time in sum
moning a council of the academy, to whom he
proposed to send the unfortunate young mar
to study at Rome for three years. The pro
posal was unanimously agreed to, and a sufli

cient sum voted for his outfit. On the follow

ing day, Mr. West invited Proctor to dine with

him; and after dinner communicated the pleas-

ing intelligence, at which he was quite over-

powered with joy. Mr. West then gave him
a check on his banker-, and settled that he
should leave London with his son, for Paris, on
their way to Rome, in about three weeks.

" One short week had scarcely elapsed after

this interview, when a messenger rang at the

president's door, who said he came from M:
Proctor. On heai-ing this, the president

thought it was Proctor liimself, coming to com

threw open the doors of his study, when he

beheld a man at the other end of his gallery

advancing towards him weeping. He feared

all was not right, and asked if Mr. Proctor

was unwell; when the messenger, overcome

with grief, faintly answered, ' Sir, he is

DEAD.' "

On further inquiry, Mr. West was told, that

three or four days after Proctor had dined at

his house, he was taken ill of a fever, and had

expired after two days' illness. The fever was

of a malignant kind, and had been brought on

by the overpowering effect of sudden joy on

his weak frame.
" I'hus died this Chatterton of sculpture

—

a lamentable instance of the indifference of the

public to the early struggles of genius—a me-

lancholy proof

" How hard it is to climb

The steep where fame's proud temple shines afar." •

land, that it remaned unsold on the last dafjmunicate his arrangements, and immediately

FOR THE FRIEND.

A copy of the following prayer, by that

eminent minister of the gospel, Thomas Scat-

tergood, was found among some loose papers,

nd without a date ; but it is believed to have

been made during a period in which Friends'

minds were much tried in this city : and,

thinking it might be read with interest by

some, as applicable to the present state of

society, it has been transmitted to the editor

of " The Friend," for his judgment in pub-

lishing.

The solemn and impressive language held

forth, breathes such a pure devotional spirit,

as may serve to remind those who knew him,

and convince those who did not, of the strength

and soundness of his Christian faith. The
fatherly and affectionate council which flow-

ed so fervently from his lips, and the hum-
ble dedication of soul he displayed in his pub-

lic appearances, were so impressive, as to

dissipate the visionary imagination, to fix the

attention, and to melt into feelings of tender-

ness the minds of his audience, and to infuse

a poi'tion of that spirit of devotion into his

hearers, which shone forth so conspicuously

in himself. His entire dependence upon the

Divine support, as the orrly sure foundation,

and his interest in the welfare of that Society

in which he had been such a diligent and wor-
thy labourer, are very feelingly set forth in his

earnest intercession, that the " ministeis," and
all ranks in the church, might be preserved in

humility ; that thus the cause of truth and
righteousness might not be brought into re-

proach. And it is to be hoped that his zeal-

ous endeavours in promoting the prosperity of
Zion, have not been entirely unavailing, and
that we may still look forward to a succession

in our Society, as " of judges as at the first,

and counsellors as in the beginning."

S .

A Prayer, by Thomas Scatiergood.

" When thou enterest into judgment with

thy servants, O Lord, tliou causest heaven and
earth to tremble. All our earthly passions and
affections are shaken before thee, the Lord of

the whole earth ; under an awful sense whereof,

O righteous Father, and our own un worthiness

and short coming, we are bowed before thee
;
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ami beseech thee, for thy mercies' sake, that

thou wouldest yet be pleased to preserve thy

ministers, and all ranks in thy church, in hu-

mility and fear before thee, that so thy cause

of truth and righteousness in the earth may
not be given up for a reproach. Continue to

be with, and support, O Lord, thy afflicted

servants. Thou knowest that this is a day of

mourning to thousands in this city ; they have

bowed down their heads as the bulrush, and

hung their harps as upon the willows. Cause,

we pray thee, that they may not be cast down
beyond measure ; but that thy holy arm may
be underneath to support them. O holy Being !

we are sensible that thy providence is over all

thy works, and that thy ways are wonderful

and past finding out ; influence us, therefore,

we pray thee, with a just sense of our own
nothingness and manifold weaknesses, so that,

relying on thee, the only sure foundation, we
may be qualified, in all things, to do thy blessed

will; for unto thee, and the Son of thy bosom,

belongeth might, majesty, and dominion, now,

henceforth, and for ever. Amen."

FOR THE FRIEND.

LINES
On Ike opening of the Philadelphia House of Refuge,

December 1, 1828.

Inscribed to the patrons of that Institution.

Immortal Howard ! whose benignant mind
Lived but to soothe the sorrows of mankind.

And, heaven-directed, through each varied clime

Explored the haunts of sickness and of crime,

Does not tliy spirit from its home above

Behold each work of charity and love?

The felon's curse, the maniac's frenzied eye,

The clanking chain and supplicating cry—

•

Not these—nor death—nor pestilence appall'd

Thy god-like mind when sutfering nature call'd.

We yield the palm of charity to thee,

And would, what thou hast been, aspire to be.

With what assiduous and unwearied care

We guard the couch when feverish limbs are there !

How do we seek each antidote of pain

To soothe the aching head and burning vein,

Nor cease those sacred offices while e'er

A lingering spark of Ufe remains to cheer I

Thus to soft cares the mortal frame consigii'd.

Shall we abandon the immortal mind?
Has it not, too, its maladies, which plead

To every heart, though few will deign to heed ?

Have not misdeeds, which kindness might have
check'd,

Grown into hopeless vices by neglect ?

But, hark ! 'tis mercy's voice proclaims the word

—

Those wrongs henceforward shall not pass unheard;

But man with man will tempt a nobler course.

And check the springs of evil at their source.

By slow degrees the germs of guilt are nurs'd
;

No one is desperately bad at first

:

Faults, which in childhood's thoughtlessness began.

Are often ripened into crimes in man
;

From small to great, from bad to worse they run,

Till all the moral fabric is undone
;

And he whom heaven with noblest reason graced.

Sinks to the brute, self-tortured, self-abased.

His once proud form a desolate domain.
Where mind and body mutual wreck sustain.

The doubting sophist may each scheme deride.

And ask what subterfuge remains untried .'

What, he repeats, can you accomplish more.
Than has a thousand times been done before ?

'Tis this

—

check evil in its origin;

For at the threshold must reform begin :

With Christian precepts—with persuasive art.

Avert the danger, and reclaim the heart.

Ere, led by folly's blandishments away.
The mind becomes to vice and crime a prey.

There is in guilt's career a transient stage.
When vice and virtue doubtful conflict wage.
And the young heart, still touched as conscience

pleads,

Recoils and shudders at its own misdeeds.
This is the hour of REFUGE ! This the time
To snatch the soul from infamy and crime 1

Withdraw at once the scarcely tainted mind
From dens to harden'd villany assign'd.

Give all the care that wavering spirits claim,
And fan the spark of virtue to a flame.

S. G. M.

OBITUARY.
Departed this life, on the seventh of the

12th month, 1828, Sarah Phillips, wife of

Thomas Phillips of Solebury, Bucks county,

Pennsylvania, aged about sixty-three. This
worthy Friend, having been favoured with a

sight of the desolating tendency of those plau-

sible, yet antichristian doctrines, so assiduously

promulgated of late by some of those under the

name of Friends, was enabled, through an
humble endeavour to keep on the armour of

light, to maintain a faithful testimony to those

saving truths, which are the only substantial

foundations of the Christian's hope. When
health and strength would permit, she steadily

attended the meeting of which she was a mem-
ber, and was strengthened to bear a part of the

burden which fell upon a few of the members
of that monthly meeting, in maintaining a tes-

timony to the truth, and in support of the or-

der and discipline of our religious Society.

As the peaceful end of those who during their

lives have stood fiiithful to that blessed Re-
deemer in whom we trust, is calculated to sti-

mulate survivors to hold fast that which they

have received, it may be said, in relation to

her, that, in peculiarly unfavourable circum-
stances, and through much bodily sufferings,

she was preserved to the end in patience and
becoming resignation to the divine will.

THE FRZEl^D.
FIRST MONTH 3, 1829.

A communication by R. H., has been pla-

ced on file for insertion.

Senex is entitled to our acknowledgement
for the interest which he manifests in our Jour-

nal. We hope, however, he will not object

to our exercising the discretion given to us in

the present instance.

A second offering from K. has been under
examination ; but it is thought liable to the

same objection as its predecessor.

A " Friend to Science" has indulged too

freely in the spirit of recrimination, to be con-

sistent with the purposes of sober and rational

investigation.

Stanzas, by Alphonso, and those entitled

" Remember Me," are not destitute of merit

;

but will not quite pass inspection. The same
will apply to the prose article by John.

It was our lot to be present, and to partici-

pate in the general gratification, on the 29th
of the eleventh month last, when the " able,

impressive, and eloquent address" on the open-
ing of the House of Refuge, was delivered by
John Sergeant, esquire, before the board, and
a large assemblage of fellow citizens. We
thought that, on presenting our readers with
the poetical eft'usion on the same subject which
appears in our paper of to-day, it might be satis-

factory at least to our distant subscribers, to

subjoin a brief notice of an institution, in which
mercy and justice have so harmoniously joined
in the work of benevolence ; in arresting or
mitigating the evils of error and crime—in a
work which " presents no vindictive or re-

proachful aspect, threatens no humiliating re-

collections of the past, holds out no degrading
denunciations for the future ; but, in the ac-
cents of kindness and compassion, invites the

children of poverty and ignorance, whose
wandering and unguarded steps are leading
them tosuift destruction, to come to a home,
where they will be sheltered from temptation,
and led into the ways of usefulness and
virtue."

The house of refuge is built on a lot of five

acres and fifteen perches, at the corner of
Francis' Lane and the Wissahiccan road, in
Penn township, in the county of Philadelphia.

A plot of ground 400 feet in length from
east to west, and 231 feet in breadth from
north to south, bounded by streets on all sides,

is enclosed by a stone wall two feet thick

and twenty feet high. The main building

fronts to the north, on Howard Street, and is

ninety-two feet in length by thirty in depth.

This building is intended for the accommoda-
tion of the keeper's family, and contains rooms
for the use of the managers, and for infirma-

ries for the delinquents. Wings on each side

extend the whole length of the front, and coli-

tain three ranges or stories of cells, four feet

by seven feet each, for separate lodging-

rooms. These cells, of which there are ord
hundred and seventy-four, are well lighted and
ventilated. There is also, within the enclo-

sure, a place of worship, and there are the

necessary buildings for kitchen, dining- rooms,
and work-shops. The whole embracing the

requisite provision for security, employment,
instruction, and separation from contaminating

association. By the statement exhibited, the

amount of expenditures, including ^5,500 for

the lot ©f ground, is ^42,289 23.

To complete the buildings, and to enable the

managers to accomplish what is indispensable

in the arrangements for the present year, it is

estimated that the probable amount of debt on
the 1st of January, 1829, will be $11,700. It

is however confidently hoped, that a commu-
nity, eminently conspicuous for benevolence

and public spirit, will not suffer so noble an

enterprise to languish for w ant of the requi-

site aid, and that, from private contributions,

and other sources, ample funds will be seasona-

bly furnished.

Married, on fifth day, the 2ot h inst. at Cropwell

meeting, N. J., Joseph Barton cof Gloucester coun-

ty, to Rachael B., daughter of Jacob Evans of

Evesham.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

Amidst the many trials attendant on the pre-

sent grievous defection from the truths of the

gospel, which has unhappily spread so

widely in the religious Society of Friends, it is

a source of satisfaction and comfort to reflect,

that our worthy predecessors were remark-

ably preserved during several dissensions of a

character somewhat similar; and after a long

scene of suffering and unsettlement, occasion-

ed by the restless spirits of their day, were,

eventually, enabled to attain a greater degree

of settlement than they before experienced,

as a collective body, while many of those who
had been beguiled by the spirit of discord and

opposition, were brought to see and condemn
llieir error, and thus restored to the unity and

fellowship of the body. We should rejoice to

see similar instances among those whom the

spirit of unbelief has carried away captive in

our day—and we trust the period is not far

distant, when many of them will be prepared

to understand the real nature of those anti-

christian and deleterious sentiments which they

have sanctioned or adopted, and to flee from

them as they would from a pestilence.

In perusing the second edition of" The Ex-

position of the Faith of Friends," our attention

was arrested by the following notes and

epistle, which seem to be peculiarly applicable

to the present times. The epistle is signed

by sixty-six Friends, and is the famous " con-

demnation" which Wilkinson and Story, and

their party, so strongly reprobated as an act

of cruelty and persecution. The Society, in

that day, were prompt in testifying against

" that jealous, rending and separating spirit,"

and in disowning from its communion all such

as united with it, as well as in warning such

of them who attempted to travel as ministers,

" to go home and be reconciled to their bre-

thren, and not go thus up and down to offer

their pretended gift, which in this state is not

a peace., but a dirision offering,'"—and " if

Sbch persons persevere and go on in their se-

parate spirit and practice, to let God's truth

be clear of them, and truth set over their heads;

according to the blessed order of the gospel of
Christ settled amongst them." We trust that

Friends at this day will be encouraged to pur-

sue the same Christian course, in bearing a

faithful testimony against the infidelity that so

much abounds ; and, at the same time, en
deavour so to manifest the meekness and gen
tleness of the Lamb, and to be clothed will

the restoring love of the gospel, as to evince

to all that they are actuated by no other than
a sincere desire to maintain the purity of their

Christian profession, and promote the real

welfare of those against whose erroneous sen
timents they are constrained to testify.

" The most extensive division that occurred
amongst our early Friends, and which occa
sioned them greater distress and trouble than
any other, was thalj. which originated with W
kinson and Story. The following account of
its rise and progrea s may not be uninteresting
to the reader, and v.ill show that it proceeded
from the same spirit of disaffection to the

wholesome restrain ts of discipline, joined to

the restless ambitioi i of some aspiring persons

and the libertine views of others, that have pro-

duced sach sorrowful effects in the present

day.

"Whilst the persecution of Friends was raging

in many parts of England, there occurred

some division among the people called Qua-

kers. ' Those who first appeared to head it

were John Wilkinson and John Story, preach-

ers among them, who showed themselves dis-

contented against George Fox, chiefly about

the management of church affairs, because

things did not always go as they would have

them—and since George Fox had been the

first instituter of good order amongst his

friends, he was the chief object of the envy of

tlie malecontented. And because, in the be-

ginning, there were no such meetings or dis-

cipline, and yet they had lived in mutual peace

and unity, it was asserted that suck meetings

were needless, and that every one ought to be

guided by the Spirit of God in his own mind,

and not to be governed by the rules of man.'

In great communities, so7ne men are gene-

rally to be found who love to govern without

being Jitfor it; so some of these soon adhered

to Wilkinson and Story, besides several others,

who, in time of persecution, rather would have

met privately, tlian come into public meetings,

and so be exposed to the fury of their enemies,

and such also as would rather pay tithes to the

priests, &c. than suffer spoil or imprisonment

for the refusal thereof. Hence arose a schism

ent, first in the north of England—and

some who went under the denomination of

separatists, began to keep meetings by them-

ind so to leave their former friends,

though they pretended to agree with them

matter ofdoctrine. To these separatists, after-

wards resorted such as were not strict livers,

and therefore were unwilling to submit to

church discipline ; for this was now become
the common saying of these people, ' that

every one, having received a measure of the

Spirit of God, ought to regard that Leader,

without minding any rules prescribed by others.'

" 'At length this rent appeared also in Lon-
don, where likewise malecontents were not

wanting, who., not being strictly conscientious,

would rather live without any restraint ; and

even some that were honest were, by fair

words, persuaded to separation:"—" But how
specious soel'er the pretence of these separa-

tists was, and whatever endeavours were
made, [to keep them together,] yet they were
not able to continue and subsist firmly; but at

length they decayed and vanished as snow in

the fields : for the best among them came in

time to see that they had been deceived; and
the less honest grew worse—for among them-

selves they were not free from division.' See
Sewell's History, p. 659.

" ' It is very satisfactory to find, that a consid-

erable number of the more sincere hearted,

who had been deluded by this separating spi-

rit, afterwards condemned their errors, and
returned to their brethren of the Society of

Friends. In an old book kept among the So-
ciety Records, at Kendal, (England,) contain-

ing testimonies by individuals who had incur-

red the censure of their brethren, condemning
their misconduct, there are several which
were given in by those who joined with Wil-

kinson and Story; one of which is signed by
thirty-nine persons.

"There is also extant a remarkable epistle on
the subject of this separation, issued ' From a.

Meeting held at Ellis Hookes his chamber, in

London, the 12th of the 6th month, 1677,'

and signed by sixty-six Friends. After speak-
ing of the heavenly presence of Christ Jesus,

with which they had been favoured in their

meeting, and the general prosperity of the

church, they say:

—

" ' But, truly, with bowed spirits and grief of
heart have we perceived the obstinacy and ob-
durateness of some that have gone into the

self-will, casting tender love and entreaty be-

hind their backs ; setting up, continuing in,

and promoting, false and pernicious jealousies

and secret smitings, whereby they are darken-

ed in their understanding, and so have, through

the power of the enemy of the King of right-

eousness his peace, set up a kind ofstandard

of separation from the blessed fellowship and
communion that the church of Christ secretly

possessed, together, to the dishonour of God,
his truth, and people ; more especially J. S.

and J. W.; notwithstanding the many visita-

tions and admonitions of love and life, even in

the deepest travails ; and that, from time to

time and year to year
;
particularly the sense

and admonitions of the last yearly meeting,

written in great love, that they might return

and be reconciled before they offer their gift

;

which they have rejected.

" ' And, forasmuch as it appears that they

will not come at us or near us, in the peaceable
truth, which we have frequently truly desired,

for their good, but that they go on in their op-
position and evil smiting against the faithful

brethren, and practice of the church of Christ,

refusing to dissolve their separate company in

the north, or to clear their hands of them by
a faithful testimony against them, or so much
as blot their names out of their paper of sepa-

ration ; and because we are sensible that they
have made an ill use of our forbearance, even
to strengthen themselves in their separation,

and cover their evil designs the more, among
some simple hearted Friends, persevering
therein by word, writing and practice : We
are constrained, after this continued waiting
and exhortation, thus slighted by them, for

the glory of the name of the Lord, the sake of
the peace of the churches of Christ, and that

we may stand clear, in the power of God, of
the blood of all, in the great and notable day
of account, more pubhcly to reprove and
judge tliem, in these things—and we do here-

by reprove and judge that jealous, rending and
separating spirit, and the7n and their separating
company, as being in that spirit of separation

;

and that by the power and spirit of our God
;

and we do warn all to whom this comes, to be-

ware of the said J. S. and J. W., whose way,
at present, is not the way of peace and Chris-

tian concord ; for, if it were, they would not
offer their gift till reconciled to their brethren.

" ' Therefcre, brethren, every where, stand
up in the power and wisdom of God, for the

testimony of truth, against that wrong, jea-
lous, murmuring and dividing spirit; and where
they come, warn them, in the name of the

Lord, to go home and be reconciled to their



brethren, and not go thus up and down to of-

fer up their gift (which in this state is not a

peace, but a division offering) contrary to the

precept of Christ Jesus, our Lord, of being

first reconciled, whatever their pretences be
;

and therein will you acquit yourself in God's

sight, and show true love and friendship unto

them, and those that may be hurt by them
;

which our Friends most earnestly desire
;
yea,

tliat it may be truly well with them, both here

and for ever. And from the Lord wc say,

Iiad they loved the prosperity of Zion and the

peace of Jerusalem, more than their own self-

will and self-separation, and had they sought

tlie unity that is in the truth, and secret com-
munion of brethren, which stands in that love

that thinks no evil, and that wisdom that is

gentle, and very easy to be entreated by the

brethren ; sweet and very precious had our

fellowship been together at this day.
" ' And it is our exhortation to you, Friends

and brethren of monthly and quarterly meet-

ings, that you watch in the light and power of

God, against this separating spirit, that smites

at the blessed fellowship of the churches of

Christ ; and, where it enters any, in God's

love to admonish, exhort, and warn sucli to

take heed of that ravenous spirit, and to keep
the unity and peace of the family of the Lord,

the household of Christ ; and if, notwithstand-

ing your tender Christian dealing and forbear-

ance, such persons persevere and go on in their

separate spirit and practice, let God's truth be

clear ofthcin, anil truth set orer their heads, ac

cording to the blessed order of the gospel of

Christ, settled amongst you ; and, dear bre-

thren, be careful not to suffer your meetings

which were gathered, not by the will of man,
but by the power and wisdom of the Lord
God, to be disturbed, overruled and spoiled.

by heady, obstinate and contentious persons.

that disturb the peace of the church of Christ;

neither fear man, but eye the Lord, and wait

in his power and wisdom to be guided and or-

dered; and so go on to your work, in the

name of the Lord ; for the seed of life, and

not the wisdom that is from below, must rule

and have the dominion for ever.
"

' But, forasmuch as the way of the work-

ing of this subtle enemy has been, to suggest

that it is the design of some to mal-e them-

selves lords over God's heritage, and to set up
a worldly and arbitrary power in the church of
Christ ; and then to run out into severe ej:cla

nations against imposition, crying up liberty of
conscience, thereby casting a mist before the

eyes of the simple, and a stumbling block in the

way of the weak ; this, we feel ourselves con-

strained, in the love of the Lord, for the gooc

of all, to declare—and the Lord that gathered

us, and [hath] preserved us to this day by h:

Spirit, is our record, that we deny and abhor
any such thing ; for we have one Lord, Judge.

Khig, and Lawgiver in the church, and that

is Christ Jesus ; unto whose light, power, and
Spirit, we have been turned, and in that

worshipped him, and had fellowship together

to this very day, and are your servants for his

sake.

" 'And we are assured in the Lord, that those

that keep in the light, and life, and power of

Jesus, will have fellowship with us ; and truly
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our fellowsliip is with the Father and the Son;
and though it is far from us to bruise or hurt the

poorest or least member in the church of Christ,

who may not have that clearness of sight and
strength of faith which the Lord hath brought us

to, but that they may be clierished
;
yet by that

salt which we have in ourselves from the Lord,

are we enabled to savour [distinguish] between

the transformations of the enemy and the scru-

ples of the innocent ; and as to be tender ofthe

one, so to give judgment against the other.

And our day and age hath lamentably sltoirn

us the effects of that sjnrit, which, under the

pretence of crying down imposition, and plead-

for liberty, and doing nothing but whut it

isfree to, endeavoured to lay waste the blessed

unity of brethren, and so overrun the heritage

of the Lord, that lived together as an orderly

family under the law of life, and hving order of

tiie gospel, with a loose and unsubjcct conver-

sation, which would bring confusion in the

church :

—

'

" ' Oh, Friends I watch in the power of God
against this spirit, that would make them twain

that God hath made one, and separate what
God hath joined together ; and you that have

any interest in them, and to whom their regard

is, O have a care that you give them no strength

in their manifest separation ; but stand upon
your watch tower, dear Friends, in God's love,

and touch not with that spirit, the enemy of

Zion's glory and her peace, and give not your
strength to them, but dealfaithfully with them,

and seek them in God's way and wisdom
;

that whatever becomes of them in the end,

you may be clear of their blood in the siglit of

the Lord, and they may not say but that they

have had a day of love and visitation : And
truly that which has encouraged us in this

Epistle is, that good success [which] God
hath blessed our hke endeavours in his power
with ; for many [who w-ere] deceived by them,

and [had] confederated with them, having seen

their snare, in tenderness of spirit have honest-

ly confessed their fault, and are come from
them, and have testified both against the sepa-

rate company, and themselves for having been
of it : and now live in unity with their brethren

and feel the joy and quiet habitation, that in

the communion of saints, and fellowship of the

churches of Jesus, are enjoyed
;
praises to

the Lord for ever. And as we desire, so we
hope, that more will be brought to the same
blessed sense.
'

' So be zealous for the Lord, dear brethren,

and stand up in his Spirit and power lor the

peace of his church, and in his precious,

peaceable life, dwell, that keeps in soundness

of mind ; then will you show mercy to that to

which mercy is due, and judgment to that to

which judgment is due, without respect to per-

sons ; and herein our pure, true love is shown to

the7n, and all mankind: and the God of our hea-

venly love, peace and precious fellowship, be

with us all, and bless us, and keep us to the

glory of his eternal name, who, over all Spir-

its, angels and men, thrones, dignities, domin-

ions, reigns, and is worthy and blessed for ever.

" ' We are, unanimously, your dear and faith-

ful brethren, in the labours, travail, tribulation,

patience, hope and rejoicing of the kingdom
of Jesus our Lord.'
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Signed by Thomas Taylor, and many
others.

"Within a few years after the rise of the So-

ciety, a number of persons who made profes-

sion of its principles, being deluded by the pre-

tended revelations of one John Perot, joined

him in a separation from the body. Many of
them were at\erwards brought to see and con-

demn their error, and returned again into the

communion and fellowship of the church

;

while others, among whom was Perot himself,

fell entirely away, and made shipwreck of failh

and a good conscience. It is a remarkable
circumstance, that none of those who have se-

ceded from the Society have ever been able to

maintain any standing as a religious body, but,

however flourishing they appeared at first, have
soon dwindled and gone to decay."

In our pursuits of the things of this world,

we usually prevent enjoyment by expectation;

we anticipate our own happiness, and eat out

the heart and sweetness of worldly pleasures,

by deliglitful forethoughts of them ; so that

when we come to possess them, they do not

answer the expectation, nor satisfy the desires

which were raised about them, and they vanish

into nothing. But the things which are above,

are so great, so solid, so durable, so glorious,

that wc cannot raise our thoughts to an equal

height with them ; we cannot enlarge our de-

sires beyond a possibility of satisfaction. Our
hearts are greater than the world; but God is

greater than our hearts; and the happiness

which he hath laid up for us, is, like himself,

incomprehensibly great and glorious. Let the

thoughts of this raise us above this world, and
inspire us with greater thoughts and designs,

than the care and concernments of this pre-

sent life.— Tillotson.

God has not given thee, my friend, the pro-

mise of riches; but he has given thee, what is

much better, the spiiit of grace and supplica-

tion to form thy soul to contentment.

Hunter.

There is nothing which more denotes a

great mind, than the abhorrence of envy and

detraction.

—

Addison.

A DECLARATION OF OHIO YEARLY
MEETING.

(Conlimiedfrom page 87.)

The fruits of these doctrines have manifested

tlieir dark origin. As the testimonies issued by

other yearly meetings and by our meeting for suffer-

ings, have given a view of the rise and progress of

tlie spurious doctrines above mentioned, and their

desolating effects in society, we conceive it will not

be necessary to go back in this narrative to a remote

period.

The doctrines propagated by Elias Hicks, and

through various other sources of oral and written

communication, have been for some years gradually

taking root, and extending their branches within the

limits of this yearly meeting. A spirit of insubordi-

nation, as well as a disposition to deny the funda-

mental doctrines of the gospel, became increasingly

apparent within tlie last twelve months. Meetings

were set up contrary to discipline, and not only with-

out the consent of the quarterly meetings, but direct-

ly contrary to their judgments.

In New Garden quarter, in the 5th month, a num-

ber of persons, perhaps one third of those in attend-
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ance, or even less, assumed to hold what tliey called]

a quarterly iiieetiug, with a person under dealings

as their clerk.

At Salem, in the 8th month, the intention of hold-

ing what they called a quarterly meeting, at a

school house in the neighbourhood, was announced
on the afternoon of the day preceding the quarterly

meeting. This conclusion' apparently resulted fro[n

a request which had been made to Elias Hicks not

to attempt to attend the quarterly meeting. It was
therefore Elias Hicks' meeting, and could not be ad-

mitted to be a branch of Ohio yearly meeting, or of

the Society of Friends.

At Short Creek quarter, in the same month, seve-

ral disowned persons attended; and being requested

to leave the meeting, after some disturbance they

withdrew, giving notice of their intention to hold a

quarterly meeting; and inviting such as chose to go

with them. On leaving the meeting they were fol-

lowed by such as favoured their views; the whole in-

cluding, perhaps, one fourth of those in attendance.

TJie number of the separatists however was consider-

ably augmented by the presence of persons from be-

yond the limits of the quarter. This meeting therefore

was proposed and held by disowned persons (though
others joined them) who had trampled on the order

of Society, and notwithstanding their complaint
about grievances, had totally disregarded the pro-

visions of discipline, which allow an appeal to su-

perior meetings. It may be also observed that Ihcy

had not pretended to hold a single monthly meeting
within the quarter.*

At Stillwater, in the same month, in consequence

of the imposition which was committed on the meet-

ing three months before, some Friends were placed

at the doors, with the concurrence of the representa-

tives, to prevent the intrusion of persons who had no
right to attend. These Friends were forcibly driven

from their stations, and not without blows. Numbers
who had been disowned, or were under dealings, and
some who had never been members, rushed with

violence into the house, and being joined by others

who had not been disowned, bursted open the re-

maining doors—broke some of the windows, and
rudely opened the partition, wliich had been closed

by the direction of the representatives—and then,

after some time, opened a meeting of their own,
without any regard to the order of Societj^ ; the re-

gular clerk being in his place, and having called the

representatives and made some further progress in

the business of the moeting, before their separate

meeting was opened.

While these transactions were successively taking

place in the several quarters, a number of private

meetings were hild by the separatists among them-
selves ; to concert (as it was understood) measures

for carrying into elFect their plans in relation to the

meetings and property of the Society. One of

these private meetings was held in Mountpleasant,

as late as seventh day afternoon, immediately preced-

ing the yearly meeting—E. Hicks, A. Peisley, and
others being there.

On seventh day morning, a Friend who had been

authorised by the monthly meeting of Westbury and
.lericho, to which E. Hicks belonged, presented him
with an official statement of a complaint resting

agan ,for stry, and requirin£

that without proceeding further in his visit, he shi

return home to answer the charge. This he treated

with contempt, called the papers a forgery, and said

he should disregard them. Amos Peisley, about the

same time, was furnished with a testimony of dis-

ownment by the clerk of the monthly meeting to

which he had belonged. At the time when th(

yearly meeting of ministers and elders convened
they, with several other persons, who were of tht

separation in Philadelphia and New York, attempted

to go into the meeting; but Friends objecting to th

attendance, they held a meeting q;i the outside of the

yard—^consisting of twenty-two persons, nearly half

of whom were separatists from other yearly meetings,

The public meetings on first day were greatly dis-

turbed by the unsound communications oY Elias

Hicks, Amos Peisley and Elisha Dawson. On 2nd

* The spurious monthly meetings at Concord,
claimed to belong to New Garden.

day morning, the committee on Indian concerns met
t a o'clock. The representatives, and doorkeepers

ppointed by the quarters, assembled at the same
ime, in the other apartment. These committees

nd the representatives rose, and the doors were
opened sometime before the hour appointed for the

,ing to assemble. Friends, however, took their

seats in the order in which it has been usual for them
to sit, and the doorkeepers resorted to their respec-

tive places, in order to keep the meeting select: it

being distinctly understood, that no person who had
ht to be there, under the rules of discipline,

should be excluded. They were soon assaulted with

violence—a numberof persons who were not members
ushed in a riotous manner into the meeting, tore

open a door which had been kept shut, and did other

of violence, three young men ran into the wo-
men's room and broke open one of the doors that

women Friends had thought proper to keep shut.

The doorkeepers were told by Friends, that if the

rsons offering to obtrude themselves, used violence,

to give way, and let them pass. As the crowd in-

creased, the violence also increased with which dis-

owned and other disorderly persons entered the

house—close companies were formed in the yard,

and with a rush at the doors, pressed, with their

nited force, all before them, till the lower part of the

house was filled to excess.

A short pause of comparative stillness took place,

which a Friend was engaged in vocalsupplication.

In one of these congregated masses, already noticed,

formed for the purpose of forcing their way, Elisho

Dawson and Amos Peisley entered the house.

Soon after this, Jonathan Taylor, the regular clerk

began to prepare to open the meeting. An individual,

addressing the assembly, said that it devolved on

to state to the meeting, that the clerk, since

last year, had disqualified himself for acting as

'l, by trampling the discipline under foot, and
proposed that another should be appointed in his

lead. This accusation, it was well known, was
totally without foundation, and the movement in all

respects entirely out of order—yet it was responded

by a confused sound of a number of voices, in a raan-

r altogether unusual in our religious meetings.

Jonathan Taylor read the opening minute, and
i-eral Friends remonstrated against the disorderly

proceedings of those who had interrupted him. The
disturbance of the meeting was continued by their

naming a person as clerk, and supporting the nomi-
' m in the same disorderly manner as the first

proposition.

The representatives, agreeably to the directions of

the discipline, liad, previous to the meeting, placed

the reports in the hands of Jonathan Taylor, except

the report from Redstone. A copy of Ihis, signed

by the assistant clerk, was put in his possession

the table. Endeavouring to pursue the line of his

official duty, notwithstanding the interruption, J.

Taylor proceeded to call the representatives, sixty-

two in number ; all of whom answered to their

names, except five, and two of these sent reasons for

their absence.

Frequent and loud calls were now made on tl

clerk to come forward, and on their associates to take

him to the table. Some raised themselves on the

benches to urge their measures, and others wer^

sily moving in the crowd to bring him forward

force him to the table. A dreadful press was then

made on the Friends who occupied the raised seats,

and those who sat on the steps. Friends in thsi

places generally rose on their feet, and endeavoured,

as quietly as possible, to keep their places, while the ri-

oters pressed on them with great violence. They were
entreated to desist—and a short comparative pause

ensued, in which several of their number requested

their associates to withdraw. And the assistant

clerk, taking the names of a number of them, re-

quested them to leave the house. It was at lengtl;

proclaimed that we had had time to surrender, and
orders were given to " press on." These orders

were heard from various quarters—Several young
men sprung up on the heads of Friends, and with great

violence made their way to the table—others, with

equal violence, forced their way, by pushing through

the crowd to the same object.

While this violent onset was making, a piece of

s broken on the sound board, over the min-
Uery, and a false alarm was given that the

galleries were coming down—the house was giving
way. This was repeated with so much vehemence
that it was supposed to be true—a sudden movement
took place in every direction—and shouts and
screams combined to heighten the dreadful confusion.
One of the partition doors was torn off" the hinges,
and women Friends were called upon, in a frantic

manner, to flee for their lives—that the house was
falling. In the midst of this awful scene, those who

forcing their way to the table, were repeatedly
heard to call out, JVow is the lime—rush on, which
they did with increased violence. When they
reached the table, the clerks were violently forced
from their places. Jonathan Taylor received serious

and even dangerous injury, and a number of other
Friends were much hurt. The table was seized, and
quickly torn to pieces. About this time, a shout of
exultation was raised by some of those who had
forced into the gallery, and responded from other
parts of the house. Their clerk having been car-

ried over the heads of Friends to a part of the gallery

near where the table had been, taking some of the

pieces to write on, read a minute, opening what they
called Ohio yearly meeting—in which they called

d recognized the representatives appointed by the
spurious quarterly meetings already noticed.

A Friend then, after some remarks, proposed an
adjournment, to which the representatives, being
severally called, agreed, without one dissenting
voice. The meeting accordingly adjourned to 10 o'-

clock on 3rd day morning, leaving about one fourth
of the assembly in the house.
While these transactions were taking place in the

men's apartment, the women's meeting also had its

portion of trial. A similar statement was made
among them, that the clerk had become disqualified

for opening the meeting, and another was named to

take her place. Their plan however was carried in-

to effect, by opening another meeting in the house,
at the time the regular clerk was proceeding with
the usual business.

The yearly meeting of ministers and elders on 7th
day had adjourned to 8 o'clock on 3rd day morning.
At the time appointed, the doors were found closed,

and the members of that meeting were refused ad-
mittance by persons within the house.

At 10 o'clock Friends again assembled, and the
demand was formally made for the house, to hold
Ohio yearly meeting, which not being obtained, the

meeting was opened in the yard—the men's at one
end of the house, and the women's near the other.

This meeting was large, solemn and instructive,

while the house was occupied by, as is believed, less

than one third of their number on the men's side,

and on the women's not more than one fifth.

Elias Hicks, though he declined attending on 2nd
day, no doubt aware of what was intended—was
present at tlieir meeting in the house, when Friends
M'ere told by a disowned person, in the gallery, that
Ohio yearly meeting was then sitting, and they did
not wish to be disturbed. A. Peisley, E. Dawson,
and sundry others from the eastward, who had joined

the separation there, were also present.

In the meetings thus held in the yard, the repre-

sentatives reported the names of clerks, as usual,

who were accordingly appointed.

Being thus excluded from the yearly meeting
house, and reduced to the necessity of holding our

meeting, both of men and women Friends, in the

open air—and without seats, even for the aged or

ijifirm, it became an inquiry demanding immediate
attention, what arrangements could be made for tbo

temporary accommodation of the meeting.

The meeting adjourned to meet at Short Creek
meeting house, at 10 o'clock the next day : at which
place it has continued to hold its several sittings.

The gracious Head of the church has been pleas-

ed to own our assemblies with his solemnizing pres-

ence, sustaining us under our varied trials, and
uniting us together, in the fellowship of the gospel,

and in an engagement of mind for the promotion of

his glorious cause of truth and righteousness in the

earth.

The gospel, as set forth in the holy Scriptures, is

calculated to humble the human mind, under a deep



sense of its lost and undone condition, in a state ol

living hope, wliicli rests on the love of God, througli

Christ Jesus our Lord, and that redemption whicli

comes by him. It sustains us under every trial and
affliction attendant on this state of probation, and by
the wasiiing of regeneration and renewing of thi

Holy Ghost, it brings forth the peaceable fruits o

righteousness in this life, and prepares us, after life,

for a glorious immortality.

But the doctrines of Elias Hicks, in denying the

fallen condition of man, deny the need of a Redeem-
er ; and thus, by an imaginary exaltation, deprive

him of the only possible means of being exalted. By
representing the Lord Jesus in the character of a
frail and fallible man, with no merit of his own, and
liable to fall, he denies, at once, that he is able to

save unto the uttermost all those who come unto
God by him. In denying the propitiatory nature of
his sufibrings and death—and his blessed offices as
Mediator, Intercessor and High Priest, he breaks in

upon the whole chain of Scripture evidences to that
salvation represented by figures, declared by pro-
phecy, and confirmed by miracles, and by the testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit, in the hearts of the saints
in all ages. And in doing this, he rejects the only
ground, on which we can " come boldly to the
throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find
grace to help in lime of need." See Hcb.'vii. 14, 15,
16.

And representing heaven and hell as 'consisting
merely in states and conditions of the soul ; and the
judgment of Him who is appointed Judge of quick
and dead to be known only in this life—he intro-
duces a course of scepticism and unbelief, directly
calculated to destroy a belief in a future state of ex-
istence, and of a righteous and awful retribution in

the world to come.
The genuine fruits of these doctrines, we believe,

have been brought forth in the separation, and those
Tiolent proceedings which we have related in the
preceding narrative. Not only are the peace and
harmony of our religious Society disturbed,—not
only are the sacred names of God and Christ pro-
faned—and the doctrine of divine revelation, and
the influences of the Holy Spirit, levelled down to
the lowest grade of perception, but the safeguards
of civil society are broken down, and the licentious
are emboldened to violate the public peace—and
characterize these things with the abused names
of religion and conscience I !

We feel it our duty to bear testimony against
these doctrines and practices as incompatible with
the fundamental principles of Christianity—contrary
to our known testimonies, and subversive not only of
our religious privilege, but of the order, peace, and
safety of general society.

And it is the judgment of this meeting, that those
who liave adopted the principles against which we
have testified, or who have taken a part in the va-
rious measures of outrage upon the Society, or of
separation from it, have gone from us in principle,
and broken the bond of Christian fellowship.

But while we deplore the condition of such as
have_ adopted those principles or practices, we are
comforted with the renewed evidences of the con-
tinued care of the great Shepherd of Israel, and the
sufficiency of bis delivering arm of power. In every
age of the world, he has been the rock and refuge
ofthose who koptthe faith ; and in this day of trial he
has preserved a remnant to speak well of hisexcellent
name. And though, in his inscrutable wisdom and
providence, he has permitted much close conflict and
affliction to attend the militant churcli, we are afresh
encouraged to believe that he will still " beautify his
sanctuary, and make the place of his feet glorious."
We earnestly desire that through all the trials that

may be permitted to come upon us, by the propaga-
tion of unsound doctrines, the disturbance of our re-
ligious meetings, or the further invasion of our rights
and privileges, that Friends may endeavour to keep
near to Him, in whom we have believed, and with-
out whom we can do nothing right. It is only through
divine ability that we can maintain the cause of
truth and righteousness— it is only as we keep under
the influence ofthe power of an endless life, that we
can experience preservation, and finally receive an
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mong tliem that are sanctified, eterii

Signed on behalf of the meeeting,

ELISHA BATES. ) „, ,

ESTHERFRE.N'CH. (
*-'"'''*•

At page 72 of our present volume, througl:

a mistake ofthe compositor, in concluding tlie

article on " Orthodo.x Disounments," taken
from the twelfth number of Bates's " Miscel-
laneous Repository," that article was noted
'• to be continued." But, in another part of
the same number of the " Repository," are
some forcible and seasonable remarks, which
we liad intended for insertion, the subject of
which is sufficiently of a kindred nature to ren-

der them appropriate as an appendage to the

former.

Considerable pains have been taken to

press the public mind with the idea, that the

Society of Friends is divided into two parties,

or societies, and that it is reasonable and pro-

per that a compromise should take place, in

rard to the property.
" But this idea, in both its parts, is radically

ong. The Society of Friends is one, and
cannot be divided. Individuals may leave that

Society, and form another, on difierent princi

pies, either as to doctrines, or church govern-
ment, or both. Or, leaving the Society of
Friends, they may attach themselves to some
other society, already formed

; or they may
continue not connected with any distinct body,
or not organized into any social capacity. But
still the principle, as regards the Society of
Friends, is the same. ' They went out from
us, because they were not of us.' Whether
they have continued as unconnected individu-

als, or joined some society previously known,
formed a new one ' of those in unity with

them, and favourable to their views,'—still they
are not of the original Society of Friends.

But it will be said, that there are two so-

cieties, each claiming to be the genuine Society
f Friends. Admit this to be the fact, and

what follows ? We cannot suppose that the

claims of both can be valid ; for tlien they could
not be two societies, and the conflicting claims
could have no existence. The original Society
was but one; and txoo diflerent societies can-
not both be that one Society.

Some years ago, a considerable number
of persons, not wilhng to be regulated by the
tenets and discipline of the Society, adniitted
the lawfulness of war, practised upon that

principle, and yet preserved the character of
a society, held meetings, &c. Admit further,

that they claimed to be the original Society

—

could that claim have been sustained ?

Here, it will be replied, the distinction was
clear—the new society had adopted tenets and
practices, against which the original Society
bore a decided testimony. But is the unlaw-
fulness of war the only doctrine the Society
ever held ? Certainly not. A departure,
then, from any ofthe fundamental doctrines of
religion, as held by any particular society, will

forfeit all claim to tiie character of that Society.
And here we are willing that this test should
be applied to decide the validity ofthe conflict-
ing claims to the character ofthe Society.

' As to the compromise so much talked of.

95

we ask, with whom are we to compromise ?

Two committees have advertised themselves as
oft(3iing to enter into arrangements with us,
one consisting of Joseph John and others, the
other Isaac James, Thomas Berry, and their
associates. These notices are "in diflerent
papers, and have no reference to each other.
Which of these committees are we to consider
authorised ?—or are they both so authorised ?—or neither of them ? But from whom did
either, or both of them, derive their powers ?

They say, from Ohio yearly meeting. But if

we know that Ohio yearly meeting never gave
any ofthem any such powers, (as we certainly
know that it never did.) the business is at an
end. It is in vain, then, to talk of having of-

fered us a fair and friendly compromise, or to
advertise the terms and persons to be met in
such an arrangement. There is nothing real
in it. Neither terms nor persons have been
clothed with any authority that we can ac-
knowledge or respect. As to the terms, they
were issued by a meeting which owed its ex-
istence to a riot. The two commitlees were
appointed by the same meeting. Besides this,

we know that a number of the persons so ap-
pointed have been regularly disowned from the
Society of Friends. Plow then can we meet
them in such a compromise ? We know that
they are not clothed with the authority of the
yearly meeting ; and many of them, being dis-
owned, have not even individual rights to con-
vey. Whatever arrangements, then, we might
make, we should make in our own wrong,
knowing this fact before we had done it.

" The compromise which has been advertised
as offered to us, embraces three propositions.
The one is, for the two rocieties to arrange
their meetings, so as for the hou.'se to accommo-
date both. But what society in Christendom,
I ask, has ever made such an arrangement

—

holding their meeting houses subject to the use
and abtise of two societies, and thus laying the
foundation of endless bickerings and' broils ?

" The other two propositions are, to buy or
sell our rights to the meeting houses.

We wish to continue our meetings, and of
course we shall want our meeting houses to
hold theih in ; we are therefore not disposed
to sell, if we had the power to do so. But of
whom are we to buy the meeting houses be-
longing to the Society of Friends ? Are we
to buy them of Isaac James, Thomas Berry,
and otiiers, who have been disowned from
that Society ? Or do we want to buy the right
to meet in our own meeting houses, for the
purposes of worship and discipline ? If we
have not the right at present, we need not e.x-

pect to obtain it from Isaac James, Thomas
Berry, nor any others who have no more au-
thority over the property than they have.

But these people confess that we have the
right to meet in these houses. But we are to
understand that they will meet with us, and
disturb our meetings, if we do not bvy them
out. This, to be sure, is a very imposing con-
sideration. We know that they have done this,

in a manner that monied considerations would
not induce us to see repeated. But would the
proposed compromise secure us from similar
abuses ? V. ere we to give twenty or thirty

thousand dollars to these men, they might agree
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not to disturb our meetings again. But we
should have only the agreement on our part,

even after they had the cash. And suppose

they should not regard the obhgations, what

then ? Why, they would do very wrong

—

who could suppose they would be so insensible

of their moral and religious obhgations ? Very

true—and who could have supposed that any

man whatever would have been so regardless

of these obligations, as to have participated

in the riot which was committed in the late

yearly meeting ? But admitting that they them-

selves would not disturb us in future, could

they secure us from others ? Might not even

the very persons whom they profess to repre-

sent, come forward and say that they never au-

thorized such a sale of their privileges, and ne-

ver received any part of the proceeds of that

sale ; and disturb our meetings, rush over our

heads, cripple our clerks, break our tables,

and what not, till they laid us under new
exactions ? And thus new claimants come
forward in succession, new riots be_ commit-

ted, new compromises be advertised in the

newspapers, with all the appearance of Chris-

tian forbearance, other sums of money be

extorted from us for the sake of peace, and so

on, ad infinitum '. ! The state of the case is

simply this. The property of the Society is

held by trustees, in trust, for the Society of

Friends. The separatists tacitly admit that we
are that Society, by oflering to buy it of us.

But it is questionable whether the Society it-

self could sell, under any circumstances. We
know that there is no authority now vested

any where for that purpose ; and we should

not presume to exercise tiiis rigiit, knowing
that we are not authorised. And we know
that the persons who have proposed a compro-
mise, could give us no better title than we
have. It must tlierefore remain to be held, as

it is, for the Society of Friends. If we have

forfeited our claims to tlie rights and privile-

ges of members of that Society, we must sub-

mit to the consequences. If not, we claim

the reasonable protection of those rights and

privileges, which our civil institutions have

solemnly guaranteed. It is true, that protec-

tion 7nay not be afforded ; and if it would not,

under existing constitutional and legislative

provisions, there is no certainty that it would

he, if we were to purchase our property and

privileges over and over again, five hundred

times.

" But it will be said, they assisted in paying

for this property ; and it is but fair, that, on
leaving the Society, they should receive an

equivalent, according to their numbers.
" But, I ask, is this principle admitted by

any religious society whatever ? Does any

society remunerate those whom they disown,

for the expenses which they bore in the society

while members ? Would any denomination be
vvilhng to admit this principle, by which their

meeting houses might be continually in market
to satisfy the claims of disovvned persons ?

But this is not all. Admit their claim to re-

muneration on leaving the Society, and you
admit their holding a monied interest in that

property, which will subject it to the claims of

creditors ; and thus, the meeting houses of all

denominations may be liable to be sold for the

private debts of any member, as well as to sa-

tisfy the claims of disowned persons.
" Persons received into membership with us,

pay nothing for meeting houses, to entitle them
to the rights and privileges of members. A
large proportion of those who have birth-rights

never paid any thing for these purposes. And
those who have paid the most, have acquired

hy that, no more rights or privileges among us
than those who paid nothing. The conclu-
sion of the apostle, in another case, seems
quite apphcable in this. " We brought no-
thing into this world, said he, and it is certain

we can carry nothing out." However much
we may do, while in (his world, for the sake
of the enjoyments we may expect to derive

from it here, or more hberally, for the sake

of those who may come after us—when we go
out, we have to leave it behind. And so of

our religious Society. We may do much and
enjoy much, while we are in it ; but when we
leave it, there is an end of both, as to us. Our
labours and contributions we leave behind, for

the benefit of those who remain or may come
after us.

" But it will be said that this is diflferent from
ordinary cases of disownment of individuals.

Admit there is a difference ; but how does that

difference apply to the case before us ? Is

there any thing in the grounds of the disown-

ments that leaves a peculiar claim to indem-

nity ? The disownments alluded to, I pre-

sume, will be for one of two things, or both

together : a defection in principle, in regard

to the fundamentals of Christianity, and the

formation of a new society on that very inno-

vation. Take these together, as is generally

the case, and compare such a cause of dis-

ownment with the most numerous class of dis-

ownments heretofore known—compare it with

marrying out—and how will the case stand ?

No man of the least reflection, can, for a mo-
ment, suppose it will be in favour of those who
depart from the fundamental doctrines of

Christianity, and set up meetings ' for those in

unity with them and favourable to their views.'
'• But I shall be told, that this is not a case

of single individuals leaving the Society. I

deny the statement. However they may com-
bine, they are still but individuals ; and the

moment we take up the case, no matter ofhow
many, with a view of remuneration, they are

resolved into individuals. The estimate, itself,

will immediately descend to individuals, and

so will the principle. If many are entitled to

this advantage, so is one, if there is but one.

" But w'hat society would be willing to

adopt this principle ? It would be injurious, if

not ruinous to all ; and we are not disposed to

be the first to establish a course of proceeding,

not only prejudicial to ourselves, but to all

other religious denominations."

Ah ! why so vain, tho' blooming in thy spring,

Thou shining, frail, ador'd, and wretched thing.'

Old age will come ; disease may come before ;

Fifteen is full as mortal as threescore.

Thy fortune and thy charms may soon decay;
But grant these fugitives prolong their stay,

Their basis totters, their foundation shakes;
Life, that supports them, in a moment breaks.

Then, wrought into the soul, let virtue shine ;

The ground eternal, as the work divine.

Young.

FOR THE FRIEND.

GEORGE FOX'.S CHRISTMAS BOX.
It is recorded of this true disciple of Christ,

that on the day called Christmas, when most
were celebrating it with joy and festivity, pre-

senting and receiving gifts, he sought out,

agreeably to his divine Master's command,
and visited the M'idows and fatherless in their

affliction, and administered such jKcimiary aid

as their necessities required and his means al-

lowed. Thus doing good to the bodies as

well as souls of many. How noble an ex-

ample ! how worthy imitation ! Well would
it be for those who claim the high privilege

of being his followers, and who are zealously

contending for the doctrines he promulgated,
(many of whom are blessed with abundance,)

if they were actuated by the same spirit, and
walked in the same benevolent path.

The writer of this is far from charging the

Society with a dereliction from the practical

virtues of " early Friends," those " sons of the

morning" who went about clad.in very humble
garments themselves, that they might not con-

sume their Lord's goods upon their own lusts.

It is well known, that, in a collective capacity,
" the necessities of the poor continue to be in-

spected and relieved," and also, that there are

many who do still silently and unostentatious-

ly tread in the steps of their worthy predeces-

sor, George Fox. But the language is to

others—'• Go ye and do likewise."

German method of preserving flowers in

winter.

According to the " Recueil Industrielle," the

following method of expediting vegetation at

will is practised in Germany. A branch, pro-

portioned to the size of the object required, is

sawn off' the tree, the flowers of which are to

be produced, and is plunged into a spring, if

one can be found, where it is left for an hour or
two, to give time for such ice as may adhere to

the bark to melt, and to soften the buds; it is

then carried into a chamber heated by a stove,

and placed in a wooden vessel containing
water; quicklime is to be added to the water,
and left Ibr twelve hours. The branch is then
to be removed into another vessel containing

fresh water, with a small quantity of vitriol, to

prevent its becoming putrid. In a few hours
the flowers will begin to appear, and after-

wards the leaves. If more quicklime be used,

the flowers will appear quicker; if, on the con-
trary, none be used, the branch will vegetate

more slowly, and the leaves will precede the

flowers.

—

Ed. Phil. Journal.

If the obscurities occasioned by the depra-
vity of human nature were removed, tlie heart
of one man would answer to that of another;

as face answers to face in a glass.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE BLIND MUTES.
{Conlimtedfrom page 90.)

" But her principal solace was in the em-
ployments of needle-work and knitting, which

she learned at an early age to practise. Slie

would thus sit absorbed for hours, until it be-

came necessary to urge her to that exercise

which is requisite to health. Counterpanes,

beautifully made by her of small pieces of calico,

were repeatedly disposed of, to aid in the pur-

chase of her wardrobe. And small portions

of her works were sent by her benefactors as

presents into various parts of the Union, to

show of what neatness of execution a blind girl

was capable.

" It was occasionally the practice of gentle-

men, who from pity or curiosity visited her, to

make trial ofher sagacity, by giving her watches

and employing her to restore them to their

right owner.

" They would change their position with re-

gard to her, and each strive to take the watch

which did not belong to him; but though she

might at the same time hold two or three,

neither stratagem or persuasion would induce

her to yield either of them, except to the per-

son from whom she had received it. There

seemed to be a principle in the tenacity to

wliich siie adhered to this system of giving

every one his own, which may probably be re-

solved into that moral honesty which has ever

formed a conspicuous part of her cliaracter. first reception into the asylum, she would tes

she understands, that it is for her, ere she u li

consent to accept it.

" Continuing to become an object of in

creased attention, and her remote situation not

being convenient for the access of strangers,

application was made for her admission into

the asylum, and permission accorded by the

directors in the summer of 1823. After her

reception into that peaceful refuge, some at-

tempts were made by a benevolent individual

to teach her the alphabet, by means of letters

both raised above and indented beneath a

smooth surface. But it was in vain that she

punctually repaired to the school-room, and
daily devoted hour after hour to copy their

forms with pins upon the cushion. However
accurate their delineations sometimes were,
they conveyed no idea to the mind sitting in

darkness. It was, tlierefore, deemed wiser to

confine her attention to those few attainments

which were within her sphere, than to open a

warfare with nature in those avenues which
she had so decidedly scaled.

" It has been observed of persons who are

deprived of a particular sense, that additional

quickness, or vigour, seems bestowed on those

which remain. Thus, blind pereons are often

distinguished by peculiar cxquisiteness oftouch;
and deaf and dumb, who gain their knowledge
through the eye, concentrate, as it were, their

whole souls in that channel of observation. With
her, whose eye, car, and tongue, are alike

dead, the capabilities both of touch and smell
are exceedingly heightened. Especially the

latter seems almost to have acquired the pro
perties of a new sense, and to transcend even
the sagacity of a spaniel. Yet, keeping in

lew aU the aid which these limited faculties

have the power of imparting, some of the dis-

coveries and exercises of her intellect are still,

in a measure, unaccountable.

As the abode, which, from her earliest re-

collection, she had inhabited, was circumscrib-

ed and humble, it was supposed, that, on her

Though nurtured in extreme povertv, after her

removal from her parental roof, in the con

8tant habit of being in contact with articles of

dress or food, which strongly tempted her de-

sires, she has never been known to appropriate

to herself, without permission, the most trifling

object. In a (veil educated child, this would

be no remarkable virtue; hut in one who has

had the benefit of no moral training to teach

her to respect the rights of property, and whose
perfect blindness must often render it diflicult

even to define them; the incorruj)tible firmness

of this innate principle is truly laudable. There
is, also, connected with it, a delicacy of feel-

ing, or scrupulousness of conscience, which
renders it necessary, in presenting her any

gift, to assure her repeatedly, by a sign which

tify surprise at the spaciousness of the man-
sion. But she immediately busied herself in

quietly exploring the size of the apartments,

and height of their stair cases; she even knelt,

and smelled to the thresholds ; and now, as if

by union of mysterious geometry with a pow-
erful memory, never makes a false step upon
a flight of stairs, or enters a wrong door, or
mistakes her seat at the table.

" Among her various excellences, neatness

and love of order are conspicuous. Her
simple wardrobe is systematically arranged,

and it is impossible to displace a single article

in her drawers, without her perceiving and re-

storing it. When the large baskets of clean

hnen are weekly brought from the laundress,

she selects her own garments without hesita-

tion, however widely they may be dispersed

among the mass. If any part of her dress re-

quires mending, she is prompt and skilful in

repairing it ; and her perseverance in this

branch of economy, greatly diminishes the ex-
pense of her clothing.

" Since her residence at the asylum, the do-
nations of charitable visitants have been con-
siderable in their amount. These are deposit-

ed in a box with an inscription, and she has
been made to understand that the contents are
devoted to her benefit. This box she frequent-

ly poises in her hand, and expresses pleasure
when it testifies an increase of weight; for she
has long since ascertained that money is the

medium for the supply of her wants, and at-

taches to it a proportionable value.

" Though her habits are peculiarly regular
and consistent, yet occasionally some action
occurs which it is diflicult to explain. One
morning during the past summer, while em-
ployed at her needle, she found herself incom-
oded by the warmth of the sun. She arose,

opened the window, closed the blind, and
gain resumed her work. This movement,

though perfectly simple in a young child, who
had seen it performed by others, must, in

her case, have required a more complex train

of reasoning. How did she know that the
heat which she felt was caused by the sun—
or, that by interposing an opaque body, she
might exclude his rays ?

" At the tea table, with the whole familj-,

on sending her cup to be replenished, one was
accidentally returned to her which had been
used by another person. This she perceived
at the moment of taking it into her hand, and
pushed it from her with some slight appear-
ance of disgust, as if her sense of propriety
had not been legarded. There was not the

slightest difference in the cups, and, in this in-

stance, she seems endowed with a penetration
not possessed by those in the full enjoyment of
fight.

" Persons most intimately acquainted with
her habits assert, that she constantly regards
the recurrence of the Sabbath, and composes
herself to unusual quietness, as if for medita-
tion. Her needle work, from which she will

not consent to be debarred on other days, she
never attempts to resort to; and this wholly
without influence from those around her.

Before her entrance at the asylum, it was
one of her sources of satisfaction to be permit-

ted to lay her hand upon the persons who visit-

ed her, and scrutinize with some minuteness
their features, or the nature of their apparel.

"It seemed to constitute one mode of inter-

course with her fellow beings, which was
soothing to her lonely heart, and sometimes
gave rise to degrees of admiration or dislike,

not always to be accounted for by those whose
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judgment rested on the combined evidence of

all their senses. But since her removal to

this noble institution, where the visits of stran-

gers are so numerous as to cease to be a nov-

elty, she has discontinued this species of atten-

tion, and is not pleased with any long inter-

ruption to her established system of industry.

" Julia Brace leads a life of perfect content-

ment, and is, in this respect, both an example
and reproof to those who for trifling inconve-

niences indulge in repining, though surround-

ed by all the gifts of nature and of fortune.

The genial influences of spring wake her lone

heart to gladness, and she gathers the first

flowers, or even the young blades of grass, and

inhales their freshness with delight bordering

on transport. Sometimes, when apparently

in deep thought, she is observed to Ijurst into

laughter, as if her associations of ideas were
favourable not only to cheerfulness but to mirth.

The society of her female companions at the

Asylum is soothing to her feelings ; and their

habitual kind offices, the guiding of the arm in

her walks, or the aflectionate pressure of their

hand, awaken in her the demonstrations of

gratitude and friendship. Not long since, one

of the pupils was sick—but it was not supposed

that amid the multitude who surrounded her,

the blind girl was conscious of the absence of

a single individual. A physician was called

and the superintendent of the female depart-

ment, who has acquired great penetration in-

to the idioms of Julia's character, and her

modes of communication, made her understand

his profession by pressing a finger upon her

pulse. She immediately arose, and taking his

hand, led him, with the urgent solicitude of

friendship, to the bedside of the invalid, and

placing his hand upon her pulse, displayed an

afl^ecting confidence in his powers of heaUng.

As she had herself never been sick, since early

childhood, it is the more surprising that she

should so readily comprehend the efficacy and
benevolence of the medical profession.

" Should any of you ever visit the asylum

at Hartford, and be induced to inquire for the

deaf, dumb, and blind girl, you would probably

find her seated with her knitting, or needle-

work, in a dress neat, and in its plainness con
formable to the humility of her circumstances.

There is nothing disagreeable in her counte

nance, but her eyes, for ever closed, create ;

deficiency of expression. Her complexion i:

fair ; her smile gentle and sweet, though
of rare occurrence ; and her person somewhat
bent, when sitting, from her habits of fixed at

tention to her work. Many strangers have
waited for a long time to see her thread her

needle, which is quite a mysterious process,

and never accomplished without the aid of the

tongue."

CLASSICAL LEARNING AND POETRY.

We have found considerable entertainment

in looking through the articles as tiiey appear,

in the London Magazine, entitled " The Edi-

tor's Room." They consist chiefly of short,

and somewhat slight but often pungent and
amusing critiques, on the various publications

of the day. In the number for September of

the past year, are notices of the three Quarterly

Reviews now published in the United States,

at Boston, Philadelphia and Charleston ; which,

say they, " are each exceedingly creditable

specimens of the talents and attainments of our
brethren of the new world." " The Southern
Review," in particular, is very courteously

treated. From the article in that review^ on
classical learning" they quote several pas-

sages as examples of fine writing, and in refer-

ence to one of these, they use this language.

This is a long passage, but we quote it with-

out any remorse, not only because it is splen-

didly (perhaps too ambitiously) \yritten, but

because," ifec.—and again: it " ought to make
us pause, before we attempt to speak lightly

the taste, and the attainments of the writers of

America." Part of this passage we
tempted to place before our readers, for its

vivid and glowing vindication of classical lear-

ning and of poetry; and it will be better under
stood by premising, that the strictures of which
it is a part, were ehcited by a recent Ameri
can publication, in which poetry, the fine arts

and classical attainments, are, in the opinion of

the reviewer, much undervalued.

The London Magazine may be right in say

ing of our extract, that "• it is splendidly

(perhaps too ambitiously) written," but in our
humble estimation, it is eloquent and power-

ful, and though without measured pauses, and
the alternation of corresponding sounds, has in

it the elevation and glow and spirit of poetry
" We really cannot, with a clear conscience,

undertake to promise that Greek and Latin

will make better artisans and manufacturers,

or more thrifty economists ; or, in short, more
useful and skilful men in ordinary routine of

life, or its mere mechanical offices and avoca

tions. We should still refer a young student

of law, aspiring to an insight into the mere
crafl and mystery of special pleading, to Saun-

ders' Reports, rather than to Cicero's Topics :

and we do conscientiously believe, that not a

single case, more or less, of yellow fever,

would be cured by the faculty in this city, for

all that Hippocrates and Celsus have said, oi

that has ever been said (or sung) of Cliiror

and iEsculapius. It is true, their peculiar stu-

dies would not be hurt, and might, occasion-

ally, even be very much helped and facilitated

by a familiar acquaintance with these Ian

guages ; and what would they not gain as

enlightened and accomplished men ! But it

is not fair to consider the subject in that light

only. It is from this false state of the contro-

versy, that the argument of Mr. Grimke de-

rives all its plausibility. We, on the contrary,

take it for granted in our reasonings, that the

American people are to aim at doing some-

thing more than ' to draw existence, propa-

gate and rot.' We suppose it to be our com-
mon ambition to become a cultivated and a

literary nation. Upon this assumption, what

we contend for, is, that the study of the clas-

sics is, and ought to be an essential part of a

liberal education—that education of which the

object is to make accomplished, elegant, and

learned men—to chasten and to discipline ge-

nius, to refine the taste, to quicken the per-

ceptions of decorum and propriety, to purify

and exalt the moral sentiments, to fill the soul

with a deep love of the beautiful, both in mo-

ral and material nature, to lift up the aspira-

tions of man to objects that are worthy of his

noble facuhies and his immortal destiny :-.—in

a word, to raise him as far as possible above

those selfish and sensual propensities, and those

grovelling pursuits, and that mental blindness,

and coarseness, and apathy, which degrade the

savage and the boor to a condition but a little

higher than that of the brutes that perish. We
refer to that education and to those improve-

ments which draw the broad fine between
civilized and barbarous nations, which have
crowned some chosen spots with glory and
immortality, and covered them all over with a

magnificence that, even in its mutilated and
mouldering remains, draws together pilgrims

of every tongue and of every clime, and which
have caused their names to fall like a ' breath-

ed spell' upon the ear of the generations that

come into existence, long after the tides of
conquest and violence have swept over them,

and left them desolate and fallen. It is such
studies, we mean, as make that vast difference

in the eyes of a scholar, between Athens, their

seat and shrine, and even Sparta, with all her
civil wisdom and military renown, and have
(hitherto, at least,) fixed the gaze and the

thoughts of all men, with curiosity and wonder
upon the barren little peninsula between Mount
Citha^ron and Cape Sunium, and the islands

and the shores around it, as they stand out in

lonely brightness and dazzling relief amidst the
barbarism of the west, on the one hand, and
the dark and silent and lifeless wastes of ori-

ental despotism on the other. Certainly we
do not mean to say, that in any system of in-

tellectual discipline, poetry ought to be pre-

ferred to the severe sciences. On the contrary,

we consider every scheme of merely element-

ary education as defective, unless it develope
and bring out all the faculties of the mind, as

far as possible, into equal and harmonious ac-

tion. But surely we may be allowed to argue,
from the analogy of things, and the goodness
that has clothed all nature in beauty, and filled

it with music and with fragrance, and that has,

at the same time, bestowed upon us such vast

and refined capacities of enjoyment, that no-
thing can be more extravagant than this notion
of a day of philosophical illumination and di-

dactic soberness being at hand, when men shall

be thoroughly disabused of their silly love for

poetry and the arts. For w hat is poetry ? It

is but an abridged name for the subhme and
beautiful, and for high wrought pathos. It is,

as Coleridge quaintly, yet, we think, felici-

tously expresses it, ' the blossom and the fra-

grance of all human knowledge.' It appears,
not only in those combinations of creative ge-
nius of which the heau ideal is the professed
object, but in others that might seem at first

sight but little alUed to it. It is spread over
,

the whole face of nature—it is in the glories I

of the heavens and in the wonders of the great
deep, in the voice of the cataracts and of the
coming storm, in Alpine precipices and soli-

tudes, in the balmy gales and sweet bloom and
freshness of spring. It is in every heroic
achievement, in every lofly sentiment, in every
deep passion, in every bright vision of fancy,
in every vehement affection of gladness or of
grief, of pleasure or pain. It is, in short, the
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feeling—the deep, the strictly moral feeling,

which, when it is uflected by chance or change

in human hfe, we call sympathy—but, as it ap

pears in the still more mysterious connection

between the heart of man and the forms and

beauties of inanimate nature, as if they were

instinct with a soul and sensibilities like our

own, has no appropriate appellation in our

language, but is not the less real or the less fa

miliar to our experience on that account. It

is these feelings, whether utterance be given to

them, or they be only nursed in the smitten

bosom—whetlier they be couched in metre, or

poured out with wild disorder and irrepressi

ble rapture, that constitute the true spirit and

essence of poetry, whicli is, therefore, neces

sarily connected with the grandest concep-

tions and the most touching and intense enio

tions, with the fondest aspirations and the

most awful concerns of mankind. For in

stance, religion has been, in all ages and coun-

tries, the great fountain of poetical inspiration

and no harps have been more musical than

those of the prophets. What would M
Grimke say of him whose lips were touched

by one of the seraphim, with a live coal from

of}' the altar ? or does he expect the day to

come, when ' the wide spread influence of

moral wisdom and instructed common sense"

shall assign to the Psalms, or the book of Job,

in the library of a cultivated mind, a lower

place than to Robertson and Hume ?"

FOR THE FRIEND.

Under the head of " The Editor's Room,"
in the London Magazine for October, are three

short notices of new publications directly fol-

lowing each other, which we transfer to our

pages—the first, for the happy delineation of

character in " the Master;" the second, for

the agreeable manner in which instruction for

the cure of stammering is given ; and the last

for the sake of the pretty lines which it intro-

duces.

" My Early Days"—a book for children

—

is evidently written by a man of high talent and

right feeling. The price is 2*. 6d., and there-

fore we shall attempt to give no analysis of the

story; but we must present an extract. The
hero of the tale, the child of a poor but con-

tented Scottish minister, describes the school-

master from whose lessons he first derived the

rudiments of knowledge. The picture is a

pleasing one:

—

" ' Never did human figure harmonize more
completely with a scene in still life, than the

honest instructor of the children of Glen-0,

with the place set apart as the sphere of his

undisputed sovereignty. Master James Flem-

ing—or, as he was officially designated by all

the country, the Master—was just the kind of

man one would wish to meet in such a place.

The schooUiouse and he seemed formed for

each other; both in their physiognomy and in

their relative situations there seemed a strong

resemblance. The master's years had left

above fifty-five notches in time's calendar; but

his long gray locks slill retained traces of the

curls of youth, and his cheek yet preserved a

warm tone of colour, derived from temperate

habits, good humour, and a sound constitu

tion. lie left Scotland, when a young man
with the predecessor of my father. By his own
exertions he acquired a considerable share of
education. His great aim and object was to

become a clergyman ; but even the very mo-
derate means necessary to complete a colle-

giate course in his native country went far be-

yond his resources, and he was necessitated to

rank his early aspirations among the number
of those things which God, in his providence^

has allotted not to be. Having a good voice

with a taste for sacred music, he united the

duties of teacher and precentor; and thus, in

the exercises of the Sabbath, his vocation pla

ced him in a situation bearing a relation to the

sacred office for which he had thirsted, similar

to that possessed by the scene of his temporal
labours in its local proximity to the house of
prayer.

"
' It was the pride of his heart, that, witl

the exception of the time included in an illness

of three weeks, his place in the church had
not witnessed his absence for a single day
during a period of thirty years. There he was
—through hail and snow—in storm and sun
shine ; his countenance beaming with an ex-

pression of honest exultation, as if a seat in the

Zion of his fathers amply repaid the scholastic

labours of the bygone week. Many a day, for

many a year, have I seen him seated at his

desk, awaiting the coming of my father with

rigid punctuality. In the memory of the old

est of the congregation, his dress on that oc-

casion was invariably the same. A slate

coloured coat, with a single breast—a vest of
black cloth—velveteen breeches—black stock

ings of a quality in accordance with the sea

son—a round hat, with a small crown and
venerable brim—and shoes ornamented with

large plated buckles. A linen napkin, white
as snow, lay before him, with which he ever
wiped the dimness from his spectacles ere he
commenced reading. I have the image of the

master at this moment before my eyes, with
all the fulness and freshness of reality. I hear
his clear and unbroken tones, unbroken to the

last, raising the sacred song—the mild melody
of his native hills—that rose wherever the per-

secuted found shelter. The psalmody is at

an end ; he places the book placidly before

him. His whole deportment speaks the re-

verential fcehngs of the man who knows what
an awful tiling it is to commune with his

Maker. He—but imagination carries me too

ilir. The form of the master has long since

ceased to occupy a place upon earth. The
hallowed scene of his harmless triumphs is

profaned and desolate. Even the school-house,

whose gay ivy looked like youth with old age
in its arms, is now a broken ruin: ' The place

that once knew him knows him no more !'

" ' His favourite study, I might say amuse-
ment, was astronomy. By perseverance he
had attained a considerable knowledge of va-

rious branches of mathematical science. Hav-
ing presented an accurate survey of the Glen-0
estate to the father of its present proprietor,

the latter, not to be outdone in courtesy, gave
him in return a pair of globes and a small

telescope. He was an unmarried man, and
these, with a few choice books, were to him a

wife and children. His family were very de-
corous, and they were rewarded with a full

share of affection. On the clear frosty nights,

when the stars were bright, and the moon
beautiful, he would gaze on the blue sky till

the nipping airs of midnight caused him to
seek his bed, benumbed from his nocturnal re-

veries. Notwithstanding the abstracted and
unsocial nature of his meditations, he was a
tavourite every where. Without home or
hearth, he divided his time among such of his

pupils' parents as were in easy circumstances.
There was no one more welcome to a seat at

the farmer's ingle than the master. He was
never at a loss for an entertaining story or a
good humoured jest; and his presence damped
no man's merriment. Even the children an-
ticipated his visits with delight. He had
' borne his faculties so meek'—had been ' so
clear in his great office'—that the mere cessa-
tion from his wonted kind familiarity was, to

the young folks, a grievous punishment. It

was a pleasant sight, when, on some particu-
lar occasion of festivity, there arose an affec-

tionate contention about what family should
have him at their fireside—to see the little

party, who had the good fortune to secure his

promise, leading him home in triumph.' "

" By way of contrast, we will turn to ' A
Treatise on the Cause and Cure of Hesitation
of Speech, or Stammering, as discovered by
Henry M'Cormac, M. D.' Even here we
shall find amusement—certainly instruction.

The definition of stammering is very import-
ant towards the cure:

—

" ' I shall now proceed to the cause, which,
in nine cases out of ten—I think I may safely

say, ninety-nine out of a hundred—is that

which I am about to point out. Such causes
however, besides, as are any ways influential,

I shall also notice in their proper order.
" ' The primary cause of psellismus, then, in

common with that of many other irregular or
abnormal affections, arises from the want of
knowledge in the patient to put his organs
in the proper train for executing the desired
freedom of action; but the proximate cause, in
most cases, arises from the patient endeavovr-
ing to titter words, or any other manifestation

of voice, when the air in the lungs is exhausted,
and they are in a state of collapse, or nearly
so. In this consists the discovery, hitherto
made by none, or if made, not announced.
The patient endeavours to speak when the
lungs are empty, and cannot. Why ? because
the organs of voice are not struck by the rush-
ing current of air; they do not vibrate; there-
fore voice or speech cannot take place, what-
ever position we put them and the organs of
speech into ; for the organs of voice are one
thing, and the organs of speech are another,
though commonly confounded; we can utter a

without speech or words, but not the lat-

ter without the former. In vain do we press
down the keys of an organ—the many-toned
tubes will not vibrate without the air rushing
through them : so in vain do we place the

chordiB tendinae, and the muscles, and the

membranes, and the bones of the air-tubes,

and of the mouth and the nose into a proper
position; words will not follow our efforts, any
more than they can issue from the moving lips
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of the voiceless pliantoms of departed men,

imagined by our ancestors. Yet the source

of this voicelessness has never been before

conceived.'
"

" For the details of the method of surmount-

ing this defect, which embitters the lives of

many estimable persons, we refer to the book

itself. The principle of cure is thus defined:

«' ' The main thing to be attended to, and

which, in fact, is the ground woik of the whole

system of cure, is, to expire the breath strong-

ly each time when attempting to speak, the

lungs being previously filled to the utmost, or,

in other words, to reverse the habit of stutter-

ing, which is that of trying to speak without

expiring any air.'
"

'• We should have much regretted the cir-

cumstance had we overlooked an unpretend-

ing volume of poems, which will secure the

admiration of those who love to watch the un-

tj-anmielled efforts of early talent—occasional-

ly deficient in judgment ; formed, perhaps,

upon a false model, and now and then mistak-

ing quaintness for originality; but still talent

—

fervid, simple, and pure of lieart. ' Lyric Of-

ferings, by S. Laman Blanchard,' show that

the germs of excellence are in the writer.

This little book may not be popular, (we doubt

whether the author desires popularity,) but

there are many who will feel its value, though
their praise may not be loud or profitable.

" 'J'he thought and the expression of the

following sonnet appear to us beautiful.

WISHES OF YOUTH.
«' Gaily and greenly let my seasons run;

And should the war-wmds of the world uproot
The sanctities of life, and its sweet fruit

Cast forth as fuel for the fiery sun

;

The dews be turned to ice—fair days begun
In peace wear out in pain, and sounds that suit

Despair and discord, keep hope's harpstring

mute;
Still let me live as love and life were one :

Still let me turn on earth a child-like gaze.

And trust the whispered charities that bring

Tidings of human truth; with inward praise

Watch the weak motion of each common thing,

And find it glorious—still let me raise

On wintry wrecks an altar to the spring.'

"

THE ENGLISH CLASSIC, NO. 14.

Tub Tatlek, No. Ill, Saturday, December 24, 1709.

Hence, ye profane 1 far hence begone.

The watchman who does me particular ho-

nours, as being the chief man in the lane, gave

so very great a thump at my door last night,

that I awakened at the knock, and heard my
selfcomplimented with the usual salutation of,

• Good-morrow, Mr. Bickerstaff; good-mor-

row, my masters all.' The silence and dark-

ness of the night disposed me to be more than

ordinarily serious ; and, as my attention was
not drawn out among exterior objects by the

avocations of sense, my thoughts naturally fell

upon myself. I was considering, amidst the

stillness of the night, what was the proper em
ployment of a thinking being ? what were the

perfections it should propose to itself ? and
what the end it should aim at ? My mind is of

such a particular cast, that the falling of
shower of rain, or the whistling of wind, at

such a time, is apt to fill my thoughts with

something awful and solemn. I was in this

disposition, when our bellman began his mid-

ght homily, which he has been repeating to

us every winter night for these twenty years,

with the usual e.\ordium
;

' Oh I mortal man, thou that art born in sin!'

Sentiments of this nature, which are in

themselves just and reasonable, however de-

based by the circumstances that accompany
them, do not fail to produce their natural effect

in a mind that is not perverted and depraved
by wrong notions of gallantry, politeness, and
ridicule.

It is, indeed, a melancholy reflection to con-

sider, that the British nation, which is now at

a greater height of glory for its councils and
conquests than it ever was before, should dis-

tinguish itself by a certain looseness of prin-

ciples, and a falling-off' from those schemes of

thinking, which conduce to the happiness and
perfection of human nature. This evil comes
upon us from the works of a few solemn block

heads, that meet together, with the zeal and
seriousness of apostles, to extii-pate common
sense, and propagate infidelity. These are

the wretches, who, without any show of wit;

learning, or reason, publish their crude con-

ceptions with an ambition of appearing more
wise than the rest of mankind, upon no other

pretence than that of dissenting from them
One gets by heart a catalogue of title-pages

and editions ; and, immediately, to become
conspicuous, declares that he is an unbehever,

Another knows how to write a receipt, or cut

up a dog, and forthwith argues against the im-

mortality of the soul. 1 have known many a

little wit, in the ostentation of his parts, rally

the truth of the scripture, who was not able to

read a chapter in it. These poor wretches

talk blasphemy for want of discourse, and are

rather the objects of scorn or pity, than of our

indignation ; but the grave disputant,* that

reads and writes, and spends all his time in

convincing himselfand the world that he is no
better than a brute, ought to be whipped out

of government, as a blot to civil society, and a

defamer of mankind. I love to consider an

infidel, whether distinguished by the title of

deist, atheist, or free-tliinker, in three different

lights, in his sohtudes, his afflictions, and his

last moments.

A wise man that lives up to the principles

of reason and virtue, if one considers him in

his solitude, as in taking in the system of the

universe, observing the mutual dependence
and harmony, by which the whole frame of it

hangs together, beating down his passions, or

swelling his thoughts with magnificent ideas

of Providence, makes a nobler figure in the

eye of an intelligent being, than the greatest

conqueror amidst all the pomps and solemni-

ties of a triumph. On the contrary, there is

not a more ridiculous animal than an atheist

in his retnement. His mind is incapable of

rapture or elevation. He can only consider

himself as an insignificant figure in a landscape,

and wandering up and down in a field or a

meadow, under the same terms as the meanest

* Perhaps the author here alludes to Toland, for

we are told, by a contemporary writer, that > he was
ones the bull of the Tatler.

animals about him, and as subject to as total a
mortality as they

; with this aggravation, that

he is the only one amongst them, who lies un-

der the apprehension of it.

In distresses, he must be of all creatures the

most helpless and forlorn : he feels the whole
pressure of a present calamity, without being

relieved by the memory of any thing that is

past, or the prospect of any thing that is to

come. Annihilation is the greatest blessing

that he proposes to himself, and a halter or a

pistol the only refuge he can fly to. But if you
would behold one of these gloomy miscreants

in his poorest figure, you must consider him
under the terrors, or at the approach of death.

About thirty years ago I was on shipboard

with one of these vermin, when there arose

a brisk gale, which could frighten no body but

himself. Upon the rolling of the ship, he fell

upon his knees, and confessed to the chaplain,

' that he had been a vile atheist, and had de-

nied a Supreme Being ever since he came to

his estate.' The good man was astonished,

and a report immediately ran through the ship,

' that there was an atheist upon the upper
deck.' Several of the common seamen, who
had never heard the word before, thought

it had been some strange fish ; but they were
more surprised when they saw it was a man,
and heard out of his own mouth, that he never

believed until that day that there ever was a

God. As he lay in the agonies of confession,

one of the honest tars wliispered to the boat-

swain, ' that it would be a good deed to heave

him overboard.' But we were now within

sight of port, when of a sudden the wind fell,

and the penitent relapsed, begging all of us

that were present, ' as we were gentlemen,

not to say any thing of what had passed.'

He had not been ashore above two days,

when one of the company began to rally him
upon his devotion on shipboard, which the

other denied in so high terms, that it produced
the he on both sides, and ended in a duel.

The atheist was run through the body, and
after some loss of blood, became as good a

Christian as he was at sea, until he found that

his wound was-not mortal. He is at present

one of the free-thinkers of the age, and now
writing a pamphlet against several received

opinions concerning the exislence of fairies.

As I have taken upon me to censure the

faults of the age and country in which I hve, I

should have thought myself inexcusable to

have passed over this crying one, which is the

subject of my present discourse. I shall, there-

fore, from time to time, give my countrymen
particular cautions against this distemper of
the mindj that is almost become fashionable,

and by that means more likely to spread. I

have somewhere either read or heard a very

memorable sentence, ' that a man would be a
most insupportable monster, should he have
the faults that are incident to his years, consti-

tution, profession, family, religion, age, and
country ;' and yet every man is in danger of
them all. For this reason, as I am an old man,
[ take particular care to avoid being covetous,

and telling long stories. As I am choleric, I

forbear not only swearing, but all interjections

of fretting, as pugh ! or pish ! and the like. As
I am a layman, I resolve not to conceive an
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aversion for a wise and a good man, because

his coat is of a dillorcnt colour from mine. As
I am descended of the ancient family of the

Biekerstalfs, I never call a man of merit an
upstart. As a protestant, I do not sutler my
zeal so far to transport me, as to name the

pope and the devil together. As I am fallen

into this degenerate age, I guard myself par-

ticularly against the folly 1 have been now
speaking of And, as I am an Englishman, I

am very cautious not to hate a stranger, or

despise a poor Palatine.

FOR THE FRIEND.

The following letter, taken from the Life of

Mary Dudley, a highly esteemed minister of

the Society of Friends, written during the trou-

bles in Ireland, to one who had unhappily im-

bibed the pernicious views prevalent in that

day, and so lamentably in our own, may per-

haps be deemed worthy of a place in " 'I'hc

Friend," as containing the clear and full be-

lief of a faithful and long devoted servant of

the Lord, in the great fundamental trutlis of
Christianity. R. II.

" Suirville,near Clonmel, 8 mo. 22, 1800.

" My dear Friend,

" In returning the manuscript with which

thou entrusted me, allow me to observe, that,

though the system therein laid down is, to the

eye of reason, very plausible, it is one my un
derstanding, or rather my best judgment, a:

Bcnsibly revolts from, as that of the writer did

at the contrary. It is not written in the lines

of my experience ; and having, from the ea

liest opening of my understanding in spiritual

things, endeavoured simply to receive what, in

the light which maketh manifest, might be re-

vealed, I may add that, according hereto, I

conceive it to i)e an erroneous system, formed
more by the strength of the rational or natura"

faculty, than the clear unfolding of pure wis-

dom, in that spot where the creaturely judg-

ment is taken away, and adopted by a part

not yet fully subjected to the cross of Christ.

" My spirit will, if happily preserved, ever

commemorate that mercy which restrained

from those speculative researches to which my
nature strongly inclined ; . and which, as a

temptation likely to prevail in my first desires

for certainty, closely beset me. Many a laby-

rinth might I have been involved in, in many
a maze enveloped, had the various voices

which are in the world (the religious world)

been, in conjunction with these besetments,

attended to. Were it needful, I could tell thee

much of the danger to which my best life has

been exposed ; but the standard at first erect-

ed, being held steadily in my view by divine

power, even, (I speak it with humble gratitude)

I will know nothing but Jesus Christ, and him

crucified, proved a barrier to those wanderings

in speculative opinions, which I believe would

have to me, and have to many mercifully en-

lightened minds, been the means of obstruction

to a progress in the way of redemption, and

introduced into that circuitous path, where the

peaceful termination is not beheld.

" Why should we seek to explore, or recon-

cile to our understandings, the work or plan

of redemjition formed and carried into eli'ect

by divine unerring wisdom and love ? Can
our creation in the first instance, or since, be
fathomed by all the finite powers ofman ? And
shall a more (I was going- to say) stupendou
work—that of redemption—be arraigned, ap-
proved, or rejected, by these powers, and the

constituent parts of the wondrous edifice

shaken, that the whole is in danger of being
levelled ? Oh ! that every attempt of this kind
may be mercifully defeated.

" Wherein does our spiritual life consist

Is debate, speculation, and reasoning, the noi

rishment of the immortal part ? Is it matured
by food so inferior to its nature ? Rather will

it gradually weaken and come to decay, if not

replenished from a source equal to its origin

the pure milk of the eternal Word. Mayest
thou, my beloved friend, partake hereof, and

be sweetly satisfied ; any thing contrary to this

is dangerous food, strengthening only that part

destined by sacred determination for subjection

to that power, which, if suffered to reign, will

reduce into holy order, harmony, and love.

"• From this state, in the rational and animal

creation, there was a departure in the original

fall or degeneracy ofman ; and, in succession,

as descendants from transgressing man, we
partake of a nature or disposition to evil.

Notwithstanding, as early as the fall, there was,

and in perpetuity has been, and is, a pure holy

seed or principle, to counteract the propensi-

ties so produced ; and though no guilt attaches

where there has not been a joining with the

evil, yet, being possessed of a transgressing

nature, we individually need redemption from
it. Nor are we really so redeemed and deli-

vered from the bondage of corruption, until,

through the sanctifying influence of that pure

gift, vouchsafed as a light, leader, and restorer,

we experience the crucifixion of the old man
(the first nature) with his deeds ; and, in the

gradual process of refinement, a ' putting on
the new man, which, after God, is created

righteousness and true holiness.'

" I fully believe, that as soon as man was
redeemed, after, and out of transgression, it

was through faith in the promised deliverer

and submission to the divinely operative and
efficient means mercifully provided by match
less love. Yet it pleased the same love and
inscrutable wisdom, in the fulness of time, to

open the way more perfectly, by the appear-

ance or manifestation of this appointed Sa-

viour, in the flesh, therein to fiU up that mea-
sure of suffering seen meet. It is not our

business to inquire why this should be a part

of the marvellous plan, but thankfully content

with the remedy so graciously provided, and

beholding what manner of love the Father has

bestowed upon us, humbly to partake of the

ofl^ered salvation, by receiving and walking in

that light leading to immortality, through the

orious dispensation of the gospel, or power
of Christ, the pure, eternal Word, " whereby

all things were made." What a convincing

testimony to the eternal Godhead of the Son,

nd thereby proving him to be an omnipotent

Saviour, as wefl as holy pattern of all excel-

lence.

Never was there a more full or plain sys-

tem than that of the gospel, never can the

sliongcst jiowers of the creature add to its

clean ess and beauty, though the plainest truths
may 1 e rendered doubtful, and the way com-
plex, by subtle reasonings and eloquent disqui-

sitions. I repeat, let us be content ; we have
not, as a people, followed a cunningly devised
fable

; and there are, I trust, those 3'^et preserv-
ed, who can go further, and say, " it is a truth
and no lie ;" having seen with their eyes, heard
with their ears, and been permitted to taste of
the Word of life ; and, if required, could,
through Almighty help, seal their testimony by
the surrender of the natural life.

" Little did I expect to enlarge thus ; and
far is it from me to enter into controversy and
debate—a poor employment for one appre-
hending a more solemn call ; but my heart ear-

nestly longs that the Lord's children may stand
firm in this day of shaking and great trial. Let
none beguile any of their promised reward,
through leading into reasonings and perplexing
uncertainty. " I am the way, the truth and
the life," is a compendious lesson, a holy li-

mit, and " no man cometh unto the Father
but by me."

" I quarrel with none about forms, or dif-

fering in non-essentials ; but this is the one
certain direction, the consecrated path to sal-

vation, through the divine Lawgiver
; and, if

happfly attended to, all wfll be well here and
for ever

!

Thou and thine are dear to my best and
afl^ectionate feelings. Write to me freely, if so
nclined. I should be glad to hear from and
be remembered by thee ; and am thy sincere

friend,

" Maey Dudley."

EDWARD BURROUGH.
Edward Burrough was distinguished at an

early age for his manly spirit and understand-

ing, and the love which he evinced for the

society of pious people. lie had no relish for

the ordinary pastimes of youth ; but delighted

in reading the holy Scriptures, in which he
became well versed. He was educated an
episcopalian ; but, about the twelfth year of
liis age, he frequented the meetings of the

Presbyterians, and subsequently associated

with these. Possessed ofan ardent and perse-

vering mind, he did not rest satisfied here

;

but, as he became enlightened with clearer

views of the nature of true religion, relinquish-

ed his connection with the different sects, be-

lieving they were too much outward and cere-

monial, and entered into communion with

George Fox, through whose ministry he was
effectually convinced of the spirituahty of the

gospel of Jesus Christ. He soon became a
zealous and undaunted minister of this gospel,

and instrumental in converting others to the

ke precious faith. Not only did he bear a

faithful testimony for the truth, as it is in Jesus,

in his labours for the conversion of others, and
to expose the impositions of a mercenary

priesthood ; but he was no less prompt to de-

clare against the spirit of innovation which
attempted to subvert the order of the newly

formed Society of Quakers. " In his minis-

try," says George Fox, " he went through
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sufferings by bad sjnrits ; who never turned

liis back on the truths nor his back from any
out of the trutli." London had been the scene

of bis early labours ; and he appeared to have

a strong attachment to Friends who resided

there, and to many of its inhabitants. When
some of the members of the Society grew
disaflected towards their brethren, and openly

showed their disregard for them and for the

peace of the church, Edward Burrough wrote

two epistles " to Friends in London ; being

a testimony against the deceitful sj)irits, and

such as professed the truth and turnedfrom it,

and were unfaithfid to the Lord." These

epistles set forth the divine power with which

the ministers of that day were furnished and

enabled to gather thousands to that worship

and fellowship, which, he says, "stands in

Christ Jesus, the second Adam, w'hose king-

dom and rule is not of this world, but from

heaven." These were " built upon the sure

foundation;" and "for the truth's sake, as it

is in Christ Jesus, daily gave themselves up to

suffering and reproach, in the exercise of a

good conscience both towards God and man,

in patience, long suffering, and wisdom to-

wards all." After giving a glowing descrip-

tion of their attainments, he proceeds to speak

of the falling away of some, in these terms, ad-

dressed to " such as have backslidden from

the truth :

—

"

" But, O ! how have some of you lost your

first love, and are again darkened, and ready

to faint and to turn aside for a thing of nought!

And how do such grieve the Spirit of the

Lord, and vex his righteous soul, and are be-

come a burden to him, in dishonouring his

name ; the envious man having entered and

sown his seed in some of you, and brought

forth strife, and divisions, and disorders among
you, which are not of the Father, nor of the

truth. And prejudice, and evil surmisings,

and secret jealousies one against another, are

risen in you ; all whicli is to be condemned

with the light, for the fire. I judge it all un-

der my feet, in the power of the Lord God,
and am in that which reigns over it all. And
through these things unity is decayed, and love

is waxed cold, and there is fainting in the way,

and the zeal for the name of the Lord perish-

eth, which ought to be among you. And
Tendings and tearings, biting and devouring

one another, and strivingfor mastery there is,

which ought not to be, which the wrath of

God is against. All this is out of the light,

out of the wisdom and counsel of God. ]SIy

spirit is vexed, and my heart is troubled within

me, because of these things (not for myself,

but for you, and for the glory of the Lord,

over whom I am jealous with a godly jealousy)

that you may not perish, nor his glory be de-

spised amongst the heathen. What mean you
tlms to deal against the Lord, in dishonoui

his name inthe sight ofthe enemy, even to the

wounding of your own souls, and to the pierc-

ing the hearts of the faithful, who have watched
over you, and been messengers of glad tidings

to you from the Lord ? Every one of you, in

particular, be awakened and stirred up, and
fear before the Lord ; and come to the light

which the Son of God has bghted you withal

;

and search your own hearts, and try yourselves.

that the ground of these things may be seen,

and condemned, and removed ; and love may
yet spring amongst you to the Lord, and one
to another. O Friends ! consider it was one
Father that begat you into the truth, which is

but one, by one Word of life, which is not di-

vided ; and you were begotten unto him, and
not unto yourselves. And Christ Jesus, which
is but one, the same to-day, yesterday, and for

er—who is thefoundation of God and abides

for ever

—

was preached unto you all to be the

reay, the trutli, the life, and salvation ; and
there is none besides him. Why then are there

divisions amongst you, and somefor one, and
some for another ? And herein are you car-

nal, and your minds abroad, and not staid upon
that which gives the increase : and all this is

to be judged with the life of God. Wherefore
I beseech you, in the fear of the Lord, as you
love him and his glory—yea, as you love your
own souls—come to the light, which lets you
see all this and condemns it ; and strive not

one with another, nor exalt yourselves one
above another ; but let all that be condemned

;

and all your evil surviisings, and foolish jea-

lousies, and separate worshippings, and back-

bitings, be brought to judgment ; and let

condemnation pass upon it all, never more to

appear to hinder your fellowship with the Lord.

And know the life of God in you all, which is

but one, which is not at strife, nor divided
;

d let that arise, that all vails may be taken

off', and hardness of heart judged, and the

countenance of the Lord may shine upon you,

when that exalted spirit which has appeared in

some is brought down ; of which I charge you
to beware, lest there be a total departing

from the Lord, and his name be reproached
through you amongst the heathen ; and it had
been better for such they had never been born.

Therefore I say unto you all, lay it to heart,

till the judgments of the Lord take it away,
nd purify your hearts from all these things

which ariselh out of that which is not of the

Father; that my joy maybe renewed, who
have been in travail for you, till Christ be
formed in you ; that he alone may rule in you,

over all these things, which are at enmity

against the light, and hinders your growth.

And if you yet harden your heart against re-

proof, who are stubborn ; well, the Lord will

ease him of his adversaries, and break you as
a potter's vessel. And though you oppress the

life of God for a moment, yet my peace with

him shall these things never take away; but

over all these things I tread, and am not of-

fended in him who is my peace for ever. And
though those things cause sadness of heart

yet the Lord giveth no cause ofsorrow to them
that arefaithful to him ; but will arise to con-

found all deceit and deceitful workers, who err

from his way, and count Ihe knowledge of his

ways a burden ; and of you all, though you
perish, I am clear ; who am not hated of the

Lord, though falsely judged by his enemies
over whom I trample as the "dust ; and the

living God gives victory over you all."

Whilst this epistle exhibits the fervent sol

citude of a true Christian for the recovery of

his erring brethren, it delineates, in striking

characters, the fatal results of a defection from
the faith of the gospel. Forsaking the Lord

Jesus, whom they had once acknowledged to

be " the way, the truth, the life and salvation,"

those persons imbibed prejudices against their

friends, listened to " evil surmises and secret

jealousies ;" and, as natural consequences,
•unity decayed," their "love waxed cold,"

nd division ensued
; some crying up one, and

some another, as their favourite leader. Not
more applicable to those " bad spirits" of that

day was this epistle of Edward Burrough,
than it is descriptive of the " exalted spirits"

of the present, whose conduct, in numerous
instances, has dishonoured the name of the
Lord in the sight of the world, and brought
reproach upon the Quaker character, which it

will not be in their power very soon to obli-

terate. Cause and effect are now similar with
those in Edward Burrough's day. Many have
severed from the " immutable foundation,"

until they have come to decry him who is ap-

pointed for God's salvation to the ends of the

earth ; they have broken the tie of Christian

fellowship, despised the authority of the dis-

cipline, and having nothing to bind them to-

gether, some are crying up one popular
preacher, and some another ; whilst others,

except so far as their pride is concerned, care
httle or nothing about t^ie matter in dispute,

or the existence of any religious society at all.

Multitudes may be attracted to the different

standards erected by ambitious "sect masters,"

the novelty or plausibility of whose notions

may please for a time ; but if a thousand of
these spring up, so long as they hold out
any other hope than that of Christ Jesus, they

will vanish, one after another, and convince
their disappointed expectants that they have
sold their birthright for a mess of pottage.

S—

.

CHRISTIANITY THE FOUNDATION OF
GOOD GOVERNxlIENT.

"The gospel of Jesus Christ is pure and holy ; it

requires holiness of heart and life, and enjoin.s sub-
ion to civil government as an ordinance of God.

The safety of all states depends upon religion ; it

ministers to social order, confers stability upon go-
vernment and laws, and gives security to property.
Religion, unfeignedly loved, perfecteth men's abilities

unto all kinds of virtuous services in the common^
wealth, while infidelity, immorali/y and sedition usu-
ally go hand in hand. Jn the present state of the

orld, infidelity is closely allied with the revolution-
ary question ; and, generally speaking, those who are
eager to revolutionize all existing governments, under
the ostensible pretence of promoting the Uberty and
prosperity of mankind, are alike iniidels in precept
and in practice. The one is a necessary consequence
of the other, for scepticism subverts the wholefounda-
tion of morals ; it not only tends to corrupt the moral
taste, but also promotes the growth of vanity, feroci-

ty and licentiousness. Hence, presumptuous and
impatient of subordination, these ' scoffers' and
'mockers' wish to follow the impulse of their own
lusts and depraved passions, and consequently hate
the salutary moral restraints, imposed by the ffospel.

The religion of Christ is a code of laws, as well as a
system of doctrines; a rule of practice as well as of
faith. It has certain conditions inseparably connect-
ed with thebelief of it, to which there is but too often

'

a great unwillingness to submit. Behef, to be reason-

able and consistent, must include obedience ; hence
arises the main objection to it. Cherishing unchris-

tian dispositions and passions in their bosoms, and
very frequently also devoted to unchristian practices,

which they will not consent to abandon, men pretend

to decide upon the evidences of a religion from which
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they have lillle to hope and much to fear, if it be true.

Therefore they labour to prove that the gospel is not
true, iu order that they may rid themselves of its in-

junctions; and to save themselves the trouble of a fair

and candid examination, they copy and reassert, with-
out acknowledgement, the oft refuted objections offor-
mer opposers of revelation. And as ridiculing religion

is the most likely way to depreciate truth in the sight

of the unreflecting multitude, scoffers, having no solid

argument to produce against revelation, endeavour
to burlesque some parts of it, a.ndfalseli/ charge ot/iers

tcith being contradictory ; they then affect to laugh at

it, and get supej:/icial thinkers to laugh with them. At
length Ihey succeed in persuading themselves that it

is a forgery, and then throw the rein loose on the
neck of their evil propensities. The history of revo-
lutionary France, the avowed contempt of religion,

morbid insetisibililj/ to morals, desecrated sabbaths, and
abandonment to the amusements the most frivolous
and dissipating, which still prevail in that country,
as well as on the other parts of the continent, the
rapid strides with which infidelity is advancino- in

various parts of Germany, and the efforts which althi:
time are making to disseminate the same deadlij princi-
ples among every class of society in our omi country,
are all so many confirmations of the truth of the
New Testament prophecies."

" There shall come scoffers and mockers, walking
after their own lusts, who separate t/umsehes by apos^
tacy, sensual, not having the spirit, lovers of their owr
sehes, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedien
to parents, unlkankfiU, unholy, without natural affec-

-breakers, false accusers, incontinent,
sers of those that are good, traitors, heady,
', lovers ofpleasure more than lovers of God;m ofgodliness, but denying thepower Ihere-

ceive the end thereof, even salvation ; and there is

none but such as endure to the end, that can be sav-
ed—even to the end of the work of God—of the new-
creation of God in Christ Jesus."

The two following paragraphs are from the
Church Register of 3d inst.

The testimony of Captain Parry, the conductor of the
polar expedition, to the good effects of religious in-
struction on seamen.

" I have lately had the honour," said Captain Parry
at a public meeting- in London, " and I may truly say

lion

fierce, desp

highminde.

having afi
of."

We extract the following from a small tract

by W. Shewen, with the title " Counsel to the
Christian Traveller." There is a simplicity of
expression, and an unclion in it, which seem
calculated to arrest attention and make
fitable impression.

pro-

Look"Hast thou put thy hand to the plougl
not back : keep it there till the fallow ground be
ploughed up, and the briars and thorns rooted out
and destroyed

; that the seed may grow up iu thee
to perfection.

" Hast thou known the kingdom, and the,power in
which it stands, like a little leaven hid in three mea-
sures of meal.' Hinder not its working: let it lea-
ven the whole lump.

" Dost thou know the field where the pearl ofgreat
price is hid .' Then dig deep and find it ; and when
thou hast found it, sell all and purchase it ; and then
thou wilt be the wise merchantman indeed.

"Hast thou travelled out of Egypt, through the
Red Sea and wilderness.' and hast thou known the
right arm of the Lord accompanying thee, and sup-
porting thee in thy trials, temptations and beset-
ments thou hast met with therein .' Keep still to
tlie same arm and power that hath called, led, and
sustained thee hitherto, and it will bring thee into
the promised land ; and not only so, but l^e will give
thee a possession therein, and destroy thy enemies
that did possess it. Thou wilt have a house given
thee, thou didst not build ; a vineyard, thou didst not
plant; and a well, thou didst not dig, which shall
spring up in thee to everlasting life. Thou shalt sit
under thy own vine, and under thy own fig-tree, and
lie down where none can make thee afraid. Thou
shalt be blessed in thy basket and in thy store ; in
thy going out and coming in ; lying down and rising
up. These blessings shall assuredly attend thee, as
thou lovest the day of small things, and art faithful
m following the Lord, who hath appeared by his
light and grace to thee, for thy perfect redemption,
restoration and everlasting salvation.

" I say, thou wilt certainly enjoy and inherit these
things, and receive not only addition of virtue,
knowledge, temperance, patience, &c. to thy faith'
but also the very end of thy faith ; for faith and
hope have an end, and it is a blessed thing to re-

1 of commanding British seamenthe ha
circumstances requiring the utmost activity, implicit
and immediate obedience, and the most rigid atten-
tion to discipline and good order; and J am sure,
that the maintenance of all these was, in a great mea-
sure, owing to the blessing of God upon our humble
endeavours to improve the religious and moral cha-
racter of our men. In the schools established on
board our ships during the winter, Teligion was made
the priinary object ; and the result was every way gra-
tifying and satisfactory. It has convinced me that
true religion is so far from being a hinderance to the
arduous duties of that station in which it has pleased
Providence to cast the seaman's lot, that, on the con-
trary, it will always incite him to their performance,'
from the highest and most powerful of motives ; and
I will venture to predict, that, as this spring of action
is more and more introduced among our seamen,
they will become such as every Englishman w-o
wish to see them. To this fact, at least, I can, oi
small scale, bear the most decided testimony ; a

the friends of religion will feel a pleasure in having
the fact announced, that the very best seame
board the Hecia—such, I mean, as were always call-
ed upon in any cases of extraordinary emergency
were, without exception, those who had thought the
most seriously on religious subjects ; and that, if ;

still more scrupulous selection were to be made ou
of that number, the choice would fall, without hesita
tion,on two or thn jvidu usposi-
tions and sentiments eminenlly Christian."

The Cherokees have now a well organized system
of government. The executive of the nation
sists of a principal chief and assistant, with three
executive counsellors, all elected by the legislative
body. The legislative body consists of two branches,
a national committee, and a national council. Th
message of the principal chief, communicated at tiv

opening of the session of the general council on the
15th of October last, is described as a well w
judicious and pertinent state paper.

Tlie level of the Ma.—There is, perhaps, nothing
hich illustrates, in a more striking manner, the e:~
:t accordance of Nature's phenomena with the fe
jneral expressions or laws which describe them all,

lan the perfect level of the ocean as a liquid surface.
The sea never rises or falls in any place, even one

,
but in obedience to fixed laws; and these

changes may generally be foreseen and allowed for.
" instance, the eastern trade winds and other causes
force the water of the ocean towards the African
coast, so as to keep the waters of the Red Sea about
twenty feet above the general ocean level ; and the
Mediterranean Sea is a little below that level, because
the evaporation from it is greater than the supply of
its rivers—causing it to receive an additional supply
by the Strait of Gibraltar; but in all such cases, the
ffect is as constant as the disturbing cause, and

therefore can be calculated upon with confidence.
Were it not for this perfect exactness, in what a pre-
carious state would the inhabitants exist on the sea-
shores and on the banks of low rivers ! Few of the
nhabitants of London, perhaps, reflect, when stand-
ng close by the side of their noble river, and gazing
on the rapid flood-tide pouring inland through the
bridges, that, although sixty miles from the sea, they
are placed as low as persons sailing upon its face,
where, perhaps, at the time, there may be tossing
waves, covered v/ith wrecks and the drowning. In
Holland, which is a low flat, formed chiefly by the
mud and sand brought down by the Rhine and neigh-

bouring rivers, much of the country is really below
the level of the common spring tides, and is only
protected from daily inundations by artificial dykes
or ramparts of great strength. What awful uncer-
tainty would hang over the existence of the Dutch,
if the level of the sea were subject to change ; for,
while we know the water of the ocean to be seven-
teen miles higher at the equator than at the poles,
owing to the centrifugal force of the earth's rotation,
^vere the level now established, from any cause, to
be suddenly changed but ton feet, millions of human
beings would be the victims.

—

Scotsman.

Light of the glow-shell.—The animals which inha-
bit shells of the genus Pholas, have the property
of emitting .a phosphorescent liquor, which shines
with brilliancy, and illuminates whatever it touches.
This was observed, even by the ancients ; and Pliny
tells us that the Pholas shines in the mouth of the
person who eats it, and renders the hands and clothes
luminous, when brought in contact with them.

—

Many interesting experiments were made on this
luminous matter, by the academicians of Bologna
and the celebrated French naturalist, Reaumur. It
was found that its brilliancy was in proportion to its

freshness ; but, even in a dry state, the phosphores-
cence may be revived by the application of fresh or
salt water, though brandy, or ardent spirit of any
kind, immediately extinguishes it ; and all the acids
destroy it entirely. The luminous water, when pour-
d upon fresh calcined gypsum, rock-crystal, or sugar,
becomes more vivid. JVlilk, rendered luminous by the
liquor, loses its phosphorescence when mixed with
sulphuric acid, but recovers it on the addition of car-
bonate of potash. A single Pholas renders seven
ounces of inilk so beautifully luminous, that it makes
all the surrounding objects visible in the dark. But
when the milk is excluded from the air, the light is

extinguished. Ditt'erently coloured substances are
powerfully aff"ected by this kind of light. White ap-
pears to imbibe and emit the greatest quantity : yel-
low aud green in less proportrous. Red will hardly
emit any light, and violet the least of all, when the
Pholas is put into glasses tinged with these several
colours.—Z>7-. Green's Christian Advocate.

Ornithological Ventriloquist.—The celebrat-

ed Monsieur Alexandre, whose powers of ven-
triloquism have been so much admired, seems
to be outdone in liis art by an American bird,

the yellow-breasted chat (Pipra Polyglotta).
When the haunt of this bird is approached, he
scolds the intruder in an endless variety of odd,
uncouth monosyllables, difficult to describe, but
easily imitated so as to deceive the bird him-
self, and draw him onwards to a good distance.

In this case, his responses are constant and
rapid, strongly expressive of anxiety and an-
ger ; and while the bird is always unseen, the
voice shifts from place to place among the
bushes, as if proceeding from a spirit. First

are heard short notes, like the whistling of a
duck's wings, beginning loud and rapid, and
becoming lower and slower till they end in de-

tached notes. Then succeeds something hke
the barking of young puppies, followed by a
variety of guttural sounds like those of the same
quadruped, and ending like the mewing of a
cat, but much hoarser. All these are given

with great vehemence, and in different keys,

so as to appear sometimes at a great distance,

and instantly again quite near you. In mild,

serene, moon-light nights, it continues this

otley medley of ventriloquism, the whole
night long, responding to its own echoes.

Amer. Ornithology.

A man's nature runs either to herbs or

weeds ; therefore let him seasonably water the

one and destroy the other.

—

Bacon.
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T^H TRXEND.
riRST MONTH, 10, 1829.

About thirty pages of the last number of

the London Quarterly Review (lately come to

hand) are occupied, in what has besn, to us, a

very interesting article; the subject of which

is, the works and character of the celebrated

William Paley. We have marked several pass-

ages, which, having derived from them both

instruction and delight, we propose, on some
future occasion, to introduce into our co-

lumns; but the immediate purpose of bringing

the article under notice, is, for the sake of a

aliort extract strikingly appropriate to the pre-

sent times, and to which our readers will not

find much difficulty, in discovering what class

of people and course of events constitute, at

least in all the material points of resemblance,

a parallel case.

After stating that one extreme was destined

to beget its opposite—that the effect of the

reign of puritanical extravagance was to bring

all religion, for a season, into contempt—that

this, by re-action, was followed by what is term-

ed the age of buffoonery, which laughed reh-

gion for a while out of countenance, and that

tills latter was again succeeded, and through

the force of the same re-action, by the age of
reason,* the reviewers proceed to draw the

following truly graphic sketch.

" The total corruption of human nature, and

the utter helplessness of man, had long been

subjects of vehement declamation; and now it

was found out that this weakness and inability

were all a mistake; that he had native powers

capable of nearly universal obedience—and,

that so far from being the passive recipient of

God's grace, (as had been taught,) let him

have but his own prudence for his deity, and

he scarcely wanted any otiier. As human per-

fection was thus exalted, the nature and office

of a Redeemer were brought low. The fran-

tic voices of the generation that was gone, had

sung hosannas for his second and immediate

coming to reign with his saints upon earth, and

buid the great dragon; and now, on the other

hand, it began to be discovered that Arius

might not be wrong in his less elevated views

of the ]Messiah"s person ; nay, that even they

were to be heard, who maintained him to be a

great and good man after all, who testified the

truth of his mission, and sincerity of his doc-

trine, by the sacrifice of his life. In com-

pliance with the spirit of an age thus rational,

Christianity was gravely preached as a mere

republication of natural rehgion; ******* the

miracles were regarded as stumbling blocks to

the wise men of the times, and some were re-

solved by natural causes, and some were alle-

gorical, and some were attacked (in order that

The obloquy of a more open and manly assault

might be escaped) through the sides of the

spurious miracles which succeeding ages of

imposture and credulity had brought to the

birth. Nay, even where the philosophy of the

day had not actually sapped the principles of

* Alluding to the state of religion in England i

the early and middle part of tiie last century.

the faith ; where the leading doctrines of the

gospel were acknowledged, and occasionally

insisted on from the pulpit, inferior motives

were constantly urged, to the partial, if not

total eclipse of those which ought to be brought
prominently forward by the Christian preacher,

and the language of ethical Seneca or Tully

was made to supersede that of the evangelical

Paul."

We derive the following from the number
of the " Christian Advocate" of the 2d inst.

published in New York, and insert it, in the

hope, that it will meet the eyes of some, to

whom it may serve as a profitable warning.

DIED,
At Wheeling, Virginia, on the 13th ult. Mr. Carl-

ton Miller, in tlie 25th year of his age. For the pro-

priety of extending this notice beyond the limits of a

simple announcement, the dying request of the de-

ceased is pleaded. Often and earnestly did he de-

sire, that in the address which should be delivered

upon the occasion of his funeral, and in the notice of

his death which should appear in the public papers,

his hearty and entire renunciation of infidelity, and
his full conviction of the truth of Christianity,

should be formally made known. He further A
ed, that, accompanying this statement, should be

that of his serious protestation, that the change in

liis sentiments was produced only by the study of

the Bible, and reflection ; without the intervention

of any efforts on the part of believers in Christianity,

or any influence whatever, except the fearful dis-

covery of the utter insufficiency of his former prin-

ciples to support him in his evident approach to-

wards the grave. He professed to the gentleman

who wrote down a series of conversations upon these

subjects as they respectively occurred, that he had

no bitterness of feeling or enmity towards those, who,
by corrupting his principles, had led him astray

from the path of peace and safety; but contrariwise,

lie loved and pitied, and freely forgave them ; de-

voutly praying they might see their error before it

should be too late. To the question if he had been

perfectly easy and at rest in infidelity, he replied

with great emphasis, and a raised tone of voice,

'Never! No. Never!' and added, 'How absurd to

talk about reason, and deny the truth of the Bible.'

The case of our deceased friend and brother, is one

of the many eiemphfications of the inadequacy of

infidelity to support the mind in the awful moment
of dissolution ; and we rejoice to add, upon the best

and most unequivocal proofs, his case is one of the

millions, which, in every age, have testified to the

sulBciency of the hopes and consolations of the gos-

pel of Christ—of the hopes and consolations which

cheered and animated tlie minds of such men as

lord chief justice Hale, Pascal, Newton, Boyle,

Locke, Addison, Johnson, Boerhaave, Lord Lyttleton,

Baron Halier, Sir William Jones, Beattie, and very

many other distinguished laymen (divines are de-

signedly omitted) who applied their mighty intel-

lects to the investigation and elucidation of the evi-

dence of the Christian records, Mr. Miller died in

the triumphs of Christian faith.

—

Fir. Statesman.

An article has been in our possession seve-

ral weeks, in the hand writing of one whose

contributions we highly estimate, in reply to

the review of Cardell which we published.

Circumstances not necessary to mention, oc-

casioned its insertion to be deferred, but we
shall assign a place for it in our next.

Chemical Experiment.—Draw a landscape

on paper with common Indian ink, represent-

ing a winter scene or mere outline; the foliage

to be painted with muriate of cobalt, (green,)

muriate of copper, (yellow.) and acetate of

cobalt, (blue;) all of which colours dry invi

sible; but, on the screen being held near the

fire, the gentle warmth will occasion the trees,

flowers, &.C. to display themselves in their na-

tural colours, and winter is magically changed

to spring. As the paper cools, the colours

disappear; and the elllct may be repeated as

often as required.

The White Stone and New Name.

" To him that overcometh, will I give to eat

of the hidden manna ; and will give him a

white stone, and in that stone a new name
written, which no man knoweth, saving he

that receiveth it." Rev. ii. 17.

By the " white stone" and the " new name"
here promised by Jesus Christ, he means that

he will give a secret token of his love to the

soul, whereby it shall rest assured of the un-

speakable love of God, and freedom from

condemnation. The Athenians had a custom,

when malefactors were accused and arraigned,

to have black and white stones by them; and

so, according to the sentence pronounced,

those who were condemned had a black stone,

and those who were acquitted had a white

stone, given to them. To this custom the

Holy Ghost here alludes. This stone, this

seal, shall assure those who receive it, of ab-

solute acquittance from condemnation; and so

free them from the cause of fear. Again,

Christ will give " a new name;" that is, he

will write the sentence of absolution in fair

letters on the white stone, with a clear evi-

dence. As if he should say, (when Christ

hath seen a man overcoming, and how he hath

conflicted with temptations, and yet holds out,

pressing for the crown to the end of the race,)

Christ will come in, and ease him of all his

pains and sores, with such a sweet refreshing

as is unspeakable.

—

Archbishop Usher.

Beet Sugar.—At a dinner lately given by
the town of Amiens to the king of France,

there was placed on the table opposite the

king, an immense column composed of sugar,

manufactured from the beet root, at Franvel-

lers, near that town. The column consisted of

four different qualities of refined sugar, and
crystals of raw sugar formed the pedestals.

Pain and sickness, shame and reproach,

poverty and old age, nay, death itself, consid-

ering the shortness of their duration, and the

advantage we may reap from them, do not de-

serve the name of evils.

A good mind may bear up under them with

fortitude, and with cheerfulness of heart—the

tossing of a tempest does not discompose him
which he is sure will bring him to a joyful har-

bour.

—

Addison.

God, in the failure of our earthly comforts,

intends not our mortification and ruin, but our

wisdom and improvement. He thereby teaches

us our dependence; it summons us to the ob-

servation of his providence; and levels not the

hope and joy, but the pride and self-sufficiency

of man.

—

Hunter.
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FOR THE FRIEND,

OBSERVATIONS
On " A Review of CardeWs Grammar."

When the receipt of this icell leritten

was announced, with the promise of its early

insertion, it was natural for those who had felt

an interest in the subject, and more especially

for the personal friends of the author, to hope
that the public would now be gratified with an

able and candid examination of the system

which has been recently offered to publ:

ceptance. It is well known that this author

has pursued a course widely different from that

in which most of his predecessors have trod,

It is also known to those who had the oppor-

tunity of an intimate acquaintance with him,

that, while he announced his opinions with the

firmness of a man who thought for himself, and
well understood the subject upon which he
ventured to treat, lie did not forget, that, wh
he was endeavouring to expose and refute the

errors of others, he was also fallible. He had
adopted a set of opinions, which, to most of

his readers, appeared entirely new, and which
are certainly at variance with the common doc-

trines of the schools; and, viewing himself as

upon a field, in which his course was not pre-

scribed by authority, nor enlightened by the

luminaries of grammatical science, he felt

anxious that his doctrines should be examined
by those who were competent to understand

tliem, and who would decide upon them ac-

cording to reason and truth. He anxiously

sought the most scrutinizing eyes, and asked

the judgment of those who could decide upon
principle, and not by names and authorities.

On this account, he desired his opponents to

appear armed with all the objections to which
his system was obnoxious. He solicited the

detection of his errors, ifsuch were to be found,

in order, as he repeatedly declared, that if his

system was radically unsound, it might be
speedily abandoned; or, if true, it might be per-

fected and generally embraced.

As it required no extraordinary discernment

to perceive, from the editorial remarks, that

the reviewer did not agree with his author, it

was a subject of regret that he did not exhibit

his objections while the author was aUve to de-

fend his principles or acknowledge his errors.

To the personal friends of the author it must

have been obvious, that a review, in which his

general doctrines were opposed, following his

bier, must have borne an ungenerous appear-
ance, unless conducted with peculiar delicacy.

At least, they had a right to expect, that, how-
ever the reviewer might feel himself bound to

differ in opinion from his author, he would very

cautiously spare the man, and not permit the

shaft either of invective or satire to invade tiie

sanctuary of the grave. Knowing, as they

did, the unusually amiable character of the

man, they had a right to demand that he should

be permitted to sleep unassailed, till the

wounds of friendship should have time to heal

and the turf on his breast to assume its wonted
verdure.

ut how has the delicate task been execut-
ed ? We are presented with a preamble, which,
for any thing I can perceive, would do as well
for an exordium to a review of any other trea-

tise on grammar that ever was written. In this

the writer has given a portrait of tiie character
and attainments which ougiit to mark all those
" who aspire to the honours of authorship by
writing on grammar," without condescending
to inform us, at least not expUcitly, whether
the subject of the review was or was not dis-

tinguished by the lineaments which he has im-

pressed on the picture. W'hether this intro-

duction was intended to give vent to the ex-

uberance of thought, or to supply the want of
it, I shall not presume to decide, but leave the

readers of" The Friend" to imbibe, from those

sage reflections, and the profound quotations
from Ben Jonson, all the wisdom and know-
ledge which are attainable from so much la-

bour and learning.

Having got safely through his introduction,

he seems at length to arrive upon the threshold

of his subject, and to hold up an expectation

of a brief and clear review of his author's sys-

tem. But, alas ! the first paragraph of this

clear review resembles one of those distorted

caricatures with which political opponents

sometimes satirize each other, wherein just

enough of the features is preserved to enable

an acquaintance to recognize the original, but

not to furnish a stranger with one correct idea.

To reconcile, with truth and fact, the assertion

of the reviewer, that his author had not scru-

pled to ui-ge exclusive pretensions to the whole
arena of grammatical science ; and that the

world of mankind are called upon to vindicate

his claim to universal empire over tongues and

guages, appears to require more ingenuity

or ignorance than falls to the share of the

generahty of readers. When the author stands

before us in his proper habiliments, he appears

very different character from the arrogant

coxcomb which the reviewer has made him.

Compare the paraphrase, pages 49, 50, with

the text.

His own words are:—" Tlie contradiclory,

deficient, and inapplicable directions observ-

able in the most popular works on grammar,
are different from any thing to which we arc

accustomed at the present day in other scien-

tificpursuits. These were very perplexing in

practice to the author, as they doubtless are to

others who claim the right of thinking for

themselves, and of rejecting what they find un-

true. The remarkable difference of writers

from each other, even in the same language,
and still more, the evident variance fiom phi-

losophic truth, showed that there must be
something very defective in the manner of con-

ducting the inquiry. Every extension of re-

search to determine where the error lay, cniy

accumulated the mass of inconsistency under ,

the name of learning. Uniform experience

proved, that, what is directly opposed to fact

and good sense in plain English, cannot be
made true by the best quotations from Latin

and Greek. Under all these perplexities, it

appeared too daring to suppose that the per-

sons to whom the civilized world looked up for

instruction in language, while difflsring from
each other in such numerous particulars, were
all wrong alike in the main points; and that the

causes of their endless disputes were the im-

proper assumptions on which their whole train

of reasoning was founded. The mass of evi-

dence, however, which tended to this helicf,

was constantly increasing."

The assertion, tliat the grand purpose of the

three treatises whose titles are placed at the

head of the review, is to disparage the writ-

ings of preceding grammarians, by proving
them to be made up of bewildering technicali-

ties and unreasoning pedantry, without mean-
ing or apjffication, appears to me totally gra-

tuitous and unfounded. Does the reviewer
design to adhere to his own definition of a

grammarian, and to assert that the grand pur-
pose of his author was to disparage the writ-

ings of those among his predecessors " who
habitually use the best diction," or does he
limit the term to writers on grammar? Even
in this limited sense, the charge is much too

broad and unqualified. The remark of the

author, out of which these words are selected,

applies to a part only of the writings of his

predecessors; and the object is evidently not

to disparage their labours, but to point out the

errors into which, he believed, they had gene-

rally fallen.

The declaration of the reviewer, that his au-

thor had entered the lists against the gramma-
rians, under the persuasion that they were
wrong in every thing, even in their simplest

notion of what grammar is, manifests a degree

f inattention to accuracy which is hardly ex-

cuseable in one who treats the works of an-

other with so little ceremony. Tlie author
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has not, as I can perceive, made (he assertion

himscll', nor is his definition of the olsject of

grammar incompatible with that given by a

large number of his precursors. A definition

thiee hundred years old is rather young to

prove an immemorial usage, and too old to

prove a present one. A custom in English

law is not good if it can be shovir to have ori-

ginated since the time of Richara I. But even

this definition does not answer his purpose.

The word bene does not necessarily include

every species of excellence. A squirrel is a

very active quadruped, is a sentence to which

little objection could be made. Substitute

oyster for squirrel, and the sentence would be

equally grammatical; but whether equally

good, would be a question not of grammar but

of natural history.

But how is grammar defined by modern
writers ? Grammar is the science of speaking

correctly—the art which teaches the relation

of words to each other.

—

Johnson''s Dictionary.

Grammar, wiiich is the art of using words pro-

perly, comprises four parts, orthography, ety-

mology, synta.x, and prosody.

—

Dr. Johnson's

Grammar. Under which of these four heads

does the choice of the best diction fall ?

English grammar is the art of speaking and
writing the English language with propriety.—Murray.

English grammar is the art of writing and
speaking the English language correctly.

—

Goold Brown.
Grammar is the art of speaking and writing

correctly.

—

Adams' Latin Grammar.
Grammar is the science of letters; the art of

writing and speaking any language properly.— Ross'' do.

Grammar, in general, teaches to speak and
write with propriety.

—

Davidson's do.

These authors, and a host of others that

might be quoted, follow the division of John-
son. To say that this necessarily includes the

best diction, is about as accurate as to assert

tliat correct writing, considered as a part of

the grammatical art, includes the best forma-

tion of the letters. The difference between
W. S. CardeU's definition of grammar and that

of his predecessors is simply this:—He has ob-

served something like a lawyer's accuracy, by
introducing words of exclusion as well as de-

scription. He has told us what grammar is

not as well as what it is; while they have mere-
ly told us what it is. Does this prove that he
was fully persuaded they were wrong in every

thing ? If the reviewer supposed his author to

be wrong in every thing, he must of course be-

lieve, that his opinion of what grammar is,

could not be the same as that of his predeces-
sors; and, therefore, the best diction must be
included, because his author has declared that

it is not. But supposing the opinion of the

reviewer on this point to be correct, where
will it lead us ? None but the best masters of
style can write or speak grammatically. Take
any sentence whatever, and ask whetlier it is

grammatical or not; how are we to determine
the question ? Not by examining whether the

words are in strict accordance with each other,

whether the plain rules of syntax are observed,

but whether the best diction has been employ-
ed. And who can venture to assert that there

THE FRIEND.

is no possible combination of words better

suited to the sentiment than those employed
If grammatical language necessarily includes

the best diction, then it follows that we have
but one grammatical writer in a language, and
he must be that one who uses the best diction

of which that language is susceptible.

(_To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

We have made the following extract from
the last London Magazine. The analysis of

the " hst of petitions and private bills in pa
liament" has thrown much light upon the

organization of society in England, and open
ed some striking views of the national condi

tion. We think the facts developed by this

examination furnish abundant proof of the in

vigorating influence of free institutions, and
of the advantage which results to society from
entrusting to individual enterprise and exertion

the planning and execution of those great pub-

lic improvements which so essentially promote
the general welfare. After a survey of the

gigantic public works and the well arranged

private conveniences which are met with ir

every part of England, one cannot help con
trasting them with what has been done by

other nations ; and we can almost excuse the

tincture of exaggeration which is visible ir

the following passage. Referring to the num
ber of petitions presented to parliament, and
the number of bills passed, for purposes of

improvement, the writer exultingly remarks :

We have thus the satisfaction of knowing, that

wherever there are inconveniences to be remedied,
such as tlie existence of common fields, as in inclo-

sure bills—wlierever there are new comforts and ac-

commodations to be introduced, such as the bills for

local imiirovements—wherever the public communi-
cations of the country, whether roads, canals, rivers,

or railways, are to be improved, or newly called forth

—wherever commerce demands new docks and har-

bours—still the activity and wealth of the people ii

ever on the alert, to call forth the individual re-

sources of the nation, to accomplish these objects ir

tlie best way which the scientific ability of the age
can devise ;—and all that parliament requires, is to

be satisfied that, in the anxiety to accomplish a local

good, the rights of private property, or the proper
interests of the public generally, are not disregarded.

It is thus that the capital and industry of the British

people is filling the country with the most eflorious

monuments of civilization ;—asking no support from
the government, and allowing no interference beyond
the preliminary step of a legislative sanction. It

would, perhaps, not be too much to assert, that the

public improvements of England alone, in one year,

are more extensive and important than those of all

the rest of Europe ;—and the reason is, that the peo-
ple originate those measures, for their own benefit

;

while, in other countries, not excepting France,
where the commercial principle is still imperfectly
understood, every improvement depends upon the
government. One of our poets, looking round upon
the great monuments of an industrious generation,
harbours, bridges, roads, and aqueducts, e.xclaims :

—

Tlicse are imperial works, and worthy kings I

We, in less stately, but more philosophical language,
say of the steady progress of these, and of much
more important undertakings, that the poetry of the
last century never dreamt of.—these are the works of
an industrious, and of a rich, because of a free,

people; and they are worthy the laws by which the
rights of property are every where respected, and
which require only of the government impartiality to

sanction, but not to interfere with, the natural course
of public spirit.

The system of inclosures has been carried

to such an extent during the last quarter of a
century, that but little waste land remains in

England, which will, at the present rate of

corn, give a return for the capital necessary.

It has been stated that England, with a surface of

thirty-two millions of acres, has only three and a

half millions of uncultivated wastes, capable of im-
provement ; whilst Scotland has six million acres of
good waste land uncultivated, out of nineteen mil-

lions ; and Ireland five millions, out of the same
aggregate number. Ireland, however, as we have
just remarked, presents peculiar inducements for the

application of capital very largely to the improve-
ment of her generous soil ; but the unhappy divi-

sions of her people render all these natural advan-
tages wholly useless.

A bill was passed, for the regulation of the

Dublin Steam Packet Company ; and the writer

observes :

—

The enormous increase in this branch of our na-
vigation, will demand the constant attention of the

legislature. The unceasing intercourse with Ireland,

by way of Holyhead and Liverpool, must operate an
entire change in the relative situation of the two isl-

ands. The single fact of the extent, the rapidity,

and the certainty, of this intercourse, is sufficient to

make us laugh to scorn the rhapsodists who talk of
the separation of the countries ; but, on the other
hand, it is equally clear that the violent differences

which convert the mutual dependence of England
and Ireland into a curse instead of a blessing, cannot
long co-exist with this splendid invention, which has
really destroyed the space by which they were sepa-
rated. Whatever affects the prosperity of Ireland
must now be felt to the heart's core in England. We
cannot there have a starving population, with our
own labourers thriving and happy ;—we cannot there
tolerate and encourage, by our short-sighted laws,
the hateful divisions which suspend all national im-
provement, whether of the face of the country or
the intellects of the people, while wo remain quiet
and indifferent spectators. This is as it ought to be.

When Ireland was separated by a stormy sea, over
which navigation had only feebly triumphed, the
people and the government of England were indiffe-

rent to her welfare ; and the sighs of the oppressed
were heard not in the far-offcity of the oppressor.

But that day is passed. It would be quite as ration-

al and politic to talk, in the year 1828,of the kingdom
of Kent, or the kingdom of Northumbria, possessing
any separate privileges or disabilities, as to suppose
that the insular position of Ireland offered a reason
for denying her equal laws. It is delightful to see
how the progress of general knowledge and mecha-
nical invention obtains a conquest, not only over
brute matter, but over what are infinitely more diffi-

cult to subdue^the passions, and prejudices, and in-

terests of any dominant party amongst mankind.

The following quotation furnishes some in-

formation, respecting the old and overgrown
metropolis of England, which, we confess, sur-

prised us. We contemplate with great com-
placency the improvements which have taken
place in our own city

; but they are trifles,

as to extent, compared with the following

statement. In another respect, as regards
their utility, they may not, perhaps, be of in-

ferior importance to the comfort of our citi-

zens.

The building improvements in the metropolis, and
in the principal towns throughout the country, are
amongst the most characteristic evidences of the ac-
tive and enterprising spirit of our generation—and,
what is of far more importance, of the habits of
cleanliness, the desire for comfort, the abhorrence of
close and crowded streets, which distinguish us from
our forefathers. The huddhng together of London,
at a time when land was ofmuch less value, making
every allowance for the difference of the currency.
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than at prosciit, is a singular instance of the influ-

ence of habit, liowever inconvenient and ridiculous,

upon tiie folk of " the good old times." The narrow
streets of all ancient towns of England were con-
structed principally with regard to the facilities which
this crowded arrangement offered for defence, in a
period when property was either exposed to the de-
predations of border foes, or when it was necessary
for almost every town to take a part in the horrible
civil contests that prevailed for two centuries a-
mongst us. What was at first necessity, in pro-
gress oftime became choice ; and thus London, after
the fire, was restored upon the old, inconvenient,
and unhealthy principle. But we are getting wiser

;

property in the city is too valuable for its owners to

give up their shops and wareliouses in close and dingy
thoroughfares ; but they are more careful of their
comforts and enjoyments than their fathers ; they
come to their houses of business in the day, and re-
tire in the evening to their snug and happy villas.

The same rational system is pursued in most of the
great manufacturing towns; and thus the altered ha-
bits of tlie people have as much contributed to the
extension of cities and their suburbs, as the increase
of the population. While this increase has been in
tn-enty years at the rate of 31 per cent., the increase
of houses has only been at the rate of 30 per cent.
But tlie improvements of the metropolis, within the
last ten years, have been especially directed to the
great objects of clearing the important, because
wealthy and fashionable parts of the town, of v/retch-
edly-crowded hovels, to substitute for them splendid
private residences and shops. Whatever may be Mr.
Nash's architectural defects, in matters of detail, this
country is under great obligations to him, for the
conception and execution of Regent Street and the
Regent's Park. He has done something to redeem
London from the imputation of being the u,

capital in the world ; and few cities, even those of
Italy, of which we speak as wonders of architectural
magnificence, can present a drive equal to that from
the Opera House to the Zoological Gardens. One
of the bills of the late session is connected with the
improvement of the Regent's Park. Another im-
portant improvement, that of Charing Cross and the
neighbourhood of St. Martin's church, has been also
before parliament, with reg-ard to some of its details.
When completed, this will probably be the most
splendid part of London. In the execution of this
plan it will be necessary to remove six hundred
houses, many of them of a very inferior description,
and most in crowded situations, whose poverty and
filth are skinned over, as it were, by the wealth and
splendour of the neighbouring thoroughfares. The
commissioners for this new street have already agreed
for five liundred houses out of the number ; and the
removal of many is, at this moment, proceeding with
great activity. The other great improvement°of the
metropolis, which has received the legislative sanc-
tion, is that of Covent Garden Market ; and the plans
upon which this extensive work is to be executed pro-
mise not only to remove an increasing nuisance, but
to render this market one of the most beautiful ar-
rangements of London, increasing the value of pro-
perty to an almost incalculable extent.

become all head and heart,
circulation through the f

Th(

" In France," says M. Dupin, " during a period
of profound peace, the government does not grant,
for the support of the roads, one-third of the amount
which is supplied by the public of England alone, of
which the superficies does not equal one-third of
France ;" and this neglect arises from the govern-
ment meddling with every thing.

The improvement of Great Britain in her internal
communicaUons, is perhaps the most extraordinary
circumstance in the records of civilization. It is im-
possible to contemplate our roads, our canals, and,
within tliese few years, our railways, without a senti-
ment of national pride, which philosophy would
scarcely ask us to repress. The turnpike roads of
England alone extend twenty thousand miles ; and
upwards of a million sterling is annually bestowed
upon their repair and maintenance. The rapidity,
the precision, and the security with which the whole
commyuication of the kingdom is thus carried on, is
one of the principal causes of our astonishing com-
mercial activity. Through the agency of the post,
and the mflueuce of the public journals, the country

ircuiauon tlirough the extremities of the systei;
every pulsation of the political machine vibrates from
the centre to the circumference, and from the cir-
cumference to the centre.

It is about seventy years since the first lateral na-
vigable canal was commenced in England. At the
present time, there are nearly eighty canal companie:
in operation, who have expended thirty millions ir

their undertakings, and make a yearly dividend of
eight hundred thousand pounds upon their capital.
The canal bills which have passed durino- the session
of 1828, are the Tralee and the Ulste^^both in Ire-
land ; and the Welland, in Canada. The two Irish
canals are not newly estabUshed ; these bills are for
improvement. The bills for the improvement of na-
vigable rivers also passed, are the Aire and Calder,
the Louth navigation, and the Portsmouth and
Arundel navigation. It appears, from the twenty-
fourth Caledonian Canal Report, that the total ex-
penditure upon that magnificent, but unprofitable
work, has been nine hundred and seventy-seven
thousand pounds. The produce of the tonnage rate
is insufficient to pay the annual expenses. The
depth of water in this canal, which may be relied
upon for the passage of vessels, is fifteen feet. It is

proposed to increase the depth to twenty feet through-
out, at an estimated e-xpense of forty-one thousand
pounds.

The extension of the system of railways is pro-
bably a principal cause that not a single canal bill

for England passed through parliament during the
late session. The violent opposition at first made to
the establishment of railways, by the canal proprie-
tors, subsided into a calmer estimate, not only of the
mpossibility of successfully opposing any system, if
ts excellence be satisfactorily demonstrated, but of
the peculiar advantage of railways, for the transport
of light goods, in particular. It is thus that the
Marquis of Stafford, who is deeply interested in the
Duke of Bridgewater's canals, has not only with-
drawn his opposition to the Liverpool and Manches
ter railway, but has become one of the largest share-
holders in that magnificent undertaking. The bilh
for railways, which, during the last session, have
passed through parliament, are, the Avon and Glou-
cestershire, the Bolton and Leigh, the Bridgend
the Bristol and Gloucestershire, the Canterbury and
Whistable, the Clarence (Durham), the Commercial
Road, the Liverpool and Manchester, the Llanelly,
the Nantile, and the Stockton and Darlington. Each
of these undertakings promises the

Its to the propri
satisfactory

. . untry. The
hares of the Liverpool and Manchester are already
at 38 prem. This is unquestionably the finest enter
prise which the nation has for a long time witnessed
and as the experiment is, in a great degree, novel ii

its details, and as we have had an opportunity of
personally inspecting this magnificent work, a brief
account of its actual progress may not be disagree-
able to our readers.

The total quantity of merchandise passing between
Liverpool and Manchester is twelve hundred tons
per day. This immense aggregate tonnage is at
present subject to all the delays incidental to the
nvcr-navigation. The travelling between Liverpool
and Manchester is upon the same extensive scale.
The line ofrailway passes through a rich and exten-
sive coal-district, in full working, of which a great
proportion is brought to market by land-carriago ;—
the consumption of coal in Liverpool and Manches-
ter, is one million tons per annum, It thus appears
that the means of affording employment to such a
line ofcommunication as the Liverpool and Manches-
ter railway are altogether enormous ; and when the
rapidity and certainty of the conveyance by locomo-
tive engines are added to the advantages of a short-
er road even than that by which the mail travels, it

1^5 evident that the establishment of this railway be-
tween the great metropolis of the cotton manufac-
ture and that port which receives a larger supply of
the raw material than all the ports of the world put
together, is an object, not only of local utility, but
of the highest national importance.

The bill before parliament, in the late session, was
for amending a part of the line of this railway. The
directors appear to have conciliated every opposition

ot proprietors of land, by their prudence and for-
bearance

; and they have had the rare merit, in many
cases, of converting opposition into warm support.
Their works are now proceeding with great rapidity

;

and it IS anticipated that the whole will be completed
in less than two years from the present time. The
railway commences at the port of Liverpool, at a
point in direct communication with the King's and
Queen's docks. The line passes under the town of
Liverpool, by a tunnel and inclined plane. This
magnificent archway, sixteen feet high and twenty-
two feet wide, is cut through the solid rock for the
enormous length of two thousand two hundred and
forty-eight yards, the inclined plane rising one fool
in forty-nine. The steep ascent of Liverpool is thus
avoided, and all interference with the general busi-
ness of the streets is thus effectually prevented. The
excavations of this stupendous work have been going
on at several points at the same time ; and the pre-
cision with which tlie junctions of the different parts
have been effected, in some cases not varying two
inches, offers a most remarkable example of the cer-
tainty of scientific arrangement. The road through
the tunnel, which we thus see is about a mile and
a quarter long, comes into the day-light at the top of
the high hill (Edge Hill) looking down upon Liver-
pool. A deep excavation through the elevated
ground beyond this point, offers an interesting exam-
ple of the triumph of man over physical difficulties.
Several miles onward, the roadway passes over a
moss

; and here, by a steady and cautious system,
of cuttings and embankments, the railway has been
laid down successfully upon a soil which appeared
as treacherous as the sands of the desert. The val-
ley through which the river Sankey runs is crossed
by an enormous via-duct, consisting of embank-
ments and arches built upon piles, of extraordinary
magnitude. Hence, to Manchester, the line does not
present any peculiar difficulties. The whole cost of
this grand work will be about six hundred thousand
pounds.

{To be concluded in our next.)

Taste is so various, and withal in many in-

stances so fastidious, that the task of selection
to fill up the interstices of our pages, particu-
larly in the poetical line, is by no means an
easy one. Some of our readers will, we doubt
not, distinguish in the following, through the
dust of antiquity, traces of " high thoughts"
and a rich fancy, and accept them as no mean
specimens of the melody of English poetry, of
the period in which they were written. We de-
tach them from an article in a late foreign ma-
gazine, with the odd title of" Mornings among
the Cobwebs," in which the works of Joshua
Sylvester are under review. Sylvester was co-
eval with Ben Jonson, in the time of queen
Elizabeth. He was in much estimation as a
poet in his day, although his works have since
sunk into neglect. It is stated, that Dryden,
in his youth, was so struck with Sylvester's

translation of the " Weeks" of Du Bartas, as
to have considered him a far greater poet than
Spencer.

Amidst, however, but too much ofsuch bombastic
trash as Dryden refers to, Sylvester's translation of
Du Bartas contains many such nervous and spirited

passages as the foUowmg :

—

Before all time, all matter, form, and place,

God all in all, and all in God it was :

Immutable, immortal, infinite.

Incomprehensible, all spirit, all light.

All majesty, all self-omnipotent.

Invisible, impassive, e-xcellent.

Pure, wise, just, good, God reign'd alone.

" The Night is she, that all our travails easeth,
Buries our cares, and all our griefs appeaseth

;

The night is she that, with her sable wing,
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Ill gloomy darkness hushing evcrj- thing,

Tiirough all the world dumb silence doth distil

—

Night ! thou pullest the proud mask away,
With which vain actors, in this world's great play,

Ey day disguise themselves—No difference

Thou inak'st between the peasant and the prince.

The poor and rich, the prisoner and tlio judge,

TiiO foul and fair, the master and the drudge.

The fool and wise, barbarian and the Greek ;

For Night's black mantle covers all alike."

' The false rhyme at the close of this extract,

marks less the defect of the poet from whom it it

quoted than of the age in which he lived, as ia the

case with the two first punning lines of our next ci-

tation.'

" I not believe, that the Arch-Architect,

With all those fires the heavenly arches deckM,

Only for show ; and with these glittering shields.

To amaze poor shepherds watching in the fields.

1 not believe, that the least flower which pranks

Our garden border, or our common banks.

And the least stone that in her warming lap

Our mother Earth doth covetously wrap,

riath some peculiar virtue of its own ;

And that the glorious stars of heaven have none."

' One more extract, and we have done. It is from

the close of Satan's Address to Eve, and her subse-

quent fall, in the second part of the first day of the

second week, which beajs for its title " The Impos-

ture."

' world's rare glory ! reach thy happy hand !

Reach, reach, I say ; why dost thou stop or stand

:

Begin thy bliss, and do not fear the thwart

Of an uncertain Godhead, only great

Through self-aw'd zeal : put on the glist'ring pall

Of immortality.

A novice thief, who in a closet spies

A heap of gold that on a table lies.

Fearful and trembling, twice or thrice extends.

And twice or thrice retires his fingers' ends ;

And yet again returns, the booty takes :

E'en 30 doth Eve show, by like fearful fashions,

Tlie doubtful combat of contending passions;

She would, she should not : sad, glad, comes, an(

goes,—
But, ah ! at last she rashly toucheth it.

And, having touch'd, tastes the forbidden bit."

FOR THE FRIEND.

The last number of Silliman's " American
.Journal of Science and Arts," issued the pre-

sent month, contains an article which we have

concluded to transfer to our pages entire, be-

lieving that our readers will find it sufficiently

interesting to compensate for its length.

Avalanches of the White and Green Mmn-
tains.

Tlic mountain scenery of this country, and
the geological and other events connected with

it, have as yet received little attention.

The following notices may supply some of

these deficiencies, in the particular districts

mentioned. The short memoranda by the

editor, are taken from a letter to his family,

written during an excursion to the White
Mountains ofNew Hampshire, in May, 1828;
the letter of the late Rev. Mr. Wilcox was
published two years ago in the public jour-

nals, and has been recently embodied in a

printed memoir of his life ; and the commu-
nication of Mr. Baldwin was made at the re-

quest of the editor, who was the more ready
to ask it, because he had not seen any notice

of slides in the mountains of Vermont.

1. Extractfrom a letter of the Editor.

Conway, (N. H.) at the mouth of the Gorge
of the White Mountains, twenty-seven miles from
the Notch, May 18, 1828.

Our ride, of forty miles, from Concord to

Centre Harbour, carried us through several

flourishing manufacturing villages ; among the

rest, Meredith Bridge. We passed Friday

and Saturday forenoon at Lake Winipiseogee
;

on Friday afternoon we went two miles out

upon the lake, but the wind being unfavourable,

we returned. On Saturday morning, we as-

cended the Red Mountain, nearly two thou-

sand feet high ; the winding ascent occupies

nearly two miles, and we were four hours on

the excursion, but it richly repaid us. H
much I Avished you could have been there, and

I thought that would have found grand

subjects for her pencil. Imagine yourself on

the very peak of tliis lofty granite mountain

—

naked and desolate, except here and there a few

mosses and stinted shrubs—its barren rocks,

broken, water-worn, and decomposed by the

tempests of ages—the splendid lake Winipi

seogee, with its three or four hundred islands

sprinkled in a crystal expanse of twenty-five

miles long by eight broad—the Squam lake,

and several otlier beautiful lakes, occupying

also different points in the view—and a

billowy ocean of high mountains, with their

grand, intersecting curves, forming a com
plete panorama of the sublimest mountain sce-

nery. I knew not how to leave it, and think

that to a lover of grand scenery, and to an ad-

mirer of God's creative power, it is well worth

a journey from New Haven. In the after

noon of Saturday, we came on thirty miles,

through noble alpine regions, and much pine

forest, to this place, where we have passed

the Sabbath quietly at a comfortable inn, as the

swelling of the Saco, which is between us and

the place of worship, rendered it impossible to

cross.

To-morrow we proceed, and expect to

lodge the succeeding night at Crawford's, thir-

ty-five miles from tliis place, and beyond the

IN'otch. It is the place whence travellers

usually ascend the moimtains.

At the younger Crawford's, White Mountain Post

Olfice, thirty-five miles from Conway, and west of

the Notch in the Mountains, Monday, May 19,

9 P. M.

We are safe here, and have this day passed

the grandest scenes that I have any where

seen. The whole day's ride, in an open wagon,
has been in the winding defile of mountains,

which probably have not their equal in North

America, until we reach the Rocky Moun-
tains. The portion of the Notch which is the

grandest, is about five or six miles in length
;

it is composed of a double barrier of moun-
tains, rising very abruptly from both sides of

the wild roaring river Saco, which frequently

washes the feet of both barriers ; and some-
times there is not room for a single carriage

to pass between the stream and the moun-
tains ; but the road is cut into the mountain
itself. Imagine this double barrier, rising on
each side, to the height "of nearlv half a mile

in perpendicular altitude, often exceeding this

height, and capped here and there by proud
castellated turrets, standing high above the

continued ridges ; these are not straight, but

are formed into numerous zigzag turns,

which frequently cut ofl" the view, and seem
to imprison you in a vast, gloomy gulf But
the most remarkable fact remains to be
stated.

The sides of the mountains are deeply fur-

rowed and scarred, by the tremendous ef-

fects of the memorable deluge of August 28tb,

1826. I will recall to your recollection the

awful catastrophe, which, on the night suc-

ceeding that day, destroyed, in a moment, the

worthy WiUey family, nine in number, and
left not one to tell their painful story.

—

For two seasons before, the mountains had
been very dry, and on the morning of August
28th, it commenced raining very hard, with

strong tempestuous wind ; the storm lasted

through that day and the succeeding night;

and when it ceased, the road was found ob-

structed by innumerable avalanches of moun-
tain ruins, which rendered it impossible to

pass, e.xcept on foot. The first traveller who
came to the Willey house, (which is very near
where Mr. and Mrs. W. and party ended
their difficult journey, on horseback, nearly

thirty years ago,) found it empty of its inhabi-

tants, and in the course of a few days tiie

mangled bodies of seven out of nine were
found, about fifty or sixty rods from the house,

buried beneath the drift wood and mountain
ruins, on the bank of the Saco, or rather in

the midst of what was, for the time,'a vast ra-

ging torrent, uniting one mountain barrier to

the other. The effects of the torrents, which
on that occasion descended from the moun-
tains, now form a most conspicuous and inter-

esting feature in the scenery.

May 20th, 9 P.M.

We have passed the day in the Notch of the

Mountains, examining the scenery, the geolo-

gy, and the ruins. The avalanches were very

numerous ; they were not, however, ruptures

of the main foundation rock of the mountain,

but slides, from very steep declivities ; begin-

ning in a number of instances, at the very

mountain top, and carrying down, in one
promiscuous and frightful ruin, forests, ami
shrubs, and the earth which sustained them ;

stones and rocks innumerable, and many of

great size, such as would fill each a common
apartment : the slide took every thing with

it, down to the solid mountain rock, and
being produced by torrents of water, which
appear to have burst like water spouts upon
the mountains, after they had been thoroughly

soaked with heavy rains, thus loosening all the

materials that were not solid, and the trees

pushed and wrung by fierce winds, acted as

so many levers, and prepared every thing for

the awful catastrophe. No tradition existed

of any slide in former times, and such as are

now observed to have formerly happened, had

been completely veiled by forest growth and
shrubs. At length, on the 28th of June, two
months before \\iefatal avalanche, there was
one not far from the Willey bouse, which so

far alarmed the family, that they erected an
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encauipinent a little distance iVom tJieir dwell-

ing, intending it as a place of refuge. On
tlie fatal night, it was impenetrably dark and

frigbtfully tempestuous ; the lonely family had

retired to rest, in their humble dwelling, six

miles from the nearest human creatiu'e. The
avalanches descended in every part of the

gulf, for a distance of two miles ; and a very

heavy one began on the mountain top, imme-
diately above the house, and descended in a

direct line towards it ; the sweeping torrent, a

river from the clouds, and a river full of trees,

earth, stones, and rocks, rushed to the house

and marvellously divided within six feet of it,

and just behind it, and passed on either side,

sweeping away the stable and horses, and
completely encircling the dwelling, but lea-

ving it untouched. At this time, probably to-

warcb midnight, (as the state of the beds and
apparel, &c. showed that they had retired to

rest,) the family probably issued from their

house, and were swept away by the torrent ;

five beautiful children, from twelve to two
years of age, being of the number.

Search was, for two or three days, made in

vain for the bodies, when they were at length

found, in consequence of the swarms of flies,

which, it being hot weather, were hovering
over the places. The bodies were evidently

floated along by the torrent, and covered by
drift wood. A pole, with a board nailed

across it, like a guide post, now indicates the

spot where the bodies were found, and we
saw remnants of their apparel, still sticking

among the splinters of the shattered trees.

Hfid the family remained in the house they

would have been entirely safe.* Even the lit-

tle green in front and east of the house was
undisturbed, and a flock of sheep, (a part of
the possession of the family) remained on this

small spot of ground, and were found there
the next morning in safety—although the tor-

rent dividing just above the housed and form-
ing a curve on both sides, had swept com-
pletely around them, and again united below,
and covered the meadows and orcliard with
ruins, which remain there to this hour. This
catastrophe presents a very striking example
of sudden diluvial action, and enables one to

form some feeble conception of the universal

* Still, we cannot blame them for their sortie.

They probably remained in their house, amidst the
war of wind and rain and mountain torrents, and
the tremendous crash of the forests—earth and
rocks, which for miles around them were rushing
down in one wide scene of desolation, and with an
astounding noise and concussion, of which we can
form no adequate conception ; until the evident and
near approach of tlie ruin immediately behind the
house, and so near, that by the lig-hts shining from
the candles through the windows, they doubtless
saw as well as heard it, left them, apparently, no al-

ternative, but to fly from instant death. It was
probably delayed but for a few moments, and they
missed their only remaining chance, that of staying
quietly with their animals on the little green, which
escaped the deluge. But who could know that
either that or the house would escape ?—When,
even now, almost two years after the event, we look
at the frightful rampart of earth—stones—rocks and
trees, which on one side is piled up within five feet
of the house, and makes a circuit round it, as if re-
pelkd by an invisible power, it seems almost a mi-
racle, and bad the family remained in safety, we
Ehould have been half tempted to omit our qualify-
ing word.

effects of the vindictive deluge which once
swept every mountain, and ravaged every plain

and defile. In the present instance, there was
not one avalanche only, but many. The most
extensive single one, was on the other side of
the barrier which forms the northern boundary
of the Notch. It was described to us by Mr.
Abbot of Conway, as having slid, in the whole,
three miles—with an average breadth of a

quarter of a mile ; it overwhelmed a bridge,

and filled a river course, turning the stream,

and now presents an unparalleled mass of
ruins. There are places on the declivities of
the mountains in the Notch, where acres of

the steep sides were swept bare of their fo-

rests, and of every moveable thing, and the

naked rock is now exposed to view.

In the greater number of instances, how-
ever, the avalanches commenced almost at

the mountain top, or high upon its slope.

We pursued some of them to a considera-

ble distance up the mountain, and two gentle-

men of our party with much toil, followed one
of them quite to the summit. The excava-

tion commencing, generally, as soon as there

was any thing moveable—in a trench of a few-

yards in depth, and of a few rods in width,

descends down the mountains—widening and
deepening— till it becomes a frightful chasm,
like a vast irregular hollow cone, with its

apex near the mountain top, and its base at its

foot, and there spreading out into a wide and
deep mass of ruins, of transported earth,

gravel stones, rocks and forest trees.

The road is now again cleared, and render-

ed practicable for strong wagons ; but cen-

turies may roll by, and the catastrophe of

August 1826, will still remam recorded in

characters that can neither be effaced, nor
misunderstood.*

* The Willey house is again inhabited, and the

family appear to feel no particular apprehension of
a return of the calamity. It is again, as before, a
resting place for travellers, and although humble in

its pretensions, is clean and decent, and the family
are very civil and respectable.

(To be conlinued.)

From " Observations on the establishment

and direction of Infants' Schools," an article

in Littell's " Religious Magazine" of the pre-

sent month, copied from an Edinburgh period-

ical, we are induced to make a short extract.

It may serve as a hint to be improved upon
by those occupied in the same branch of active

benevolence, in our own country.

" Among those moral feehngs which I have
known inculcated with the greatest success, is

that of scrupulous respect for the property of

others. When the Spitalfields school was first

established, it was found that the children were
habitual pilferers. They constantly attended

the markets, and levied heavy contributions on
the fruitsellers. The master of that school

succeeded so well in subduing this propensity,

that though both flowers and fruit were within

their reach, in the open space appropriated for

their amusements, they scrupulously abstained

from picking a single currant or plucking a

single leaf

" A lesson given by the same individual at

another school will serve to illustrate the man-
ner in which these moral impressions are con-
veyed. Just before the dismissal of the chil-

dren for the day, he assembled them around
him, and putting his hand into his pocket, ask-

ed, Whose shilling is this ? Yours, teacher, was
the general reply. And has any one a right to

take it from me ? No, no; it would be thieving.

Then drawing it out of his pocket, and display-

ing it in his hand—Whose is the shilling now ?

Has any one a right to take it from me ? Then,
suiting the action to the word. If I throw it on
the ground, whoso is it now ? Instantly a score

of little ones sprang forward to seize the prize.

The practical moralist was on his guard ; he
covered the glittering bait with his foot, mo-
tioned the little trespassers to their seats, and
again addressed the elder children, Whose is the

shilling now ?—Yours, teacher, yours. He re-

peated the question, till every voice exclaimed.
It is yours, it is yours. Then, said he, if I

choose to let this shilling remain all night on
the floor, has any one a right to take it away ?

Nobody, nobody, was the unanimous reply.

Go home, then, and to-morrow morning we
will see whether my shilling is left in its place.

The next day, the teacher was the first in

the school-room ; the children, as they came
in, eyed the shilling, still lying in the same place;

and a few appropriate observations fixed the

moral impression on their minds. When chil-

dren are taught, in a manner so suited to their

age, can we wonder at the happy change which
takes place in their character and dispositions ?

They themselves are aware of it, and bear
their simple testimony to the efficacy of the

system. Teacher, said a little boy, at the

Brighton school, I used to fight before I came
here ; but I never fight now."

FOR THE FRIEND.

Having been deeply interested in the ac-

counts which have been published from time to

time, of the progress of Christianity in the isl-

ands of the southern Pacific Ocean, I have
drawn up from a recent work a brief outline of

the condition of those islands, as it appears to

have been at the close of the year 1825. The
advancements since made are known to be
considerable ; but I have not met with a ge-

neral view of the state of the missions in those

parts of a more recent date. There arc three

societies which have established missions in

these islands : the London Missionary Society,

the Wesleyan Missionary Society, and the

American Board of Foreign Missions. The
former society has been in operation for nearly

forty years ; although it is only within the last

five or six that much has been effected by it,

or that the others have commenced their ope-

rations. The principal seat of their labours

has been in the Georgian and Society Islands,

of which I shall first give a rapid sketch. At
the beautiful and romantic Otaheite, there are

six stations, which are all represented as being

prosperous. There is a printing press on the

island, at which ten of the epistles of Paul

and the gospel of Mark have been printed in

the Taheitian language. Schools are establish-

ed in all the stations ; at each of which from

one to two hundred children attend. The au-

dience assembled on the first day of the week
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often consists, at more than one of the stations,

of upwards of a thousand natives. The inha-

bitants are improving in the arts of life ; roads

have been formed in various directions, and

many gardens inclosed and cultivated. In the

small island of Eimeo, which is twenty miles

north-west of Otaheite, and ten miles by five in

diameter, there are two stations. The popu-

lation consists ofone thousand souls ; of whom
nearly all the adults have embraced Christianity.

The inhabitants carry on a considerable busi-

ness in boat building, and are very earnest in

erecting houses on the improved models of the

missionaries. A cotton factory, for spinning

and weaving the native cotton of these islands,

is in complete operation at Eimeo. The mis-

sionaries have got an excellent church roofed

in ; it is an octagon, built of hewn coral rock.

The liouses of the missionaries are situated on

the side of a hill, about a quarter of a mile

from the sea ; commanding a view of a de-

lightful valley, interspersed with plantations,

houses of the natives, groves of oranges, limes,

and other tropical fruits, brought by navigat-

ors, and which have multiplied to a surprising

degree ; but what are of greatly more value

to the missionaries, ten or twelve head of fine

cattle may be seen grazing in front of their

houses. At Eimeo, the buildings are completed

for an academy for the children of the mission-

aries of the South Seas. Pomare, the young

king of Otaheite and Eimeo, is receiving his

education here, along Avith them. The popu-

lation of the island is fast increasing.

Huaheini^, ninety miles north-west of Ota-

heite, and twenty miles in circuit, is another

of these interesting stations. The congrega-

tion consists of from twelve to fourteen hun-

dred people. The schools are well attended.

The Christian rite of marriage is practised, and

tlie inhabitants are greatly on the increase. A
diapel has been built, capable of holding two

thousand people. The natives have built at

least four hundred plastered houses, and con

tinue to erect new ones. They cultivate dif-

ferent kinds of vegetables, whicli have become

a great article of trade to the vessels that fre-

quent the island. Raialea is about twenty

miles west-south-west of Huaheine, and double

its size. Nearly one thousand of the natives

have embraced Christianity, and four hundred

of tiie children are attending the school. Nu-
merous plantations have been formed ; all of

them are in a state of cultivation, and some of

them laid out very neatly. The islands of

Tahaa, Barabora, Maupiti, and Maiaoiti, be

long to the same group of islands, and have

embraced Christianity. Maupiti is twelve

miles in circuit, contains four hundred inhabit

ants, and its only instructers iire two native

teachers. Maiaoiti, also, has received the

gospel from the labours oftwo native teachers.

The inhabitants of this little spot are busy ii

learning to read the Scriptures ; they are in

dustrious, and advancing in all the comforts of

a simple agricultural life. The Paumotuor
Palliser Islands, form a group, about two hun-

dred and fifty miles east of Otaheite. The
principal island is Anaa, which received tiie

gospel several years ago, and through whose
agency the inhabitants of ten more of the

islands have embraced Christianity. In 1C25.
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a violent storm rooted up many hundred cocoa

nut trees, in this island ; while all the dwelling

houses, and fourteen places of worship, were
destroyed, by an inundation from the sea, in

which numbers of the inhabitants perished.

The Raivaivai Islands are about four hun-

dred miles south-east of Otaheite. They con-

sist of five islands : Raivaivai, Tabuai, Rurutu,
Rimatara, and Rapa, which have mostly be-

come Christian, through the labours of native

teachers, of whom fifteen are stationed here.

At Rurutu the houses are well built ; cultiva-

tion is carried on to a great extent, especially

in yams. The inhabitants, who do not exceed

two hundred, are diligent in learning, and have

all been baptised. Rimatara contains about

three hundred people. Through the influence

of the missionaries, the chiefs agreed, that the

women should no longer perform all the la-

bours of the field, while they themselves pass-

ed the time in idleness. The Harvey Islands

are a group of six islands : Aitutake, Atui

Mangeea, Mitiaro, Maute, and Rarotonga ; si-

tuated about six hundred miles, south-west-by

south, of Otaheite. All the missionaries in

these islands are native teachers. At Raro
tonga, the hostility of the idolaters towards

those who had embraced Christianity, led to a

bloodless conflict, which terminated in the tri-

umph of the Christians. The chapel, two

hundred and forty feet by forty-two, is an ex

cellent native building, well plastered. The
house in which the two teachers, Papeinha and

Tiberio reside, is another good building, nine

ty feet by thirty, most of it floored with boards,

and containing various apartments, furnished

with bed-steads, sofas, arm chairs, and tables,

all of native manufacture. There are several

hundred houses in the settlement, of which one

hundred and eighty are plastered. The king

and principal chiefs can read well in the Ta-

heitian spelling book, and thousands of men
women, and children, are making rapid pro-

gress in learning. Family and private pray-

ers are generally observed : plurality of wives

is entirely abolished. Three kings, or princi

pal chiefs, formerly governed the island, Ma
kea, Tinomawa, and Pa, among whom fre

quent and bloody wars existed ; but now, by

universal consent, the whole power is vested in

Makea. Cannibalism and infanticide

have ceased. The population of the island

may be safely estimated at from six to seven

thousand, ofwhom fifteen hundred have joined

the Christian congregation. The people

industrious in the cultivation of the earth, and

men, women, and children, are continually em
ployed on their plantations. " Much has been

said," says one of the English missionaries

who visited the island in 1825, " concernins

the success of the gospel in the Society Islands

but it is not to be compared with its progress

in Rarotonga. In the Society Islands, the

missionaries laboured for fifteen long years

before the least fruit appeared; but two years

ago Rarotonga was hardly known to exist

Two years ago, the Rarotongians did not know
there was such a name as Jesus, or such good

news as the gospel; and now, I scruple not to

say, that their attention to the means of grace,

their regard to private and family prayer, their

diligence, and their general behaviour, equal

f not excel, whatever has been witnessed at

Pahciti or the neighbouring islands. When
we look at the means, it is the more astonish-

g. Two Taheitian teachers, not particular-

ly distinguished among their own countrymen
for intelligence, have been the instruments in

working this wonderful change, and that be-

fore a single European missionary had set his

foot on the island !"

At Aitutahe, the natives have all embraced
Christianity; they are all diligent in learning,

and numbers can read. They have built a co-

ral pier six hundred feet in length, and eighteen

in breadth. The number of plastered houses
is one hundred and forty-four, in many of
which are bed-steads and sofas. The houses
of the principal chiefs are substantial buildings.

The female teachers have taught the women
to make good bonnets, and the men have also

well made hats. Decency and order are con-
spicuous in their demeanour. The inhabitants

of Maute do not exceed two hundred. Their
external appearance is neat and decent, and
the women are well attired. The people are
diligent in their learning, industrious and hos-

pitable. Mitiaro is a small barren island, whose
inhabitants do not exceed one hundred in

number, and have received the gospel fiom the
native teachers.

The Taheitian teachers were stationed in

1826 at the Marquesas Islands, about nine
hundred miles north-east of Otaheite. They
were kindly received by the chiefs and the
people, who appeared solicitous to receive
their instruction. Tongataboo, one of the most
southerly of the large group named by Cap-
tain Cook the Friendly Islands, is also a mis-

sionary station. It is sixteen miles long by
eight broad, and is fertile and well cultivated.

Three English, and three native teachers, are
stationed here.

The fierce and warlike natives of New Zea-
land have allowed the missionaries to establish

five stations on their island, at which, though
with very gloomy and disheartening prospects,

these devoted teachers of the gospel persevere
in their labours and instructions. Of the state

of tlie mission in the Sandwich Islands, a par-

ticular account was given in the first volume
of " The Friend." More recent information
states that the young king, the son of Riho
Riho, has taken a decided stand in favour of
Christianity. He is now about sixteen years
of age. About twenty thousand natives have
enjoyed, in some degree, the advantages of
education, of whom at least ten thousand read
well, and from eight hundred to a thousand
write a legible hand.

The temperament of that man is not to be
envied who can read these statements without
a glow of thankful admiration. For mvself,

when I reflect on the former condition of these

beautiful islands—on the slender means by
which .so great a work has been accomplished,
and on the probable destinies of this fine por-
tion of the globe, my heart throbs, and my
whole frame expands. There is nothing on
record since the first ages of Christianity to

compare with it. The missionaries went
forth—a poor and despised band. For months,
and for years, did they labour in vain with li-

centious and brutalized savages. But in the
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fulness of time, HE, in uliose hands are iho

issues of life, wai pleased graciously to bless

the undertaking
; and truly marvellous has

been its success. The Moravians, it is true,

have laboured faithfully and successfully with

the Indians of America, and have recorded

stances of the influence of Christian faith upon
the rude savage, which prove clearly, if proof
were wanting, that, with the Almighty, a"

things are possible. But a resistless torrent

has swept away their labours, and left nothing
but the melancholy record of their destruction.

I'he Jesuits of Paraguay subdued and bent, by
the force of mildness, a horde of savages into

an army of peaceable and disciplined slaves.

But they trod down the germ of liberty—they
extinguished every light but their own ; and
when the fate which they so richly merited
overtook them, their institutions fell into de-
cay. Far different from either of these are
the character and prospects of the missions in

the Pacific Ocean. The teachers of the gos-
pel are there the pioneers of liberty and the
arts. They banish the rites and practices of
idolatry—they give to the natives a written lan-

guage—they meliorate their political condi-
tion—they impart the agricultural and mecha-
nic arts—they translate the Bible into their

tongue ; and if an European ship were never
again to touch their shores, the ground is pre-
pared, and the seed is sown, which will, we
doubt not, grow up and ripen into a rich har-
vest of civilization, and industry, and virtue.

In many respects, the situation of these island-

ers is favourable to the full developement of
Christianity. Without the temptations or the
means to war—too gentle to attack, and too
weak to defend, they will hail the gospel as the
glad tidings of peace. Possessing the same
origin and interests, they will perhaps be form-
ed into a great confederated republic, which
will flourish beneath the common protection
of the Christian world, sheltered from law-
less incursions, and kept in mutual harmony.
Receiving from the Enghsh race the first glad
tidings of religion, and the rudiments of the
arts, it is no visionary idea, that the English
tongue, so nervous, so copious, so dedicated to

liberty, will finally be spread over the whole of
the Polynesian Islands, and that the country-
men of Omai and Temahamaha will imbibe the

spirit, while they pursue the studies which
formed the characters of Newton and Milton,
of Addison, of Boyle, of Hooker, of Burke, of
Heber, and of Clarkson. *^

From " Illuslrations ofScripture Facts,'' in the last

number of Littdl's " Religious Magazine."

PATRIARCHAL LIFE.
Gen. xiii. 5.—"And Lot also, which went with

Abram, had flocks, and herds, and tents. And the
land was not able to bear them, that they might dwell
together: fort!ieir substance was great, so that they
could not dwell together. And there was a strife be-
tween the herdmen of Abram's cattle and the lieid-
men of Lot's cattle ; and the Canaanite and the Pe-
rizzite dwelled then in the land."

Gen. xxxii. 4, 5 ; 13—16.—"And he commanded
them, saying, Thus shall ye speak unto my lord Esau:
Thy servant Jacob saith thus, I have sojourned with
Laban,and stayed there until now ; and I have oxen
and asses, flocks, and men-servants, and women-
servants : and I have sent to tell n;y lord, that I may

hnd grace in thy siglit. And he lodged there that
same night; and took of tliat which came to his

hand a present for Esau his brother : Two hundred
she-goats, and twenty he-goats ; two hundred ew
and twenty rams. Thirty milch camels, with th(

colts ; forty kine, and ten bulls ; twenty she-asses, and
ten foals. And he delivered tliem into the hand of
his servants, every drove by themselves ; and said
unto his servants. Pass over before me, and put a
space betwixt drove and drove."

" It was entertaining to see the horde of
Arabs decamp, as nothing could be more re

gular ; first went the sheep and goatherds,

each with their flocks in divisions, according
as the chief of each family directed ; then fo

lowed the camels and asses, loaded with the

tents, furniture, and kitchen utensils ; these

were followed by the old men and women
mounted on asses, surrounded by the younc^

men, women, boys, and girls, on foot. The
children that cannot walk are carried on the

backs of the young women, or the boys and
girls, and the smallest of the lambs and kids

e carried under the arms of the children. To
each tent belong many dogs, amongst which are
some greyhounds; some tents have from ten to

fourteen dogs, and from twenty to thirty men
women and children, belonging to it. The
procession is closed by the chief of the tribe,

whom they call Emir, or Father, (Emir means
Prince,) mounted on the very best horse, and
surrounded by t]ie heads of each family, all on
horses, with many servants on foot. Between
each family, is a division or space of one hun-
dred yards or more, when they migrate ; and
uch great regularity is observed, that neither

camels, asses, sheep, nor dogs, nii.x
; but each

keeps to the division to which it belongs with-

out the least trouble. This tribe consisted of
eight hundred and fifty men, women, and chil-

dren
; their flocks of sheep and goats were

about five thousand, besides a great number of
camels, horses and asses."

—

Parsons' Travels
in Asia and Africa, p. 109.

The above extract is a curious illustration

of the patriarchal life; and, in comparing it

with the texts, it is impossible not to be struck
with the little change which has taken place in

the manners of a country inhabited by Abra-
ham and Jacob, after quitting Haran, nearly

four thousand years ago.

We have been both gratified and instructed

in the perusal of a work, entitled " Letters to

a Friend, on the Doctrines and Duties of the

Christian Religion," by Olinthus Gregory,
LL. D. The first letter treats of the "Folly and
Absurdity of Deism," from which we extract

the following very forcible passage.

The opinions of deists, from the time of
Lord Herbert (the first and purest of the Bri-

free thinkers) to the present period, have
med such multifarious shapes, that it is dif-

ficult to state them in such a way as to be free

from objection. Nominal deism is separated
into nearly as many climates and districts as
nominal Christianity; so that, if Calvinism be
placed in the torrid zone, and Socinianism in

the polar regions of Christianity; you may with
equal propriety imagine the sentiments of Her-
bert to occupy the equatorial regions, and

those of Hume, Holcroft, and Godwin, the
frigid zone of infidelity. Moderate deists,

however, and to such a candid reasoner would
direct his arguments, ptofcss to believe in one
God, possessing natural and moral attributes,
the former of which may be comprehended
under power and knowledge, the latter under
justice and benevolence : they believe, I pre-
sume, that virtue is that which is consistent
with the will of God in act and motive ; and
yet, that God has never made any revelation

of liis will to men
; but that the collection of

books which we receive as such, and conse-
quently by way of distinction nominate the

Scriptures, are, in fact, no such thing, but are
the oldest, the most artful, and most successful
collection of forgeries that ever was palmed
upon the world.
" And are they the apostles and disseminators

of this heart-chilling system, who wish to laugh
you out of your religion ? or, rather, who are
ridiculing you for the scrupulous attention
with which you are investigating the evidences
of Christianity, and for the solicitude you ex-
press that you may ' be established in faith

and holiness ?' Let them enjoy the comforts
of their supposed intellectual superiority, while
you pursue your inquiry ; and then you will,

in due time, ' enjoy the fruits of the spirit,'

while they may haply retain all that fine flow
of soul, which so naturally results from the
consciousness of being lost in a labyrinth of
uncertainty. Do not suppose that the exulta-
tion so commonly manifested by these men,
and which seems so much to have impressed
your mind, is always natural. Confident as
they often profess themselves to be, that unless
you are a mere child in intellect you will soon
think as they do ; be assured, that in general
their sarcasms and affected contempt originate
in the apprehension that your sentiments will

soon be diametrically opposite to theirs, and
in their consequent eagerness to deter you from
inquiry. Do not imagine that when these your
lively, and laughing, and witty companions
leave you, their mirth and hilarity support them
equally in solitude. Could you follow them
into their retirements without being witnessed,
or could you conceive the language of their

souls to be formed into audible words, you
might, without any breach of candour, fancy
them soliloquizing in the following language of
Pascal.

" ' I hardly know who has sent me into the
world. Nor know I what the world is, nor
what I am myself. I am shockingly ignorant
of all things. I know not what my body is,

svhat my senses are, or what my soul is. This
very part of me which thinks what I speak,
which reflects upon itself and upon every thing

round me, is yet as ignorant of itself, as it is of
every thing else. "l behold these frightful

spaces of the universe, with which I am en-

compassed, and feel myself confined to one
"

ttle portion of the vast extent, without un-
derstanding why I am placed in this part of it

rather than in any other ; or why the short pe-

riod of time that was allotted me to live was
assigned to me at this particular point, rather

than at any other, of the whole eternity which
was before me, or of that which is to come
after me. I see nothing but infinities on all
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sides, which swallow me up like an atom,

or transform mc to a shadow which endures

but a single instant, and is never to return.

All that I know, is, that I must shortly die ;

but this very death, from which I cannot escape,

is the thing of which I am the most ignorant.

" ' As I know not whence I came, so I know

not whither I am going: only this I know, that,

at my departure out of the world,! must either

be for ever annihilated, or fall into the hands

of an incensed God, without being able to de-

cide which of these two conditions will be my
everlasting portion.

" ' Such is my state, so full of weakness,

darkness, and wretchedness. And from all

this I conclude, that I ought to pass all the

days of my life without ever considering what

is hereafter to befall me; and that I have no-

tiling to do but to follow my inclinations with-

out reflection or disquiet, doing all that, which

if what is said of a miserable eternity be true,

will infalhbly plunge me into it. It is possible

I might find some hght to dispel my doubts,

but fwill not take the trouble to stir one foot

in search of it; rather, despising all those who

do take pains in this inquiry, I am resolved to

go on, without fear or foresight, and brave the

grand event: I will pass as easily as I can out

of life, and die utterly uncertain about the eter-

nal state of my future existence.'

" If this be a fair representation of the

strange process of thought often pursued by

the generality of modern deists, as I apprehend

it is, you will agree with me, that it i:

nour to religion to have such unreasonable

men for its professed enemies, and to Chris

uans, that such, and such principally, are their

revilers.

" Yet, as idolizers of reason, we cannot

suppose that these gentlemen reject the Chris-

tian religion, and adopt the notions of deism,

without thinking they have found sufficient

reasons for tlie preference. Let us, my friend,

by instituting a short comparison, see if we

can discover them. Can a deist arrive at his

convictions by any thing like the following gra-

dations ?

" Christianity reveals a God, glorious in ho-

liness: deism, though it acluiowledges a God,

yet in great measure overlooks his moral cha-

racter: therefore I prefer deism. Christianity

contains a professed revelation of the will of

God: deism leaves me in perfect darkness as

to his will: therefore I prefer deism. Christi-

anity exhibits palpable, obvious, and simple cri-

teria of the nature of virtue and vice: deism en-

velopes the nature of virtue and vice in the great-

est doubt and perplexity : therefore I prefer

deism. Christianity furnishes the strongest pos-

sible motives for virtuous conduct, and the most

cogent reasons for abstaining from vicious con

duct : deism appeals only to some vague no

tions relative to the fitness of things, or to mo
ral beauty, or to expediency, which makes a

man's own sentiments and feelings, however

fluctuating, his ultimate guide: therefore I pre-

fer deism. Christianity often reforms profli-

gate and vicious men: deism never : therefore

i prefer deism. Christianity frequently prompts

men to schemes of the most extensive philan-

thropy, and compels them to execute those

schemes : deism scarcely ever devises any such

schemes : therefore I prefer deism. Christi-

anity imparts principles which support men
under all the trials and vicissitudes of life :

deism can have recourse to no such principles

:

therefore I prefer deism. Christianity assures

me of eternal existence beyond the grave; and

that, if it is not to me an eternal portion

of felicity, it will be my own fault : deism

leaves me perfectly ignorant, let my con-

duct here be what it may, whether I shall live

beyond the grave or not ; whether such ex-

istence, if there be any, will be hmited or in-

finite, happy or miserable ; therefore I prefer

deism. Christianity will support me under the

languishments of a sick-bed, and in the pros-

pect of death, with the ' sure and certain hope,'

that death is only a short though dark passage

into an ' inheritance incorruptible, undefiled,

and which fadeth not away, reserved in heaven

for God's people.' Deism will then leave me,

king in an ocean of gloomy apprehension,

without one support—in trembling expectation

that the icy hand ofthe king of terrors is about

to seize me ; but whether to convey me to

heaven, to hell, or to a state of annihilation

I know not : therefore I prefer : no, my
friend, it is impossible that any man, capabl

of correct reflection, can, after tracing this

contrast, say, deliberately and sincerely,

—

therefore I prefer deism.

"The reasons, then, which weigh with a deist,

must be dilTerent from the above. Perhaps

you may be told, that the difliculties attending

the belief of Christianity are very numerous

and great, while the mere reception of the prin-

ciples of deism is in a considerable degree free

from difficulty, or at least presents no diflicul-

ties against which one's mind can strenuously

revolt. To ascertain the force of this assertion,

let us endeavour to collect into one point of

iew the chief propositions which must neces-

sarily be included in the creed of a deist : and

I am much mistaken if they will not furnish us

with some cogent motives for wishing Christi-

anity may be true, independent of all those

that result from its own intrinsic beauty, value;

and excellency.
" Here, again, we will suppose a deist speak-

ing ; delivering, if I may so call it, ' a confes-

sion of his faith' in his own person. And after

you have attended to his declaration, I think

you will coincide with me in the opinion, that

the credulity of unbelievers is the most mar-

vellous thing imaginable—the rejecters of the

gospel, the most resolute believers in the world;

or, with Soame Jenyns, that they ' must be

possessed of much more faith than is necessary

to make them declared Christians ; and remain

unbelievers from mere credulity.'
"

the principles and practices of the initiated dis-

ciples of the new school; that, yielding to con-

victions of divine grace upon their minds, they

would be constrained to seek a restoration to

the Society from w hicli they had been scatter-

ed in the "dark and cloudy day."

These expectations have been already re-

alized within the limits of New York yearly

meeting, to a considerable extent, as has been

before intimated in the columns of " The

Friend," and we have recently had the plea-

sure to hear of some similar instances within

the limits of Salem quarterly meeting, (Ohio.)

A woman Friend who had joined with the se-

paratists, acted as their clerk in several meet-

ings, and went as a Hicksite representative to

the late yearly meeting of Ohio, became so dis-

gusted and alarmed at the violent proceeding

of the Hicksites at Mount Pleasant, that she

relinquished her intention of going to their

yearly meeting, and being incapacitated for at-

tending the yearly meeting of Friends, she re-

turned home. Upon further reflection, she was

favoured to see still more fully into the nature

of that disorganizing spirit by which she had

been ensnared, and finally ofi'ered a full and

satisfactory acknowledgement to her monthly

meeting, and was received again into the bo-

som of Society.

Within the limits of another montiily meet-

g in the same quarter, two young women,

ho had also joined with the separatists, have

been brought to see their errors, and have re-

cently made satisfactory acknowledgements to

their monthly meeting ; and our informant

states, that it' is beheved a number more ^yill

soon condemn their disorderly conduct, whilst

the Mends to good order and sound princi-

ples seem increasingly united together since

the late yearly meeting of Ohio, and none of

their members, subsequently to that time, have

joined the separatists.

It is truly a cause of gratitude, to find how
little efiect' the eflbrts of Elias Hicks himself,

and all his friends from our parts, have produ-

ced, in drawing the members of the western

yearly meetings from the faith and discipUne

of the rehgious Society of Friends.

LIBERIA COFFEE.
The last number of " The African Repository"

says :

—

" We have observed, with great pleasure, the fol-

owing advertisement, in a Richmond paper :

—

" 'Liberia Co^'ce.—6000 lbs. Liberia Coffee, ship-

ped by Lett Carey,* for sale by
" ' Otis, DuxLor & Co.' "

This speaks well for the colonization system !

TKS FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH, 17, 1829.

We have never doubted, that when the

warmth of party prejudice and excitement gave

place to rehgious reflection and sober exami-

nation, many of Elias Hicks' partisans, who

have been misled through ignorance or preju

dice, would find themselves alarmed, both with

DIED,
On the morning of the 14th instant, Ruth Ric

.DSON, wife of Joseph Richardson of this city,

e 73d year of her age. An approved minister

the religious Society of Friends, her memory will

long remain as a pleasant savour in the minds

many—her acquaintances and relatives. She w

a most remarkable instance of Christian humility,

meekness, patience, cheerfulness, and resignation,

exemphfied for several of the last years of her life,

under circumstances of peculiar bodily suffering. As
one waiting for the happy transition, " ripened for

the skies," she was for the last few hours apparently

exempt from pain, and her exit, in peacefulness, re-

sembled the repose of an infant :

—

"Night dews fall not more gently to the ground,

Nor weary worn-out winds expire so soft."
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A SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF HAYTI,

Few portions of the western hemispiiere, of

equal e.vtent of territory, are possessed of
greater interest for the historian and philan-

thropist, than the island of Hayti.

The beauty of its scenery, the fertility of its

soil, the advantages of its situation, and its

distinction as tiie seat of the first European co-

lony planted by Columbus in the new world,

would alone render ijiis island an object of cu-

riosity to the historical inquirer. But tiiere

are other circumstances connected with its

moral and political annals, which have a much
stronger claim for our attentive investigation.

The condition and character of the aborigines,

their base treatment, and cruel and rapid ex-

termination, under the iron yoke of their Spa-
nish masters, the retributive punishment which
the latter speedily sufferetl from domestic dis-

sensions, the ravages of the climate, but most
of all from the violence and cruelty of the fa-

mous buccaneers—the gradual introduction of
tlie miserable natives of Africa, to exchange
the easy and contented life enjoyed in their

own land, for that painful toil, that hopeless
oppression of soul and body, mider the wither-

ing influence of which the natives of this fair

island had become totally exterminated—the

. settlement of the French—their bloody con-
flicts with the .Spaniards—their emulation of
the latter in their evil treatment of the negroes—the awful vengeance which tlie slave popu-
lation wreaked upon the heads of their oppres-
sors, bringing in train a series of as iiorrid

crimes, and as fearful outrages, as the history

of man can present—the abandonment of the

island to the entire possession and control of
the African population—the attempt of this

degraded and ignorant race to establish law
and government in the place of anarchy and
confusion—to exchange the habits of slaves

for those of freemen—to cultivate their wasted
soil—to create commerce—to promote the
arts—to improve their moral and intellectual

condition—in a word, to assume the character
and perform the duties of an independent and
civilized people—all these, and various other
striking features in the history of this island,

since its discovery by the Europeans, give to

Hayti a higher interest and importance than i

attached to many a spot in the old world, whic
has furnished the theme of the historian am
the poet both ancient and modern.

I have recently met with two works upon
Haytian history, the one written by an anony-
mous autiior, and published in London and
Edinburgh in the year 1818; the other, en
titled •' Sketches of Hayti, from the expulsion
of the French to the death of C'hristophe, h^
\V. W. Harvey, of Queen's College, Cam-
bridge." Published in London in the vca
1827.

The writer of the latter work appears to be
a man of an intelligent and inquisitive mind. He
resided at Cape Francois, during several years
of Christophers reign, and enjoyed frequent
opportunities of unreserved intercourse with the
officers and servants of this black prince. His
narrativegives a rapid though succinct sketch of
the principal events whicli occurred after the ex
pulsion of the French, together with a shor
retrospective view of tlie former state of the

island. From these two works, to which re

forence has just been made, I have derived the

facts narrated in the present article.

The revolutionary convulsion which shook
France to the centre, was felt in her colonies

The white papulation of Hayti, availing them-
selves of the doctrines of liberty and indepen
dence, then so rife in the mother country,
speedily claimed a representation, and sent their

deputies to the national assembly. Finding,
however, that the representatives of a distant

colony would have little influence in a large and
turbulent legislative body; and perceiving,

that a spirit of hostility to the West India'n

planters actuated many of the leading members
of the assembly, the colonists, af^er much con-
fused negotiation, came to the resolution to

form a constitution, create a legislature, and
exercise a government of their own, in nomi-
nal dependence on France, it is true, but in

reality free and independent. It was not.

however, the love of self-government alone
which excited the colonists to this attempt.
They feared that the equalizing doctrines of
the national assembly, as set forth in their fa-

mous " declaration of rights," might extend
their influence to the enslaved negro popula-
tion of the island, and that they might demand
of their masters the rights of citizenship, and
full fraternal participation in the general jubi-

lee. These apprehensions were not without
reason. The mulattoes resident in Paris, the
Amis des Noirs, or Society of the Friends of
the Blacks, in that city, together with the free

coloured population of Hayti, were using ac-
tive eflbrts to effect an entire and speedy aboli-

tion of negro slavery. To retain and secure
their influence over their slaves, was, therefore.

a powerful reason witii the colonists to form a
strong independent uovernnjcnt ; and this ob-
ject would doubtless have l)cen achieved, had
it not been for the tierce and frequent struggles
which took place between the various tactions

of republicans and royalists, into which the
whites were themselves divided. The anarchy
and outrage of this period first gave to the
blacks that fearful example which they after-

wards but too faithfully imitated.

The mulattoes resident in Paris, and those
over zealous friends of the negroes to whom
we have just referred, determined to efi'ect

their purposes speedily, and by force. Inflam-
matory addresses, exciting the slaves to revolt,

were industriously circulated through the isl-

and
;
and Ogee, one of the mulatto residents

at Paris, was sent over whh the title of colonel
to raise the standard of insurrection. Altiiough
this adventurer was unsuccessful in his attempt,
and perished under the hands of the execution-
er, yet the sjjirit of revolt had become too ge-
neral and too strong, throughout the entire
coloured population, either to be pacified or
subdued

;
and finding, after many conferences

and negotiations, that treacherous treaties and
hollow promises, were all they could obtain,
either from the colonial assembly, or the com-
missioners of the mother country, both mulat-
toes and negroes concluded to take the redress
of their grievances into their own hands, and a
general insurrection of the descendants of Af-
rica took place throughout the whole French
division of the islandj^with the fearful watch-
words of liberty or death ; M'hilst the whites
also appealed to arms, with the equally appal-
ling motto of slavery or destruction.

Time and space would fail me to give even
a brief narrative of the dreadful conflict which
ensued. The stern determination of both
parties to make no concessions, to effect no
reconciliation, to be satisfied with nothing short
of entire mastery and control, caused the°island
of Hayti to become, during the years 1791, 2.

and 3, the theatre of as horrid ravages and
massacres, as fierce and demoniac outrases.
as were ever perpetrated by beings in the^hu-

:n form.

If the whites, in the commencement of the
insurrectioii, had adopted conciliatory mea-
sures, and had acted as became their superior
knowledge and condition, tliey would, in all

probability, have been able to have satisfied

the reasonable and just demands of their for-

mer slaves; and by a treaty which could readi-
ly have been obtained, mutually advantageous
to both ; their own prosperity might have been
saved, and an awful shedding of human blood
totally prevented. But tlie present ferocity

d vindictiveness of the whites, joined to the
remembrance of their former oppressions,
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fanned the untamed passions of tlie negro into

a terrific flame, goaded his fierce spirit al-

most to madness, and caused a succession of

such scenes, as humanity would fain hope

might never have their parallel in the history

of mankind.
Amidst this darkness, gleams oflight occasion-

ally appeared. Instances are recorded of grati-

tude, generosity, and faithful attachment on the

part of some of the blacks to their former mas-

ters, which could not have been expected from

so untutored and so deeply injured a people.

We have, however, in the history of the

times, still more conclusive proof, tiiat kind-

ness would have done much to soften the ne-

gro character, and that feelings of gratitude,

nay even of generosity, were no strangers to

negro bosoms. Immediately after the massa-

cres to which we have just alluded, the Eng-

lish, then at war with France, invaded Hayti,

The French government, in alarm at the arri

val of this new and formidable enemy, as a

desperate expedient, determined to thron

themselves for protection upon the mercy of

the blacks, and proclaimed freedom to all the

slaves, in the hope, that, instead ofjoining the

British standard, they might be induced to

make a league with their former masters.

Much as these people had suffered in their

recent fearful conflicts, they hesitated not to

make a common cause with those whose hands

were yet reeking with negro blood, they join

ed the French with all their forces, and durinj

the arduous contest of five years which ensued,

they endured every hardship and shared every

danger in common with the whites ; and to

their agency and exertions the latter were

certainly largely indebted, for their continu-

ance in the island, and the expulsion of the

English. Many of die most distinguished

leaders in the French army were blacks,

among whom the talented and humane Tous-

saint L'Ouverture and the brave and zealous

Christophe (both ofwhom had been slaves)

particularly conspicuous.

At the close of this war, Hayti remained in

the nominal possession of France, but with a

black population entirely enfranchised and

aware of their own rights and services. In

this emergency the whites were forced to suffer

the government of the island to pass into the

hands of Toussaint ; and although the negroes,

with a chief of their own race at the head of

affairs, and with the greater part of the military

power of the island in their hands, could easily

have asserted their entire independence of the

mother country, and extirpated the remnants

of the French forces, their former cruel op

pressors, yet, to the honour of this despised

people be it said, that industry, subordination

love of the laws and good faith, were the traits

at that period most strongly exhibited in their

practical character. Toussaint's administration

was able, but mild ; the agriculture, wealth,

security of property, general industry and civi-

lization of the colony, constantly increased; and

our authors aver that its productiveness and

value to the mother country had seldom been

greater than at this period.

So happy a state of things was not however

long permitted to exist in this aflilicted island.

The importunities of the e.xcited colonists.

anxious to regain their former plantations and

slaves, and the restless ambition of Bonaparte,

nduced the latter in 1802 to send a powerful

armament, composed of the bravest veterans in

e land forces of France, and commanded by

his own brother-in-law, general Leclerc, under

pretence of subduing the enemies of the mother

country in the colony, but in reality to establish

the slavery of the negroes.

No sooner had this nefarious expedition

reached the shores of Hayti, than its leaders

began their operations. Stratagem, and hol-

low professions of friendship, and promises of

liberty, were the means to which Leclerc at

first resorted ; but the shrowd penetration of

the negro generals, quickly discovering the

insincerity of his overtures, the whole isl-

and rose in arms, and Leclerc was obli-

ged to throw oflf the mask, and endeavoured

by cruelty and force to effect his purposes. It

is not my intention to go into the particulars of

the sanguinary contest which ensued, and in

the course of which the French acted a part

which stamped both tlieir first consul and his

agents with indelible infamy.

Open, savage murder, drowning, suffocation,

hunting by hungry blood hounds, were some

of the horrid methods, freely and successfully

employed by the French in the destruction of

thousands and tens of thousands of their mise-

rable victims. None of these terrible expe-

dients, however, could subdue the energies or

break the indomitable spirit of the negroes
;

they displayed talent, address, undaunted cou

rage, firmness and patience, mingled neverthe-

less with some of the same outrages and atroci

ties that were practised by their more tutored

and instructed opponents. Whenever a dis

position to compromise and reconciliation

appeared on the part of Leclerc and his sue

cessors, it was met by the blacks with a reci

procity of feeling and good faith on their part,

which was truly astonishing when we reflect

on the constant perfidy of the French, and

clearly shows, that the negroes were not in

arms merely from a love of slaughter and vio-

lence, but that peace and freedom were their

principal aims. The base treachery of Bona-

parte and his minions towards Toussaint, who
had compromised with the French during one

of these pacific intervals, will be more fully

spoken of when we give a sketch of his cha-

racter ; suffice it to say, his abduction to

France broke the last truce which the negroes

made with the French ; they again flew to

arms under the conduct of Christophe and

Dessalines, and after a long and doubtful

strusgle, the ravages of disease as well as the

stroke of the sword, having wasted the French

army, they were glad to capitulate and leave

the country in the undisputed possession of the

negroes ; with full liberty to exercise the

rights and privileges of freedom and self-go-

ENGLISH IMPROVEMENTS.
{Concluded from page Wl.)

The commerce of London and of Liverpool form

objects of wonder and envy to the civilized world.

The trade of each port is very different in its nature;

and thus the tonnage of the one may increase, with-

any diminution of that of the other. The Pool

of London—indeed the whole course of the river,

from Blackwall to the Tower—is, perhaps, one of

the most splendid spectacles of modern times. The
almost uninterrupted range of warehouses and quays

—the East India, the West India, the London, and
the St. Katharine's Docks—the coasting and other

small vessels anchored in the Pool—the long succes-

sion of steam-boats and ships i ing from. •de-

vernment.

{To he continued.)

EXTRACT.

Pure Charity, that comes not in a shower
Sudden and loud, oppressing what it feeds.

But like the dew, with silent grateful power.

Felt in the bloom it leaves among the meads.

parting to, all the ports of the Old and New Worlds
—these are circumstances which fill the mind with a

sense of the vastness of our commercial wealth and
industry. The trade of the port of London has

more than doubled in the last thirty years. But the

port of Liverpool offers a greater condensation of

commercial objects, and is, to a certain extent, more
imposing. From the magnificent expanse of the

Mersey you look upon a quay of about two miles

and a half in extent, presenting an uninterrupted

succession of docks, and piers, and towering ware-

houses. The river is constantly alive with steam-

packets crossing to the opposite shore, or going out

to the various ports of Ireland, or Scotland, or

Wales ; while ever and anon some stalely merchant-
man arrives from her long journey across the Atlan-
tic, and rushes into the harbour, like a bird seeking

her nest. From one extent of these magnificent
docks to the other, you may walk without interrup-

tion. A merchant in London seldom sees his vessel;

but at Liverpool the adventurous speculator hurries

down from the Exchange to the quay, when the dis-

tant signal has told him that his ship is coming into

the port, and he welcomes ter to her home with a
proud feeling, which the ordinary coldness of money
getting cannot deaden.

The new dock, for the completion of which a bill to

borrow additional sums was passed in the late session,

is a continuation of that splendid line of accommo-
dation for shipping, which has been growing with
the extraordinary growth of the trade of Liverpool.

This single dock has already cost more than a mil-

lion ; and extensive as the other docks are, it is no
common case for vessels to ride in the Mersey, .

which is often dangerous, from the impossibility of
finding other accommodation. The trade of Liver-

pool has more than doubled in the last twelve }'ears.

The revenue of customs, which this port contributes

to the national stock, is four millions annually ; and
its export trade is the largest in the empire, larger

even than that of London.
We have thus taken a rapid view of the projects

of public improvement, which, during the present
year, have received the sanction of the legislature

;

and many of which are doubtless already in progress

of execution.
j

These projects have originated and been carried .

forward—will be executed and maintained—by the
j

energy, the wealth, the public spirit, and the vigi-

lance of individuals. They are, each and all, re-

markable instances of the power of association in a
free and intelligent community. Every succeeding

j

year will bring forth similar projects, for it is impos-
j

sible to imagine any natural limit to the progress of
i

internal improvement. Nothing can interfere with '

this spirit but a woful decay of our national resour-

ces,—and nothing can produce that decay but a '

long period of shameful raisgovernment. It is diffi-

cult to contemplate the arrival of such a period, as

long as the people continue to administer their own '

affairs—cultivating as they do more and more that
|

sound and universal knowledge which is requisite for
\

a right administration of them. Upon this founda- '

tion we may safely build for a continuance of that
j

energy which is the result of freedom and intelligence.

To an empire like that of Great Britain, founded, not
j

upon rapine and conquest, but upon her capacity of
j

supplying, by her wealth, her science, and her Indus- I

try, the wants of the whole civilised world, the
j

time must be very distant when the rivalries of,
]

commerce shall compel her to limit her enterprises
:

and narrow her sphere of action. Her first duty is
|
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to break down all those dishonest distinctions which

are adverse to the spirit of knowledge and liberality,

upon which her prosperity is founded. United at

home, she has little to fear from the jealousy, or

even the growing competition, of other states. Her

second duty is to maintain the tranquillity of the

world, as long as she can do so, without any com-

promise of her just dignity and her natural inde-

pendence. It is not for her to join any of those

combinations of despoUc governments, which have

for their object to perpetuate the ignorance and sla-

very of large portions of mankind—neither is she to

permit her abstract love of freedom to hurry on

those sanguinary conBicts between the slave and the

tyrant, wliich, to be triumphant, must be the result

of a state of public feeling, before which tyranny

must wither away at once, and be no more seen.

Let her, as the prime duty to herself and the world,

'^ study to be quiet.'' Her interest, and that of man-

kind, is peace. But if the time should come when

the sword must be drawn, let her gird on her ar-

mour as one that is slow to anger, but powerful to

avenge. She must be triumphant, whoever be hos-

tile, as long as the spirit of her people is fairly com-

mitted, as it is now in a time of tranquillity, to the

advancement of her real welfare.

But yet it is not difficult, in moments of political

speculation, when the imagination is filled with the

ideas of the people of another hemisphere, rising up

to a height of commercial grandeur, and putting

forth mighty energies, of which our own are but a

type,—it is not difficult to fancy the arrival of a

period, when all our great public works, our quays,

our docks, our bridges, our canals, our roads, shall

be desolate and ruinous, as the choaked-up harbours

of Carthan-e or of Venice. It is not difficult to ima-

gine a combination of circumstances under which

our boasted commerce may gradually leave us for

newer channels;—when the Mediterranean shall be

shut atrainst our flag; when India shall be no longer

subjecfed to our sway; when our colonies shall have

thrown oft' their allegiance, and shall pour their riches

into more convenient markets; when the rising states

of the New World shall manufacture their own com-

modities, and neither ask us to take their raw materi-

al, nor pay the price of our labour, in converting it to

the uses of comforts and luxuries. That time may
indeed arrive in the natural course of things, but, to

our minds, it is very, very distant. There are those

who believe that the period of our commercial decli-

nation may be postponed, by our rigid adherence to

that exclusive system by which our trade was first

reared, and was long supported ; and they proclaim,

for our example, the narrow wisdom of other coun-

tries, who have refused to meet us upon that enlar-

ged field of commerce which is open to each nation,

fairly seeking to e-tchange its peculiar products

without the embarrassing regulations of ancient jea-

lousies. They are wrong. Our commerce jnust in-

crease in spite of these restrictions; because our

capital, our activity, and our public spirit, are a cen-

tury at least before the rest of the world. The na-

tions which are blessed with good governments are

striving to come up with us. Be it so. We shall

still keep the head of them, freed from the shackles

of those old prejudices which so long have encum-

bered the commercial industry of the world. Were

we still to wear these shackles, and attempt to pre-

serve our superiority by exclusion, they would soon

pass us in a race. A liberal system of trade, as far

as is compatible with our actual relations, varying,

as they must do, with the opinions of other nations,

is the only security for the preservation, and the ex-

tension of a commerce, which could not exist for

another quarter of a century, but as it administers to

the general welfare of mankind. When it ceases to

be a blessing to others, as well as a profit to our-

selves, it must perish ; but an intelligent people, sup-

ported by a wise government, has no cause for this

apprehension.

If our impressions are correct, the preced

ing passages present the most imposing picture

of national industry, wealth, and intelUgence,

which we have ever seen. And when, in ad-

dition, it is remembered, what have been the

contributions and exertions of this nation in the

cause of religion and humanity, we cannot sup

press our admiration of a people possessed of

such energies and virtues—nor the expression

of a hope, that, with institutions better adapted

to the culture of these characteristics, and un-

fettered by the abuses which have descended

from a darker age—starting, as it may be said

we do, in the race, with every advantage, we
may not prove ourselves unworthy of such an

ancestry. It. 1.

THE WARRIOR.

A gallant form is passing by.

The plume bends o'er his lordly brow
;

A thousand tongues have raised on high

His song of triumph now.
Young knees are bending round his way.
And age makes bare his locks of gray.

Fair forms have lent their gladdest smile.

White hands have waved tlie conqueror on
;

And flowers have decked his path the while,

By gentle fingers strown.

Soft tones have cheered him, and the brow
Of beauty beams uncover'd now.

The bard hath waked the song for him,
And pour'd his boldest uumbers forth ;

The wine-cup sparkling to the brim
Adds frenzy to the mirth ;

And every tongue, and every eye.

Does homage to the passer by.

The gallant steed treads proudly on,

His foot falls firmly now, as when
In strife that iron heel went down
Upon the hearts of men.

And foremost in the ranks of strife.

Trod out the last dim spark of life.

Dream they of these—the glad and gay.

That bend around the conqueror's path.'

The horrors of the conflict-day

—

The gloomy field of death

—

The ghastly slain—the severed head

—

The raven stooping o'er the dead.

Dark thoughts and fearful ! yet they bring

No terrors to the triumph hour.

Nor stay the reckless worshipping
Of blended crime and power.

The fair of form, the mild of mood.
Do honour to the man of blood.

Men—Christians !—pause—the air ye breathe

Is poison'd by your idol now ;

And will ye turn to him, and wreathe
Your chaplets round his brow !

Nay, call his darkest deeds sublime.

And smile assent to giant crime !

Forbid it, heaven !—a voice hath gone
In mildness and iu meekness forth.

Hushing before its silvery tone,

The stormy things of earth;

And whispering sweetly through the gloom
oC the peace lo come. W.

Avalanches of the While and Green Mountains.

(Continued from page 109.)

2. Letter of Carlos Wilcox.

Hanover, (N. H.) Sept. 2, 1826.

I have just returned from an excursion to the

White Mountains, and shall now spend a day of rest

in this village, in giving you some account of the ef-

fects produced by the most destructive fall of rain

ever known in that region. It happened on the

night of the 28th of August, which will be long re-

membered in this part of the country.

I left Hanover on Saturday last, in company with

o gentlemen of my acquaintance from the citv of
New York, and rode as far as Haverhill, where' we
II spent the sabbath. The road over which we

passed was like a bed of ashes two or three inches
deep ; and the country around us exhibited the usual
efl'ects of a long drought. The abundant rains that
fell three weeks ago, over the southern half of New
England, did not reach the upper part of the valley

of Connecticut River. On Monday morning it be-
gan to rain at Haverhill, and continued along our
route for most of the day, but so moderately, and at

such intervals, that, with the help of greatcoats and
umbrellas, we proceeded on our journey in an open
wagon, as far as Bethlehem, fifteen miles west of the
White Mountains. As we approached the vicinity

of tlie mountains, the rain increased till it became a
storm, and compelled us to stop about the middle of

the afternoon.

The storm continued most of the night ; but the

next morning was clear and serene. The view from
the hill of Bethlehem was extensive and delightful.

In the eastern horizon, Mount Washington, with the

neighbouring peaks on the north and on the south,

formed a grand outline far up in the blue sky. Two
or three small fleecy clouds rested on its side, a little

below its summit, wliile, from behind this highest

point of land in the United States east of the Missis-

sippi, the sun rolled up rejoicing in his strength and
glory. We started off towards the object of our
journey, with spirits greatly exhilarated by the beau-

ty and grandeur of our prospect. As we hastened
forward, with our eyes fixed on the tops of the moun-
tains before us, little did we think of the scene of
destruction around their base, on which the sun waa
now, for the first time, beginning to shine. In about
half an hour, we entered Breton Woods, an unin-

corporated tract of land, covered with primitive fo-

rest, extending on our road five miles to Rosebrook's

Inn, and thence six miles to Crawford's, the esta-

blishment begun by Rosebrook's father, as described

in the travels of Dr. Dwight. On entering this wil-

derness, we were struck with its universal stillness.

From every leaf in its immense masses of foliage the

rain hung in large glittering drops ; and the silver

note of a single unseen and unknov/n bird was the

only sound that we could hear. After we had pro-

ceeded a mile or two, the roaring of the Araonoosuck
began to break in upon the stillness, and soon grew
so loud as to excite our surprise. In consequence of

coming to the river almost at right angles, and by a

very narrow road, through trees and bushes very

thick, we had no view of the water, till with a quick

trot we had advanced upon the bridge too far to re-

cede ; when the sight that opened at once, to the

right and to the left, drew from all of us similar ex-

clamations of astonishment and terror; and we hur-

ried over the trembling fabric as fast as possible.

After finding ourselves safe on the other side, we
walked down to the brink ; and though familiar with
mountain scenery, we all confessed that we had ne-

ver seen a mountain torrent before. The water was
as thick with earth as it could be, without being

changed into mud. A man living near, in a log hut,

showed us how high it was at day break. Though
it had fallen six feet, he assured us that it was still

ten feet above its ordinary level. To this add its or-

dinary depth of three or four feet, and here at day
break was a body of water, twenty feet deep, and
sixty feet wide, moving with the rapidity of a gale

of wind, between steep banks, covered with hem-
locks and pines, and over a bed of large rocks, break-

ing its surface into billows like those of the ocean.

After gazing a few moments on this sublime sight,

we proceeded on our way, for the most part at some
distance from the river, till we came to the farm of

Rosebrook, lying on its banks. We found his fields

covered with water, and sand, and flood wood. His
fences and bridges were all swept away ; and the

road was so blocked up with logs, that we had to

wait for the labours of men and oxen, before we
could get to his house. Here we were told that the

river was never before known to bring down any con-

siderable quantity of earth, and were pointed to bare

spots on the sides of the White Mountains, never

seen tUl that morning. As our road, for the remain-

ing six miles, lay quite near the river, and crossed

many small tributary streams, we employed a man
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to accompany us willi an axe. We were frequently

obliged to remove trees from the road, to fill exca-

vations, to mend and make bridges, or contrive to

get our liorses and wagon along separately. After

toiling in this manner for half a day, we reached the

end of our journey, not however without being

obliged to leave our wagon half a mile behind. In

many places in these six mile.'-, the road, and the

whole adjacent woods, as it appeared from the marks
on the trees, had been overrtowed to the depth of

ten feet. In one place, the river, iu consequence of

some obstruction at a remarkable fall, liad been

twenty feet higher than it was when we passed. We
stopped to view the fall, which Dr. Dwight calls

" beautiful." He says of it : " Tlie descent is from

fifty to sixty feet, cut through a mass of stratified

granite, the sides of which appear as if they had

been laid by a mason in a variety of fantastical

forms ; betraying, however, by their rude and wild

aspect, the masterly hand of nature." This descrip-

tion is sufficiently correct ; but the beauty of the

fall was now lost in its sublimity. You have only to

imagine the whole body of the Araonoosuck, as it

appeared at the bridge which we crossed, now com-
pressed to half of it."! width, and sent downward
at an angle of twenty or twenty-five degrees, be-

tween perpendicular walls of stone. On our arrival

at Crawford's, the appearance of his farm was like

tliat of Rosebrook's, only much worse. Some of his

sheep and cattle were lost, and eight hundred bushels

of oats were destroyed. Here we found five gentle-

men, who gave us an interesfmg account of their

unsuccessful attempt to ascend Mount Washington
the preceding day. They went to the " Camp"
at the foot of the mountain on sabbath evening, and
lodged there, with the intention of climbing the sum-
mit the next morning. But in the morning the

mountains were enveloped in thick clouds ; the

began to fall, and increased till after noon, when it

came down in torrents. At five o'clock, they pi

posed to spend another night at the camp, and
their guide return home for a fresh supply of pro

sions for the next day. But the impossibility of keep-

ing a fire, where every thing was so wet, and tl;

advice of their guide, made them all conclude to

return, though with great reluctance. No time w

now to be lost ; for they had seven miles to travel

foot, and six of them by a rugged path, through a

gloomy forest. They ran as fast as their

stances would permit; but the dark evergreens

around them and the black clouds above, madi

night before they had gone half tlie way. The rain

poured down faster every moment ; and the littb

streams which they had stepped across the evenin;

before, must now be crossed by wading, or by cuttin;

down trees for bridges, to which they were obliged

to cling for life. In this way they reached the bridgi

over the Amonoosuck, near Crawford's, just in time

to pass it before it was carried down the current. On
Wednesday, the weather being clear and beautiful,

and the waters having subsided, six gentlemen, with

a guide, went to JMount Washington, and one ac-

companied Mr. Crawford to the "Notch," from

which nothing had yet been heard. We met again

at evening, and related to each other what we had
seen. The party who went to the mounta
five hours in reaching the site of the camp, instead

of three, the usual time. The path, for nearly one-

third of the distance, was so much excavated, or co-

vered with miry sand, or blocked up with flood wood,

that they were obliged to grope their way through
thickets almost impenetrable, where one generation

of trees after another had risen and fallen, and were
now lying across each other in every direction, and
in various stages of decay. The camp itself had been

wholly swept away ; and the bed of the rivulet by

which it had stood, was now more than (

wide, and with banks from ten to fifteen feet high.

Four or five other brooks were passed, whose beds

were enlarged, some of them to twice the extent of

this. In several, the water was now only three or

four feet wide, while the bed, often, fifteen or twen-

ty rods in width, was covered for miles with stones,

from two to five feet in diameter, that had been rolled

down the mountains, and through the forests, by

thousands, bearing every thing before them. Not
a tree, nor the root of a tree, remained in their path.
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nse piles of hemlocks and other trees, with
limbs and bark entirely bruised otF, were lodged
e way on both sides, as they had been driven in

g the standing and half standing trees on the

baTiks. While the party were climbing the mountain,
thirty slides were counted, some of which began near
the line where the soil and vegetation terminate, and
growing wider as they descended, were estimated to

itain more than a hundred acres. These were all

the western side of the mountains. They were
nposed of the whole surface of the earth, with all

growth of woods, and its loose rocks, to the depth
of fifteen, twenty, and thirty feet. And wherever
the slides of the two projecting mountains met,
forming a vast ravine, the depth was still greater.

Such was the report which the party from the

mountains gave. The intelligence which Mr. Craw-
ford and the gentleman accompanying him brought
from the Notch, was of a more melancholy nature.

The road, though a turnpike, was in such a state,

that they were obliged to walk to the Notch House,
lately kept by Mr. Willey—a distance of six miles.

All the bridges over the Amonoosuck, five in number,
those over the Saco, and those over the tributary

streams of both, were gone. In some places, the

road was excavated to the depth of fifteen and twenty
feet ; and in others, it was covered with earth, and
rocks, and trees, to as great a height. In the Notch,

and along the deep defile below it, for a mile and a

half, to the Notch House, and as far as could be seen

beyond it, no appearance of the road, except in one
place, for two or three rods, could be discovered. The
steep sides of the mountain, first on one hand, then

on the other, and then on both, had slid down into

this narrow passage, and formed a continued mass
from one end to the other, so that a turnpike will pro-

bably not be made through it again very soon, if

ever. The Notch House was found uninjured

;

though the barn adjoining it by a shed was crushed,

and under its ruins were two dead horses. The
house was entirely deserted ; the beds were tumbled

;

their covering was turned down ; and near them,

upon chairs and on the floor, lay the wearing appa-

rel of the several members of the family ; while the

money and the papers of Mr. Willey were lying in

his open bar. From these circumstances, it seemed
almost certain, that the whole family were destroyed;

and it soon became quite so, by the arrival of a

brother of Mr. Crawford, from his father's, six miles

farther east. From him we learnt that the valley of

the Saco, for many miles, presented an uninterrupted

scene of desolation. The two Ciawfordg were the

nearest neighbours of Willey. Two days had now
elapsed since the storm, and nothing had been heard
of his family in either direction. There was no longer

any room to doubt that they had been alarmed by
the noise of the destruction around them; had sprung
from their beds and fled naked from the house; and,

in the utter darkness, had been soon overtaken by
the falling mountains and rushing torrents. The fa-

mily, which is said to have been amiable and respect-

able, consisted of nine persons, Mr. Willey and his

wife, and five young children of theirs, with a hired

man and boy. After the fall of a single slide last

June, they were more ready to take the alarm, though
they did not consider their situation dangerous, as

none had ever been known to fall there previous to

this. Whether more rain fell now than had ever

been known to fall before in the same length of

time, at least since the sides of the mountains were

covered with so heavy a growth of woods, or whe-
ther the slides were produced by the falling of such a

quantity of rain, so suddenly after the earth had been

rendered light and loose by the long drought, I am ut-

terly unable to say. All 1 know is, that at the close of

a rahiy day the clouds seemed all to come together

over the White Mountains, and at midnight discharge

their contents at once ina terrible burst of rain, which
produced the effects that have now been described.

Why these eftects were produced now, and never be-

fore, is known only to Him who can rend the hea-

vens when he will, and come down, and cause the

mountains to flow down at his presence.

Yours, &c. Carlos Wilcox.

To reason witli the angry, is like whispering

to tlie deaf.

—

Dillwyn's Reflections.

OBSERVATIONS

On '' A Review of CardclVs Grammar.'''

(Concluded from page 106.)

It is remarkable that the reviewer, with an
eye evidently directed towards the errors of

his author, with a mind singularly prone to

fix only upon faults, should be so often obliged

to manufacture absurdities for himself. His
author, it appears, has not furnished a supply

commensurate with the demand. Where does

he find the assertion, much less discover that

it is the author's grand doctrine, that tliere is

strenuous action in lying still ? The author

did indeed assert, that all verbs express action;

but whether that action is strenuous, or not,

depends upon the meaning of the verb, and
its accompanying words. To lie, with the

Ustlessness of an inanimate being ;—to lie,

like the lion or tiger, with the muscles all brac-

ed for a tremendous bound ;—and to lie, qui-

vering in a violent paroxysm of the ague ;

—

certainly different things ; but the differ-

ence is not expressed by the verb lie, but its

accompanying words. To spring a mine, and
not to spring it, are diametrically opposite

;
yet

the verb spring expresses precisely the same
action in the two cases. It will, perliaps, be
time enough to defend the doetrincs of the au-

thor, when they are assailed
; but as our re-

viewer seems to be particularly offended with

the supposition that there is any action in lying

still, I will suggest the inquiry, whether the

wet cloth that was laid on the face of Benha-
dad, or the load of bed clothes with which
Marco covered the head of Tiberius, perform-

ed, while lying still, any action or not 1 And
whether the covering which protects us from
the cold during our Numbering hours, or, more
properly, confines the heat, and prevents its

escape, and all this wliile lying still, performs

at the same time a transitive action and no ac-

tion at all ?

It would be truly amusing, if a sense of in-

justice did not excite a more poignant emotion,

to observe how the reviewer has wandered
over his author, from page to page, apparently

at the direction of chance, selecting a k\v dis-

jointed passages, and offering them as a clear

review of the author's meaning and princi-

ples. It is difficult for one who takes the trou-

ble of examining the author for himself, to

read the pretended review, without impeaching
either the integrity or the discernment of the

writer. If he understood his author, he can
hardly be acquitted of wilful perversion. Could
he sincerely believe that his author judged it

irrelevant to attempt to teach the elegant use

of language, because he asserted, what every
man.in his senses must believe, that a thou-

sand rules of syntax, if they could be remem-
bered and formally applied in rapid speaking,

would not of themselves teach the elegant use
of language ? He has, however, indirectly ac-

knowledged, that he does not understand the

work of which he proposes to exhibit a clear

review. He tells us that his author's first prin-

ciples are not fixed in any intelligible form, nor
can his most ardent admirers tell how many
and what they are. There have been some
men—and men who aspired to the honours of
authorship too—who could not, or did not un-
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flerstand mathematics ; to wlioni, of course.

the subject never was presented in an intelli-

gible tbrni ; and perhaps few mathematicians

could tell exactly how many and what are the

fundamental principles of the science. They

are, however, few and simple, and ' find their

evidence in every well constituted mind. A
person who would judge of the correctness

and force of the author's arguments, from

the description and extracts contained in the

review, would be about as likely to judge cor-

rectly, as he who should attempt to decide

upon the excellence of one of J. iM. French's

chronometers by the inspection of a tew of its

fragments, after the instrument had been crush-

ed under the car of Juggernaut.

We are told that " there is no one principle

more firmly established among grammarians

than this, that the best usage is the only pro-

per standard of their instructions. But our

author rejects and ridicules this authority, as

the arbiter of disputed points in grammar, and

pretends to argue solely from established prin-

ciples in the mind of man, and the nature of

things." But how has this one principle been

thus" firmly established among grammarians ?

Have they proved to a demonstration that there

arc no fixed principles in language—nothing

but what varies with the variations of fltshion .'

If so, then this one principle may also change

with the touch of fashion's magic wand. Some

Other standard of instruction may be adopted

by general consent. Or must we understand

that the maxim has been established beyond

the power of contradiction, because Horace

has given it, or rather something like it, and

succeeding writers have concurred in submit-

ting to his authority '. When Galileo announc-

ed the discovery of the four satellites of Jupi-

ter, one of his learned contemporaries gravely

observed, " This cannot be so ; 1 have read

Aristotle twice through, and it is not there."

Succeeding philosophers, however, have agreed

to substitute the evidence of their senses for tlie

authority of Aristotle, and the existence of

these Medicean stars is now firmly established.

But the truth is, W. S. Cardell rejects the opi-

nion that language is founded in custom. He
admits the authority of established usage, in

regard to modes of speech, (Ph. Gram. p. 18.)

but he proves conclusively that use cannot be

the foundation of language. It is true, he

makes many tilings in the established doctrines

of the expounders of language appear suffi-

ciently ridiculous ; but we may say of this,

as Addison, after Aristotle, has said of the sta-

tue—the figure is in the stone, and the sculp-

tor only finds it. The author did not find it

necessary to his purpose to pervert the mean-

ing of preceding writers on language, in order

to make them appear ridiculous. He did not

even think himself obliged to expose their fa-

mily or personal misfortunes, in order to prove

their expositions of language unsound. He
has not told us, as an evidence that Dr. John-

son and Adam Smith were sometimes incor-

rect in their elucidations of their native tongue,

that the former was unsuccessful in his attempt

to establish a boarding school, and the latter

was admitted into college as an exhibitioner.

His hostility was not with the men, but with

their opinions.

11 the author /(/-t^-jK?.? to nrgue, it is rather

more ilian his reviewer has done, except in one
or two cases. He has confined himself |)rin-

cipally to simple assertion or the citation ol" au-

thorities. But he has not always been the

most happy in his selections. Could anv one
who ever took the trouble of reading three fines

together in Young's poems, for a moment ima-
gine, that the line which the reviewer has cited

mihtates against the doctrine of his author .'

If nothing more than purpose in thy power,
Tliy purpose firm is equal to the deed.
Who does the best his circumstance allows,

Does well; acts nobly ; angels could no mure.
Our outward act, indeed, admits restraint.

'Tis not in tilings o'er thoughts to domineer.
Guard well thy thoughts : our thoughts are

heard in heaven. JYiglit Hecond.

As authority appears to have so much force

with our reviewer, perhaps a quotation from
Locke may be of use to him. The authority

of Locke, even on grammatical subjects, is de-

servedly high ; and in this case is the more
valuable, inasmuch as the passage has some
relation to the subject.

" It may also lead us a little towards the ori-

ginal of all our notions and knowledge, if we
remark how great a dependence our words
have on common sensible ideas ; and how those
which are made use of to stand for actions and
notions quite removed from sense, have their

rise from thence, and from obvious sensible

ideas are transferred to more abstruse signifi-

cations, and made to stand for ideas that come
not under the cognizance of our senses ; v. g.
to imagine, apprehend, comprehend, adhere,
conceive, instil, disgust, disturbance, tranquil-

hty, &.C. are all words taken from the opera-
tions of sensible things, and applied to certain

modes of thinking. Spirit, in its primary sig-

nification, is breath ; angel, a messenger ; and
I doubt not, but if we could trace them to their

sources, we should find, in all languages, the

names which stand for things that fall not under
our senses, to have had their first rise from sen-
sible ideas. By which we may give some kind
of guess, what kind of notions they were, and
whence derived, which filled their minds who
were the first beginners of languages ; and
how nature, even in the naming of things, un-

awares suggested to men the originals and
principles of all their knowledge : whilst to

give names that might make known to others

any operations they felt in themselves, or any
other ideas that came not under their senses,

they were fain to borrow words from ordinary

known ideas of sensation, by that means to

make others the more easily to conceive those

operations they experimented in themselves,

which made no outward sensible appearances
;

and then, when they had got known and agreed
names, to signify those internal operations of

their own minds, they were sufliciently fur-

nished to make known by words all their other

ideas ; since they could consist of nothing, but

either of outward sensible perceptions, or of
the inward operations of their minds about

them : we having, as has been proved, no ideas

at all, but what originally come either from
sensible objects without, or what we feel with-

in ourselves, from the inward workinas of our
own spirits, of which we are conscious to our-

selves within,"

If the reviewer has seldom pretended to rea-

son, he lias certainly manifested his prudence
by his abstinence. The few attempts that he
has ventured to make sufficiently evince the

danger of handling such edged tools with im-
skih'ul hands. He has given us a sort of syllo-

gism, in which the first and second members
are taken from his author, iind the third is his

own.
All adjectives are either nouns or participles

;

But all participles are adjectives ;

—

Therefore all adjectives and participles are

nouns.

By this unnatural union, he has unquestion-

ably produced an absurdity ; but the absurdity

is all in the last member, and is therefore all

his own. But let us try a parallel.

All adult human beings are either men or

women
;

But all women are adult human beings ;

—

Therefore, all adult iiuman beings are men.

Here, as before, the conclusion is incorrect;

but it is not logically deduced. The error is

in the conclusion, and not in the premises.

It is a curious circumstance, that the re-

viewer should gravely assert, that his author

was fully persuaded that the preceding writers

on grammar were all wrong in every thing
;

and then, in his zeal to deprive him of the ho-

nour of even promulgating original absurdi-

ties, be at the trouble of proving that he had
highly respectable authority for almost every

thing he has advanced.

If the system of Cardell is not new, neither

is this mode of attack. When Dr. Harvey
promulgated his discovery of the circulation of

the blood, he was strenuously opposed by his

learned contemporaries ; and, when at length it

was found that his doctrines were true, then

the assertion was made that the opinion was not

new. So much has been written, on and ofl^,

of aiinost every subject, that there is scarcely

a possibility of steering a course which shall

not frequently cross the path of some preced-

ing adventurer. To range through the fields

of science and literature, without deviating to

the right or the left, for the purpose either of

following the track or avoiding the course
of preceding travellers, requires a mind of

no ordinary vigour. How far this has been
done by the author whose works have been so

ungraciously reviewed, must be judged by a

careful study of his works, and not by the dis-

torted caricatures of an opponent. A candid

perusal of his works will probably suggest to

some readers an idea, that the reviewer had
inspected the reasonings of his author, about

as deeply as the craftsmen of Diana did the

doctrines of the apostle; and that both had
arrived at one and the same momentous con-

clusion. The writer of the present article is

far from desiring that either errors or absurdi-

ties should be palmed upon the world for

truth ; and if such is the real character of the

doctrines advanced by W. S. Cardell, let them

be feirly exposed. But till something like ar-

gument and common sense shall be arrayed

against his powerful demonstrations, there will

be those who will frown upon every attempt

to drown his voice by the exclamation, though

echoed from a thousand lungs, that " Great

is Diana of the Ephesians!"



The Opinion of Judge Hallock, in the case of

David, miles and Isaac James.

At the opening of the late yearly meeting of

Ohio, on second day, the 8th of ninth month, a

scene of unprecedented disorder and outrage

took place, wjiich reduced the meeting to the

necessity of adjourning. As a narrative of

these proceedings has already been published

in the twelfth number of the first volume of the

Repository, and in the "Declaration" of Ohio

yearly meeting itself, it will not be necessary

here to recapitulate those transactions in the

way of minute detail, particularly as it is in-

tended ere long to lay the whole testimony

in the case before the public.

On the day after the violence was commit-

ted on the meeting, complaint was made before

Jeremiah 11. Hallock, president judge of the

fifth judicial circuit court of Ohio, against Da-
vid Hilles and Isaac James, for disturbing Ohio
yearly meeting. The actual disturbance em-
braced a large number of the followers of

Elias Hicks, who directly or indirectly took

part in it. But as Friends were not actuated

by vindictive motives, but a desire to obtain

protection from a species of abuse, which not

only endangered their lives, but tended to a

total subversion of their religious meetings,

they entered complaint against Hilles and
James only, in the hope, that, when the prin-

ciple was settled by a legal decision, the Hicks-

ites would not persist in a course of conduct,

wliich would not only violate our rights and
privileges, but involve themselves in serious

difficulties.

David Hilles acted as clerk to the meeting

which the Hicksites set up, and to efl'ect which

object the abuse on Friends was committed.

He was, at the same time, a member of the

Society, and a representative from Redstone
quarterly meeting. Isaac James was disown-

ed by Short Creek monthly meeting, to which
he had been attached when Concord monthly

meeting was laid down.
On the 9th of the month, complaint was

made before Judge Hallock against these two
individuals. On the 10th, warrants were serv-

ed on them, and the 11th was tiie day set for

the trial. This time was preferred, because

the individuals who were necessarily to be call-

ed as witnesses, both on the part of the prose-

cution and the defence, were persons from dif-

ferent parts of the country, attending the year-

ly meeting, and who would be subjected to

great inconvenience by having to return after

the meeting had concluded.

On being- brought before the judge on the

11th, the defendants moved for a postpone
ment ; in doing which they affirmed, " that

Samuel Jones, Elisha Hunt, William Sherrard,

Samuel Berry, Jesse Newport, John Mulvany,
Joel O.xly, James Updegraff, Lewis Walker,
James Clemens, William Dilworth, John Dix
on, and Henry Howard, [were] material and
important witnesses for these deponents, with

out the testimony of whom, these deponents
cannot safely go on to trial: that these depon
ents have used due diligence to have the said

witnesses, but could not, from the little time
they have had, and the situation of the witness

es, procure their attendance." And after
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ying what they expected to prove by them,

they added, also on their affirmation, " and

that this apphcation is not for delay, but to ob-

tain justice."

This affidavit was immediately rebutted by

others, which proved—That Benjamin W.
Ladd, in order to enable the defendants to

have their witnesses on the day of trial, had
procured a blank subpoena, of which he not

only gave information to the deputy sherifl',

who served the warrant on Hilles and James,
but also told Hilles himself that such a sub-

pcena was at their disposal. But Hilles re-

plied, " that their witnesses were coming, or

would come voluntarily." The deputy sheriff

also proved that he gave the same information

to the defendants when he served the warrants

on them; and further told them, if they wanted
any witnesses summoned, and would give him
their names, he would see that they were sub-

pcenaed; that they gave him the names of three

persons, but afterwards countermanded it,

though he had given notice to one of them. It

was also proved by other affidavits, that the

most of the individuals mentioned, to procure
whose attendance Hilles and James had so-

lemnly affirmed they had used due diligence,

ere in Mount Pleasant, or within the reach

of the parties, on the day before.

But one of the witnesses named in the mo-
tion for postponement, and whose residence

was in Pennsylvania, had gone home. Tap-
pan, on behalf of the defendants, insisted on
the importance of the testimony of this wit-

ness. To meet this plea, the counsel for the

prosecution proposed that they should write

down whatever they pleased, as the testimony

that this witness would give, and they would
admit it as such ; or, in other words, that the

witness would say so on his affirmation. This
brought them to a stand, and the question of
postponement was submitted to the judge.

In deciding the question, he expresse

wish that the defendants might have a fair trial;

and admitted their right to have their witnesses

then summoned, which, on conversation, was
understood might be accomplished in two
days. And as there were a large number of
witnesses to be examined, he said the trial

might commence. But as there was then but

three days which could be occupied in this tria

before the commencement of the circuit, the

judge very properly concluded that there

would not be time for the examination. In

addition to which, he observed, that his own
health was too delicate to bear very close ap-

plication. The trial was therefore put off to

the 15th of the tenth month.
On the day appointed, the court proceeded

to the examination of the witnesses, which was
closed on the 21st. The case was opened by
John M. Goodenow, on the part of the prose-

cution, who concluded his speech a little past

eleven o'clock the next day. The remainder
of that day and half the next, was occupied by
Hubbard and Tappan for the defendants

John C. Wright, on behalf of the prosecution

replied in a speech which took up the after

noon of the 23d, and morning of the 24th.

The court then adjourned to 1 1 o'clock, the

25th. At which time the judge delivered his

opinion.

In giving the opinion of Judge Hallock, it is

proper to observe, that the judge, in his writ-

ten opinion, confines himself very closely to the

question immediately involved in the " Com-
plaint," which was, the " Disturbance of Ohio
yearly meeting.'" And from the view which
he took of the subject, a large proportion, both
of the testimony and the pleadings, was left

out of his written decision.

It may, however, be interesting to our read-

ers to know, that in the course of the examina-
tion, the judge decided several questions of
deep interest to the Society; and in delivering

his opinion, at the close of the trial, he made
some remarks, perhaps in courtesy to the

counsel for the defendants, as they were in re-

ply to arguments which had been advanced in

the defence.

One of the decisions to which I allude, was,
admitting " the records as evidence." An-
other decision, in intimate connection, was, a
refusal by the judge to admit parole evidence,

to show the reasons for which a quarterly

meeting had laid down one of its monthly
meetings, without its consent. The counsel

for the defendants very early discovered that

they intended to direct strong eflbrts to this

part of the proceedings of Friends. To meet
the menaced attack, testimony was offered by
the prosecution, to show the reasons which in-

duced the quarter to exercise the power of
laying down one of its monthly meetings. But
this the judge refused to admit. The fact was
on record, and, of course, in evidence. But
to inquire into the reasons, &c. of the meet-
ing, involving the regularity or irregularity of
its proceedings, he said would open an endless

investigation, which, in itself, would be impro-
per in the present case.

Both in the examination of witnesses and
records, and in the pleadings, great eiTorta

were used to render the testimonies of disown-
ment which have been issued against the Hicks-
ites invalid and ridiculous.

It will be recollected that Hilles had never
been disowned, nor had any monthly meeting
been laid down within the limits of the quarter
to which he belonged. But the monthly meet-
ing to which I. James formerly belonged, had
been laid down without its consent, and he
had been disowned by the monthly meeting to

which he had been attached when his monthly
meeting was laid down. But the fact of the

disturbance of Ohio yearly meeting, not de-
pending on any of these circumstances, they
were both adjudged to be guilty, and were ac-
cordingly fined.

It was, therefore, not necessary that the
judge should record, in his " opinion," the ar-

guments above alluded to, which had been ad-
vanced in the defence. But he took occasion
to say, in reference to these subjects, that all

religious societies possessed the undoubted
right of disownment—that this right was essen-

tial to the very existence of rehgious society

itself—and queried who would wish to belong
to a society that had not the power to disown
its members. That the redress of grievances,

under the abuse of the powers vested in the

difTerent branches of society, must be within

the society itself; and that the civil law could

not interfere in such cases, except where civil
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rights were involved. That in no society was

the redress of grievances more easy than in the

Society of Friends, where the injured party

had the right of appealing from the judgment

of inferior to superior meetings, through the

different grades of subordination, up to the

yearly meeting. And, as these ecclesiastical

tribunals have been established by the Society

itself, the members, in regard to religious

prtpileges, must seek their remedy in these, or

submit to the consequences.

It is proper further to state, that the fine laid

on David Hilles and Isaac James, was five

dollars each. In delivering this part of his de-

cision, the judge remarked, that it was not be-

cause he considered the offence of a trivial na-

ture ; but as it was not the amount of the fine,

but the principle, that was the object in view,

and as he hoped it would be the last case of

the kind which would occur, he would fi.\ the

fine at tlie lowest sum stated in the law.

The foregoing statement of judge Hallock's

remarks has been submitted to his examination,

and pronounced to be " substaniiallt/ correct.''—Editor Mis. Rep.

State of Ohio, ^ This complaint is founded

vs. f upon the third section of the

David Hilles& ^ statute for the ^'prevention

Isaac James. ^ of immoral practices," which

enacts, " that if any person or persons shall

at any time interrupt or molest any religious

society, or any member thereof, or any persons

when meeting or met together for the purpose

of worship, or performing any duties enjoined

or appertaining to them as members of such

society, the person or persons so offending

may be arrested," Sec.

The defendants have pleaded not guilty.

In order to a proper understanding of this

case, it is necessary to notice the circumstan-

ces that led to the transaction which is com-
plained of, as a disturbance of the yearly meet-

ing of the Society of Friends.

It appears that the Society of Friends had

become divided into two parties, in conse-

quence of diflerence of opinion as to some doc-

trinal points. The one party (from Elias

Hicks, who has been considered a leader) has

been called " Hicksites ;" the other party have

been generally distinguished by the name of

" Orthodox." These names I use for the pur-

pose of distinction merely, and to avoid cir-

cumlocution. Each party claims that they

hold to the ancient doctrines of the Society of

Friends, and that their opponents have de-

parted therefrom.

The Orthodox, in several of the monthly

meetings where they had the control, had pro-

ceeded to deal with some of their members, for

maintaining doctrines contrary to the disci-

pline of the Society, as was claimed—some had

been disowned. One monthly meeting had

been laid down, without its consent, by the

quarterly meetiiig to which it belonged. These
proceedings, on the part of the Orthodox, were
claimed to be oppressive, and contrary to the

discipline of the Society. Great excitement

prevailed. The disowned members had re

fused to submit to their sentences, but had not

appealed from them, as they had a right to do.

by the discipline of the Society. Separate

quarterly meetings were established, in four

out of the five quarterly meetings. The same
was done in many of the monthly meetings.

Each meeting claiming to be the true Society

of Friends.

In this state of the Society, both parties

looked forward with anxiety to the yearly meet-

ing, expecting that there would be, at that

meeting, a trial of strength. The Orthodox
seem to have apprehended thatybrcc would be

used to procure admittance for those who
were under dealing, or had been disowned.

They accordingly increased the number of

uards stationed at the doors, to prevent the

admittance of persons having, by the disci-

pline of the Society, no right to be present
;

to wit : members under dealing, or disowned

persons. The other party resolved that all

should attend as usual, without regard to hav-

ing been disowned or being under dealing
;

they claiming that the proceedings of the Or-

thodox, in dealing with and disowning mem-
bers, had been unjust and irregular, and not

according to the discipline of the Society. It

does not appear that any general resolution to

use force had been adopted ; but, on the con-

trary, the leading members discouraged the

idea.

The parties assembled on the day of meet-
ing. The guards who attempted to keep out

the members under dealing, wereforced; and
the disowned persons entered the house, which

was filled to overflowing—twelve or fifteen

hundred persons being present. As soon as

the meeting had become somewhat composed,

and while Jonathan. Taylor, the clerk of the

yearly meeting, was preparing to open the

meeting in the usual form, Israel French, a

member of the Hicksite party, stated " that

a painful duty devolved upon him—^that of ob-

jecting to the clerk at the table—that such had

been the conduct of the clerks, since the last

yearly meeting, that they had become disquali-

fied to serve the meeting acceptably, or even

to open it ;" and proposed that new clerks

should be appointed. No specific charge was

made. About one hundred or more persons

expressed their assent, by saying, " I concur,"

in rapid succession, sometimes several speak-

ing at once. Immediately, or very shortly

after this expression of concurrence had ceas-

ed, William B. Irish, another member of the

Hicksite party, proposed David Hilles as

clerk. This was concurred in, in the same
way. About this time, either just before

Irish's motion, or while members were ex-

pressing their concurrence, Taylor rose in his

place at the table, and road an opening minute,

and the assistant clerk proceeded to call the

representatives from the quarterly meetings,

who all answered except Jive, two of whom
sent excuses—the number answering exceed-

ing fifty. Hilles was called upon repeatedly, by

individuals, to take his place at the clerk's table,

in order to act as clerk of the meeting.

The clerk's table is placed in the middle of

the raised seat, appropriated to ministers and

strangers, at one side of the house. The seats

appropriated to the elders are situated in front

of the ministers' seat next to it, and are raised

above the seats in the body of the house. These

seats were occupied by the ministers, elders,

and strangers as usual, nearly all of whom
were of the Orthodox party. Other mem-
bers of that party had stationed themselves in

those seats, and in the passage that led to the

clerk's table, so that Hilles could not get to

the table without forcing his way through
them, unless they would give place. Hilles

was disposed not to attempt this, but wrote an
opening minute at the stove, near the centre
of the aisle in the body of the meeting-house.
His friends, however, insisted that he should

occupy the clerk's table, and offered to make
way for him. A column was soon formed,

who proceeded to force their way to the table,

the Orthodox party opposing. The contest

was doubtful for some time. While the parties

were engaged warmly, a cry was raised that

the gallery over the ministers' seat was falhng.

This cry, although unfounded, created great

alarm. A great rush to the doors and win-

dows took place, and a great many got out of

tiie house. This alarm suspended hostilities

for a moment, but as soon as it was generally

perceived to be without cause, the contest was
renewed. The passage to the clerk's table,

which, for a moment, had been left in a mea-
sure unobstructed, was filled up again by the

Orthodox. The Hicksites, however, advanced
to the table. Here a contest took place for

the possession of it. Taylor was pressed be-

tween the table and the door, and considerably

injured. The table was soon broken to pieces.

The tumult then died away. One of the lead-

ing Orthodox cried out, " that is enough, we
surrender." Shortly after this, one of the

Orthodox party proposed that they should ad-

journ until next day. This was agreed to

—

and to render it more formal, they called the

representatives, who nearly all answered, and
agreed to the adjournment. The Orthodox ac-

cordingly left the house—the party leaving the

house being more numerous than those wh»
remained. The Hicksites, remaining in pos-

session, proceeded with their business. The
next day the Orthodox came forward in a body,

and demanded possession of the house, which
was refused. But they were told that they

might come in, and unite with the Hicksites,

who were in possession. The Orthodox ad-

journed to another place, and held their yearly

meeting.

The question on these facts is—were these

proceedings on the part of the friends of Hilles

a disturbance of the meeting coming within

the statute ? It is to be observed, that not all

the Orthodox or Hicksites took a part in the

violence. Probably much the greater part of

both parties were inactive spectators.

In considering this question, it is necessary

to inquire, was the election of Hilles regular,

and binding upon the meeting, or did Taylor

continue the regular clerk of the meeting ?

The objections to this appointment oC Hilles

are evident. The proposition of French, that

the clerk had been disqualified, was not found-

ed on any fact disclosed to the meeting. It

proposed to condemn him without giving him

any information as to the offence of which he

was accused, and of course unheard—without

o-ivinf him any opportunity of making defence.

This was contrary to the first principles of

justice. The reasons for the motion, assigned
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by French in his testimony in this case, do not

sliow any actual disqualification of Taylor, or

Kunbcrly, the assistant clerk. The true rea-

son seems to be—the old clerks belonged to

the Orthodox party.

Again: the proposition to elect a clerk was

not in order, being before the meeting w
opened and ready to proceed to business, and

unpiecodented at any rate, in any body,

whose proceedings would have the authority

of precedent for that meeting. The witnesses

called in this case, on the part of the prosecu

tion, have uniformly pronounced tliis motion

irregular and out of order. The witnesses on

tiie other side liave as uniformly pronounced

it regular and in order—I must be permitted

to judge, as to that point, for myself from the

facts.

I think I may safely venture to say, that, in

no deliberative assembly in the United States,

Avould a motion be in order, until the assembly

was opened and organized, unless that motion

were necessary for its organization ; un"

we except the meetings of the Society of

Friends, tiieir mode of proceeding being some-

what peculiar.

This motion was not in order, according to

the established mode of proceedings in the

yearly meetings of that Society. By their

mode of proceeding, the yearly meeting for

discipline is not opened until the cleik reads

an opening minute; and it is not organized un

til the representatives from the quarterly meet

ings are called, the meeting being constituted

in part, of those representatives.

In case there be no clerk of the meeting

present, a motion to appoint a clerk is in

order, that being necessary for the organiza-

tion of the meeting. In this case, there was a

clerk at the table, qualified and ready to do his

duties. The motion of French, then, to pro-

nounce sentence of disqualification upon the old

clerk, and to appoint others, was not in order,

admitting that the meeting, when duly organ-

ized, had a right to do so of their own will and

pleasure.

Further :—Admitting this irregularily might

be got over, and the proceedings of the meet-

ing would have been regular enough in case

no objection had been made, it is a latal

objection, that this proposition was not in fact

concurred in by the meeting—a majority of

the meeting being dissentients. It is true that

the witnesses on the part of the defendants,

state in general terms, that there was a gen-

eral concurrence of the meeting in the propo-

sition, and some say even more general than

is usual in that meeting. And here I must be

permitted to judge for myself, whether the con-

currence was such as to make it the act of the

meeting.

Tlie witnesses who ex]iress their opinion

tliat the motion was concurred in, go upon

the supposition that although not more than

one tenth of the members of the meeting ex-

pressed tlieir concurrence, and that in an ex-

traordinary manner, the remainder of the mem-
bers are bound by it, as they kept silence

—

that silence on such an occasion gives con-

sent.

It is true that in the ordinary course of busi-

ness, when a portion of the members, although

very small, express their concurrence, and

none oppose, it is considered the sense of the

meeting ; and if this motion had been made
after the meeting was duly organized, and had

proceeded to business in the usual way, or had

been concurred in by even twenty members,

and none opposed, the motion would have been
carried, and the clerk would have been bound

to enter it on his minutes, and read it to tlie

meeting. And then if still unobjected to, it

would have been the act of the meeting. But
in this case, the motion was so out of order

and the whole proceedings so irregular, that

the opponents of the motion were not con-

cluded by their silence—they did not under-

stand at the time, that by their silence, they

were concurring in the measure. French,

himself, in his testimony, says, he did not un-

derstand that the Orthodox united in tlie

measure. It could not have been the under-

derstanding of one present.

If I be correct thus far, it follows, that th«

proceedings, by a part of the meeting, to ex

pel Taylor and put Hillcs in his place, was
not warranted, and that the use ot force was

illegal, a disturbance of the meeting, and

therefore a violation of the law of the land.

For the law abhors violence, and will not per-

mit any one to use it, even to assert his rights,

except in certain cases, which are cases of

necessity. All those who gave their counte-

nance to it, or encouraged it by any means,

are equally guilty. I do not mean to be un-

derstood that all the Hicksite party were

guilty, for it appears but a small portion of

them approved the use offeree.

With respect to these two defendants, it is

proved, that James took an active part.

—

miles, by permitting himself to be made use

of, countenanced the transaction, and is

equally guilty.

Tlie view I have taken of the case, renders

it entirely unnecessary that I should examine

into the other questions which have been made
in the argument, or to take notice of a great

deal of the testimony which has been given.

TEIX: rRZEND.
IRST 3IONTII, 24, 1829.

Having received from Ohio a copy ofjudge

Hallock's opinion in the case of David Ililles

and Isaac James, we now place it before our

readers. It should be premised, that we print

from Elislia Bates' " Miscellaneous Reposito-

ry," that of course the preliminary remarks are

from the jien of the respectable editor, and that

having been sanctioned by the judge himself,

are therefore in point of authenticity substan-

tially the same, as if incorporated in the adju-

dication.

On an attentive perusal of this interesting

document, it appears to us, to be full and con-

clusive, on all the points necessarily brought

into view. For the sake of" a proper under-

standing of the case"' the judge deemed it ex-

pedient to exhibit a concise view of the circum-

stances that led to the transaction complained

of. In doing this, he must of necessity be re-

gulated by the evidence before him, and, in such

a manner, as to avoid prejudging points not

directly at issue, or having a bearing on cases

yet pending. Incidentally, however, lie has

substantiated most, if not all the essential parts

of the statements heretofore given in our co-

lumns, respecting the disturbances at Mount
Pleasant.

The whole of what follows his exhibition of

the facts, appears to us clear, forcible, and, in

every stage of its progress, direct and conclu-

sive against the proceedings of the Hicksites.

On the question, " was the election of Hilles

regular and binding upon the meeting, or did

Taylor continue the regular clerk of the meet-

ing ?" the following passage in reply strikes

us as particularly cogent and pointed.
" The objections to this appointment of

Hilles are evident. The proposition of French,

that the clerk had been disqualified, was not

founded on any fact disclosed to the meeting.

It proposed to condemn him, .without giving

him any information as to the offence of which

he was accused, and of course unheard—with-

out giving him any opportunity of making de-

fence. This was contrary to the first princi-

ples of justice. The reasons for the motion,

assigned by French in his testimony in tliis

case, do not show any actual disqualification

of Taylor or Kimberly, the assistant clerk.

The true reason seems to be, the old clerk be-

longed to the ' orthodox' party."

By this decision two points are fully esta-

blished—first, that Ohio yearly meeting, with

Jonathan Taylor as its clerk, was dulyand re-

gularly organised, as the proper yearly meet-
ing of Friends ; and, secondly, that David
Hilles and Isaac James were guilty of disturb-

ing said meeting, consequently made liable to

the penalty by law in such cases provided.

Moreover, that all those who gave their coun-

tenance to the disturbance, or encouraged it

by any means, are equally guilty. Hence it

follows, that those persons who subsequently

occupied the meeting-house, of which they had
taken forcible possession, and held what they

were pleased to denominate Ohio yearly meet-
ing, are implicated in the charge of holding an
irregular and spurious assembly.

The learned judge has also clearly recog-
nised the position, that the division of the So-
ciety has turned upon " a difference of opinion

as to some doctrinal points." With respect

to the inconsiderable amount, in which the of-

fenders were mulcted, we think he has mani-
fested satisfactorily, that he appreciated cor-

rectly the character of the prosecution, which
exclusively had reference to principle, and not i

the infliction of injury.

Departed tliis life, on the 19th instant, A.xn
Warbek, relict of the late John Warder
the 71st year of her age.

Tiie death of tliis excellent woman will long be felt

in a numerous family and circle of friends, by whom
she was tenderl}' beloved. She exemplified Ihei

amiable of the Christian graces; uniformly cheerful

and hospitable, under every vicissitude of life, she
fed the hungry, clothed the naked, and sympathised
with the afflicted. She was discriniinaling in her
charities, seeking and relieving objects by her perso-
nal exertions, many ofwhom remain the sole depo
sitories of her bounty.
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FOR THE FRIEND

THE AGE OF THE REFORMATION.
The Lollards.

(Continued from page 82.)

The name by wliich the followers of Wyck-
lyffe were distinguished, seems to have been,
originally, a term common to all those, who,
by extraordinary acts of devotion, exposed
themselves to the charge of fanaticism, or, by
peculiarity of religious opinions, to that of he-

resy. A sect which arose at Antwerp, and
whose members occupied themselves in nurs-
ing the sick, and in performing the last rites

to the dead, were called Lollards,* from the

singing of hymns and dirges on these occa-
sions. These men soon became objects of the
jealousy of the other religious fraternities, by
whom they were accused, with what justice it

is not easy to determine, of many odious prac-
tices; and the name which they bore, associat-

ed with the remembrance of their imputed
crimes, was handed down an epithet of
proach to those who dissented from the church.
Of the character of the English Lollards it is

difficult to speak with certainty. By their

enemies they are accused of principles and
practices equally atrocious, while their friends

admit that they held some opinions which were
highly dangerous. The truth, however, seems
to be, that, as a sect, the Lollards can scarce-
ly be said to have existed. All who denied
the temporal authority of the pope, whether
influenced by motives of conscience or of poli-

cy—all who declined the performance of cer-
tain rites of the church, whether from convic-
tion or indifference; in a word, all who ceased
to uphold the established system, were includ-
ed under this title, which was thus made to em-
brace a great variety of creeds and character.
The principles of Wycklyffe had been widely
disseminated. His disciples, actuated by the
zeal of new converts, had found their way not
only into the cottages of the peasants, but into
the halls of universities and the castles of the
nobles. The wife of Richard IL, " the good
queen Ann," was herself a convert to the re-
formed faith, and, during her life, its profes-
sors were eflectually protected. When Henry

* Fiom Lollen, which, in one of the German dia-
lects, signifies to sing in a low voice.

IV., however, had possessed himself of the
throne by the aid of the clergy, he felt too sen
sibly his obligations to that powerful body, to
refuse his assistance for the destruction of this
heresy, and the unhappy Lollards became the
subjects of a fierce and vindictive persecution.
We will not dwell upon the terrible scenes
which were then for the first time witnessed
England. INLany perished at the stake—many
by torture, and one by the fire, which his own
unfortunate daughter was compelled to kindle,
Of the victims of this persecution, one of the
most eminent was lord Cobham. His history,
as related by Southey, presents a character in
which devotion mingled singularly with the
pride of birth, and the zeal of the Christian
modified rather than suppressed the chival
rous feelings of the knight. Sir John Oldcastle,
titular lord Cobham, was a gentleman of dis
tinguished family in high favour with Henry
IV. Having embraced the opinions of Wyck-
lyffe, he was accused of heresy; and when
questioned by the king, he did not hesitate to
avow his belief " that the pope was the anti-
christ—the son of perdition—the open adver-
sary of God—the abomination standing in the
holy place." Such doctrine was not palatable
with the monarch, and the prelates were direct-
ed to proceed against him to the uttermost.
Lord Cobham retired to his castle, and for a
time bade defiance to his enemies. But it was
in vain to contend with the church—excom-
municated, and about to be overpowered by
numbers, he wrote what he called " his Chris-
tian Behef," and with this in his hand oresenl-
ed himself before the king. Henry refused to
receive it, and referred him to the ecclesiastics
who were to be his judges. In vain did lord
Cobham demand, that, according to the form
of feudal law, he might acquit himself of the
charge of heresy by The oaths of an hundred
knights and esquires; and equally in vain was
his offer, in perfect accordance with the spirit

of the times, to fight for life or death with
Christian or heathen in this quarrel of his
faith. He was committed to the tower, and
was directed to give in his answers to queries
which were sent to him, in writing. On his
final examination, a large number of ecclesias
tics, together with an immense concourse of
pectators, were assembled, by whom he was

received with a torrent of invectives. " The
certainty of what was to ensue could not shake
the constancy of his resolved mind. But the
taunts and mockery of the brutal audience who
came there as to a spectacle, and anticipated,
with exultation, the inhuman catastrophe, dis-
turbed the equanimity which he had hitherto
preserved, and moved him—not to an unseem-
ly anger, nor to aught unworthy of himself, but
to an emotion, than which nothing more noble
in its kind hath been imagined in fiction or

recorded in history. For when Arundel be-
gan the tragedy by offering him absolution and
mercy, if he would humbly desire it in due
form—' Nay, forsooth, will I not,' he replied,
' for never yet have I trespassed against you,
and therefore will I not do it.' Then kneel-
mg on the pavement, and holding up his hands
towards heaven, he exclaimed, ' I shrive me
here unto thee, my eternal, living God, that in
my youth I offended thee, O Lord, most griev-
ously, in pride and wrath, in gluttony and in
covetousness. Many men have I hurt in mine
anger, and done many other horrible sins

!

Good Lord ! 1 ask thee mercy 1' lie wept
while he uttered this passionate prayer, and
then standing up, with a mighty voice"* ad-
dressed himself to the astonished audience in

an eloquent strain of reproof and denuncia-
tion. When further questioned as to his be-
lief, he uttered this beautiful and comprehen-
sive declaration of faith:—" I believe fully and
faithfully in the universal laws of God. I be-
lieve that all is true which is contained in the
holy Scriptures of the Bible. Finally, I be-
'ieve all that my Lord God would I should be-
ieve." But the fate to which he had been
doomed was not to be averted, and lord Cob-
ham, after having once escaped the hands of his

merciless pursuers, met the dreadfid death as-
signed him with the self-possession and devotion
wliich were to be expected from his charac-

The subsequent history of the Lollards
is a record of sufferings on which it is painful
to dwell, and of which the impression is scarce-
ly relieved by the unavailing constancy of the
sufferers. Driven from society by the sentence
of excommunication—deprived of the support
of those to whom they were attached by a
community of faith, and hunted from village to
village by their enemies, the disciples of Wyck-
lyffe were happy to preserve their lives with-
out attempting the propagation of their prin-
ciples. " So that now," says Fuller, " the
ship of Christ, tossed with the tempest of per-
secution, had all her sails taken down, yea, her
masts cut close to the deck, and without mak-
ing any visible show, was fain to lie poor and
private till the storm was overpast." For a
time, indeed, while England was torn by civil

dissensions, the reformers were suffered to re-

main unheeded. " The very storm," says the
same quaint but eloquent historian, " was their

helter." But when peace was restored, the
persecution was again renewed, and cannot,
ndeed, be said to have ceased, until the final

establishment of the Protestant religion in

England, when

" Faith and hope were in their prime
I great Eliza's golden time."

P. Q.

Book of the Church, page 370
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Avalanches ofthe White and Green Mountains.

(Continued from page 109.)

Letter of Theron Baldwin.

New Haven, August 14, 1828.

as to diBtances, &c. may be relied on as correct—for

I was told, by one of the sixteen who visited the spot,

(as above related,) that they had a chain with them

which was used in making the measurements. I

TO PROFESSOR

r—The following notic

r, went the rounds of th<

, first ii

papers i

MontjiMer, {Vl.) July 10, 1827.

Avalanche.—A gentleman at Fayston, on whoso

veracity the most implicit reliance may be placed, has

obligingly furnished us with the following account

of an avalanche of earth, or slide of the mountain, m
Lincoln, Addison county, on the 27th ult., occasion-

ed by the late abundant and almost incessant rains.

On the 30th of June, I went, in company with six-

teen of my neighbours, to visit the spot so singularly

marked by Providence, which I am now about to de-

scribe. 1 found the slide to commence near the top

of the mountain, between two large rocks which were

stripped of earth, opening a passage of four roods

wide, from which it proceeded in a south-easterly di-

rection, gradually widening for the distance of two
hundred roods, to the south branch of Mill Brook in

Kayston. In its course it swept every thing in its

way; overturning trees by their roots, divesting

them of roots, branches, and bark, and often break-

ing them in short pieces. A number of rocks, judged

to weigh from fifteen to twenty tons, were moved
some distance. From where it entered Mill Brook,

its course was in a north-easterly direction,

hundred and eighty roods, the natural course of the

brook being very small ; but die channel cut by thi

torrent is now from two to ten roods in width ; and

on either side are large quantities of flood wood piled

np very high ; and from fifteen to twenty roods of

the lower part it is blocked up across the channel in

every direction; some of the trees are standing on

their tops, and generally stripped of roots, branches,

and bark, and broken into many pieces. The pile in

some places is ten feet high. Much of the timber is

apparently buried several feet in sand and mud. One
large birch tree was broken oflF square, measuring
three feet nine inches where it was broken. One
black ash was literally pounded into a broom, whose
brush is seven feet long. The whole distance of these

ravages is a mile and a half, and the quantity of land

thus suddenly metamorphosed into a barren waste is

twenty-five acres. The force of water must have
been very great, at which we cannot wonder, when
we consider its probable depth. In some places,

from appearances, it must have been thirty feel

high. Some of the trees on the sides of the chan-

nel were barked tliirty or forty feel high, and there

was mud on them at that heiglit. T. B.

When this statement appeared, finding it dilBcult

to conceive, how, in those circumstances, causes ade-

quate to tlie production of such etfects could be put
into operation,! resolved, should the opportunity of-

fer, to scefiiT myself. Such an one presented itself in

the month of May last. Accordingly, on a fine morn-
ing in company with a single companion, I started

from a place in Fayston, distant about seven miles

from the slide, eager to behold this scene of desola-

tion, and enjoy a ramble on the Green Mountains.
Three or four of the last miles lay through an entire

forest, and our only guide was Mill Brook, which
came dashing down through the wilderness. During
our ascent we found a number of streams emptying
into this, but the marks of the flood were so evident,

that we had no difficulty in deciding which to follow.

The indications continued to grow more distinct as

we advanced, till, what for hours we had so eagerly

looked for, broke upon our view ; and we emerged
from the forest into an astonishing scene of devasta-

tion. For a time, I could not credit my own eyes
;

and while standing in the midst of this desolation,

found it almost impossible to bring my imagination
up to the conception, that a physical force could be

accumulated in that place sufficient to accomplish
the wonders with which I was surrounded.

I would here remark, that the statements of "T. B."

number of individuals in the vicini-

ty, all of whom appeared to be well acquainted with

facts, and ready to communicate them. The
happened in the forenoon. The report

heard at the distance of several miles, and by some
thought to be an earthquake—by others, a clap

of thunder ; although they could not account fo

long continuance. 1 was told that it produced a very

perceptible jar, similar to that of a peal of thund

Had not the mountain been enveloped in fog, perhaps

some favoured mortal might have witnessed, from an

adjacent eminence, the appalling spectacle of rocks,

and woods, and waters, roaring and rushing in fright-

ful confusion down this precipitous descent ! Various

conjectures were afloat with regard to it, but as th<

fog vanished from the mountain, the true cause of

the thundering and jarring was displayed to the

view of the inhabitants upon the distant hills ! It is

visible from some of the adjacent towns, and has the

appearance of a field recently ploughed. Fortunate

ly, as it was a number of miles distant from any hu

man abode, wild beasts alone were exposed to its ra

vages. A similar occurrence took place a few yean

since upon the same peak, but on a much smaller

scale.

In its whole course before reaching Mill Brook,

swept through a dense forest, mostly of hemlock a

spruce, and took off the entire surface, and every

thing which it contained. The ground appeared to

be as free from roots as if it had been tilled for fifty

years. We observed some trees so firmly rooted in

the rocks, that they could not be drawn out, which

were pounded off upon a level with the surface of

the ground, as if they had been but slender reeds.

At some distance above the stream the mass parted,

and left a few roods square of timber standing—but

ted again—and rushing on in all its tremen-

dous power, struck obliquely against the opposite

bank of Mill Brook, with a concussion that must have

haken the everlasting hills. This bank rises very

precipitously, and forms the base of another peak,

which towers to a great height. At this place we
judged the width of the desolalion to be twenty-five

tliirty roods. As the frightful moving mass now
struck against an immovable.barrier, and its line of

direction must be changed before it could follow the

course of the stream ; we should expect a greater ac-

cumulation of water, &c. at this place than at any

; and just below the point where this wreck of

the mountain tumbled into Mill Brook, I should not

think it exaggeration to say, that a perpendicular,

raised from the bed of the stream as it now runs, to

a line drawn across the channel, and connecting

points on either side, where logs, sticks, &LC. lie in

such a manner, as to show that they must have been

washed there by the current, would equal one hun-

dred feet in length. It is certainly surprising, how,

even on a mountain as precipitous as this—such a

mass, starting with a width of only four roods, could

acquire sufficient momentum to carry before it an en-

tire forest, and rocks of an enormous size : but gra-

vity created that resistless power, which could so

many times change its direction and urge it down
the stream, in defiance of all the obstacles that op-

posed its progress, and where the elevation was con-

stantly lessening. The principal and immediate

agent was water, otherwise the mass could not have

proceeded farther than where it struck Mill Brook—
for it is easy to see that a mass composed merely of

trees, and rocks, and sand, however enormous its

bulk or tremendous its momentum, could not have

gone much farther than the first two hundred roods.

But how could the water accumulate on the sides of

that precipitous mountain to the depth of thirty feet,

(as stated by T. B.) which I should think a moderate

statement.' This question arose as I stood gazing in

astonishment, and I was strongly inclined to pro-

nounce it impossible, notwithstanding facts which

undeniably proved the contrary, that were staring me
in the face. But it will not appear incredible when
we consider that the timber above Mill Brook was

principally hnmlock and spruce, the boughs of which

would be extremely we'll calculated to produce an

obstruction of the flood. A dam might easily be

formed of the logs, boughs, rocks, and earth, which

mposed this mighty moving mass, and the upturn-

g of thousands of trees with the soil adhering to

their roots, would greatly aid in effecting the object.

And this appears to have been its modus operandi

throughout the whole course. The ground was des-

perately disputed, but whenever a check was given

to its progress, the foaming torrent would accumu-
late behind, till it had gathered sufficient force to

burst every barrier—and again the huge pile proceed-

ed thundering down the mountain. The forest seems

to have been prostrated with as much ease as if it

had been but a field of grain. The mass evidently

went down in the wildest confusion. The trees some-

times erect, or sweeping around their branchless

trunks in " horrid circles,'' would level tremendous

blows at those upon the banks of the stream—as ap-

peared by the bark frequently taken off at a great

height—now their tops and roots alternately proi-

jecting forwards, and again lying across the current,

were shivered in an instant. They are left in con-

siderable numbers throughout the whole course,

some lying upon the banks, others in the channel,

and wholly or in part buried in the sand and rocks.

But the principal part of the timber swept from these

twenty-five acres, lies piled in a confused heap, cov-

ering perhaps an acre of ground, and four hundred

and eighty roods (one and a half miles) from the

spot where the slide commenced ! Here, having al-

ready spent much of its force, and the mountain

growing less precipitous, it struck into a cluster of
finnly rooted trees and was compelled to stop. At
this place it presents a perpendicular wall of logs,

&c. across the entire channel, in some places ten or

fifteen feet high. The upper end of the pile is buried

beneath the sand and stones, and the stream now
runs over the top. Perhaps these very logs will be

dug out in after times as fossil wood.
Every thing in this mass bears the marks of the

greatest violence. Almost every tree is as complete-

ly divested of its roots, branches, and bark» as could

have been effected by man with the proper instru-

ments. They are pounded, and splintered, and bro-

ken, into all imaginable shapes and lengths. We
felt ourselves amply repaid for our labour. It is well

worth the attention of the lovers of the marvellous,

and especially of every one who has never witnessed

such tremendous effects accomplished by the agency

of water. I shall never more doubt that water is

adequate to the production of any of those effects

which are generally ascribed to the deluge. But I

must confess, sir, that while attending your lectures

upon this interesting subject, I always had a kind of

incredulity with regard to this point, which went
very far to weaken the force of conclusions fairly de-

duced from physical phenomena, of whose actual ex-

istence I could not entertain a doubt. And while

standing upon that mountain, I realized the force of
a remark which you have often made, that we can
never be properly prepared to reason upon the phe-
nomena of the deluge, till we have taken the Jield,

and witnessed for ourselves, the effects of those con-

vulsions which have devastated the surface of our
planet. Yours respectfully,

Thehon Baldwi.n.

To form, under the direction of prudence,

and by the impulse of virtuous love, an early

conjugal attachment, is one of the best securi-

ties of virtue, as well as the most probable

means of happiness. The duties, which are

powerfully called forth by the relations of hus-

band and father, are of that tender kind which

inspires goodness and humanity. He who be-

holds a woman whom he loves, and an help-

less infant looking up to him for support, will

not easily be induced to indulge in unbecom-
ing extravagance, or devote himself to indo-

lence. He who has a rising family to intro-

duce into a vicious world, will be cautious of

setting a bad example, the contagion of which,

when it proceeds from parental authority,

must be irresistibly malignant.

Knox's Essays.
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FOR THB FRIEND.

GRAJ»Ii»IAR.
" What! more discussions about grammar,"

methinks I hear the readers of "• The Friend"

exclaim, as they open the expected sheet: " W6
have had too niucli of such stuft' already. Ii

was a dull study at school, and we have almosl

forgotten what little we learned tiiere." Ver)

true, possibly, my good friends, but bear with

me a while. In the first place, I am no re-

viewer, " trained to cut an author up;" and,

in the second place, I assure you I am in a

perfectly good humour. But do you not see

that two very sensible and worthy men are in

great danger of falling out; and that, although

the word grammar has stood as the subject of

their essays, it has been quite forgotten in the

mischievousness of the one and the earnestness

of the other, so that instead of belabouring the

subject, they are likely to belabour one
other ? They would, no doubt, both of them
be able to defend their own opinions, and c

turn their antagonist's views to the satisfaction

of all concerned; but they would first have to

settle a personal, before they came to the

grammatical dispute; and as that cannot with

any grace be done in the columns of " Th
Friend," I think it an act of kindness to step

in and separate them.

So much by way of preface, and I may fur-

ther add, that I am an old fashioned fellow

of course liable to prejudice; so that the reader
must be on his guard in that quarter; and also,

that I mean to be very brief, so that if he
sliould not comprehend my meaning at t

glance, he had better read and think twice, be

fore pronouncing me uninteUigible.

My intention is, to give such a view of the

principles of grammar, as may serve to expose
the unsoundness of some modern innovations,

without resorting to a minute and detailed ex-

amination of their errors.

Grammar, then, is strictly an analytical

science, and teaches those rules of writing and
speaking which are sanctioned by the general

usage and practice of those who are best quali-

fied to teach and understand language. Every
language has a grammar of its own. By com-
paring the grammars of difi'erent languages,

we are enabled to separate those rules which
have their origin in local or accidental circum-

stances, from those which spring from the laws

of the human mind, and from causes that in-

fluence the generality of mankind. This latter

class of rules constitutes the science of univer-

sal or philosophical grammar. There arc se-

veral other distinct branches ofinquiry, to wliich

the study of language has given rise, wliich we
must not confound with the science of gram-
mar.

Whoever undertakes to learn a language,

will soon discover, that the greater part of the

words it contains is subject to certain modifi-

cations and inflections, of the meaning and ef-

fect of which he must make himself master,

before he can understand the language. What-
ever these inflections may be, they form con-

stituent parts of the grammar of the language
in which they occur, and must be leaj-ned as

such. The definitions which grammarians
have generally adopted, must be admitted to

be in many cases loose and awkward, Defec-

e, they mark distinc-

snd therefore cannot

tive, however, as they a

tions which really exist

be abandoned because fault may be found with

the terms in which they are expressed.

I

Let us take, for example, the verb. Verbs
are divided into active and neuter, and the for-

mer into transitive and intransitive. It must
be borne in mind, that grammarians are chief-

ly concerned with these as well as other gram-
matical distinctions, because they influence
the termination, inflection, and government of
words. The connection between an action
and the object acted upon, is, in many cases,

so close, that, in thinking or speaking of the

action, the mind instantly and almost involun-

tarily passes from the one to the other. The
sentence is imperfect unless both are mention-
ed ; and the connection in language between
tlie verb and the objective noun, like that in

thought between the action and object acted

on, is of tiie most intimate nature. Verbs ex-

pressive of such actions are called active

transitive veibs. A series of active verbs may
be formed, in which this dependence upon the

objective noun for completely bringing out the

meaning of the sentence, is gradually weaken-
ed, and a more full and independent signi-

fication is acquired by the verb. It is difficult

to point out the precise line which separates
the two classes, but this is the distinction be-
tween active transitive and active intransitive

verbs, and there can be no doubt of its reality.

There is again another class of verbs, in

which a full and complete sentence is conveyed
by the verb and its nominative, and in which
the idea of active force is either very indirect

ly or feebly conveyed, or in which the mean
ing e.vpressed is that of some state of being, or
some natural agency. These verbs are the

neuters, so called " from the absence of cer-

tain qualities which other verbs possess." Al-

though the shades by which neuter verbs pass

into active intransitives, and these into active

transitives, be, like the gradations of organiz-

ed beings, almost imperceptible in the approxi-
mate; they are self-evident in the remoter in

dividuals, and the established distinctions are

clear and logical.

Cardell, in his grammar, has taken much
pains to overturn these distinctions ; and I

hope that I shall give no offence to his zeal-

ous disciples, if I acknowledge that, after pa-

tient examination, I can perceive nothing in

his arguments that has a bearing upon the true

point at issue, and that the pomp of metaphy-
sical declamation by which he attempts to amii-

hilate the neuter and intransitive verbs, appears
to me to be both misplaced and ludicrous, both
turgid and empty.

The purposes of speech require that the

object afl"ected by any action should sometimes
be made the prominent member of the sen-

tence, and the agent placed as it were in a

subordinate light. All languages possess a

modification of the verb adapted for this pur-
pose

; and this modification is called the pas-

sive form or voice of the verb. This form of
speech is indispensable. The name which it

bears is well enough
; for it expresses the

idea that is most frequently meant to be con-
veyed in so speaking. His entering into

distinction absurd, is a clear proof to me that

Cardell went no deejier than the surface of the

old grammar, and that he had not inquired
before writing his book, whether there might
not be in the prevalent system moie truth than
is indicated by some of its phraseology.
Had he fallen upon the proper train of inves-

tigation, he would also have avoided the ab-
surdity of declaring, that there are but three
tenses to the verb. It is an assertion in direct

opposition to facts, and every child who has
learned Latin must perceive its absurdity.

The grammar which should not explain all the

inflections of the verb, by which the various

distinct successions of time are pointed out,

would be thrown aside as useless. The sin-

gle reflection, that if the child is not taught

these distinctions, he can never understand the

language, should convince us of the folly of
this boasted reform. I shall point out, in an-

other part of this essay, the circumstances
which appear to me to have led into this error.

It may, however, be here remarked, that, so

fiir from the multiplication of the tenses and
other inflections of the verb being a defect in

language, those languages which possess the

most, are the most copious, forcible, and pre-

cise.

Grammarians have adopted a classification

of words, depending upon the functions which
they perform in the mechanism of language.

In the simple aftirmative sentence, "• man saws
wood," the only parts of speech used are the

noun and verb. I wish to particularize the

circumstance, and say a black man saws oak
wood. A new class of words is here intro-

duced, which is the adjective, the function of
which is subordinate to the noun, generally

limiting and qualifying its meaning. In most
cases nouns acquire peculiar terminations

and inflections when they assume this function,

and thus are sufliciently distinguished from the

word in its original state. Sometimes, how-
ever, the original word is used adjectively, and
its function in the sentence determines its class.

This, however, docs not in the least invalidate

the propriety and grammatical necessity of
the distinction. By a process somewhat simi-

lar, the participle and adverb are formed from
the verb, and possess each a peculiar and dis-

tinguishing function. In the interchange of
thought by language, there are certain con-
stant relations which different words in the

language may be made to assume. The re-

lation of the person speaking, the person spo-
ken to, and the person spoken of, are constant

relations of this kind, in which every living

being in turn may be placed. All languages
possess terms to express these relations.

The function of the word invented forthis pur-

pose being peculiar and limited, it naturally

forms a separate class, namely, tlie pronoun.
Another class of constant relations, of which
it is continually necessary to speak, comprises

those of position, motion, and action. The
words which express these we call prepositions,

and they are undoubtedly modifications of verbs

or nouns, which have in most instances lost,

by abbreviation, the traces of their originals.

They are to be distinguished from conjunctions

(which have had a similar origin) because they

serious argument in metaphysics to prove the express a relation and dependence between
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one word or sentence and another, while the

latter simply express a connection without re-

gimen or subjection.

The division is a convenient one for the

grammarian, although the want of a proper

separation and classification of the two parts

of speech, has thrown them into some confu-

sion. Taken together, they form an impor-

tant part of the mechanism of language, which

could never have answered its purpose as an

accurate and rapid representative of thought,

but by the aid of such a contrivance.

We thus see that the various parts of speech

perform, each one, peculiar functions, and

that there is a sufficient reason for the classifi-

cation that has been made. That our treatises

on grammar are in some respects defective,

that the grammatical analysis of our language

is yet imperfect, and that the science as com-

monly taught in the sciiools is behind the spi-

rit and learning of the age, are readily admitted.

But this confession should prompt us to a

more rigid analysis of facts, which 1 hazard

nothing in saying, would lead us on the one

hand to a more philosophical arrangement of

the science, and on the other to more copious

and minute rules and exceptions.

(To be continued.)

Selectionsfrom the Letters and other papers of
^Vill^a7ll Grover, (^-c. London, Harvey and

Darton, 1828.

From this unobtrusive little work, a notice

of which appeared lately in "The Friend," I

have been encouraged to extract a few de-

tached passages, in the hope, that, although

they contain no extraordinary display either

of literary attainments, or of what might feed

a constant search after " some new thing,"

there may be minds to whom the pious .senti-

ments of this father in Israel may not prove

unacceptable or uninstructive. They bespeak

a tender and aftectionate solicitude for the

welfare of our religious Society, and for the

maintenance of its precious testimonies un-

tinctured by the spirit of this world.

" I believe," says he, " in a meeting for

discipline, rightly gathered and rightly pre-

served, the united exercise of living members
is, that truth may prevail over all. To a meet

ing thus circumstanced, I believe at times, <

very precious sensibility is vouchsafed, and

Friends travel on in the simplicity of filial fear

and reverence ; and when a nomination is de-

pending. Friends become, at times, constrained,

at other times feel a tender, brotherly, sensible

freedom, to mention a name, without daring

to stamp it high ; but, in resignation, leavin

it to make its way, or otherwise, as ^le master

pleases ; and leaving it with themeetmg, whe-

ther the right savour attends the expression,

and whether there may be a right capacity in

the nominee to accept or decline. Thus
Friends feel for one another, and the bond of

tender gospel affection is preserved ; and the

travail for the cause maintained, and its pros-

perity sought, beyond all other considerations.

Oh ! one can seem to conceive what a precious

thing it is, when Friends, in their meetings for

discipline, can rightly bow under the solemniz-

ing influence ; not stamping any thing they do.

high, but fearing in the least degree, to wound

the precious cause, or contribute to disperse

the precious solemnity, either by speaking or

by withholding. I speak not, very, very far

from it, as one that has attained, but as a be-

liever in the validity of these things ; and in the

favoured condition of rightly gathered, and

rightly preserved meetings for discipline."

" When a meeting is baptized under a living

ministry, and the minister sits down, it is a

nice thing indeed to make an addition ; at

least, before a suitable space has been allowed.

As the end of all true ministry is to bring the

hearers to an abiding under the influence of

the spirit of Christ, we should rejoice when
this is in any considerable degree produced,

by the ministry of any Friend ; and be very

careful not to step in, in a way to dissipate the

solemnity or remove the sense which has thus

profitably been begotten. At the same time,

it is very desirable that no rightly appointed

offering should be prevented ; and the diversity

of states and conditions is to be remembered.

So that it is indeed a mystery ; and a very

weighty thing is living, baptizing ministry. I re-

member, whilst on this subject, a remark of

dear Henry Tuke, in ojir quarterly meeting,

a pretty many years ago, that he thought hardly

a greater evil could befliU us, as a religious

society, than an unbaptized ministry. As to

offerings in the ministry, rendered unseasona-

ble from the circumstance of a meeting being

in measure baptized by previous ministry, I

believe, solid judicious elders might be greatly

helpful to our dear ministering friends of less

experience : they are much to be felt for, and

are meetings."
" None are safe companions, who have not

thetenderfearof God beforetheir eyes ; whodo
not endeavour to yield their minds to that cross

which brings into exercise and conflict, and

forbids a rest in sensual gratifications, which

are vanity, and afford no substantial and endu-

ring comfort.
" I have thought that many would like to

feel the comforts of religion, but miss it from

expecting to find some great thing to begin

with ; whereas, perhaps the way appointed for

most, is to begin with something very little :

and it would be well, when our minds are ex-

ercised and grieved that we feel little or no
capacity towards good, to consider whether

there is not something manifested that we are

not yielding to. Perhaps this is the very thing

which is to be the door of entrance into the

path of life, and of increasing consolation, and

experience of good."
" I am inclined to believe that it is not the

design of unerring wisdom, that the mind
should be satisfied about these things, [the

mysteriesof our holy rehgion,] by the exertions

of its own powers ; but that he has wisely re-

served to himself the communication of this

satisfaction, dispensing it to the minds of his

creatures, when, how, and in what degree he

sees meet, from time to time. It seems that

real progress in divine knowledge is very diffei

ently to be attained and experienced, from what
may generally be expected and desired by

mankind. If any man will do his will, he sha

know of the doctrine.—See John vii. 17. It

is very gratifying to the natural mind, to have

ery full and comprehensive view of the sub-

ject of religion, at the beginning of the Mork;

but the religion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ appears to be very differently intended

to be opened to the mind ; beginning, frequent-

ly, with a little light or manifestation of the

divine will, as to some point or part of duty."

Now, as the Holy Scriptures are read in

this disposition of mind, [reverence, and fear,

and reduction of self,] depending on God,
through the spirit of Christ in the soul, for the

opening of them to our understandings, we may,

I beheve, often be sweetly refreshed, comforted,

and edified, even in reading a very few ver-

ses."

Is not the great thing which is wanting in

our religious Society, an individual travail, a

close attention to individual duty, whereby we
should more experience a fitness and qualifica-

tion for collective service, as well as more
availingly contribute to the advancement and

spreading of truth ?"

" Probably some of those having the care of

youth, and heads of famihes, among whom I

include myself, have not been enough concern-

ed to watch the openings of right capacity in

themselves to convey, and the openings of

ht capacity in the youth to receive, lively

instruction ; and it appears to me, that this

watchfulness for the opening is the thing want-

ed among us. It is, I believe, a humbling

heart-work, and would greatly promote the

growth both of guardians and their charge."

It becomes truly religious characters not

to run with the changeable spirit of the times.

We may maintain a care respecting this, and

yet have humble views of ourselves, not think-

ing ourselves better than others, nor piquing

ourselves on any peculiarity ; but in watchful-

ness and fear, endeavouring not to quit our

ranks, or give occasion by our example to any

fellow-soldier to desert his."

" If I have any good desires, I think one of

them is, that the ministry may be increasingly

weighty among us. Our dear friends in that

station are much to be felt for, and I wish that

we may be favoured with increased quahfication

to contribute to their help and comfort. How
does the desire arise, that there may be quite as

much in weight as measure. It is a very in-

teresting time we live in ; and I think we are

a singularly appointed people. How desirable

is it, that we may know our place, and keep
it—a waiting, solid, self-denying people."

" How do I desire that the sincere hearted

in America may be kept in the patient, steady

pursuit of purity and holiness, and know from
season to season the discovery of the brook by
the way, enabling to hold up the head, and to

trust on.

" My mind, one day this week, was, I think

I may say, sweetly comforted in the contem-

plation of the blessedness of that state, which
is preserved so low, so little, and humble and
feelingly dependent, as to be thankful for even

a morsel of heavenly bread, and even a small

portion of that living water which sustains the

traveller in the path of faith; and this was ac-

companied with gladness, that, from the morn-
ing of our day as a religious Society, it was
given forth, as the sense of Friends respecting

the Scriptures, that whatsoever doctrine is con-



trary unto their testimony, may therefore justly

be rejected as talse ! It is very pleasant to me,

that there is extant part of a letter from Wil-

liam Savery, of America, written at the time

of the trouhle occasioned by H. B.'s dissent

from Friends, to a friend in London; a few

lines of which I incline to transcribe, though

I should not suppose they are new to thee, viz.

' The lonsjer I live, the more unshaken confi-

dence I think I obtain, that the doctrines laid

down by Robert Barclay and our first Friends,

founded upon the New Testament, and still

maintained by the body of Society at large, are

invulnerable to the efforts of vain philosophy,

sophistry, and curious speculation, so long as

we retain our belief in that most excellent of

all books; and I am of the mind, that all such

as depart from that foundation, will wither and

be confounded.'
"

The foregoing passage, containing this ex-

tract, was penned about six months previous

to the death of William Grover; and is doubly

valuable, as affording so unequivocal a testimo-

ny against the heresies of the present day,

from each of these upright and venerable Chris-

tians. Tren^eus.

Proceedings of the late Indiana Yearly

Meeting.

We have received, within a few days, a

printed copy of the minutes of Indiana yearly

meeting of Friends, held at White water in the

10th month last, and have had much satisfaction

in their perusal ; as they exhibit a lively con-

cern and diligent labour on the part of that

meeting for the faithful discharge of Christian

duty, amidst all the trials of the present event-

ful day. We have made the following abstract,

which we thought might be interesting to our
readers.

" 2nd day morning 6th."
" The following minutes of the yearly meet-

ing in London forwarded to this meeting, on
the epistle from that meeting being read, were
approved, and the clerk was directed to enter

them at large on our record ; viz.

" At a yearly meeting held in London, be-

ginning the 21st day oi^ the 5th month and

ending the 31st of the same inclusive, 182Si.

" ' In the course of this meeting an address

has been presented to it, bearing the following

superscription : " To the yearly meeting of
Friends in London," and purporting to be
from the yearly meeting of Fi'iends held in

Philadelphia, by adjournments, from the 14th

day of the 4th mo. to the 18th day of the same,
inclusive, 1828. The date of said address,

viz. the 18th of last month, is the same with
that of an epistle from the meeting for suffer-

ings in Philadelphia to our meeting for suffer-

ings, which was received during the sitting of
this meeting, and read in it ; and which con-
tains the following passage : " A general as-

semblage of the separatists is now in this city,

holding what they call a yearly meeting." The
date of the said address is not that at which
the yearly meeting of Friends in Philadelphia
is usually held, and it was not forwarded by
any one of our correspondents in that city.

On the foregoing evidence this meeting having
concluded that the said address was from the
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body in Philadelphia who have separated them-
selves from Friends, came to the solid and
united judgment neitlier to read nor accept
the same.

" ' 2nd. This meeting thinks it right at this

time to declare, that it does not correspond
with any body of individuals convened under
the name of Friends, which is not established

in accordance with the regular and long
settled order of our religious Society ; or
which is not in fellowship with us as a Chris-

tian community."
Another minute follows concerning certifi-

cates, &c. which it is not necessary here to

quote.

It is pleasant to find that the testimony

against the use of spirituous liquors appears to

be gaining ground in Indiana, and that by the

report of the committee relative to the civili-

zation, &c. of the Indian natives, the farm
near Waughpaughkounetta was " in good
order, and the school progressing to satisfac-

tion."

From the report of the standing committee
upon " African concerns," it would seem that

our brethren in Indiana have been more ac-

tively and practically engaged in endeavours
for the melioration of the condition of this suf-

fering people than any of the more eastern

yearly meetings. They have recommended new
subscriptions in aid of this object to be open-
ed, and their committee is directed to continue

close attention to the subject.

In several places exertions have been made
to extend the establishment of schools for the

education ofpeople ofcolour, and the committee
suggest the propriety of devising measures to

raise funds for the special purpose of efiecting

the school education of this people, wlieneeer

they may be found among us, " by which they

may be enabled to surmount that state of de-

gradation in which they are placed."

The minutes contain a list of correspondents
to sign certificates and minutes both in In-

diana and Ohio yearly meetings, which for the

information of Friends generally it may be
well to insert.

Indiana Yearly Meeting.

Jl'IAMI QUARTER.
Robert Furnace, TVaynesiiUe., Warren county, Oliio.

John Garrelson, ^'pringborough, do, do.
William Benedict, Benington, Delaware county,

Ohio.
John Davis, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Henry Pickerel, Zanes/ield, Logan county, Ohio.
Elijah Anderson, Charleston., Clark county, Ohio.

WEST BRANCH QUARTER.

Samuel Teague, Union, Miami county, Ohio.
Samuel Jay, do. do. do. do.

Samuel Jones, do. do. do. do.

Fairfield quarter.

Richard Barrett, Hillsborough, Highland county,

Gershom Perdue, Leesburgh, do. do.

James Hadley, Wilmington, Clinton county, do.

WHITE-WATER QUARTER.

Stephen Macy, Richmond, Wayne county, Indiana.
Elijah Coffin, Milton, do. do.
John Marshall, Economy, do. do.

BLUE-RIVER QUARTER.

Nathaniel Newlin, Rockville, Park county, Indiana.
Joel Dixon, Mooresville, Morgan county, do.
Henry Wilson, Salem, Washington county, do.
Richard Hayworth, Mwporl, Vermilion county,

Indiana.
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Jonathan Johnson, do. do. do.
Benjamin Cox, /Tinf/ics/tr, Randolph ^county, do.

WESTFIELD QUARTER.
Thomas Talbert, Jacksonbwrgh, Butler county, Ohio.
Joseph Stubbs, A''eurome, Preble county, do.
William Talbert, Liberty, Union county, Indiana.

CENTRE QUARTER.

Caleb Harvey, fVilminglon, Clinton county, Ohio.
Joseph Doan,Jun. do. do. do. do.
David Bailey, do. do. do. do.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.

REDSTONE QUARTER.
George Smith, East Bethlehem, Washington county,

Penn.
David Cattell, Brownsville, Fayette county, Penn-

sylvania.

Joshua Cope, Providence, do. do. do.

SIIORT-CREEK QUARTER.
Isaac Parker, Mountpleasanl, Jefferson county, Ohio.
Benjamin W. Ladd, Smithfield, do. do.
Joseph Williams, Flwtnng, Belmont county, do.

SALEM QUARTER.
William Heald, Fairjield, Columbiana county.

Ohio.
•^

John Street, Salem, do. do.
Samuel Woolinan, do. do. do.
Demscy Johnson, do. do. do.

STILL-WATER QUARTER.
William Green, Bamesville, Belmont county, Ohio.
Joseph Edgerlon, do. do. do.
Samuel Embree, M^Connelsville, Morgan county, do.

NEW-GARDEN QUARTER.
John Johnson, .Kew-garden Monthly Meeting, Co-
lumbiana county, Ohio.

Levi Miller, Hanover, Columbiana county, Ohio.
David Holes, Fairjield, do. do.

We also think it right to republish the fol-

lowing epistle to the subordinate meetings and
members, believing that the salutary advice
it contains is pertinent to the condition of
Friends in all the yearly meetings on the con-
tinent, in which disorder and disaffection to the

faith and discipline of our religious Society
have been manifested.

" From our yearly meeting of Friends, held at
White-water, in Wayne county, Indiana, by
adjournments from the 6th of the 10th month,
to the 13th of the same, inclusive, 1828."

" To the quarterly, monthly, and preparative meet-
ings, constituting the same, and to Friends in-
dividually :

De.*.r Friends,—Having been permitted to
meet again, in this our annual assembly, which
in its several sittings hath been large, and hath
from time to time been favoured with the
overshadowing of Ancient Goodness, we have
been made thankful in believing that it is the
will of our Holy Head, that the church may be
redeemed from its many backslidings, and re-

stored to its ancient purity. We are also

comforted in believing that the testimony issued

by this yearly meeting, last year, against cer-

tain spurious doctrines, and the publications

containing them, &c. hath had a good effect

on many minds, and with the divine blessing,

hath proved as a wall of defence unto them,
and a strength to those that are engaged in the
defence of the gospel, and we have no doubt
of its having been issued in the ordering of
best wisdom.
A lively concern hath been felt, that parents

and heads of families may be encouraged to
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the daily practice of calling their families to-

gether, and after a solemn pause, let a portion

of the holy Scriptures be read, and as our

minds are humbly turned to the divine source

of light and strength, there would be no dan-

ger of the |)ractice becoming formal. We
have no doubt, that this practice hath proved

a blessing both to parents and children, where

they have taken up the cross, and been faith-

ful therein. We are also concerned to re-

commend a more frequent use of the Scriptures

in our schools, believing that such a prac-

tice would have a tendency not only to advance

their literary improvements, but to solemnize

the minds of our tender offspring, and make
impressions on them which would be likely to

continue through the various stages of life, and

contribute, in no small degree, to the forma-

tion of sound principles, and to their preserv-

ance in the ways of righteousness. Monthly
meetings are recommended to make the ne-

cessary inspection, to ascertain whether each

family within its limits is provided with a copy

of the old and new Testaments; and should any

be found without these inestimable writings,

that they be directed to procure them ; and to

those in indigent circumstances, assistance

should be rendered therein, if necessary.

Friends are advised to be guarded against

unprofitaby spending their time on the first

day of the week, that their temporal concerns

be not suffered to engross their minds, so as

to disqualify them for rightly performing their

religious duty ; to watch over their children,

subjecting them to obedience to all their law-

ful commands ; believing that good impressions

have been lost, by indulging too much in com-
pany on the afternoon of first days, when if

proper attention were paid, by spending this

time more in retirement, and in reading the

Scriptures, and other good books, these sea-

sons would be cherished, and a real advance-

ment experienced.

Tills meeting being brought under a weighty

exercise, in consequence of the spirit of unbe-

lief in some of the fundamental doctrinos of the

Christian reUgion, which has produced within

our borders an insubordination to that salutary

discipline instituted amongst us, in the wisdom
and goodness of the holy head of the church

;

and many under our name, having been en-

snared by the plausible appearances of this

delusive spirit, under the pretence of greater

spirituality and religious liberty, it has gradu-

ally led them on, from one step to another,

until at length they have openly departed from

tile ancient faith and principles, which we as a

Society have always held and believed ; have

thus separated themselves from religious fel-

lowship with us, and being joined by others

not in membership with us, held what they

called Indiana yearly meeting, at Miami, in

Waynesville, Ohio, in violation of the good

order of our Society. In consequence of these

extraordinary and irregular transactions, seve-

ral of our subordinate meetings will probably

be subjected to much suffering and many diffi-

culties ; and this meeting being now introduced

into near and dear sympathy with our beloved

brethren and sisters, who reside in places

where the greater part of the members may
be carried off by this separating spirit ; and
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feeling a fervent solicitude for their preserva-

tion and encouragement, and that the doctrine

and discipline of the church may be faithfully

and steadily maintained, believes it right to

impart the following advice and direction to

the subordinate branches :

That where the clerks or other members
of any preparative, monthly, or quarterly meet-

ings, recognize or acknowledge any of the

meetings of the separatists, or in any other

way identify themselves and the meetings they

belong to, with those who have seceded from

us ; or where they refuse to pay that respect

and subordination to this yearly meeting which

the discipline enjoins, and Friends, after pa-

tiently and firmly opposing their disorderly

measures, find they are determined to pursue

them, they should then proceed to appoint a

suitable clerk, and hold said meetings in con-

formity with the original design of their insti-

tution, viz. As a component part of, and sub-

ordinate to this yearly meeting. And should

those who have separated from us, assume the

control and direction of any of our meetings

for discipline or worship, and prevent Friends

from holding such meetings in a manner con

sistent with our discipline, and the good order

of Society ; or should they deprive Friends of

the use of our meeting houses, it is advised

that after making a regular demand for the

property, and calmly asserting their just righ

thereto, if still refused admission, Friends may
procure other convenient places for holding

said meetings, and report the change to the

monthly, quarterly, and, if necessary, to the

yearly meeting.

And all clerks, recorders, or other persons

under appointment, in any of our preparative,

monthly, or quarterly meetings, who may have

in their possession any records, books, papers,

or other property, belonging to the said meet-

ings, or to the Society, are hereby directed and

required to deliver them to such meetings

are in subordination to this yearly meeting ; or

to the Friends appointed by such meetings to

receive them.

And Friends are tenderly and earnestly

advised, to maintain the authority of the disci

pline, over all those who thus separate them

selves from us, and to seek after holy help to

labour with them in the spirit of meekness and

restoring love, widiout partiality or unnecessary

delay ; and where such labour is ineffectual, or

is rejected, to place judgment upon them in

the authority of truth. It is aflectionately re-

commended, that Friends in different meetings,

may not yield to unprofitable discouragement,

in consequence of the smallness of their num-

bers ; nor shrink from the discharge of this

weighty and important service, but cheerfully

and patiently resign themselves to it, inasmuch

as the promotion of the precious cause of

truth, the welfare of individuals, and preserv

tion of meetings, are all intimately connected

with the faithful performance of tliis religious

duty. And as our minds are sincerely engaged,

reverently to seek after that ability, which,

through the continued mercy of our holy Head
is still graciously dispensed to his dedicated

children, we have humbly to believe and trust,

that He who remains to be a spirit of judgment

to them that sit in judgment, and strength to

those that turn the battle to the gate, will af-

ford a right qualification for putting in force

those salutary regulations, which in his wisdom
have been set up as a wall of defence and pre-

servation around our borders.

In the progress and working of this rending
spirit, it is probable, that some of our monthly
and preparative meetings may be much re-

duced, and left in a very tried condition, re-

quiring the tender sympathy and aid of the
body :—It is therefore advised, that quarterly
meetings appoint committees of suitable

Friends, to be incorporated with such meetings,
as a component part thereof, to aid them in

treating with delinquent members, and to af-

ford such other assistance or advice, as their

peculiar situation may require and best wisdom
point out.

And in order that this yearly meeting may
afford to its subordinate meetings, such coim-
sel and aid as their pecuhar situation calls for,

it is united in the judgment, that a committee
of men and women Friends be appointed, to

advise and assist the preparative, monthly, and
quarterly meetings, in carrying into effect the
foregoing recommendations, and also in sup-
porting the discipline and good order establish-

ed among us, who are authorized to adopt
such measures for the accomplishment of these
objects, as the circumstances of meetings may
render proper and necessary. Said committee
is directed to attend the preparative, monthly,
and quarterly meetings, next ensuing the time
of their appointment, where this is practicable,
and afterwards as occasion may require ; and
the several subordinate meetings are request-
ed to make sucli adjournments, as will besi
accommodate tliem, or they may direct."
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ELIAS IIICKS—GIDEON SEAMAN.
We copy from the last number of the Mis-

cellaneous Repository the following letter from
the venerable Gideon Seaman to Elias Hicks.
It is written in a calm and Christian temper,
and breathes much of that brotherly solicitude
which mourns over the aberrations, while it

earnestly expostulates with an old and once
highly esteemed associate. We consider it as
a document of great importance, inasmuch as
it is the production of one who has been long
and intimately acquainted with Elias Hicks,
and has had his almost entire confidence, until
the wild notions of the latter induced him
to discard his old and tried friends, and take
up with new companions; persons, whose prin-
ciples and practices are more congenial with
his own unbelief. Few men have had so full

an opportunity as Gideon Seaman of observing
the rise and progress of that unhappy delu-
sion which has overspread the mind of Elias
Hicks

;
and none, we believe, have laboured

more earnestly or more affectionately to con-
vince him of bis errors, and recall him to the
paths of truth. These circumstances, together
with his fair reputation as a religious and up-
right man, steadily maintained through all the
vicissitudes of life to the advanced age of four-
score years, entitle his statements and the ex-
pression of his fervent concern, to the highest
degree of credit and of respect.
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Weslbury, 2Ut ofSth month, 1828.

Friend Elias Hicks :

Notwithstanding I have in time past had much

conversation with thee on the subject of the senti-

ments or doctrines thou hast hold forth, difterent

from those formerly held forth by thee, and by the

Society ; in which my object was, to clear myself in

the divino sight, and discharge my duty to thee

;

which I generally endeavoured to do, according to

the opportunity given ; and for some years have

mostly felt pretty clear, yet at times had some

doubts. And novv the subject coming before us, as

thou may see by the minute accompanying this; I

think I shall be best satistied, to expostulate further

with thee thereon, and on the doleful state of things

amongst us.

I expect thou knows the separation is rapidly

going on amongst us. This is a subject so great,

that it seems almost ready to overwhelm me at

times, though many seem to make but light of it.

But perhaps thou may say, as thou and some

others have said, that we are the seceders, and have

separated ourselves from the Society in a disorderly

manner, without any cause given. Who are the se-

ceders in any society, but those who secede from

the doctrines and principles of that society ,' This

must in honesty be acknowledged, and it matters

not whether the number be great or small, the mat-

ter is the same : And as to our separating from you

without cause, if thou wilt only look candidly how
business hath been conducted, in divers of our meet-

inn-s for some years, that thy party have forcibly ta-

ke*!! the business into their own hands, not appear-

ing to regard us in decidhig upon matters, much
more than if we were children; consistent with

what I think thou said in the yearly meeting a lit-

tle before the separation took place, viz. that if we

remained in the meeting and took part in the busi-

ness, that what we sn.id would bo considered as no-

thing. We have seen plainly enough that we have

been considered about as nothing ; that let us feel

as much roncerned for the testimony as we may,

we could do little or nothing for the support of it,

whilst with you ; and after all this, and much more

which might be said, we are charged with separa-

ting ourselves from you without cause '. Can any

thing be more void of truth.' Dost thou and others

think we are void of common sense and know no-

thing but what you tell us? And we have been abund-

antly charged with being the cause of the great dif-

ficulty at present e.^isting among us : 1 have

often heard it said, in a way of comparison in some

cases, the saddle is put upon the wrong horse : If

ever I heard this maxim used properly, it may be in

this case ; did we begin this which hath caused the

difficulty and from which it entirely arose ? thou

knows it to be otherwise. Is it not a proof that tlie

cause is not good, when its advocates are so put to

the shift for reasons to support it
.'

There are divers other things thou hast held

forth, which I will mention for thee to look at, and

consider whether thou can yet support, or hold

them.
Thou hast strongly held that the church hath no

right to interfere with its members, or exercise any

control over them, in matters of faith and doctrine,

but that every one hath a right and must be at li-

berty to publish his own seutiments.

That the meetings of ministers and elders, and

the meeting for sufferings, ought to be discontinued,

being hurtful in their operation. That the appoint-

ing of Friends to the station of elders, tends to set

them up and make them as lords over the heritage.

That ministers ought to be amenable to the month-

ly meetings only. Would not these sentin

adopted, destroy all order and government in the

visible church, and of course destroy the church

also ? I think it would.

Thou hast also said that no being can be properly

denominated righteous, unless he hath chosen to do

right in preference to wrong. Consequently, time

hath been, when the Almighty hath chosen to do

right in preference to wrong. That the mass of evil

which exists makes the devil, and the whole mass of

od which
the who

: God. That God can

ate, but cannot beget. That it is impossible for spi-

rit to beget flesh, or flesh spirit. That it impossible

for God to create or make a being capable of enjoy-

ing spiritual happiness in perpetuity, without placing

him in a state of probation. Is not this a bold pre-

sumption, and also ridiculous, to pretend to know
what the Almighty lialh been, what he is, what he

can do, and what he cannot do ? It is not pleasant

to my nature to revive these things to thee, but hav-
ing long believed that much real hurt hath been re-

ceived by many, especially tho youth, by thy pub-
lishing unsound things, and novelties, I feel a great

wish it may not be continued: and, Oh ! the desire

and concern I feel for thee at times—one who hath,

in times past, been so valuable an instrument—and
at times exalted to a high stale in the divine power.
Oh ! that thou may yet be willing to open thy
eyes to the true light, and might see thyself and all

things rightly; so that, if it yet be possible, thou may
be brought into the state thou once was in, whilst

thou hast a being tabernacle in this world.

Thy friend,

GIDEON SEAMAN.

P. S. As the representation forwarded by Friends

of I'hiladelphia to Jericho monthly meeting, stating

the uneasiness thou gave to Friends of that city,

which was rejected by your monthly meeting, and
afterwards, when communicated to Westbury quar-

terly meeting, was refused even to be read tiierein;

and the whole matter was smothered, and left un-

attended to ; whereby the discipline and order of So-
ciety was violated and trampled upon—therefore the

case being transmitted to the yearly meeting, as thou

wilt perceive by the minute herewith forwarded to

thee ; the case is now regularly before the Society,

and we being required to give attention thereto ac-

cording to discipline; we therefore desire an answer
from thee, whether thou wilt comply with the requi-

sition of the monthly meeting, and return home
without any further procedure,

G. SEAMAN.

Tlie followers of Elias Hicks have frequently

alleged that the charges made against him were

anonymous, and therefore unworthy of notice

or belief. In the present instance this plea

will not avail them. Here are several charges

of serious import alleged against Elias Hicks,

under the sanction and authority of one of tlie

most respectable names in New York yearly

meeting ; they come, therefore, with all the

weight to which human testimony is entitled,

and, unless disproved, must stand as a hand
writing on the wall against him. That they

are true, and cannot be disproved, is sufficient-

ly evident from the fact, that, although Elias

Hicks has written a formal answer to the let-

ter, breathing a most vindictive and haughty

spirit towards Gideon Seaman, yet he does not

attempt a denial of a single allegation contain-

ed in the letter. Nor was the reply so iiastily

written, as to aflbrd Elias Hicks the excuse of

want of time or inadvertence. He received

this letter, with some other documents, at

Mount Pleasant, in Ohio, and although he had

travelled more than four hundred miles to at-

tend the yearly meeting there, yet, at a time

when he knew the an.\ieties and the passions

of his followers were excited to a great degree,

when he expected a separation would take

place, and had been engaged with them in con-

certing what measures it would be proper to

pursue, he absented himself from the first, and

most important sitting, for tlie very purpose, it

seems, of answering this letter. But, he neither

answers nor denies any thing that G. Seaman's
letter contains ; and, therefore, by fair infer-

ence, admits ail to be true.

Elias Hicks has long " held that the church

hath no right to interfere with its members, or

exercise any control over them in matters of
faitli and doctrine, but that every one hath a
right, and must be at liberty, to publish his own
sentiments." We prize liberty of conscience

ns an inalienable and most invaluable right

;

a right with which no human authority ought to

interfere, provided it is not exercised to the in-

jury of our fellow citizens, or the disturbance

of the peace and welfare of society. But to

assert that societies have less liberty of con-

science than individuals ; in other words, that

any number of persons associating together

from unity of belief in religious matters, shall

not have the liberty of excluding such as do

not unite with them in belief, is monstrous.

Will any man deny that such an association

might rightfully and properly refuse to admit

into its fellowship, any person who held prin-

ciples directly reverse to those on which the

association was formed ?—certainly not ;—and
if they have power to prevent dissentients from

joining them, they must consequently have the

same right to exclude from their communion
any one, who, having been a meitiber in unity

of principle, deserts those principles, and pvb-

lishes others which are opposed to those which

form the fundamental articles of the compact.

That Elias Hicks should assert " that the

meeting of ministers and elders, and meeting

for sufferings, ought to be discontinued," is no
more a matter of surprise than that he should

consii:Icr them "hurtful in their operation;"

—

since it is well known that he has found it

extremely difficult to bring them under his in-

fluence so as to get the control of them into his

own hands. They have stood as an impregna-

ble bulwark against all his atteinpts at innova-

tion, and comparatively a small proportion of

the membei-s have gone off with him in the se-

paration. Here lies the true reason of all his en-

mity against those two classes of meetings. To
extend his own influence and iitiportance, to se-

cure a control over the meetings and members
of Society, so as to obtain absolute sway, has

long been the darling object towards which his

labours and exertions have obviously tended.

Hence he became extremely impatient of re-

straint, restive and passionate at the least symp-

toms of opposition, and treated with scorn and
contempt, or angry violence, every attempt to

exercise toward him that Christian care which

is due from elders to ministers. More effectu-

ally to conceal his own, he endeavoured to

cast the odium of pride and ambition on those

whom he chose to consider as opponents, be-

cause they endeavoured to convince him of his

errors, and prevent him from deluding others.

It is feelings of this kind that produce the sen-

timent " that the appointing of Friends to the

station of elders tends to set them up, and
makes them as lords over the heritage, and

that ministers ought to be amenable to the

monthly meetings only." This exemption from

the advice and control of the elders, which he

pleads for, is precisely on the same principle,

that the leader of a mob would demand to be
freed from the wholesome restraints of the laws,

and amenable only to the infatuated multitude

whom he had deluded. It is with great perti-

nency that Gideon Seaman asks, "would not

these sentiments, if adopted, destroy all order

and government in the visible church, and of
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course destroy the church also ? doubtless they

would ; and it is for the very purpose of break-

ing up the foundations of sound and good go-

vernment in the church, that Elias Hicks pro-

pagates them. He has long shown himself an

enemy to the discipline ; and there needs little

more to show his departure from the primitive

institutions of our religious Society than the

strong contrast between his sentiments relative

to church government, and those of Fox,

Penn, Pennington and Barclay. Gideon

Seaman proceeds to notice some monstrous

doctrines which Ehas Hicks has at difierent

times promulgated. " Thou hast also said,

tliat no being can be properly denominated

righteous, unless he hath chosen to do right in

preference to wrong." It would follow from

this strange position, that the Almighty must

have elected " to do right in preference to

wrong" before he became righteous—hence

there not only must have been a time when he

was not righteous, but being involved in the

consequences of free agency, he might have

chosen to do wrong in preference to right

—

for the virtue of the choice must depend on
the freedom of the will ! ! This is a sentiment

as derogatory to the divine character and dig-

nity as can well be conceived, and if followed

out in all its dreadful consequences, must shock

even the most fool-hardy. It is, however, per-

fectly accordant with the one which follows it,

viz. " That the mass of evil which exists makes
tlie devil ; and the whole mass of good which

exists makes God." This is a near appro.xi-

mation to downright atheism, if not a direct

avowal of it. The sentiment, however, is not

entirely new to us. It was repeated to us

many years ago by a worthy and highly re-

spected friend, who heard Elias Hicks assert

it at Byberry. Whether he is himself aware
of the tendency and consequences of the asser-

tions he makes, we cannot say; but certainly

many of them may vie in bold impiety, and

contempt of sacred trutii, with the most daring

of modern infidels. It has long been a favour-

ite notion with Elias Hicks that all evil origin-

ated in the heart of man, and that there was

no evil agent distinct from him. If we com-
pare this idea with the one just quoted, it will

necessarily follow from them, that " all the

mass of evil" which makes the devil, originates

in, and is limited to the heart of man.

Let us now look at the converse of the pro-

position—it is an inference which may justly

be drawn, that as all evil originates in the evil

propensities of man, so " the whole mass of

good" arises from the exercise of those bene-

volent affections—those heavenly dispositions

which are inherent in his nature; and if " this

mass of good makes God," as Elias Hicks

serfs, then God must owe his existence to the

exercise of those affections, and be wholly con

fined to the human heart. God, then, is the

effect, not the great First Cause, from whose

creative power all things else have sprung.

Hence, it will follow, also, that there is no

God distinct and separate from man, which,

to our understandings, is equivalent to the say-

ing of the fool—"There is no God."
If " the whole mass of good makes God,"

then he had no existence prior to that of " the

whole mass of good;" and as " the whole mass

of good" is an aggregate of effects proceeding

from some cause or causes, there must have

been a time, prior to the production of that

whole mass of good," when there was no
God. It will be admitted, that, as regards our

earth, the whole mass of good of which we
can form any idea, must have been produced

since the creation. God, therefore, could not

have existed prior to the creation of man, and
we must seek for some other mode of account-

ing for this mighty event than that of attribut-

ing it to the creative fiat of an omnipotent in-

telligence. Again, it appears from the several

positions of Elias Hicks, that as all evil owes
its existence to the evil propensities of man,
and, by a parity of reasoning, all good pro-

ceeds from his good propensities, there could

have been neither good nor evil before man
existed. Therefore, if" the mass of evil which
exists makes the devil," and "the whole mass
of good which exists makes God," there could

have been neither a God nor a devil prior to

the existence of man.
We forbear to pursue this fearful subject

any further—the consequences which neces

sarily flow from the assertions of Elias Hicks
are monstrous and blasphemous in the highest

degree. It can hardly be supposed that he has

ever reflected soberly on the direful effect

which the promulgation of such opinions must
produce, or perceived the natural deductions

which arise from them. They are such as

must alarm every considerate mind, because

they go to deny the very existence of a Su-

preme Being, and to overturn the foundations

both of civil and religious society. We shall

take another occasion to present to the read

ers of " The Friend," Elias Hicks' reply to

Gideon Seaman's letter ; every person who
peruses it must be struck with the unchristian

spirit, and the arrogance and pride which

marked in every line. H,
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We acknowledge that we have placed

ourselves in rather an awkward predica

ment in relation to the grammar discussion.

Both as respects principles, and matters of

taste and criticism, the correct attitude for us

to assume, in the conduct of this journal, cer

tainly is, in the first place, maturely to deiiber

ate, and cautiously to determine, and then, in

regard to whatever is placed upon our pages,

to let it stand for what it be worth, in weight

and importance, without incurring the liability

to controversy, alike tiresome to our readers

and inconvenient to ourselves. Nevertheless,

after publishing the " review," we were indu

ced to yield to the solicitations of individuals

attached to the system of Cardell, and of seve-

ral communications on that side of the ques-

tion which had oftered, selected for insertion

that which, in point of talent, we deemed the

best. But after all, it is to be feared, the real

object of the discussion has been but little ad-

vanced. Of the " review" it was complained,

that instead of a clear analysis, a sober expo-

sition, and refutation of the grammar, it was
chiefly occupied in a sort of running fight, or
satirical skirmishing. On the other hand, it is

thought the author of the reply has not been
more successful as to the end professedly in

view, and that both taken together, are totally

inadequate to convey to the uninitiated, any
distinct comprehension of what has been the

subject of dispute.

We make no pretensions, as has been hereto-
fore announced, to erudite skill in these mat-
ters, nor do we think it requisite to be famihar
with all the technicalities of the science, to

perceive the inefficiency, and, in many re-

spects, the absurdity of the new system. It

remained, therefore, desirable, that some per-
son of competent ability should take up the

topic—one who should be able to say some-
thing—in other words, conduct the inquiry to

a definite and satisfactory result. This de-

sirable purpose, we think, has been attained in

the able production of our intelligent corres-

pondent, one moiety of which we publish to-

day. He has not only successfully attempted
to say something, but, in our opinion, it is well

said, and with a perspicuity, and force, and
conclusiveness, which must be convincing, and
must set the question at rest. Though, in

truth, it is, as it purports to be, a communica-
tion, yet we are willing that it should be con-
sidered as speaking for ourselres ; and further,

we would have it distinctly understood, as our

finale on this subject.

The second part of the interesting article

on Hayti has been received, and is intended
for our next.

Several olher communications have come
to hand, which we have not room at present

particularly to notice.

It is among the evidences of the divine original

of the Holy Scriptures, that good people grow more
and more fond of them as they arrive nearer tohea-

God has thought proper to proportion our know-
ledge to our wants, not to our pride. All that con-
cerns our duty is clear ; and, as to other points either

of natural or revealed religion, if he has left some
obscurities in them, is that any reasonable cause of
complaint?
Not to rejoice in the benefit of what he has gra-

ciously allowed us to know, from a presumptuous
disgust at our incapacity of knowing more, is as ab-
surd as it would be to refuse to walk because we can-
not fly. Shall we shut our eyes against that day-
spring from on high that has visited us, because we
are not as yet able to bear the full blaze of his

beams.' Lyttleton.

Died, in Burlington, N. J., on the 18th inst. Maev,
daughter of the late Reay King, in the 20th year of
her age.

, on the 23d instant, Marv, daughter of the

late Joseph Hoskins of Radnor, Penn., in the 27th year
of her age. In the bloom of life, this interesting

young woman, arrested by the hand of disease, was
favoured to witness a preparation of mind for the

awful change which she was sen.siljle was approach-
ing, and in peaceful submission resigned her spirit

unto Him who gave it.
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FOR THE FRIEND,

THE HISTORY OF HAYTI.
(Conlinxied from page 114.)

In our last number, we brought our sketch of
Haytian history to the period of the final expul
sion of the French, and the commencement of
the independent government estabhshed by the

negroes. It is our design, however, to retro-

grade a httle in the order of time, for the pur-
pose of giving a brief notice of the wisest and
best of the negro leaders.

When we consider his birth, education, and
general training, and contrast it with his talents

and virtues, we are obliged to assign to Tous-
5aint L'Ouverture, a name and reputation
wliic!; hive few superiors in the political an-
nals of mankind.

This famous individual was born a slave,

and the first forty-five years of his life were
passed in the labours of the field, or as a pos-
tilion to his master. While engaged in the
former of these employments, he learned to read
and write, and made some progress in arith-

metic, to which lie afterwards added a very
considerable stock of various and useful know-
ledge. His disposition was naturally mild and
humane. At the breaking out of the insur-

rection in 1791, he declined for a considerable

time any participation in the contest ; and
when his master was on the point of falling in-

to the hands of the infuriate insurrectionists,

Toussaint, at the peril of his own life, pro-

cured a passage for him and his family to the

United States—supplied all their wants with
the tenderest assiduity—remitted to their ac-

count a large quantity of produce, and after

the family became settled at Baltimore, this

generous man frequently sent them funds for

their support.

At the departure of his master, he obtained
a commission in the army of the blacks, and,
by his talents and activity, soon rose to an ex-
tensive command.

Far, however, from using his power for pur-
poses of revenge or licentiousness, as was too
common with his fellow chiefs, he displayed in

his present more extended sphere of action,

the same virtue and benevolence for which he
had been remarkable in humble life.

his judgment, invention, and general resources
of mind, astonished both friends and foes. It

was a common saying in the island that Tous-
saint never hroke his word; and both the
French and English, with whom he was at
war, always considered, and, in reality, found
themselves secure and protected, when relying
on the plighted faith of this extraordinary ne°-

gro. After the expulsion of the English, and
his elevation to the supreme command of the
island, he always showed himself the faithful

servant of France, though he restrained the
extortions, and controlled, with consummate
address, the power of the various licentious
commissioners sent out by the republic

It would exceed our bounds to detail the
many instances of extraordinary generosity
and rare probity, exhibited by Toussaint during
his administration; suffice it to say, that his
constant concern was to reduce the agitated
and rude population of the island to order

—

to promote civilization, and to inculcate vir-
tue both by precept and example; and happy
would it have been for Hayti, had she been
permitted to enjoy so talented and virtuous a
ruler.

We have already alluded to the expedition
sent out by the first consul of France to effect
the subjugation of Hayti, and have briefly
hinted at the conduct of its leader. Anxious
to gain over Toussaint to his interests, Bona-
parte addressed to him a letter of mingled
promises and threats, and sent his two sons,
who had been receiving their education in
France, with instructions to their tutor to have
his first interview with their father in the pre
sence of the children; and if their joint influ
ence should prove insufficient to induce his
adhesion to the French interests, to threaten
him with the final abduction of his oflsprincr.

A very affecting narrative is given of this in-

terview, in which Toussaint displayed the
finest and tenderest emotions of paternal love,
and the Frenchman the savageness and cold-
heartedness of a revolutionary jacobin formed
in the Parisian school. After a close struggle,
Toussaint gave back his bo}-?, with these em-
phatic words: " Take back my children, since
it must be so: I will be faithful to my brethren
and my God." What was the fate of these
poor youths we are left to conjecture ; their
father never saw or heard of them more.
The subsequent history of the negro ruler

may be told in a few words. After sustaining
and ardous contest with Leclerc, which

ended in an honourable treaty of peace, he re-
tired as a private citizen with his beloved wife

d surviving children to a small estate which
he possessed on the sea coast of the island,
where he soon became a victim of as foul

Mercy and order were mculcated by his treachery as is recorded in the annals of
example, and enforced by his authority, while] crime.

By the orders of Leclerc, a party landed in

the night, broke into Toussainl's house, and
carried him, together with his whole family,
on board a frigate, which immediately set sail

for France. On the passage he was strictly

guarded, and denied intercourse with his fami-
ly; and the only subsequent interview which
he ever had with them was on the deck of the
ship after her arrival at Brest. They were
speedily conveyed away to another town, and
afler two months were never again seen in the
land of the living. Toussaint, himself, was
confined during the winter in a cold, gloomy
dungeon

; his constitution, accustomed" to the
fervour of a tropical climate, and to habits of
constant activity, sunk under the severe suffer-

ing which he endured, and he survived but a
few months.
Thus perished a man who had been the

pride and ornament of the negro race. Had
he enjoyed in early life the advantages of edu-
cation—had his sphere of action been more
extended, and, above all, had he possessed a
white instead of a black skin, historians would
not fail to have assigned him a station among
the purest patriots and the wisest statesmen.

After the expulsion of Leclerc, the negroes
began to concert measures for the establish-
ment of an independent government, and Des-
salines was chosen " governor general," with
the power to make laws, and to choose his

successors.

This negro had been a slave of the lowest
order, and was principally remarkable for bo-
dily strength, great obstinacy and cunning,
and a cruel and ferocious disposition. During
the original insurrection in 1791, and through
the course of the English war, as well as after
the abduction of Toussaint, he acted a distin-

guished part. He was a man, however, of a
narrow mind, and so totally uneducated as to

be unable to read or write, though in the latter

part of his career he learned to sign his name
to state papers. His advancement was there-
fore principally owing to his well known in-

veterate hatred of the French.
When Leclerc left the island, many of tlie

white inhabitants of Cape Francois were obli-

ged to remain behind; to these Dessahnes pro-
mised protection and security. In a short
time, however, regardless of the remonstrances
of Christophe and some of his other officers,

and the well known opinion of his fellow citi-

zens, he caused a general massacre ;n cold
blood of the remaining French residents, with
but a very few exceptions, throughout the
island. His next object was the subjugation
of the Spanish part of St. Domingo, which had
been ceded to the French government in

795. This expedition was unsuccessful; but
n his return from it, he resolved to ex-

change the title of governor for that of em-
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peror of Hayti, and was so recognized by the

soldiery and people. A constitution was

adopted, vesting in the person of Dessalines

the power of an absolute monarch; but con-

taining many provisions, which, if faithfully

executed, would have tended greatly to the

comfort and improvement of his subjects. Al-

though the new emperor was very anxious to

support his throne by a strong and efficient

army, yet his treEttment both of officers and

soldiers was so repulsive, and his punishments

for the slightest breach of duty so dreadfully

severe, that be alienated their affections, and

became an object of universal hatred.

Devoted to grovelling pleasures, fond of

show, and incapable of performing the re-

sponsible duties of his station, the best inte-

rests of his people were neglected; and the

negroes, during his reign, which lasted six

years, derived little advantage from the free-

dom which it had cost them so much suffering

to obtain.

Worn out with his tyranny, the officers of

the army conspired against him, and he was
put to death in 1806.

On the demise of the emperor, the sovereign

power was assumed, under the title of "chief

of the government of Hayti," by Henry Chris

tophe, whose name has already been mention-

ed in the course of our narrative. He was

believed to have been a native of Grenada, but

was a slave in St. Domingo in 1791. He
joined the black forces in the very outset of

the insurrection; and, possessing superior skill

and courage, soon became a distinguished

leader, although, like Dessalines, he was en

tirely devoid of education, his greatest literary

attainments consisting in the power of signing

his name.
Numerous anecdotes are recorded, which

show that Christophe, in point of zeal, cou
rage, and untiring patience, had not a supe

rior iu the negro army. He was actively en

gaged during the contest with the English, and

afterwards performed many civil duties under

Toussaint's administration ; and his speeches

in the colonial assembly were of a character,

both for knowledge and eloquence, truly sur-

prising, proceeding as tliey did from an illi-

teiate negro. During this pacific interval, he

had an opportunity of extending his knowledge
of history and politics by intercourse with the fo-

reigners and residents at Cape Francois, whose
society he eagerly sought, and the benefits thus

derived from associating with his superiors in

knowledge, were conspicuous througliout his

future career.

During the contest with Leclerc, we find

him ever active and enterprising, and when
forced to submit by the desertion of his troops,

he procured the same honourable terms from

Leclerc that were obtained by Toussaint.

When the latter was carried away, the indig-

nation of Christophe knew no bounds. He
exerted every power of body and mind to ef-

fect the destruction of the French—his vigi-

lance and caution prepared him for every

emergency, whilst no losses nor sufferings

could shake his resolution.

On assuming the government at the death

of Dessalines, Christophe soon found himself

at war with a formidable rival, in the person

of Petion, a mulatto, who had long held a dis-

tinguished rank in the army. In early life, he

had been sent to France, and received an edu-

cation in the military academy of Paris ; this

circumstance, together with his talents and

unusually mild and benevolent disposition, gave

him great advantages. He had taken a dis-

tinguished part in all the wars—was third in

command of the army, and was enthusiastical-

ly loved by officers and soldiers. At the time

of Dessalines' death he held the town of Port

au Prince, in the southern part of the island,

and his authority extended over a considerable

extent of territory ; he resolved, therefore:

not to acknowledge the supremacy of Chris-

tophe, and was supported in this determina-

tion by most of the mulattoes.

Many severe conflicts ensued between the

rival chieftains, but so well were they match
ed, that for a long time neither .seemed likely

to gain a decisive ascendancy. Petion, how-

ever, in 1807, was defeated in a sanguinary

battle, and Christophe invested Port au Prince;

but disorders arising in his own dominions, he

was forced soon to raise the siege, and return

home. On making a tour through the various

districts of his territory, he was successful in

intimidating the discontented, and caused his

authority to be universally acknowledged and

respected. He next proceeded to form a new
constitution for the state, creating himself pre-

sident and generalissimo for life, with powers

equal to those of a monarch, although nomin-

ally controlled by a council of nine members

—

two-thirds of whom were to be generals of the

army. This constitution also contained pro-

visions for the support of religion, public edu-

cation, and the encouragement of agriculture,

commerce, &ic.

During this interval, Petion was preparing

himself for a renewal of hostilities.

The subsequent war lasted several years, and

numerous fierce and sanguinary battles took

place between the contending chieftains, attend-

ed with various success. The effects, however,

of these contests were fatal to the prosperity

of the island. Its inhabitants were rapidly les-

sening in number, its agriculture and com-
merce were constantly decaying, and univer-

sal desolation seemed likely to ensue. Wearied
at length with so wasting a conflict, both par-

ties seemed disposed for peace, and an entire

suspension of hostilities took place, though

without the intervention of a formal treaty.

Christophe was Petion's superior in wealth,

and was possessed of a more extensive terri-

tory; whilst the dominions of his rival were
more productive and better cultivated, and the

population of the two divisions of the island

nearly equal. In this state of things, both

chiefs began to take active measures for the

consolidation of their respective governments

—for the improvement of the condition of their

subjects, and for the revival of agriculture and
commerce.

- To give himself greater consideration and

dignity, Chri.*tophe determined to assume the

regal character. A description of the sable

monarch and his coiirt must, however, be re-

served to a subsequent number. Z.
CTo be conlmued.)
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GRADIAIAR.
(Concluded from page 124.)

A cursory view of the progress of language

will enable me to throw some additional light

on the subject of this essay. Writers differ in

opinion whether the first words used by man-
kind were verbs or nouns. Perhaps they

sprung'up together, for men could not live in

society a single day without wishing to name
both things and actions. With a few nouns

and verbs the intercourse of mankind could be

carried on to a considerable extent by the aid

of natural signs. It is thus generally understood

that the materials with which all languages

are constructed, the elements into which they

can ultimately be resolved, are nouns and verbs.

But as it advanced towards perfection, the use

of natural signs dechned, those winged words,

as they have been called, the particles, came
to supply the place of the other more cum-

brous machinery, and language expressed, with

more and more precision, all the various rela-

tions that can e.xist in the matters about which

it is conversant.

In the oriental languages, this change took

place by the addition of prefixes or suffixes to

the radical words, by means of which, the word
expressing the added circumstance, became
soldered, if the incoherent figure may be used,

to the original root. Every one who has the

slightest knowledge of Hebrew, must be aware
of the extent to which this process of the for-

mation of language has been traced in that

tongue. To take an example from Latin, as

the most generally understood of the ancient

languages, the first verb given to the student to

learn, is amctre, to love. The purposes of

speech require that the action of loving should

be spoken of in various circumstances of time

and manner. I may love at this present time;

I may wish to speak of having loved through a

period or division of time, which is not fully

expired ; through one that has entirely elapsed

;

through one that elapsed previously to a cer-

tain defined point of time ; and, acccordingly

as I wish to express these, I use the words
amo, amavi, amabam, amaveram. Had the

Romans chosen to appropriate a peculiar ter-

mination to identify any other period of past

time, that also would have become a part of
their grammar, and must have been received

and taught as such. The assertion which
Cardell makes, in order to throw ridicule on
the system, that "the number of tenses is equal
to the number of distinguishable successions,

from the beginning to the end of time," is,

with one limitation, a sober truth, viz. that it

is equal to the number of those distinguishable

successions, to which a peculiar termination

and inflection of the verb are appropriated.

The convenience of mankind will always re-

gulate this number. It is folly to attempt to

philosophize away these distinctions ; there

they are—indelibly marked; and all that gram-
marians can legitimately do, is to observe, ex-

amine, and record them. In the same manner
have the cases been formed. The nominative

case is the noun in its independent, unconnect-

ed form. The other cases adapt it to pecuhar
relations and positions in the sentence, and in-

corporate the added circumstances with the
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word itself. It is this feature in the ancient
languages, to which they are principally indebt

«d for their force, terseness, and precision

Had all languages been so constructed, it is

scarcely possible that such a system as Cardell's

could ever have been gravely taught. It

the barrenness of our language in grammatical
forms, that has enabled him to throw over his

opinions much of their plausibility. The idea

which the Latins expressed by the single word
amabam, it requires three words, " I have lov-

ed," to express in English. It is quite clear

that the idea in both cases is precisely the same,
and that the change eft'ected by the use of the
auxiliary is merely to fix the meaning of the
verb "to love,'' to a particular past time. The
auxiliary itself loses, in the piirase, the mean-
ing it possesses when used as a principal verb,
and becomes merged in the verb '• to love."
The phrase is a compound word; and its true
meaning and power are only to be estimated
by viewing it as such. If this simple enuncia-
tion of the fact be correct, the most elaborate
part of the system of Cardell falls at once to
the ground. A single example will illustrate

my meaning. Cardell asserts, if I understand
him, that there can be but three tenses ; one
present, one past, and one future ; and that
the phrase, " he has written a letter," is pre-
cisely, in grammatical force, of the same mean-
ing with "he has a letter written," and "he
has a written letter."

To avoid the charge of misrepresentation, I

quote the passage, and will only ask, whether,
if the argument of Cardell be admitted, and the
man has stolen the letter, he is not thereby
proved to have written it ?

" He has a letter written."
"• He has a written letter."

" He has written a letter."

"These three sentences, by familiar and
habitual association, convey different ideas to
the mind ; but that difference does not depend
on the verb has, either specifically or gram-
matically. This verb has, is, in the three in

stances, equally active and transactive, equall\

in the present tense, and the noun letter is alike

the object of it.

" The first sentence imports, the man has a
letter, in the condition in which the act of
writing has placed it : in the second expres-
sion, the letter is in the same relation to the
man and to the verb has. He has the letter,

and it is of that kind which the act of writing
has made it, and which the participial adjective
written describes. The third sentence, he has
written a letter, conveys the additional, asso-
ciated fact, that the written letter has become
so by the man's own agency, direct or indi-

rect." [Philosophic Grammar, \). 128.

It would be difficult, I think, to be guilty,
in so few words, of greater absurdities.

I have said enough, I trust, to vindicate the
old grammars from the charge of being "all
wrong alike in the main points," and of being
made up of " bewildering technicalities, and
the unreasoning pedantry of scholastic forms,
without meaning or application." The pre-
cious columns of " The Friend," though oc-
casionally well occupied with such discussions,
can admit of but little more than the mere out-

line of an argument, which the reader must
pursue for himself. It would require a treatise,
fully to dissect such a book as Cardell's, or to
develope, with all its proofs, the theory of gram-
mar. The reader who wishes to examine the
latter subject, is referred to a masterly disqui-
sition, by Dr. Dewar, under the article Gram-
mar, in the Edinburgh Encyclopedia.

After all, the philological writings of Car-
dell are far from being useless or despicable.
Ilis sphere of action, it is true, has been limited;
but as far as it has extended, he has shaken the
slumber of the schools. Grammar was too
generally taught without reference to its philo
sophical principles, and had thus become, in

the hands of teachers, a mere collection of (to
them) arbitrary rules. It is to this cause, that
we must attribute the popularity of Cardell's
stem, and the influence it has had upon the

opinions of many men whose penetration
ought to have detected the errors which he
blended with his philological diquisitions. The
science which Cardell really taught, philology,
and not grammar, notwithstanding the ridicule
which it has incurred, and which, as sometimes
pursued, it richly merits, is one of the most at-

tractive and curious in the whole range of hu-
man learning. The successful researches of
John Home Tooke cleared the path for his
followers, and furnished at once a model and a
guide that have rendered the task of future dis-
covery comparatively easy. There are icw
scientific treatises extant, the first perusal of
which rivets the attention of the reader so
closely as the Diversions of Purley. Tooke
rendered one of the most barren wastes in the
whole domain of literature, a fruitful field; and
the lights which the philosophy of language, as
taught by him, has thrown, and is destined to
throw, upon the history of the human mind, and
the human race, will brighten with the lapse of
ages. In expressing thus warmly my admira-
tion of the genius and learning of Tooke, I must
be understood as separating them from my es-
timate of his character as a man, and from the
tendency of his other speculations. A rene
gade in religion, an agitator in politics, and a
materialist in philosophy, his private career
turbulent and unamiable, and the poison of his
opinions is infused throughout his most techni
cal writings. Yet the intellectual part of his
nature soared far above the moral, and long
after the darker shades of his character are
forgotten, he will be regarded as one of the
great luminaries of his age. The principal
service which Cardell has rendered to science,
has been in spreading a knowledge of the dis-
coveries of Home Tooke, which"by his means
have become much more widely disseminated
through this country. It is true that he has
incorporated them info an absurd and untena-
ble theory of grammar. But he has at the same
time awakened attention and investigation to
these subjects

; and when the errors which he
taught shall have been sifted and exploded, the
truths with which they were blended, and
from which they derived their plausibility, will
become a part of the general stock of"know-
ledge. It is ceitainly to be desired, that the
history of language, which is so intimately con-
nected with the philosophy of mind, and a cor-
rect logic, should be properlv taught in our
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higher schools. Whoever successfully under-
takes it, must bring to the task a range of learn-
mg and a maturity of intellect which fall to
the lot of but few men. Let us hope that the
time IS not distant, when the truths of these
sciences shall be as firmly established, as the
demonstrations of geometry, and be receive.I
and taught with the same universal acceptance.

We copy the following fiom " The Maga-
zine of Natural History," one of the London
periodicals. Few of our young readers, we
think, can peruse it without an aflectionate
feeling towards poor Sai ; some of his actions
seem a very near approach to reason and sen-
timent, and even to facetiousness.

ANECDOTES OF A TAMED PANTHER.
On perusing the first number of the Magazine of

Natural History, I find that you admit zoological an-
ecdotes. 1 am, therefore, induced to send you some
account of a panther which was in my possession for
several months. Ho and another were found when
very young in the forest, apparently deserted by their
mother. They were taken to the king of Ashantee,
in whose palace they lived several weeks, when my
hero, bemg much larger than his companion, suffo-
cated him in a fit of romping, and was then sent to
Mr. Hutchison, the resident left by Mr. Bowdich at
Coomassie. This gentleman, observing that the ani-
mal was very docile, took pains to tame him, and in
a great measure succeeded. When he was about a
year old, Mr. Hutchison returned to Cape Coast, and
had him led through the country by a chain, occa-
sionally letting him loose when eating was going-
forward, when he would sit by his master's side, and
receive his share with comparative gentleness. Once
or twice he purloined a fowl, but easily gave it up
to Mr. Hutchison, on being allowed a portion of
something else. The day of his arrival he was pla-
ced in a small court, leading to the private rooms of

governor, and after dinner was led by a thin
cord into the room, where he received our saluta-
tions with some degree of roughness, but with per-
fect good humour. On the least encouragement, he
laid his paws upon our shoulders, rubbed his head
upon us, and his teeth and claws having been filed,
there was no danger of tearing our clothes. He wag
kept in the above court for a week or two, and evin-
ced no ferocity, except when one of the servants
tned to pull his food from him

; he then caught the
oSender by the leg, and tore out a piece of flesh, but
he never seemed to owe him any ill will afterwards.
He one morning broke his cord, and, the cry beinff
given, the castle gates were shut, and a chase com-
menced. After leading his pursuers two or three
times round the ramparts, and knocking over a few
children by bouncing against them, he suffered him-
self to be caught, and led quietly back to his quar-
ters, under one of the guns of the fortress.
By degrees the fear of him subsided, and orders

having been given to the sentinels to prevent his
escape through the gates, he was left at liberty to go
where he pleased, and a boy was appointed to pre-
vent him from intruding into the apartments of the
officers. His keeper, however, generally passed hie
watch in sleeping; and Sai, as the panther was call-
ed, after the royal giver, roamed at large. On one
occasion he found his servant sitting on the step of
the door, upright, but fast asleep, when he lifted his
paw, gave him a blow on the side of the head which
laid him flat, and then stood vi'agging his tail, as if
enjoying the mischief he had committed. He be-
;aine exceedingly attached to the governor, and fol-
owed him every where like a dog. His favourite
station was at a window of the sitting-room, which

erlooked the whole town ; there, standing on his
hind legs, his fore paws resting on the ledge of the
window, and his chin laid between Ihem, he appear-
ed to amuse himself with what was passing beneath
The children also stood with him at the window

;

and one day, finding his presence an incumbrance,
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ami that they could not get their chairs close, they

used their united efforts to pull him down by the

tail. He one morning missed the governor, who was

settling a dispute in the hall, and who, being sur-

rounded by black people, was hidden from the view

of his favourite. Sai wandered with a dejected

look to various parts of the fortress in search of him

;

and, while absent on this errand, the audience ceas-

ed, the governor returned to his private rooms, and

seated himself at a table to write. Presently he

heard a heavy step coming up the stairs, and, rais-

ing his eyes to the open door,'he beheld Sai. At

that moment he gave himself up for lost, for Sai im-

mediately sprang from the door on to his neck. In-

stead, however, of devouring him, he laid his head

close to the governor's, rubbed his cheek upon his

shoulder, wagged his tail, and tried to evince his

happiness. Occasionally, however, the panther

caused a little alarm to the other inmates of the

castle, and the poor woman who swept the floors,

or, to speak technically, the pra-pra woman, was

made ill by her fright. She was one day sweeping

the boards of the great hall with a short broom, and

in an attitude nearly approaching to all-fours, and

Sai, who was hidden under one of the sofas, sudden-

ly leaped upon her back, where he stood in triumph.

She screamed so violently as to summon the other

servants, but they, seeing the panther, as they

thought, in the act of swallowing her, one and all

scampered off as quickly as possible; nor was she

released till the governor, who heard the noise,

came to her assistance. Strangers were naturally

uncomfortable when they saw so powerful a beast

at perfect liberty, and many were the ridiculous

scenes which took place, they not liking to own their

alarm, yet perfectly unable to retain their composure

in his presence.

This interesting animal was well fed twice every

day, but never given any thing with life in it. H
stood about two feet high, and was of a dark yellov

colour, thickly spotted with black rosettes, and from

the good feeding and the care taken to clean him

his skin shone like silk. The e.tpression of his coun

tenance was very animated and good tempered, and

he was particularly gentle to children; he would lii

down on the mats by their side when they slept, and

even the infant shared his caresses, and remained

unhurt. During the period of his residence at Capo

Coast, I was much occupied by making arrange

ments for my departure from Africa, but generally

visited my future companion every day, and we in

consequence became great friends before we sailed.

He was conveyed on board the vessel in a large

wooden cage, thickly barred in the front with iron.

Even this confinement was not deemed a sufficient

protection by the canoe men,* who were so alarmed

at taking him from the shore to the vessel, that, in

their confusion, they dropped cage and all into the

sea. For a few minutes 1 gave up my poor panther

as lost, but some sailors jumped into a boat belong-

ing to the vessel, and dragged liim out in safety.

The beast himself seemed completely subdued by his

ducking, and as no one dared to open his cage to

dry it, he rolled himself up in one corner, nor roused

himself till after an interval of some days, when he

recognized my voice. When 1 first spoke, he rais-

ed his head, held it on one side, then on the other, to

listen; and when I came fully into his view, he jump-

ed on his legs, and appeared frantic ; he rolled him-

self over and over, he howled, he opened his enor-

mous jaws and cried, and seemed as if he would have

torn his cage to pieces. However, as his violence

subsided, he contented himself with thrusting his

paws and nose through the bars of the cage,

ceive my caresses. I suspeet that he had suffered

from sea sickness, as he had apparently loathed all

food ; but, after this period, he eat every thing tl:

The greatest treat I could bestow upon my 1

vourite was lavender water. Mr. Hutchison had

told me, that, on their way from Ashaiitee, he drew
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a scented handkerchief from his pocket, which was

immediately seized on by the panther, who reduced

it to atoms ; nor could he venture to open a bottle of

perfume when the animal was near, he was so eager

to enjoy it. T indulged him twice a week by making

a cup of stiff paper, pouring a little lavender water

into it, and giving it to him through the bars of his

cage : he would drag it to him with great eagerness,

roll himself over it, nor rest till the smell had eva-

porated. By this I taught -him to put out his paws

.
without showing his nails, always refusing the laven-

till he had drawn them back again ; and

short time, he never, on any occasion, protruded

FOR THE FRIEND.

NOVEMBER.
The various hues of autumn now adorn the forest

trees.

And the many coloured fallen leaves are rustling in

the breeze;

I love to see the giant oak spread wide his barren

his claws when offering me his paw.

We lay eight weeks in the river Gaboon, where he

had plenty of excellent food, but was never suffered

to leave his cage, on account of the deck being al-

ways filled with black strangers, to whom he had a

ry decided aversion, although he was perfectly re-

conciled to white people. His indignation, however,

was constantly excited by the pigs, when they were

suffered to run past his cage ; and the sight of one of

the monkeys put him in a complete fury. While at

anchor in the before mentioned river, an orang-

outang (Simla Satyrus) was brought for sal" --•"

lived thn ays on i rd ; and I shall ne forget

* The panther in these countries is a sacred.

Fetish, animal ; and not only a heavy fine is extorted I quence of an inflammation

from those who kill one, but the Fetish is supposed I am, sir, &c.

to revenge his death by cursing the offender.

uncontrollable rage of the one, or the agony of

the other, at this meeting. The orang was ab( '

three feet high, and very powerful in proportion to

his size ; so that when he fled with extraordinary ra-

pidity from the panther to the further end of the

deck, neither men nor things remained upright whe

they opposed his progress : there he took refuge in

sail, and although generally obedient to the voice

his master, force was necessary to make him quit the

shelter of its folds. As to the panther, his back rose

in an arch, his tail was elevated and perfectly stiff,

his eyes flashed, and, as he howled, he showed his

huge teeth; then, as if forgettmg the bars before

him, he tried to spring on the orang, to tear hi:

atoms. It was long before he recovered his t

quillity ; day and night he appeared to be on the

listen ; and the approach of a large monkey we had

on board, or the intrusion of a black man, brought

return of his agitation.

We at length sailed for England, with an ample

supply of provisions ; but, unhappily, we were board-

ed by pirates during the voyage, and nearly reduced

itarvation. My panther must have perished had

ot been for a collection of more than three hun^

dred parrots with which we sailed from the river

and which died very fast while we were in the north

west trades. Sal's allowance was one per diem

but this was so scanty a pittance that he became ra

venous, and had not patience to pick all the feathers

off before he commenced his meal. The consequence

was that he became very ill, and refused even

small quantity of food. Those around tried to

suade me that he suffered from the colder climate;

but his dry nose and paws convinced me that he was
feverish, and I had him taken out of his cage ; when,

instead of jumping about and enjoying his liberty,

he lay down, and rested his head upon my feet. I

then made him three pills, each containing two

grains of calomel. The boy who had the charge of

him, and who was much attached to him, held his

jaws open, and I pushed the medicine down hii

throat. Early next morning I went to visit my pa-

tient, and found his guard sleeping in the cage will

him ; and having administered a further dose to thf

invalid, I had the satisfaction of seeing him perfectly

cured by the evening. On the arrival of the vessel

in the London docks, Sai was taken ashore, and pre-

sented to the dutchess of York, who placed him in

Exeter Change, to be taken care of, till she herself

went to Oatlands. He remained there for some
weeks, and was suffered to roam about the greater

part of the day without any restraint. On the morn-

ing previous to the dutchess's departure from town,

she went to visit her new pet, played with him, and

admired his fine appearance and gentle deportment.

In the evening, when her royal highness's coach-

man went to take him away, he was dead, in conse-
'
is lungs.

And ever as the norlhei

and shrill.

Or sweeps, with low and moaning
pine clad hill,

Methinks I hear a warning voice,

•' Thy lot, proud man, resembles oi

same."

blast comes whistling bleak

ind, across yon

accents clear

thy destiny the

re thy limbs, and light thy

fith summer suns, thou movest

In youth, elastic i

branches wave.

In manhood's dawn,
bright and brave.

But sober autumn's mellow prime, thy swelling heart

shall tame.

And thou shalt feel the winter's bhglit—thy lot and

.ours the same.''

i^ating power bids sap again

II our charms, remove the

" Yet when spring's ren

to flow.

And genial suns, from
vail of snow.

Again we'll bask in their bright beams—the zephyr's

breath inhale.

And proudly cast our shadows o'er the streamlet in

the vale."

vake ithii

scan our

breast

But thou, who now with curious

waving charms.

Does no internal feeling

alarms.'

Where wilt thou be, when spring shall leap exulting

from her sleep.

And spread her daisies o'er the mead, her wild flow-

ers on the steep ?

" Where may I be.'—the sadd'ning thought my swell-

ing bosom thrills,

Perhaps within a narrow cell, among your verdant

hills.

But Failh the glorious promise claims, to erring mor-
tals given.

And seeks a bright perennial spring, in yonder cloud-

less heaven. J.

The honest Moravian.—In the last war in

Germany, a captain of cavalry was out on a

foraging party. On perceiving a cottage in the

midst of a soHtary valley, he went up and

knocked at the door. Out came one of the Mo-
ravians, or United Brethren, with a beard sil-

vered by age. "Father," says the officer, "show
me a field where I can set my troopers a-forag-

ing." " Presently," replied tiie Moravian. 'J'he

good old man walked before, and conducted

them out of the valley. After a quarter of an

hour's march, they found a fine field of barley.

"There is the very thing we want," says the

captain. " Have patience for a few minutes,"

replied his guide; " you shall be satisfied." They

went on, and at tlie distance of about a quarter

of a league farther, they arrived at another field

of barley. The troop immediately dismounted,

cut down the grain, trussed it up, and remount-

ed. The officer, upon this, says to his conduct-

or, " Father, you have given yourself and us

unnecessary trouble : the first field was much
better than this." " Very true, sir," replied

, BowDicH.
I

the good old man, " but it was not mine."
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That a disposition to misrepresent does pre-
vail to a most affecting and shameful extent,

among- the followers of Elias Hicks, it would
be idle to controvert. That the most fuir and
unblemished characters are assailed by these

restless and rending spirits is equally true

;

nor is it less obvious, that the design of such
persons is to raise themselves, and support thei

own measures, by lessening the religious cha
racter and influence of those P'riends who are
bound to the cause of our holy Redeemer, and
«hose labours, of course, present an obstacle
to the spread of antichristian opinions. There
is, however, no species of misrepresentation
that argues a greater degree of depravity of
mind, or furnishes more conclusive evidence of
its evil origin, than that which will invade even
the sanctuary of the dead, with the unhallow-
ed design of swelling the numerical strength of
the party wliich it would uphold. These re-

marks are elicited by unfounded reports, which
have been raised and circulated, with a decree
of confidence worthy a better cause, respect-
ing two valuable friends that have recently de-
ceased. And, from a full conviction that it is

due to their memory, to their friends, and to

the cause of truth, the writer of this has felt

himself impelled to detect and expose the false-

hoods with which their religious reputation has
been assailed.

It would scarcely have gained belief, if the

fact had not been forced upon us, that the

breath of calumny was secretly at work, while
Hannah Field (of whose demise a short notice
has appeared) was lingering on the bed of
death ; and that, almost as soon as she had
ceased to breathe, it should be asserted that

she had "-recanted." This, it may be ob
served, is a common phrase with the Hicksites;
and in the present instance, the design was to

impress the idea, that she had changed her re-

ligious faith, and had manifested regret respect
ing the part she had taken with P'riends, ir

effecting the separation which has been made
in the Society. Upon such conduct, comment
is unnecessary. For the information and sa

tisfaction of her numerous friends, some of
whom may probably have heard the rumour,
it is, however, proper to state some facts rela-

tive to her close ; and we do it with the most
unequivocal certainty that this dear friend con-
tinued unshaken in her belief of the Christian
doctrines to her last moment. She experienced
great consolation and support therefrom on the
bed of sickness, and did not fail frequently to

express her grateful sense of the mercy and
goodness of God in Christ Jesus, and her firm

faith in the blessed means appointed for the

redemption and reconciliation of a fallen

world
; that Christ is the door into the sheep-

fold, the Mediator between man and his Crea-
tor, our Intercessor and Advocate with the

Father. During her illness, she manifested
great concern on account of those who have
departed from the doctrines and disciphne of
Friends, amongst whom are many of her re-

latives and particular friends, who have par-
taken largely of her faithful labours in the
gospel of Christ. She had clearly seen, and
frequently e.xpressed her belief, previously to

our late yearly meeting, that the promulgation
ot unsound and antichristian opinions, and the
msidious working of the rending spirit that
produced them, must lead to a separation in
the Society. She saw her anticipations verified,
bemg a fellow-sufierer with Friends at the time
of the yearly meeting. Her health was then
delicate, and her indisposition was much in-
creased by the exposure to which women
Friends were subjected by the unkind and un-
christian manner m which they were deprived
of the use of the meeting house. She was
unable to attend the latter sittings of the year-
ly meeting

; and, from that time, was mostly
confined at home. She did, however, attend
tlie monthly meeting of Purchase, in the sixth
month, where she also witnessed the desolat
ing eflljcts of a spirit of unbelief, and saw its

fruits—the prostration of Christian order and
discipline. Here, again, she and her suffer
ing friends were obliged to leave the meetinc
house to seek a place of quiet, free from the
intrusion and clamour of the Hicksites. From
that time, her health rapidly declined, and shi

WHS not at more thai; two or tliree meeting;
afterwards.

In confirmation of what we have stated, we
shall insert a iew of the many expressions
which fell from this dear friend, during her
confinement, viz. " I have been a poor''crea-
ture

;
I have done very little for His cause who

hath done all for me ; I have no works of my
own to depend upon

; it is all the mercy and
merit of my dear Redeemer, who died for me,
and not for me only, but for the sins of the
whole world. Oh, what a blessing it is to be
firmly established in the faith of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. What a mercy that we
have an advocate with the Father, a high priest
touched with the feeling of our infirmities. A
Redeemer, Mediator, and Intercessor, even
Christ Jesus the righteous."

At another time, when speaking of the state
of the Society, she thus expressed herself ;

—

" If Friends are faithful, and keep their de-
pendence fixed on Him alone who has always
been the unfailing helper of his people, there
is no cause to be discouraged at the many diffi-

culties with which we appear to be surrounded,
nor at our reduced number ; for I believe the
cause is in the hands of the Lord ; he hath
his way in the deep ; and can accomplish h:

work by few or by many. I am firm in the
belief, whether I live or die, that Friends have
done right in separating from those who deny
the divinity and offering of our Lord and Sa-
viour Jesus Christ; we could have done no-
thing.else, unless we had given up the princi-
ples and doctrines that have always been held
by our Society

; for which our ancient Friends
suffered so deeply, some of them sealing their
testimony with their blood."

Her opinion being asked as to the propriety
of Friends building a meeting house at Pur-
chase, in consequence of their being deprived
of the use of their house by the seceders, she
gave her full assent

; and, after a pause, re-
peated the following language :

" Tiie Lord
God of gods, the Lord God of gods, he know-
cth, and Israel he shall also know, that it ^^^

Lord, but an altar to see to.* Much may be
said by those who have seceded from us ;

" but
it Friends are faidiful in the maintenance of
the cause that we are advocating—even the
cause of the blessed Jesus—it will be mani-
fest to the world that it is the ancient princi-
ples of the Society, and nothing less, that we
are endeavoui-ing to support."

1 1th mo. 1st, 1828, being a very short time
previous to her dissolution, when she was suf-
fering great bodily pain, she said : " O Lord
Jesus Christ, be pleased to receive my spirit

;

for thou art my only hope." Being then asked',
if she wished any thing communicated to her
absent friends, she replied :

" Nothing but love
to all

; and tell them I want all to be faithful
in the support of the ancient doctrines and
principles of Friends

; for these new things
will be found to be nothing but a delusion."
JMuch more of similar import might be added

;

but enough is given to answer the purpose de-
signed.

Our ancient and valued friend, Daniel Havi-
land, departed this life in the ninth month last, at
the house of his son in law, in Courtland town,
West Chester county, New York, having reach-
ed a very advanced age. A short time pre-
vious to the attack which terminated his useful
life, on leaving the house of a friend to return
home, he said, as if prophetic of the afflictive
dispensation that awaited the family in which
he resided—"More trials, great trials await
me." Soon af\er, his son in law was taken ill

with dysentery, which shortly terminated in his
dissolution

;
at which time our friend Daniel

Haviland was ill with the same disease, as was
also his daughter, the wife of the deceased, and
two of their children, who all fell victims to it

except his daughter.

Daniel Haviland has been long known to
many who will probably read this account, as
a fervent and laborious minister of the gospel
in the Society of Friends. In the performance
of his religious duty, his travels were extensive,
embracing most parts of the United States
where Friends reside; and some of those who
have shared his acquaintance and his services
as a minister, will doubtless recollect, that he
occasionally spoke in a prophetic manner of a
time of great trial which would come upon
the Society. It is now distinctly remembered
by many persons, that so far back as the early
part of the present century, he frequently de-
clared in our public meetings, under the pres-
sure of great exercise, that deep trials awaited,
and heavy clouds were hanging over us. About
the year IGIO, he attended the quarterly meet-
ing of Friends at Purchase

; his mind appear-
ed to be deeply exercised, and as he spoke of
impending trials, he uttered these remarkable
expressions :

—" You must expect to meet with
more severe afflictions and deeper baptisms
than you have yet known

;
you will be sifted

from sieve to sieve
;
you will be driven out of

your meeting houses." And turning towards
those Friends who sat in the gallery, he said.
And you that occupy these seats must not

expect to escape
;
you will share with the rest

;

you will be dragged from your seats."

not ,n rebellion, or transgression ^g^usi Xl,e\,.Jlf::^.V2ul^::;^^^^^^
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We give merely the outlines of this memo-
tMc circumstance, which is still fresh in the

recollection ofmany who were present. Much
sensation was produced in the minds ofFriends,

and the inquiry naturally arose. How can

these things be ? From whence are persecu-

tions such as these to come ?—and little indeed

did the hearers suppose that their own eyes

were to see the fulfilment of the prophecy.

We could readily adduce many other testi-

monies of similar import, calculated to show

the sense entertained by Daniel Haviland, that

serious difficulties would, ere long, attend the

Society. In conversation with a friend, about

four years since, in relation to the alarming

spread of antichristian opinions, and the dis-

order and unsettlement produced by them, he

thus remarked ;
' I suppose Friends have

thought strange of some of my testimonies,

when I have spoken of great trials and perse-

cutions that wore coming upon us. I have ne-

ver expected they would proceed from other

people, but from our own members ; and the

more Friends keep down to the root of life,

the more they will witness the preserving pow-
er of the Lord."

He attended the yearly meeting in New
York, in the fifth month, 1828, being then in

slender health, and his sight so much impaired

that he could scarcely distinguish objects. The
first sitting of tiie meeting presented a scene

of confusion and misrule unexampled in this

section of the Society. Although he could not

see what passed, he could hear and feel ; and

when the clamour raised by the excited actors,

in opposing the order and regular proceeding

of the meeting, became so great as to make
it imperative on the sound part of the yearly

meeting to retire from the meeting house to a

place of quiet, where they might properly

transact the important business of the Society,

Daniel Haviland requested a friend to take

care of him, and not leave him ; saying, " 1

cannot stay here." The reader will please

to compare this with the tale told by the Hicks-

ites at the time, " that he was dragged from

the meeting house by the Orthodox." As he

walked with his afflicted friends from the scene

of trial to tlie building in Duane Street, we
have the authority of a respectable Friend,

whom he leaned for support, in stating, that

such was his sense of the unmerited mercy

manifested in making way for Friends to escape

from the rending spirit of anarchy and unbe

lief, that his eyes were suffused with tears o

joy, and praises flowed from him to the Giver

of all good. The solemnity with which the

meeting was blessed, on Friends sitting down
in the peaceful asylum thus prepared for them,

and the feeling of gratitude that pervaded the

assembly, in a sense of the interposing and pre

serving power of the Lord, will long be had

in grateful remembrance. Here again, under

impressions like these, he communicated, in

solemn manner, his sense of divine interposi

tion. He spoke of it as a deliverance wrought

by the Lord, and that it was an inexpressible

relief £o him. He also alluded to the great

exercise that had attended his mind for many
years, on account of the radical unsoundness

in principle that had been mournfully and in-

creasingly observable. And, in doing this,

adverted to a circumstance which occurred

more than thirty years before, saying, " that a

uable Friend, from Europe, travelling in

this country in the ministry, expressed, in a

religious opportunity where he was, her full

belief that an individual,* whom she named,

md who had gained a high standing and great

nfluence in the Society, would cause great

trouble in the church."

He attended the quarterly meeting at Pur-

chase, in the eighth month, 1828, where he

gain witnessed the distressing effects of the

spirit of Ranterism, concerning which he had

so long mourned, and where he also saw the

fulfilment of his prediction, delivered in that

meeting house many years before. In the

meeting of ministers and elders, he was a si-

ent mourner ; and when he found that, in con-

sequence of the violent and disorderly conduct

of the Hicksites, (tliough they were a small

minority,) Friends could not remain in the

house, but would literally be driven from it, he

requested the friend who sat beside him to take

care of him and conduct him out, saying, with

much feeling, " I am not willmg to be left

here." At the separation of Nine Partners

quarterly meeting, which followed that of Pu
chase, and of which he was a member, he

manifested Christian firmness, and a strong

attachment to the doctrines of the gospel. In

conversation with a particular acquaintance

after Friends had been obliged to retire from

the meeting house, he again, in a tender and

broken manner, expressed his sense of the

gracious interposition of Providence, in thus

relieving them from oppression.

A few days before the commencement of his

last illness, being at the house of a friend, and

the conversation turning on the state of Soci-

ety, and the trials experienced in consequence

thereof, he said, " it is a sabbath of rest to

me." On being asked, near the close of his

life, when disease was heavy upon him, how it

seemed to him at that time, relative to the

steps Friends had taken, in leaving the sepa-

ratists as they had done, he replied, " I have

not been able to see how we could have done

any better as we were circumstanced." He
then advised Friends to be faithful ; saying,

" Your trials will be great ; but there is a

power that is able to support." In speaking

at another time of the place from which he

had recently removed, he said, " How could

I stay there, and go to meeting with such an

opposing spirit ?" Being told that it was re-

ported he had said in the meeting at Shapa-

gua a short time previous to his illness, that

Friends were wrong and himself also, and

that they would not be able to hold a meeting

there, he exclaimed, " Oh ! who could have

reported such things ? But such reports will

not hurt us ;—we must give up to bear such

things." On another occasion, he remarked :

" It may perhaps be said, if I had not come
here, this sickness would not have come upon

me ; but I have been glad, in our trying situ-

ation, that I am here." At another time, the

friends who attended upon him proposed to

leave him for a short time ; he said, " Oh !

do keep near me
; it has been a great comfort

* Tliis individual was Elias Hicks.

to me to have your company at this trying time-

We are one in behef ; one in spirit. Oh ! that

you may be faithful, and the Lord will bless

you."

Will it be believed, after all this, that almost
as soon as this dear friend had departed, a re-

port was put in circulation that he also had
" recanted ?"—and great pains were taken to

impress the belief, that he really did, in his

latter moments, furnish evidence of a change
in his rehgious views, and regret for taking the

part he had done with Friends, in withdrawing
from the seceders. We can state in the most
unhesitating manner, that it has no foundation

in truth, but is a sheer fabrication. And we
assert with equal confidence, that he died as

he had lived, a firm believer in the doctrines of

the gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, full of days, and full of faith and hope.

1st month, 1829. M. R.

FOR THE FKIEND.

EXCELLENCE OF UNITY.

Unity is essential to the existence of any so-

ciety either civil or religious. Not only is it

necessary to secure uniformity of purpose, but

no cordial co-operation can subsist without it.

Commensurate with its importance should be
every one's care to preserve it unbroken and
unimpaired. Such is the great value of unity

in the church of Christ, that our Saviour pray-

ed the Father, that his disciples may be one,
" as thou Father art in me, and I in thee, that

they may be one in us; that the world may be-

lieve that thou hast sent me." It is beautifully

described by the sweet singer in Israel—" Be-
hold how good, and how pleasant it is for bre-

thren to dwell together in unity. It is like the

precious ointment upon the head, that ran
down upon the beard, even Aaron's beard,

that went down to the skirts of his garments :

as the dew of Hermon, and as the dew that

descended upon the mountains of Zion : for

there the Lord commanded the blessing, even
life for evermore." Christ's vesture was with-

out seam, woven from the top throughout; and
amongst those who are baptised by his Spirit

into one body, of which he is the adorable

Head, there can be no rent nor division. The
great distress and injury which have been pro-

duced amongst us by a disorganizing spirit in

a few restless, ambitious members, should

teach us the worth of this heavenly unction,

and the indispensable need of guarding every

avenue through which it is assailed and de-

stroyed. It has been one of the distinguishing

features of the Society of Friends, and, doubt-

less, will be so again. To promote this ob-

ject, the subjoined advice of that practical

Christian, Isaac Pennington, is very appro-

priate.

" Unity in the spiritual body, which is gather-

ed into and knit together in the pure life, is a

most natural and comely thing. Yea, it is ex-

ceeding lovely to find all that are of the Lord
of one heart, of one mind, of one judgment, in

one way of practice and order in all things.

The Lord is to be waited upon for the bring-

ing forth of this in the body; that as there is a

foundation of it laid in all, the life and spring

being over all, so all may be brought by
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him into the true and full oneness. The Lord
is to be acknowledged and praised in tl

bringing it forth, so far as it is brought
forth, and to be waited upon for tlie further

perfecting of it. A watch is to be kept through-
out the whole body, and in every heart for the

preserving of it, so far as it is brought forth,

that the enemy, by no device or subtlety, cause
dissension or difference in any respect, wJiere-
in there was once a true unity or oneness.
For the enemy will watc/t to divide ; and if he
be not watched against, in that which is able
to discover and keep him out, by some device
or other he will take his advantage to make a
rent, in those that are not watchful, from the
pure truth and unity of life in the body. For
he that in the least thing rents from the body,
in any respect or particular which was brought
forth by the life, he, in that respect, hearkens
to another spirit, even the dividing spirit, and,
by its instigation, rents from the life itself, and
so doth not keep his habitation, nor his unity,
with that which abides in its habitation. l\

"

it is also in my heart to mention a iew thii

which I have found helpful to me toward the
preserving of me in unity with the body."

<' The first is, the pure fear of the Lord.
This poiseth and guardeth the mind, keeping
down fleshly confidence and conceitedness"
which is very apt to spring up, making it wary
and considerate either of what it receives or re-

jects; of what it practiseth, or forbeareth prac-
tising; causing it to wait much, try much, and
consult much with the Lord, and with his minis-
ters and people, and preserve us out of that
suddenness and inconsiderateness of spirit, at
wiiich the enemy often enters. For truth is

weighty, and will bear trial; and the more it is

tried in the balance, the more manifest its na-
ture and ways appear. But the enemies' ap-
pearances and likenesses are not so; but their
deceit, by a thorough trial, comes to be made
manifest.

" The second is humility of heart. This is

very precious, and of a preserving nature.
Yea, in this state the Lord helpeth and teach-
eth; and the soul also in this state, is fit to re-

ceive the help and teachings of the Lord.
That which is lifted up and conceited, ready
to justify its own way, and condemn even the
whole body, is neither fit to be taught by the
Lord, nor doth the Lord delight, but rather
disdain, to teach it. And so not being taught
by hirn, it must needs be liable to err; yea,°to
hearken to that spirit, whose voice is' more
pleasing and suitable to the erring mind, than
the Lord's voice is.

" A third great help, which, in the tender
mercy of the Lord, I have had experience of, is

sobriety ofjudgment. Not to value or set up
rny own judgment, or that which I account the
judgment of life in me, above the judgment of
others, or that which is indeed life in others.
For the Lord hath appeared to others as well
as to me; yea, there are others who are in the
growth of his truth, and in tiie puritv and do-
minion of his life, far beyond me. Now, for
me to set up, or hold forth, a sense or judg-
ment of a thing in opposition to them, this Is
out of the sobriety which is of the truth.
Therefore, in such cases, I am to retire and
fear before the Lord, and wait upon him for a

clear discerning and sense of his truth, in the
unity and demonstration of his spirit with
others, who are of him and see him. And
this will prevent the rents, which the want of
this sobriety may occasion.
The last thing which I have now to mention

is, tenderness, meekness, coolness, and stillness
of spirit. I wrap up these together, because
they are much of a nature, and go much to-
getJier. These are of a uniting, preservino-
nature. He that differs and divides from the
body cannot be thus ; and he that is thus can-
not rend or divide. This is the pure heavenlv
wisdom, which is peaceable and keepeth the
peace

; but the other wisdom is rough, stijf.

hard, clamorous, ready to take ofence, ready to
give offence ; exceeding deep in the justification

yf itself, exceeding deep in the condemnation of
others ; and dares in this temper appeal to the
Lord, as if it were right in its ways, but tcrong-
ed by others ; as if it did abide in the measure
of his truth and life, which others havedepa
ed from. And how can it be otherwise ? How
can the wrong eye, the wrong spirit, the wrong
wisdom, but judge wrong, justifying the wrong
practices, and condemning the right? But
such shall find, if they come to the true touch-
stone, even the measure of life indeed, that thev
are not in the true tenderness, which proceeds
from the life, in the true meekness and gentle-
ness, in the true coolness and stillness

; but
rather in the reasonings, noises, clamours and
disturbances, which arise from anotlier spirit,
mind and nature than that which is of the truth.
And in coming back from this wisdom to the
pure wisdom, from the pretended measure of
life to the true measvre, and becoming tender,
meek and cool in it, they shall there feel their
error from the Spirit and power of the Lord,
and therein own their condemnation therefor
from him; and also justify them who have
bode in the power, and been guided by the

Spirit and pure measure of life, which is from
God, and in God, while they have departed fiom
It. For though the spirit of error, wherewith
they have been deceived and entangled, hath
made them beheve that they have faithfully
abode in the principle and doctrine of truth,
while others have departed

; yet that will soon
vanish, as truth comes again to be felt, and
heard speak in them, and the measure of life to
hve again in them, and to redeem them afresh
into Its holy nature, and pure living sense. And
blessed is he who is not deceived about truth ;

but is of the pure nature, and in the pure pow-
er of it

; ill whom the true eye sees, the true
ear hears, the true heart understands

; who is

of a right spirit, and walketh uprightly before
the Lord and among his people. The blessing
of the Seed, the peace, comfort and joy which
is from the Most High, shall descend upon him,
fill his vessel and continue with him, to the sa-
tisfying of his heart, and the overflowing of
his cup in the midst of his brethren, and in the
ery sight of his enemies. The Lord God, of

his tender mercy, who is the great shepherd of
the sheep, watch over, preserve, and mightily
defend all his from all devouring spirits, and in-
ward devices and deceits of the enemy

; car-
rying on and perfecting the work of his good-
ness, love and mercy in them, to his own glo-
rious, eternal, everlasting praise ; amen."

The benefit ofdaily reading the Holy Scriptures.

" We can scarcely suppose, that a serious,
regular practice of reading and hearing such
important and interesting truths as the Scrip-
tures contain

; of contemplating such eminent
e.\ainples, as they exhibit, of the power of re-
ligion on the mind

; and reflecting on the awful
instances shown in them of a deviation from the
divine commands

; would not be attended with
a blessing, and produce, in a course of time at
least, the most salutary eifects on our temper
aiid conduct. The repeated presentation of
uths and events, of so great excellence and

interest, must have a powerful tendency to
arrest our attention, and to influence both our
understanding and our hearts. There is no
reason to apprehend that the time employed
in this sacred duty will interfere with our tem-
poral affairs. No concerns of this life will
ultimately suffer, or be neglected, by a dili-

gent and steady application of our time to a
practice, which so evidently tends to fortify

and cheer our spirits, and to promote our true
interest and happiness. If no more than a
quarter of an hour, every morning and even-
ing, were daily employed in these serious e.x-

ercises, we should doubtless find ourselves
improved by them, and have no cause to
regret the time thus taken from the general
business and pursuits of the day."

"Every thing that is adapted to recom-
mend them to us, and to render them uni-
formly grateful, is to be found in these sa-
cred volumes. They are the communications
of our heavenly Father

; they display his love
for us, and his desire to make us eternally
happy. They declare the all powerful effica'-

cy of our Redeemer's atonement and inter-
cession for sinners ; and they assure to us a
full and (ree pardon, through faith and repent-"
ance. To enlighten our minds, and remove
our doubts on the subject of a future state^
they reveal it expressly : and that our felicity

hereafter may be secured, they explain mi-
nutely all the duties which we owe to God, to
our fellow-creatures, and to ourselves. Thev
teach how to enjoy prosperity, and to bear
adversity

; and direct us to the means by which
our weaknesses may be strengthened, and all

ir temptations overcome. And these decla-
tions they illustrate, by a great variety of

examples, and in a manner highly instructive
and satisfactory."

" The virtues of love, gratitude, hope, trust,

admiration, &,c. and the sacrifices of thanks-
giving and praise are occasionally excited by
a perusal of the inspired volume. These are
delightful affections and acknpwledgements

;

and the repeated production of them is so far

from fatiguing, that it cheers and elevates the
mind. The pages of revelation also commu-
nicate to us the sublimest tiuths and events,

1 pleasingly occupy our hearts with the

most solemn and exalted representations."

Sir William Jones, who was in the daily

practice of perusing these invaluable Scrip-
tures, made llie following note at the end of

Bible. 'I have regularly and attentively

read these Holy Scriptures
; and I am of opi-

nion, that this volume, independently of its

divine origin, contains more true sublimity,
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more exquisite beauty, more pure morality,

more important history, and finer strains both

of poetry and eloquence, than can be collected

from all other books, in whatever age or lan-

guage they may have been composed.' This

excellent person no doubt received, from the

frequent perusal of these divine writings, the

consolation and pleasure which he has de-

scribed them to be so well adapted to convey.

A most encouraging inducement to persevere

in this service, and to hope for continued satis-

faction in it, is the well founded expectation,

which we are allowed to indulge, that the in-

fluence of the Holy Spirit will be granted to

those, who reverently study the contents of

these volumes, as the declarations and will of

God ; and who sincerely desire to be improved

and edified by them."
" It is an indisputable truth, that the more

our love increases towards our great Benefac-

tor, and the stronger our desires are to be

made inhabitants of his holy and happy king-

dom, the more we shall be interested in pe-

rusing the great charter of our privileges, and

in contemplating the future happiness which it

delineates and secures to us."

" By a steady and cordial perseverance, we
shall assuredly derive the comfort and edifica-

tion, which this employment of our time is so

happily calculated to produce ; and in the

future periods of life we shall probably be

favoured with a pleasing and encouraging

retrospect on the hours, which have been thus

devoutly spent, in counteracting the influence

of the world, and in preparing us for a pure

and happy state of existence ; a state in which,

for endless ages, there will be no weariness nor

impeo-fection, but consummate joy, in doing the

will of our heavenly Father and Redeemer."
MUKRAY.

From LittiU's Religious J\h,

IIAR.1IONY.

I bade the day-break bring to me
Its own sweet song of ecstacy :

An answer came from leafy trees,

And waking birds, and wandering bees.

And wavelets on the water's brim

—

The matin hymn—the matin hymn

!

I asked the noon for music then:

It echoed forth llie hum of men ;

The sounds of labour on the wind.

The loud-voice eloquence of mind :

' The heart—the soul's sublime pulsations.

The song—the shout—the shock of nations.

I hastened from tlie restless throng.

To soothe me with the evening song :

The darkening heaven was vocal still,

I heard the music of the rill—

The homebound bee—the vesper bell

—

The cicadae—and philomel.

Thou, Omnipresent Harmony !

Shades, streams, and stars are full of thee

;

On every wing—in every sound
Thine all-pervading power is found ;

Some chord to touch—some tale to tell

—

Deep—deep within the spirit's cell.

The Amulet.

A child should never be indulged in any
habit, which it must necessarily cease from,

in order to be happy.

—

Dillwyti's Refleetions.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH, 7, 18'i9.

The contribution from our much esteemed

friend M. 11. inserted today, furnishes melan-

choly, but not unprecedented examples, of the

wretched shifts, to which the perverted reason

of poor human nature can resort, in support

of a bad cause ; instances of a similar kind

have before come to our knowledge. We are

particularly obliged by the " suggestions"

contained in the subjoined private communi-
cation, admit in full force their pertinency, and

hope to apply them beneficially in practice.

We accord so entirely with one paragraph,

that we are induced to transcribe it. " The
hort of the story is, the more information

The Friend' contains in relation to the

spread of sound principles, and the exposure

ofantichristian opinions and practices, the more
acceptable, and the more useful it will proba

bly be, to a considerable portion of its readers

and in the absence of original essays on

those subjects, the Writings of our primitive

Friends, might well be freely resorted to ; they

would amply supply such deficiency, and would

tend to keep alive the interest which it is desi

rable should continue to exist in the minds of

Friends." Tljis view is entirely consonant with

our original plan ; that is, to occupy at least

one half of each number in the manner pro

posed, and although in a few instances we may
liave deviated from this arrangement, yet i

are but occasional exceptions to the rule, and

it is our intention not to fall short in the aggre

gate of the full quota of matter pertaining " to

the interests of Christianity and ofour Society

in particular."

That " the managers of public journals find

a great variety of views and tastes, amongst

their patrons, probably morefault-jinders than

fault-menders," is unquestionably true, but

amidst the difficulties which we have to en

counter, we shall not be destitute of consola

tion, while such commendation, and from a

source so respectable, as is expressed in the

annexed remark of our correspondent, can

apply to " The Friend :"—" it is confidently

looked to, as a vehicle conveying interesting

information to be relied on, relative to the

situation of the Society of Friends." To
maintain this trait unimpaired, however it may
expose us to malignant vituperation, shall con-

tinue to be, as it has hitherto been, our uni-

form and steady purpose.

On the subject of the great diversity of taste

in providing matter for a public journal, a short

extract from a late paper, varied a little in th

mode of expression to adapt it to our use, will

not perhaps be deemed inappropriate. " A
cook whose business it should be to cater for

the palates of fifteen or sixteen hundred per-

sons, and who should be obliged to provide for

each individual the dish he preferred, would

have a somewhat difficult task to perform.

Precisely so with the printer. No two of his

readers think exactly ahke as to what would

in their opinion constitute proper matter to

fill a paper. We would like to see a news-

paper which all of our subscribers should have

a hand in compiling, and which should con-

tain suitable proportions of matter adapted to

taste of every one. It would require a

sheet more spacious than any we are acquaint-

ed with, iiTiperial or super-royal; and we should

be wilhng to perform a pilgrimage of no in-

considerable e-xtent to get a peep at it." At
last we see no better way than to hear all, to

glean from the intimations of each whatever

is worthy of regard, but mainly, to be govern-

ed by our own best judgment, in serving up at

each regular interval, a mental repast, in

which the promotion of moral and intellectual

healthfulness shall be principally regarded,

without losing sight of what is due to the gar-

nishing, or omitting a suitable provision, in

things comparable to fruits and comfits, for

the dessert.

Contributions such as those by J. will al-

ways be acceptable. One of them appears to-

day. The other will have an early place.

To suppress our thanks to the author of
" Ruins of Babylon," would be injustice to our

feelings. As a poetical production, we should

place it among the best of the day. To be in-

serted in our next.

The hints from our worthy New Bedford

correspondent, J. O., shall be attended to. It

is not the first or second time we have

benefited by his remarks, and intimations of

the sort now referred to, we would have him
encouraged to repeat.

Married, on fifth day, the 29th ult. at Friends'

meeting, East Branch, N. Jersey, John, son of Job
Haines, to Hannah, daughter of Samuel Craft, all of
New Jersey.

We insert the following by request—the

notice which we published last week, though

furnished to us for the purpose, being, it seems,

incorrect.

Died in Burlington, N. J. on the 17th. ult.

Mary, daughter of the late Reay King, in her

21st year.

She was blessed with strong intellectual

powers, and the most endearing qualities of the

heart. To the duties of daughter, sister, and
friend, she seemed always to attach a peculiar

sacredness ; and she enjoyed, in a remarkable

degree, the esteem and affection of those who
became acquainted with her. But a faithful

delineation of her character, as it was known
to those who had daily intercourse with her,

so many excellences so unalloyed by defects,

would read like flattery.

Severe, indeed, is the stroke that deprives

us of such a treasure ; but in the belief that the

sorrowing is all with those who are left behind,

there is consolation.

" Early, bright, transient, chaste as morning dew,
" She sparkled, was exhal'd, and went to heaven.

—
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The love of splendour and the thirst for

power being inherent in men of every colour

and clime, we may naturally attribute Chris-

tophe's assumption of the regal dignity to am-
bitious motives; but, at the same time, it is but
justice to the sable monarch to record, that his

ascension to the throne was generally sanc-

tioned by the most experienced and influential

members of the Ilaytian commonwealth. They
argued, and not without reason, that the un
settled state of the country, and the barbarous
and fickle character of the people, incapac
tated them for the enjoyment of unrestrained

liberty, and rendered necessary the establish

ment of a monarchy, which, whilst it possessed
the requisite energy, should, at the same time,

be subject to such control, as would render
impracticable its degeneracy into an arbitrary

despotism.

In 1811, in conformity with previous con
elusions, Henry Christophe was crowned king
of Hayti, and the royal pageantry was adjust-

ed in close imitation of the most refined courts
of Europe. The crown was declared heredi-

tary—the laws of descent enacted, and the

composition of the kingly household, the noble
titles of dukes, counts, and barons, the general

and privy councils, the ministers of state, the

wardens of palaces, forests, and the mint—all

were arranged according to tlie strict laws of
regal pomp and etiquette. There were the

ministers of war, of the interior, of foreign af-

fairs, and of justice—there was a regular mili-

tary establishment, consisting of marshals, ge-
nerals of the various grades, together with the

usual subordinate ofiicers. There was a royal

household, consisting of an almoner, cupbear-
ers, chamberlains, masters of ceremony, pages,
surgeons, professors of the arts, &,c.

The queen had her ladies of honour, es-

quires, pages, &c. &,c., and the princes and
princesses had each their separate households.
• In addition to all this, the sable monarch
established the " royal and military order of
St. Henry," with its masters, and knights, and
golden crosses, and insignia, together with a
princely endowment for the support of its

members. In short, his liberality was extend-

ed to all his nobility, granting to them large
incomes and estates.

He possessed numerous palaces, with floors

of marble or polished mahogany; the wall:

covered with valuable paintings, and the apart
ments filled with the most costly furniture. On
levee days, not only his own garments and in-

signia, but also those of the principal dignita-

ries, were of princely splendour. Of these pa-

laces, that of Sans Souci was the most remark-
able. It was situated on a mountain, about
twelve miles from Cape Francois, and overlook-

ed that capital and the surrounding country for

several miles. The greater part of the ascent
from the valley below was hewn out of the

lid rock.

The palace itself was large and splendid; a

stream of water, conveyed under the building,

and emptying into a large basin at one extre-

mity of the edifice, induced a refreshing cool-

ness in its various apartments even dming the

most oppressive hours of the day.

The gardens behind the palace were laid

out in terraces, rising one above another, and
communicating by flights of marble steps.

The variety of shrubbery and flowers, and the
order and neatness with which these enclo-
sures were kept, gave to them an aspect at

once beautiful and gay.

In choosing his nobility, and dispensing his

honours and riches, Christophe first selected
those individuals who were connected by any
degree of relationship either to himself or the

queen; and, in the next place, the most talent

ed of those who had evinced a steady attach
ment to his person and cause. Most of then
had been slaves, and many were uneducated,
yet not a few were men of strong intellectual

powers.

Noele, the queen's brother, was a man of
firmness, prudence, and considerable military

skill. His titles were duke of Port Depai.x,

general of the Haytian guards, grand marshal
of the kingdom, and grand cupbearer to the
king.

The duke de Limonade (a mulatto) was mi-
nister of foreign affairs. He was a mild, agree-
able man, and had received his education in

France. His prudence, integrity, and unwea-
ried assiduity, rendered him one of the most
useful members of the cabinet. The procla-
mations, and other state papers which he
composed, were very creditable specimens both
of matter and style, and through this organ of
communication the government of Havti al-

lys appeared respectable in its conferences
th foreign nations.

The baron de Dupuy, the king's private se-

cretary, was perhaps the most talented civilian

belonging to the Haytian court. Having serv-

ed through the war of independence without
much promotion, and being disgusted with the

cruelly of Dessalines, he had retired to Ame-
rica, and assumed the mercantile profession.
But on the accession of Christophe, he return-
ed to his native island with a considerable for-

tune acquired by successful commerce—was
soon raised to the rank of baron, and inter-

preting secretary to the king; and in his inter-

course with tiie foreigners resident in Hayti,
quickly became a general favourite, and ac-
quired great reputation for talents and acti-
vity.

Several others of the nobility and oflicers of
the negro kingdom were also deserving of a
separate notice, but our limits will preclude us
om the attempt.

We may next notice the judicial institutions

of the kingdom. The civil and criminal codes
were modelled after those of France and Eng-
land, with some alterations, which, though
they curtailed the freedom, were well adapted
to improve the barbarous character of the
Haytian subject. Courts of justice, including
admiralty and criminal tribunals, justices of the
peace, registers, advocates, &c. were consti-
tuted in due form. To fill these various offi-

ces properly, required a large number of indi-

viduals of intelligence and probity; but among
a people just emerging from slavery, it was
not to be expected that the requisite number
of qualified persons could be obtained; hence,
although the higher stations were generally oc-
cupied by men of talents and discernment, it

must be confessed that the ofiicers of lower
grade were too generally vain, ignorant, and
venal. One of the judges at Cape Francois
was an illiterate, boisterous negro, who had
formerly served as cook on board a trading
vessel. From oflicers of this description pro-
ceeded, as might have been expected, many
arbitrary and unjust decisions. But it ought
to be mentioned, to the honour of Christophe,
that he did every thing in his power by exam-
inations, rehearings, and the punishment and
deposition of the most incompetent judges, to

remedy the defects existing in his courts; and
there is no question, but that with all its de-
fects, the establishment of this system of judi-

cature greatly promoted the civilization and
security of his subjects.

The military arrangements of the new king-

dom, seeing Christophe principally owed his

exaltation to his warlike achievements, were,

of course, on a footing of proportionate mag-
nificence.

But we hasten from this part of the subject

to notice others of a character much more
congenial to our feelings.

The intelligent mind of Christophe was well

aware that, for the welfare and improvement of
his subjects, a general difl'usion of education

was absolutely necessary. With the exception of

a very small number, the whole population of
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the island was in a state of utter ignorance.! he delivered lectures on chemistry and mecha-

Their slavery in early life, their arduous and nics, in addition to his regular duties.

long protracted warfare, the cruelty and licen- The classical teacher instructed the youth in

tiousness of Dessalines, and the contest with

Petion, had aflbrded the Haytian people no

previous opportunity of giving attention to this

momentous object. But as soon as the regal

government was firmly established, the king

took measures for the instruction of the youth

of his dominions.

Having obtained some knowledge of the

Lancasterian system, he caused an application

to be made to that useful institution, the British

and Foreign School Society; and six persons

who had been engaged in the business of

teaching in England, were sent out to Hayti

in the year 181(j. On their arrival, Christophe

aflbrded them every possible patronage and fa-

cility. Buildings were erected under their in-

spection, the necessary supplies of books and

apparatus furnished, and, in a short time,

schools were established in the principal towns,

containing near two thousand pupils.

In these seminaries the Haytian youth were

taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and the

English language ; the king being desirous of

entirely eradicating the French language from

amongst his people. From the testimony of

those who had the care of those interesting in

stitutions, the capacity of the blacks for ac

quiring knowledge was fully demonstrated.

In advancement in learning, in aptitude an(

readiness, and in general discipline and order

the Haytian pupils were not behind those of

any of the English schools of a similar grade

One of the authors from \vhose works we have

principally derived the facts contained in our

present sketch, visited the principal school, and

was highly gratified to perceive, by a personal

examination, the proficiency of some of the

pupils in history, geography, and the French

and English languages, and records as his

opinion, after much observation, that the negro
'' is no farther inferior in intellect to others

than slavery has made him."

In order to extend tlie system of education

throughout the kingdom, Christophe establish-

ed a " Royal Board of Public Instruction,"

consisting of the most enhghtened of his nobi-

lity, with full powers of supervision and con-

trol over both teachers and scholars, and witli

directions to report the result of their labours,

together with the names of the most meritori-

ous students, once in every six months, to tiie

king himself. Inspectors, visitors, &c
also created, inferior and subordinate to the

Royal Board, with various specified duties

The plan of the king did not stop here : he

soon established at Cape Francois under the

surveillance of the " Board of Instruct

" Royal College," wiiere pupils might receive

a more extensive and classical education. By
application to the same institution, which had
sent over the elementary teachers, and by the

offer of a large remuneration, two Englishmen,
of liberal education, were induced to come to

Hayti, and undertake the charge of the insti-

tution. The teacher of the mathematics was
a man of considerable scientific acquirements

;

and, desirous of giving to his interesting charoe
every opportunity for improvement in his pow

There, in rich contrast, 'neath thy glowing skies,

Dark shadowing groves and blooming flow'rcts

Latin, English, and French composition, his

tory and geography ; and being a minister of

the church of England he deemed it to be h'

further duty, though unsolicited, to attempt to

instruct his pupils in the precepts of the Chris-

tian religion.

Both of these teachers appear to have been

men of amiable manners and conciliating de-

portment, and to have laboured with patience,

diligence and conscientious zeal in the fulfilment

of their responsible trust, and their labours

were crowned with a full measure of success.

Most of the scholars were soon able to con-

strue some of the Latin authors without diffi-

culty, to write French and English with cor-

rectnesss and facility ;
considerable progress

was made in algebra and geometry, whilst the

study of geography and history seemed rather

a pleasure than a duty.

It is certainly creditable to the king of Hay-

ti, that, though uneducated himself, he should

have been so desirous to meliorate the intellec-

tual condition of his subjects. He spared nei-

ther labour nor expense to effect this great

object, but was the patron and zealous pro-

moter of every rational scheme of mental im

provement ; and during his life-time education

was rapidly and steadily advancing throughout

his territories.

Anxious to benefit the minds of his subjects,

it was not to be supposed that he would be

neglectful of his own offspring. He according-

ly procured a private tutor for his only survi-

ving son, and sent to America for two females

to form the manners and superintend the in

struction of his daughters. The heir apparent

was rather a hopeless youth, but the princesses

made considerable progress in their studies.

{To be concluded in our nexl.)

Arches on arches rais'd, a wond'rous pile,*

In massive strength, supports the incumbent soil,

Where endless beauties the charmed sense assail.

And clouds of fragrance till the evening gale.

Amid thy palaces, in stalely pride,

The fam'd Euphrates pours his ample tide

;

And views around him, each revolving year.

New splendours rise, new luxuries appear.

Queen of the east ! what power with thee can vie ?

Thy vast magnificence may time defy :

Though war around thee drive his flaming car,

Though pestilence and famine spread afar.

Though earthquakes shock, or fierce tornadoes

rage,

Still may'st thou stand unmov'd from age to age.

Forth to the fight thy myriad armies move.
And conquer'd realms their force impetuous prove.

See captive Judah, o'er yon desert plain

In hopeless sorrow drag the galling chain

;

With woe's deep notes the pained ear assail,

Tlie sire's keen anguish and the matron's wail.

Weep their lost country, mourn their fallen fate,

Their homes deserted, cities desolate;

While their loved harps, now thrown neglected by.

To every murmuring breeze responsive sigh.

To Ihe Edilors of " The Friend."

Should you deem the following lines worthy of a

place in your e.^icellent paper, they are very much at

service. They were suggested by reading in an

early number of " The Friend" for the past year, an

account of a visit to the ruins of Babylon.

Say—whence those giant masses, wildly cast

In ruin'd grandeur o'er yon desert waste ?

No sounds of life invade the silence drear.

No busy echoes strike the expectant ear ;

Stalks the proud lion through his wide domain.

The poisonous serpent coils hia lengthen'd train.

While pestilential vapours breathe around.

And loathsome reptiles taint the blighted ground.

.\re these the sad memorials of thy tate.

Imperial city ! thou, whose lofty state.

Whose pride of splendour, and whose wide renown
Through all the earth, proclaim 'd great Babylon ?

Where now thy royal domes, thy stately halls.

Thy splendid temples, thy majestic walls.

Their brazen gates wide flinging, when the train

Of thronging thousands fiU'd the subject plain?

Tlie mighty hunter* in his despot sway ?

Thy warrior queen,t whom awe-struck crowds obey

:

Swift at the thought, before my wond'ring eyes

Long vanish'd scenes of vision'd splendour rise.

Here towers, great Belus, thy majestic fane.

High swells its golden dome:]: far gleaming o'er the

But spread the feast, and wake the sounds of joy;

Bid vain delights the laughing hours employ !

Does not success thy miglity arm await?

Speak not the conquer'd nations—Thou art great?

Aye, vaunt thy glory, triumph in thy might,

Pour all thy splendours on the dazzled sight

;

Till thy proud monarch, in his lofty state.

Amid thy greatness, deem himself as great;

While the rich banquet and the flowing bowl
Warm to unhallow'd joy his guilty soul

;

Gives forth the word to fill with purple wine
The sacred vessels from Jehovah's shrine,

Quatfs to his idol gods with lips profane.

Intoxicate with pride, that boasts an endless reign.

Ha ! start's! thou, monarch ? whence those signs of
fear ?

Deem'st thou the arm of vengeance hovering near i

Speak those mysterious wordst thy fatal doom?
Proclaims Judea's prophet woes to come?
Heed not the idle warning—list again

I Where thy vain flatterers pour their softest strain

:

What hostile power can force thy brazen gate ?

What foe thy massive wall can penetrate ?

I
Who stop thy noble river in its course,

bid its waves returning seek their source ?

The Lord hath spoken! all its waters fled.

Rolls the arm'd torrent o'er Euphrates' bed,

O'er the hush'd city wide the Persians spread,

And captive Babylon must bow the head.

The Lord hath spoken ! With success elate.

Proud of thy splendour, glorying in thy state,

Unheard the orphan's tears, the captive's groan.

Thy crimes ascend before the eternal throne.

Till sunk in guilt, thou meet'st thy threatened fate.

Reft is thine empire—thou art desolate.

Yes, thou art desolate ! Amid thy halls.

No human voice thy former pride recalls,

No human footstep wakes the echoes round.

Or treads with gentle pace the lonely ground :

But horrid sounds the startled ear assail.

And frightful bowlings rise upon the gale.J

Yet, o'er thy fall may hope lier sway resume.

The " world's great victor"^ mourns thy fatal doom,
Thy pride of splendour, lofty pomp recalls.

And vows again to raise thy stately walls;

Bid thee, as erst, the imperial sceptre sway.

While subject realms once more thy power obey.

The Lord hath spoken ! flush'd with hopes to come.
The vanquish'd victor sinks into the tomb :

* Nimrod. + Semiramis.

if The temple of Belus, said to be surmounted by

a golden uome which was visible at a great dis-

tance.

* Hanging Gardens.

t Vide Daniel, chap. v. Then came forth fingers

of a man's hand, and wrote over against the candle-

stick, on the wall of the king's palace, &c.

I See Isaiah. Jeremiah.

{ Alexander the Great proposed to rebuild Baby-
lon, and make it the seat of his empire.



His vast dominions different lords await,

And hapless Babylon submits to fate.

Years roll on years, decay succeeds decay.

Her mighty ruins fade from sight away,
Where dismal fens their noxious vapours shed,

Or sandy deserts wide around her spread
;

Pauses the traveller with bewilder'd gaze.

Where mouldering walls their shapeless masses

Views the sad waste with crumbling fragments

And asks his heart—Can this be Babylon ? ,

Letterfrom Mary Pcisley to William Brown.

Mary Peisley, (afterwards Mary Neale,) the

author of the following letter, was a woman
of superior talents, and de^p religious experi-

ence. She paid an acceptable visit to Friends

in America, in company with Catharine Pey-
ton. William Brown, to whom the letter is

addressed, was brother-in-law to John Church-
man, and an eminent minister of the gospel, in

the Society of Friends. He resided for many
years in Philadelphia. About the year 1 750, he
embarked for England, on a religious errand,

and remained there until 1754 ; during which
time he became acquainted with Mary Peisley.

We republish it for the sake of the full, solemn
and pathetic recognition which it contains of

redemption through Jesus Christ, and of his

propitiatory sacrifice—strikingly contrasting

with the opinions propagated by some in the

present day, under the guise of that honoura-
ble profession, of which this devoted minister

was so distinguished an ornament.

Paddock, 1st mo. 2d, 1752.

Dear Friend,
As I am not likely, according to thy re-

quest, and my inclination, to have the satis-

faction of seeing thee, I take this opportunity

of saluting thee by a line, in that love which
nearly united our spirits at our first seeing

each other : yea, before I beheld thee with my
natural eyes, a prayer was begotten in my
soul, that thou mightest be made an instru-

ment of good unto me, from a known sense of

the need I had to be brought forward in the

way of righteousness ; which petition I have

cause to believe was heard and accepted by

the great I AM : for thou wast not only dip-

ped into a sense of my state, and near sym-

pathy with me, by which thou wast made the

messenger of consolation to my distressed

spirit, but thy exemplary deportment, steady

conduct, solid and edifying conversation,

sound and pertinent doctrine to the states of

the people [whom] I have seen thee labour

amongst, has excited me to use my weak en-

deavours for coming up faithfully in the foot-

steps of the flock of the companions of Christ

;

and resolutions have been formed, which I

trust, by the favour of heaven, will be support-

ed, to practise greater degrees of mortifica-

tion than I have yet done ; for I see great occa-

sion for it.

I write not this to exalt the creature or flatter

my friend, but to magnify that grace, by which
thou art what thou art, and contribute my mite

to the strengthening of thy hands in the way of
well doing: and I am led to beheve the strongest
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have sometimes need of it ; but perhaps I only

judge by myself, who am at times ready to

faint in my mind, from a fear that I shall

never be made a conqueror over those po
tent enemies which oppose my happiness

;

for I have compared my immortal spirit to

kind of itnmaterial fire, that is continually

catching at, or fastening on something celes-

tial or terrestial, and whichever it centres in,

may justly be called an inhabitant of ; and as
natural a tendency it has to fix on earthly ob-
jects, that are continually assailing it, convey-
ed thereto by the organs of my senses, as iron

poised in the air, or cast into the water, has
to sink ; but that power by which the prophet
caused the axe to swim, contrary to its na-
ture, in its efficacious operation on the soul,

may be compared to [that of ] a loadstone on
iron, which attracts it upwards contrary to its

nature. But as iron in time will lose this

attraction and return to its natural position, so

is my soul ready to do, when 1 wait not care-

fully for the renewings of that power, by
which we are translated from the kingdom of

darkness to that of light ; but so painful and
frequent are the operations of the sword of
the spirit, when it comes to sever my soid

from the spirit of this world, for which it has
an aptitude, and to divide asunder as between
joints and marrow, those things, [which] by
nature, I am closely attached to, it makes me
weary of this embodied state of imperfection,

wherein I am torn between two, heaven and
earth, so that I often long to be dissolved and
be with Christ : and though this desire seems
to carry in it something laudable, inasmuch as

it shows my union with eternal excellency to

be stronger than all the ties of nature, yet I

am ready to fear, that in part, this longing

takes its rise from the corrupt source of self-

love, which would lead me to seek an exemp-
tion from pain and trials, before I had filled

up in my body, that which is behind of tiie

sufferings of Christ, for myself and others.

But I hope it is excusable, as our holy pat-

tern has left us the example, when about to

partake of, or had begun to taste, that bitter

cup of suffering for the sins of tlic world, he
prayed earnestly and repeatedly, that if it

were possible it might pass from him, but
comes to this most noble resolution, which all

his followers, that are so in reality, must be
brought to, viz. " Not my will, but thine be
done." Surely, never did nature and grace
exert themselves in so powerful a manner,
each for mastery, as in that awful period of
time, when the salvation of mankind ivas at

stake, dependent upon the obedience of the Son
to his Father, when Christ was woundedfor
our transgressions, bruisedfor our iniquities,

and the chastisement of our peace was upon
him ; when HE felt the terrors of his Father
for sin, who knew no sin, when the sword of

God's indignation and justice, which nm,it be

appea.ied by an offering adequate to His na-

ture, pure and without spot or blemish, of his

own preparing, pierced his soul ; He might
well drop that emphatical sentence, '' Now is

my soul troubled, and what shall I say ?" as if

he had been afraid to let that petition escape

his lips, which nature, sinking under the

weight of impression, and apprehension of fu-,
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ture nusery, had dictated, well befitting a Son
that had ncrcr offended a parent, He said,

" save me from this hour:" Grace immediately
recalled the request, when he remembered the
end of his coming in that prepared body,
which wasfor our salvation, " but for this end
came [ unto this hour."
What could be grievous to his manhood,

which He did not sufter ? At his birth, a man-
ger, a place for beasts, was his reception ; nor
did the ungrateful world afford him much bet-

ter, through the course of his painful pilgrim-
age ; for though the foxes had holes, and the
birds of the air had nests, He had no place
whereon to lay his head. Set at naught by
the then visible churches, and high professors

of religion, a people who had received the

oracles of God ! betrayed by one disciple, de-

nied by another, and forsaken by them all,

and left to tread the winepress alone, in that

trying hour, when the most wonderful bloody
sweat was produced, they slept, and were
scattered from him ; when He came to suffer

that painful and ignominious death on the

cross, between two thieves, as a deceiver.

Many followed him crying, Hosannah, when he
rode in triumph, but now, none are desirous

to be his companions ; now all his acquaint-

ances, and even the very women, (the most
tender by nature,) that had followed him from
Galilee, stood afar off". Oh, my soul, treasure

up these things in thy remembrance, with this

additional obligation, that all this was in part

for thy sake, without which, thou must
HAVE BEEN IRRETHIEVABLY IN THE REALMS
OF WOE ! a fugitive and a vagabond, driven

from the face of thy God !

Rejoice, then, in tribulation, and count it all

joy when thou fallest into divers temptations

or trials, for the refining of thy faith in Christ.

I hope thou wilt excuse my dwelling so

long on this subject ; of a truth, it is a favour-

able theme, which I can never too much pon-

der ; it is therefore needless, and I recall the

expressions, to beg excuse for that which is

so lawful and suitable, that will be a part of
the employ of seraphic spirits to all eternity,

to admire and celebrate the my.stery of redeem-

ing love ! saying with a loud voice, " Worthy
is the Lamb that was slain, to receive power
and wisdom, riches and strength : honour and
blessing, tSj-c. to the Lamb forever." It is

time for me to draw towards a conclusion,

which I shall do with hearty desires for thy

preservation every way, and prosperity of that

glorious work in which thou art engaged, hop-

ing thou wilt remember poor me, when it is

well with thee. Please to let me hear from

thee if freedom and leisure permit ; but shall

leave that and all things of this kind to our

great and good Master, not laying thee under

any restraint, but love, well knowing the va-

rious engagements that must necessarily en-

gross thy time and attention. I am, with true

love, thy assured friend and poor little sister,

the fellowship of the gospel,

MARY PEISLEY.
To William Brown.

He who takes up Christ's cross aright, shall

find it such a burden as wings to a bird, or

sails to a ship.

—

Countess of Warvnck.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

Having met with the following remarkable

account of John Steel in MS. I was induced to

forward it for insertion in " The I'riend."

A Reader of the Friend.

" John Steel, who, by relation, was a plain

countryman, of not much note or appearance

in the Society, was following his plough, when
he found a constraint on his mind to leave

home, but knew not whither he was to go, nor

what service was for him to do ; but was hke

commanded to travel toward a distant part of

the nation, (England,) which when he had so

done, he heard that, at a particular place, a

meeting or conference was appointed to be held

between Friends, and John Wilkinson and

John Story, on account of tlieir separation.

Thither he found freedom to go, where William

Penn, Robert Barclay, and other eminent

Friends, were met on the occasion. In a

little time John Steel had the following testi-

mony to deliver.

' The Lord our God, with whom the trea-

sures of wisdom and knowledge are hid, in an

acceptable time, in this our age and generation,

had given his gifts unto his children for the

gathering of people out of the world. If any

be unfaithful in the gift, he that gave it will

take it away, then nothing remains but the

words, which were learned of the Lord while

they had the gift ; and with these words they

will war against the truth and against them
who have the gospel order ; for they are now
bringing up new things, which was not in the

beginning, having the smooth words which
man cannot see, but as their fruits make them
manifest, and an inward eye is opened. The
doctrine of this spirit is so smooth that many
cannot see a hole in it ; but the nature of it is

to divide Friends asunder like stray sheep :

but they go about to support this spirit, al-

though they have been engaged in many ser-

vices for the Lord, and he honoured them, and
gave victory, and clothed them with beautiful

garments
;
yet, if they go about to support this

wrong spirit, their garments shall be torn as

the coat of a sheep, amongst briars and thorns
;

for, if any who have received the gift, be not

faithful unto it, the Lord shall do as he hath

done—confound them out of the mouths of

babes and sucklings ; for neither will nor
wealth shall bear rule among the people of

God ; but the power of the Lord must go ov

all, and in that must tl)e rule be. In the months
that are past, and the years that are gone, il

could not be said, we and they ; but one God
one people and one spirit was known ; but in

process of time, an evil spirit and power
entered as leaven, whereby it is said we and
they. But the power of the Lord is to pass

over, and by it that is to be destroyed ; and
one power, onejieople and spirit is to be known
if ever God's salvation be known ; by that one
power of the one God, all are made sensible

members of that body, of which Jesus Christ
is head. But in process of time, through the
subtility of the devil, some of these members
have been bcnumlied and lost the sense of
feeling

; and now several of the sensible
members, of which Christ is head, have endea-
voured, time after time, together with the help
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of the head, to seek the recovery of the be-

numbed members, but no recovery could be

made. What shall be done to these members ?

Shall they be cut off? Nay, the council of

God is not so in my heart; but let them be as

near the body as may be ; that if it may be,

they may receive again virtue from the head,

and come to the sense of feeling again. They
were seeing members, and did work for God
when they did see ;

but being made numb, they

are also blind ; and it is unto them as a conti-

nual night, and being in the blindness, they

would be working for God : being used to go
abroad when they were sensible, so they would
be going abroad when they are blind. But
what shall be done to these members ? Let
them be bound ; but if it please God, while

they have a being in these tabernacles let them
be loosed—if not, let them be bound forever!

This is the judgment of God upon you, John
Story and John Wilkinson, If it be not just

and equal, reject it if you can.' And to this

they were silent.

" The foregoing testimony came with such

powerful weight and authority, that, it is said,

William Penn afterwards remarked to Robert
Barclay to this purpose:—This is neither the

wisdom of the north, nor the eloquence of the

south, but the power of God through a plough-

man, and marvellous in our eyes. And it

is further said, that John's testimony had such

a reach upon the meeting,-that matters ended
presently without much dispute."

rOB THE FRIEND.

In the National Gazette of the 17th inst. I

observe the following paragraph copied from
the Ohio State journal, viz.

" From the table published in the Wheeling
Gazette, it appears that there are in the Uni-

ted States, one hundred and fifty thousand
members of the Society of Friends, of whom
fifty-six thousand and twenty-six are denomi-
nated Hicksites, and twenty-eight thousand
nine hundred and four called Ortliodox."

I have taken some pains to procure theWheel-
ing Gazette containing this " table," but have
been unsuccessful. It must be a curious docu-
ment, and if confidence is to be placed in its de-

tails, they are highly im])ortant. I suspect,

however, that the editors of the Gazette have
suffered the conjectures ofsome Hicksites to be
palmed upon them as the result of actual enu-
meration. But supposing tliat the total number
of members of the Society in the United States

to be correctly estimated at one hundred and
fifty thousand, I think it follows clearly that

Friends, or, as the table styles them, OrtJio-

dox, are a large majoi-ity. The paragraph
states that " fifty-six thousand and twenty -six

are denominated Hicksites, and twenty-eight
thousand nine hundred and four are called

orthodox," leaving sixty-five thousand and
seventy without any denomination.
Now it is undeniably true, that the persons who

recently composed the Society of Friends_are d;

vided,in all parts of America, into two distinct

classes—one class adheres to the ancient doc-
trines of the Society, and protests against the

.sentiments of Elias Hicks as antichristian in

novatio.ns
; while the other class comprises

those who approve and adopt his doctrines and
profess to consider them "as the doctrines of
the early Quakers. In the yearly meetings of
l^w York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Ohio and
Indiana, a formal separation has taken place,
consequently there can be no doubt as to the
marked distinction in those places. In New
England, Virginia, and North Carolina yearly
meetings, there has been no separation ; and
for this obvious reason—there were no Hick-
sites amongst them—at least not enough to
form a meeting

; consequently there was no
occasion for a division, and those yearly meet-
ings remain vnited bodies of F}-icnds, or as
the Gazette calls them, orthodox. They have
given the strongest possible evidence of this

fact, from the circumstance of each of those
yearly meetings having, with great unanimity,

officially testified against the principles of
Elias Hicks as antichristian, and declared that

they could not hold communion with the meet-
ings of his followers, or acknowledge them as a
part of our religious Society, This certainly

settles the question as to what side they should
be placed on, in making such a classification

as that attempted in the Wheeling Gazette, and
shows beyond a doubt that the Society of
Friends in America, has a great majority
over the Hicksites, if the above mentioned
table be correct. It would then stand thus:

Of tiie one hundred and fifty thousand mem-
bers of the society in_ America, only fifty-six

thousand -and twenty-six, according to their

own showing, are called Hicksites, and ninety-

three thousand nine hundred and seventy-four
are denominated Friends or orthodox. If to
the latter we add the number of Friends in

England, estimated at twenty thousand, it will

make the aggregate of Friends one hundred
and thirteen thousand nine hundred and seven-
ty-four, more than double that of the Hicksites,

G.

Be content to want things that are not of
absolute necessity, rather than to run up the
score; such a man pays at the latter end a third

part more than the principal comes to, and is

in perpetual servitude to his creditors; lives

uncomfortably; is necessitated to increase his

debts to stop his creditors' mouths; and many
times foils into desperate courses.

Sir Matthexe Hah.

Diversions are most properly applied to ease
and relieve those that are oppressed, by being
loo much empolyed. Those that are idle have
no need of them, and yet they, above all others,

give themselves up to them. To unbend our
thoughts, when tliey are too much stretched

by our cares, is not more natural than neces-
sary; but to turn our life into a holyday, is not
only ridiculous, but destroyeth pleasure instead

of promoting it.

Saville.

The almost Christian is the unliap];icst of
men ; having religion enough to make the

world hate, and yet not enough to make God
love him.

Countess of Warwick.
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. SOCIETY OF FKIENUS IN rillLADEL-
PHIA.

Ever since the comnienccment of the un

happy controversy respecting the doctrines of

Elias Hicks, his followers have used great in-

dustry to impress the public with an idea that

they numbered in their ranks " the great body

of the Society," and tliat Friends were an insig-

nificant minority. Upon this point, gratuitous-

ly assumed, they seemed to rest, almost exclu-

sively, the justice and rectitude of tiieir cause;

and urged it with as much earnestness and ob-

stinacy as though they believed the truths of

rerelation were to stand or fall by the result of

a vote. Their ministers have adduced the nu-

merical strength of the party as an evidence

of the correctness of the doctrines they preach-

ed; and when any favourite measure was to be

carried or defended, the assertion, that " the

great body of Society" approved it, was held

forth as an argument, before which, discipline,

, reason and common sense must bow with im-

plicit obedience.

At the opening sitting of New York yearly

meeting, when the propriety of allowing per-

sons to sit in that body, wlio had been regular-

ly disowned in Philadelphia yearly meeting,

was under consideration, and the plain fact that

such allowance was contrary to discipline was
advanced against it ; Elias Hicks replied by

saying, that be had attended the yearly meeting

[of the separatists] in Philadelphia, where those

persons were recognised as members, and that

" it comprised nearly all the respectable part

of the Society of Friends in those parts ;" and

in his letter to Gideon Seaman, he rests his

defence against the charges preferred by Phi-

ladelphia yearly meeting in his case, mainly

on the ground that Friends " are but the

gleanings of the Society, being little more than

a sixth part of the whole body of Friends that

constitute that yearly meeting." Tlie Berean,

with a view of supporting the idea of their ma-
jority, has published a pretended enumeration

of the two parties, viz : the Society of Friends

and the Hicksites ; taking care, however, not

to name the meetings to which their census ap-

plies, so as to preclude any examination into

the correctness of their returns. This circum-

stance alone would have satisfied an unpreju-

diced mind that their statements were ex parte

and unfair ; but independently of this, our

knowledge of the manner in which some of the

f accounts were made out, convinced us that they

were unworthy of credit. We know that in

one monthly meeting at least, the persons who
called on the members, merely queried whether

they " wished to continue members of the

Soeiety of Friends;''' and as all would necessa-

rily reply in the affirmative, they put them all

down as good Hicksites; thus swelling their

amount far beyond the real number.

So strenuously and so constantly have the

followers of Ehas Hicks asserted that they

were " the great body of Friends," and that

only a. few domineering individuals desirous of

personal aggrandisement, were opposing them,

that many well disposed persons, both within

and without the pale of the Society, have been
deceived, and supposed that what was so wide-

ly and so confidently asserted, must be in fact

true.

In determining the great question, who are

the Society of Friends, tmnibers can have but

little influence. Tiie principles and testimo-

nies which form the terms of the association,

on which it was first instituted, and for the

maintenance of which it is still continued, are

the only correct test for deciding upon the re-

spective claims. TJiere are, among the differ-

ent nations of the earth, a variety of religions,

and the number who do not believe the Chris-

tian religion, is far greater than tliose who do
believe it. Yet no one would be so irrational

as to contend, that if those who do not believe

it were to set up a claim to the title of Chris-

tians, their numerical superiority would entitle

them to it, in preference to those who sincere-

ly profess its doctrines. The same observation is

applicable to the present situation of the Society

of Friends, and to every question in wliich the

right and the wrong are to be settled. Any num-
ber of persons conspiring together to do an
act, cannot make that act right, if it be oppos-
ed to the great principles ofjustice and equity.

So no majority, however great, can entitle an
association to the name of Friends, if it does not

maintain those doctrines by which the Society

of Friends has ever been distinguished. It is

a matter of indifference, therefore, how many
persons, claiming to be Friends, leave the ori-

ginal terms of societyship, or how insignificant,

in point of numbers, those may be who steadi-

ly adhere to those terms ; sucli as do leave

them, voluntarily withdraw from the Society,

and forfeit all claim to its title and its privileges;

on the other hand, those who remain steadfast

in the behef of the original doctrines of tlie as-

sociation, however few they may be, are the

Society of Friends, and in them are vested all

its rights and immunities.

While we are fully convinced of the sound-
ness of these views, it may not be improper to

examine how far the boasted majority of the

Hicksites in the city of Philadelphia is founded
in truth. We are the more disposed to do this.

from the known fact, that in all the lamented
difficulties which have occurred relative to the

burial ground, the followers of Elias Hicks
have constantly asserted that they have ori-

ginated in the attempts of a few dominant
individuals, to lord it over the Society, and to

dispossess their fellow members of their just

rights. That this assertion is entirely un-

true, as regards the persons to whom they in-

tend it to apply, the following statements

will clearly prove ; they will show also that

the Hicksites, who were the authors of those

disturbances, are, in fact, the few, comprising
less than one-third of the whole body of the So-
ciety in the cily.

It may be proper to state, that, in conformi-
ty with long established usage, each month-
ly meeting in this cily keeps a list of all its

members, and from these official records care-

fully examined and revised, the following re-

sults have been obtained.

Philadelphia, r
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Friends. Hicksiles.

Adults 50i 1 Adults 404

Children 345 1
Children 365

Total of Friends 847
|
Total of Hicksites 769

From which it appears, that, when all the

members of Green street meeting are merged
into the northern district, Friends have still a

majority of seventy-eight over the Hicksites in

that meeting.

Southern District, or Pine Street Monthly Meeting.

Friends. Hicksites.

Adult males
Adult females
Male children

Female do.

105 Adult males
Adult females

Male children

Female do.

Total of Friends 564 Total of Hicksites

Proportion of Friends to Hicksites about

three and a half to one.

Total number previous to separation about

730; of whom 114 adults seceded, which is

about as one to six and a half—add their chil-

dren, and it will make the proportion of Hicks-

ites about as one is to four and a half.

When the separation took place, there were

three men and eight women ministers; four

men and four women elders, and four men
and five women overseers, not one of whom
has seceded. Two elders since deceased.

Twelfth Street Monthly Meeting.

Hicksites:

Male adults 34
Female do. 47
Minors 59

Total of Friends 627 Total of Hicksites 140

Proportion of Friends to Hicksites about

four and a half to one.

Total number previous to separation about

767; of whom 81 adults seceded, which is less

than one in nine. Add their children, and it

will make the proportion of Hicksites about as

one to Jive and a half.

At the time of the separation, there were

five ministers, six elders, and eight overseers

belonging to the meeting, of whom only three

have seceded, viz. two men and one woman,

ministers.

Hecap nidation.

Friends. Hicksites.

Philadelphia M. Meeting. Philadelphia M. Meeting.

Western District, i

Friends.

Male adults

Female do.

Minors

Adults



and general patronage : a high degree of na

tional virtue has ever militated against this dan

gerous and destructive amusement.
The truth is, that the stage is the nursery of

depravity, and the attendant on crime. We
think it necessary to adduce one fact only.

During the progress of the most ferocious re-

volution which ever shocked the face of hea-

ven, theatres, in Paris alone, multiplied from

six to twenty-five. Now, one of two conclu-

sions follows from this : either the spirit of the

times produced the institutions, or the institu-

tions cherished the spirit of the times; and tliis

would certainly go to prove, that they are either

the parents of vice, or the offspring of it.

There is one view of the moral influence of

the theatre, which ought not to be overlooked;

and that is, its influence on the fe>l\le cua-
EACTER.
The importance of woman in society has

been universally felt and acknowledged ; her
influence is potent ; to her we are indebted for

social comfort and domestic joy. Preserve
her modesty, let her heart confine her wishes
and affections within the circle of intellectual

improvement, domestic duties, and domestic
pleasures, and woman becomes what her Crea-
tor designed, " a help meet for man ;'" tlie gen-
tle friend of his youth ; the kind instructor as

well as the mother of his children ; his coun-
sellor in difficulties ; the soother of his sorrows

in affliction ; and I might almost add, the ar-

bitress of his fate. But transform her charac-

ter : let modesty, the guardian of every female
virtue, retire ; let the averted eye, which turns

disgusted from the remotest approach of evil,

grow confident ; let that delicacy of sentiment

which feels a "stain like a wound," give place

to fashionable apathy ; let the love of home,
and a taste for the sweetly-increasing employ-
ments of the domestic scene be changed for

the pursuits of theatrical entertainments, and
the vagrant disposition of a styhsh belle, and
the picture is reversed ; the female is degraded,
and society has lost its most powerful attrac-

tion.

There is a charm in native modesty ; and
when this is wanting only in appearance, the

conversation even of a sensible woman is ren-

dered insipid and disgusting. The world may
call a woman virtuous, who, with a countenance
of brass, can sit unmoved when heaven is in-

sulted by profaneness, and the audience by
oaths ; when decency is trampled on, and li-

centiousness indulged ; and this may be the

current virtue of a depraved age : but give me
the innocence that shrinks at the touch of vice.

There can be no doubt that the theatre is one
great source whence have flowed many crimes

of fashionable life. If a person professing to

be regulated in his spirit and conduct by the

pure morality of the gospel, can be gratified

with amusements, which are pursued with avi-

dity by the vicious and the vain,—in e,\act pro-

portion as he derives pleasure from those

amusements, he must be departing from the

spirit of Christianity ; "the salt has lost its sa-

vour," the peculiar features of Christianity will

gradually soften till they disappear. It is said

of Sir Matthew Hale, " that he was an extra-

ordinary proficient at school, and for some time
at Oxford ; but the stage players coming thi-
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ther, Ije was so much corrupted by seeing
plays, that he almost wholly forsook his studies.

By this he not only lost much time, but found
that his head was thereby filled with vain ima-
ges of things

; and being afterwards sensible

of the mischief of this, he resolved, upon his

coming to London, never to see a play again,
to which resolution he constantly adhered."

It is an impressive but lamentable truth, "that
many a child of promise has lost his princi-
ples—his modesty—his character—in these
haunts of wickedness

; and thus the pleasures
of parental hope have been exchanged for the
bitter agonies of a wounded spirit."

Mr. VVilberforce, in his " Practical View,"
speaking of plays, says, " there has been much
argument concerning the lawfulness of theatri-

cal amusements
; let it be sufficient to remark,

that the controversy ought to be short indeed,
if the question were to be tried by this crite-

rion of love to the Supreme Being. If there

were any thing of that sensibility for the honour
of God, and that zeal in his service which we
show in behalf of our earthly friends, or of our
political connections, should we seek our plea-

sure in that place which the debauchee, infla-

med with wine, or bent on the gratification of
other licentious appetites, finds most congenial
tolas state and temper of mind ? In that place,
from the neighbourhood of which (how justly

termed a school of morals might hence alone
be inferred) decorum, modesty, and regularity
retire, while riot and lewdness are invited to

the spot, and invariably select it for their cho-
sen residence ! where the sacred name of God
is often profaned ! where sentiments are often

heard with delight, and motions and gestures
often applauded, which would not be tolerated

in private company, but which may far exceed
the utmost license allowed in the social circle,

without at all transgressing the large bounds
of theatrical decorum ! where, when moral
principles are inculcated, they are not such as
a Christian ought to cherish in his bosom, but
such as it must be his daily endeavour to extir-

pate ; not those which scripture warrants, but
which it condemns as false and spurious, being
founded on pride and ambition, and the over-
valuation of human favour."

A modern writer observes, " I am as sensi-

ble as any man of the wonderful talents of that

poet, Shakspeare, for force of language—for

exhaustless invention—for an insight into hu-
man nature—for a power to touch and rend
the heart, he is unequalled, and stands amongst
dramatists as a diamond among pearls ; but
while I honour his intellectual capacities, I must
deeply la.-nent their miserable abuse. So far

from having a moral end before him, he has
frequently its opposite, and seems indifferent to

moral results. His licentious witticisms—his

corrupt allusions, many times repeated, render
many parts of his works, in a moral light, the
objects of indignation and disgust."

That Christians ought to abhor the stage,

when they consider it as a teacher ; and that

they ought to despise it as an amusement de-

grading to the character, and as injurious to

the pursuits of immortal beings, will be at once
acknowledged ; they are obliged to do so more
than otiiers. If the subject were doubtful,

were it a matter of question only, whether the
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theatre wcie lawful to Christians or not, the
disciple of Jesus is bound to take the safe side,

to avoid the appearance of evil, and to live to

the glory of God. His amusements are the
pleasures of religion

; he has what the scrip-
tures call " a new heart ;" a heart whose affec-

tions centre in the all-sufficient good. It is

formed for celestial joys, and it aspires after

the entertainment of angels. Feeling the im-
portance of the condition of man, as a moral
agent, accountable not merely for the direct

effects, but also for the remote inffuence of his

actions, we cannot but shudder at the state of
those who have opened the fountains of impu-
rity, at which fashion leads its successive gene-
rations to drink. Nor shall we cease, as long
as our voices can be heard, from warning
against tasting the deadly stream of theatrical

pleasure, or inhaling the pestiferous vapours
which infect its borders.

It is for you, then, reader, to determine, whe-
ther you will renounce Christianity or the thea-
tre. Fear not the world, neither its " dread
laugh ;" flee from its lying vanities, and seek
for a " knowledge of the truth"—avoid its de-
basing follies, and inquire after the " wisdom
that is from above,"—shun its destructive vi-

ces, and search for that piety which alone can
make thee happy. Come to the feet of that
Saviour, whose grace alone can enable thee to
love the ways of religion and hate those of sin

—

to "abhor that which is evil, and cleave unto
that which is good."

Reader, forget not thatfor all thy occupa-
tions and thy amiise?ncnts, God will bring thee
into judgment.

From the AmvUt.
EARTH AND HEAVEN.

Suggested by lite Death of a young Female.
BV C. F. RICHARDSON.

EARTH.
There is grief, there is grief—there is wringing of

And weeping and calling for aid
;

For sorrow hath summoned her group, and it stands
Round the couch where the sufferer is laid.

And lips are all pallid, and cheeks are all cold,
And tears from the heart-springs are shed

;

Yet who that looks on the sweet saint to behold,
But would gladly lie down in her stead I

There is grief, there is grief—[here is anguish and
strife.

See, the sufferer is toiling for breath ;

For the spirit will cling. Oh ! how fondly, to life.

And stern is the struggle with death !

But the terrible conflict grows deadlier still.

Till the last fatal symptoms have birth
;

And the eye-ball is glazed, and the heart-blood is

chill
;

And this is the portion of Earth '.

HEAVEN.
There is bliss, there is bliss—in the regions above
They have opened the gates of the sky;

A spirit hath soared to those mansions of love,

And seeks for admittance on high.

And friends long divided are hasting to greet

To a land, where no sorrow may come,
And the seraphs are eager a sister to meet.

And to welcome the child to its home '.

There is bliss, there is bliss—at the foot of the throne.

See the spirit all purified bend
;

And it beams with delight since it gazes alone

On the face of a father, a friend !

Then it joins in the anthems forever that rise.

And its frailty or folly forgiven ;

It is dead to the earth ; and new born to the skies
;

And this is the portion of Heaven!
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THIS FRIEIJD.

SIXOND MONTH, 14,1829.

Among the circumstances which have mark-
ed the progress of the new sect, scarcely any

thing has been more remarkable than the per-

tinacity and untiring assiduity, with which its

adherents have endeavoured to support their

claims to a majority. In furtherance of this

object, no expedients nor occasions seem to

have been neglected, nor have they been at all

scrupulous, where facts were not in accord-

ance with their purposes, to resort to exag-

geration, and, in a variety of instances, even

to gross misrepresentation. Thus our ears

have become familiar with ninety-nine hun-

dredths, ninetecn-twentieihs, and so on, down
to two-thirds, the very lowest admitted com-
parison of numbers, which, they say, the Hicks-

ites bear to Friends. Believing, as we do,

that the important question, of who are to be
considered as constituting the genuine body of

Friends, rests upon principles totally different

from that of numerical preponderancy, we
have generally treated those random state-

ments, however for the moment their extreme

absurdity may have excited our astonishment,

with merited indifference and neglect. Yet,

it is known from experience, that assertions

boldly made and often reiterated, however ri-

diculous and improbable, will, if uncontradict-

ed, in time be admitted as true; and though

the influence of numbers cannot affect the im-

mutable distinctions of right and wrong, it has,

nevertheless, its effect upon the human mind
in moments of depression. Even Elijah, that

eminently favoured servant and prophet of the

Most High, must have felt his spirit invigorat-

ed and cheered, when, after uttering the plain-

tive language, "• The children of Israel have

forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine al-

tars, and slain thy prophets with the sword;

and I, even I only, am left," it was announced

to him, " Yet I have left me seven thousand in

Israel, all the knees which have not bowed un-

to Baal, and every mouth which hath not kiss-

ed hiiFi." But many of the deluded follow-

ers of Elias Hicks, accustomed to yield impli-

cit credence to whatever might seem to favour

, their cause, have doubtless been simple enough
to confide in these erroneous estimates; and

we fear, also, that not a few even of those who
remain attached to the good old cause, are

labouring under very mistaken views on the

subject. On the other hand, we entertained

the belief, that the result of a proper investi-

gation would place the matter upon an entire-

ly different footing, so far as respects Philadel-

])liia at least, and therefore made arrange-

ments to have such an investigation under-

tidccn. A fiiend of ours, well qualified for the

task, volunteered in the service : he had unre

served access to all the records and papers of

tiie respective meetings necessary for the pur
pose, and, with the co-operation of several in-

dividuals well acquainted with the concerns of
those meetings, he has, after much pains, anc'

with the most rigid attention to accuracy, pro
tluced the statement which we have to-day

placed before our readers. On our part, w

can say, that since it came into (

it has again been subjected to the closest scru-

tiny—again been tested by competent judges,

and we fear not to recommend it to the confi-

dence of all, as a document, which, however

it may be denied, is beyond the reach of refu-

tation.

In addition to the several results which are

pointed out in the remarks appended to the

document, we take the liberty to say, that

even in Green street, the smallest of the five

monthly meetings included in the estimate, the

proportion of Hicksites to Friends, at the period

of the separation, was but about two and a half

to one. A very different case, indeed, from the

representation made by a well known leader and

member of that meeting, when, in our hear-

ing, and in his usual vehement and declama-

tory manner, he exclaimed, with reference to

the whole quarterly meeting, somewhat on

this wise:—" And who are those persons that

would assume to themselves the control of

Green street monthly meeting ? A few indi-

viduals in these upper seats, (pointing to the

galleries.) and perhaps some in this direction,

their children, (extending his arm towards the

body of the meeting,) about one-twentieth of

the whole body of Friends !"

In conclusion, we may express a hope, that

Friends in the different quarterly meetings

constituting this yearly meeting, will be incited

by the example we have set, to institute simi-

lar investigations, and forward statements ac-

cordingly. If the results in some cases should

be less favourable, that ought not to deter

them; we have no doubt that the general sum
mary will exhibit a state of things far more en

couraging than many do at present imagine.

As an appropriate accompaniment to th«

exhibit which we have given respecting Phila-

delphia, we copy from the last number of

Bates' Micellaneous Repository, the follow

ing :—

" In a letter I received," s.iys the editor, " not long

after the Yearly Meeting from a valuable correspou

dent in New York, I was informed that about two
thirds of the meeting of Ministers and Elders, be
longing to that Yearly Meeting were with Friends

and about the same proportion of the meeting for

Sufferings : the Clerks of the Yearly Meeting : th

boarding school committee, its Treasurer, Superin

tendant und Teachers, the Treasurer of the Yearly
Meeting, &c."

Another letter, dated 17th of 11th month, say
" The state of things in this Yearly Meeting proves

to be much better than we had expected : Our Quar-
terly Meetings are all supported." *** " We hav(

had no enumeration made, but I am inclined to be-

lieve that in the four southern Quarterly Meetings,
about one quarter part are Friends : in two others

one third : and in the other six, a decided preponder
ance in numbers, [are] in favour of the principlei

and order of the Society; and throughout, the princi-

pal leading members who have been exercised in the

Discipline are with us. There are, of course, excep-

tions, but in many monthly meetings it is remark-
ably the case. There are very few monthly meet-

ings laid down—Jericho, and two to the north, and
perhaps one or two more that I have not heard

A letter from another correspondent, dated on th

iiib of 12th month, says: "Our situation in this

Yearly Meeting is abundantly belter than v

pected. I believe about one half remain fi

sound principles, and in the meeting of ministers

and elders, at least two thirds."

A reader of " The Friend" will perceive

that we have given room for one of his con-

tributions to-day; the other, though unexcep-
tionable in itself, for reasons which could be
explained in a personal interview, is suspend-

ded, at least tor the present.

From the Ctmstian Observer/or J^ovember.

MIKACULOUS SUPPLY OF QVAItS.
The following passage in L. Simond's very

interesting " Voyage en Italia et en Sicile,"

published at Paris in the present year, appear-

ing to me to throw some light on the nature of
the miraculous supply of quails recorded in the

eleventh chapter of the Book of Numbers, I

send it to you, for insertion in your mrsceffany.
" The quantity of quails," says that author,

tome ii. p. 299, " and other birds of passage,

which, in the course of their annual emigra-

tions from one side of the Mediterranean to

the other, fall down exhausted on the island of
Capri, is so great, that the tithe of this singu-

lar description of harvest forms alone the prin-

cipal part of the whole revenue of the bishop.'''

Now, even were we under the necessity of
supposing that the immense multitude of quails

mentioned by Moses, had all been especially

created on that occasion, and that nothing ap-

proaching to such a flight and supply of this

kind of bird had ever, at any other time, been
witnessed, still would not the faith of him who
believes the divine inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures, and the omnipotence of their Au-
thor, be in the slightest degree shaken ; the

greatest deviation from the ordinary course of
nature being equally easy to the Almighty with

the smallest. But we have no reason, it would
seem, to have recourse to such a supposition

as this. Similar phenomena, we learn from
M. Simond,—and his account is confirmed by
other authors,—are not unusual in the more
south-eastern parts of the world. The precise

nature, therefore, of the miraculous supply of
quails recorded in the Bible, consists partly,

we may suppose, in the unusual quantity of the

birds which constituted this flight; hvA princi-

pally in their being brought by a wind as ex-

traordinary almost for its vehemence as for its

effects, (" a wind from the Lord,'" Num. xi. 31,)

to the very spot, and at the very time, which

had been previously pointed out. N. J.

DIED,
On sixth day, 30tli ultimo, after a painful

illness of seven days, in the 17th year of his

age, Joshua M. Allen, son of Charles and
Rebecca Allen of this city. He was a duti-

ful son, and was remarkably preserved in sim-

plicity and innocence. We believe he was
divinely supported, and enabled to bear his

suff'erings with great fortitude and patience.

We doubt not he has been thus early taken in

mercy from the trials and temptations of this

life, and feel the consoling evidence that his
(

immortal soul rests in peace with his Redeem-
er and his God.

Died, on first day morning, 8th instant, Hannah,
wife of George F. Randolph.

, on the 9th instant, in the 78th year of his

age, Johns HorKiNS, long a respectable merchant of
this city.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE JEWS.

There has existed for ages, in almost every

nation, a people whose feelings and interests

have been at variance with those which influ-

enced all around them ; a people who have e.x-

isted as a crude, unamalgamated, and hetero-

geneous mass, preserving, with the greatest

fidelity, their attachment to the religion hand-

ed down to them by their fathers, and looking

with lively faith to their re-establishment in

the land from which they have been exiled.

Their history, before the era of that awful ca-

lamity which has thus marked their destiny with

circumstances so painful and peculiar among
their fellow men, is of the highest interest to all

the race of mankind. Ofthe most unquestioned

antiquity and authority, it carries us up the

stream of time, and drives away the mists of

ignorance and error, which had hidden its

sources from all other nations ; it introduces

us to the first parents of our species, exhibits

them in their blissful dwelling in the garden of

God,—and, after the infliction of that terrible

penalty of their transgression, traces minutely

the annals of their descendants, furnishing us

with details of human existence which are ex-

tremely curious and of unrivalled value in them-

selves, and which awaken some of our strong-

est sympathies. It supplies the most solemn

and instructive account of the dealings of the

great Creator with his creatures ; it withdraws

the curtain, as it were, behind which his agen-

cy in their affairs is hidden from their view; and

we recognize in every dispensation, th§ coun-

cils and superintendance of an all-wise Gover-

nor.

No nation ever enjoyed more signal favours

from his hand. Selected as his "• chosen peo-

ple," they were led out from servitude, into a

country, which was pronounced " the glory of

all lands." Their dominion was established un-

der the immediate rule of their divine King,

with every circumstance of individual and na-

tional prosperity and aggrandisement. The
evident protection and assistance which they

then enjoyed, spread fear among all their

enemies ; and the sense of his immediate sup-

erintending care must have filled the breast of

each individual with a feeling of personal ele

yation. In fine, they were the only people fa

voured with a knowledge of true religion ; and
the Deity himself had entered into covenant
with them, " that he would be their God, and
they should be his people." .

How terrible to them must that decree have
been, which, when the measure of their diso-

bedience was full, in the accomplishment of
sure but unheeded prophecy, went forth against

them—overturning all their political greatness,

and the splendour of their ceremonial worship

—cutting off utterly the family selected for the

ministry of the altar ; and thus severing, as it

were, the people from their offended God

—

3nd driving them abroad to the very ends of the

earth, as " a people scattered and peeled, a

nation meted out and trodden underfoot."
For ages have they yet existed as a " by-

word and reproach" in all lands, too long re-

garded as obdurate and irreclaimable, worthy
only of the most cruel persecution or unalloyed
hatred and contempt, and denied, not only all

sympathy for their fallen greatness, but even
the compassion due them as children of a com-
mon father.

But we Uve in an age when a more enlight-

ened and extended charity is exercising a be-
nign influence on tiie minds of men, and warm-
ing even the bigoted with a kindness of feeling,

which desires rather the restoration, than the

punishment of the otTender. Eflx)rts have been
made, and are continuing, to make the Jews
partakers of the consolations of a purer faith;

to bring them to that Mediator whose absence
they so deeply deplore in their prayer used on
the day of atonement, " look unto us, for we
have no Mediator." If we are not yet pre-

pared to join in these eftbrts, we may at least,

and surely we ought, to exercise toward them
the charity and gentleness of that gospel, which
healeth our own infirmities.

But httle appears to be known of the condi-

tion of Jews, during some hundred years after

the destruction of Jerusalem. The first body
of learned Jews which drew attention after

that disastrous event, was that settled in Spain,

and from them all Jewish learning descends.
In accomplishmentof the prophecy, the Jew is

found over the whole surface ofthe globe; he has
been long established in China, which abhors
the foreigner; and in Abyssinia, which it is al-

most as difficult to reach as to quit. A power-
ful colony was established in the heart of the lat-

ter country, which a long time actually reign-

ed over the kingdom. There is evidence that

Jewish rites extended themselves very far south-
ward along the eastern coast of Africa—and for

ages black and white Jews have been estab-

lished on the Malabar coast. In Barbary they
are numerous, and are said to be a very fine

people—but the handsomest are said to be
those of Mesopotamia. That province also

boasts of an Arab chief who bears the name of
the patriarch Job, is rich in sheep and camels,
and oxen, and asses, abounds in hospitably,

and believes that he descends from him. In
Yunes they all lead an Arab life—while the
Georgian Jews are attached to the soil. In
Persia they are so miserably oppressed, that

they flee frequently to the despotism of Turkey
as more endurable. At Shiraz they are ac-
quainted with the Old Testament ; and though
they have no copy of the Talmud, yet they pin
their faith to it. In Caucasus, those living a-

mong the Ossitinians are wild and ignorant
horsemen, who have neither Bible nor Talmud.
The Chasadim, who regard the Tokar (a

rabbinical work dating from the first century
of Christianity) as their chief religious book,
are a numerous sect, which increases rapidly,

especially in all the Russian Polish provinces.
They ascribe to their rabbi still greater powers
than the catholics assign to the head of the
Romish church—the keys of heaven and hell,

and the power of working miracles at will by
cabalistic means.

In Europe, their condition has been greatly
ameliorated since the reformation. Their num-
bers are small, except in Moravia, ancient Po-
land, the Crimea, Moldavia and Wallachia,
which are said to contain one half of the na-
tion. Their entire numbers throughout the
world, are supposed not to exceed six iniUions,

—numbers, however, probably greater than
those over which Solomon reigned. And
what is extremely curious is, that all that have
yet been discovered, are descendants of the
tribe of Judah. The ten tribes have been in-

terred as it were for twenty-five hundred years,
and although their hiding place has been sought
with anxious curiosity, hitherto we have only
vague conjecture for our guide. Such as it is,

it appears to point out forcibly the Afghans as
their descendants, a nation of India of Jewish
physiognomy, and whose language contains
more Hebrew roots than any other in the east,

but Mahometans in faith.

(JTo be continued.')

(Continued from page 138.)

In prosecuting his plans of improvement,
Christophe was particularly anxious to increase

the population and extend the agriculture and
commerce of the island.

By a census taken in 1 789, whilst Hayti was
in the possession of the French, the negro po-
pulation alone amounted to 480,000—in the
reign of Dessalines, the whole number of inha-

bitants, botJi negroes and mulattoes, was esti-

mated at about 380,000. The ravages of war
and cruelty having done so fearful a work of
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At the death of Dessahnes, it may be remem-
bered tliat the island was divided into two go-

vernments, and though Christophe's territories

were only about half the extent of the empe-

ror's, yet by the adoption of energetic measures

for increasing agriculture, he rendered their

crops much greater than the former produc-

tion of the whole island. He introduced the

plough, under the direction of two farmers

sent from England, and attempted the culture

of potatoes and of several species of European
grain. The exportation from his kingdom
alone, appears to have been not very far from

that of the whole of Hayti during the most

prosperous periods of the French dominion.

Christophe laboured moreover not only to be

the chief in authority, but also the greatest

receive their liberty and to recruit the ranks of merchant in his kingdom ; he had large estates

destruction amongst the labouring portion of

the islanders, the negro leaders were painfully

sensible, that not only were their means of re-

sistance, in the case of any new invasion, great-

ly diminished, but that even in a state of peace,

a large part of their territories must lay waste

and unproductive from the want of cultivators
;

and that, as a consequence of the diminished

agricultural production, the commerce of the

island would necessarily decline. Impressed

with these vievvs, Dessalines employed various

means to induce settlers to resort to the island.

He offered bounties to the American captains

bringing emigrants in their vessels, and even

proposed to the British to buy Africans from

their slave ships and from Jamaica ; not to

continue in a state of slavery in Hayti, but to

his army. On his accession to the govern-

ment, Christophe pursued plans similar to those

of his predecessor : he purchased slaves, en-

couraged emigration from America, and used

considerable exertions to induce white men to

enrol themselves as Haytien subjects. These
means were so successful as to occasion in a

very few years a considerable increase in the

population of the island. Although we have

already spoken of the decrease of agriculture,

and of the desolation which was spread over

the plantations of a considerable part of the

island, by the ravages of successive years of

warfare and pillage, yet it may not be amiss to

advert to the subject again.

Few spots are possessed of greater beauties

of natural scenery than the island of Hayti,

and few were more prosperous or better culti-

vated previous to the revolution. Fertile val-

lies, covered with luxuriant vegetation—large

and fruitful plains, and mountains of prodigious

height, adorned with perpetual verdure ; large

and fruitful plantations of sugar cane, coffee,

and cotton ; the splendid mansions of the pro-

prietors, and the huts of slaves, scattered over

the estates, gave to the whole face of the coun-

try an appearance of picturesque beauty and
loveliness, almost realizing the fictions of

poetry. At the conclusion of the revolution-

ary contest, however, a mournful contrast was
exhibited. The most productive plantations

were converted into desolate wastes, the bushes

and weeds forming a thick jungle in fields which
used to be covered with the rich products of

tropical agriculture—the stately edifices of the

former proprietors and the huts of the negroes

were heaps of ruins, whilst the broken imple-

ments of tillage, and the apparatus for manu-
facturing sugar, indigo, &c. were scattered in

pieces over the whole face of the interior.

Dessalines took measures for the revival of

agriculture: he parcelled the lands amongst
various tenants, and subjected the labourers to

the regulations of an agricultural code—they

were to work two-thirds of the time they had
laboured when in slavery, and their wages
were to consist of one-fourth of the produce
of the lands they cultivated—yet with all his

exertions he effected but little ; the machinery
for the manufacture of sugar, rum, molasses.

&c. had been destroyed during the war, and
the exports were therefore principally confined

to coffee, and even of this article the annual
amount seldom exceeded fifty cargoes.

and store houses, and in various ways derived

immense wealth from agriculture and com-
merce, which, added to the enormous spoils

en from the whites in the course of his wars,

furnished the black monarch with the great

treasure which was expended in support of the

splendour and dignity of his court.

It now remains, to complete our brief no-

tice of Christophe's subjects, that we should

speak of their moral character and condition.

The state of the nobility and soldiery has alrea-

dy been noticed. The remainder of the in-

habitants was divided into the people of the

towns, and the cultivators, who formed the

mass of the population ; they were generally

laborious, and worked upon the estates of the

king and nobility for fixed wages, and are de-

scribed to have been contented and industrious,

The majority of the inhabitants of the towns,

especially of Cape Franjois, the capital, were
mulattoes ; engaged in trade or in mochanica"

employments, they were generally active and
industrious, and appeared subordinate to the

laws, and desirous of improvement in charac

ter and civilization. It will however readily

be imagined, that in information and morals

there must necessarily have been great room
for improvement. The large mass of the po

pulation was extremely ignorant ; some of the

mulattoes, it is true, had been educated

France, but the greater part of the negroes

were unable to read or write—many of the

nobility were extremely licentious in their mo
rals, and the conduct of the towns-people wai

far from being remarkable either for honesty or

good faith. Harvey, however, gives it as his

opinion, that in many respects the morals and

manners of the whole population were rapidi;

improving ; and that at no time during Chris-

topiie's reign, could the inhabitants of the in

terior be justly called either an intemperate or

dishonest people. In estimating the moral cha-

racter of the Haytiens, it is proper, moreover,

to consider the peculiar disadvantages under
which they laboured.

Many of the inhabitants of the island were
natives of Africa, and brought with them to

Hayti the pagan principles and practices of

that benighted country, whilst all had been

subjected to a servitude which alike destroys

the best feelings and the noblest energies of

the human heart. In the moral example of

their masters, they could have had but httle

that was calculated either to excite their ad

miration or to lead to their improvement ; and
when the revolution took place in the mother
country, the hateful principles of the French
berals extending their influence to Hayti, pro-

duced, to a considerable extent, in the minds of

the negroes, the same disregard to social order

and rehgion which had been so dreadfully pre-

lent in France. When we add to this, the

licentiousness and outrage prevalent through-

out the whole of the war of the revolution, and
the utter want of religious instruction, which
tor a long time existed, so far from our sur-

prise being excited by the want of religion

and morality manifested by the Haytiens, we
shall much more admire that they were able to

establish any kind of good order and govern-

ment, that any regard for morality should have

continued to exist, and that so far from improv-

ing, they should not have lapsed into the state

of fierce and cruel savages.

Having thus noticed the condition of Hayti

and her inhabitants during the reign of Chris-

tophe, we must hasten to narrate the downfal

of his power.
Instead of cultivating the friendship of his

nobles, and endeavouring by kindness and affa-

bility to attach them to his person, Christophe

pursued, in the latter years of his reign, such
a course of conduct as completely alienated

their affections : though he granted them large

incomes and estates, yet, at the same time, he
exacted so strict an etiquette, required such
implicit obedience to his commands, and pun-

ished any aberrations from duty with so heavy
a hand, that symptoms of discontent were early

apparent, and in the end produced the destruc-

tion of the monarchy. The king had been
attacked with apoplexy, from which he was
slowly recovering, when a mutiny taking place

among the soldiers of one of the towns, he
gave orders for the garrison of Cape Francois

to march to the place and quell the insurrec-

tion. Instead of obeying this command, how-
ever, they resolved, at the instigation of one of
the barons, to march to Sans Souci, and depose
their monarch. On receiving intelligence of
the advance of the garrison, accompanied by
a large portion of the towns-people of Cape
Francois, whom they had persuaded to join

them in arms, Christophe was exceedingly

alarmed, but soon recovering his composure,
he gave orders to the royal guard to fortify the

palace, and in an energetic speech conjured

his officers and soldiers faithflilly to protect

him in.this hour of peril. They gave him their

promise, but on the approach of the insurrec-

tionists deserted their master ; and the negro
monarch, unwilling to fall into the hands of

his enemies, seized a pistol, and terminated his

own existence.

Having brought our history of the Haytien
kingdom to a conclusion, let us turn our eyes

to the republican part of the island.

We have already noticed the character of
Petion, and his wars with Christophe. When
a suspension of hostihties took place between
them, Petion found himself the chief of a ter-

ritory larger than that of his rival. He was
president for life, with considerable powers

;

and in place of a nobility, was surrounded by
a court composed of persons holding the vari-

ous grades of military rank. Being a man of
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talents and education, exceedingly mild and

humane, accessible to all classes of his people,

anxiously desirous of promoting their welfare,

and having with great assiduity endeavoured to

estabhsh regulations for the improvement of

the agriculture, commerce, the judicial admi-

nistration, and the morals of his territories, we

might naturally have expected that the repub-

lican portion of the island would have far ex-

celled the royal in industry and civilization;

but the fact was, that although Petion was ex-

ceedingly beloved by his people, yet, wanting

that energy and promptness which had distin-

guished Christophe, he found his people far less

subordinate to the government and laws than

were the subjects of the monarch ; and, as a

natural consequence, the agriculture and gene-

ral domestic industry of the republic, though

at the time of his accession much superior,

soon became decidedly inferior to that of the

monarchy.
It must be said, however, in extenuation of

Petion, that although considerable powers were

vested in him by the constitution of the state,

yet, that he did not possess the authority requi-

site to restrain the factious military chieftains

who composed his court, and the rude and semi-

barbarous people he was expected to govern.

He would have been well fitted, from his

education and habits, to have been the ruler

of a civilized people, but his mild disposition

and comparatively virtuous mind, were op-

pressed by the fierceness and licentiousness

which prevailed around him, and the hope

which had animated his exertions in the outset

of his career, gave place, at length, to the dull

inactivity of despair. Being justly dissatisfied

with the improvement of the people, he began
to distrust their attachment to his person, as

well as the efficiency of the laws, and his own
powers for governing. He was haunted by a

continual apprehension that his destruction,

and the election of a successor, were meditat-

ed ; and under the pressure ofdeep melancholy,

neglected the public business, refused suste-

nance, and finally sunk into the grave.

At his death the grief of the people knew
no bounds: they lamented his loss as that of a

father, benefactor, and friend. The extrava-

gant demonstrations of sorrow manifested on

the occasion, were evidences of his great po-

pularity, and a more enduring reverence for

his memory was evinced by the circumstance

that wax tapers were, for years after, burning

before his tomb, in the palace yard, as is the

custom in catholic countries before saintly

images and shrines.

In conformity with Petion's last wishes, his

confidential friend and secretary, John Peter

Boyer, who had served first in the army of the

revolution under Toussaint, and afterwards un-

der Petion, was chosen President of Hayti.

Before, however, continuing his history to the

present period, it will be necessary to revert

to some attempts made by France to recover

her sovereignty over the island, during the go-

vernment of the two former chieftains.

In the year 1814, the firmness and strength

of mind, both of Petion and Christophe, were
put to an unexpected test. Louis the 18th

had ascended the throne, and the ex-colonists

of Hayti were anxious to regain their lost
]

The French ministry lent a willing

ear to their demands ; but, as a precautionary
measure, commissioners were first sent out to

ascertain the feelings and intentions of the two
Haytien chiefs. The selection of these depu-
ties, however, was peculiarly unfortunate. La-
vaysse, the principal, had been a minion of
Robespierre : Medina, the second, had served

in Toussaint's army, and had betrayed an im-

portant fortress into the hands of Leclerc. On
the arrival of the commissioners, Christophe,

with his accustomed decision, seized on Medi-
ed him to be tried by a military tribu-

nal, and finally to be executed as a traitor and
a spy. Petion received Lavaysse with polite-

ness, but absolutely declined admitting the au-

thority or supremacy of the French king. A
similar attempt was made in 1816, but met
with as little success.

{To be concluded in our 7iexl.)

Remarkable Instance of Preservation, and

Effect of Lightning.

Among the many wonderful facts upon re-

cord, relative to the action of the electric fluid,

we do not recollect any more extraordinary

than that which is described so circumstantially,

and with such native energy, in the following

narrative. It is derived from the " Christian

Advocate and Journal, and Zion's Herald," of

the 13th instant, being part of a letter address-

ed to the editors of that paper, dated Louis-

ville, Ky. January 10, 1829.

I think it a duty I owe to divine Providence to re-

cord the following miracle of mercy. On Monday
ening, Nov. 3, 1828, I was standing in the west
oni of the house of the Rev. W. Adams, in Shelby
unty, Ky. , immediately before the fire, pointing
ith my hand toward the south cast corner of the

room, when, suddenly, we were visited with a vio-

lent shock of lightning. It first struck the chimney,
and divided into several streams. It wrecked the
himney and the whole gable end of the house.
One stream descended one of the studs near the
chimney, which was literally torn into splinters,

scended the flue, and burst through the
inside wall nearly opposite my head. One of those
streams struck the upper point of my right hip, and
ran down to my foot. The skirt of my coat, on the
right side, was torn off at the waist, and rent into

many pieces. My pantaloons and drawers were rent
from top to bottom, the sock and boot torn in pieces,

and my flesh burnod from one hip round nearly to

the other, and all the way down to my foot. Part
f the same stream struck my right elbow, ran along

the inside of my arm, which was badly burned, and
passed off at the end of my fingers. My coat sleeve,

from the elbow, was torn in pieces, and thrown into

the corner of the room were I was pointing. Ano-
ther stream struck my left thigh about half way
down, ran down tjie outside tendon, winding round
the calf of my leg down to the inside ankle, where it

entered the flesh, and burst out in the bottom of my
heel, and blew a hole through the heel of the boot as

if made by an ounce ball. This boot was also se-

verely rent, and the full impression of the heel was
left in the floor as an evidence of the violence of the
shock. I immediately fell to the floor, fully sensible
of what had befallen me. My wife and others of the
family ran in immediately, and found me enveloped
in smoke and sulphur. They were much alarmed,
and knew not what to do. 1 told them to send i

mediately for two physicians, which they did.

then directed them to pour cold water on me, and to

let blood. This was not done. Knowing that the

circulation was stopped in my arm and lower ex-

tremities, I next directed my wife to rub them with
camphor. This was done, which soon restored the

circulation, and gave me much relief. I also dii

ed an application of spirits of turpentine to the

burns, which soon took out the fire. Brother W.
M'Reynolds was with me in the room. He was
stunned by the shock, but sustained no material in-

jury. My pocket knife was so highly charged with
electric fluid that it will lift a large steel thimhie.
This was accidently discovered the next day. Bro-
ther M'Reynolds' knifi? was also slightly charged.
The steel works of my watch, also, possess the power
of attraction. When I first fell I apprehended I was
mortally wounded, but felt very little alarmed. I

lifted my heart and voice to God in prayer, and
found him present to deliver in a trying moment.
Though my body was in the storm, my soul had a calm
and peace within. I was confined to my bed for two
weeks afterwards, but two happier -K'eeks I have
never lived. I telt no disposition to murmur for one
moment, for I saw the hand of God was in it, and
confidently believed that all would work for good.

William Gunn.

FOR THE FRIEND.

In the summer of 1827, a friend of mine
from the eastern states handed me a copy of

some verses, written for his daughter's album
by the well known author of "•' Airs of Pales-

tine." They were in refutation of Solomon's
doctrine, as in the te.xt, " Favour is deceitfid,

and beauty is vain ;" and represented that the

beauties of nature were not in coincidence

with his assertion. I have not the piece, or 1

would hand it to you. I shortly after sent a
few stanzas on Solomon's side of the question,

which, with the others, were published in a
Boston annual of the above year ; but as this

was done without my permission, and without

acknowledgement, I see no objection to your
publishing them if you like them.

LINES
Addressed lo C. G .—for her Album.

Yes ! favour's deceitful, and beauty is vain,

'Tis a truth that ne'er wisdom need blush to

avow

;

Tis aa true as that age will be wedded to pain.

Or that sorrow and sadness may cloud thy young
brow.

The rose in thy garden this morning that bloom'd.
See—its leaves are all faded and strewn o'er the

plain

;

And even the zephyr, whose breath it perfum'd.
Seems sighing to whisper

—

all beauty is vain.

Is not favour deceitful .'' Go ask a reply

Of the darling of Henry—the honour'd of Rome,
For whose lofty daring no state was too high.

And who aim'd at the queen of the world for his

The purple of pontiffs, the rich robes of state.

Were the visions ambition threw over his brain ;

Say—do we not read in the tale of his fate.

Thatfavour's deceitful, as beauty is vain ?

Bright queen of the north I from thy mountains and
fells.

Rude scenes of thy infancy, dear to thy heart.

While, with honest affection, thy white bosom swells

For all that thou leavest—I see thee depart.

Fair martyr of Scotland—as frail too as fair.

Thy long years of suffering, confinement, and

That silver'd thy dark flowing tresses with care,+

Ah I do they not witness that beauty is vain?

*Iti ellkn vn that Wolsey aspired to the pon-

When Mary's head was held up after it was se-

vered on the block, the derangement of her head-
dress showed her hair, which had been one of her
principal attractions, was entirely turned gray.
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But there isa/aiour that cannot deceive,

That all may confide in, to whom it is given ;

And there is a beuiily no time can bereave.

That perfumes u-ith its fragrance the gardens of
heaven.

'Tis thefavour, humility earns from on high,

Shown to all v^ho in virtue's fair pathway shall

move ;

'Tis the beauty of holiness—never to die,

But to blossom for ever in bowers above.

liOTTERIES.
Were a stranger, of pure and generous sen-

timents, on visiting this beautiful, favoured, and

prosperous metropolis, to take the range of

some of the principal streets, about the hour

of noon, on the first day of the week, and to

note the throngs of goodly personages issuing

from the numerous houses for public worship,

he would be led to conclude, that we were
eminently a religious and moral people ; but

his inferences, probably, would be the reverse

of this, from a survey made on a week day, on
perceiving the vast number of lottery offices

obtruding upon the view of the passenger, and
set off with an almost endless display of daz-

zling allurements, throughout nearly every

street, alley, and lane of both city and suburbs.

His unsophisticated sense of rectitude would
revert with disgust and horror, at such palpa-

ble inconsistency, such painful evidences of

moral depravity, in a community professedly

Christian ; and, truly, in our reflections upon
the subject, it has often been an occasion of

surprise, that the virtuoiie indignation of the

wise and good among us, has not been roused

to exertions, to remove the disgusting specta-

cle, and that, by striking a blow at the root of

the system itself We, therefore, with satisfac-

tion, enter upon the pages of "The Friend"
the following eloquent protest against this

enormous evil, by our talented and amiable

fellow citizen, Joim Sergeant ; it being the

substance of a speech recently delivered by
him, in the house of representatives, at Wash-
ington, on the occasion of a committee's being

instructed to report a bill, prohibiting the sale

of lottery tickets within the District of Co-
lumbia.

"He, Mr. Sergeant, said, that he had made
up his mind long since, that the existence of
lotteries was a great evil ; and he had since

had ample means of confirming that conclu-

sion from facts and experience ; so much so,

that he could not consent to sanction any law
for the establishment or the continuance of

any lottery whatever. He did not affect to

be more swayed by considerations of a moral
kind than other gentlemen ; although he did

consider the question, even in that point of view,

as well deserving of consideration. He thought
the house might as well erect an establish-

ment for public gambling in any other form ;

nay better, for this was gambling of the very

worst and most injurious kind. By a new con-
trivance in the drawing of lotteries, that ope-
ration is now performed with almost as much
celerity as the dice are thrown, or a coin tossed

up ill the air. Lotteries thus drawn exhibit

the most rapid and powerful kind of gambling
now existing

; and they present a temptation
of fearful force and magnitude to the indul-

gence of what all will own to be an evil pro-

pensity, which no gentleman of this house
would wish to encourage in any one that is

dear to him—no gentleman who heard him
would wish to see a child of his, or a servant

or apprentice in whom he felt any interest, oc-

cupying his time in running after lotteries,

and suffering that high and morbid excitement
which always accompanies such a pursuit. So
great was this temptation in its actual results

on society, that in a thousand cases it has urg-

ed men to the commission of acts which
brought them to a jail, if not the gallows.

Here Mr. S. adverted to one very affecting

instance in illustration of his position. It was
the case of an aged and highly respectable

man of character, till then unblemished, and
of such standing as to bring him into an office

of great trust in a monied institution. In con-
sequence of a defalcation in the funds, the

gray hairs of this unhappy man were brought
down to the lowest state of ignominy, by his

being tried and convicted for purloining the

money of the institution. It was found, on ex-

amining into the case, that all this amount of

funds had gone to a lottery office. The
man had been dealing in lottery tickets

for a long time before—(in tickets authorized
by law,) but being unfortunate, he yielded in

his despair to the force of a propensity which
sometimes gets the mastery of the strongest

minds, and which is sure to make an easy

conquest over weak ones."
" Lotteries, he said, were springing up like

mushrooms, or rather like the poisonous re-

semblance of mushrooms, which, having the

same appearance, are nevertheless deadly to

every one who eats of them. If any gentle-

man will go to the apartment where a lottery

was drawing, he would see collected there a

crowd, of a description which would make his

heart ache ; a crowd, consisting of persons,

no one of whom ought to be there
;
persons

who ought to he at home, pursuing some
branch of honest industry, minors, apprentices,

and idlers of every kind. There he would
witness the intense excitement which gambling
never fails to produce—he would there see

how the appetite for such speculations is

quickened till it becomes overpowering. Yet
lotteries were at this hour organized by the

United States, to an extent of which gentle-

men probably had very little idea. He knew
that, some time ago, a lottery was drawn on
every Wednesday in the year. Now, the ut-

most proceeds of such a system were from 5

to 10 per cent, of the amount invested ; to be
sure there was generally a deduction allowed
of 15 per cent, but out of that all the expenses
were to be paid, and a profit allowed to the

contractor for the risk he takes. In some
cases the profit w'as even less than 5 per cent.

Thus, to raise a sura of ^5000, the govern-
ment draws from the people by one of the

worst species of taxation, a contribution of

5^100,000. It was in his opinion the very

worst and most pernicious species of taxation

that ever was devised by the mind of man.
Those only buy lottery tickets who ought not

to buy them ; who were in no circumstances
to do so. The wealthy, the prudent, the pros-

perous, do not dabble in this kind of specula-

tion. No, it is the ignorant, the needy, the

weak, the inexperienced
;
persons so foolish

as to see nothing before their view but the

highest prize, and never consider that there

are a hundred thousand chances to one against

their obtaining it."

" For his own part, if a sum is wanted
by the corporation of Washington, and the

government are disposed to grant it, he
would rather give it to them at once—then
the whole mischief would be done—the aov-
ernment would know the extent of it—wheither

larger or smaller. But when it sends abroad
an unlimited permission to erect lottery offi-

ces, who can bound the evil ? No man. On
the whole, he was decidedly opposed to the

bill, and was happy to hear that the yeas and
nays had been called ; that he might have an
opportunity of recording his vote against it."

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH, 21, 1829.

We understand that some of our readers
have been at a loss to know, whether the statis-

tical table, given in our last number, exhibited
the present state of the Society of Friends, or
referred to some antecedent period. We state,

for the iifformation of such, that the account
includes all who have seceded from the com-
mencement of the separation (about the fifth

month, 1827) up to the present time
; and ex-

hibits the present number of members in the
Society of Friends, as shown by the official

records.

We offer an apology to our valuable contri-
butor, who furnished the article on Hayti, for
consulting our own convenience in dividing
what he designed as the conclusion.

The marriage which we lately announced as
having taken place at East Branch, on the
29th ult., it appears was premature. The no-
tice was handed in for insertion, by a friend
of the parties, and its correctness, of course,
we had no reason to question. We now learn
that it was postponed, but actually was con-
summated on the 12th instant.

DIED,
On tlie 13th instant, in the seventy-fourth :

year of his age, Joseph Bacon, an old and !

respectable resident of tliis city.

Through the course of a long life, he sus-

tained an unblemished reputation ; and was
enabled to endure a long and suffering illness

with exemplary patience and submission to

the divine will. Conscious of the frailty and
imperfection of fallen nature, and of the insuf-

ficiency of moral righteousness to save the
soul, he often declared, during his last sick-

ness, that all his own righteousness was as
filthy rags, and that his only hope of salva-

tion was in the mercy of God, through the
merits and mediation of Jesus Christ his

Lord.
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fka(;mi:nts...no. 13.

Thomas Story. '• The next first day, tlie

czar [Peter the Great], the prince, and a

great company of his other attendants, came

in the morning to our meeting in Grace cliurch

street, all in English habits, like English gen-

tlemen, and the interpreter with them. I hap-

pened to be there in the gallery, and the first

1 knew was jMenzicofl'. Robert Haddock had

begun to preach a little before they came in,

upon the subject of Naaman, the captain gene-

ral of the host of the Assyrians, going to the

prophet for cure of his leprosy ; who, directing

liim to dip himself seven times in the river Jor-

dan, the general, despising the means as too

low a tiling, and expecting some ceremony or

action from the prophet, was about to return

without a cure ; till being persuaded by his

own servant to make trial of the means pre-

scribed, he found the end accomplished. From
which Robert drew this observation, saying,

' The nations of this world being defiled and

distempered, as with a leprosy of sin and un-

cleanness, no cure or help could be found, un-

til the Almighty, in his infinite goodness, senthis

son Jesus Christ into the world, to diefor man,
as a propitiationfor sin ; through whom also

he hath sent forth his divine light, spirit, and

grace upon all mankind, in order for the com-

pleting of that cure ; which nothing less can

do, and to which all mankind are directed by

the servants of Christ ; and as many as have

believed and made trial of this excellent means,

have found the blessed etfects thereof; they

have been healed, cured, and cleansed. Now,
said he, if thou wert the greatest king, empe-
ror, or potentate upon the earth, thou art not

too great to make use of the means oflered by

the Almighty for thy healing and restoration,

if ever thou expect to enter his kingdom, into

which no unclean thing can come.' ' The
czar and his interpreters were often whisper-

ing together in the time, though Robert Had-
dock knew nothing of his being in the meeting

;

and thus he staid very sociably, till observing

the people crowd up before him to gaze, which

he could not endure, he retired on a sudden,

along with his company, before the meeting

was quite over : for some people in the street

had seen him as he came, and by some means
had discovered who he was, and crowded after

him to see him more perfectly. After this he

went incog, to Deptford to improve himself in

the art of ship building, and there wrought at

it with his own hands. Gilbert Mollyson and I

acquainting some friends how we happened to

see him and had given him some books, and

that he understood the High Dutch, William

Penn, George Whitehead, and some other

Friends, went to Deptford, waited on him pri-

vately, and presented him with more of the

same books in tliat language, which he accept-

ed, and afterwards was sometimes at our meet-

ing there, behaving as a private person, and

very social ; changing seats, standing or sit-

ting as occasion might be, to accommodate
otheis as well as himself."

Samuel Botimas. " I staid in and about

Bristol three weeks, visiting the meetings round

the city, but on first days I was mostly in the

city ; and it being the winter fair, meetings

were very large. But on the third day meet-

ing, in the fair week, there was a man out of

Wiltshire, a separate, named Arthur Imicad,

who stood up to preach, and was speaking of

the light. He put forth a question about bring-

ing our deeds to the light ; adding, ' do I bring

my deeds to the light?' A worthy elder, named
Charles Harford, answered, ' No, thou dost not;

if thou didst, thou wouldst not do as thou dost.'

I sat all this time under a very great concern,
and the word was in me like fire, so I stood up,

and with a strong and powerful voice began to

preach, he crying out, that he had not done
;

but I took no account of that, but went on, and
he soon sat down and fell asleep, and we had
a blessed edifying meeting that day, and truth

was exalted above error.'' This most Christian

doctrine of the divine light shining in man, be-

ing the distinguishing tenet of the Quakers, it

is nothing marvellous to see it abused by the

false professor for the unrighteous purpose of

concealing his own deformity. Like this poor
deluded separatist, too many content them-
selves with talking of it, rather than in bring-

ing their deeds to it, that it may manifest

whether they have a corrupt origin or not.

The higher our pretensions, the greater is our
responsibility ; and as no people can take upon
themselves a deeper and more spiritual ac-

knowledgement of the religion of Christ, than
that of being followers of his divine light, what
manner of persons ought they to be, in all

holy conversation and godliness, looking for

the blessed hope which is in Christ Jesus, and
the glorious appearing of the great God and
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

John Churchman. " We rode to Cornwood
in Northumberland, and lodged at the house
of a man who had been several years of a dis-

orderly conduct, and much given to the exces-

sive use of strong drink, until he had very much
impaired his constitution ; but it pleased the

Lord to open his understanding, and make him
acquainted with his blessed truth, whereby he

was made free from that evil, and received

strength toforsake his old companions; but
his joining with Friends was a great grief to

his wife, who informed me, that through preju-

dice for a time, she woultl rather he had con-
tinued his former course of living than to be-

come a Quaker ; until observing the sweetness
of his temper, and the recovery of his health in

some degree, with a solid and sober conduct,
she was reached, and made to believe in the

power by which he had known such a victory,

and joined herself in the same religious pro-

fession ; they appeared to be steady Fi'iends.

I would to God, that all tipplers and drunkards
would turn to that great Prophet which is in

Israel, that they might by him be cleansed from
that leprosy of sin I"

Anthony Benczet to John Pemberfon. " It

is amazing what an influence the love of the

world, its esteem and friendship, and the desire

of amassing wealth, living themselves and chil-

dren in delicacy and show, in conformity to

the world, have upon many in our Society, who
in other respects appear under some impres-
sions of good ; notwithstanding they cannot
but be sensible of its woful eflects upon the

religious welfare of their offspring, who hereby,
as mentioned by the apostle, fall into snares

and hurtful lusts, often to their perdition ; not-

withstanding also the nature of our profession,

and a conformity to the example and precepts

of our Lord, lay such an absolute prohibition

on such a state. ' I,ay not up for yourselves

treasure upon earth,' says our blessed Saviour.

'How hardly shall they that have riches enter,'

&c. ' Wo unto you that are rich.' ' Be
not conformed,' ' but be ye transformed,' that

ye may be better qualified to follow Him who
has called you, in the way of the cross, to be
soldiers in liis holy warfare. Learn of him who
was meek and lowly ; who was Lord of all,

chose to come in the form of a servant, walked

on foot, fed on barley loaves, &c. Some in-

junctions, less likely to afl'ect the heart, we
take according to the full force of the expres-

sions, as with respect to taking oaths, &c.
whilst others, whose hurtful nature is more ap-

parent, and as positively prohibited by our

Saviour, (as that of laying up treasures,) we
make nothing of. An instance, which not long

since occurred, caused me to make some pain-

ful reflections upon this most weighty subject.

A friend died, reputed to have left sixty or

seventy thousand pounds to a number of

children and grandchildren, already so ele-

vated by the fortunes they possessed, as to

be ready to take wing and fly above the

truth, in conformity to the world, its friend-

ships, fashions, &c. This happened in the

depth of winter, one of those intense cold

days, which we all have felt to be very

trying, even to those who are best provided
with fuel, suitable clothing, &c. As I passed
along, I observed aged people and others tot-

tering about the streets, or standing in the

cold in pursuit of a few pence, towards a
scanty subsistence ; many of these, doubtless,

poorly provided with fuel or bedding, both of
which articles were then exceedingly scarce and
dear. I compared the situation and necessity

of these aged people with the superfluous wealth
and delicate living of the children of the rich

man lately deceased
; and could not but be

astonished at the selfishness and caprice of the
human heart. I queried with myself: Are
both these children of the same Father, equally
under his notice ? Are they enjoined and do
they profess to love each other as they love
themselves ? Why is not at least three" quar-
ters of this wealth, and three quarters of the
wealth of a number of other rich Quakers,
laid out in procuring a place of refuge and
comfort and moderate provision, for such weak
and aged people? that they may, in the decline
of life, be put in the most suitable situation to

think of and prepare lor their latter end, and
enjoy a moderate stale of comfort. Is it hon-
est to God or man ? Is it doing justice as

stewards ofthe wealth committed to our care?
Is it loving our neighbour as ourselves ? If

mankind are indeed brethren, can it be agreea-
ble to the good I ather of the family, that one
should engross so much, and employ it to

feed the corruptions of his ofl^spring, whilst

others are under such manifest disadvantages

for want of help ?"

John Grijfth. " O ! what a great snare
briglit genius and extensive natural abilities

are to some, when they are deluded by Satan
to trust in them, and presumptuously to im-
agine they are suflicient to answer every pur-
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pose for guidance and help not only in

temporal, but spiritual things, without super-

natural and divine aid immediately communi-

cated. I have met with no state more at

enmity, nor in greater opposition to the truth
;

nor from whose spirits more pain and distress

is to be met with, than from these worldly wise

and self-sufficient people, who no doubt would

deride this observation, or any thing else that

asserts an inward sense of things. They are

very much out of the way of being reached

unto and helped ; therefore they are in great

danger of being left alone, that they may wan-

der and perish. I sincerely wish, that the

tender hearted, both youth and others, may

be preserved from the infection of that poison

of asps which is under their tongues."

Thomas Camm was born in the year 1641.

Being awakened by the visitations of the Holy

Spirit, to the necessity of the work of salvation,

he counted nothing too dear to part with for

the pearl of great price. After experiencing

the requisite preparations, he was furnished

with a gift in the ministry of the gospel of Je-

sus Christ, in which he laboured diligently and

faithfully. He stood firm in his testimony for

the truth, approving himself a true follower of

the Lamb, in imprisonments, spoiling of goods;

mockings and scoffings, and sufi'ering amongst

false brethren. As he was wonderfully endow

ed with heavenly wisdom, so he was a man of

great humility, earnestly labouring for love

and unity amongst brethren; and when any

thing appeared tending to a breach of it, he

always used his utmost endeavours to put a

stop to it. Beloved of God, and by all good

men who knew him, he was a nursing father

in the church, encouraging every thing that

was good in the least child
;
yet zealous against

every appearance of evil and for the support of

the discipline over every attempt to lay waste

tlie Christian testimonies. In the early part of

his last sickness he said, " I neither desire to

live, nor to die ; but am well content however

it shall please the Lord to order it." Being

inquired of one day how he was, he answered,

" 1 am but weakly of body, but strong in the

inner man, blessed be the Lord, who hath been

my support and strength hitherto. I have been

pondering in my mind, and meditating of the

wonderful and unspeakable mercies and loving

kindnesses of God, to me extended all my life

long, even to this very day; that 1, such a poor,

weak, feeble creature, should be enabled to

hold out and go through those many trials

travels, sufferings, and exercises both inward

and outward, of various kinds, that have fallen

to my lot; it has indeed been the Lord's doin

who is, and has been all along my buckler and

my shield ; he shall have the praise and the

glory of all, for he alone is worthy of it for

ever and for ever more." One evening, as he

was walking the chamber, supported by his

son, his limbs trembled under him, and he re

marked, " When the pillars of the house begii

to tremble, there's feeble work ; but the bless

ed are they who, when this earthly tabernacle

is ready to be dissolved, do assuredly know
that they have an habitation eternal in the hea

vens, whose builder and maker the Lord is, of

which, for my part, I bless the Lord, I am well

satisfied " At another time—" Faith and pa

tience, hope and charity, are excellent virtues
;

he Lord, if it be his will, endue his children

and people more and more therewith." On
one occasion, after praising and magnifying the

goodness of the Lord, he said to several pre-

sent, " Bear me record, I die in perfect unity

with the brethren ; my love is as firm and true

as ever in our Lord Jesus Christ, the author of

our salvation." He spoke divers times of the

virtue and efficacy of the wine of the kingdom,
and on being offered a little wine to raise him
from faintness, which proved unsuitable for his

stomach, he looked cheerfully at his son and
said, " Thou seest these things will not do, but

one cup of new wine in the heavenly kingdom
with my dear and blessed Lord and Saviour

will make up all."

FOR THE FRIEND.

ELIAS HICKS, AND THE SOCIETY OF
FRIENDS.

Thel 6th number ofThe Friend contains a let-

ter from the venerable Gideon Seaman to Elias

Hicks, expostulating with him on the unsound-

ness of his principles, and his unchristian and

domineering conduct. In a postscript Gideor

Seaman alludes to " a representation forward

ed byFriends of Philadelphia to Jericho month

ly meeting, stating the uneasiness E. H. gave

to Friends of this city." As the document re

ferred to has never been published in The
Friend, I send a copy for insertion, accompa
nied by a few explanatory observations.

The representation and charges alluded to re

late to a sermon preached by Elias Hicks at Pine

street meeting on first day morning, the 10th of

12th month, "l 826.

The circumstances attending this meeting

were somewhat peculiar and extraordinary

Elias Hicks came to Philadelphia on tlie 7th

of the month, and as it was a time of great ex

citement among his followers, they were ex

tremely anxious to attract large audiences to

the meeting houses where he was to attend,

To accomplish this object they resorted to

very singular methods. Persons not members
of the Society were sent through the streets

and markets to give notice to the passing citi

zens. A placard, setting forth his arrival in

the city, and stating what meetings he would

attend on first day, was appended to the bot

torn of a play-bill in one of our principal tav

erns, and another was posted up in a beer

house in a distant quarter of the city. By
these and other similar means they assembled

an audience as novel in its appearance as it

was numerous. Before 9 o'clock on 1st day

morning, the streets leading to and immediate

ly adjoining the meeting house, were thronged

with the followers of E. H. ; who wore con-

gregating not only from all parts of the city,

but from a considerable distance in the sur-

rounding country. Soon after that hour the

meeting house was completely filled, excepting

a few seats in or near the preachers' gallery.

The members of Pine-street meeting, who
were desirous of observing the time appointed

for gathering, were, in consequence, subjected

to much difficulty in procuring seats, and

many of them entirely excluded.

In looking over the assembly, it was impos-

sible not to be struck with its singular aspect.

The garb of the Quaker, or the sedate counte-

nance of the sincere worshipper, were scarce-

ly to be recognized. A large proportion of

the company were persons who belonged to

no religious society, and made no profession of

religion ; others, though not members with

Friends, were known to hold sentiments on
religious subjects similar to those of the preach-

er ; and a tumultuous concourse of young per-

sons of all descriptions thronged the aisles,

the staircases, and almost every part where
space to stand could be found. Those who
could not force their way through the dense

columns about the doors, threw up the sashes,

and clambered into the windows, some jump-
ed down amongst those who were seated on
tiie benches or standing in the passages, pro-

ducing a scene of confusion perhaps never be-

fore witnessed in a religious assembly. When
the press became so great that no more could

squeeze in, others mounted on the window
boards, and stood there during meeting time.

Among these, and in various parts of the house,

frequent conversation and laughter were ob-

served ; and throughout the course of the meet-

ing, those who were desirous of preserving a
seriousness of demeanour, comporting with the

solemn profession under which they had as-

sembled, were continually annoyed by the

whispers of their neighbours, the examination

of their watches, or the smiles which the ob-

servations of the speaker drew from his admi-

rers. Notwithstanding all this disorder and
confusion, the audience were complimented by
the speaker for their good hehaviour, accom-
panied with the assurance that " nothing short

of the hovering wing of divine love, could have

preserved them in so mvch solemnity."

The clock had just chimed the hour ap-

pointed for gathering, when E. H. rose to ad-

dress this unsettled company : there was none
of that solemnity or quiet which ought to dis-

tinguish a religious meeting—and there was
little in the discourse of the preacher calcu-

lated to produce it. It was a rambling and
unconnected communication, containing some
truth and much error—error, made more dan-

gerous by the appearance of scriptural author-

ity under which it was cloaked. He denied

the resurrection of the body of the Lord Jesus

in the most direct and positive terms, and in-

sidiously attempted to invalidate his divinity

and atonement. His address to children ex-

ceeded, in wanton disregard to parental love

and authority, any thing that we had ever

heard. He not only set the children above

the parents, and made them the judges of the

conduct and principles of the latter, but even

encouraged them in the practice of that de-

ception which conceals from a parent the vi-

cious habits of his child. The truth of these

assertions we shall establish when we come
to make extracts from the printed discourse.

After Elias Hicks had taken his seat, one of

the elders of the southern district monthly

meeting made some observations explanatory

of the belief of the Society of Friends in the

divinity, atonement and offices of the Lord Je-

sus, and another elder followed him in con-

firmation of these views.

Although there was nothing said by either

of them but what had direct relation to the
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Would have been proper matter for discourse

in any assembly of Friends, yet the followers

of "Elias Hicks treated them with great inde-

cency and rudeness, hissing, coughing, and

laughing, after they sat down ; and at the close

of the meeting a number of them rushed into

the gallery where the elders sat, with menacing

countenances and gestures, and were with dif-

ficulty restrained from pressing upon them.

Some leaped over the benches and gallery rails,

in order to get to them, making use of indeco-

rous and abusive language, and when the elders

retired from the meeting house, followed them

in the same indecent manner. We mention

these, as only a part of the acts of disorder and

outrage committed on the occasion, to show

the (^cct produced on his admirers, by the

preaching of Elias Hicks.

The circumstances attending this meeting

were so disgraceful to the character of the So-

ciety, and the doctrines preached by Elias

Hicks so repugnant to its known principles,

that some prompt measures were requisite to

place the blame where it justly belonged, and

to prevent a recurrence of the like disorders.

Private labour had been bestowed on Elias

Hicks without effect. The constituted guar-

dians of the ministry had again and again re-

monstrated with him, until he not only treated

their brotherly concern with utter contempt,

but declared that he would see them no more

in their official capacity.

In this state of things, there was no other

regular course of proceeding, according to the

good order of Society, than for the aggrieved

meeting to make a full representation of the

case to the monthly meeting of which he was

a member. Accordingly, a committee was ap

pointed in the southern district monthly meet
ing, to prepare a report on the subject, to be

forwarded to Jericho monthly meeting. Thi

committee, at a subsequent meeting, produced

the following document

:

" To the monthly meeting of Friends of
Philadelphia for the Southern District,—

" The committee appointed to take into con

sideration the subject relative to the disorderb

meeting held in our meeting house on the 10th

of last month, and the unsound doctrines deli-

vered therein by Elias Hicks, report,

" That a very large company, chiefly com-

posed of the followers of this person, were,

from previous notice, collected there at least

one hour before the regular, stated time of our

meeting ; and having filled up the house, and

nearly all the passages, most of our members
were entirely excluded from an entrance.

—

Thus, from a thirst for novelty, and an unset

tied, restless spirit, many of those superficial

members of our Society from different meet
ings, together with a large number of people

of turbulent demeanour, are drawn to whatever

meeting house he is expected to be at, and
crowding therein, long laefore the usual time

for gathering, they, in this disorderly manner,
prevent the religious part of Society from at-

tending the meetings they particularly belong

to ; so that the company, in general, resembles

the unruly concourse of spectators at various

vain exhibitions, more than a meeting of seri-
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ous people, assembled for the performance of

divine worship. A few minutes after ten

o'clock, the time appointed for the gathering

of our forenoon meeting, Elias Hicks stood

up, and in his discourse, among many other

very objectionable statements, asserted, that

Jesus Clirist was only the Jewish Messiah, or

their outward Saviour, to heal them of their

bodily calamities, but could not touch the soul

—and in order to make the people believe that

Christ was no more than any righteous man,
he strove, by subtle, fallacious reasoning, to

obscure and destroy the gospel doctrine res-

pecting the propitiatory ofi'ering and sacrifice

of the Lord Jesus
;

positively declaring that

the body of Jesus was of the earth, earthy, and

has long since returned to the earth, together

with the material or animal blood of it, where
it will rest with our bodies to all eternity,

and moulder into its mother dust; thus, in

the most presumptuous manner, absolutely

denying the resurrection and ascension of

Christ, and contradicting the plain and solemn

testimonies of the evangeUsts and apostles,

who most emphatically declared that his flesh

saw no corruption ; that it was not possible for

the pains of death to hold Him, wiio is Lord
both of the living and the dead ; that he was
seen of, and conversed with, his faithful chosen

witnesses forty days after his resurrection, to

whom he gave many blessed commandments,
and condescended to open their understand

ings, and instruct them in the things pertaining

to the kingdom of God. Soon after he closed

this part of his communication, he rose a se

cond time, and addressing the youth, he encou

raged them to act contrary to the advice of

their parents, insidiously , stating, that if they

followed the inward law written in the heart

they would have to disobey their parents ; and

referring to his own case when young, he in

formed the auditory, that, when running on in

a course of folly, he took care to conceal it

from his parent, and that he verily believed this

was right ; and, therefore, advised those who
are pursuing this course to do likewise ; sayin;

that if they must be wicked, they should do it

in such a manner as to conceal it from theii

parents ; hereby inculcating the practice of de

ception, in addition to their other sinful con
duct ; and in this artful, designing manner, he

strove to lay waste that authority and discipline

wiiich are essential to the peace and happiness

of every well regulated family. After this, one

of our elders addressed the assembly, and said

" Our religious Society has always believed ir

the atonement, the mediation, and the inter

cession of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ

—that by him were all things created that are

in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and in-

visible, whether they be thrones, or dominions:

or principalities, or powers ; all things were
created by him and for him, and he is before

all things, and by him all things consist. Any
doctrines which go to invalidate these funda-

mental doctrines of the Christian religion, we
cannot receive or have any unity with. Great
efforts are now making to bring the people to

believe that our Lord Jesus Christ was no more
than a man—this is not our belief, nor can we
admit it ; our Society never held any such

opinion, nor do we hold ourselves accountable
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for the sentiments of those who hold such doc-

3s : for He is King of kings and Lord of

lords ; He is judge of quick and dead, and be-

fore his judgment seat every soul shall be ar-

aigned. Our Society have always held and
believed these doctrines, and we can have no
unity with those who are endeavouring to make
him a mere man. I think it right for me to

mention this, in order that the people may not

suppose that we hold or approve of such senti-

ments." And another of our elders, uniting

with what had been just expressed, further

added, that " We, as a religious Society, never

did hold or believe that our blessed Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ, came to the Jews only,

but we believe that he was given for God's sal-

vation to the very ends of the earth." Upon
this, some commotion and disturbance took

place among the adherents of Elias Hicks, but

in a short time afterwards, the meeting break-

ing up, much rudeness and insult were, by
those turbulent people, attempted to be cast

upon our elders. From this, and various other

scenes which have been presented to view in

our city, and in several of the meetings of

Friends, we may clearly see a practical com-
ment upon those antichristian doctrines which
have been promulgated among us. That holy

fear, and humble walking, which ever attends

a submission to the cross of Christ, is disdain-

fully rejected ; and arrogancy, insubordination,

and libertinism become obviously prevalent,

not merely in the conduct of many of the

youth, but are often conspicuous in a number
of those who are of riper years. Such sad

effects flowing from those pernicious opinions

and notions, as from their natural source, ought

to impress the mind of every truly religious

member among us, not only with sorrow and
mourning, but incite to a fervent exercise, that

under the influence of divine wisdom, we may
experience a qualification to apply such re-

medy as, in the Lord's hand, may be eflectual

towards rescuing from impending ruin, at least

some of our members who are contaminated

therewith ; and particularly, that our beloved

and inexperienced youth may indeed be snatch-

ed as brands from the burning."

"Philada. 1 mo. llth, 1827."

The truth of the several statements con-

tained in this document, rests on the most sa-

tisfactory and conclusive evidence. Numerous
witnesses of the highest credibility and compe-
tency were present on the occasion, and can at-

test their accuracy. It is chiefly, however, with

the charges of unsoundness in doctrine, that we
have to do at present ; and I think the follow-

ing remarks and quotations will fully support

these.

The observations made by Elias Hicks on
the occasion alluded to, respecting the duty of

children to their parents, were so grossly im-

proper, and in their tendency so destructive of

that respect and veneration which is due to the

experience and the affectionate concern of pa-

rents, that it was apprehended an attempt

would be made by his followers to deny them
altogether, or else to modify the expressions

so as to lessen their ofl'ensiveness. In antici-

pation of this course, notes of several parts of

the sermon were taken at the time, a copy of

which is now before rae.
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The printeti sermon, as reported by the ste-

nographer, though it gives the general outUne

of the discourse, is defective in several parti-

culars, especially where Elias Hicks denied the

resurrection of the body of Christ, and also in

his address to children. When we reflect that

the sermon was not published until after the

report of the southern district monthly meet-

ing had been adopted, by whicli his followers

were enabled to ascertain the principal grounds

of complaint against Elias Hicks, we are move

surprised at finding that it so fully agrees with

the report, than we should have been had it

fallen short in some points. It contains enough

to confirm all that is alleged against him, and

when taken in connection with the notes, is

complete and full evidence that Elias Hicks

really did utter the objectionable doctrines

complained of. The following extracts will

suffice, viz.

" A Christian must be in the same life, and live with

the same blood as Clirist did." Quaker, vol. 1st, p. 50.

*^ And as animal blood is the animal life, it can

reach no higher than animal life." lb.

" This, then, seems to be my principal concern,

and has been for many years—and all that the best

teachers ever did, or could do, was to gather people's

minds to this gift. This was the concern of Jesus

Christ, our great pattern, in regard to the woman of

Samaria at Jacob's well. He reminded her of the

known gift of God ; by which, had she acted consis-

tently with it, she would have discovered who he

was,"and have asked of him, as he was the only in

struclor at that lime to Israel. They had refused to

be spoken to immediately, they preferred to be spo-

ken to by man : tliere/ore Moses, the propliets, and

Jesus Christ, spoke to them words communicated by

iJie Holy Spirit." p. 51.

" For what is true religion .'—It consists entirely

in righteousness—that righteousness which is accept-

able in the sight of God. It unites them with God,
as it did his blessed Son, and brings them to partake

of his holy nature, and they become one with Him, as

the disciples formerly were declared to be partakers

of the divine nature. Therefore, Ihey are dir.ine, in

proportion as they are swallowed up in the divinity of

their heavenly Father. For every child of God must

have the nature of God, as nothing else can qualify

him to enjoy the happiness of God, or the happiness

that he intends for his rational children. Here

now we see the necessity of coming to this blessed

principle of love, for it comprehends everi/ thing

comprehends all virtue, all power, all wisdom, and all

knowledge that is true and real." p. 53.

" Therefore the covenant of love and life, is

breath of life which the Almighty breathed into

he breathed into him power and life—sufficient to

know himself and the God that made him." p. 5

" As the apostle says, ' the first man is of the

earth, earthy, the second man,' that is, the birth of

God in the sou/, is spiritual. Every one that is born

of God, has this inward birth ; this second birth, as

we read, ' that was not first which is spiritual, but

that which is natural, and afterward that which

spiritual.' And here now this has been the experieiice

of every rational soul under heaven ; and it is the only

medium whereby we can be united again to God." lb,

p. 56.

" And alljlesh and blood returns to the earth again

because it is mortal. It is a thing designed in the

wisdom of God to continue only for a while, for

the immortal soul to go though its exercises in. And
when it has finished its course, a separation takes

place—the body returns to dust—to the bosom of

mother earth, and there liesin eternal quiet.'' p. 5'

" And what is the blood of the Lamb .'—It w
his life, my friends ; for as outward material blood

was made use of to express the animal life, inspired

men used it as a simile. Outward blood is the life

of the animal, but it has nothing to do with the sotil—
for the soul has no animal blood, no material blood."

[This is not fully given. E. Hicks was speaking of

e passage, where the apostle alludes to the saints'

bes being washed and made white in the blood of

the Lamb, and said—" What kind of blood is this .'

Why, it is the life—the blood of the soul is the life

of the soul, for the soul has no material blood as we
see those bodies have. And so the blood of the

Lamb is not the blood of that outward body of Jesus,

for that was material, and could never make any
thing white—it has nothing to do with the soul.

That body of Jesus was of the earth, earthy, and has

long since returned to the earth, together with the

material or animal blood of it, where it will rest with

our bodies to all eternity, and moulder into its mo-
ther earth, for we know that flesh and blood cannot
enter into the kingdom of heaven."

—

Manuscript
notes of the sermon.]

" If we improve them [our privileges] as we ought,

and reflect on these things, we shall see the inutfi-

ciency of every thing external and mortal, and that 710

external evidence whatever, not even all the outward
miracles wrought by all the servants of God in for-

mer ages, even will cleanse the soul from sin. The
principal thing they could do, was to bring in, and
open upon the minds of the Israelites, a consideration

of the First Cause. But we see that Ihey did not git

any knowledge of the Supreme Power and great First

Cause ; but through the interference of outward mi
racles, which appeared to be beyond the power o

man, they were led to consider that there was an in

visible God, whose powers was above all eternal

means and powers. And this is the way we
come to know God. We must know him in

tional setise, as that power which is every whore
present, &c." lb. p. 64.

" Examine yourselves whether ye be in the faith

prove yourselves, know ye not your own selves, how
that Jesus Christ is in you except ye be repi

Now we cannot suppose that the apostle meant that

outward man, that walked about the streets of Jeru

salem, because he is not in any of us. But what ii

this Jesus Christ ? He came to be a Saviour to that

nation, and was limited to that nation. He came to

gather up, and to look up, the lost slieep of the house
of Israel. But as he was a Saviour in the outward
sense, so he was an outward shadow of good things to

come—and so the work of the man Jesus Christ was
a^figiire. He healed the sick of their outward ca

lamities—he cleansed the leprosy—all of which wa;

external and affected only their bodies, as sickness

don't affect the souls of the children of men, though
they may labour under all these things." p. 6ii

[Here should be inserted, " but as these could noi

affect the soul, so Jesus did not attempt to touch thi

soul, but turned them to that light of God, the life

that was in him."—Manuscript notes.]

"And what was it that was a Saviour?—Not that

which was outward; it was not flesh and blood, for

flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of hea-

ven, it must go to the earth from whence it was
taken." p. 69.—[The speaker continued, " and
the body of Jesus returned to the earth from whence
it came, and will sleep there with our bodies to all

eternity."]

" And oh, may the dearly beloved youth let these

things have place—How frequently has my heart

yearned for you ! I know what it is to be young—

I

know the temptations ofyouth—I know how liable i

are to be led astray by our parents, and those who a:

older than ourselves. If we have not come undi

the dominion of love, or which is the same thing to

us, if our religion is only a traditional one, it is cal
culated to make us stumbling blocks to the youth
But, my dear young friends, you are all to answer
for yourselves : for no man can save his brother or

give to God a ransom for his soul. We are to cast off

all such dependence ; and yet we are not to dishonour
our parents in the least degree. And, my dear young
friends, if you come under the influence of the grace
of God, you will be enabled to honour your parents

more than you can do in any other way, though it

should lead you to go directly counter, and to stand

directly counter to your parents, which tio doubt it wit

do, if they have no religion but a traditional one
And yet you may act in your places with propriety.

who are brought under the influence of divine grace.
I know what I say ; for often in the days of my
vanity, I felt something in me so controlling as not
to do any thing to harm my kind and lovmg parent,
by running into practices that would give pain
to his mind. I continued watchful not to do it, so

that he could have knowledge of it, as I knew it

For under the law children were not to be obedient.

only the Lord; so it will be with those children,

would gnev him. He led to deceive
him, for I could 710/ bear to do it, so that he
should have knowledge of it, as I knew it would
grieve him. And though we may hide it from them,
this is better than wickedly to go to disregard and
wound the feelings of our tender parent—and even

if lie is wrong we must be careful not to wound or

grieve him. Tlius children under the influence and
guidance of the grace of God will submit to, and
close in with its requisitions, and thus they will

honour their parents, though they are led for a time
to counteract their minds and wishes, yet never other-

wise than the nature of the case requires. But these

dear children, if they have persevered in this line,

they have,after a while, so brought their parents down
into due consideration, that I have considered them
[this should be " they become"] the actual saviours of
their parents." p. 70, 71.

The notes vary in some respects from the forego-
ing, we shall therefore insert the following extracts
from them, viz.

—

In his address to the children, he told them that if

they obeyed the Spirit of truth, they would have to
act contrary to the advice of their parents, for the
parents were settled in the traditions of their fathers.
" And how often do we see parents leading their

children into wrong things ; and here, if the children
stand in obedience to the light within them, they
will have to disobey their parents. Not that I would
have you to dishonour your parents—but in thus act-
ing contrary to their wishes, you would not dis-

honour them, for you may remember that under the
law, children were only to obey their parents mi the
Lord. And if you follow this inward law of God,
written in the heart, you will have to disobey the
commands of your parents, and here you will be-
come the actual saviours of your parents."

Speaking of the regard he had for his parent, he
said it was so great that " even while I was running
on in a course of vanity and folly, I took care to
conceal it from him, lest it should grieve him
and I verily believe that this was right, and that it

would be better for those who are running in this

course to keep it from their tender parents that it

may not grieve them. If you must be wicked, do it

in such a manner as to conceal it from your parents,
that it may not grieve them."

(Tb be continued.)

The Youth's Journal relates an answer given
by a child to impertinent inquiries, which is too
good to be kept a secret from step-fathers and
step-mothers. A widower in New-England,
having children, married a widow who had
children also. One of the women in the neigh-
bourhood, having a most benevolent itching to

learn how affairs moved on after the junction
of tliese families, inquired of one of the boys
" how he liked his step-mother, or mother-in-
law?" To which he promptly replied that he
had none. The woman rejoined, " Why, yes
you have. You don't think she is your own
mother. Does she treat you as well as she
does her own children?"—The boy shrewdly
and wisely replied :

" When father and mother
married, he had children, and we went there

to live with her, and she took the children, and
mi.xed us all up together, like hasty pudding,
and has not known us apart since."

Boston Palladium.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE JEWS.
{Continuedfrom page 145.)

The rabbinical Jews of Polanti and Ger-
many are said to be in a very dark state as re-
gards religion and morality. This is chiefly
ascribed to the " foul and uncliaritable abomi
nations of the Talmud," which takes prece-
dence with them, as with their forefathers;
their traditions were of more weight than the
law itself.

ispcnsation of heavenly justice and rner-
gjsrael, requiring particular attention.

crime required an unheard of pi

ondemned to the dispersion
vhichtiiey still languish, ~

creases his sufFerii

" Pharisaism has descended uninterruptedly to the
rabbinical Jews; their modern rabbis are the lineal
spiritual descendants of the scribes and lawyers of
the time of Jesus Clirist ; and it appears, that the
whole of the traditionary additions to the law exist-
ing then are in vigour now, and that they have been
fearfully augmented since then. We spare our
reaoers citations from the blasphemous and horrible
absurdities of the Talmud, whicli professes to have,
as fts ground work, an oral revelation made by God
to Moses on Mount Sinai, when he delivered the
law to him

; nor will we admit a statement of the su-
perstitions which harass the Jew, or of that demono-
logy which arrays innumerable maleficent invisibli
agents in arms against his health and happiness, un
der all and the strangest circumstances. In Russian
Poland, the Jews bury their dead hastily, judging
them to be such when no steam appears on a glass
applied to the mouth. If tlie jolting of the cart re-
calls life and action, they believe that it is a devil who
occupies the body, and deal with it accordingly: thus
says a very respectable Jew, an eye-witness, born
and bred there. He adds, that they are armsd against
our reasonings on the Old Testament, (of which,
however, they know very little,) by the assurance of
their rabbis, that the Almighty has placed many
things in the text, as stumbling-blocks to the Gen-
tiles, but that the truth is to be found in the margin-
al notes from the Targum, which are given as infal-
lible guides to the Israelites alone. They are taught
that the seven nations of the land of Canaan were
Christians, and that Jesus Christ was a mao-ician
The Jew, on the bed of death, can see nothing^in his and w.api ,„ ,„God but an ine.'corable judge, whose wrath he can- one of black an
not deprecate, and whose justice he cannot satisfy, and desolate. FAt all times, but in sickness especially, the thought
or mention of death is terrible to him ; the evil eye,

r, is then peculiarly so ; they
and dearest friends looking at

them. We can find no solution of this mental dark
ness in those who have Moses and the prophets fo
their guide, and millions of whom have lived fo
centuries amidst the civilization and hterature of
Lurope, but in that curse which God pronounces
against rebellious Israel, ' that he will smite him
with madness, and blindness, and astonishment of
heart ;' and declares of him, ' that he shall grope at
noon-day, as the blind gropeth in darkness.' But

nient; and the
and captivity i

other races, long trodden under foot^like the Parias of
India, lose the keen sense of degradation, and of thi
injustice of men, through a continued habit of humi
hation, and with blunted feelings endure them as :

matter of course—it is not so with the Jew. He ha:
implanted in his bosom a national and spiritual prid(—a fierce constancy and a contempt of his oppres
sors, which constantly exasperate and keep alive hi:
sense of pain and degradation. This pride and con-
tempt are infused into him by the extravao-ant mosL
uncharitable, and often blasphemous assertions of

bbi. But from this very arrogance whii
ngs, springs that pnnciple of

ance ana opposition, under which the Jews have
clung together and struggled incessantly against the
storms that have buffeted them for aaes and it is
this loftiness of mind, so ill-suited to°their present
lot, that will the better enable them to seek, contend
for, and maintain those higher and noble destinies
whicli are placed before their sight in a glorious fu-
turity. It is the consciousness' of his past and his
future fortunes which gives to the Jew a buoyancy
and a tendency to rise above the surface of the
waves, even when plunged deep below them, un-
known to other depressed nations, and which inspires
into hira the will and the means to seek the level
of his promised fortunes ; for even the meanest Jew
considers himself as personally invested with nation-
al and spiritual greatness. Israel has within him
another principle of resistance. He was, from the
first, reproached with being a ' stiff-necked genera-

;' and stubborn as he was in the desert, so he is

',_ whether you find him in the streets of London,
t Cairo, or m a Polish forest. His eye, his nose,

and his narrow upper jaw are not more especial
rks ot Ins physical conformation, than is his stub-

bornness a distinguishing feature of his mind. It is
this obstinacy which creates one of our greatest diffi,
culties in dealing with him. Proteus could be bound
by no knot, because he perpetually changed his
shape—the Jew can be bound by none, because he
will not change his. In other nations corruption and
abandonment of religion have been a mighty cause
ot moral and national decadence : but the moral and
national wreck of the Jewish people was caused by
their stiff-necked adherence, in despite of type and
prophecy, to a religion superseded by a purer code

enly laws.

hospitable race. Their dress is simple, and they are
moderate in their food. But their virtues have not
saved them from the condemnation of the rabbinical
Jews, who impute much heresy to them, and to this
day hate and calumniate them inveterately. Thus
—rabbi Bozplel Aschkonasi, of the fourteenth cen-
tury, declares that no Israelite must help a Caraite
out of a pit; while the more acuto rabbi Samson,
foreseeing that a ladder might perchance be left in
the aforesaid pit, enjoins its instant removal. Their
great crime appears to be, that they abide scrupu-
lously by the written law, rejecting the Talmudical
explanations and additions. Rigid moralists, they
maintain that the wife can be divorced for adultery
alone, whereas the rabbis pronounce that she may
be dismi.ssed at the will of the husband, and that
either a fairer rival, or an ill dressed dish, may give
sufficient grounds and authority for divorce. Their
teachers preach moral discourses to them on all Sab-
baths and feast days, a duty which the rabbis usually
fulfil but twice in the year, and then very imperfect-

There is much reason to mistrust all that has
hitherto been written as to the origin of this remark-
able sect. They are in Poland dealers in corn and
attle, carriers, handicraftsmen, and, in some cases,
griculturists

; and these are also their occupations
at Baktiserai, where they are eleven hundred in
number. It is generally stated that above six hun-
dred years ago they settled there on a mountain
rock, havmg migrated to the Crimea under especial
privileges granted to them by the then reigning
khan, which they still enjoy. Their picturesque— "ed Dschoufait Kale, the .Tews' Castle,
fortress,

the ch the ascent winds up

If he

;ofho

The prospect before us, of a people of deists with-
ut a revealed God, of moralists without a moral
ode, sanctioned, or even not sanctioned, is like that
f a boundless desert and arid plain, in which nei-

ther tree nor herb can grow ; and that of Israel, nu-
rsed in the pursuit of petty gains,
ance, fear, and superstition, is

nterminable crags, naked, bleak,
a objects such as these, how glad

ly does the eye turn to the wood-clad hill, the fortili
valley, the winding shores and the glassy surface of
the peaceful lake—however small '. Such is the mo-
ral prospect which is presented to us, in striking and
pleasing contrast, by the fe\v and very inconsidera-
blo establishments which exist of the Caraite Jews, a
pure remnant of the Hebrews, which
have been preserved apart,
and as a specimen of wh:
may be again, when not corrupted and debased by
deplorable superstitions. The Caraite Jews are
every where well esteemed by their Gentile neigh-
bours, and appear to be an industrious, honest, and

.appeal
s if for our instruc
the Israelite was.

rocky nariow path by _.
to it, and its beautiful detached sepulcli'rai'gri
have been well described by Clarke and other
vellers. A tombstone in this cemetery bears a He-
brew inscription, dated five hundred and seventy
years back. In a petition addressed by them to the
empress Catharine, they represented that their fore-
fathers had no part in the crucifixion of Jesus Christ-
and Dr. Clarke (who says that their honesty is pro-
verbial, and their word equal to a bond, and tells us
to believe nothing stated respecting them by the rab-
binists) adds, that they uniformly assert themselves
to have separated from the main stem of the Jewish
people in the very earliest periods of its history, and
that their schism is as old as the return from the Baby-
lonish eaplii'ili/. The Caraites at Troki are but one
hundred and sixty in number, and say, that, descend-
ing from the Crimean Caraites, they have been settled
in Lithuania about four hundred years; and it is re-
markable that they still retain the Tartar tongue

;of the Jewish German they are wholly ignorant!
They also speak Russian and Polish, and,1ike the
Crimean Caraites, wear the dress of the country they

bit. Their manners are simple and obliging;
they are accessible, and, above all, they have the in-

ble advantage of holding to the faith of their
ancestors, as resting exclusively on the Old Testa-
ment. A Christian writer says, that during these
four hundred years, no one of this colony has had a
criminal judgment passed on him. A missionary,
who, in travelling through Troki, pressed upon their
minds the truth of the gospel in the only short con-
versation he had an opportunity of holding with
them, found them candid and well disposed to listen;
they were surprised at his arguments, and little able'
to leply to them, as they knew nothing of the quib-
bles and subtleties which the rabbinical Jews have
long resorted to, when engaged in controversy with
Christians. Who, reflecting on the pure faith of the
Caraites, and that integrity, industry, and virtue, by
which they have every where impressed sentiments
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the people
of respect and esteem tor them

with whom they dwell, would not fain believe, th„.,

though exiles from Palestine they are exempt from

the worst and final curses mflicted by the Alnnghty

upon Israel for the worst and blackest of his cranes.

And who will not be delighted to hear, that, whilst

the rabbinical Jews can give no clue to the history of

this remarkable portion of the race, modern dis-

covery appears strongly to confirm the views che-

rished among the Caraites themselves? Mr. VV oin,

the missionary, having learnt that a body ot Ka-

raites was established in the desert of Hit, at three

days' journey from Bagdad, visited them. Ihe ac-

count which they gave him was, that their fathers,

during the Chaldean captivity, perceiving that their

brethren were corrupting the pure faith by amalga-

mating with it the philosophical doctrines ofthe coun-

try ' sat down by the waters of Babylon, and wept

when they remembered Sion ;' that in order to imprint

the Scriptures unmixed on their hearts they read

them incessantly, and were thence called Caraites, or

readers; and that, when the others returned from the

captivity, they separated themselves, to escape their

offences and punishments, and retired to llie very

spot where the missionary found them. He there

saw these ' children of the Bible,' as Ihcy call them-

selves, living an Arab life in cottages; they are a

very fine people, and the women smgularly hand-

some. He was struck with their unvarying truth, of

which their neighbours allow the merits, but prac

tise it not ; and they are remarkable tor their honesty

and cleanliness. They said that they had

lonies to Cairo and to Ispahan, where a synagogue

still bears an inscription, which shows that it be-

longed to them. Benjamin de Tudela, it is said,

found the same people living in the same manner at

Hit, six hundred years ago. They speak pure Ara-

bic, but all know and read Hebrew ; they state the

whole number of their sect to be five thousand, and

that they are the original stock of it. They call

their ministers ' wise men,' and know not the name

of rabbis."

We cannot quit this subject without advert-

\m to the fulfilment of the propliecy in the

tliTrty-fifth chapter of Jeremiali. " Thus saith

the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel, Jona-

dab, the son of Rechab, shall not \vant a man

to stand before me for ever." A distmct

people, answering to the description of the

Rechabiles, was discovered by Beujainin de

Tudela in the neighbourhood of Mecca, and

his testimony has been wholly confirmed by

the recent jmblication of Wolff. They were

mentioned to him both by Mahometans and

the Jews of Yemen.

,
butme of the law

there is a Iraditior

that nation. The Arabs spoke to the missionary, ...

animated and picturesque language, in praise of the

Rechabites as admirable horsemen, whose move-

ments were most rapid and decisive. They painted

the Rechabite cavalier as appearing suddenly, as de-

puted by his tribe, before the Mahometan caravans

on their approach to Mecca, receiving the accustom-

ed tribute or its refusal, and in either case, vanishing

like lightning—but in the latter, as the certain omen

of a storm of cavalry soon to burst with resistless

fury on the heads of the Moslem. The Jews general-

ly are persuaded that these Beni Rechab are des-

tined to succour them powerfully on their return to

Palestine."

" And once, as he was making inquiries respecting

them of some Jews, whom he found leading an

Arab life in the desert, one of them exclaimed,

' See, there is one of them ; and turning his eyes

where he was directed, he saw a man standing by

his horse's head, dressed like an Arab, but having a

more lively countenance than the Arabs ;
he accept-

ed courteously the whole Bible in Arabic and He-

brew, reading in both, but answered all questions m
a voice of thunder. When asked who he was, he

read aloud the whole of the thirty-fifth chapter of

Jeremiah, saying at the close of it, " I am a son of

Rechab." '

" He invited the missionary to visit his people,

who, to the number of sixty thousand, live in three

oases in the neighbourhood of Mecca, but, like their

forefathers, dwell in tents, and neither sow seed nor

plant vineyards; and he begged him to bring more

Bibles with him. He then mounted his horse, and

vanished at full speed. It appears that they arc cir-

cumcised profess pure Judaism ; and possess the

Pentateuch and the books of Samuel, Kings, Isaiah.

Jeremiah, and the smaller prophets. They say, that

they always abode in the desert where they now

aje, except when they repaired to Jerusalem, for the

cause stated by Jeremiah ; they speak Arabic, but all

know Hebrew, They attacked Mahomet in the

SKETCH OF IIAVTI.

(Concluded.')

To return to our narrative. Immediately on

the death of Chrislophe, Boyer marched mto

his territories with a powerful army. The m
surrectionary leaders were unwilling at first to

admit his pretensions to the chief command of

the island, and attempted an independent go-

vernment, with Paul Romaine, the former

ince of Limbe, as its head. They were

soon obliged, however, to submit with the best

grace possible, and the Spanish part of the

fsland, wiiich had been in an unsettled state,^

also submitting to Boyer, he soon found himselt

the political chief of the whole of Hayti.

From the union of the whole island under

one head, the most propitious results might

naturally have been expected, provided the go-

vernment was administered with firmness and

ability, and with a due regard to its present

exigences and future prospects ; but we are

sorry to believe, that although Boyer has want-

ed neither the talents nor inclination requisite

to improve the condition of his people, yet,

that, from a combination of causes to which

we shall presently advert, the Haytiens have

rather retrograded than advanced in the scale

of civilization and happiness.

By the aid of information derived from an

intelligent friend who visited the island in the

year fe24, we shall be enabled to give our

readers an idea of the present condition and

future prospects of Hayti

The constant apprehension of revolts at home

and invasions from abroad, have furnished a

pretext for maintaining a standing army far

more numerous than the population of the

country or the state of the finances would at

at all jjjstify. From this source have flowed

many evils. The constant exhibition of war-

like pomp and parade has cherished the

remembrance of the fierce struggles and

sanguinary practices of the revolution-

checked the increase of the arts and habits

of peace, and has rendered the government

though nominally free, a mere military des

potism, the laws being proclaimed with the roll

of the drum, and enforced at the point of the

bayonet.

"instead of parcelling out the land into plan-

tations of a moderate size, and selling them in

fee simple to the actual cultivators, (thus cre-

ating a middle class amongst the people,) the

military chiefs have retained in their own hands

the most valuable portions of soil. Boyer

were defeated; and I instance, owns one thousand cofiee planta-

poisoned by a girl ofUjopg. hig secretary six or seven hundred, and

many of the generals nearly as large a num-

ber.

The consequences of this -system are ex-

ceedingly unhappy: the cultivators being no-

thing more than hired labourers, are poor and

detrraded—the agriculture is of the most rude

and inefficient kind, and a large portion of the

country exhibits even a more desolate picture

than that already described as existing at the

close of the revolutionary war.

The large drafts necessarily made to fill the

ranks of the army, abstract the most eflective

portion of the labouring people, thus render-

ig it impossible, under any system, to culti-
,

ale more than a comparatively small portion
|

of the surface of the island.
;

The most efficient cause, however, in re-

tarding the improvement of Hayti, is the low

state of morals now existing among the people,

the worst habits which they derived from re-

volutionary France being still operative. In

the whole dark catalogue, none are more con-

spicuous than the want of chastity wliich per-

vades every class of people. In Hayti it is,

that philosophers attached to the school of Ro-

bert Owen and I anny Wright, may find a per-

fect exemplification of the practical effects of

their abominable principles.

We do not wish, however, to be understood

as asserting that there are not among the sub-

jects of Boyer honourable exceptions from the

habits and practices to which we have alluded.

There are many moral, well educated people,

including several of the senators, who are

deeply affected with the degraded condition of

their brethren, and are extremely desirous to

effect a reformation, but they find many ob-

structions to their benevolent schemes.

In addition to the former obstacles to im-

provement, a new and formidable one has been

thrown in their way, by the large debt con-

tracted with France, in payment for the

ackno\vledgement of Haytien independence

granted by that power in 1825.

After many fruitless negotiations upon the

subject, and after steadily refusing for several

years to acknowledge the supremacy of

France, Boyer was induced, by the presence

of a laro-e French fleet in the harbour of Port

Prince, and by an unwillingness to incur

the hazard of rejecting what he probably con-

sidered as final overtures, to accept an acknow-

ledgement of Haytien independence by the

French kinir, on such; terms as would seem to

admit, that,''in the fiii'lure of compliance with

the stipulations of the treaty, the islarid was

again to be considered as a colony of France.

°In addition to a grant of exclusive commer-

cial privilege, Boyer agreed to pay to the ci

devant mother country for this unreal boon,

thirty milhons of dollars in five annual instal-

ments, thus incurring a debt which it has since

been found impossible to pay, and which has,

we fear, impoverished the people, and diverted

the entire revenues of tiie government from

the legitimate purposes of domestic improve-

ment.

The Haytien" people were indignant at this

treaty; they conceived it to be a grievous bur-

then upon their industry and resources without
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any adequate equivalent; they alleged, that,

being independent in fact, it was unnecessary to

pay so largely for an empty name, and it is, we
must confess, a very strange circumstance,

with all the explanations which have been
given, that IJoyer and his chiefs should not liave

rejected the demands of the French as they

hitherto had done, and have endeavoured to

extend their commercial relations with Eng-
land and with other powers who were anxious
to augment their intercourse with them. By
these means a rational hope might have been
entertained of increasing the industry and hap
piness of the people, and of procuring, in a

k\v years, the acknowledgement of their inde-

pendence by those nations with whom they had
thus opened commercial intercourse. The
probability in this case would have been, that,

for the sake of a participation in this trade,

France would have relinquished her claims,

and would voluntarily have acknowledged the

independence of the island.

The most probable conjecture that we have
been able to form on the subject is, that Boyer
was desirous of securing a recognition of Hay-
tien independence by the former mother coun-
try, for the purpose of taking away any fear of
invasion from that quarter, and that "he thus
might be enabled to disband a large part of his

military force. The size of his army, and the

turbulence, insincerity, and selfishness of the

military officers, have continually interrupted
the execution of all the president's plans of
reformation.

In bringing our protracted sketch to a con-
clusion, our readers (most of whom, we doubt
not, are deeply interested in the welfare of the

descendants of Africa) will naturally expect
some opinion to be given as regards the future
prospects of Hayti. They will desire to know
whether the fond hopes which have been in

dulged by philanthropists, of seeing on this

island a free, a civilized, and a virtuous popu
lation, are to be entirely blasted—whether we
are to confess, after a painful experiment, that

negroes have neither the talents, nor the virtues

requisite for selfgovernment—whether, in short,

the garden spot of the West Indies, formerly
the abode of a rich and thriving population, is

to be converted into a barren wilderness, inha-

bited by hordes of fierce and cruel savages.

These, we know, are the fears of some of
the friends, and the expectations of most of the

enemies of the blacks; but we must confess,

that amid all the discouragements which belong
to the subject, we are not without sanguine
hopes, that brighter prospects, and better days,

will yet dawn upon this afflicted island.

The generation which has received its habits
and training first in a state of degrading slave-

ry, and next in the awful scenes of a protracted
series of revolutions, is rapidly passing away,
and now is the time, of all others, the most
favourable for the education of a new and bet-
ter race. Something has already been done,
by Boyer, towards a system of public instruc-
tion

; and if he is supported by his associates
in the government, we have no doubt that he
will extend his school system throughout the
island ; and it is to this means, under the bless-

ing of Providence, that we confidently look for

the moral regeneration of Hayti. A better

disposition of the landed pioperty, an ini|M-oved

agriculture, a more extended commerce, strict

er morals, and a greater diffiision of religious
knowledge and practice, will all, we have no
doubt, follow as the necessary consequences of
the zealous prosecution of an efficient systen
of public instruction.

Under these views, we cannot but hope that
there are those now living, who shall behold
the day when the barren wastes of Hayti shall
become fruitful fields ; w hen peace, and order
and happiness shall reign throughout her bor
ders, and when pagan superstition shall be lost

in the purifying practice, ant! French infidelity

forgotten, in the blessed precepts of the gospel
of Christ, our Redeemer. Z.

THE ENGLISH CLASSIC, NO. 15.

The Spectator, No. 483, September 13lh, 1712.

BY ADDISON.

Never presume to make a God appear.
But lor a business worthy of a God. Roscommon.

We cannot be guilty of a greater act of un-
charitableness, than to interpret the afflictions

hich befal our neighbours, as punishments
and judgments. It aggravates the evil to him
who suflers, when he looks upon himself as the
mark of divine vengeance, and abates the com-
passion of those towards him, who regard him

dreadful a light. This humour of turning
every misfortune into a judgment, proceeds
' ora wrong notions of religion, which, in its

own nature, produces good-will towards men,
tnd puts the mildest construction upon every
iccident that befals them. In this case, there-
fore, it is not religion that sours a man's tem-
per, but it is his temper that sours his relioion :

people of gloomy, uncheerful imaginations, or
of envious, malignant tempers, whatever kind
of life they are engaged in, will discover their

natural tincture of mind in all their thoughts,
words, and actions. As the finest wines have
often the taste of the soil, so even the most
religious thoughts often draw something that
is particular from the constitution of the mind
in which they arise. When folly or supersti-
tion strike in with this natural depravity of tem-
per, it is not in the power, even of religion

itself, to preserve the character of the person
who is possessed with it from appearing highly
absurd and ridiculous.

An old maiden gentlewoman, whom I shall

conceal under tlie name of Nemisis, is the
greatest discoverer of judgments that I have
met with. She can tell you what sin it was
that set such a man's house on fire, or blew
down his barns. Talk to her of an unfortu-
nate young lady that lost her beauty by the
small-pox, she fetches a deep sigh, and tells

you, that when she had a fine face, she was
always looking on it ia her glass. Tell her of
piece of good fortune that has befallen one

of her acquaintance, and she wishes it may
prosper with her ; but her mother used one of
her nieces very barbarously. Her usual re-

marks turn upon people who had great estates,
but never enjoyed them, by reason of some
"aw in their own, or their father's behaviour.
She can give you the reason why such an one
died childless; why such an one was cut oflfin

the flower of his youth
; why such an one was

unhappy in her marriage ; why one broke his

leg on such a particular spot of ground ; and
why another was killed with a back-sword,
either than with any other kind of weapon.
She has a crime for every misfortune that can
befal any of her acquaintance; and when she
hears of a robbery that has been made, or a
murder that has been committed, enlarges
more on the guilt of the suffering person, than
on that of the thief or assassin. In short, she
is so good a Christian, that whatever happens
to herself, is a trial, and whatever happens to
her neighbours, is a judgment.
The very description of this folly, in ordi-

nary life, is sufficient to expose it ; but when
it appears in a pomp and dignity of style, it is

very apt to amuse and terrify the mind of the
reader. Herodotus and Plutarch very often ap-
ply their judgments as impertinently as the old
woman I have before mentioned, though their

manner of relating them makes their folly itself

appear venerable. Indeed, most historians, as
well Christian as pagan, have fallen into this

die superstition, and spoken of ill success, un-
foreseen disasters, and terrible events, as if they
had been let into the secrets of Providence,
and made acquainted with that private conduct
by which the world is governed. One would
think that several of our own historians in parti-

cular had many revelations of this kind made to

them. Our old English monks seldom let any
of their kings depart in peace, who had endea-
voured to diminish the power or wealth of
which the ecclesiastics were in those times
possessed. William the Conqueror's race
generally found their judgments in the New
Forest, where their fathers had pulled down
churches and monasteries. In short, read one
of the chronicles written by an author of this

frame of mind, and you would think you were
reading an history of the kings of Israel or
Judah, where the historians were actually in-

spired, and where, by a particular scheme of
Providence, the kings were distinguished by
judgments or blessings, according as they pro-
moted idolatry or the worship of the true God.

I cannot but look upon this manner of judg-
ing upon misfortunes, not only to be very un-
charitable in regard to the person on whom
they fall, but very presumptuous in regard to

him who is supposed to inflict them. It is a
strong argument for a state of retribution here-
after, that in this world virtuous persons are
very often unfortunate, and vicious persons
prosperous ; which is wholly repugnant to the
nature of a Being who appears infinitely wise
and good in all his works, unless we may sup-
pose that such a promiscuous and undistin-

guishing distribution of good and evil, which
was necessary for carrying on the designs of
Providence in this life, will be rectified and
made amends for in another. We are not,

therefore, to expect that fire should fall from
heaven in the ordinary course of Providence

;

nor when we see triumphant guilt or depressed

virtue in particular persons, that Omnipotence
will make bare its holy arm in the defence of
the one, or punishment of the other. It is

sufficient that there is a day set apart for the

hearing and requiting of both according to

their respective merits.

The folly of ascribing temporal judgments
to any particular crimes, may appear from
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several considerations, 1 shall only mention

two : first, That generally speaking, there is

no calamity or affliction, which is supposed to

have happened as a judgment to a vicious man,

which does not sometimes happen to men of

approved religion and virtue. When Diago-

ras, the atheist, was on board one of the Athe-

nian ships, there arose a very violent tempest

;

upon which the mariners told him, that it was

a just judgment upon them for having taken

so impious a man on board. Diagoras begged

them to look upon the rest of the ships that

•were in the same distress, and asked them

whether or no Diagoras was on board every

vessel in the fleet. We are all involved in the

same calamities, and subject to the same accr

dents ; and when we see any one of the species

under any particular oppression, we should

look upon it as arising from the common lot of

human nature, rather than from the guilt of the

person who suffers.

Another consideration that may check our

presumption in putting such a construction

upon a misfortune, is this, that it is impossible

for us to know what are calamities, and what

are blessings. IIow many accidents have pass-

ed for misfortunes, which have turned to the

welfare and prosperity of the persons to whose

lot they have fallen ? How many disappoint-

ments have, in their consequences, saved a

man from ruin? If we could look into the

effects of every thing, we might be allowed to

pronounce boldly upon blessings and judg-

ments ; but for a man to give his opinion of

what he sees but in part, and in its beginnings,

is an unjustifiable piece of rashness and folly.

The story of Biton and Clitobus, which was in

great reputation among the heathens, (for we

see it quoted by all the ancient authors, both

Greek and Latin, who have written upon the

immortality of the soul,) may teach us a cau-

tion in this matter. Those two brothers being

the sons of a lady who was priestess to Juno,

drew their mother's chariot to the temple at

the time of a great solemnity, the persons be-

ing absent who by their office were to have

drawn her chariot on that occasion. The mo-

ther was so transported with this instance of

filial duty, that she petitioned the goddess to be-

stow upon them the greatest gift that could be

given to men ; upon which they were both cast

into a deep sleep, and the next morning found

dead in the temple. This was such an event

as would have been construed into a judgment,

had it happened to the two brothers after an

act of disobedience, and would doubtless have

been represented as such by any ancient histo

rJan who had given us an account of it. O

I,OUIS BONAPARTE.
We have never chimed in with the plaudits

so lavishly bestowed by many on the Bona-

parte family, but we would not be implicated

in a blind and indiscriminate reprobation of all

the branches of it. Unquestionably, in their

capacity of under agents, subservient to the

mad projects, to the criminal and destructive

career of Napoleon, they became answerable

for the crimes and the mischiefs perpetrated,

but in difTerent degrees ; and a greater or

less proportion of commendable traits.

doubt, were blended in the character of each.

That of Louis, in particular, according to Wal-

ter Scott, was not without a considerable ad-

mixture of good. " By every account," says

that admirable writer, " which we have been

able to collect, Louis was an amiable, well-in-

tentioned, and upright man, of a romantic dis-

position, and a melancholic complexion, which

he had increased by studying the sentimental

philosophy of Rousseau. But he was, in his

brother's language, an ideologist; that is, one

who is disposed to do that which is right, ac-

cording to principle, rather than that which

circumstances render expedient." In his Life

of Napoleon, Scott has employed several

pages of the work on the conduct of Louis

Willie king of Holland. Louis, in his turn, has

recently published a pamphlet, entitled " R(5

sponse 4 Sir Walter Scott," designed, in part

to correct some errors with which he consid

ers Sir Walter Scott to be chargeable. Our

inducement in bringing the ex-king into view

at the present time, is, the introduction of

short extract from the pamphlet to which v

have alluded. It appeared to us worthy of

beino- held up to consideration, as containing

emphatic testimony on the subject of war and

capital punishments—declarations the more

to be regarded, as coming from one who had

borne a conspicuous part, and been

initiated in the secrets of events, marked with

the most appalling features of the horrible

trade of war and bloodshed exhibited on the

page of history.

in reciting a number of particulars wherein

he differed in his views from those of Napo-

leon, Louis thus proceeds:

—

" I wished, as a great state ought neces-

sarily to exercise a great influence on others,

that this influence" should be the result of

friendship, of good treatment, of reciprocal

inclinations, and of the protection of the great

er to the smaller, so that the influence of the

latter should agree with its inclination.

I was wrong on the subject of war and

the conscription, as I have avowed on these

points, ever since infancy, exaggerated ideas,

which, unhappily, experience, far from destroy-

ing, had tended to confirm.
'''

I have been as enthusiastic and joyful as

any other after a victory, but I avow that, even

then, the sight of a field of battle not only ap-

peared horrible to me, but even wounded me

to the heart ; but now that I am advanced in

life, I think, as I did at fifteen, how beings

who call themselves reasonable, can employ

this short existence, not to love and assist

each other to pass through life with the great-

est sense of happiness, but, on the contrary,

to destroy each other, as if time did not per-

form that care with sufficient rapidity.

" What I thought at fifteen I think now—
that war and the punishment of death, which

society attributes to itself, are not only organ-

ized barbarisms, but an heritage of the savage

state, disguised and augmented by ingenious

institutions and a false eloquence.

" I maintained the just ideas of the Holland-

ers on commerce and the rights of nations

and I wished for the liberty of the former, and

facilitated it by all the just means in my power

I thought with regard to the second, that amity
j

and treaties ought to be fixed on a reciprocal

utility, without considering the difference of

the strength and power of the contracting par-

ties."

Fro7n the Wes}eyan-Mtthodist Magazine.

THE ILLUMINATED CITY.

BV FELICIA HEMANS.

The hills all glow'd with the festive light,

And the royal city rejoic'd by night

:

There were lamps hung forth upon tower and tree ;

anners were lifted, and streaming free
;

Every tall pillar was wrealh'd with fire ;

Like a shooting meteor was every spire ;

And the outline of many a dome on high

Was trac'd as in stars, on the clear dark sky.

I pass'd through the streets ; there were throngs on

throngs,—
Like sounds of the deep were their mingled songs ;

There was music forth from each palace borne,

—

A peal of the cymbal, the harp, and horn ;

The forests heard it, the mountains rang,

The hamlets woke to its haughty clang ;

Rich and victorious was every tone.

Telling the land of her foes oe'rthrown.

Didst thou meet not a murmur for all the slain ?

Thousands lie dead on their battle plain !

Gallant and true were the hearts that fell,

—

Grief in the homes they have left must dwell

;

Grief o'er the aspect of childhood spread.

And bowing the beauty of woman's head :

Didst thou hear, midst the songs, not one tender

For the many brave to their slumbers gone ?

I saw not the face of a weeper there,

—

Too strong, perchance, was the bright lamp's glare '.

I heard not a wail 'midst the joyous crowd,

—

The music of victory was all too loud I

Mighty it rolled on the winds afar,

Shaking the streets like a conqueror's car;

Through torches and streamers its floods swept

by,—
How could I listen for moan or sigh ?

Turn then away, from life's pageants turn.

If its deep story thy heart would learn '.

Ever too bright is that outward show,

Dazzling the eyes till they see not wo.

But lift the proud mantle which hides from thy view

The things thou shouldst gaze on, the sad and true ;

Nor fear i what its folds conceal,

—

oust thy spirit be taught I feel!

Improvement of the lightfrom oil.—An Eng-

lish paper says that if persons who are in the

habit of burning oil in their families would take

the trouble to filter it, previous to use, through

charcoal, it would be found to burn equal in

brightness to our best gas. The French, it is

said, do this uniformly, and hence arises the

admitted superiority, in splendour and brillian-

cy, of the lamps by which their saloons and

public rooms are lighted.

Rapidity of Speech.—A short-hand-writer

of the House of Commons, on inquiry, inform-

ed me, that a rapid orator may pronounce from

7,000 to 7,500 words in an hour. The medi-

um number is about 7,200, which will give

120 words in a minute, and two in a second.

This, of course, relates to the English lan-

guage, and will differ in other tongues accord-

ing to the facility with which they may be pro-

nounced.
Lord Sheffield.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

HICKSITES ITS THE WEST.
It appears, from the subjoined extract, that

the followers of Elias Hicks in Indiana are
pursuing the same unchristian and lawless
practices in getting possession of the meeting-
houses of Friends, as have marked their con-
duct in this section of the country. There
could scarcely be a more absolute contrast be-
tween any two things than e.xists between the
high professions of brotherly love, of liberality,

and tolerance, which the Hicksites have so
long and so pompously made, and the dis-

graceful practices they have pursued, in order
to wrest from the Society the property which
it has long held in undisturbed and peaceful
possession. Yet, while perpetrating these
acts, and oppressing Friends with heavy suf-
ferings and trials by their unrighteous conduct,
they pretend that thei/ are the persecuted and
afflicted; that all the property, and every thing
else connected with the Society, is theirs; and
that it is of their mere clemency that Friends
are permitted to enjoy the few remnants of pro-
perty which remain in their possession. Such
false and hollow professions may deceive for
ti.me, but the period must ere long arrive when
tliey will receive the measure of reprehension
and contempt which they justly merit.

Extract from a letter, dated " Salem, Indi-
ana, 2d mo. 7th, 1829.

" Since Elias Hicks, Amos Pelsley, and
Elisha Dawson were in the western country,
their followers have become much more tur-
bulent. After their yearly meeting at Miami,
(Waynesville,) they pretended to hold a quar-
terly meeting at our meeting-house, though
they had no other monthly nTeeting to con-
stitute it but their self-styled one at Blue
River. Elisha Dawson attended this pre-
tended quarterly meeting with them, and they
then took possession of our meeting-house;
and Friends, after making an unsuccessful de-
mand of their own property, had to remove
our meeting to a school-house, where meeting
for worhip has been held ever since, and the
preparative meeting is held at a Friend's
house. Our quarterly meeting coming c

they held theirs one week sooner, under
pretence of giving Friends the liberty of the
house

;
but, in the time of their quarter, they

fixed a lock on the door, and a few days be
fore our meeting, they jjlaced a guard in and
out of doors. At one time, when Friends
went to the house, they found six persons in

the yard and three in the house
; but on 7th

day, the morning of the quarterly meeting,
when Friends went to the meeting-house, the
guards were all inside, with the doors fastened,
and the blinds hung over the windows to pre-
vent Friends from seeing who they were. The
door which had the lock on it, had also a
strong hasp put on by them, to make it more
secure. Friends, however, identified several
of the guard, and one Friend, on behalf of the
quarterly meeting, called one of them by
name, and demanded admittance, but received
no answer. Our meeting was then held in
the yard. Friends standing on the cold ground,
where the Master's presence was evidently
felt, to the encouraging of many minds; and
after the meeting

Friends adjourned to Nathan Trueblood's mill
house, about one and a half miles from the
meetmg-house, where we had a very favoured
meeting, and Friends were very nearly united
to each other in this time of sore trial. There
are several monthly meetings belonging to our
quarter, all nearly clear of Hiclsism—the
Hicksites have been mostlv disowned, or
under dealing—they do not' hold anv meetings
as yet, except within the verge of Blue River
monthly meeting."

" We understand from good authority, that
they kept up the guard day and night at our
meeting-house for about five days, in which
unchristian conduct, one of their overseers and
the clerks of their monthly and quarterly meet-
ings were engaged; and one of their ministers
has since acknowledged that he was consent-
mg to the house being locked and guarded—
thus we see the fruits of that love of which we
have heard so much from them. When
Friends went to demand admittance to hold
the select quarterly meeting, they said, if we
would engage to compromise with them, we
night go into the house ; or, if we were not
ready lo do that, we might give them a bond
for five hundred dollars, binding ourselves to
deliver the house to them as good as we found
It, after our quarterly meeting was over."
The foregoing statements exhibit an

stance of as flagrant injustice on the part of
the Hicksites, as any thing we have yet wit-
nessed. Their pretended claim to the proper-
ty of Friends is destitute of any colour of plau-
sibility in Indiana yearly meeting. In that
portion of the Society they are a verJ/ small
minority; so that their doctrine of majority
giving the right to property is directly against

In the quarterly meeting, where the Hicks-
ites have thus violently wrested {heir meeting-
house from Friends, they have only one month-
ly meeting, and that " but a small fractional
part" of a meeting, while Friends have no less
than seven. They hold no meetings of any
sort, except within the limits of that one month-
ly meeting; and yet, with all these circum-
stances against them, they have so little regard
to equity or consistency, as to eflbct an entry
into the meeting-house of Friends, and then
forcibly keep possession by a guard and locks.
It seems as if some faint traces of shame were
discoverable in the guard, when, conscious of
the disgraceful and unjust act in which they
had engaged, they hung blinds to the windows
to hide themselves from the observation of
those without. Perhaps some of them recol-
lected the following " smooth and loving pass-
age," contained in an epistle which they is-

sued from their yearly meeting last 9th month,
viz.

We desire, that, on all occasions, we may

was opened and organized,
\
largest yearly meeting

them; and upon their own publicly professed
principles, they ought either " quietly to sub-
mit to the general sense of the great bodv of
Friends," or entirely withdraw themselves
from the meetings and meeting-houses of the
Society. They have, moreover, violated the
discipline of the yearly meeting, disregarded

egular organization, and set up a yearly
meeting of their otcn, held at a different time
and place from the yearly meeting of Friends
of Indiana. This irregular yearly meeting,
It appears, was set up by certain individuals
who had constituted themselves into a pretend-
ed quarterly meeting, and assumed the name
of Miami quarterly meeting of Friends. The
address by which it was convoked, is dated
eighth month, 20th, 1828, and emanates from
SIX individuals, on behalf, as they say, of some
committee; but there is no oflnci'al record,
signed by the clerk of any meeting, through-
out the whole document, nor any thino- that
characterizes it as 'the act of any meetin^'o- of a
religious society. We are informed that^their
pseudo yearly meeting, thus irregularly con-
vened by half a dozen persons, consis'ted of
about as many hundreds of individuals as
Iriends' yearly meeting did of tfiousands—m
other words, was about one-tenth the size of
Friends' meeting. Indeed, so small was the
number who thus separated from the body,
that the yearly meeting of Friends was not
sensibly diminished by their secession; and by
(many competent judges it was esteemed the

be actuated by a spirit of tenderness and love,
towards those who have gone from us, and
that our conduct may give evidence that we are
governed by those truly Christian principles,
under the influence of which, we cannot ren-
der railing for railing, but contrariwise, bless-
ing," (fee.

After the striking practical comment upon
these professions which we have just detailed
in the extracts from the letter, it is unneces-
-sary for us to say any thing to enforce what
must be obvious to every reader. " By their
fruits shall ye know them-
not brintr forth good fruit.

-a corrupt tree can-

G. R.

From E. Bales's Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE M EST.
{Coiilinuedfrom page 37.)

In bringing up the account of the transac-
tions which have taken place in connection
with the Society of Friends, it seems proper
to notice those first which have taken place
within the limits ofOhio yearly meeting. What-
ever (beyond those limits) is important, as a
part of the present history of the Society, will
be noticed in as rapid succession, as circum-
stances will admit.

With this arrangement in view, it will be ne-
cessary to go back to the time of our last year-
ly meeting, and iiotice some palpable mis-
statements of facts, which have been made by
the Hicksites. For though "The Friend"
has ably met the distorted and perverted repre-
sentations which have been made by some,
whose sole object seemed to be to impose on
the public, yet there are some particulars, more
immediately proper for me to notice.

The first to which I shall advert, is what M.
T. C. Gould has given in his Quaker, as the
" .speech of Ehsha Bales." In that report, the
stenographer has not preserved my language
in a number of instances. In some, the force
of the expressions is diminished, in others the
meaning is changed. It is not my intention, at
h-! present time, to go into a critical review
of the article, as I readily admit that I did
bring into view the subjects which he has ?«-

ever held in that state, \porled. And the readers of the Quaker are
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heartily welcome to the best use they can

make of the consideration of those subjects.

They may reflect, if they please, on the

general consent of Christendom, so far to re-

gard the rights and privileges of the different

religious societies into which it is divided, as

not to obtrude on the meetings of each other.

They may remember, that "they themselves

have declared,. in their official documents, tlie

propriety and necessity of withdrawing from

us, and setting up meetings of their own—and

that they never can reconcile these declarations

vi-ith their coming into our meetings, and by

an incongruous mixture of preaching and law-

less violence, trampling both our privileges and

persons under their feet. The standing, too,

of Elias Hicks, as regards the Society of

Friends—the testimonies which have been is-

sued against him and his peculiar doctrines,

may also claim a portion of their serious con

sideration.

It is true that, while I was speaking, the

meeting became greatly unsettled and disturb

ed, and the foUo^wers of Elias Ilicks should,

in justice, take the whole credit of this to

themselves. There were much moving and

shuffling among them. His warm admirers

did what they could do to " embarrass" me, by

staring me in the face, shaking their heads

and distorting their countenances, by broad

grins and furious frowns in rapid succession.

I was thankful, however, to feel my mind rais-

ed above both him and them.

It is also true that the meeting broke while

lie was on his feet. What he intended to say,

it is difficult for us to know ; but he did say,

that that was not a place for discussion ;
and

he publicly declared his assent to the breaking

of the meeting before I had any agency in

breaking it.

But surely the followers of E. Hicks must

be very short-sighted, to complain of Friends

for breaking the meeting on that day when they

did. He had already occupied a large pro-

portion of the time, without having any right

to let his voice be heard there at all. He ac

knowledged connection witii another society ;

and Friends, from one end of the continent to

the other, had declared their disunity with his

doctrines ; and it was an act of high-handed

imposition for him to interfere in our religious

meetings. But this is not all ; but a few days

before this, he had intruded into two of our

regular meetings—not meetings of his own

appointment, but the meetings in course ; and

in the last of which, after making personal

charges on an individual then present, broke

the meeting, so far as was in his power, and

walked off, while the individual with whom he

had come in direct conflict was on his feet,

and entreating the people to have a few mo-

ments' patience. Surely his followers must

have faces incapable of blushing, to complain

after this of the breaking of the meeting

first day.

But it is intimated, that if the meeting had

not broken when it did, a terrible rejoinder

v./ould have followed. But the meeting was

bioken by Thomas Shillitoe, who had taken

no part in the public testimonies which had

public meetings, just before the yearly meet-

ing—in both of which he had taken all the

time he wanted, and in the last actually re-

treated. In both of the meetings alluded to,

he was completely convicted of holding the

doctrines charged upon him ; and it was

equally proved, that they were totally at va-

riance with those of our early Friends, as held

forth by Robert Barclay and William Penn.

He did, in the first instance, attempt a palpa-

ble prevarication, in regard to his doctrines,

by saying that the quotations attributed to him

in the [ndiana testimony, were taken from

vague reports—that he had never been in

Indiana, and what did they know of his doc-

trines but from vague report ? But when it

was shown that the quotations alluded to were

taken from his letters, which had been circu-

lated by his friends, and which he had never

disavowed, and from sermons which, in a letter

to the stenographer, he had acknowledged to

be very correct, he shifted his ground—ac-

knowledged that the sermons were as correct

as it was possible for them to be taken, and

claimed a large majority of the Society as

being in his favour. At the second meeting,

he did not deny the doctrines charged upon

him, nor pretend that they were in accord-

ance with the doctrines of our early Friends
;

but claimed a majority in his favour, and in-

sisted that the majority must govern. Under

these circumstances, what, I would ask, was

there to dread from his rejoinder ?

But, though the meeting on first day was

broken at a time that saved him the exposure

o{ walking off d. second time, and gave his fol-

lowers an opportunity of e.vulting in what he

would have done ; it has so happened that his

reply is not left to the fertile imaginations of

his admirers—we have it in full.

On fifth day, after they had by violence dri-

ven Friends from the meeting house, though

they were vastly in the minority, (I use the

term minority as one very familiar to them,)

they held a public meeting, in which Friends

gave them no interruption, not even by being

present.

In that meeting, Elias Hicks, with the aS'

sistance of his friends, undertook a forma

reply to what was charged upon him on firs

day ; and as he had the opportunity of /oui

lays' reflection, and all the counsel of his

friends, it was not to be supposed that it fel'

siiort of what it would have been on first day.

if he had had all the time, and met with no

further difficulty. With all these advantages,

he undertook to vindicate his certificate—but

not his doctrines. He proved, in his own way,

that he was in high esteem with the Hicksites,

but in disunity with Friends. But he knew

that he could not deny holding the doctrines

charged upon him, nor pretend that these were

in accordance with the doctrines of our early

Friends, without subjecting himself to the

charge of falsification. This, therefore, was

a species of drudgery, which he left to others,

and which has not been neglected. What

Elias Hicks could not dare to do, when the

charges of false doctrine were three times

exhibited against him, before hundreds, and

been delivered, and who on that ground had I
indeed before thousands, M. T. C. Gould,

nolhin.' to fear. E. H. had been met in two\his stenographer and advocate, has done, witli

all the smoothness and confidence necessary

to please his employers.

The close of the meeting has been grossly

misrepresented by Gould, in his " Advocate

[not] for Truth." In immediate connection

with his representation, that " the eyes of al-

most the entire audience were turned to the

galleries, and apparently waited with much •

anxiety to know whether Elias would be per-

mitted to proceed," he adds :
" Elisha Bates,

loud and authoritative manner, requested

the people to withdraw immediately, so that

the care-takers might close the house," &c.
Advocate, p. 262.

The true state of the case is, that I kept

my seat, and did not even shake hands vvith

any one, or in any way promote the closing

of the meeting, till Elias Hicks publicly de-

clared his assent to the breaking up of the

meeting. It is true that, after this period, ob-

serving that the crowd appeared to be thrown

into some confusion, (probably expecting a

public debate, or some other events which

might gratify curiosity,) and were not leaving

the house, I did request them to withdraw.

This it was my duty to do, as I was the keeper

of the house, which charge had been placed

in my hands almost two years before. As to

the loudness and authority with which I spoke,

it may be simply remarked, that such was the

noise in the house at that time, that it required

an elevation of voice to be heard. He pro-

ceeds to say : " It is understood, however,

that it has never been the practice to close the

house between morning and afternoon meet-

&LC. Whether his understanding or his

informants are to blame is immaterial. In

point of fact, his statement is untrue. The

house was closed between the meetings on

first day, at the time of the yearly meeting in

1827, and it was then understood as a prac-

tice to be observed in future. I state this on

my own knowledge ; for having the care of

the house' at the tim>3, it was closed under my
immediate direction.

He goes on: "Elisha Bates exclaimed, 'A-

mos Peasley, go out;' 'Elisha Dawson, go

out;' 'Wm. B. Irish, go out;' to which VVm.

B. Irish replied, 'Elisha Bates, go out.' Du-

ring this time, Elias had stood upon his feet, as

if wishing to address the meeting, but, disco-

vering the state of confusion which prevailed,

shook hands with those near him, and walked

quietly out of the house, and the great body

of the meeting followed his example."—i&.

In this extract there are several mis-state-

ments, both in the order of events, and in the

facts themselves. The conversation which took

place between me, and Amos Peasley, and

others, was not while Elias was on his feet, as

if wishing to address the meeting. He had left

the place he had occupied, and my impression

is that he was not in the house. The door near

where he had been was opened, and a number,

both Friends and Hicksites, had gone out at it,

and, as I passed to that door myself, I met A.

P., E. D. and others, coming from the oppo-

site direction, and passing by the place where

E. II. had been. On meeting them, I was

drawn into a conversation with them, for a few

minutes, and observing a disposition on their

part, to enter into discussion, I requested them
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to go out, tliat the company might not be de
tained in the house. My language, as nearly
as I can recollect, was, after stating that we
wished to close the house: "Amos Peasley,
please to walk out. Elisha Dawson, please to

walk out," &.C.

The Advocate proceeds: "About the time
he [E. Hicks] was passing out the door, Eli
sha Bates, having held some consultation with
those near him, who had filled the high seats,

gave notice that it was expected all would re-

tire except Friends, (meaning the orthodox
only.) and the care-takers. But this bare-faced
artifice, did not, however, succeed to the full

extent contemplated," &c.
The bare-faced artifice, is, here, exclusively

his own. The statement is palpably untrue.
I requested Friends, as well as others, to leave
the house. This the Hicksites refused to do.
Not only did a number of young men of their
party, as Gould plainly acknowledges, stay in
the house, to secure high seats for their favour-
ites, but, as if these young men could not be
trusted alone, in this important business, a
number of the Hicksite females determined to
bear them company in this disorderly conduct:
though they were expostulated with in the most
respectful manner. And when some of the
younger class discovered a degree of agitation
on the occasion, they wore rallied bygone of
the veteran matrons, who reproached them
with cowardice, and told them they were not
good soldiers.

As the Hicksites seemed thus determined to
take possession of the house, James Heald,
who had been put in charge of the properly,
by the trustees, thought it pr(jper to remain
m the house—not to use force—but to remain
in the possession of the property, unless tlie
Hicksites used force to dispossess him.
And here, I will notice a charge, which has

been industriously circulated against Friends—that they intended to keep the house for the
Orthodox alone. This charge, totally desti-
tute of foundation, has been raised and circu-
lated with a knowledge of its being such. It
never was intended by Friends to exclude the
Hicksites, generally, from the meeting for bu-
siness—but only such as had no riglu, by the
discipline, to attend—such as pers'ons under
dealing or disowned.

It is not necessary for me, at the present
time, to trace through the tissue of misrepre-
sentations, which this Advocate for E. Hicks
and his followers, and his coadjutor, H. Jack-
son, have woven as a cover for the disgraceful
and lawless conduct of which they were guilty
on that occasion. I will, however, notice a few
more facts, and leave the subject for the pre-

application was not for delay, but to obtain
justice. But, though Gould and Jackson could
not have known, when they wrote their respec-
tive articles, that onlv three or four of these

Both Gould and H. Jackson notice the post-
ponement of the trial of D. IIilles,andI. James,
trom the 11 th of the 9th month, to the 16th of
the lOlh. It will be recollected, that in mov-
mg for this postponement, Hilles and James
stated in their affidavit, to which they subscrib-
ed before the judge, that thirteen individuals,
whom they named, were material and impor-
tant witnesses for them, without whose testi-
mony they could not safely go on to trial; that
they had used due diligence, but could not pro-
cure their attendance; and, finallv, that this

witnesses were examined on the trial, though
others were in the court at the time; yet it

would seem that they did not believe one word
of the affidavit. 'J'hey seemed to have no idea
that the defendants had used due diligence, and
could not procure the attendance of material
and important witnesses, without whose testi

mony they could not safely go on to trial—and
that the application teas not for delay, <^-c.

Gould says:—'-this deltiy was probably sui

gested by the defendants, in order that they
might return to the discharge of the rcmainin
duties of the meeting," vS^'c—p. 260. And
H. Jackson says:—' from a desire to attend
to the remaining service of the yearly meeting,
they got the matter postponed till-the 15th of
10th month."—76. 27,-3. They understood
each other, and we too may understand them

Another circumstance to which I will advert
is, the absence of Elias Hicks from the yearly
meeting, on the day when his followers com-
mitted the riot. Halliday Jackson says he was

• engaged in writing to his friends at home, and
especially, in replying to some novel commu
nications, he had lat'ely received from Long
Island:" and Gould gives this reply alluded to
by Jackson.

But that Elias Hicks, aftertravellingfour hun
dred miles to attend this yearly meeting—know
ing that his party were so anxious in regard to
the first sitting of that meeting, as toehold
number of conferences to conclude what wi
best to be done—one of which he had attended
himself—and especially, if what they say i;

true, that it was concluded not to conclude up
on any thing—but to wait for direction what
to do at the time—that in this state of anxiety,
and difficulty, and perplexity, in which his fol-

lowers were involved, he should stay at 1

lodgings to write letters—when there was i

mail to leave Mountpleasant (orfour days—k
what few, I should expect, would seriously be
lieve. The mind is naturally led to ascribe
this conduct to a very difl'erent motive. He
must have known what was intended, and wish-
ed to avoid the disgrace of that day's proceed-
ings. But this odium he cannot escape; be-
cause, after the meeting had been manufactur-
ed as it was—he came into it and owned it

—

and his own doctrine of slave labour, will make
him accountable for all the outrage that was
committed on that occasion.

Gould gives E. Hicks' letter to Gideon Sea-
man, which Jackson says was in reply to some
novel commvnications, by which it would seem
that E. H. replied to more than one commu-
nication. As it is a fact, that he did receive
more than one—and as Gould has given hut
one—I think it will be but placing the subject
in a fair point of view, for me to publish what
E. H. has suppressed. This was a letter from
Gideon Seaman, his old friend, and former
companion, who addressed a letter to him,
accompanying the document of his monthly
meeting.* I shall, therefore, insert the docu-

* This letter of Gideon Seaman has already been
inserted in " The Friend," at page 127.

ment from the monthly meeting, and the letter
from G. Seaman—both of which I presented
to Elias Hicks—as well as E. II.'s reply. By
which, it will appear, that though he professes
to have staid from the Y. M. on second-day, to
write to G. S. he does not think proper to
deny one very serious charge—a charge that
amounts to absolute atheism! In the letter
referred to, G. S. reminds E. H. of his having
declared that the mass of evil that exists, makes
the devil, and the whole mass of good that ex-
ists, makes God ! While E. II. is publishing
to the world, the letter he wrote to G. S., at
the very time that his followers were convert-
ing the yearly meeting into one of the most
awful scenes of riot, and confusion, and vio-
lence,

'
he pockets this charge, with several

others of a very serious nature—as not being
prepared, even to apply to them his familia'r
phrase—" It is a great falsehood."

FOR THE FRIEND.

On a recent examination of a volume en-
titled " Extracts from the Minutes and Ad-
vices of the Yearly Meeting of Friends held in
London, from its first institution," and pub-
lished by direction of that yearly meeting, I

was struck with the evidences of religious care
and prudent foresight exercised by that body
at various periods, to guard against innova-
tions in faith and doctrine. I have transcrib-
ed several paragraphs, the revival of which,
as being clear and full on those points, I

thought would be useful at the present time.
We have heard much outcry against the spread-
ing of pamphlets, &c. in reference chieffy to
the exertions which have been made in the re-
publication and distribution of selections from
the writings of our ancient Friends, calculated
to exhibit correctly their doctrinal views.
This has been held up as not only highly re-
prehensible, but as if it were something new
and unexampled in the Society; whereas, it

appears, that so early as 1697, our honourable
predecessors believed it required of them, not
only " to be diligent" in doing very much the
same thing, but were concerned that it " be
done in due time, and not delayed till the ser-
vice is partly over."

If there be any such gross errors, false
doctrines, or mistakes, held by any professing
truth, as are either against the validity o1"

Christ's sufferings, blood, resurrection, ascen-
sion, or glory in the heavens, according as they
are set forth in the scriptures

; or any way
tending to the denial of the heavenly man
Christ

;
such persons ought to be diligently

instructed and admonished by faithful Friends,
nd not to be exposed by any to public re-

proach ; and where the error proceeds from
ignorance and darkness of their understanding,
they ought the more meekly and gently to be
informed : but if any shall wilfully persist in

error in point of faith, after being duly inform-
ed, then such to be further dealt with accord-
ing to gospel order

; that the truth, church, or
body of Christ, may not suffer by any particu-

ar pretended member that is so corrupt."
1694.

Friends are desired to be diligent in spread-
ig Frientls' books, which are answers to ad-
ersaries, and to get them exposed to sale.
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where the adversaries' books are sold ; and

this to be done in due time, and not delayed

till the service may be partly over."' 1697.

"This meeting, considering that some in the

present age do endeavour, as well by certain

books, as a licentious conversation, to lessen

and decry the true faith in our Lord and Sa-

viour Jesus Christ : even that precious faith

once delivered to the saints, which by the

mercy of God is also bestowed upon us ;
doth

therefore earnestly advise and exhort all pa-

rents, masters and mistresses of families, and

guardians of minors, that they prevent, as

much as in them lies, their children, servants

and youth, under their respective care and tui-

tion, from having or reading books or papers

that have any tendency to prejudice the pro-

fession of the Christian religion, to create in

them the least doubt or question concerning

the truth of the holy Scriptures, or those ne-

cessary and saving truths declared in them
;

lest their infant and feeble minds should be

poisoned thereby, and a foundation laid for the

greatest evils." 1723.

"Advised that ministers, in all their preach-

ings, writing and conversing about the things

of God, do keep to the form of sound words,

or scripture terms ; and that none pretend to

be wise above what is written, and in such

pretended wisdom go about to explain the

things of God, in the words which man's wis-

dom teaches." 1728.

Froni the Christian Advocate and Journal and Zion's

Herald.

A CHRISTIAN'S GRIEF.
To see his harp—once tuneful harp

—

On weeping willows hung ;

Its tones of joy for sorrow changed.

And all its chords unstrung ;

And then to hear the scoffer say,

" Now, Where's the mighty Chief,

Strong to deliver and redeem V
This is a Christian's grief.

To see the thoughtless sinner stand

On ruin's slippery brink,

Assured that down the dreadful gulf

His guilty soul must sink ;

And yet unmindful of the hand
Stretch'd out to give relief

—

The voice that fain would win him back ;—
This is a Christian's grief.

To watch the strange misguided step

Of him who once bid fair

To tread the hallow'd courts on high,

And dwell witli angels there ;

To think the heart that once made God
Of all its joys the chief,

Should e'er forget a Saviour's love ;

—

This is a Christian's grief.

To mark with tears—with aching heart.

The ways of Zion mourn ;

To see how few her feasts attend.

How many wisdom spurn ;

To see her gates left desolate,

And sin and unbelief

Their fearful, dreadful inroads make ;

—

This is a Christian's grief.

But when his overwhelming grief

Would seem almost despair,
" To lift the eye of faith to heaven,"
And say my Saviour's there ;

This calma the anguish of his soul.

This yields his heart relief.

Until through faith, his heaven-born joy
O'ercomes his wildest grief. U. U. B.

" God's presence was formerly manifested

by visible signs, as the cloud, tire, and bright-

ness ; but though we cannot expect these, yet

we have the same especial presence of God
with us ; and whenever by faith we attain any

ely apprehensions of it, how solemn, pro-

fitable, and delightful do they make the wor-

ship of God ! With what joy do they bring

us to the public assemblies ! and how unwill-

g are we to be kept from them, when we
have this expectation from them ! And find-

ng our expectation in this respect answered,

how devoutly do we behave ourselves in them !

And how joyfully do we return home, as they

who have seen God and conversed witli him !"

Lady Elizabeth Brooke.

" Solitude is no burden to a real Christian.

He is least alone when alone. His solitude is

as busy and laborious as any part of his life.

It is impossible to be religious, indeed, and not

in some measure to love solitude ; for all duties

of religion cannot be performed in public. It

Iso a thing as noble as it is necessary, to love

to converse with our own thoughts. The vain

mind does not more naturally love company,

than the divine mind doth frequent retirement.

Such persons have work to do and meat to

eat, the world knows not of Their pleasures

secret, and their chief delight is between

God and themselves. The most pleasant part

of their lives is not in, but out of the world."

—Ibid.

" God is nearer to the true Christian than

he is to others ; for there is an inward feel

ing, an intellectual touch, which carnal men
have not. And herein lies the very soul of

religion and the quintessence of it, that it

unites us in a nearness to God, and gives us

already to enjoy him."

—

Ibid.

" Put a due value upon your name and re-

putation, but be not over solicitous about it

for that discovers some unmortified lust at the

bottom."— iZ)f(?.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH, 28, 1829

It has always been, in our estimation, an

object of importance, in the direction of this

journal, to make it, so far as is practicable, a

correct depository fur every thing of interest

relative to the rise and progress of the schism

in our religious Society. With this view, we
have, at different times, copied from Elisha

Bates' Miscellaneous Repository, such parts

respecting the separation in the west, as were

in concurrence with our plan. For some time

the continuation has been intermitted, but

resumed to-day, with intention of giving the

remainder in succession. If, in doing this, it

may seem in part, like going over ground pre

viously traversed, yet the advantage of pre

serving the series unbroken, it is hoped, will

be a sufficient justification.

We ought sooner to have noticed the recep

I
tion of two contributions from different indi

viduals, but both from Stanfordville, New
York, and one from Charlotte, Vermont

—

these severally are on file, and will be duly

considered.

The communication by "An Eye Witness"

will be held in reserve for the present. If the

occasion become more urgent, we may avail

ourselves of it.

So far as true greatness can harmonize and
be sustained in combination with the different

relations of soldier, statesman, and the prac-

tice of the Christian virtues—things, by the

way, which must ever remain irreconcileable,

it is doubtful whether any example, in ancient

or modern times, is calculated to exhibit a

sublimer spectacle, every thing considered,

than that of our illustrious countryman, George
Washington. The following fine picture of

him in his retirement, is from one of his own
letters.

" I am just beginning to experience the

ease and freedom from public cares, which,

however desirable, it takes some time to re-

alize; for, strange as it may seem, it is never-

theless true, that it was not until lately I could

get the better of my usual custom of ruminat-

ing, as soon as I awoke in the morning, on the

business of the ensuing day; and of my sur-

prise on finding, after revolving many things

in my mind, that I was no longer a public

man, or had any thing to do with public trans-

actions. I feel, as I conceive a wearied tra-

veller must do, who, after treading many a

painful step, with a heavy burden on his

shoulders, is eased of the latter, having reach-

ed the haven to which all the former were di-

rected, and from his house top is looking

back, and tracing, with an eager eye, tlie me-
anders by which he escaped the quicksands

and mires which lay in his way, and into

which none but the all-powerful Guide and
Dispenser of human events could have pre-

vented his falling. I have become a private

citizen on the banks of the Potomac; and un-

der the shade of my own vine and my own
fig tree, free from the bustle of a camp, and
the busy scenes of public life, I am solacing

myself with those enjoyments which the sol-

dier who is ever in pursuit of fame—the

statesman, whose watchful days and sleepless

nights are spent in devising schemes to pro-

mote the welfare of his own, perhaps the ruin

of other countries, as if this globe was insuf-

ficient for us all—and the courtier, wiio is al-

ways watching the countenance of his prince,

in the hope of catching a gracious smile, can
have very little conception. I am not only

retired from all public employments, but am
retiring within myself, and shall be able to

view the solitary walk, and tread the paths of
private life, with heartfelt satisfaction. En-
vious of none, I am determined to be pleased

with all; and this, my dear friend, being the

order of my march, I will move gently down
the stream of life, until [ sleep with my fa-

thers."
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EGYPTIAN RUms.

Notices of the history, antiquities, and Ian

guage of Egypt have already been given in

the pages of" The Friend," to a considerable

extent ; but believing that even a minute con

sideration of the former splendid condition,

and the present faded and melancholy gran-

deur of this most ancient and renowned king-

dom, cannot fail to prove profitable and inte-

resting, we are induced to give a further des-

cription of those enduring monuments ofhuman
art, which lay strewn like mighty wrecks along

the shores of time.

The American Quarterly Review for the

present month contains a notice of the cele-

brated " Description de I'Egypte," and of an-

other French work on the same subject. To
this article, and to the large quotations which
its author has made from the French writers,

we derive the subsequent descriptions of some
of the most famous Egyptian ruins ; and by a

reference to the sketches of Egypt over the

signature of Z., in the early part of tlie se-

cond volume of "The Friend," any historical

allusion we may now make will be rendered in-

telligible.

With regard to many nations, their antiquity

(if we may use the paradox) is of so recent

date as to enable us to trace with precision

their gradual advancement from rude nature

to refined art, in the production of the various

necessaries and luxuries of human existence
;

we can show with great clearness the exciiange

of caves for huts, of huts for houses, and of

houses for palaces of the most perfect archi-

tectural finish. But with regard to Egypt, the

case is widely different ; for although we are

forced to conjecture that the progress in the

arts in this country was similar to that of others,

yet we have no certain tradition upon the sub-

ject ; for even at the very dawn of profane his-

tory, and before the foundation of tlie Jewish
state, there existed in the valley of the Nile a

numerous and civilized people, who had con-
structed edifices of the most grand and impos-

ing character, which have survived tiie waste
of time and the ravages of war for thousands
of years, and which yet promise to stand when
our most enduring monuments are crumbled
into dust. In examining the rise and progress

of the early arts of Egypt, we must therefore

rely very much upon a consideration of thf

peculiar physical constitution of the country
and the singular nature of its climate. By ad
verting to the absence of rain, and the conse
quent heat and dryness of the Egyptian climate,

we shall be able to explain, not only the per
feet preservation of her edifices of stone, and
of articles of a much more perishable sub
stance, but also of several other curious phe
nomena. The valley of the Nile is confined

on each side by mountains, and the interme
diate space being overflowed by the annual
rise of the river, affords no secure position for

human habitations. These hills are composed
of stratified limestone, perforated in every di-

rection by natural caverns ; all ofwhich, how-
ever, have been smootJied and enlarged by
human art, and were doubtless the dwelling
places of the earlier races which inhabited the

country. When the population became more
dense, and considering the extraordinary fer-

tility of the soil, which enabled the husband-
man to have three crops of grain in the year,

this increase must have been exceedingly rapid,

they then began to leave their caves, to con-
struct private edifices on the surface of the

ground, and finally to erect those enormous
palaces and temples which remain the wonders
of the world. To the great density of the po-
pulation, and to the uncontrolled powers of
the raonarchs over the lives, the time, and the

ndustry of their subjects, are we to attribute

the enormous amount of labour performed
upon public works, so far exceeding any thing

which could now be hchieved in a nation of
equal size, even with the vast modern improve-
ments in the arts and sciences.

Owing to the peculiarity of their soil, the

Egyptians were also forced into the most sin-

gular habits, with regard to the rites of sepul-

ture. Having no fiiel to construct funeral piles,

and the inundation of the valleys and the un-
stable nature of the sands of the desert for-

bidding interment, they were forced to pre-

serve, by the use of antiseptic substances,

e remains of mortality which they could
neither conceal nor destroy. For a longtime,
the bodies of the dead thus preserved occu-
pied the same dwellings with the living ; but
with the increase of population, and conse-
jucntly of deaths, the caves hitherto aflording

tlie promiscuous residence of present and past

generations, were deserted by the former; and
those mountain habitations became vast houses
of the dead.

When necessity compelled the Egyptians to

form abodes of a purely artificial character,

instead of making use of wooden material, as

the general custom in the infancy of archi-

tecture, they were obliged at once to resort to

the very sectile and easily wrought stone, of

which their mountains atl'ordcd an inexhausti-

ble supply, and in the cutting of which they
had acquired much skill, when forming their

semi-artificial abodes in the rocks. Although
most of the puhlie edifices were constructed

of these imperishable materials, which have
preserved them to our times, yet, for their pri-

vate houses, in common with the inhabitants of
the Chaldean plain, the Egyptians also made
considerable use of unburnt bricks, rendered
more adhesive by a mixture of cut straw.

From a knowledge of this fact, we have an
explanation of the reason why the children of
Israel demanded strme, for the performance
of the work assigned them by their cruel task-

masters.

The style of Egyptian architecture is unique,
and remarkable for the sameness of its gene-
ral outlines and design. All the edifices are
massive and solid, and evidently show that

they were modelled after the natural habita-

tions in the rocks ; being in themselves, if we
may so speak, artificial caverns, with a few
improvements upon the models of nature.

Openings are rare ; the interior is dark, and
in general appearance resembling a cave

;

the pillars are of enormous size, looking like

the masses left to sustain the roofs of mines
and quarries. The porticos and doors are

chiseled out of the block in such a manner as

to bear a close resemblance to the entrance of
a cavern ; and the roofs are composed of vast

stones placed horizontally from wall to wall, or
rom pillar to pillar ;—vaulted ceilings, and in-

deed arches and circles, being unknown in this

primitive architecture.

The quarries from which the stone was ob-
tained, were generally situated so near the
river as to enable the workmen to transport

their materials by water ; and the localities

from whence thes.j supplies were derived are
still distinctly to be traced. The stone most
generally used was a sand stone of light giay
colour, cemented by a calcareous substance,

and of so soft a texture as to be wrought with
eat ease ; whilst its uniform density, and

clearness from veins and fissures rendered it

capable of being quarried in those immense
single blocks, so indispensable for the forma-

tion of the roofs of edifices, and for the con-

uction of those enormous monolith statues

and obelisks which are scattered in profu-

sion over the whole surface of the country.

This stone is much more easily sculptured than

narble ; and from this circumstance it was
comparatively easy to chisel upon it the im-

mense amount of basso relievos and hierogly-

phic sculptures which cover the face of all the

monuments. Whilst the main portions of the

temples and palaces were formed of the mate-
rial we have noticed, their entrances were
embellished with statues and obelisks compos-
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I the monuments now to be seen, there is not

one, each block of which, even in the present

advanced state of the mechanic arts, would not

require years of labour to detach it from tiie

quarry and to smooth its surface ; much more

would still be required when it is employed in

the art of sculpture."

Masses of this beautiful stone exist, of one

hundred feet in length, polished, notwithstand-

ing its hardness, in the most admirable manner,

and in their whole surface exhibiting no natu-

ral flaw or fracture.

The Egyptian mode of building was very

singular, differing from that of other ancient

or modern nations. In constructing their

walls and columns, only those edges of the

stones which weie to come into contact were

dressed ; the smoothing of the exterior and

interior, and the sculpture of their ornaments,

being all executed after the erection of the

edifice. The courses of Egyptian masonry

are completely level and horizontal, and the

edges of the stones so perfectly dressed as to

render the joints scarcely perceptible, and of

consequence to require very little cement to

unite them. They also took the additional pre-

caution of uniting each course with the one

above and below it by pins of wood let into the

solid stone; and it is a remarkable proof of

the preservative character of the climate, that

after the lapse of thousands of years, this natu-

rally perishable material exhibits, in these lo-

cations, no symptoms of decay.

With regard to the skill of the Egyptians in

works of decoration, our reviewer makes the

following remarks :
" It is impossible to find

in any buildings surfaces better dressed, co-

lumns better rounded, angles more sharp, or

more tasteful and graceful curves. But this

perfection of the chisel is still more marked

in the sculptures. The foliage of the capitals

and all the ornaments are cut with the great-

est ease and purity. The figures are not less

remarkable ; their forms being graceful and

easy, even when the outline is defective in truth.

These figures being brought into relief by cut-

ting the stone away around them, while their

most projecting parts are in the plane of the

wall, are but little raised ; the details of the

figure are also, as a necessary consequence,

but faintly expressed ; they appear as if they

were enveloped in a veil, that conceals, and

yet discloses their form."

Since the discoveries of Champollion and

Young, the reason of the great monotony in

the forms and positions of the figures used in

the architectural decoration of the Egyptians

is entirely obvious. The sculptors were re

stricted in the number, character, and position

of the devices, from the circumstance that,

instead of merely furnishing tasteful decora-

tions, they were also recording, in a fixed al-

phabet, the history of the edifices and their

founders.

This is the only instance in the annals of

architecture, of so singular a combination of

fanciful ornament and practical utility.

The animals and men used as hieroglyphics

are sculptured with the greatest fidelity, both

ed of rose-coloured granite—a harder and with regard to the specific distinctions of the

more beautiful substance. Our reviewer, former and the rank and office of the latter,

speaking of this kind of stone, remarks : " Of In explanation of the very great perfection at-
" °

'
• . j^ji^gj jjj this art, one of the authors of the

" Description de I'Egypte" has the following

remarks :

—

" It may be conceived that the form of all

the signs and of all the figures being deter-

mined for ages, they inight have given each

sculptor a single kind of object to execute,

and thus employ a greater number of men at a

time. But further, when we consider that in

the same building all the heads of the gods and

all those of the goddesses have an unique cha-

racter—that the animals of the same species

resemble each other perfectly— that, in fine,

every class of objects has, in the same manner,

its proper character constantly preserved—we
are led to think even one whole figure was not

intrusted to a single workman to begin and

finish, but that several artists worked upon

it successively. For instance, a figure was

first marked out by him whose business this

was ; then came another, who carried it on a

little farther ; and thus successively, until the

last, whose duty it was to finish it. The
painters then arrived in their turn, and each

applied the appropriate colour, according to

established rules."

Having thus given some general preliminary

remarks upon the architecture ofthe Egyptians

our readers will better understand those de-

scriptions of the "ruins" themselves which

are to be the subject of future numbers.

Z.
(To be continued.)

SPEECH OF CHARLES DHNER,

Of Pennsylvania, delivered in the House of Represent-

atives, January 6 and 7, 18'29, 071 the subject of slav-

ery and the slave trade in the District of Columbia.

Home of Representatives,

Tuesday Jan. 6, 1829.

Mr. Miner offered the following preamble and re-

solutions :—
Whereas the constitutioii has given to congress,

lin the District of Columbia, the power of ' e.\-

clusive legislation in all cases whatsoever.'
" And whereas the laws in respect to slavery with-

in the District have been almost entirely neglected ;

from which neglect, for nearly thirty years, have
grown numerous and gross corruptions.

" Slave dealers, gaining confidence from impunity,

have made the seat of the federal government thei

head quarters for carrying on the domestic slave

trade.
" The public prisons have been extensively used

(perverted from the purposes for which they were

erected) for carrying on the domestic slave trade.

" Officers of tlie federal government have been em-
ployed, and derived emoluments from carrying on

the domestic slave trade.
" Private and secret prisons exist in the District

for carrying on this traffic in human beings.
" The trade is not confined to those who are slaves

for life, but persons having a limited time to serve

are bought by the slave dealers, and sent where re-

dress is hopeless.
" Others are kidnapped, and hurried away before

they can be rescued.
" histances of death, from the anguish of despair,

exhibited in the District, mark the cruelty of this

traffic.

" Instances of maiming and suicide, executed or

attempted, have been exhibited, growing out of this

traffic within the District.

"Free persons of colour, coming into the District,

are liable to arrest, imprisonment, and sale into slav-

ery for life, for jail fees, if unable, from ignorance,

misfortune, or fraud, to prove their freedom.

" Adveitisements, beginning 'We will give cash

for one hundred likely young negroes of both sexes,

from eight to twenty-five years old,' contained in the

public prints of tlie city, under the notice of con-

gress, indicate the openness and extent of the twffic.

"Scenes of human beings exposed at public ven-

due are exhibited here, permitted by the laws of the

general government, a woman having been adver-

tised ' to be sold at Lloyd's tavern, near the Centre

Market House,' during all the month of December.
" A grand jury of the District has presented the

slave trade as a grievance.
" A writer in a public print in the District has set

forth, ' that to those who have never seen a specta-

cle of the kind (exhibited by the slave trade), no de-

scription can give an adequate idea of its horrors.'

" To such extent had this trade been carried, in

1816, that a member of congress, from Virginia, in-

troduced a resolution in the house, ' That a commit-

tee be appointed to inquire into the existence of an

inhuman and Ulegal traffic in slaves, carried on in and

through the District of Columbia, and report whe-

ther any and what measures are necessary for the

putting a stop to the same.'
" The bouse of representatives of Pennsylvania,

at their last session, by an almost unanimous vote,

expressed the opinion, that slavery within the Dis-

trict of Columbia ought to be abolished.

" Numerous petitions, from various parts of the

Union, have been presented to congress, praying for

the revision of the laws in respect to slavery, and the

gradual abohtion of slavery within the District.

" A petition was presented at the last session of

congress, signed by more than one thousand inha-

bitants of the District, praying for the gradual abo-

lition of slavery therein.

" And whereas the ten miles square, confided to

the exclusive legislation of congress, ought, for the

honour of republican government and the interest of

the District, to exhibit a specimen of pure and just

laws :

—

" Be it resolved. That the committee on the District

of Columbia be instructed to take into consideration

the laws within the District in respect to slavery

;

that they inquire into the slave trade, as it exists in,

and is carried on through, the District ; and that they

report to the house such amendments to the existing

laws as shall seem to tliem to be just.

" Resolved, That the committee be further in-

structed to inquire into the expediency of providing

by law for the gradual abolition of slavery within the

District, in such manner that the interests of no indi-

vidual shall be injured thereby."

The consideration being called for, Mr. Miner de-

manded the ayes and noes ; which being taken, it was
resolved to consider, ayes 104, noes 70.

Mr. Wickliffe then moved to strike out the pre-

amble.

Mr. Miner observed, that as doubts had been ex-

pressed of the correctness of the allegations set forth

in the preamble, it became his duty to the house to

show that they were well founded. His purpose in

presenting the matter in this form was, to arrest the

attention of the house, by concentrating, in the nar-

rowest compass in his power, some general princi-

ples and striking facts, bearing upon the subject.

" In the first place," said Mr. M., " I have set forth

the constitutional power of congress over this Dis-

trict. On this point, I suppose, there can be no dif-

ference of opinion. In article 1, section 8, of the

constitution, it is declared that congress shall have

whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding ten

miles square) as may, by cession of particular states

and the acceptance of congress, become the seat of

government of the United States.' The words are

full, clear, and explicit. The power extends to 'le-

gislation in all cases whatsoever.' We, therefore, are

the local, as well as general legislature here. Mary-
land has no longer any authority : Virginia has no
longer any legislative power within the District. If

evils exist, we alone can remedy them. If injustice

and oppression prevail, we are alone responsible.

And here, Mr. Speaker, I would earnestly impress

upon the house that those who suffer evils, which
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they alone have the power to prevent, are account-

able for these evils. The legislature that permits

bad laws to remain in force is not less responsible,

before God and the world, for the injustice that re-

sults from them, than the legislature that enacts un-

just laws, or the government that perpetuates injus-

tice. I am aware, sir, that the subject of slavery is

one of great delicacy, exciting strong feelings when-
ever it is mentioned ; but it e.xists here, and exercises

a large influence in the District
;
yet, since the fede-

lal government was established in this place, it has

been almost wholly neglected. Maryland, in the li-

beral spirit of the age, has softened the harsher fea-

tures of her laws in respect to this class of persons.

But the ameliorating influence in her statutes ex-

tends not within the limits she has ceded to us. The
code of Virginia, I believe, has undergone salutary

modifications. Our legislation has left the subject

where we found it nearly thirty years ago. Gentle-

men from the south did not feel it to be their duty to

move in the matter
;
gentlemen from the north, see-

ing it created bo much excitement whenever men-
tioned, have passed it by. In consequence of this

I shall shov grown numerous
corruptions, leading to cruelty and injustice that

ought no longer to be tolerated.

" And here, permit me to remark, sir, that the ex-

treme sensitiveness, supposed to exist when slavery

is mentioned, ought not, in my judgment, to prevail.

It is a great political interest in the country, which
the prescient eye of the statesman cannot fail to re-

gard with interest. Confining myself to this District,

slavery exists here, and, while it exists, must be re-

gulated. Sooner or later it must become the subject

of our legislation. Now, to my mind, there is no-
thing more clear than this, that every subject having
a broad political bearing, or which it is our duty tu

regulate by legislation, ought, in these halls, conse-

crated to tlie freedom of debate, to be spoken of by
members freely, famiUarly, and without even the

apprehension of giving pain or ofience. Certainly
this, like every other matter, should be discussed in

a suitable temper, and with a proper deference for

the opinions, and delicacy for the feelings, of those
who entertain different sentiments. As it regards
slavery and the slave trade, as they prevail within
this District, having examined the subject with care,

having visited your prisons, and other scenes of
wretchedness, as one of the local legislature, I have
felt it my duty to bring the subject to your notice,

in a manner best calculated to awaken your atten-

tion to the evils that exist.

" Among the allegations in the preamble, are these:

That slave dealers, gaining confidence from impuni-
ty, have made the seat of the federal government
their head quarters for carrying on tlie domestic slave
trade : That the public prisons have been extensively
used for carrying on the domestic slave trade ; and.
That officers of the federal government have been
employed, and derived emoluments from carrying on
this traffic. By papers furnished me by the keeper,
it appears that there were sent to prison, for safe

keeping, that is, as is well understood, for sale, and
imprisoned as runaways :

1S2G a

1828,

Safe keeping.

452 290

" Debtors, and persons charged with criminal of-

fences, of course, are not included in this statement.
So that it would appear, in the last five years, more
than four hundred and fifty persons had been confin-
ed in the public prison of the city—a prison under
the control of congress, and regulated by its laws

—

for sale—in the process of the slave trade. Such,"
said Mr. M ,

" is not the intention for which the pri-

son was erected. Pennsylvania, so far as she is con-
cerned, and her means are appropriated to repair and
keep up the prison, I am confident in saying, does
not, and never has intended, that it should be used
for this purpose. On a former occasion, duty led me
to make some statements respecting this matter be-
fore the house, which it may be proper to bring to

mind. Visiting the prison in 1826, and pa.ssing

Ihrough the avenues that lead to the cells, I was
struck with the appearance of a woman having three
or four children with her—one at the breast. She
presented such an aspect of woe, that I could not
help inquiring her story. It was simply this : She
was a slave, but had married a man who was free.

By him she had eight or nine children. Jloved by
natural affection, the father laboured to support the
children, but as they attained an age to be valuable
in market, perhaps ten or twelve, the master sold

them. One after another was taken away, and sold
to the slave dealers. She had now come to an age
to be no longer profitable as a breeder, and her mas-
ter had separated her from her husband and all the
associations of life, and sent her and her children to

your prison for sale. She was waiting for a pur-
chaser, and seemed to me to be more heart-broken
than any creature 1 had ever seen. I am free to say,

sir, and I would appeal to every gentleman who
hears me, to say, if it is proper that the public pri-

sons under our juriiidiction should be used to carry
on a traffic which exhibits scenes like this. Of the
four hundred and fifty others, I know nothing. I see
no reason to suppose that there were not many cases
of equal cruelty. Of the two hundred and ninety
committed as runaways, many were delivered to

their masters ; some were sold for want of proof that
they were free ; and some proved their freedom, and
were discharged. It seems to me a hardship, that
persons born free in New York, Pennsylvania, or
elsewhere, who perhaps never thought of a certifi-

cate of feedom, should, without any charge of crime,
if they come within this District, be thrown into pri-

son. Some proof, at least, ought to be made, rais-

ing a presumption that they are runaway slaves,
before they should be deprived of their Uberty. A
free man, poor, friendless, and ignorant, so arrested
and confined in a cell of little more than ten feet

square, would have but slight chance of asserting
his rights. Five that were committed in 182G-7,
without any proof of their being slaves, were sold
for their jail fees and other expenses. 1 could wish,
sir, we knew what they sold for, and what became
of the money. It will be seen, on a moment's reflec-

tion, how strong the motive would be on the part of
the slave traders, and those who find it their interest

1 seize upon persons who coto aid the

the District, to confine them closely in p
tercept their letters, to permit them to be sold, and
to buy them in. The system naturally leads to fraud
and injustice; in some instances to great cruelty.

In August, 1821, a black man was taken up and im-
prisoned as a runaway. He was kept confined until

October, 1822—405 days. In this time, vermin, dis-

ease, and misery had deprived him of the use of his

limbs. He was rendered a cripple for life, and finally

d.scharged, as no one would buy him. Turned out
upon the world, a miserable pauper ; disabled by our
means from gaining subsistence, he is sometimes
supported from the poor house ; sometimes craves
alms in your streets. I cannot think that these
things ought to be so. They appear to me as incom-
patible with our duty, and the interests of the Dis-
trict, as they are contrary to the principles ofjustice
and the rights of humanity.* For their services, it

cannot be supposed that the marshal, and his depu-
ties, the keepers of the prisons, go unrewarded. They
are, I take it, federal olRcers, deriving their powers
from the federal government. What is the
of their fees and their perquisites, I have no
of knowing. Suppose lees and commissions on each
person of twenty dollars—that would, on 452X20^
9,040, be upwards of nine thousand dollars in five

* I was told that a lady and family from New
York, were passing through the District a year or
two ago, on a visit to some southern Friends. A yel-
low woman accompanying her fell ill in the District,
and she was obliged to leave her. On her recovery,
she was seized on by the agents of the slave dealers,
and imprisoned as a runaway ; and was finally, by
some process, either by sale or by some one claiming
or pretending to claim her, made a slave of. The
impression on my mind was, that gross injustice had
been done, but I could not trace the facts so clearly as
to warrant my mentioning the case to the house.

years. Half that sum would be something consi-
derable. Double this amount, if the prison at Alex-
andria should yield as much more, would be a large
sum. The same amount on persons imprisoned as
runaways would make a large addition to their re-
ceipts. If a free man is sold for jail fees, if those
fees amount to fifty dollars, and he sells for three
hundred, does the marshal retain the balance of three
hundred, or does it go into the public treasury .' I

see no such item in the account of receipts. I mean
not, by any remarks I make, to impeach, or cast a
reflection upon the marshal, or any officer under him.
The marshal I have not the pleasure to know, and
have no intention to censure. The system is, I pre-
sume, as he found it. The system is ours : we are
responsible ; and if there is blame, it rests mainly at

our doors. Of the keeper of the prison, I am bound
to say, that his deportment has been uniformly cor-

rect, so far as it has come to my knowledge. While
he is faithful, he is yet humane. Since my remarks
on a former occasion, the prison and its discipline

appear to be much improved, and the miseries of the
wretched inmates alleviated as far as circumstances
would admit.

" Mr. Speaker, I have another case of hardship to

bring to your notice. A man was taken up as a run-
away, and advertised for sale. He protested that

he was a freeman. No proof to the contrary ap-
peared. As the time of sale appeared, a good deal
of interest was excited for him, and two respectable

citizens interposed in his behalf. They asked the

delay of a short time, that the rights of the man
might be ascertained. They went so far as to offer

security for the payment of the fees, if the sale could
be delayed. But I will read the evidence of what
I state. [Here Mr. M. read the following :—

]

" District of Columbia, )
^^

Wasldngton County. \
^'

" Appear before me, a justice of the peace in and
for this county, Ezekiel Young and .Tosiah Bosworth,
two respectable witnesses, and make oath, in due
form of law, that, in the last summer, they were at

the jail of the county of Washington, in the said dis-

trict, in behalf of a black man called James Green,
who stated that he was free, and could prove his

freedom, and had written on for the purpose : That
they did importune with the deputy marshal of tliis

District to postpone the sale, and offered security for

the fees ; yet the said deputy marshal said he could
not postpone the sale. He was then sold to a man
who acknowledged himself a slave dealer, but said

he would continue the slave here a few days, but did

not. He was sold without any limitation of time of
service, and no security was required of the slave

dealer to retain him in the district.

" Given under my hand and seal, this 28th .Janua-

ry, 1823.

JOHN CHALMERS, J. P. [l. s.]

So the man was sold, and sent oft" by the slave

dealers into hopeless bondage, though probably hav-
ing as much right to freedom as we have. Will any
one doubt but our laws need revision ' Can any one
who hears nie question but that this whole matter
needs to be looked into with a searching eye ? If this

event had happened in a distant country, how
strongly would it have affected us ? There is, in the

public prints, an advertisement of a woman, as a

runaway, and that she will be sold for her jail fees.

She is a yellow woman of about nineteen. She
seems intelligent and to have been well brought up.

Her story is, she is entitled to her freedom at twenty-

five ; but that her present master, who is a slave

dealer, is trying to make her a slave for life. In this

case, I do not think the confinement is intended to

aid him. But it will be seen in a moment that when
the subject passes by unheeded, a dealer, owning a

servant who has two or three years to serve, may
cause him to be arrested as a runaway, let him be

sold for jail fees, have a trusty friend to buy him in,

and thus convert a servant for a term of years into a

slave for life. A more expeditious mode of proceed-

ing, by which persons having a limited time to serve

are deprived entirely of their rights, is thus : They
are purchased up at cheap rates by the slave traders.

They remove them to a great distance. It will be
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easily seen how small the chance that such persons
would be able to preserve the proofs of their freedom,
and how little would their protestations be heeded,

without proof. They are carried where redress is hope-

less. Thus the slave trade, as it exists, and is carried

on here, is marked by instances of injustice and cru-

elty, scarcely exceeded on the coast of Africa. It is a

mistake to suppose it as a mere purchase and sale of
acknowledged slaves. The District is full of com-
plaints upon the subject, and the evil is increasing. So
long ago as 1802, the extent and cruelty of this traffic

produced from a grand jury at Alexandria a present-

ment, so clear, so strong, and so feelingly drawn,
that I shall make no apology for reading the whole
of it to the house. Here Mr. M. read the following

presentment of the grand jury :

We, the grand jury for the body of the county of

Alexandria, in the District of Columbia, present, as

a grievance, the practice of persons coming from
distant parts of the United States into this district,

for the purpose of purchasing slaves, where they ex-
hibit to our view a scene of wretchedness and hu-
man degradation, disgraceful to our characters as

citizens of a free government.
True it is, that those dealers in the persons of our

fellow-men collect within this District, from various
parts, numbers of those victims of slavery, and lodge
them in some place of confinement until they have
completed their numbers. They are then turned out
in our streets and exposed to view, loaded with
chains, as though they had committed some heinous
offence against our laws. We consider it a. grievance,

that citizens from distant parts of the United States
should be permitted to come within this District,

and pursue a traffic fraught with so much miseri/ to

a class of beings entitled to our protection by the

laws of justice and humanity ; and that the interpo-

sition of civil authority^ cannot be had to prevent
parents being wrested from their offspring, and chil-

dren from their parents, without respect to the ties

of nature. We consider those grievances demand-
ing legislative redress ; especially the practice of
making sale of black people, who art, by the will

of their masters designed to be free at the expiration
of a term of years, who are sold, and frequently ta-

ken to distant parts, where they have not the power
to avail themselves of that portion of liberty " which
was designed for their enjoyment."

(Tb be continued.)

NATURE.
The fair smile of morning.
The glory of noon.

The bright stars adorning
The path of the moon,

The mist cover'd mountain,
The valley and plain,

The lake and the fountain.

The river and main.
Their magic combining,

Illume, and control

The care and repining

That darken the soul.

The timid spring, stealing

Through light and perfume
;

The summer's revealing

Of beauty and bloom
;

The rich autumn glowing
With fruit treasures crown'd

The pale winter, throwing
His snow-wreaths around ;—

AH widely diffusing

A charm on the earth.

Wake loftier musing
And holier mirth.

There is not a sorrow
That hath not a balm.

From nature to borrow
In tempest or calm;

There is not a season.

There is not a scene,

But fancy and reason
May gaze on serene,

To comfort the sad !

From the Pulpit.

T'H.'n rniEND.
riilRD MONTH, 7, 1829,

Impelled by the desire of being useful to

the cause of truth, as professed by our religi-

ous Society, at a period of peculiar difficulty,

when the winds and the waves seemed vehem-
ently to beat against it, the conductors of this

journal ventured upon the attempt, and
fact, printed the first number without the

nature of a single subscriber. For twelve

months we persevered in our exertions, resting

our hopes of success almost exclusively upon
the rectitude of our views, and a voluntary and
unsolicited patronage. In these hopes we
were not disappointed; subscriptions flowed in

upon us with a rapidity exceeding expecta
tion; and long before the termination of the

first volume, it became necessary to enlarge

the edition, in order to meet the increasinc

demand. In compliance, however, with fre

quent intimations, that a wider circulation, and
the facility of intercourse between distant sub-

scribers and the publisher, would be promoted
by the appointment of agents in different con
venient locations, this measure was at length

adopted, and a list of the agents appointed, in-

serted in the first number of the current vo-

lume. The propriety and advantage of this

step were soon obvious by a fresh and more ra-

pid accession to our subscription roll; and we
have reason to acknowledge the obligation W(

are under to those agents for the zeal and ac

tivity thus evinced. More recently it has been
repeatedly suggested that the number of agents

was insufficient, and that additional appoint

ments were required, by the continually in

creasing interest in the publication in various

sections of the country. We have, therefore-

made a considerable enlargement of the num-
ber, as will appear by the corrected list in-

serted in this day's paper. Our subscribers,

therefore, and those who may incline to be-

covne so, are referred to those agents in their

respective neighbourhoods, as duly authorized

to receive subscriptions, and to receipt for the

same.

It will be recollected, that, in order to satis-

fy the solicitude of numerous subscribers to be
in possession of a complete copy of the first

volume, we were, in the course of the past

year, induced to reprint several of the earlier

numbers. Even this measure proved inade-

quate to the accumulating demand, so that

subsequently, we conceived ourselves justified

by circumstances, in offering proposals for a

reprint of the entire volume. We have now
the satisfitction to announce to those interest-

ed, that the work is actually in the hands of
the printer, and that the edition will probably

be ready for delivery in about three months.
As the number to be printed will probably be
restricted, as nearly as may be, to the actual

amount of the demand, those persons who wish

to secure copies, and have not yet forwarded
their names, are recommended to attend to it

early, lest disappointment be the consequence.
We certainly feel no disposition like boasting,
but the fact of such an edition being called for

is truly encouraging, not only as unequivocal
evidence of approbation of our labours, and as
indicating the prospect of a permanent esta-

blishment of the work, but what is of vastly

greater importance, as evincing an increasing
conviction of the intrinsic excellency and in-

dispensable obligation of those principles and
doctrines, which it has been our humble en-

deavour to advocate and defend.

We have commenced to-day the publication

of the speech (a paragraph or two excepted)
recently delivered in the hall of the house of
representatives at Washington, by our worthy
fellow citizen, Charles Miner. With the mem-
bers of our religious Society, both in Europe
and America, the cause of the abused African
has ever been one of the deepest and liveliest

interest; and as editors of a paper attached to

the principles and testimonies of the Society,

we have been desirous that a portion of our
columns should occasionally be occupied with
well written articles on the subject of slavery

and the slave trade, whether at home or
abroad. The speech now introduced will well

repay an attentive perusal—it is a plain, tem-
perate, and unaff'ected, but manly and nervous
expression of the feelings of an honest upright
mind upon a subject, which, it is evident, had
deeply occupied its attention, and developes
scenes of abomination which few of our read-

ers would ever have imagined could exist

within the district of Columbia.

By at once making room for the article

" Egyptian Ruins," we have given to the intel-

ligent author decisive proof of our approba-
tion.

The very agreeable sketch of the worthy
old angler, by P. Q., and the article entitled

" The Hebrews," from another approved cor-

respondent, will have an early insertion.

We have also to acknowledge the reception

of two sets of e.xcerpts by different hands, but
both from New Jersey. Likewise an accept-

able communication from Macedon, N. York;
all which are entitled to our thanks.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Contribu-
butors to the " Asylum for the Relief of per-

sons deprived of the use of their Reason," will

be held at Friends' Meeting-house, on Mul-
berry Street, on Fourth day, the 18th instant,

at .3 o'clock in the afternoon.

THOMAS KIMBER, Clerk.
Phitadelphia,3d mo. 2d, 1829.

In " The Annual Monitor" for the present year,
published at York, England, we find an authentic
statement of the late sickness at Ackworth School,
(which we have before noticed,) whence it appears,
that of one hundred and seventy cases of illness from
fever, kc. " the whole mortality by the fever is three
girls and two assistants."

ERRATA.
At page 145, article "The Jews," second column, twenty-

seventh line from the bottom, for " look unto as," read *' woe
unto us." Third column, fifth line from top, for " Yunes," read
" Yemen ;" and flifth line from the boltom, " forcibly" should be
"preferably."
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FOK THE FHIEND.

AVILLIAM LEDDRA.

The recorils of the Society of Friends pre-

sent us with many instances of sincei-e and

fervent devotion to the cause of Christ and the

promotion of his kingdom. No earthly en-

joyment was esteemed too precious to sacr'

fice, when it stood in competition with this

great object. With a zeal becoming those

who are fully redeemed from the love of the

world, they faithfully followed their dear Lord

to prison and to death. To win souls to Christ

was their chief engagement ; and for this pur-

pose they travelled and laboured assiduously,

and sustained with cheerfulness the bitter re-

proaches and the cruelties which were dis-

pensed by wicked men. The conditions pre-

scribed by their divine Master were literally

complied with, in them ; they forsook houses

and brethren, sisters and fathers, mothers,

wives, children and lands for his name sake
;

and accordingly received the promised reward

of an hundredfold of his divine presence and

support, and, in the end, everlasting life. Of
this description, none presents a more affect-

ing and interesting instance than William

Leddi-a. In one of his imprisonments, he

was so closely shut up, and allowed so little

sustenance, that it appeared to be the design

of his persecutors to terminate his existence

by sufibcation or famine. After thus treating

him with singular inveteracy, they whipped
him in a very cruel manner, and banished

him from the country. Apprehending, how-
ever, that it was his religious duty to return,

in order to visit his friends in prison, he was
again confined in an open jail, locked in

chains, and fastened to a log of wood, night

and day, during one of the most inclement

winters. He was brought into court, in the

first month 1661, and without the requisite

forms of trial, sentence of death was passed

upon him, on the charge that " he had owned
those who had suffered before him, refused to

put off his hat in the court, and said thee and

thou to the magistrates." In a few days after,

his chains were knocked off, and taking an

affectionate leave of his companions in tribu-

lation, he was led to the place of execution,

resigned in the will of God and in the meek-

ness of his crucified Lord, to seal his testi-

mony with his blood. Just before his exit,

he said to one of his friends, " All that will

be Christ's disciples, must take up his cross."

To another, '• Know that this day I am to

offer up my life for the witness of Jesus."

Being asked if he had any thing to say to the

people, he addressed them thus :
" For bear-

ing my testimony for the Lord, against de-

ceit and the deceived, am I brought here to

suffer." As preparation was making for his

execution, he said, in the spirit and gentleness

of his Redeemer, " I commit my cause to

thee, O God. Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."

The day previous to the final event, he pen-

ned the following epistle to his friends, which
breathes a spirit raised beyond the reach of

all fear and pain, and containing deep and
excellent counsel, worthy of being transmit-

ted to the latest period of time.

'• To the society of flie little flock of Christ,

grace and peace be multiplied.

'• Most dear and inwardly beloved :

" The sweet influences of the morning star.

like a flood distilling into my innocent habita-

tion, hath so filled me with the joy of the Lord,
in the beauty of holiness, that my spirit is as

if it did not inhabit a tabernacle of clay

" Alas, alas ! what can the wrath and spirit of
man, that lusteth to envy, aggravated by the heat
and strength of the king of the locusts, which
came out of the pit, do unto one that is hid in

the secret places of the Almighty, or unto them
that are gathered under the healing wings of
the Prince of peace ?—under whose armour of
light they shall be able to stand in the day of
trial, having on the breastplate of righteous-

ness, and the sword of the spirit, which are

their weapons of war against spiritual wicked-
ness, principalities and powers, and the rulers

of the darkness of this world, both within and
without. Oh I my beloved, I have waited as

a dove at the windows of the ark, and have
stood still in that watch which the Master,

without whom I could do nothing, did at his

coming reward with fulness ofhis love, wherein
my heart did rejoice, that I might, in the love

and life of God, speak a kw words to you,

led with the spirit of promise ; that the taste

thereof might be a savour of life to your life,

and a testimony in you of my innocent death.

And if I had been altogether silent, and the

Lord had not opened my mouth unto you, yet

he would have opened your hearts, and there

have sealed my innoccncy with the streams of
life, by which we are all baptized into that

body which is in God, with whom, and in whose
presence, there is life ; in which as you abide,

you stand upon the pillar and ground of truth.

For the life being the truth and the way, go
not one step without it, lest you should com-
pass a mountain in the wilderness ; for unto
every thing there is a season. As the flowing

of the ocean doth fill every creek and branch
thereof, and then retires again towards its

own being and fulness, and leaves a savour

behind it, so doth the life and virtue of God
flow into every one of your hearts, whom He
hath made partakers of his divine nature ; and
when it withdraws but a little, it leaves a sweet
savour behind it, that many can say they are

made clean, through the word that he hath

spoken to them. In which innocent condition

may see what you are in the presence of
God, and what you are without him. There-
fore, my dear hearts, let the enjoyment of the

life alone be your hope, and joy, and consola-

tion ; and let the man of God flee those things

that would lead the mind out of the cross, for

then the savour of the life will be buried. And
although some, may speak of things that they

received in the life, as experiences, yet the

fe being veiled, and the savour that is left be-

hind washed away by the floods of temptation,

the condition that they did enjoy in the life,

boasted of by the airy mind, will be like the

manna that was gathered yesterday, without

any good scent or savour. For it was only

well with man while he was in the life of in-

nocency ; but being driven from the presence

of the Lord into the earth, what can he boast

of? And although you know these things, and
many of you nuich more than I can say, yet
for the love and zeal I bear to the truth and
honour of God, and tender desire of my soul
to those that are young, that they may read
me in that from whic h I write to strengthen
them against the wiles of the subtile serpent that
beguiled Eve, I say, stand in the watch within,
in the fear of tlie Lord, which is the very en-
trance of wisdom, and the state where you are
ready to receive the secrets of the Lord. Hun-
ger and thirst patiently

; be not weary, nei-

ther doubt; stand still, and cease from thy

own working ; and in due time thou shalt en-

ter into the rest ; and thy eyes shall behold his

salvation, whose testimonies are sure and right-

eous altogether. Let them be as a seal upon
ihine arm, and as jewels about thy neck, that

others may see what the Lord hath done for

your souls. Confess him before men
;
yea,

before his greatest enemies. J'ear not what
they can do unto you

;
greater is he that is in

you than he that is in the world. For he will

clothe you with humility ; and in the power of
his meekness you shall reign over all the rage
of your enemies, in tlie favour of God ; where-
in as you stand in faith, you are the salt of the
earth ; for many seeing your good works, may
glorify God in the day of"their visitation. Take
heed of receiving that which you saw not in

the light, lest you give ear to the enemy
;

bring all things to the light, that they may be
proved, whether they be wrought in God. The
love of the world, the lust of the flesh, and
the lust of the eye, are without the light in

the world ; therefore possess your vessels in

all sanctification and honour ; and let your eye
look at the mark. He that hath called you is

holy
;
and if there be an eye that offends, pluck

it out, and cast it from you. Let not a temp-
tation take hold ; for if you do, it will keep
from the favour of God, and that will be a sad
state ; for without grace possessed, there is no
surance of salvation. By grace you are

saved ; and the witnessing of it is suflicient

for you ; to which I commend you all, my dear
riends, and in it remain

" Your brother,

" William Leddra."

The following account of Lindley M. Dor-
an of Utica, who deceased a few months since,

aged about twenty, is forwarded for insertion

in " The Friend," in the belief that it may be
profitable to survivors. Taken down by his

nurse.

A kvi days after he had returned to his fa-

ther's house from that of a neighbour, where
he had been for about two weeks, I observed

to him that I had felt veiy uneasy about him
since I understood those people were Unita-

ians, lest he might ^ecome infected with their

erroneous doctrines. He said, ' Don't be

afraid of that ; I hope I have escaped that

snare;' and added, 'when I returned from

Poughkeepsie, I was as strong in that belief

as N. H. (one of the separatists).' This sur-

prised me much, not having any intimation of

the kind before. I inquired of him as to the

means which had effected a change in his opi-

nions, with regard to the divinity of Christ.
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He answered, ' I searched the Scriptures, and
it appeared to me that Jesus Christ was the

Son of God ; and from conversation that I

frequently had with Z. C, and some books
that he gave me to read, I was fully convinced
that he was the Saviour of the world, and the

only hope of sinners. I am not only convinced

by reading and conversation, but I fed that He
is my Saviour, and an all-sufficient one, and
I find I have no where else to go but to him,

and I know if I call upon him in sincerity he

will hear me.' A few days after this, I had

been reading to him, I think, in John's gos-

pel, and after the book was closed, he said,

' how plain it is that Christ is equal with the

Father, and that they are one. Oh ! how dare

any person deny it. I am frightened when I

look back at the gulf I have escaped, and O
how I pity those deluded Unitarians.' At an-

other time, he exclaimed, ' precious Jesus,

thou Lamb of God, how I love thee ! Oh,
dearest Jesus, how kind thou art to me, al-

though so unworthy of the least favour; it is

impossible for me to express the love I feel to

the blessed Jesus. O how kind my heavenly
Father is to me, and how kind he is to my
dear friend. If it were not so, thou would not

do as thou hast done for me. It is true that

his mercies are over all his works.' An allu

sion being made to the circumstance of his hair

coming out in consequence of the fever, in re

ply, he said, ' I rejoice that the hairs of my
liead are all numbered, and that nothing takes

place without the knowledge of my heavenly
Father.' Several other expressions were ut-

tered by him at different intervals, evincing

the fervency of his love to the blessed Redeem'^
er, and that he felt him to be near, saying, 'he

is altogether lovely—he is all my hope.' Four
or five days before his death, he wished th;

the family might be called, particularly h
dear sisters, whom he wished once more to

embrace. I asked him if he felt he should
leave us soon. He said, ' I can stay with y
but a short time.' The family were called,

except his father, who was sick in bed. A;
soon as his sisters entered the room, he ex
pressed his wish that they should come and
receive their brother's last embrace, and put
ting his arms about their necks, he said, ' O
how I love you ! but I love heaven and my
Saviour better than all this world; and I am
ready to go this hour if he pleases, and I hope
you will be prepared to meet me in that happy
world, where there is no more sickness nor
sorrow; and Oh, do seek the Lord, and don't

put it of!', and don't mourn for me, but be
composed; be plain in your dress, and circum-
spect in your conduct, as our dear sister E.
was, and then you will be happy. And my
dear brother J. I hope thou wilt be a good
boy, and will be kind and obedient to our
dear mother and sisters, and always go to

meeting. Oh, do remember, my dear brother,

what I say, for thou wilt soon be left without
father.' He further remarked, that Jesus had
made his dying bed easy to him, adding, ' and
he will support me with his own arm, for he
is the good shepherd, and will take care of tl:

lambs of his flock. There is nothing that I can
conceive of that appears to me half so lovely

and so beautiful as the blessed Jesus;' and

again, ' I have but a few hours to stay with

you—I shall soon be with my heavenly Fa-

ther, and I then shall be happy for ever and

ever.' At another time, he remarked, that

death had no sting for him, and the grave no

ictory; and further said, ' how delightful it

I'ill be to me to meet all those I so dearly

love in heaven, where we shall part no more
for ever.' Fifteenth of sixth month, 1828, the

family and nurse being in the room, he spoke

about the confused state of our Society—of

the probability that the meeting-house at Utica

would be taken possession of by the separa-

tists, and lest that should be the case, signified

his desire that his poor body might not be laid

there, ' but I desire my friends would bury me
at Bridgewater, and the funeral to be there,

and in a plain pine coffin, and may we be fa-

voured to meet in the arms of our dear Re-

deemer. I feel perfect peace—my work
is done;' adding, ' there is nothing in this

world worth living for.' The son and daugh

ter of N. H. being admitted into the room,

the mind of the deceased, for the space of

about fifteen minutes after they had taken

their seats, appeared settled in a state of so-

lemn stillness. He then said, with more than

usual emphasis, 'Oh! do burn that book''*

What book ? said the nurse. ' That which I

brought with me from Poughkeepsie.' The
young people above mentioned then left the

room without any remarks ; after which, he

proceeded, ' Oh ! that pernicious book that

had liked to have caused my everlasting de-

struction.' On being asked if he had any spe-

cial design in reviving the circumstance at

that particular juncture, he said, ' I felt it

pressed to speak those words at this time. O
dear father, do have that book burnt!' His

father desired him to rest easy; ' thy request

shall be granted—the book shall be burnt.'
"

From E. Bates's Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE WEST.
(^Continuedfrom page 159.)

In prosecuting this series of essays, an inti

mation was given in the second number of the

present volume, that some mis-statements made
by the Hicksites in their accounts of the yearly

meeting, would be noticed. Halliday Jack-

son, in his account of the yearly meeting, takes

occasion to introduce a distorted representa

tior. of the quarterly meeting at Stillwater. As
he wrote that part of his article from the in-

formation of others, he may not, in that case,

as in some others, be chargeable with wilful

perversion of facts, but he certainly is guilty

of an act of a very censurable character. I

allude to the unmanly attack which he made
on the character of an amiable and " aged
Friend from a distant land." '''

If charity will

cover a multitude of faults," surely if he had
had any, it would have covered one, particu-

larly as the individual (from his account) had
apologised for that, even if the statement had
been true. But so flir from this, he discovers

a malignant joy at having an opportunity to

down the character of an individual, who, at

* The book alluded to was one of those which had
contributed to the present wide spread disaffection.

an advanced period of life, had left his domes-
tic enjoyments for the sake of the gospel of
Christ, and encountered perils by sea, and
perils by land, and perils among false brethren,

and to cap the climax of his unmanly conduct,

he introduced the case, under the pretence of
holding up the conduct of the Friend as an ex-

ample for imitation.

iut the whole tale, as represented by Jack-
son, was a base slander. I will give the passage

entire, that the reader may see the objects

the writer had in view, and from which he de-

rived ihe pleasure of which he speaks.
" There is one circumstance more which I

will mention, as it gives me pleasure to find

that there are individuals among the zealous

orthodox partisans, who are still alive to the

convictions of conscience. An aged Friend,

from a distant land, having, I suppose, been
electrified by the general excitement that

prevailed, laid violent hands on a Friend,

and pulled him towards the door, and called

for help to take him out, but some of his

own party prevailed on him to desist, which
he did, and afterwards apologised for his rash

conduct." Advocate, p. 268.

This is one version of the story. Other re-

ports say that Thomas Shillitoe, for this was
the aged Friend, attempted to prevent the per-

son alluded to in Jackson's matter-of-fact state-

ment fiom entering the house. Another form
into which this tale has been manufactured is,

that this person was in the house with his foot

against the partition, and that Thomas Shillitoe

knocked his foot down, and with violence

tried to turn him out of the house. Another
account represents Thomas Shillitoe as seiz-

ing the same individual, and calling on the

door-keepers to turn him out. Another,
that he seized him by the throat and nearly

choked him. I, myself, heard that individual,

in the time of the not in our late yearly meet-
ing, when he had become warm and exhaust-

ed, at the head of the column which he com-
manded on that occasion, and had got up on a
bench to get fresh air, t&c, alluding, as I sup-

posed, to the same story, and saying that he
had " no notion of a man that would choke a
man, and then go to pray."

Such is the contemptible stufl^ which has
been put into circulation to injure the charac-
ter of a valuable and innocent man, in order
to promote a party purpose, the ultimate ob-
ject of which was to lay waste the doctrines
of the Christian religion, and the order of our
religious Society.

The subject has been carefully investigated,

and the following are the facts which occurred
in what passed between T. Shillitoe and the

individual alluded to.

On the day of the quarterly meeting at Still-

water, on the 27th of the eighth month, before
the doors were opened, this person seated him-
self on the step of the door of the meeting-
house, with his back against the door. When
die door was opened, he threw himself back
at full length in the passage, calling out to his

associates, "Come in, friends, come in, friends,

there is plenty of room in the house." His
placing himself in that ridiculous situation pre-
vented any person from coming in at the door
without treading on him, or stepping over him,
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the passage being quite narrow. The door-

keepers thought it their duty to remove him,

and accordingly drew him into the house. T.

Shilhtoe entering the house at this time, and

being acquainted with the relations of the in-

dividual ill Ireland and England, took hold of

his arm with one hand, (having his umbrella

in the other,) and assisted the door keepers in

setting him on his feet. He then, calling him

by name, addressed him in nearly these words:

'If thou hast no right to attend the sittings of

tiie quarterly meeting, when the door is again

opened be persuaded quietly to withdraw from

the meeting-house." On which the individual

called out to the door-keepers, " Turn me out,

turn me out; why don't you turn me out?"

Benjamin W. Ladd at this lime told the door-

keepers, he has a right of membership—he

must not be turned out. Thomas Shilhtoe

then left him, and took his seat. The indivi-

dual, also, after a while took his seat, but soon

left it, and stepping on one of the benches, ap-

peared to be conversing with some of liis as-

sociates out at the window, and then again

took his seat. The meeting not being gather-

ed, Thomas Shilhtoe went to him, and thus

addressed him: " I am well acquainted with thy

connections in Ireland and England. Thou
hast very respectable connections there." To
which the other replied, " I know I have."

Thomas Shilhtoe then added, "Do not dis-

grace them by any improper conduct on thy

part. Promise me thou wilt keep thy seat

quietly." To which he replied, '• I will;" add-

ing, " I wish to have some conversation with

thee respecting my relations." As that was
neither a time nor place for the proposed con-

versation, and no doubt was so understood by

the individual himself, Thomas Shilhtoe left

him without any reply.

The readers of the Repository perhaps ge-

nerally know, that the followers of Elias Hicks

appointed a clerk, and held a meeting of their

own in the house, while Friends were engaged

in the usual business of the quarterly meeting.

In this disorderly conduct this person took a

part, notwithstanding his promise to the con-

trary. When the separatists had left the house,

(for they finished their business before Friends

had got through theirs.) Thomas Shilhtoe

stepping into the yard, saw this person, and

recollecting the wish he had expressed to have

some conversation with him respecting his re

lations, and that no reply had been made to it

went up to him, and calling his name, said

" I am lodging at Wm. Green's, in Barnes

ville. If thou wilt come there this evening be

fore eight o'clock, (as I retire to rest about

that time,) I shall be willing to give ihee any

information I can of thy relations." To whici

he replied, " If I can, 1 will."

Such was the conduct of Thomas Shillitoe

towards the individual alluded to, and these

are the facts out of which the story of Ha
day Jackson, and a number of similar charac-

ter, have been manufactured. There is, I

should hope, not a man of rational faculties

devoid of a moral sense, as not to be capable

of discovering the unmanly, not to say unchris-

tian conduct, which has been pursued by the

Hicksites in regard to this amiable and aged

Friend.

In correcting the various misstatements

ado by this writer, and others of the same
class, it seems proper to notice the following

passage in Jackson's essay: " The work of ex-

communication seems, however, still to be pro-

gressing at Mount Pleasant, but has met with

some stagnation, by one of the orthodox over-

seers making a stand against their conduct,

and refusing to proceed further until he had
discipline to support such proceedings, observ-

ing ' that it was all a mere farce, and would
not gain the property for them.' " Advocate,

p. 280.

It is but simple justice to the overseers of

Mount Pleasant meeting to say, that there are

but two in that meeting, and they have both

seen the above statement, and deny having

given any foundation for the report.

When noticing, in a former number, the

circumstance of Elias Hicks' staying at Israel

French's, (for that was the place,) on the day

that the riot was committed in Ohio yearly

meeting, to write to Gideon Seaman, when
there was no mail for four days; I had entirely

overlooked Halliday Jackson's second account
of it, in which he says Elias Hicks had a pri-

vate conveyance for his letter.

Then, it now stands, that E. Hicks declined

attending the yearly meeting, in order to em-
brace tha.t private conveyance for his letter " to

his old friend, Gideon Seaman." The neces-

sity of embracing the private conveyance con-

sisted either in the saving of time or postage.

As to the time, considering the unceremonious
manner in which he treated his old friend, I

should think it was a matter of small conse-

quence with him, whether G. Seaman would
be four days longer in getting his letter, or

whether he ever got it, so that it might appear

in Gould's paper, for it appears to have been

written for publication. The ti7ne, then, saved

by his writing on second day in preference to

all other days, was of very little importance.

As to the postage, if he had sent the letter all

the way by mail, it would have been but twen-

ty-live cents.

Thus it is evident, on a slight inspection of

their statements, that it would have been of

more credit to him, and to those who have un-

dertaken to defend him, to have told the truth

honestly at once, and said, that he knew that

the measures which his party were about to

adopt would produce a tumult, in which case,

he would have to interfere to stop it, and thus

frustrate the whole scheme, or plainly take

upon himself the whole disgrace of their pro-

ceedings; and, that rather than do either, he

would stay away. Had this been candidly ac-

knowledged at first, E. H. would have just in-

curred the disgrace in regard to the yearly

meeting which he now does, without the add

tional odium of equivocation, and even going

a step beyond that.

Another report, raised and circulated by the

Hicksites, may receive a passing notice. And
that is, that Friends invited persons, or at least

one person of another religious denomination,

to attend their meetings for disciphne. So far

as I am informed on this subject, I will can
didly state the facts as they really were, and

leave the reader to judge how near the truth

the reports above alluded to have been.

On the approach of the quarterly meeting,

in the eighth month, some Friends thought

they had reason to apprehend that measures
of violence, on the part of the Hicksites, would
be attempted. In which case, it appeared de-

sirable that the transactions which might take

place, should be correctly understood; and that

this understanding might not rest entirely on
those immediately concerned, several of our
respectable neighbours were, therefore, invit-

ed to attend at the time of the meeting, and to

be in the yard, but not in the house, in the time

of transacting the business. A similar invita-

tion was probably given on second day, at the

opening of the yearly meeting; I say probably,

for I do not know that it was given. But I do
certainly know, that it was never agreed

among those with whom I associated, to carry

an invitation of the kind further than I have

mentioned.

It also may possibly have happened (for I

do not know that it did) that some individuals,

on their own responsibility, when the dreadful

confusion and outrage took place in the yearly

meeting, and the business of the meeting was
totally broken up, invited some of their neigh-

bours, who were not members, to place them-

selves in situations where they might see what
was done. For no one, at that period, could
tell how far the violence would be carried, or
whether lives, or even many lives, might not

be lost.

I have also understood that one individual

of another religious denomination, did go on
business to the meeting at Short Creek, and
probably went in at the door for a few seconds.

But that Friends ever invited persons who
were not members to attend our meetings for

discipline, in the usual acceptation of the term,

so far as my information extends, is positively

untrue.

The opening of the meeting-house here, af-

ter it had been left by the Hicksites, has been
spoken of by Halliday Jackson as a highly im-

proper piece of conduct ; much more so than

their jieaceable manner of entering and taking

possession of it, when they entered so quietly

as almost to crush poor David Schofield to

death, if he made a correct statement in his

testimony at Steubenville.

The facts of the case are these. The year-

ly meeting-house in Mount Pleasant has been
used for a number of years, and with the con-

sent of the yearly meeting, as it stands on its

records, both for the quarterly meeting at Short

Creek and the particular meeting of Mount
Pleasant. The keeping of the house has been
entrusted to Mount Pleasant preparative meet-

ing, by whom the keeper has been employed,

who opens and shuts, and cleans, &c. the

house for the yearly meeting itself. The Hicks-

ites took possession of it by force and violence

on second day; and, on the evening of the

same day, a party of them ordered the mem-
bers of the meeting for sufi'erings out of it.

On tliirtl day morning, they would not permit

the ministers and elders to meet in it, agree-

ably to an adjournment which was made on
seventh day. At ten o'clock on the same day,

it was demanded in the name of the trustees,

and on behalf of the representatives, for the

use of Ohio yoarly meeting. The Hicksites
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were then sitting in it, as they had adjourned

to meet in it one liour earher than the time to

wliich Friends had adjourned on second day.

Wm. B. Irish, I think it was, was so kind

to let us know that we might come in and
down quietly in their meeting. But, on being
asked, if we would be at liberty to come in and
hold Ohio yearly meeting, they told us there

was no reply; and we held our meeting in the

yard. And yet they complained of this. When
we were standing at the respectful distance of

being just inside the front door, to make the

inquiries to which I have alluded, Burdei:

Stanton, who had been a considerable time

disowned, and who was in the gallery, told us

Ohio yearly meeting was then sitting, and did

not wish to be disturbed, or someting to this

effect. And some of their leading characters

complained of being much disturbed by our
meeting in the yard, when we were quietly col

kcted together, without seats, without a shel

ter from the sun, to wait on the gracious Head
of the church for the direction of his wisdom,
and the consolation of his presence.

We then withdrew to Short Creek meeting
house, which being much too small, temporary
sheds were put up adjoining to it, for shelters

from the elements, and blocks set on the

ground, with boards on them, served for seats,

the balance of the sittings of the meeting.
I think it was on 6th day, afler the riot, the

Hicksites closed their meeting, and went otf,

and left the house, like the Syrian camp, '• as

it was."

About one week elapsed after their meet-
ing, without our knowing whether it was
claimed to be held by any person or not.

Our meetings in course occurred, no per-

son opened the house—or informed us of
any new regulations pretended to have been
adopted. The trustees, with parts of two
committees of the meeting for sufferings,

which had been appointed the year before

—

one to make certain repairs to the property,

and the other to have the care of it, went to

the house, found it slightly closed, some of the

windows totally shattered, and one of thein

with nearly the whole of the sash knocked out.

The Friend charged with the keeping of the

house, went in, and opened several of the

doors. That commonly used for the entrance,
had the lock which' had been on it before the

yearly meeting, taken off, and another put on,

but so unadapted to the place, that it jutted

over the edge of the door nearly or quite two
inches. I think, without exception, it was the
dirtiest house I ever saw. Much damage was
done to it in various parts. The windows,
stairs, and partition, were a good deal broken.
The trustees took off the lock they found on

the door, and replaced that which belonged to

it, and which was found in one of the windows.
And since that time, the house has been re-

paired, and held in exactly the same way, that

it was before the yearly meeting.
Two days after it had been thus opened, a

ntjmbcr of the Hicksites advertised in the

Western Herald, that they were put in charge
of the property, by Ohio Yearly Meeting

—

(their meeting,) and authorised to make a

compromise with Friends, whom they called
the Orthodox party. But none of them, that

I know of, have ever made any objections to

Friends, against the proceedings of the trus

tees. They knew that their pretensions were
a mere sham, that might do for a newspape
advertisement, and in this way, might possibly

make some impression on the public mind;

previous to the depending trial at Steubenville

But I do not believe that they themselves

ever attached so much consequence to the va

lidity of their appointment, or their powers de
rived from it, as to think it worth while to say

a word to the trustees on the subject, either

before or after the house was opened. One
of the persons, whose name appears in the ad
vertisement, as authorised to hold the property

and to compromise with Friends, told me him
self, that he was not in their meeting when he
was put on that appointment : and / think he
went so far as to say, that he knew nothing of
it, till he saw it in the Western Herald.
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DIED,
On sixth day morning, the 27tli ult., Hannah

Evans, wife of Jonathan Evans, in the 64th year of
her age.

In noticing the death of this beloved friend, we
can feelingly say that we have lost " a mother" from
our " Israel." An approved minister in our religious
Society, she was a skilful divider of the word and
doctrine, and peculiarly gifted in the exercise of the
discipline of the church. Her daily walk in life af-
forded a bright example of Christian meekness, pa-
tience and fortitude. For a series of years, she had
been afflicted with an acute bodily disease, which
was borne with that temper and frame of spirit,

which, wliilst it adorned her profes.sion, is only to
be experienced by the deeply baptised disciple of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Tliough her life had been passed in unusual con-
formity to the precepts and spirit of the gospel, yet
our dear friend was too thoroughly grounded in vital
Christianity, to place her hopes on any works of
righteousness which she had done. She was pre-
served in a remarkably staid, reverent, compo.sed
frame of mind during her last sickness; but, as she
expressed a few hours before her death, her whole
hope and reliance were placed upon the merits, inter-

iion, and mediation of our Lord and Saviour Je-
Christ, and that it was a source of unspeakable
solation to her at this awful hour, that she had

been favoured to retain a faith in him, sure and sted-
fast.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

ISAAC AVALTON.
" Honest Izaak Walton" is one of those old

fashioned writers who were satisfied to express
beautiful and sound sentiments with great sim-

plicity—who had no occasion to be either flip-

pant or dogmatical in order to be original
;

and who, because devotion was in all their

thoughts, were apt to omit no opportunity of
saying something that would make their hear-

ers better. He was neither a man of learning

nor of wealth, and was, in fact, aided by none
of those adventitious circumstances by which
men acquire fame and influence. Yet Isaac

was the familiar friend of the most distinguish

ed, as well as the most excellent men of hi:

times—times in which great men were made to

pass through a severe ordeal, and which brought
out, as periods of public calamity always do, an
extraordinary amount of talent and virtue. A
tradesman, and without the advantage of a
liberal education, his amiable qualities recom-
mended him to the intimacy of Usher, Wot-
ton, and Sheldon, and few men were ever more
beloved, or have left more delightful proofs

that the affection of their friends was worthily

bestowed. Walton was born during the reign

of James I., and for some years occupied part

of a small shop in London as a linen draper.

His frugality was at length rewarded by the

acquisition of a very moderate competency,
when he retired to the country to gratify that

almost passionate fondness for rural scenery,

and that quiet, contemplative spirit which gives

such a charm to his writings. His favourite

amusement was angling; an employment which
he seems to have selected as affording the op-
portunity of enjoying the beauties of nature,

while it comported with the practice of retire-

ment and solitary reflection, which was recom-
mended by the almost ascetic habits of the
English reformers. In this recreation, and in

the study of the lives and writings of the " di-

vine Herbert," the "saintly Hooker," and other
excellent men, whom he has commemorated
in his great biographical work, Isaac lived to

the age of ninety-one years, retaining to the

last the calm cheerfulness which adorns, and
the humble, ardent piety which hallows the de-
cline of life. He seems literally to have obey-
ed the injunction of the apostle—" Whatso-

ever tlinigs are pure, whatsoever things
lovely, whatsoever things are of good repor
think on these tilings." In the external, as

in the moral world, he delighted to dwell on
the beautiful; and in I he pra'ctice of his primi-
tive sport, or the society of those worthy and
persecuted men who were driven into retire-

ment during the civil wars, his taste was amp-
ly gratified. His " Complete Angler" was
published in 1653, with this apposite motto

—

" Simon Peter said, I go a fishing ; and they
said, we also will go with thee." It owes its

interest to the elegant simplicity of the style,

the beauty of the descriptions, and the fine

morality which it inculcates. Of rural sounds
he speaks with great animation. " I will not
pass by those little nimble musicians of the air,

that warble forth their curious ditties to the
shame of art; as first, the lark when she means
to rejoice to cheer herself, and those that hear
her. She then quits the earth, and ascend:
higher into the air, and having ended her hea
venly employment, grows mute and sad, to

think she must descend to the earth, which s

would not touch but for necessity. How do
the blackbird and thrassel, with their melodi-
ous notes, bid welcome to the spring. The
nightingale, another of my airy creatures,
hieathes such sweet, loud music out of her lit-

tle instrumental throat, that it might make
mankind to think that miracles are not ceased.
He that at midnight, when the very labourer
sleeps securely, should hear, as I have very
often, the doubling and redoubhng of her
voice, might well be lifted above earth, and
say. Lord ! what music hast thou provided for

the saints in heaven, when thou affordest bad
men such music on earth."

Enumerating the advantages of his favourite

employment, he tells us he has found " that
the very sitting by the river's side, is not only
the quietest and fittest place for contempla-
tion, but will invite an angler to it ; and this

seems to be maintained by the learned Peter
du Moulin, who observes, that when God in-

tended to reveal any future event, or high no-
tions to his prophets, he then carried them
either to the desert or to the sea shore, that,

having so separated them from amidst the press
of people and business, and the cares of the
world, he might settle their minds in a quiet
repose, and there make them fit for revela-
tion." We extract the following for the sake
of the beautiful lines which it prefaces. " Now,
look about you, and see how pleasantly the
meadow looks—nay, and the earth smells as
sweetly too. Come, let me tell you what holy
Mr. Herbert says of such days and flowers,
and then we will thank God that we enjoy
them, and walk to the river side, and sit down
quietly, and try and catch the other brace of
trouts.

' Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so liright.

The bridal of the earth and sky.
Sweet dews shall weep thy fall to-night.

For thou must die.

' Sweet rose, whose hue angry and brave.
Bids the rash gazer wipe his eye.

Thy root is ever in its grave,

And thou must die.

Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses,

A box where sweets compacted lie,

My music shows you have your closes,

And all must die.

Only a sweet and virtuous soul

Like seasoned timber, never gives,

But when the whole world turns to coal,

Then chiefly lives. ^'

But let us hear our author in his graver
mood. " Content will never dwell but in a
meek and quiet soul ; and this may appear if

we read and consider what our Saviour says in
St. Matthew's gospel. ' Blessed be the mer-
ciful, for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed be
the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Bles-
sed be the poor in spirit, for theirs is the king-
dom of heaven; and blessed be the meek, for
they shall possess the earth.' Not that the
meek shall not also obtain mercy, and see God,
and be comforted, and at last come to the
kingdom of heaven; but, in the mean time, he,

and he only, possesses the earth, as he goes
towards that Idngdom of heaven, by being
humble, and cheerful, and content, with what
his good God has allotted him. He has no
turbulent, repining thoughts that he deserves
better, nor is vexed when he sees others pos-
sessed of more honours or more riches than his

wise God has allotted for his share, but he pos-
sesses what he has with a meek and contented
quietness—such a quietness as makes his very
dreams pleasing both to God and himself."
When I would beget content, and increase

confidence in the power, and wisdom, and pro-
dence of Almighty God, I walk the meadows

by some gliding stream, and there contemplate
the lilies that take no care, and those many
other various little living creatures, that are
not only created but fed, man knows not how,
by the goodness of the God of nature, and
therefore trust in him." Such is the morality
which Isaac Walton inculcates throughout all

his writings. His sensibility to the beauties of
nature was so chastened by devotion—thank-
fulness so mingled with, and heightened all his

pleasures, that he already enjoyed the reward
of meekness, and while " he went towards that

kingdom of heaven,"

" Earth's fairest scenes were all his own."

Of his " Lives," our limits will not permit us
to say more, than that they present striking

portraits of some of the best men of the age°,
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drawn by one who was closely assimilated to

them in the purity of his life, in guiltless sim-

plicity, and devoted piety. The following lines

on archbishop Jewell, by Fuller, which are

taken from this volume, are characteristic of the

times and the writer.

" Holy learning, sacred arts.

Gifts of nature, strength of parts,

Fluent grace and humble mind.

Worth reformed and wit refined,

Sweetness both in tongues and pen,

Insight both in books and men,

Hopes in woe, and fears in weal.

Humble knowledge, sprightly zeal,

A liberal heart, and free from gall.

Close to friend, and true to all,

Height of courage in truth's duel

Are the stones that made this Jewell—
Let him that would be truly blest.

Wear this jewel in his breast."

P. (

SPEECH OF CHARLES MINER,

Of Pennsylvania, delivered in the House of Represent

alives, January 6 and 7, 18'29, on the subject of slav-

ery and the slave trade in the District of Columbia.

(Continued from page 164.)

" The national legislature were too much engaged.

or from other causes did not interpose, and the slave

trade continued to increase in extent and enormity,

In 1816, a distressing event, which created great ex-

citement in the city, occasioned a movement in con-

o-ress in respect to the matter. [Mr. M. here reac

an extract from the journal of the house.]

" ' On motion of Mr. Randolph,
" ' Resolved, That a committee be appointed to in-

quire into the existence of an inhuman and illegal

traffic in slaves, carried on in and tlirough the Dis

trict of Columbia, and report whether any and wlia

measures are necessary for the putting a stop to the

same.'
" If correctly informed, the immediate cause of

the e.xcitement was this : a woman confined among
others, in the upper chamber of a three story private

prison, used by the slave dealers in their traflic,

driven by sorrow and despair at the idea of being

separated from all that she held dear, to throw he

self from the window upon the pavement. She was

shockingly mangled, and lingered a long while in

misery. I do not wonder that, in a humane and

Christian community, such an exhibition should

create excitement. It does not seem to me that the

laws of congress ought to cherish, or even permit, a

system within this District, naturally productive of

such scenes. This account shows the horror of this

traffic ; and from this we may infer the cruelty that

is hid from us in those secret repositories of misery.

There are several of these private prisons within the

District ; how mnay, I know not ; but from the in-

formation given me, I think the feelings of the house

would be touched, could they see the cells, the fet-

ters, 'and the chains they contain, without even a

view of the victims that ^vcar them. 1 hold some

account of one of those prisons in my hand, (said

Mr. M.) furnished me by a friend. 1 cannot read

it without mentioning the names of several persons;

and, as I wish to give neither pain nor oflience

one, in any thing I say, I will only advert to the

matter generally. In a series of essays published in

a respectable print in the District, in i;-.27, this sub-

ject was treated of. I know of no motive for exag-

geration. Published on the spot where tlie facts are

known, it is fair to presume the picture of the slave

trade, as it prevails in the District, is true to the ori-

ginal. [Here Mr. M. read from the Alexandria Ga-

zette of June 2'2, 1327, the following paragraphs ;]

' Some years ago,' says our informant, ' a coloured

woman, who had always been treated with kindness

by her master, was sold by him to a person in this

neighbourhood, in order that she might be near her

husband, who was also a slave, in the course of a

few years, she changed owners several times, and at

length fell into the hands of the slave traders, who

were making up a company for the southern market.

When these tidings were communicated to her, and

she found that she must leave for ever all the objects

of her alfections to endure a life of misery in a dis-

tant land, she could not support the anguish it occa-

sioned, and fell lifeless to the ground.'

Scarcely a week passes without some of these

wretched creatures being driven through our streets.

After having been confined, and sometimes mana-

cled in a loathsome prison, -they are turned out in

public view to take their departure for the soutl

The children, and some of the women, are gene

ally crowded into a cart or wagon, while the others

follow on foot; not unfrequently handcui

chained together. To those who have never seen a

spectacle of this kind, no description can give

adequate idea of its horrors. Here you may behold

fathers and brothers, leaving behind them the dear-

est objects of aifcction, and moving slowly along in

the mute agony of despair—there the young mother

sobbing over her infant, whose innocent smiles seem

but to increase her misery. From some you will

hear the burst of bitter lamentation, while from

others the loud hysteric laugh breaks forth, denoting

still deeper agony.

The District of Columbia is now made the depot

for this disgraceful traffic.

This traffic, and the views it exhibits, I beg the

house to be assured, are as offensive to the peoph

f the District, as they are unjust in themselves, anc

npolitic in us to countenance. Can it be supposet

otherwise without a reproach to the good sense an(

moral sensibility of its citizens .' But the slave deal

ers feel themselves secure. They do not dread any

expression of your displeasure. These scenes ha

been exhibited here by the slave dealers for nearly

thirty years, under your eye, and congress has not

moved to arrest their course. Your silence giv

sanction to the trade. If an evil, you alone can co

rect it. If you take no steps to correct it, does not

your silence imply acquiescence, if not approbatioii ?

Is it then strange that the slave dealers should gain

confidence from impunity, and make this their head

quarters for carrying on the domestic slave trade.'

Sir, this is made the great market for the sale and

purchase of human flesh. It is carried on by the

sanction of our permission. I have said that the

people of the District are opposed to the continu-

ance of slavery here. I had, at the last session of

congress, the honour to present a petition, signed by

more than one thousand respectable citizens of the

ten miles square, setting forth the evils that exist,

id praying for the gradual abolition of slavery

ithin the District."

To give the house a just view of the actual state

of things here, Mr. M. said he would read several ad-

vertisements from the public prints of this city. They
would show, not only the openness with which the

slave dealers proceeded, but they would also show

that the sale of persons, men ajid women, at public

auction, was a common practice, warranted by our

laws, and permitted by the federal legislature. Here

Mr. M. read the following advertisements, published

in this city :—

The above sale is postponed to Thursday next, the

4th December, same hour and place.

Nov. 28—3t M. Tarlton, Bailiff.

The above sale is further postponed until Thurs-

day, Dec. lUh, same hour and place.

Dec. 5—3t M. Tarlton, Bailiff.

The above sale is still further postponed to Thurs-

day next, same hour and place.

Dec. 12—3t

The above sale is still further postponed until

Thursday, 1st January, 1829, at the same hour and

place, when it will positively take place.

Dec. 19—3t Merrit Tarlton.

WE WILL GIVE CASH
For one hundred likely young Negroes of both

sexes, between the ages of 8 and 25 years. Persons

who wish to sell would do well to give us a call, as

the Negroes are wanted immediately. We will give

more than any other purchasers that are in market,

or may hereafter come into market.

Any letters addressed to the subscribers, through

the post office at Alexandria, will be promptly at-

tended to. For information, inquire at the subscrib-

ers', west end of Duke street, Alexandria, D. C.

Doc. 15—wSm Franklin &, Armfield.

A NEGRO GIRL FOB SALE.
By virtue of a distrain, I shall sell for cash, to the

highest bidder, on Thursday, the 27th instant, at 10

o'clock, A. H., at Thomas Lloyd's tavern, near the

Centre Market House, Negro girl Margaret, about

14 years of age; taken a:; the iiroperty of William

Harrison, and will be sold to satisfy house rent due

in arrears to Thomas Havenner, administrator of

John C. Dixon, deceased.

Merrit Tarlto

CASH ! CASH I CASH l-AND NEGROES WANTED.
The subscriber will give the highest price, in cash,

for likely sound young Negro men, from 16 to 25

years, provided they can be had in time to be put on

board the steamboat Potomac on ne.xt Wednesday
evening. Thesubscriber can be seen at M'Candless's

.

tavern. High street, Georgetown, D. C.

Sept. 30—d7t Sah'l J. Dawson.

CONSTABLE'S SALE.

In virtue of two writs of fieri facias, issued by Is-

rael Little and Bernard Spalding, Esqs., Justices of

the Peace for the county of Washington, District of

Columbia, and to me directed, I shall expose to pub-

lic sale, on Thursday, the 1st day of December next,

one two-story house and lot, situate on South D
street, and adjoining to the Eastern Free School

;

also, all the household and kitchen furniture belong-

ing to Edward D. Tippet, two hacks and horses, and

a Negro girl, aged 17 years, seized and taken at the

suit of William A. Smallwood and David Brearly.

Sale to commence at 11 o'clock on the premises.

Enoch Bryan, Constable.

The above sales are postponed to the 13th instant,

at the same hour and place, for the want of bidders.

Dec. 9. E. Bryan, Constable.

CASH IN MARKET,
And high prices will be given for likely sound

young Negroes. Those wishing to sell will do well

to inquire soou at M'Candless's Tavern, in George-

town, D. C, where they will find a purchaser.

Dec. 3. Jesse Bernard.

CONSTABLE'S SALE.

By virtue of two writs of fieri facias, issued by

Israel Little, a Justice of the Peace for the county

of Washington, and to me directed, I shall expose to

sale, for cash, on Saturday, 30th of December, 1825,

at the Navy Yard Market House, at 8 o'clock, a. m.,

one Negro man, seized and taken as the property of

Mrs. Dorothy Wales, to satisfy debts due Edward
Simmes and William R. Maddox.

Dec. 24. Enoch Bryan, Constable.

"So that a constable has power, the least responsi-

ble officer known to our laws, under our federal au-

thority, to set up and sell a man or woman at the

public market house. I cannot think (said Mr. M.)

that this is right. I do not think that these are pro-

per scenes to be exposed at the seat of the general

government. Such exhibitions, some years ago,

were presented in New York ; and I recollect that

the mechanics and merchants of that city formed an

association, resolving that they would do no business

with an auctioneer who should sell human beings at

auction ; and an end was put to the practice.

" The measures which I propose to you I know
have the decided approbation of a large portion of

the people of Pennsylvania. They consider, and

they consider rightly, that this District is national iu

interest and aspect. The whole people have an in-

terest here : what exists and takes place here con-

cerns all. The public buildings belong to the people :

the government is the government of the people.

Every citizen is interested in what concerns the go-

vernment, the policy, the laws, and the prosperity of

this city and District. At the last session of tlie

assembly of Pennsylvania, the house of representa-

tives passed the following resolution by an almost

unanimous vote :

" ' Resolved, &c.—That it be earnestly recom-

mended to the senators and representatives of this

state in the congress of the United States, to use

their efforts to accomphsh the abolition of slavery in
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the District of Columbia, in such manner as thoy

may consider consistent witli the rights of individu-

als and the constitution of the United States.'

"Many thousand citizens have petitioned, from

time to time, tliat congress would talte this matter

into consideration, and provide by law for the gra-

dual abolition of slavery at the seat of the general

government. The sentiment is becoming stronger

and stronger every day, throughout the nation, that

the power of congress should be exercised to clear

out the mass of iniquity and oppression which has

fixed itself here, and like a stagnant pool generates

all manner of corruptions, producing a moral pesti-

lence, which the interest and the honour of the

country equally call upon us to exert our authority

to remove. Of the interior of the secret prisons, our

knowledge is, of course, extremely imperfect ; but

a letter which I hold in my hand, written by a gen-
tleman of Alexandria, every way to be relied upon,
states :—[Here Mr. Miner read from the letter.]

" ' Almost every week, droves are brought into

town, of ten or twelve, all chained together. Some
time since, a person observed twenty-two or three

come out of the cellar of a small house, where they

had been stowed for some time. He thought it must
surely be contrary to the laie^ that so many should be

placed in so small an apartment, and inquired of one
of the civil officers, how many slaves it was lawful

to place in a small damp cellar. The officer replied.

As many as it will hold. The same thing e.xists with
regard to shipping them : they may place as many
in a vessel as it will hold.'

" There is one case more to which I invite atten-

tion, and especially that of the gentleman from Ma-
ryland, who doubts the correctness of any part of

the preamble. I presume the facts will not be new
to him ; and if any error should exist in my state-

ment, he can correct me. The circumstance to which
I allude occurred last winter, during the sitting of

congress. A colored man, who was free, had mar-
ried a woman who was a slave. By her he had se-

veral children. He was industrious, respectable, had
acquired some property, and.was the commander of

a boat that plied from the place where he lived to

Baltimore. The master of his wife died, and the

man attended the sale of his effects, and purchased
in his wife and children. For all this I have autho-
rity which the gentleman will not question. She
was then his by marriage and by purchase—by the

double right of the laws of God and man. He left

home on a trip to Baltimore, doubtless cheered to

increased exertions by the prospect of happiness that

opened upon him. On his return, his wife and chil-

dren were gone ; he sought for them in the neigh-
bourhood ; they could not be found. I cannot pre-

tend to say, with certainty, what were the feelings of

the poor negro on the occasion. I know no reason
why he should not feel like ourselves. And what
would be the painful surprise, gradually heightening

to the agony of despair, if any member of this house,

who is a husband and a father, should return and
find his house desolate, his wife and children gone,
he knew not where .' The man hastened to his for-

mer master, for advice and aid. The gentleman to

whom he applied, whatever may be his speculative

notions on these subjects, is humane—has a tender
heart for human suffering, and a quick sense of in-

dignation at injustice. He gave the man a letter to

an influential citizen of Alexandria, to make inqui-

ry at a private prison in that city, whether the lost

wife and children were there. The inquiry was
made. The wife and children had been there, but
the slave dealers had removed them beyond reach :

they had been marched off with a gang that had
been collected for a distant market, and they were
lost to him for ever. By whose fraud, by what trea-

chery, this dark deed of iniquity was perpetrated, 1

cannot tell. The crime, though not wholly commit-
ted, was consummated in this District. By permit-
ting, and thereby sanctioning, the slave trade here,

we encourage these scenes of injustice. Sir, if such
an event as this had happened in Greece, if the
Turks had committed such an outrage on human
rights, this whole nation would have been in com-
motion. Money would have been raised, and sent
off by thousands, for the relief or redemption of the
captives. Aye, sir, and we should send out mission-

then who should perpetrate such acts of fiagiant

cruelty.
" The remark has often been made, and the events

of our day show its correctness, that examples of
times past move men, beyond comparison, more than
those of their own times. We accustom ourselves
to what we see. Tho inquisition is to us a subject
of horror; and yet the man, who, half a century
ago, or even at a later time, should in Spain have
proposed its abolition, I dare say, by honest but
mistaken zeal, would have been deemed impious.
Distance and time magnify objects. We feel deeply
for the sufterings of Ireland ; we weep for the mise-
ries of the Greeks ; but we suffer, in a race of a dif-

ferent colour, under our own eye and our own juris-

diction, scenes of greater cruelty and injustice than
are acted on the other side of the Atlantic. We
move on tho surface of the stream, where the sun-
beams play, and where the glittering waves sparkle
with hope, and joy, and pleasure ; and we pass on,
unconscious of the dark counter-current that flows
beneath, embittered by the tears, and impelled by
the sighs of the wretched.

" You denounce the foreign slave trade as piracy,
and punish it with death. Why do you do so ?

Because it is cruel and unjust : it separates husband
and wife, parent and child, and tears the inhabitants
of Africa from the home of their childhood or their

choice. And wherein does your domestic slave trade,

as it exists, and is carried on through this District,

differ from that on the coast of Africa, except that
this is near, and that at a distance.' Are not all the
sympathies of our nature, which we are taught to

regard as sacred, violated and crushed by it without
hesitation or remorse ? Are not husband and wife,
parent and child, separated daily .' and are not the
objects of the traffic torn from the scenes to which
their hearts have become knit by the closest and ten-
derestties? I have mentioned some instances of the
dread, the utter horror, and consequent unutterable
distress, that this trade produces. There is a man
now in this District, who was in the hands of the
slave dealers, about to be sent off to the south, when
he laid his left hand on a block, and with an axe
severed it from his arm. Can the slave trade on the
coast of Africa be more horrible, more dreaded, or
more prolific of scenes of misery .* Does it produce
scenes more touching, more deeply crimsoned with
iniquity.' To me, all this is dreadful; and I think
it should be tolerated no longer here.

" My duty, on this occasion, leads me into no dis-

cussion of slavery in the abstract. I speak as one of
the local legislature. I would advise to that course
which would be best for the prosperity of the District.

The people have established this as the seat of em-
pire. The republic is rapidly growing into great-
ness ; and the city must naturally grow with its

growth, and strengthen with its strength. The po-
sition is well chosen, the situation most beautiful

;

no one more earnestly than myself wishes to see it

in the highest degree prosperous. But it would
seem to be the part of wisdom, in laying the foun-
dations for the seat of government of a gr'eat empire,
intended to endure for ages, that they should be laid
strong and deep, leaving nothing to impede its

growth or impair its prosperity. In looking at the
census of the District, I find the following the num-
ber of inhabitants :

White population. Colourt'd.

In 1800 10,066 4,027
1820 22,614 10,335

By which it will be seen, that the coloured popula-
tion has increased in a more rapid ratio than the
white. The white population, to have kept its re-
lative number, should have reached nearly 26,000.
To what result this state of things must lead, every
gentleman will judge. And what are the effects of
this population now on the prosperity and improve-
ment of the city and District.' They must be ob-
vious to a moment's reflection. Every person who
visits this city, I presume, is struck, as I was, with
the beauty of the main avenues, the magnificence
of the public buildings, and the heart-chilling deso-
lation and sterility that reign all round them. Where
the overflowings of the public treasury find their

way, the city seems prosperous ; almost every where
else, neglected and desolate. The blacks are a de-
graded cast, generally without industry, enterprise,
or property : there are honourable exceptions among

.gene e, they build no housps.
they plant no gardens, they cultivate voluntarily no
land: without enterprise, or the ordinary motives
for enterprise, they strike out no new plans of busi-
ness, enter into no commercial speculations, they
set in motion no manufactures, or any thing else
that is calculated to increase the wholesome business,
or improve the appearance of the city. Suppose,
sir, instead of these ten thousand negroes, there ex-
isted a free white population, what would be the
certain consequences .' Besides your avenues, yotir
streets would be rapidly built upon, and be alive
with the bustle of profitable business. Building lots,

in the extremest part of the city, would be in deliiand
and rise in prices; snug cottages would be seen ris-

ing in every direction. Every lot that was built
upon, every field that was cultivated, would render
the adjoining ground more valuable, and operate as
an inducement- to some one else to build upon or to
cultivate it. Business begets business; prosperity
is the parent of prosperity. The lands here may be
rendered profit3,bly productive. There is a garden
of three acres upon the plain which lies under our
eye from this building. The gardener told me that
it produced one year a thousand dollars from sales of
vegetables in the market; and the year preceding
twelve hundred dollars. This shows how extremely
productive a part of the land would be, if improved
and well managed. But the black population will

never do this; and unless some salutary change, go-
ing to the root of this evil, is made, this scene of ste-

rility may last for ages.
" What, Mr. Speaker, has built up Ohio.' That

state, within the remembrance of most of us, was a
wilderness, a vast forest, inhabited only by the sa-
vage. It is now, probably, the third state in the
Union, in numbers and productiveness. It has not
been made so by men of wealth ; comparatively few
great capitalists have gone there ; no great compa-
nies have produced the result. Ohio has risen into

greatness by the enterprise and industry of indivi-

dual citizens, each acting for himself, under the in-

spiring influence of liberty. Ohio owes her prospe-
rity and power to the irresistible energy of freedom."

From the Xutmml Gazette.

THE DOMESTIC SLAVE TRADE.

Early in the spring of 1825, the writer was
one of three hundred and fifty passengers on
board the steam boat George Washington,
bound from New Orleans to the Falls of Ohio.
It was no small compliment to this steam boat,

that the levee was covered with people collect-

ed to witness its first departure. She was li-

terally a three decker, and two powerful en-

gines propelled her against the current at the

rate of six miles an hour. On the morning of
the third day of the voyage, a little befoie smi-

rise, we observed a great fire some distance

above, which, at first, was supposed to be some-
thing burning on the land. It was soon ascer-

tained to be a steam boat; and presently came
floating upon us, the hull, the decks, the tower-

ing freight of cotton, glowing in one huge mag-
nihcent cinder. The helm of the Washington
obeyed the impulse of all on board, and steer-

ed in the direction of this portentous beacon.

We approached so near it as to be incommod-

ed by the heat. Conjecture as to the fate of

the crew, and concern for the preservation of

those who might survive, animated every

breast. The Washington's course was direct-

ed to the laud, from whence the burning boat

appeared to have drifted, with the hope of as-

sisting such of the sufferers as might yet be
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afloat or have got to shore. The vessel had

not coasted far up that side of the river, when

a man was seen sitting on a log at the water's

edge—the yawl immediately went off, and re-

tunied with him and a young female. This

person was a Mr. Miles, of Frankford, Ken-

tucky, a wealthy and respectable merchant;

he was severely scalded and burnt. He stated

that the unfortunate boat was the Tesch

that she had a full cargo of cotton, and a great

number of passengers, who were all asleep

when the vessel took fire, and her boilers burst

that such was the noise and confusion, increas-

ed by the darkness of the night, that he had

no consciousness of any thing that afterwards

occurred, any more than that he and the young

lady had got to shore on bales of cotton
;

doubtless many others had gained the land by

the same means.

Proceeding up and turning the next point of

land, we discovered a group of persons near a

cabin on the bank; many of them appeared to

be negroes, men and women. The blacks

were supposed to be slaves of the adjoining

plantations, attracted to the spot by curiosity;

it was this belief, I presume, which dictated

the order to the two sailors in the yawl, to

bring off onlv those who had been passengers

on b^oard the'Tesche. In fact, the whole par-

ty consisted of sufferers, which became mani-

fest by their all crowding into the yawl. I

could distinguish four white men among them.

The burthen was too great for the little vessel,

though one of the largest of its class, and man-

ned by two experienced seamen. To board us

with safetv, under such a load, required not

only skill in the boatmen, but greater steadi-

ness in the crew than could be expected from

a crowd of stupified and affrighted negroes. At

the critical moment when the yawl struck the

Washington, they rose up and seized her guard.

It was in vain that one of the sailors shouted

forth his hurried imprecation against this im-

prudent and fatal movement. He had barely

time to effect his own escape from the fate he

had just predicted. His comrade was about

to follow his example, but was arrested by

negro woman, who with both arms grasped

him round the neck, at the moment that the

side of the yawl nearest to the Washington

rose out of water, and turned over on them like

a trap. Of the poor slaves none were saved.

One of the white men was found alive unde

the jolly boat. Another had got upon the end

of a snag, or " sawyer"—it was the slave tra

der. He sunk and 'rose, and disappeared, and

again emerged, with the elevations and depres-

sions of the°amphibious tenement, to which he

clung with desperation. Nature seemed to

recognize him as one of the violators of her

rights. The long boat relieved him from this

novel and terrible penance. It must be con-

fessed that some slight disgust took the place

of sympathy, when it was found that this object

of our last solicitude was no other than the

selfish and hardened retailer of the poor ne-

groes.

He was a " young lawyer," the son-in-law

of a notorious slave dealer of the name of

Boyce, who resides in affluence near Frank-

fort, on the fruits of a traffic he has followed

unremittingly for thirty years.

By those who knew Robert Boyce it was

not expected that he would let this matter

sleep. His love of litigation, his great legal

connections, his indefatigable perseverance

and boundless prodigality in the prosecution of

his suits, were well known to them ; but to

Paul Anderson, an inhabitant of St. Louis,

whom he held chiefly responsible, as the prin-

cipal proprietor of the Washington, and " the

owner on board," these formidable attributes

were unknown, much less the subject of mea

surement and apprehension. The latter was

conscious only of having done a disinterest-

ed and humane act; in the performance of

which, some of its objects, from their own na-

tural weakness and the efl'ects of a recent dis

aster, perished, almost in the moment of safe

ty. Among them was a valuable, though

humble man, of his own crew. If a thought

recurred, as doubtless it often did, respecting

the poor slaves, it was that of commiseration,

softened, indeed, by the reflection, that an in-

finitely worse tate had awaited them.

More than two years after this disaster, in

the fall of 1827, the writer was in Frankfort,

Ky. The circuit court of Kentucky was sit-

ting in the house in which he lodged. Acci-

dent took him into the court at the moment

the judge called up for trial the very cause

which had grown out of this incident. The

crowded chamber was only another evidence

of the interest which the people of the slave-

holding states take in the agitation of any legal

question, which has reference to that peculiar

species of property. In the midst of this

crowd, apparently so inimical, sat the owner

of the Washington ; his quixotic appearance

strongly contrasted with his adversary Boyce,

a stout, broad man, weighing probably 360

pounds ; his rotundity of figure and sternness

of features indicating the prosperous but un-

conscionable slave-dealer ; whilst his antique

dress, worn and greasy side pockets, loaded

with papers, client-like patience, vigilance and

assiduity, marked him out as the very personi-

fication of a chancery suit. No wonder then

that our owner of the Washington had some

misgivings as to the result, when, in addition

to these personal advantages of his opponent,

he witnessed the display of the learning, the

zeal, and the talent which his money had elicit-

ed. It was at this moment, when, gazing

around upon the seemingly unpropitious faces

which surrounded the bar, as it were in quest

of encouragement, that the eye of the defend

ant met mine. The recognition of a fellow

traveller was not the less cordial, for his being

an eye-witness of the scene which gave occa-

sion to the trial.

Mr. A. stated that his testimony was scat-

tered from the Mississippi to the coast of the

Atlantic. It cost him much time, labour and

money to collect it. He had come to the trial

apprehensive of the disadvantages of trying

the cause in Kentucky, but was dissuaded from

making an affidavit to that cftect, by the assu-

rance.^hat, if the people of that state were sen-

sitive and tenacious on the legal and constitu-

tional questions of the rights of property in

slaves, they were in the same degree adverse

to the domestic slave trade, and held the negro

trader in abhorrence.

Mr. Bibb and Mr. Crittenden contended,

on the part of the plaintiff, that slaves were as

much property as bales of goods—that the

slaves in question were the property or goods

of their client—that the defendant had shipped

his property and failed to deliver it at any port.

On the part of the defendant, Messrs. Duncan

and Grayson replied with great eloquence and

ability. It was thought, however, that the

strong and logical argument of Mr. Bibb, and

the powerful appeal of his colleague, had made

an impression on the minds of the jury, by no

means auspicious to the interests of the de-

fendant, when a circumstance occurred which

doubtless turned the scales on the side of jus-

tice and humanity.

A tall, athletic, sandy-haired gentleman was

addressing the jury on the part of the defend-

ant, (I think his name was Wicklifle,) when

suddenly there was an alarm of fire in the

court room. The half smothered flames were

breaking out from under the floor or hearth

not far from the judge's seat. In the midst of

all the bustle and confusion of such an acci-

dent, Mr. Bibb, the learned counsel for the

plaintiff, with the masculine energy common
to all professions in the west, seized an axe

and was in the act of demolishing the floor

which concealed the flames, when the stento-

rian voice of Wickliffe was heard above the

tumult, beseeching him to forbear. " Desist!"

he exclaimed, " for God's sake, desist, Mr.

Bibb : you will destroy the man's property

—

you may kill some of liis slaves, for which you

will sufi'er, according to the law you have just

laid down." It was one of those palpable,

practical illustrations of an argument which

strikes the common sense, and was irresistible.

The skilful advocate saw it was unnecessary

to say another word. The lamented Trimble

gave the coup de grace to the plaintiff, and

the jury returned in a icvi minutes with a ver-

dict for the defendant. The indefatigable and

inexhaustible plaintifl' took the cause on a writ

of error to the supreme court of the United

States : and within these few days I observe

that the cause has been argued by other coun-^

sel with great ability, and that the opinion of

the court, delivered by chief justice Marshall,

affirmed the verdict in the circuit court below,

with costs. X.

Bravery and HumaniU/ of a Crew of A'egroes.

Fourteen seamen belonging to the late ship Pier-

son ofWhiteby, Foggs, master, from Quebec toHull,

lost at sea on the 16th December, owe their preser-

vation to the courageous and persevering efForts of

the American ship Thomas Dickason, captain An-

thonv, whose crew, sixteen in number, consists en-

tirely of black men, originally from the coast of

Africa, but now freemen of the United States. These

brave men not only continued with cheeriulness the

most persevering exertions, during two days and

nicrhts; to rescue our unfortunate countrymen from

the tops of the wreck, to which they had taken re-

fuge, (the vessel being waterlogged,) and in the most

tempestuous weather, but, on succeeding in bring-

inc- them oif to their own ship, resigned to them

their beds, clothes, and every other comfort they

had at their disposal ; and, on landing them in safety

at Havre, on the 12th, divided among them all the

money they could raise, in order to alleviate their

^''''''''-
London Paper.



From E. Baks's Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE >VEST.

{Conlinuedfrom page 168.)

As the time has passed on so far since the

incidents to be noticed took place, in the pro-

gress of the separation within the hniits of In-

diana yearly meeting, it seems proper to state,

in a summary way, the general course of events

within those limits.

I do not think it necessary to go further back

than to the yearly meeting of 1827. At that

time the testimony of Indiana yearly meeting

was prepared and adopted. I say prepared.,

because I know that it has been frequently as-

serted that it was drawn up at Mount Plea-

sant, and carried to Indiana, when it was for-

ced upon the meeting by foreign influence.

But it originated there, so far as I am acquaint-

ed with its origin—was drawn up there—and

was united with by a more general e.xpression

of concurrence than I ever witnessed before.

There were a fere who objected to it, but the

number was very small. Many who have since

become leaders of the separation, at that time

cordially e.xpressed their concurrence with it;

and some even said they rejoiced in it.

At that meeting, also, the proposition of Ohio
yearly meeting for the ditferent yearly meetings

to appoint committees to unite in considering

such subjects as are connected with the com-
mon interests of Society, was made. This,

too, was opposed by a fete, but it was referred

to a committee; on which the principle objec-

tors were appointed, and after a free e.xpres-

sion of sentiment, the measure was united with

by that committee, and approved and adopted

by the yearly meeting. At the close of the

yearly meeting, returning minutes were not

granted to two individuals* then in attendance

from within the yearly meeting of Philadel

phia, because it was undersood that the meet-

ings by which their certificates were granted

were at least affected by the separation there.

I well remember, that when the committee
endorsements made their report, distinctly

stating their conclusion in this respect, my feel

ings of tenderness and sympathy towards one
of the individuals (referred to in the note be-

low,) were awakened in a peculiar manner.

The occasion was laid hold of by several, Jo-

seph Cadwalader among the number, to raise

an excitement in the meeting to set aside the

exception—that granting minutes to those in

dividuals by the yearly meeting—the principle

recognized in the testimony, would be render-

ed wholly inoperative. I also well remember
that the substantial members of that meeting,

with great calmness and firmness, maintained

the report of the committee. This was under-

stood to be in conformity to the order referred

to in the testimony, by which it was distinctly

understood, that those who separated from the

ancient yearly meeting of Philadelphia, and
set up meetings of their own, could not be re-

garded as members of the Society of Friends,

nor admitted to the privileges of such in our
religious meetings. Among those who step-

ped forsvard to allay the excitement on that

* One of these, I am informed, has become closely
connected to Friends.
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occasion, and to support the testimony, was
Horton Howard. 1 mention his name, be-

cause, as he united with Friends at that time,

so far as we were able to discover, and even

took an active part in the measures which
were adopted, I am willing to preserve this

little memorial of it. Neither he nor his friends,

I hope, will ever have cause to look back to

that period with regret.

The followers of Elias Hicks took hold of

these proceedings to raise an excitement

among the less discerning part of the mem-
bers. In this instance, as well as within Ohio
yearly meeting, they acted on a principle di-

rectly at variance with that so mucii insisted

by Elias himself, and all his party, till they

find it will not apply to their own case, and
that is, "-the majority must govern." The
measures adopted by Indiana yearly meeting,

to which I have referred, were clearly the

judgment oithe meeting, whether that judgment
be tested by numbcr.9, or by weight of religious

character, or by religious feeling.

Great industry, however, was used to pre-

judice the minds of the simple against the pro-

ceedings of the yearly meeting. One of the

prominent objections urged against the testi

mony, within our limits, was, that the meeting
for sufferings had no right to adopt any article

of faith or discipline, which had not been de
termined by the yearly meeting. To this wt

replied, that there was in it no article of laith

or discipline which had not been determined

by the yearly meeting. That so far as it set

forth faith, it was the language of our ancient

Friends, and in full accordance with the " Doc
trines of Friends," which had been determined

by the yearly meeting ; for that volume had

been examined and approved by the meeting
for sufferings, agreeably to the order of

ciety, and their proceedings approved by the

yearly meeting without one dissenting voice.

And as to the discipline it made none, it only

revived what had long been established among
us, against denying the divinity of Christ, &c.,

and enjoining that our meetings be kept S6

lect. But within the yearly meeting of Ind

ana this caviling objection was entirely done

away ; for the testimony was issued by the

yearly meeting itself, and signed by the clerks

of both men's and women's meeting. It ought,

therefore, to have been regarded as binding on

the members, whether the discipline it con

tained was new or old.

The greatest strength of the party was in

Miami quarter, but even there they were much
the smaller nCimber ; though it is said, that in

the monthly meeting at VVaynesville, they were

more numerous than Friends.

At the quarterly meeting at that place in

the eighth month, a very unusual course of

proceedings, all taken together, took place. I

have now before nic, from a highly respectable

correspondent, a detailed account of the trans-

actions which took i)lace at that time, and

which has been several months on hand. But

as I have not yet been able to publish it entire

and time has passed on so far, I have conclud

ed, for the sake of brevity, to select the mos
material facts.

Amos Peisley and Elisha Dawson were at

that meeting, as were several other persons
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wlio had been members of the Indiana yearly

meeting, but were either under dealings or

disowned. When the clerk had read the open-
ing minute, called the representatives, and was
about proceeding to the usual business of the

meeting, an ancient Friend, who was in the

station of a minister, observed that it had been
the order of Society ever since he had been a

member, for Friends not to proceed to the

business until the meeting was select, and
he did not think it was at that time.

On this, a considerable discussion took

place. The followers of Elias Hicks encou-

raged those who were under deahngs or dis-

owned on account of doctrines to keep their

seats, for they did not think Friends had any

business to disown them on such grounds.

Elisha Dawson stated, that he supposed he

and those who were with him from the same
meetings, (alluding to A. Peisley,) were of

that class. But he declared that they had been

Friends all their lives—were regular members,
and had the proper credentials from home,
showing the unity of their friends there. It is

surprising that men of common sense and com-
mon honesty should insist on the validity of

such credentials; for, as they were issued by

meetings entirely Hicksite, and after they se-

parated from Friends, and set up meetings ex-

pressly for those in unity with them, so it is

clear they could only be received in meetings

of the same character, that is, separate meet-

ings of Hicksites. The very circumstance of

their having such certificates was sufficient to

exclude them from the meetings of Friends.

Amos Peisley denied knowing any thing

about a separation in Philadelphia yearly meet-

ing; and yet he undertook to tell the cause of

the separation ! The principal difference, he

said, was, " that one part, in the heat of theii

zeal for the divinity of Christ, asserted that the

outward body of flesh and blood was God, con-

fining their views outward, and the other part

considered it was the Spirit." On account,

he said, of a few, not exceeding one half dozen

overbearing characters, who had employed

lawyers, «5cc. the yeaily meeting had reorgan-

ized, for the sake of getting away from the

scene of confusion.

It is really extraordinary, that men of com-
mon faculties and common observation, should

make such a frivolous pretext for breaking up
the very organization of Society; for what is

reorganizing but breaking the existing organi-

zation and making a new one ? They profess

to maintain the discipline of the Society, call

it salutary, say its rules are sufficient, &c.
But where is the discipline for reorganizing

a Society? The very apology they make re-

verts back with full condemnation on them-

selves. They not only condemn the discipline

as insufficient, while they declare that it is suf-

ficient—but they completely convict themselves

of the very thing they charge upon others. A
few overbearing individuals have taken the

power into their own hands, say they, there-

fore they will disregard the discipline as totally

insufficient to accomplish their purposes

—

break up the existing organization of the So-

ciety, &c. to get the power into their hands.

And as this was to be accomplished only by

u-ithdrawing, and setting up meetings /or those
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in unity with them, and favourable to tlieir

views, so they could claim to be of the same

Society only with those of the same descrip-

tion, and in the same separate capacity.

But these very persons who had thus with-

drawn from Friends of the yearly meeting of

Philadelphia, persisted in their intrusion into

the quarterly meeting, by which they totally

interrupted its proceedings. Friends having

now waited a long time, endeavouring to get

the meeting select, without being able to attain

the object, proposed an adjournment on this

ground. This was objected to by the Hicks-

ites, who wished the minute to state that '-tiie

day was far spent" as the cause for which the

meeting was adjourned. A miimte, however

was formed of the following import :—" The

meeting being unable to become select, ad

journs to second day morning, at nine o'clock.'

While the clerk was reading it, a considerable

number of voices were heard in opposition

and with a good deal of vehemence, declaring

that they had no unity with it.

The meeting being adjourned, Friends with-

drew. But, at the request of Amos Peisley,

the Hicksites stayed behind to hear their certi-

ficates read. Such trifling witli the order of

religious Society must appear contemptible to

all impartial anil discerning persons. That A.

Peisley and E. Dawson had certificates from

the meetings of those who had "withdrawn,'"

and set up separate meetings^or those in unity

with them, no one called in question. But for

them thus to force themselves with such certifi-

cates on the meetings of Friends, is what no

man ought to have done ; and no candid man
could suppose that such certificates would be

any evidence of their being in unity with

Friends.

Being thus left alone, they had a fair oppor-

tunity of keeping to themselves, had they been

disposed to give Friends no further trouble.

but they soon adjourned, and to the same hour

on second day morning to which Friends had

already adjourned.

(To be conliiuied.)

were correctly taken. Several of his warm a proper examination into the subject by Jeri-

admirers seemed so confident of the ultimate cho meeting, and that its members were too

uccess of their party, and of the overthrow of generally the blind partisans of Ehas Hicks to
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ELIAS HICKS AND THE SOCIETY OF
FRIENDS.

(Continuedfrom page 152.)

The statements given in my last number,

and the extracts both from the printed

sermon by Gould, and the notes taken by an-

other hand, show in the clearest manner, that

the allegations made in the document prepared

by the Southern District monthly meeting,

were founded upon the most solid and suffi-

cient reasons. The doctrines which it charges

Elias Hicks with promulgating, are all dis-

tinctly marked in Gould's sermon, and form

matter ofcomplaint which ought to have cla

ed the serious attention and earnest labour of

his own monthly meeting.

When the document was read in the South-

ern District meeting, considerable discussion

ensued. Some of the friends of Elias Hicks
endeavoured to excuse him by saying that he

did not ?nean to say what the paper charged
him with, and that they understood him differ

ently, but no one denied that his expression;

Friends, that they urged the adoption of the

document, remarking, with a sneer, that

Friends would soon be glad to get it off the

minutes, and that the meeting at Jericho would

take no notice of it; pleasing themselves with

the mortification which they supposed Friends

would thus sustain. A list of all those who
spoke on the occasion, taken at the time, now
lies before me ; from which, it appears, that

tiL-enty persons approved the report, and ad

cated the propriety of forwarding it to Jericho

monthly meeting ; while only eleven persons,

either directly or indirectly, evinced their dis-

approbation, and not more than four of these

decidedly objected to its being transmitted as

proposed. If, therefore, as the Hicksites so

often assert, the majority of the meeting should

govern its conclusions, they ought to acquiesce

m this as the fair decision of the monthly meet-

and to be consistent with their profes-

sions, they should have awarded it the consid-

eration and respect which the importance of its

contents demands.

Agreeably to the direction of the monthly

meeting, the report was transmitted to Jeri-

cho, and delivered to the clerk in the monthly

meeting by a Friend of Philadelphia. The
Hicksites there had been previously notified by

their friends in this city, that such a document

was likely to be forwarded, and they refused

to sufl'er it to be read, but referred it to a

committee for examination.

At a subsequent meeting it was produced

and read, but no other notice taken of its con-

tents than roundly to deny their truth, with-

out examination or inquiry, and to vilify

the characters of its authors. This course

evinced a determination on the part of the

Hicksites, who had usurped the entire control

of that meeting, to countenance no accusation,

however well authenticated or supported by

persons of the highest worth and credibility,

the investigation of which might have a ten

dency to impeach the infallibility of their lead

It showed, also, a contempt and disregard

of the concern and uneasiness of a neighbour-

ing monthly meeting, which was entirely at

variance with the common feelings of brother-

ly regard, and evinced a consciousness that the

subject would not bear examination. If they

really believed that the Southern District

monthly meeting had made an unfair or untrue

representation of the case, they had no cause

to decline an investigalion, or to fear its re-

sults. The Southern District meeting, by

preferring the complaint in its official charac-

ter, invited them to the examination; and the

very fact of their declining to pursue it, is irre-

sistible evidence that both Elias Hicks and his

party feared the consequences of such a scru-

tiny, because they knew it must result in the

complete establishment of every fact detailed

in the report. Truth and innocence never

shrink from the most strict and rigid investi

gation—error and conscious guilt only seek

to hide themselves under the veil of darkness,

and to repel a just accusation by contumely

and reproach.

Finding there was no prospect of obtaining

extend to him that Christian care which his

nd doctrines loudly called for, the South-

ern District meeting brought the matter be-

fore the quarterly meeting of Philadelphia,

which, after serious consideration, conclud-

ed to transmit the report to Weslbury quar-

ter, and appointed a committee of three

Friends to attend with it. It is proper to ob-

serve, that the influence of E. II. in this quar-

terly meeting was such, that it was not expect-

ed any important advantages could result from

laying the report before it, as it was well

known that the clerk, and many other mem-
bers, were so devoted to his interests that

they would not act contrary to his wishes. But

as this was the regular channel by which, in

the order of Society, the complaint must be

forwarded to the yearly meeting, it was believ-

ed best to keep strictly to the discipline and

usages of Society.

When the committee from Philadelphia pre-

sented the documents they were entrusted with

toVVestbury quarter, the followers ofElias Hicks
would not suffer them to be read, behaving in a

most clamorous and abusive manner, loading the

committee and the quaiterly meeting of Phila-

delphia with obloquy and opprobrium—im-

peaching the moral standing of the most re-

spectable Friends, and, in short, vihfying all

who dared to dissent from the opinions or to

question the correctness of the practice of their

leader. Elias Hicks played the same part, as

regarded this meeting, that he did subsequently

at the yearly meeting of Ohio. Aware of the

wild and undisciplined passions of many of his

partisans, and apprehensive that they would
commit some shameful outrages upon decency

and good order, he wished to relieve himself

from the odium of their misdeeds, by going

home before the quarterly meeting occur-

red. But this subterfuge will not serve him,

when it is recollected that he spent two or

three days in New York, where the quarterly

meeting was to be held, arranged the mode in

which the report and documents were to be

disposed of, and went home only the day, or

day but one, before the meeting commenced.
The report was referred to. a committee, to

examine and inform whether it was fit to be

read in the meeting. This committee were not

to report for three months, and by this means
the Hicksites hoped to prevent the complaint

from reaching the last yearly meeting in New
York. Such a mode of acting upon a com-
munication made in the regular order of So-

ciety, from a large quarterly meeting to on,; of

co-ordinate rank, we apprehend was never be-

fore heard of. It was not only a miserable

shift to get rid of a representation, the truth of

which could not be denied, and which the par-

ty was afraid to face, but it was a gross insult

both to the quarterly meeting of Philadelphia

and its committee. The proceedings of West-

bury meeting clearly indicated the determina-

tion of his party to give Friends of Philadel-

phia no opportunity to state their grievances

or obtain red i ess, and it was therefore agreed

to represent the circumstances of the case to

our yearly meeting for its direction. This body
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fornardecl the document by a committee to

the yearly meeting of New York, and they

were referred by the latter assembly to the

attention of Westbury quarterly meeting of

Friends, to see that the monthly meeting

where Elias Hicks belonged took the requisite

care in the case. Meanwhile the Hicksites

having separated themselves from the doc-

trines, discipline, and communion of the So-

ciety of Friends, and the monthly and quarter-

Iv meetings being thus relieved from their tur-

bulence and clamour, were placed in a situa-

tion favourable for the due maintenance of the

established discipline of the church.

By recurring to the several steps through

which this extraordinary case has travelled,

the reader will perceive, that, throughout

its management, the strict line of gospel order

has been observed. First—private, tender

labour, was bestiawed upon Elias Hicks again

and again, in order to reclaim him, until he

at last refused to see his brethren any more
on that errand; then, as the next proper me-
dium through which care should be extended,

his own monthly meeting was applied to,

agreeably to the direction of discipline. When
this meeting refused to do its duty, the subject

was carried to the next superior or quarterly

meeting, whose province it is to take care that

subordinate meetings perform faithfully the ser-

vices confided to them. This application also

proving unsuccessful, an appeal was finally

made to the highest tribunal in the Society.

In consequence of the weak and disor-

dered state of Jericho monthly meeting, and
the general defection of its members from sound
principles, it was evident that they were not in

a suitable condition to hold a monthly meeting
to the reputation of Society, and soon after

N. York yearly meeting closed its session, the

members were attached to Westbury, thus form-

ing the combined monthly meeting of Westbury
and Jericho. The report from the Southern Dis-

trict being brought before this meeting by re-

commendation of the yearly and quarterly

meetings, the following minute was made in

the case, viz.

"At the monthly meeting of Friends of West-

bury and Jericho, united by Westbury quarter-

ly meeting agreeably to the recommendation
of our last yearly meeting, held at Westbury
the "21st of the. 8th mo. 1828.

" It appears by the extracts received from

the yearly and quarterly meetings, that this

meeting is directed to give the necessary at-

tention to several documents and minutes re-

ceived at our last yearly meeting, t'rom the

yearly meeting of Friends in Philadelphia, sta-

ting the unsound doctrines, publicly delivered

in that city by Elias Hicks, a member of Jeri-

cho monthly meeting. The said documents
being now read, obtained the solid considera-

tion of the meeting, and it thereby appeared
that the ministry of Elias Hicks has given

much uneasiness to Fiiends of that place.

The sentiments therein stated to have been

publicly delivered By him, ajipeared to be in-

c6mpatible with the Christian doctrines of our

Society, being contradictory to divers decla-

rations of the apostles and evangelists, and
amounted to a denial of their emphatical testi-

monies as recorded in the Scriptures of truth.

He is also therein charged with encouraging in

the youth a disregard to the instruction of parents

and tutors, stating as his belief, that an atten-

tion to the light within, would lead them
so to do ;—thereby tending to lay waste that

authority and discipline in families which are

essential to their peace and happiness.
" He is now travelling in the western states

with a certificate from the monthly meeting of

Jericho, expressive of their unitv with him as

a minister, though this was objected to by

some Friends of that meeting. After obtaining

the said certificate he openly associated him-
self with those who had seceded from Friends
in Philadelphia and parts adjacent, attended

the yearly meeting of the separatists, held there,

participated in its concerns, and received fronj

it a minute expressive of their unity with his

services, directed to his own monthly meet-

ing.

" At the ensuing quarterly meeting at West-
bury in 'Uh mo. last, he opened his prospect

of an extensive visit in the western and south-

ern states, producing the minute of approba-
tion from Jericho monthly meeting, and ob-

tained thereon from the men's meeting an en-

dorsement expressive of sympathy and unity

with him in his concern.
" Yet this endorsement was not obtained in

unity, a considerable number of Friends ex-

pressing their disapprobation of his prospect,

and faithfully urged their objections against

his being liberated by the meeting, to travel as

a minister in unity with the society. But the

concern of these Friends being disregarded,

the case was carried over their heads. He
did not incline to open his prospect to the wo-
men's meeting, agreeably to his former prac-

tice, and the recommendation of our disci-

pline ; which enjoins that the women's clerk

shall also sign such certificates and evidence
;

and we believe that he was aware that he had
not the unity of Friends. At the opening of

the last yearly meeting, he publicly advocated

the separate yearly meeting held in Philadel-

phia, and a number of the members of that

yearly meeting who had been disowned from
our Society, having intruded themselves into

the yearly meeting, he encouraged their con-

tinuance in it, claiming for them an equal

right with Friends.
" This inconsistent conduct of his, together

with others who joined with him therein, tend-

ing to lay waste the order of society, promoted
the separation which then took place, and laid

the yearly meeting under the necessity of re-

tiring from these disorderly persons, and all

others who united with them, that the business

of Society might be conducted according to

the order established by our discipline. By
all which conduct it clearly appears, that Elias

Hicks has identified himself with those who
have seceded from our religious communion.

" Under the consideration of these extraor-

dinary circumstances, and many others that we
ourselves have witnessed, this meeting became
closely exercised, and the case appears to us

of that magnitude and nature, which renders

it intimately connected with the general inte-

rest of society. This meeting, after solid de-

liberation thereon, is united in the judgment,
that he has so far deviated from the doctrine

and discipline of our Society, that it is not ad-

niissil)lc for him to travel as a minister in unity

\\\\b Friends, and that he ought not to proceed
in the present journey. We therefore believe

it our duty to require his returning home with-

out delay, that the charges preferred against

him may be duly investigated according to the

order of our discipline.

" A copy of the foregoing minute is direct-

ed to be forwarded to him, that he may return

to his friends at home without further proce-
dure.

" But if he still persists in travelling as a
ministei-, after receiving the above, contrary

to the judgment of this meeting and order of

our Society, a copy hereof is then directed to

be laid before the meeting for sufferings of

Ohio yearly meeting, that Friends in those

parts may be acquainted with the peculiar

circumstances under which he is prosecuting

the present journey.

"Extracted from the minutes of the aforesaid

meeting. Signed by direction and on behalf

of the meeting, by

Valentine Willets, Clerk."

While this subject was pending, and with a

knowledge of the great uneasiness which his

unsound ministry gave to many exercised

Friends, and also, that he would be a very un-

welcome visiter in many places where he

came, Elias Hicks set out from home to impose
himself and his preaching upon the meetings

of Friends, under a profession of religious con-

cern. It would have been well if he had ob-

served that injunction of our blessed Lord

—

" If thou bringest thy gift to tlic altar, and
there rememberest that thy brother hath aught

against thee, leave there thy gift before the altar,

and go thy way, first be reconciled to thy bro-

ther, and THEN come and ojfer thy gift.'" Re-
gardless of this positive command, he set out for

Ohio and Indiana yearly meetings, the former of

which only he attended; and it really seems as

though He, who can overrule the pride and
wrath of man, and make it subservient to

the promotion of good, had so frustrated

the schemes of Elias Hicks and his party,

as to make this western journey a means of

exposing more clearly than ever before, the

weakness and wickedness of the cause in which

they are engaged, and happily of rescuing

some innocent, but deluded persons, from the

influence of their pernicious principles.

The m. ate of Westbury and Jericho month-

ly meeting was forwarded to Elisha Bates of

Mount Pleasant, and by him delivered to Elias

Hicks, together with a letter from Gideon

Seaman, which has already been inserted on

page one hundred and twenty-seven of this vo-

lume. Elias was much agitated on the receipt of

these documents; and, we are told by Halliday

Jackson, actually stayed away from the first sit-

ting of the yearly meeting, to frame a reply to

them. This was the more extraordinary, as

he had travelled above four hundred miles, pro-

fessedly under a religious concern, to attend

it; and from the state of excitement and tur-

bulence into which his followers had worked

themselves, they certainly needed all his gene-

ralship and prudence to restrain their pas

sions, and conduct them with some degree o

credit through the crisis which impended
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When it is recollected that he had been sitting

in caucus with them, to determine what course

they should pursue, and to settle the plan ol

action, and had also attempted to introduce

himself into the select meeting on seventh day

thus showing his determination to be at the

yearly meeting, it must surely appear strange

that, at the very critical juncture, he should

desert and absent himself from his party. Th^

real cause lies deeper than this, and I suspect

that Halliday Jackson knew well, that, while

" the novel communications from Long Island"

were made, the ostensible reason—the true

motive was, to rid himself of the odium whicl

an enlightened and well regulated public would

attach to the outrageous assault made by his

party to drive Friends, vi et armis, from the

meeting-house. In my next I shall give a copy

of his reply.

{To he continued.)

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER,

Written by a Friend, and received at this office,

dated 23d of 2d month, 1829.

" Since the monthly meeting in the 8th mo,

last. Friends at West Lake, Upper Canada,

have been disturbed in their monthly meetings

by the Hicksites, who have met there, and oc-

cupied the time with business of their own
in consequence of which Friends have been

obliged to wait for them to leave the house, or

adjourn the meeting to another day; although

their number is much the smaller, they have

thus continued to encroach on the rights of the

monthly meeting, and deprived Friends of the

privilege of transacting the business of the

meeting at the usual time.

The half year's meeting of Canada met at

West Lake, first month 29th. The monthly

meetings in Canada had previously disowned

most of the leading members of the Hicksite

party, for their unsound principles and disor-

derly conduct ; notwithstanding which, they

attended the half year's meeting, and took the

uppermost seats, (of whicli they appear to be

fond,) to the exclusion of the regular members.

Soon after the assembly was gathered, a

Friend appeared in testimony, clearly setting

forth the doctrines of the Christian religion,

and cautioned the audience against the trans-

formations of antichrist, so prevalent at the

present time. On taking his seat, a Hicks-

ite, who had been disowned, informed the as-

sembly, (there being many present who had

never been members of the meeting,) that this

was not a meeting designed for public commu-
nications, but only for the transacting of the

business ofthe Society. After he sat down,

and before any proposition to close the shut-

ters or proceed to business was made, another

disowned person arose, and informed the meet-

ing that Nicholas Brown and wife had ap-

pointed a meeting to be held at that place, at

1 1 o'clock next day, requesting the general

attendance of the people. The design of this

appointment was obvious ;—for, as the Hicks-

ites appeared to be prepared to prevent the

business of the meeting being transacted on
that day, it seemed to be a stratagem to de-

prive Friends of the house the next day. This

measure was strongly remonstrated against

by Friends. The assembly was informed, thai

it was altogether an imposition on Friends-

and that the persons appointing the meeting

were disowned from the Society, and had no

right to claim such a privilege. After this

Nicholas Brown arose, and stated, that not

withstanding what had been said, the appoint-

ment stood good, and that he had felt a great

desire for the people in that neighbourhood
and requested their general attendance. After

the shutters were closed, and the meeting for

discipline opened, the intrusion of the Hicks-

ites rendered it impracticable for Friends to

proceed with the business of the meeting agree

ably to discipline or the order of Society ; a

proposition was therefore made, to adjourn to

10 o'clock next day, to which Friends una
nimously agreed ; and a minute of adjourn

raent was accordingly read. When Friends

were about to withdraw, a man of respectable

appearance, who sat in the back part of the

house, requested the attention of the assem-

bly ; on which Friends stopped. He then

proceeded to state, that he was not a member
of any religious Society, but that he had been

an attentive observer of what had passed
;

directing his discourse to Nicholas Brown, he

advised him to recall his appointment, or

postpone it to some other day, urging the pro

priety of Friends having the preference, they

having at least an equal right to the liouse
;

and that, if he did not change the appoint-

ment, the people would cry out shame against

him, &c. But N. Brown's determination

appeared fixed and unalterable, evidently ac-

companied with the design of dispossessing

Friends of the meeting house ; and Friends

retired to their respective homes, to wait the

event of another day.

Tiie following day, they assembled, agree-

ably to adjournment, and proceeded to trans-

act the business of the meeting, which was
large, and much harmony and condescension

were manifested, each seeming to esteem an
other better than himself. About 1 1 o'clock,

Nicholas Brown and his retinue came, and
several of them, at difJ'erent times, attem]

to enter the house ; but a number of the

respectable inhabitants, two of whom had been
for several years members of the provincial

parliament, had placed themselves about the

doors, and informed them that they had taken

upon themselves to protect Friends in the un-

disturbed possession of the house ; that they

were induced to do so from having been pre-

sent yesterday, and seen the determination of

N. Brown and his party to intrude upon
Friends ; and that they considered it their

duty to prevent the meeting from being dis-

turbed. On the Hicksites asking by what au-

thority they acted, they replied, by their own
authority ; and that they need not accuse
Friends of employing them, for it was not the

case. One of the Hicksite party solicited the

door-keeper to let him enter, stating that he

had something particular to communicate, and
on his promising to return immediately, they

admitted him. He came within the door, and
stating that there were a number of women in

the yard, sufiering with cold, asked the meet-

ing what should be done for their rehef. He
was answered, that if there were any mem-

bers there, they might come in ; but there

were houses in the neighbourhood where others

could go and warm themselves if necessary.

The door-keeper, thinking he stayed longer in

the house than was necessary, came in, and
gently tapping him on the shoulder, said,

' come, it is time for you to go out.' He
went out, and N. Brown adjourned his meet-

ing to the next day.
" The situation of the meetings in Canada

appears to be more favourable than was anti-

cipated, a smaller number having seceded :

but these appear to have abandoned the posi-

tion, so strongly supported by their coadjutors

in some other places—that the majority must
govern."

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH, 14, 1829.

Infant Schools.-^By invitation of one of

the managers, we have recently enjoyed the

gratification of visiting two of the three esta-

blishments in this city instituted by the Infant

School Society of Philadelphia. Our limits

will not admit of a detailed description ; but

the pleasure which, in common with many
other delighted visiters, w'e derived from the

exhibition, was of that placid, yet exhilarat-

ing kind, not easily expressed in words, but

which one loves to recall and to dwell upon,

as on a pleasant dream, or a spot of refreshing

verdure in a weary land. It is impossible to

behold without emotion, say from one hundred

to one hundred and fifty little boys and girls,

in each of the schools, their ages from two
years to six, with bright, healthy, gladsome

faces, clean, and for the most part comfortably

clad, rescued and brought together from the

lanes, and alleys, and by-ways of the city,

and placed under the care of amiable and

well qualified tutors, and the superintendence

of a band of disinterested and benevolent fe-

males, sedulously devoted in training them to

religious, moral, and intellectual improvement
—to virtue and to happiness.

The individuals of which the Infant School

Society is composed are of different religious

denominations ; and from all that came under

our observation, we should infer that the spirit

which actuates them is essentially catholic. For
instance, the religious lessons inculcated are

drawn from the Scriptures, and selected with

due reference to infantile capacities.

Upon the whole, we cannot well do less, in

justice to our feelings, than express the hope

that others will be induced to visit these schools

and see for themselves ; believing that few who
are blessed with the means, could then resist

the touching appeal to their sensibilities and

their beneficence.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Contribu-

butors to the " Asylum for the relief of Per-

sons deprived of the use of their Reason," will

be held at Friends' Meeting-house, on Mul-

berry Street, on Fourth day, the 18th instant,

at .3 o'clock in the afternoon.

THOMAS KIMBER, Clerk.

Philadelphia,^ mo. 2rf, 1829.
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TH STREETS,

EGYPTIAN RUINS.

{Continued from page IC'2.)

In order to confine ourselves within tlie

bounds proper to be observed in essays of
this character, it will be necessary to omit
many of the minute though interesting details,

given by the authorities to whom we are in

debted for the facts contained in the presen
article. We nevertheless hope, that, by a

rapid sketch of most of the ruins enumerated,
and by a more particular description of one
or two of the most celebrated palaces and
temples, with their appurtenances, we may
convey an adequate idea of ail the abodes of
the living

; and that, from a notice of the

most famous of the catacombs, an equally strik-

ing picture can be presented of the habitations
of the dead.

Thebes was the most ancient and the most
renowned of the Egyptian cities ; and although
it had passed its meridian, and was perhaps
on the decline in the time of Joseph, yet, to

this day, its remains are more numerous, and
in better preservation, than those of the mo-
dern cities. Several villages of miserable
huts are now scattered over its site, forming
a melancholy contrast with the splendid relics

of this ancient metropolis.

Among the other remains, the author of the
" Description de I'Egypte" notices the follow-

ing, in the order in which we give them. A
vast enclosure used as a circus. A splendid
palace and several temples, all erected upon
an artificial mound. A continued succession
of broken obelisks, columns, and colossal

statues, covered with hieroglyphics, being the
reliquiee of a prodigious edifice. Two sta-

tues, appearing, at a distance of four leagues,
like vast rocks rising from the plain, and the
palace of Kourna—this edifice being the last

discernible upon one side of the Theban plain.

On another boundary of the site of this

city is the palace of Luxor ; near its entrance
are two superb obelisks, formed each of a sin-

gle block of granite, seventy-five feet in height,
several statues in a sitting posture, and a gate-
way fifty feet in elevation.

The obelisks are covered with hieroglyphics,
" executed with all the care and precision that

is found on the finest gems ; the statues are

well formed, and the gateway sculptured with
representations of " battles of cliariots, pass-
ages of rivers, and the capture of fortresses."
From Lu.xor to the grand palace of Karnac,
situate on another part of the ruins, extends
a street of near a mile and a quarter in length,
having on both sides of it, at small intervals,

tlic remains of columns, houses, &c.; and it

is believed that on this avenue alone were
placed six hundred sphinges—images formed
of lions' bodies and women's heads.

" From tJiis alley of sphinges," says the French
Jthor, " if we turn a little to the left, we en'

broader avenue, formed entirely of couchant r

mted upon pedestals, at the extremity of which
triumphal gate, of the most elegant proportions.

These form the approach to a temple, that shows in
all its parts the marks of the highest antiquity, and
is, notwithstanding, constructed of materials which
had already been used in former monuments."

Next in order follows a description of the
palace of Karnac—the most splendid edifice
ever erected in Egypt, or, perhaps we might
say, in any other country. It was the work
of a succession of raonarchs, a portion of it

being the oldest masonry in the world, though
the larger part was constructed daring the
reign of the celebrated eighteenth dynasty,
mentioned in our former article on Egypt. It

continued, however, to receive additions and
epairs, by various succeeding monarchs ; and
one of its divisions bears the name and titles

of Alexander the Great. The approach to

this palace was through a long avenue of
enormous sphinges. Entering by a large
gateway

—

We reacli," says the French author, "a first

t, decorated on its sides with long galleries, and
enclosing temples and habitations. In the midst is

of columns seventy feet in height, sapped
at their foundation

; the greater part of them have
fallen, each in a single mass, and stretch out their

ks, formed of layers of stone, in the original
order they had when erect. A single one stands up-
right, as if to attest a magnificence that can now be
scarcely imagined. A second pylon (great gate-
ay), preceded by two colossal statues, serves as

the entrance of a great hall, which extends in its

greatest dimension ihree hundred and eighteen feet,
its least one hundred and fifty-nine. The
that form its flat roof rest upon architraves,*

supported by one hundred and thirlyfour columns
still standmg. The largest of these are not less than
eleven feet in diameter and seventy height. The
apitals (tops of the pillars) spread out, and form
each a surface of sixty-four square feet, on which a«
hundred men might readilyJind room to stand.

' Passing through another pylon, we enter a sort
of court, in which there formeriy stood two obelisks
f granite, sixty-nine feet in height ; one alone still

stands upon its base. A great gate and another py-
' ad to a hall destroyed to the very foundation

;

it had galleries formed of caryatidt pillars, and it

Stones placed immediately on the columns (like
beams) to support the flat stones composing the roof.

" Caryatid pillars are pillars carved into the fi-

gure of women dressed in long robes.

contains the largest obelisk that is now to be found
in Egypt. It is ninety-onefeel in height ; its sculp-
tures are of the most perfect execution, and seem to
exceed whatever the arts ofmodem Europe could effect.
Another gate leads to apartments wholly built of
granite, that appear to have been finished with greater
care than any other part of this vast edifice. Beyond
are still to be seen multitudes of columns and a vast
number of apartments."

" Such," says our reviewer, " is the palace ofKar-
nac, the proud residence of the Diospolitan dynas-
ties, in which the monarchs of Egypt exhibited a
magnificence that succeeding ages have long won-
dered at, but may despair ever equalling. So extra-
ordinary IS the command of labour and of skill in
the arts which is here displayed, that those who
have visited the spot can hardly realize the truth of
the impressions of their senses, and feel almost in-
clined toregard the whole as a fiction of a wander-
ing and fantastic imagination."

Two of the French commission make a
curious comparison between the extent and
magnitude of the buildings of Thebes, and
those of other countries, ancient and modern,
from which we derive the following particulars.
The temple of Theseus, and even the Pan-

theon of Athens, are buildings of a compa-
ratively small extent, the latter being only of
about tlie same dimension as one of the cha-
pels attached to the palace of Karnac. The
merit of the Grecian artists consisted not in
the imposing grandeur and magnitude of their
constructions, but rather in the chasteness
of fancy, purity of design, and beauty of finish

,

which were displayed in all their works.
Even the celebrated remains of Palmyra and

Balbec cannot vie in size with those of Karnac.
In making the comparison, the commission-

ers mention, that the sphinges alone about this
firmous palace must have amounted to 1600,
the colossal monolith statues to near forty, the
perfect columns to near seven hundred and
fifty, some of which are of a greater diame-
ter than the celebrated pillar of Trajan ; to

' ich may be added eight monolith obelisks
of prodigious height, and seventeen enormous
gateways. Besides those immediately about -

the palace, there are seventy-seven other mo-
nolith statues, the "least of which is larger

'

than life, and the largest fifty-four feet in

height."

Among the temples, the imperial baths, the
Pantheon, the Coliseum, and all the other
edifices of ancient Rome, we may look in vain
for an equal to the palace of Karnac ; and con-
tinuing our research amongst the more modern
buildings belonging to that celebrated capital,

we are equally incapable of finding a com-
parison. With regard to the stupendous church
of St. Peter's, the French authors speak
thus :

—

" St. Peter's, whose cupola, suspended in the air,
is one hundred and thirty-seven feet in height, [which
is] an elevation almost equal to (hat of the great
pyramid of Memphis." " This church has in length
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galleri

Liid lliirty-oight English yards, and is

md seventy Englisli yards in breadth.

,
arranged in the figure of a liorse shoe,

ues to this majestic edifice, and add

conslderabiyto its extent, which, including theni, is

five hundred and forty-three English yards. But

this is thirty-seven metres (more than forty English

yards) less than the space comprised between the

sphinges that precede the western eiUrauce of the

palace of Karnac and its eastern gate."

The size of Thebes was about twice that

of Cairo, the capital of modern Egypt, whilst

Memphis, near the site of which Cairo stands,

,was a little larger than Thebes. Most of the

ruins of private buildings are buried m the

soil for«ied by successive deposits from the

inundations of the Nile. By a passage in

Diodorus Siculus, it appears that they were

four or five stories in height, and built like the

(hvellings of modern Egypt, with large halls

and small chambers.

We shall next give a description of the tem-

ple of Denderah, which, though of a more

modern date than the palace which we have

just described, is still completely Egyptian in

its style.

Tlie general figure of the building is that ol

the letter T ; its whole length is two hundred

and sixty-six feet ; the breadth of the portico,

corresponding (we suppose) to tlie top of the

T, is one hundred and thirty-five feet.

The point of the portico is composed of six

columns, whose capitals are formed of colos-

sal masks or faces of tlie goddess Isis
;
an ele-

gant cornice, decorated, like the whole front,

with rich sculptures, adorns the portico. The

height of the portico is fifty-five feet ;
that ot

the%ody of the temple is forty feet.

The walls are exceedingly solid and massive,

and are covered with the finest sculptures.

On the entablature of the temple, the carving

is peculiarly splendid. Two deities are re-

presented as sitting on rich thrones, and

"thirty-one figures advance towards them,

some bearing offerings, others in the attitude of

adoration."

In the interior of the portico, the flat stone

roof is supported by twenty-four columns

slightly conical, seven feet in diameter at the

base. The walls inside are covered with

basso-relievos, all of which were originally

painted, and much of the colour yet remains.

The ceiling of tho portico is decorated with

magnificent sculptures, among which is a re-

itation of tlie signs of the zodiac. The

has, next to its entrance from

hall fortv-two feet square,

1' On the terrace of the temple are situated two

uncovered halls, that lead to several small apart-

ments One of' these is remarkable, in consequence

of having sculptured upon its roof a circular repre-

sentation of the constellations visible in Egypt. 1 his

planisphere is very curious, from its being the oldest

existing instance of a representation of the vault of

tiie heavens upon a plane surface."

" It has, in connection with the zodiac of the por-

tico, and another similar representation discovered

in the temple of Esne, been tortured into an argu-

ment to prove the enormous antiquity of Egyptian

science. As has been already shown in a previous

number of this review, this argument was destitute

of foundation. The roof of this apartment, witl

its sculptured constellations, has recently been re

moved, and is now in Paris."

" This great temple, with a lesser one and several

other sacred edifices, was surrounded by a wall of

unburnt bricks, forming an enclosure (almost an ex

actsquarel of about three hundred and twenty yardi

in each direction. This wall was from fifteen to

eio-hteen feet in thickness; it is now almost wholly

iirruins—no more remaining than suffices to point

out its extent and determine its dimensions."

" The whole of this great space was no doubt de

voted to sacred purposes, contained the habitations

of the priests, and received the worshipping multi-

tude, who were not admitted into the temple itself,

which was in truth no more than the sanctuary of

this vast place of devotion. The temple itself is so

much encumbered with rubbish, that many of its

apartments are hardly accessible, while the terrace

can be mounted by means of them, in spite of its

elevation above the original soil. A less temple has

been nearly lost beneath them ; and to judge trom

what is found at Thebes, many other edifices are

probably buried. Several splendid gates led to this

enclosure, decorated, hke the temple itsell, with

rich sculptures."

[To be continued.)

present

main buildi

the portico, a Ui

ipported by coin

lateral chambers.

witii three small

vestibules, each lis lateral" Two successn

cells, lead to the

suite of apartments. Around the sanctuary are ar-

ranged smill dark cabinets. The whole of the

waits of all tiiese a|Vartments, whetlier small or large,

arc equally covered ami adorned with sculptures.

One arranoeiucnt is common to this temple, to the

palace of Karnac, and indeed to all other Egyptian

edifices in wliich the parts are sufficiently perfect to

admit of its being observed—the apertures of the

doors regularly decrease from the exterior inwards,

and thus an optical deception is added to the eft'ects

of perspective, to enhance the estimate of distance.

" A staircase, communicating with the first vesti-

bule, leads to tho terrace roof of the temple, a great

part of which is occupied by the remains of a village

once inhabited by ilie Arabs.

FOK THE FKIE

THE HEBREWS.
A correct knowledge of the Creator and

Governor of heaven and earth, and of the iff

tion of man to his Almighty judge, is certainly

the chief foundation of happiness among hu

man beings. From the misapprehensions of

the Deity which have prevailed, have proceed-

ed all the idolatry and superstition of the world;

and even atheism itself may be ascribed to

" tlie various opinions of God and religion

which have been mixed with the uncertain

guessinss and judgments of men."*

Froni a view of the universe, and a con-

templation of the situation and wants of man,

a superior mind may, perhaps, infer some ot

the attributes of the Creator; but even_ this

was scarcely attainable in the infancy of the

world, when men were not accustomed to in-

tellectual effort, nor inherited any learned la-

bours from their ancestors, and were destitute

of a thorough acquaintance with the works of

nature. Nevertheless, the pious patriarchs of

the highest antiquity possessed a correct know,

ledge of God; and'even if we should absurdly

suppose, that those simple and unlearned fa

thers were speculative philosophers and pro

found thinkers, we should still be compelled

to acknowledge, that nothing less than a su-

pernatural rev'elation of himself to the men of

the old worid, could have introduced that cor

rect knowledge, or have secured the transmis

sion of it from father to son.

Before the flood, profligacy and practical

atheism prevailed, and a few centuries after

wards, superstition and idolatry had nearly

crowded from the earth a knowledge of the

true God. He, therefore, revealed himself to

an illustrious Chaldean, whom he appointed,

with his descendants by Isaac and Jacob, to

the important trust of preserving this invalu-

able treasure, and promised, that among them

should be accomplished the great plan for the

redemption of the human race.

From the call of Abraham, therefore, with

the promise of a numerous posterity, may be

dated the origin of the Hebrew nation—a na-

tion, whose history above that of any other

people, possesses the highest interest for all

mankind, not only in the individual application

which may be made of the precious promises

and instructive examples with which it abounds,

and the illustration it affords of divine super-

intendence of the affairs of men, but also in its

bearing upon the Christian system as originally

introduced, and at present established in the

world. One determinate purpose may be dis-

tinctly traced in the history of their common-

wealth, from the introduction of the Mosaic

legislation, through all the subsequent occur-

rences by which it was gradually developed,

until finally accomplished by the " bringing in

of that better hope," the advent of the promised

Saviour. " It was a plan which man could

never have devised, nor have prosecuted

through so many ages, nor have finally exe-

cuted" in so remarkable a manner, with such

important results, and to so great an ex-

tent."*

Although the fragments of antediluvian his-

torv preserved in the book of Genesis furnish

us with little which is explicit respecting civil

society, yet we learn from them that men

were, "in that early age, engaged not only in

agriculture, but in the improvement of the arts;

that they recognized the rights of property,

and the public institutions of religion. The

lawless deeds of violence, however, which

arose from profligacy and impiety, and were

perpetrated by those men of great stature, the

giants of the old worid, prove cleariy that the

societies then formed, were very imperfect,

and the rites of suiierstition soon usurped the

rude sanctuaries of religion.

The family of Noah retained a knowledge

of the first principles of civil society, and of the

infant arts, which had existed before that aw-

ful judgment, of which they were the solitary

survivors. In Egypt and southern Asia, their

descendants were soon re-united in political

communities. At first, the new race seem to

have acknowledged the patriarchal authority

of Noah, and of his lineal descendants ; but

soon after the dispersion at Babel, the founda-

tions were laid of the kingdoms of Babylon and

Assyria. The Cushites, descendants of Ham,

established themselves very eariy in south-

western Arabia ; and crossing the straits of

Babel-mandel, founded the ancient Ethiopia,

now called Abyssinia, from whence it is sup-

posed they penetrated into Egypt, and estab-

lished governments, and the order of priests,

as eariy as the middle of the second century

after the flood.

Barclay.
* Professor Jahn's Hebrew Commonwealth.
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The communities thus early settled, were
gradually perfected, while the tribes who
wandered to more distant regions, sunk into a

state of barbarism, from which they

but by slow decrees, and in which some
main at the present day.

Abraham resided in Canaan about 3600
years before our present era. The promise
made to him while he dwelt in Haran, that in

him should all the families of the earth be
blessed—Gen. xii. 4 to 17,—iv. 14 to 18,

—

xviii. 16 to 22—may have had principal refer-

ence to the propagation of the true religion,

which his posterity were to preserve, but which
was at that time mostly, and soon after, entire-

ly, lost among the nations of the earth. The
prophets of later times, when they have pre-
dicted the spread of true religion among the
heathen, have understood the promise in this

sense. But the language employed is suscepti-
ble of a more e.\tensive meaning

; and, as was
shown by the result, it really did refer to some-
thing more ; Gal. iii. 14—even to that Media-
tor, through whom the blessing might come
on the Gentiles, " that we might receive the
promise of the spirit through faith."

The name of Abraham is really a venerated
name, as promised in Gen, xii. 2'. Four hun
dred millions of Mahometans* derive some
knowledge of God, from the Jews and Christ-

ians, and hold the name of Abraham in as

much veneration as the latter; while two
liundred millions of Christians, it is supposed,
esteem themselves blessed, through Jesus, the

seed of Abraham.

{To be continued.)

THE PRAIRIE OR BARKING WOLF.

The following account, from " Godman's
American Plural History," of the barking
wolf, is extracted for the singular sagacity
which it evinces.

This wolf frequents the prairies, or natural
meado\ys of the west, where, troops or packs,
containing a considerable number of indivi-

duals, are frequently seen, following in the
train of a herd of buffalo or deer, for tlie pur-
pose of preying on such as may die from dis-

ease, or in consequence of wounds inflicted

by the hunters. At night, they also approach
the encampments of travellers, whom they
sometimes follow for the sake of the carcasses
of animals which are relinquished, and by their

discordant bowlings, close to the tents, effec-

tually banish sleep from' those who are unac-
customed to their noise. According to Say's
observation, they are more numerous than ;,'ny

of the other wolves which are found in North
America.
The barking wolf closely resembles the do-

mestic dog of the Indians in appearance, and
is remarkably active and intelligent. Like the

*, Mahomet was not the only impostor in religion,
who was mdebted for most, if not all that is valuablem his system, to the descendants of Abraham. Even
Zoroaster, the founder of the wide spread religion of
the Magians, and the greatest impostor, e.^ceptin<r
Mahomet, who ever lived, was well versed in all the
books of the Old Testament, which were extant in
his time, and derived most of his system from the
sacred writings, or sacred usages of the Jews.

common wolf, the individuals of this species
frequently unite to run down deer, or a buti'al

calf which has been separated from the hen
though it requires the fullest exercise of ail

their speed, sagacity and streiiytii, to siicci

in this chase. They are verv oii, n i xjiiiscd

great distress from wantof Inml. imd m i

state of famine are under the nrrc-nv dfllll

their stomachs with wild plums, or other fruits

no less indigestible, in order to allay, in some
degree, the inordinate sensations of hunger.

This wolf barks in such a manner as to re
semble the domestic dog very distinctly ; the
first two or three notes are not to be" distin-

guished from those produced by a small tcr-

ier, but differs from that dog "by adding to

these sounds a lengthened scream. On ac-
count of this habit of barking. Say has given
the specific name of " latrans" to this wolf,

which we prefer to translate for a trivial name,
instead of using that of "prairie wolf," which
is equally applicable to other species.

In confirmation of the sagacity of this wolf,
we shall quote fi-om Say, to whom we owe

""
that has yet been made known of this spe-

cies, some anecdotes respecting it. " Mr.
[Titian] Peale constructed and tried various
kinds of traps to take th,em, one of which was
of the description called a 'live-trap;' a shal-
low box reversed and supported at one end by
the well known kind of trap-sticks, usually
called the 'figure four,' which elevated the
front of the trap upwards of three feet above
its slab flooring

; the trap was about six feet

long, and nearly the same in breadth, and
was plentifully baited with offal. Notwith-
standing this arrangement, a wolf actually bur-
rowed under the flooring, and pulled down
the bait through the crevices of the floor

:

tracks of different size were observed about
the trap. This procedure would seem to be
the result of a faculty beyond mere instinct."

" This trap proving useless, another was
constructed in a different part of the country,
formed like a large cage, through which the
animals might enter, but not return

; this was
equally unsuccessful ; the wolves attempted in

vain to get at the bait, as they would not entei

by the route prepared for them. A large dou
ble ' steel trap' was next tried ; this was pro
fusely baited, and the whole, with the excep
tion of the bait, was carefully concealed be
neath the fallen leaves. This was also unsuc-
cessful. Tracks of the anticipated victims
were next day observed to be impressed in

numbers on the earth near the spot, but still

the trap, with its seductive charge, remained
untouched. The bait was then removed from
the trap, and suspended over it from the
branch of a tree ; several pieces of meat were
also suspended in a similar manner from trees
in the vicinity. The following morning, the
bait over the trap alone remained. Suppos-

g that tlieir exquisite sense of smell warned
them of the position of the trap, it was re-

ed and again covered with leaves, and the
baits being disposed as before, the leaves to

derable distance around were burned
;

and the trap remained perfectly concealed by
ashes

; still the bait over the trap was avoided."
It was not until a log trap was used, that an
individual of this species was caught. This

loy trap is made by raising one log above an-
other at one end by means of an upright stick,

which lesls upon a rounded horizontal trigger
on the lovVer loir.

'I'lie balking wolf is about three feet and a
li:ilf HI Iciii^Hj. of which the tail forms thirteen
and a half inches, exclusive of the hair at its

exlreniity. The ears are four inches long,
from the top of the head ; and the distance
fro;n the anterior canthus of the eye, to the
end of the snout, is three inches and three-
fourths.

From Bdles's Miscdlcmcous RepusUun/.

MEETINGS.

In several places within the limits of this

yearly meeting, the Ilicksites are pursuing a
very commendable course, in one important
respect. In a number of places, they have
withdrawn from Friends, and meet apart, in

houses of their own. This is the case at Bea-
ver Falls, Carmel, Middleton, Sandy Springs,
Smithfield, Mount Pleasant, and Short Creek.
At Beaver Falls they have built themselves a
meeting-house. How far the example will be
followed in other places, remains to be tested

by time. But I am sure that every impartial,

reflecting mind, must assent to the proposition,
that when an individual, or any number of in-

dividuals dissent from the principles of the
Society with which they have beea in connec-
lion, they ought quietly to withdraw from that

Society, and not interrupt them in their wor-
ship or discipline. This must be admitted, or

ty of conscience will be violated. They
claim the liberty of departing from the doc-
trines and order heretofore established in the
Society. We admit their right to do so, and
as the only means by which we can recognize
that dissent, without becoming dissenters our-
selves, we disown them. This places them, as

to us, on the ground of complete independ-
ence

; they are, thenceforward, neither ac-
countable to us, norfor our principles or prac-
tices. These disownments, therefore, are
what they are entitled to, and what we are
bound to give, in justice to them, to ourselves,

to our predecessors, and to the doctrines we
maintain. How absurd would be the jireten-

sion that the Ilicksites are in unity with us,

when they not only avow doctrines the Society

of Friends never iield, but publicly controvert

those which the Society have acknowledged;
and, in some cases, have made violent assaults

on our religious meetings, and in others sepa-

rated from them. And how unreasonable
would it be, when they thus dissent from us in

princi])le, and separate from us in a Society

capacity, for us not to admit their right of pri-

vate judgment, and refuse to release them from
accountability to us, or ourselves from respon-

siliilitj/for them.

But they have dissented, and we have dis-

owned them. Such being the case, it must be
desirable (if we can no longer enjoy religious

fellowship with each other) that we should part

on triendly terms; and that they, even from re-

spect to themselves, and what they profess,

should go quietly, and in a becoming msnner,

into their new society capacity, and part from
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Here they liuve full privilege ol" liberty of

conscience. ' We, on our part, claim the liber-

ty of maintaining our ancient doctrines and

order of the Society, and of enjoying our reh-

gious meetings without interruption. If this

be denied us, our religious hberty is infringed.

1 know that they say we have departed from

the doctrines of the Society, and they hold

them. But how can this be, if, as they jiretend,

the Society has no doctrines ? I say they pre-

tend the Society has no doctrines; for. if it has

certain fixed doctrines, it has a creed; but this,

I believe, they all deny. But, leaving this

point, which involves them in the most palpa-

ble absurdity, Elias Hicks, in two short sen-

tences, has declared his dissent from the doc-

trines of Friends, on points which change the

whole ground of religious profession.

Robert Barclay, in his Apology, Prop. 5-6,

§ XV. says, " Nevertheless, as we firmly believe

it was necessary that Christ should come, that

by his death and sufferings he might ofl'er up

himself a sacrifice to God for our sins, who, his

own self, bore our sins in Ms own body on the

tree ; so we believe that the remission of sins,

which any partake of, is only in and by virtue

of that most satisfactory sacrifice, and

otherwise. For, it is by the obedience of that

One, the free gift is come upon all unto justi

fication. For we aflirm, that as all men par

take of the fruit of Adam'sfall, in that, by rea

son of that eril seed, which, through him, is

communicated unto them, they are prone and

inclined unto evil, though thousands of thou-

sands be ignorant of Adam's fall, neither ever

knew of eating the forbidden fruit ; so, also,

many may come to feel the infiuence of this

Holy and Divine seed and light, and be turned

from evil to good by it, though they knew no-

thing oi Christ's coming in the fiesh, through

whose obedience and sufferings it is purchased

unto them."*

Elias Hicks, in direct reply to this quota-

tion, which was cited in the meeting at Mount

Pleasant on fourth day, the 27th of eighth

month last, declared that he did not believe he

received any injuryfrom Adam's fall, nor any

benefit from that outward sacrifice.

That there is a plain and important differ-

ence between the doctrine of Robert Barclay

and that of Elias Hicks, nobody, I presume,

will pretend to deny; for Elias Hicks himself

could not deny it. Nor, should I suppose,

would any one be hardy enough to assert that

Robert Barclay, when he made the foregoing

declaration, introduced with the strong expres

sions, " WE firmly believe," did not truly re

present the doctrine of our early Friends.

This single sentence, as delivered by Elias

Hicks, shows an undeniable departure from

the doctrines of the Society embracing the

condition of man, and the means of salvation.

But the other sentence of Elias Hicks to

which I alluded, exhibits, in bold colours, an-

other innovation in our doctrines, not less

serious.

The apostle Peter declared that God had

made that same Jesus whom the Jews cruci

* The words are put in italics, as they are in the

folio edition of Barclay's Works, published in Lon

don in 1631.

fied. both Lord and Christ. Acts, c. ii. v. 36.

And in his fust epistle, chap. iii. v. 22, he says,

" Who is gone into heaven, and is on the right

hand of God, angels, and authorities, and

powers, being made subject to him." And

the apostle Paul testified that God had " raised

him from the dead, and set him at his own

right hand in the heavenly places, far above

all principality, and power, and might, and do-

minion, and every name that is named, nol

only in this world', but also in that which is to

come, and hath put all things under his feet

and gave him to be head over all things to the

church." Ephesians, c. i. v. 20. 22. Thei

Scriptures our primitive Friends believed; but

Elias Hicks, in flat, plain, and blasphemous

contradiction to them, ranks Jesus Christ with

our first parents, Moses, the prophets, and

the apostles, and then says, that God " never

can set any of these above us, because if he

did, he would be partial."

But to return to the subject of meetings.

While some of the separatists are leaving our

meetings, and declining to disturb us, others

are acting very differently. At Concord and

New Garden they have taken Friends' meet-

ing-houses to themselves. At Marlborough

and other places, they meet with Friends, and

create considerable disturbance and disorder.

At Stillwater, Harrisville, &c. they meet in

the same house, and on first days, at the same

time, though not in the same room with

Friends; and their preaching, when they have

any, is as much interruption to Friends' meet-

ing as if they were not separated.

i do most sincerely wish that they would

follow the example (to' use their own epithets

to themselves) of their " more charitable and

liberal minded friends," who seem disposed

not to interrupt our religious meetings.

I propose, before long, to publish a state-

ment of the manner in which the meetings are

held within the limits of this yearly meeting.

could have a much wider difTusion than can be

expected by the insertion of it on the pages of

this journal—that it might be read by hun-

dreds of those misguided and deluded ones,

who have foregone the peaceful feelings, the

solid enjoyments, the practical good, to be

found within the " garden enclosed,"—the

religion of their ancestors, in chase of an-

ignis fatuus, or through a blind attachment to

certain individuals, to whom they have been

accustomed to look up with an implicit but

misplaced regard.

We might express a similar desire respect-

the article under the head of " Meetings,"

copied from the preceding number of the same

valuable publication. The subject of the se-

paratists taking possession of meeting houses

belonging to Friends, and intruding themselves

into their meetings, is discussed by the author

with such perspicuity and force, and in a

manner so dispassionate, that if the article

could as dispassionately be read, by the class

of persons to whom it particularly applies,

the prejudice must be inveterate indeed that

it would not overcome.
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The annual meeting of the contributors to

the asylum for the relief of persons deprived

of the use of their reason, was held on fourth

day, tlie 1 8th instant. The meeting was large

and highly satisfactory ; and the condition of

the asylum, as detailed in the minutes of the

board" of managers, is tryly gratifying. The

usual annual statement ^vill be published

;

from which we shall extract such parts as we

think likely to interest our readers.

We have not hesitated to give immediate

insertion to the communication of our friend

E. H. B., on the cultivation of grapes, the

present being the proper season for attention

to that object. It is clear to us that he has

fested the right course to be pursued, in

giving preference to native, or the more hardy

varieties ; and have no incredulity as to the

practicability of a successful prosecution of

lis culture to a large extent. Even restrict-

ig our views to a plentiful supply of a deli-

cious and wholesome fruit for our tables, it is

a most desirable object ; and there cannot be

a doubt, would amply remunerate the cultiva-

tor. Of the kinds enumerated, all of them

valuable, we are disposed particularly to dis-

tinguish the Elsenborough. We have seen it

in full bearing—it is hardy and prolific, and

the flavour is delightful.

For the information of those to whom ac-

cess to E. H. B. would be inconvenient, it

may be well to add, that the above, and most

of the sorts in estimation, may also be had at

the extensive nursery establishment of Caleb

Smith, near Burlington.

Death-bed experiences are powerful preach-

ing. Addressing themselves to the feelings

and to the heart, rather than to the head, they

are perhaps more efiicacious in deterring from

the devious paths of error, than volumes of

mere argument, however eloquent, logical

and potent. The affecting and instructive ac

count which we have taken from Bates's Mis

cellaneous Repository, of the seventh instant

is deserving of an attentive perusal by all-

I especially the young ; and we would that it

" The essential doctrines of the gospel should be

earnestly, though prudently maintained ; for these

the foundation of the Christian system : as, for

mce, the deity and the atonement of Christ, and

the entire depravity of human nature. Take away

either of these, and the whole gospel system is le-

velled with the dust. When pleading for charity

and liberty of conscience, we must be careful not

to suffer ourselves to consider doctrines as unimport-

ant ; for if, as is often said, it is no matter what a

man believes, if he is only sincere,—we might as

well, so far as our prospects for eternity are con-

cerned, be groping in the darkness of paganism,

as sitting under the sunshine of the gospel. This

is a charity of which Christ and his apostles cer-

tainly knew nothing ; and it is as prejudicial to the

cause of religion, as it is absurd in the view of rea-

son. But about forms, it appears to me, we are by

far too fastidious. Faith and repentance are required

of us, in order to salvation ; and these may be e.x-

perienced in every denomination, where the funda-

hut
I
mentals of Christianity are received."

Susan Huntington.



From E. Balts's Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE WEST.
{Continuedfrom page 174.)

On second day botli Friends and the Hicks

ites met, agreeably to the adjournment. A
Paisley, £. Dawson, &:c. also being there

This created the same difficulty which induced

Friends at the former sitting to adjourn, and
which must be regarded as a very great act of

unkindness and imposition on the part of A.
Peisley, E. Dawson, and their adherents. An-
other scene of disorder ensued, in which the

Ilicksites insisted that the clerk should pro-

ceed with the business of the meeting. But
Friends were unwilling to proceed until the

meeting should be select. The clerk not con-

forming to the views of the separatists, they

began to talk of appointing one that would
serve them ; and proposed that a committee
who had been appointed at a former meeting
for the purpose of selecting a clerk and as-

sistant, should report. But as this would be
to enter on the business of the meeting without

its being select, it was opposed by Friends

;

but it may be recollected, that it is the order

of Society for the old clerk of a quarterly or

monthly meeting, to serve through the day on
which a new clerk is appointed. After much
contention about appointing another clerk,

and Friends seeing there was no advantage in

continuing the discussion, appointed a com-
mittee to keep the meeting select on a future

sitting, and then concluded to adjourn. Two
Friends were proposed to convey this infor-

mation to the women's meeting ; but when
they attempted to pass into the women's apart-

ment, they were pushed back by several of

the Hicksites, who, after letting in two of their

own party, placed themselves against the door.

This was objected to by some of their own
party, but the two Friends went round, and
entered the women's room by another door.

Women Friends being thus informed, at

about three o'clock the meeting adjourned to

the 23d of the month, noticing on minute, the

attendance of A. Peisley and E. Dawson, as

the cause of the adjournment, and as an in-

fringement of their religious privileges.

While the clerk was reading this minute,

the Hicksites made a great clamour. It must
be evident to all impartial persons, that this

conduct of the Hicksites does not admit of an
apology. It was unreasonable to wish to keep
Friends there to contend with them, or thus

to interrupt them in quietly adjourning to a

future day, that they might transact the affairs

of Society in quietness and order becoming
the serious nature of the occasion.

The Hicksites then proceeded to transact

their business, some of which was altogether

of a novel character for a quarterly meeting.

It was to appoint the time and place for hold-

ing their yeaily meeting. In this point of view,

I think it was an excellent conclusion, and I

am willing to give them all the credit which
can be attached to it. I have not at hand the

official document which they issued for that

purpose, but they agreed to hold their yearly

meetmg at Waynesville, and a week before the

usual time of Indiana yearly meeting. All this

they might do as a new society, but by no
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possibility could such a meeting be made out
to be Indiana yearly meeting. That meeting
the year before had regularly adjourned (and
without one idea suggested to the contrary) to
meet again at the usual time and place. No
quarterly or other meeting had the power to

change that conclusion; nor could any set of
persons disafl'ected to the order of Society, and
contrary to the plain decision of the yearly
meeting, agree to meet at another time, and in

another state, and invest such an assemblage
with the character and powers of Indiana
yearly meeting. This character and these
powers they have forteited for ever, and their

confident assertions to the contrary cannot
change the nature of things.

Whether they originally intended to hold the

meeting at Waynesville the whole session, or
merely to convene there, and organize, and
get every thing ready for business, and then
adjourn to Richmond, Indiana, and at the re-

gular time of the yearly meeting, is not fully

known by us.

It has been stated that the latter plan was
contemplated, and that a number of their ac-

tive members of Blue River did not come on
till the time they expected to meet the general
collection at Richmond. If this was the plan,
they would have had their clerks and papers
all arranged, and might have expected just to

go in and take possession of the house. But
it is highly probable that they were rather
alarmed at the events wluch had taken place
here. It is likely they were doubtful what
might be the consequences of another ^•^o^ not
only as to its immediate results, but how it

might terminate when the civil authorities

should interpose, for the preservation of the

public peace.

But to return to the quarterly meeting. The
Hicksites went on to transact their business on
the llth and 12th of the eighth month ; and
Friends, when they met on the 23d, had no in-

terruption from them.

At White Water quarter, preceding the
yearly meeting, the Hicksites were said" to be
but a very small proportion in numbers to
Friends, and withdrew in a peaceable manner
much to their credit.

From the other quarters my information is

imperfect, and I shall therefore pass on to the
yearly meeting. The Hicksites held their

meeting at Waynesville, and issued an epistle,

which I propose briefly to review. E. Hicks
was there, and went on to Richmond, Indiana,
during the time of the yearly meeting of
Friends. He did not pretend to attend "that
meeting, but on the day of the public meeting
in the middle of the week, he appointed one in

sight of the yearly meeting-house, no doubt to
try his popular influence. But he probably
felt some mortification to find his meeting not
more than a fourth or fifth the size of that held
by Friends. He held, it is said, another pub-
lic meeting in the neighbourhood after the
yearly meeting was over, which was more nu-
merously attended, many being attracted by
curiosity to hear him. This we know has been
the case with a large number of individuals,
who wished to judge of his doctrines for them-
selves, and who thus became fully convinced
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of his unsoundness in regard to the fundamen-
tal doctrines of the Christian religion.

I'riends being thus relieved from the inter-
ruption of the separatists, held their yearly
meeting to great satisfaction, transacting the
important concerns that came before them in
much unity and harmony.

COINCIDENCES
Between the early schismatics in the Society of

Friends and thefollowtrs of Elias Hicks.

" As to our denying of burial unto such
apostates, my words," says William Penn,
'• carry no such unnatural sense. Two things

I denied ; 1. That we therefore denied them
a burial, because we should always refuse it

as of vs, whilst they continued in that dis-

senting spiritfrom vs. 2. That we usurped
their property." " I say again, that as our
Friends intended, upon their first purchase of
a burying place, that their dead bodies should
lie together from the people of distinct ways,
which is warrantable from Abraham's practice
in Genesis, so do they not desire that such as
have been of them and have afterwards run
out should lie among them, uidess it be the
desire of the deceasing parties, or that they
declare their unity with Friends, Yet we
would not by any means be thought to deny
any person whatever a burying place, though
ire could never allow it to them as one of rs,

since that were most unnatural. I would fain

know if this adversary would observe no dis-

tinction in this case ? 'or what injury there is

done, in making that difference when dead
which was observed by the deceased party
himself when alive?"

—

Judas and the Jeus
combined against Christ, (^-c. 2d vol. 212.

Scarcely any one who has heard of the sepa-
ration of the Hicksites from the Society, can
be ignorant of the gross aspersions which they
have cast upon Friends of Philadelphia, in re-

lation to the interment of the dead. The
above paragraph, however, shows that it is not
without precedent. The charge of denying
burial to the separatists in William Penn's
time, was advanced against Friends then, be-
cause they refused to grant them the privilege
as members of the Society. It is precisely the
same principle which now creates the difficulty

between Friends in Philadelphia and the sepa-
ratists. They do not wish to deny them a
burying place, but cannot consistently allow
them the use and control of the ground as

being part of the religious Society. But our
early Friends even go further than we do now.
They objected to interring them in the same
ground, unless they had retracted their error,

or requested on their death bed to be so in-

terred, which was tantamount to such an ac-

knowledgement
; esteeming it no injury to the

separatists to " make that difference when
dead which was observed by the deceased
party himself when alive." What would be
thought of Friends of the present day, if they

had carried their objections so far as to deem
it improper to inter in the same ground those

who had apostatized from the faith of the So-
ciety, and such as kept their integrity to the

end ? Surely the cry of " Orthodox domina-
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tiou," would li.-ivc resounded throuifli tlie

land witli redoubled violence ; and yet the

Ilicksiles pretend to be the legitimate succes-

sors of those primitive friends, and claim W.

Penn for one of tiieir chief authorities, whilst

they are condemning us for the very practice,

which, to be consistent with their professions,

they must approve in them.

" To the rest of those cruelties he makes

us guilty of, he doth charge us with pulling

down, haling out of our meetings, and conse-

quently wanted only potcer to punish them;

that we have also pushed, pinched, kicked, and

trod upon feet and toes; sending us to F. C.

for proof. No frothy stager is less to be re-

garded in religion than this man's witness

;

who, after an hundred solid confutations, one

of which had been enough to strike an inge-

nuous man to the heart, has continued to baivl

and disquiet our meetings, time after time. His

aim has been to raise up an envious and scoff-

ing spirit in people against us, jeering, laugh-

ing, hooting," &,c.—213.

H. Jackson's story, got up for the purpose

of palliating the outrages of his party in Ohio

yearly meeting, in which he asserts that an

ancient Friend " laid violent hands on another

and pulled him towards the door, and called

for help to take him out,'" resembles the above

charges trumped up against George Fox, G
Whitehead, William Penn, and others, for the

purpose of rendering them odious, and pos-

sesses about the same degree of credibility.

Within the pale of our own yearly meeting,

scarcely any charge was more frequently made

by the Hicksites than that " orthodox Friends"

only wanted the power to punish. Cockburn's
" Constructed Review," which is principally

made up of idle tales, an hundred times told,

and evil surmises, which he and his party

have put into circulation respecting Friends,

abounds with this sentiment. On page 173,

he says distinctly, respecting the meeting for

sufferings, " Nothing appears to have been

wanting hut civil power, to enable tiiern to

fulfil the models delineated by their prototypes

'in ancient times, when the voice of supersti-

tious legitimacy resounded ; the people have

nothing to do with church or state, but to obey

them." Those who attended Philadelphia

quarterly meeting, during the two years ante-

cedent to the separation, became quite fami-

liarized to such imputations, repeatedly ut-

tered by one of the separate preachers, in his

declamations against the elders who dared to

resist the impositions of Elias Hicks and the

seceding party. When the yearly meeting

committee attended some of the neighbouring

country meetings, another Hicksite preacher

denominated them " bloodhounds of persecu-

tion ;" and other terms of like character were

not unfrequently applied to them.

'• He also brings in one W. King, whom he

says we haled out of our gallery in Grace

church street, with such violence, that he hath

scarce felt the stairs, but he hath often felt our

cruel hands—witness George Whitehead's

pinching him in the arm at Jeremiah Clark's

house. I confess I have no great acquaint-

ance with the man ; but first deny that ever

he was haled out of Gracochurch street, orj quotations, containing the following advice and

anv where else. But it may so happen thati warning :
—"You are become as really one

he olieritis to keep the meeting when ended against our Lord and his anointed in this

by our Friends, the people pressing out and

he speaking, might bear him away with the

crowd, which hath fallen out to many that

have been speakers and not opposers: perhaps

some disturbed and hindered of hearing have

shoved him and put him by
;

jvhat's that to

us ? For G. Whitehead's pinching him, it is

like the rest, full of slander. He is known to

be a man of more temperance and command
of himself, if he had been provoked. It is

true he took him by the sleeve, to turn him to

a looking glass that he might behold his en-

vious and passionate countenance, as George

Whitehead avers, and others present ;
but had

it been true, how one pinch can prove that

he had often felt our cruel hands, unb'

readers may best judge.'"

—

Judas and the

Jcws,<Sfc. 213.

We should not think of reviving at this time

of day those slanderous charges exhibited

against our ancient Friends by a restless discon

tented party which sprung up amongst them

were it not that the same reflections have been

latterly circulated against upright and consist-

ent Friends, by a similar description of people,

who finding they could not obtain their pur-

pose of subverting the faith and discipline of

the Society, have "withdrawn" from it. The
simple circumstance of a Friend taking our

reviewer by the arm, to motion him to make

room for a seat by him in meeting, gave rise to

a report that the Friend had left the -riiarks of

his cruel hands, by pinching him from the

shoulder to the hip. Had the report, how-

ever, had any foundation, the reviewer, who
professes to narrate facts which came within

his own knowledge, would doubtless have given

us a full detail, with ample comments
would have been to the point, in relation to

the alleged disposition to use coercive force.

But a small part of the numerous falsehoods

which have been unblushingly told through the

country, consisting of such ridiculous stories

as the above, will ever reach posterity ; nor

would it be able to credit the fact that the

disposition so extensively prevailed as it does,

to support a party by such measures. It an-

swers, however, the mischievous purpose, to

inflame the passions of the ignorant and credu-

lous, and thereby more deeply infix a preju-

dice against sound Friends, upon which the

present separation and the new society are

founded. We have been surprised at the

strong resemblance between the separatists

against whom William Penn writes, and those

who now claim him for their patron. Like

theirs, our meetings for worship are frequently

disturbed by some of the Hicksite preachers,

who appear to have as little regard for deco-

rum as for the feelings of Friends. Not long

since, A. Peisley disturbed Haddonfield meet-

ing, as he had several times done before ;
and

continuing his declamation beyond the usual

time of holding the meeting. Friends broke

up, and left him standing with his party.

We shall close this article with the conclud-

ing paragraph of the essay written by William

Penn, from which we have made the above

nera-

tion, as ever Pilate, Herod, Judas and the Jews

were combined against him and his in the days

of his flesh ; who have strengthened the hands

of the mocker and scofler, greatened the envy

of the professor, and made the atheist glad.

But may this lamentable course, your disobe-

dient, watching-for-evil, slippery, backbiting,

and exalted spirit hath brought you into, with

the sad consequence of being hardened therein,

be a perpetual warning upon the minds of all

who make profession of God's eternal truth,

that they be not high minded, bidfear ; minding

their ovm conditions, and their growth and in-

crease in the work of the Lord ; that so love

and unity may be preserved, and all watchings

for evil, distrusts, sur7itisings, emulations, and

whatever makes for discord or disaffection,

may be judged out, and the sourness of that

spirit that leads thereunto turned from, and

rebuked in the power and authority of God,

who is able to keep us and preserve us unto

his heavenly kingdom, to whom be everlasting

glory and dominion. Amen. ' Now the just

shall live by faith ; but if any man draw back,

soul shall have no pleasure in him. 'And

because iniquity shall abound, the love ofmany

shall wax cold." But he that shall endure unto

the end, the same shall be saved. And this

gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in

all the world, for a witness unto all nations
;

and then shall the end come.' "—225.

A. M.

From E. Bales's .Miscellaneous Repository.

DR. NATHAN ONG.

This talented young man, late of New Lis-

bon, Columbiana county, Ohio, and son of

Jacob Ong, was removed by death, on the 26th

of the 9th month last. He was not a member
of the Society of Friends, though his parents

are. The following facts have been furnished

by his father. While in Baltimore, and Phila-

delphia, in the prosecution of his medical

studies. Dr. N. Ong attended the meetings

which Elias Hicks had in those cities. He
listened to his discourses, imbibed liis senti-

ments, admired him as the greatest man now
living, and at length became a zealous advo-

cate, both of him and his doctrines. His su-

perior talents often gave him the appearance

of advantage over those with whom he con-

versed on these subjects, and this circumstance,

no doubt, tended to confirm him in his opi-

nions. There being no need of a Mediator,

was one of the tenets of E. H., which appear-

ed to have particularly excited his attention.

In the midst of lis course, and with flatter-

ing prospects opening before him, he was sud-

de'nly stopped short, by a severe attack of

bilious fever. He had, previous to this time,

become serious, but had not relinquished the

sentiments of E. Hicks, when he was called

upon to investigate them on a death-bed. He
seemed to be early impressed with a sense of

his awful situation, but his devotional exercises,

so far as they were audible, appeared to be in

accordance with the doctrines he had imbibed.

But he who waiteth long to be gracious, was

pleased to open his eyes, and not only to con-
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found his t'oriner wisdom, but to ijivo iiim to

see the necessity of a Kcdeemer ; and to feel

an aniinatiiii;- liope of eternal life thiouifli Him.
[ sliall now insert the notes which were

taken down by his father, from whom I have

just received them.

Some ej-pressions of Dr. JVat/uin O/iir. made
a short time before his death ; and taken

doien by his father.

• It appeared to nie," says his tatlier, " that

be was almost continually absorbed in medita-

tion, and supplication. After informing me
tJiat he believed the scale had tumed against

him, he, in a very feeling manner, prayed un-

to his Heavenly Father, to take him to him-
self, if it was his blessed will. He appeared
very often to be favoured with ability to ap-

proach the throne of giace, in fervent prayer
for mercy—that if it was the will of the Al-

mighty to take him out of this world, he would
be pleased to receive him into the mansions of

|

everlasting rest. At one time, after acknow
lodging he had neglected his duty, he said with

much fervency, ' O Lord, my God I seein

thou art the source from whence all good
Cometh, what is to be done ?' After suppli-

cating the Author of his being for forgiveness.

he said, ' In no other way can I expect it but

through the merits of my Redeemer.' He then
exclaimed, ' Oh ! had I certainty, a certainty

And after a short but solemn pause, he said, ' I

think I have a certainty.' After a time ofsolemn
waiting, he said, 'Is it possible that there is

a mansion prepared for me, a poor creature ?'

Then with great feeling, he said, ' Oh, my
heavenly Father ! ^vash me, and make me fit

for thy heavenly mansions.' He was frequent-

ly heard to say, ' Not my will, but thine, O
Father, be done.' A few hours before his de
parture, being asked by one of the followers of
Elias Hicks if he had hope, he answered, ' I

think I have, through Jesus Christ.' Tlie in-

dividual replied, ' Yes, Christ within, the hope
of glory.' He turned his face to the wall for

a few minutes, then turning back again, he
•exclaimed, ' As sure as there is a God in hea-
Lven, there is a Mediator between God and his

creature man, and that is Christ .lesus !'
"

The notes before me add, •' He was favour-

ed to meet the solemn close with imich Chris-

tian fortitude and firmness, quitting the world
without a struggle, or a groan, or frown."

Wiien we consider Dr. Nathan Ong as hav-
ing been deeply involved in the doctrines
which have produced a separation from the

Society of Friends, and sustaining the raidv of
a powerful advocate for that cause—when we
trace him through the hours of prosperity,
borne up by strength of imagination, but final-

ly on the bed of languishing and death, finding

the insuflSciency of those visionary views to

support him in that awful period, and in mercy
brought to bow unto the name of Jesus, and
to confess that he is Lord, to the glory of God
the Father, we are strikingly reminded of the
joy in heaven over the repenting soul.

When we reflect on the manner in which
his former associate endeavoured to draw from

at the picture it presents. The distinction

which they draw between Christ within, and
the Lord Jesus Christ as he was, is, and is to

be, in his own being, exaltation, and eternal

glory, as man's Redeemer, Medi.ttor. and In-

tercessor, Judge of quick and (Iciiil, i< (lie rork
on which many have made shi|m i. , k .1' knlh
and a good, conscience, and win. li .-cium d to

be artfully thrown in the way of Dr. Natlian Ong
as he was just launching into an awful eternity.

But while his reply was one of the most se-

vere reproofs to the unbeliever, it showed the
dignity and excellence of that faith which not
only supported him under the awful conflicts

of that trying hour, and gave him an humble
hope, tlirough Jesus Christ, of a mansion of
rest, eternal in the heavens, but enabled him
to detect, and testily against, even in the

agonies of death, the sophistry with which the
offices of our Lord Jesus Christ are denied.

Well may the language of the prophet be
applied to the believers in our Lord Jesus
Christ. " Happy art thou, O Israel ! who is

like unto thee, a people saved of the Lord
Thine enemies shall be found liars mito thee,

and thou shall tread upon their high places

him.

Christianity and Infidelity contrasted in the

prospect of Futurity.

" It is in the prospect of futurity that the
happy effects of Christianity are peculiarly felt

and displayed. The hour of death must, un-
avoidably, arrive to every individual of the hu-
man race. In that awful moment, when tlie

soul is floating on the confines of the two
worlds, suffering the agony of bodily torture,

and the remorse of an accusing conscience,
something is surely needed to cheer the mind.
But, in this exigency, the only consolation af-

Ibrded by infidelity is, " that there is no here-
after." When friends and relations are ex-
pressing, by their agonized looks, what they
are afraid to utter—when medicines and pains
are racking the debilitated frame—when the

slumbers of conscience are for ever broken,
and its awful voice raised, all—all that unbe-
lief can present to sustain the mind in this try-

ing hour is, the cold and comfortless doctrine
of an eternal sleep.

" That these sentiments are unequal at such
a period to support the mind, is evident from
the deathbeds of the most eminent of their ad-
vocates. Whilst a Paul, a Peter, and a John,
and a whole host of Christian martyrs, could
survey, unmoved, death in its most terrific

forms—while many have vehemently longed
for its approach, desiring to depart and be with
Christ—while some have exulted in the midst
of the most excruciating bodily tortures, Vol-
taire endured horrors never to be expressed.
His associates have attempted to conceal the
fact, but the evidence is too strong to be re-

futed. Like Herod, who was smitten by an
angel whilst receiving undue liomage from
men, so immediately after his return from the
theatre in which he had been inhaling the in-

cense of adulation from a silly populace, he
felt that the stroke of death had arrested hi

the veiy agonies of death, a de- Immediately his friends crowded around him.

to die like a liero. In spile of tlieir admoni-
tions, he sent for the cure of St. Gervaise, and
after confession, signed, in the presence of the
Abbe Mignot, (his nephew,) and of the Mar-
quis de Villcvielle, Tone of the illuminati.) his

recantation of his former principles. After
this visit, the cure was no more allowed to see
him. His former friends having obtained pos-
session of his house, interdicted all access to

him. It has, however, crept out by means of
the nurse who attended him, ihat he died in

unutterable agony of mind. D'Alembert, Di-
derot, and about twenty others, who beset his

apartment, never ajjproached him without re-

ceiving some billcr i'xccr;ition. Often he
would cui'se thi'MMind ( xrlaiiii, 'Retire! it is

you who have briiunht mr to my present state.

Begone! I could have done without you all;

but you could not exist without me; and what
a wretched glory you have procured me.'
These reproaches were succeeded by the
dreadful recollection of his own part in their

conspiracy against religion. He was heard,
in anguish and in dread, alternately supplicat-

ing or blaspheming that God against whom he
had conspired. He would cry out, in plain-

tive accents. Oh, Christ! Oh, Jesus Christ I

and then complain that he was abandoned by
God and man. It seemed as if the hand which
had traced of old the sentence of an impious
king, now traced before his eyes his own blas-

phemy. In vain he turned away from the con-
templation of them. The time was coming
apace, when he was to appear before the trir

bunal of him whom he had blasphemed ; and
iiis physicians, particularly Dr. Trouchin, call-

ing in to administer relief, thunderstruck, re-

tired. His associates would, no doubt, willing-

ly have suppressed these facts, but it was in

vain. The mareschal de Riclielieu fled from
his bed .side, declaring it to be a sight too ter-

rible to be endured; and Dr. Trouchin observ-
ed, that the furies of Orestes could give but a
faint idea of those of Voltaire. The last hours
of D'Alembert were like those of Voltaire.

Condorcot boasts that he refused admission to

the cure on his second visit. Such a refusal

evidently shows, that he feared ^\hllt an inter-

view would disclose. Hume, instead of meet-
ing death with the calmness of a philosopher, •.

played the buftbon in that awful hour; proving,
by his comic actions, his anxiety to drown se-

rious thought. Diderot and Gibbon discover-

ed the same anxiety, by deeply interesting

themselves in the most trifling amusements.
The last hours of Paine were such as might
have been expected from his previous immoral
and unprincipled habits. Thoogli, in reply to

the inquiry of his medical attendant, whether
he believed, or wished to believe, that Jesus
Christ is Iho Son of God, he declared that he
' had no wish to believe on that subject ;' yet,

during the paroxysms of his distress and pain,

he would invoke the name of that Saviour
whom he had blasphemed by his writings, in a
tone of voice that would alarm the house; and
at length he expired, undeplored, and detested

by his adopted countrymen.

" The whole of the atheist's creed, with re-

spect to the future world, is comprised in the

following summary:—that his body, begun by
nial oi the Lord Jesus Christ, the mind saddens] and his brethren of the illummati exhorted him' I chance or necessity—is continued without de^
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sign, and perishes without hope; that his soul

is°a mere attribute of his body, useless and

worthless while he lives, and destined at his

death to rottenness and corruption ; and that

the sooner it is returned to its parent mould

the better. And, by his mandate, he consigns

mankind to the dark and desolate regions of

annihilation. By this sweeping sentence

which he passes on all the human race, he

takes away from himself and his fellow men.

every motive furnished by the fear of future

punishment, or by the hope of future rewards,

to virtuous, upright, or amiable conduct

" On the other hand, how glorious are the

Christian's views of the future world. From

the promise of his Creator, he learns that his

body, sown here in corruption, weakness, and

dishonour, shall be raised, beyond the grave,

in incorruption, power, and glory, with so

many attributes of mind or spirit, as to be de-

nominated by Him who made it, a spiritual

body. Ever young, active, and undecaying,

it shall be reunited to the immortal mind, puri-

fied from every stain and every error. This

perfect man shall be admitted, with an open

and abundant entrance, into the heaven of hea-

vens, the peculiar residence of Infinite Msjes-

ty, and the chosen seat of Infinite dominion.

In the noblest of all habitations, this mansion

of everlasting joy, he shall be united with an

innumerable multitude of companions like him-

self, sanctified, immortal, and happy. Enroll-

ed amojig tlie noblest and best beings in the

universe,°a child, a priest, a king, in the house

of his heavenly Father, his endless and only

destination will be to know, love, serve, and

enjoy God ; to interchange the best affections

and the best ofiices with his glorious com-

panions, and to advance in wisdom, virtue,

and happiness for ever.

" This is no ideal picture. Hopes and con-

solations like these have, in every age of Chris-

tianity, supported the minds of millions ol^

Christians, in the humble and retired walks of

life, as well as in e.Nalted stations. They cheer-

ed and animated the minds of such men as the

lord chief justice Hale, Pascal, Newton, Boyle,

Locke, Addison, Boerhaave, lord Lyttleton,

baron Haller, sir William Jones, Beattie, and

very many other distinguished laymen (divines

are designedly omitted), both British and fo-

reign, \vho applied their mighty intellects to

the" investigation and elucidation of the e

dences of the Christian records, and whose

lives and writings will continue to instruct and

edify the world,' so long as the art of printingkggj
|jg,.g

shall perpetuate them.
_ ^ ^„ . .

I A f v

As the practicability of cultivating the vine

in this country, with such success as to repay

the labour and expense necessarily required for

its prosecution ;
business, has been and stUl

by many persons deemed to be at least pro-

blematical ; I have thought it would be render-

ino- a service to the community, for those who

obtain a practical acquaintance with the sub-

ject to disseminate the prominent facts which

pass under their observation, through the me-

dium of the publications of the day. Witlr

this view I have been induced to communicate

a few observations, founded on a short expe-

rience in the business. The first sentiment,

and that which perhaps is the most important

as a fundamental, is my firm conmction, from

what I have myself witnessed, that it is fully

practicable.

The great error, in attempts made some

years since, seems to have been a wrong

lection of the species of vines. As far as I

have ascertained, it appears that a large pro-

portion of the kinds attempted to be cultivated,

were not only of foreign origin, but, what was

still worse, imported directly (either in the

form of rooted plants or cuttings) from dis-

tant countries, in which they were indigenous
;

without having the benefit, before their intro-

duction into the vineyard, of becoming gradu-

ally habituated to a new climate. Much labour

was bestowed on them ; they were well pruned,

well manured, and the soil about them was

kept mellow and clean. In short, there was

a greater expenditure of both money and la-

bour, than is, under common circumstances,

required ;—but all in vain. The enthusiastic

vigneron, at each returning spring, looked with

a palpitating heart for the buds and the bios

soms. Sometimes he saw them in meager and

widely scattered clusters—and sometimes he

discovered even a hopeful profusion of this in-

dication of fruit. But, as the autumn ap-

proached, his heart sickened—blight and mil-

dew had prostrated his hopes. His utmost

return for all this labour, expense, and anxiety,

was a few detached grapes, which had with-

stood the vicissitudes of climate, and attained

to comparative maturity. This course was

pursued, with pretty much the same success,

tor five, six, or eight years, till even the most

sanguine lost all hope. These failures were

soon noised abroad ; and it was for a consi-

derable length of time admitted to be a well

ascertained fact, that the vine would not suc-

excellent table fruit, which are equally to be

depended on, for coming to maturity.

It is four years since I commenced planting

vineyard, extended over about three acres of

ground, in which I have now upwards of three

thousand vines growing. Last season, although

it proved more than usually unfavourable, I had

thirteen different kinds to come to fine matu-

rity ; viz.—the Catawaba (very valuable)—

Black Madeira—Alexander, called also Cape

of Good Hope, &LC.~Bhnd, or Powell—

Elsenborough— Isabella— Orwigsburg— Fine

Italian White—also five other species. I hope

to have near two thousand vines in bearing the

ensuing season, and fruit sufliicient to make

from eight to twelve barrels of wine. I have

succeeded in making wine, which has been

mistaken by some, supposed to possess a cri-

tical taste in wines, for some of the higher

qualities of those imported. It has been more

than once pronounced to be Madeira; and

brings go the dozen bottles. My intention is

to pursue the business extensively ; and have

combined with it the raising of plants to dis-

of wholesale and retail ; and I also sup-

ply large numbers of cuttings to those starting

vineyards.

It is probable I may, at some future period,

communicate some further facts, if it accord

with the views of the editor to introduce such

articles into the " Friend" occasionally.

Edwakd H. Bonsall.

Germantown, 3d mo. 1029.

Such are the effects which the Christian

revelation has actually produced on the hap-

piness of nations, as well as of individuals.

Philosophy and infidelity (we have seen) are

alike inadequate to accomplish them.

'• An evil tree, we know, bringeth not forth

good fruit. If, therefore, this revelation were

not of God, it could do nothing."

—

Home's

Introduction to the critical study and knowledge

of the Holy Scriptures.

If thou wouldst conquer thy weakness, thou must

never gratify it. No man is compelled to evil ;
his

consent only makes it his. It is no sin to be tempted

but to be overcome. Penn.

ears since, some enterprisii indi-

viduals undertook the business on a dift'erent

plan, and their exertions were crowned with

success. They planted only such kinds, as the

experience of persons who cultivated them on

a small scale for domestic purposes had proved

Vere fitted to the climate. These were gene-

rally not quite so dehcate or palatable, as a

table fruit, as the kinds which the first culti-

vators had selected ; but it being a well ascer-

tained fact, that the finest eating grapes are

not always the best grapes for wine, this cir-

cumstance need have very little influence in

obstructing the extensive culture of the vine

here, particularly as there are a few kinds of

From the Spirit and Manners of the Age.

THEY ARE NOT THERE.

They are not there ! where once their feet

Light answer to the music beat

;

Where their young voices sweetly breathed,

And fragrant flowers they lightly wreathed.

Still flows the nightingale's sweet song ;

Still trail the vine's green shoots along

;

Still are the sunny blossoms fair ;

—

But they who loved them are not there 1

They are not there! by the lone fount,

that once they loved at eve to haunt

;

Where, when the day star brightly set.

Beside the silver waves they met.

Still lightly glides the quiet stream

;

Still o'er it falls the soft moon beam ;—
But they who used their bliss to share

With loved hearts by it, are not there \

They are not there ! by the dear hearth.

That once beheld their harmless mirth ;

Where, through their joy came no vain fear.

And o'er their smiles no darkening tear.

It burns not now a beacon star

;

Tis cold and tireless as they are :

Where is the glow it used to wear.'

Tis felt no more—they are not there !

Where are they, then .'—oh ! past away,

Like blossoms withered in a day !

Or, as the waves go swiftly by,

Or, as the lightnings leave the sky.

But still there is a'land of rest

;

Still hath it room for many a guest

;

Still is it free from strife and care;

—

And 'tis our hope that they are there '.
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THE HEBREWS.
{Continuedfrom page 179.)

The promise made to Abraham was trans-

ferred to Isaac, and bv him to Jacob, who pro-

nounced the same benediction principally on
the tribe of Judah, in language which is very
remarkable. " Judah, thou art he, whom thy

brethren shall praise—thy fatiier's children

shall bow down before thee. The sceptre
shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver
from between his feet, until Shiloh come, and
unto him shall the gathering of the people be."
At the time when this promise was pronoun-
ced, two hundred and fifteen years had elapsed
from the call of Abraham, and yet his posteri-

ty had only increased to seventy souls, who
had all forsaken the promised land.

This little tribe, however, during their resi-

dence of four hundred and thirty years in

Egypt, increased their numbers to two and a
half millions; and thus was fulfilled one part of
the promise ; while the other, respecting the
preservation of the true religion, was in some
measure unaccomplished; for they became, for

the most part, infected with idolatry, and had
not God interposed, they would have en-
tirely lost their knowledge of him. They, in-

deed, always cherished a hope of settling, at

some future day, in the promised land of^Ca-
naan; but, by their position as guests of the
Eg3'ptian nation, for such they were for a long
time considered, they were exposed to a
powerful and injurious influence, both as re-

garded their religious feelings, and their habits
of life.

Under the most simple form of government,
the patriarchal, such as the Bedouin Arabs
have, in a great measure, preserved to the pro-
sent day, they continued the nomadic life of
their ancestors, for which the land of Goshen,
and the open plains of Arabia Petrea, afl^orded
them ample room. Tn early times, they drove
their herds through Arabia to Canaan, and
built cities in that country. Some penetrated
into the land of the Moabites, and subjected it

to their power. They were at length ex-
cluded from Canaan by its increasing" native
population, though, in addition to the rights of
pasturage which they had acquired, they pos-

sessed certain lands and cities, with many
wells and cisterns, inherited from their ances-

tors.

Their separation and dispersion were pre-

vented by their attachment to the country of
their adoption, and their intermixture with the

Egyptians by the contempt which the latter felt

for a nomadic life. This intermixture was, in

fiict, almost impossible, because all conditions

of life among the Egyptians were strictly here-

ditary. Their residence, moreover, among a

cultivated people, made them acquainted with
the advantages of a well regulated govern-
ment, the utility of agriculture, and the value
of the arts.

Thus the Hebrews became a numerous and
distinct nation, sufficiently powerful and en-
lightened to take possession of the territory

assigned for their residence, but indisposed,
from their long exile therefrom, to leave the
fertile regions of Egypt. A king, however, of
a new dynasty ascended the throne of the
country, who knew not, or had forgotten the

services of Joseph; and, for eighty years, they
were oppressed with the most murderous
tyranny and unreasonable demands of personal
service. This oppression, though designed to

retain them in the country, weaned them from
their attachment to it, and at last gave occa
sion for their departure.

The miracles by which their deliverance
was brought about, confirmed their already
wavering religious opinions; and as they were
now to become a settled and agricultural na-
tion, designed to subserve especial and im-
portant purposes, it was necessary that they
should be provided with new political institu-

tions, suited to such a condition and destina-
tion. For this purpose, Moses led them to
the foot of Mount Horeb, where the people
entered into a peculiar relation with God, upon
which their whole civil constitution was unal-
terably grounded.

Almost all ancient legislators, that they
might secure the reception and authority of
the new order of society introduced by them,
pretended to the authority of some divinity for
the imposition of their laws. But Moses
proved his mission to be really divine by such
supernatural evidences, as no other lawgiver
ever advanced. The whole nation heard God
himself speak from Sinai, upon which he de-
scended, when "there were thunders, and
lightnings, and a thick cloud upon the mount,
and the voice of the trumpet exceedingly loud,
so that all the people that was in the camp
trembled; and Mount Sinai was altogether on
a smoke, because the Lord descended upon it

in fire; and the .smoke thereof ascended as the
smoke of a furnace, and the whole mount
quaked greatly."

(t is further to be remarked, that Moses re-

versed the order observed by other legislators

—he did not employ religion to support his

political institutions, but introduced a civil

constitution, as the means of establishing a
pure religion permanently upon the earth, and
connected the worship of God so intimately

with the political structure of the nation, as to

render it imperishable as long as the nation

existed.

The worship of the only true God was ac-
cordingly made the fundamental laiv of the
Mosaic institutions; and He who had revealed
himself to their ancestors as the Most High,
and given them promises respecting their far

distant descendants, and who now revealed
himself as Jehovah, that is, as the immutably
faithful performer of his promises—He, whose
are the heavens and the earth—who can
neither be seen, nor represented by any image,
condescended to allow himself, through the
ntervention of Moses, to be elected their king,

by a voluntary choice. The land of Canaan
as considered as the royal possession, of

which the Hebrews were to be the hereditary
occupants. Their king delivered to them a
summary of his law, written upon two tables of
stone, which was to be preserved as the Magna
Charta of tlie state, and as a perpetual memo-
rial of the compact, to the observance of
which they had bound themselves by a solemn
oath. He, finally, promised his subjects such
a government, and such a peculiar direction
of their affairs, that blessing and national pros-
perity should follow the observance of the law;
but cursing and national calamity the trans-
gression thereof, until they should again return
to their duty.

The history of the Hebrews is, therefore,
the history of a theocracy, which was esta-
blished with circumstances of the most awful
grandeur, and was sustained for a long series
of years by supernatural exhibitions of divine
power, whenever the ordinary course of Pro-
vidence was insufficient for the preservation of
religion. It was in the wisdom of God, that
such a means of preserving a knowledge ofhim-
self was introduced in the earlier ages of the
world

;
and he was pleased to employ the

agency of the Hebrew nation, until, " in the
fulness of time," he founded his more perfect
kingdom among bolh Jews and Gentiles, by
the revelation of himself, as the Saviour of
mankind. When tliis kingdom was establish-

ed, during the first generation after the ascen-
of Jesus, the theocracy of the Jews, who

remained in unbelief, was left to its dechne.
Malachi iii. 1—6. iv. 1— 5. Dan. ix. 24. 27.
Matth. xxiv.

(7b ie continued.)
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FOR THE FRIEND.

EGYPTIAN KUINS.

{Continued from page 178.)

We now proceed to a description of tiie

catacombs or dwellings of the dead. It has

been already mentioned, that the original ha-

bitations of the Egyptians were vast excava-

tions in the rocky hills which enclose ti)e val-

ley of the Nile; and that, in the course of time,

these ceased to be tenanted by the living, and

were converted into splendid mausoleums

for mortal remains. It would seem singular

that caverns should have furnished human

abodes to the extent to which they were un-

doubtedly employed, or that dead bodies could

have been preserved for thousands of years in

subterraneous locations, were it not from a

knowledge of the fact, that, so far from these

caves being cold and damp, as is usually the

case with such excavations, they were, owing

to the peculiarity of the Egyptian climate, ex-

ceedingly dry, and possessed of a mean tempe-

rature "of 78 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermo-

meter.

In order to form a correct idea of these

cemeteries of Thebes, we must imagine

mountain six miles long, and three or four

hundred feet high, " pierced from place to

place with rectangular openings at all heights,"

and then " that low galleries, and of even less

width than height, setting out from these open-

ings, penetrate the body of the rock, some-

times horizontally, sometimes inclining, and

even sometimes in a serpentine direction; that

these galleries are interrupted here and there

by halls and by pits ; and that many of them

are divided into numerous ramifications, which

sometimes return to the point whence they

departed, and render the way difficult to re-

cognize." "If communications were esta-

blished between all these galleries, they would

form the most inextricable labyrinth." " To
reach the hypogees (caves) narrow paths must

be followed, cut in the face of the mountain.

These paths have but a small declivity, but are

still dangerous, in consequence of the steep-

ness of the mountain."

"At one moment lofty gates are met with, at

others low doors, some square, some crowned by ar-

cades ; some entirely open and accessible, others

having only a narrow passage ; and others again fill-

ed up to the top by heaps of sand. The portals of

the principal catacombs are preceded by vestibules

open to the day, whose sides are smoothed and po-

lished, but which are rarely adorned with paintings

;

the entrances of others open immediately from thr

face of the mountain. A last distinction which re-

mains to be stated, is, that the simplest tombs occupy

the top, the most magnificent the base of the moun-

tain."

—

Description de PEgypte, Vol. iii. p. a, 9.

Our reviewer says,

" Among the catacombs whose entrances are

known, none have escaped the most complete pil-

lage. The mummies are neither left in their places

no'r in their cases, but are thrown in disordered

heaps upon the ground, so that occasionally the pass-

age is choked up with them. Although the foot at

times penetrates the bandages, and is retained among
bones and folded linen, yet no disagreeable smell ac-

companies this mass of mortal remains; every thing

yields to the overcoming odour of the bitumen. Nor

is the feeling of disgust that might be supposed to

attend such a passage through heaps of dead bodies,

predominant. The curiosity which could alone lead

to the research, is powerful, but it is countcrbal

ced frequently by the dread that cannot hut arise,

lest the lights should inflame the combustible mat-

ters, or being extinguished, should le-dve you in total

and inextricable darkness."

One of the French commission was near

perishing in a catacomb, owing to the extin-

guishment of his candles; but he remarks,

" That the dread of fire occurs most frequently to

the imagination, because the walls are often seen to

be blackened by the smoke of previous conflagra-

tions, and the Arabs may be seen piling in heaps the

mummies they have broken, and lighting fires of

them, which burn long and brilliantly."

Besides mummies, the floors of the tombs

are strewed with amulets, small statues, and

fragments of large ones, of beautiful workman-

ship, and composed of granite, alabaster, por-

celain, and various other substances.

The following, according to the French au-

thor, is the form of the more magnificent cata-

combs.

" They are preceded by an open vestibule, in

which is a descent of several steps ; thence the pass-

age is through a long entrance, sloped at the top

like an arch ; this conducts to several halls, twelve

or fifteen feet in height, arranged on each side of the

same axis, and supported by pillars (left in the ex-

cavation) square or polygonal. At one end of this

suite of halls is a chamber of less dimensions, con-

tainino- an elevation of four steps. At the end, is

pictures, they were almost always those of domestic

life, and give a lively idea of the customs of the an-

cient inhabitants, which often have a marked analo-

gy with those of their more ignorant successors.

Thus, the methods of carrying burthens, two of

which are peculiar, are still found in use upon the

spot. It is far otherwise with the subjects that have

reference to the liberal arts ; in these, a degree of

proficiency is remarked, which causes our surprise.

Musical instruments are seen as perfect in principle,

and decorated with as much taste, as at the present

day ; and the Parisian maker of harps has been un-

der obligations, in the last respect, to his Theban

predecessor. The dance, the chase, the fishery, and

gymnastic exercises, furnish, in their turn, objects of

decoration ; numerous mechanic arts, particularly

the making of chariots and of pottery, and the weigh-

ing of merchandize by balances, httle diflerent from

what we use at present, were copied and engraved

for the French work. Of one such scene, we shall

extract the following description."

" Under the lateral galleries of a vast catacomb,

I have seen a picture of a repast served up to the

master and mistress of the house, and several guests,

by a multitude of servants ; some carry legs of mut-

ton and fillets of veal ; others ducks ; some vege-

tables ; and others again fruits, and many other spe-

cies of provisions. To the abundance which reigns

in the feast, is added the pleasure of music, which

is performed on various species of instruments, both

wind and stringed. All the figures of this scene

are models of "finish and delicacy, and the hiero-

glyphics themselves have a perfection I have no

where else found, even in the most perfect of the

the representation i pers. seated. netnnes ac-

fing I the fine-

ied by two female figures. To the right and

ft of these halls, are passages to which the

s are by lateral doors, and in these are sunk the

pits that contain the mummies. These pits are

squares of from five to nine feet, and from twenty-

four to fifty feet in depth."

It frequently happens, that fresh passages branch

off from the last of the halls, leading to other gal-

3ries and other pits, and bending twice at right

ngles, return to the original entrance, or seek a

new opening on the face of the rock."

There are other catacombs of less magnifi-

cence and perfection of structure, with small

chambers and narrow confined passages.

Our reviewer says,

" The walls of the sepulchral vaults are destitute

of architectural ornaments, or any projecting parts,

such as form the members of walls erected on the

surface of the earth. Pictorial representations alone

embellish them from the floor to the roof; but the

latter is adorned with a degree of richness which i:

not to be found either in palaces or temples. Pat-

terns of every possible variety of form and colou)

are to be found on these ceilings. The walls are in

terrupted occasionally by large figures, left project

ing in high relief, and sometimes pannels are cu

deeper than the general surface, in which small fi

gures are left executed in the same manner. With the

exception of these reliefs, the embellishments of the

walls consists in fresco paintings, in which the figures

are distributed in parallel and horizontal bands,

in very low reliefs, either projecting, or separated by

lowering the wall around them, and which are some

limes colourless. These figures are usually on a

small scale, and their execution has frequently been

interrupted by the accidental contents of the rock,

the petrifactions and nodules of silex (flint) of which

we have spoken. In such cases the artist has care-

fully removed the obstacle with the surrounding

rock, forming an excavation of the figure of a rect-

angle, which is then filled up by a slab of the same

sto°ne, sealed with cement, and dressed to the level

of the adjacent surface. Tlie joints are so close as

scarcely to be perceptible, and the work is, in conse-

quence, continued without interruption."

" In relation to the suiijects represented in these

great monuments

;

ness of the grain of the stone in this place. As lu

the vases in which the meat is served, they are of

exquisite taste. The purity of the outlines of so

great a number of objects is astonishing. The whole

is painted upon a coat of stucco."

—

Description de

CEgypte, Vol. iii. p. 52.

"One can hardly believe that such a gay and

smiling scene should be a decoration of a tomb ;
yet

" It may be here, however, remarked, that the

Egyptians made themselves strangely familiar with

death, living in the midst of the mummies of their

ancestors, which they preserved in their houses, and

causing them to be brought to their feasts."

In the valley of Beban-el Molouk (here are

thirteen excavations purposely made for regal

tombs. Eleven have been open since the time

of the ancient geographer, Strabo, by whom
they were visited. The remaining two were

explored—one by the French commissioners,

and the other by the enterprising Belzoni.

These cemeteries are less complicated than

many of the private tombs, and are construct-

ed upon a uniform plan, with long galleries

and halls of various sizes; one of which latter

is always distinguished from the rest by its su-

perior structure and decoration, and was the

apartment in which the body of the royal

founder lay. These constructions vary in size

and magnificence; some are fifty, others three

hundred and seventy feet in extent. Some

are loaded with ornaments, whilst others are

almost entirely bare.

" The most magnificent of all these tombs is that

distinguished by the name of the catacomb of harps,

and which, by the use of the alphabet of Champoi-

lion, has been'shown to be the tomb of Ramses Meia-

moun, the grandfiither of the celebrated Sesostris,

and the father of the monarch under whose reign the

Exodus took place. The great hall of this tomb i

remarkable for its size, and the beauty of its roof,

which is cut into the form of flat vaults, and is sup-

ported by eight pillars. The sarcophagus (the cof-

fin) stands at the entrance. It is a vast oblong ves-

sel of rose syenetic granite, adorned both within and
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without witli liieroglypliics ami paintings. Its di-

mensions are such as to conceal witliin it a man
when standing erect. The cover had disappeared,

and was not seen by tiie French commission; but

Chanipolhon states, tliat it is the one since found by

Belzoni, and placed in the museum of the university

of Cambridge ; it is ten feet in length, of the same
material with the sarcophagus, and bears upon
sculptured in high relief, the image of Rame
Rleiamoun, surrounded by his titles and royal

gend. The sarcophagus is so large that it could

never have passed the gate of the valley, and i

therefore have either been raised over the ridge, or

brought through a subterraneous passage now un-

known.
" The view presented by this great sepulchral hall

is terrific. A frieze extends around it, covered with

the representation of men actually beheaded, or suf-

fering that punishment; above them stand the exe-

cutioners waving their swords, and the blood flows

in all directions. As a contrast to this scene of car-

nage, one of the lateral chambers that opens from
the first gallery, contains a picture of great interest

and beauty, and which has given its name to the

tomb, from its comprising the figures of two play-

ers on the harp. These were first noticed by Bruce,

and a delineation of them published in his travels.

The whole scene appears to represent an act of pub-
lic worship, and the musicians chant the praises of
the divinity. The attitudes of the harpers are easy,

and their hands appear to run over the strings ex-

actly as those of the players of the present day."

These musical instruments are represented

in a perfection of form, finish, and decoration,

equal to the finest specimens of modern art.

The motives which influenced the Egyptians

in decorating, with such immense labour and
art, the subterraneous habitations of tlie dead,

are, to us, almost inconceivable. That they

should have erected gorgeous temples and pa-

laces, or that their despotic monarchs should
have constructed splendid mausoleums to con-
tain their ashes, upon the surface of the ground,
in the constant view of their admiring sub-
jects, or of curious strangers, seems coincident

with the practices which have obtained in

all powerful and rich monarchies. But the
history of the world does not furnish another

Precepts arc the rules by which
square our lines. When they

tents of my volumes of manuscriptsare worthy
of an insertion in " The Friend," it will af-

ford me pleasure to furnish occasionally some
striking sentiments collected from the best
standard authors. A good sentiment elegantly
e.xpressed, and supported by the name of a
great and good man, may do more good than
a volume of dry essays, because it will be
more read, and possibly longer remembered.
The reader of these extracts must bear in

mind that a maxim is sometimes like the seed
of a plant, which the soil it is thrown into
must expand into leaves, and flowers, and
fruit ; so that great part of it must be writ-
ten, as it were, by the reader. One of the
most striking distinctions to me between mo-
dern books and old ones, is the great difti-

culty I have found in filling my blank leaves
usefully from the former, while the latter are
a never faihng source.

J. J.

Precepts.-

we ought to

are contracted into sentences, they strike the
affections

; whereas admonition is only blowing
the coal.

Scmca.

The highest grade of pleasure.—The plea-
sure which naturally ali'ccts the human mind
with the most lively and transporting touches,
1 take to be the sense that we act in the eye
of infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, that
will crown our virtuous endeavours here with
a happiness hereafter, large as our desires and
lasting as our immortal souls. This is a per-
petual spring of gladness in the mind; this les-

sens our calamities, and doubles our joys.

Without this, the highest slate of fife is insipid,

and with it the lowest is a paradise.

Guardian, J^o. 49.

Talking.—'Tis a sign ofgreat vanity rather

, ,„,.,, t'^'''" goo'i sense, to be fond of talking much
;instance where miles ot solid rock have been the more ingenious hear and give fools leave

!-u^!:i - '_!"
the walls of dark subterraneous to prattle. People of little brains have natu-

rally a great deal of tongue.
Rijlections npon Ridicule.

Habits.— 111 habits of the mind, no more
than those of the body, are to be cured by the
patient's approbation of the medicine, except
he will resolve to take it.

Steele's Christian Hero.

From purity of thought all pleasure springs
;

And from an humble spirit all our peace.

Young's Mght Thoughts.

Empty.—Four things are grievously empty
;

ahead without brains, a wit withoutjudgment,
a heart without honesty, and a purse without
money.

Bishop Earle.

Poets.

Though poets may of inspiration boast.
Their rage, ill govern 'd, in the clouds is lost.

He that proportion'd wonders can disclose.

At once his fancy and his judgment shows
;

Chaste moral writing we may learn from hence, I

Neglect of which no wit can recompense.
|

The fountain which from Helicon proceeds.
That sacred stream should never water weeds.
Nor make the crop of thorns and thistles grow.
Which envy or perverted nature sow.

Waller.

galleries and chambers decorated with the
most elaborate and tedious sculpture, with the
finest painting, and the richest statuary, solely

to form the receptacles of mortal remains.
The Egyptians were truly a unique and won-
derful people, and in nothing is this more
evinced than in the whole of their practices
with regard to the rites of sepulture and the
disposal of their dead.

(To be continued.)

FOR THE TRIEND.

SlY CO.IIMON PLACE BOOK, NO. 1.

Pope has well remarked, that " nothing is

more certain, than that much of the force as
well as grace of arguments, or instructions,
depends on their conciseness." It was the
fashion of the last age of readers, to make e.x-

tracts from the works of merit which they pe-
rused, for reference, instruction, or amuse-
ment; and the plan has degenerated with our
modern common place readers, into simply
cutting from newspapers whatever strikes
their fancy, or suits the size of their book. The
first named method, it will be acknowledged,
is much the most profitable ; and if the con-

A polite fool.—In badinage a polite fool
shines

; but in gravity he is awkward as an
elephant disporting.

Zimmerman.

Modesty.—A modest person seldom fails to

gain the good will of those he converses with,

because nobody envies a man who does not
appear to be pleased with himself

Steele.

Indolence is a kind of centripetal force.

Sltenstone.

I can call my own experience to witness,

tliat even in the external actions, occurrences
and incidents of my whole life, I was never
disappointed of the best guidance and di-

rection, Vvhen in humility and sense of my
own deficiency, and difiidence of my own abi-

lity to direct myself, or to grapple with the

difliculties of my life, I have with humility ajid

sincerity implored the secret direction and
guidance of the divine wisdom and providence.
Contemplations moral and divine, by Sir Matthew Hale.

Virtue.

Virtue outbuilds the pyramids.
Her monument shall last, when Egypt's fall.

Young.

Consider with yourself seriously, what fi-

gure is most fit for you to make in the world
;

and then fix upon a method and rule in order
hereunto, which be sure to observe nicely,

both at home alone, and abroad in company.
Stanhope's Epictetus.

Would you spend your time with ease ? re-

gulate your desires by limiting them to things

that are within your power.
Cronsaz\4rf of Thinking.

The certain consequence of knowing a
man's self truly, is a mean opinion of himself,

and not being exalted with the commendations
of other people.

Thomas A. Kempts.

He is the wise man who, though not skilled

in science, knows how to govern his passions

and afl^ections. Our passions are our infirmi-

ties. He that can make a sacrifice of his

will is lord of himself.

Rules of L,Je.

A tribute of respect to the memory o/Micajah Collins,
a worthy minister oftlie Society of Friends at Lynn,
Massachusetts.

Could the afflicted muse but prune her wing.
And the swolFn breast compose itself to sing

;

Could lehat we in an humble saint admire.

The bosom warm with chaste poetic fire ;

Then Christian love should raise her votive lay.

And to departed worth a tribute pay;

The strains, though feeble, should sincerely flow.

And a just meed on truth and grace bestow
;

For these in COLLINS shone sincerely forth.

And form'd a character of real worth.

/ knew him, when, in giddy rounds of mirth.

He sought for happiness in tilings of earth;

When the light mind with buoyant feelings soar'd.

And for deliglit forbidden things explored

—

Quench 'd were the sacred sparks of holy truth.

Impressed upon him in his early youth.
When the young airy mind with heighten'd glee,

Was from restraint hard struggling to be free
;

Bewitching pleasures then allur'd his mind

—

In them content he vainly thought to find.

But found it not— till he who came to call'
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The wanderer back trom sin, and guilt, and thrall.

Spake to his soul ; the quickening power he felt.

Which caused his hard, obdurate heart to melt.

Pungent and deep was keen conviction's dart

!

Then godly sorrow pain'd the broken heart

!

But the good Shepherd, by his tender care,

Sooth'd all his fears, and sav'd him from despair

;

And gently led him, by alluring grace.

In the sweet paths of righteousness and peace :

A sacred calm ensued within his breast.

And now the wanderer found a place of rest.

New objects of pursuit inspir'd his mind.
And purifying love his soul rcfin'd ;

The friends of truth he now delights to meet,

And sits, like Mary, at the Master's feet.

A tender sympathy, by grace inspir'd.

And love of truth his placid bosom fir'd ;

Yet from his heart oft rose the conscious sigh,

And grateful tears would glisten in his eye

;

The inward travail, which he deeply felt,

O'erwhelm'd his mind, and caused his heart to melt

;

Till by the power of sweet constraining love,

He call'd his friends the same delight to prove.

And the first language of his labouring breast,

In words of inspiration were express'd.
" The lofty looks of man shall be brought low

;

And haughty ones shall to Jehovah bow;
And GOD alone shall be exalted high.

In truth, and grace, and power, and majesty."*

This his first testimony ; simply given

—

Received by friends a message sent from heaven.

He in his future trials stood approv'd
By his great Master—and by men belov'd.

In temper, open, amiable, and mild
;

In manners simple—lovely as a child.

He to the youth a pleasing pattern gave.
Of access easy, pious, cheerful, grave

;

All classes felt an interest in the man.
For innocence through all his actions ran.

Long, as an able minister, he stood.

And spent a useful life in doing good.
At home, abroad, the humble Christian shone.
While all the praise he gave to GOD alone.

The Saviour's merits formed his only plea.

While low in prayer he bow'd the suppliant knee.

Greatly his Master blest the dying scene.

And made him pass the dreary vale serene
;

While listening multitudes stood weeping round,

To hear the last and solemn pleasing sound
Flow from the dying lips of their dear friend.

As life was drawing to a peaceful end
;

Then calmly leaning on his Saviour's breast,

He sweetly sank to everlasting rest.

* Isaiah, 2d ch. 11th v.
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It is but a repetition of what we have before

slated, to say, that to follow through all its

sinuosities the vile spirit of defamation and

falsehood, with \yhich we have been aspersed,

would not only ill agree with the value which

we set upon our time—not only be a nauseou.s

and unprofitable process—but what we have

hitherto strenuously avoided, and are resolved

still to declare against. It would for the most

part be useless, because, in the first place, such

are the transformations, and such the flexibility

of this slanderous propensity, that if it be

traced, and routed from one of its lurking

places, it directly starts up in a new and per-

haps more distorted shape ; and, secondly, that

if loft alone, it very often recoils upon itself,

and defeats the object it had in view, by the

obliquity and dishonesty of the means employ-

ed to attain it. In agreement with these views

it was, that some months ago, the letter signed

'• Elihu F. Marshall," implicating the correct-

ness of one of our statements, being pointed

out to us, we determined to disregard it ; not

only because we had full reliance upon the

source whence our information was derived,

but that the malignity and scurrihty which were

apparent in the letter, were, of themselves,

enough to destroy its credibihty. Neverthe-

less, on receiving and duly considering the

communication from our friends of Farming-

ton, we thought it right to comply with their

request, by placing the whole together upon

our pages. The afliair, to be sure, is of a na-

ture not likely to be deemed of suflicient

general interest to occupy so much space ; but

our friends who make the request seem to urge

it, and very likely there are local considera-

tions which render it expedient.

With respect to the Friends whose signa-

tures are affixed to the statement, although

known to some here as persons in wliose de

clarations full confidence may be placed
;

yet

being strangers to most of our readers, it will

be a satisfaction that their veracity is avouched

by a name so generally known, and so deserv-

edly respected as Caleb McComber.

If confirmation be wanting as to the charac-

ter of our journal for fidelity in its statements,

(we mean among our friends—not those who
wilfully shut their ears and eyes against con

viction) it is plainly deducible from a compa
rison of this latter with our former narrative

for though the attested one goes more into

detail, and makes out a case of more flagrant

outrage on the part of the separatists
;

yet in

respect to all which is common to both, we
can perceive no discrepance, and certainly

(E. F. Marshall's " attentive"' reading not-

withstanding) nothing to justify the epithet

" exaggerated." What confidence is to be

placed in men who will impugn and contradict

the testimony of eye witnesses, when they them-

selves were not on the spot at the time an oc-

currence took place of which they speak ?

The " boundless impudence" complained of,

turns out to be nothing more than a steady,

cool, and firm determination to maintain sound

principles and good order against innovation

in doctrine and wild misrule ; and the terms
" headlong but headstrong," applied to Asa
B. Smith, result simply in this—that he pos-

sessed a head sufficiently clear and collected

not to be readily baffled in an honest purpose,

or turned aside, by threats and difficulties, from

a faithful discharge of duty. The use which

he made of the citation from the Acts, to be

sure, was strong ;
but it was not unmerited,

and he had high example to bear him out in it.

On taking up, some weeks ago, Gould's

account of the trial at Steubenville, we felt

willing to admit his protestations of fidelity

and impartiality, according to their plain lite-

ral signification. We were the more disposed

to do so, from the consideration that a regard

to his interest and his reputation as a correct

stenographer, would incline him to fair dealing,

in a case of so much importance. We had

not, however, proceeded far, before our con-

fidence in those protestations began to waver
;

intimations of not hearing distinctly, &c.

seemed to imply, there might be somewhat

which he deemed most convenient to suppress.

By what follows, from one better informed on
the subject than ourselves, it appears that our
suspicions were not groundless. We copy
from the last number of Bates's Miscellaneous
Repository :

—

Gould's Report of the Trial of D. Hilles and I. James
at Steubenville.

" This work has at length reached us, but I have
not yet had time to make a thorough and critical

examination of the whole of it. But, so far as I have
examined it, I do not hesitate to pronounce it an
UNFAIR statement. It is unfair both in the testi-

mony and in the pleadings. Witnesses are made to

say what they do not say ; and very important por-
tions of testimony that were given by the witnesses
on both sides, are suppressed; and the arguments for

the prosecution are garbled and abused.
" It is to be extremely regretted, that a report of

so important a legal investigation is not, as it is re-

presented to be, " A full and faithful Report of the
Proceedings in the Case." The hope was entertain-
ed by many Friends, that the stenographer would
publish a faithful report. We, however, took the
precaution to be prepared to correct any misstate-
ments that might be made. We have the notes
taken by eight individuals, by which it is in our
power to hold an effectual check over the garbled
report of M.T. C.Gould.

" I shall, for a few days, suspend a decision as to

the course I shall pursue in regard to the subject;

whether merely to review the publication now before

us, or to publish the proceedings entire. In the lat-

ter case, it would require a work considerably larger

than Gould's.
" In the next number I shall advert further to the

subject."

The sententious mode of teaching wisdom
has always been in esteem, and is very effect-

ive ; a w-ell timed apophthegm wifl sometimes
do more good than a treatise. We shall be
pleased to have further drafts from " My
common place book."

The lines on the late Micajah Collins were
forwarded by one of our friends to the east-

ward for insertion, and will probably gratify

the numerous friends of that estimable man.
They are stated to be the production of a mi-
nister of another religious persuasion, inti-

mately acquainted with the deceased.

Literary Notices.

Thomas Kite has in press, and expects to

pubhsh next week, " The Difficulties of Infi-

delity," by George Stanley Faber.

He has also in press, and proposes to have
it out by the time of the approaching yearly

meeting, " A Journal of the Life and Reli-

gious Labours of Richard Jordan, a Minister

of the Gospel in the Society of Friends, late

ofNewton, in Gloucester County, N. Jersey."

Married,—On the 18th inst., at Friends' meeting,
London Grove, Chester County, Pa., Morris Cope,
of Bradford, to Ann, daughter of S.iMir£L Swayne,
of West Marlborough.

Slandering is like opening a door, by which
the fiiults of the slanderer himself are more
exposed than they otherwise would be

; while

the errors or indiscretions of those who show
no disposition to undervalue or backbite others,

are easily passed by and forgotten.

Dillwyn's Rejections.
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ANN CAMM.

Amongst the early converts to the doctrines

of tlie gospel of Christ, as preached by George
Fox, Ann Cainm is distinguished for her ex-

cellent endowments and virtues, and for her

services in the cause of the Redeemer. De-

scended of pious parents, who gave her a good
education, she inclined to associate with reli-

gious persons ; and accordingly united herself

to the Puritans, who were the strictest profess-

ors of the time. After an absence of several

years spent in London and York, for the pur-

pose of further improvement, she returned to

Kendal, her native place ; and still preferring

the society of those who loved the Lord Jesus

Christ, she joined a company of seeking peo-

ple, who met together for devotional purposes,

either sitting in silence, or conferring upon re-

ligious topics, and often in fervent prayer. Her
first marriage was with John Audland

; they

were both convinced of the truth, in the year
1652 ; and through the baptizing, sanctifying

power of divine grace, were qualified for the

work of the ministry, to which they were call-

ed in the following year. In her first journey
she was imprisoned at Aukland, for preaching
to the people on a market day ; but neither

locks nor bolts deterred those indefatigable

messengers of the gospel from prosecuting their

missions, if any avenue n-as open to the public

streets ; and she accordingly continued her
addresses to the people through the bars of the

window, by which many were aflected, and
deeply impressed with the truth and force of
her doctrines. She was discharged tiiat even-
ing. Her next imprisonment was at Banbury,
in Oxfordshire, where she was committed on
the charge of blasphemy : but two persons
voluntarily gave bond for her appearance at

the approaching assize, which afforded the

opportunity of holding meetings in the town,
where her sureties and many others were turn-

ed to the Lord Jesus Christ, by her effectual,

powerful ministry
; so that many were added

to the church, and a large meeting of Friends
gathered in that place. This enraged hei-

adversaries, wiio threatened that she should

be burnt at the close of the court ; whicl

duced her husband and several other Friends
to attend, in order to strengthen her and assist

in defending the cause in which she was en
gaged. The prosecutors failed to substantiate

the envious charge ; and although she ought
to have been liberated, as the judge acknow
ledged, he committed her to prison, on her
refusal to give bond for her good behaviour
notwithstanding one of the justices and several

other officers of the court remonstrated against

the proceedings as arbitrary and unjust. The
cruel design of those wicked men was however
frustrated, and the Lord's protecting power
was magnified ; in which she was contented to

endure the horrors of an extremely loathsome
prison, for the sake of her Christian testimony.

Supported and consoled by the cheering pre-

sence ofthe great high priest of her profession,

who, George Fox often said, could sanctify the
walls of their filthy prison houses, she patiently

sustained her confinement for nearly eight

months, when she was discharged by order of
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the mayor. She immediately demanded of
him and procured the liberty of a female friend,

who, in compliance with Christian duty and
sympathy, came to visit her, and was unjustly

confined. She now pursued her religious
"

hours in various parts of the nation, sometimes
in company with her husband, until his death,
which occurred in 1603.

She married Thomas Camm, in 1666, tc

whom she was united nearly forty years
; and

cheerfully participated in the sufferings which
his devotion to the cause of Christ brough
upon him. He was imprisoned three years
at Kendal, without permission to see his family
during that period ; again at Appleby, nearly
six years, though not so closely shut up ; in

which, like a true help meet, she exerted her-
self to preserve their temporal affairs in repu-
tation, and encouraged him to stand firm for

the testimony of Jesus. When at liberty, they
travelled together into different parts of Eng-
land, in the ministry of the gospel, particu-
larly to London and Bristol, where they were
instrumental in winning souls to Christ, and
imparting refreshment to weary and disconso-
late pilgrims. She manifested a becoming dif-

fidence in her public appearances, which were
fervent and weighty, and in demonstration of
the spirit and of power. To those who were
hasty and forward, she was led to communi-
cate seasonable aud instructive counsel ; and
adorned her ministry with true Christian meek-
ness and humility, serving as a nursing mo-
ther the weakest and most retiring of the flock,

and was a helper of them who came forth in a

testimony for God, though with a stammering
tongue. In her private devotions, she was an
example no less worthy of imitation, daily ap-
propriating a portion of time to the perusal of
the Holy Scriptures, and in'retirement for the
purposes of meditation and reverent waiting
nd prayer before the Lord. Her last public
ppea ranee in the ministry was at Kendal meet-
ig, in the ninth month, 1705 ; wherein, not-

withstanding the infirmities of old age, her
dour in the Master's cause seemed unabated

With heavenly energy, she exhorted Friends to

faitlifidness and diligence in serving the Lord
their generation, that they might reap the

glorious reward which awaited those who
counted not their lives dear unto themselves
that they might finish their course with joy
and the ministry which they had received ofthe
Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace
of God.
On the succeeding day she was taken sick,

and lay about four weeks ; and during her
illness evinced the substantial advantages which
result from a life dedicated to the duties of true
religion

; being enabled, through the love and
peace of God which flowed into her soul, to

bear witness to his faithfulness, in not forsak-
ing his children in the hour of extremity. To
her numerous visiters, she often imparted ex-
cellent counsel ; and in the prospect of speedy
dissolution, acknowledged in prayer the merits
and mediation and divinity of her crucified
Lord. On the 16th, after entreating her hus-
band to acquiesce in the Lord's will, if he
should now separate them, she said: "I bless
the Lord, I am prepared for my change

; I am
full of assurance of eternal salvation, and a
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crown of glory through my dear Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, whoni God the Father
has sent to bless me, with many more, by turn-
ing us from the evil of our ways into the just
man's path, which shines more and more unto
the perfect day ; and if God now please to
finish my course, and take me out of this earthly
tabernacle, I am well content. I am clear,
and have discharged myself in the sight of God
to all Friends ; except something of late has
been upon my mind, to send Friends in the
south a farewell epistle." But she said the
substance thereof was the remembrance of
dear love to them, with tender advice to the
professors of truth, to walk in and keep to the
simplicity thereof, ovt of heights and exalted-
ness, under the power of the cross of Christ

;

by which they will be more and more cruci-
fied to the world, and baptized into Christ,
and put Him on, the new and heavenly man,
in whom they will become new creatures, and
enabled to serve God in spirit, and lieej) to the
unity thereof, in the bond of peace and love,
which the god of the world is still labouring
to break and dissolve. I have seen him at
work, to make a breach and separation amongst
Friends ; and if he prevail, it will be under
specious appearances of a more evangelical ap-
pearance than at any time before ; and will be

bait taking to all that live above the cross and
true selfdenial. And I would all were warned
to stand their ground in the power of God,
which only can bruise Satan, and preserve out
of his subtile baits and snares."
When she was very weak, some inquired if

she knew them : " Yes," said she, " I know
you every one ; I have my understanding as
clear as ever

; for how should it be otherwise,
since my peace is made with God, through the
Lord Jesus Christ ? Oh ! let my soul praise the
Lord for his peace and plenteous redemption."
Her son-in-law being a physician had adminis-
tered^ something which produced a temporary
relief; but soon getting worse, her husband
proposed sending for him and her daughter.
She objected, saying : " Be not careful in the
matter

; the Lord my God is near me, and I
have thy company

; and it is enough, and all

will be well ; if this lump of clay, in which I

dwell, be dissolved, I have a full assurance of
a house and dwelling God is the maker of, that
will never wax old, nor be dissolved : oh ! my
soul, bless thou the Lord, and be glad in his

salvation for evermore." To some who called
to see her, she observed : " Oh ! the cross is

the only way to the crown immortal ; shun it

not, therefore, lest you fall short ofthe crown
;

and stand up nobly for your testimony to the
truth in all things." About two days before
her death, she gave suitable counsel to her
grand children and servants: to her husband,
she remarked upon the freedom with which
he had given him up to travel, and desired

that after her death he might disencumber
himself entirely of business, in order to pur-
sue his religious duty ; and charging him with

message of love, added, " VVarn all, but
especially the rich, to keep low, and not be
high-minded

; for humility and holiness are the
badge of our profession ; God Almighty keep
us all low and humble ; 'tis a safe and blessed

state." Having fainted, she revived again
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and said, " I was glad, tliinkiiicr I was going

to my eternal rest without disturbance. Again,

I have both a sight and earnest of eternal rest

with God in the world to come ; and therefore

I labour hard to be swallowed up in inmiortal

life, and to be made possessor of that rest that

cannot be disturbed, where sorrow will cease

and be no more for ever : oh ! my soul, this is

thy glorious portion ; therefore bless tliou the

Lord, and wait patiently his good and appoint-

ed season." Desiring to be raised in bed, she

remarked that her hands and feet grew very

cold, but her heart was strong, and before it

yielded she must endure severer pain—which

soon increased, till she said, " It is hard to flesh

and blood, but must be endured a little time

;

ease eternal is at hand ; I am glad I see

death so near me. Remember me to all my
dear babes and grand children ; I shall with

these eyes behold them no more. God Al-

mighty bless them all, and make them all his

children ; that I may enjoy them for ever in

the heavens above. Neither shall I see my
sons and daughter. Ah ! my prodigal son ;

what shall I do for him ? I have prayed and

longed for his return ; the time may come-

God grant it may !—but I shall not see it in

my time ; he is my son, the son of a godly

father, and tlierefore I cannot but love him
Tell him it is his immortal soul's well being

that I am concerned for ; not so much his out

ward estate here : for that, though never sc

miserable, will quickly end ; but the misery of

the soul separated from God, will never end

And, my dear, though our counsel has not

had the desired end, yet, I do entreat the

remain a father to him in repeated counsel.

Leave him not to run on in the way of misery
;

but labour and pray for his return. Oh! thou

hast been true to me, in bearing with me many
a heavy burthen ; and hast done abundance

for him every way for my sake. My love to

his wife ; I desire she may mind heavenly

things, and pray God bless their offspring, that

they may walk in the steps of their grandfather

who is gone to his eternal rest."

On the day of her death, several Friends

stopped to see her, in their way to the monthly

meeting ; they were much affected in ihe pros-

pect of parting with such a valued and honour-

able mother in Israel ; but she exhorted them
not to weep nor be concerned for her. " All

is well ; I have only death to encounter ; the

sting of it is entirely takon away ; the gi

lias no victory, and my soul is ascending al

all sorrow and pain." She encouraged them
to go to meeting :

" let me not hinder the

Lord's business ; but let it be chief, and by

you all done faithfully ; that, at the end, you
may receive your reward, for mine is sure ; I

have not been negligent ; my day's work
done." Soon after, the pain increased, which
she bore with becoming patience, but sighed

deeply, praying the Lord to help her through

tire agonies of death. " O my God 1 O
God ! thou hast not forsaken me ; blessed be

thy name for ever. O my blessed Lord and
Saviour, that suffered for me and all mankind
great pains in thy holy body upon the cross,

remember me, thy poor handmaid, in this my
great bodily affliction ; my trust is in thee,

my hope is only in thee, my dear Lord Oh !

come, come ; dear Lord Jesus, come quickly
;

receive my soul to thee ; I yield it up ; help

me now, in my bitter pangs." Her husband

joined in prayer that her passage might be

easy. Her pain gradually subsided, and in a

little time she fell asleep in Jesus. Her last

words, as breath was failing, were :
" It is

good to leave all to the Lord. Oh pray, pray,

pray." She died in her seventy-ninth year,

and was honourably interred ; many ancient

Friends, out of thirteen adjacent meetings,

attending on the occa.-^ion. S.
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We took occasion, several weeks ago, to

notice the unchristian conduct of Abraham
Lower and others of the Hicksite preachers,

in imposing themselves upon meetings where
Friends have possession of the houses, and form

by far the larger number of those who regu-

larly assemble in them for worship. We then

e.\pressed the opinion that this was done with

a view of driving Friends out of the few re-

maining meeting houses which they still have

in their control, in order that those self-styled

charitable and liberal minded Hicksites may
appropriate all the property of Friends in the

country to their own exclusive benefit. This

opinion has been confirmed by several occur-

rences which have recently transpired.

This conduct is the more ungenerous and

unchristian in the Hicksites, inasmuch as they

have already seized upon, and hold undisturbed,

though unjust and unlanful possession, of by

fai' the greater number of meeting houses. Of
all the houses in New Jersey, there are but

twelve of which Friends have any benefit what-

ever ; and of these, there are only four over

which they have entire control ; while, in

Pennsylvania, the Hicksites have appropriated

to their own exclusive use, about thirty of the

meeting houses of Friends. Where is the

"forbearance and love" which, in the fourth

month, 1 827, they so " earnestly desired" might

mark their " conduct on all occasions ?"

Elias Hicks himself, in his late journey

through New Jersey, regardless of the consci-

entious feelings of Friends, intruded himself

into their meeting houses, in several instances,

on the regular meeting days ; and not only in-

dulged his prejudices by reflecting upon those

who differed from him in sentiment, but per-

sisted in promulgating his antichristian notions;

though he could not but know that they must
give pain to every sincere believer.

At the request of several respectable Friends

on that side of the Delaware, the following

statement is given :

—

On first day, the 4th of first month last,

Elias Hick's went to Haddonfield, notice hav-

ing been previously given by a person who was
disowned that he intended holding a meeting

there ; though a meeting is always held there

at that time. As was to be expected, a large

concourse of people attended ; many of whom
came from distant parts, attracted by curiosity

to see and hear the man of whom (hey had

heard so much. They collected very irregu-

larly, continuing to crowd into the house for

an hour and a half after the time appointed

;

which, as well as the frequent changing of

their seats and caUing to each other to point

out seats, created great unsettlement ; so that

it scarcely resembled a meeting for divine wor-
ship. The conduct of many throughout the

whole meeting was extremely light and inde-

corous, causing great intei'ruption to those

seriously disposed persons who were desirous

of performing the solemn duty for which they

professed to assemble. Friends were greatly

tried with the confusion which prevailed ; and
having endured it for more than an hour, one
of the elders rose, and observed that he had
been much exercised in seeing so much un-

settlement and disorder ; that he had never be-

fore witnessed such a .scene, upon a like occa-

sion
; and exhorted the people to be more

settled and composed.
After a short time, Elias Hicks began to

speak ; and went on in his usual strain of op-

position to the doctrines of the Christian reh-

gion, though artfully cloaked under the guise

of greater spirituality and obedience to the

divine light, &c. He denounced all creeds

and creed makers ; asserting that to make a

creed was to limit the power of the Almighty,

and to say to Him, " thus far shall thou go,

and no farther." Speaking of our blessed

Lord, he said, " It was the inward light, that

Jesus, our great pattern, was obedient to,

which enabled him to do the will of his hea-

venly Father ; it was this he recommended
his disciples to look to, for it was this only that

could save the soul ; this no outward Saviour

could do ; nothing that was visible—nothing

that they could see with their outward eyes,

could save the soul." "Jesus was the great-

est of all the prophets ; a perfect Israelite
;

one that was obedient to the will of his Father
in all things ; and that which exalted him
above us was his greater faithfulness to the

light within him ; in his outward manifestation

he never made a Christian, for his disciples all

forsook him and fled." He also made a divi-

sion and distinction between Christ the Sa-

viour, which was in Jesus, and Jesus Christ.

Speaking of the blood of Christ, he declared

it was not material blood that was shed for the

sins of mankind ; for this could do nothing for

any of us ;—that we must come away from
every thing outward—from all books—from
the Scriptures themselves—tliough he believed

them to be true, sofar as they answered to the

revelation in his own mind; he compared them
and all other external means, to pointers placed

at the corners of the roads, to direct travellers;

which, when passed, we were done with, and
did not wish to ccrry them along with us. He
also asserted that it was impossible for God
to dwell bodily in Jesus Christ—for God was
omnipresent, and could not be limited ; and
asked where we would go to look for heaven

but in our own hearts.

After having finished this unprofitable and
unchristian discourse, he expressed his great

satisfaction with the solemnity that was over

the meeting (a striking evidence of the delu-

sion he was under—for there was nothing like

solemnity to be felt or discovered) ; adding

that thus it had been at every meeting he at-

tended ; and congratulated himselfon the great

number who came to his meetings, and were

prepared to receive him. Indeed, his exagge-
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rated idea of the multitude of his followers

seems to be his principal support and conso-

lation ; and we recollect an instance in which
he attempted to draw an invidious comparison
in this respect between Jesus Christ and him-

self: contemptuously remarking that the former
had but a very few followers

—

only about an
hundred and twenty—and he [E. H.] had a

great many more than that.

Towards the close of his speech at Haddon-
field, as if conscious that his intrusion and the

blasphemous sentiments he had uttered merited

rebuke, he endeavoured to deprecate it, by
saying : " What an insult would it be to this

congregation, should any one arise to oppose
what I have said"—doubtless expecting that

this would deter any Friend from speaking,

He then seemed anxious to break up the meet-
ing immediately ; but one of the elders desired

the people to notice the unsound and anti-

christian sentiments uttered by the speaker, in

attempting to lessen the divine character and
offices of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Admitting Elias Hicks to be fully satisfied

of the rectitude of his principles, it is certainly

very inconsistent with the charity and brotherly

love of which he makes such frequent and
high professions, thus to annoy persons, whose
feelings he knoirs are outraged and shocked by
his infidelity—to thrust himself into their meet-
ing places and compel them either to be the

unwilling auditors of his unsavoury declama-
tions, or to leave the houses where they have
been wont to assemble for the performance of
religious worship. B. S

ilerk, and one of lliem
iiid pulled violently to
lot succeed.
" At lenglli, finding it impossible to proceed among-

o tumultuous and noisy a company, Friends sat
uiet until the Hicksitcs withdrew, when they har-
iioniously transacted the business of the monthly
oeeting."

TRUTH STATED, AND OFFICIOUSNESS
EXPOSED.

The communications below, having the post

mark of Macedon, New York, March 15th,

came to hand too late for our last number.
In compliance with a subjoined request, '

shall insert before them, first the statement

our fiftieth number, to which they refer, and
then the letter of E. F. Marshall.

" At Rochester monthly meeting held at Wheat-
land in the seventh month, the clerk of Friends
meeting read the opening minute, and the clerk of
the Hicksites also began to read //icir minute, which
produced some confusion. Daniel Quinby, a Hick
ite preacher, exhorted the meeting to order; but a
most immediately after, when Asa B. Smith,
Friend, rose to speak, and was e.xplaining the causes
which had led to the division in Society, D. Quinby
interrupted him, by saying, that he was giving a
statement which was entirely false. Many of the
separatists, catching the spirit of their preacher, or-

dered .^sa to sit down, calling him an intruder, and
denying him the right of speaking. He, however,
informed them that he wished to express what was
ill his mind before he took his seat, as he was only
endeavouring to discharge a duty which the quar-
terly meeting had laid upon him. He proceeded, but
was soon interrupted by a number of voices, saying,
' he must be stopped ;' » he must be taken out of the
meeting-house, &c.' Daniel Quinby's voice was
heard encouraging these boisterous persons, and tell-

ing them ' he must be led out of the house.' Two
or three of them accordingly approached him for
this purpose, and one of them, who was in the sta-
tion of an overseer, extended his arm to lay hold of
Asa B. Smith, when a Friend entreated them to de-
sist from such rash and violent proceedings, which
they at length did. Friends endeavoured to proceed
in an orderly manner with their business, but the
separatists would not suffer them, interrupting the

" For the Friend, or Advocale of Truth.

"The account of the proceedings of Rochestei
monthly meeting, at Wheatland, as given in a lat€
number of " Richardson's Friend," is so much exag-
gerated, that there is hardly a shade of truth per-
ceptible in it. It is not denied that considerable ex-
citement prevailed at the time, and several Friends,
not orthodox, made use of expressions at the com-
mencement of the meeting for discipline, which no-
thing but boundless impudence on the part of the
orthodox could have extorted from them. The or-
thodox placed themselves in positions for aggression
and defence, as in Ohio yearly meeting, by filling
the clerk's table seat entirely with their own party,
and would not permit, for a long time, the clerk to
take his seat at the table. Friends' clerk according-
ly took the next seat higher, and wrote, by placino-
his book and paper on his knee. The orthodox
clerk commenced opening their business about the
time that Friends' clerk was doing the same, on be-
half of their meeting. It must be known, also, that
the orthodox had, the monthly meeting previous, at
Henrietta, withdrawn from Friends, and held what
they termed a monthly meeting, at a private house,
where they appointed Silas Cornell as their clerk ;

consequently. Friends could not receive him, as they
' eady had one who had been in that station for

several months before the separation. The orthodox
had arranged matters so thoroughly , that they thought
themselves sure of victory, having some of their col-
ege yearly meeting, and some of their quarterly meet-
ng committees in attendance. Among the latter
.vas Asa B. Smith, not only of headlong but head-
strong celebrity, a tool well adapted to the machina-

and intrigues of Caleb Macomber. The alle-
gation fulminated in the Richardson Friend, and

set down as a solemn truth, that Daniel Quin-
by encouraged the disorderly conduct complained of,

tirely aside from the reality. It has been ac-
knowledged even by some ef the orthodox, that Asa
". Smith conducted in an improper manner, and
lade use of some indecorous language,

course of what lie termed an explanation of the
causes that have led to the separation, together w
much labour to prove that Friends are the sepa
lists, and whilst dwelling with much emphasis
the latter, Daniel Quinby said to him, 'It is fall

or words of similar import. Asa immediately tu
ing himself so as to face him, said, 'Thou whited
wall ! dost thou sit in judgment over me?' &c

" At length the orthodox, finding that Friends did
not heed their intrusions, suspended operations till

the business of the monthly meeting was over, ar
Friends retired to their respective homes.

" I felt wilUng to give the above statements i

contradiction to the account given in the paper a
luded to. Having been an attentive reader of
" Richardson's Friend'' from the commencement,
and having carefully examined into the claims of
both parties, I am, as I think, somewhat qualified to
set my seal to the general falsity of its statements.
I have been very much surprised to discover how
palpably false and erroneous much of the matter is,

and how greedy the votaries of orthodo.xy are, to
swallow down, without even apparent examination,
declamation as truth, and parts of sentences as
whole ones. While this paper is professing to be a
minister of correct intelligence and truth, why does
it propagate futile stories, and imaginary tales,
which carry with them their own testimony of abso-
lute perverseness and malevolence.' It is indeed a
great rarity to discover any of the healing balm in
ts columns. Its whole tendency appears to be deeply
o prejudice the reader against the objects of its hate,
to divide in Jacob, and to scatter in Israel. In this
ection, it has answered to a tittle its original de-
ign. Orthodoxy has become synonymou s'with de-
famation, detraction, Calvinism, and deeply rooted

And where its evils

cry difficult to predii

ill terminate, it is

If the fruits are

FOR THE FRIEND.

A description of some of the proceedings
in Rochester monthly meeting, held at VVheal:-
land in the seventh month last, having been
drawn up by some person unknown to me,
and inserted in the fiftieth number of the first

volume of "The Friend ;" a reply to which
has been published in a paper entitled " The
Friend, or Advocate of Truth," Vol. ii. No. 1

;

which reply bears the signature of Elihu F.
Marshall—a person « ell known to me ; which
having excited the attention of some Friends,
who were present at the meeting alluded to,

they believed it proper to give a statement of
facts which occurred in the aforesaid meeting.
The persons who subscribed this document are
Friends in good esteem, and active members
in our religious Society ; one of them was ap-
pointed by our last yearly meeting, and the
other three by our quarterly meeting, to assist

the subordinate meetings
; and during all our

acquaintance, I have never known their vera-
city to be doubted.

C.\LE1'. McCo.-*Il!EE.

Farmington, Ontario Co., N. Y.
3d month, VMh, 1829.

Narrative of tlie proceedings in Rochester
monthly meeting, held at Wheathmd in se-
venth month last.

The opening minute was read by two clerks
at the same time, each claiming the right so to
do, which produced some confusion. Daniel
Quinby, a minister of the Hicksite party, then
addressed the meeting as follows :

" Friends,
God is a God of order, and not of confusion ;"

and endeavoured to enforce the idea, that if

Friends kept in their places there would be no
confusion. After a short pause, Asa B. Smith,
one of the quarterly meeting's committee of
Friends, stated, as it was evident there were
two parties present, he w ished to give his views
respecting which was the legitimate monthly
meeting (at which time Daniel Quinby inter-

rupted him, by saying loudly. '-Illegitimate!
illegitimate!" which was repeated by other
Hicksites), and was willing to hear what each
one had to say, one at a time, if it took till

sun-set
; and proceeded to demonstrate, that

Rochester monthly meeting ought not to be m
subordination to the yearly meeting o{ which
Samuel Mott was clerk, s that meeting
had seceded from the docLines and disci-

pline of the Society, and 'was not in unity

with the great body of Friends on this conti-

nent and the yearly meeting of London ; for

proof of which, he stated, that one meeting
for suflferings and six yearly meetings, out of
the eight on this continent, have in a greater
or lesser degree disclaimed the doctrines of
prominent members of that meeting [Hicks-
ites], which was in iiis opinion sufficient evi-

dence against it ; and further, the admission
of a large number of disowned persons to sit

n their last annual meeting also proved them
to be the seceders. Here lie was interrupted

by Daniel Quinby, with " Asa B. Smith, sU
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down ; sit down, I say, sit down ;
thou art an

intruder here ; what thee says is false, every

word of it ; and thee knows it." At the last

expression of " I say sit down," it was accom-

panied with a stamp of the foot. " Sit down ;

thou shaltsit down," was also vociferated from

dirterent parts of the house. Asa B. Smith

replied, " I do not intend to be brow beaten.

I shall not sit down until I am heard ;
it is my

privilege." Immediately several voices were

heard, saying, " Take that Friend out of the

house ;" to which Daniel Quinby rejoined,

" Yes, Friends, take him out." Asa B. Smith

then turning, so as to face him, said, " Thou

whited wall, sittest thou there to judge accord-

ing to law, and commandest me to be smitten

contrary to law ?" At this time, from ten to

fifteen Hicksites were on their feet, with much
clamour ; three of whom, with furious counte-

nances, manifested an apparent determination

to lay hands on him ; but he cautioned them

to desist, for he was performing his duty as a

servant to the quarterly meeting, had a right

there, and considered their abuse unparalleled
;

to which an active Hicksite replied :
" If all

the rest abuse thee, I will not." Loud and

reiterated cries were heard, " Sit down, sit

down, thou shalt sit down," from Daniel

Quinby and others ; but the Friend refusing,

they directed their clerk to proceed ; but Asa

requesting him not to do so, he desisted, and

remained quiet. Asa then proceeded to show,

that we were in duty bound to be in subordi-

nation to the yearly meeting whereof Samuel

Parsons is clerk ; clearly showing, that the

Hicksite yearly meeting was held contrary to

the order and discipliiie of our religious So

ciety, particularly in admitting disowned per

sons to be present at its deliberations. Silas

Cornell, Friend's clerk, then stated that he

was. acting as the clerk of the legitimate

monthly meeting. He was interrupted by a

Hicksite in the body of the meeting, ordering

him to sit down ; but he declining, the same

person went with hasty steps to the table, and

seated himself by the side of our clerk, whom
he seized by ttie coat, and attempted several

times to pull him down by violence ;
and two

of us distinctly heard him say, " sit d'

thou slialt neither read nor write, to"u^ I am
here ;" but he supporting himself by the rail-

ing continued to speak, showing with clearness

that the adherents to the Hicksite party had.

in accepting a removal certificate from the

spurious monthly meeting of Green-street,

Philadelphia, as well as in other respects, al-

luded to by Asa B. Smith, forfeited all right to

control that metJng. This produced a re-

newed clamour aming the Hicksites, with loud

and repeated calls to their clerk to proceed

with the business ; but he still declining, Da-

niel Quinby then said, that they (the Hicksites)

had received instructions from their quarterly

meeting, to meet in future at Rochester and

Henrietta, and this would probably be the last

time they would meet in this place ; saying :

" If you will wait until we get through with

our ijusiness, then we will leave the hoime."

A Friend replied :
" We can quietly wait, ra-

ther than proceed in this state of confusion."

But after their business was finished, and be-

fore their minute of adjournment was read, the

meeting was requested by Asa B. Smith to

bear in mind the conduct of Daniel Quinby,

as he had publicly accused him of speaking

known falsehoods—contrary to the rules of

discipline and good order ; and reminded of

the impropriety of such conduct in a man pro-

fessing to be a minister of the gospel, in which

it was evident that he had paved the way for

others to follow his pernicious e.xample ; ac-

cordingly, immediately after Daniel Quinby

took his seat, a Hicksite said he believed Asa
. Smith had told more than twenty lies in that

meeting, and he was not afraid to be account-

able for the assertion. Then one of the Hicks-

ites foremost in attempting to take Asa B.

Smith out of the house, acknowledged he was

sorry he did not govern his passion better, in

the fore part of the meeting. As to any pre-

vious arrangement to occupy the seat where

the clerk's table was, and fortify ourselves there

for defence, it is altogether without foundation;

for we were accused of the same thing in the

monthly meeting, and then we stated that we
knew not that the clerk occupied that seat

when we took it ; and they acknowledged, at

that time, they believed we were clear of the

charge they had made against us. It ought to

be understood, that Elihu F. Mai-shall was not

present at the monthly meeting alluded to
;

therefore all that he has written and subscribed

to, with such apparent zeal and sanctity, musi

be from hearsay and report. Under such cir-

cumstances, the reader may judge what cre-

dit is due to his statements ; and we are as-

tonished that a man of common information

should be so regardless of the rules of pro-

priety, as to make a number of positive asser

tions, relative to the transactions of the afore

said meeting, which he never witnessed, and

which are evidently misrepresentations of facts.

The conclusion is "irresistible—that he is more

willing to subserve party purposes than to pub-

lish the whole undisguised truth.

We, the subscribers, were present at the

aforesaid meeting, and certify the above state-

ments to be true, according to our best recol-

lection.

Ira Lapham,
Gideon Ramsdell,
Isaac Hathaway,
Jonathan Ramsdell.

Fai-mington, \ZthofMmo. 1829.

King of PortugaVs Diamond.—From the

following statement of the weight of the largest

diamonds known in Europe, it will be seen that

the king of Portugal possesses the very largest.

The diamond of the emperor of Russia weighs

106 carats;* that of the king of France, 136
;

that of the grand duke of Tuscany, 139 ;
that

of the Great Mogul, 279 ; that of the king of

Persia, 493 ; that of the king of Portugal,

1610 carats. The value of this last is esti

mated, by the Portuguese jewellers, at twc

hundred millions of pounds sterling ;
by the

French jewellers, at twelve hundred millions

of French livres ; and by the English and

Dutch jewellers, at fifty-five million seven h

dred and eighty-seven thousand three hundred

pounds sterling.

—

Hamburgh paper.

* A carat is about four grains.

From the " Herald of Truth," a Liverpool

periodical, the three following paragraphs are

taken :

—

Sir Isaac Neicton, on the universal extent of
the grand apostacy.—All nations have corrupt-

ed the Christian religion since its setting up.

The giving ear to the prophets is a fundamen-

tal character of the true church. The autho-

rity of emperors, kings, and princes is human
;

the authority of councils, synods, bishops, and
presbyters, is human ; the authority of the

prophets is divine, and comprehends the sum
of religion, reckoning Moses and the apostles

among the prophets. And if an angel from
heaven preach any other gospel than what they

have delivered, let him be accursed (Gal. i.

8^ 9). Their writings contained the covenant

between God and his people, with instructions

for keeping the covenant, instances of God's

judgments upon them that break it, and pre-

dictions of things to come. While the people

of God keep the covenant, they continue to be

his people ; when they break it, they cease to

be his people or church, and become the syna-

gogue of Satan, who say they are Jews, and

are not. (Rev. ii. 9.) And no power on earth

is authorized to alter this covenant.—1718.

Progress of Christianity in India.—Thirty

years ago, there was scarcely a Christian, or

any sign of Christianity in Calcutta, whether

among Europeans or natives. Now, besides

six episcopal churches, there are five dissent-

ing chapels. There is also a great spirit for

hearing the gospel among the natives ; in dif-

ferent parts of the city, there are no less than

six Bengalee chapels in the baptist connection,

and many others belonging to other denomin-

ations. The missionaries of all denominations

there, seem to be zealously devoting them-

selves to the advancement of the Redeemer's
kingdom.

Honey in rocks.—The passage in Deuter-

onomy, (ch. xxxii.) " Thou hast made him
suck honey out of the rock," is well illustrated

by the fact, that, in the caves of Salsette and

Elephanta, bees are very troublesome, from

having hived in the clefts of the rocks and in

the recesses amongst the fissures. These hives

hang in innumerable clusters ; and Forbes,

in his " Oriental Memoirs," tells us, that he

has known a whole party obliged to escape in

haste, after a gun had been imprudently fired

off and disturbed the bees.

In the present state of human nature, man
derives more enjoyment from the exertion of

his active powers in the midst of toils and

efforts, than he could receive from a still and

uniform possession of the object which he

strives to gain. Blair.

In judging of others, we should always ex-

ercise charity ; but the strictest severity in

judging ourselves. Dilhpyn's Ref.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE HEBREWS.
(^Coniinmdfrom page r^o.)

The fundamental principles of the civil polity

of the Hebrews, appeared absurd to all other

nations of that age, among whom idolatry had
acquired the credit of a settled truth, and the

authority of immemorial usage. The He-
brews were to govern themselves by their con-

stitution, in the midst of nations immersed in

pagan superstition, which was made attractive

and alluring to the senses, not merely by reli-

gious pomp and ceremony, but by indulgence

in the most sensual pleasures, as a part of the

worship of their gods. Accordingly, tlie cere-

monial which was introduced by Moses, while

it appealed to the outward senses, was adapt-

ed to the peculiar relation of the nation to

God, and to the surrounding people; that, on

the one hand, they might be indulged with

outward splendour, without seeking it among
the heathen; and, on the other, that they might,

by every means, be preserved from contamin-

ating friendships with those who were so

grossly superstitious. Thus God, as their

king, caused a tent to be erected in the centre

of the encampment, and to be fitted up with

all the splendour of royalty, where his gracious

presence dwelt visibly. All the circumstan-

ces of royal magnificence were observed in

the arrangement of the difi'erent apartments

—

in the selection of the Levites as state officers,

with a revenue derived from one of the tythes

which the Hebrews were to pay as rent for the

use of the land; and with the requisition, that

all males of a suitable age sliould repair to his

palace every year on the three great annual

festivals with presents, to render homage to

their king.

Several peculiar rites were ordained, which

became, by the force of custom, a second na-

ture, and formed the foundation upon which

was built the great partition wall between

them and other nations. All the details of the

law, which, considered without reference to

circumstances, might appear arbitrary or tri-

vial, tended to separate the people from the

heathen, and, in this view, were of essential

importance to the general purpose.

The domestic polity of the Hebrews re-

mained much as it had been under the patri-

archal government, but so reorganized, that

the people in every civil institution might re-

cognize the sovereignty of Jehovah their King.
Without entering more minutely into a de-

scription of their institutions, it will be suffi-

cient to remark, that although God was, in

fact, the chief magistrate of the nation, it was
neither expedient nor proper that their politi

cal affairs should be entirely directed by his

mmediate interposition. Although he at first

employed no viceroy, he had a minister of
state (if we may use the term) in the person
of the high priest. Each of the twelve tribes

was, in some respects, an independent state,

and, as such, had its separate interests. Still

they were all united together by certain gene-

ral interests, and formed but one nation
;

their political institutions inclining most to de-

mocracy, but being, in fact, a modification of
all the three forms of government usually

established among nations.

Moses says, with the utmost frankness, that

after his departure from Mount Horeb toward
the great sand desert of Zin, he took with him
as a guide, his brother-in-law, Hobab, who
was well acquainted with the situation of the

fountains, wells, and pastures of that region.

The descendants of Hobab always remained
rom that time among the Hebrews. They
sometimes occur under the name of Kenites,

and a race of them were called Rechabites.

It is worthy of remark, that the cloud which
hung over the sacred tabernacle, and by its

g and settling determined the marches of
the Israelites, did not supersede the necessity

of another guide, who could conduct thi

the secret fountains, and distant pastures of the

desert.

Notwithstanding all that had been done for

them, it soon became evident that this genera-
tion had been too much corrupted to execute
the commission given them; and, accordingly,

11 who were over twenty years old at the time

of the departure from Egypt, were sentenced
to die in the wilderness ; and for thirty-eight

years the nation wandered about in the Ara-
bian deserts until the sentence was accomplish-

ed. During this period, a new generation

had come into existence, whose minds were
more thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the

theocracy. Still, however, they often rebelled,

and offered sacrifice to idols, and were as fre-

quently severely punished. The conquest of
Canaan being at length about to be under-

taken, Moses developed a second time, and
still more minutely than before, the conditions

according to which Jehovah, their God and
King, would govern them. He cast a pro-

phetic glance into the most distant futurity,

while he declared the different destinies that

See " The Friend," No. 20.

awaited them, according to their conduct in

regard to the law. In full view of these con-
ditions, and in order to impress them the more
deeply on their minds, he caused the wliole

people again to take a solemn oath of obe-

dience, not only for themselves, but for their

posterity.

The official duties of Moses were now
closed. He commissioned Joshua, not as his

successor, but as a military leader divinely ap-

pointed, to be the conqueror and apportioner

of the land of Canaan. He delivered to the

priests the whole book of the law, that they

might deposit it in the sanctuary with the ark
of the covenant. He also committed to them
a song, in which he had represented, in a most
vivid manner, the perverseuess of the nation,

their future disobedience and punishment, re-

pentance and pardon. Finally, he viewed the

promised land from Nebo, the summit of
Mount Pisgah, and there this great man and
distinguished servant of God was gathered to

his fathers.

The Jordan, which was now the only bar-

rier that separated the Hebrews from the

Canaanites, was much swollen, and entirely

filled its deep and broad channel. It was thus

impassable by so numerous a host with their

women and children, except by a miracle. A
passage was granted, however, to this genera-

tion, more miraculous than that which had
been opened for their fathers through the Red
Sea ; and ere their unsuspecting foes were
aware, they had encamped in their country.

Tills signal display of the greatness and power
of Jehovah struck the idolatrous nations with

terror. Yet the history of this expedition is so

far from betraying undue love of the marvel-
lous, that it relates, with the greatest minute-

ness, the exploring of Jericho, and all the

other human means employed.

The conquest of Canaan was accomplished
about fifteen hundred and fitly years before

Christ. Joshua having caused a new election

to be made of Jehovah for their king, he erect-

ed a monument of this renewal of their ho-

mage, and soon after died, having devoted iiis

whole life to the settlement of the theocratic

policy.

From Joshua to Samuel four hundred and
fifty years elapsed, Acts xiii. 20. during which,

judges seem to have been appointed for the

general administration of affairs. There was
ary attached to their office—they bore

no external ensigns of their dignity—they were
simple in their manners, and moderate in their

desires; and, in general, were noble and mag-
nanimous men, who felt that whatever they

did for their country, was above all reward.

This exalted patriotism partook of a religious

character ; they conducted as the officers of

God—reUed upon him in all their enterprises,
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and tlieir chief care was, that their country-

men should acknowledge the authority of their

invisible King.

During all this period, the fortunes of the

nation varied, according as the fundamental

law of the state was observed or transgressed:

exactly as Moses had predicted, and the sanc-

tions of the law had determined. The propensi-

ty to idolatry which was predominant in all the

rest of the world, spread itself like a plague;

from time to time it was publicly professed,

when, being rendered efleminate by this vo-

luptuous religion, and being forsaken by their

king, Jehovah, tlie Hebrews were no longer

able to contend with their foes, and were for-

ced to bow their necks to a foreign yoke. The

nation thus fluctuated between the extremes

of prosperity and adversity. Such were the ar-

rangements of Providence, that as soon as

idolatry gained the ascendancy, some one of

the neighbouring people grew powerful, and

subjected them to oppression, which was al-

ways permitted to become sufficiently severe,

to arouse them from their slumbers, and re

mind them of the sanctions of the law. And
as, in the course of time, they became con-

tinually more obstinate in their idolatry, each

subsequent oppression of the nation was more

severe than the preceding ; so difficult was

it, as mankind were then situated, to preserve

on earth a knowledge of the true God, though

so repeatedly and so expressly revealed, and,

in so high a degree, made evident to the

senses.

During the time of the judges, however, it

is evident that the nation enjoyed more of

prosperity than of adversity, having been sub-

jected for one fourth only of the period to fo-

reign oppression. The book of Judges is by

no means a complete history—we may per-

haps consider it as a register of the rebellions

of the nation, and conclude that those were

healthy seasons, which were not the subject of

particular notice.

{To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

EGYPTIAN RUINS.

{Concluded from page KTt .)

The pride and stateliness of the monarchs

of Egypt could not rest satisfied with subter-

raneous cemeteries, and they strove to erect

mausoleums upon the surface of the ground, of

such immense size and of such durability, as

to command the reverence and admiration of

succeeding generations. The pyramids, those

mountain-like structures, contained the ashes

of the Memphian kings; M'hilst tombs of less

magnitude, but of greater magnificence of de-

coration, enclosed the remains of the Theban
monarclis.

The writings of the ancient historian, Dio
dorus Siculus, contain a minute description o

the sepulchre of Osymandyas, believed to be

the most magnificent of any of the Theban
tombs ; and the French commission, in the

course of their labours, discovered an edifice

so far corresponding to the description of

Diodorus, as to leave no doubt of its identity

witli the tomb to wliich he refers.

enormous pylon or great gateway, two hun-

dred feet long, and forty-five feet high, open-

ing into a rectangular court of about two hun-

dred feet square. The roof was composed

of single stones twelve cubits in width, em-

bellished with yellow stars pictured on a blue

ground, and supported by statues in j)lace of

columns. Diodorus mentions that this court

opened by an immense pylon into another

large court, and that in the gateway were

three enormous statues cut out of single-blocks

of granite ; one of which, representing king

Osymandyas as the founder of the monu-

ment, was the " greatest which existed in all

Egypt." It was formed, according to the an-

cient historian, of a stone exquisitely polished

and sculptured, and so perfect, that in its vast

mass " no flaw or fissure" could be detected.

The French found one of the courts of this

" temple filled with such quantities of frag-

ments of granite, that, at first sight, it seemed

like a quarry of that material. On closer ex-

amination, these fragments appeared to be the^

remains of an enormous colossal statue, of

which the head, the trunk, and one arm, from

the elbow upwards, still remain in one piece.

Another block lies near, which contains the

rest of the body and the thighs." "The head

of the statue has retained its shape, and the

ornaments of the head dress are still distin-

guishable, but the face is entirely mutilated

Among the scattered fragments, the left foot

nd hand have been found. The pedestal of

this statue is yet in the place pointed out by

the Greek author, and both it and the statue

are of the beautiful rose granite of Syene; the

polish is exquisite. From the measures taken

on the spot, this colossus, when seated in its

ace, must have been fifty-four French feet in

height."

On the wall of the second division of this

mausoleum are figured representations of war-

like actions.

Tlie site of the war is marked by a river, which,

distinguished by undulating lines, and painted blue,

passes from the top of the wall on the left to the bot-

tom, where it traverses its whole length. This river

surrounds with its waters a citadel, which appears

to be the object of attack and defence. But its in-

habitants have not waited for the invaders within the

walls, but have passed the river to meet them. They
are mounted in cars, each of which carries three

warriors dressed in long tunics. They have long

beards, and by them, their dross, and the shape of

their shields, are distinguished from the Egyptians.

The latter are led by their king, who is attended by

on that opposite to the entrance, by a second

pylon.^''

One of the galleries is formed of seven large

square pillars, each side of which is six feet. To the

outer face of these are attached as many statues of

Egyptian divinities, twenty-three feet in height.

The opposite gallery is supported by eight large co-

lumns."

The gateway at the bottom of this court is

richly adorned with hieroglyphics, and leads

into another court entirely surrounded with

galleries supported by columns and statues.

All the ceilings are decorated by stars figured

on a blue ground, except in two places, which

are adorned with falcons with spread wings.

The I'rench authors, with their usual warm
fancy, make the following remarks.

" Nothing adds so much to the effect which this

(court) produces, as the caryated pillars that adorn

it. Ho-n', in fact, can we avoid being seized with

profound and religious respect at the view of this

council of gods, assembled, as it might seem, to dic-

tate the laws of wisdom and philanthropy, which are

seen every where inscribed on the walls of the pa-

lace i"

"The Egyptian artists, in thus attaching the statues

of deities to pillars, which bear rich ceilings, embel-

lished with golden stars scattered over a blue ground,

appear to have wished to represent the divinity, be-

neath the azure vault, which he fills with his immen-
sity."

Beyond the wall of the farthest gallery are

four small apartments richly adorned, which

seem to have been the private chambers of the

monarch, who resided in this palace, and held

his court in the splendid halls before describ-

ed.

The walls of the large galleries are covered

with sculptures painted of biilliant lively co-^

lours; a description of the most interesting of

which is subjoined, in the language of the^

French authors. It represents the triumph of

a hero.

" Two ranges of figures, which, in the ceremony
that this basso relievo commemorates, probably

marched abreast, are represented one above another.

The three figures on the left of the upper range are

soldiers, who bear lances in their right hands, and

have buckles upon their arms; in their left hands

they carry a species of club. Eight figures clothed

in long robes, and grouped in pairs, precede them,

bearing long palms in their hands ; four of them also

carry battle axes ; their heads are adorned with

plumes, the emblem of victory. Two other figures,

one of which carries a quiver, and the other a stem

of the lotus with its flower, are in front, and march,

" Against the fourth wall are still the

two monoUth statues, and three doors condu(

thence into avast hall supported by pillars, of which

many yet remain. Beyond this all ubbish.'

We have now finished the description of the

cemeteries of Egypt, and will bring our long

narrative to a conclusion, by an account of the

splendid palace of Ramses Meiamoun, one of

the most powerful rulers of this ancient mo
narchy.

The entrance to this palace was by a pylon

two hundred feet long, thirty in thickness, and

nearly seventy in height, decorated with small

squares enclosing cyphers, that cover the

whole front. The gateway opens into a vast

The entrance to this building is by an court, "enclosed on two sides by galleries, and

that seem to diri , thispreceded by two person

first column of the prot'ession. Beneath are eight

men carrying steps, that are probably intended to

ascend and descend from the triumphal car. Eight

persons who precede, have their heads ornamented

with plumes, and are clothed in transparent dra-

pery ; they carry sacrificial axes, and rods of lotus

surmounted with feathers. Four figures placed in

front are bare headed, and also carry the lotus and_

plumes ; they are a little bent, and in the attitude of

persons penetrated with respect for the august cere-

mony in which they are engaged. The hero, him-

self, is seated on a throne, placed in a sort of palan-

keen richly adorned, borne upon the shoulders of

twelve persons of the military caste, grouped in

pairs ; they are clothed in long robes, and crowned

with plumes. In the intervals of the three first

groups, appear the heads of two personages, who
seem to direct the march. Standards are also seen

borne by three other persons, whose figures are en-

tirely hidden. The throne is covered with rich

stuffs, and the feet of the hero repose luxuriously on
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cushions. Ho bears in his hands the attributes of

the divinity ; behind him are two protecting genii,

that shelter him with their wings; at his side are the

emblems of the qualities which distmguish him ; the

lion, that announces his courage; the hawk, which is

the symbol of his victories ; the serpent, indicating

the extent of his conquest and dominions; the

sphinx, which, no doubt, has relation to his know-

ledge in all that concerns religion and the gods. Be-

fore and behind the head of the hero, ai'e hierogly-

phics."

From these inscriptions, (which were sus-

pected, at the time the French authors wrote

their narrative, to contain the legend of the

monarch in wiiose honour the procession took

place,) Champollion has since shown that the

king represented is Ramses Meiamoun, a

member of that dynasty during whose sway the

children of Israel sojourned in Egypt; and we
may, with great probabihty, assign to this op-

pressed people, a large share of the toil and

labour requisite to construct this palace, and

many other splendid works which belong to

this period of time.

" On the base of the palankeen are small figures,

clothed in long robes, that carry his (the monarch's)

arms, his quiver, and his arrows. The palankeen

is decorated in the lower part with two small erect

figures, and at the top with the Egyptian cornice,

surmounted by fourteen figures with disks on their

heads; the two uprights are terminated with flowers

of the lotus. Two priests, placed one above the

other, march before him, turning their heads and a

part of their bodies to the hero ; they burn perfumes.

In front of the lower of the two priests, is seen a

peri^onage bearing a port folio, attached by a

shoulder strap to his body ; he has drawn from it a

volume, which he unrols, and seems to proclaim the

mighty deeds and the glory of the triumphing mo-
narch. This personage is preceded by four soldiers

clothed in robes, and crowned with feathers ; they

bear badges of office, rods, with flowers of lotus,

surmounted each by a long plume; Ihey have battle-

axes in their left hands. Six soldiers, similarly

dressed, are below them ; some carrying battleaxes

and plumes, others augural staves, and stems of the

lotus. The procession is on its march to the tejiiple

of the great divinity of Thebes, and has, in front of

the whole, two priests. Four figures, marching in

an opposite direction appear to come to meet the

hero, in order to receive and conduct him into the

temple, to the mysterious place where the chest that

contains the image of the divinity reposes."

Within the temple

" The hero, in the dress of a sacrificer, offers in one

hand a censer in which incense is burnt, and holds

in the other three vases tied together, with which
he prepares to pour libations upon an altar, on w hich

lie different productions of nature, such as foliage,

and the branches and flowers of the lotus."

" The sacrifice finished, the march continues, but

now the statue of the divinity forms itself a part of

the procession. Four personages that are recognised

as priests by their shaven heads, bear trees in a cof-

fer; above, two priests bear a great tablet, apparent-

ly designed to have inscribed upon it the victories of

the hero, and his august triumph; or perhaps to pi

petuate the memory of the sacrifice he has been just

offering.

" The statue of the god is borne on a litter by

twenty-five priests ; it has been withdrawn from the

sacred place in which it was shut up ; it is surround
ed with all the pomp of religious ceremony, wit!

garlands, branches, and flowers of the lotus, stand
ards and plumes. A rich drapery, covered with em-
broidery, envelopes all the priests who bear the lat-

ter, so that their heads and feet are alone visible

Two small figures are at the feet of the divinity

one of them, seated on its heels, makes an ofierin^

of two vases, in which are probably contained the

first fruits of the inundation. In front marches the

hero, clothed in other garments, and wearing another
head-dress ; he holds in his hands the attributes of

supreme power. Above his head hovers a vulture,

bearing his royal legend. The sacred bull appears
himself in the midst of the procession, perhaps that

kept at Hounonthis, near Thebes : his neck is orna-
mented with sacred fillets ; he bears on his head a

disk surmounted by two plumes ; a priest burns in-

cense before him."

" The march continues, and a personage, who is

entirely surrounded with hieroglyphic inscriptions,

unrols a volume, and seems to proclaim the actions

of the hero. But the scene soon changes, and the

hero becomes again a sacrificer. Armed with a sickle

he cuts a bundle of branches and buds of the lotus,

which a priest presents to him. Another priest fol-

lows, and holds a rouleau of papyrus elevated in his

hands, on which he seems to read : they are perhaps
the prayers prescribed for the occasion.

" The sacred bull figures again in this scene,

which appears entirely devoted to agriculture.

This sacrifice appears to be the prelude to another
which the triumphor is about to make, after ap-
proaching more near to the sanctuary, where the
statue of the great divinity of Thebes is deposited ;

and, in the last scene of this triumphal march, the

Egyptian hero presents perfumes to Harpocrates.

" With this august act terminates this grand reli-

gious and military procession, which may be con-
sidered as a faithful representation of all the cere-

monies tliat are observed at the triumph of a war-
rior king. Sacrifice offered to the gods began and
closed this august act."

It may be proper to mention, that the basso

relievo described above, is but one of a vast

number which decorate the walls of this splen-

did palace. In reflecting upon the ancient

grandeur, and the imposing remains of the

far famed monarchy whose works are thus

commemorated, many and various considera-

tions crowd upon the mind. The power and
strength of the human intellect so early and so

remarkably displayed ; the pomp, the magnifi-

cence ofthe Egyptians; their struggles for a per-

petuity of renown; the gradual fall and final ex-

tinction of their ancient glory, signally and
completely fulfilling the sacred prophecies con
cerning them, cannot fail to elicit feelings of

the most intense interest ; while, on the other

hand, a remembrance of their moral ignorance

and degradation—their gross idolatry and su-

perstition, should call forth our humble grati

tude that we live under that glorious dispensa

tion, in which the dark rites of paganism have

yielded to the pure practices of the gospel;

and the troubled uncertainties of false specu

lation given place to the holy assurance, the

immutable realities of the Christian's faith

TUH FRIHSJD.

FOl RTH MONTH, 4, 1829.

Two or three weeks since, we observed in

several of the daily papers of this city, the ad-

vertisement under the signature of G. W.
Banks, inserted below.

The standing of this individual in his place

of residence, and his character, as it developes

itself in the document bearing his name, was
such, as to incline us to pass the matter by in

silence, and let his own statement speak for

itself; but the enemies of the Society of Friends

appearing to e.xult in the circumstance, and to

attach to it an importance which it does not

merit, we now place the anomalous aflair be-

fore our readers, together with some remarks
from a much esteemed correspondent, which
give so full and satisfactory an explanation of
the case, as to leave us scarcely any thing

to add.

Every ingenuous mind, whilst indignant at

the perfidy and treachery, will also pity the

meanness and littleness of the author of the
" Prospectus," and be fully able to know what
degree of evidence to attach to the word, or

the affirmation of such a man.

Proposalsfor Publishing by Subscription, a I fork, (/?-

tilled Orthodoxy Unmasked: or, All is not Gold Ihul

Glitters.

The Author of this work, living in the town of

Mount Pleasant, state of Ohio, who was the retain-

ed counsel of the Orthodox Society of Quakers of
Ohio Yearly Meeting, and who thereby became pos-
sessed of many of the plans and views of that Socie-
ty, proposes to place the world in possession of such
facts as came immediately under his notice, and to

guard the credulous and tmsuspecting against the

false and insidious devices wliich have been, and
are now practising by those people.

He considered himself totally absolved from all

oliligations to that society, in consequence of the

treacherous and perfidious conduct pursued towards
him; and having been forced to resort to the laws of
the state to obtain remuneration for a long, laborious,

faithful but to him a loathsome service, it has be-

come necessary to his own justification, to exhibit to

the world a candid and correct view of those trans-

actions in which he bore a prominent part.

In doing this he will be compelled to publish all

the communications which passed between himself
and those who employed him, embracing references

to various authorities, to support the oppressive

and vexatious proceedings in which they were en-

gaged, all of which would be omitted, but that they

serve to show the mass of labour which was imposed
upon him, and the characteristic injustice of the so-

ciety, evinced by their conduct upon this, as upon
other occasions.

These documents cannot fail to be interesting, as

they are principally the offspring of the leviathan of

the party in this section of the country, and contain

a key to the transactions which occurred at the in-

teresting epoch to which they refer.

He pledges himself to prove to every disinterested

and unprejudiced reader, by those documents, and
the irresistible inferences deduced from them, the un-

fairness of their projects—the justness of the de-

mands he has made on them—the patience with
which he has borne his injuries, and a cruel and un-

feeling denial of justice on the part of these ycleped

Orthodox Christians. In doing so, the Author will

be compelled to exhibit the society in its naked cha-

For his entire justification for pursuing this course,

the Author refers the pubhc to the work itself

This work will appear in pamphlet form, and will

conla.mJifti/ pages at least, and may probably swell

to a larger size. The price to subscribers will be 50

cents, payable on delivery; and the work will be

ready by the 10th of April next. Agents who obtain

ten subscribers, will be presented with one copy.

Georce Washington Banks.

Our correspondent says,

" I iiave no doubt that such a production

was calculated to produce some sensation,

more particularly at a distance, where both

the author and the circumstances of the case

are altogether unknown. And yet the " Pros-

pectus" carries on the very face of it the evi-

dence of the writer's own disgrace. It pro-

fesses to disclose the secrets of his clients; and,
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to make the matter worse, to do tliis in re-

venge for having to resort to the law to en-

force tlie payment of his bill. He states he

became, as the retained counsel of the Society,

possessed of the ' plans, ' views,' Sec. which

he is going to expose ; wliile, as a lawyer, he

certainly is bound by every principle of ho-

nour not to reveal the secrets of his clients.

Admitting, for argument's sake, (which, how-

ever, is not the fact,) he has had to resort to

the law to collect a sum that is due to him, is

he warranted by that to resort to measures of

revenge ? Is every man who has to bring

suit for an account, to be let loose to wreak all

sorts of vengeance on the other party ? Is

not the law to be the umpire between tliem ?

" But Banks has advertised himself as vio-

latmg a sacred professional obligation, and his

plea of justification is simply revenge for hav-

ing to collect (as he says) a claim upon Friends

by law. But this is not all, he claims the cha-

racter of the retained counsel of the Society

—

of course we were under his advisement.

He was at the head of all our proceedings.

He distinctly claims the credit of having borne

a prominent part in the transactions

about to expose. Thus, he is one while the

directing agent, leads us into ' false and insidi-

ous devices,' ' oppressive and vexatious pro-

ceedings,' ' unfair projects', &c. or at least

goes along with us into ihem, and then turns

traitor from motives of revenge, and exposes

us to the world. This, to my apprehension,

is substantially his version of the story, as set

forth in the prospectus. And it is bad enough,

to be sure. But the true state of the case

makes it worse on his part than even this. He
is under the whole weight of disgrace whicl:

attaches to a breach of trust, by declaring his

determination to publish what was confiden-

tially communicated to him as a lawyer ; and

as far as the matter has gone, he has actually

done what he could towards vilifying and

abusing his clients; though, as the sequel will

show, he is possessed of no power to injure the

Society of Friends, when the truth shall be

stated. He knows in his own conscience, that

the intercourse he has had with Friends, has

not been of that dark dishonourable character

which he has represented in his prospectus.

"As to his having brought suit, which he more
than intimates, it is not the fact, at least we
know nothing of it, if he has. If he has done
it, it must have been a considerable time after

his prospectus was in circulation.

" The idea held out in the prospectus is not

only that he sued Friends, but that he had re-

ceived nothing for his services. He has not

explicitly said so, but that, I presume, will be

the common understanding. So far from this,

he has received from Friends ' one hundred
dollars for his professional services.' Not tiiat

they had any idea that he was entitled to half

that sum, but because they were disposed to

act towards him with liberality.

"His bill was three hundred andffly dollars,

and yet he has never plead a cause, nor given
a urittcn opinion. W'hen Askew and Balan-
gee were first brought before Judge Arm-
strong, he did make a few objections to the

postponement of the trial, but Friends did not
urge the objections.

,
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When the postponement was about to be

granted, he moved for the defendants to be held

to heavy bail. Friends had never made such

a suggestion, and requested him not only to

thdraw the motion, but to take the sugges-

tion on himself—which he did. When the

trial did come on. Banks was absent the first

day ; the second, he attended ; and, by agree-

ment between him and J. C. Wright, Banks
was to open the case. When the judge in-

vited discussion. Banks was unprepared, and

J. C. Wright had to take the whole burden of
the pleadings on himself. After Wright had

ably opened the case, Banks made a few addi-

tional remarks. Here ended his professional

services. He did not eve>- attknd the trial

AT Steubenville. At the close of the trial

at St. Clairsville, the services of the able and

distinguished advocate who defended Friends

on that occasion, were much more important

than those of Banks, independent of the

pleadings
;
yet the charge made by the former

was considerably less than the sum which

Friends offered to pay the latter. It was mat-

ter of astonishment when a bill of three hun-

dred and fifty dollars was presented by

Banks. The committee considered it out of

the question ; and when he was inquired of,

if he would receive such a sum as the com-

mittee thought would be right, (that sum,

which was seventy-five dollars, having been

previously mentioned to him,) he agreed that

he would receive whatever they pleased to

pay him, saying, that he knew he could not

enforce the payment of his claim. Friends

afterwards concluded to make the amount one

hundred dollars, which he received.

" Here is a plain statement of the facts on

which his revenge is so powerfully excited, as

to absolve him from his professional obliga-

tions, warrant him in trampling honour under

foot, and even in ' tearing the mask from

orthodoxy.' In these performances, all his

abilities are no doubt to be displayed, for in a

pamphlet of fifty pages, he is to ' unmask
orthodo.xy,' prove ' that all is not gold that

glitters,' and exhibit the Society ' in its na-

ked character.'

" But he tells his readers, that his service for

the orthodox was long, laborious, faithful, and
loathsome. But if it was loathsome, why did

he undertake it ? Why not, like a man of

principle, tell us it was a bad cause, give

us some good advice, and let it alone ? Thi:

would have been honourable, had there been

any occasion for such a proceeding. But I

presume there was nothing in it either la-

borious or disagreeable, except the httle exer-

tion he used to understand the subject, and

the dread he felt of exposing himself at the

bar.

" In a letter to the committee, in excusing

himself for not opening the case at St. Glairs

ville, he says, ' Jt was certainly no disadvan

tage to our cause, and probably none to me, as

I was then sutli;ring under great concealed

afiliction and pain, from which I have not yet

recovered
; and had I embarked upon an

elaborate argument, I might have exposed

myself in that state, to a strange and crowded
audience, under the most disadvantageous

circumstances.'

" We knew all this very well—that is, his fail-

ure ' was certainly no disadvantage to our
cause,' and had he entered ' upon an elabo-

rate argument,' he might, and no doubt would
' have exposed himself,' and us into the bar-

gain. But, after all, his prospectus displays

some ingenuity. He sees that there is no
probability of his getting business as a lawyer,

and therefore his breach of trust was the more
reconcilable. In what way, in this state of

aflairs, could he derive some pecuniary ad-

vantages to himself? Why claim to be the

retained counsel of the orthodox, and as such

in possession of all their secrets ?—promise to

divulge all these—unmask orthodoxy—break

up ' the leviathan of the party'—and exhibit

the Society ' in its naked character V This
would rouse the curiosity of the Hicksites,

reanimate their hopes, and they in return

would subscribe for his pamphlet. And here

I will leave them to felicitate themselves and

one another on the happy expedient, by which

so many important results were to be accom-
plished, bidding them a hearty welcome to all

that they can get from each other."

In the article headed " Elias Hicks and the

Society of Friends," in page 174 of this vo-

lume, an error occurred, which will be cor-

ected by reading, " a kvi days," instead of
" the day or day but one," in lines 23 and 24

from the bottom of the third column.

We are informed that some of the followers of

Elias Hicks have denied, or questioned, the correct-

ness of the letter from Mary Peisley to Wm. Brown,
which we published in our eighteenth number, on the

ground that it does not agree with the j7relended copy
of the same letter inserted in the memoir of that ex-

cellent woman. We think it right to state, that our

copy was derived from the original letter, and we be-

lieve is verbatim as Mary Peisley wrote it. The one
inserted in the memoir is a garbled and mangled
production, scarcely resembling tlie genuine letter,

it is a specimen of the unfair dealing to which the

spirit of unbelief prompts its adherents, in order to

countenance or support their cause ; and is an exact

counterpart of the unjust treatment which the writ-

ings of our worthy ancient Friends have received at

the hands of our modern Hicksites. It is well known,
that at the time Mary Peisley's letters and journal

were under revision in Ireland, a spirit of infidelity

similar to that -which has devastated the Society in

this land, and cloaked under the same guise ofrefined

spirituality, had begun to make its appearance among
some of the leaders of tlie people. They adopted

views on many subjects, nearly resembling those held

by Elias Hicks, and that nothing might be done to

the prejudice of their notions, they suppressed many
parts of Mary Peisley's writings, especially such as

set forth her firm belief in the doctrines of tlie Chris-

tian religion. To establish this fact, we need only

request the reader to compare the genuine letter to

Wm. Brown, as we published it, with the disjointed

fragments of it published as the real letter in the

memoir of her life. There is little doubt, if her own
papers could now be obtained, they would present

her in a far more imposing and dignified attitude,

as a deeply experienced minister of the gospel of

Clirist, well instructed in the things pertaining to

life and salvation, and skilful both in word and

DIED,

On the morning of the first instant, of a pulmon-

arv consumption, in the twenty-second year of her

ag-e, Rebecca, daughter of the late James Allinson,

of this city.
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FOR THE FKIEND.

I have obseiveil, in several of the late imm
bars of " The Friend," accounts of the intru

sion of the Hicksites into the meetings of

Friends. I fully approve of the pubhcation of

them, because they show that tiiose persons

who have made such high and frequent pro-

fessions of love and liberality, and complained

so loudly, though unjustly, of the persecutions

they endured, are in fact the pereecutors of

Friends; and under the pretext of religious

concern are practising a system of in-

fringement upon the civil and religious rights

of their neighbours, with the hope of driving

them out of their meeting houses. Circum-

stances which have recently occurred at

Springfield meeting, Delaware County, are

so strikingly illustrative of the outrageeous

spirit which actuates these people, that I think

they deserve a place in the columns of " The
Friend."

Previous to entering on this narrative, it

will be proper to notice the situation of Spring-

field meeting, as regards the separation. It is

one of three preparatives -which constitute

Chester monthly meeting, Pennsylvania

—

Providence preparative meeting having been
laid down. When the division took place in

this montlily meeting, about one half of the

members, including most of the substantial and

active persons, remained with Friends. But,

with their usual injustice, the Hicksites have

expelled Friends from three of the meeting

houses ; leaving only one, viz. Springfield, in

their possession and control. For a long time

tliere was no division in this preparative meet-

ing ; business was managed peaceably, in the

regular order of Society, and it seemed proba-

ble that this meeting would be spared the dis-

graceful scenes, of which Friends in many
other places have been the sorrowful witnesses.

But the restless and discontented spirit of the

Hicksites could not bear to see even one meeting

at peace—they envied Friends the quiet and
harmony tliey enjoyed, and looked with covet-

ous eyes on the meeting house and grounds

occupied by them. Determined if possible to

kindle the flames of discord, and erect the

standard of contention in Springfield meeting,

John Peirce and others of the leaders in the

separate monthly meeting of Chester were

appointed a committee to effect a separation

there. They at length so fdr succeeded in this

unrighteous business, as to organize what they

called a preparative meeting, consisting of

about half a dozen men, and about as many
women and girls—not a sixtii part of the

members of Springfield meeting. The divid-

ing committee encouraged these persons to

hold their separate meeting " until they got

weaker,"—an effect which must speedily and

certainly follow from such proceedings. They

held their pretended preparative meeting one

week before the time of the regular prepara-

tive meeting, and for some time oflered no

considerable interruption to the meetings of

Friends; nor is it probable they would have

attempted any thing of the kind, had they not

been incited to it by the mischievous and

meddling spirit of some of their leaders from

other meetings.

It is proper to premise that the meeting

house at Springfield has always been under

the exclusive care and control of Friends ; that

of the six trustees by whom the title of the

property is held, five are Friends ; and that

not a single member in any station in the meet-

ing has gone over to the separatists. Not-

withstanding these circumstances, a few of the

most active Hicksites of the neighbouring

meetings, aided by some of their preachers

from other parts, have evinced a determination

to interrupt the quiet and solemnity of the

meetings for worship, and, if possible, to

make them scenes of confusion and misrule.

Some months ago, Benjamin Heritage, of

Woodstown,and Benjamin Griscom, of Salem,

in New Jersey, both disowned, came to the

meeting, and being encouraged by John Peirce

and Halliday Jackson, neither of whom are

members of Friends' Society, nor residents in

Springfield, they thrust themselves into the

uppermost seats, and B. Heritage disturbed

the meeting by an unconnected, unsavoury,

and in some parts nonsensical discourse.

They also presumed to break up the meeting,

instead of leaving it for the elders.

On fifth day, the 12th of 3d month, two
Hicksites attended Springfield meeting, to ac-

complish their marriage, although they had
been respectfully requested, some time pre-

vious, not to come there for that purpose, but

to consummate it in one of their own meetings;

they well knew also, that as it had not had

the sanction and approbation of the regular

monthly meeting. Friends considered it con-

trary to our discipline, and disorderly, and
therefore could not countenance it in any way.

Tliis intrusion was the more unkind, inas-

much as the Hicksites had possession of a

meeting house at Providence, only three miles

distant, which was under their control, where
no Friends attend, and where of course they

could have accomplished the marriage without

doing violence to the feelings of any one. On
this occasion, John Peirce, who has long been

conspicuous for his busy forwardness, and who
now appears to have set out with a determina-

tion to persecute Springfield Friends; and Hal-

liday Jackson, who has made himself no less

notorious by his meddling, again attended,

took the upper seat in the meeting, and as-

sumed the entire control of it, though neither

of them ever belonged there, nor has a shadow
of right for such presumptuous interference.

The members of the meeting, not wishing to

be disturbed by the persons who had thus

trespassed upon them, quietly kept their usual

seats ; upon observing which, John and Halli-

day called the young people to come up into

the ministers' gallery, at the same time reflect-

ing upon Friends who kept their seats below.

At a suitable time, one of the elders of Spring-

field mentioned, that although he was not ac-

tuated by personal feelings towards either of

the parties, he thought it his duty to state that

Friends could not unite with the accomplish-

ment of their marriage in that meeting. Soon
after this, Charles Levis, one of the disowned
separatists, stepped up into the gallery, and
commenced railing against Friends in a very

indecorous manner. He was desired to be

silent, which seemed to check him, and he at

length sat down. John Peirce, who had been

u|) before, and disturbed tiie meeting, now rose

again, and undertook to give directions res-

pecting signing the certificate ; he was then

proceeding with some other matter ; but as

the bitterness of his spirit was well known,
though cloaked under a very sanctimonious
tone and appearance, it was believed best to

close the meeting ; and Friends accordingly

retired from the house, rather than listen to his

unprofitable discourse.

The next first day, John Foulke and Samuel
Livesey, preachers among the Hicksites, came
to Springfield meeting, and with them John
Peirce, John Bancroft, and a number of kin-

dred spirits from the adjacent meetings, who
thronged the house, and subjected Friends of

the meeting to considerable difficulty in pro-

curing seats. The Hicksites seem to love the

uppermost places in the synagogue, for Peirce

and Bancroft not only placed themselves in

the ministers' gallery, but the latter went
down into the meeting, and took considerable

pains in selecting some of his fellow separatists

and elevating them to the same conspicuous

station. John Peirce, with his usual forward-

ness, asijumed the direction of the meeting

—

he ordered the partitions to be opened, and
invited the young people to come up into the

ministers' gallery, above the elders and over-

seers of the meeting, and several young women
had so little sense of propriety as to comply
vvitii the invitation. After some time, John
Foulke rose to speak ; upon which, Joseph
Rhoads, one of the elders of the meeting,

observed to him, that as he was not in unity

with Friends, he should be glad if he would
try to keep still ; that the Scripture injunction

was, '• If thou bringest thy gift to the altar,

and there rememberest that thy brother hath

aught against thee, leave there thy gift ;

—

first

be reconciled to thy brother, and then come
and ofi'er thy gift."

This was done in a very mild and respectful

manner, and in the discharge of his duty as

an elder of the meeting ; but it roused the

vindictive spirit of John Peirce, who imme-
diately arose, with great excitement depicted

in his countenance, and said he also would men-
tion a passage from the good book, where the

apostle Paul fixed his eyes upon him [the sor-

cerer] and said, " Ofull of all subtilty and all

mischief, thou child of the dei-il, thou enemy

of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to per-

vert the right ways of the Lord ?"

This unprovoked and unjust denunciation

astonished the assembly ; and none but the

most hardened of his own party could at-

tempt any justification of the gross outrage.

The intended application of the passage was

too obvious to be mistaken, and the well

known and excellent cliaracfer of the indivi-

dual against whom his malevolence was aimed,

not onlv placed him far beyond the reach of

John Peirce's envenomed shafts, but caused

them to recoil with double force upon him-

self.

Those who are acquainted with John Peirce

know well that he has long been a secret ene-

mv to the Society of Friends. It is not a

great many years since he wrote a pamj)hlet

under the disguised signature of Pacificus,

the object of which was to lessen the charac-
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ter of some of the most worthy and consistent

members, and to sow the seeds of political

discord within its peaceful borders. Happily

he failed in this object, and finding himself

likely to sink into merited insignificance, he

endeavoured to push himself into notice by

becoming active in the discipline in the meet-

ing where he belonged, and over which he

strove to domineer in an arbitrary man-
ner. Many Friends, however, duly appreciated

the spirit by which he was actuated, and not-

withstanding his love of power and office, their

just discrimination prevented him from ever

rising to any station in Society. When the

separation took place, he ranked himself on

the side of Elias Hicks and his antichristian

opinions, and has become a violent persecu-

tor of Friends. Holding the office of associ-

ate judge of the county court, it would well

become him to consider how far it comports

with the dignity of the station and the sanctity

of the laws which he has taken a solemn qua-

lification to maintain and administer with

equity, for him to be riding through the coun-

try, aiding others in infringing on the civil and

religious rights of unoffending citizens, by

rudely interrupting them when engaged in the

solemn act of divine worship. We trust this

subject will claim his close and serious

attention.

After J. Pcirce had closed his anathema,

another elder of the meeting said he thought it

right to mention, that the individual who had

last spoken [Peirce] was not only not in unity

with Friends, but had been regularly disowned

by the monthly meeting, and that we did con

sider it a great imposition that such should

come into our meetings, and take so mucl

upon them as he had done that day, and others

heretofore.

John Foulke, who continued standing all

this time, now resumed his discourse, and w
followed by S. Livezey, in the same unsavoury

and lifeless strain, much to the annoyance of

the meeting. The latter rose a second time,

upon which Joseph Rhoads observed that a

little silence was very desirable ; to which no

attention was paid. After he sat down, a

Friend remarked, that although it was at va-

riance with his natural feelings and inclination,

he felt bound to bear his testimony, not only

against the interruption occasioned by persons

coming amongst them and appearing as minis-

ters, who are not in unity with the religious

Society of Friends, but also against those ifho

are not members of our Society assuming the

control and government of our meetings ;

—

that it was not only a great imposition upon

the members of the meeting, but an act of

great injustice towards them ;—that such per-

sons might deceive themselves and others with

an appearance of religion, but if their lives

and conversation did not manifest that they

were under the influence and government of

the spirit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, all their professions of religion would
prove in the end but as sounding brass and as

a tinkling cymbal.

John Pcirce felt the force of these observa-

tions, and made an attempt to reply ; but his

own party seemed to be ashamed of him, and
John Foulke desired him to be silent.

John Bancroft, however, who is equally

officious and forward, made some impertinent

remarks, but so weak and trifling as to be un-

tirely unworthy of notice. Some further ob-

servations were then made by a Friend of

Springfield meeting, upon the outrageous con-

duct of John Peirce ; soon after which Friends

broke up the meeting.

It is perhaps no more than justice to state,

that, some time after the meeting, John Foulke
called to see Mary Rhoads, an elder, and one

of the most valuable members of Springfield

meeting. In the course of the conversation,

she expressed to him her disunity with the

course he was pursuing, in thus interrupting

the meetings of Friends, and alluded particu-

larly to the abusive conduct of John Peirce.

John Foulke immediately replied, that he

hoped she would not think he had any thing

to do with that, and appeared to be ashamed
of it. She observed it was a pity then that

he had fallen into such company.

Since the foregoing observations were writ-

ten, the following letter has been received by
Joseph Rlioads. We are informed that it was
sent by John Peirce to Luke Casson and

Benjamin Newlin, of Providence, for examina
tion; and on being approved by them, was for-

warded by Luke to a store in the neighbourhood

of J. Rhoads' residence. After it had. been

there a day or two, Luke called to know
whether it had been delivered, and having a

copy with him, he read it aloud to a number
of persons present. These circumstances

connection with the note attached to it, fully

justify us in giving it publicity.

If any evidence had been wanting to evince

the bitterness of the spirit which governs

John Peirce, this letter amply furnishes it

;

indeed it says so much itself, to prove the dis-

position in which it originated, that it is scarce-

ly necessary for us to add any comment. We
would remark, how-ever, upon the strange per-

version of every thing like justice ; when a

judge of a court can deliberately threaten an

elder of a religious society with " the strong

arm of the civil authority," for conscientiously

discharging his official duty in the meeting of

which he is a member. Where is the safe-

guard to our liberty of conscience, if a judge

of a court can intrude himself into a meeting

of a religious society, from which he has sepa-

rated, and by which he has been disowned

—

there openly abuse one of its officers, by call-

ing him a "child of the devil" and " enemy
of all righteousness," for no other offence than

simply discharging the functions of his elder-

ship ; and afterwards aggravate the insult and
injury, by threatening him with the strong arm
of the law? This is precisely a parallel with

the conduct of tlic Pharisees, when they threat-

ened the apostles, and commanded them to

speak no more in the name of Jesus. But
we trust and believe that John Peirce will

find there are at this day men who will dare

faithfully to do their duty, in despite of his

threatenings
; and though he bolsters him-

self with the idea that " the mass of the peo-

ple convened is with him," yet we trust the

liberties, and above all, the religious liberties,

of the citizens of this commonwealth, are too

dear to them, to permit even a judge, clothed
he may think himself with a little brief au-

thority, to tyrannize over them and trample
them under foot.

We contend that a gross breach of all cour-
tesy and kindness was committed on this oc-

casion, and that too by John Peirce, in dis-

turbing a meeting where he did not and never
did belong, and in publicly traducing the

character of a respectable and unoffending

citizen.

The " Httle band" of Hicksites at Spring-

field, whom he speaks ot', may be very
" honest friends" to him, for aught we know;
but we think they cannot be much flattered by
the conduct of their leader, nor with his insi-

nuation that they are incapable of managing
their own affairs. Certainly his angry inter-

ference on the occasion he alludes to, is not

calculated to raise him or them in the esti-

mation of their neighbours.

We would remind them of the solemn pro-

fessions made at their general meeting in the

fourth month, 1C27, and published to the

world, where they say, " We feel an ardent

desire, that in all our proceedings tending

to this end, our conduct towards all our bre-

thren may, on every occasion, be marked
with love and forbearance." Surely the con-
duct of John Peirce was marked by passions

the very reverse of forbearance and love

:

and it seems he is determined to pursue the

same unrighteous system.—" You charge me,"
says he, in the letter, " with ordering and di-

recting your meeting—it is true I did scf, and
it is also true that / will do so again, if the

same occasion and necessity should again
ofl'er," &c. " Who authorised him," we
would ask in the language of his letter, to

assume the ordering and directing of a meet-
ing where he never belonged ? Is there no
domination—no imposition—no persecution
in this ? Or does the end justify the means ?

and the prospect of driving Friends out of
their meeting houses render any measures
which may effect it, however oppressive their

character, both proper and just ? Surely,

"by their fruits ye shall know them ;" and
as " a corrupt tree cannot bring forth good
fruit," so no person can be for a moment at

a loss in determining the nature of the source
from whence such proceedings originate.

3d Month, 17th, 1829.
Friend Joseph Rhoads,

Being at Springfield last first da)', I was myself
an eye and ear witness of thy grossly disorderly con-
duct therein ; in which I believe thou offended a-
gainst a positive statute of this commonwealth, and
thereby rendered thyself liable, upon complaint of
any two Friends present, to be arrested and carried
before any judge or justice of the peace in the county,
and there to be fined. And though we have nol
been as forward in applying to the laws of our coun-
try as you have, yet I believe the time is not far

distant when the strong arm of the civil authority
will be necessarily extended for the preservation of
the peace of the commonwealth, and the protection
of the few honest friends in your place. And that
thou may not consider this as a mere idle threat, I

shall cite the book and page where the law alluded
to maybe found, that thou may have an opportunity
of taking counsel on the occasion, and governing
thy future conduct accordingly. See 7th Smith,
page 661.

Thy two brothers-in-law had better also be a little



;ious of what tliey say in public. Who!
thorised them to proclaim in a public meeting

worship that John Bancroft and myself were (lis-|

owned ? They knew very well that the truth of the i

statement, to say the least, was yery questionable,
j

We deny the fact, as utterly false, that your pretended

,

disownments are farcical and entirely void. And as

this is a question which has never as yet been judi-|

cially decided, that I have heard of (though that of

J

to :

Armstrong, at St. Clairsville, comes

lecision on this point, where he de ides 1

present mode of laying down of meetings to be farci-

cal and void), this ought to have taught a little more

caution and modesty than to have made so broad and

positive a charge so publicly. And were it even

true, does the discipline of Friends warrant the pub-

lication of it in a public meeting of worship .' You

know it does not. 1 know very well that my com-

pany at your meeting is quite unacceptable to some

of you ; but this shall not deter me Irom doing my
duty. I believe I was properly there last first day

and the preceding fifth day ; and I intend not to

desert the little band of honest friends amongst you,

whilst I am able to ride so far ; their rights are pre-

cious to my heart, and shall command all my ener-

o-ies in their support. I shall watch your schemes

and movements, and endeavour to meet them.

You charge me with ordering and directing your

meeting. It is true I did so ; and it is also true that

I will do so again, if the same occasion and necessity

should again ofler, and I should be alile to get there

;

nor is itln your power to hinder it, whilst the mass

of the people convened is with me, and not with

you ; and whilst my conduct and recommendations

tend to their accommodation, and yours directly the

contrary. But was there not a cause on last first

day? you saw the people, I suppose your neighbours,

standing in a crowd about the door, unable to get

seats, those near the stove suflering with the heat:

you know, I presume, that the back partition would

open, and that it was_ not two minutes' work to effect

it, and yet you could sit there, and enjoy the unchris-

tian satisfaction of seeing your peaceable and unof-

fending neighbours huddled together in crowds, with-

out a s~eat to sit on, when, in two minutes' time, you

could have accommodated them all.

And how was it on the women's side.' There a

number of respectable looking young women were

standing about the doors, apparently in confusion,

and unaccommodated with any kind of seats ; and,

at the same lime, a long seat, the uppermost in the

gallery, wholly unoccupied: why was this.' were

those who sat on the bench below, so very humble

and diffident that they could not prevail on them-

selves, on any account, to take so high a seat? Not

so, my friends, I know several of those women well,

and 1 know some of thein to be far, very far removed

from such a disposition. Was this a Christian spirit,

to bo gratified with gazing on their younger sisters

standing in huddles and confusion, for want of seals

to sit on, whilst it was in their power, in half a min-

ute, by removing to the next seat, to have accommo-
dated them all? Oh, my friends, there is something

dreadfully rotten, to the very core, amongst you.

But I am thankful there were among you some, ca-

pable of listening to my entreaties to fill that bench,

and thus relieve their standing sisters.

Is it possible any of you can believe, that your

conduct, on either of tlie two days that I was last

with you, was calculated to draw proselytes to your

cause ? nay, verily, and I am greatly mistaken if

some then present, wlio have heretofore walked with

vou, were not so disgusted with vour conduct, as to

do so no more. I am, &c.

JOHN PEIRCE.

N. B. For the encouragement of my friends

amongst you, I shall furnish some of them with a

copy of this letter.

Jno. Peirce.

It is wisely ordered, that neither nations nor

individuals can deteriorate each other, without

injuring themselves ; nor promote the welfare

of others, without partaking of the benefit con-

ferred.

—

Dillwyn's Refections.

THE FRIEND.

FOR THE FRIE.M).

The ungenerous attack made upon our
friend T. Shillitoe would not be deserving of

any further notice, were it not for the use still

made of Dr. Carroll's false report by the lead-

ers of the separatists, to lessen his reputation,

and to cast a stigma upon Friends. Those
certificates, however, furnished in the eleventh

number of the Repository, place the falsity of

the charge beyond the possibility of doubt, and
distinctly prove how little consequence can bo
reposed in Ilulliday Jackson's Ohio corres-

pondence, or the declarations of Dr. Carroll.

lie may have been deceived, but Dr. Carroll

has unquestionably been guilty of deliberate

misrepresentation. It is truly a mournful
circumstance, that men who take upon them-
selves the sacred name of the followers of
the light within, and arc pointing the finger of

scorn at their brethren as being mere tradi-

tional outside professors, can permit them-

selves to engage in such deeds of darkness as

tradticing the character of an innocent man,
and that in return for an act of disinterested

kindness. I have repeatedly heard T. Sliilli-

toc speak of the story of his taking the doctor

by the throat as a gross fabrication, and also

heard liim pleasantly relate the part which he
did act towards him, as a friend who had
known his farndy, and who wished him not to

disgrace himself and his connections, by parti-

cipating in the excesses of a contpany of riot-

ers. But the story of his being " electrified"

by the sudden excitement, and the subsequent
" acknowledgement" of liis error, were alto-

gether new when I met with it in H. Jackson's

matter-of-fact statement of Ohio affairs. It is

now demonstrated to a certainty, that no such

thing, either the alleged violence, calling for

help to hale the doctor out, or the contrition

for his error, ever did occur.

It may not be often necessary to meet such

improbable stories with the formality of a cer-

tificate to prove their falsity, but I was pleased

with the care of our Ohio friends in the pre-

sent case; and John Richardson's sentiment,

that he thought it best to load George Keith

with his own lies, might be sufficient authority

to pursue this course with a description of

persons, who, hkc Inm, have been envious to-

wards their old triends, and do not hesitate to

resort to very unjustifiable means to gratify

their resentment. J. K.

"In a former number some notice was taken

of the very unmanly measures which had been

taken to injure the reputation of this aged and
valuable friend, by charging him with using

violence towards Dr. Carroll, at the quarter-

ly meeting at Stillwater, in the 8th month last,

rioon alter that was published in the Reposito-

ry, a piece appeared in Gould's Advocate,

signed by Thomas Carroll, and making some
very e.\traordinary charges against 'I'homas

Shillitoe. I consider the article unworthy of a

minute review. T. Carroll must have disgra-

ced himself in the estimation of all candid men,

not only in his conduct at the quarterly meet-

ing but in his abusive attack upon the reputa-

tion of an aged and amiable individur.l. The
following statements have been furnished by

individuals whose reputation entitles them to
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entire credit—and with these, I shall dismiss

the subject." Ed.

In order to correct the misrepresentations

which have been made in regard to what pass-

ed between Thomas Shillitoe and Thomas
Carroll, at the quarterly meeting at Stillw'a-

ter, on the 27th of the 8th month last, we think

it proper to certify, that we assisted in raising

T. Carroll on his feet, when he threw himself

in the door, at which Friends were to enter

—

and while we had hold of him, to raise him up
and take him into the house, Thomas Shillitoe

came in, and took Carroll by his arm, and
spoke to him in the way of friendly advice, as

stated in the 4t!i No. of the Miscellaneous Re-
pository, p. 56. And we further state, expli-

citly, that Thomas Shillitoe did not use any

force whatever to put Carroll out of the

house.

Nor did u-c attempt to put Dr. Carroll out;

on the contrary, when we took him up from

the floor, wc moved him into the house.

AVm. Kexakb,
Stephen Bailey.

Stillwater, 3rd mo. 2nd, 1C29.

I certity that I was in tlie meeting house

at Stillwater on the 27th of the 8th month last,

when the door-keepers took T. Carroll up,

when he threw himself in the door at which

Friends were to enter, and took him into the

house. And I saw what passed between him

and Thomas Shillitoe on that occasion, and T

know that Thomas Sliilitoe did not attempt to

put T. Carroll out of the house, nor use any

violence whatever towards him.

Jaeed Patteeson.
Stillwater, 3d mo. 3d, 1829.

When I entered the house at Stillwater Q.
meeting in the 8th mo. last, I was the next

but one after Thomas Shillitoe. I saw seve-

ral persons have hokl of Dr. Carroll, and sup-

posing them to be door-Icecpers, and that they

were about to put him out of the house, (in

which, however, it appears I was mistaken,) I

told them " he has a right of membership, he

must not be turned out."

Ben. W. Ladd.
Sraithfield, 3d mo. 5th, 1829.

I was sitting in the gallery at the time that

Thomas Shillitoe came in, and the door-keep-

ers were trying to get Thomas Carroll up.

Thomas Shillitoe had his coat on his arm, and

turned himself about and laid his arm on Car-

roll's shoulder, and said something to him, and

turned about and came on to the gallery where

I w-as, and there was no violence used, for I

saw the whole of it.

William Patterson.

A little serious reflection may convince a

sincere mind, that every degree of hatred we
conceive, is a proof that we have not yet fully

attained the benefit intended for us by the suf-

ferings and death of Christ. What avails the

idea of his dying on the cross for our sins, if

we are, nevertheless, the willing and wilful

slaves of the same tormenting spirit of malevo-

lence which drove the nails?

—

Dilhvyn's Re-

fections.
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From E. Bales's Miscdlancotis Repository.

SEPARATION IN THE WEST.
(Continuedfrom page 181.)

The separatists have possession of the fol-

lowing meetinghouses, Concord, Brushy Fork,
St. Clairsville, Plainfield, Goshen, Somerset,
Richland, Lisbon, New-Garden, Grove, and
Deer-Creek.
They occupy one half of the following hou-

ses ; Harrisvjlle, Freeport, Stillwater, West-
land and Redstone.

They have not divided, as respects meetings

for worship, at West Grove, Marlborougl
Le.xington or Deerfield.

They occasionally break into the meeting
iiouses at Short Creek, and Flushing,

At the latter place a very glaring case of

disorder took place week before last. The se-

paratists determined to hold their monthly
meeting there on 7th day last. This was not
a meeting day under the regular arrangement
of the meeting. A small company of persons
met there, at the time mentioned, being com-
posed of disowned persons, some that never
had been members, and a few boys. The
keeper of the house being apprised of the in-

tention of it, had placed himself in it, in order
to have actual possession. Several Friends
were also on the ground. The company de-

manded the house, but on being refused, they

broke open one of the doors, tearing one leaf

of it off the hinges, and went in, and held their

meeting.

In some of the leading characters there ap-
pears to be an increased bitterness towards
Friends; but in othei-s there is evidently a bet-

ter feeling; and many are leaving them, and re-

turning into religious fellowship with Friends.

Much exertion has been used to influence

the minds of individuals with prejudices, on
account of transactions which have taken place
on the part of Friends. This system was put
into operation some years ago. Jealousies

were raised against the meetings of ministers

and elders, and the meeting for suflerings. And
as these meetings were select, much pains were
taken to represent them as being hostile to the

interests and rights of the Society at large. It

was in accordance with these uncharitable,

jealous, judging measures, that E. Hicks' pro-

ject of appointing the elders and members of
(he meeting for sufferings, for short periods,

was so warmly pressed upon the Society.

The application of the public stock was ano-
ther powerful instrument, by which jealousies

were excited in the minds of those who knew
little or nothing about it. The love of money
is sufficiently powerful to produce many bad
feelings ; and the accuser of the brethren did

not fail to give it such a direction and operation
that " the love of many waxed cold."

The spirit of jealousy and accusation was
soon directed against the active members of
Society. The transacting of the business of
religious Society has always rested more parti-

cularly on comparatively a few. Thus it was
with the children of Israel—and thus it was
raised against Moses and Aaron : " You take
too much upon you." Thus it was in the rise

Fox, Penn, Barclay, and their fellow labour-

ers. And thus it has been in our day. Those
who have borne the burdens of the So-
ciety, who have been willing to spend and be
spent for the promotion of the general welfare,

have been accused as doing all the business

—

being overbearing—keeping down the little

ones—and even tyrannizing over the rest of the

Society. Individuals who had never manifest-
ed any qualification for transacting the aflairs

of the church, and perhaps had never spoken in

a meeting for discipline—complained of being
Ji-ept doim, and not permitted to comeforward
into notice and consequence.

J'rom these general censures they descend-
ed to particulars, and many transactions in the
Society were misrepresented, and made to ope-
rate as means of exciting prejudices against ir

dividuals—and weakening the bonds of rel

gious fellowship. All this was an admirable
preparation of a soil for the reception of
seeds of defection in principle, and separation
in practice. And even many who could not

embrace the doctrines of Elias Hicks, were
carried along with his party by the jealousies

and other feelings of disaffection which were
industriously excited.

As a separation from the Society has taken
place, and those who had suflered the bonds of
religious fellowship to be broken, either by
embracing doctrines incompatible with those

of the Society, or imbibing prejudices against

meetings or individuals, are naturally thrown
into that separation—the appeal to their best

feelings becomes very strong—to examine the

ground on which they stand. Have they suf-

ficient reason for the course they have pursued?
Do they understand the doctrines held by those

they denominate orthodox ? or have they in-

vestigated the proceedings of ovr meetings,

with calmness and impartiality?

With many, the excitement they have felt

has subsided—they are looking back to the bo-
som of Society from which they have been
torn—they feel the change—and if the self-ex-

amination is pursued, under the illuminating

influence of the Light of Truth, they will see,

as many have already seen, that their doctrines

are dangerous, their prejudices withoutfounda-
tion—and thus their separation has nothing to

est upon. I very earnestly desire that these

may hold on their way, till every doubt shall

be removed—every root of bitterness be ex-

tirpated from their minds—every barrier be
taken out of the way by which they have been
separated from their friends.

I am aware that some who have been scpa-
ated from us, are taking more decided ground.
But I would be glad they could remember
that reprobate men will wax worse and worse,
deceiving and being deceived.

Redstone quarterly meeting was held on the

first day of the eleventh month, 1828, at which
time it was apprehended beforehand that a
separation must take place. The old clerk,

David Hilles, was a leader among the Hicks-
and the records were all in his posses-

sion. They had boasted of the majority they
would have in Redstone quarter, above all

others within the bounds of the Ohio yearly

that the time being come when it must be
decided by those in attendance, of what meet-
ing they would consider themselves members,
it caused some individuals to feel much dis-

couragement. The meeting assembled with
a committee of men and women Friends from
our yearly meeting, and a large committee
from theirs. The assistant clerk, being a
Friend, did not incline to take his seat at
the table with David Hilles, who had seated
himself there in the early part of the meet-
ing, with the most of their committee near him,
a number of whom were disowned persons.
After a time of stillness, a Friend delivered a
short, comfortable, and appropriate testimony.
Burden Stanton then rose, and continued a
strain of preaching perhaps an hour. It is

proper here to remark, that Burden Stanton
is a leading character among the Hicksites,
and was with them in the disturbance of the
yearly meeting. He was formerly in the sta-

tion of a minister, but was, many years ago,
removed from this station, his preaching being
burdensome to his friends. He would not
submit to be silenced, and after Friends had
waited and laboured with him for a number of
years, without producing the desired eflect, he
was disowned, before the separation fully dis-

covered itself within Stillwater quarter.

Soon after Burden Stanton sat down, Mary
Lukens, a Hicksite preacher from Pennsyl-
vania, rose and addressed the meeting, in ap-
probation of what Burden Stanton had said.

After a little pause. Burden Stanton again
arose, and said, he thought it seasonable to
turn to the business of the quarterly meeting.
A Friend, mildly calling him by name, re-
quested him not to disturb the meeting. At
that instant, a female Friend appeared in
vocal supplication, in which the cloud that had
hung over the meeting seemed to be dispersed

;

and the humble believers were afresh animated
to pursue the path of their allotted duty.

Immediately after Friends were seated, B.
Stanton said, he still thought the shutters had
better be closed. But Friends kept in the
quiet while such as were their neighbours went
out. and till some of the Hicksites had returned
and taken their seats, when a Friend mentioned
that perhaps the partition might be closed.
When this was done, David Hilles proceeded
to open the meeting. A Friend observed that
it was well known a division had taken place
among us, and from the active part which the
clerk had taken in that separation, we did be-
lieve him disquahfied for acting as clerk to this

quarterly meeting. The subject was then dis-

cussed with entire calmness and moderation on
the part of Friends. And, under the profes-
3n of condescension, some of the Hicksites
id, if we would turn to the right hand, they

would turn to the left, or if we would turn to
the left, they would go to the right. Another
said, if we would wait, they would proceed
through their business, and then withdraw.

(To be continued.')

of the_ Society, when the separatists of that meeting, and a large committee, from their
day raised the same kind of accusation against meeting at Mount Pleasant, was to attend. So
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THE HEBREWS.
{Continuedfrom page 194.)

There were many reasons why the Hebrews
became at length clamorous for a change m
the mode of administering their government.
The effeminacy and cowardice of the people
—the jealousy and disunion of the tribes—all

of which originated in idolatry, that great
source of all their calamities, had attained to

so great a degree of inveteracy in the time of
Samuel, that they threatened to produce, after

his death, the most severe calamities. The
degeneracy of Samuel's sons, who had been
appointed subordinate judges, increased these

apprehensions. They therefore strenuously
insisted on their demand—" Nay, but we will

have a king over us," fcc. Their request,

however, was not approved of by their invisible

king, who would have been obscured by the

introduction of a subordinate and visible chief
magistrate, and he briefly represented to them
the burdens they would have to bear under
kingly rule. The desired change being, how
ever, sought for in a lawful manner, through
the mediation of a prophet, and Moses having
himself established regulations in anticipation

of tiie alteration eventually taking place, a king
was granted, who was to act as the vicegerent
of Jehovah. By the regulations of Moses,
it had been established that they should raise

those only to the throne who were designat-

ed by Jehovah himself, whose will was to be
made known by a prophet, or by Urim and
Thummim. These divine interpositions were
well calculated to remind the kings of Him on
whom they were dependent, and from whom
they had received the throne.

Saul, their first king, was a hero in the true
sense of the word—a successful warrior, he
also administered the civil concerns of the na-
tion with propriety; and, after his death, no
complaint appears to have been uttered against
him, and eleven tribes remained faithfully at-

tached to his son.

He did not, however, adapt himself suffi-

ciently to the theocratical nature of the He-
brew constitution. He forgot that he was a
vassal of Jehovah, and did not always e.xecute
His orders, but made exceptions according to
his own views. He thus rendered himself un-

til to be the founder of a roynl house, who was
to be regarded as a pattern for the imitation of
all his successors.

The choice of David for the throne was re-
peatedly announced to him by Samuel during
ihe life of Saul ; and his faith in the promise
was so great, that, though frequently tried as
to an hair's breadth—persecuted with unre-
lenting mahgnity by his jealous enemy, and
often in the most imminent danger of falling
into his hands, he yet neglected the repealed
opportunities which seemed to be offered him
for delivering himself from the danger, and
chose to wait until God should fulfil his promise
in the ordinary course of his providence.
As a man he was in his sentiments and con-

duct a true Israelite; and, as a king, a faithfu

of the King of kings. HeWas a sin
cere and zealous worshipper of the true God
who placed his religion, not in offerings or
other e.xternal acts of devotion, but in°obe
dience to the divine precepts, in which he
sought and found all his happiness. In his
psalms he pours forth his whole heart—the
feelings of a humble obedience to the divine will

—an entire confidence and dependence on di-

vine assistance, and the most glowing grati-

tude for deliverance from danger, and for suc-
cess in difficulties, are all expressed in the
finest strains of language. He was not an
ideal model of human perfection, but how
earnest was his repentance for sin: and und^
its conviction his soul was entirely and steadily
devoted to God. The various sufl^erings and
enjoyments of the Christian pilgrim are ad-
mirably portrayed in his harmonious poetry,
which will convey instruction and consolation
to the latest generations.

After the death of Saul, the tribe of Judah
had alone elected David to be their king, in

accordance with the designation which God
had made. A civil war commenced in con-
sequence of the adherence of the other tribes
to the son of Saul ; but after the first victory
gamed by David, it was sufl^ered to die away
in silence; and, in the eighth year of his reign,
the government of the whole nation came into
his possession by the death of Ish-bosheth.

During his reign Were fulfilled the ancient
prophecies, that the Hebrews should e.xtend
their borders to the Euphrates, subject the
Edomites, conquer the Aloabites, and other
eastern people, and become formidable to all

their neighbours. The success of their arms
confirmed the people in their religion; but Da-
vid, by his numerous wars, acquired the cha-
racter of a " man of blood," and was, there-
fore, forbidden to build the magnificent temple
which he had intended as a palace for the
throne of God. He transferred the ark of the
covenant, which was the throne of their king,
Jehovah, from Kirjath-jearim to Jerusalem,

which thus became his capital, and was, there-
fore, called the " city of God." By the atten-
tion bestowed on religion, David awakened the
nation to a sincere adoration of Jehovah, and
brought them to forget their idols; and, in to-

ken of approbation of his conduct, he received
the promise of a succession in his house, and
of an eternal kingdom.
The prosperity to which the nation had at-

tained in the time of David, was continued and
increased under Solomon, who, in the early
part of his reign, wished for nothing more than
wisdom and understanding, that he might go-
vern his subjects well. The predominant tribe

of Judah now lay " as a lion and as a lioness,"

which no nation ventured to rouse iip.

The Hebrews were the ruling people, and

.

their empire the principal monarchy in west-
ern Asia. Peace gave them prosperity, and
the trade which Solomon introduced, brought
wealth into the country, and promoted the arts

and sciences. Sovereign princes were at-

tracted to Jerusalem, to see and converse with
the prosperous royal sage.

In the midst of all his prosperity and splen'
dour, Solomon fell short of the virtues of liis

father. His government was arbitrary—his

court was extravagant, the burdens impos-
ed in consequence upon the people, became
oppressive ; and, as he grew older, he con-
tinually receded further from the law of Moses.
He not only allowed idolatry to be introduced
by his wives, but built temples himself to their
gods. On this account his prosperity was in-

terrupted by disquiets in Idumea and Syria,
and it was foretold to him that only one tribe
(Judah and Benjamin, mentioned as one, be-
cause the capital, Jerusalem, was situated on
the borders of each) should remain to his heirs.

The dominion of the other ten tribes was pro-
nised to Jeroboam by Ahijah the prophet.
Solomon died in the year 975 B. C, and
notwitlistanding his glory, was but little la-

mented.

The great and powerful empire of David
and Solomon was now torn into two very une-
lual parts. The ten tribes, with all the tribu-

tary nations as far as the Euphrates, were
thenceforth called the kingdom of Israel; while
the kingdom of Judah included scarcely a
fourth part of the dominions of Solomon. War
between the rival kings was prevented by the

mission of the prophet Shemaiah. No defi-

nite treaty of peace was, however, concluded,
and the frontiers of the two kingdoms always
presented an hostile appearance.

Hitherto we have seen that the Hebrews
were uniformly governed according to the pro-
mises and threatenings which their Lawgiver
and King had pronounced from Horeb. The
same course was pursued in His government
of the two kingdoms. The sundering of the
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the empire was intended, no doubt, as a warn-

ing, that the fundamental law of the state

should be upheld, but the king of neither divi-

sion took heed of this, and they both, as well

as their successors, carried their disorders so

far, that they were aptly described as wicked

shepherds. A succession of prophets arose

in consequence, who reminded rulers and sub-

jects of tlieir duties to Jehovah, and calamity

after calamity followed their threats of punish-

ment, in order to bring the nation to reflec-

tion.

From the tirst, there was in the kingdom of

Israel the greatest disregard of the divine laws,

and it was consequently destroyed one hun-

dred and thirty-four years earlier than Judah.

Jeroboam trusted little to the promise made to

him by the prophet, that if he would obey the

law as David did, there should be a long suc-

cession in his family. He feared, that if the

people went up to Jerusalem to attend the

feasts, they would return to their allegiance to

the house of David. He, therefore, set up

two golden calves, as images of Jehovah—he

built temples and erected altars to these ima-

ges—and so interwove these arbitrary chan-

ges, with the constitution of the kingdom, that

even his most pious successors did not venture

to abolish them. The sequel exhibited the

successive extermination of those royal fami-

lies who patronised idolatry, with its various

abominations ; and the higher their corrup-

tions arose, the more decisive and striking

were the signs and declarations which showed

the Israelites that all idols were as nothing

before the Lord of the universe, their king.

At last, after all milder punishments had been

proved in vain, their repeated rebellions were

followed by the destruction of the kingdom and

captivity of the people, as foretold by 1 Kings

xiv. 15. Hosea ix. Amos v.

In the kingdom of Judah, the royal family

remained unchanged, in accordance with the

promise given to David. There were, indeed,

many idolatrous and rebellious kings, but they

were all succeeded by those who re-established

theocracy in the hearts of their subjects. Ju-

dah, therefore, though much smaller than Is-

rael, continued her national existence longer
;

but as no durable reformation was produced,

she finally experienced the same fate as her

sister kingdom.

During the period which more immediately

preceded the execution of these punishments,

both nations were frequently exposed to re-

verse and humiliation from their enemies.

Their capitals were several times taken and

pillaged,—and the temple was repeatedly

robbed of its treasures, either by the hands of

the invaders, or by their own kings, to pro

cure the means of purchasing security. Wars
between the two kingdoms contributed to e.x-

haust their strength, and led to that antipathy

and hatred which continued between the Sa-

maritans and Jews fora long period. Samaria,

the capital of the kingdom of Israel, was be-

sieged, and destroyed by Shalmaneser, king of

Assyria, about the year 722 B. C. He car-

ried away the principal inhabitants to the east

side of the Tigris, and to the cities of the

Medes. Their place was filled by colonists

whom he brought from Babylon and other

parts of his dominions—who mingling with the

Israelites who were left, they were all com-

prehended under the general name of Samari-

tans. Perhaps nothing could exhibit more
emphatically the dispersion of the nation and

the extinction of the true religion, than the

fact, that, after this event, the wild beasts, par-

ticularly lions, increased so much in the greatly

depopulated territory, that, to avert the sup-

posed punishment, an Israelitish priest was

recalled from exile, to instruct the idolatrous

inhabitants in the worship of Jehovah as a

national Deity, who was thenceforth numbered
as one of their own gods.

(To be continued.)

RECENTLY DISCOVERED CAVE.
Among the many curiosities with which na-

ture is so beautifully diversified, in almost

every part of our country, as well in the bow-

els of the earth as on its surface, there has

none ever come under my observation so wor-

thy of our admiration and wonder, as the one

which I am about to attempt a description of;

nor are there any of the works of convulsed

nature, yet discovered, in this country, so sin-

gular and majestic in appearance as this cave
;

and although one of the many wonderful

works of nature, it would appear as if art and

nature had there both made a general display

of their talents respectively, in the formation

and furnishing of this beautiful cavern ; for

there are certainly many very nice imitations

of art, among the myriads of its airy concre-

tions which present themselves to the aston-

ished beholder, who, with wonder and delight,

stops short at the entrance of this subte:

ranean grove, to feast his optics on these

inimitable works of nature. I have said imi-

tations of art, but I apprehend there are many
of these concretions that would even defy the

nicest artist to imitate.

This curious production of nature was
never discovered till a few days ago, when the

owner (Mr. Reece, of Peters township, liv-

ing on the basis of the North mountain) was
about to dig for water ; and as there is a

very large spring issuing out of the rocks, at

the foot of a hill of considerable height, and a

kind of sink hole some distance above the

spring, lie thought he probably could come on

the stream : accordingly he commenced dig-

ging in the sink hole, and had proceeded but

a few feet, when he could plainly hear the

water running, seemingly with great rapidity
;

and at the distance of about twelve feet from

the surface, came to the water, at the lower

extremity of a fissure in the rock, which im-

mediately expanded into a large and beauti-

ful cavern, the entrance of which is partially

obstructed by loose rocks, which, after ad-

vancing a little distance, entirely disappear,

and instead of loose rubbish, solid rocks ap-

pear, enamelled with spar of different colours.

In every direction are to be seen the most

beautiful icicles, suspended from its noble, and

in some places, majestic ceiling. Concre-

tions, without number, and of almost every co-

lour, size, and dimension, are seen pointing

downwards from the ceiling, and inwards

fi-om the sloping walls—some white, some red

some brown, some green, and others transpa-

rent as glass, and all solid as marble. They
threaten the curious adventurer with being

torn in pieces by their craggy points, if he at-

tempts penetrating any further into it ; and in-

deed in some places he is obliged to proceed
in a stooping position, in order to avoid them.

In proceeding up this subterraneous pass-

age, you are obliged to walk in the run near-

ly all the way. Tiie run is in some places

dry at this time, owing to the season of the

year. Yet it is evident from the bed of the

run, and other visible marks of the water, that

some parts of the year the water must flow

through the different channels in large quan-

tities. Even at this time, there is a great

deal running through it, but mostly through
channels alongside of the principal one, as is

evident from the great noise it makes in fall-

ing over the craggy rocks, which impede its

progress. There are in the principal chan-

nel several falls, which might very properly be

denominated cataracts. The extent of the

cave is as yet unknown, as it has been but

partially explored. The greatest distance any

person has been up it yet, is about 800 feet,

at which distance there was no appearance of

its termination. In ascending this cave, the

eye is most agreeably struck with its grandeur

—at every step new wonders present them-

selves—here is the spar formed into trees,

shrubs, &CC., which make it have the appear-

ance of a petrified grove—in some places the

spar is formed into the likenesses of men,
birds, beasts, organs, &c., and in one place,

raised on a pedestal, is a striking resemblance

of a half unfurled flag. Besides these, there

are hundreds of other likenesses, which I shall

not here attempt a description of. When we
first saw them, we were only surprised at

their diversity and beauty, but on a more mi-

nute examination, we were struck with amaze-
ment, knowing them to be mere productions

of nature ; who hitherto, in solitary silence,

had, in her playful moments, unseen and un-

heard, dressed the scene, as if for her own
amusement. M.

THE ENGLISH CL.4.SSIC.—NO. 16.

The character of Bishop Berkeley is one of

the purest and best in the annals of English

literature. To Americans it is doubly inte-

resting from the circumstance of his residence

in our country. Actuated by a generous zeal,

he formed the plan of establisliing a college in

the island of Bermuda, for educating the In-

dian youth and qualifying them for missionaries

of the gospel. The undertaking proved abor-

tive, and Berkeley sought a refuge from his

misfortunes amidst the beautiful scenery and

polished society of Rhode Island. He resided

in the neighbourhood ef Newport for nearly

two years, and his mansion is still pointed out

to strangers as one of the most interesting

objects of that delightful vicinity. His cele-

brated verses on the progress of empire, have

acquired an almost prophetical character,

though they are merely the speculations of a

sagacious observer.

"Westward the star of empire wends its way," fcc.

One of the most accomplished writers ofour

own, or of former times, has paid the following



tribute of praise to the character of Berkeley
" A few years before the commencement of

these periodical works, a memorable accession

was made to metaphysical science by the pub
licatioa of Berkeley's new theory of vision

and of his principles of human knowledge
Possessed of a mind which, however inferior

to that of Locke in depth of reflection and in

soundness of judgment, was fully its equal

logical acuteness and invention, and, in leai

ing, fancy and taste, far its superior ; Berkeley
was singularly fitted to promote that reunion of
philosophy with the fine arts, which is sc

sential to the prosperity of both. Locke, we
are told, despised poetry ; and we know from
one of his own letters, that among our Eng
hsh poets his favourite author was Sir Richard
Blaclcmore. Berkeley, on the other hand,
courted the society of all from whose conver-

sation and manners he could hope to add to

the embellishments of his genius ; and although

himself a decided and high church tory, lived

in habits of friendship with Steele and Addison
as well as with Pope and Swift. Pope's ad
miration of him seems to have risen to a sort

of enthusiasm. He yielded to Berkeley's

decision on a very delicate question, relating

to the exordium of the Essay on Man ; and on
his moral qualities, he has bestowed the highest

and most unqualified eulogy to be found in his

writings.''*

" Even in a bishop I can spy desert

;

Seeker is decent; Rundle has a heart;

Manners, with candour, are to Benson given

;

To Berkeley, every virtue under heaven."

The essay which we have selected for to-

day's classic is well adapted to the circum-
stances of the present times. True it is, that

though modern sceptics have refined upon the

coarseness of their predecessors, they have not
altered the ground of attack, though repeatedly

beaten off from their original positions. The
character of the infidelity is essentially the

same ; its effects upon the heart and afl'ections

are unaltered; and whether the poison of unbe
lief be taken at the hands of Chubb or Wool
ston, of Paine or Elias Hicks, it is the same
deadly, withering potion.

The GuARDi.iN, No. 83.—Jjme iGth, 1713.
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mean and contracted, as to centre all regard I would never have felt so long as the unorate-
on Its own uitcrest, exclusive of the rest of ful truth lay concealed.

Let us then respect the happiness of our
species, and in tliis light examine the proceed-
ings of the free-thinkers. From what giants
and monsters would these knight-errants un-
dertake to free the world ? From the ties that

Few think these mad, for most like these.

Are sick and troubled with the sanje disease.

Creech.

There is a restless endeavour in the mind
of man after happiness. This appetite is

wrought into the original frame of our nature,
and e.xerts itself in all parts of the creation
that are endued with any degree of thought or
sense. But as the human mind is dignified by
a more comprehensive faculty than can be
found in the inferior animals, it is natural for
men not only to have an eye, each to his own
happiness; but also to endeavour to promote
that of others in the same rank of being

; and
in proportion to the generosity that is ingredi-
ent in the temper of the soul, the object of its

benevolence is of a larger and narrower ex-
tent. There is hardly a spirit upon earth so

* Dugald Stewart.—Dissertation 1st.

mankind. Even the selfish man has some
share of love, which he bestows on his family
and his friends. A nobler mind hath at heart
the common interest of the society or country
of which he makes a part. And there is still

a more difiusive spirit, whose being or inten
tions reach the whole mass of mankind, and
are coiitinued beyond the present age to a
succession of future generations.

The advantage arising to him who hath a
tincture of this generosity on his soul, is, that
he is affected with a sublimer joy than can be
comprehended by one who is destitute of that
noble relish. The happiness of the rest of
mankind hath a natural connection with that
of a reasonable mind. And in proportion as
the actions of each individual contribute to this

end, he must be thought to deserve well or ill,

both of the world, and of himself. I have in

a late paper observed, that men who have no
reach of thought do often misplace their affec-

tions on the means, without respect to the end

;

and by a preposterous desire of things in them-
selves indifferent, forego the enjoyment of
that happiness which those things are instru-
mental to obtain. This observation has been
considered with regard to critics and misers

;

I shall now apply it to free-thinkers.

Liberty and truth are the main points which
these gentlemen pretend to have in view ; to
proceed, therefore, methodically, I will endea-
vour to show in the first place, that liberty
and truth are not in themselves desirable, but
only as they relate to a farther end. And se-
condly, that the sort of liberty and truth (al-

lowing those names) which our free-thinkers
use all their industry to promote, is destruc-

of that end, viz. human happiness
; and

consequently that species, as such, instead of
being encouraged or esteemed, merits the de-
testation and abhorrence of all honest men.
And in the last place, I design to show, that
under the pretence of advancing liberty and
truth, they do in reality promote the two con-
trary evils.

As to the first point, it has been observed
that it is the duty of each particular person to
aim at the happiness of his fellow-creatures

;

and that as this view is of a wider or narrow-
er extent, it argues a mind more or less vir-

tuous. Hence it follows, that a liberty of do-
ing good actions which conduce to the felicity

of mankind, and a knowledge of such truths
as might either give us pleasure in the con-
templation of them, or direct our conduct to
the great ends of life, are valuable perfections.
But shall a good man, therefore, prefer a li-

berty to commit murder or adultery, before the
wholesome restraint of divine and human
laws ? Or shall a wise man prefer the know-
ledge of a troublesome and afflicting truth, be-
fore a pleasant error that would cheer his 'soul
with joy and comfort, and be attended with
no ill consequences ? Surely no man of com-
mon sense would thank him, who had put it

in his power to execute the sudden sugges-
tions of a fit of passion or madness, or ''ima-
gine himself obliged to a person, who, by for-
wardly informmg him of ill news, had caused
his soul to anticipate that sorrow which she

eligion imposeth on our minds, from the ex-
pectation of a future judgment, and from the
terrors of a troubled conscience, not by re-
forming men's lives, but by giving encourage-
ment to their vices. What are those important
truths of which they would convince mankind .'

That there is no such thing as a wise and just
Providence

; that the mind of man is corpo-
real

; that religion is a state-trick, contrived to
make men honest and virtuous, and to pro-
cure a subsistence to others for teaching and
exhorting them to be so ; that the good tidings
of life and immortality, brought to light by the
gospel, are fables and impostures ; from be-
lieving that we are made in the image of God,
they would degrade us to an opinion that we
are on a level with the beasts that perish.
What pleasure or what advantage do these
notions bring to mankind? Is it of anv use to
the public that good men should lose the com-
fortable prospect of a reward to their virtue

;

or the wicked be encouraged to persist in
their impiety, from an assurance that they
shall not be punished for it hereafter ?

Allowing, therefore, these men to be patrons
of liberty and truth, yet it is of such truths,
and that sort of liberty, which makes them
justly be looked upon as enemies to the peace
and happiness of the worid. But upon a tho-
rough and impartial view it will be found, that
their endeavours, instead of advancing the
cause of liberty and truth, tend only tolntro-
duce slavery and error among men. There
are two parts in our nature : the baser, which
consists of our senses and passions; and the
more noble and rational, which is properly the
human part, the other being common to us
with brutes. The inferior part is generally
much stronger, and has always the start of
reason, which, if, in the perpetual struggle be-
tween them, it were not aided from heaven by
religion, would almost universally be vanquish-
ed, and a man become a slave to his passions,
which, as it is the most grievous and shameful
slavery, so it is the genuine result of that liber-
which is proposed by overturning religion.
Nor is the other part of their design b°etter
executed. Look into their pretended truths :

are they not so many wretched absurdities,
maintained in opposition to the light of nature
and divine revelation by sly inuendoes and
cold jests, by such pitiful sophisms and such
confused and indigested notions, that one
would vehemently suspect those men usurped
the name of free-thinkers with the same view
that hypocrits do that of godliness, that it may
serve for a cloak to cover the contrary defect ?

I shall close this discourse with a parallel
reflection on these three species, who seem to

allied by a certain agreement in mediocrity
of understanding. A critic is entirely given
up to the pursuit of learning ; when he has

is his judgement clearer, his imagina-
tion livelier, or his manners more politelhan
those of other men ? It is observed that a
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miser, when he has acquired his superfluous

estate, eats, drinks, or sleeps with more satis-

1

faction, that he has a cheerfuller mind, or

relishes any of the enjoyments of life better

than his neighbours ? The free-thinkers plead

hard for a license to think freely ; they have

it : but what use do they make of it ? Are

they eminent for any sublime discoveries in

any of the arts and sciences ? Have they

been authors of any inventions that conduce to

the well-being of mankind ? Do their writings

show a greater depth of design, a clearer me-

thod, or more just and correct reasoning than

those of other men ?

There is a great resemblance in their ge-

nius ; but the critic and miser are only ridicu-

lous and contemptible creatures, while the

free-thinker is also a pernicious one.

3R THE FRIE.N

MY COMMON PLACE BOOK, NO. 3.

" Reading furnishes the mind only with material

of knowledge ; 'tis thinking makes what we read

ours. We are of the rmninating kind, and 'tis not

enough to cram ourselves with a great load of col-

lections ; unless we chew them over again, they will

not give us strength and nourishment." Locke.

God, when he makes the piophet, does not unmake

the man. He leaves all his faculties in their natural

state, to enable him to judge of his inspirations, whe-

ther they be of divine original or no. When he il-

luminates the mind with supernatural light, he does

not extinguish that which is natural. Locke.

Give me a sound and sober understanding; a tem-

per that never falls out either with men or accidents;

that takes all things with good humour, computes

rightly upon their value, and puts them to the uses

tlfey are fit for. Marcus Antonimis.

The effect of misfortunes on great minds, if I may

use such a comparison, is like that of dew on flowers;

it animates their fragrancy, and draws forth those

odours which diiFuse themselves to the delight of all

who are near them.

Philosophical Letters upon Physiognomies.

Riches, like insects, while concealed they lie,

Wait but for wings, and in their season fly ;

To whom can riches give repute and trust.

Content and pleasure, but the good and just?

Judges and senates have been bought for gold.

Esteem and love were never to be sold.

Pope.

Peace ofMind.—Without peace of mind, there can

be no such thing as happiness ; nor can there be any

peace of mind where there is a sense of guilt, which
'

! of danger.

princesses did not disdain the distaff and needle.

The golden age is painted as a pastoral one, when

the kings of^the earth tilled the ground, and the

princes kept sheep. Ibid.

Troubles.—M all men's troubles were brought into

a common store, every one would carry back what

he brought, rather than stand to share an equal di-

vision. Countess of Warwick's Life.

Hypocri.sy, of course, delights in the most sublime

speculations; for never intending to go beyond spe-

culation, it costs nothing to have it magnificent.

Burke.

In spite of dulness, and in spite of wit.

If to thyself thou canst thyself acquit

;

Rather stand up, assur'd with conscious pride,

Alone, than err with millions on thy side.

Churchill.

As all error is meanness, it is incumbent on every

man who consults his own dignity, to retract it as

soon as he discovers it, without fearing any censure

so much as that of his own mmd. Rambler.

A discontented man is one that has fallen out with

the world, and will be revenged on himself.

Fuller's Sapientiam.

iturally accompanied with a s

Gordon's Tacitus.

f'irtue.—Death and shipwreck are less dreadful

than the pleasures which attack virtue.

Telemachiis.

Virtue strengthens in adversity, moderates in pros-

perity, guides in society, entertains in solitude, advises

in doubts, supports in weakness ; it is of all acquisi-

tions the most precious ; without it, the goods of for-

tune become evils, serving only to make us guilty

and miserable ; for it gives glory to God, utility to

the public, tranquillity and joy to the conscience

;

relief to some, counsel to others, and example to all

Palmer's Aphorisms.

There is no work despicable because it is mean
if it be honest and necessary, it is honourable. I am
rendered important to the creation, by servinj,

nscessities. It has been mentioned in old time, that

An error is not the better for being

truth the worse for having lain neglected.

Locke's Works.

Parents and Children.—In all controversies be.

tween parents and children, I am naturally preju

diced in favour of the former. The obligations on

that side can never be acquitted, and I think it is one

of the greatest reflections upon human nature, that

paternal instinct should be a stronger motive to love,

than filial gratitude ; that the receiving of favours

should be a less inducement to good will, tenderness

and commiseration, than the conferring of them.

Spectator, J^o. 189.

HYMN.
Luke xvm—28.

Lo, ice have left all andfollowed thee,

Jesus, I my cross have taken.

All to leave and follow thee,

Naked, poor, despised, forsaken.

Thou, from htyice my all shall be.

Perish every fond ambition.

All I've sought, or hoped, or known.

Yet how rich is my condition,

God and Heaveu are still my own.

Let the worid despise or leave me.

They have left my Saviour too,

Human looks and hearts deceive me.

Thou art not, like them, untrue.

And if thou wilt smile upon me,

God of wisdom, love and might.

Foes m.xy hate, and friends may scorn me,

Shew thy face, and all is bright.

Go then, earthly fame and treasure,

Come, disaster, care or pain.

In thy service, pain is pleasure,

Wish thy favour, loss is gain.

I have call'd thee, Abba, Father,

I have set my heart on thee,

Storms may howl or clouds may gather.

All must work for good to me.

Soul, then know thy full salvation,

Rise o'er sin, and fear and care;

Joy to find, in every station.

Something still to do or bear.

Think what spirit dwells within thee
i

Think what Father's smile is thine;

Think that Jesus died to save thee;

Child of Heaven, canst thou repine?

Haste, then, on from grace to glory.

Armed by faith, and winged by prayer.

Heaven's eternal day's before thee,

God's own hand shall lead thee there.

Soon shall close thy earthly mission,

Soon shall pass thy pilgrim's days,

Hope soon change to glad fruition,

Faith to sight, and prayer to praise !

FOR THE FRIEND.

In the statement of the relative numbers of Friends

d Hicksites in Philadelphia, published in the tenth

number of the second volume of "• The Friend," 1

omitted to exhibit the total number of members in

the city previous to the separation, and to show the

proportion which the Hicksites bear to that aggre-

gate. To supply this deficiency, I submit the follow-

ing recapitulation, viz.

A'umber of Friends. Kumber of Hicksites.

Adults 1674 Adults 784

Minors 1252 Minors 677

Total of Friends 2926 Hioksite total 1461

From this it appears, that there are more than two

adult Friends to one adult Hicksite, and very nearly

the same proportion of minors. But the Hicksite

irs are full members of the Society of Friends,

and equally entitled to all its privileges, as though

their parents had never separated and joined another

rehgious body. The act of the parents cannot viti-

ate tho rights of the children. In order therefore to

ascertain the real situation of the two societies, the

account must be placed thus.

Total of members with Friends, includ- )
2%QZ

ing the children of Hicksites, is S

Total of Hicksites actually gone from ) -.g^^

Friends, i

Majority of members with Friends, 2819

This brings us to the aggregate of members in

Philadelphia, before the separation, viz.

Remaining with Friends

Hicksites separated,

4387

Man may trouble or distress me.

It but drives me to thy breast;

Life with trials hard may press me.

Heaven will bring the sweeter rest,

! 'tis not in grief to harm me.
While thy love is left to me ;

01 'tis not in joy to charm me.
Were that joy unmixed with thee,

Aggregate,

Making tho proportion of the Society in Philadelphia

who have seceded, but little more than one-sixth of

the whole. This seems to be reversing the proud

boast of Elias Hicks and his party—that they are

five-sixths of the Society ; and we are fully satisfied,

when the truth comes to be investigated and ascer-

tained, their statement, like many others they make,

will be shown to be entirely false. In several meet..

ings, where the enumeration is in progress, the re..

suits are highly satisfactory, and exceed the most

sanguine calculations that had been made. We
would renew our earnest request, that in every meet-

in", however great the defection may appear, Friends

should make out regular lists of all those who remain

with them, to be recorded in a book kept for the

purpose, and also an accurate statement of those

who have seceded. It is of great importance that a

regular account of aU the members of Society should

be preserved. "•

Those endowments which are natural, sit

easy on their possessors ; and differ as much

from the mimicry of them, as a real from an

artificial flower. Dillwyn's Be/,
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From E. Bates's Miscellaneous Repository.

SEPARATIO\ ITS THE WEST.
(^Continaedfrom page 200.)

A Friend proposed that we should adjourn
;

that perhaps we could hold the meeting in the

shed (provided for the horses), or in the yard

or grave yard. One of the Hicksites replied,

that he would rather they should adjourn to

some other day, than for us to do either. An-
other proposed that they should meet at West-

land on next second day ; others objected to

it. Some of their committee observed, that

tiiev had the regular clerk—that he had in no

way disqualified himself—and seeing he was in

possession of the table, he had better proceed.

D. Hilles proposed that the representatives be

called ; which he did from one of the reports

(VVestland), being all they had. But from re-

collection, as was supposed, they had made out

a list of representatives from one other monthly

meeting (Redstone), whom he called, without

having any official document, although but two
of six were Hicksites.

Friends being now satisfied that they were
determined to hold a meeting in connection

with the spurious meeting at Mount Pleasant,

and that, notwithstanding their fair pretences

of condescension to us, they were not disposed

to let us occupy the house, desired the repre-

sentatives to withdraw and propose a clerk
;

which being done, the assistant clerk was pro-

posed and united with, as clerk for the day.

But he was refused the use of the table, to

open the meeting, and make an adjourning

minute. He made an opening minute on his

knee: also one of his appointment, expressive

of the cause ; and having the other two re-

ports, called the representatives, being twelve

in number, ten of whom answered. Two
jpr/end* being on the other report (Westland),
as representatives, were also called, and an-

swered.

Then after making a demand for the records,

and informing the Hicksites that by retiring

we relinquished no right of property, and
women's meeting bemg informed of our situa-

tion, the men's meeting adjourned to the

school house, on the property, where they sat

down together, being humbly sensible that

the sustaining presence of the gracious head of
the church was still with them, uniting them
in a precious feeling of gospel fellowship ; un-
der the sensible feeling of which, several en-

couraging testimonies were borne. The busi-

ness of the meeting was conducted with quiet

and satisfaction.

The women's meeting witnessed a similar

trial. The old clerk, Mary Hall, sister of
David Hilles, was a Hicksife. At the meet-
mg in the eighth month, a committee had been
appointed to bring forward the name of a

clerk, and at this time they were prepared to

report. When the opening minute had been
read, the clerk was requested to read the mi-
nute appointing the committee to propose a

clerk, which she discovered an unwillingness
to do

; but said, if it was the judgment of the

meeting, she would read it. But when a num-
ber of Hicksites expressed their views with
rapidity, they claimed a great majority, before

Friends batj an opportunity to express their

sentiments
; and though, as soon as there had

been time, it was evident that there was in the

meeting a decided preponderance in favour of

reading the minute, the clerk, contrary to her

previous promise, declined doing it. 'J'he

committee then reported they had conferred

together, and generally united* in proposing

Edith Gritfith as clerk.

By this time, the Hicksites had let Friends
know that they intended to keep possession of
the table, and proceed with their business.

Edith Griffith was then requested to come for-

ward, and serve the meeting as clerk ; and
another Friend was proposed and approved as

assistant for the day. Edith Griffith withdrew
to one end of the gallery. At this time,

without any proposition to that effect, a simul-

taneous movement took place throughout the

meeting—Friends taking one side of the house
and the Hicksites the other.

As this act of separation took place, an im
pressivc feeling spread over the assembly. The
separation descending into the nearest rela

tions of social and domestic life—dividing

asunder those who had been the most inti

mately connected together—and this division

being on subjects of the highest religious im
portance, it was deeply felt ; and an effusion

of tears gave evidence of the emotions of that

afflicting period.

When the two companies had been settled

it was evident that not more than about one
third had gone with the Hicksites. A Friend
then remarked, that it was not with any feel-

ing of boasting, but it was now evident where
the majority was. One of the Hicksite com-
mittee replied, as to majorities, they are not

the weight of a feather.

The former assistant declining to act, a pe
son from another quarter took her place, and
proceeded to read with such an overwhelming
voice, that Friends were obliged to wait a con-

siderable time for an opportunity to proceed
with their business.

The Hicksites, before they concluded, ap-

pointed another committee to bring forward
the name of a clerk, &c.
When they had got through with their

business and withdrawn, Friends, under the

humbling feeling which had spread over the

meeting, proceeded with their business, which
was transacted in much harmony, and renew-
ed feeling of gospel fellowship.

The next meeting for discipline in course
was Pike Run preparative, which was held on
the 19th of the llth month. Their meeting
house having been burnt, Friends had for

some time met in a private house belonging
to Jacob Griffith, who now had attached him-
self to the Hicksites, and lately his wife had
taken the head seat from an approved minis-
ter, who had occupied it with dignity and pro-
priety for many years. As the meeting was
gathering, he warned one Friend off' the pre-
mises, telling him, if he had any property there,

to take it with him (alluding, as was supposed,
to some benches he had made). The Friend,
however, made him but little reply. With

* The writer of this article believes that only Iwo
of the committee dissented from this report; but is

not so clear as to tlje number »s to state it positively.

several of a committee from the quarterly

meeting present, the meeting assembled ; after

a time of quietude, a Friend appeared in sO'

lemn supplication : about one half of the

Hicksites present kept their seats with their

heads covered, the others (and some of their

leading characters too) rose in our usual
order.

Near the common time Jacob Griffith said he
thought it seasonable to turn to the business
of the preparative meeting, and desired all

those that were orthodox to leave the premises,
saying the property belonged to him, and he
now withdrew the privilege for them to hold
meeting there any longer. William M'Girr
said that he did admire that we had the assu-

rance to meet with them ; that if he had been
one who had separated from them in the dis-

orderly manner that we had done at yearly

meeting, he should not have thought ofassem-
bling with us again. Without saying any
thing to irritate them. Friends quietly withdrew,
and retired about one fourth of a mile to the

house of David Grave, and after a comfortable
and refreshing season together, conducted the

business of the preparative meeting, consistent

with the order of truth.

Westland preparative meeting was held on
the 20th of the 1 1th month, and a numberof the

committee present ; the Hicksites having the
records, and the clerk, opened the meeting. A
Friend then queried of them, if they expected
to hold the preparative meeting in subordina-

tion to O. Y. meeting—or to that held at

iMount Pleasant ? One of them replied in

much warmth, that they intended to hold their

preparative meeting, on the ancient foundation,

and in subordination to O. Y. meeting of
Friends, as held at Mount Pleasant. Notwith-
standing Friends kept perfectly mild, they seem-
ed now to throw oft' all restraint, and regardless
of the meekness, forbearance, and decency,
which should always be observed on such
occasions, they abused f^riends very much,
ordering us out of the house, saying that they,

as members of Ohio yearly meeting, did not

kuow us ; casting some heavy reflections, too,

upon an approved minister who was with us
from a distance. One of them who came
into meeting late, frequently called out for the

officers of the meeting to make it select.

When the storm seemed a little to abate, that

Friends could be heard, a proposal was made
lor us to withdraw to the lower side of the

house. David Hilles replied that we might go
as soon as we pleased, and where we pleased,

to Steubenville if we chose ; and after we re-

tired they continued in a state of much disor-

der. For fifteen or twenty minutes they seem-
ed not to have power to still the troubled sea

they were upon, whose waves were casting up
mire and dirt. Friends, under an humbling
sense of gratitude for the preservation they

had experienced, transacted the business of
the preparative meeting.

(To be co7ilinued,)

Though the " words of the wise be as nails,

fastened by the masters of the assemblies,"

yet sure their examples are the hammer, to

drive them in, to take the deeper hold.
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EXTRACTS,

Foiwarilud for insertion, by a Friend of New
Jersev, and well worthy of an attentive perusal.

Elizabeth Webb.—Oh ! the days of sorrow

and nights of anguish that I went through, no

tongue can utter or heart conceive which hath

not gone through the like ; I could have wished

I had been some other creature, that I might

not have known such anguish and sorrow ;
for

I thought all other creatures were in their pro-

per places, my troubles were aggravated by

the strong oppression and temptation of Satan,

who was very unwilling to lose his subject

;

so he raised all his forces, and made use of

all his armour which he had in the house ; and

I found him to be like a strong man armed in-

deed, for he would not suffer me to enter into

resignation, but would have me look into mys-

teries that appertain to salvation, with an eye

of carnal reason ; and because I could not so

comprehend, he caused me to question the

truth of all things that are left upon record in

the Holy Scriptures, and would have persuaded

me into the Jews' opinion concurning Christ

;

and many other baits and resting places he laid

before me ; but my soul hungered after the true

bread, the bread of life which came from God
out of heaven, which Christ testified of (John

vi.) which I had felt near, and my soul had

tasted of it ; although the devil prompted me
with his temptations, my soul could not feed

upon them, but cried continually, thy presence,

Lord, or else I die. Oh ! let me feel thy

saving arm, or else I perish ! Oh, Lord, give

me faith. Thus was my soul exercised in ear-

nest supplication unto God night and day ; and

yet I went about my outward occasions, and

made my complaint to none but God only ; and

1 have often since considered, that any soul

that can be content to feed on any thing below

the enjoyment of God, the subtle serpent finds

suitable baits for them.

So in the Lord's due and appointed time,

when he had seen my suffering of that fiery

kind to be sufficient, he was pleased to cause

his divine love to flow in my bosom in an e.\-

traordinary manner, and the holy spirit of divine

light and life did overcome my soul ; then a

divine sense and understanding was given me
to know the power and also the love of God,
in sending his only Son out of his bosom into

the world, to take upon him a body of flesh,

wherein he did go through the whole progress

of sufliering, for the salvation of mankind, and
so did break through and break open the gates

of death, and repaired the breach that old

Adam had made between God and man, and

restored the path for souls to come to God.

E. Webb's letter to Anthony W. Boehm.

Alice Hayes:—In a little work, entitled " A
Legacy, or Widow's Mite, left by Alice Hayes
to her children and others," it is stated that

John Borrow, priest of the parish of Watford,

had said the Quakers denied the Scriptures,

and the resurrection, and the man Christ Jesus,

that died without the gates of Jerusalem ; in-

sinuating that they confined their belief to a

Christ within. Whereupon this Friend be-

lieved it to be her duty to refute the calumny;

and accordingly, accompanied by Francis
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Stamper, attended the congregation where the

priest was officiating. After taking their seats,

and waiting till the priest had done his sermon
and prayer, she stood up, and addressed him
thus :

—

" I have a question to ask thee ; and I do
desire thee and this assembly to hear me. But
he would not, and hastened out without hearing

what I had to say. I seeing him go hastily

away, applied myself to the people, and said

as followeth :—John Berrow came to me and
said that the Quakers would tell me that I

must deny the man Christ Jesus, that died

without the gates ofJerusalem, and that I must
believe only in a Christ that was within me.
And I bore this testimony to all present at that

assembly, saying, we do own the Scriptures,

and do say and believe that there is not an-

other name given under heaven whereby any

can be saved, but the name of Jesus Christ,

that died without the gates of Jerusalem, and

was buried, and rose again the third day, and

now sitteth at the right hand of God, glorified

with the same glory he had with the Father

before the world began."

John Crook.—Our friend John Griffith in-

formed Robert Dudley, that John Crook, one

of the earliest and most distinguished minis-

ters among the people called Quakers, was
remarkable on many accounts, especially dur-

ring the violent persecution in the reign of

Charles the H., a large participation whereof

fell to this friend. It was observable that his

gift in the ministry was such, that he frequent-

ly, in those times of great affliction, whilst free

from imprisonment, continued his declaration

in public meetings for upwards of three hours;

during the whole of which, such an increasing

degree of authority attended, as to convince

many of his auditory, that nothing short of a

divine commission could produce the bapti-

zing eflects of his ministry. In consequence,

many were joined to the society of which he

was a member, through his labours, and be-

came ornaments thereof.

He outlived those days of dark intolerance

some years, much beloved from the remem-
brance of his past services and sufferings for

the noble cause of religion; and he frequently

appeared in the meetings of iiis friends, in very

long testimonies of sound doctrine and pleas-

ing expressions. But some deeply e.xercised

minds amongst his friends, observed with con-

cern, that the energy of melting virtue, which

had attended his gospel labours in former

times, to their great consolation, was now
very little, if at all, felt to accompany his min-

istry.

Two of these friends, who stood in the sta-

tion of elder, feeling their minds engaged to

it, from a sense of duty, waited on him ; and

with all the tenderness and deference due to

his age, experience, and great worth, commu-
nicated their fears to him on this head; and

intimated their wish that he would look at

this matter, and seek to that Gracious Being

in whose service he had been so successfully

engaged for many years, for his blessed coun-

sel on the subject ; desiring him, at a suitable

time, to favour them with the result of his de-

liberations on what they had laid before him.

He received their communications with

great meekness; and, after some weeks, he
waited on them, in a broken, tender frame of
mind, letting them know, with many tears,

that their brotherly, or rather fatherly con-

duct towards him, was a kindness that he
should never forget; and that on deep thought-

fulness, respecting the matter referred to him,

he found there was ample cause for their fears,

and that he looked upon them as the messen-
gers of love from his Great Master, to warn
him of his dangerous situation.

He next related to them, how he then found

that, in those times of public tranquillity, he
had gradually and imperceptibly slidden off

from receiving his ministry through that pure,

unmixed channel, by which he had formerly
received it. The spring of the ministry, he
said, during the fiery trials of persecution,

ffowed so copiously through him, that he felt

but little labour to come at it; but in these

latter days of the church's tranquillity, from
the love he felt for the cause, he delivered

words as they occurred to him in the public

assemblies, which, till their kind intimations to

him, he did not perceive pioceeded only from
his natural powers as a man, and did not, as

formerly, flow from the divine spring and
gift of gospel ministry. Of this, he said, he
was now fully convinced, and returned praises

for his great deliverance where first due, and
gratitude to them as instruments thereof.

He continued for three years after this quite

silent as a minister; and about the expira-

tion of that time, he again broke forth in a

few words, just as at first appearing in the

ministry. He was gradually enlarged in

his testimonies, to the comfort and edification

of his friends; and was at all times very care-

ful, ever after, not to exceed that measure of

divine opening with which he was favoured

in the exercise of his gift.

John Grir^th.—" Our valuable friends, John
Churchman and William Brown, from Penn-
sylvania, were at several of the yearly meetings,

after my settling in this nation. They laboured

in these nations in the service of truth near

four years, having left affectionate wives and
children fur truth's sake. Such noble, disin-

terested endeavours, without any view towards

temporal interest, is a very great mystery to

the worldly wise. The above named Friends

were great and good instruments in the Lord's

hand, not only at the yearly meetings, but also

in tlieir travels up and down for the promotion

of discipline and good order in the churches;

though not without considerable opposition

from some, who, under pretence of acting for

the good of the Society, were in reality advo-

cates for undue hberty. Notwithstanding some
such difficulties, the Lord hath greatly strength-

ened the hands of his pained ones for Sion's

welfare, and blessed his work to the promot-

ing of good order, as the likeliest means of

reviving ancient beauty and comeliness ; there

having been great stirrings and much labour of

late years, to bring the several members of the

Society into the holy order of the gospel."

—

Journal, page 217.
" I went from thence to Shrewsbury

; the

number of professors there was very small,
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and the life of religion very much depressed, far into the barren waste of infidel speculation' the
not only by the lukewarmness of some, but

also by a blasting, windy, lifeless ministry,

which they had long sat under, doubtless to the

great uneasiness of the kw sensible amongst
them. I had a painful sense of the great hurt

thereof in that meeting, being concerned to si

the meeting through in silence, I believe as an
example to Friends, and rebuke to that for

ward, unsanctified spirit. The same, soon
after, was made manifest to both Friends and
others, to be very corrupt, and was deservedly

testified against by the monthly meeting. I

have divers times, in my travels, perceived
great hurt to the prosperity of truth, by such
unsanctified pretenders to a divine commission,
mtruding themselves into the ministry

; but
always have apprehended them a bad" sort of
people to deal with by advice and caution, as

they are commonly very positive and self-

willed
; being seldom, in this declined state of

the church, without a party who had rather
have almost any kind of ministry than silence

;

which makes it much more ditKcult for those
who have a right sense of their spirits, to bring
the judgment of truth over such ; as those
above mentioned are apt to screen them, and
cover their heads, unless they manifest them-
selves, which hath in the end frequently hap-
pened, by their being guilty of some immoral
conduct."

—

Journal, page 220.

FOR THE FRIEND.

ELIAS HICKS, OR THE SPIRIT OF
SEPARATION.

The following letter has reached me through
a channel which leaves no doubt as to its au-
thenticity

; and as you have published many
pernicious notions, written or spoken by Ehas
Hicks, I have thought it no more than justice
to him to insert this, as it shows he once could
write in a very diflerent strain from what he
now does. It is remarkable that he should
have depicted so exactly the state into which
he himself has now fallen

; and expostulated
with so much fervour and Christian concern
with one who had unhappily been deluded by
the spirit of disaflection and discord, to which
he has since become a victim. How perti-

nently might his own expressions now be ad-
dressed to himself. " O how has the trumpet
which was measurably sanctified to the Mas-
ter's use, been since occupied to exalt the
cause of the usurper

—

self;" for I have never
known any individual whose public communi
cations contained as much self-commendation
as those of E. H. To decry the " crucified
Saviour," and to " exah the' usurper self,"
seem to be the great objects of his public
preaching. How diflerent was the condition
of Ellas Hicks, when he stood in acceptance
with his friends, and laboured among them to
their edification and comfort ! But now, " O
how has the gold become dim! how is the
most fine gold changed!" Pride and self-
confidence have tempted him to despise the
simplicity of the gospel of Christ. An over-
weening fondness and estimation of his own
abilities, has led him to pry into things too
deep tor human reason ; and, thinking himself
wise above what is written, he has wandered

lost his first love—departed from the felloH
ship and unity of the church—and gone out
into open separation. ' O how has the enem-
prevailed," through his means, " to divide in

Jacob, and to scatter in Israel ; and has it not
been he, one of the leaders of the people, tli

has caused them thus to err?"
In contemplating the sad change which

many of the votaries of this separating spirit
have experienced, the sorrowful loss they have
sustained as regards their religious state, their
want of watchfulness and daily walking in the
fear of God, which they knew in other and
better days, we would aflectionately entreat
them to listen to the language of their apostle :

" O, friends, stand no longer by your separate
altar

; for how is that hand which hath been
tretched out against the Lord's heritage wi-
thered ! and how has it at all times withered 1"

What dryness, what deadness and insensibility
as to the life of true religion, has your separa-
tion from the Lord and his truth brought upon
you ! how is the stayedness and exercise of
spirit which you once knew, been turned into
levity and unsettlement, so that you know no
resting place for your weary souls ! How have
many of you left the Father's house, and wan-
dered into a barren waste, a land of pits and
snares, where there is no spiritual sustenance
to nourish you ! Listen then to the earnest
expostulation of him whom you have cliose..
for your leader, and take warning from his
own description of the evils which await you

;

and while it is yet in your power, retrace your
wayward step;

'• Did ever any that have set up separate
meetings since we were a people—did any of
them ever stand ? Have they not all been a re-
proach to themselves ? Hath not blasting and
mildew been their lot ? Where are all those
who have separated themselves from the heri-
tage of the Lord since they were a people, in
these latter days ? Have they not slW fallen in
their men dcceivings, except those who in time
took warning, before it was too late, and so
came back into fellowship with their friends,
and were thereby restored into favour and a
state of reputation and honour ? while those
who stood out until tlie Lord has cast them
down, have gone to the grave with infamy.
Such is the language of your leader, when
describing the sorrowful consequences of thai
destroying spirit of discord and separation
which has deceived so many of you. And if

any thing were wanting to enforce the earnest-
ness and solemnity of his appeal, it is furnished
by the awful reflection that he has himself fall-

en a prey to the spirit which he so aptly de-
scribed. A more awakening call could scarcely
be sounded in our ears, not only arousing
tliose who have been caueht in its snares, to
flee from them for their lives

; but stimulating
those who happily have escaped the wiles o1"

the seducer, to watch with double diho-ence
lest they also come into the like condemnation.
" Therefore let me say again, O, friends, no
longer stand out. Do not any longer reason
with flesh and blood, and say that your friends
have dealt hardly with you—unjustly with you
—for this has always been the cry of all those
who have separated. But remember you were

ggressors;" "and had you been
right, as likely you suppose you were, assured
I am that you would neither have set vp nor
attended separate meetings; but would have
patiently endured a state of suflering, and have
wept as between the porch and the altar

; and
in this state of inward and secret travail of
spirit, have continued, until enabled, throuch
the power of an endless life, so to have spread
your cause before the Lord, as to have known
him to arise and disperse every cloud of opposi-
tion, whereby a reconciliation with your friends
would have been happily accomplished."

If Elias Hicks had had an insight into futu-
rity, and beheld in prophetic vision the course
pursued by himself and followers, he could not
have found language more applicable to their
conduct, or more exactly descriptive of their
present condition. And certainly it must be
no small confirmation of the rectitude of the
principles held by Friends, to find such a tes-
timony recorded against himself by the leader
of the separatists. It goes to show that the
'anguage of truth is always in harmonv with
tself; and had he kept closely to what he
then knew and felt, he and his followers might
have been saved from their present dilemrna.
We earnestly desire that he and they may
hearken diligently to his pleading with one,
who, like themselves, had become dissatisfied
with Friends and set up a separate meeting,
but who was fiivoured to see and sincerefy
condemn his error, and was thus restored to
unity with the Society. And, " whether they
will hear or forbear," let them remember,
that Elias Hicks himself has declared that " the
first right steps necessary to be taken by them
IS to cease from their separate meetings, and
then meet quietly with their Friends, at their
usual stated meetings ;" and that his "mind is

established in the j.rospect, that unless they
soon decline, and put an end to these ensigns
of separation, it will ere long be suddenly
performed by a strong hand, such as the
powers of men shall not^be able to withstand

;

for the consummation determined will shortly
come." p^ (J

Gloucester, 9th month 9th, 1793.

Respected Friend, Timothy Davis—These
lines come from one who may seem to thee as
a stranger

; but thou art not altogether such
to the writer, for I can assure thee, I feel that
towards thee, that does away a'l estrangeness,
and makes thee to me as one for whos°e wel-
fare I feel myself at this time nearly concern-
ed. A.nd although some time past when in
thy neighbourhood, way did not then open to
see thee

;
yet a desire therefor has since con-

tinued, insomuch that I thought I could not
leave this country with peace of mind, at least

without visiting of thee with a kw lines, ex-
pressive of the real concern I feel, not only on
thy account, but also for the sake of those who.
are in a situation like thyself: and who join
with tliee in maintaining an ensign of separa-
tion from thy friends. O! I have had to remem-
ber, dear friend, when thou stood measurably
under the divine canopy, in the meeting
whereof I was then a member, n^ar the place of
my nativity, on Long Island, at a time when
I was but an infant as to religious exercise.
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where thou had to mention to us that sweet

and instructive passage of sacred writ, " A
word fitly spoken is hke apples of gold in pic-

tures ofsilver:" with what satisfaction did I hear

them flow from thy lips; but now, O ! now how
lias the trumpet which was then measurably

sanctified to the Master's use, been since occu-

pied to exalt the cause of the usurper—self.

O ! how has the gold become dim, how is the

fine gold changed. O ! how has the enemy

prevailed to divide in Jacob and scatter in Is-

rael ; and has it not been the leaders of the

people, that have caused them to err ? O ! my
friend ! stand no longer by thy separate altar

;

for how is that hand that hath been stretched

out against the Lord's heritage, how has it at

all times withered

!

Did ever any that have set up separate

meetings since we were a people, did any of

them ever stand ? have they not all been a re-

proach to themselves ? hath not blasting and

mildew been their lot ? where are all those

who have separated themselves from the heri-

tage of the Lord since they were a people in

these latter days ? have they not all fallen in

their own deceivings, except those who in

time took warning, before it was too late, and

so came back into fellowship with their friends,

and were thereby restored into favour, and a

state of reputation and honour ? whilst those

who stoodj out, imtjl the Lord has cast them

down, have gone to the grave with infamy.

O ! that thou mayest be brought hastily to con-

sider thy standing, for although I am led to be-

lieve that the Lord, in great mercy and long

forbearance, is still waiting for thy return,

and those concerned with thee : yet I have

cause likewise to believe, that the time

passing over, and is much nearer a close, than

thou art aware. Therefore let me say again

O friend ! no longer stand out, but, whilst the

arm of mercy and immaculate love is open

turn in. inquire in thine own heart, and be

still before the Lord, and he will yet heal thee,

and restore comfort to thee, and to those whom
thou hast been a means of leading out of the

right way, as there is a full giving up unto

him, some of whom, if I had a right

when among them, feel at times a state of

mourning. Do not any longer reason with

flesh and blood, and say friends have dealt

hardly with me ; unjustly with me ; for this

has been the cry of all those who liave sepa^

rated. But, O ! remember thou wast the first

aggressor, and however small thou mayest con

sider it, yet it was great in one, who, instead

of leading back into Egypt, ought to have led

forward into greater perfection. And had thou

been right at that time, as likely thou supposest

thou wast, assured I am thou wouldst neither

have set up nor attended separate meetings,

but would have patiently endured a state of

suffering, and have wept as between the porch

and the altar, and in this state of inward and

secret travail of spirit, have continued, until

enabled, through the power of an endless life,

so to have spread thy cause before the Lord

as to have known him to arise, and disperse

evervsidoud of opposition, whereby a reconcili-

ation with friends would have been happily

accomplished. O 1 my friend ! it is in great

love and an ardent concern for thy immortal

soul, that I am engaged to plead with thee,

hetlier thou wilt hear or forbear, and there-

fore desire thou wouldst cease from thy sepa-

rate meetings, as this is the first right step

necessary to be taken by thee, and then meet
quietly with thy friends at their usual stated

meetings, for my mind is estabhshed in the

prospect, that unless thou soon declines, and

puts an end to these ensigns of separation, it

will ere long be suddenly performed by a

strong hand, such as the powers of man shall

not be able to withstand or resist, for the con-

summation determined will shortly come.
This, my friend, I have thought necessary to

communicate to thee in bowels of gospel love,

and for the peace of my ov.n mmd, and
wish thee to show it to thy friends, those that

are joined with thee in thy meetings, and con-

clude thy affectionate and very assured friend,

Elias Hicks.

its supporters, who have arrogated to them-
selves the character of advocates of truth,

should have so little respect for their own re-

putation, as to hazard such gross misstate-

ments. The object is however plain—to sup-*

port the cause of Elias Hicks, at the expense
of the character of those who can not unite

with his principles. Surely that cause must
be corrupt, which requires its advocates to

resort to such disgraceful expedients.

Wm. Evans.
4 mo. 8, 1829.

Tan FRZEND.

I am not a reader of Gould's Advocate, and
was not aware until last evening that I had

been published by him as a "prominent" per-

son, " whose deportment was very much cal-

culated to cause a disturbance" at a meeting
held lu Friends' meeting house on Pine street,

on the fOth of the 12th month, 1826. Upon
examining the third number of the second

volume of that work, issued in 2nd mo. last, I

find a pretended review of the testimony of the

monthly meeting of Friends for the southern

district, respecting the antichristian and disor-

ganizing doctrines preached by Elias Hicks,

and the unbecoming deportment of some of

his advocates on that occasion.

With the seeming candour of an impartial

narrator of facts, the reviewer says, " Let a

simple narrative of the proceedings of that day

illustrate the truth of the representation we
are now making, and place this matter in its

true light. We reached the house in ques-

tion, fitteen minutes after nine o'clock, and

were then able to go in or out at pleasure;

but in the course of a few minutes afterwards,

a large concourse of sober and sedate people

collected. They preserved a degree of silence

and good order, which we have rarely seen dis-

played in other places of a similar nature

There were many persons belonging to the

meeting who did not obtain admittance : among
these, the most prominent was William Evans,

whose deportment was very much calculated to

cause a disturbance. He uttered some i

temptuous expressions against particular per-

sons, and the assembly in general ; and finally

declared his intention to withdraw to another

meeting, and we believe did so. There was
at the commencement, no other instance ofdis
order," (^'c. Those charges against me are

altogether a train of palpable untruths. I was
not only not at the meeting house, but was not

in the city ; having gone to Westtown school

the day previous, by appointment of the com
mittee, where I remained until the 13th. What
confidence, f would ask, can be placed in a

paper, which is not only regardless of accu-

racy, but absolutely false in details professedly

given to illustrate the truth of its representa-

tions ? It is not a little extraordinary, that

FbUKTH MONTH, 11, 1829.

The letter which we place upon our pages

to-day, from Elias Hicks to Timothy Davis,

will doubtless excite the attention of our read-

ers. That he was sincere when he wrote it,

which our correspondent who furnishes the

copy seems disposed to allow, we may confess,

is going something beyond the measure of our

charity in the case. From his letter to Tho-
mas Willis, and other facts familiar to many,

and abundantly avouched, there is reason to

conclude that he must have been sipping at

the seductive but poisoned chalice—have drunk

deeply from Priesdey, and others of the sophist

school—antecedently to the period when this

letter was written. But, conceding this point,

and that he wrote from a sense of duty and

an honest conviction of the weighty truths in-

culcated, one thing is nevertheless very strik-

ing—the utter incongruity of a temper and
disposition so vacillating, with the exalted and
reiterated professions which he makes, of being

under the guidance of the Spirit. The wide

difference between the views which, according

to this letter, lie entertained in 1793, and those

which, at the present day, he is by every means
in his power endeavouring to uphold, no one

can be at a loss to perceive. If he was under

the guidance of the Spirit then, he must con-

sequently be under a gross delusion now ; or

he must mean, by the term spirit, something

altogether different from the Comforter, the

Holy Ghost, which the Son and Sent of God
declared the Father would send in his naTne ;

and which, he says, " shall teach you all

things, and bring all things to your remem-
brance whatsoever I have said unto you."

The account inserted to day of a " recently

discovered cave " is copied from the last num-
ber of "The Christian Advocate," published

in this city. Peters township, in which it is

situated, is in Franklin county, Pennsylvania,

between the East branch of Conogocheaque,

and North Mountain, ten miles west from

Chambersburg.

Without a conflict there is no conquest; and

without a conquest, no crown. Dill. Ref.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

ALIA BHYE.
Among the native princes that have acted a

conspicuous part in the eventful history of In-

dia, there are few that have gainetl greater cele-

brity than those that bore the name of Holkar.
The founder of this race of monarchs was of
The shepherd tribe, and born in the Deccan
in the south-western part of the peninsula.
His first occupation was that of a goat herd,
which he early changed for the more conge-
nial life of a soldier. Ills talents and courage
soon distinguished him in his new career,
which the distracted state of that unhappy
country rendered one of incessant action. He
received from the Mahratta chieftain a large
district in the government of Malwa, as the
reward of his military achievements, and was
promoted to the command of that fertile and
populous district of central India, which has
remained to be the seat of the power of his

successors. He retained throughout life the
simplicity of manners which belonged to his

original condition
; his administration was firm

and concihating, and he died at the advanced
age of seventy-six, in the undisturbed posses-

sion of rank and power. Mulhar Row Holkar
had only one son, who perished in battle se-

veral years before the death of his father. This
prince had married Alia Bhye, of a tiimilv of

to her the adoption of some child distantly

related to the Holkar family, and that she
should retire on a pension from the admmis-
tration of afiairs. He went so far as to adopt
measures, in conjunction with other chiefs, to

compel her to submission. But tliis high-

spirited woman acted \vith such firmness and
decision, that the attem])t was soon abandoned.
After firmly establishing her authority, she ge-
nerously restored to power, on the ground of
his former services and high character, the

minister that had thus plotted her downfall.

She elected, as the commander of her armies
and the successor of her power, Tukajee Hol-
kar, a lavourite soldier of jMulhar Row ; and
such was the wisdom of her choice and the

nfluence of her high character, that during
the thirty years of her reign this divided autho
rity was exercised undisturbed by the jealousy
and ambition of eitlier.

Alia Bjjye took upon herself the direct ma-
nagement of affairs, and sat every day for a

considerable period in open court for the
transaction of business. She heard every com
plaint in person, and was always accessible
to the meanest of her subjects on the most
insignificant appeal. Her uniform mode of
life was to rise an hour before daybreak, to say
her morning prayers and perform the customary
ceremonies. She then heard the sacred vo-
lumes of her faith read for a fi.xed period,

distributed alins, and gave food in person to a
number of brahmins. Her own breakfast
was then brought, which was always of vege-
table diet ; after which she again went to

prayers, and took a short repose. At two
o'clock she went to her court, where she
emained till six in the evening, after which
two or tliree hours were devoted to religious

exercises and a frugal repast. Business
commenced at nine o'clock, and continued

eleven, at which hour she retired to rest

regularly collected from a hajipy and peaceful

the name of Sindia, who must be admitted to
j

uu eieven, ai wi
have been one of the most remarkable women

|

These labours were continued with unremitted
of her own or any other age or country. She

| assiduity during her long reign. The hour
had one son and one daughter, the former ofj gained from the affairs of state were all given
whom succeeded to the power and possessions to ar's of devotion and charity ; and a deep
of his grandfather. He enjoyed the dignity

for the short period of nine months, when a

paroxysm of madness terminated his career,
which had displayed a weak and unsettled in-

tellect, and the extremes of folly and of guilt.

His sister had married into another family,

and as the Hindu usage forbade her succession
to the throne of her grandfather and brother,
the government, and the choice of a successor,

devolved upon Alia Bhye. The first events
of her reign called forth the energy and pru-
dence of her character, in a manner which
tended greatly, by the impression it must have
made on all around her, to her subsequent
prosperity. The minister of Mulhar Row,
anxious to secure his own authority, proposed

sense ol religion sustained lier in this arduous
course of life. She used to say, that " she
deemed herself answerable to God for every
exercise of power ;" and in the full spirit of a
l>ious and benevolent mind, was wont to ex-
claim, when urged by her ministers to acts of
extreme severity, " Let us, mortals, beware
how we destroy the works of the Almighty."
The prudence and good conduct of Alia

Bhye were displayed, both in the internal ad-
ministration and the foreign relations of her
government. During her'long reign, her ter-

ritories were never but once invaded, and then
unsuccessfully

; the petty tributaries of her
kingdom were restrained from their turbulent
and predatory habits, and her revenue was

population. The fond object of her life wn
to promote the prosperity of all around her

;

she rejoiced to see her subjects rise to afHu-
enco

;
and instead of regarding their wealth

as a ground of exaction, considered it as a
legitimate claim to increa.sed protection.
On her accession to the power of Holkar,

she became possessed of his immense hoards
of wealth, which amounted to nearly ten mil-
lions of dollars, and to estates yielding annu-
ally upwards of two hundred thousand. These
vast treasures she consecrated, by the perform-
ance of a religious ceremony, to the purposes
of charity and good works. She expended
considerable sums in religious edifices, built
resting places for travellers, and dug wells
throughout all Malwa

; and at the principal
places of Hindu pilgrimage in India, she built
temples, and distributed alms annually. Nor
was her munificence limited to the supersti-
tions of a puerile and false faith. She daily
fed the poor

; during the hot months, persons
were stationed on the roads to supply travellers
with water

; and at the commencement of the
cold season, she clothed great numbers of the
poor and the infirm. The very brute creation
shared her compassion. She purchased fields
in which the grain was left for the flocks of
birds to devour that were driven from the ad-
joining lands by the cultivators ; and the pea-
sant, near Mhysir, used to see his yoke of oxen
stopped in hot days, during their labour, to be
refreshed with water brought by a servant of
Aha Bhye.
The daughter of Alia Bhye had one son, ,

who died after reaching manhood, and whose
father followed him to the grave in about a
year afterwards. The widow immediately de-
clared her resolution to burn with the corpse
of her husband. Neither the entreaties nor
the prayers of her mother could divert her

-

fiom this fatal resolution. "You are old,
'

mother," said the calm and resolved daughter,
" and a few years will end your pious lifer My
only child and husband are gone ; and when
you follow, life, I feel, will be insupportable

;

but the opportunity of terminating it with ho-
nour will then have passed." "When Alia
Bhye found all her eflbrts unavailing, she re-
solved to witness the last dreadful scene. She
walked in the procession, and stood near the
pile, where she was supported by two brah-
mins, who held her arms. In tlie greatest
agony of mind, she remained firm till the flame
seized upon the pile; she then abandoned
herself to her grief; her shrieks were heard
amidst the exulting shouts of the multitude,
and she was seen to gnaw in anguish those
hands which she could not extricate from the
friendly grasp of her supporters. After some
convulsive eflbrts, she regained her serenity.
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SO far as to join in some of the religious cere-

monies of the occasion, and retired to her

palace, where, for three days, she scarcely took

any sustenance, and never uttered a word.

This admirable woman died in the year

1795, at the age of sixty, worn out with care

and fatigue. In her person, she was of middle

stature, and very thin. Though at no period

of her life handsome, her complexion, which

was of a dark olive, was clear ; and her coun-

tenance is described as having been to the last

hour of her existence agreeable, and express-

ive of that goodness which marked every ac-

tion of her life. " Alia Bhye," reported a

woman who was sent by a jealous and wicked

princess to bring an account of her looks,

" Alia Bhye has not beautiful features, but a

heavenly light is on her countenance." She

was very cheerful, and seldom in anger ; but

when provoked by wickedness or crmie, her

countenance struck terror into the minds of the

boldest. The mind of this extraordinary wo-

man had been more cultivated than is usual

with Hindus ; and the Puranas, or sacred

books, were her favourite study. She is re-

presented as having been singularly quick and

clear in the transaction of public business.

Her early afflictions made a deep impression

on her mind. After her husband's death,

which occurred before she was twenty years

of age, she always dressed in plain white

clothes, according to the usage of Hindu wi-

dows, without even an embroidered or coloured

border, nor any jewels, except a small neck-

lace. She remained, indeed, amid every

temptation, unchanged in her habits or cha-

racter ; and even flattery appears to have been

exhausted in vain. A brahmin wrote a book

in her praise, which she heard read with pa-

tience ; but, after observing " she was a

weak, sinful woman, and not deserving such

fine encomiums," she directed it to be thrown

into the Nerbudda, and took no farther no-

tice of the author. " Aware," says the ac-

complished historian of central India, from

whose captivating narrative the above account

is extracted, " of the partiality which was

to be expected from information supphed

by members and adherents of tlie Holkai

family, regarding Alia Bhye, facts were col

lected from other quarters, to guard against

the impressions, which the usual details of

her administration are calculated to make
It was thought the picture had been over-

charged with bright colours, to bring it more

into contrast with the opposite system that

has since prevailed in the countries she for-

merly governed ; but though inquiries have

been made among all ranks and classes, no-

thing has been discovered to diminish the eulo-

giums, or rather blessings, which are poured

forth wherever her name is mentioned. The
more, indeed, inquiry is pursued, the more ad-

miration is excited. But, it appears above

all extraordinary, how she had mental and

bodily powers to go through with the labours

she imposed on herself, and whicii, from the

age of thirty to that of sixty, when she died,

were unremitted." " The facts," continues

the same high authority, " that have been

stated of Alia Bhye, rest on grounds that ad-

mit of no scepticism. It is, however, an ex-

traordinary ]iicture:—a female without vanity;

a bigot without intolerance; a mind imbued

with the deepest superstition, yet receiving no

impressions, except what promoted the happi-

ness of those under its influence; a being ex-

ercising in the most able and active manner,

not merely with sincere humility, but under

the severest moral restraint that a strict con-

science could impose on human action, and all

this combined with the greatest indulgence for

the weakness and faults of others. In the

most sober view which can be taken of her

character, she certainly appears, within her

limited sphere, to have been one of the purest

and most exemplary rulers that ever existed;

and she affords a striking example of the prac-

tical benefit a mind may receive from per-

forming worldly duties under a deep sense of

responsibility to its Creator."

The more spiritual believer in the blessed

promises of our Lord would have added, that

Alia Bhye was what she was by the grace of

God; by that grace which hath appeared unto

all men, teaching them, even where " that

blessed hope" and " the glorious appearing"

were unknown, that they should live soberly,

righteously, and piously; and which is able to

make the sincere and the humble wise unto sal

ation, even where the understanding and the

belief are the captives of an idolatrous and

perstitious faith.

The preceding sketch seems coloured with

the hues of romance, and more resembles one

of those bright pictures of kingly beneficence

which the gentle Fenelon delighted to por-

than a sketch from contemporary his

heir brethren who remained faithful to the fa-

mily of David, continued to be the objects of

divine favour. It would at least argue a great

Iteration in the course of government hitherto

pursued by their almighty King, to suppose

that he would suffer their conformity to the

superstitions either of idolaters or Mahomet-
among the latter of whom it is generally

conjectured they are, ifany where, to be some
ime discovered. It seems much more proba-

)le, that their dispersion was the final punish-

ment of that part of the nation for incorrigible

offences ; nor does this conclusion appear to

be invalidated by the continuance of the Jews

to the present day, as a peculiar and distinct

people ; for the superiority assigned Judah in

the early promises respecting his posterity,

taken in connection with the fact that all the

supernatural exhibitions of divine favour have

been confined for two thousand five hundred

years to his descendants, appears sufficient to

account for any title which they may possess

to a future re-occupation of the Holy Land.

The prophecy of Isaiah to king Hezekiah,

that his descendants should be carried away to

Babylon, had been pronounced but a few years

before its accomplishment was commenced, in

the defeat and captivity of Manasseh, who was

carried to Babylon in chains by Esar-haddon.

His repentance procured his release and re-

turn to Jerusalem ; but his descendants soon

forgot the calamity, and by repeated revolts

from the authority of the Babylonian kings,

provoked the full accomplishment of the pre-

diction. Nebuchadnezzar repeatedly laid

siege to and captured Jerusalem ; at each suc-

tory. But the high character and official sta- ccssive visit inflicting more severe punishment

tioii of Sir John Ivialcolm stamp it with au-| upon its inhabitants. The captivity of seventy

thenticity, and forbid us to doubt its fidelity.

The annals of the whole heathen world may
be challenged to exhibit a more remarkable

example of patience and fortitude; of gentle

wisdom, of self-denial, and of all the meek
and heroic virtues.

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE HEBREMS.
{Conlmuedfi-omims'imi.)

The destruction of the kingdom of Israel

occurred in the early part of the reign of He-

zekiah, king of Judah ; and from this period

we lose all traces of the captive nation. They

had been favoured with the example and ad-

monitions of the prophets Elijah and Elisha,

and from time to time the testimony of other

pious servants of their neglected God had

warned them of the consequences of their con-

tumacy, and invited them to return to their

obedience. But from the time that He rooted

them out of their land, and dispersed them in

unknown countries of the east, we have no

account of their existence as a separate peo

pie ; and those nations who have been sup-

posed to be the ten tribes, possess no records

or other evidences of the continued superin

tendence and interference of Providence in

their affliirs. The conclusion is therefore

very probable, that they were no longer consi

dered as necessary to the consummation of that

purpose for which their forefathers had been

at first chosen, and for the execution of which

years foretold by Jeremiah, commenced with

his first conquest of the city, when he carried

away Daniel and his three friends as hostages.

After his second visit, he carried away the

golden utensils of the temple procured by

Solomon, two thousand nobles, several thou-

sand soldiers and artificers, who, with their

wives and children, it is supposed, amounted

to forty thousand souls, and placed them be-

yond the river Chebar in Mesopotamia.

Among the captives was the prophet Ezekiel.

The third time, Nebuchadnezzar took captive

the king Zedekiah, and putting out his eyes

led him in chains to Babylon—thus fulfilling

the somewhat enigmatical prophecy of Ezekiel,

that he should go into that splendid city and

not see it. Soon after, he sent an officer, who
took every thing that was valuable out of the

temple, set fire to that and to the city, and

threw down the fortifications. He took away

also the inhabitants ; the principal of whom,

as instigators of the revolt, he put to death at

Pi,iblah ; the rest were forced into exile.

The nobles and warriors who had fled from

this invasion soon returned, and commenced

again an opposition to the Chaldee authority

by murdering the governor. Fearing the ven-

geance of the Chaldees for this act, they fled

to Egypt, carrying with them Jeremiah, who

strenuously insisted on their obeying the divine

command and remaining in their own country.

Four years after, the few who remained, seven

hundred and forty-five in number, were taken

away by the command of Nebuchadnezzar
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and the land entirely bereaved of its inhabitants

New colonists were not however introduced,

as had been done by the Assyrians at Sania

ria ; and although nomadic tribes wanderet

through the country, and the Idumeans settled

in some of the southern parts of it, yet the

land remained for the most part uninhabited,

and ready for the return of the Hebrews. This

had been foretold by Moses ages before, and
succeeding prophets had given more circum-

stantial predictions of the same events.

The condition of the Hebrews while in cap-

tivity was far from being one of abject wretch-

edness. The prophet Daniel held the first

office at the court of Babylon ; three of his

friends occupied important political stations;

and Jehoiachim, the former king of Judah,
was released from an imprisonment of thirty

years, and was preferred, in point of rank, to

all the kings who were then at Babylon—he

ate at the table of his conqueror, and received

an annual allowance corresponding to his re-

gal dignity.

At the same time, it is evident that their

humiliation as a people punished by their

God, was always extremely painful, and fre-

quently drew on them expressions of contempt.
The peculiarities of their religion afforded

many opportunities for the ridicule of the Chal-

deans, a striking example of which is given in

the profanation of the sacred vessels of the

temple. By such insults they were made to

feel more sensibly the loss of their homes, their

gardens and fruitful fields, the burning of

their capital and temple, and the cessation of

the public solemnities of their religion.

The fulfilment of the many prophecies
which they witnessed, regarding both them-
selves and the neighbouring nations, must have
awakened reflection, as the very punishments
which they were suffering must have been a

powerful, though bitter remedy, against their

propensity to idolatry. They could not, in

short, easily become idolaters, while such men
as Daniel and Ezekiel were continually and
earnestly reminding them of the God whom
they were bound to serve.

Indeed, if we may so speak, God pursued
the Hebrews during their captivity, with the

efficacious dealings of his providence, with

miracles and prophecies, in order to compel
them to preserve the true religion ; and the

end of their exile being thus obtained, and
their great humihation remaining as an awful

example to future generations, of the justice

and power of Jehovah their king, at the ex-

piration of the appointed period, they were
restored, by an edict of Cyrus, to their long

forsaken home.
It is, however, supposed, that many of the

nation chose to remain behind, having become
inured to their exile, and thinking themselves
more pleasantly situated than they would be
in Judea.

{To be continued.)

Nothing is truly infamous but wliat is wicked;
and therefore shame can never disturb an innocent
and virtuous mind.

—

Sherlock.

Hypocrisy desires to seem good rather than to be
so ; honesty desires to be good rather than to seem
so.— Warwick.

To the Editor of " The Friend."

I have lately passed some hours of solitude

and depression of spirit, in perusing an un-

pubhshed collection of biographical sketches

of our early Friends; and if I should succeetl

in conveying the impressions which it lias left

upon my own mind, shall think the time pass-

ed in thus recording them neither idly nor
uselessly spent. These affectionate testimo-

nies of survivors to the worth of departed
friends, as they are written while the heart

is subdued by sorrow, breathe, in almost every
case, a piety and simplicity, and are animated
with a warmth and earnestness which are

deeply afl'octing. Of one it is recorded that
" he boldly preached the truth in the time of

the hottest persecution;" of another, that " he
was a steady pillar in the church, and useful

to his country ; that his door was open to

strangers, and that he stood firm against the

spirit of division;" of one, that " he vfas a large

experiencer of the work of God, and the deep
mysteries of the heavenly kingdom ; having
clear openings in meetings to declare of and
unfold the same, in the demonstration of the

spirit, to the comforting and establishing of
Friends in their journey Zion-ward;" that "he
departed this life, we trust in peace with the

Lord, and in perfect unity with his brethren;"
and, of a fourth, that •' he was a meek man,
of a loving temper, remarkably just in his

dealings, and it may be said, he was one
that loved and feared the Lord, and hated co-

vctousness, a good example in his day, and
hath left a good report behind him." In one
place, an afiectionate wife embalms the me-
mory of her husband, with whom she had lived

in sweet unity, and whose last desires were
that the Lord might preserve her, for he must
leave her and go to his rest, " with many more
sweet and heavenly expressions and e.xhorta-

tions."

Of an ancient and honourable matron it is

said, that " she was an inward and heavenly

minded woman, and from her own experience

of the virtue of truth, she was often drawn
forth into a living testimony thereto. The
sweet frame of spirit and peace of mind,
which, with great comfort, several of us be-

held her in, upon a visit a few days before her

departure, gives us good cause to beheve she

died in the Lord, and is entered into everlast-

ing rest." Another of these affectionate eulo-

gies testifies respecting its subject, that " she

was exemplary in the course and conduct of

her life, meek, gentle, and courteous to all;

an example of good to those she was conver-

sant with, a loving wife, an aflectiontae mo-
ther, a good neighbour, and a kind friend; and
as she lived, so she died, a pattern of meek-
ness and innocency." " This, our dear and
ancient friend," says another, " was one whom
the Lord was pleased to revisit with the kind

and merciful ofl^ers of salvation in her youth,

which she embraced, and became a chosen
vessel for his use. " In the very decline of

her life," it is added, " she shone more bright

in her gift than ever."

How aflecting are these short and simple

annals 1 They speak as eloquently of the sur-

vivors as of the departed. They prove that

the bright example did not shine m vain; that

in their path through life, those dedicated
Christians were cheered and upheld by faith-

ful bretliren. To the superficial observer, the

condition of Society of which they speak, must
have appeared monotonous and frigid, incaji-

able of calling forth the higher ([ualities of the
mind, or of sustaining a generous and devoted
enthusiasm. No estimate could be more fal-

lacious. In few other civil or religious com-
munities has there ever burned a brighter and
steadier light of pure example, than has, even
in its most disastrous times, been preserved
unextinguished in our own Society. I say

this in reverent thankfulness for so great a

blessing inherited from generation to genera-
tion. And when we turn to those who were
the objects of so much religious care and ex-

ercise—the witnesses of such bright examples
—the teachers and the taught of those who
walked so consistently before men ; when we
reflect that of these the very names have
perished from the earth, yet that all the great

ends of their existence have been fulfilled, how
worthless do the honours and rewards of the

world appear ! In every substantial respect

—

in peace of mind—in cheerful acquiescence

in the allotments of Providence—in the luxury

of well doing—in the severe and manly joys

of fortitude, patience, and the mastery over the

passions, it is the Christian who is the happy
man. Nor can any more consolatory view be
taken of the world than this—that from every

inhabited hill and valley there probably ascends

an accepted oblation, that the Almighty has

no where left himself without a witness; that

in communities of which the world has never

heard—in families that hide their almsgiving

—

in individuals whose aspirations are only

known on high, the influences of pure religion

are felt as an animating and controlling prin-

ciple. Views of this nature, extending from our

own little community to the whole Christian

world, tend to soften and expand the heart.

They excite our desires to become a part of

that band of worshippers, whose present en-

joyments and whose future rewards so much
transcend all that this world has to bestow.

The feelings which I have endeavoured to

portray, are always strongly excited by the

aflecting answers to one of the queries which
are read in our yearly meeting. The simple

recital in that large assembly of the names and

ages of the ministers and elders that have

finished their course, is always solemnizing

and touching. There is not probably a single

name read, which docs not awaken in a large

portion of the audience the feelings of domes-

tic sorrow, or some recollection connected

with the public services and private worth of

the departed. Where the example has been

one of peculiar brightness—the career long

and eminent, how often have we seen that

whole assembly pause, to weep, as it were,

over the memory of the dead, while some kin-

dred spirit has borne his testimony to the

faithfulness and humility of liim we mourned,

or rehearsed the rich consolations of the gos-

pel. " Blessed are the dead which die in the

Lord." "And they shall see his face; and

his name shall be in their foreheads." " For

the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne
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shall feed tlieni, and shall lead tliein into liviiio-

fountains, and God shall wipe away all tears

from their eyes.
' K. L.

A NEW YEAR'S EVE.
From a Poem vilh lias title, hy Hernard Barton.

Once more, " A New Year's Eve 1" My strahi

With sober thoughts, with such it well may end;

For when, oh ! when, should these come home to

man,
With such a season if they may not blend.'

My gentle reader, let an unknown friend

Remind thee of the ceaseless lapse of timel

Nor will his serious tone thy ear offend.

If love may plead his pardon for the crime

Of blending solemn truth with minstrel's simple

rliyme.

"I would not trifle merely, though the world

Be loudest in their praise who do no more;"

A standard is uplifted and unfurl'd;

Tlie summons hath gone forth from shore to shore;

In thought's still pause, in passion's loud uproar.

Thine ear has heard that gentle voice serene.

Deep, but not loud, behind thee and before;

Thine inward eye that banner too hath seen;

—

Hast thou obeyed the call.' or still a loiterer been.'

Canst thou forget who first, on Calv'ry's height.

Lifted that glorious banner up on high,

W'liile heaven above was wrapped in starless night,

And earth, convulsed with horror, heard the cry,

Eli, Eli, lama sabacthani.'

Look back upon the hour, of grief and pain;

For THEE He came to suffer, and to die!

The blood he shed must be thy boon or bane,

Letconcience answer which! He hatli not died in

Christ died for all. But in that general debt

He bled to cancel—dost not thou partake.'

Is thine, too, blotted out.' Oh, do not set

Upon a doubtful issue such a stake !

Each faculty of soul and sense awake;
Trust not a general truth, which may be vain

To thee; but rather, for thy Saviour's sake,

And for thy own, some evidence attain:

For thee, indeed, he died—for thee hath risen aga!

Are thy locks white with many long-past years?

One more is dawning which thy last may be;

Art thou in middle age, by worldly fears

And hopes surrounded? set thy spirit free,

More awful fears, more glorious hopes to see.

Art thou in blooming youth? Thyself engage
To serve and honour Him who unto thee

Would be a guide and guard through life's first

stage.

Wisdom in manhood's strength, and greenness in c

BEAUTY OF TREES.

What can be more beautiful than trees? Their
lofty trunks, august in their simplicity, asserting, to

the most inc^iperienced eye, their infinite superiority

over the imitative pillars of man'.'« pride; their grace-

ful play of wide spreading branches, and all the de-

licate and glorious machinery of buds, leaves, flow-

ers and fruit, that, with more than magical effect,

burst from the naked and rigid twigs, with all the

rich, and heaven-breathing delectable odours, pure,

and fresh, and animating, pouring out spices and me-
dicinals, brilliant and unimaginably'varied colours

under essences; and making music, from the softest

and most melancholy under-tones to the full organ
peal of the tempest. We wonder not that tress have
been the admiration of men in all periods and na-
tions of the world. What is the richest country
without trees? What barren and monotonous spot

can they not convert into a paradise? Xer,xes, in

the midst of his most ambitious enterprise, stopped
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his vast armv to contemplate the beauty of a tree

—Cicero, from the throng, and exertion, and an.xiety

of the forum, was accustomed, Pliny tells us, to

steal forth to a grove of plane trees to refresh and
invigorate his spirit. In the Scapfean groves, the

same author adds, Thucydides was supposed to

have composed his noble histories. The Greek and
Roman classics, indeed, abound with expressions of
admiration of trees and woods, and with customs
which have originated in that admiration: but above
all, as the Bible surpasses, in the splendour and majes-

ty of its poetry, all books in the world; so is its syl-

van and arborescent imagery the most bold and
beautiful. Beneath some spreading trees are the an-

cient patriarchs revealed to us, silting in contempla-
tion, or receiving the visits of angels; and what a
calm and dignified picture of primeval life is present-

ed to our imagination at the mention of Deborah,
the wife of Dapidoth, judging the twelve tribes of

Israel, between Ramah and Bethel, in Mount Eph-
raim, beneath the palm tree of Deborah. The oaks
of Bashan, and the cedar of Lebanon, are but other

and better names for glory and power. The vine,

the olive, and the fig tree, are made imperishable

emblems of peace, plenty, and festivity. David in

his psalms, Solomon in his songs and proverbs, the

Prophets in the sublime outpourings of the awful
inspiration, and Christ in his parables, those most
beautiful and perfect of all allegories, luxuriate in

signs and similes drawn from the fair trees of the

east.

AVAR
" Can one who professes the peaceable doctrines

of the gospel be a soldier ? Shall he who is not to

revenge his own injuries be instrumental in bringing

others'to imprisonment and death?"

—

Terlullian.

The early Christian writers almost universally con-

demned war, whether offensive or defensive, as con-

trary to the known principles of their religion. Justin

the martyr, Tatian and Clement of Alexandria—men
who stood up against the dark idolatry of their gene-
ration—the giant leaders of their sect—denounced
warfare, as diametrically opposed to the pure pre-

cepts of their great Master. The names of Cyprian,

Origen, Lactantius, Ambrose, Chrysostom, and Ire-

ntpus, might be adduced in support of this doctrine.

They promulgated their pacific principles, at a time
when the world was convulsed with warfare—when
the earth was red with slaughter, and the heavens
were black with the smoke of desolation. Girded
with the strength of their Redeemer, and lifted above
fear, the words of Him who " spake as never man
spake'' were upon their lips, while the spear of the

R !gionary was levelled at their bosoms.
In the acts of Ruinart, are preserved many inter-

esting accounts of the testimony borne by the early

Christians against warfare—a testimony.which many
of them sealed with their blood. Among these was
a young convert of the name of Maximilian, who was
brought before the tribunal, in order to be enrolled

as a soldier. Dion, the proconsul, demanded his

name. " Why wouldst thou know my name?" he
returned, " I am a Christian, and cannot fight."

Dion ordered him to be enrolled, and bade the

officer mark him, but Maximilian refused to be mark-
ed, still asserting that he was a Christian. The ex-

asperated Roman turned fiercely towards him

—

" Bear arms, or thou shalt die." "I cannot fight,

if I die," calmly answered Maximilian.
" Maximilian," returned Dion, " take thy arms

and receive thy mark, or thou shalt suffer a misera-
ble death." " I shall not perish," replied Maximi-
lian, " My name is already enrolled with Christ, I

cannot fight."

The indignant warrior ordered his name to be
struck from the roll, and proceeded to pronounce
sentence of death upon the intrepid youtli. He met
his untimely fate with firmness and resignation.

Maj-cellus was a distinguished centurion in the
legion of Trajana. At a mihtary festival, when the
eyes of the multitude were upon him, he advanced
to the head of his legion, and throwing down his in-

signia of authority, declared in a loud voice that he
a Christian, and could fight no longer. He was
emned to death, and suffered in the hope of a

glorious immortality.

These instances of heroic firmness, and implicit

obedience to the doctrines of the gospel, occurred in

the purest age of Christianity, while it was yet un-
adulterated and fresh from the hands of its author.
During the first and second centuries there were no
Christian soldiers. Their sentiments were unani-
mous on this point, and they were openly taught, and
fearlessly maintained in the very face of military
domination—beneath the very eagles of the all-con-
quering Roman.

Sinews bought and sold.—Wo had the curiosity, a
day or two since, to look over the Milledgeville
(Georgia) Journal, of January 26, and to count the
number of negroes advertised in that paper. The
result was three hundred and sixty-nine persons adver-
tised/or sale in a single paper.

^ Most of them were
by sheriffs' sales. They were advertised promiscu-
ously with horses, swine, mules, asses, geese, sheep,
ic. There were also several advertisements of ne-
groes to let at auction, and some, of other property
offered in exchange for negroes.

—

Worcester iipy.

Rogers' cutlery estabUshmenl, at Sheffield, England.—Rogers' establishment for cutlery was, of course,
an object of curiosity. His finest articles are exhi-
bited for sale, in a large, well-furnished apartment,
fitted up in a style which would not discredit a draw-
ing room. Beneath a case at one end is a penknife,
with 1823 blades, and another at the opposite end,
little less formidable for the number of its bristling
points. Near by are also exhibited in a rosewood
case, a penknife of a perfect construction, less than
a quarter of an inch long, a pair of scissors of still

smaller dimensions, with a variety of other articles

which seem to have been the handy work of Lilliou-
tian artists. We afterwards visited the shops where
penknives, razors, &c. are manufactured. Penknives
are made by a very rapid process. A blade is forged
in about two minutes, but passes through a variety
of hands before the knife is ready for sale. The
whole amount of time, however, which is actually
expended in its construction, is very trifling. In
tempering, the workmen are directed by the colour
of the o.xyde, when the blade is taken from the wa-
ter. An orange colour is considered to indicate the
proper degree of hardness. If the crust on the blade
is blue, the temper is too soft ; if white, too hard.

—

Kotes ofa Trareller.
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Anecdote of Richard Jordan.

During one of the visits of that faithful minister,
the late William Williams, of Tennessee, to Phila-
delphia, whilst sitting at the house of the friend

where he lodged, a person present mentioned that
Richard Jordan had been silent for a considerable
length of time, in his own meeting for w-orship.
" Perhaps," said William, " he is making a convert."
On being asked for an explanation, he stated, that
during the time Richard Jordan and he resided near
each other, in North Carolina, a neighbour of theirs,

a man of note, conceived a great inclination to hear
Richard preach, and for this purpose attended seve-
ral first day meetings, but our friend was silent.

Well, thought the neighbour, Mr. Jordan only
preaches on week days ;—and on week days he
accordingly attended Friends' meeting; but Richard
remained sealed. This continued for several weeks,
until the neighbour found the desire of hearing that
faithful servant of his crucified Lord subside ; but
another work had been imperceptibly going on ; and
he now felt that he was not at liberty to neglect the
attendance of either first day or week day meetings;
and he became convinced of Friends' principles.
After the desire of hearing Richard had been suc-
ceeded by a willingness to listen to the "still small
voice," the seal was removed from the lips of that
dedicated servant, and he was permitted again vo-
cally to minister.

Never speak of religion for the sake of discourse
and entertainment, but for the purpose of piety.

Lady E. Brooke.
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FRAG.tlEXTS, NO. 14.

To defend the Society against the gross

abuse and repeated misrepresentations of

Francis Bugg, who had been a member about

twenty-five years, according to his own ac-

count, when he forsook the Society, and prov-

ed himself one of its bitterest enemies, this de-

claration, or creed, was drawn up by Friends,

and presented to the parliament. " We, whose

names are underwritten, being in Christian

society with the people commonly called Qua-

kers, do, in conscience, declare and certify all

persons concerned,
" 1 . That we sincerely believe and confess

that Jesus of Nazareth, who was born of the

virgin Mary, is the true Messiah, tiie very

Christ, -the Son of the living God, to whom all

his prophets gave witness. And we do high-

ly value his death, sufferings, works, offices,

and merits, for the redemption and salvation

of mankind, together with his laws, doctrines,

and ministry.

"2. That this very Christ of God, was and

is the Lamb of God that takes away the sins

of the world, who was slain, ivas dead, and is

alive, and lives for evermore, in his divine

eternal glory, dominion and power, with the

Father.

" 3. That the holy Scriptures of the old and

new Testament are of divine authority, as

being given by inspiration from God.
" 4. That magistracy or civil government is

God's ordinance, the good ends thereof being

for the punishment of evil doers, and praise of

them that do well.

" And we know of no other doctrine or

iple preached, maintained, or ever receiv-prni
_

ed among, or by us, since we were a people,

contrary to these before mentioned." Signed

in behalf of the said people, by Thomas Lower
and thirty-one others.

Thomas Briggs, a faithful minister of Jesus

Christ, was born in 1610, received the mes-

sage of George Fox about the year 1653, and

soon went forth himself preaching the light of

Christ as the immediate means of salvation,

and died in 1685. He displayed great firm-

ness and constancy in publishing the gospel

through the streets, assailed as he often was

by desperate mobs, who appeared determined

to destroy him. At one time he was knocked

down to the ground, and as he arose and turn-

ed his "cheek to the smiter," he struck him

in the mouth so that the blood gushed out.

Sometimes swords were drawn, and axes lift-

ed up against him; and, on one occasion, the

rude people combined to throw him oft' a

bridge which he had to pass, but were frus-

trate'd. He believed it to be his duty to pay a

visit to L Clapham, a noted opponent of

Friends; on approaching the house, Clapham,

without speaking to him, set his dog upon

him; but the dog, more kind than his master,

refused to do him any injury. On declining to

take an oath about the time the fifth monarchy

men rose in London, he was immured in a

dungeon at Shrewsbury ten weeks, having no-

thing to lie on but a little pea straw. Just

before the proclamation of the king for the

liberation of Friends, lie had an impression

that his release was at liand, and on being

kcd one day by the justice if he would pro-

mise never to take up arms against the king,

Thomas replied that he was come to the end

of all wars, according to the prophet Isaiah's

testimony ; the justice bid him go and get as

into that mind as he could. At Here-

fordshire, the priest induced the soldiers to

break up the meeting, who came while he was
n prayer, and commanding him to desist, they

put a pistol to his breast ; but disregarding

their threats, he continued praying till they

stopped him by thrusting a pair of gloves into

his mouth ; they then took him and seve-

ral of his friends to prison, where they were
confined twelve weeks. Where are the suc-

cessors of that devoted people, who loved not

their lives unto death, and esteemed reproach

and suflFering for the cause of Christ, greater

riches than all the treasures of this fading

world ? With them, religion, and the fulfil-

ment of its obligations, was the chief business

of life; but, alas ! with too many now who seem
to revere their name and character, the case

is quite reversed; the world with its riches and

enjoyments constitute the principal object of

pursuit, while religion seems to be scarcely

thought of, or attended to more than once or

twice a week.
Thomas Chalkley. " So I went to my call-

ing, and got a little money, (a little being

enough,) which I was made willing to spend

freely in the work and service of my great

Master, Christ Jesus. And about this time I

was concerned to travel in the north of Eng-
land and part of Scotland, which I did in that

ability God gave me ; and that dispensation

which I had freely received, I freely handed

forth to the people, devoting my strength and
time to serve Him that had done so much for

me ; and I had the satisfaction to find divers

confessing the truth, as it is in Jesus." At
Edinburgh, he says, they held their meeting in

the street. Friends being locked out of their

house. A great number of people attended,

of which the provost was informed, when he

ordered the key to be given to them, saying,

the Quakers would do more hurt out of

doors than within."

Charles Marshall. The following letter,

which has been preserved in manuscript, ap-

pears to have been written by C. M. to Tho-
mas Chalkley while he was in this journev into

Scotland. "London, 13th of 9th mo. 1697.

Deare friend, In my Father's tender love, is

the salutation of my deare love unto thee,

greately and fervently desireing tiiy welfare

every way, perticularly the Lord's being with

thee in the opening of his pure love, life, and

heavenly wisdom, in thy travill and labours

among the children of men. And now that

above all things, that thy eye be single to the

Lord God Almighty, feeling his emptying and
filling poure, and his every day furnishing thee

for the work of the day ; depending upon the

word of life, and its giveing words upon all

occasions; and go forth in its orderings, and

see its arisings and scatterings all clouds, dif-

ficulties, and appearing exercising things.

And here was my preservation in the times of

deep travills in a cloudy day; and many time

the Lord took away strength from me. and

stri])ped mc to exceeding great impoverish-

menl, and hid his iace, withdre.v his poure,
when groat numbers of people were before me.
t then waited on him, and cried in spirit in

deep distress, and he then appeared, and filled

my soul as in a moment—his glory shined, his

word as a ficr and a hammer operated ; the

rocks were rent, and the souls of many deeply
aff'ected, and many gathered to God. And I

was led to admire the way of my soul's belov-

ed, and when many were astonished, others

leeply overcome with love and aff'cction, I

saw it my way to return into humility and a
deep sense of the love of my heavenly Father,

and here I was preserved out of the several

snares that attend young travellers, for seve-

rall have been hurt by endeavouring to furnish

themselves, and gird themselves, and deck
themselves with the Lord's Jewells, and so

have not grown skilful in the word of life.

My soul desires that the God of my life may
give thee a clear judgment in these 'ajid all

tilings, and preserve over the aflicctionate part
''

that have harmed several; that strong in the

Lord and in the power of his might, thou

may travel every day, encouraged with hia

goodness, and helped by the spring.'of'tfie wis-

dom that is from above; that thou mayst see

the travail of thy soul amongfe those thou tra-

vels, and the greate name of the Lord honour-

ed, is the breathing and supplication of thy

tender friend and brother, C. Marshall.

P. S. I have had several bright and glorious

meetings in this city since the yearly meeting."

William Penn. " The two pastors and the

doctor came with us a field's length when we
took wagon; and the chiefest of them took oc-

casion to ask me, if the truth rose not first

amongst a poor, illiterate, and simple sort of

people. I told him, yes, that was our com-
fort, and that we owed it not to the learning

of this world. '• Then," said he, " let not the

learning of this world be used to defend that

which the spirit of God hath brought forth;

for scholars now coming amongst you, will be

apt to mix school learning amongst your

simpler and purer language, and thereby ob-

scure the brightness of the testimony."

—

Tra-

vels in Holland.

Richard Davis. " I had several exercises

this year, 1682, in London, both from false

brethren and otherwise. Once I was at the

Bull and Mouth meeting, and there were in

the gallery several troublesome people, and

none of our ministering brethren in true unity

with us but George Whitehead and William

Gibson. The gallery being pretty full, one

of them seemed to strive to keep me out, and

our friends George Whitehead and William

Gibson perceiving it, made way for me to come
up to them: another of them had been speak-

ing long in the meeting, and had made many
weary of him.

I was under great concern in my spirit for

the honour and exaltation of the name of the

Lord and his truth, and ihe ease of many that

were under weights and burthens
;

yet for

quietness sake, I silently bore the weight and

exercise that was upon me, till he had done.

Then my mouth was opened in the name
and power of God, who had compassion on

his afflicted seed, and caused the light and
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life of his countenance to overshadow the

meeting, to tlie comfort and great satisfaction

of the fliithful. 1 was made to detect thefalse
doctrine, which one of them had declared to

the people, viz. that the children of God
destroyed for want of knowledge. I told the

people, that tiie children of God in these days,

were the children of the new covenajit, and the

covenant that he makes with tliem is, that they

shall know him from the least to the greatest; and
the true knowledge ofGod to his people in these

days, is life eternal, John xvii. 2. Though Israel

of old were destroyed for want of knowledge,
because they forgot tlie God of their fathers,

that brought them out of the land of Egypt
and out of the house of bondage, insomuch
that the Lord complained of them, and said,

the ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his mas
ter's crib, but my people know not me ; and
elsewhere, they have forgotten me davs with-

out number. These were those apostates, that

the Lord complained, had committed two
evils ; they had forsaken him, the fountain of
living waters, and hewed them out cisterns,

broken cisterns, that could hold no water.
These were such as the apostle said, when they

knew God, they glorified him not as God, nei-

ther were thankful ; but became vain in their

imaginations, and their foolish heart was dark-
ened : for this cause God gave them up unto
vile afTections, and a reprobate mind. And
the apostates in our days, said I, have forsot
the God that first made them acquainted in

measure with him
; so having lost the sense of

his goodness, have separated themselves from
the love and unity of the brethren, but the
children of God, who are faithful to the mea-
sures of the grace of God in themselves, know
it to be their teacher and leader into all truth.

These are not destroyed for want of knowledge,
though the world knows him not. There are
apostates in our age, who have lost the true
knowledge ofhim ; but the saints in light have and
remain in the true knowledge of him, beino-

guided by the spirit of truth,'whom the world
cannot receive, because it seeth him not, nei-

ther knoweth him, but ye know him, for he
dwelleth with you, and shall be in vou. John,
xiv. 17.

The meetings of our early Friends were of-

ten disturbed by a " troublesome people" who
had apostatized from the faith which they once
professed—who thrust themselves into their

galleries and assumed the sacred office of
preachers, and treated with contempt the
faithful ministers in the society. But as Friends
kept to the foundation wliich had sustained
them through the storms of persecution, hav-
ing their trust in the Lord, they experienced
his divine presence in their reverent approach-
es before him, strengthening them to endure
patiently the trials to which they were subject-

ed by false brethren, and to bear a decided
testimony to the truth as it is in Jesus. It is

by repairing to the same immutable rock, that

those of like precious faith will witness the

arms of their hands made strong for the work
of this day of revolt, and their hearts replenish-

ed with a measure of that love in which the
Son and sent of the Father came to seek and to

save that which was lost. Many have been
driven from the fold in a cloudy and dark day.
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and it is not only the duty, but the highest
honourofthe Christian as a delegated shepherd
to labour to bring back that which has wan-
dered, and to restore that' which was turned
out of the right way.

FOR THE FRIEN

It gives us pleasure to insert the following

statement, from the thirteenth number of the
Miscellaneous Repository. We knew that the

account contained in Gould's Advocate was
falsehood, as soon as we saw it ; for we had
conversation with Henry Crew, the companion
of E. Bates, immediately after their return from
New England yearly meeting, and he related
to us the facts which are detailed in the sub
joined account. When men can so shame-
lessly disregard the truth, as the author of
Gould's essay has done, and with the design
of injuring the reputation of an innocent man,
no character, however unsullied, is secure
against their attempts. Every principle of
justice and honour is sacrificed to the further

ance of their purposes, and nothing short of
the terrors of the law is sufficient to restrain

them. It is certainly a singular exhibition of
hardihood in assertion, when the writer of the

essay states that his account of expenses had
been '^fiithfidli/ extracted from the treasurer's

book." Suchfaith as this is but another name
for the most flagrant injustice.

There is another item in the account, which
manifests a destitution of good principle not
less loathsome. It is a charge against Anna
Braithwaite, for conveying her from New York
to Burlington. It is thus stated :

—

" I. Wright and R. P., in company with
Isaac Steplienson and Anna Braithwaite, §46 48."

In the first place, it will be proper to state,

that Isaac Stephenson did not come to Phila-

delphia with Anna Braithwaite ; the charge,
therefore, as relates to him, is utterly ground-
less. Anna Braithwaite, soon after her first

arrival from England, wished to come from
New York to Philadelphia. Stephen Grellet,

who was then in New York, and about return-
ing to Burlington, offered to accompany her.

The proposal was particularly agreealsle to

A. B., as they had been acquainted in Eng-
land. But Isaac Wright, with whom she made
her home, was not willing she should come
with him, and as he and his wife proposed
making a visit to Burlington for their own
gratification, they accordingly brought her in

their carriage. R. P., who was also goins; to

rlington on a visit, conveyed her companion,
Sarah Sutton, in his chaise. The whole affair

was managed by the Hicksites themselves, to

gratify their own humour and answer their

own purposes. Bills to the amount stated

{%i& 48) for the expenses incurred, were af-

terwards presented and paid from the trea-

sury of the yearly meeting. It would seem
as though they had charged for the hire of
their carriages and horses, for we cannot con-
ceive how such a sum could be expended in

travelling a distance of about sixty miles. We
are at a loss to understand, moreover, on what
principles of justice they could demand or re-

ceive any thing from the treasury of Society,

inasmuch as their going in company with her

was for their own accommodation and not hers.

Anna Braithwaite and her companion could
have gone to Burlington, quite as comfortably
and pleasantly, for less than ten dollars. There
cannot easily be imagined any thing more des-

picable than the publication of these pretended
accounts of expenses. There is something so

contemptible in it, that every man who pos-
sesses any sense of honour would turn from
it with disgust ; but when, in addition to this,

we reflect, that absolute falsehood is coupled
with its meanness, we cannot but pity the
advocates of a cause which requires such
degrading expedients to uphold it.

P. F.

STATEMENT CORRECTED.
In Gould's Advocate for the present year, p. 103,

I find a bill of expenses charged to English Friends
and others, as having been drawn from the treasury
of New York yearly meeting. Of this statement I

do not pretend to have any personal knowledge, ex-
cept one item, which is as follows

:

"Elisha Bates, suit of clothes, $51 63."

And the account is said to be ''faiihfulii/ extracted
from the treasurer's book."

In reply to this, I am bold to stale explicitly and
positively, that I never received one single article of
clothing, or one single cent of money from the trea-
sury of New York yearly meeting, and I challenge
the whole host of Hicksites to prove the contrary.
There were, however, some circumstances which oc-
curred while I was in that section of the country,
which, by a common Hicksite operation, may have
been converted into this item.

When I was on that journey, in 1826, I was pre-
pared to pay my own expenses, and wished to do it.

My outfit was entirely my own, and derived from my
own resources. The carriage was my own, built

principally by my own hands, and one of the horses
was mine ; the other belonged to my companion.
The harness for both belonged entirely to me.
When we reached New York, Friends sent our

carriage and horses to their livery stable, wliich we
understood was the usage there. The usage in

Mount Pleasant and its neighbourhood is, for Friends
to take care of the horses of ministers who visit them.
I do this myself, and I had no objections to its being
done in the case of our horses, nor any wish that it

should be, but was willing that the common usage
should be observed. My companion, (Henry Crew,)
attended to our bills, and I left it to him to attend to

this, and believe that Friends did not suffer him to

pay the expense of our horses while in the city.

We took our passage for Providence in a steam
boat. In company were two persons, one of whom

called Orthodox and the other a Hicksite, and
both are since deceased. When H. Crew went to

pay our passage, these two persons interposed, and
told him they would pay it. To this he objected

—

"

' we were prepared to pay our own expenses, and
wished to do it, and went on to take the money out
f his pocket to pay it. The two individuals above

alluded to became more positive that he should not
pay it; and the Hicksite, I understood, took hold of
my companion to stop him, and both concurred in

telling the ofiieer of the steam boat not to receive it

from him. Here there was no alternative, and he
to submit, though witli remonstrances against
On our return from Newport to New York, the
2 two persons were passengers, and in a similar

manner prevented Henry Crew from paying our pass-

!, which he again insisted to do.

n regard to these several transactions, I was not
present, and knew nothing of them till they were

. Though the other manifested all the kindness
and attention that could be desired, yet in these mat-
ters of expense the Hicksite was the most active.

He attended, I think, principally, if not exclusively,
to the horses, and when we were about leaving the
city, he requested to ride with me to the ferry. I

had no idea that he had any other object in view
than conversation on the subject of the division then

its progress. When we came to the wharf our
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horses took some fright, and while myself and com-

panion were attending to them, he stepped forward

and paid our ferriage, wliich I believe was seventy-

five cents. When H. Crew was at hberty, he went

to pay it, but found it done, as he afterwards

told me, for my impression at the time was, that

this individual went forward merely to make way for

our carriage to go on the boat. But whether these

several expenses were paid by them as individuals,

or as servants of the meeting, was altogether a mat-

ter of conjecture, for 1 never had one word of con-

versation (that I recollect) with either of them on

the subject.

Such is a full history of the events. I have been

minute in the detail, and leave it to the reader to

determine how far any man can be secure from re-

proach, if such circumstances as these can be ma-
nufactured into instruments of disgrace.

As to the suit of clothes, it is from beginning to

end a downright fabrication. There is not one syl-

lable of truth in it.

Such is the accuracy of Gould's " Advocate for

Trulk," even when they profess to take e.\act copies

from records.

From E. Bates's Miscellaneous Repository.

NATURAL RELIGIOX.

Natural religion, which is another name for

deism, professes a behef in one God; who cre-

ated all things, and upholds and governs all

things.

ft professes a hope in happiness after this

life: that tliose whose lives have been spent in

doing good, and endeavouring to make their

fellow mortals happy, will be happy hereafter;

and that the very wicked will meet with some
punishment ; and that the practice of doing

good to our fellow creatures is the only way of

serving the Creator.

It is founded on the hypothesis, that the

visible creation is the only revelation of God
to man, and that it reveals all that is necessary

for man to know.

I believe that I shall not be charged with

doing injustice to natural religion in the state-

ment I have made of the principles assumed

by its professors.

It stands opposed to the Christian religion

in denying the divinity of Christ, the propitia-

tory nature of his death, and in rejecting the

doctrine of the fallen condition of man. It de-

nies the authority of the Scriptures, as having

been given by divine inspiration; not because

such a revelation can be said to be impossible,

but because they suppose it to be unnecessary

;

and further, that the testimony of the Scrip-

tures, if admitted, would establish the Chris-

tian religion.

I propose to examine this system, and show,

that while Christianity is rejected on account

of supposed difficulties in it, this natural reli-

gion has difficulties altogether insuperable.

In the first place, I assert, that, on their own
principles, they cannot maintain one single

article of-:tlieir belief I will begin with their

first article, that there is ONE GOD. Let
It be remembered as we go along, that I do
not, in the slightest degree, call in question

any article of Christian belief, nor suggest the

idea of any difficulty in maintaining them on
Christian principles. I am merely showing
that infidelity is involved in inextricable diffi-

culties on its own principles.

How, I ask, do they prove there is one God?
I am aware that the answer is at hand—the

evidence of Deity in the visible creation, is

clear that there was a designing first cause,

as tiie existence of a watcii is undeniable evi-

dence that there must have been a watch
maker. Very well. We admit that the visible

creation is an undeniable evidence that it must
have been created. This evidence is confirm-

ed by divine revelation, through the medium
of which we believe there is but one God. But
how does the professor of natural religion

prove that tlicre is but one? The example of

the watch Mill answer him no ])urpose ; for

every one knows, that knows any thing about
it, that a watch is not made by one individual,

but many. When we trace the watch back
to its crude materials, as they are found in a

state of nature, and the preparation of the sil-

ver, the brass, the steel, &c. from the respec-

tive ores, the various mechanical operations

upon these, to bring them into a fitness for the

several parts of tiie watch, the making of these

several parts, and finally, the putting of all to

gether, we shall find an immense number of

hands employed in the work.

Will the deist say that the harmony and
agreement in the diflerent parts of the visible

creation show a unity of design, and therefore

that there could have been but one Creator
I answer, are not the different parts of a watc
adapted to each other .' Yet we know that

it was made not by one individual, but many.
Here it must be evident, that if man had nc

otlier testimony than that of the visible creation

he must have been in the same uncertainty in

regard to the number of deities, that involved

the ancient pagan nations. It is revelation

that teaches that there is but one God. The
deist cannot prove this first article of his creed,

without giving up tlie principle on which he
sets out to support his whole system.

But I will pass on to the next article of his

behef—That this one Creator upholds and
governs all things.

Having failed to support his first article, the

second must follow the same fate. But waiv-

ing this dtfticulty, and taking the article now
before us on original ground, 1 demand the

proof by which it is maintained.

The answer probably will be. tiiat the won-
derful order in which the universe is preserved

in its various grand operations, proves that

there must be a superintending power. We
believe this, on the authority of those revela-

tions which God has made to man ; but we
ask, how this is proved by the visible creation ?

Admit that the universe is a magnificent ma-
chine, the deist has not proved that it had
only one Creator. But admit this fact, to

help him out of the present difliculty, and how-
will it prove that the Creator is the superin-

tendant of the creation ? Do those who make
machines always superintend them, to keep
them in operation ? Do they not pass into

other hands, by whom their operations are su-

perintended? Is it not so with the watch ? Were
the watch to continue in the hands of the

watch maker, the very purposes for which it

was made would be defeated. We believe

that He by whom the worlds were made, still

upholds all things by the word of his power.
But this is a doctrine of divine revelation: the

professors of natural religion cannot prove it.

{To be continued.)

Married, on tifth day, the 9th inst. at Friend
celing near Darby, TnoMAS P. Coi'E to Elizabei

, on tlie same day, at Friends' meeting.
Mulberry Street, Alexanuer Dirkin to Deborah
Tavlok.

DIED,

On first day, the 29th of last month, at Butter-
nuts, state of New York, Ha.n.naii Pearsall, wife
of Joseph Pearsall, aged ninety years.

This aged Friend was for many years a member
and worthy elder of the Society of Friends in the
city of New York, and through the course of a long
life manifested, by her daily walk, a bright example
ofthe Christian virtues, enduring with much fortitude

and resignation many severe and trying dispensa-

tions. For several years previous to her death, she

was unable to attend religious meetings, or take an
active part in the concerns of Society; yet she mani-
fested a lively exercise for the prosperity of Zion,

and a firm behef in the doctrines of Christianity, as

professed by our early Friends. Several months
previous to her close, she often expressed great con-

cern, that Friends might stand steadfast and im-
moveable in the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, in

this day of revolt from the precious testimonies, and
hope of the gospel, through the mediation and in-

tercession of a crucified Redeemer. She died as she

had lived, in the hope of a blessed immortality

through our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.

On the morning ofthe 30th of last month, at Bur-
lington, in the state of N. York, Richard Emerson,-
an approved minister in tlie Society of Friends, aged
about sixty years. The removal of this our beloved

friend from works to rewards, will be very sensibly

felt in the circle of his friends and acquaintance.

He possessed a meek and quiet spirit, and was zeal-

ously engaged, in the latter part of his life, to warn
his brethren against the workings of that spirit that

would destroy a belief in Jesus as the Christ, and
lead its votaries to consider him nothing more than

the Jewish Messiah. He was at times much de-

pressed on account of the schism produced in the

society by the introduction of anti-christian doc-

trines, more particularly as a Ccw ofthe members of

the meeting where he resided joined the separatists :

some of whom lie had heard speak_againstthe propi-

tiatory sacrifice of Jesus Christ upon the cross, say-

ing to some Friends, that called to see him a few
days before his decease, " what will these poor de-

luded people do in the end ?" He was favoured to re-

tain his faculties to the last, and a few hours before

his close supplicated that this might be his last ill-

ness, yet centered in resignation to the divine will :

Death to him had no terror, nor the grave any vic-

tory. As he lived, so he died, in the hope of joining

the innumerable company of angels, and the spirits

ofjust men made perfect, through the mediation and

intercession of Christ Jesus our Lord.

On the 2d inst. at Concord, N. Hampshire, Phebe
HuTcniNS, wife of Levi Hutchins, a worthy member
in the Society of Friends, aged sixty-four years.

She manifested, through a long series of years, that

her faith was built on the Immulable rock of ages,

Christ Jesus ; and her death evinced with what com-
posure and peace a Christian can die. She sup-

plicated for an easy passage out of life, which was
so remarkably granted her, that those who stood by

her bedside could scarcely discover when her happy
spirit took its flight.

There is more pleasure in the peace of a

good conscience, in the well-grounded hope

that our sins are pardoned, in serving God,

and in the expectation of eternal life, than in

all the pleasures in the world.

Countess of Wanvick.
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Religion, whicli is an acquaintance with
God in spirit, is tlie noblest principle which
man is cnpable of. But the activity and ener-

gy of it are not at man's command. We are to

be quiet, passive, and not seek to stir up our
beloved till he please. Let us abide at home
(in the house) till intelligence arrives that the

Master is come, and calleth for us. Men. will

ing, and running of themselves, after the know
ledge of religion, as they do after discovorie!

in natural science, bewilder themselves, and
effect nothing that is profitable. Patiently
wait, and quietly hope, is the lesson which we
should learn. How dry and like ashes our
minds are, when the flame of religion (I me
the active present virtue of it) is extinct.

Richard Shaclieton.

TZSS FHIESfS.

FOURTH MONTH, 18, 1829.

In the discharge of our editorial duties, we
have often felt inclined to appeal to the sym-
pathy and candour of our readers. Let any
one look at the variety of objects aimed at by
" The Friend,"' and then reflect how impossi-

ble it is to comprise even a small portion of
them in a single sheet of paper, and he will

perceive, that, in order to fulfil our design with

any sort of credit, we must perform a kind of
circuit through our territory

; that, to please

the various and opposite tastes ofour subscrib-

ers, there must be a variety in our bill of fare,

which will unavoidably aflect the character of
each number, so that our readers must not ex-

pect to be equally pleased and interested in

every one that is issued. Something, we trust,

is published every week, of general interest

;

but to-day we must seek more particularly to

please the young, and to-morrow the old '; at

one time the learned and the grave, and at

another the cheerful and the gay. Provided
we keep the great interests of virtue and reli-

gion steadily in view, and do not forget the

immediate object and end of our editorial ca-

reer—the interests and prosperity of the So-
ciety of Friends, we think this alternation of
subject not merely allowable, but beneficial

and desirable. It enables us to place before
our readers more elaborate dissertations upon
literary and scientific topics, than it would be
in our power to give, were we to attempt to

comprise, in the pages of a single number, all

that variety of the useful and agreeable which
we flatter ourselves the series of " The Friend"'
exhibits. Thus the paper gains in solid worth
what It loses in mere liveliness. They who
find much of the subject matter of to-day un-
interesting, will have their taste gratified, we
trust, in the next ; and those who are disposed
to be hypercritical, must remember, that the
taste and opinions of several thousand readers
are to be gratified and respected.

At this period of general assemblage, we are
naturally led to review the course we have
pursued, and to look forward to that which
we have marked for the future—to anticipate
the questions and suggestions of our friends,

and to solicit anew their aid, both in extendJmr
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the circulation of our paper and rendering it

contents more useful and interesting.

In looking back upon the past, we find the

most remarkable circumstance to be the un
expected circulation of the paper. The first

number was put to press before a single sub-

scriber had been obtained, and amidst the

doubts and discouragements of some of our
most valued and intimate friends. None of
the ordinary arts of bookselling have been
used—the paper was sufl'ered to work its own
way, and the subscription list has risen steadily

yet rapidly, to its present number, and conti-

nues to rise at a scarcely diminished rate,

We do not attribute this wide popularity to

any particular merit of our own. The e

gencies of Society needed such a medium
communication. Rumour, with her hundred
tongues, was abroad. The simplest transac

tions were misrepresented—the characters of
those who stood firm in the cause were tra

duced—and, before the falsehood could be
detected and refuted, the mischief was done,
the seeds of jealousy were sown, and the 1

ings of distant friends alienated. Often the

truth was never told till the ear had become
deaf through prejudice, and then was told in

vain. The appearance of " The Friend"
dissipated these evil jealousies like morning
shadows

; those which it did not destroy, it

rendered in great measure harmless. It has

enabled truth for once to out-travel falsehood
;

it has furnished a medium, through which one
part of the Society is profited by the suff"erings

and example of another—by means of which
a quick circulation of knowledge and feeling

is maintained throughout the body at large.

Our views of its usefulness, however, are far

from being limited to its influence in the all-

engrossing subject of the present controversy.

We wish to make " The Friend" the medium
through which the members of our religious

Society shall become better acquainted with

the characters and writings of our predeces-

sors—with the genius and tendency of our
institutions. The voluminous publications of

the founders of the Society are inaccessible

to a large portion of its present members.
!Many of them are only to be found in a (ew
libraries. It is our desire to appropriate a

still larger portion of our paper to selections

from and notices of these works than has hi-

therto been done. We have the promise also,

on which we rely, of a series of biographical

notices of our early Friends, which will enable
us to throw betbre our readers in perhaps a
new shape a large portion of historical inform-
ation, illustrating the rise and progress of the

Society.

When we reflect upon the recent convulsions
which have shaken us like an earthquake, we
must be struck with the reflection that a schism
of the very peculiar character which this has
assumed, could never have rent a people among
whom existed a general acquaintance with
those external and historical proofs upon which
the authenticity of Scripture rests, no less than

upon its internal evidence. Had the great

body of the people who have separated from
us, been properly informed on this subject,

they would never have swallowed the gross

deceptions which have been practised upon

their understandings. The external evidences
and the historical illustrations of Scripture
truth will therefore be made to occupy a large
space in our columns. We wish to promote
a spirit of sober and earnest inquiry upon all

these points ; we wish to see the members of
our Society, not merely living under the bless-

ed influences of the Spirit of Truth, but armed
for the holy controversy against infidelity, able
to give a reason for the hope that is in them,
and to combat and overcome the sceptic on
his own ground. In the present day of uni-

versal education, and of knowledge—more su-

perficial than solid—more various than exact
—a day in which the human mind seems to

be tasking itself to outdo all that has ever
before been done, in every kind of good and
of evil, of folly and extravagance, the cha-
racter with whicli our fondest wishes for the

welfare of the Society would invest it, is that

its members should be solidly educated, tho-

roughly taught whatever they attempt to learn,

that their minds should be imbued with the

principles and the testimonies which we have
to bear from their early youth—that we should,

as a people, keep pace in solid learning with
the improvements of the age—that the bless-

ing for which Agur prayed might be dispensed
unto them in temporal, and a faithful and obe-
dient heart, according to knowledge, be vouch-
safed in spiritual things.

The yearly meeting of the new society of
Hicksites, which has been holding in this city

during the present week, had not closed when
this paper went to press.

We understand that not much of importance
has been done. The proposal for a change in

the discipline, relative to the appointment of
elders, was under consideration ; but we are
not yet enabled to state positively the result.

The meeting was decidedly smaller than the

one held by them last year. We believe that

the men's meeting did not consist at any time
of more than five hundred persons of all ages.

It is not a little remarkable, that the meeting
held by the Hicksites in the tenth month, 1827,
was larger than any of the subsequent ones

;

and we venture to predict, that they will con-
tinue to decline both in numbers and interest.

Men who associate without any bond of com-
mon interest or religious principle, from the

mere impulse of party spirit, cannot long re-

main a united or harmonious body. And as

nothing but the love of religion and the prac-

tical exercise of it can possibly preserve any
religious community from falling to decay, so,

we apprehend, the new society will soon find

that they lack those essential requisites, to

ensure permanency and the benefits to be
derived from social worship.

The yearly meeting of Friends, for Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, &:c., commences at

the usual place, the meeting house on Mul-
berry street, on second day next, the 20th
instant. The meeting of ministers and elders,

to-day.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE HEBREWS.
The remarkable prophecy of Isaiah xliv. v

28, and xlv. 1. 13, compared with the expres

sions in the edict of Cyrus, "• Jehovah, the

God of heaven, hath given me all the king-

doms of the earth, and hath charged me to

build him a house at Jerusalem, which is in

Judea," leads us very forcibly to the belief that

Cyrus had been made acquainted with the pro-

phecies concerning him, which, indeed, would
very probably have been done by Daniel, who
was a person of much consequence in Baby-
lon, and who desired so earnestly the termina-

tion of the captivity. The manifest super-

natural knowledge evinced by these predic-

tions, which were pronounced long before his

birth, probably induced this monarch to dis-

play the amazing liberality which he did. He
delivered to the exiles, who were about to re-

turn in consequence of his invitation, five thou-

sand four hundred sacred vessels of gold and
silver, which had been carried away from Je-

rusalem. He prescribed the size of the temple,

and directed that the expense of its erection

should be defrayed from the royal treasury.

The first caravan consisted of about fifty

thousand persons including servants, and un-

der the direction of Zerubabel. Travelling

slowly, they arrived, after a journey of four

months, in their own country, precisely at the

termination of the seventieth year of the capti-

vity.

As the invitation of Cyrus to build the

temple at Jerusalem was directed to all the

people of Jehovah, and proclaimed throughout
the Persian empire, it is probable that some of
the ten tribes, who had retained their religion,

returned also to Palestine ; and, in fact, the

history of late periods mentions Israelites as

settled in Galilee and Perea before the time of
Christ. But since many of the tribe of Judah
had preferred to remain in the land of their

exile, it is reasonable to suppose that still

greater numbers of the Israelites, who had
lived in those countries two hundred years
longer, would have felt little inclination to ex-

change the happiness they there enjoyed for

the prospect of an uncertain good in Palestine.

The jealousy between Israel and Judah had
now ceased, according to the predictions of

the [)rophets; thus the stragglers who ret

of the former nation reachly became an
mated with the greater numbers of the tribeof
Judah, and they were thenceforth known by
the common appellation of Jews.
Numerous caravans took possession of the

country, built towns and villages, and raised a

city upon the ruins of their ancient capital. At
the feast of the tabernacles, the whole colony
assembled at Jerusalem, erected an altar

among the rubbish of their ancient temple, and
resumed their customary sacrifices. In the

second month of the second year after their

return, by voluntary contributions they laid the

foundation of the house of God with great so-

lemnity. Joyful as this occasion was to the

younger colonists, in the midst of the tumuh
of their joy, the elder people, who had seen
the glory of Solomon's temple, were heard
weeping as loudly, for they perceived, from the

very commencement of the work, that this edi-

fice could be neither so large, nor so magnifi-

cent as the former.* The work, too, was
carried on under great discouragements, and
their neighbours of Samaria threw such ob
stacles in their way, that the people wen
soon wearied out.

Several years elapsed, during which the

work was suspended, the Jews pretending that

the time to build the temple had not come, be-

cause sixty-seven years only had elapsed since

its destruction, and they would reckon the pe-

riod at seventy years, according to the dura-
tion of their captivity, while they were creating
splendid dwellings for themselves. There ap-

peared therefore two prophets, Haggai and
Zechariah, who urged the divine commands so
powerfully upon the governor, the high priest,

and the people, that the work was once more
resumed.

During a period of fifty-eight years, the co-

lony seems never to have been in a very flour-

ishing condition; the administration of justice

was particularly defective, and neither civil

nor religious institutions were firmly establish-

ed. The temple, however, was completed,
and joyfully consecrated with festive solemni-
ties, 515 years before Christ.

It appears probable that the Artaxerxes of

* The passage in Hag-arai ii. 3. that the latter
temple should be as nothing in comparison of the
first, may be understood as referring less to its size
than to those extraordinary marks of divine favour
which were deficient in the second temple. The Jews
reclion them up in these five particulars :— t. The
ark of the covenant and the mercy seat. 2. The
Shekinah, or divine presence. 3. The Urim and
Tlminmim. 4. The holy fire upon the altar. 5. The
:pirit of prophecy; for after the death of Haggai, Ze-
liariah and _Malachi, who prophesied after the build-
ng of the second temple, the prophetic spirit ceased

period when the Lord came to his
tempi ; more glori ! appearance.

Ezra, and the Ahasuerus of Esther, are names
of Xerxes I. of Persia. In the seventh year
of his reign, this king had made Mordecai, the

Jew, his prime minister, and Esther, the Jew-
ess, his queen. About tlie same period of his

reign, permission was again given to the Jews
to emigrate to Judea. The priest Ezra, a
celebrated scribe, was appointed governor,
with very full powers; and lie was authorized
to require funds from (he managers of the re-

venue, as well as wheat, wine, and oil, that

the sacrifice might be legally and regularly of-

fered, " that the wrath of heaven should not
be against the realm of the king and of his

sons."

Although exemption from tribute was se-

cured to the Levites who would emigrate to
Judea, yet none of that tribe were found in

the caravan which assembled in Babylonia,
and it was with difficulty Ezra induced two
families of priests to accompany him. The
caravan consisted of about six thousand per-
sons, which, after a journey of three months
and a half, arrived at Jerusalem, and deposited
the donations they had received for it.

Ezra collected together all the sacred books
of the nation which were then extant, dispos-

ed of them in their proper order, and settled

the canon of Scripture for his time. From
the collation of various copies, he corrected
the errors which had crept in through the ne-
gligence or mistakes of transcribers, and the
division of the text into verses is generally
ascribed to him. This was done for the con-
venience of the Targumists, or Chaldean inter-

preters ; for after the Hebrew language had
ceased to be the common dialect of the Jews,
which was the case after the captivity, the law
was publicly read, first in the Hebrew, and
then rendered by an interpreter into the Chal-
dee, that all might fully understand it; and this

was done by periods, for the more ready and
accurate translation of every portion. The
division of the Scriptures into chapters is of
more recent date.

{To be continued.-)
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SACRED GEOGRAPHY.
There is a portion of Asia, of comparative-

ly small extent, which has been regarded by
the most enlightened people of all ages with

filial fondness or enthusiastic veneration.

Universal tradition, no less than divine re-

lation, having fixed this territory as the

birth place of our species, that instinctive at-

tachment to the place of nativity, which hal-

ows some particular spot of earth in the eyes
of each individual, concentrates, towards that

portion to which we have reference, the uni-

versal regard and veneration of mankind.
Who is there, amongst the believers in sacred
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history, but must feci deep interest in the

present physical and moral condition of the

land of the Chaldees and of the Hebrews .'

There was the garden of Eden. There were
the dwelling places of that fallen, impious race,

whose crimes caused the " windows of heaven"
to be opened, and " the fountains of the great

deep to be broken up," for the punishment of

their rebellion. There was the seat of the

second father of the human family—the plain

of Babel—the primitive kingdom of the mighty

hunter, and the land of the faithful Abraham.
But to confine ourselves within narrower geo-

graphical limits—where is the land whose

moral history is so fraught with holy themes,

with lofty achievements, with deep pathos .'

—

Where is the land whose physical surface

presents to tiie traveller such sacred places as

the plains, and mountains, and valleys of Pa-

lestine ?

This land, and the deserts which surround
it, have witnessed the greatest and the most
awful events which have influenced and deter-

mined the destinies of the human race.

The actual visible presence of the Almighty
Jehovah in the pillar of fire, in the moving
cloud, in the awful thunders and lightnings, in

the darkness and gloom, in the threatening

voice of trumpets, with which he descended

on Mount Sinai, the many mighty miracles,

glorious triumphs, and terrible judgments
which were wrought by the All-powerful hand
within the precincts of this little desert, have
given its history a lustre which fails to attach

itself to the fairest fields and widest domains.

Sad and fallen as is the present state of Pa-
lestine, who can forget that her mountains and
her plains have been trodden by the feet of the

holiest seers and prophets and patriarchs, that

in her very dens and caves those have found

refuge, of whom holy lips have pronounced
that this fallen world was not worthy—and de-

scending a little nearer to our own time, O !

who is there that can remember without emo-
tion, what blessed guest it was that conde-

scended first to appear, in lowly guise, in the

humble village of Bethlehem; who it was that

trod the plains, that prayed in the deserts, that

taught in the cities of the highly favoured,

though deeply rebellious country? In reading

the pages of the New Testament, we have

sometimes involuntarily figured to ourselves

the various places and scenes in the Holy Land.
The dark wilderness in which Satan was permit-

ted to tempt the dear Son of God—the stream
of Jordan in which he was baptized, and be-

side which he often taught the assembled mul-
titudes; the mount of Olives, the lonely place

of many of his fastings and prayer, from the

summit of which he proclaimed the holiest

moral code ever proposed for the service of

man, and from ' which he poured forth his

plaintive lamentation over the rebellious Jeru-

salem. These, and many other places, rise

before our mental vision fraught with special

interest and individual sympathy.

But there are other spots, the remembrance
of which produces more powerful emotions
than those to which we have already alluded-

emotions which are not suggested by any other

places of ancient or modern celebrity, and
which impart to the narratives of those travel

lers who have visited them strong and pecu-

liar interest.

It has been already remarked that Asia was

honoured by the visible presence of the Most

High, when he descended on Mount Sinai to

ratify the ancient law and covenant ; but a

brighter glory and a higher honour was yet to

be conferred upon the territory of Palestine

by the dispensation of that new covenant,

which fulfilling all that had gone before,

brought salvation and " the glad tidings of

great joy" for every age, every people, and

every clime.

Cold must be the heart that does not glow,

lifeless the fancy which does not kindle, in

tracing the descriptions given by modern tra-

vellers of Gethsemane, Calvary, and the holy

sepulchre. The minuteness and vividness of

some of their narratives summon to our view

in strong association the various portions of

the Scripture record. By the borders of a

little brook in the solitary garden the Saviour

prayed, was agonized, deserted, and betrayed

On the little hillock, still to be recognized—

among the wastes which surrounded it, was
consummated the most awful and sublime

deed which earth ever has or ever shall wit-

ness ; tiiat atoning sacrifice was made, by

which salvation was purchased for the whole

human race, past, present, and to come ; that

mighty conquest was achieved by which the

empire of hell was overthrown, judgment and

mercy, righteousness and truth commingled

and united in glorious harmony and perfec-

tion.

Such have been our thoughts in reading

modern descriptions of the Holy Land, and

we have been induced to make some extracts

illustrative of the subject, which we send to

the editor of " The Friend" for occasional in

sertion in his columns. Z.
(_To be conlinued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE TIRED MAN AND THE NEW
STROKE.

When quite young in the business of mow
ing, I was very ambitious of being thought ;

full hand, and having procured a scythe, I

set out one fine sunny morning with a com
pany of veterans in order to take a swarth

with them, and pursue it. I had been pre

viously instructed in the art, and knew pretty

well how to swing the scythe, therefore went
along very well till the heat of the day came
on, when I began to think I did not get along

quite as easy as the rest, and got to trying se

veral manosuvres in order to find out some
new stroke that would lighten the labour. At
length I hit upon one which I thought was
easier. It happened, however, about this time,

that an old man, the owner of the meadow,
came along. "Ha, my lad !" he says, " I guess

you are tired." Oh no, I said, I have found

out a new stroke, and it goes lighter. " A
new stroke !" he exclaimed, " that's a sure sign

you are tired; whenever any person quits the

old and v\'ell proved stroke in any kind of
business for some new whim, you may be well

assured he is tired; and, let me tell you, your
new stroke will not do; you don't mow as

well now as you did with the old one, and

you continue it a while, and be not blind to

your own faults, you will see it yourself; but

then you will be very likely to have forgotten

the old stroke, or have the new so blended
with it, that you will become perplexed and
disgusted with the business, and very probably
give it up altogether." This was logic that

did not entirely comport with my feelings or

notions at the time; but in the course of my
passing along through life, I have often had
the circumstance brought to my recollection,

and have often looked upon it as conveying
an excellent moral. And though I have not

perhaps paid as much attention to it as its

weight deserved, yet I think it has been of

some use to me; for sometimes when I have
felt uneasy in my situation, and desirous of

change, I have said to myself, " My lad, I

guess thou art tired," but take care, look be-

fore thou leapest, remember the new stroke in

mowing, and so I continued the old.

But I have met with many, very many, who,
I have thought, had brought great difficulties

and perplexities upon themselves by forsaking

their old and well proved strokes for new and
untried ones.

When I have seen boys, brought up near to

manhood in useful and honourable occupa-
tions, growing uneasy, and teasing their fa-

thers to permit them to go to the study of physic,

the law, or some other of the fashionable pro-

fessions, I have said, " Ha, my lads ! I guess

you are tired," you want to find out some
easier stroke

; but take care, you are little

aware of the dangers this change will subject

you to. Your morals, your religion, and your
estate are all at stake, and your ultimate pros-

pects uncertain. Let me tell you, one cer-

tainty in a mere competency, is more to be
valued than a dozen distant prospects of afflu-

ence.

When I have seen a farmer, with a good
stock about him, comfortably situated on a

farm, from which, with moderate industry and
economy, he could draw a competent support

for himself and family, stopping his plough,

selling off his stock and his farm, or mort-

gaging it, and moving to the city to turn mer-
chant, " Ha, my friend !" I have said, "I guess

thou art tired," or ambitious of being thought

something more than an industrious farmer;

thou art entering upon a new stroke, but take

care, ten to one if thou mow as well with it as

thou didst with the old one. Art thou aware that

it is as necessary for a man engaging in the

mercantile business, to be well acquainted

with the mode of doing business in that line,

as it is for a mechanic to understand the use

of his tools? If thou art not, thou wilt be

likely to make the discovery at a heavy ex-

pense.

When I have seen a man who has made a

high profession of religion, and had become a

popular preacher in the society to which he

belonged, regardless of the advice and admoni-

tions of his experienced brethren, or the testi-

monies of those worthies who had gone before

him, raising up new notions and new doctrines,

thereby making rents and divisions in the so-

ciety, and, in order to support these, raising

doubts of the authenticity and divine origin of

the Scriptures, also making great exertions to
j



draw the youiiii; and inexperienced after him, I

have said, that man, if he ever had rehgion,

has grown tired of it; he lias found the narrow

path too strait for him, he wants to find out

some easier way. But I had nothing to say

to him; advice upon such a man would be be-

stowed in vain. " He is wiser in his own con-

ceit than seven men who can render a reason."

He has become " heady and high minded," a

lover of the approbation of the multitude

"more than a lover of God." He has taken

the broad road to ruin, and has already arrived

at the town of sccpticLm, which is a port of

entry to the city of injidcUtij, a cold, dark, and

dreary place, unenlivened by a single ray of

holy hope, and where the Scriptures and all

systems of religion are looked upon as alike

fallacious, " a mere ignis fatuus got up to ter-

rify people, and make them bow to creeds and

priestcraft;" but to all others I would say, take

care of that man; he is of that sort " which

creep into houses, and lead captive silly wo-
men laden with sins; led away with divers

lusts; ever learning, and never able to come to

the truth." And I would say, particularly to

those who heretofore esteemed the man, be-

ware that your partiality does not enable him
to entangle you. For so sure as he draws you

into his web, so as in any manner to become
an advocate for him and his cause, so sure

you are undone. For besides the cords that

he will be constantly drawing around you, in

order to secure his prey, your own natural

propensity to support the cause you have

espoused, and your aversion to acknowledge
yourself to have been in an error, and your

opponents in the right, will close every avenue

for light, and render you totally incapable of

making the least exertion to be extricated.

Hope.

THE FRIEND.

EXTR.\CTS

From a Summary l%ew of America., by an English-
man, who Iravelied during the years 1822 and ia23.

Published, London, 1824.

Speaking of the Society of Friends, in America, he
remarks as follows:

" Doctrines such as Fox never preached, and for

which the writings of Barclay and Penn may be

searched in vain, are now openly promulgated amongst
thera. One of their ministers, resident at Jericho, in

Long Island, has travelled much in New York, Penn-
sylvania, and other states, and by his zeal and talent

has raised a party whose views are entirely different

from those of the founders of the Society. He has
considerable force of mind and oratorical talents,

though he is neither a profound reasoner nor a rheto-

rician. It is by boldness in avowing his opinions, and
fluency of language in expressing them, that he has
succeeded in making converts. He is a favourite

amongst the young, and those of more advanced age
whose principles are unsettled. Such is his influence

on his followers, that probably no pope had evermore
implicit reliance placed m hini. To call in question
the soundness of his doctrines, or their conformity
with those which have ahvays been understood as

belonging to the Society, is a sort of high treason
which his followers know not how to pardon, for they
are not conspicuous for their tolerance. He teaches
that the books of the Old and New Testament are
less valuable than the writings of some more modern
authors; that the validity of some of them is more
than dubious ; that collectively they have done more
injury than good ; that the doctrine of atonement is

false; and that neither the primitive Christians, inclu-
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ding the apostles, nor the reformers from popery, nor
early Quakers, possessed that clear discernment of
spiritual things which some people now enjoy. Con-
sequently, so far from paying deference to Barclay's
Apology, or to any of those works which are consi-

dered authorities for the right understanding of their

principles, he treats them all as of suspicious or dubi-
ous import. Now, it is remarkable, that one who
deviates so widely from the generality of his brethren,
should be suflered by them to preach in their meet-
ings. Their church government must be very lax, or

the fear of a schism must operate to prevent its en-
forcement. Certainly the Friends in England would
notconsent to tolerate such departure from their an-
cient principles in any one of their ministers. If they
did not expel him from their communion, they would
at least silence him as a preacher. He told me in a
conversation I had with him at his own house, that

he believed one half the Bible was the composition
of uninspired men, and that a large portion of it he
did not believe at all. It is not surprising that his

disciples should coincide with him in opinion, as in

most cases where a party is formed, the leader of it

is unhesitatingly relied on.
" The wish to maintain love is an amiable feeling,

but it may possibly lead to error when it urges to a

compromise of principle; as by admixture of^ liquids

their respective properties are sometimes changed, I

believe that the indecision ofsome of the Friends has
had a similar effect.

"The Friends are generally so mild and moderate in

their proceedings, that the parties may perhaps be re-

conciled; but if any sudden excitement should arise,

a disruption of the Society .seems to me the almost
inevitable result. Should such an event take place,

the party which adheres to the doctrines of Fox and
Barclay, and which embraces nearly all of the ac-

knowledged ministers of the Society, would probably
make a closer approximation to the primitive stand-

ard than is the case at present. The other party

would be likey to slide into practices so much at

variance with what has ever been looked on as Qua-
kerism, that the public would bestow upon it some
new name."

LIBERIA.

In the last number of "The African Repo-
sitory" is a letter, dated Monrovia, Dec. 28,

1828, addressed to the board of managers of

the American Colonization Society, by their

colonial agent. Dr. Richard Randall, from
which we extract the following interesting

particulars.

" There are in the stores in this place at this time-

not less than $70,000 of goods and .-Vfrican produce,
and twice that value, if we include all the convert-

able property in the settlement.
" I am much pleased with the climate, location,

fertility, and population of Liberia. The climate is,

at this season, most delightful. It is not very warm
during the day, and at night it is cool enough to

sleep with comfort under a blanket. Though this

is considered the sickly season, we have but little

disease, and none of an alarming character. I con-
sider the town of Monrovia quite as healthy as any
of our southern cities, and the other settlements on
the Stockton and the St. Paul's have even a better

reputation for health. The cau.ses which led to the

mortality among the northern emigrants, who came
out here with different expeditions, will, I hope, not
again exist ; and I am the more convinced from all

I see and hear, that, with proper precautions, and
even moderate prudence, emigrants may come out
from any of the northern states with but little risk

from the effects of the climate.
" The location of Monrovia is the most delightful

that can be imagined. Since the woods have been
cleared away on the south side of the peninsula, our
town is in full view from the ocean, and has really a
most imposing appearance ; and since the sketch
which you have in the Repository was taken, the

view from the north is much improved by being more
opened, and having many additional buildings. The
location of this place gives it most important com-
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mercial advantages, and, whatever may be the final

success of our colonizing operations, nothing but
some unfortunate disaster can prevent this becoming
one of the most important commercial cities on the
African coast. The cape lands are not generally
very fertile, but there are some situations quite so.

Even the most barren parts are suitable for garden-
ing with a little attention to manuring, and the very
worst parts of it will produce coffee and several va-
rieties of fruits. I visited Caldwell and the half-

way farms a few days since, and was much pleased
with the improvements that have been made there
during the short period they have been occupied.
Most of the settlers have good houses, and all of
them have flourishing plantations of rice, cassada,
plantains, and potatoes, with many other fruits and
vegetables. The short period that these people have
been in the occupation of their lands, and the indis-

pensable necessity they have felt for getting a good
stock of provisions, and furnishing their houses,
have prevented them' from devoting their time to

other improvements. Though none of these people
are as wealthy as their commercial brethren at Mon-
rovia, they are all above want, and will, in a few
years, become rich ; for their lands are admirably
adapted to the cultivation of sugar and cotton, in

addition to the articles before mentioned. The lands
on both sides of Stockton creek are of the very best
quality; being of a rich, light alluvion, equal in every
respect to the best lands on the the southern rivers

of the United States. The settlement of the half-

way farms on the Stockton does not advance very
rapidly. They are principally owned by inhabitants
of Monrovia, who have not generally done more in

the way of improvement, than was necessary to se-

cure their titles. There are some exceptions, which
will be particularly mentioned in some future com-
munication.

" Since Mr. Ashmun left this, Mr. Cary lias lo-

cated the recaptured Africans, whose time of service

to the colonists had expired, in a situation immedi-
ately behind the half-way farms, between Stockton
creek and the Montserado river. I visited their

town, and was much delighted with their improve-
ments. They have been on their lands but three
months, and have already built themselves comfort-
able houses, inclosed their lots, and have their cas-
sada, plantains, and potatoes growing most luxuri-

antly. Their situation is, I think, more healthful
than the half-way farms, or even Caldwell, on ac-
count of its being more remote from the mangrove
swamps on the border of the river. This would,
perhaps, be the best place on which we could locate
the next party of our emigrants. If the United
States send out the recaptured Africans now in Flo-
rida, we will extend the present town for their ac-
commodation. The late vice-agent, Mr. Cary, de-
serves much credit for his exertions in the location

and settlement of this flourishing village. I propose
to have it called after him, Cary town."

" I have this day had a long conversation with
Mr. Dungey, one of the individuals who have pene-
trated farthest into the interior for the purposes of
trade, and am much pleased with the result. His
statement is as follows. Himself and three others of
the colonists have been several times to king Boat-
swain's town, one hundred and fifty miles in the in-

terior, for the purpose of trade. They take the path,
which is an open one, and well suited for men and
beasts of burthen, about six miles from the mouth of
the St. Paul's, and penetrate, in a northern direc-

tion, through immense forests, filled with herds of
elephants, and innumerable other wild animals.
During the whole distance, until they get within
twenty miles of Boatswain's town, they pass no set-

tlements and meet with no natives, e-xcept the ele-

phant hunters, who are very numerous, but always
friendly.

When they arrive within twenty miles of Boat-
swain's town, they find the country open and well
cultivated, with many cattle ;ind some horses. The
town contains more than 1,000 houses, and is well
fortified with a barricade; and 8,000 men, armed with
muskets, can be brought to its defence. Boatswain
is generally at war with his neighbours, but has been
uniformly friendly towards us, and much disposed to
carry on a more extensive trade with the people of
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llie colony. By opening a direct path, the distance

may be reduced to one hundred and twenty miles.

—

Our traders carry with them lobaccc oipes, muskets,
powder, clotlis, and other African trade articles, and
in return obtain bullocks, ivory, and gold. From
what I can learn, the St. Paul's, after passing the
falls at Millsburgh, is a deep navigable river, extend-
ing several hundred miles in a northerly direction.

Mr. Dungey assured me, that he was at the St.

Paul's, within twenty-five miles of Boatswain's
town, and found it half a mile wide, deep, and navi-

gable, and free from all falls or obstructions. Tliere

are several large islands at tills point, one of which,

called Haramahia, he described as five miles wide
and more than ten in length. He says that the

people there told him, that the time was when the

slavers came up in their boats to this point, with

goods to buy slaves. This fine river is on the map
described as the Mont.serado, but its mouth is several

miles north of Cape JVIontserado, tliough it is con-

nected with the river of that same, by a deep navi-

gable creek, the Stockton. I have no doubt that, by
means of this fine river, we will in time open a

trade with the interior, by which we may divert to this

place, much of the gold and ivory which is now car-

ried to Sierra Leone, on the north, and Cape Coast to

the south. 1 have already ascertained here, that a com-
pany can be formed with acapital ofa thousand or two
dollars, for the purpose of making an experiment in

this trade, on a larger scale than has hitherto been

done, and I will probably lake shares in it, as autho-

rized by the society, to the amount of one or two
hundred dollars. J will send a message to Boat-
swain in a few days, with a present, and will endea-

vour to induce him to open a more direct path from
our settlement, and to permit us to carry on a trade

witli the people beyond him, and establish a factory

in his town. At present, the goods of our traders

arc carried on the backs of men, and cost them for

transportation, about fifty cents a hundred there, and
as much back, with the returns. Mules or jacks

might be used to advantage for this purpose, and if

we could use tlie river St. Paul's, even if we had to

make a portage at Milisburgh, it would be still bet-

LOTT CAKY.
The publication above referred to (African

Rcpositorv) contains a biographical notice of

this remarkable individual;—after confirming

the account of his afflicting death, as the same
has recently been announced in the newspa-

pers, the article proceeds—
Lott Cary was born a slave, near Richmond, Vir-

ginia, and was early hired out as a common labourer

in that city, where, for some years, he remained, en-

tirely regardless of religion, and much addicted to

profane and vicious habits. But God was pleased to

convince him of the misery of a sinful state, and in

1807, he publicly professed his faith in the Saviour,

and became a member of the Baptist church.

It if- remarked by one who was intimately ac-

quainted with his situation and character previous

to his embarkation for Africa, " that his father was
a pious and much respected member of the Baptist

church—and his mother, though she made no public

profession of religion, died, giving evidence that she

had relied for salvation upon the Son of God. He
was their only child, and though he had no early in-

struction from books, the admonitions and prayers of

his illiterate parents may have laid the foundation

I'or his future usefulness."

A strong desire to be able to read was excited in

his mind, by a sermon to which he attended soon af-

ter his conversion, and which related to our Lord's

interview with Nicodemus; and having obtained a

Testament, he commenced learning his letters, by
trying to read the chapter in which this interview is

recorded. He received some instruction, though he

never attended a regular school. Such, however,
were his diligence and perseverance, that he overcame
all obstacles and acquired not only the art of reading,
but of writing also. Shortly after the death of his

first wife;, in 1U13, he ransomed himself and two chil-

dren for $850, a sum which he had obtained by his

singular ability and fidelity in managing the con-

cerns of the tobacco warehouse. Of the real value
of his services there, it has been remarked, "no one
but a dealer in tobacco can form an idea.'' Notwith-
standing the hundreds of hogsheads that were com-
mitted to his charge, he could produce any one the

instant it was called for ; and the shipments were
made with a promptness and correctness, such as no
person, white or black, has equalled in the same situ-

As early as the year 1815, he began to feel special

interest in the cause of African missions, and contri-

buted probably more than any other person, in giving
origin and character to the African Missionary Soci-

ety established during that year in Richmond, and
which has, for thirteen years, collected and appropri-
ated annually, to the cause of Christianity in Africa,

from one hundred, to one hundred and fifty dollars.

His benevolence was practical; and whenever and
wherever good objects were to be effected, he was
ready to lend his aid. He became a preacher several

years before he left this country, and generally en-
gaged in this service every sabbath, among the co-

loured people on plantations a few miles from Rich-
mond.
A correspondent,from whom we have already quo-

ted, observes, " In preaching, notwithstanding his

grammatical inaccuracies, he was often truly eloquent.

He had derived almost nothing from the schools, and
his manner was of course unpolished, but his ideas

would sometimes burst upon you in their native so-

lemnity, and awaken deeper feelings than the most
polished, but less original and inartificial discourse."

A distinguished minister of the Presbyterian church

said to the writer, " A sermon which 1 heard from Mr.
Cary, shortly before he sailed for Africa, was the

best extemporaneous sermon I ever heard. It con-

tained more original and impressive thoughts, some
of which are distinct in my memory, and never can

be forgotten."

Lott Cary was among the earliest emigrants to

Africa. Here he saw before him a wide and inter-

esting field, demanding various and energetic talents,

and the most devoted piety. His intellectual abiUty,

firmness of purpose, unbending integrity, correct

judgment and disinterested benevolence, soon placed

him in a conspicuous station, and gave him wide and

commanding influence. Though naturally dilfident

and retiring, his worth was too evident, to allow of

his continuance in obscurity. It is well known, that

great difficulties were encountered in founding a set-

tlement at Cape Montserado. So appalling were the

circumstances of the first settlers, that soon after they

had taken possession, it was proposed that they should

remove to Sierra Leone. The resolution of Lott

Cary to remain was not to be shaken, and his decision

had no small effect towards seducing others to imi-

tate his example.

The peculiar exposure of the early emigrants, the

scantiness of their supplies, and the want of adequate

medical attentions, subjected them to severe and com-
plicated sufferings. To relieve, if possible, these suf-

ferings, Lott Cary obtained all the information in his

power, concerning the disease of the climate, and the

remedies for this disease; made liberal sacrifices of

his property, in behalf of the poor and distressed ; and

devoted his time almost exclusively to the relief of

the destitute, the sick, and the afflicted. His services

as physician to the colony, were invaluable; and for

a long time, were rendered without hope of reward.

But amidst his multiplied cares and efforts for the

colony, he never forgot or neglected to promote the

objects of the African Missionary Society, to which
he had long cherished and evinced the strongest at-

tachment. Most earnestly did he seek access to the

native tribes, and endeavour to instruct them in the

doctrines and duties of that religion, which, in his

own case, had proved so powerful to purify, exalt,

and save. In one or two instances of hopeful con-

version from heathenism, he greatly rejoiced; and
many of his latest and most anxious thoughts were

directed to the establishment of native schools in the

* It is said, that while employed at the warehouse,

he often devoted his leisure time to reading, and that

a gentleman, on one occasion, taking up a book
which he had left for a few moments, found it to be
" Smith's Wealth of Nations."

interior. One such school, distant 70 miles from
Monrovia, and of great promise, was established
through his agency, about a year before his death, and
patronized and superintended by him until that
mournful event. On this subject, by his many valu-
able communications to the Missionary Board, he,
"being dead, yet speaketh" in language which must
affect the heart of every true Christian disciple.

He was elected in September, 1826, to the vice-
agency of the colony, and discharged the duties of
that important office until his death.

His features and complexion were altogether Afri-
can. He was diffident, and showed no disposition to
push himself into notice. His words were few, sim-
ple, direct, and appropriate. His conversation indi-

cated rapidity and clearnessof thought, and an ability

to comprehend the great and variously-related prin-
ciples of rehgion and government.

To found a Christian colony which might prove a
blessed asylum to his degraded brethren in America,
and enlighten and regenerate Africa, was an object
with which no temporal good, not even life, could be
compared. The strongest sympathies of his nature
were excited in behalf of his unfortunate people, and
the divine promise cheered and encouraged him in

his labours for their improvement and salvation. A
main pillar in the society and church of Liberia has
fallen! But we will not despond. The memorial of
his worth shall never perish. It shall stand in clearer

light, when every chain is broken, and Christianity
shall have assumed her sway over the millions of
Africa.

MAN'S LONG HOME.
[From Barton's Poetic Vigils.]

There is a spot of earth

\Vhich mars the hour of mirth.
Knowing that there its merriment must cease ;

But to the mourner's breast

It whispers thoughts of rest.

And seems the haven where he hopes for peace.

It is the silent Grave !

From which no art can save.

The proud, the rich, the gay, the brave, the fair

;

All— all in turn must come
To that appointed home,

And wait the awful sound of the last trumpet there.

The fearful thought of this

May, to the worldling's bliss.

Be like the canker worm that works unseen
;

Those who, like Dives, know
Their good things here below,

May wish Eternity what Time has been!

But can they reason thus,

Who, with poor Lazarus,
Find in this life its evil things their lot .'

Who with the morning light.

And each returning night,

Mourn for what is, and sigh for what is not ?

These well may comprehend,
"The world is not their friend,"

Nor yet the sordid world's " unfeeling law :"

Then, wherefore cling to life,

When, from such hopeless strife.

Death gives the welcome signal to withdraw ?

What can existence give.

To those who only live

Moments of sunshine in long years of shade .'

And find alike in each
A grief defying speech.

The sickness of the heart from hope delay 'd ?

One hope for such remains !

When death shall break the chains.

That God may take them to his glorious rest,

And through the vict'ry won
By his Redeeming Son,

Their souls may own earth's last long home—its

best!
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From E. Bales's Miscellaneous Repository.

PfATl'RAL RELIGION.

,
{Continuedfrom page 215.)

The hope of happiness after this hfe is

another article to be examined. This is

the Christian's hope. The Lord Jesus Christ

brought life and immortality to light by

the gospel. But where are the grounds

of the hope of the infidel ? To what part

of the visible creation can he appeal for

this important article of belief? Will he refer

to caterpillars and butterflies?* Their change

in the mode of existence, is still in the mate-

rial world. And the views and hopes of man,

from that evidence, would extend no further.

It is limited to this world—and finding it not

realised here, it would be but the hope of the

hypocrite which perishes. He might look at

worms and butterflies, and feel himself more

miserable than they. It is through divine re-

velation, that we have the hope of a blessed

and glorious immortality.

I am aware that it will be said that some of

the ancient heathen philosophers believed in

the immortality of the soul. I am not disposed

to dispute this fact. But if the philosophers

of the present day cannot deduce this doc-

trine from the mere evidence of the visible

creation, then neither could those of past ages.

If this species of evidence is insufficient now,

it certainly was insuflicient then : for the sys-

tem of nature is much better understood than

it was in the days of the heathen philosophers.

The knowledge which they had of the being

of one God, the immortality of the soul, ifec.

was derived from that revealing principle of

light and grace, which God has fixed in the

minds of all men. By this the pious of past

ages were taught, what mere human reason

and the visible creation never would have

taught them.

The doctrine of retribution is involved in even

more difliculty : iov without establishing the

immortality of the soul, there can be no ideas

of retribution. The visible creation furnishes

no certain evidence of this, and the natural re-

ligionist is shut up in all the dark uncertainty

of a future state. He professes however to be-

lieve it on its mere possibility, while the Christian

believes it on the sure ground of divine revela-

tion. Passing on, with no other evidence than

the visible creation, and what does he know of

the happiness or misery of a future state ? If

we take the visible creation and the present

course of things as the guide of our judgments,

what will be the conclusion ? Do we not often

See virtue oppressedand trodden down, and vice

triumphing in its own impunity ? In the lan-

guage of Scripture, ' Now we call the proud

happy, and they that work wickedness are set

up, and they that tempt God are even deliver-

ed." It is to a future state that the humble
Christian looks for a termination of his afflic-

tions, and this he does on the sure evidence of

divine revelation. But, on the principles of

natural religion, that future state is uncertain.

But admitting its reality, what he sees and suf-

fers here, is the only criterion by which he can

judge of what he is to expect there—and thus,

* This has been done by some professors of natu-

ral religion.

instead of a blessed and glorious immortality,

where the wicked cease from troubling and the

weary are tbrever at rest—he must look to a

state of being involved in dark uncertainty

—

of the depth of its misery he can form no

distinct idea—of the height of happiness, ad-

mitting it to be of this description, he must

still regard it as inseparably connected with

vicissitude, disappointment and suffering—for

he sees in the visible creation, not one solitary

instance of a higher state of enjoyment. To
this annex the idea of eternity, and the hope of

immortality " is only change of pain, a bitter

change, severer for severe."

And yet even this belief, with all the boasted

light of nature, and the certain evidence of

the visible creation, is mere vague conjecture

There is not a blade of grass, nor tree, nor

rock, nor mountain—planet, or more distant

star, that can solve his doubts, or reveal the

secrets of the invisible world. Thus the

proud infidel approaches the brink of an aw
till eternity, without a ray to guide his agita

ted mind, or give him an assurance whethei

he is about to enter into a better or worse con

dition—or a perpetuation of the afflictions un

der which he has travelled through this world

or to sink into annihilation. Let him form

his conclusions in whatever way he pleases, if

he does it on his own principles, he must de

scend from his boasted ground of certain evi

dence, and rest upon mere conjectures.

Here there can be no turning aside. Death

presses him to the awful brink, and his philo-

sophy cannot hold him back. In this dreadful

dilemma, if he endeavours to hope for heav

where is his assurance in the visible creation

that there is one? And if there is—wher

the evidence in nature, or any of the material

objects to which he can turn his attention;

that he will be admitted into it? If he turns,

as the last miserable alternative, to the hope

of annihilation, that hope cannot destroy the

reality of a place of interminable torment, and

instead of passing into heaven, or falling into

nothing—how can he be sure that he will not

be plunged into everlasting fire, prepared for

the devil and his angels?

But he will probably here bring in the other

article of his creed, and say : They that do

good will be happy hereafter, and the ver_\

wicked will receive some punishment.

I ask him to prove it, from the visible crea-

tion. The visible creation does not prove a

future state of existence, and of course can

prove nothing connected with that state.

I may be told—"If there's a God, and that

there is, all nature cries aloud through all li

works, he must delight in virtue, and that

which he delights in must be happy."

I admit it: but what is virtue? The ancient

Greeks and Romans (and we need not go to

as remote a period for examples) considered

virtue pre-eminently displayed in war and de-

vastation, and in spreading desolation and mi

scry in the rational creation. And indeed i

we take the visible creation, as the only reve

lation to man, there will be much evidence to

draw such a conclusion.—Nay it will go fur

ther. The whole system of inanimate nature,

from the small particles of dust on which

tread, to those vast orbs which roll their stated

courses through the immensity of space, all

follow the imj)ulse of the laws of nature. If

we look to animated nature, from the feeblest

insect to the most stately animal, we find all

under the government of their several appe-

tites and passions. Over these we discover

no restraining influence. Men too have appe-

tites and passions strikingly similar to theirs.

Does the unrestrained indulgence of these

constitute virtue? If it does, what is vice?

Plainly the restraint of our natural passions

would be a crime. This is an exemplifica-

tion of natural religion. It is the undeniable

result of the principles on which these phi-

losophers (falsely so called) proceed.

But I shall be told that this is in imitation of

the brute creation, and not of the Creator.

True—but it is unavoidable on their princi-

ples. They acknowledge that they can know
nothing of the Creator but in his works. And
if man is not to follow the blind impulse of his

passions and propensities, as other animals do,

it must be by some law operating upon him
exclusively. And where in the visible crea-

tion is that law inscribed ? Rejecting the

doctrines of divine revelation, and where is

it? The Christian finds it recorded in the

Scriptures, and he finds it recorded in his

heart. Looking to other sources, he finds it

not in the flowers that bloom and spread their

beauties to the sun, regardless of those that

fade and fall around them. He finds it not in

the streams that seek their own level—Ho
finds it not in the planets, that never deviate

from their courses, to help a meaner object on

its way—He finds it not in the animal crea-

tion, that follow the impulse of their passions

unrestrained.

But I shall be told that we are to imitate

the moral attributes of the Deity. And that

it is this which constitutes virtue.

But this is leaving their own principles. It

is leaving the visible creation. But what do

we know of the divine attributes ? Are we
so intimately acquainted with the Deity, and

his moral government of the world, by what

we can see, as to be able to form an adequate

idea of his moral attributes? If we have not

a clear knowledge of those attributes, how
can we imitate them? And even supposing

that we did know them in their divine perfec-

tions and fullness (which it is impossible we
should) are we sure that it is competent in

such creatures' as we are, to exercise the pre-

rogative of the Creator? Would that he jus-

tice (for instance) in us, which is justice in

him? The professor of natural religion ad-

mits that the Deity governs the universe. Then
tempests, pestilence and earthquakes are un-

der his control. And it is in his dispensa-

tions that the fairest prospects of human pros-

perity are blasted, and trembling age and

smiling infancy involved in one common ca-

lamity. Are we then to presume to deal in

judgments ? Are tK to undertake to deal

out death to our fellow-creatures? If they

deny the over ruling providence of the Almigh-

ty in these things, they deny one of the prime

articles of their religion—that the Deity up-

holds and governs all things. If they admit

his providence in these calamities, it is a part

of his moral government—a display of his mo-
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ral attiibutes—and attributes too which we
dare not imitate.

But I may be told, there are other attributes

of the Deity which we may imitate. But
where. I ask, in the visible creation, is the

precept clearly inscribed, that directs us which
of his attributes we are to imitate and which
not? The natural religionist must be silent.

We admit no inferences. We demand a law,

to use their own language, "which no liuman

mind can invent, no human hand can alter."

They can find none. 1 may be told of the

beneficence and bounty of the Creator, and

that vpe may imitate these. It is admitted on

all hands, that the present state of things af-

fords a very imperfect view of the goodness of

God. It is only in those enlarged views of

his goodness, which he is pleased to give

through the medium of revelation, that we can
contemplate his divine perfections.

But the natural religionist is confined to the

present state of things, the present course of
events, in the visible creation. It is not in

this outward and partial view of things, that

we can see the Everlasting Arms underneath,
to bear up the children of aflliction. It is not
there that we see the crown of righteousness

which is laid up for those that keep the faith

— it is not in the visible creation that we see

the good things which God hath prepared for

them that love him. On tlie contrary, we see
in the " text book" of the infidel, much of
misery among the most devoted servants of
the Almighty. How many are there that lan-

guish for years on the bed of alfliction! How
many pine in want! How many widows and
orphans are there, cast on a cold, unfeeling
world! Are these under the protecting care
of Him that governs the universe? If they
are, I ask the infidel philosopher, where he
will find, in the visible creation, any indelible

record, by which man is diiected to interfere

iu the moral government of the Creator, or
attempt to change the course of events which
he finds going on under that government?
And on what principle he can call such an in-

terference virtue? If a father, in his undenia-
ble authority, should correct one of his chil-

dren, how dare another interpose to lighten,

or to stop the chastisement? Can the deist

suppose that He who created the universe,
and still governs all tilings, cannot, if he plea-
ses, heal the sick, feed the hungry, comfort
the afflicted, and bestow all possible blessings?
The Christian, in the precepts of our holy re-
ligion, and in the according feelings which the
Spirit of Christ raises in his heart, has all

made clear, in the work of benevolence and
brotherly love. But the advocate for mere
natural religion, if he keeps to his own princi-
ples, cannot go one step, in the mitigation
of human misery. No, not even to give a
mouthful of bread to a starving brother!

Thus, with all his boasted reason, he can-
not, on his own principles, prove that there is

but one God. He cannot prove that the world
is under the superintendnig providence of the
same power that created it. He cannot prove
the immortality of the soul, nor, admitting a
future state, decide whether that is happy or
miserable, or mixed. He cannot tell what
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virtue is; nor know what will be pleasing, or

what oflensive to his Creator.

If he reasons on his own principles, alone,

he will conclude that he may follow the unres-

trained indulgence of his passions. Lascivi-

ousness, fraud, violence and revenge, will all

come within the scope of his virtues—while
not an act of benevolence could be performed,
not a deed of charity—to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, shield the widow or tlie

orphan from the northern blast; or administer
a cup of cold water, to allay the burning thirst

of a fever ! ! I

It is a common complaint of the followers

of E. Hicks, though unjustly, that our selec

tions from the writings of the early Friends
are mutilated—that we take parts of sentences,

without giving the context by which their

meaning is fully explained. The following es-

say is the entire section upon the subject witl

which it is headed; and while it treats of the

sufferings and death of the Lord Jesus, it also

acknowledges him in his second appearance by
his light or grace in the heart to complete the

work of salvation. No such objection can be
fairly raised against this article, and in compar-
ing its scriptural doctrines with the opinions
promulgated by Elias Hicks and his follower:

upon this subject, the distinction is evident

However anxious they may be to make the im
pression, that they hold the principles of the

Society, which have always been the same
just and impartial investigation clearly proves,
that they are diametrically opposed to our an-
cient Friends in nearly all the fundamental
doctrines of the Christian faith.

On the Death and Sufferings of Christ.

But some are ready to object and say, " you
Quakers do mightily preach up the light within,

but you say little of the death and sufferings of
Christ without the gates of Jerusalem," &c
Answer. We have many accusers that say all

manner of evil against us, which we patiently

bear, knowing it is for his sake that suffered for

us, who is become not only our light, but also

our salvation, as we abide in him as lie hath
commanded us. And we declare, that as he,
by the grace of God, tasted death for every
man, so every man hath this benefit by it, that

he may now come to him, receive him, and in

him receive power to become a child of God.
Therefore, when he came into the worid there
was great joy, for the angel that appeared unto
the shepherds said unto them, " Fear not, for

behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy,
which shall be to all people,"—and there was
with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host,
praising God, and saying, "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace and good will

towards men."

Here is universallove; for God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have everlasting life. So all the world are
put into a capacity, by the death arid sufferings

of Christ, to come to him, and he that comes

to Christ he will in no wise cast out; for God
is no respecter of persons, but in every nation,

he that fears him and works righteousness is

accepted of him. So we say, it is Christ that

suflTcred for us, the just for the unjust, that he
might bring us to God; being put to death in

the flesh, but quickened by the spirit. Yea,
he laid down his life a ransom for all, who him-
self bare our sins in his own body on the tree,

that we being dead unto sin, should live unto
righteousness, by whose stripes we are healed.

Yea, whilst we were sinners, Christ died for

us, and by himself purged our sins. Foras-
much, then, as the children are partakers of
flesh and blood, he also himself took part of the
same, that through death he might destroy him
that had the power of death, that is the devil,

and deliver them who, through fear of death,
were all their life time subject to bondage.

Thus, now, I declare, we own the death and
sufferings of Christ according to the holy scrip-

tures, that he, and him only that suffered without

the gates of Jerusalem, hath been our peace-
maker, and has now come by his light and
spirit, to give us the knowledge of God, and
what he hath done for us; so that in his light

we see him, who is our light and our salvation.

As Isaiah said, he halh borne our sorrows and
carried our grief's, which were the sad effects

of our sins: so that remission of sins that are
past is freely preached unto all men through
him, and all mankind are invited to come to

him, and all the ends of the earth to look unto
him and be saved. And after the prophet
Isaiah had largely spoken of his death and suf-

ferings, he comes to show (having premised
that the great love and mercy of God flows forth

through Christ unto all, and how he is enlarg-
ing his habitation, tSic.) that the Gentiles who
had been as barren and desolate, should come
to bear and bring forth more children than the
married wife, and that tliey would break out on
the right hand and on the left, and that her
Maker should be her husband and redeemer,
&.C. read Isa. 54, which is full of precious pro-
mises, viz. All the children shall be taught of
the Lord, and great shall be the peace of thy
children, in righteousness shalt thou be estab-

lished, thou shalt be far from oppression, and,
55, Ho! every one that thirsteth, come ye to

the waters, &c. Behold, thou shalt call a na-
tion that thou knowest not, and nations that

know not thee shall run unto thee, because of
the Lord thy God. Thus it is clear, from the
prophet in these three chapters, 1st. Tliat we
were all like lost sheep gone astray. 2ndly.
What Christ hath suflTered for us, and how lie

appeared in the world, and how rejected and
despised ofmen. Srdiy. How, after his death
and sufferings, the good will of God is plen-
tifully seen to flow forth to all people, and an
invitation to all that are thirsty to come to the
waters; as it is also in John vii. 37, If any man
thirst, let him come unto me and drink. He
that believeth on me, out of his belly shall flow
rivers of living water; but this spake he of the
spirit, which they that believed on him should
receive; for the Holy Ghost was not yet given,

because that Jesus was not yet glorified.

But after our Lord Jesus Christ had suffered

and risen from the dead, and ascended far

above all heavens, that he might fill all things,
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as the apostle says, he sent the Holy Ghost:

then the fountain opened more plentifully, and

men out of all nations were spoken to, and

heard, in their own language, the wonderful

works of God declared. Now the day of deli-

verance was dawned, and the day-spring from

on high did visit the children of men; now the

sun of righteousness was risen, with healing in

his wings, and his light broke forth in obscurity,

and they that sat in darkness saw the light of

life; and life eternal was risen over death, hell,

and the grave, shining in the hearts and souls

of men, and the spirit was poured out upon all

flesh, according to the Lord's promise, Joel ii.

And whosoever will, is now, by the death and

suflerings of Christ, put into a capacity of sal-

vation, and this benefit comes unto all, whether

they will accept it or no; the spirit of God is

poured forth upon all, the fountain of living wa-

ter is open to all, the grace of God that brings

salvation appears to all. And the day of sal-

vation is broke forth, and the true light now
shines unto all, even to them that sat in dark-

ness and saw no light, and in the region and

shadow of death: and the spirit and the bride

saith come, and let him that heareth say come,

and let him that is athirst come, and whoso-

ever will, let him take the water of life freely.

Thus the invitation goeth out to all, and who-

soever will, may receive or take of the foun-

tain of living water fieely, without money or

price, or any thing to merit or purchase it, for

the pardon or remission of sins that are past, is

freely preached to all in Christ, and for his

sake that died for them, and bought them with

his precious blood.

But this is not all the benefit that comes to

poor souls by his death and suflerings; for now
the true light shines, the hidden things of dark-

ness are manifested, reproved, judged and con-

demned. For he is also given for a witness to

the people, and he doth bear witness for them,

if they follow him, and live to him who died for

them; but if they still live to themselves, and

follow the devices and desires of their own
heart, and do those things they ought not, and

leave undone those things they ought to do,

then he doth witness against them, judge and

condemn them, for their evil ways, words, &c.
Now let me speak freely and say, while we were

enemies, (bi/ the death of Christ,) we were put

into a capacity to turn from that which made
us so, viz. sin, and be joined to the Lord, who
stood ready to receive us, in him who died for
us, and would not impute our trespasses unto

us, because he had suffered for us, who now
unites and reconciles us to God, and by his life

we come to be quickened and raised from death

to life, and we see in his light, that as we come
to him, receive and follow him, we feel his life

and power more and more unites to God, the

giver of this unspeakable gift, and manifests

his love unto us, who is in Christ, reconciling

us unto himself; and the more we are gathered

into the life of him, the more God is with

and his peace witnessed by us, to his praise and
glory, for evermore. Amen. So in Christ, we
reap all the benefils of his death, sufferings, ris

ing again, ascending, and mediatorship, who
gives peace to our souls, and is our light,

leader, teacher, commander, king, lawgiver,

wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and re-

demption.

So then come to Christ, believe in him, fol-

low him, and then thou shall not abide in dark-

ness, but shalt have the light of life. The Lord

complained of the Jews of old, that though they

searched the scriptures, and thought in them

to have eternal life, yet they would not come
to him that they might have life. This is still

the cause of all that death and darkness that

people lie in; they will not come to him, nor

do they love him, nor his appearance, nor light,

which makes all things manifest that are re-

proved. How oft, said Christ, would 1 have

gathered thee, but thou wouldst not; here it is

plain, God would have all to be saved, but they

will not come unto him, nor be gathered by

him. Oh ! therefore, come, and let us walk in

the light of the Lord; let us walk honestly, as

in the day-time, that our sanctification may be

throughout, for it is Christ that sanctifies,

washes and purifies with the washing of regen-

eration and renewing of the Holy Ghost; for if

he wash us not we have no part in him; but if

we walk in the light, as he is in the ligiit, we
have fellowship one with another, and the blood

of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all

sin, 1 John i. 7. Thus, it is clear, we had
need to come to the Lord Jesus Christ, and give

up to be saved by him, and, in a word, to re-

ceive him who hath done all this for us, to be
all to us, and we to be, what we are, in him,

who is the way, the truth, and the life, and no
man cometh unto the Father but by him. So
this is the one thing needful, the good part

which Mary chose, the pearl of price, that is

better than the whole world. Therefore, let

none rest in notions and empty profession, dead
forms, dry opinions, and beggarly elements, but

come and kiss the son, lest he be angry, and ye
perishfrom the way : for in him we have peace
in the world is trouble, and no true peace to

be met with but in Imn ; he is the way of peace,

blessed are they who know him, and abide

him unto the end ; they will lay down their heads
in peace, when time with them here shall be no
more. J. GRATTON

Epistle from G. Fox.
" Feeling a concern upon my mind with

relation to those seducing spirits that made di

vision amongst Friends, and being sensible

that they endeavoured to insinuate themselves

into the affectionate part, I was moved to

write a few lines to Friends concerning them
as followeth:

" All those that set themselves up in the af-

fections of the people, set themselves up, and
the afl^ections of the people, and not Christ.

But, Friends, your peaceable habitation in the

truth, which is everlasting, and changes not,

will outlast all the habitations of those that

out of the truth, although they be never so full

of words. So those that are so keen for J. S,

and J. W. [John Story and John Wilkinson,]

let them take them, and the separation; and
you that have given your testimony against

that spirit, stand in your testimony, till they

answer by condemnation. Do not strive; nor
make bargains with that which is out of the

truth: nor save that alive to be a sacrifice for

God, which should be slain, lest you lose your
kingdom. G. F.

Amsterdam, 14th 7th mo. 1677."
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The views of the Society of Friends respect-

ing the nature of the call to the ministry are

I'ell known. Yet their testimony against a
tipendiary clergy has never been considered

as forbidding the necessary pecuniary aid in

heir journeys to those whom they believed to

be called upon to preach the gospel. Poor
Friends travelling in the ministry have always,

from the early days of the Society, been thus

assisted or supported by their brethren. A
desire to render this assistance less irksome to

those to whom it was necessary, has led to the

practice of defraying the travelling expenses
of ministers generally by the yearly meetings
within the circuit of which they were engaged
m gospel labour. Thus the yearly meeting of
London has borne the expense not only of
their own members travelling in religious ser-

vices on the continent, but those of American
Friends both there and in Great Britain. The
yearly meetings in America have, in like man-
ner, borne their share of the support of tra-

velling ministers. The practice may have
varied in diflerent places, but such, we believe,

has been its general outline. In the monthly
meeting of New York there was a standing
committee for attending to the accommodation
of travelling Friends coming among them.
The practice there was to pay the expenses of
conveying the Friends of their own yearly

meeting to neighbouring meetings out of the

funds of the monthly meeting, while those of
distant Friends were paid by the treasurer of
the yearly meeting. The foregoing remarks
must be understood as expressing what was
considered an allowable usage by the Society.

At the same time, it is believed, that few
Friends have consented to accept of assistance

when their own means were sufficient for the

purpose. The desire on the part of Friends
to lighten the burden of expense to the indivi-

dual, and the unwillingness to accept of aid,

have thus been continually at an amicable
controversy; and, in numerous instances, bills

have been paid privily by committees, where
the individual for whom they were incurred,

has strenuously, though often in vain, insisted

upon refunding the amount. While the mem-
bers of the Society of Friends remained a

united body, this system worked in perfect har

mony. But when the jealousies and suspicions

which grew out of the new doctrines of Elias

Hicks began to take root in the minds of his

followers, one of the first of the evil fruits they

bore was a dislike of English Friends, and a

determination to lessen, by every means in

their power, the character and services of our
transatlantic brethren and sisters. It was
found that they were among the firmest op-

posers of the new doctrines, and as soon as

this was discovered respecting any one of

them, from that moment was the individual se-

lected as the victim of an abuse and calumny
as shameless and unsparing as ever were in-

vented. Neither sex nor age were an exemp-
tion, and we will not stain the pages of this

paper by enumerating the falsehoods circulat-
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ed respecting men and women of the most un-

sullied purity of character. The favourite and

reiterated charge, however, was that of being

hirehngs ! The books of the treasurer of the

yearly meeting of New York were ransacked;

the expenses charged to the account of tra-

velling ministers were extracted ; the amount
of these expenses was grossly exaggerated ; it

was represented that English Friends were

living luxuriously upon the funds of the So-

ciety, and no efforts that a calumniating and

malicious spirit could make were left untried

to destroy the character of these Friends.

This language may seem severe, but those

who remember the atrocious falsehoods that

were then circulated, will agree with us in

thinking it mild and forbearing. It was, per-

haps, in the end, a happy circumstance, that

these calumniators fixed upon the accounts

of expenses as the foundation of their accusa-

tions; for it has enabled us to meet and expose

them, for instance, it was discovered that a

sum of twenty-six or twenty-seven dollars had

been incurred, on account of William Forster.

This was eagerly circulated, with the short and
summary note (as false as it is absurd) an-

nexed, that " amounting with other expenses to

fifteen hundred dollars'." Few of these sto-

ries have been told with greater relish, by the

Hicksites, than that of Anna Braithwaite's first

journey to Burlington, of which a statement

was given by a correspondent in our last num-
ber. In reference to this, as to all other oc-

currences of the kind, we take the ground,

that where the payment has been made accord-

ing to the allowed usage in the Society—as

there is no blame to be attached to the indivi-

dual for whom the payment is made, so there

can be none laid on those who have incurred

it, and been reimbursed from the treasury of

the meeting. It is the base purposes for which
these payments have been trumpeted abroad
and misrepresented, that is disgraceful and re-

prehensible. In relation to the communication
in our last number, we are informed by the

friends of R. P. that it was solely for the pur-

pose of accompanying A. B.'s companion that

lie went to Burlington, that he returned the

day after he arrived there, and that, whatever
may have been the manner in which J. Wright's

bill was made out, R. P. received only the

amount which he actually expended on the

journey. The remarks made on the inconsis-

tency and impropriety of the charge, by J.

Wright, do not and were not meant to apply

to the other. The story of these expenses,

however, has been so widely and industriously

circulated, with the design of injuring the ser-

vices of Anna Braithwaite, that we are inclined

to place the affair in a still stronger point of

view than has been done by our correspondent.

We have lying before us a communication from
a friend at a distance, from which we make the

subjoined extracts. The story of the lynchpin

may seem trifling, and unworthy this repetition;

but it places in the stronger light the true char-

acter of these calumnies, and will serve—once
for all—to clear ourselves and our paper of

any further need of noticing these miserable

subterfuges.

In conclusion, we may remark, that w'e are

authorized to stale, that Isaac Braithwaite has,

since his residence in this country, defrayed all

the expenses of himself and his wife, except for

a small amount incurred within the limits of

one yearly meeting, and that, in those cases,

the bills were paid by some friends, who would

not be refunded, although it was earnestly soli-

cited.

"It is well known to many of the readers of the

Friend, that when Anna Braithwaite first came to

tliis country, lodgings were procured for her at the

house of Isaac Wright. The English Friends who
travelled in this country, previous to her arrival, had
taken their lodgings among those now styled Ortho-

dox. The Hicksites said they had been corrupted

by them, and therefore wished to take the special

charge of her and guard her against the influence of

the Orthodox. For this purpose, lodgings were pro-

vided, as before stated, at Isaac Wright's. They now
had her, as they considered, completely under their

protection. Every means, therefore, was used to en-

lighten her mind, and to initiate her into the views

of their great champion. At this time, nothing could

be spoken too highly in her praise, nothing to pro-

mote her comfort be left undone. Wherever she

wished to go they must accompany her. These un-

remitting attentions continued, till, after a full trial

of their favourite experiments, they found she could

do no other than " preach Christ crucified," instead

of being brought to espouse the unsound opinions of

Elias Hicks. The bitterness which they soon mani-

fested, and the falsehoods which they now propaga-

ted, would be utterly incredible to any except those

who know the virulence of some of these deluded

people.
" Not a long time after her arrival, during the time

of the great profession of friendship before alluded

to, and whilst she was still a guest at the house of

Isaac Wright, a friend, whom she had been particu-

larly acquainted with in her native country, came
from Burlington on purpose to accompany her thith-

er without expense. But J. Wrig:ht insisted on ta-

king her in his own carriage, saying that his wife's

health required a jaunt from home, independently

of the satisfaction it would give them to accompany
her. In compliance with their urgent solicitations,

she went in company with them in their carriage.

"After all this profession of friendship—after all

their declarations of disinterested benevolence—after

it was fully ascertained that she could not be taught

to say " shibboleth" after Elias Hicks—the enormous
charge of $45 48 is made for conveying their guest, in

their own carriage and for their own pleasure, to

BurUngton ; and a report is circulated by the Hicks-

ites, that it cost more to convey her to Philadelphia

than a military officer '.

'.
'.

" I will relate one other circumstance. When A. B.

was at Purchase, N. Y. some time since, she remark-

ed, in the course of her communication, to this efl'ect

:

" ' That she coveted no man's silver or gold ; and
although she could not say as the apostle did, that

her own hands ministered to her necessities, yet she

could say she had a husband, who, since he had
been with her, cheerfully bore all lier expenses.' This

soon came to the ears of one of the most busy Hicks-

ites, who immediately commenced an investigation

of the matter. He examined the books of the yearly

meeting's treasurer, and notwithstanding no charges

appeared on her account after her husband's arrival,

yet he asserted that she had told a falsehood, for he
had himself furnished a lyncjipin for her husband's

carriage, and sli.e must have known of that expense .'
.'

" The story of tlie lynrhpin is one of the most re-

markable I ever heard. I will here relate it.

" This individual, who states that he has never

been reimbursed for his lynchpin, went to a Friend's

house in the neighbourhood, at which I. and A. B .

were, professed great friendship for them, and gave
them a pressing invitation to dine with hiju. His

invitation was accepted. But before they left, it

was discovered that the carriage required a lynch-

pin; and from the complaint that this individual

now makes, that ' he has not been reimbursed for his

lynchpin,''* the probability is, that lie incurred the ex-

pense of furnishing it.'"

* Which probably cost four cents.

Our yearly meeting, which commenced at

the appointed time, viz. second day, the 20th
instant, (the meeting of ministers and elders
on seventh day preceding,) was, at the time
our paper went to press, (24th,) still in ses-

sion. We shall, for the present, only say,

that through the several sittings, it has been
largely attended, more so, it is generally ad-
mitted, than the past year ; and that the vari-

ous deeply interesting and important concerns
which claimed attention, have been transacted
in a degree of harmonious brotherly conde-
scension and love, which, in a period of more
than thirty years, to which our recollections

of these annual solemnities extend, we have
never seen surpassed.

The article from Bates' Mis. Rep. on " Na-
tural Religion," commenced in our preceding

number and concluded in this, we would re-

commend to the attention of all, and particu-

larly to the young ; not that either the reason-

ing or the illustrations are novel, but they are

skilfully arranged, and in a style of great beau-
ty, perspicuity and force, furnish a specimen
of luminous and masterly argument, on a sub-

ject of incalculable importance and universal

concernment.

Married, on the 16th instant, at Friends' meeting,

Middletown, Bucks county, Joseph Wistar of Phi-

ladelphia county, to Sarah Elizabeth, daughter of

Stephen Comfort.

A HEBREW MEI.ODY.
Thine heart is sad—thine heart is sad.

And thoughts of sorrow vex thy soul;

But Judah's God can make thee glad,

And burst the clouds that round thee roll:

Thy broken spirit shall be whole.
And light and joy arise on thee.

To end thy dark captivity.

For all things own his wond'rous sway
In heaven, or eartli, or ocean wide;

And sun and shower, and night and day.

Praise him as their Almighty guide;

E'en the cold grave in vain would hide
Our sins and sorrows from His sight,

Whose arm is power—whose eye is light '.

"As soon as I awoke I blessed God. I then me-
ditated, and endeavoured, by thinking of some of the
great mercies of my life, to stir up my heart to ' give
glory to God. These thoughts had this effect upon
me, to melt my heart much by the love of God, and
to warm it with love to him."

" I had also this evening large meditations of
death and eternity, which thoughts had this effect

gpon me, to beget in me an extraordinary awakened
frame, in which the things of another life were
much realized to me, and made very deep impres-
sions upon me, and mj' soul followed hard after God,
for grace to serve him better than ever I Iiad done.
O Lord ! be pleased to hear my prayers, which came
not out of feigned lips, and to hear the voice of my
weeping for more holiness, and for being more
weaned from the world and all in it."

—

Extract from
Countess Jfarwick's Diary.
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THE HEBREWS.
{Continuedfrom page 217.)

Notwithstanding the excellence of the regu
lations introduced by Ezra, the Hebrew co-

lony languished, and 'soon began to decline,

amid the confusions of war, to which the coun-
try was subjected. The lapse of thirty years
had obUteiated ahnost every trace of those re-

gulations, when IMeheiniah, the cup-bearer ol

Arta.\erxes, hearing of this unhappy condition
of his fellow worshippers, prevailed upon the
king to appoint him governor of Judea, with
full power to fortify Jerusalem, and he accord-
ingly repaired thither to "rebuild her walls,

and repair her waste places."

The abuses which had become prevalent
were corrected by Nehemiah, the regular ser-

vices of the temple re-established, and the con-
dition of the people improved by the abolish-

ment of usury, and the expulsion of the hea-
then females who were married to Jews.
About this period, the marriage of a son of the

high priest to the daughter of the chief of the
Samaritans, led to the erection of that temple
at Samaria on mount Gerizim, to which re-

ference is made in the interview of our Sa-
viour with the woman of Samaria. The
establishment of a worship similar to that

at Jerusalem, and the resoit of dissatisfied

Jews, and criminals who sought refuge at Sa-
maria, withdrew the Samaritans from idolatry;

but this circumstance rather increased than al-

layed the enmity of the two nations.

Alexander the Great visited Jerusalem on
his way to the conquest of the Persian empire,
about the year 332 B. C. Very appropriate
imagery is employed by Daniel to represent
this swift ravager, Dan. vii. 6. viii. 6. xi. 3.

who in four years subdued every thing from
the Hellespont to Sogdiana, and from Egypt to

India. The celerity with which he moved iiis

army is almost incredible. With his cavalry
he frequently pursued his enemy night and day,
and often hurried on his soldiers for a week,
without allowing them a day for repose. But
after his death '• the 'great horn of this swift

and strong he-goat" was soon broken; his em-
pire was sundered into fragments, and " divid-

ed towards the four winds of heaven," and the
face of Asia greatly altered by the establish-

ment of numerous kingdoms under his most
successful generals. 'I'he history of the He-
brews now becomes almost entirely merged in

that of the surrounding countries, to one or
the other of which Judea was attached, as suc-
cess alternated between these ambitious mas-
ters. It became the theatre of frequent wars,
and was subjected to many onerous exactions
and destructive ravages; but the people main-
tained, amid the corrupt nations around them,
a character for great fidelity as subjects, and
many colonies were established out of Pales-
tine. At Alexandria and Antioch they were
allowed the same privileges as citizens of the
best class.

It is supposed that the collection of those
precepts, which afterwards acquired such great
authority as the oral instructions of Moses,
was commenced about the year 300 B. C.
The most ancient books which contain an ac-
count of these Jewish traditions, originated at
about the tenth century of the Christian era.
At this time the Caraite Jews became nume
rous, and demanded of the rabbins some proof
of the genuineness and authority of these tra

ditions. This proof the rabbins attempted tc

give, and named the Mishnical teachers, by
horn they were said to have been trans-

mitted.

From the opposition to the opinions of the
traditionists arose the sect of the Sadducees.
The Jews had now become acquainted with
Greek literature, and began to engage in their

peculiar philosophical speculations. Continu-
under the dominion of the Grecian mo-

narclis, they became familiar with the customs
and the manners of the Greeks. They acquired
a taste for them, and preferred even their idola-
trous religion to the worship of the true God.
This degeneracy taking hold at length even of
the priesthood, about the commencement of
the second century before Christ, a Greek
gymnasium was established at Jerusalem, with
the real, though hidden design, of gradually
changing Judaism for heathenism. The ini-

quity of the leaders of the people exposed
them to very severe afflictions, and about one
hundred and seventy years before Christ, An-
tiochus took Jerusalem by storm, slaying
eighty thousand persons, making forty thou-
sand prisoners, and carrying away as many
into slavery. Under the guidance of the apos-
tate high priest, he entered the temple, utter-

ing blasphemous language, and took away the
vessels of gold and silver; he then sacrificed
swine u[)on the altar, and sprinkled the whole
temple with the broth. Three years afterward
he sent another army against the city, who
deluged the streets with blood, and threw
down the city walls. The castle on Mount
Zion was garrisoned, and this position gave
his troops complete control over the temple,

so that the daily sacrifice ceased, and Jerusa-
lem was deserted, for the inhabitants were
obliged to flee for their lives.

An edict was then issued at Antioch, and
published in all the provinces of Syria, com-
manding the inhabitants of the whole empire
to worship the gods of the king, and to ac-
knowledge no religion but his. Many Jews
submitted to the edict for fear of punishment,
and a still greater number who had long been
attached to the Grecian customs, gladly em-
braced this opportunity to declare themselves
fully, and pass over to the Syrians. But the
better part of the people fled and kept them-
selves concealed.

A person was sent to Jerusalem to instruct
the people in the Greek religion, and compel
them to the observance of its rites. He dedi-
cated the temple to Jupiter Olympus, and on
the altar of Jehovah he placed a smaller one to
be used in sacrificing to the heathen god.
This new altar, built by the order of the deso-
lator Antiochus, may be what Daniel alludes
to when he speaks of " the abomination that
maketh desolate."

The keeping of the Sabbath, and every ob-
servance of the law, was now made a capital
oflence—all the copies of the sacred books
that could be found were taken away, defaced,
torn in pieces, and burnt. All idolatrous rites
were enforced under the penally of death.

The Hebrews had never before been sub-
jected to so furious a persecution, but they

firmly established in their religion,
that all the threats and tortures which their
enemies employed against them, could not
force them to renounce it.

{To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

DR. PARR.
Perhaps no event in the present century,

having reference merely to a private individu-
al, has e.xcited so deep a sensation in the lite-

rary and higher classes of society in England,
as the demise of that colossus in learning and
intellect, the late Dr. Parr, who, without any
adventitious aids, had vanquished complicated
obstructions to his career, and by the wonders
of his mighty mind, had constituted himself an
object of concentrated interest with his con-
temporaries. As a critic, ranking with Bent-
ley and Porson; and in genius and general
scholarship, with Warburlon, Lowth, Johnson,
Horseley, and Sir William Jones, his writings
will identify his name with the language and
literature of his country to their latest period
of duration. If it has been as truly as elegant-
ly said, that " men of genius are luminous
points on the great disc of society, which
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of di

shine long after the sun of power and prosper!-
^^'^^y^'j'J"^

ty has withdrawn his beams, and rescue tber"

nations they adorn from total darkness in the

long eclipse of time," this great man will serve

as a luminous beacon to the fame of England

in after ages, bo her fate as a nation what it

may. For overwhelming power, exuberance,

versatility and elegance as a colloqiiialist, John-

son only could resist his claim to undoubted

pre-eminence. The defects of his character

were foibles rather than vices, and richly re

deemed by the benevolence of his heart, the

correctness of his understanding, the integrity

of his principles, and his firm assertion of right

and his stern denunciation of wrong on all oc-

casions. Iti s inexpressibly refreshing to escape

from the crudities, absurdities, and impieties

by which we are from so many quarters assail-

ed; from the perverseness of petulant sciolists,

and the insolence of presumptuous ignorance,

to tlie pages of Parr, distinguished as they are

by opulence of thought, splendour of language,

fertility of illustration, accuracy of construc-

tion, and nicety of phrase. Perhaps there is

no author to whose writings what was so ele-

gantly said of Bacon's may be more appropri-

ately applied: " in them we have all the wisdom

which the deepest erudition could receive from

the gulph of buried ages, and all that the most

sagacious and accurate observation could col-

lect from the spectacle of the passing scene.

In them we behold imagination and knowledge,

equally successful in Uieir exertions—this as

the contributor of truths, that as opening her

affluent wardrobe for their dress—the one, like

the earth, throwing out of her bosom the or

ganized forms of matter; the other, like the

sun, arraying them in an endless variety of

hues."

r send for insertion in " The Friend," should

it meet the approbation of the editor, an ex-

cerpt from a discourse of Dr. Parr, not sc

much for the purpose of exhibiting his powers

as a writer, as to show the broad contrast be-

tween the sober conclusions of an intellect

so powerful by nature, and so enlightened by

assiduous cultivation, and the illuminated rant,

sometimes unmeaning, sometimes ill-meaning,

with which we have been inundated of late, in

reference to the same awful topics.

If, at the same time, curiosity should be

awakened and desire excited to become ac-

quainted with the classical pages of this admi-

rable writer, I shall rejoice, and feel myself

more than compensated for the labour of tran-

scription. E. P.

Whether we direct our inquiries to the course

God's providence, or to the revelitions of his will,

we are surrounded by difficullies which the short

line of the human understanding cannot fathom

But if sound philosophy teaches us to affirm of Ills

one, " that all seeming discord is harmony not un-

derstood," a rational faith will convince us concern

ing tlie other, that what appears most improbabh

must yet be true—that the religion of our Redeeme

is founded upon a rock—that no part of it is futile

or delusive, and that though heaven and earth be

dissolved, not the least of his words shall pass away.

Some facts are indeed recorded which we cannot re-

concile to our preconceived opinions upon the moral

government of the universe; many mystorious doc-

trines are announced to us, which balfle the attempts

of the most ingenious and the most learned to ex-

plaiu them—many practical precepts are laid down,

niance of which may be irksome to flesh Straight, indeed, anc

• but if the scriptures be once admitted as and virtue; but if weti

original, every scruple must from that in- to the left, we have no

tant be subdued, and every objection must be stifled, back to the innocence i

The founder of Christianity tells us plainly and reluctantly yield I" —
concisely what we are to do, and what we are to

avoid. He sets before us speculative and practical

propositions, often without condescending to notice

their difficulties, and always, I had nearly said, with-

out attempting to solve them. In challenging our

assent to the one, and our compliance with the other,

he appeals, indeed, to our understandings, but with

our prepossessions he does not struggle. He ad-

dresses us not with the eloquence of a declaimer, or

with the subtlety of a logician; but in the simple and

authoritative language of a divine teacher. This,

for example, is the doctrine which our Father who is

in heaven has revealed. That again is the com-

mandment which the Lord thy God has commanded

thee. In the same manner do the writers both of the

Old and New Testament relate, as eye-witnesses,

events, for which they do not pretend to account for

as philosophers; and whensoever a preternatural a-

gency is once admitted upon the strength of testimo-

ny, where is, I say, not the necessity, but even the

propriety of having recourse to causes purely and

confessedly within the ordinary course of nature toi

the explication of effects, to which, both in our owr

ceptions, and in the supposed cases, they are in-

adequate, and therefore, I contend, inapplicable''

Mistake me not. Far be it from me to cramp the

e.xercise of your reason; for my aim only is to point

out the particular principles which are to direct you

in exercising it properly and consistently. Upon

points of fact, you are, like the Berseans, to examine

whether these things be so. Upon points of doctrine,

you are not only allowed, but encouraged, to give an

account of the hope that is in you. And when you

consider that your dearest interests are staked upon

exact apprehensions of your duly, the importance of

the question, while it restrains your rashness, should

also stimulate your industry. At the same time,

however, that you are putting forth your collected

strength to discover what is truth, you should bear in

mind the weakness that may expose you to error, in

forming your faith. You should ever be on the watch

against the fallibility of your judgments, the way-

wardness of your prejudices, the impertinence of

your curiosity, and the delusions of your pride ;
you

should carefully abstain from every wish to lower

the sense of scriptural doctrines to the standard of

your very limited and very deceitful reason; you

Id hear without credulity, and even repel with

firmness, the specious representations of others, who,

striving to be wise beyond what is written, would sub-

stitute their own crude opinions and unauinorised

res for the infallible oraclesof the living God.

is the cautious and humble conduct which

becomes us in matters of speculation ;
and surely

pon subjects of practice we have yet greater reason

D be on our guard against the turbulence of our

sions, and the stubbornness of our habits ; the delu

f our secular interests, and the dange:

refinements of a most thoughtless and degenerate

Id. The commands of God are too peremptory

to be resisted, too pure to be corrupted, and too clear

to be explained away. Hence, if false prophets should

arise, and, according to our Saviour's prediction, show

signs and wonders, they could not absolve you from

the belief of any one proposition the gospel contains,

or from the discharge of any one duly it prescribes.

Though a man of God should tell you that an angel

requires you to go back with him, you must not, with-

out examining his pretensions, presume to taste one

drop of water, or one morsel of bread, in the place of

which you know that the Lord has commanded ye

shall eat no bread, and drink no water. You must

not desert a plain, though perhaps an irksome, duty,

because a subsequent injunction, the authority of

which is disputable, may be more agreeable to your

wishes.and in reference to the ordinary rules of action,

more intelligible to your reason. Has God affirmed ?

you must assent without wavering. Has he com-

manded? you must, without hesitation, obey. For

the authority of the law giver is, in all such cases,

the clearest vindication of the law, as well as the

sole direction for him upon whom it is imposed,

conje

>lain, arc the paths of truth

n aside to the right hand or

;ecurity for being able to go
: have abandoned. We shall

D an obligation, the force of which

have once endeavoured to elude. In our re-

searches we shall be entangled in the mazes of un-

rtainty, and in our conduct we shall soon be plun-

ged into the pit-falls of temptation. He that multi-

plies the artificial difficulties of securing his salva-

dly forfeits all hope of pardon, for not

vanquishing those which are real and unavoidable.

For a time, indeed, a very short time, the arts of so-

phistry may be employed in extracting self-approba-

tion from self-deceit—in preventing, industriously,

the operations of our reason, and hushing the secret

and unwelcome remonstrances of our consciences.

Those arts may induce us to plant one supposed-

obligation against another which is real and acknow-

ledged, and to plead a permission announced by an

angel, for doing that which the immediate voice of

God had before forbidden us to do. They may em-

bolden us to seize some hasty and hollow apology

for our obstinacy; it may be in the partial obscurity,

and for our captiousness in the seeming contradic-

tions of the holy Scriptures. They may teach us to

exchange the solidity of argument for the petulance

of wit ; to prefer the ingenuity of hazardous expla-

nation to the humility of implicit acquiescence; to

venture on less crimes, because on other occasions

we have abstained from greater ; to justify our sins

gligence, because we are exempt from sins of

presumption ; to shift off the danger of errors from

ourselves, and plant it upon the insidious misre-

presentations of others—misrepresentations adopted

before they were brought to the test of inquiry, and

unsuspected like the pretended mission of the angel,

because they were likely to soothe either the impor-

tunity of appetite, or the pride of opinion. But on

the first serious review of our actions and their mo-

tives, nay, upon the first involuntary return of calm

and impartial reflection, all these unlicensed expe-

dients will be unavailing. Under the pressure of ad-

versity they will be rejected with disdain ; amidst

the pangs of sickness they will be remembered with

horror; in the hour of death they cannot assuage

our fears; and in the day ofjudgment they will, most

assuredly, aggravate our condemnation.

From "The Mag. of Nat. Hist." for Jan. 1829.

Sketches of Twenty-four American Song

Birds.

Bv J. Rennie, a. M.

It was promised in a recent number, (p. 347.), to

disprove the opinion of Buffon, which has grown into

a prejudice pretty generally diffused, that the birds

of America are inferior in song to those of Europe ;

because, says the eloquent but credulous andmis-

taken naturalist, by Uving in a savage country, their

voices become harsh and unmusical.

Of the American song birds, the genus tiirdua

seems to hold the chief rank, there being at least four

species distinguished for their notes, among which is

the mocking-bird, to whose unrivalled music I shall

presently advert, after disposing of his less distin-

guished congeners, none of which, be it remembered,

belong to our European species. I must also pre-

mise that I am indebted to Wilson, the ingenious

author of the American Ornithology, for almost all

the details.

The brown thrush, (turdus rufus,) sometimes caJI-

ed the thrasher, or French mocking-bird, is the lar-

gest of the genus. His song is loud, emphatic, and

full of variety ; and, in a serene morning, when the

wind is hushed, and before the " busy hum of men"

begins, his voice may be distinguished at the distance

of half a mile. His notes are not imitative, as some

have erroneously supposed, but are wholly his own,

and bear a very considerable resemblance to those of

the European song thrush (turdus musicus.)
^

•The migratory, or red-breasted thrush, (turdus

migratSrlus,) is an early songster, frequently com-

mencing in March, before the snow has disappeared.

One or two individuals usually taking the lead, by

leaving the Sock and perching on a stake or fence,
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to begin the prelude to the general concert. H
Bong is not a bad imitation of tlie preceding (T. r

fus); but, thougli inferior to llie brown thrush in ex

cution, it is more simple, and what is deficient in t

lent is amply made up in zealous enthusiasm, so th

his song is universally liked, and he is often, on that

account, kept in cages.

The wood thrush, (turdus melodus,) is a sweet
and solitary songster. He chooses his station, at

dawn, on the top of a tall tree, that rises from a 1

thick, shaded part of the woods, piping his el

musical notes in a kind of ecstacy, the prelude or

symphony to which strongly resembles the double-

tonguoing of a German 9ute, and sometimes the tink-

hng of a small bell. The whole song consists of five

or SIX parts, the last note of each of which is in a

tone that leaves the conclusion suspended. The
finale is beautifully managed, with so fine an effect,

as to appear sweeter and mellower at each succes-

sive repetition. Rival songsters, in different parts

of a wood, seem to vie with each other in the soft-

ness of their tones, and the e.'cquisite finish of their

responses. During the ileal of the day they are
comparatively mute, but they renew their song at

the close of the day, and continue it long after sun-
set. Even in dark, gloomy weather, during May and
June, when scarce a chirp is heard from any other bird,

the wood thrush sings from morn till night; and it

may be sail with justice, that the sadder the day the
sweeter is his song. Those who have paid attention

to the singing of birds know well that their voice,

energy, and expression differ as widely as in man;
and, agreeably to this remark, Wilson says he was so
familiar with the notes of an individual wood thrush,
that he could recognise him from all his fellows the
moment he entered the woods.

.

The mocking-bird, (turdus polyglottus,) seems to

be the prince of all song birds, being altogether un-
rivalled in the extent and variety of his vocal pow-
ers ; and, besides the fulness and melody of his ori-

ginal notes, he has the faculty of imitating the notes
of all other birds, from the humming-bird to the
eagle. Pennant tells us that he heard a caged one,
in England, imitate the mewing of a cat, and thi

creaking of a sign in high winds. The hon. Daine;
Birrington says his pipe comes the nearest to oui
nightingale of any bird he ever heard. The descrip
tion, however, given by Wilson in his own inimi
table manner, as far excels Pennant and Barrington
as the bird excels his fellow songsters. Wilson tell:

that the ease, elegance, and rapidity of his move-
ments, the animation of his eye, and the intelligence

he displays in listening and laying up lessons, mark
the peculiarity of his genius. His voice is full,

strong, aud musical, and capable of almost every
modulation, from the clear mellow tones of the wood
thrush to the savage scream of the bald eagle. In
measure and accents he faithfully follows his origi-

nals, while in force and sweetness of expression he
greatly improves upon them. In his native woods
on a dewy morning, his song rises above every com-
petitor, for the others seem merely as inferior accom-
paniments. His own notes are bold and full, and
varied seemingly beyond all limits. They consist of
short expressions of two, three, or at most five or six

syllables, generally expressed with great emphasis
and rapidity, and continued with undiminishing ar-

dour for half an hour or an hour at a time. While
singing, he expands his wings and his tail, glistening
with white, keeping time to his own music, and the
buoyant gaiety of his action is no less fascinating
than his song. He sweeps round with enthusiastic
ecstasy ; he mounts and descends as his song swells
or dies away; he bounds aloft, as Bartram says, with
the celerity of an arrow, as if to recover or recall his

very soul, expired in the last elevated strain. A by-
stander might suppose that the whole feathered
tribes hud assembled together on a trial of skill

;

each striving to produce his utmost effect, so perfect
are his imitations. He often deceives the sportsman,
and even birds themselves are sometin^es imposed
upon by this admirable mimic. In confinement he
loses little of the power or energy of his Ibng. He
whistles for the dog ; Cajsar starts up, wags his tail,

and runs to meet his master. He cries like a hurt
chicken, and the hen hurries about, with feathers on
end, to protect her infant brood. He repeats the

tune taught him, though it be of considerable length,
with great accuracy. He runs over the notes olthe
canary and of the red bird with such superior exe-
cution and effect, that the mortified songsters con-
fess his triumph by their silence. His fondness for
variety some suppose to injure his song. His imita-
tions of the brown thrush are often interrupted by
the crowing of cocks; and his exquisite warblings
after the blue bird, are mingled with the screaming
of swallows, or the cackling of hens. During moon°
light, both in the wild and tame state, he sings the
whole night long. The hunters, in their night e.x-

cursions, know fhat the moon is rising the instant
they begin to hear his delightful solo. After Shaks-
peare, Barrington attributes in part the exquisiteness
of the nightingale's song to the silence of the night;
but if so, what are we to think of the bird, which, in
the open glare of day, overpowers, and often silences
all competition .' His natural notes partake of a
character similar to those of the brown thrush, but

ore sweet, more express

with greater rapidity. Mr. Jennii

When hi!

so eager to make his readers believe that " du
day its chief notes consist of the imitations of

the songs of its neighbours, while at night its song
s more peculiariy its own," that he has repeated il

n three several places of his Omilhologia. 1 must
;ay, that to me, this has more the air of conjecture
than of fact.

The yellow-breasted chat, (pipra polygl6tta,) na-
turally follows his superior in the art of mimicry.

3 approached, he scolds the passen-
iety of odd and uncouth monosyl-

lables, diificult to describe, but easily imitated, so as
to deceive the bird himself, and draw him after you
to a good distance ; in such cases his responses are

t and rapid, strongly expressive of anxiety
and anger, and while the bird is always unseen, the

;e shifts from place to place among the bushes,
f proceeding from a spirit. At first are heard

short notes like the whistling of a duck's wings, be-
loud and rapid, and becoming lower and
11 they end in detached notes. There sii

ceeds something like the barking of young puppii
followed by a variety of guttural sounds, like those
of some quadrupeds, and ending like the mewing of
a cat, but much hoarser. All these are given
much vehemence, and in different keys, so as tc

pear sometimes at a great distance, and instantly

again quite near you. In mild, serene moonlight
nights, it continues this ventriloquism all night,
spending to its own echoes.

(To be continued.-}

FOR THE FRIEND,

THE WATCHMAN. NO. 1.

The general approbation with which " The
Friend" has been received must be a gratifving

circumstance to the Editor and his band of

coadjutors, for it is the just reward of the zeal

with which they have guarded the reputation

and interests of the Society. Calumnies,
which, without such an antidote, would have
spread their poison over the country, are now
met and counteracted at the start; the scatter-

ed and distant members of the Society are
brought into a closer acquaintance with each
other's feelings, and the publication, if con-
tinued with the industry and good judgment
by which its career has hitherto been marked,
will spread its roots still wider and deeper
throughout our Society. But while the serious

matters which occupy the attention of us all

are made to fill up a large space in your mis-

Uany, and while the original coinmunica-
tions in the literary department are of that

grave and masculine character which becomes
us as a people, I think you have not filled up
the measure of your usefulness in other re-

pects. The lesser morals of life—the shades

of character—peculiarities of manners—the
varieties of mere opinion,_c.\ist among us as in

the world at large. They are fit themes for

discussion, observation, reproof and satire;
they occupy a large space in the daily inter-

course of life; they influence powerfully, though
often imperceptibly to ourselves, our course
of life and our principles—our well being in

this world, and our everlasting destiny in that
which is to come. They are, therefore, sub-
jects fit for philosophical discussion, and cap-
able of yielding instruction even while they
amuse. I have therefore thought that the use-

fulness, as well as the popularity of your paper
would be increased, by devoting an occasional
column to essays on these subjects; by endea-

iried, ^'ouring to put folly out of countenance, and
to rebuke, with gentle satire, the light incon-
sistencies that scarcely merit a more serious
infliction. Not that I mean to set myself up
as a censor-general of manners and morals,
for my purpose will, in a good measure, be
gained by opening a channel through which
communications on these topics may be re-

ceived.

Another object I have in view, is kindness
to that numerous class of aspirants to literary

honours, whose talent lies in short essays, or
whose indolence restricts them to half a co-
lumn at a sitting. I am in hopes that many,
to whoiTi a whole page is an undertaking so
formidable as to deter them from the task, will

come forward when they find that there is a
place in which their very brevity will be a
merit ; where familiar, and, as it were, house-
hold topics will find an entrance, and their

modesty be propitiated by being strung up in a
row. The staidness and decorum of your pa-
per will be a security against undue levity or
trifling; and the sprightliness of a few lively

correspondents will do no harm to your sturdy
polemics. I do not mean to exclude from
this series of papers discussions of a more so-
ber and pensive cast. These also will find

their appropriate place. Happily to steer

" From grave to gay, from lively to severe,"

is the great secret of agreeable writing.

After all, I may place myself in the situa-

tion of a man, who, having put up his sign,

gets no custom, and is thereupon obliged to

close his shop; for I promise no more than to

act as the waiter at the door, who ushers in

the guests to the assembly.

P. S. The letter box of " The Friend"
will be open to all communications addressed
to the Watchman, who gives notice that he is

on the look-out.

Hear the just law—the judgment of the skies '.

He that hates truth shall be the dupe of lies :

And he that will be cheated to the last,

Delusions strong as hell shall bind him fast.

But if the wanderer his mistake discern.

Judge his own ways, and sigh for a return,

ildered once, must he bewail his loss

For ever and for ever? No—the cross !

There and there only, (though the deist rave,

And atheist, if earth bear so base a slave;)

There and there only is the power to save.

There no delusive hope invites despair;

No mockery meets you, no deception there.

Cowper.
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To Ihe Editor of " The Friendr

Respected friend,—In attempting to versify

an extract from the Book of Job, the follow-

ing was selected; not as presenting within it-

self any complete moral lesson, but because it

offered conveniently, and on account of its

great energy and grandeur. The instruction

contained in this truly magnificent poem, pos-

sesses the great advantage of being equally

calculated for all ages of the world. It is just

as applicable to the year J82P, and the com

merce of the United'States, as ever it was to

the age of Moses, and the climate of Midian

and Arabia. Should the present attempt meet

approbation, another passage may be offered.

THE LAMENTATION OF JOB.

Job ii. 11. to tlie end of chap. iii.

Now .Tob's three boastful friends had heard the tale

And brought condolence to the fatal vale ;

Afar they sought.him, but they look'd in vain.

Nor knew the wretch, deform'd with grief and pain.

Then loud their cry; their flowing robes they tore.

And o'er their heads defiling ashes bore.

Couch'd on the ground seven sultry days they knew.

And seven long nights imbib'd the desert's dew,

Nor cheerful converse dared ; but, fix'd and slow.

Sedate attend the man of mighty woe.

At length he spoke, all rolling on the earth.

And curs'd the day that saw his wretched birth.

Dark be that day, nor God's benignant power,

Nor cheerful sun, regard the haled morn ;

Let death's black shade for ever stain the hour.

And horrors veil the date when 1 was born !

Let not that day be counted in the year.

Nor add to months as changing seasons fly 1

Sole let it stand, the joyless wretch's fear.

And let them curse it that beseech to die.

Through duskier twilight darken'd into night.

Long may it wait, and meet no morning glow;

Fade all its stars, and dim their feebler light,

That woke these helpless orbs to hfe and woe !

Why died I not in nature's earliest prime?

Why press'd the lap and fondl'd at the breast.'

Then had I, quiet, 'scap'd the toils of time.

And shar'd the peaceful home of them that rest,

With earth's proud kings and men in council wise.

That build in tombs their desolate abode
;

With chiefs to whom wealth grants the golden prize

And babes on whom the day-spring never glow'd

There th( ickcd cease

iry i

For there i

From tr(

The captive there has liberty and peace ;

Nor tyrant's voice can there disturb th' oppress't

The small and great arc there, the free and slave :

Then wherefore life unto the bitter soul .'

Why light to him who labours for the grave

;

Who longs for death, that flies his weak control

Whose fondest hope it is to meet his end ?

What good to wretches can existence do.

Whose path no human prudence can dcfend-

Wealth pall'd with useless dread, and ruir too.'

Poieon'd in vain with thought, my better years !

Nor care nor prudence could the storm assuage ;

Too true were all my life-corroding fears;

Gloom in my youth, destruction in my age.

Burlington Chester.

The world is grown so full of dissimulation

and compliment, that men's words are hardly

any signification of their thoughts.

—

Addison.

Aristotle, Beaitie, and Htime, on Slavery.

To the Editor of the Christian Observer.

1 send you the following arguments of Dr
Beattie, contrasted with the statements of Ari

stotle and Hume, on slaves and slavery. Let

the reader choose between the heathen and

the infidel on the one hand, and the learned,

accomplished, humane, and devout Christian

on the other.

" That I may not be thought a blind admirer

of antiquity," says Dr. Beattie, " I would ciave

the reader's indulgence for one short digres-

sion more, in order to put him in mind of an

important error in morals, inferred from par-

tial and inaccurate experience, by no less a

person than Aristotle himself. He argues,

' That men of little genius, and a great bodily

strength, are by nature destined to serve, and

those of better capacity to command; and that

the natives of Greece, and of some other coun-

tries, being naturally superior in genius, have

a natural right to empire, and the rest of man-

kind, being naturally stupid, are destined to

labour and slavery.' This reasoning is now

alas! of little advantage to Aristotle's country

men, who have for many ages been doomed to

that slavery which, in hisjudgment, nature had

destined them to impose on others; and many

nations whom he would have consigned to

everlasting stupidity, have shown themselves

equal in genius to the most e.xalted of human

kind. It would have been more worthy of

Aristotle, to have inferred man's natural and

universal right to liberty, from that natural and

universal passion with which men desi

He wanted, perhaps, to devise some excuse

lor servitude; a practice which, to their eter

nal reproach, both Greeks and Romans toler

ated, even in the days of their glory.

"Mr. Hume argues nearly in the same man
ner, m regard to the superiority of white men
over black His assertions are strong, but

I know not whether they have any thing

to recommend them The inhabitants of

Britain and France were as savage two thous

and years ago, as those of Africa and Ame
rica are at this day. To civilize a nation, is a

work which it requires long time to accom-

plish; and one may as well say of an infant,

that he can never become a man, as of a na-

tion now barbarous, that it never can be ci-

vilized That a negro slave, who can nei-

ther read nor write, nor speak any European

language, who is not permitted to do any thing

but what his master commands, and who has

not got a single friend on earth, but is univer-

sally considered and treated as if he were of a

species inferior to the human; that such a crea-

ture should so distinguish himself among Eu-

ropeans, as to be talked of through the world

for a man of genius, is surely no reasonable

expectation. To suppose him of an inferior

species, because he does not thus distinguish

himself, is just as rational as to suppose any

private European of an inferior species, be-

cause he has not raised himself to the condi-

tion of royalty."
" That every practice and sentiment is bar-

barous which is not according to the usages

of modern Europe, seems to be a fundamental

maxim wtth many of our critics and philoso-

phers. Their remarks often put me in mind

of the fable of the man and the lion. If ne-

groes and Indians were disposed to recrimi-

nate; if a Lucian or a Voltaire from the coast

of Guinea, or from the Five Nations, were to

pay us a visit, what a picture of European
manners might he present to his countrymen
at his return! Nor would caricature, or ex-

aggeration, be necessary to render it hideous.

A plain, historical account of some of our most
fashionable duellists, gamblers, and adulterers,

(to name no more,) would exhibit specimens
of brutish barbarity and sottish infatuation,

such as might vie with any that ever appeared

in Kamschatka, California, or the land of Hot-

tentots."

"It is easy to see with what views some mo-
dern authors throw out these hints to prove

the natural inferiority of negroes. But let

every friend to humanity pray, that they may
be disappointed. Britons are famous for ge-

nerosity; a virtue in which it is easy for them

to excel both the Romans and the Greeks.

Let it never be said, that slavery is countenan-

ced by the bravest and most generous peo-

ple on earth; by a people who are animated

with that heroic passion, the love of liberty,

beyond all nations ancient or modern; and the

fame of whose toilsome, but unwearied, per-

severance, in vindicating, at the expense of

life and fortune, the sacred rights of mankind,

will strike terror into the hearts of sycophants

and tyrants, and excite the admiration and gra-

titude of all good men, to the latest posterity."

—Bcattie's Essay on Truth, p. 458, &c.
Such were the sentiments of that ornament

of his age and country. Dr. Beattie, sixty years

ago; with what mingled joy would that emi-

nent man have witnessed the efforts now made
to carry into efl'ect his benevolent ideas, and

with what grief and indignation the virulent

opposition with which they have been as.sailed!

A Clergyman's Wife.

The following lir

the hand writini

forwarded for

whether they ha

e found in manuscript in

valued relative—they are

Friend," without knowing
been published.

STANZAS.

Borne on the wing of ever lapsing time.

Frequent I muse on death's mysterious sleep.

Or in hope's vision view that wondrous clime.

Where sorrow's children soon shall cease to weep.

Quickened by Thee, unsullied Source of Life 1

A new creation in my heart shall spring.

An intellectual day succeed the night.

And I a song of triumph learn to smg.

Now ere my heart the cup of anguish knows,

May I the evening sacrifice prepare.

Now while the stream of life's strong current flows,

To know the great Redeemer be my care.

In perfect love thy own creation save !

And may the Bethlehem star illume my way,

Dispel the gloom that hovers o'er the grave.

And guild the awful evening of my day.

Married, on the 23d ull. in Friends' meeting-house

at Newton, New Jersey, John C. Hull ofNew York,

to Caroline, daughter of Richard M. Cooper, of

Camden, N. J.
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From E. Bates's Miscdlmuous Reposilory.

THE SEPARATISTS.
The term, Hicksites, seems almost inevitably

to attach to the followers of Elias Hicks, or,

if (hey like the mcjde of expression any better,

to those who profess unity with him. The at

tempt was earnestly made, at the trial at Steu
benville, to take and establish for themselves
another name. But the hope seemed to be
abandoned, and before the trial was over, both
the lawyers and witnesses on the part of the

defendants, used the term Hicksites with free-

dom. The term was used by the judge, and
it is generally used in conversation. I have my-
self frequently used it, and think it a convenient
distinction, and I hope those to whom it is ap-
plied, will take no offence at the apphcation.
It would be ill judged in them to be displeased
at it, as their fellow citizens have almost, if not
quite, unanimously awarded them the name,
and they cannot possibly put it from them

will bear the most deliberate and dispassion-
ate consideration.

I would therefore invite their attention to a
fe.v important facts—and I consider the invi-
tation neither unreasonable nor obtrusive.
" If thou art wise, thou art wise unto thyself,
but if thou scornest, thou alone shall bear it,"

was a language addressed to some formerly,
who vyere called upon to attend to some sub-
jects, in which their own best interest was the
immediate object in view.

Those who take the ground of mere moral
obligation, and contend that doctrines are not
important, cannot pretend that they are in ac

dance with our early Friends. George Fox's
doctrinal works are very large—so are W
m Penn's—so are Robert Barclay's—indeed

the writings of every individual who has at
tained the character of acknowledged author!
ty in the Society, plainly and unequivocally

I

prove the contrary. One single passage in
The Hicksites, then, for so I shall call them, Robert Barclay's Anarchy of the Ranters

without the least degree of bad feeling toward;
them, the Hicksites now form a separate society
from Friends. They, themselves, evidently
wish to be separate from us in a society capa
city. This separation has been produced, oi

their part, by a variety of causes operating on
their minds, raising feelings of dissatisfaction,

and disunity with Friends, and separating them
from us.

With some, there has been a distinct adop
tion of the doctrines of Elias Hicks. Other-
have been confused in their views of doctrines,
and have hardly known what either he or
Friends profess in regard to doctrines, and
without much discrimination, consider him a
great preacher and a good man, and thus be-
come partizans, from considerations very much
of a personal character. Another class, in

timately connected with this, consider doctrines
of no importance— if the practice of a man is

right, they think it is of no consequence what
his opinions are. Another description of per-
sons have been powerfully operated upon by
local, and mere party considerations. They
have been first prejudiced against Friends

—

perhaps in the beginning against only some
fete individuals—then more extensively, and
finally, a high degree of excitement has been
produced against the proceedings of the
whole Society. It is a remarkable fact, that
those who had been under the censure of
Friends—or had, from any cause, imbibed a
bitterness of feeling towards the Society, pre-
vious to these difficulties, have^encra% become
Hicksites.

As the human mind, when in a state of ex-
citement, is generally carried along without
cool and rational consideration, I have felt a
great desire, that the members of the new so-
ciety might suffer their passions and prejudices
to subside, that they may coolly and dispassion-
ately examine the ground upon which they are
proceeding.

They all, I believe, claim to hold the ancient
doctrines of the Society, and to hold their meet-
ings in the order of the Society. But in making
themselves constituent parts of a society, apart
from those with whom they have heretofore
been in religious fellowship, there certainly
ought to be adequate reasons—and such as

places the subject beyond all question. I ask
the Hicksites to consider it. And I invite the
advocates of no doctrines, to refute it if they
can. On the very subject before us, and with
reference to itas cause of disownment,he says:
"If the apostles of Christ, of old, and the
preachers of the everlasting gospel in this day,
had told people, however wrong they found them
in their faith and principles, our charity and
love is svch, ive dare not judge you, nor sepa-
rate from you ; but lei us all live together in
love and every one enjoy his own opinion, and
all will be well: how should the nations have
been ? Or what way can they now be brought
to truth and righteousness?' Would not the
devil love this doctrine well, by which darkness
and ignorance, error and confusion, might still

continue in the earth, unreproved and uncon
demned ?***Were such a principle to be re-

ceived and beheved; that in the church of
Christ no man should be separated from,
man condemned or excluded the fellow ship and
communion of the body, for his judgment or
opinion in matters of faith, then what blasphe-
mies so horrid, what heresies so damnable, what
doctrines of devils, but might harbour itself in
the church of Christ? What need then of
sound doctrine, if no doctrine make unsound ?

What need of convincing and exhorting gain-
sayers, if {o gainsay be no crime? Where
should the unity of the faith be ? Were not this
an inlet to all manner of abominations ? and
to make void the whole tendency of Christ and
his apostles' doctrines? and render the gos-
pel of none effect? and give a liberty to "the
unconstant and giddy will of man to innovate,
alter, overturn it at his pleasure? So that,
from all that is above mentioned, we do safely
conclude, that when a people are gathered to-
gether into the belief of the principles and doc-
trines of the gospel of Christ, if any of that
people shall go from their principles, and assert
things false and contrary to what they have al-
ready received : such as stand, and abide firm
in the faith, have power, by the spirit of God,
after they have used Christian endeavoms to
convince and reclaim them, upon their obsti-
nacy, to separate from such, and exclude
them from their spiritual fellowship and com-
munion : for otherwise, if this be denied, fare-

well allChristianity, or the maintaining of any
sound doctrine in the church of Christ." Bar-
clay's Works, fol. 215.
Now I ask this class of the Hicksites, if

Robert Barclay, though writing 155 years ago,
did not tairly present the very principle they
assume in regard to charity, and love, and ev-
ery one enjoying his own opinion? If this is not
what they profess, I should like to know the
difference. And I ask them further—how they
can evade the force of Barclay's arguments, or
show their tyrannical or oppressive character'
or make it appear that we have taken any
ground, either in controversy or discipline, that
IS not fully warranted by the above quoted
passage ?

Let it be remembered, too, that this passage
IS from the writings of an individual, who, as a
writer, stands deservedly in the first class of
our primitive Friends. This treatise, also, was
not of an individual character. It was on the
subject of church government, and examined
and approved by the Second-Day's meeting, in
London. Thirty three Friends signing the
proceedings of that meeting, among whom
were, Charles Marshall, John Osgood, Wil-
liam Penn, Thomas Elwood, John Burnveaf,
Stephen Crisp, and Ambrose Rigge. 'The
sentiments, therefore, contained in the extract,
must be regarded as officially the principle of
the Society, the individuals above named beintr
active agents in establishing it.

"

It is, therefore, proven beyond all contradic-
tion, that our early Friends did consider a de-
parture from the doctrines a subject of disown-
ment

;
and that the very principle now assumed

by the Hicksites, woul'd please the devil well

:

and make void the whole tendency of Christ
and his apostles' doctrines. I ask them then, and
I do It with desires for their present and eternal
welfare, toconsider whether ourtakingthissame
ground, so strongly defended by our early
Friends, IS sufficient cause for them to censure
us ? If It IS not, then one fruitful source of ex-
citement, on their part, is cut off". But if they
still continue to blame us on this account, it is for
our taking the very grounds of our early
Friends—which will at once destroy their plea
ol being on the "ancient foundation." Take
which "horn of the dilemma" they please, and
their present position is untenable.

But, they say, we are so much engaged in
controversy

! True—and was it not the con-
stant employment ofour early Friends ? Were
not the writings of Robert Barclay, William
Penn, and our other eminent predecessors, al-
most entirely controversial ? Was not the minis-
try o( ihat day controversial? And did not
Paul dispute in the school of Tyrannus ? Was
it not "his manner" to reason with the Jews,
out of theScriptures, opening and alleging that
Christ must needs have suffered, and risen again
from the dead—and that this Jesus wholn I
preach unto you, is Christ? And was not
Apollos engaged in controversy when he might-
ily convinced the Jews, and that publicly,
showing by the Scriptures, that Jesus was
Christ?

In regard to doctrines, there can be no dis-
pute that these have been, in different ages,
properly defended from perversion and misre-
presentation—and there is no reason to believe
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that the Almighty, in the present day, is dispos-

ed to leave himself without witnesses.

But they say we are too severe with them.

Read Barclay's Apology Vindicated, which

William Penn places " in the fore-front of his

polemical works;'' and Penn's notice of the

Athenian Mercury, and liis reply to the bishop

of Cork—and say, if tre have ever been even

as severe as they were ?

I propose, in the next number, to show, by

a few simple facts, which cannot be denied

—

that the Hicksites have departed from the fun-

damental doctrines of the Society of Friends,

and of the Christian religion.

FOR THE FRIEND.

The Editor of " The Friend"' will oblige a

subscriber, by inserting the following article

illustrative of the truth of Christianity.

Effects produced hy reading the New Testa-

ment.

or which bore the stamp of falsehood, but inward, remember the days wherein we en-

much wisdom, inexpressible comfort for an af- joyed sweet fellowship together in the heaven-

flicted mind, and a hope of immortality, which ly" power, that has often filled the gospel tem

seemed to rescue him from that dreadful pie, and been an agreeable odour among us

" My word shall not return unto me von

A poor student in the university of Leipsic,

having occasion to undertake a journey to his

distant friends, was in want of the necessary

money for that purpose. He therefore was

induced to go to a learned Jew to pawn h:

Hebrew Bible and Greek Testament. The

latter contained the Greek and German text

in opposite columns. The learned Jew, little

as he valued this book, was, however, prevail-

ed upon to give the student half a rix dollar

for it. During the absence of the student, he

undertook to read it through, with a view to

confirm his mind in enmity against Jesus, to

ridicule his person in the synagogue, and to

be the better prepared to testify his zeal for

the Jewish faith. His wife and children were

not permitted to see the book ; he was deter-

mined to read it alone as a sworn enemy to

Jesus, and to discover the falsehood of the

Christian religion in all its parts. As the stu-

dent was absent about seven weeks, the Jew

had sufficient leisure to perform his task. But

as he proceeded to read, his surprise increas-

ed, and a sacred awe pervaded him. In read-

ing some impressive passages, he could scarcely

help exclaiming. Ah, that Jesus was my Sa-

viour ! Having completed the reading, he

was astonished at himself, and exceedingly per-

plexed, that, instead of his earnest desire to

find fuel in the New Testament for the in-

crease of his burning enmity against Jesus, he

had discovered nothing deserving of hatred;

but, on the contrary, much that was great,

sublime, heavenly, and divine. At length he

charged himself with silly simplicity and blind

folly, and resolved to open the book no more.

In this resolution he persisted some days. But

the consolatory and heavenly instruction he

had read, and which had left an indelible im-

pression upon his mind, and the glorious pros-

pect of life eternal which had opened before

him, did not suffer him to rest either day or

night, and he resolved to read the New Testa-

ment a second time, fully determined to be

more careful in ascertaining that Jesus and his

apostles had justly deserved the hatred of all

Jews in all ages. Again, however, he was

unable to discover any thing that was absurd

iety with which the thoughts of futurity had

often filled him. Still he could not divest

iiimself of his prejudices, and read the New
Testament the third time with the following

resolution ; " If I discover nothing the third

time why Jesus, and his apostles, and their

doctrine, should be hated by the Jews, 1 will

become a Christian ; but if my wish in first

opening the book is now gratified, I will for

ever detest the Christian religion." During

the third reading of the history of Jesus, his

doctrines and promises, he could not refrain

from tears ; his soul was afi'ected in a manner

which no pen can describe. He was quite

overcome: the love of the most holy and lovely

of the children of men filled his very soul.

Being fully determined to become a Christian,

he went without delay, and made his desire

known to a Christian minister. The student

returned from his journey, and brought the

borrowed money with interest to redeem his

two books. The Jew asked him if he would

sell the New Testament. The student was

unwilling to part with it, but after some per-

suasion, yielded. What do you demand for

it ? asked the Jew. A rix dollar will satisfy

me, was the reply. The Jew opened a chest,

and laid down one hundred louis d'ors. Take

that, said he; gladly will I pay more if you de-

sire it; and if at any time I can be of use to

you, only apply to me, and I will be your friend

to the utmost of my power. Tiie student was

surprised, and supposed the Jew made sport

of him. But the latter related to him what

change of mind had been wrought in him by

readi'ng the New Testament ; upbraided him

with setting so little value on that precious

book, and said, " never will I part with this

book, and you will oblige me by accepting

of this money." From that time he became a

sincere Christian.

I wish myself with thee, if but for a short lime,

and if thou desires the company of any other

friends to accompany me, I will let them know.

Our fear, our love, our grief, weigh us

down on thy account. Dear Thomas, return

by the door at which thou w entest out; and be

a fool, a little child, delighting thy soul in sim-

plicity, meekness, and humility, which the feel-

ing of divine life brings into ;
wherein all

doubts are resolved, all iears are dispersed, and

an entire sweetness and content remain. O
what of this world is like unto this ? Our great-

est joys take wings on a sudden and fly away,

but the inward mental joys and comforts of

the Holy Spirit, they keep us company through

this world to that which is out of the reach of

all earthly troubles, and this is the reward of

the righteous.

Be afraid of proceeding, and by this sttimble

thou wilt at last get ground to help others

;

yea, the godly sorrow that may follow this hour

and power of darkness, in which thou art ra-

ther tried than overcome, may produce a deep-

er sense and travail than ever, and restore,

quicken, and augment thy gift and service.

May it be so, saith my soul.

I write this in the innocency of my heart

;

make a right use of it, and let me hear from

thee, directed to H. G.

With true love to thee, and to thy honest

wife, I rest tliy truly loving friend in the Lord.

WiLLiAJi Penn.

FoKrtftmo. 23rf, 1829.

LETTER FROItt AVILLIAM PENN.

A correspondent has forwarded for inser-

tion the following letter and extracts. Ad-

dressed to a disaifected member of our religi-

ous Society, and taken from a volume of Ken-

dall's Collections, the letter must be admired

for its beautiful simplicity, and the tender and

Christian spirit which pervades it. There is

pregnant meaning in the paragraph commen-

cing, " Be afraid of proceeding," «fcc. ;
and

could it meet the eyes of some of those who

have unwarily been led astray in our time, we
should liope it might prove salutary.

London, 14th 9th mo. 1706.

My dear Friend,—What I have heard from

originals was so great a surprise, that my love

questioned the integrity of those who related

the sad story to me. Has not thy soul felt

immortality brought to light among us, with

all our weaknesses, beyond what thou ever felt

among any other sort of people? What strange

eclipse is this? It is like an apoplectic upon

the mind. Dear Thomas, look back and look

From Wm. Penn's Advice to his Children.

" Above all things, my dear children, as to

your communion and fellov\'ship with P'riends,

be careful to keep the unity of thefaith in the

bond of peace. Have a care of rejlectors., de-

tractors, backbiters, that undervalue and un-

dermine brethren behind their backs, or slight

the good and wholesome order of truth, for the

preserving things quiet, meet, and honourable,

in the church. Have a care of novelties, and
any changeable people, the conceited, the cen-

sorious, and puffed up; who at last have al-

ways shown themselves to be clouds without

rain, and wells without water, that will rather

disturb and break the peace and fellowship of

the church where they dwell, than not have

their wills and ways take place. I charge

you, in the fear of the living God, that ye care-

fully beware of all such. Mark them, as the

apostle says, Rom. xvi. 17. and have no fel-

lowship with them, but to advise, exhort, en-

treat, and finally, reprove them, Eph. v. 11.

for God is, and will be with his people in this

holy dispensation we are now under, and

which is now amongst us, unto the end of

days. It shall grow and increase in gifts,

graces, power, and lustre ; for it is the last

and unchangeable one. And blessed are your

eyes if they see it, and your ears if they hear

it, and your hearts if they understand it, which

I pray that you may, to God's glory and your

eternal comfort."

" I believe many have greatly hurt them-

selves, and become lame and dwarfish all
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Iheir lives long, by letting in the reasoner and
the discourager, consulting too much human
prudence and propriety, limiting the Spirit,

which is the Holy One, starting aside from
services like an affrighted horse on the road
and being in great fear where no fear is."

Richard Shackleton.

FABER'S DIFFICULTIES OF INFI-
DELITY.

It is very desirable to encourage amone the
rismg generation in our religious Society' the
perusal of well chosen books, illustrative of
the evidences and doctrines of Christianity,
that, by the acquisition of correct views on
these momentous topics, they may be fortified
against the open or concealed attacks of infi-

delity. Among the many valuable publica-
tions of this description which of late years
have issued from the press, the volume bear-
ing the title at the head of this article, is par-
ticularly deserving of attention. The deisti-

cal infidel is here met on ground of his own
selection, and his assumption, "that the reli-

gion of the Bible is hampered by too many
difficulties to be rationally credible," is fear-
lessly confronted and repelled, by a series of
clear, close, and irresistible arguments. " Its

purpose," says the author, " is to show, not
only that infidelity has its own proper diflicul-

ties as well as Christianity, but that those dif-

ficulties are incomparably greater, and more
formidable. Hence results 'the plain and self-

evident conclusion, that, to adopt the infidel

system, evinces more creduUly than to adopt
the Christian system."

With the hope of promoting the
tion of this valuable treatise among our fellow
members at large, we shall pi-esenfas a speci
men part of Section III., which, besides its

importance in connection with the general
scope of the argument, contains some curious
information, which may be new to mai

As before announced, a cheap edition of
the book is now on sale at Philadelphia, New
York, and Baltimore.

Th/i difficulties attendant upon deistical infi-
delity in regard to historical matters of
fact.

'

" It has been so ordered by a wise and over-
ruling Providence, that in the case of various
historical matters of fact, the deist is inevita-
bly reduced to the alternative, either of deny-
ing thefact itself, or of admitting that a reve-
lationfrom God to manmust hare taken place.
If, on the one hand, he boldly denies the fact;
then he unsettles the whole" rationale of his-
torical evidence, and brings himself (would he
preserve the character of consistency) into a
state of universal scepticism as to all past oc-
currences : if, on the other hand, he admits
the fact, then he will find himself compelled
to admit along with it the necessary concomi-
tant fact of a divine revelation. So that, un-
der this aspect of the question, the point will
te, whether a man evmces a higher degree of
credulity, by persuading himself that a record-
ed fact is absolutely false, notwithstanding it

rests upon the very strongest historical evi-
dence

;
or by believing the fact, and thence

admittmg Us necessary consequence, a revela
tion from heaven.

'• Many matters of this description might easi-
ly be adduced and commented upon : I shall,
however, for the sake of brevity, confine my
self to a single remarkable case, as aflbrdinj
an apt specimen of the present mode of rea
soning.

"The case, which I shall produce, is the na-
ked historical fact of the general deluge : and
my position is, that the deist must either deny
this fact altogether, or admit the actual oc-
currence of a revelationfrom God to man.

" It might seem, as if the school of unbeliev-
ers had anticipated the possibility of some
such use being made of the fact in question :

whence perhaps we may account for the zeal,
with which, from time to time, they have
wished wholly to set aside the fiict. For,
doubtless, if it could be satisfactorily shown
that the deluge never occurred, no argument
of any description could be drawn from it.

The proofs however of its actual occurrence
ire so strong, and so multiplied and so di

live, that, xithis fact be denied, we must forth-
with close the volume both of history and of
physiology

;
in history, we must learn to be-

nothing, whether near or remote
; in

physiology, we must learn to disbelieve the
ery evidence of our senses.
" Some of these proofs shall be briefly exhi-

bited
: and when the absolute necessity of the

fact has been thus established, we may then
be allowed fairly and reasonably to draw from
it the proposed inference.

" The proofs are partly historical, partly
physiological, and partly moral."

The author first exhibits the historical proof
—in other words, the general attestation of
mankind to the alleged fact, that a general de-
luge once took place, and that all animated
nature perished, save a single family, with
those birds, and beasts, and reptiles, which
they were instrumental in preserving. This
he has accomplished in a very satisfactory
manner, and then proceeds to treat upon th^

evidences deducible from physiological indica
tions.

" Now whence could such an universal belief
in a general deluge have arisen, if no such
catastrophe had ever really happened ? It is
utterly incredible, that all mankind should
have agreed in attesting the circumstance, if
the circumstance itself had never occurred.
This universal attestation then, on every prin-
ple of historical evidence, I shall venture

once more to denominate a proof of the al-
leged fact

;
for it is a proof, which can never

be invalidated by any rational progress of dis-
cussion.

'_' The only plausible objection or rather
difficulty, which could be fairly started, would
be this. If an event of such terrific magnitude
as the general deluge ever really took place, it

must have left indelible marks of its ravao-es
upon the coats of the earth. Hence, if^no
uch marks can be traced, the languao-e of na-

ture contradicts the language of historical tra-
dition: and the former, involving as it does
naked tangible facts, must certainly be deemed
more cogent than the latter.

" Of this objection, did truth allow it to
be started, I would readily acknowledge the
force: but in reality, the language of nature,
as decyphered by our best physiologists, instead
of contradicting, perfectly agrees^ with the lan-
guage of universal historical tradition.

" I am of opinion, says Cuvier, with De Luc
and Dolomieu, that, if there is any circum-
stance thoroughly established in geology, it is,

that the crust of our globe has been subjected
to a great and sudden revolution, the epoch of
which cannot be dated much farther back than
five or six thousand years; that this revolution
had buried all the countries, which v,'(iTe be-
fore inhabited by men and by the other animals
that are now best known; that the small num-
ber of individuals of men and other animals,
that escaped from the effects of that great re-
volution, have since propagated and spread
over the lands then newly laid dry; and, conse-
quently, that the human race has only resumed
- progressive state of improvement since that
epoch, by forming established societies, raisino-
monuments, collecting natural fiicts, and con-
structing systems of science and learning.
" The surfiice of the earth, which is inhabited

by man, says Parkinson, displays, even at the
present day, manifest and decided marks of the
mechanical agency of violent currents of water.
Nor IS there a single stratum, that does not
exhibit undeniable proofs of its having been
broken, and even dislocated, by some tremen-
dous power, which has acted with considerable
violence on this planet, since the deposition of
the strata of even the latest formation.

" Thus strongly does the verv texture of
the globe proclaim the occurrence of a great
diluvian revolution, which overwhelmed a for-
mer race of men and animals, and from the
efifectsof which only a small number of each
escaped: nor does it less distinctly proclaim
that the revolution itself must have occurred at
a comparatively recent era. Moses, accord-
ing to the chronological numbers of the He-
brew pentateuch, places it 4171 years anterior
to the present day; or, according to what I
deein the preferable chronological numbers of
the Samaritan pentateuch, 4761 years anterior
to the same time : Cuvier, drawing his infer-
ence from the observation of actual phenome-
na, pronounces, that its epoch cannot be dated
much farther back than fi^ie or six thousand
years.

The train of reasoning, through which he
arrives at such a conclusion, is singularly curi-
ous and interesting.

By a careful investigation, says he, of what
lias taken place on the surface of the globe,
smce it has been laid dry for the last time, and
since Its continents have assumed their present
form (at least in such parts as are somewhat
elevated above the level of the ocean,) it may
be clearly seen, that this last revolution, and
consequently the establishment of our existing
societies, could not have been very ancient.
This result is one of the best established, and
least attended to, in rational zoology : and it

uch the more valuable, as it connects
natural and civil history together in one uain-
teirupted series.

' When we endeavour to estimate the quan-
tity of effects, produced in a given time by any
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causes still acting, by comparing them with

the effects which these causes have produced

since they began to operate, we may determine

nearly the period at which their action com-

menced ; which must necessarily be the same

period with that in which our continents as-

sumed their present existing forms, or with that

of the last retreat of the waters. It must have

been since that last retreat of the waters, that the

acclivities of our mountains have begun to dis-

integrate and to form slopes or talusesof the

debris at their bottoms and upon their sides;

that our rivers have begun to flow in their pre-

sent courses and to form alluvial depositions ;

that our existing vegetation has begun to ex-

tend itself and to form vegetable soil ; that our

present cliffs or steep sloping coasts have be

gun to be worn away by the waters of the sea
;

that our actual downs or sand-hills have be

to be blown away by the winds : and, dating

from the same epoch, colonies of the human

race must have then begun, for the first or for

the second time, to spread themselves, and to

form new establishments in places fitted by

ture for their reception.

"De Luc and Dolomieu have most carefolly

examined the progress of the formation of

new grounds, by the collection of slime and

sand washed down by the rivers: and, although

exceedingly opposed to each other on m«ny

points of the theory of the earth, they

exactly on this. These formations augment

very rapidly : they must have increased with

the greatest rapidity at first, when the moun-

tains furnished the greatest quantity of mate-

rials to the rivers ; and yet their extent still

continues to be extremely limited.

The memoir by Dolomieu, respecting

Egypt, tends to prove, that the tongue of land,

on which Alexander caused his famous com-

mercial city to be built, did not exist in the days

of Homer: because they were then able to navi

gate directly from the island of Pharos into the

gulf, afterwards called Lacus Mareotis; and this

gulf,as indicatedby Menelaus, wasbet
''-''

teen and twenty lea'giies in length. Supposing

this to be accurate, it has only required the lapse

of nine hundred years, from the days of Homer

to the time of Strabo, to bring matters to the

situation described by the latter author, when

that gulf was reduced to the state ofa lake only

six leagues long.

It is a more certain fact, that, since that

time, a still greater change has taken place.

The sands which have been thrown up by the

sea and the winds, have formed between the

isle of Pharos and the site of ancient Alexan

dria, an isthmus more than four hundred yards

broad, on which the modern city is now built.

These collections ofsand have also blocked uf

the nearest mouth of the Nile, and have re

duced the lake Mareotis almost to nothing

while, in the course of the same period, the

Nile has deposited alluvial formations all

along the rest of the coast. In the time of

Herodotus, the coast of the Delta extended in

a straight line, and is even represented in that

direction in the maps constructed for the geo-

graphy of Ptolemy : but, since then, the coast

has so far advanced as to have assumed a

semicircular projection into the Mediterra-

nean.

We may learn in Holland and Italy, how ra-l by the Spanish governor, Gaspard Robles, is

pidly the Rhine, the Po, and the Arno, since] well known to have been in the yea- i '^70.

they have been confined within dikes, now ele-

ate their beds, and push forward the alluvial

grounds at their mouths toward the sea, form-

ng long projecting promontories at their sides;

and it may be concluded from this assured fact

that these rivers have not required the lapse

of many centuries to deposit the low alluvia'

plains through which they now flow.

Many cities, which were flourishing sea

ports in well known periods of history, ar(

now several leagues inland ; and some have

even been ruined by this change. The inhabi

tants of Venice at present find it exceedingly

difficult to preserve the lagunes, by which that

once celebrated city is separated from the con

tinent of Italy, froni filling up : and there can

be no doubt, that she will some day become

united to the main land, in spite of every effort

to preserve her insular situation.

" We learn from Strabo, that Ravenna stood

among the lagunes in the time of Augustus, as

Venice does now: but Ravenna is at present a

league distant from the sea. Spina had been

originally built by the Greeks on the sea-coast:

but, in the time of Strabo, the sea was remov-

ed to the distance of ninety stadia. This city

has been long since destroyed. Adria, which

gave name to the Adriatic, was, somewhat

more than twenty centuries ago, the chief port of

that sea, from which it is now at the distance of

six leagues. The Abbe Fortis has even p

duced strong evidence for believing, that the

Euranean hills may have been islands at

period somewhat more remote.

" De Prony, having been directed by the

French government to examine and report

upon the precautions which might be employ-

ed for preventing the devastations occasioned

by the floods of the Po, ascertained, that this

river has so greatly raised the level of its bot-

tom since it was shut in by dikes, that its pre-

sent surface is higher than the roofs of the

houses in Ferrara. At the same time, the al-

luvial addition produced by this river have

advanced so rapidly into the sea, that, by compar-

ing old charts with the present state, the coast

ppears to have gained no less than fourteen

thousand yards since the year 1604, giving an

average of an hundred and eighty to two hun-

dred feet yearly. The Adige and the Po are

both at present higher than the intervenmg

lands: and the only remedy for preventing the

disasters, which are now threatened by their

annual overflowings, would be to open new

channels for the more ready discharge of their

waters through the low lands which have been

formed by their alluviial depositions.

'^Similar causes have produced similareffects

alona the branches of the Rhine and the

Maese ; owing to which, all the richest dis-

tricts of Holland have the frightful view of their

gi'eat rivers held up by dikes, at the height of

twenty or even thirty feet above the level of the

land.

"This formation- and increase ofnew grounds,

by alluvial depositions, proceeds with as much

rapidity along the coasts of the North See

on those of the Adriatic. These additions can

be easily traced in Friesland and Groningen

where the epoch of the first dikes, constructed

570.

An hundred years afterwards, the alluvial de-

positions had added in some places three quar-

ters of a league of new land on the outside of

these dikes : and the city of Groningen, partly

built upon the ancient soil, which has no con-

nection with the present sea (being a calcareous

formation, in which the same species of shells

are found as in the coarse limestone formations

near Paris,) is only six leagues from the sea.

The same phenomenon is as distinctly observa-

ble all along the coasts of East-Fiiesland and

the countries of Bremen and Holstein, as the

period, at which the new grounds were inclos-

ed by dikes for the first time, is perfectly well

known ;
and the extent, that has been gained

since, can be easily measured.
{To be. continued.)
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So far as may be inferred from the outline

given in his first number, we like the project

of " The Watchman," and premising that it

be regulated with a nice and delicate regard

to the^established rules of decorum—the cour-

tesies and proprieties of cultivated society, it

is easy to perceive that it may be made the

vehicle of much useful and salutary instruction,

not the less effective from the familiar and at-

tractive form of which it is susceptible. With

this proviso, we readily admit him and those

who may incline to co-operate in the scheme,

to the use of our letter box, and will cheerful-

ly be their servitors, in handing up the dishes,

when prepared, to the guests. This agree-

ment on our part, however, is coupled with

the premonition, that if at any time the sea-

sonino- of our Watchman exceed in asperity

or pungency dso, will be on the watch.

to guard against such breach of privilege.

Our valuable correspondent who furnished

the Letter from William Penn, &c. we hope

will not object to the discrimination we have

exercised in respect to his contribution. In-

sulated passages from authors should be chosen

for their pith "and well pointed sentiment, while

the meaning should never be so occult, but

that it be at once perceivable.

The parts omitted we thought defective in

the latter requisite.

We shall be glad to reckon E. P. among

our regular contributors. The excerpt from

Parr is altogether worthy of the master mind

hich produced it, and the style in whicli it is

preluded, chaste and appropriate.

To do justice to the sublimities of the book

of Job, by giving to them a metrical dress, is

an attainment scarcely to be looked for. Bur-

lington Chester, however, has so well succeed-

ed, that we would invite him to complete what

he had in view.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

SACRED GEOGRAPHY.
{Continuedfrom page 218.)

The illustrations which we shall give of sac-
red geography will be detailed without stricl

regard to regular narrative, order, or arrange-
ment, endeavouring to quote from various
authorities such striking passages as may serve
to give a brief and graphic delineation of the
physical appearance of Palestine and the ad-
jacent countries. We extract the present
number from Littell's Religious Magazine,
the article iiaving originally appeared in the
" Critica Biblica."

MouNTAiKS OF Palestine.

''Mountains and Valleys.—The land of Ca-
naan is a mountainous country, especially that
part of it which lies between the Mediterranean
sea and the river Jordan. Many of its moun-
tains are famous in profane as well as sacred
history. The most remarkable are Moriah oi
Vision, upon which the city of Jerusalem stood,
and Calvary, the Mount of Olives and of Cor-
ruption, all of which lay in the vicinity of the
ciiy. The other principal mountains are Le-
banon, Carmel, Tabor, the mountains of Israel
and of Gilead.

" 1. Lebanon, called by the Greeks and La
tins Libnnus, is a long chain of limestone moun-
tains, extending from the neighbourhood of
Sidon westward to that of Damascus east-
ward, and forming the northern boundary of
the Holy Land. It consists of two principal
ridges or ranges, which are known by different
names, viz. Libanus and Anlilibanus. Which
of these ridges was properly called Libanus, is

not well agreed upon by writers, Ptolemy and
the LXX. distinguishing the northern ridge by
that name, while the present inhabitants make
It to he the southern. These mountains may
be seen at a considerable distance, and some
part or other of them is covered with snow
thi-oughout the year. The most elevated sum-
mit of one of these ridges was called by the
Hebrews Uermon ; by the Sidonians, Slrion

;

and by the Amorites, Shcnir. (Deut. iii. 9.)
1 hesc mountains are by no means barren, but
are almost all cultivated : their summits are,
in many parts, level, and form extensive plains,
which are sown with coi-n, and all kinds of

pulse. They are watered by numerous springs
rivulets, and streams of excellent waters,
which diffuse on all sides a freshness and fer-

tility even in the most elevated regions.
' Alter travelling for six hours in pleasant val-

leys,' says D'Arvieux, 'and over mountains
covered with different species of trees, we en-
tered a small plain on a fertile hill, wholly co-
vered with walnut trees and olives, in the mid-
dle of which is the village of Eden. It is truly

an epitome of the terrestrial paradise of which
it bears the name.' These mountains are par-
ticularly celebrated for their stately cedars,
which are now not very numerous. ' These
noble trees,' says Maundrell, ' grow amongst
the snow, near the highest part of the moun-
tain, and are remarkable, as well for their own
age and largeness, as (or those frequent allu-

ions made to them in the word of God. Here
re some of iheni very old, and of a prodigious

bulk, and others younger, of a smaller size.

Of the former I could only reckon up sixteen;
the latter are very numerous. I measured one
of the largest, and found it twelve yards six

inches in girt, and yet sound ; and twenty-
seven yards in the spread of its boughs. At
about five or six yards from the ground, it

divided into five limbs, each of which was equal
great tree.' Le Bruyn also tells us, that

he had the curiosity to measure the bigness of
of the most remarkable cedars, and that

he found one to be fifty-seven spans about, and
the other forty-seven

; he adds, that while he
was upon the snow, he gathered off the top of
one of the cedars some of its fruit, and broke
off several little branches to preserve the leaves
of them, which are like to rosemary leaves.
Although the trees are covered almost all over
with snow, yet they are always green; the lit-

tle leaves of the branches shooting upwards,
whilst the fruit, much like to a pine apple,
hangs downwards. These cedars were the
resort of eagles, (Ezek. xvii. 3.) as the lofty

summits of the mountains were the haunts of
lions and other beasts of prey, wliich used to
descend and surprise the unwary traveller.

" 2. Mount Carmel is situated about ten
miles to the south of Ptolemais, on the shore
of the Mediterranean sea. It is a range of
hills, extending six or eight miles nearly north
and south, coming from the plain of Esdraelon,
and ending in the promontory or cape which
forms the bay of Accho. It is of a whitish
stone, with flints imbedded in it. It has, on
the east, a fine plain, watered by the river
Kishon

; and, on the west, a narrower plain,
descending to the sea. Its greatest height does
not exceed fifteen hundred feet.* On the side
next the sea is a cave, supposed to have been

Travels in Palestine, pp.

the place where the prophet Elijah desired
Ahab to bring Baal's prophets, when celestial

fire descended on his sacrifice, (1 Kings xviii.

19—40;) and on the north-east side, another,
supposed to have been the place where the
prophet taught his disciples.

" 3. Tabor is a mountain of a conical form,
entirely detached from any neighbouring moun-
tain, and standing on one side of the great
plain of Esdraelon. The sides are rugged and
precipitous, but clothed with trees and brush-
wood. The mountain is computed to be nearly
one mile in height: at the top is an oval plain
of about a quarter of a mile in its greatest
length, covered with a bed of fertile soil on the
west, and having at its eastern end a mass of
ruins of great antiquity. Here are to be seen
three grottos, which are said to be the remains
of the three tabernacles proposed to be erected
by Peter at the transfiguration. It was on
this mountain that Barak was encamped, when,
at the suggestion of Deborah, he descended
with ten thousand men, and discomfited the
host of Sisera. (Judges iv.) The prospects
from this mountain are singularly beautiful
and extensive. ' We had on the north-west,'
says Buckingham, ' a view of the Mediterra-
nean sea, whose blue surface filled up an open
space left by a downward bend in the outline
of the western hills; to the west-north-west a
smaller portion of its waters were seen ; and
on the west again, the slender line of its dis-

tant horizon was just perceptible over the range
of land near the sea coast. From the west to
the south, the plain of Esdraelon extended over
a vast space, being bounded on the south by
the range of hills generally considered to be
Hermon, whose dews are poetically celebrated,
(Psalm c.xxxiii. 3.) and having in the same di-
rection, nearer the foot of Tabor, the springs
of Ain-el-Sherrar, which send a perceptible
stream through its centre, and form the brook
Kishon of antiquity. (Psalm Ixxxiii. 9.) From
the south east to the east is the plain of Gali-
lee, being almost a continuation of Esdraelon,
and, like it, appearing to be highly cultivated,
being now ploughed for seed throughout. Be-
neath the range of this supposed Hermon, is

seated Endor, famed for the witch who raised
the ghost of Samuel, ( 1 Sam. xxviii.); and Nain,
equally celebrated as the place at which Jesus
raised the only son of a widow from death to
life, and restored him to his afflicted parent.
(Luke vii. II— 15.) The range which bounds
the eastern view, is thought to be the moun-
tains of Gilboa, where Saul, setting an ex-
mple of self-destruction to his armour-bearer

and his ihree sons, fell on his own sword, rather
than fall into the hands of the uncircumcised
Philistines, by whom he was defeated. (I Sam.

9, lao.l^xxi.) The sea of Tiberias, or the lake of
I
GeiHicsjret, famed as the seat of manv niiracit--.
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is seen on the north-east filling the hollow I ^-^ J^eviie are said to have done, strikes

of a deep valley, and cont^-j^g -j^ jj^j^j j^j

waters with the Hi^.'^.brown shades of the barren
"" 1 Jy wnich it is hemmed around. Here,

too, the steep is pointed out, down which the

herd of swine, who were possessed by the

legion of devils, ran headlong into the sea.

(Luke viii. 33.) In the same direction below,

and on the plain of Galilee, and about an hour's

distance from the foot of Mount Tabor, there

is a cluster of buildings, used as a bazaar for

cattle. Somewhat farther on is a rising ground,

from which it is said that Christ delivered the

long and excellent discourse, called the ' Ser-

mon on the mount,' and the whole view in this

quarter is bounded by the high range of Gebel-

el-Te!j, or the Mountain of Snow. The city

of Saphet, supposed to be the ancient Bethu-

liah, a city said to be seen far and near, and

thought to be alluded to in the apophtliegm

which says, ' a city set on a hill cannot be hid,'

(Matt. V. 14,) is also pointed out in this di

tion. To the north were the stony hills over

which we had journeyed hither, and this com
pleted this truly grand and interesting panora-

mic View.'*

" 4. The mountains of Israel, or of Ephraim,

were situated in the very centre of the Holy

Land, and opposite to the mountains of Judah

The soil of both is fertile, excepting those

ridges of the mountains of Israel which look

towards the region of the Jordan, and which

are both rugged and difficult of ascent, and

also with the exception of the chain extending

from the Mount of OUves near Jerusalem to

the plain of Jericho. The whole of this road

is held to be the most dangerous in Palestine,

and, indeed, the very aspect of tlie scenery is

sufficient, on the one hand, to tempt to robbery

and murder; and on the other, to occasion a

dread of it in those who pass that way. The
bold projecting crags of rocks, the dark sha-

dows in which every thing lies buried below,

the towering height of the cliffs above, and the

forbidding desolation which every where reigns

around, present a picture that is quite in har-

mony throughout all its parts. With what

propriety did our Saviour choose this spot as

the scene of that delightful tale of compassion

recorded by St. Luke! (x. 30—34.) One must

be amid these wild and gloomy solitudes, sur-

rounded by an armed band, and feel the impa-

tience of the traveller who rushes on to catch

a new view at every pass and turn; one must

be alarmed at the very stamp of the horse's

hoofs resounding through the caverned rocks,

and at the savage shouts of tl e footmen,t

scarcely less loud than the echoing thunder

produced by the discharge of their pieces in

the valleys ; one must witness all this upon

the spot, before that the full force and beauty

of the admirable story of the good Samaritan

can be perceived. Here pillage, wounds, and

death, would be accompanied with double ter

ror, from the frightful aspect of every thing

around. Here, The unfeeling act of passing

by a fellow creature in distress, as the priest

* Backingham's Travels, pp. 107—109.
t It is usual in passing through this solitary p;

to be attended by a number of armed men, who keep

up a continued shout, sent forth from hill to h

which is re-echoed through all the vallej'R.

with horror, as an act almost more than inhu-

man. And here, too, the compassion of the

good Samaritan is doubly virtuous, from the

purity of the motive which must have led to it,

in a spot where no eyes were fixed on him to

forth the performance of any duty, and

from the bravery which was necessary to admit

of a man's exposing himself, by such delay, to

the risk of a similar fate to that from which he

deavouring to rescue his fellow crea-

ture.* The most elevated summit of this

ridge, which appears to be the same that was

anciently called the Rock of Rimrnon, (Judges

45. 47,) is at present known by the name
of Quarantania, and is supposed to have been

the scene of our Saviour's temptation. The
mountains of Ebal (sometimes written Gebal)

and Geriziin, (Deut. xi. 29, xxvii. 4. 12, Josh,

viii. 30—36,) are situated, the former to the

north, and the latter to the south of Sichem or

Napolase, whose streets run parallel to the lat-

ter mountain, which overlooks the town. In

the mountains of Judah there are numerous

caves, some of considerable size: the most re-

markable of these is the cave of Adullum, men-

tioned 1 Sam. xxii. 42.

5. The mountains of Gilead are situated

beyond the Jordan, and extend from Hermon
southward to Arabia Petrrea. The nortl

part of them, known by the name of Bashan,

was celebrated for its stately oaks, and nume
ous herds of cattle pastured there, to which

there are many allusions in the Scriptures

The scenery of this elevated tract is described

by Mr. Buckingham as extremely beautiful:

its plains covered with a fertile soil ; its hills

clothed with forests, and at every new turn

presenting the most beautiful landscapes that

can be imagined. The middle part, in a stricter

sense, was termed Gilead; and in the southern

parts, beyond Jordan, were the mountains of

\harim, which are conjectured to have de-

rived their name from the passes between the

hills of which they are formed. The most

eminent among these are Pisgah and Nebo,

which form a continued chain, and command
a view of the whole land of Canaan. From
Mount Nebo, Moses surveyed the promised

land, before he was gathered to his people,

(Numb, xxvii. 12, 13.)t

The notes of
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* Buckingl
t See Well
chap. ii. sect. 4,

Travels, pp. 292, 293.

Geography, and Home, vol.
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full nor so mello

, and are uttered more rapidly and gaily,

bird :s flying and caroling in a hurried

o that the ear can seldom catch all the

tones. Among tliese there is one note especially

which is very strikinff and interesting.

The Virginian nightingale, red bird, or cardinal

grosbeak (loxia cardiniilis), has great clearness, va-

riety, and melody in his notes, many of which re-

semble the higher notes of a fife, and are nearly as

loud. He sings from March till September, and be-

gins early in the dawn, repeating a favourite stanza

twenty or thirty times, successively, and often for a

whole morning together, till, like a good story too

frequently repeated, it becomes quite tiresome. He
is very sprightly, and full of vivacity ;

yet his notes

are much inferior to those of the wood, or even of

the brown, thrush.

Another bird of this genus, the pine grosbeak
(16.\ia enucleator), sings extremely clear, mellow,
and sweet, though not so loud as birds of its size

generally do. A tame one sang, during the months
of May and June, with much enthusiasm, for whole
mornings together; and it acquired several notes of

the Virginian nightingale, one of which hung near

The American goldfinch, or yellow bird (frin-

glUa tristis), sings very much like the European
goldfinch ; but so weakly, that even when perched

over your head, the notes appear to come from a

distance. In a cage he sings with great energy and
animation. They are migratory birds, and, when
they arrive in spring, great numbers of them assem-

ble on the same tree, to bask and dress themselves in

cert, most delightfully, for half an hour together.

The indigo bird (fringilla cyanea) is fond of perch-

ing on fences about road-sides, and is a vigorous and
pretty good songster; mounting to the tops of the

highest trees, and chaunting for half an hour at a

time. His song is a repetition of short notes, com-
mencing loud and rapid, and falling by imperceptible

gradations, till they seem hardly articulate, as if the

little minstrel were quite exhausted. After a pause
of about half a minute, he begins as before. Unlike

most other birds, he chaunts with as much animation
under the meridian sun in June as he does in a May

The song sparrow (fringilla meloda) is by far the

earliest, sweetest, and most unwearied of the Ameri-
can song birds, sometimes continuing in song during
the whole year. His note, or rather chaunt, is short

but very sweet; somewhat resembling the beginning

ofthe canary's song, frequently repeated for an hour
together.

The whole song of the black-throated bunting

(emberiza americana) consists of five, or rather two,
notes; the first repeated twice and very slowly, the

second thrice and rapidly, resembling ckipt chip,

che-che-che; of which dilty he is by no means parsi-

monious, but will continue it for hours surcessivtly.

His manners are much like those of the European
yellow-hammer, sitting, while he sings, on palings

and low bushes.

The song of the rice bird (emberiza oryzivora) is

highly musical. Mounting and hovering on the

AMERICAN SONG BIRDS.

(Conlinuedfrom page 227.)

The song of the Baltimore oriole (oriolus balti

nibrus) is little less remarkable than his fine appear-

ance, and the ingenuity with which he builds his

nest. His notes consist of a clear mellow whistle

repeated at short intervals as he gleams among th<

branches. There is in it a certain wild plaintiveness

and naivete, extremely interesting. It is not uttered

with rapidity, but with the pleasing tranquillity of a

careless plough boy, whistling for amusement. Since

the streets of some of the American towns have been

planted with Lombardy poplars, the orioles are con
stant visiters, chaunting their native " wood notes

wild," amid the din of coaches, wheelbarrows, and
sometimes within a few yards of a bawling oysler-

wmg. nail height above the gr

jinghng melody of varied notes, as if half a
dozen birds wei'e singing together. Some idea may
be formed of it, by striking the high keys of a piano-

forte singly and quickly, making as many contrasts

as possible, of high and low notes. Many of the tones

are delightful, but the ear can with difficulty separate

them. The general eifcct of the whole is good; and
when ten or twelve arc singing on the same tree, the

concert is singularly pleasing.

The scarlet tanager (tanagra rubra) has a pensive
monotonous note, like chip,churr, which appears dis-

tant, though the bird be near. At times he has a

more musical chaunt, something like that of the

Baltimore oriole. He is none of the meanest of the

American songsters, and his plumage renders him a

striking ornament to the woodland scenery.

The note of the summer red bird (tanagra oestiva)

is a strong sonorous whistle, resembling a loose trill,

or shake, on the notes of a fife, frequently repeated.
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That of the female is rather a kind of chattering, like

a rapid enunciation of chickey-luckey-tuck.

The shore lark (alaiida alpestris, or a. cornuta) h;

a single chirp, exactly like the European skylark; ar

it is reported that, in the country where it breeds,

sings well while mounting in the air.

The Maryland yellow throat (sylvia marylandica)

has a twitter not disagreeable, somewhat like u-hii

like, thrice repeated; after which it pauses for half

a minute, and begins again the same ditty.

The red-eyed flycatcher (sylvia olivacea) h

loud, lively, and energetic song, which is contir

sometimes for an hour without intermission. The
notes are, in short, emphatic bars of two, three, or

four syllables. Ou listening to this bird, in his full

ardour of song, it requires but little imagination to

fancy you hear the words " Tom Kelly ! whip ! Tom
Kelly !" very distinctly: and hence Tom Kelly is the

name given to the bird in the West Indies.

The white-eyed flycatcher (muscicapa cantatrix),

a lively, active, sociable, little bird, possessing a
strong voice for its size, and a great variety of notes,

singing with much vivacity from April to Sep-
tember.

The crested titmouse (parus bicolor) possesses a
remarkable variety in the tones of its voice, at one
time not louder than the squeaking of a mouse, and
in a moment after whistling aloud and clearly, as if

calling a dog, and continumg this dog-call through
the woods for half an hour at a time.

The red-breasted blue bird (sylvia sialis) has a
soft, agreeable, and often repeated warble, uttered

with opening and quivering wings. In his courtship

he uses the tenderest expressions, and caresses his

mate by sitting close by her, and singing his most en-
dearing warblings. If a rival appears, he attacks

him with fury, and, having driven him away, returns

to pour out a song of triumph. In autumn his song
changes to a simple plaintive note, which is heard in

open u-ealhir all winter, though in severe weather the

bird is never to be seen.

The marsh wren (c^rthia palustris) can scarcely

be said to sing; but, when standing on the reedy
banks of the Delaware or Schuylkill in June, you
may hear a low crackling sound, as of air bubbles
forcing their way through mud or boggy ground
when it is trod upon. These are the singular notes
of the marsh wren.

The notes of the house wren (motacilla domestica)
are loud, sprightly, and tremulous, repeated every
few seconds with great animation, with a trilling vi-

vacity extremely agreeable. The European who
judges of the song of this species by that of his own
wren (motacilla troglodytes), will do great injustice

to the American bird; for, in strength of tone and
execution, the house wren is far superior. He may
be heard on the tops of houses, even in towns, sing-

ing with great energy.

From these twenty-four examples, I think the po-
sition is fully made out, that the American song
birdSi so far from being inferior, are superior, to

those of Europe, both in number and in the excel-

lence of their music. I hope, therefore, that we
shall hear no more of the untenable theories of
Buflbn upon this subject.

Lee, Kent, Nov. 24.

SACRED MELODV.
/ am the u-ay, and the truth, and the life."' St. Johr

xiv. 6.

Thou art the way—and he who sighs,
Amid this starless waste of wo,

To find a pathway to the skies,

A light from heaven's eternal glow.
By thee must come, thou gate of love,

Through which the saints undoubting trod.
Till faith discovers, like the dove,
An ark, a resting place in God.

Thou art the truth, whose steady day
Shines on through earthly blight and bloom

The pure, the everlasting ray.

The lamp that shines e'en in the tomb ;

The light that out of darkness springs.

And guideth those that blindly go ;

The Word, whose precious radiance flings

Its lustre upon all below.

Thou art the life, the blessed well,

With living waters gushing o'er.

Which those that drink shall ever dwell
Where sin and thirst are known no mor

Thou art the mystic pillar given.
Our lamp by night, our light by day ;

Thou art the sacred bread from heaven.
Thou art the life, the truth, the way.

Relative Strength of the Evidence which sup
ports the Genuineness and Authenticity of
the Holy Scriptures.

The subsequent observations upon the proof;

of the genuineness of the Holy Scriptures, are

obtained from a woik written by Isaac Taylor,

on the "History of the Transmission of An-
cient Books to Modern Times," which, while

they convey interesling information, may servo

to counteract some of the insinuations of un-

believers, derogatory to the credibility and au-

thority of the sacred writings.

"The Jewish and Christian Scriptures may
be compared with the works of the Greek and
Roman authors in the following particulars:

—

1. " The number of manuscripts which pass-

ed down through the middle ages.
" To mention any number as that of the ex-

isting ancient manuscripts, either of the Hebrew
or Gieek Scriptures, would be impossible. It

is enough to say that, on the revival of learn-

ing, copies of the Scriptures were found wher-
ever any books had been preserved. In e.x-

amining the catalogues of conventual libraries,

such as they were in the fifteenth century, the

'arger proportion is usually found to consist of

the works of the fathers, or of the ecclesiasti-

cal writers of the middle ages: ne.xt in amount
are the Scriptures, sometimes entire; more
often the Gospels, the Acts, the Epistles, or

the Psalms, separately; and last and fewest are

the classics, of which seldom more than three

or four are found in a list of one or two hun-
dred volumes. The number of ancient manu-
scripts of the Greek New Testament, or parts

of it, hitherto e.xamined by editors, is nearly

five hundred.

2. " The antiquity of some e.xisting manu-
scripts.

' A Virgil in the Vatican claims an antiquity

as high as the fourth century: there are a few
similar instances; but generally the existing

copies of llie classics are attributed to periods

between the tenth and fifteenth centuries. In

his respect the Scriptures are not at all inferior

to the classics. There are extant copies of
the Pentateuch, on no slight grounds supposed
to have been writlen in the second or third

century; some copies of the Gospels belong-

g to the third or fourth; and several of the

entire New Testament, unquestionably made
before the eighth. But the actual age of ex-

isting manuscripts is a matter of more curiosity

than importance, since proof of another kind

carries us with certainty far beyond the date

of any existing parchments.

3. " The extent of surface over which copies

were diffused at an early date.

" It is a matter of unqueslioned history that

the .Tews, witii their books, had spread them-
selves through most countries of Asia, of south-
ern Europe, and of northern Africa, before the

commencement of the Christian era; nor is it

less certain that wherever Judaism existed,

Christianity rapidly followed it. Carried for-

ward by their own zeal, or driven on by per-
secutions, the Christians of the first and second
centuries passed beyond the limits of the Ro-
man empire, and founded churches among na-
tions scarcely known to the masters of the

world. Nor were the Christian Scriptures

merely carried to great distances in different

directions; they were scattered through the

mass of society in every nation to an extent

greatly exceeding the ordinary circulation of
books in those ages: those books were not in

the hands of the opulent, and of the studious

merely; but were possessed by innumerable
individuals, who, with an ardour beyond the

strength of mundane passions, valued, nre-

served, and reproduced them. And while
many copies were hoarded in secret by indi-

viduals, others were the common property of
societies, and were, by continual repetition in

public, imprinted on the memories of all their

members.
" The wide, and if the expression may be

used, the deep and full circulation of the Scrip-

tures, secured them, not merely from extinc-

tion, but from corruption. These books were
never included icithin the sphere of any one

centre of power, civil or ecclesiastical. They
•ere secreted, and they were expanded beyond

the utmost reach of tyranny and fraud."—
[What then becomes of Elias Hicks' sage as-

sertion, that there was at one time but a single

copy of the Scriptures, and that in the hands

of the pope ?]

4. "The importance attached to the books
by their possessors.

" The regard entertained by the Jews for

their sacred books was altogether without a

parallel: the reverence of the Christians for

theirs, if not more profound, was more im-
passioned, and produced a sentiment perfectly

unlike any with which one might seek to com-
pare it: the fondness of a learned Greek or

Roman for his books, was but as the delight

of an infant with his toys.

5. " The respect paid to them by copyists

of later ages.

The scrupulosity and servile minuteness of

the Jewish copyists in transcribing the Hebrew
Scriptures are well known; in a literal sense

of the phrase, " not a tittle of the law" was
' ghted: not only, as with the Greeks, was

the number of verses in each book noted, but

the number of words and of letters; and the

central letter of each book being distinguished,

became, as a point of calculation, the key-stone

of that portion of the volume."

The flame of true, piety was never extin-

guished in the Christian community; nor can

any century, or half century of the middle

ages be named, in which it may not be proved

that there were individuals *>y whom the books

of the New Testament were known and re-

garded with a heartfelt reverence and affection.

There were, besides, multitudes in the religious

houses who, influenced only by a purblind su-
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perstitioii, thought it a work of superlative

merit to execute a fair copy of the Scriptures,

or any part of them; and all the puerile adorn-

ments which the arts of the times afforded, were

iavislied to express the veneration of the scribe

for tiie subject of his labours.

G. " The wide separation, or the open hos-

tility of those by whom these books were pre-

served.
" This is a circumstance of the utmost sig-

nificance, and if not peculiar to the Jewish and

Christian Scriptures, yet belonging to them in

a degree which places their uncorrupted pre

servation on a basis incomparably more ex

tended and substantial than that of any other

ancient writings.

" The Hebrew nation has, almost through

the whole period of its history, been divided

both by local separation, and by schisms. PrO'

bably the Israelites of India, and certainly the

Samaritans, have been the keepers of the books

of Moses apart from the Jems, during a period

that reaches beyond the date of authentic pro-

fane history. In times somewhat more recent,

the Jews have not only been separated by dis-

tance, but divided by at least one complete

schism—that on the subject of the rabbinical

traditions, between the sect of the Karaites and

tlie mass of the nation.

" The reproach of the Christian church, its

divisions, has been, in part at least, redeemed

by the security thereby afforded for the uncor-

rupted transmission of its records. Almost

the eailiest Christian apologists avail them-

selves of this argument in proof of the integ-

rity of the sacred text. Augustine especially

urged it against those who endeavoured to im-

peach its authority: there never was a time

when an attempt, on any extensive scale

if otherwise practicable, to alter the text, would

not have raised an outcry in some quarter.

" 7. The visible effects of these books from

age to age.

" On this point, also, the history of the

Greek and Latin classics affords only a faint

semblance of that evidence, by means of which

the existence and influence of the Scriptures

may be traced from the earliest times, after

their publication, through all successive ages."
' The Jews, in the sight of all nations, have,

tlirough a well known and uncontested period

of two thousand five hundred years, exhibited

a living model of the venerable volume which

was once delivered to them, and which still

they cherish. And though long since stripped

of all that was splendid or cheering in their in-

stitutions, and though rent away from the vi-

sible part of their worship, and though blind,

for the most part, to the moral grandeur of

their law and of their prophets, they hold un-

liroken the crust, or shell, of the system de-

.scribed in their books." "The Christian

Scriptures have marked their way through the

field of time, not in the regions of religion only,

or of learning, or of politics, but in the entire

condition, moral, intellectual, and political, of

all the western nations. The public history

of no period since> the publication of these

writings is at all intelligible without the suppo-

sition of their existence and diffusion."

" 8. The body of references and quotations.

" The successive references of the Greek

authors one to another, though amply suffi-

cient in most instances to establish the antiqui-

tv of the works quoted, furnish imperfect aid

ill ascertaining the purity of the existing text,

or in amending it where apparently faulty. A
very large number of these references is mere-

ly allusive, consisting only of the mention of

an author's name, with some vague citations

of his meaning. And even in those authors

who make copious and verbal quotations, such

as Strabo, Plutarch, Ilesychius, &c. a lax me-

thod of quotation, in many instances, robs such

quotations of much of their value for the pur-

poses of criticism. Yet, after every deduction

of this kind has been made, the reader of the

classics feels an irresistible conviction that this

network of mutual or successive references

could result from no machination, no contri-

vance, from nothing but reality; and that it af-

fords a proof, never to be refuted, of the

genuineness of the great mass of ancient litera

ture. But with the Jewish and Christian Scrip

tures, this kind of evidence, reaching far be

yond the mere proof of antiquity and genuine

ness, is ample and precise enough to establisi

the integrity of the entire text of the books in

question. These writings were not simply

succeeded by a literature of a similar cast, but

they created a body of literature altogether de

voted to their elucidation; and this elucidation

took every imaginable form of occasional com-

ment upon single passages, of argument upon

certain topics, requiring numerous scattered

quotations, and of complete annotations, in

which nearly the whole of the original author

is repeated. From the rabbinical paraphrases,

and from the works of the Christian writers of

the first seven centuries, (to come later is un-

necessary,) the whole text of the Scriptures

might have been recovered if the originals had

since perished.

" 9. Early versions.

" For the purpose of establishing the anti-

quity, genuineness, and integrity of the Scrip-

tures, no other proof need be adduced than

that afforded by the existing ancient versions.

For, when accordant translations of the same
writings in several unconnected languages

and in languages which have long ceased to be

vernacular, are in existence, every other kind

of evidence is manifestly superfluous. In this

respect, hardly any comparison between the

classic authors and the Scriptures can be in

stituted. For scarcely any thing that deserves

to be called a translation of any of them, exe

cuted at a very early period after their first

publication, is extant." "The Old Testament

exists, independently of the original text,

the Chaldee paraphrases or Targums, in the

Septuagint, or Greek version; in the transla-

tions of Aquila, of Symmachus, and of Theo-

dosian; in the Syriac and the Latin, or Vulgate

versions ; in the Arabic and in the Ethiopic,

not to mention others of somewhat later date.

The New Testament has been conveyed to

modern times, in whole or in part, in the Pes-

chito, or Syriac translation; in the Coptic, the

Sahidic, in several Arabic versions, in the

Ethiopic, the Arminian, the Persian, the Go-
thic, and in the Latin versions.

10. The vernacular extinction of the Ian

guages or idioms in which these books were
written.

" To write Attic Greek was the ambition

and afl'ectation of several of the Constantino-

politan writers of the third and fourth centu-

ries ; and to acquire a style of pure latinity

was assiduously aimed at by several writers of

the middle ages: and a few of them so far suc-

ceeded in this sort of imitation, that they exe-

cuted some forgeries on a small scale, which

would hardly have been detected, if they had

not wanted external proof But the pure He-

brew, such as it existed before the captivity,

so entirely ceased to be vernacular during the

removal of the Jews from their land, that the

original Scriptures needed to be interpreted

to the people ever after; nor is there any evi-

dence that the power of writing in the primi-

tive language was affected by the rabbis,

whose commentaries are composed in the dia-

lects vernacular in their times. The Hellen-

istic Greek of the Nevv Testament, which dif-

fers considerably from the style of the classic

authors, and even from that of the Septuagint,

to which it is most nearly allied, very soon

passed out of use; for the later Christian wri-

ters in the Greek language had, in most in-

stances, formed their style before their conver-

sion ; or, at least, aflected a style different

from that of the apostles and evangelists. The
idiom of the New Testament, in which phrases

or forms, borrowed from almost all the sur-

rounding languages, occur, resulted from the

very peculiar education and circumstances of

the writers, which were such as to make their

lect, in many minute particulars, unlike any

other, and such as very soon became ex-

tinct."

"11. The means of comparison with spuri-

ous works ; or with works intended to share

the reputation acquired by others.

" Imitations, whether good or bad, serve to

set originals in a more advantageous light: the

former, by calling into activity the utmost -

acumen and diligence of critics, by which

means the evidence of genuine writings is

cleared from suspicion and obscurity; the lat-

ter by serving as a foil or contrast, exhibiting

more satisfactorily the dignity, consistency, and

native simplicity of what is genuine." " No
good imitations, either of the Jewish or Chris-

tian Scriptures, have ever appeared; but in the

place of that elaborate investigation which the

existence of such productions would have call-

ed forth, other motives of the strongest kind

have prompted a fuller and more laborious ex-

amination of the Scriptures than any other wri-

tings have endured.
'• Many bad imitations of the style of the

Scriptures, both of the Old and New Testa-

ments, have been attempted, and are still in

existence; and they are such as afl'ord the most

striking illustration that can be imagined of

the proper difference in simplicity, dignity, and

consistency, between the genuine and the spu-

rious. The apocryphal books (which, how-

ever, are not, most of them, properly termed

spurious) aflbrd this advantageous contrast to

the writings of the Old Testament ; and the

spurious gospels, passing under the names

of Peter, Judas, Nicodemus, Thomas, Barna-

bas, &c. to those of the New."
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Selections from the Writings of the Primitii-e

Friends.

I have frequently thought that a portion of

the columns of the Friend might be usefully

occupied with extracts from the writings of

our primitive Friends, illustrative of their views

on doctrinal subjects.

It is certainly a culpable neglect in the mem-
bers of any religious society, to live in ignorance

and unconcern respecting the principles they

profess; but after the practical evidence which

the Society of Friends has recently had, of

the lamentable effects produced by such igno-

rance, they surely will be doubly reprehensible

if they neglect to make themselves and their

children thoroughly acquainted with those doc-

trines, for the promulgation and defence of

which their pious forefathers suffered so deeply.

The apostle Peter exhorts his fellow believ-

ers to " be ready always to give an answer to

every man that asketh you a reason of the hope

that is in you, with meekness and fear;" and

the injunction is peculiarly pertinent to the

present condition of the Society of Friends.

The want of this readiness, and of that " meek-
ness and fear" which distinguish the true Chris-

tian, has led the way for the introduction of

many of those evils which we so much regret.

If the advice of the apostle had been generally

observed by Friends, we should not now have

to deplore a wide and lamentable apostacy

from the Christian faith—had parents been as

anxious to imbue the minds of their children

with a love for religion, and a knowledge of

its saving truths, as they were to promote their

worldly interest; had they given evidence, by

their own example, that the momentous con-

cerns of salvation, and "the durable riches

and righteousness" of another and a better

world, were the primary objects of their at-

tachment and pursuit, how different would
have been the aspect of things among us. We
should have been a spiritually-minded people,

redeemed from the spirit and customs and

fashions of •' the world that lieth in wicked-

ness;" our lives devoted to the service of God,

regulated by his holy spirit, and conformed in

all things to his blessed will. Instead of

grasping after wealth and worldly grandeur,

our views would be circumscribed within

the narrow limits of " things necessary and

convenient;" and our wants being few, and

easily satisfied, a large portion of our time

would be dedicated to the promotion of reli-

gious or benevolent objects. It is ardently to

be wished that such a state of mind may be

cultivated amongst us, and that the painful

lessons we have been taught may have a due

influence upon our future conduct; and while

I am sensible that divine grace can alone per-

fect this good work, I feel solicitous that we
may not neglect those secondary means which,

under the blessing of heaven, may prove pow-
erful auxiliaries in its furtherance and accom-
plishment. Among these secondary aids the

Holy Scriptures stand preeminent—the daily

perusal of them sliould therefore never be ne-

glected—not reading them merely as an enter-

taining and curious history, in which we have

no immediate personal interest, but devoutly,

and with serious meditation, as the great char-

ter of our Christian privileges, and the inspired

record of our high and holy hopes for the life

which is to come; praying for the assistance

of the spirit which dictated them to open and
apply the important truths they contain to our
own states.

If this profitable exercise was generally

prevalent among the old as well as the young,
that light and frivolous reading, which is sought
with so much avidity, the effect of which is to

dry up the sources of devotional feeling in the

heart, and to destroy the relish for serious

reading and meditation, would scarcely be
known among us. I am convinced, by sor-

owful experience, that much evil has been
done by the professedly moral and religious

tales which so much abound in the present day,

iressed up in the meretricious ornaments of

fiction, in order to recommend them to the

corrupted taste and inclination of those who
lave little or no relish for simple truth. Many
sober persons seem to apprehend they may

d these works with impunity, who perhaps

uld turn with dislike from novels written on
other subjects, and presented in a less specious

and deceptive attire. But if such will seriously

examine the state of their minds while employ-
ed in reading what are called " religious novels,"

they will find that they are exceedingly unfa-

ourable to advancement in a religious life

—

they produce a hurried and feverish excite-

ment of the spirits; inflate the mind with false

notions of human excellence and importance;
degrade the sacred realities of religion to a

level with the mere imaginations of an active

mind, disqualify us for calm contemplation

and humble waiting upon God, and give a dis-

relish for the plain and searching, but salutary,

lessons of religious instruction which the Bible

unfolds.

I am far from supposing that young persons

are to be entirely restricted to religious reading.

There are ample stores of literature and sci-

ence, presented in pleasing and attractive

forms, free from the objections I have stated,

from which they may select an almost endless

variety of useful and interesting matter, adapt-

ed to every taste, and calculated to improve
and recreate their minds. And while I invite

the attention of the readers of " The Friend" to

these fertile sources of instruction and amuse-
ment, I would also respectfully recommend
that they should make themselves familiarly

acquainted with the history of their own reli-

gious Society, with the labours and sufferings

of those worthy men who were among its ear-

liest and brightest ornaments, and with those

Christian doctrines which they not only preach-

ed with convincing energy to a licentious age,

but powerfully enforced by a correspondent
example, " adorning the doctrine of God their

Saviour in all things."

From the writings of some of these Friends

I propose occasionally to make a few extracts,

with the hope that they will, in some measure,

supply tl;e want of the books to those who have

not access to them, and that those who have
this privilege, will be incited to examine more
closely and at large into those excellent works.
The following selections from the writings

of William Penn show the views which he and

his friends entertained respecting the divinity

and offices of our blessed Ivedeemer, viz.

" I will end my part herein, with our most
solemn confession, in the holy fear of God;
that we believe in no other Lord Jesus Christ
than he who appeared to the fathers of old, at

sundry times and in divers manners; and in

the fulness of time, took flesh of the seed of
Abraham and stock of David, became Imma-
nuel, God manifest in flesh, through which he
conversed in the world, preached his everlast-

ing gospel, and by his divine power gathered
faithful witnesses; and when his hour was come,
was taken of cruel men, his body wickedly
slain; which life he gave, to proclaim, upon
faith and repentance, a general ransom to the

world; the third day he rose again, and after-

wards appeared among his disciples, in whose
view he was received up into glory; but re

turned again, fulfilling those Scriptures, ' He
that is with you, shall be in you; I will not
leave you comfortless, I will come to you again,

and receive you unto myself.' John xiv. 3. 17,

18. And that he did come, and abide as really

in them, and doth now in his children by mea-
sure, as without measure in that body prepared
to perform the will of God in; that he is their

King, Prophet, and High Priest, and inter-

cedes and mediates on their behalf; bringing
in everlasting righteousness, peace and assur-

ance for ever, unto all their hearts and conscien-

ces, to whom be everlasting honour and domi-
nion. Amen."—Works, vol. ii. p. 420.— ]67.'3.

His letter to Dr. John Collenges contains
the following, viz.

—

"And now I will tell thee my faith in this

matter; I do heartily believe, that Jesus Christ
is the only true and everlasting God, by whom
all tilings were made, that are made, in the

heavens above, or the earth beneath, or the

waters under the earth; that he is as omnipotent,
so omniscient, and omnipresent, therefore God."

" In short, I say, both as to this, and the
other point of justification, that Jesus Christ
was a sacrifice for sin, that he was set forth

to be a propitiation for the sins of the whole
world ; to declare God's righteousness for the
remission of sins that are past, &c. to all that

repented and had faith in his Son. Therein
the love of God appeared, that he declared
his good will thereby to be reconciled; Christ
bearing away the sins that are past, as the
scape-goat did of old, not excluding inward
work; for, till that is begun, none can be bene-
fited, though it is not the work, but God's free

love that remits and blots out, of which the

death of Christ, and his sacrificing of himself,

was a most certain declaration and confirma-
tion. In short, that declared remission, to all

who believe and obey, for the sins that are
past; which is the first part of Christ's work,
(as it is a king's to pardon a traitor, before he
advanceth him,) and hitherto the acquittance

imputes a righteousness, (inasmuch as men,
on true repentance, are imputed as clean of
guilt as if they had never sinned,) and thus

far justified: but the completing of this, by the

working out of sin inherent, must be by the

power and spirit of Christ in the heart, destroy-

ing the old man and his deeds, and bringing
in the new and everlasting righteousness: So,
that which I writ against, is such doctrine as
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extended Ciiiist's death and obedience, not to

the first, but this second part of justification;

not the pacifying [of] conscience, as to past

sin; but to complete salvation, without cleans-

ing and purging from all filthiness of flesh and

spirit, by the internal operation of his lioly

power and Spirit."—See Penn's Works, vol.

li. p. 165, &c. 1673.

l''rom the 18tli chapter of the "Christian

Quaker," a work written by William Penn

and George Whitehead, I take the following

quotation, viz.—
" But there is yet a farther benefit that ac-

crueth by the blood of Christ, viz.—that Christ

is a propitiation and redemption to such as

have faith in him. For though I still place

the stress of feeling of a particular benefit,

upon the light, life, and spirit revealed and

witnessed in every particular person, yet in

that general appearance there was a general

benefit justly to be attributed unto the blood

of that very body of Christ, which he offered

up through the eternal Spirit, to wit, that it

did propitiate. For, however it might draw
stupendous judgments upon the heads of those

who were authors of that dismal tragedy, and

bloody murder of the Son of God, and died

impenitent, yet doubtless it is thus far turned

to very great account, in that it was a most

precious offering in the sight of the Lord, and

drew God's love the more eminently unto man-
kind, at least such as should believe in his

name; as his solemn prayer to his Father at

his leaving the world, given us by his beloved

disciple, doth plainly witness.

" For how can it otherwise be, but that it

should render God most propitious to all such

as believe in Christ, the Light of the world,

when it was but placing of his only begotten

Son's sufferings, truly on their account, that

should ever believe and obey him ? Yea,

doubtless, greatly did that sacrifice influence to

some singular tenderness, and peculiar regard

unto all such who should believe in his name,

being the last and greatest of all his external

acts, viz. the resisting unto blood, for the spi-

ritual good of the world, thereby offering up

his life upon the cross, through the power of

the eternal Spirit, that remission of sin, God's

bounty to the world, might be preached in his

name, and in his very blood too, as that which

was the most ratifying of all his bodily suffer-

ings. And, indeed, therefore might it seem
meet to the Holy Ghost, that redemption, pro-

pitiation, and remission should be declared,

and held forth, in the blood of Christ, unto all

that have right faith therein, as saith the apos-

tle to the Romans: ' whom God hath set forth

to be a propitiation through faith in his blood.'

Rom. iii. 25. And to the Ephesians: 'in whom
we have redemption through his blood, the for-

giveness of sins,' (fee. because it implies a firm

belief that Christ was corn* in the flesh, and

that none could then have him as their propi-

tiation and redemption, who withstood the ac-

knowledgement of, and belief in, his visible ap-

pearance, which John tells us some denied."

—

Works, vol. i. p. 557. 1673.

John Faldo, in writing against Friends,

quotes as their language, " Christ, the offering,

the Light within." To which William Penn
replies:

—

" This is no Quaker expression; and unless

we are to answer for John Faldo's mistakes,

we are unconcerned in it: only his malice is

manifest; for he would by this insinuate, that

we deny Christ to be an offering as in the flesh,

and the body then offered up, to be concerned

in our belief of the offering; but I do declare

it to have been an holy offering, and such an

one too, as was to be once for all."—Vol. ii.

p. 311. 1673.

From his " Invalidity of John Faldo's Vin-

dication," I take the following, viz.

—

" Before I leave this particular, I must again

declare, that tee are led by the Light and Spi-

rit of Christ, with holy reverence to confess

unto the blood of Christ shed at Jerusalem, as

that by which a propitiation was held forth to

the remission of the sins that were past, through

the forbearance of God unto all that believe:

and we embrace it as such; and do firmly be-

lieve, that thereby God declared his great love

unto the world, for by it is the consciousness

of sin declared to be taken away, or remission

sealed to all that have known true repentance,

and faith in his appearance. But because of

the condition, I mean faith and repentance,

therefore do we exhort all to turn their minds

to the Light and Spirit of Christ within, that

by seeing their conditions, and being by the

same brought both into true contrition and

holy confidence in God's mercy, they may
come to receive the benefit thereof; for without

that necessary condition, it will be impossible

to obtain remission of sins, though it be so

generally promulgated thereby."—P. 411.

1673.

FOR THE FRIEND.

MEETINGS FOR DISCIPLINE.

It appears from the journals of Friends who
travelled in England from the year 1750 to

1760, that the Society in that nation had fallen

into a state of great weakness as regarded the

maintenance of the discipline, and the support

of the various testimonies which distinguish

us from other religious professors. Many of

the meetings were greatly reduced in size, and

of those persons who remained in membership,

a considerable number, through the prevalence

of a worldly spirit, and a conformity to the vain

fashions of the times, had lost the appearance

of Friends, neglected the attendance of religi-

ous meetings for worship and discipline, and,

of course, disregarded the salutary regulations

adopted by the Society for the preservation of

its members in a consistent and circumspect

life. The few faithful Friends in the different

meetings had consequently great burdens to

bear, and their number being but small, and

the violations of discipline frequent, it became
extremely difficult to preserve the order of the

church—many wrong things were suffered to

pass unnoticed, and gradually a state of affairs

was produced, which threatened the most se-

rious consequences to the church. It is not

intended to convey an idea that during this dis-

couraging period, no exertions were used for

a reformation, or that the living members of

the Society viewed its lamentable situation with

unconcern. On the contrary, repeated efforts

were made to induce Friends to look more

narrowly into the state of their own families

and meetings, and to labour to promote greater
spirituality, and a purer and more fervent zeal

for the increase of righteousness in the Socie-
ty. The yearly meeting of London, with be-
coming care and concern, had several times
exhorted its subordinate meetings in relation

to these subjects, and extended to them whole-
some advice respecting the numerous and ob-
vious deficiencies. But these Christian admo-
nitions had produced too little effect, and the

subject becoming more seriously alarming, the

attention of the yearly meeting was again for-

cibly awakened to it in the year 176LI. The
result of this concern was the appointment of
a large committee of men and women Friends
to visit the quarterly, monthly, and other meet-
ings, as they might judge proper, and extend
such advice and assistance as the necessity of
the particular cases should appear to them to

require. The labours of this committee were
remarkably blest to the Society, not only in

exciting many of the members to greater

watchfulness and diligence in the discharge of
their religious duties, but in promoting a more
faithful maintenance of its discipline and testi-

monies.

In the course of their visit, they found some
monthly meetings reduced to so small a num-
ber as not to be able to fill the necessary ap-

pointments, without employing persons whose
conduct manifested a want of due regard to

our religious profession; who we»e living in

the violation of the testimony to plainness in

dress and address, or otherwise disqualified for

actively engaging in the concerns of Society.

In these cases the committee found it their

duty to recommend that such meetings should
be laid down, and the members attached to

some adjoining meeting, that by the united la-

bours of the consistent members of both meet-
ings, the good order of Society might be stea-

dily supported by those whose conduct and
conversation comported with the high profes-

sion they were making. In reading the jour-

nal of John Griffith, I have been particularly

interested with his account of the appointment
and labours of this committee, and apprehend-

ing it may be acceptable to the readers of
" The Friend," I have made a few selections

for its columns.

Speaking of the yearly meeting of 1760, he
says: " Upon reading the answeis to the usual

queries from the several quarterly meetings,

great slackness and unfaithfulness in divers

places in some weighty branches ofour Chris-

tian testimony appeared, notwithstanding the

great and earnest endeavours made by the

yearly meeting from year to year, by way of

advice, caution, and counsel; the sense where-
of deeply affected some minds, who, in humble
prostration before the Lord, were ready to

say, ' What wilt thou do for thy great name's
sake, and to heal the backslidings of thy peo-
ple ?'

" A friend under this exercise, and an aw-
ful sense of the divine presence, which was
near, stood up; taking notice of the apparent

defection above hinted, and that as all the

means hitherto used by the truly Christian la-

bours of preceding yearly meetings had not

proved sufficient to stop the declension, which
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that meeting deeply and weightily to consider

what remained yet to be done for tiie help and

recovery of the Society to its ancient purity

and comely order, or to this import. This

seemed to open the way for our worthy friend,

Joseph White of Pennsylvania, who was then

on a relii^ious visit in this nation, to lay before

(hat meetmg what he said had been much upon

his innul most of the time since he landed, and

which seemed to increase in clearness and

weight as that yearly meeting drew near, and

that he found it was the pro|)er time to deliver

the same, viz. ' That the yearly meeting do ap-

point a suitable number of solid, weighty, ju-

dicious Friends to visit all the quarterly and

monthly meetings in England, therein to

their Christian endeavours, in the love of God,

for the promotion and revival of wholesome
discipline, and the comely order of the gospel

in the churches.' Great was the awful solem-

nity which covered the meeting during its de-

liberations on this very important aflair. The
weight of the heavenly power was so exceed-

ing great and awful, that it was very hard for

any contrary spirit to appear, yet objections

against appointments for such services were

advanced by some. It was therefore proposed

that Friends who found a concern on their

minds to engage in the said undertaking would

give in their names. The Lord's heavenly

power being at work, like leaven, in the meet-

ing, a wonderful time of divine favour it was,

wherein about fifty-eight offered themselves

accordingly." Journal, p. 293—295.

John Griffith was one of this number, and

appears to have been frequently engaged in

attending to the important duties confided to

them by the yearly meeting. From his ac-

count of the visit, the following e.xtracts are

taken :

—

" The 16th we visited Thaxted monthly

meeting, and by inquiry made, it appeared

that many of their members were very slack

and defective in divers branches of our

Christian testimony ; and most of the active

members had but little experience of the es-

sential qualifications for eft'ectual service in

the church, which must all proceed immediate-

ly from the great Father of lights and spirits. It

would be very absurd to imagine [that] a less or

inferior ability to administer justice and sound

judgment, was necessary under this higher

and more glorious dispensation, than was re-

ceived by those who judged and ruled for God
in the Israelitish church: it being evident the

Lord was pleased to put his spirit upon those

who had the weight of the offices of that church

upon them, both in their wilderness state of

probation, and after they quietly possessed the

promised land. But the supernatural endow-

ment so essential as above hinted, is not with-

in our reach as men, neither is it given to us

until we are emptied of our own wisdom, and

divested of all dependence upon human accom-
plishments."—p. 304.

" The 28th, we visited Beccles monthly

meeting, where thmgs appeared very low and

much out of order; the spirit and wisdom of

man appeared much to rule and act amongst
them, which is fond of smoothing over, and

daubing with untempered mortar, crying
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peace, where there is no peace. In this dilfi-

cult, mournful state of things, the divine Helper,

in whom only our dependence remained, was
near, giving judgment to assign the living child

to the proper mother, and to judge down wrong
things in whatsoever stations they appeared.

'

—prsOT.
" The 20th of the 2nd month we visited the

monthly meeting of Royston in Herefordshire,

the state of which appeared much out of order;

discipline was in the main neglected. Very
deep and painful was our labour, under
mournful sense of that gross darkness which
had prevailed by reason of unfaithfulness; yet

the Lord was graciously with us, and the tes-

timony of truth was exalted over the heads of

disorderly walkers, and all those who, by a

mean, temporising spirit, had violated some
principal branches of our Christian testimony.

We were unanimously of opinion that the

monthly meeting of Royston, in its present

state, was too weak to manage the weighty

affairs proper to a monthly meeting; and there-

fore proposed its being joined to Baldock and

Hitchm, which, upon a solid deliberation, was
agreed to, and hath since been effected, to the

great satisfaction of Friends who have the pros-

perity of truth at heart."—p. 312, 313.

Of the monthly meeting of Suffolk, held at

Woodbridge, he says, " Much labour was be-

stowed in the free extendings of divine love,

which was' comfortably shed abroad in that

meeting, that Friends might be thereby stirred

up to use endeavours for a general reformation;

in which fervent labour was bestowed, and

close admonition extended to such as know not

their own spirits subjected by the spirit of Christ,

but dared to presume to move and act in the

aflliirs of the church of God, by the strength of

their own understandings as men; these not

having true zeal, can wink at wrong things,

great disorders and flagrant unfaithfulness,

smoothing all over, blending all together, cry-

ing peace, peace, and all is well, when it is

evidently otherwise. O how doth the Lord ab-

hor such unsoundness 1 surely then his people

should see the weight a.nd authority of his pow-

;r, standing over such.

"A principal cause of waste and desolation

n the house and heritage of God, is the want

of more prepared stones for the building, hewn
and polished in the mountain. But great in-

convenience arises when some are made use of

as stones for the building, in their natural state,

which renders them unfit materials to erect a

house for the glory of God to abide in ; so that

what such build is nothing but a habitation for

antichrist to dwell in; for he will content him-

self in any form of religion, whilst he can keep

the power out of it. iHis first subtle working

in the mystery of iniquity is to persuade the

minds of men there is no need of any more
power and wisdom than they have as men; that

if they will exert their endeavour, they may be

useful members, thus withdrawing gradually

from the fountain of living water, to hew out

cisterns to themselves which will hold no wa-

ter. O how dry and insipid are all their re-

ligious performances ! and what they do is only

to beget in their own image, carnal, lifeless

professors like themselves : these are very apt

to be doing, being always furnished ; but the

:v.)

true labourers must, in every meeting, and uji-

on all occasions that offer for service, receive

supernatural aid, and the renewed understand-

ing, by the immediate descendings of heavenly

wisdom and power, or they dare not meddle.

When there are but two or three in each month-
ly meeting carefully abiding in an holy depend-

ence upon God, to be furnished for his work,

great things may be done by his mighty power,

in and through them. This is evident, by ob-

serving the state of meetings where such dwell,

though all be not done they could ardently de-

sire; as, praised be the Lord, there are many
ycl up and down, who know and experimentally

feel their sufficiency for any service in the

church, to be of God."— p. 322, 324.

(To be continued.)

FABER'S DIFFICULTIES OF INFI-
DELITY.

{Concludedfrom page 232.)

" These new alluvial lands, left by the sea and

the rivers, are of astonishing fertility ; and they

are so much the more valuable, as the ancient

soil of these countries, being mostly covered by

barren heaths and peat-mosses, is almost incap-

able of cultivation : so that the alluvial lands

alone produce subsistence for the many popu-

lous cities, that have been built along these

coasts since the middle age, and which proba-

bly might not have reached their present

flourishing condition without the aid of these

rich grounds, which have been (as it were)

created by the rivers, and to which they are

continually making additions.

" The downs or sand hills, which are thrown

up by the sea upon low flat coasts, when the

bed of the sea happens to be composed of sand,

have been already mentioned. Wherever hu-

man industry has not succeeded to fix these

downs, they advance as securely and irresisti-

bly upon the land as the alluvial formations

from the rivers encroach upon the sea. In

their progress inland, they push before them
great pools of water, formed by the rain which
falls on the neighbouring grounds, and which
has no means of running oft'in consequence of

the obstructions interposed by the downs. In

several places they proceed with a (rightful

pidity, overwhelming forests, houses, and

cultivated fields, in their irresistible progress.

Those upon the coast of the Bay of Bis-

cay have overwhelmed a great number of vil-

ages, which are mentioned in the records of

the middle age; and, even at present, in the

gle department of Landes, they threaten no

fewer than ten with almost inevitable destruc-

tion. One of these, named Mimigon, has

been in danger for the last fifteen years from

a sand-hill of more than sixty feet in perpen-

dicular height, which obviously continues to

advance.
' In the year 1802, the pools overwhelmed

five farm-houses belonging to the village of

St. Julian. They have long covered up an

ancient Roman road, leading from Bordeaux

Bayonne, which could still be seen about

thirty years ago, where the waters were low-

er than they are now. The river Adour,

which is known to have formaly passed Old

Boucat to join the sea at Cape Breton is now
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turned to the distance of more than 2400
yards.

"Bremontier, who made several extensive

works to stop the progress of these downs, es-

timated it at sixty feet yearly, and in some pla-

ces at seventy-two feet. According to this

calculation, it would require two thousand

years to enable them to arrive at Bordeaux;

and, on the same data, they have taken some-

wiiat more than four thousand years to reach

their present situation.

" The Turbaries, or peat-mosses, which

have been formed so generally in the northern

parts of Europe by the accumulation of the

remains of sphagnum and other aquatic moss-

es, afibrd another mean of estimating the

time which has elapsed since the last retreat

of the sea from our present continents. These

mosses increase in height in proportions which

are determinate in regard to each. They
surround and cover up the small knolls, upon

which they are formed; and several of these

knolls have been covered over within the me-

mory of man. In other places, the mosses

gradually descend along the valleys, extending

downward like the glaciers; but these latter

melt away every year at their lower edges,

while the mosses are not stopped by any thing

whatever in their regular increase. By sound-

ing their depth down to the solid ground, we
may form some estimate of their antiquity; and

it may be asserted respecting these mosses, as

well as respecting the downs, that they do not

derive their origin from an indefinitely ancient

epoch.
" The same observations may be made in

regard to the slips or fallings, which some-

times take place at the bottom of all steep

slopes in mountainous regions, and which are

still very far from having covered these over.

But, as no precise measures of their progress

have hitherto been applied, we shall not insist

upon them at any greater length.

" From all that has been said, it may be

seen, that nature every where distinctly in-

forms us, that the commencement of the pre-

sent order of things cannot be dated at a very

remote period."

Next follows what the author designates the

moral proof, after which the chapter thus con

eludes.

" Thus vve are finally brought to the very

same conclusion as before.

" Admit the fact of that great and sudden re-

volution, which, according to Cuvier, is a cir-

cumstance in geology most thoroughly estab-

lished, and the epoch of which cannot be da-

ted much farther back than five or six thou-

sand years; admit, I say, this lact, and you
must inevitably admit the additional fact also,

that a revelation of God's purposes to his

creature man has assuredly taken place as we
find it recorded in Holy Scripture.

" On the other hand, deny the fact of the de-

luge; and you must then run counter to the

testimony both of universal history and of
strictly corresponding geology, thus shaking al

moral evidence to its basis, and thus introdu

cing a complete uncertainty as to every past

event both ancient and modern.
" Which of these two involves a greater dif-

ficulty, an admission of the historical fact of

the delui>-c, or a denial of it in the face of thel rested in the public discussion of the comparative

strongest and most varied evidence, does not,
I '"^^'V"'' ^!'"'''"'^'J' c^LtT''''^ n''''''",F'',hI

, ,
.

t^,
, J ,. . respective champions, Campbell and Owen, il the

I think, require any prolonged discussion. christian religion stood in need of vindication, it

:o: certainly had a noble advocate in Mr. Campbell, who,
FOR THE FRIEND.

] throughout the discussion, evinced an acquaintance

The trustees of the university of Pennsylva-

nia having recently appointed Solomon W.
CoNKAP, professor of botany, he gave an intro-

ductory lecture, in that institution, on the first

instant.

The discourse of the professor afforded high

gratification to his audience, if we may judge

from the remarkable attention bestowed

throughout its delivery.

With a succinct review of the history of

botany, he very happily blended some biogra-

phical notices ofthe distinguished men to whom
the science owed its origin and illustration.

He traced with great acuteness and perspicuity,

the analogy of vegetable and animal life, ad-

mitting the limit of human knowledge, the

widest range of which is calculated to humble
its possessor, and teach at once reverence to-

ward, and dependence upon our Creator.

Every view that he furnished of the subject

upon which he is so well qualified to impart

instruction in all its details, was just and for-

cible, whilst the simplicity of his manner
and the chasteness of his style, were by nc

means the least interesting traits of the lectu-

rer. We shall be glad to learn that our youth

are disposed to cultivate an acquaintance with

this branch of natural history, and avail them-

selves of the opportunity now afforded, in the

course so auspiciously commencing. V

TKE FRXSND.
FIFTH MONTH, 9, 18^9.

Our readers may generally have seen the

notices which have appeared in the different

newspapers, respecting an intended public dis-

putation at Cincinnati, Ohio, between the fa-

mous Robert Owen and a person of the name
of Campbell. The following account of the

result of that discussion, is copied from a late

number of Poulson's Am. Daily Adver. So
decisive and spontaneous an expression of sen-

timent by so large an auditory, indiscriminate

ly assembled, in the emporium of the west,

cannot fail to be highly gratifying and conso-

latory to every sincere friend to religion, to

ty, and to the wholesome restrictions of

the law. In connection with other circum-
stances, to which we need not particularly ad-

vert, it has forcibly brought to our recollection

the saying of one, who, during his probationary

state, was deservedly esteemed among " the

excellent of the earth,'' and is now, we doubt
not, in the enjoyment of the reward prepared
for the righteous—that the glorious light of the

gospel first broke forth in the east, and travel-

led westward
; emphatically adding, and its

march is still westuard! westward!

For the American Daily Jdrertiser.

Mr. Poulson,—The public mind having been in a
considerable degree interested in the result of the im-
portant contest between Campbell and Owen, I have
determined to make the following extract from a let
ter, dated " Cincinnati, April 23, 1829.

" Our city has, for the last week, been much iate-

with his subject, and powers of logical reasoning, not

without beauties of eloquence, that cannot fail to

hand his name to the latest posterity with honour;

while poor Mr. Owen seemed, in comparison, a man
of straw, vox el preterea nihil. The whole series of

his declamation, for argument it was not, reminded
me of the fable of the mountain in labour. In fine,

never, I think, had religion, especially the Christian,

a more noble triumph.
" The debates closed on Monday evening last. Be-

fore the very large assembly were dismissed-, Mr.
Campbell respectfully hinted to them, that inasmuch
as the most extraordinary patience and forbearance
had been manifested, while the most barefaced ca-

lumnies and insults had been uttered by his opponent,
not only against their good sense and best feelings,

but against their religion, dearer to many than life

itself; it would therelore be of consequence now to

ascertain, to what influence such forbearance was at-

tributable; he then respectfully desired that all whose
hopes or desires were toward Christianity, should
show themselves by rising. Instantly the whole as-

semblage, say 600, rose, save about half a dozen in-

dividuals, wlio, when the advocates of infidelity were
called upon, rose with Mr. Owen."

Bates' Miscellaneous Repository of the 24th

ultimo contains the following, viz.

—

TRIAL AT STEUBENVILLE.
SleubenviUe, Alh mo. 23d, 1829.

The trial of Jonathan Pierce and others for a riot,

committed at the time of our last yearly meeting, is

now going on. But the examination of the witnesses

for the stale has not yet closed. The case was taken
up yesterday morning, and a motion made by the de-
fendants to have it removed to some other county.
They made an affidavit that they did not believe that
they could have a fair trial in the county of Jefferson.

Three Hicksites, not defendants, and not residents
of the county, made a similar affidavit. B. Tappan,
one of the counsel for the defendants, also made an
affidavit that he did not believe that they could have
a fair trial in this county. The motion was overruled
by the court, who pronounced that Ihty had no hesi-
tation in believing that a fair trial in this county could
be had. They proceeded to examine the jury, already
iinpannclled, and in a few minutes B. Tappan observ-
ed that he was satisfied with the jury. From which
it appeared that he then thought they were not incom-
petent to try the case, although he had just made an
affidavit that he did not believe the defendants could
have a fair trial.

Objections, however, were afterwards raised to seve-
ral of the jurors, who were accordingly discharged,
and others summoned—until the pannel was filled,

and objections on both sides ceased.
The court adjourned to 9 o'clock this morning,

when the examination of witnesses will be resumed.
It is understood that the suit against Halliday Jack-

son, and other disowned persons, for a trespa.ss at the
time of the late yearly meeting, will not be tried this

term of the court. Some questions of law have been
raised in the case, which will be argued and decided
towards the close of this term, but the merits of the
case will lie over till next term.

A letter since received, dated 4th mo. 27th,

from a friend in Ohio to his correspondent in

this city, furnishes some further particulars,

but as the next number of the Repository will

probably supply a more detailed account, we
shall for the present merely state that three

days were spent in the examination of witnesses,

that the arguments by counsel commenced on
seventh day morning, and closed in the even-

ing about nine o'clock, at which time the jury

retired and the court adjourned. Near one
o'clock the next morning the jury returned a ver-

dict of guilty against the accused, ten in number.
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THE HEBREWS.
(Continuedfrom page 225.)

One of the officers of Antiochus having been
sent to execute the orders of the king, he at-

tempted to persuade a priest named Matta-
thias to comply with the royal edict, and offer

sacrifice to the idol. But he fearlessly reject-

ed his ofters, and, with his own hand, struck

down an apostate who was about to sacrifice.

He then fell upon the officer, whom he slew,

and being joined by many of his countrymen,
fled into the wilderness. Adhering closely to

the letter of the law, these conscientious Israel-

ites refused to break the rest of the Sabbath,
even in defending their own lives. One thou-

sand men who had concealed themselves in a
cavern near Jerusalem, suffered themselves to

be massacred on that day without offering

the least resistance; but this shocking disaster

led to a diflierent interpretation of the law, and
Mattathias, with his adherents, resolved for the

future to defend themselves, but not to com-
mence an attack on the Sabbath.
Thus was commenced a powerful opposi-

tion to tiie Syrian despotism, which was con-
ducted by Mattathias and his sons, the Macca-
bees, to a very triumphant issue. After a

long and bloody contest, the independence of
the nation was established about 143 B. C.
under the sway of the Asmodean princes, of
which family Mattathias was the founder. The
Jews now entered into treaties with the Ro-
mans, to secure their influence in their favour.

During these transactions, Onias, the son of
the high priest, had escaped into Egypt, where
he acquired great favour with the king, and
was raised to the command of the Egyptian
army. The second to him in command was
also a Jew, and they had the government of
the whole country in their own hands. By
their influence they obtained permission to

build a temple for the numerous Hebrews, that
they might not be obliged to resort to Jerusa-
lem to perform their religious services, which
was accordingly erected on the model of that
at Jerusalem, priests and Levites appointed
for the sacred otlices, and the same routine of
worship introduced. This continued for two
hundred and twenty years, when this temple

was shut up, and finally demolished, on ac-

count of the rebellions of the Jews.
The nation continued to enjoy great prospe-

rity, successfully defending themselves against
the superior numbers of their enemies who sur-

rounded them. 'J'heir domestic tranqudlily

was, however, disturbed on some occasions by
the rancour of the Pharisees and Sadducees;
and about the year 64 B. C. dissensions among
the royal family again led to the subjection of
the nation to a foreign yoke. The Romans
had now introduced themselves into Asia

—

artfully embracing every opportunity for in-

termeddling in the affairs even of nations so
distant from Italy, they gradually became the

umpires of their disputes, which they decided
with a steady view to their own aggrandise-
ment. Rejection of their counsels brought
the irresistible weight of their arms upon the
ofl^ending party; and, beneath their repeated
blows, kingdoms and empires fell successively
on every side of Judea, as they advanced, with
colossal strides, to universal dominion.
Pompey was at this time wielding their fear-

ful energies in Asia, and being appealed to by
the two rivals for the throne of Judea, he es-

poused the cause of Hyrcanus, which he en-
forced by arms against the party who were
in possession of Jerusalem. His operations
against the city were facilitated by the refusal

of the Jews to labour on the Sabbath. On that

day he filled up the ditches, and brought his

machines to the walls without opposition. In
the third month of the siege a breach was
made, and the temple taken. Twelve thou-
sand Jews were slain; among them were many
priests, who, being engaged in the sacrifices,

would not move from the altars, and their

blood was mingled with that of the victims.

Pompey, attended by his officers, went into

the temple, viewed the sanctuary of the holy of
of hohes, but left untouched all the sacred
utensils, and even the treasures of the temple
and gave orders that it should be purified, and
the divine sacrifice continued as before. He
seated Hyrcanus on the throne, and appointed
him high priest, on condition of his remaining
subject to the Romans, and paying them tri-

bute. Thus the Jews, who had been allies of
the Romans, were reduced to a subordinate
principality, and subjected to the payment of
heavy tribute to their conquerors.

Herod was perhaps the most distinguished
of the rulers of Judea; but, however eminent
his talents, his character is among the dark-
est recorded in this era, which was so fruitfiil

of enormous crimes. Among other and far
greater cruelties, the murder of the children
at Bethleliem would excite but little attention,
but for the proof it affords of the general ex-
pectation that a universal sovereign was soon

to arise in Judea, and for its connection with
the history of the blessed Messiah. There
were some acts of his life, however, which re-

conciled the Jews to his government; among
these may be mentioned his charity during a
severe famine which prevailed in the year 22
B. C. when he exhausted his treasury, and
even sold the silver plate from his table, for the

purpose of purchasing provisions from Egypt,
wliich he gratuitously distributed among the
people. In the year 16 B. C. in order to gain
the affections of his subjects, Herod formed the
design of erecting a new temple at Jerusalem,
on a larger scale, and in a style of greater
magnificence than the old one. Two years
were spent in collecting materials; the old
building was then taken down by degrees as
fast as Its parts could be replaced. The main
body of the edifice was completed in nine
years and a half, but the whole was not finish-

ed till long after the death of Herod. To this

circumstance allusion is made by the Jews,
John ii. 20.

The death of Herod was attended with cir-

cumstances of horror befitting his wicked ca-
reer. But the agonies of his disorder, and
the reproaches of his conscience, made this

severe old man still more cruel. He died in

indescribable torment.
(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE WATCHMAN. NO. 2.

I do not know that I can. with reason, claim
the protection of the Watchman to introduce
me to his readers on the score of diffidence, or
even on that of brevity. If he require that his
pages should be enlivened with wit, or be pun-
gent with satire, I am apt to undervalue the one
because I do not possess it, and hold the other
to be troublesome, because its shafts not un-
frequently annoy myself. If, however, I have
correctly appreciated his meaning, he seems
to have thrown open his columns for the dis-
cussion of things in general. Now, this is ei.-
aclly in my line, and I confess myself irresist-
ibly tempted to produce my pcOr thoughts un-
der such worshipful patronage. In common
with those whose reffections are thus excur-
sive, I often find myself involuntarily drawn
into a train of thought, modified by the cir-

cumstances in which I happen to be plac<»''

Thus, the delightful season which now blos-
soms around us, has led me to indulge in cur-
sory reflections on the influence which the ha-
bitual cultivation of the taste for the beauties
of nature is calculated to have upon our en-
joyment of life. And I am the more inclined
to submit this subject to the especial attention
of our watchman, since it seems to me, that,

while there is no class of our countrymen who
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have more need of the remedy wliicli nature

has provided for many of our moral ailings, so

it is to be feared, that the chastening influence

of a cultivated taste and a well regulated ima-

gination

—

" The glorious faculty, assigned

To elevate the more than reasoning mind,

And colour life's dark clouds with orient rays,"

has been undervalued, if not overlooked

amongst us. " The world is too much with

us;" the tendency of our daily employments is

too frequently to harden the heart—to subdue

generous propensities—to bring every feeling

into subjection to a calculating selfishness

—

such is the condition of social life. But for

this evil Providence has not left us without ap-

propriate remedies ; and of these, to say no-

thing of the influence of Christianity, which

is, unquestionably, the one great corrector of

the vices to which we are incident, one of the

most efiicacious will be found in the conteni

plation of nature and the cultivation of taste

Whatever prompts us to indulge emotions

of admiration or of tenderness—whatever

abstracts us, for a time, from those pursuits

whose object is acquisition, or removes the

restraints which the commerce of life imposes

upon our natural sympathy with created

things, may be made, under strict and careful

limitation, the means of a vast accession, as

well to our enjoyments, as to our moral ener-

gies. It is important, then, that taste be cul-

tivated, watched, stimulated, restrained. Now,
of the objects of taste, there are none to which

the ingenuous mind is so sensitive as the beau-

ties of nature

—

" All that the genial ray of morning gilds,

And all that echoes to the song of even ;

All that the mountain's sheltering bosom shields,

And all the dread magnificence of heaven,
Oh ! how canst thou i

)USO the turbulent, or to excite the sensual

propensities. If they have taught us, by the

graces of fancy or diction, to appreciate nature,

they have associated her with aims and de-

sires not the less selfish because they are

elegantly sensual, nor the less degrading be-

cause they afiect pomp and stateliness. Per-

haps we are not sufliciently aware of the in-

jury which is thus done to our brightest hopes.

Affecting to despise all which does not ad-

minister to our convenience, or seem directly

to promote our improvement, the instinctive

love of nature has been .slighted, tenderness

has been confounded with sentimentality, and

elevation of fancy contemned as extravagant

rapture. Meanwhile those feelings, which

properly cherished, would have prepared the

mind to

They act with more or less intensity upon the

feehngs of all, and tend, to a certain extent,

to soften the heart, to make us feel more deep-

ly our social wants and social obligations.

The contemplation of such objects insensibly

teaches us to become familiar with our own
thoughts—to know how much our true happi-

ness or misery depends upon the reflections

in which we indulge. The feelings, however,

which are thus excited, require as well to be

carefully directed, as sedulously cherished.

And here, it seems to me, there is reason to

complain of much neglect. The theory of

amusements, it is somewhere sagaciously ob-

served, is little understood in this country. The
true theory on this subject seems to be, not to

destroy, but to regulate and appropriate to the

best ends, the habit of amusement. Earnestly

reprobating as we do, not only those corrupting

pleasures which are the offspring of a pervert-

ed taste and diseased imagination, but also

those whose tendency is, however remotely, tc

evil, I can not but find one of the greatest

safeguards against their seductive influence, in

encouraging those enjoyments which refine

while they amuse, and calm the passions while

they invigorate the intellect. The domain of

nature has been too long left to be usurped by

romance. Her wide spread beauties have been

but too often emploved bv modern writers to

Deeply the lesson deep of love, which he,

Whom nature by whatever means has taught

To feel intensely, can not but receive,

have been left to run riot, or to be corrupted

n secret by feeding upon those poisonous eff"u-

sions which are ever at hand to enervate and

debase. I may overrate the extent of the mis-

chief thus produced, or may have failed to

trace it to its source; but surely the remedy

for the evil is to be found, not by attempting

to subdue the mind to an unvarying pursuit of

objects of mere utility—not by eradicating,

but by directing and cherishing those feelings

which prompt us to look for enjoyment in pro-

per objects of taste; above all, in the contem-

plation of nature. He who has been taught

to appreciate her charms—whose imagination

has been corrected by a familiar acquaintance

with the poetry of the sacred volume, and the

writings of those standard authors whose ge-

nius has not disdained the aid of religion; who
has made tiiese his text books in this delight-

ful study; whose admiration of external objects

has not been injudiciously checked, but pro-

perly directed and restrained, such an one will

be found best furnished with abundant conso-

lations for the evils of life, and best prepared

to resist the seductions of corrupting plea-

sures by countervailing attractions, and to re-

ceive the secret impulse of religion by the emo-

tions of tenderness which he has habitually

cherished

—

"Knowing that nature never did betray

The heart that loved her; 'tis her privilege.

Through all the years of this our life, to lead

From joy to joy : for she can so inform

The mind that is within us, so impress

With quietness and beauty, and so feed

'With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues,

Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men.
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all

The dreary intercourse of daily life,

Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb

Our cheerful faith that all which wo behold

Is full of blessings."

There are some persons so full of nothings,

that, like the strait sea of Pontiis, they per-

petually empty themselves by their mouth,

making every company or single person they

fasten on, to be their Propontis ; such a one as

was Anaximencs. He was an ocean of words,

but a drop of understanding.

Jeremy Taylor.

the Quarterly Rtviewfor January, 1829.

Captain Clapperton's Second Expedition into

the Interior of Africa, from the Bight of
Benin to Soccatoo.

When Denham and Clapperton returned

from their successful mission into the central

parts of Northern Africa, the latter brought

back a letter from Bello, the sultan of the

Fellans, or Fellatas, resident at Soccatoo, ad-

dressed to the king of England, in consequence

of conversations that had passed between him
and Clapperton. In that letter the sultan pro-

posed three things;—the establishment of a

friendly intercourse between the two nations,

by means of a consul, who was to reside at

the seaport of Raka;—the delivery of certain

presents described, at the port of Funda, sup-

posed to be somewhere near Whidah;—and

the prohibition of the exportation of slaves,

by any of the Houssa merchants, to Atagher,

Dahomey, or Ashantee.

On tiie arrival of Clapperton in England,

lord Bathurst, then ' secretary of state for the

colonies, conceived these proposals to afford

a fair opportunity for endeavouring to carry

into effect objects of such considerable im-

portance; and Clapperton immediately volun-

teered his services on the occasion. He had

arranged with Bello, that his messengers

should, about a certain time, be at Whidah,

to conduct the presents, and the bearers of

them, to Soccatoo. Clapperton was allowed

to take with him, on this novel and hazardous

enterprize, two associates; one of whom was
captain Pearce, of the navy, an excellent

draughtsman; and the other. Dr. Morrison, a

surgeon in the navy, well versed in various

branches of natural history; and, at his parti-

cular request, a fellow-countryman, of the

name of Dickson, who had served as a sur-

geon in the West Indies, was added to the hsf.

These gentlemen, with their servants, em-
barked in his majesty's ship Brazen, on the

25th August, 1825, and arrived ofl' Whidah
on the 26th of the following November. Mr.
Dickson, from some reason or other, landed

at Whidah, and proceeded, in company with a

Portuguese, of the name of De Sousa, to Da-
homey, where the latter had resided for some
time. Here he was well received, and sent

forward, with a suitable escort, to a place

called Shar, seventeen days' journey from Da-
homey, where he also arrived in safety, and
thence proceeded, with another escort, towards

Youri, but has not since been heard of The
Brazen proceeded with the rest to the river

Benin, or Formosa, where they met with an

English merchant of the name of Houtson,

who advised them by no means to think of

proceeding by that river, as the king bore a

particular hatred to the English, for their ex-

ertions in putting a stop to the slave-trade;

nor did he (Mr. Houtson) know how far, or

in what direction, that river might lead them.

He recommended Badagry as the nearest and

most convenient spot to proceed from, with

safety, into the interior; and ofl^red to accom-

pany them to a certain distance, which offer

was accepted.

It appears that their inquiries at Whidah
after Bello and his messengers were entirely

fruitless; and equally so as to Funda or Raka
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—names never heard of on that part of th

coast. It is now known that these places are

near two hundred miles inland, and that Raka
is not even on the banks of any river; and that

neither of them was then under the dominion

of Bello.

On the 7th December they commenced their

journey from Badagry, accompanied by their

servants, and a Houssa black, of the name of

Pascoe, who had been lent from one of the

king's ships to accompany the late Belzoni as

interpreter. Clapperton was attended by his

faitliful servant, Richard Lander, to whose care

and discretion we are entirely indebted for the

materials which compose the present volume.

For a short distance they proceeded in canoes

to a place where a great market is held, called

Ba wie. The banks of the creek are represented

as low, and covered with reeds; and from the fol-

lowing sentence we are persuaded that this is

the spot where the seeds of those diseases were
sown, on the very first night of their journey,

which speedily proved so fatal to a part, and

eventually to the whole, of the company:

—

' The morning thick and hazy; and, though

sleeping close to the rk-er, in the open air, for

the first time since we have been on shore, we
did not hear the hum of a single mosquito."

How an old naval surgeon, and two experienc-

ed naval oflicers, could commit such an im-

prudence, in such a climate, is to us most sur-

prising, when most dreadful consequences are

well known to have almost invariably resulted

from such a practice in tropical climates. The
next night (the 9th), they again slept in the

open air, in the market-place of Dagmoo, a

large town, where they might have had as many
houses as they wanted. On the 10th, Clapper-

ton was seized with fever and ague. On the

12th, Dr, Morrison was attacked with fever.

On the 13th, captain Pearce was severely in-

disposed; and, on the 14th, Richard Lander
was taken ill. On the 23rd, Dr. Morrispn,

after being carried in a hammock to the dis-

tance of about seventy miles, finding himself

worse, requested to return to a town called

Jannah; and Mi-. Houtson accompanied him.

The next day, one of the servants died; and, on

the evening of the 27th, captain Pearce breath-

ed his last. ' The death of captain Pearce,'

says Clapperton, ' has caused me much con-

cern; for, independently of his amiable quali-

ties as a friend and companion, he was emi-

nently fitted, by his talents, his perseverance,

and his fortitude, to be of singular service to

the mission; and, on these accounts, I deplore

his loss as the greatest I could have sustained,

both as regards my private feelings and the

public service.'

The following morning, the remains of this

lamented officer were interred in presence of

all the principal people of the town. The
grave was staked round by the inhabitants, and

a shed built over it. An inscription was carved

on a board, placed at the head of the grave,

by Lander— ' I being unable,' says Clapperton
* to assist, or even to sit up.' Two days aftei

this, Mr. Houtson returned, with the informa-

tion of Dr. Morrison having died at Jannah,
on the same day as captain Pearce, where he
had his remains decently interred—the people
of the town attending the ceremony.

I
These untbrtunate officers had been convey-

ed thus far, about seventy miles, in hammocks,
by the people of the country; every where ex-

periencing the kindest attentions, lodged in the

best houses, and supplied with every thing that

the country aftbrded. Clapperton was able

occasionally to ride on horseback, and some-

times to walk; but greatly debilitated, and not

free from fever. lie describes the country

between Badagry and Jannah, the frontier

town of the kingdom of Yourriba, as abound-

ing in population, well cultivated with planta-

of Indian corn, diflerent kinds of millet,

yams, and plantains, wherever the surface was
free from dense forests. Every where on the

road the party was met by numbers of people,

chiefly women, bearing loads of produce on

their heads, always cheerful and obliging, and

lelighted to see white men, frequently singing

n chorus, holding up both hands, and clapping

them as tokens of joy, as they passed along,

and whole groups kneeling down, and wishing

the travellers a good journey. Towns and vil-

lages were very frequent; and some of the foi--

mer were estimated to contain from eight to

fifteen thousand souls. At Jannah, the crowds

were immense, but extremely civil, and highly

mused to see white men.
' In the evening Mr. Houtson and I took a

.•alk through the town: we were followed by

an immense crowd, which gatliered as we went
along, but all very civil; the men taking oft'

their caps, the women kneeling on their knees

and one elbow, the other elbow resting upon
the hand. In returning we came through the

market, wliich, though nearly sunset, was well

upplied with raw cotton, country cloths, pro-

vision and fruit, such as oranges, limes, plan-

tains, bananas, and vegetables, such as small

onions, chalotes, pepper and gums for soups:

also, boiled yams, and accassons.* Here the

crowd rolled on like a sea, the men jumping
over the provision baskets, the boys dancing

under the stalls, the women bawling, and salut-

ing those who were looking after their scat-

tered goods, yet no word or look of disrespect

to us.'—^p. 12.

Of the honesty of the black population of

the kingdom or province of Badagry, captain

Clapperton gives the following testimony:

—

' I cannot omit bearing testimony to the sin-

gular and perhaps unprecedented fact, that we
have already travelled sixty miles in eight days,

with a numerous and heavy baggage, and about

ten different relays of carriers, without losing

so much as the value of a shilling, public or

private; a circumstance evincing not only some-
what more than common honesty in the inhabi-

tants, but a degree of subordination and regu-

lar government which could not have been sup-

posed to exist amongst a people hitherto con-

sidered barbarians. Humanity, however, is

the same in every land; government may re-

strain the vicious principles of our nature, but

it is beyond the power even of African despo-

tism to silence a woman's tongue: in sickness

and in health, and at every stage, we have been
obliged to endure their eternal loquacity and
noise.'—p. 13.

corn, wrapped in a par-
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We were not disappointed in the expecta-

tion expressed, that the next number of the

Miscellaneous Repository would furnish, more
in detail, the particulars of the recent trial at

Steubenville; which, without comment, we now
present to our readers.

From Bales's Miscellancotis Repository.

TRIAL AT STEUBENVILLE.
The Trial of J. Pierce and others for a Riot

at Ohio Yearly Meeting.

In last number I noticed the commencement of this

trial, and the attempt made by the counsel for the

defendants to have it removed to an adjoining coun-

ty, and that this motion was over-ruled by the court.

Tappan, and his associates in the defence, seemed
to be fully aware that it was a desperate case, and
tiierefore resorted to such measures as might e.vcul-

pate the parties accused, independent of the merits

of the question. Every impartial person must see

that it was on this principle that the affidavits were
made by the defendants, their partizans, and by B,

Tappan, that they did not believe a fair trial could

be had in Jefferson county. The only obvious pre-

tence for such a conclusion, must be the assumption,

that there were not twelve men to be found in the

county who were sufficiently unbiassed in their minds
to be competent jurors. A more unreasonable sup-

position than this could scarcely be conceived. After

several challenges and changes had taken place, both

parties appeared to be fully satisfied with the jury.

The witnesses were then examined on the part of

the prosecution. As soon as they began to disclose

the violent and riotous manner in which the Hicks-
ites (including some of the defendants) entered the

house, Tappan objected to the testimony as not ad-

missible. This objection was replied to by J. C.
Wright, and over-ruled by the court. The witnesses

therefore went on. As soon as the evidence for the

prosecution closed, Hubbard moved to discharge the

defendants, in consequence of an irregularity in the

indictment. The name of B. W. Ladd was endorsed
on the back of the indictment as prosecuting witness

by the attorney for the state, and he had formally, in

court, acknowledged himself liable for the costs of.

the prosecution, should the defendants be acquitted.

It was contended by Hubbard and Tappan that the

name was not written by B. W. Ladd himself, nor by
his express directions, that the word prosecutor should
have been annexed to it, and not prosecuting witness,

and that it should have been at the foot of the indict-

ment, and not on the 6ac/c.

The court decided that the law was silent as to the

person by whom the name of the prosecutor should
be written: and therefore there was prima facie evi-

dence that the law was satisfied: that on this point,

the only question which could be affected by its being
written by the state's attorney, and not by the prose-

cutor, was the liability of the latter for the costs.

But this question was not then at issue, and if it had
been, B. W. Ladd had taken that responsibility on
himself.

On the word prosecutor, the judge remarked, that

the usual form of expression used in the proceedings

had before that court, was, prosecuting witness, which
he conceived came completely within the meaning of

tlie law.

As regarded the position of the name, the judge
did not suppose that the intention of the legislature

could be, that the name must be at the bottom of the

indictment, and inside, and no where else. It was a

rule, he said, that all their constructions of law should

be reasonable; but such a construction as was con-

tended for could not be reasonable. The words of the

law, he said, were, that the name of the prosecutor

was to be " endorsed at the foot thereof." This, ac-

cording to the literal meaning of the words, would be

impossible: for to endorse, meant to write on the back,

or outside. And therefore, to endorse, at the bottom,

inside, was impossible. He therefore concluded that

the eiact position of the name was not material.
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Defeated in this quibble, for it was nothing else,

tiiey went on with the examination of their witnesses.

One prominent object seemed to be, to show that there

had been an understanding between judge Halloclt

and Friends, in carrying on the criminal prosecntions

against the Hicksites. In order to make this impres-

sion on the jury, and on the public, they brought for-

ward Lewis Walker, a member of the meeting for

sufferings, to testify that at a meeting for sufferings

on the 29th of the 7th month last, B. W. Ladd had

stated his belief that the time might come when it

would be proper to institute legal prosecutions against

the Hicksites, and that it was very important the first

trial should come before judge Hallock. And L. Wal-

ker could remember no reason given for the statement

of B. W. Ladd, but that there was an injunction of

secresy laid upon the members in regard to it. All

this the lawyers for the defendants had completely

planned, in their questions beforehand. In regard to

the injunction of secresy, L. W. went a little farther

than they intended, and stated that it was understood

that what passed in those meetings was confidential,

and cautions were Irequenlly given in those meetings

for members to keep what had passed there to them-

selves. L. Walker, it may be remembered, was their

witness: though, to produce an effect, the following

question was asked by their counsel: " Have you not

generally gone with the Orthodox.'" to- which he an-

swered "yes."

In order to rebut this testimony, or rather to place

it in its proper light, the records of the meeting were

produced, to be identified by L.Walker himself. This

the counsel for the defendants opposed, being deter-

mined, as it would seem, that no explanation should

be given to the testimony of L. Walker—nothing

should be presented to the jury to show that there

was nothing discreditable to the president judge, nor

to the Society, in the transaction to which L. Wal-

ker's testimony alluded. The objection was over-

ruled by the court. B. W. Ladd was also brought

forward to place the case in its proper light. This

also was strongly opposed by Tappan. The presi-

dent judge declined giving an opinion on the ques-

tion; but the associate judges unanimously decidec

that the evidence of B. W. Ladd should be admitted

He then stated positively and explicitly, that at thf

time alluded to, he had never had one word of con

versation on the subject with judge Hallock in any

way whatever, and that he was ignorant of his senti

ments on it. He went on further to state, as th

reasons which induced him to think it would be best

for the trial (if one should be necessary) to be bef

judge Hallock, that he was not only a man of upright

character, but being learned in the law, a di

from him would have a greater moral influence than

one by an associate judge, or a justice of the peace

and we intended to be satisfied with that decision, let

it be what it might.

Thus the slanderous imputation which was at-

tempted to be thrown on the Society, and on the

court together, was effectually repelled.

Not willing, as it has since appeared, to give up

this object, they introduced George W. Banks as a

witness. Without suggesting any doubts of his com-

petency as a witness, he took the oath. He then,

with an air of remarkable consequence, and with the

usual introduction to a speech at the bar, began:

" May it please the court. The information which

I am in possession of, (if any,) I have derived from

the Orthodox, by reason of an engagement I had

made with them as their retained counsel."* J. C.

Wright here interposed and said: " Well, you may

stop there." He then referred the case to the court,

stating the impropriety of an attorney's giving testi-

mony of any thing confidentially communicated to

him as such. He stated explicitly that he had receiv-

ed no instructions from Friends to object to the tes-

timony now offered—that so far as he was acquaint-

ed with our proceedings (and he presumed he knew

as much of them as any other person, who was not

a member of the Society) we had no fears of any

thing that could be divulged. But that the obvious

impropriety of admitting the testimony of G. W.

* Perhaps there may be some small verbal inaccu-

racies in this spetch, but I have given his words as

nearly as I could recollect them.

h that he felt it a duty he owed to the] the opinion of the court, but shall give it a place in

3 court, decidedly to object to it. He I the Repository as soon as it can be procured,

remarked that the introduction of Banks as a witness J. C. Wright and J. M. Goodenow, then, on behalf
IS done to have an effect; and that effect must be

vious to every one. He did not intend, he said, to

1 into any lengthy discussion on the subject—and

IS then done with it.

Banks, who had reluctantly taken his seat, after

being several times requested to do so, now rose, and

asked the liberty to give some explanation ; and then

observed, that if the remarks of J. C. Wright in re-

gard to an effect were intended to apply to him—J.

C. Wright rejoined, " When I say any thing that I

intend to apply to you, you shall understand me."
Banks then went on to say, that he did not know he

was to be summoned in that case, and he could sin-

cerely say, that it was with extreme reluctance he

as then there. As to the first part of this state-

lent I shall let it pass for the present without com-
lent ; the latter part I have no doubt was true ; for

by that time, I suspect he would have been glad to

i-here i

isted that Banks' testimony i

The judge remarked that

ught toTappan ii

be admitted
clear case—referred to legal authorities on the ques

tion, and decided that it was not proper for him to

give in evidence any thing that was communicated

to him in professional confidence. Banks, with evi-

dent confusion, pretty soon after left the court. The
counsel for the defendants proceeded in the exam-

ination of their witnesses till seventh day morning,

^5th. A synopsis of the testimoiiy will be given in

a future number.

The case was ably opened on the part of the pro-

secution by H. H. Leavitt, the state's attorney. He
was replied to by Kennon and Tappan; and J. M.
Goodenow, on the part of the prosecution, delivered

the closing argument.

Tappan, in the course of his speech, (it could

hardly be called argument,) took occasion grossly to

reflect on judge Hallock, as being favourable to the

views of the orthodox, who had planned and precon-

certed the prosecutions against the Hicksites, solely

on the ground of persecution. And in the conclu-

sion, he endeavoured to persuade the jury not to re-

gard the instructions they might receive from the

court. I do not pretend to give the exact language

but the substance of what he said. When the argu-

ments had closed, the president judge remarked, that

he found himself in a peculiar situation. And after

adverting to the circumstance of the trial of Hilles

and Jarnes, he observed that one of the counsel foi

the defendants had thought proper broadly to insi-

nuate that he had been influenced by improper mo-

tives. He should therefore let the case go to the

inrv without any charge. The court, he said, allud-

o the associate judges, would take such mea-

sures as they thought proper, to prevent a similar

;ult in future.

It was then about eight o'clock on seventh day

night. The jury retired to their room, and the court

djourned to two o'clock on second day.

Previous, however, to the adjournment, an attach-

ment was issued, requiring the attendance of Tap-

pan on second day, to show cause why he should

not be imprisoned for a contempt of court. Early

on second day morning, and before the attachment

was served, it is said, Tappan got intelligence of its

having been issued, and as the Hicksites express it,

" He rode out." The phrase I suppose is quite ap-

propriate. Of course, as he rode out, under such cir-

cumstances, it was not to bo expected that he would

make his appearance in court, and his case remains

to be settled at some future day.

The jury found the defendants guilty on the first

count in the indictment, which, I believe in sub-

stance was, assembling tumultuously and riotously,

with intent to disturb Ohio yearly meeting, and

when so assembled, proceeding to disturb it, &c.

Hubbard, on behalf of the defendants, made a mo-
tion in arrest of judgment, on the ground of some

defect in the indictment.

The president judge, from causes already stated,

declined to take any further part in the trial. The
associate judges unanimously overruled the motion

of arrest of judgment, and proceeded to pass sen-

tence on the defendants. I have not yet received

of Friends, recommended the defendants to the cle-

mency of the court ; it being our wish not to punish
the aggressors, but simply to obtain, for our persons
and our religious privileges, the protection of the

laws of our country in their mildest possible admin-
istration. Sentence was pronounced upon six, being

all who were present, by judge Wilson, (judge

Hallock still taking no part,) which was, that they

each be imprisoned thirty minutes, pay six and a
quarter cents, and costs of the prosecution.

Whether the defendants will take any further

measures, in the way of bills of exception, &c. wo
are not informed.

I do wish, most sincerely, that the result of the

trials which have been had, may produce a salutary

effect on the minds of the Hicksites. They have af-

forded demonstrable evidence of two important
facts : 1st. That the defendants have violated the

laws of their country—laws essential to the peace
and safety of the community at large ; and secondly,

That Friends do not wish to punish or oppress

them. We are the aggrieved, the injured party:

we stand merely on the defensive. And that defence

we do not take into our own hands ; we do not in-

tend to repel force by force, but appeal to the tribu-

nals of our country for protection. And we now ap-

peal to the consciences of those who have both figu-

ratively and literally trampled us under their feet,

whether they can persist in inflicting such injuries

From a highly interesting article in the

Quarterly Review for January last, relative to

the posthumous works of the lamented Clap-

perton, we have, for the gratification of our

readers, extracted pretty largely. Part of

these extracts will be found in the present

number, and the remainder will follow in

course. These lively sketches of the scenery

of a country, and of the manners and customs

of tribes, to us hitherto unknown, are calcu-

lated to furnish entirely a new view of that

section of the globe—of its population, internal

resources, character and condition of its inha-

bitants, &c., such a view as, we confess, as-

tonished us, and surpassed our utmost expec-

tations.

An earthquake, attended with very serious

effects, is stated to have been felt in many parts

of Spain on the 21st of the third month last.

It was accompanied by a treinendous noise.

Travellers observed, at the moment of the

shock, a column of fire proceeding from the

eastern coast of Murcia. In that province it

occasioned the most afflictive disasters. In

the capital, not a single church or edifice es-

caped considerable damage. The bridge of

Segura, which unites the two parts of the city,

has suffered materially. Several houses have

been ruined, and a great number of persons

perished. Sixteen other cities and villages are

enumerated as having sustained very serious

damages. Of five of these, four are repre-

sented as having disappeared or totally ruined,

and one as nearly destroyed. The total num-
ber of persons killed and wounded is immense.

In one instance, two hundred, in another, two

hundred and fifty, and another, four hundred,

are stated to have been taken dead from the

ruins. It is stated further, that a mountain

near Aix-Garres had rolled away, and, in an-

other place, that two salt lakes had been dried

up by the earthquake.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

MEETINGS FOn DISCIPLINE.
(_Co7Utnuedfrom page 239.)

It is a circumstance worthy of observation,

that the discipline of our Society can never be

faithfully administered, where the peculiar tes-

timonies which we are called to bear to the

world are not strictly maintained. A neglect

of any one of these testimonies, whether it be

as regards plainness in dress, address, or man-

ner of living, the known scruple of Friends

against war, oaths, a hireling ministry, mode-

ration in trade and business, or the due attend-

ance of our meetings for divine worship, neces-

sarily disqualifies a person for labouring to re-

claim those who may have violated the rules of

the Society in other particulars. Hence it be-

comes highly important that all those who are

actively engaged in the aflairs of the church,

should exercise a watchful care over their own
conduct and that of their families, that, as far

as lies in their power, no occasion of reproach

may be brought upon the high profession we
make of being the self-denying followers of

Jesus Christ. And as we believe the discipline

to have been instituted in the wisdom and under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and founded

upon the restoring love of the gospel, so

nothing short of the influence of a degree of

the same divine Spirit can qualify us for duly

administering it. The following extracts from

the introduction to the book of discipline will

confirm this view, viz.

—

" As it has pleased the Lord in these latter

days, by his spirit and power to gather a peo-

ple to himself; and releasing them from the

impositions and teachings of men, to inspire

them with degrees of the same universal love

and good will by which the dispensation of the

gospel was ushered in; these have been en-

gaged to meet together, for the worship of God
in spirit, according to the direction of the

holy Lawgiver, as also for the exercise of a

tender care over each other, that all may be

preserved in unity offailh, and practice, an-

swerable to the description which He, the ever

blessed Shepherd, gave of his flock, " by this

shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if

ye have love one to another."

" These meetings have all distinct allotments

of service, and as experience shows that when

this service is attended to in uprightness and

dedication of heart, with a single eye to the

honour of our holy Head, and the help and

edification one of another in the love where-

with he hath loved us, our assemblies are often

favoured with his aid and direction. Friends

are affectionately and earnestly exhorted to be

diligent in the attendance of them, and when

met, humbly seek to be clothed with the spirit

of wisdom and charity; this will divest the

mind of a dependance on our own strength

and abilities, endue us with patience and con-

descension towards each other, and being pre-

served in fellowship agreeably to our Lord's

declaration, ' One is your Master, even Christ,

and all ye are brethren,' a qualification will

be experienced in our several stations and

movements to build up one another in that

faith which works by love to the purifying of

the heart. So may we be living members of

the church militant on earth, and inhabitants of

that city wliich hath foundations, whose maker
and builder the Lord is, knowing, indeed, with

exceeding joy, that great is He, the holy One
of Israel, in the midst of her."

For want of a fervent engagement of spi-

rit on the part of those who administer the

discipline, faithfully to observe the import of

this excellent advice, great weakness has been
introduced into the Society at various periods

since its rise; and perhaps this weakness has sel-

dom been more obvious than at the time alluded

to in the former part of this essay. One of the

principal objects of the labour of the commit-

tee appointed by the yearly meeting in London
in 1760, appears to have been to stir up this

ancient zeal and fervency of spirit in relation

to the exercise of a sound discipline; and from
the account given by John Grifhth, it is evident

that much of the painful exercise they suffered

in the course of their visit, arose from the un-

sanctified activity of those who weie not living

consistently with their religious profession, and

the want of a godly concern to administer the

discipline in the life and power of that Spirit

which first led to its institution. I shall con-

clude with a few more extracts from John
Griffith's Journal.

"The 14th [of the 6th month, 1761,] Brid-

lington monthly meeting was held, which was
very small, and the life of religion very low;

but little ability and judgment to manage the

affairs of the church appeared; it was there-

fore our opinion that they were too weak to

subsist honourably as a monthly meeting, and
that it would promote the general good to join

them to some other monthly meeting." P. 331.
" The 21st we visited York monthly meet-

ing, wherein appeared much want of a hvely

sense of truth on the minds of active members,
and divers deficiencies and some disorders had
crept in and remained, by a neglect of proper

dealing, and the exercise of sound judgment.

Here we had cause to see, as well as at many
other places, that a literal knowledge of our
discipline, without heavenly life influencing the

minds of those exercised therein, bringeth

nothing effectually to pass to God's glory, and
the edification of his church and people." P.

332.

Of the quarterly meeting at York he says

—

" Earnest labour was bestowed in that great

meeting to fasten [on the minds of Friends]

the weight and great importance of qualified

members coming more earnestly and feelingly

under a deep sense of the care of the churches,

that so an increase of zeal and diligence may
be exercised throughout, in warning the unruly,

comforting the feeble minded, and in support-

ing the weak." P. 333.

" The 13th of the 7th month we visited Ret-

ford monthly meeting, as it was called, wherein

we found a few tender and hopeful, and had

some openness to administer counsel and ad-

vice, tending to their help and improvement,
which appeared to be well received, and some
minds were affected therewith; yet very little

w'as discovered by us of discipline being put in

practice, but almost every thing relating there-

to was neglected. It therefore was our judg-

ment they ought to be joined to some other

monthly meeting, yet their situation rendered

that somewhat difScult: however, we conclud-

ed to lay the case before their ensuing quar-

terly meeting. The 14th we visited Mansfield

monthly meeting, which also appeared very

low and weak, but very little of the business

of a monthly meeting properly done, as the

number was very small that generally attended

them; and in most of these, the essential quali-

fication for service in the church of Christ

much wanting. It was therefore our judg-

ment that it would be for the general good
that Mansfield monthly meeting should be

joined to that of Chesterfield, except Oxon
particular meeting, which, from its situation,

might better be joined to Nottingham." P.

337-8.
" The 17th we visited Nottingham monthly

meeting; the number here was pretty large,

but the pure virtue of heavenly goodness, with-

out the sensible experience whereof there can
be no prosperity in the truth, seemed to be
much depressed and obstructed by earthly-

mindedness, covered over with a form of reli-

gion m some heads of families, by whom un-

due liberties were winked at in their offspring.

Such not having zeal enough to suppress wrong
things in their own families, are not likely to

promote good order and disciphne in the

church." P. 339.
" The 24th we visited Hinkley monthly meet-

ing, which, as to the support of discipline and
gospel order, appeared to us almost desolate.

Our earnest labour for their help and recovery

had little visible impression on some of their

members, the insensibility was so great, though

others were awakened to a degree of feeling

and tenderness, who, I hope, received some
benefit thereby. The best expedient that ap-

peared to us was their being joined to Leices-

ter monthly meeting, which was accordingly

recommended.
" The 25th we visited Dally monthly meet-

ing, and as it appeared in the same state as

that of Hinkley, last mentioned, I shall refer

to that account, and only say that we advised

it should be joined to the monthly meeting of

Castle Dunnington, except a small branch there-

of, which lay contiguous to Leicester." P. 341.

Of the Leicester quarterly meeting he says,

" Here ended our visit to monthly and quar-

terly meetings for the present, and I have with

deep reverence humbly to acknowledge that a

remarkable evidence of divine approbation at-

tended us throughout, making us of one heart

by the baptism of his unerring spirit, so that

scarcely a difference of sentiment from one
another appeared during the whole journey."

P. 343.

The following excellent remarks from a

small treatise on the Nature and Usefulness of

Christian Discipline, by the same author, are

worthy the serious attention of all those who
really desire the prosperity of the church.

" Great wisdom may be discerned by those

eyes which the Lord hath opened, in his thus

ranking and placing his people, that they might

stand in such a situation as to be really true

helpmates in Christ Jesus, our Lord and holy

Head, the strong bearing and helping the in-

firmities of the weak, supporting one another

in that which is good, judging down all of a

contrary nature to it, in every rank and sta-

tion; none daring to be above admonition, but
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rather esteeming it a mark of love and sincere

regard that others extend care over them,

agreeable to 1 Thcss. v. 12. 'And we be-

seech you, brethren, toknow them which labour

among you, and are over you in the Lord, and

admonish you, and to esteem them very highly

in love for their works' sake, and be at peace

among yourselves. Now we exhort you, breth-

ren, warn them that are unruly, comfort the

feeble minded, support the weak, be patient

toward all men.' What an inexpressible fa-

vour it is to be even one of the least members
of this body, or a branch of the heavenly Fa-

ther's family, where so great help and edifica-

tion may be received from those of greater

growth and maturity than themselves. On the

other hand, what a high satisfaction it affords

the fathers and mothers in Israel, to see the

children and weaklings of the flock, of teach-

able dispositions, and carefully endeavouring to

walk according to the truth. Some are made
of God as saviours upon mount Zion, and as

watchmen upon her walls, anointed and ap-

pointed by the Holy Ghost to watch over the

flock of Christ as those that must give an ac-

count, whose excellent services may justly en-

title them to the application of that copious

and elegant language, wherewith Job sets forth

what he had done in the time of his prosperity,

' The blessing of him that was ready to perish

came upon me, and I caused the widow's heart

to sing for joy. I put on righteousness and it

clothed me, my judgment was as a robe and a

diadem. I was eyes to the blind, and feet was
I to the lame. I was a father to the poor, and

the cause which I knew not I searched out.'

Elders ruling thus in the church are indeed

worthy of double honour, whether they labour

in word and doctrine or not, being such as,

agreeable to Peter's advice, ' feed the flock of

God which is among you, taking the oversight

thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not

for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind, neither as

being lords over God's heritage, but being en-

samples to the flock. And when the chief

Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a crown

of glory that fadeth not away.'

" It is of the utmost consequence that the

members who constitute the church of Christ

be thoro\ighly acquainted with the true spring

of motion and action therein, lest any should

presumptuously conceive or imagine, that, see-

ing church government carries much the ap-

pearance of outward economy and civil pro-

ceedings, human abilities, natural and acquir-

ed, are suflicient to manage the same. If any

fall into such a dangerous error, it must be for

want of duly considering the nature of the

work to be engaged in, it being no other than

what appertains to the spiritual kingdom of

Christ, and the promotion thereof on earth;

which kingdom man, by nature, cannot see

nor understand. And it is written ' the world

by wisdom knew not God,' therefore they

cannot know his kingdom, nor how to act

properly therein under the Supreme Head,
whom they know not. To be capable of act-

ing rightly in the discipline of the church, man
must be born of the Spirit, or from above, and
receive a qualification from the Holy Ghost for

that work. Such are the only qualified per-

sons for maintaining good order in the church,
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whether young, old, or middle aged, male or

female, and should be regarded as those who
set over others in the Lord." P. 95—98.

It is a mournful truth, that among the

many thousands of Israel, there are but few

in comparison who really stand quite upright

as pillars in God's house, who cannot be at all

rped by fear, interest, favour or affection,

but look beyond all, singly at truth and righte-

ousness. O what mean cringing, stooping,

and temporizing is to be found in some! It is

my son or my daughter, near relation or £i-iend,

that I am loth to offend, lest I should suffer in

my interest or reputation, or shall gain his or

her ill will ! This spirit will never dwell on

high, but must have its portion amongst the

fearful and unbelieving, and unless such repent,

they will be ranked with those that deny Christ

before men." "When I have considered the

ow, indifferent, languid state of those under

our name in many places, both in this and

other nations, chiefly occasioned by an inordi-

nate love of the world and the things thereof,

my soul hath been deeply humbled in awful

prostration before Him, when I have beheld

his wonderful condescension in still shining

forth upon us, as from between the cherubim

of his glory, waiting to be gracious, by turning

again the captivity of many of his Israel, seek-

ing to rebuild her waste places, and thereby to

ive her ancient beauty. He is pleased to

continue unto us some judges, as at the first,

and counsellors as at the beginning, though but

few in numbercompared with the bulk. May the

great Lord of the harvest raise many more faith-

ful labourers, and send them into his harvest,

even such as are described by the evangelical

prophet Isaiah, ' The sinners in Zion are afraid

fearfulness hath surprised the hypocrites: Who
among us shall dwell with the devouring fire ?

who among us shall dwell with everlasting

burnings? He that walketh righteously and

speaketh uprightly; he that despiseth the gain

of oppressions, that shaketh his hands from

holding of bribes, that stoppeth his ears from

hearing of blood, and shutteth his eyes from

seeing evil: he shall dwell on high: his place

of defence shall be the munitions of rocks,

bread shall be given him, his waters shall be

sure.'" G. R

Relative Strength of the Evidence which sup-

ports the Genuineness and Authenticity of
the Holy Scriptures.

{Continuedfrom page 236.)

" 12. The strength of the inference from

the genuineness to the credibility of the books
" Nothing can be more simple and certain

than the inference drawn from the acknow
lodged antiquity and genuineness of an histo

rical work, in proof of the credibility of the

narrative it contains. If it be proved that

Cicero's orations against Catiline, and that

Sallust's History of the Catiline war, were
written by the persons whose names they bear;

or if it were only proved that these compo
sitions were extant and well known as early as

the age of Augustus; that they were then uni

versally attributed to those authors, and uni

versally admitted to be authentic records of

matters of fact; and if the same facts are.

with more or less explicitness, alluded to by
the writers of the same, and of the following

age, there remains no possible supposition but

that of the truth of the story, in its principal

circumstances, by which the existence and ac-

ceptance of these narratives, orations and allu-

sions, so near to the time of the conspiracy,

can be accounted for. In Sallust's history,

some particulars may be erroneously stated;

or the principal facts may be represented under
the colouring of prejudice. In the orations

of the consul, there may be (or we might, for

argument sake, suppose there to be) exagge-

ration, and undue severity of censure; but after

such deductions have been made, or any others

which reason will allow, it remains incontesti-

bly certain, that, if these writings be genuine,

the story is true. All the sophisms of a col-

lege of sceptics, in labouring to show the im-

probability of the facts, or the suspiciousness

of the evidence, could make no impression

upon the mind of any one who is convinced

that the books are not spurious."
" The principle upon which this inference

is founded admits of no exception; nor does

the history of the world offer an instance that

seems like an exception. Narratives of al-

leged, but unreal facts, may have been suddenly

promulgated, and for a moment credited; or

false narratives of events, concealed by place

or circumstances from the public eye, may
have gained temporary credit. Or nai-ratives,

true in their outline, may have been falsified in

all those points of which the public could not

fairly judge; and thus the false, having been
slipped in with the true, has passed by over-

sight upon the general faith. But no such
suppositions meet the case of various public

transactions, taking place through some length

of time, and in different localities, witnessed
by persons of all classes, interests, and dispo-

sitions, uncontradicted by any parlies at the

time, and particularly recorded, and incident-

ally alluded to by several writers whose works
were widely circulated, generally accepted and
unanswered in the age when thousands of per-

sons were competent to judge of their truth."

" When historical facts which, in their nature,

are fairly open to direct proof, are called in

question, there is no species of trifling more
irksome (to tliose who have no dishonest ends
to serve) than the halting upon twenty indirect

arguments, while the centre proof—that which
clear and upright minds fasten upon intuitively,

remains undisposed of. In an investigation,

purely historical, and as simple as any which
the page of history presents, what boots it to

say that the books of the New Testament con-
tain doctrines which do not accord with our
notions of "the great system of things;" that

they enjoin duties grievous and impracticable;

that they favour despotism, or engender strifes ?

or what avails it to say that all the professors

of Christianity are hypocrites, and therefore

the religion is not true ? Can these objections,

or any others of a like kind, weaken that evi-

dence upon which we believe that our island

was once possessed by the Romans ? But they

have just and precisely as much weight in coun-

terpoising that evidence, as in balancing the

proof of the facts affirmed in the New Testa-

ment. If such objections were tenfold more



valid than sophistry can make them, they would
not remove, alter, or impair, one single grain

of the proper proof belonging to the historical

proposition under inquiry. The question is

not whether we admire Christianity, or whether
we hate it; whether we wish to submit our
conduct to its precepts, and to abide by the

hope it offers, or whether we are resolved to

dare the hazards of its being true. The ques

tion is not whether, in our sage opinion, these

books have been a blessing to the world, or a

curse; but simply this—whether tliey were ex-

tant and well known through the Roman em-
pire in the reign of Nero.

" There are subterfuges and evasions enough,
by means of which we may obscure from our
minds, (at least for as long a period as serious

and continued thought, uninvited, usually en-

dures) the plain inference which follows from
an admission of the antiquity and genuineness
of the Christian Scriptures. But contradiction

may boldly be challenged, when it is affirmed

that, with a competent knowledge of Imman
nature, of ancient history, and of ancient lite-

rature, no one can admit, and in all its parti-

culars realize the fact, that the Gospels, the

Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles of Paul, of
Peter, of John, and of James, were written in

the ago claimed for them, and were immedi-
ately diffused throughout Palestine, Asia Minor,
Africa, Greece, and Italy, and then reconcile

himself to any supposition whatever, except
that the facts aflirmed in those books were
true."

CHARLES LLOYD,
Lale of Birmuisham, England*

A short notice of the demise of this respect-

able individual, copied from an English ga-

zette, was inserted in the twenty-fourth num-
ber of our first volume, in the Gentleman's
Magazine for 3d mo. 182G, we have recently

met with another account of him, in which,

with greater amplification of detail, the dis-

tinctive features of his character are more fully

developed and delineated. It is obviously the

affectionate tribute of a sincere friend to the

deceased; and, judging from the style, is the

production of a person of some other religious

denomination.

To minds piously disposed, it is interesting

and instructive, to mark the effects of Chris-

tian principles in different aspects. Not only

are the humble exalted—the poor raised up,

and set as among princes, but the effects of

obedience are not less calculated to incite ad-

miration, when exemplified in the lives of per-

sons moving in more elevated situations, and

they are seen, as in the instance under review,

clothed with meekness and humility as with a

garment.

" Jan. 16. Died., at his residence in Birmingham,
in his OOth year, Cliarles Lloyd, esquire.

" His father, Samp.son Lloyd, v/as the lineal de-

scendant of a respectable family of great antiquity in

Montgomeryshire. For upwards of eight hundred
years they were seated at Dolobran ; and before the

conquest of Wales by Edward the Second, were
powerful chieftains of an extensive territory. Kel-
lynin Bowen of Lcoydiarth, about the year 1400, as-

sumed the sirnamo of Lloyd, or as it was then spelt

* The father of Anna Braithwaite.
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in Welbli, Lhvydd, to commemorate his having been
born upon the above named portion of his estates,

and the family ever afterwards retained the name.
" About the year 1662, the great-grandfather of

Mr. Lloyd attaclied himself to the religious body
called Quakers. In milder times hia high character
and connections would have protected him from the
violence directed against this sect ; but his refusal to

take the oaths of supremacy and allegiance, was £

pretext for accusing him of disloyalty; his estate:

were subject to a preinunire, and heavy fines wer(
levied upon his property. After enduring with pa-

tience and magnanimity ten years' imprisonment ir

Welchpool gaol, during which time his noble and
animating example served to strengtlien several v

had embraced and suffered for the same faith, he
moved to Birmingham in the year 1701, and enga,
extensively in the iron trade.

" The subject of this memoir was born the 2s2d of
Sept. 1748, and was educated in the principles of his

ancestors. They did not admit of his becoming a

member of an university, but he was educated at a

school in good repute at that time, when the quick-
ness of his apprehension, and retentive memory, en-
abled him to make rapid progress, and ho early show-
ed a taste for the most valuable acquirements. As.
however, he was destined for commercial pursuits,

the greater portion of his time, after his school
studies were completed, was spent in gaining the re-

quisite knowledge. He engaged in business with
earnestness and assiduity, and at his father's death
became a partner in the bank at Birmingham, which
had been established by the grandfather of the pre-
sent .T. Taylor, esq., and his father, Sampson Lloyd.

" In contemplating his path when he arrived at
rnanhood, he felt it a duty to be moderate in his de
sires, and exact in the distribution of his time ; the
claims of a large family and extensive acquaintance
only confirmed this resolution, and it greatly contri-

buted to tlie ease, with wliich, in after life, he filled a
situation conspicuous for a private individual, when,
as tlie enliglitened counsellor, the generous friend,

or the intelligent man of business, his time and re-

sources were constantly called upon.
" He married, on the 13th of May, 1774, Mary, the

only daughter of James Farmer, esq., descended
from one of the oldest famiUes in the county of Lei-
cester, by whom he had fifteen cliildren, six of whom
are now living. She was possessed of superior ta-

lents and accomplishments, and was characterized by
nobility of mind, united in a remarkable degree with
deep Christian humility. With this exemplary wo-
man Mr. Lloyd passed fifty years, and to the end of
his life sincerely lamented her. They had to expe-
rience the severe shock of losing, in the year 1812,
two sons, grown up, and married, and a daughter;
and some years afterwards, two amiable daughters
were taken from their families, when, to human cal-

culation, their lives were most valuable.
" Mr. Lloyd was distinguished by great vigour

and clearness of understanding, accompanied by a
peculiar simplicity and directness. In the pursuit of
any object of his attention, he suffered no other to

interfere with or distract it, and he possessed the
power of turning, after laborious investigations, with
surprising ftL'shness to occupations requiring intel-

lectual exertions of a different nature. Few men,
perhaps, so rich in resources, had them so much at

command. He embraced with promptness, and zeal-

ously prosecuted, whatever appeared to his compre-
hensive mind conducive to the benefit of his species,
or the happiness of those connected with him. He
was an unwearied and able member of that body of
philanthropists, to whose persevering efibrts Great
Britain is indebted for the removal of that foulest
stain on her anuals, the slave trade. Nor have his
efforts ever slackened to aid the plans proposed for
the amelioration of the condition of the negro popu-
lation of our dominions in the West Indies"; and al-

though he wished for the trial of more moderate
measures than those proposed by many of the advo-
cates for emancipation, yet he generally concurred
in the principles advocated in parliament by his ne-
phew, Mr. Buxton, and he always took the lead on
public occasions when this subject was brought for-

ward in Birmingham. A lover of peace, and an ad-
mirer of the constitution of his country, he depre-
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cated, in common with all the friends of humanity,
the unwise measures which the ministry of lord
North in 1775 were contemplating for stifling oppo-
sition to its will in the North American colonies.
When all negotiation seemed fruitless, and the over-
bearing conduct of the minister had determined Dr.
Franklin to depart; when the horrors of civil war,
and the disunion of the empire, seemed inevitable,
Mr. Lloyd and his brother-in-law, Mr. David Bar-
clay, did not consider affairs so irretrievable as not
to warrant anotlier attempt at reconciliation. After
much persuasion and entreaty. Dr. Franklin yielded,
and ho told his friends, that though he considered
the attempt hopeless, yet he could not resist the de-
sire he felt, in common with them, to preserve peace.
Some minor concessions were made by the colonies,
at the suggestions of these gentlemen. Lord North,
as is known, was inexorable, and the envoy returned
from the conference, the last which a representative
from that country had with an English cabinet, un-
til she sent her plenipotentiary to treat as a sove-
reign republic.

Mr. Lloyd's enlarged and sound views upon pub-
lic affairs, were evinced by the high estimation ifl

which his judgment was held, being not only the
active leader of many public undertakings of import-
ance in his neighbourhood, but deeply versed in po-
litical science, and an accurate observer of passing
events. Numerous essays upon subjects conducive
to the national welfare, were the frequent exercises
of his pen, and his communications to ministers
were always treated by them with great attention.
His excellent personal address and clear mode of ex-
pressing himself, added to the high esteem in which
he was held, gave him pre-eminence in every assem-
bly where he appeared, so that his presence and
sanction have for fifty years been considered of im-
portance to the success of almost every public under-
taking in the town of Birmingham. Mr. L. was
never ruffled by the discord of politics ; although so
much engaged in public affairs, he was the friend of
all, and esteemed by all : the distinctions of party
were considerations which his conciliating disposi-
tions seemed unable to comprehend. The peaceable
principles of the gospel, as professed by the Society
of Friends, were beautifully exhibited in his actions
and manners. The Bible Society had his cordial
support ; it accorded with his principles of Christian
charity, to unite with those of all denominations,
who stepped forward to diffuse the revelation of that
hope of glory from which he derived so much con-
solation. He ably advocated its cause at ail the an-
niversaries of its meetings in his native town.
"In the promotion of education his benevolence

was also manifested. Without regard to sectarian
distinctions, he supported all schools which had
claims of a respectable nature, and always took a
lively interest in their prosperity.

" The Birmingham General Hospital, an invalu-
able institution upon an extensive scale, owes to him
its completion, and many of its excellent arrange-
ments. It had been commenced upon a scale for

which the means were inadequate, and after having
been abandoned by its original projectors in despair
for twelve years, his anxiety to perfect so desirable
an object, led him to use his exertions and influence
in the county. He procured sufficient subscriptions,

and as a surety on its behalf, took the accounts upon
himself, and kept them in all their minutiae with his

own hands for upwards of forty years. Its prosperi-

ty was an object of his constant interest.

" What minds less energetic would have deemed
studies of no trifling nature, were allotted for the

occupation of those hours which he considered set

apart for relaxation. His acquaintance with ancient

and modern history was accurate and extensive, and
he read in several European languages their works
of note. Few men were better versed in the Holy
Scriptures, or more complete masters of their con-

tents. He could repeat from memory several entire

books of the Old Testament, and the greatest part of
the New, and was well versed in theological learning.

" But next to the Scriptures, the classics were his

favourite study. When past sixty he commenced a
translation of Homer, and executed a faithful and
agreeable version of the whole of the Odyssey, and
great part of the Iliad.
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" He also translated the epistles of Horace, which
is generally allowed to be a lively and faithful ver-

sion. Virgil was very familiar to him ; his extraor-

dinary memory retained to the close of his life the

whole of the Georgics and Bucolics. The agreeable

picture of farming so beautifully portrayed in these

inimitable descriptions of pastoral life, induced him
to take one of his estates into his own hands, and
for thirty years he farmed under his own direction

nearly two hundred acres. One day in the week
was at least devoted to this pursuit, and the relaxa-

tion which this interesting employment yielded him,

contributed, in conjunction with temperance and

cheerfulness, to keep a naturally delicate constitu-

tion in health and vigour to a late period of his life.

" As a religious character, he had the sincere fel-

lowship and sympathy with most of the approved

labourers in the church to which he was by educa-

tion and choice united. He might be said to be ' an

Israelite indeed, in whom there was no guile.' His

piety was sincere, and constantly cheerful ; it was
the incense of a grateful heart for many of the bless-

ings of this life ; his disposition enabled him to ap-

preciate the value of them, and his deep and humble
sense of divine wisdom enabled him to resign with

submission some of those, which, to his affectionate

nature, proved a severe trial. The consolation he
derived from hours of retirement, influenced him,

particularly in the latter years of his life, to press

upon otliers the sacred duty of watchfulness and
prayer ; and to the frequent and hospitable assem-

blages of children and grand-children around him,

his blessings and devout wishes were at times beau-

tifully poured out.
" All his domestic habits, as may be inferred from

the foregoing sketch, were those of a Christian

gentleman ; the varying fashions of the world did

not affect the regularity and comfort of his house-
hold. The combination of strength and simplicity

in his character, was obvious in his conversation ;

its variety and spirit were interesting to all classes."

Having been informed that in a publication

called the " Advocate of Truth," issued on
the 6th inst. I had been charged with impro-

per conduct in a quarterly meeting held in the

eleventh month, 1826; on procuring tlie paper,

I find the following statement, in relation to a

difterence of sentiment existing in that meet-

ing respecting a minute made by the clerk.

" The orthodox, however, were determined

to push it through, and while Abraham Lower
was speaking, and endeavouring to show what
was really intended by the measure, and the

consequences that would result to the Society

from its adoption, Samuel Bettle rose from his

seat, and placing himself before Abraham
Lower, said, with a sarcastic smile, ' Let me
interrupt the Friend;' and then turning round

before him, and leaning against him in an im-

proper manner, he appealed to the meeting,

to know whether Abraham Lower should be

permitted to speak. At which, about tvi'enty

of the orthodox party vociferated nearly at the

same time, ' Sit down, Abraham Lov^er, sit

down !'
"

The whole of this statement is untrue. I had
left the city some time before the quarterly

meeting in the eleventh month, 1826, and at

the time it was held was in North Carolina,

and did not return for some weeks after.

Samuel Bettle.
Fifth mo. 14, 1829.

The true spirit of religion banishes inde

all levity of behaviour, all vicious and dissolute

mirth; but, in exchange, fills the mind with a

perpetual serenity.

Addison.
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CHARITY: AN EXTRACT.
We have been accustomed to hear the in

junction frequently repeated in these latter

days, " Have charity, friends, have charity;"

and when we come to examine what is meant

by the word as thus used, it is discovered to

be, not that divine charity which " abhors that

which is evil, and cleaves to that which is

good," but a careless indifierence about right

and wrong, which would cover up virtue and

vice, trutii and error, under one common
cloak, and pass them all oft' as equally praise-

worthy and valuable. Never was a word more
prostituted, or a heaven-born virtue more base-

ly counterfeited, than by such libertinism.

The following excellent sentiments on this sub-

ject are offered to the attention of the readers

of" The Friend." K.
" Beware of that spurious candour which

looks with an equal eye on all opinions, which

talks of the innocence of error, and thus dif-

fuses a baleful indifference to the truth. The
adage of Pope, who was a free-thinking Ro-
man Catholic, has been circulated round so-

ciety by innumerable echoes.

' For modes of faith, let graceless zealots fight;

His can't be wrong, whose life is in the right.'

This, you will perceive, is an equivocal ex-

pression. In one view of it, nothing can be

more correct; for, in every case, a right life,

that is, right in the Scriptural sense of the

term, must proceed from a right belief; if,

therefore, the life be right, the belief must be

right also. But the desire of the author

to convey the idea that a right life might stand

connected with any belief, or no belief at all,

and that, therefore, religious opinions are of

no consequence whatever. This, 3'ou wi

observe, is the popular and dreadful dogma of

infidelity; this bantling of scepticism has been

foisted into the Christian world, and profanely

baptized by the name of charity. But though

it may wear the smiling countenance of this

heavenly virtue, it has an infidel heart. IftI

counterfeit, hollow thing, which dares to take

to itself the sacred name of charity, had not

renounced the Bible, it would have certain'

known, that errors in faith are the offspring of

a heart wholly or partially unrenewed, and as

decisive a proof, so far as they prevail, of a

want of religion as an unsanctified life.

" Contend earnestly then for the faith once
delivered to the saints. I would not have you

bigots. This, however, is a vague and plastic

term, which, in the slang of modern infidelity

has been generally applied to every one who
attaches importance to religious opinions. If

by a bigot is meant an overweening attach

ment to sentiments confessedly of lesser im
portance than many others; or a blind zea

for opinions adopted rather from custom than

conviction; or a spirit of intolerance, contempt,

and persecution towards those wl o differ from

us in the articles of their belief; if this be

bigotry, be you no bigots. Abhor and avoid

a disposition of this kind. Adopt all your

timents after a close examination, and upon a

full conviction of their truth. Apportion your

zeal for their diff'usion upon the scale of their

relative importance. Exercise forbearance

and candour towards tliose who differ from
you; but, at the same time, maintain the ar-

ticles of your faith as matters of infinite con-

sequence. Defend your opinions with an en-

lightened, dispassionate, but, at the same time,

ardent zeal. Insist upon the connection of

right sentiments with right feelings ; that the

former when really held lead to the latter, and
that the latter can never exist without the for-

mer. If this is what is meant by bigotry, then

may you possess it more and more. Shrink

not from the charge, if this is its meaning in

the lips of those who use it. If you partake

of true faith and genuine holiness, you must
expect that the one will be called enthusiasm

and the other bigotry. Disregard both the

accusations, and be not deterred by opprobri-

ous names from the pursuit of eternal life."

OBITUARY.
Died, on the 26th ult. at his residence in

Courtland Town, West Chester county, New
York, in the 68th year of his age, Robert
Underhill, an esteemed minister in the So-

ciety of Friends.

In the sudden removal of this dear Friend

from a militant to a fixed state, another proof

is furnished of the great uncertainty of human
life, and a loud call to survivors very seriously

to reflect how fleeting and evanescent is every

thing appertaining to this life, and how uncer-

tain the tenure by which it is held.

The subject of this notice was blessed with

parents who were concerned to imbue his mind
with the principles of piety and virtue, and with

correct views of the doctrines of Christianity

and salvation by Christ, the Redeemer of men,
as they uniformly have been held by the Society

of Friends, in accordance with the Holy Scrip-

tures. This pious care to give his mind a right

direction being attended with the divine bless-

ing, proved o( lasting benefit to him; and as

his mind expanded, the religion of his educa-

tion became that of his judgment, and attached

him more and more firmly to the Society of

Friends, its principles and peculiar testimo-

nies.

Thus prepared, and continuing to yield obe-

dience to the " law of the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus," he became a useful member of the

church. His ministry was sound, and as he

was a faithful advocate of the doctrines of the

gospel, and a firm supporter of the order and
discipline of the Society, in common with his

friends and fellow sufferers for a righteous

cause, he had much to endure from the

rending spirit that has produced such accumu-
lated distress; but confiding in that goodness
that graciously visited him in early life, he was
mercifully sustained in all his trials, firm in

the faith *' once delivered to the saints," and
undaunted in his testimony for the truth as it

is in Jesus. This bereavement will be long

felt by his own family and by the Society of

Friends; but, in relation to him, we believe

death has proved the passage to a glorious in-

heritance, " a house not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens."
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THE HEBREWS.
(Concluded.)

The affairs of Judea appear to have been

greatly distracted after the death of Herod
disputes respecting the succession involved the

people in frequent conflicts with each other

and with their Roman masters. It was about

this period that the Redeemer, promised so

many ages before, made his appearance among
this degenerate people. But the lou'ly guise

in which he came, was not such as suited the

hopes of a nation who had misinterpreted the

promises, and were looking for an outward re-

demption from the slavery of their political

condition. Groaning beneath the civil and re-

ligious tyranny of their conquerors, the Jews
were impatiently expecting the Messiah—the

whole nation was in a feverish state of hope,

which prepared them to hsten with credulity

to the claims of any one who should offer

himself as their deliverer. But Jesus Christ

came as a teacher of righteousness; and when,
instead of taking advantage of this disposition,

he declared to them that his " kingdom was
not of this world," they turned from him in

disdain, and he found but few followers, who,

like good old Simeon, rejoiced to witness " his

salvation." During the early part of his life,

predatory chieftains, assuming the regal title,

collected bands of ferocious followers to expel

the Romans, and overrunning the country,

spread devastation and terror on every side.

To prepare their minds for his reception, John
the Baptist made liis pubhc appearance, and,

after endeavouring to produce a reformation

among the people, baptized him in the thirtieth

year of his age, and pointed him out to his

countrymen as the promised Saviour.

Pontius Pilate came to Judea as military

governor in the year 20 A. C, where, from

the first, his conduct excited great dissatisfac-

tion. He set justice to sale, plundered the in-

habitants, and executed the innocent. It was
under his adniinisti-ation that our blessed Re-
deemer was offered up " as a propitiatory sa-

crifice for the sins of the world;" being, by the

hands of wicked men, subjected to the igno-

minious death of the cross without the gates

of Jerusalem.

Thus, when " he came to his own, his own
received him not"; and this act of rebellion to

his divine authority, who had so long preserv-

ed the nation amid their heathen enemies,
consummating as it did the measure of their

disobedience, was soon followed by their total

dispersion. Having rejected him as their law-
giver, the establishment of whose kingdom had
been the object of all the glorious testimonies

entrusted to them, their political existence

was destroyed, and their religion thencefor-

ward assumed the character of a ferocious su-

perstition, supporting itself with blind and
sullen contempt of his revealed will, and in des

perate defiance of the rest of mankind. Their
religious rites were banished from the Holy
Land; their worship altogether prohibited in tlie

country of their forefathers, and finally, its con
tinuance according to the law rendered impos
sible by the loss of the tribe which had beer

selected as its ministers.

The annals of mankind contain no record of
any event of equal moment to their eternal or
temporal welfare, with that of the advent of

the Saviour. With the exception of the He
brews, who were but as one of the families of
the earth, the world had hitherto remained
during the long lapse of centuries, buried in

the most profound darkness, as respected
knowledge of the great Creator, or of the pu
poses for which he had called his creatures
into existence. Fettered by the most horrible

superstition, and delighting in the most loath

some sensuality, the minds of men had never
soared to the discovery of their divine origin

)r eternal destiny. The feeble light of reason
brew no cheering ray across their path
through time to an uncertain and darkly ima-
gined futurity; groping in darkness, their men-
tal vision was too weak to perceive the purity

and beauty of truth.

But it was not the purpose of God that his

creation should remain in this wretched gloom.
With adorable mercy he condescended to their

low estate, and became their teacher, unfold-

ing the knowledge of himself, not as on Sinai,

in thunders and lightnings, and with all the at-

butes of infinite majesty and power, but in

the familiar character of a compassionate friend,

submitting "to the contradiction of sinners,"

and partaking all the trials and sufferings of
humanity, and " being in all respects tempted
even as we are, yet without sin." His religion

was not imposed by dictation, although sanc-

tioned and approved by prophecies and mi-
racles; it appeals not to our selfish passions for

ts reception and support; but endearing itself

to our hearts by its revelations of our relation

o an Almighty Redeemer and a merciful God,
t offers us every consolation in time, and holds
forth the certain hope of a glorious immor-
tality.

The benign influence of this divine religion

upon all the relations of life, has been largely

experienced by Christendom; but perhaps we
may not yet adequately appreciate its value, or
conceive the extent to which it is destined to

operate upon the affairs of men. Not until

its gentle spirit is infused into the daily

thoughts, and modifies the pursuits and habits

of every class—not until its precepts are pro-

claimed in every nation, and obeyed in all the

dark corner,-, and the very ends of the earth

—

not until its holy influences are felt, as well

among the people who yet " sit in darkness
and the shadow of death," as in our own more
enlightened land, can we be fully sensible of
its inestimable value in dissipating the tliousand

shapes of error, in correcting and exalting the

pursuits, purifying the morals, assuaging the

griefs, calming the passions, and enlightening

and invigorating the intellectual faculties of
man. M. S.

From the quarterly Reviewfor January, 1829.

Captain, Clappcrton' s Second Expedition into

the Interior of Africa, from the Bight of
Benin to Soccatoo.

(Continuedfrom page 243.)

The people of Jannahare ingenious as well

as industrious. They are excellent carvers in

wood, drums and wooden utensils, being co-

vered with figures of men, snakes, crocodiles,

&c. Numerous looms were in operation

—

sometimes eight or ten in one house ; their

cotton cloths good in texture, and some of them
ery fine. Their looms and shuttles are de-

scribed as being on the same principle with

the common English loom, but the warp sel-

dom more than four inches in width. They
have abundance of indigo, of an excellent quali-

ty. The women are generally the dyers, and
boys the weavers. They also manufacture a
kind of earthenware.

rhe old caboceer, or chief of the town, was
delighted to see the strangers; assigned them
good lodgings ; and sent thither hogs, ducks,
pigeons, plaintain, yams, and whatever the

place would afford; while his numerous wives,

about two hundred, welcomed them with songs
of joy. On being informed that an English-

man had only one wife, he and the whole crowd,
particularly his wives, laughed immoderately.
The old gentleman wore a rich crimson dam-
sk robe and a red velvet cap; but during the

ceremony of reception he changed his dress

three different times, each time increasing the

splendour of his appearance.
' The whole court, which was large, was filleti,

wded, crainmed, with people, except a space in

front where we sat, into which his highness led Mr.
Houtson and myself, one in each hand, and there we
performed an African dance, to the great delight of

surrounding multitude. The tout ensemble would
btless have formed an excellent subject for acari-
irist, and we regretted the absence of Captain

Pearce to sketch off the old caboceer, sailing majcsti-
Uy around in his damask robe, with a train-bearer
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behind him, and every now and then turning up his

old withered face to myself, then to Mr. Houtson,
then whisking round on one foot, then marching slow,

with solemn gait, twining our hands in his—proud
that a white man should dance with him. We gave
in to the humours of the day, and ' thus cheered we
our old friend, and he was cheered.' "—pp. 14, 15.

The approach to Emmadoo is described as

extremely beautiful, through a long, broad, and
majestic avenue of trees, at the end of wliich

a stockade, eighteen feet high, with a wicker
gate, and another of the same kind, at the dis-

tance of a hundred paces, defend the entrance

of the town. The surface of the adjoining

country is broken into gentle hills and dales, a

small stream of water running through every

little valley. At Afoora the granite formation

began to show itself. The town of Assulah is

surrounded with a wall and a ditch, and may
contain six thousand people. A.ssouda, another
walled town, had about ten thousand inhabi-

tants. At both the party was abundantly sup-

plied with provisions; and regaled with dancing
and singing the whole night, by the apparently
happy inhabitants.

The appearance of the country improved as
our travellers advanced; they had now reached
the mountainous range, the width of which is

stated to be about eighty miles. The highest

point would appear not to exceed two thousand
five hundred feet at that part where the travel-

lers crossed them; and the road, by the edge
of the hills and through the valleys, not more
than one thousand five hundred. The valleys

were planted with cotton, corn, yams, and plan-

tains; and on the tops and hollows of the hills

were perched the houses and villages of the

proprietors of these plantations. The town of
Duffoo, in these mountains, is said to have a

population of fifteen thousand souls; and Chi-
adoo, seven thousand. On departing from the

latter, Clapperton was attended by the chief,

and an immense train of people, of all ages and
sexes, with drums, horns, and gongs, making
a strange discord when mingled with the agree-
able voices of the women.
The highest summit of these mountains is

between Erawa and Chaki.

"The road through this mountain pass was grand
and imposing, sometimes rising almost perpendicular-
ly, and then descending in the midst of rocks into deep
dells; then winding beautifully round the side of a
steep hill, the rocks above overhanging us in fearful
uncertainty. In every cleft of the hills, wherever
there appeared the least soil, were cottages, surround-
ed by small plantations of millet, yams, or plantains,
giving a beautiful variety to the rude scenery. The
road continued rising, hill above hill, for at least above
two miles, until our arrival at the large and populous
town of Chaki, situated on the top of the very highest
hill. On every hand, on the hills, on the rocks, and
crowding on the road, the inhabitants were assem-
bled in thousands; the women welcoming us with
holding up their hands and chaunting choral songs,
and the men with the usual salutations and every de-
monstration of joy. The caboceer was seated on the
outside of his house, surrounded by his ladies, his
singing men and singing women, his drums, fifes,

and gong-gongs. He is a good-looking man, about
fifty years of age, and has a pleasing countenance.
His house was all ready for us; and he immediately
ordered us a large supply of goats, sheep, and yams;
pressing us strongly to stay a day or two with him.
He appeared to consider us as messengers of peace,
come with blessings to his king and country. Indeed
a belief IS very prevalent, and seems to have gone be-
fore us all the way, that we are charged witli a com-

i to make peace wherever there is war; and to

do good to every country tlirough which we pass.

The caboceer of this town indeed told us so; and said

he hoped that we should settle the war with the
Nyffee people and the Fellatah; and the rebellion of
the Houssa slaves, who have risen against the king of
Yarritia. When I shook hands with him he passed
his hand over the heads of his chiefs, as confirming
on them a white man's blessing. He was more
quisitive and more communicative than any one
whom we have yet seen. He sat until near midnight,
talking and inquiring about England. On asking if

he would send one of his sons to see our country, hi

up with alacrity, and said he would go himself
He iquired how many wi Englishman had
Being told one, he seemed much astonished, an
laughed greatly, as did all his people, adding, ' Our
caboceer has two thousand.' "—pp. 24, 25,

The town of Koosoo, at the northern termi-

nation of the mountains, is stated to be the

largest that our traveller yet had seen, and sup
posed to contain twenty thousand inhabitants.

Next to it was Yaboo, another large town, and
then Ensookosoo, between which and the for-

mer is a beautiful plain, well cultivated and
studded with a number of Fellatah village

whose inhabitants are living here, as they do in

most parts of Soudan, a quiet and harmless
pastoral life, unmolested by the black natives,

and not interfering with any of the negro cus-

toms. From hence to the capital of Yourriba,
which is named Eyeo, or Katunga, many of
the villages were deserted, and the towns, more
or less, in ruins, from the incursions of the more
warlike Fellatahs of Soccatoo, and the insurrec

tionary slaves of Houssa, who had laid waste
the country. Town followed town in quick
succession, but all of them had suffered from
the recent incursions.

The approach to the town of Tshow was
through a beautiful valley, " planted with large

shady trees and bananas, having green plots

and sheets of water running through the centre
where the dingy beauties of Tshow were wash-
ing their well-formed limbs, while the sheep and
goats were grazing around on the verdant
banks." This picture of repose is stated, how-
ever, to be frequently disturbed by inroad
from the neighbouring kingdom of Borgho, the
natives of which are described as thieves and
plunderers; and as our traveller was
on its borders, he thought it necessary to brush
up his arms. In the evening, however, a chief,

with a large escort of horse and foot, arrived
from Katunga, to conduct him safely to the
king. They were so numerous that they ate
up all the provisions of this small town; " ev-

ery corner was filled with them; and they kept
drumming, blowing, dancing, and singing all

night." On leaving this place,

" The road through which we passed was wide,
though woody, and covered by men on horseback, and
bowmen on foot. The horsemen armed with two or
three long spears hurrying on as fast as they could
get us to go; horns and country drums beating and
blowing before and behind; some of the horsemen
dressed in the most grotesque manner; others cover-
ed all over with charms. The bowmen also had their
natty little hats and feathers, with the jebus, or leath-
ern pouch, hanging by their side. These men always
appeared to me to be the best troops in this country
and Soudan, from their lightness and activity. The
horsemen, liowever, are but ill mounted; the animals
are small and badly dressed, their saddles so ill se-
cured, and the rider sits so clumsily on his seat, that
any Englishman, who ever rode a horse with an Eng-
lish saddle, would upset one of them the first charge
with a long stick."—p. 34.

They soon arrived at the gate of Katunga,
which is said to be delightfully situated at the

point of a granite range of hills: a band of mu-
sic accompanied them, followed by an immense
multitude of men, women, and children. They
proceeded about five miles in the city before
they reached the residence of the king, who was
seated under a verandah, with two red and two
blue umbrellas, supported on long poles held

by slaves. The chiefs were observed to be hold-

ing a parley with the king, which Clapperton
conjectured to relate to his being desired to

perform the usual ceremony of prostration.

" 'I told them,' says he, 'if any such thing was
proposed, I should instantly go back; that all the ce-
remony I would submit to would be to take off my
hat, make a bow, and shake hands with his majesty,
if he pleased.' This being granted, 'We accordingly,'
says our author, ' went forwards; the king's people
had a great deal to do to make way amongst the
crowd, and allow us to go in regular order. Sticks
and whips were used, though generally in a good-na-
tured manner; and I cannot help remarking on this,

as on all other occasions of this kind, that the Your-
ribas appear to be a mild and kind people—kind to
their wives and children, and to one another—and
that the government, though absolute, is conducted
with the greatest mildness."

This ceremony of prostration before the
king is required from all. The chiefs who
come to pay their court, cover themselves with
dust, and then fall flat on their Jbellies, having
first practised the ceremony, in order to be
perfect, before a large fat eunuch. There is

something whimsical, we admit, in the compa-
rison we are about to make; but it really strikes

us, that nothing is wanting at Katunga but the
yellow screen, whose unexpected appearance
occasioned some misgivings in lord Amherst's
mind, to imagine the scene described by Clap-
perton to be laid in a provincial town of the
Celestial Empire. The umbrellas—the nego-
tiations for the ceremony—the rehearsal of it—the sticks and whips so good-naturedly laid

across the shoulders of the crowd—are com-
pletely, and to the letter, Chinese; and these
heavenly people of the east are successfully
imitated by the Yourribas of the west, in the
extraordinary degree of politeness practised ,

towards each other: " when equals meet, they
kneel on one knee ; women kneel on both knees,
the elbows resting on the ground." Nor are
these dingy people outdone by the Celestials in
another respect: the accredited traveller is sub-
sisted entirely at the expense of the sovereign
—that is to say, of the public. He is also in-

vited to theatrical entertainments, quite as
amusing, and almost as refined, from Clapper-
ton's description, as any which his celestial ma-
jesty can command to be exhibited before a
foreign ambassador. The king of Yourriba
made a point of our traveller staying to wit-
ness these entertainments. They were exhi-
bited in the king's park, in a square space,
surrounded by clumps of trees. The first per-
formance was that of a number of men danc-
ing and tumbling about in sacks, having their
heads fantastically decorated with strips of rags,
damask silk, and cotton of variegated colours;
and they performed to admiration. The second
exhibition was hunting the boa snake, by the
men in the sacks. The huge snake, it seems,
went through the motions of this kind of rep-
tile, " in a very natural manner, though it ap-
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peareil to be rather full in the belly, opening

and shutting its mouth in the most natural man-

ner imaginable." A running fight ensued,

which lasted some time, till at length the chief

of the bag-men contrived to scotch his tail with

a tremendous sword, when he gasped, twisted

up, and seemed in great torture, endeavouring

to bite his assailants, who hoisted him on their

shoulders, and bore him off" in triumph. The
festivities of the day concluded with the exhi-

bition of the white devil, which had the appear-

ance of a human figure in white wax, looking

miserably thin, and as if starved with cold,

taking snufl", rubbing its hands, treading the

ground as if tender-footed, and evidently meant

to burlesque and ridicule a white man, while

his sable majesty frequently appealed to Clap-

perton whether it was not well performed. Af-

ter this the king's women sang in chorus, and

were accompanied by the whole crowd.

The city of Eyeo, called in the Houssa lan-

guage Katunga, has a thick belt of wood round

the walls, which are built of clay, about twenty

feet high, and surrounded by a dry ditch; they

are fifteen miles in circumference, and are en-

tered by ten gates. The houses are of clay with

thatched roofs. The posts that support the

verandahs and the doors are carved in has re-

lief, with figures of the boa killing an antelope

or a hog, with warriors accompanied by their

drummers, ifcc. It has seven markets, held

every evening, in which are exposed for sale

yams, corn, calavances, bananas, vegetable

butter, seeds of the colocynth, goats, fowls,

sheep, cotton cloths, and various implements

of agriculture. The country produces small

horses, but fine horned cattle, many of them

with humps on their shoulders like those of

Abyssinia; sheep, hogs, muscovy ducks, fowls,

pigeons, and turkeys. They have various kinds

of fruit, such as oranges, limes, and, so Clap

perton says, pears and apples. The cotton

plant and indigo are extensively cultivated; but

the commerce with the coast is almost exclu

sively in slaves, which are given in exchange

for rum, tobacco, European cloth, and cowries.

This intercourse, which is constant, is entirely

by land, either from Badagry, Lagos, or Daho-

mey. The price of a slave at Jannah, as nearly

as could be calculated, was from 3Z. to 4/. ster

ling; their domestic slaves, however, are never

sold, except for misconduct. In fact, the whole

population may be considered in a state of sla

very, either to the king, or his caboceers. The
features of the Yourriba people are described

as being less characteristic of the negro than

those of Badagry; the lips less thick, and the

nose inclined to the aquiline ; the men well

made, and of an independent carriage; the wo-
men of a more coarse appearance, probably

from drudgery and exposure to the sun.

Take a heretick, a rebel, a person tliat hath

an ill cause to manage; what he wants in the

strength of his reason, he shall make it up with

diligence; and a person that hath right on his

side is cold, indiligent, lazie, and unactive

trusting that the goodness of his cause will do

it alone; but so wrong prevails, while evil per

sons are zealous in a bad matter, and others

are remisse in a good.

Jeremy Taylor

THE ENGLISH CLASSIC, NO. 17.

There are few names in English literature

that have acquired so enviable a distinction as

has been universally awarded to Addison. The
best judges of succeeding limes, have emulated

each other in praising his felicitous genius, the

purity of his moral writings, and the ease and

gracefulness of his style. "Asa teacher of wis-

dom," says the great English moralist, "he

y be confidently followed. His religion has

nothing in it enthusiastic or superstitious; he

ppears neither weakly credulous nor wantonly

sceptical; his morality is neither dangerously

base, nor impracticably rigid. All the en-

chantment of fancy, and all the cogency of ar-

gument, are employed to recommend to the

reader his real interest, the care of pleasing the

Author of his being. Truth is shown sometimes

as the phantom of a vision; sometimes appears

half veiled in an allegory; sometimes attracts

gard in the robes of fancy; and sometimes

steps forth in the confidence of reason. She

wears a thousand dresses, and in all is pleasing.

His prose is the model of the middle style; on

grave subjects not formal, on light occasions

not grovelling; pure without scrupulosity, and

exact without apparent elaboration; always

equable and always easy, without glowing

words or pointed sentences. Addison never

deviates from his track to snatch a grace; he

seeks no ambitious ornament, and tries no haz-

ardous innovations. His page is always lumi

nous, but never blazes in unexpected splendour.

It was apparently his principal endeavour to

avoid all harshness and severity of diction; he

is therefore sometimes verbose in his transitions

and connections, and sometimes descends

much to the language of conversation; yet if

his language had been less idiomatic, it might

have lost somewhat of its genuine Anglicism

What he attempted he performed; he is never

feeble, and he did not wish to be energetic; he

is never rapid and he never stagnates. His sen-

tences have neither studied amplitude nor af-

fected brevity; his periods, though not diligently

rounded, are voluble and easy. Whoever wishes

to attain an English style, familiar but not

coarse, and elegant but not ostentatious, must

give his days and nights to the volumes of Ad
dison." Of that studied amplitude and affected

brevity, ofthose periods diligently rounded, will

which Johnson has here chosen to contrast the

style of Addison, it would not be easy to select

from his most elaborate compositions a more
splendid example than this celebrated criticism.

A writer of another cast, the most mature

and truly philosophical spirit of modern times,

Dugald Stewart, has paid a still higher tribute

to the memory of Addison. The extracts which

he gives from the Spectator, are so beautiful,

that, although one of them has become hack-

neyed by frequent quotation. I am tempted to

copy the whole passage. In speaking of some
modern writers who had undervalued Addison
as a philosopher, he says—" The singular sim-

plicity and perspicuity of Addison's style have

contributed much to the prevalence of this pre-

judice. Eager for the instruction, and unam-
bitious of the admiration of the multitude, he

every where studies to bring himself down to

their level; and even when he thinks with the

greatest originality, and writes with the most

nimitable felicity, so easily do we enter into

the trail) of his ideas, that we can hardly per-

suade ourselves that we could not have thought

and written in the same manner. He has some-
where said of fine writing, that it consists of
sentiments which are natural without being ob-

vious; and his definition has been applauded by
Hume as at once concise and just. Of the

thing defined, his own periodical essays exhi-

bit the most perfect example."

To this simplicity and perspicuity, the wide
circulation which his works have so long mam-
tained among all classes of readers, is in a great

measure to be ascribed. His periods are not

constructed like those of Johnson, to 'elevate

and surprise' by filling the ear and dazzling

the fancy; but we close bis volumes with greater

reluctance, and return to the perusal of them
with far greater alacrity. Franklin, whose fu-

gitive publications on political topics have had
so extraordinary an influence on public opinion,

both in the old and new worlds, tells us that

his style in writing was formed upon the model
of Addison: nor do I know any thing in the his-

tory of his life which does more honour to his

shrewdness and sagacity. The copyist indeed

did not possess the gifted hand of his master;

but such is the effect of his plain and seemingly

artless manner, that the most profound conclu-

sions of political economy assume, in his hands,

tiie appearance of indisputable truths; and

some of them, which had been formerly con-

fined to the speculative few, are already cur-

rent in every country of Europe as proverbial

maxims.
" To touch (however sHghtly) on Addison's

other merits, as a critic, as a wit, as a specula-

tive politician, and above all as a moralist,

would lead me completely astray from my pre-

sent object. It will not be equally foreign to

it, to quote the two following short passages,

which, though not strictly metaphysical, are,

both of them, the result of metaphysical habits

of thinking, and bear a stronger resemblance

than any thing I recollect among the wits of

queen Anne's reign to the best philosophy of

the present age.
' Among other excellent arguments for the

immortality of the soul, there is one drawn from

the perpetual progress of the soul to its perfec-

tion, without a possibility of ever arriving at it;

which is a hint that I do not remember to have

seen opened and improved by others who have

written on this subject, though it seems to me
to carry a great weight with it. A brute ar-

rives at a point of perfection that he can never

pass. In a few years he has all the endowments
he is capable of; and were he to live ten thou-

sand more, would be the same thing he is at

present. Were a human soul thus at a stand in

her accomphshments, were her faculties to be

full blown and incapable of further enlarge-

ment, I would imagine it might fall away insen-

sibly, and drop at once into a state of annihi-

lation. But can we believe a thinking being,

that is in a perpetual progress of improvement,

and travelling on from perfection to perfection,

after having just looked abroad into the works

of its Creator, and made a few discoveries of

his infinite goodness, wisdom, and power, must

perish at her first setting out, and in the very

beginning of her inquiries?'
''
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"The philosophy of the other passage is not

unworthy of the author of the Wealth of Na-

tions. The thouglit may be traced to earlier

writers, but certainly it was never before pre-

sented with the same fulness and liveliness of

illustration, nor do I know in all Addison's

works a finer instance of his solicitude for the

improvement of his fair readers, than the ad-

dress with which he here insinuates one of the

subjimest moral lessons, while apparently aim-

ing only to amuse them with the geographical

history of the muff and the tippet.

' Nature seems to have taken a particular

care to disseminate her blessings among the

different regions of the world, with an eye to

the mutual intercourse and traffic among man-

kind; that the natives of the several parts of

the globe might have a kind of dependance on

one another, and be united together by their

common interest. Almost every degree pro-

duces something peculiar to it. The food of-

ten grows in one country and the sauce in

another. The fruits of Portugal are corrected

by the products of Barbadoes; the infusion of

a China plant, sweetened with the pith of an

Indian cane. The Philippine islands give a

flavour to our European bowls. The single

dress of a woman of quality is often the product

of a hundred climates. The muff and the fan

come together from the opposite ends of the

earth. The scarf is sent from the torrid zone,

and the tippet from beneath the pole. The
brocade petticoat rises out of the mines of

Peru, and the diamond necklace out of the

bowels of Indostan.'
" But I must not dwell longer on the fascina-

ting pages of Addison. Allow me only before

I close them, to contrast the last extract with

a remark from Voltaire, which, shallow and

contemptible as it is, occurs more than once,

both in verse and prose, in his voluminous

writings.

II murit a Moka, dans le sable arabique,

Ce cafe necessaire au pays des frimats;

II met le fievre en nos climats,

Et le remede en Amerique.

And yet Voltaire is admired as a philosopher

by many who will smile to hear this title be-

stowed upon Addison!"
After such high praise it might be difficult

to select a passage which should not disappoint

the expectations of the reader. Yet such is the

richness of Addison's works, in all the higher

qualities on which his fame rests, that it is this

only that can render one at a loss in the selec-

tion. I doubt, however, if in all that he has

written, an essay of more exquisite beauty and

felicity can be pointed out than the following.

What cheerful wisdom, what sweet morality,

what "divine philosophy"'!

" Could I transport myself with a wish fi'om

one country to another, I should choose to pass

my winter in Spain, my spring in Italy, my
summer in England, and my autumn in France.

Of all these seasons there is none that can vie

with the spring for beauty and delightfulness.

It bears the same figure among the seasons of

the year, that the morning does among the di-

visions of the day, or youth among the stages

of life. The English summer is pleasanter than

that of any other country in Europe, on no
other account but because it has a greater mix-

ture of spring in it. The mildness of our cli

mate, with those frequent refreshments of dews

and rains that fall among us, keep up a perpe-

tual cheerfulness in our fields, and fill the hot-

test months of the year with a lively verdure.

"In the opening of the spring, when all nature

begins to recover herself, the same animal

pleasure which makes the birds sing, and the

whole brute creation rejoice, rises very sensi-

bly in the heart of man. I know none of the

poets who have observed so well as Milton

those secret overflowings of gladness which

diffuse themselves through the mind of the be-

holder, upon surveying the gay scenes of na-

ture: he has touched upon it twice or thrice in

his Paradise Lost, and describes it very beau-

tifully under the name of vernal delight, in that

passage where he represents the devil himself

as almost sensible of it.

Blossoms and fruits at once of golden hue
Appear'd, with gay enamell'd colours mixt:

On which the sun more glad impress'd kis beams
Than in fair evening cloud, or humid bow,

When God hath shower'd the earth: so lovely

seem'd
That landscape: and of pure now purer air

Meets his approach, and to the heart inspires

Vernal delight, and joy able to drive

All sadness but despair, H-c.

" Many authors have written on the vanity of

the creature, and represented the barrenness of

every thing in this world, and its incapacity of

producing any solid or substantial happiness.

As discourses of this nature are very useful to

the sensual and voluptuous; those speculations

which show the bright side of things, and lay

forth those innocent entertainments which are

to be met with among the several objects that

encompass us, are no less beneficial to men of

dark and melancholy tempers. It was for this

reason that I endeavoured to recommend a

cheerfulness of mind in my two last Saturdays'

papers, and which I would still inculcate, not

only from the consideration of ourselves, and

of that Being on whom we depend, nor from

the general survey of that universe in which we
are placed at present, but from reflections on

the particular season in which this paper is

written. The creation is a perpetual feast to

the mind of a good man, every thing he sees

cheers and delights him; Providence has im-

printed so many smiles on nature, that it is im-

possible for a mind which is not sunk in more
gross and sensual delights, to take a survey of

them without several secret sensations of plea-

sure. The psalmist has, in several of his di

vine poems, celebrated those beautiful and

agreeable scenes which make the heart glad,

and produce in it that vernal delight which 1

have before taken notice of.

"Natural philosophy quickens this taste of the

creation, and renders it not only pleasing to the

imagination, but to the understanding. It does

not only rest in the murmur of brooks, and the

melody of birds, in the shade of groves and
woods, or in the embroidery of fields and mea-

dows, but considers the several ends of Provi

dence which are served by them, and the won
ders of divine wisdom which appear in them
It heightens the pleasure of the eye, and raise;

such a rational admiration in the soul, as is lit-

tle inferior to devotion.

" It is not in the power of every one to offer

up this kind of worship to the great Author of

nature, and to indulge these more refined me-
ditations of heart, which are doubtless highly

acceptable in his sight; I shall therefore con-

clude with this short essay, on that pleasure

which the mind naturally conceives from the

present season of the year, by the recommend-
ing of a practice for which every one has suffi-

cient abilities.

" I would have my readers endeavour to mo-
ralize this natural pleasure of the soul, and to

improve this vernal delight, as Milton calls it,

into a Christian virtue. When we find ourselves

inspired with this pleasing instinct, this secret

satisfaction and complacency arising from the

beauties of the creation, let us consider to

whom we stand indebted for all these enter-

tainments of sense, and who it is that thus opens
his hand, and fills the world with good. The
apostle instructs us to take advantage of our

present temper of mind, to graft upon it such

a religious exercise as is particularly conform-
able to it, by that precept which advises those

who are sad to pray, and those who are merry
to sing psalms. The cheerfulness of heart which
springs up in us from the survey of nature's

works, is an admirable preparation for grati-

tude. The mind has gone a great way towards

praise and thanksgiving, that is filled with such
a secret gladness: a grateful reflection upon the

Supreme Cause who produces it, sanctifies it in

the soul, and gives it its proper value. Such
an habitual disposition of mind consecrates

every field and wood, turns an ordinary walk
into a morning or evening sacrifice, and will

improve those transient gleams of joy which
naturally brighten up and refresh the soul on
such occasions, into an inviolable and perpetual

state of bliss and happiness."

Sceptic! whoe'er thou art, who say'st the soul.

That particle divine which God's own breath

Inspir'd into the mortal mass, shall rest

Annihilate, till duration has unroU'd
Her never ending line : tell, if thou know'st.
Why ev'ry nation, ev'ry clime, though all

In laws, in rites, in manners disagree.

With one consent expect another world,

Where wickedness shall weep ? Why Paynim bards
Fabled Elysian plains, Tartarean lakes,

Styx and Cocytus? Tell why Hali's sons
Have feign'd a paradise of mirth and love,

Banquets and blooming nymphs? Or rather tell,

Why on the brink of Orellana's stream.

Where never science rear'd her sacred torch,

Th' untutor'd Indian dreams of happier worlds
Behind the cloud-topt hill ? Why in each breast
Is plac'd a friendly monitor, that prompts.
Informs, directs, encourages, forbids

'

Tell why on unknown evil grief attends ;

Or joy on secret good ? Why conscience acts

With tenfold force, when sickness, age, or pain
Stands tottering on the precipice of death ?

Or why such horror gnaws the guilty soul

Of dying sinners ; while the good man sleeps

Peaceful and calm, and with a smile expires ?

Glvnn.

Where a mind is well prepared for the reception of
truth, by rectitude of intention, and a habit of accu-
rately conceiving what is presented to it, a question
of moral conduct is almost always best decided by
the feelings immediately consequent upon stating
the case ; and after thoughts, in such instances, are
usually the sophistry of self-interest or partiality.

Conscience is never dilatory in her warnings. She
pronounces clearly, and instantly, and her first voice
is the true oracle.

—

J. Aikin's Letters to his Son.
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ELIZABETH STERREDGE.
The firm, undeviating pursuit of religious

duty under the eye of a rigorous persecutor,

as exhibited by an occurrence related in the

life of E. Sterredge, furnishes a reproof to the

dry weather and worldly spirited professors of

the present day, who have scarcely zeal

enough to bring them to a reUgious meeting

once a week. The priest of the parish of

Chew Magna, where she resided, was much
enraged against Friends for their faithfulness,

and especially against this individual, insomuch,

that he said, " if he could but live to see her

ruined, and her husband for her sake, he cared

not if he died the next day." His resentment

appeared to be first excited by a religious op-

portunity which she had at the bedside of a sick

neighbour, when several of his hearers were
present. To deter Friends from holding any
kind of religious meeting, the priest threaten-

ed the justice, that it should cost him an hun-

dred pounds, if he did not execute the laws

against the Quakers. Being thus urged by

the priest, it was not long before the justice

had an opportunity of showing his readiness to

engage in the work. Whilst E. Sterredge was
attending an interment, which occurred when
several justices were holding their petty ses-

sions near the burying ground, a warrant was
issued to bring away preacher and hearers, if

any one should undertake to preach. A great

concourse of people assembled, some to see

what the officers would do, and others to per-

form the last rites to the dead. " No sooner

were we come into the yard," says E. S. "• but

the power of the Lord seized upon me, and

made me to tremble, that I could hardly stand

on my feet; but taking hold on a friend that

was near me, I said, ' There is a day coming,

in which the God of heaven and earth will be

too strong for the stout hearted amongst you;

therefore repent, and amend your lives, while

you have a day, and a time ; for as the tree

falls, so it lieth; and as death leaves, judgment
finds, for there is no repentance in the grave.

Therefore hasten, hasten to repentance, and
amendment of life; for the great God of heaven

and earth will thin this nation, for the people

are too many that are sinning against the

Lord.' This, and much more, ran through

me, for my heart was opened, and my spirit

greatly enlarged by the mighty power of the

Lord, and drawn forth in bowels of love to-

wards the people ; for I saw the tears running

down many faces, and many said they would

never be again as they had been. And the

officer standing by me with a warrant in his

pocket, exceedingly trembled, and could hardly

open it without tearing it. He said, 'Oh that

I had been twenty miles from my habitation-

that I had not had a hand in this work; pray

do not you take it ill of me, for 1 am forced to

it; you must go with me before the justices
;

pray,do not you be angry with me.' I said, ' Do
not be troubled so much, [ am not offended,

I will go with thee.' " When they came before

the justices, one of them, in an angry tone, ad-

dressed her, " You are an old prophetess, I

know you of old;" and threatened to send her

to prison, and that he would ruin her husband.

He then asked, " Where is he ? he careth httle

for you, I will warrant you, else he would have

come with you, and not liave suffered you to

go to prison by yourself. You are a trouble-

some woman, parson Cross complains of you;

you scatter his tlock, and have done him more
mjury than all the Quakers ever did; you made
an oration at the daughter's grave last week,
and now at the father's also; you shall certain-

ly go to prison, that shall be the least I will

do to you." As he thus vented his passion,

she stood before him, looking him in the face,

without making him any reply, which increased

his irritation, and produced the remark, " You
are a subtle woman; your tongue is at hberty

vhen you are with your conventicle ; but you

are dumb now you are come before us; I will

send you to prison." She fearlessly replied, " I

am not so much affiighted at a prison as thou

thinkest I am ; but if thou send me to prison,

and shorten my days because of my weakness,

thou wilt but bring innocent blood upon thy

head, and that will cry aloud for vengeance."

He rejoined, " Why do you break the king's

laws, then ? and why do you not go to church?

You are running headlong into popery." " I

deny the pope," said she, " and his acting."

"Do you love the king?" "Yes." "Why do you

not obey his law, then ?" " I have broken no

law this day," said she. " I was at a burial, and
it is no breach of the law to bury our dead."
"• Well," said he, " you say you have broken no

law, will you keep the king's law for the time

to come, and leave off' holding conventicles

and preaching ?" "• So far as the king's laws

do not wrong my conscience I will keep them,"

was her answer, " but I will not wrong my con-

science for the king nor no man else; and I

do not know whether ever the Lord may open

my mouth again, but if he do, and unloose my
tongue to speak, I shall not keep silent." " So
you can talk now, when you please;" but he ob-

served to those who sat with him, she will be

dumb again by and by. I will ask her one

question, that shall make her dumb again.
"• Well, you say you have not broken the king's

laws, you were but at a burial, but I will war-

rant you held a conventicle amongst the people

at John Hall's house before you brought him
forth; what say you to that?" Elizabeth did

not reply immediately, and he added, " Why
do not you answer ? I knew she would be

dumb." To which she said: "lam no in-

former ; Judas was an informer when he be-

trayed his master." Struck with the shrewd-

ness of the reply, he remarked to his associ-

ates, " I tell you these Quakers are the subtlest

people that ever we have to do withal, there is

no dealing with them; one while they will not

speak at all, and, another while, such cross

answers as this ; I protest I will send her to

prison." His displeasure increased as the in-

vestigation progressed ; he called the clerk to

make a mittimus for her, and then addressing

himself to the officer who had taken her, he

said, " You silly fellow, you have let all the

men go, and have brought a troublesome wo
man here to trouble us

;
you should have

brought two or three rich men to have paid

for all the conventicle." " Sir, I did not know
them," said he. " No ? I will make you swear

you did not know them; give him the book;

make him kiss the book." The poor man.

frightened at this unexpected turn, cried out,

Pray, sir, don't you do it, I cannot swear."
Roused with honest indignation at this unprin-

cipled and overbearing conduct, Elizabeth

Sterredge, turning to the justices, said, " My
soul is grieved to see you oppress men's spi-

rits, in forcing them to wrong their consciences;

do you not tliink that the just and righteous

God will visit for these things ? Yes, verily,

a day of reckoning will the great God of hea-

en and earth call for, and dreadful and ter-

rible will it be to all the workers of iniquity."

One of the justices, a moderate man, who was
not forward to prosecute his neighbours, and
had kept silent all this time, seeing the tem-

cr of his colleague, took up the business.

Let us come to the matter in hand: this wo-

man was at a burial, and there are many reli-

ions in the world, and all have their way to

bury their dead, and we cannot hinder them.

But come, officer, let us know the truth of the

matter ; was this a conventicle or no ? If it

was, there must be a place prepared for her to

tand up over the people to preach; was it

o?" " No, sir," said the officer. " What,
then, stood she on ?" " Nothing but the earth

of the grave." " And what said she ?" " 1

never heard the like in all my life ;" and re-

peating some of her expressions, he acknow-
ledged that it made his heart tremble. " How?
what, a woman make your heart tremble ?"

Yes, sir, and I had no power to touch her

until she had said all she had in her heart to

:ay." "How," said the angry justice, "you
silly fellow, you an officer, and had a severe

warrant in your pocket to bring away preacher

and hearers, and you let her say all she had to

say; you are not fit to be a king's officer; send

him to prison." The moderate justice went

out of the room, and sent a person in to de-

sire Elizabeth Sterredge to go home; but the

honest confession of the officer interested her

feelings so much, that she remained until the

justice came in and discharged her. " So I

returned," she says, " to my habitation again,

and had the peace of the Lord in my bosom:

everlasting praises be given to the Lord our

God for ever."

In this manner those devoted servants of

Christ stood forth boldly in his cause, neither

regarding the threats and abuse of their inve-

terate persecutors, nor the terrors of the dreary

and noisome dungeons and cells into which

they were often thrown. Like those honour-

able ancients who " wandered about in sheep

skins and goat skins, being destitute, afflicted,

tormented, of whom the world was not

worthy," they plainly discovered that the pri-

mary object of their concern and pursuit was

that city which is to come ; a city which hath

foundations, whose builder and maker the

Lord is. And until their successors in reli-

gious profession come to be redeemed from

the love of earthly treasure and enjoyments,

they will never rise and shine in that dignity

and beauty, nor be able to hold up the stand-

ard of gospel purity which their forefathers so

availingly displayed as an ensign to the nations,

under which they might in truth say, come and

have fellowship with us, for our fellowship is

with the Father, and with his Son, Jesus

Christ. M.
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COINCIDENCES.
"Inasmuch as I was engaged in the defence

of the truth, it appeared the most clear to me
to load him with his own lies, mistakes and
wickedness."—/. RichardsorCs Journal.

The dilemma in which the Advocate for the

followers of Elias Hicks has involved himself

and his employers, by the manifest and repeat-

ed untruth of his charges against Friends, re-

minds us of a certain false indictment of George
Fox. On examination, important omissions

and errors were found in it ; so that after

his enemies had sworn that the oath was ten-

dered to him according to the bill, it appeared

that no court had been held on that day. The
judge said this was a great mistake, and some
of the justices were in such a rage that they

stamped, and said who hath done this ; some-

body hath done this on purpose, and a great

heat was amongst them. As they proceeded
canvassing the indictment, another error was
detected, which proved that they had sworn
wrong a whole year. Then they were all in a

fret again, and the falsity of the bill being fully

established so that they could not avoid quasii-

ing it, Judge Turner said, "you are free from

all that hath been done against you ;" but start-

ing up in a rage with mortification and resent-

ment, he said, " I can put the oath to any man
here, and I will tender you the oath again."

George told him he had examples enough yes-

terday of swearing and false swearing ; but

being determined to criminate him at all ha-

zards, another indictment was drawn up and
he ordered the clerk to take heed it be not

false again; saying, "it was a shame that so

many errors should be seen and found in the

face of the country." But notwithstanding

their determination to prepare the second with

more care, it proved no less erroneous than the

first, after several of the officers had sworn to

it also, and the judge said it was not done in a

corner.

Gould's indictment ol' the southern district

monthly meeting, on account of its testimony

against E. Hicks, contains as many mistakes as

Judge Twisden's, and the flimsy covering with

which he attempts to conceal them, only con-

vinces us of the little regard he pays to his as-

sertions. After charging W. Evans with se-

veral acts of indecorum, and with being the

only instance of disorder in the commencement
of the meeting of 1826, he now grants that he

was not even in the city at the time. But to

divert the attention of his readers from this

confession, which a detection of his palpable

misrepresentation has extorted from him, and

to secure, if possible, some little credit to his

paper, he resolutely cries out, "We do, how-

ever, maintain, that in every other respect, our

account of the matter is rigidly true." The
first allegations in his "simple narrative of the

proceedings of that day," professedly given lo

"illustrate the truth of the representation" he

was making, in order to " place the matter in

its true light," prove altogether groundless,

and if in the very thresiiold he is convicted of

untruth, what confidence can be placed in any

of his after-declarations? Sensible, however,

that he must furnish some palliation for such

gross " mistakes," he says " an answer will be

readily suggested to those who reflect on the

great number of names involved in the pending
controversy, and the obscure manner in which
they are sometimes written." This is a mere
subterfuge. What have the " great number of

names involved in the pending controversy" to

do with a stenographer's notes of that meeting ?

His statement, so far as we have observed, con-

tains but very few ; and moreover, what re-

semblance is there between the names of C.
Allen and W. Evans? and how could the latter

be placed in the notes of a meeting at which
he was not at all present, or be in any way
liable to be transferred from the records of a

previous meeting, which, if he had any such
record, must have been made at least from one
to two years before?—that being about the

space between E. H.'s visits. He declares,

however, that " in the course of transcribing,

the name of Charles Allen was accidentally

transferred from the history of the latter meet-
ing to that of the former, instead of W. Evans.
By this transposition the mistake has occurred,

and we may hereafter lay before the public,

certain records of the secret conclave not much
to the credit of the complainant." If the mis-

take arose as he avows from a transposition of
the names of C. A. and W. E., then to restore

the former to its proper place, Gould's record
would read thus :

" There were many per-

sons belonging to the meeting who did not ob-

tain admittance, among tiiese the most promi-
nent was Charles Allen, whose deportment
was very much calculated to cause a disturb-

ance. He uttered some contemptuous expres-

sions against particular persons and the as-

sembly in general, and finally declared his in-

tention to withdraw to anotlier meeting, and
we believe did so. There was at the com-
mencement no other instance of disorder," &,c.

This corrected indictment, like the persecuting

judges, will soon be seen to be egregiously de-

fective. In the first place we are warranted
in saying, that there was nothing in C. A.'s

deportment calculated to cause a disturbance

—

that he uttered no contemptuous expressions

whatever, and though Gould says, if we now
have the report correct, he was among the

most ])rominent that did not obtain admittance,

yet he could not have failed seeing him in the

gallery, if he knew him at all, where he sat in

company with I. Evans and I. Lloyd, all three

of whom, in the last version, he asserts, "shone
conspicuously in the transactions of that day."
But even this is not true, for C. A. we are in-

formed, took no part in the transactions of that

day, except to reprove the son of one of E.
Hicks's friends, after the meeting had separat-

ed, for his rudeness. Comment on such mi-
serable shifts to screen himselffrom the charge
of wilful misrepresentation is useless ; the read-

er will easily estimate the degree of credibility

due to such evasions.

But it seems there was another cause for the
" mistake." Gould says, " W. Evans had been
extremely active in a meeting held some time

previous at the same house. At this meeting
Elias Hicks was present, and there was a large

and numerous concourse of people collected.

W. Evans did on that occasion make use of

very contemptuous expressions towards Elias
Hicks and those who were assembled. The

editor, who was present on those occasions, took

notes of the proceedings, with the names of

those persons who were particularly active."

Thus it appears, according to "the records,"

C. A. and W. E. have committed acts of in-

decorum in some respects similar ; one at the

meeting house door, the other in the meeting,

at two distinct periods. As the editor had oc-

casion recently to re-examine his records, we
suppose he has got all the names in their pro-

per places. But it turns out very unfavourable

for the Advocate of truth, that W. Evans never
took any active part whatever, or said any
thing, in any public meeting at Pine Street,

when E. Hicks was present. It is a mere fa-

brication and very discreditable to the reputa-

tion of a public stenographer. If this charge
should fail, he is still determined not to sufl'er

W. E. to escape his resentment; but when he
is about to lay before the public the records of
the secret conclave which he pretends to pos-

sess, we would recommend to his observance
the advice ofJudge Turner, to take heed that his

illustrations of truth " be notfalse again, for it

is a shame that so many errors should be seen
and found in the face of the country."

Since writing the above, we find in the last

number of "The Friend," another illustration

of the character of the Advocate, in a declara-

tion by Samuel Bettle, that he was in North
Carolina, M'hen Gould asserts he was at Phila-

delphia quarterly meeting, and attempted to

silence A. Lower, who often " shone conspi-

cuously" in disturbing that meeting. Were it

necessary to produce any further evidence of
a perfect recklessness of truth in the Hicksite
journal, we could point out several other as-

sertions in their account of that meeting, as

flagrant violations of it as the charge against

S. Bettle. I. K.
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" A Memoir of Louisa Maw, daughter of Thomas and
Lucy Maic of Needham Market, Suffolk, who died
the \6th of third month, 1828." 18mo. pp. 65. T.
Kite, Phila. 1829. " Oriental Fragments:' By
Maria Hack. 18mo. pp. 114. T. Kite, Phila. 1829.

Amongst the many advantages enjoyed by the
youth of the present day over their ancestors, not the
least is the abundant supply of valuable little vo-
lumes on moral and religious subjects, written in a
familiar and entertaining style, adapted to the capa-
cities of children, and calculated to arrest and fix

their attention. The perusal of such works tends to
establish correct sentiments respecting the social and
relative duties of man as a rational and accountable
being, to imbue the tender mind with a love of vir-

tue and religion, to train it in the fear and love of its

Creator, and thus prepare it for acting with proprie-
ty the high and important part which is allotted it in
this life, as a state of preparation for a better world.
Parents who value the eternal welfare of their off-

spring more than the promotion of their temporal
prosperity, will esteem it no small privilege to have
access to means which are calculated to aid their
pious endeavours to train their children for heaven;
and while they select such books for their perusafin
preference to those which are of a less instructive
character, they will not fail to enforce the salutary
lessons they contain, by an example and precept cor-
responding with the responsible relation in which
they stand to the lovely and endearing objects of
their anxious solicitude and most delightful hopes.
The future welfare of children greatly depends upon
the system of religious instruction pursued while
they are under the paternal roof, and we apprehend
if this was made the subject of more deep and earn-



est concern on the part of parents, they would ofte:

realize to their joy and consolation the truth of th

sacred declaration, "• Train up a child in the wa;

that he should go, and when he is old he will no
depart from it."

Parents cannot watch with too jealous an eye the

books which are introduced into their famihes ; foi

unprofitable reading, no less than " evil communica.
tions, corrupt good manners." There are few sour-

ces by which evil thoughts and corrupt sentiments

are more easily or insidiously introduced into the

susceptible minds of inexperienced youth than througli

the medium of works got up in a fascinating and
pleasing address, and imposed upon society under th

spurious pretext of refining the taste and improving
the manners of the age.

The little volume, the title of which stands at the

head of this article, is a pleasant narrative of the pa-

tient sufferings and privations of an interesting

young woman, whose long series of bodily infirmi-

ties appear to have been blessed as a means of pre-

paring her for an early removal to heaven. When
in her fifteenth year she became the subject of dis-

ease, which confined her almost wholly to a reclining

posture during the remainder of life, a period of
nearly seven years. Under these distressing circum-
stances she retained the cheerfulness and vivacity

for which she had been remarkable, enduring her
confinement with much patience, and supporting the

pains of long and severe illness with e-Mmplary com-
posure and resignation. Her intellectual endow-
ments appear to have been of superior order, and the

accomplishments of her mind various, but her
amiable disposition and sincere piety formed the
brightest ornament in htr character. E.xtracts from
her letters are interspersed through the narrative,

and we think the whole may be read with much
pleasure and profit by persons of every age.

The Fragments are by an author whose pen has

before been usefully employed for the entertainment

and instruction of children. They consist of a se-

ries of illustrations of Scripture passages, drawn
from the customs and manners of oriental nations,

and present a pleasing explanation of many other-

wise obscure texts. When we consider the inesti-

mable value of the Holy Scriptures as a means of re-

ligious instruction, and the important influence they
have in forming and fixing the religious character, it

is certainly desirable that children should be furnish-

ed with every facility for reading them with care

and advantage. We hope that both the volumes will

receive the patronage of tlie religious public.

FOR THE FRIEND.

CHRISTIAN PHILANTHROPY.
He who has sincerely embraced the benign

principles of Christianity, looks upon the whole

human race as his brethren. To that part of

the great family of mankind with whom his lot

is cast, he feels more immediately bound; and
he is constrained to use those means with

which Providence has blessed him, in promot-
ing their welfore and true happiness. With
many these means are limited, and are inade-

quate to the accomplishment of any great and
comprehensive scheme of benevolence. Yet
every one should bear in mind, that it is equal-

ly incumbent upon the possessor of the one
talent to improve it well, as it is upon him who
has five talents committed to his care. In

looking over a little volume containing me-
moirs and correspondence of Jane Taylor, I

was struck with the truth and force of the an-

nexed extiact from one of her letters. The
concluding paragraph is especially deserving

the attention of those who engage in works of

benevolence. W.

" Let me affectionately recommend you early to

seek to be engaged in some sphere of active useful-

ness. Doing good is the most excellent means of

THE FRIEND.

getting good. There is no mistake greater than U
suppose that we are sent into the world only to ut

tend, however industriously, to our own personal o

even family interests. Love to our neighbour de
mands our active exertions in his behalf; and we are
all required more or less, " to go and work in the
vineyard." We have all a talent entrusted to i

and what shall we say when our Lord cometh if

have not improved it?

" We should suffer no day to pass without thinking
of, and acting for that day, when we shall be 'judged
according to our works,' as the only evidences of
our faith ; and very encouraging is "that kind and
considerate expression of our Lord concerning a poor
woman, showing that he is no hard master, and not
unreasonable in his requisitions, ' She hath done what
she could.' But how few of us deserve this praise

I am persuaded you will find useful activity one of
the best preservatives against the innumerable temp-
tations to which, as youth advances, you will be ex-
posed. How many young persons have blessed God
that ever they were led to engage in Sunday school

teaching I It profitably occupies the time which, if

wasted in frivolity and indulgence, leads to the worst
consequences; and in teaching others, a double
blessing often descends upon the teacher.

" But in engaging in active usefulness, especially

when we are required to associate with others, there

are evils to be guarded against ; and we must be clad

with the impenetrable armour of Christian simplicity

d meekness in order to avoid them. We may have
to encounter those who are officious, unreasonable,

monopolizing, ambitious, and overbearing ; and if

any similar tempers are indulged in ourselves, con-
tinual contention must ensue. The only way is to

rise superior to those petty jealousies, and inferior

motives ; to do good for its own sake. alone ; to per-

severe in a quiet, forbearing, yielding lino of con-
duct, which never fails to disappoint and weary out
the most troublesome at last.

And even if any should say to us, however un-
justly, ' Friend, go down lower,' our wisdom and
happiness is to submit with a good grace, and cheer-
fully to labour in an humble sphere. That temper
and conduct which is called ' spirited,' in asserting

our rights, and maintaining our consequence, is as

unwise and impolitic as it ia unchristian like. No-
thing forms so truly great and dignified a character

the meekness and gentleness of Christ.'
"

To the Editor of " Tlie Friend."

At a time when religious discussion is so

common as in the present day, the following

excellent remarks on the sobriety and rever-

ence with which sacred subjects should be ap-

proached, appears to me peculiarly appropri-

ate. I trust they will claim the serious atten-

tion of all the readers of" The Friend.'"

K.

Religion is the very last thing with which
should allow ourselves to trifle. Nothing

can be more shocking and incongruous than

that flippancy and inconsiderateness with which
some people treat this solemn theme. When
Uzzah put forth his hand in haste to support

the ark, his life paid the forfeit of his temerity;

and if the man who takes up his Bible to in-

quire into the meaning of its contents, with a

frivolous and volatile temper, do not suffer tlie

same penalty, it is not because the action is

criminal or less dangerous, but because
God has now removed the punishment a little

farther distant from the sin. I cannot con-

ceive of any thing more likely to provoke God
to give a person up to the bewildering influ-

ence of his own inherent depravity, and con-

sequently, to a confused and erroneous per-

eption of religious truths, than this temper. To
ee a person approaching the sacred volume
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with the same levity as a votary of fashion and
folly enters- a place of amusement, is indeed
revolting to taste, to say nothing of more sac-
red feelings. Religion, enthroned behind the
veil in the temple of truth, and dwelling amid
the brightness which the merely curious eye
cannot bear to look upon, refuses to unfold
her glories or discover her secrets to the vola-
tile mind, and delivers to every one who
draws near to her abode, the solemn admoni-
tion of Jehovah to Moses, ' Pull off" thy shoes,

for the place where thou standest is holy

ground.'
''

" Revelation is the sun, reason the eye which
receives its beams, and applies thein to all the

purposes of life, for which, in ceaseless succes-

sion, they flow in upon us. And it can no
more be said that revelation destroys or de-

grades reason by guiding it, than it can be said

the solar orb extinguishes the power of vision,

by directing its efforts."

TAYLOR'S HISTORY OF THE TRANSMIS-
SION OF ANCIENT BOOKS.

To the extracts which in our two last num-
bers were given from this interesting volume,
we are disposed to add one other, it Ijeing the

conclusion of the same chapter from which the

preceding were derived, and, in fact, the wind-
ing up of the argument.

" The mass of Christians are not often very

accurately informed of the real nature of infi-

del objections. Yet a disadvantage results from
this happy ignorance; for it may easily be ima-

gined, by those who are not conversant with

their works, that the deistical writers whose
names are the most frequently mentioned have
laboured, and with some degree of success, to

controvert the direct historical evidence of

Christianity. This idea may be strengthened

by perceiving that the advocates of religion, in

reply to opponents, chiefly employ themselves

in bringing forward this historical evidence.

But in fact, and for a very good reason, well-

informed and accomplished sceptics have never,

"n recent times, troubled themselves with the

direct proof of the religion they endeavoured
to overthrow; but have taken their station at a

distance, labouring to establish some abstract

doctrine which should render the Christian sys-

tem incredible a priori. Or if they have ap-

proached nearer, it has only been to make a

skirmishing attack upon single facts, and to cast

within the entrenchments of reUgion pestilent

insinuations, which must communicate conta-

gion even though instantly removed. The only

writers who have attacked the evidences of

Christianity on the ground of historical proof,

! been such as were not more regardless of

truth than reckless of character; and who, with

the means of infinite mischief in their hands,

have secured themselves against refutation by

sheer effrontery. To men of this class it is as

easy to make one assertion as another; and the

readers to whom they address themselves, are,

general, as little able to detect the most flag-

rant untruth, as the most recondite mis-state-

ment; and are accustomed to admit, with equal

faith, the prognostications of an almanack, the

calumnies of a Sunday paper, and the lies of

an infidel pamphlet. What may be the best
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means for preventing or remedying tiie mischief

produced among the lower orders by profligate

impugners of religious principles, it is notour

part to inquire; but the nature of the evidence

in question, and the thickened ignorance of

those who are the victims of such seductions,

would seem to suggest, that though corrected

statements of misrepresented facts may some-

times be circulated with good effect, the only

course which Christian teachers can follow with

a confident hope of success, is that of a bold

and aflectionate appeal to the conscience, and

an urgent use of those arguments to which the

heart responds.
" But infidelity, secret or avowed, exists also

m classes of the community whose error is not

excused by their ignorance; and this known or

supposed existence of infidelity among well in-

formed men, is the occasion of uneasiness, and

often tlie only ground of doubt to many sincere

persons, who are fain to suppose that there

must be some uncertainty in that evidence which

persons more learned than themselves reject.

Those who are perplexed by a difficulty of this

sort, might do well to remember, that know-

ledge and intelligence are instruments produc-

tive oftheir proper effects only when fairly used.

So far as they do not think, the best instructed

are on a level with the most ignorant. There

IS no absurdity so palpable, that it may not be

current among the upper and educated classes,

if interest or accident favours its adoption or

support. Every page of history might furnish

some proof of this assertion; and in every pri

vate circle may be heard the most flimsy para

doxes aflirmed and defended by men, whose

knowledge in their own line is exact and com
prehensive, and whose power of reasoning, in

their wonted track, are almost infallible. In

the mass of mankind, educated or uneducated,

the connection between reason and opinion, on

questions in which common interests and pas

sions do not favour impartial inquiry, or in

which they are opposed to truth, is slight as the

slenderest film. The opinions of men reason

ing without motive, or reasoning against incli-

nation, acquire no weight or value by accumu-

lation; the opinion of one is worth as much as

the opinion of a million; and the bulk of votes

sways now to this side, now to that, as often as

the vessel of the state tacks to the wind.

" How much faith, or how much infidelity,

there may be in a community at any time, is

therefore a question perfectly impertinent to an

historical argument, however interesting the

inquiry may be on other accounts. The rela-

live amount of belief and scepticism is varying

perpetually in every country, in which a free

iterature and much intellectual activity e.xist.

In our own, great changes in this respect have

taken place within the last thirty years: during

that time, faith and infidelity have, to a great

extent, changed places in society. The Eng-

lish infidels, with a few exceptions, are not now,

as formerly, the readers of Hume, and Gibbon,

and Raynal; for those writers have lost almost

all influence over men of education; but they

are the readers of sixpenny tracts, the squalid

occupants of hovels, whose profligacy and mi-

sery impel them to seek the dark consolation of

believing that a few more years of suflTering wil

launch them into an ocean of eternal forgetful

ness. In the middle classes also, among the

pert, half-thinking, half-instructed young men
of large towns, a sort of infidelity is not unfre-

quent, which, after deducting something for the

influence of worse motives, is attributable to

affectation more than to any other cause. It

is a mere impertinence, and perhaps should

hardly ever be met with serious argument; but

rather discountenanced, as an indication of

want of sense, or of profligacy of manners, or

of perverted political principles; and most of-

ten of the three together.

" There is reason to doubt if it be ever wise to

treat flippant scepticism as we shou d deal with

honest ignorance; but if argument and nothing

less will content the sagacious doubter, it is

plainly the part of the advocate of truth to in-

sist upon removing the discussion from the

confined ground of the evidences of Christian-

ity, and to discuss the question on the opefi

field of historical inquiry. Any other historical

books rather than those of the New Testament

should be selected as the subject of disputation;

and where a conclusion is arrived at, the entire

process of the argument should be transferred,

piece by piece, to the gospel. As an historical

question, Christianity is distinguished from

others of a like nature by nothing, unless it be

by the multiplicity and the force of the evidence

it presents. To ask therefore for proof of the

facts recorded in the gospels, and to leave the

events of the same time unquestioned and un-

examined, is an impertinence which the advo-

cates of Christianity should never submit to

—

much less encourage, by a tacit acknowledge-

ment, that the evidence in the one case needs

some sort of candour, or of easiness, or un-

willingness to be persuaded, which is not ask-

ed by the other. The gospels demand a ver-

dict, according to the evidence, in a firmer

tone than any other ancient histories that can

be i)ut to the bar of common sense. From
those who are convinced of its truth, Christi

anity does indeed ask the surrender of assent

to whatever it reveals of the mysteries of the

unseen world ; but to its impugners it speaks

only of things obvious, and palpable as the ob-

jects and occupations of common life; and, in

relation to matters so simple, it demands what

cannot be withheld—the same assent which

we yield to the same proof in all other cases

In conducting an argument on the plan here

recommended, all parties must clearly under

stand the obvious principle already adverted

to, and so often forgotten, namely, that the

facts which belong to an historical investi

lion can in no way be eflfected, for the better

or the worse, by the nature or consequences

of the facts contained in the document. Whi

ther tlie books attributed to Matthew, Luki

and Paul, contain an account of a revolt in

Roman province, or of an expedition against

a Scythian nation, or of the rise of a philoso

phical sect, or of the life, teaching, and death

of Jesus, and of the spread of his doctrine, is

a matter of perfect indifference to the argu

ment m which we are engaged. The substi

tution of one of these suppositions for another

would not alter the colour, style, or materia

of an ancient manuscript, or annihilate an

ancient translation, or blot out paragraph

from Tacitus and Pliny, or justify the takmg

up an exception against the universal course

of human affairs, and the universal principles

of human nature. If evidence differing not at

all from that which is accepted in similar

cases, and which, in amount and validity,

would be thought ten times more than enough,

if the books in question related to merely poli-

tical events, is not to be admitted; if a verdict

is to be returned openly, affronting every prin-

ciple by which the course of human affairs is

regulated, and the judgments of men directed,

the true occasion of so great a violence should

be placed in the light. And no other account

of the strange anomaly can be given than this,

namely, that the supposition of the resurrec-

tion from the dead, which is the centre fact

affirmed in these books, and which must bear

all the burthen, offers a greater outrage to

reason than the rejection of the clearest and
fullest evidence that history has ever accumu-
lated.

" Unless, then, it be thought by us " a thing

incredible that God should raise the dead,"

there remains not even a pretext for question-

ing the authenticity of the gospels and epistles

—the proof of which, in every separate part of

it, far excels that of the best authenticated his-

torical lecord of antiquity."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH, 23, 1839.

In bringing to a close the valuable essays

entitled " The Hebrews," we feel bound, in

behalf both of ourselves and of our readers, to

make our acknowledgements to the writer for

the ability, and judgment, and good taste, with

which he has completed the task. The his-

tory of that extraordinary people of itself is

calculated to awaken curiosity in no common
degree; but intimately connected, as it is, with

the dispensations of infinite wisdom and good-

ness, in relation to the salvation and happiness

of his creature man, it becomes indeed a

theme of the deepest interest to all; and we
would, therefore, recommend to the younger

class of our readers especially, that, although

they may have read the essays separately as

they have appeared, they would, nevertheless,

again read them as a connected series, and

with due reference to the Scripture record,

apprehending, that by so doing, they would

find themselves richly compensated by the in-

creased intelligence with winch they would be

enabled to peruse the sacred volume.

It affords us pleasure to mention, that Edmund
Morris of this eity has just published a neat

stereotyped edition of " Miscellanies Moral and In-

structive," &LC. enlarged and improved. This valu-

able little volume having become scarce, we are glad

that an opportunity is now afforded for our schools

and young people, in general, to be supplied with it.

It deserves a place on the shelves of every family,

enriched as it is with the best sentiments and max-
ims, moral and religious, adapted to every condition

and circumstance in life. As a class book, it has

heretofore been much in use in many of the schools

under the direction of our religious Society.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE & CO.

Carpenter street, near Seventh.
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SACRED GEOGRAPHY.
(Conliiiued from page 234.)

Of the valleys of Palestine mentioned in the sacred

writings, the following are the principal

:

1. The f'allei/ of Ilinnom, or, as it is sometimes
called, the t'atUy of the son of Hinnom, lies at the

foot of Mount Sion, and is memorable on accotmt of

the inhuman and barbarous, as well as idolatrous

worship here paid to Moloch
;
parents malting their

children to " pass through the fire," as sacrifices to

that idol. (See 2 Kings xxiii. 10. 2 Chron. .xxviii.

3.) To drown the lamentable shrieks of the children

thus immolated, it was usual to have musical instru-

ments playing the while ; whence the particular spot

where the sacrifices were burned was called Tophet.
From the same circumstance Gehinnom, which in

Hebrew is the Valley of Hinnom, and from which the

Greek word Gehenna is derived, is used m Scripture

to denote hell, or hell fire. To render this valley

truly detestable, the bodies of persons e.-cecuted for

flagitious crimes, and of animals that died of disease,

were cast into it ; and that the pestilential exhala-

tions which filled the air might not endanger the sur-

rounding country, fires were almost constantly kept
burning there. On the south side of this valley, nea
where it meets with the valley of Jehosaphat, ii

shown the spot of ground, formerly called the Pot
ter's Field, but afterwards Aceldama, or the field of

blood.

2. The T'alley of Jehosaphat, also called the Falh
ofR'edron, lies between the foot of Mount Moriah r

a contintration of Sion on the west, where tlie tempi

of Solomon once stood, and on which the eastern

front of the city walls now lead along, and the foot

of the Mount of Olives on the east. Through this

valley runs the brook Kedron ; except during thi

winter its channel is generally dry, but when swollen
by torrents, it flows with great impetuosity. L
valley of Jehosaphat, says Mr. Maundrell, the first

thing you are carried to is the well of Nehemiah ; so
called because reputed to be the place from which
that restorer of Israel recovered the fire of tlie altar af-

ter the Babylonish captivity. A little further in the val-

ley, on the left, is a tree supposed to mark out the place
where the evangelical prophet was sawn asunder.
Independently of the celebrity of this valley as the
scene of other important and interesting events, the
prophet Joel has chosen it for the place of a pleading
between God and the enemies of the Jews. (Joel

iii. 1, 2.) Those spiritualizing Jews, Christians, and
Mohammedans, who wrest this passage, like a thou-
sand others of the Scriptures, from a literal to a

mystical sense, insist on its applying to the resurrec-
tion of the dead on the last great day. From this

belief, the modern Jews, whose fathers are thought
by some of the most learned to have had no idea of a
resurrection, have their bones deposited in the valley
of Jehosaphat. From tile same hope, the Moham-
medans have left a stone jutting out of the eastern

wall of Jerusalem, for the accommodation of their

prophet, who, they insist, is to sit on it here, and
call the whole world from below to judgment.*
And a late traveller,! journeying with the staff of a
Christian pilgrim, after summoning up all the images
of desolation which the place presents, but without
once thinking of the contemptible size of thistheati

for so grand a display, says, "One might say that tli

trumpet of judgment had already sounded, and that
the dead were about to rise in the valley of Jehosa-
phat." Here arc a great number of grave stones,

with inscriptions in Hebrew characters. Among the
rest are two noble antiquities, reputed to be the
tomb of Zacharias and the pillar of Absalom. The
tomb of the prophet is a square mass of rock, hewn
down into form, and isolated from the quarry out of
which it is cut, by a passage of twelve or fifteen feet

wide on three of its sides; the fourth, or western
front, being open towards the valley and Mount
Moriah, the foot of which is only a few yards dis-

tant. This square mass is eight paces in length on
each side, and about twenty feet high in the front,

and ten at the back, the hill on which it stands hav-
ing a steep ascent. The architecture is after the
Egyptian manner. The tomb, if such it be, presents
no appearance of an entrance into it, and its sides

are covered with names inscribed in Hebrew charac-
ters, evidently of recent execution. The pillar of
Absalom presents a strange mixture of style and or-

Its base nearly resembles in size, form, and
decoration, the tomb of Zacharias, except that it is

sculptured with the metopes and tryglyphs of the
doric order. This is surmounted by a short conical

le, of the form used in our modern parasols, hav-
large mouldings resembling rope running round
base, and on the summit something 'like an

imitation of flame. It is probable that this monu-
ment really occupies the place of that mentioned to

have been set up by him whose name it bears. (2
iii. 18.) Josephus fixes its distance at two

furlongs from Jerusalem, and says it was namec
"Absalom's Hand." Close by the tomb of Zacha-
rias, on the north, is a cavern called tho grolto of
the disciples, from an idea that they came frequently
hither to be taught by their divine master: by otl

it is called the tomb of Jehosaphat, and is supposed
to give its name to the valley below.|

3. The Vail of Siddim is the spot upon which stood
the five cities of the plain—Sodom, Gomorrah, Ad
mah, Zeboim, and Bela, which were destroyed by
fire from heaven on account of the impiety of the
inhabitants. It appears evident from the descrip-

tion given by the inspired writer of this valley, as
well as from the circumstance of Lot's choosing
it for the pasturage of his cattle, that it was a de-
lightful and fruitful spot. (Gen. xiii. 10, 11.) This
fruitful vale was, after the destruction of the cities,

turned into the Salt Sea. (Gen. xiv. 3.)

4. The Valley of Rephaim, or the Giant's Valley,
is celebrated as the theatre of David's victories over
the Philistines. It was situated on the confines of
the territories allotted to the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin. Mr. Buckingham says, " Like all the
country about Jerusalem it is stony, and scantily
furnished with patches of light red soil ; although it

appears to have been formerly distinguished for its

abundant harvests. (Isa. xvii. S.)

5. The Valley of Mumre is celebrated in sacred his-

tory for Abraham's entertaining there three angels
an oak. (Gen. xviii.) It was situated about

* Maundrell,

t Chateaubri;

I Buckinghai

->. 138. 8vo.

nd, vol. ii. p. 39.

I's Travels in Palestine,
j

two miles from Hebron, southward, and was a fertile

and pleasant valley, as may be inferred from Abra-
ham's making choice of it to sojourn in.

6. The Valley of Elnh, or the Terebinthine vale,
was situated in the south-west of Canaan, and about
three miles from Bethlehem, on the road to Jaff'a or
Joppa. This valley is renowned as the field of the
victory of the youthful David over the uncircumcised
champion of the Philistines, who had "defied the
armies of the living God." (1 Sam. xvii. 2—54.)
" Nothing has ever occurred," says Dr. Clarke, " to
alter the appearance of the country. The very brook
whence David chose him ' five smooth stones,' has
been noticed by many a thirsty pilgrim, journeying
from Jaffa to Jerusalem ; all of whom must pass it in
their way. The ruins of goodly edifices attest the
religious veneration entertained in latter periods for
the hallowed spot ; but even these are now become
so insignificant, that they are scarcely discernible

;

and nothing can be said to interrupt the native dig-
nity of this memorable scene."

Plains and Deserts.— I. Among the numerous fer-
tile and level tracts of land mentioned in the sacred
volume under the title of plains, there are some
which demand a notice.

1. The Plain of the Mediterranean Sea, which ex-
tended from the river of Egypt to Mount Carmel.
The tract between Gaza and Joppa was simply call-
ed the plain

; in which stood the five principal cities '

of the Philistines, Gaza, Ascalon, Gath, Ashdod or
Azotus, and Eckron or Accaron. The tract from
Joppa to Mount Carmel was called Saron or Sharon,

> be distinguished from another place of
I name situated in the tribe of Gad beyond

Jordan.

The Plain of Esdraelon, also called the Vale of
Jezreel, and the Great Plain, is of vast extent, reach-
ng from Mount Carmel and the Mediterranean Sea
to the place where the Jordan issues from the Sea of
Tiberias. This plain is celebrated as the scene of
many memorable contests. It was here that Barak,
descending with his ten thousand men from Mount
Tabor, discomfited Sisera and his hosts. (Judges
iv. and v.) It was here that Josiah, king of Judah,
fought in disguise against Necho, king of Egypt, and
fell by the arrows of his antagonist. (2 Kings xxiii.

29.) Josephus often mentions this very remarkable
part of the Holy Land, and always under the appel-
lation of the Great Plain : and under the same
name it is also mentioned by Eusebius and by Je-
rome. It has been a chosen place for encampment
in every contest carried on in this country, from
the days of Nebuchadonosor king of the Assy-
rians, in the history of whose war with Arphaxad
it is mentioned as " the Great Plain of Esdreion,''
(Judith i. 8.), until the disastrous march of Napoleon
Bonaparte from Egypt into Syria, Jews, Gentiles,
Saracens, Christian crusaders, and antichristian
Frenchmen, Egyptians, Persians, Druses, Turks and
Arabs, warriors out of every nation which is under
heaven, have pitched their tents in the plain of Es-
draelon, and have beheld the various banners of their

nations wet with the dews of Tabor and of Hermon.*
This plain is inclosed on all sides by mountains : not
a house or a tree is to be discovered in it, yet the
whole appears to be highly cultivated, being now
ploughed for seed throughout. From one side of
this extensive plain, the round eminence of Mount
Tabor rises abruptly, near the foot of which, towards

, are the springs of Ain-el-Sherrar, which

Clarke's Travels, vol. iv. pp. 255—258; and
ne's Introduction, vol. iii. part j. chap, ii. section
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send a perceptible stream through the centre of the

plain, and form the brook Kishon of antiquity.';

3. The Region round about Jordan, (Matt. in. b.)

comprised the level country each side of that

ancient Tyr
they ha

says—"Of the oaks of Bashan I their scholars, where, after good instruction and

de thine oars." (Ezek. xxyii. 6.)
_

j
admonition is given by the masters to their

r,from the lake of Gennesareth to the Dead Sea.

Of this district, the Plain of Jericho, celebrated for

Its fertility and the intense heat which prevails there

during the hot season, forms a part. From the ob-

servations of recent travellers, it appears that this

plain has been accurately described by the Jewish

historian. . . ., ...
In speaking of Jericho, he says, " It is situated in

a plain, but a naked and barren mountain, of a very

areat length, hangs over it, which extends itself to

the land about Scythopolis northward ;
but as far as

the country of Sodom, and the utmost limits ot the

lake Asphaltitis, southward. This mountam is all

of it very uneven, and uninhabited by reason ot

barrenness. There is an opposite mountam, that is

situate over against it, on the other side of Jordan,

This last begins at Julias, and the northern quarters,

and extends itself southward as far as Somorrhon,

which is the bounds of Petra in Arabia. lu this

rido-e of mountains there is one called the Iron Moun-

tain, that runs in length as far as Moab. Now thi

reo-ion that lies in the middle, between these ridges

of°mountain, is called the Great Plain. It reaches

from the village of Ginnabus as far as the lake As-

phaltitis. Its length is two hundred and thirty fur-

longs, and its breadth a hundred and twenty, and it

is divided in the midst by Jordan. It hath two lakes

in it ; that of Asphaltitis, and that of Tiberias, whose

natures are opposite to each other ; for the former is

salt and unfruitful, but that of Tiberias is sweet and

fruitful. This plain is much burnt up in summer

time, and by reason of the extraordinary heat, con-

tains very unwholesome air. It is all destitute of

water, excepting the river Jordan, which water of

Jordan is the occasion why those plantations of palm

trees that arc near its banks are more flourishing,

and much more fruitful, as are those that are remote

from it not so flourishing or so fruitful."

II. Deserts or luildemesses are frequently mentioned

in the sacred writings, by which is to be understood

not only desolate places, equally void of cities and

inhabitants, but those parts of the land likew

where cities and town were at a distance from each

The Forest or Wood ofEphraim, which the chil-

dren of Ephraim began to cut down, (Josh. xvii. 15).

LS still standing in the time ofDavid. (2 Sam. xviu.

8. 17.) The wood in the vicinity of Bethel men-

tioned in 2 Kings ii. 24, appears to have been part of

the Wood of Ephraim.

The Forest of Hareth was a spacious wood m the

tribe of Judah, to which David withdrew to avoid

the fury of Saul. (1 Sam. xxii. 5.)*

Home, vol. iii. pt. 1. cli. ii. sec. !

{To be continued.)
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gav name of desert

; are th

other. The HebrL.., „_
wilderness to all places that were not cultivated,^

but chiefly appropriated to the feeding of cattle. Th
most remarkable mentioned in the Scripti

following

;

]. The Wilderness of Judau, which commences

from Tekoah in the tribe of Judah, and extends

through Arabia Petreea to the Persian Gulf. Here

John the Baptist abode until the day of his showing

unto Israel, (Luke i. 80 ;) and here he first taught

his countrymen. (Matt. iii. 1.) 2. The Wilderness of

Shur, which lay towards the north-eastern point of

the Red Sea. Here Hagar wandered when driven

from Abraham's house by the jealousy of Sarah,

(Gen.xvi. 7.); and through it the Israelites marched

after they had miraculously crossed the Red Sea.

(Exod. .XV. 22.) This was called the Wilderness of

Etham. (Compare Exod. xv. 22, with Numbers

xxxiii. 8.) 3. The Wilderness of Ziph, which was

contiguous to a town or village of the same name,

where David concealed himself for some time from

the pursuit of Saul. (1 Sam. xxiii. 14, 15.)

Forests. Althougli modern travellers do not men-

tion the existence of many woods or forests, or in-

deed any considerable number of trees, yet it is cer-

tain that, formerly, the Holy Land was well covered

with wood. Of the forests the most considerable

1. The Forest of Cedars, on Mount Lebanon. These

noble and beautiful trees have furnished the inspired

writers with many exquisite similitudes.

2. The Forest of Oaks, on the mountains of Ba-

shan. From an incidental expression of the prophet

Ezekiel, it appears that these oaks were held in high

estimation. Speaking of tlie power and wealth of

* Buckingham, p. 100, 4to.

t Josephus. Jewish Wars, lib.

,sec. 2.

if
Clarke's Travels, vol. iv. p. 422.

As early as the year 1685, before the ho-

nourable fathers of Pennsylvania were com-

fortably housed on the margin of the Dela^

ware, a pamphlet was published, from which

the following extracts are derived. We think

them worthy of a reprint, and the reader wi

not fail to be struck with the analogy of pan

of the plan of education suggested, to that

which has been so successfully pursued by Fel-

lenberg in Switzerland within the last twenty

years.

Instruction, on a most important branch of

private and public duty, may be gathered from

the author's views, and, with this impression,

they are commended to especial notice.

" 1. Now it might be well if a law were

made by the governors and general assem-

blies of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, that

all persons inhabiting in the said provinces,

do put their children seven years to the pub-

lic school, or longer if the parents please.

" 2. That schools be provided in all towns

and cities, and persons of known honesty,

skill, and understanding, be yearly chosen by

the governor and general assembly, to teach

and instruct boys and girls in all the most use

ful arts and sciences that they in their youth

ful capacities may be capable to understand,

as the learning to read and write true English;

Latin, and other useful speeches and Ian

guages, and fair writing, arithmatick and

book-keeping; and the boys to be taught and

instructed in some mystery or trade, as mak-

ing of mathematical instruments, joynery,

turnery, the making of clocks and watches,

weaving, shoemaking, or any other trade or

mystery that the school is capable of teaching;

and the girls to be taught and instructed in

spinning of flax and wool, and knitting of

gloves and stockings, sewing, and making of

all sorts of needle work, and the making of

straw work as hats and baskets, &.c. or any

other useful art or mystery that the school is

capable of teaching.

" 3. That the scholars be kept in the morn-

ing two hours at reading, writing, book-keep-

ing, &c. and other two hours at work in that

art, mystery, or trade, that he or she most de-

lighteth in, and then let them have two hours

to dine and for recreation; and in the after

noon two hours' reading and writing, tfcc. and

the other two hours at work at their several

employments.
'• 4. The seventh day of the week the scho-

lars may come to school only in the forenoon

and, at a certain hour in the afternoon, let a

[meeting be kept by the schoolmasters and

scholars, and thanks returned to the Lord for

his mercies and blessings that are daily re-

ceived from him, then let a strict examination

be made by the masters of the conversation of

the scholars in the week past, and let reproof,

admonition, and correction be given to the of-

fenders, according to the quantity and qualities

of their faults.

" 5. Let the like meetings be kept by the

schoolmistresses and the girls, apart from the

boys. By strictly observing this good order,

our children will be hindered of running into

that excess of riot and wickedness that youth

is incident to, and they will be a comfort to

their tender parents.

" 6. Let one thousand acres of land be

given, and laid out in a good place, to every

public school that shall be set up, and the rent

or income of it to go towards the defraying of

the charge of the school.

" 7. And, to the end, that the children of

poor people, and the children of Indians may

have the like good learning with the children

of rich people, let them be maintained free of

charge to their parents, out of the profits of

the school arising by the work of the scholars,

by which the poor and the Indians as well as

the rich, will have their children taught; and

the remainder of the profits, if any be, to be

disposed of in the building of school-houses,

and improvements on tiic thousand acres of

land which belongs to the school."

A Christian Maiden's address to her apostate

Lover.

Ah 1 lost to faith, to peace, to heaven.

Canst thou a recreant be

To Him whose life for thine was given,

Whose cross endured for thee ?

Canst thou for earthly joys resign

A love immortal, pure, divine,

Yet link thy plighted faith to mine.

And cleave unchanged to me -'

Thou canst not—and 'tis breathed in vain

Thy sophistry of love ;

Though not in pride or cold disdain.

Thy falsehood I reprove.

Inly my heart may bleed ; but yet

Mine is no weak, no vain regret

;

Thy wrongs to me I might forget.

But not to Him above.

Cease, then, thy fond impassion'd vow,

In happier hours so dear

;

No virgin pride restrains me now

—

I must not turn to hear.

For still my erring heart might prove

Too weak to spurn thy profier'd love ;

And tears, though feign'd and false, might move,

And prayers, though i

But, no !—the tie so firmly bound

Is torn asunder now ;

How deep that sudden wrench may wound.

It recks not to avow.
Go thou to fortune and to fame

—

I sink to sorrow, suffering, shame

;

Yet think, when glory gilds thy name,

I would not be as thou.

Thou canst not light or wavering deem
The bosom all thine own

;

Thou know'st, in joy's enlivening beam.

Or fortune's adverse frown.
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My pride, my bliss, had been to share,

My hope to soothe thy hours of care
;

With thee the martyr's cross to bear.

Or win the martyr's crown.

'Tis o'er—but never from my heart

Shall time thine image blot

;

The dreams of other days depart

—

Thou shalt not be forgot.

And never in the suppliant sigh,

Pour'd forth to Him who sways the sky,

Shall mine own name be breathed on high,

And thine remember'd not.

Farewell ! and, oh 1 may He, whose love

Endures, though man rebel.

In mercy yet thy guilt reprove,

Thy darkening clouds dispel.

Where'er thy wandering steps decline,

My fondest prayer—not only mine,
The aid of Israel's God be thine—
And, in his name, farewell 1

THE WATCHMAN. NO. III.

I am lieartily glad to greet the Hermit, the

single speech Hermit of Coaquannock, once
more in the columns of •' The Friend." The
guise which he assumes is such, that I scarce-

ly know whether to treat him as another or the

same—expressing his real feelings of admira-

tion towards his namesake, or as feigning the

sentiments in order to conceal their identity.

I consider his letter of to-day as a mere note

of introduction. Notwithstanding his shyness,

I am much mistaken in my opinion, if he will

not show himself to be a close observer of the

ephemeral follies and inconsistencies with

which social life is iilled. The genuine Her-
mit passes quietly and blamelessly through

life—he is invariably a predestinated bachelor,

and the favourite and confidant of a circle of

fine spirited boys and beautiful girls. There
is not a happier state within the range of un-

wedded felicity, than the serene decline of life

to such a man, surrounded by friends and the

children of the friends of his youth, and by the

grateful objects of his habitual benevolence.

His temper fits him for a monitor and a guide;

there is no harshness in his reproof, no bitter-

ness in his satire. Such at least is the idea

entertained of him of Coaquannock, in whose
favour I solicit the kind feelings of my youth-

ful readers.

" To the Watchman.

" The love of distinction is so predominant
a quality in the human mind, that there is lit-

tle doubt but the Watchman will find his

pages besieged by crowds of aspirants after

literary fame. More especially, as their pro-

ductions, if admitted, however ephemeral
in their nature, like flies in amber, will be

preserved and beautified by the brightness and

imperishableness of the medium through which
they are beheld. These causes have led me
to hesitate what course to pursue; as my na-

tural fear of a crowd with all its rivalries and
contentions, combated the natural ' longing

after immortality,' I should probably have re-

mained like the pendulum, vacillating between
two opposite inclinations, had not the oppor-
tunity which the columns of the Watchman
afforded for the outpouring of the various

speculations upon life and manners in which I

delight to indulge, finally determined me. The

peaceful tenour of my life, free from the liurry

of business, iias afforded me full leisure for

observation. Having no part to act in the

grand drama of life, I am a mere spectator of

passing events; and may be aptly compared to

a fallen leaf, which by some eddy of the cur

rent has been thrown into a quiet nook, while

the broad stream of human existence sweeps

by. Cavillers may perhaps designate me a

one, who

lias naught to do but spy and tell

His neighbour's faults and follies

—

and may exclaim, in the language of the poet—
• What's the world to you?' Most emphat

cally can I reply, with the same poet, ' much
The common sympathies of our nature bind

us to our fellow men; and he who searches

the recesses of his own heart, and discovers

the folhes, the weaknesses, the propensities to

evil, that are lurking there, must be presump-

tuous indeed if he is not taught humility with

regard to himself, and charity towards the fail-

ings of others. In this disposition of mind, it

may be ' pleasant through the loop-holes of

retreat, to peep at' the busy world: a world,

in which, although there is much to censure,

there is also much to approve; in which the

power of religion and virtue is rarely entirely

lost, although as rarely is it felt in its full

purity, unmingled with baser influences. It

has been observed, that nothing is umnixed
here below; and that as happiness and misery,

prosperity and adversity, make up the lot ol

man, so wisdom and folly, seriousness and fri-

volity, are often whimsically blended in the

same character. It is singular that qualities

so opposite can exist in the same individual,

and we might naturally suppose that folly in

its weakness, would be easily subdued by its

opposing principle ; did not experience teach

us, that wisdom, calm and deliberate in its

ture, is slow in forming its conclusions, while

folly, ever prompt to act, too often leads the

man into a thousand vagaries, ere reason

comes to his aid. Thus have I often seen

talents exerted, and good sense called into ac-

tion, solely to defend its errors; and instead of

curbing its idle wanderings, endeavour to

reconcile them with the decisions of sober

judgment. But I must make good my retreat

ere I subject myself to the charge of folly, by

losing my title to the only merit to which 1 can

advance a claim, that of brevity; and subscribe

myself the unworthy successor of that gifted

mind which just beamed upon us for a

moment and was gone."

The Hermit of Coaquannock.

My new vocation I fear will be a thankless

one; for where am I to begin with pointing

out inconsistency, and how shall I be able to

persuade my readers that I strike at the folly

and not at the individual?

To the anxious mother who solicits advice

respecting a favourite son, I can administer

little consolation. If the habit ofintemperance

has been acquired by secret indulgence, it is

fixed before it becomes know'n, and is one of

the most grovelling and incurable of vices. I

had occasion to stop one morning, before

breakfast, at a noted stage office. While
waiting, in a remote corner of the room, for

the poison I wished to see, a young man of
the most respectable parentage and appear-
ance stepped in. The barkeeper knew his

errand; the morning dram of mint sling, the

most deadly of poisons, was silently reached
to him; and as he tossed it off', his eye caught
mine. He felt that he was a degraded man in

my sight, and slunk out of the room abashed.
I watched his career from that moment, for I

saw that he was doomed to perish by his own
act. I saw him waxing gradually bolder at

his tavern haunts. I marked the brandied
flush in his cheek; the staggering gait; the

neglected dress; the unfrequented store. He
sunk rapidly into the unabashed drunkard, and
he who had been a few months before the

hope and admiration of his friends, lived to see

himself the sport of a crowd of idle boys and
negroes; to wallow like a brute in the mud;
and died of drunken mania, in a cell of the

hospital.

There is no modern or foreign innovation

in the manners of this goodly city, that I look

upon with such abhorrence as the " morn-
ing toddy and the mid-day dram." with

wliich our merchants and traders are now ex-

pected to regale their customers. The bar-

rooms of some of our large hotels have become
a principal source of profit to their proprie-

tors. Such is the force of example and habit,

that respectable, grave, and, as yet, sober citi-

zens are not ashamed to be seen, in open day,

regularly partaking of the enticing draught.

In this, as in most other cases of immorality, it

is to the influence of woman that we must
chiefly trust to check the evil. With what
anxious forebodings must the earliest tokens of

this debasing habit, fill the mind of the mother
— tlie wife—the sister—the daughter ! No
other vice is so fruitful of misery, so taints and
debases all around it, so mars the image of the

Divinity in man; is so abhorrent to virtue, and
so loathsome. " Taste not; touch not; handle

not;" shoidd be graven upon the palms of tlie

hands, and in the hearts, of all who feel or

fear the danger of the temptation.

He that is the greatest possessor in the

world, enjoys its best and most noble parts,

and those which are of most excellent perfec-

tion, but in common with the inferior persons,

and the most despicable of his kingdom. Can
the greatest prince enclose the sun, and set

one little star in his cabinet for his own use ?

or secure to himself the gentle and benigne in-

fluence of any one constellation 1 Are not

his subjects' fields bedewed with the same
showers that water his gardens of pleasure ?

The poorest artisan of Rome walking in

Cesar's gardens, had the same pleasures

which they ministered to their lord : the birds

made him as good musick, the flowers gave

him as sweet smells, he there sucked as ,good

aire, and delighted in the beauty and order of

the place, for the same reason, and upon the

same perception, as the prince himself; save

only that Cssar paid for all that pleasure

vast sums of money, the blood and treasure

of a province, which the poor man had for

nothing.

Jeremy Taylor.
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From the Monthly Lectures.

ON MIRACLES.
The subject assigned to me in this import-

ant and mteresting course of lectures, is,

" Tlie evidence for divine revelation derived

from Miracles
"

This subject is at once extensive and pro-

found ; it embraces a large proportion of the

sacred Scriptures, and penetrates into the se-

crets of divine operation, and the deeps of di-

vine power.

It will not be expected that I should discuss

it, in all the length thereof, and all the breadth

thereof. It will be sufficient for the purpose

of our present discourse, if I confine myself to

the alleged miracles of Jesus Christ.

A few specimens of his energy at a certain

Jewish festival, not one of which is recorded,

produced in the mind of this Hebrew ruler, a

deep conviction of his authority as a teacher

come from God. And 1 doubt not, that a

fair and candid examination of those miracles,

of which a narrative is contained in the New
Testament, will produce in our minds the in-

vincible persuasion, that in the great matters

of our religion, we have not followed cunning-

ly devised^fables, but divine and imperishable

verities, against which the gates of liell shall

not prevail. ' Rabbi, we know that thou art

a teacher come from God, for no man can do

these miracles which thou doest except God

be with him."

I propose, in the first place, to give some

account of the nature of a Miracle ;—then to

state the peculiar and distinctive features of

the miracles of Jesus Christ ;—in the next

place, to illustrate the proof which they supply

of a divine mission ;—then to examine the ob-

jections which may be urged against it ;—and,

finally, to exhibit the conclusion which may be

fairly deduced from the whole.

I shall endeavour to represent the argument

concisely and luminously, without noticing va-

rious minute points which might be properly

introduced on a topic that will admit of almost

indefinite amplification.

It will not be necessary to analyze the dif-

ferent definitions of a miracle, whicfi have

been given by wise and learned men, so as to

justify or refute their respective phraseologies.

I shall merely state that which commends it-

self to my own mind, and which it will be my

aim in this discourse to illustrate and support.

A Miracle is a deviation from the laws of

nature, or the common course of things, ef-

fected by divine power.

This definition assumes, that there is an es-

tablished and invariable order in all the agen-

cies of nature ; that they work in exquisite re-

gularity, wijth uniform and perfect precision.

Similar causes will always produce similar ef

fects ; or, to state the doctrine in the Ian

guage of philosophy, the antecedents being the

same, the consequences will invariably be the

same. The application of fire to combustible

materials will ignite them ; the application

of water in sufficient quantity will extinguish

flame ; water will in no case induce ignition

in wood, or any similar substance ;* fire will
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never difliiise moisture or create cold. In like

manner there is, throughout all nature, a uni-

form system of operation ; all the elements re-

ciprocally act upon one another with invaria-

ble and undeviating certainty. The animate

d inanimate creation, the intellectual and

corporeal worlds, are alike subject to an ef-

ficient and inevitable causation, which phi-

losophy denominates " the law of nature," but

which is called in Scripture " the ordinance

of heaven." This law is universal, this ordi-

nance is without exceptions ; tlie orbs which

roll throughout unmeasured space, and the

atom which seems to wanton in the breeze,

are alike subject to its exact and invincible

control.

With the nature of the relation of cause

and effect, (a matter of great importance in

this inquiry,) we are unacquainted. This

deep and subtle subject no philosophy has

been able fully to e.xplore ; it remains a secret

of the Almighty ; and it is the glory of God to

conceal a thing. Why, or how, or by what

efficiency, the rose emits its fragrance, the

musical instrument sends forth its melody of

sound, the load-stone attracts the iron, food

and medicine act upon the fluids or the solids

of tlie body, we know not ; but that the same

causes, throughout all nature, will produce

the same eflects, we know witli absolute and

infallible certainty. Upon this principle we
proceed in all the ordinary actions and en-

gagements of life, and we are never disap-

pointed. The philosopher finds it to be

qually fixed and certain in all his scientific

experiments. The knowledge and belief of

this certainty is supposed to be one of the ori-

ginal principles of our being, and we feel in

\t all the force, clearness, and confidence of

intuition.

It is, moreover, of the utmost consequence

to the welfare and happiness of man, that this

order should subsist, and that it should be dis-

tinctly and fully known. Did it not subsist,

the world would be a chaos, and the universe

a vast confusion. Did we not know it, we
could make no provision for our future wants

;

we could calculate with no certainty upon the

operation and efficiency of the same causes

hereafter ; and in our ignorance, whether the

same results would or would not follow, we
might remain irresolute and trembling amid

elements which were waiting to obey us, the

victims of imaginary disorder amid all the har-

monies of divine workmanship.*

It is equally certain, that no human power

can disturb this order, or interfere with this

arrangement. In every case it has the force

of irresistible and inevitable necessity. Fire

will burn, upon the waves of the sea the

man body will sink, a corpse in the grave will

undergo decomposition ; no mortal power,

without the application of other physical

causes counteracting these tendencies of

ture, can overcome them. In like manner,

water will not become wine ; a few loaves

and fishes will not magnify and multiply, as

they are broken in pieces, and passed through

twice four thousand hands, so as to furnish an

ample meal for every one that touches them ;

* A chemical process, which I need not describe,

renders necessary this qualification, of what might

otherwise be deemed a universal principle.

* See Dr. Brown, on the Relation of Cause and

Effect.

nor the blind see, nor the lame leap, nor the dead

be raised up at any human dictation. You
or I might command these things in the pre-

lence of spectators, but it would be only to

expose ourselves to mockery and derision. If

the ordinary processes of nature are ever pal-

pably and incontestibly inverted or disarrang-

ed, it must be by power and dictation, incom-

parably transcending that which mere man
has ever possessed, or could ever exercise.

On the ground of this invariableness of

cause and eflect, the possibility of such in-

fraction of the laws of nature, as miracles sup-

pose, has been questioned ; and because hu-

man power cannot effect such changes and

inversion, it has been doubted if there be any

power that can. But surely this doubt is

most unreasonable ; that Being, who constitu-

ted the course of nature as it is, can unques-

tionably alter or modify it at his pleasure.

The power which is required to perform any

alleged miracle, is not so great as the power
required to create, and which is continually

exerted to sustain the unbroken harmony of

nature as it now exists. The Supreme Pow-
er, the First and Last and Mightiest Energy,

is not extinct. The possibility of miracles,

therefore, must be admitted, or we are thrown

back into all the darkness and horrors of a

naked and appalling atheism.

The inquiry as to the probability of miracu-

ous interposition, is one of mere propriety

and decorum. It is admitted, that to suspend

his ordinary and universal laws, often, and on

slight occasions, would be incompatible with

the wisdom and majesty of God. If there be

any averred miracles of this description, let

tfiem be examined with jealousy and rigour
;

and if they will not endure the severest scru-

tiny, let them be consigned to unbelief and re-

probation. Brand them, if you please, as im-

postures ; I consent that you cast upon them
all the torrent of your scorn, and spend upon
them all the fierceness of your indignation.

But if it can be shown that the Supreme
Power has, at any time, been forgotten or de-

nied by men, that the elements have usurped

in the human mind the place of the throne of

God, that the creature has been worshipped

and served instead of the Creator, then it be-

comes probable, that in some marked and de-

cisive manner, he would interfere, to remind

them of his own being, and to vindicate his

own perfections. Now no man can deny that

the miracles recorded in Scripture, were per-

formed (if performed) under such circumstan-

ces, and for such an end. If it can be shown,

further, that some special and pre-eminent ob-

ject of divine benignity is to be accomplished,

by which the happiness of man and the glory

of the moral government of God will be sig-

nally advanced ; the miraculous interposition

then becomes probable in a very high degree.

This can easily be shown : and no one who
has attended to the testimony of the gospel,

can doubt or deny the advantage and blessed-

ness of it as a revelation to man, admitting it

to be true, or that it secures glory to God in

the highest.

If, however, the probability of miraculous

interposition be heightened to any degree, by
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the grandeur of the purpose which it is design-

ed to achieve, yet are we justified in receiving

the real and positive evidence for miracles

with all caution and deliberation. Christiani-

ty requires this of us. It demands not assent

and acceptance, without previous examination;

it speaks as to wise and inquiring men ;
judge

ye of its nature, and claims, and attestations.

We may proceed to the investigation of the

evidence for miracles, as we should if the

question were concerning the proof of any ex-

traordinary phenomenon in philosophy. It

must be met, not with a positive denial, nor

with a refusal to examine, buf with a cautious

slowness of assent. And however strong our

feeling of doubt may be, if, after full examina-

tion, we find the evidence to be such, that we
could no longer hesitate in admitting it, if it

had related to any other species of extraordi-

nary event, the result of any combination of

physical circumstances, however rare and un-

common, then are we not justified in rejecting

it, simply because it is alleged to be a direct

manifestation of the Supreme Power. If the

evidence be clear and satisfactory, after all the

caution, and vigilance, and penetration which

we can command, then our doubts must van-

ish and conviction take place. lean confi-

dently recommend this course of calm inquiry

and deliberate investigation ; it will lead to a

vivid and powerful perception of the sufficien-

cy of the evidence, it will terminate in the

clear and cloudless sunihine of triumphant

faith. I can say, in the touching and impa;

sioned language of the apostle Paul, to those

who candidly hesitate, Be ye as I am, for I

once was as ye now are.

Let us review the steps we have taken, and

ascertain the progress we have made. There

is an established and invariable order in all the

agencies of nature. Of this, though we com
prebend not perfectly the relation of cause and

effect, we have undoubted proof and intuitive

conviction. This order no human power can

in any case disturb. But its inversion, in any

and every form, is possible to God. There is

no probability against such change and sus-

pension of his own laws, if an adequate pur-

pose is to be accomplished; but, on the con-

trary, a high probability in its favour. Yet

evidence of any such alleged interposition

should be examined with the greatest care and

caution.

II. We are now prepared to state, in the

second place, the peculiar and distinctive fea-

tures of the miracles of Jesus Christ.

The expression of the text is singular and

emphatical, " No man can do these miracles

which thou doest, except God be with him."

It implies that to the mind of Nicodemus, tliey

were unquestionable and conclusive proofs of

his divine mission. And it should be remem-
bered, that he was a man of rank and educa-

tion. The narrative shows that he was slow

of belief; in his colloquy with Christ, he

appears not to be an enthusiast, captivated by

novelties, and of an ardent imagination; but a

man of inquisitive, and, I had almost said, philo-

sophical mind. He requires that the doctrines

proposed to him should be fully explained; no-

thing will satisfy him but clear, and rational.

and unfigurative statement. He was there-

fore competent to decide, and his judgment as

to the truth and character of the miracles is

unimpeachable.

It is freely admitted that there have been

many and various attempts to impose upon
mankind. Pretences have been made to mi-

raculous powers, where a close scrutiny would

have discovered nothing but fraud and false-

hood, imposture and delusion. But that

which the eye of the spectator could not ex-

plore, his hand might often have detected. The
two senses of touch and vision are seldom im-

posed upon at the same time. Hence the

expression of the apostle John, " that which

we have seen with our eyes, which we have

looked upon, and our hands have handled of

the Word of Life," to denote the impossibility

of their being deceived. And, as many a pagan

prodigy might be explained by the mere light

of science, so many a papal wonder might have

been exploded, and the effrontery of its authors

exposed, if their fingers had been permitted to

do their part in connection with their eyes

The prophetic Scriptures had foretold their

character, and branded them with appropriate

signatures of infamy and execration—" Signs

and lying wonders, all deceivableness of un

righteousness."

It may not be easy perhaps to assign the

criteria by which the truth of a miracle is in

every instance to be tried; they may vary in

some degree with circumstances; but this

large and extensive inquiry is now before us

The question simply is, in what manner may
the miracles of Christ be distinguished from

the fables of paganism, the impostures of

Jesuits and monks, and the exploits of Prince

Hohenloe and his coadjutors, so that the for

mer may be as confidently considered true, as

the latter must be pronounced false?

In answer to this question, I observe in the

first place, there was no worldly or selfish end

to be accomplished by the miracles of Jesus

Christ. It is not even pretended that he ever

sought to aggrandize himself, or any party

with which he stood connected. No remune-

ration of any kind was either asked or offered;

there was a certain dignity in his person and

actions which prevented the possibility of such

a profane proposal: our minds revolt at the

very thought. In every exertion of his power,

we behold free and glorious mercy. There is

an ineffable benevolence and grace in all his

works of wonder, which it seems impossible

not to admire, and vvhich, by a kind of mira-

cle in inspiration, his biographers have simply

narrated and not extolled.

He was born free from the wealth and
grandeur of this world; he lived separate and

apart from the one and the other. " The
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have

nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to

lay his head." He died in poverty and desti-

tution. His relatives and his apostles derived

no temporal advantage from their connection

with him. There was either no object to

be accomplished by his miraculous energy, or

one pure of the breath of this world's contami-

nation.

{To be continued.)

FOJl THE FRIEND.

IIICKSITE EPISTLE.
" An Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of

Friends held in Philadelphia, by adjournments

from the 13th of the Fourth month to the 18th

of the same, inclusive, 1829, to the members
of the religious Society of Friends on the con-

tinent of America and elsewhere. Philadel-

phia. C. Alexander, Printer."

A pamphlet of eleven pages, bearing this

imposing title, has recently been put into our

hands. It is a very common place document,

inferior in point of literary merit to any that

have preceded it, though about on a par witlv

most of them as respects the truth and can-

dour of its statements. It is scarcely worthy

of serious comment; and were it not for the

misrepresentations which it contains, we should

have suffered it to descend into merited obli-

vion. In describing the marks by which " the

Society of Friends, as a body of Christians,

have been distinguished," the epistle says,

" They have ever held the Scriptures of truth

in high estimation, enjoined the frequent peru-

sal of them in their families, and appealed to

them in confirmation of their doctrines. And
we are fully convinced, that it is only as we
adhere to these principles, and illustrate them
in our lives and conduct, that we can assert a

just claim either to the name or character of

the Society of Friends."—p. 4.

If the " claim to the name and character of

the Society of Friends," set up by the separa-

tists, be tried by this rule, we shall have no dif-

ficulty in determining that it is not "just."

Next to the authorized and official doctrinal

writings of a religious society, the most fair

and certain method of ascertaining the real

nature of their principles, is from the preach-

ing of their approved and accredited ministers,

men or women, whom the united voice of the

Society has elevated to the responsible station

of public preachers of the faith of their church.

Elias Hicks not only exercises the functions of

this office among the separatists, but is, in

truth, the very founder of the sect, and from

whom they derive the name of Hicksites. In ad-

dition to these facts, he attended the Hicksite

meeting of the fourth month, 1828, preached

his peculiar notions among them, and, in re-

turn, received a minute officially declaring

their satisfaction with his company and ser-

vices. The identity of his doctrines with tlioge

of the new sect is, therefore, conclusively de-

monstrated. From the printed sermons of

Elias Hicks, acknowledged by him to be cor-

rect, and preached while out from home with

credentials expressive of the unity and concur-

rence of his adherents, we shall quote a few

passages, showing that " they do not hold the

Scriptures of truth in high estimation," but,

on the contrary, represent them as being so

questionable in their details, and so dangerous,

and even pernicious in their tendency, as not

only to make them unfit to be " frequently pe-

rused in families," but also to render an ap-

peal to them " in confirmation of their doc-

trines," totally useless. If we succeed in esta-

blishing these points, and we are confident

that we shall do so in the estimation of all un-

prejudiced persons, it will follow, that the new
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Sect have no "just claim either to the name or

character of the Society of Friends."

In a sermon pubhshed at Wihnington, Dela-

ware, Elias Hicks says, " The Scriptures can-

not be evidence for themselves no more than

men. The tohole truth of them depends upon

the Spirit of truth that inspired the men who
were under its influence when they wrote

them. And here we see the way that these

Scriptures do so much mischief in the world.

It all rises from men trying to interpret them,

for they all interpret them wrong when they

undertake to do it in their own way. The in-

spired part is beyond the power of all mortals

to interpret; we must come to the Spirit, for

that is the only thing that can interpret them

for us."

—

Quaker, vol. iv. p. 47, 48.

In his discourse at Stanton, he declares,

" And hence it is of great importance to us

who read the Scriptures, that we understand

them rightly, or otherwise they will do us

abundantly more harm than good. There
great danger of being wrongly directed by

them, and it is fatal oftentimes."—Ibid, page

76.
" And it would seem manifest to every mind

that, if we would believe as we ought, the

knowledge of that book, called the Scriptures,

cannot be any thing necessary." Sermon at

Little Creek."—/Jjrf. p. 116.

" And need we go to the Bible to learn those

lessons I have mentioned ? No, my friends."

" All these necessary truths we find in all na-

tions where the Bible has never been seen."

Darby Sermon. Ibid. p. 132.

" You know there are a great many other

things held up by the professors of religion,

which are entirely non-essential in relation to

our salvation, and those are all stumbling-

blochs. And perhaps there is not a greater

one than the Scriptures, called the Bible, or

the Old and New Testaments bound up in a

book. These Scriptures are nothing but

writings, and therefore they are nothing but

the effect of a cause—they are not the cause

which can save men, but they are the mere

effect of that cause, pointing us to that cause.

They were written by inspired men a great

while ago, and they are nothing but a history."

Ibid.—p. 138.

Trenton Sermon. " It is of great import-

ance that we understand the Scriptures right-

ly ; for, if we do not, they will do us a world

of harm. For they are the greatest e.\-

GINE TO DO us HIIUT OF ANY IN THE WORLD.

though children of men place so much confi-

dence and faith in them." p. 220, 221.

" And are we not thus shown, that all the

reading of the Scriptures^ the prophets and the

law, kept them in darkness, and divided the

hraelites as it now divides the Christians ?"

p. 238.

A periodical publication called the Berean.

conducted for several years by the Hicksites,

has been so fully and repeatedly acknowledged

by them, as almost to claim the character of

an official paper. Abraham Lower, in n

monthly meeting held at Green-street, dc

clared it to be "one of the best works of

the present day," and that " it would be a

standard work for ages to come." It was
generally subscribed for by the new sect, and
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on good grounds believed to be principally

conducted by Dr. William Gibbons and Ben-

jamin Ferris of Wilmington. The former was

clerk to the first general meeting of the Hicks-

ites, and the latter is now clerk to their yearly

meeting, and signs the epistle under review.

Its pages may therefore justly be considered as

speaking the genuine sentiments of the initi-

ated among the separatists.

In the second volume, page 211 of this work,

we find the following : " Neither are the Scrip

tares a divine revelation to us, but a history

only of what was revealed to others." '• In

vain does any man quote the Scriptures as

thority for his opinions ; for if they have not

been immediately revealed to his own mind by

the Holy Spirit, they deserve no better name,

as it respects him, than speculations." Again
" The author [a Friend] refers to the Scrip-

tures, as to a divine revelation. There cannot,

perhaps, be a greater abuse of terms than this ;

NEVER 7cas counsel more darkened by words

without knowledge."

—

lb. p. 212.

Such are the sentiments of the leading mem-
bers of the Society of Hicksites respecting the

holy Scriptures ; and we fearlessly appeal to

every man who is blessed with a moderate por-

tion of common sense, and whose judgment is

unprejudiced by party spirit, to say whether

these extracts do not prove, in the most con-

clusive manner, that the Hicksites do not

hold the Scriptures of truth in high estima-

tion," but shamefully abuse and belie them
;

denying them to be a divine revelation, calling

them nothing but a history—a mere history of

what was revealed to others, a thing not ne-

cessary—that there is great danger of beins

wrongly directed by them, and that it is fatal

oftentimes—that there is not a greater stum

bling block than the Bible—that the reading of

the Scriptures kept the Israelites in darkness

and divided them, as it now divides Christians

—that there cannot be a greater abuse of terms

than to refer to them as to a divine revelation

—that counsel was never more darkened by

words without knowledge than in this way—
and that it is in vain to quote them as autho-

rity for opinions ;—in a word, that they are the

greatest engine to do us hurt of any in the

world.

Now, to apply the text : if the Society of

Friends " have ever held the Scriptures in high

estimation, enjoined the frequent perusal of

them in their families, and appealed to them in

confirmation of their doctrines," and if " it is

only as we adhere to these principles and illus-

trate them in our lives and conduct that we can

assert a just claim either to the name or cha-

racter of the Society ofFriends," all which the

Hicksites have officially declared and published

to the world in the epistle under review, it fol-

lows incontrovertibly, that they have no " just

claim either to the name or character of the

Society of Friends ;" and in assuming this

" name and character," they stand convicted,

by their own acts and confessions, of injustice

and eftiontery highly disgraceful to any people.

{To be continued.)

A SERIOUS EXPOSXrLATION
n'ilh Ihefollowers of Elias Hicks, called by tht

Prefer the aged, the virtuous, and the know-
ing: and choose those that excel for your com
pany and friendship; but despise not others.

Venn.

loleranls.parlicuiarty addressed to those who Uiewith-

in the limits of Springborough monthly meeling, and
to all others of them, wherever located, inviting them,

for the sake of ihe salvation of their souls, and their

eternal peace, timely, soberly, and without prejudice,

and earnestly too, to consider ihe principles and
practices they are advocatiiig, and whether they are

not thereby rejecting the only means of salvation pro-

vided by a merciful Creatorfor ihe redemption of his

fallen creature, tnati.

You, to whom this expostulation is address-

ed, or some of you at least, may perhaps be

ready to say, " we do not want the author's as-

sistance to help us to judge in these matters

—

we are satisfied with our own judgment."

I do not pretend to assist ; I only entreat you

to hear what I have to say, patiently ; especi-

ally as you know that I have no other way left

me now, to ease a burthened mind, that tra-

vails often on your behalf, and for your escape

from every wrong and polluted thing. Could

I have felt peace by omitting this, I had not

craved even your hearing of it ; but time is

rapidly passing over our heads, and it appears

to me, that if I do not use the present op-

portunity, it is probable I may not have an-

other, as my restoration again to health is very

doubtful with me.
When niy mind is covered with a sense of

the motives which constrain me thus to address

you, I feel as though you could not forbear

calmly to hear me. However I differ from

you in respect to many points of the doctrines

and discipline of the church of Christ, yet I

feel you, as well as myself, objects of the uni-

versal love of an Almighty Parent, equally

precious in his divine sight. Under these

serious considerations, and in a measure of

that love which is universal, and which desires

the salvation of all mankind, I address you.

No sinister—no interested views prompt me to

this course. I seek not any thing of yours, but

your eternal well-being herein, and my own
soul's peace.

That man has certainly fallen from that state

of pristine purity in which he was created, is

evident to my mind, from the single consider-

ation, that as God is supremely good, so no

creature that he formed could be otherwise

than good, since supreme goodness created

it ; and this idea is corroborated by the lan-

guage of the inspired Moses : "And God saw

every thing that he made, and, behold, it teas

very good," Gen. i. 31. and that this fallen

state has arisen from man's transgression of

the commands of his Creator. As man was
created an intelligent being, so was he also

created a free agent. The image of divine

purity was stamped upon our first parents
;

and the power of accepting and choosing what

was good, and of refusing and rejecting that

which was evil, were the necessary appendages

of free agency. By the transgression of our

first parents their progeny have sustained loss.

A proneness to sin, and an aversion to submit

to the denial of selfish and animal gratification,

are among the wounds Adain gave us in his

fall ; and this view of the subject is by no

means connected with the false notion of ori-

ginal sin being imputed to infants, until they

commit sin. Being by nature, therefore, dis-

posed to disobey the divine commands, " we
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all have sinned, and come short of the glory of

God ;

" Rom. iii. 23. and thereby become
obnoxious to the just judgments of an oflend-

ed Creator for our unrighteousness. But our

gracious Creator, who is merciful and long-

suffering, as well as just, hath pitied the lost

and undone condition of his creature, and pro-

vided a way for his escape from the penalty

justly due to his transgressions; a means where-

by mankind are put into a capacity for salvation

upon sincere repentance, and by due obedience

with perfect faith, walking according to the

dictates of that means, the power of, proneness

to, and habits of sin may be finally destroyed

in us, and mankind become holy, pure, and ac-

ceptable in the Divine sight. That means is

tlie offer of salvation through Jesus of Naza-

reth, the Son and sent of God, the Eternal

Word; who is one with the Father, and who is

both perfect man and eternal God. 1 John iv. 9.

John i. 1. and x. 30. And that this means is

as universal as the seed of sin ; for, according

to the declaration of the apostle, ' as by

the offence of one, judgment came upon all

men to condemnation; even so, by the righteous-

ness of one, the free gift came upon all men
unto justification of life." Rom. v. 18.

Man being only a created being, and having,

by wilful disobedience to the commands of his

Creator, become an object of eternal ven-

geance, had no claim on him for a means of

retribution. Yet, since in mercy the '• free

gift" was offered to his acceptance, whereby
he might escape that vengeance, so it became
man's duty, humbly and gratefully to receive

the offer, and improve it to his advantage. He
has not the shadow of a right to suppose that

some other mode might have been given, less

restrictive and probationary; and if any dare

thus suppose, they are presumptuous and re-

fractory.

These positions, I hope, will be readily ad-

mitted by you, because they are consistent, both

with the knowledge of our own hearts, and
with Holy Scripture, in which it is declared,

that " the heart is deceitful above all things and

desperately wicked : who can know it ?"' Jer.

xvii. 9. And the apostle Paul, viewing our

depraved condition by nature, says :
" There

is none righteous, no, not one: there is none that

understandeth, there is none thatseeketh after

God. They are all gone out of the way, they

are together become unprofitable ; there is

none that doeth good, no. not one. Their

throat is an open sepulchre ; with their tongues

they have used deceit : the poison of asps is

under their lips : whose mouth is full of cursing

and bitterness : their feet are swift to shed

blood : destruction and misery are in their

ways : and the way of peace have they not

known : there is no fear of God before their

eyes." Rom. iii. 10 to 18. And the same
apostle, being very sensible of the necessity of

some redeemer and deliverer, exclaimed. " O
wretched man that I am 1 who shall deliver me
from the body of this death ?" Rom. vii. CI.

It is hence certain, that man can no more be

restored to favour and acceptance with his Ma
ker, but by accepting and putting in execution

the plan of redemption, as described and point-

ed out in the New Testament. And that there

is no other plan or way by which we can find

acceptance, is clear from the declarations of

our blessed Lord himself: " Jesus saith unto

him, 1 am the way, and the truth, and the life:

no man cometh unto the Father, but by me."
John xiv. G. "Verily, verily, I say unto you,

he that entereth not by the door into the

shecpfold, but climbeth up some other way,

the same is a thief and a robber. But he that

entereth in by the door is the shepherd of the

sheep. To him the porter openeth; and the

sheep hear his voice: and he calleth his own
heep by name, and leadeth them out.

And when he putteth forth his own sheep, he

goeth before them, and the sheep follow him:

for they know his voice. And a stranger will

they not follow, but will flee from him; for

they know not the voice of strangers." " Then
said Jesus unto them again, verily, verily, I

y unto you, I am the door of the sheep; and

all that ever came before me are thieves and

robbers; but the sheep did not hear them. /

the door; by me if any man enter in. he

shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and

find pasture. The thief cometh not, but for to

steal, and to kill, and to destroy; I am come
that they might have life, and that they might

have it more abundantly. I am the good shep-

herd; the shepherd giveth his life for the sheep."

John X. 1 to 5, and 7 to 11.

Seeing then that Jesus Christ, our blessed

Lord and Saviour, hath positively declared,

hat he is the only way, the truth, and the life;

and that 'no man,' mark, I entreat you, no man
cometh to the Father but by him ; and further,

that he, who entereth not into the sheepfold

by the door, but attempteth to climb up some
other way, that the same is a thief and a rob-

ber; and that this door, he also declares him-

self to be, by whom, if any man enter in, he

shallbc saved., and shall go in and out, and find

pasture. Are we not all then deeply interest-

ed in knowing whether we are sincerely,

faithfully, perseveringly, and humbly endeavour-

ing to enter by this door? to come to the Fa-

ther by him, by whom alone we can come to

him? that we may be saved, may go in and out,

and find that pasture in which alone the soul

can obtain saving food?—And when we consi-

der that the sheep of his fold know his voice;

and a stranger they will not follow, because

they knoie not the voice ofstrangers; this subject

becomes more deeply interesting to us, I con-

ceive. For from these declarations there are

strangers; the thieves, and the robbers; and is

it not of the greatest moment to us to be fa-

voured with that knowledge which alone can

enable us to distinguish the voice of the true

Shepherd from that of the stranger, the thief,

and the robber? A mistake in this respect

jeopardizes the salvation of our immortal

souls. Be invited, then, I entreat you, in

love to your souls, timely, soberly, without

prejudice, and earnestly too, to a careful in-

vestigation of the principles you are advocating

and those recorded in the Holy Scriptures

Unless you are building upon that foundation

which is laid, the foundation of the prophets,

apostles, and primitive believers, your work
cannot abide the day that shall declare it;

"For other foundation can no man lay than

that is laid, which is Jesus Christ. Now
any man build upon this foundation gold, si

ver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble; eve-

ry man's work shall be made manifest; for the

day shall declare it, because it shall bo reveal-

ed by fire, and the fire shall try every man's

work of what sort it is. If any man's work
abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall

receive a reward. If any man's work be

burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall

be saved; yet so as by fire."—1 Cor. iii. 11 to

15. From the statement of the apostle, it

also appears, that though we may be profess-

ing to build upon this sure foundation, we
may build in a manner comparable to climb-

ing into the sheepfold some other way than by

the door; and if we should be so unhappily

mistaken as to build with a notional and spe-

culative belief comparable to the wood, the

hay, the stubble, we shall, agreeable to his de-

claration, suffer loss; for such v.'ill not abide

the fire of the Lord's displeasure, in the day

when our works shall be manifest of what sort

they are; and since it is possible that man, even

after suffering this loss, may be saved, patient-

tly submit to investigate this all important mat-

ter. The apostle Peter, who knew what it

was to obtain saving grace, and to be purified

thereby so as to become acceptable in the

sight of his divine Master, under a sense of the

greatness of the favour, says, "And if the

righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the

ungodly and the sinner appear?" 1 Peter

iv. 18.

As I feel earnestly engaged in a measure of

pure love, to invite you to this investigation,

that you may not, while thinking you are safe,

miss of salvation ; so I entreat you timely to

make this investigation. We are, none of us

sure that the light of another day, will find us

favoured with health and life; the midnight cry

may suddenly sound in our ears, "—Behold

the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet

him." Oh! then, if you have been slumbering

and sleeping the sleep of death unto the right-

eous life, no oil will be in your vessels, you

will be unprepared to meet him; awful consi-

deration!—Where will the sinner and ungodly

appear, when the righteous are scarcely saved?

And, oh! I entreat you, to let your investiga-

tion be made soberly and without prejudice.

Soberly, because an intemperate zeal is some-

thing like a phrensy of the mind, that darkens

the understanding, and distorts the appearance

of things; rendering us thereby incapable of

receiving instruction from our blessed Lord,

from whom alone, by waiting in humility and

self-abasedness, and in the silence of all that

is fleshly, can we obtain certain knowledge of

the right way to accomplish the great work
of regeneration.—And endeavour to make
your investigation without prejudice. Preju-

dice is a bias of the judgment in favour of

an opinion that is either right or wrong. Is it

not then highly important that you, that all

mankind should therefore endeavour, at all

times, to stand open to the convictions of truth?

For we are disposed in some degree to be the

creatures of prejudice. We may indulge in

a certain train of erroneous reflections on a

subject, and reason so plausibly thereupon to

our own minds, as to become prejudiced m
favour thereof; and from esteem for those who
perhaps have been worthy of it, we may have
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prejudices infused into our minds almost in-

sensibly, but nevertheless much to our disad-

vantage; especially if such prejudices are at

variance with the gospel. Bear patiently with

me, I entreat you. Let me again remind you
of the motives which have constrained me thus

to address you. Could I, as I have before

mentioned, have felt peace of mind in omitting

thus to expostulate with you, I had not craved

your hearing of it: therefore, bear patiently

with me, I again entreat you, while I endea-

vour to ease a mind that feels an earnest con-

cern in your eternal well-being.

It is needful also for you, and for all man-
kind, to be earnest in this momentous work.

If an earnest concern is not ours, if we are

easy and unconcerned, we are in the situation

of the Church of Laodicea, to the angel of

which John in the Revelations, was comman-
ded to write: "I know thy woiks, that thou

art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert

cold or hot. So then because thou art luke-

warm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue

thee out of my mouth. Because thou sayest, I

am rich, and increased with goods, and have

need of nothing; and knowest not that thou

art wretched and miserable, and poor, and

blind, and naked; I counsel thee to buy ofme
gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich,

and white raiment, that thou mayest be cloth-

ed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do

not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eye-

salve, that thou mayest see. As many as I

love, I rebuke and chasten: be zealous there-

fore, and repent. Behold, I stand at the

door and knock: if any man hear my voice,

and open the door, I will come in to him, and
will sup with him, and he with me." Rev. iii.

15 to 20. Be, therefore, earnest in this most
essential of engagements, I beseech you, that

if you should have mistook the increase of your

own goods for the ^old tried in the fire, accept

the gracious counsel so freely ofJered, that you

may be rich; be clothed with that raiment

which has been washed and made white in the

blood of the Lamb; Rev. vii. 13 and 14. and

having your eyes, the eyes of your souls, anoin

ted by the great Physician, you will be enabled

to distinguish between truth and error. And
if you humbly submit to the rebuking and chas-

tening of the Lord, being zealous in his work
and sincerely repenting of all that should be

repented of; hearkening for the knocks of

your dear Redeemer at the door of your

hearts, humbly desiring to hear his voice that

you may open unto him, and be blessed with

his presence; your soul will be satisfied with

good, will be fed from the Lord's table. Oh!
slight not these gracious invitations! How
can any, I am ready to say, forbear to come!
Forlorn and undone creatures as we are by

nature, yet the offers of grace are thus most
tenderly and invitingly held forth to us, to re-

deem us, and to purify us from all evil. And
can any withhold? Awful must their condi-

tion be!

You approbate the printed and oral discour-

ses of Elias Hicks, and the publication called

the Berean. From the latter work, and from
the book of sermons, commonly called the

Philadelphia Sermons, I intend to make some
quotations; and to contrast the sentiments they

contain with the declarations of the Holy Scrip-

tures and with some extracts from George Fox's

Journal, and Robert Barclay's Apology: books

to which you can all have access, and there-

fore can examine for yourselves at your leisure.

Bear with me in this part of my concern pa-

tiently, sufler no unpleasant feeling towards

me, or the views I take of these things, to dis-

turb your minds. Why should you ? If Elias

Hicks and the writers in the Berean are not

wrong; whatever I may write will not injure

the truth; and if they are wrong, those who ap-

probate their sentiments, had need consider the

serious consequences that must follow an ap-

probation of error. Therefore, I conceive

every view that can be taken of this subject,

demands your patient hearing of me. I beg

you to take this paper, examine carefully the

extracts which I may make from Elias Hicks'

Sermons and the Berean; and those from the

scriptures. Fox, and Barclay. You will then

see whether I have done any violence to the

prejudice of any of these writings, by giving

wrong quotations, either by changing a word
or words in any sentence, or leaving any out.

I have not intended to do so by any means.

My desire is to know the truth and to be de-

livered from error; and I feel that this is my
sincere desire for you; again therefore, I beg

of you to bear patiently with me. The inves-

tigation I am thus interceding with you to

make, is not for my benefit, you alone are to be

benefited by it. Correct principles will ne-

ver be lessened in our estimation by frequent

investigation. It is one of the excellences of

truth, (if I may be allowed the expression,) to

appear more excellent to those who love it, the

more frequently we may try and prqve it.

In the first place then, on the subject of the

Holy Scriptures, Elias Hicks says :
" How is

this mystery Babylon built ? It is built of the

best external materials ; the best of all letter

that ever was written on earth, and after all it

is nothing but letter. It is that which the

wisdom of man hath devised, and which he

can work in for the sake of his own aggran-

disement. They are striving to build up
something like the great city formerly ; that

they who build it may have something to

boast of. Is not this great Babylon, that we
have built, by our own wisdom, and by our

own power ? These materials they have at

their own command ; the letter of the Scrip-

tures, from which they can take every thing

that is suitable for the deceivings of Anti-

christ, to deceive the people," &.c. Phil.

Serm. p. 95.

" We find that, although these things are so

plainly written in the book which we call the

Bible, yet we feel and know, certainly, that

there is no power in it to enable us to put in

practice, what is therein written. One would
suppose that to a rational mind, the hearing

and reading of the instructive parables of

Jesus, would have a tendency to reform, and
turn men about to truth, and lead them on in

it. But they have no such effect," ifcc. Ibid,

p. 129.

(To be continued.)

Avoid questions and strife: it shows a busy

and contentious disposition.

—

Penn.

TSaX: FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH, 30, 1829.

From accounts which have been received,

it appears that the yearly meeting of Virginia

was satisfactorily held at the usual time in the

present month. This occasion afforded another
opportunity for that meeting to show its entire

disunity with the followers of Ehas Hicks and
their separate associations. The Hicksite

yearly meeting of Baltimore had addressed to

Virginia yearly meeting an epistle; and accord-
ing to a standing rule of the latter, it was ne-

cessary to refer it to a committee for examina-
tion. It was, therefore, referred to the repre-

sentatives, who reported that it was from a
meeting of Hicksites, and, of course, unsuit-

able to be read in the yearly meeting. The
eport was unanimously concurred with, and
the paper ordered to be returned to those

from whom it came.
It is cause of satisfaction to learn, that al-

though the number of Friends composing Vir-

ginia yearly meeting is small, yet, with scarce-

ly an exception, they appear to be of one ac-

cord in their adherence to the ancient faith of

the Society of Friends, and in their testi-

mony against the disorderly proceedings of
Elias Hicks and his partisans.

To the article on miracles, the publication

of which is commenced in our present num-
ber, and which we copy from Littell's Religi-

ous Magazine, we are solicitous to invite the

close attention of our readers. Even with those
best furnished with the means of repelling the

arts of sophistry, and most thoroughly ground-
ed in the faith and doctrines of Christianity,

any accession to their resources of defence,
against either open or insidious attack, cannot
be a matter of indifference; but it is especially

an object of desire, that the junior ranks of our
religious Society, be induced to apply the vi-

gour of their understandings, in the investiga-

tion of the evidences in support of our holy re-

ligion; not for mere purpose of speculation,

but in the meekness and docility of children,
" craving the 'sincere milk of the word," that

they may not only be prepared when asked, to

render a reason for the hope that is in them,
but without embarrassment or dismay, to meet
every exigency to which, in this day of liber-

tinism, they may be exposed. The article

under consideration, is, in our estimation,

among the very best we have seen on similar

topics; clear, forcible, and comprehensive, it
"

may be esteemed an admirable specimen of
acuteness and address in argument ; while, in

respect to style, it has all the attractive grace
which belongs to our most polished and popu-
lar essayists.

The late numbers of Bates's Miscel. Repos.
contain an estimate of the relative numbers of
Friends and Hicksites in Ohio. We had in-

tended to give a summary of it to-day. It

may be expected in our next.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE & CO.
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ME310RIAE

To the honourable' the President and Members of the

Senate of ike State of Georgia.

The memorial of Robert Campbell, a resi-

dent of Savannah, and a citizen of the state

aforesaid, respectfully represents

—

That your memorialist has read and reflect-

ed witli deep solicitude and concern upon the

report made to the honourable the senate of

this state, in December last, claiming the ab-

solute jurisdiction over, and right of the state

to tlie lands at present in possession of the

Cherokee Indians, within the boundaries of

this state ; boundaries which were established,

or rather named by ourselves, without tlieir

consent or concurrence.

Your memorialist feels it to be his duty, and

he knows it to be his privilege, to approach

your honourable body, in the language of re-

spectful remonstrance, against a measure
fraught with so much impohcy, injustice, and

disgrace, and violative of our solemn engage-

ments with that brave but unfortunate people

—especially, and most unfortunate heretofore,

in the high but false opinion which they enter-

tained for our race, and in their reliance on,

and faith in our representations and promises.

In the performance of this duty, your me-
morialist will trespass as little as possible

upon your time, but the subject requires to be

viewed in so many aspects, all illustrating

each other, that at the outset he desires to be-

speak your indulgence for a patient hearing.

Should he pass those barriers usually prescrib-

ed to memorialists, which he will endeavour

not to do, he begs you to believe that it will

proceed from no want of respect for your

honourable body, and to overlook any such ir-

regularity for the sake of the important ob-

jects for which he comes before you.'

When first the restlessness and cupidity of

the European race brought them to these

shores, they found the red man lord and sole

possessor of the soil ; they found him just and
kind, confiding and generous

—

''^•"He fancied the pale-faced men were gods,
'' Nor dreamt their secret aim was theft and cruelty."

Columbus relates in his first voyage, when

his vessel was a wreck, and he was deserted

by a part of his own crew, that an Indian

chief, upon hearing the information, " shed

tears, and despatched all the people of tl

town w^ith large canoes to unload the ship
;

with their assistance the decks were cleared

in a very short time. From time to time he

sent his relations to the admiral, consoling

him, and entreating him not to be afflicted at

his loss, for he would oive him all he had :"

and Columbus further adds, " they are a very

loving race, and without covetousness."

Such was the character of the American
Indian in 1492, and the generous and confid-

ing portion of it was found in full vigour by

the first Georgians in 173-3, when they landed

on the bank of the placid and beautiful Sa-

vannah.

It is generally known that the first settlement

of this colony was the result of a benevolent

and charitable disposition entertained by some
Englishmen of humane feelings and easy for-

tunes ; one of whom, James Oglethorpe, un-

dertook its early superintendence.

He came to its shores with the king's char-

ter of 1732, which is now termed " the charter

of the state ;" but as it only authorized him to

occupy t/ie uninhahited lands, and as he found

the country pre-occupied by the Indians to the

very threshold, he lost no time, as the histo-

rian relates, in treating viith the natives for a

share q/" their possessions.

To induce them the more readily to grant

his request, he represented to them, among
other tilings, " the many advantages that

would accrue to the Indians in general, from

a connection and friendship with them, (the

English,) and as they had plenty of lands, he

hoped they would freely resign a share of

them to his people, who icere come to settle

among them, for their benefit and instruction.

After delivering some presents which were
then considered as a necessary preliminary to

a treaty of peace and friendship, an agreement
was entered into, by which Oglethorpe ob-

tained a title to the ground that the city of

Savannah now stands upon, with some of the

adjacent country.

The fourth article of the treaty made under
these artful but delusive representations, has

the following words :

—

We, the head men of the Coweta and
Cuseta towns, in behalf of all the lower Creek
nation, being firmly persuaded that he who
lives in heaven, and is the occasion of all good
things, has moved the hearts of the trustees to

send their beloved men among us, for the good
f our wives and children, and to instruct us

nd them in what is straight, do therefore de-

clare tliat we are glad that their people are

come here; and though this land belongs to us.

fthe lower Creeks.) yet we, that we may be
instructed by them, do consent and agree, that
they shall make use of, and possess those lands,
which our nation hath not occasion to use."
At a congress of all the chiefs and warriors

of the lower Creek nation, held at Coweta in

1739, the treaty of 1733 was declared in full

force; and certain metes and bounds of a con-
siderable country described, as defining the
territory in and over which these Indians were
sole proprietors. Their right and title to this

territory is declared in terms, of which, for
strength and energy, we have few e.xamples.
They assert that this country " doth by an-

cient right belong to the Creek nation, who
have maintained possession of the said right

against all opposers by war, and can show the
heaps of bones of their enemies slain by them
in defence of the said lands."

In 1773, at a congress held at Augusta, Sir
James Wright, and the Hon. John Stewart,
acting as commissioners on behalf of the king,
the Cherokee Indians ceded a valuable district

ofcountry/or the purpose ofpaying their debts;

a measure which may possibly be considered
by some as one of the strongest instances that

can be produced of their being at that period
much below the standard of civilization.

In 1783, a treaty and covenant was made at

Augusta, by governor Lyman Hall, general
John Tweggs, colonel Ehjah Clark, colonel
William Few, the hon. Edward Telfair, and
general Samuel Elbert, on the part of the state

of Georgia, (then stated by this instrument to

be in the seventh year of i(s independence,)
and the " head men, warriors and chiefs of
the hordes or tribes of Cherokee Indians, in

behalf of the said nation." By this treaty and
covenant, peace between the state of Georgia
and that nation was established ; and a con-
siderable district of country ceded. In 1785
a treaty was concluded at Hopewell, between
the United States of America, and the Chero-
kee Indians, by which peace was made, and
boundaries between them defined. From this

I extract the third and twelfth articles.

" Art. 3. The said Indians, for them-

selves and their respective tribes and towns,

do acknowledge all the Cherokees to be under
the protection of the United States of Ameri-
ca, and of no other sovereign whatsoever."

Akt. 12. That the Indians rnay have

full confidence in the justice of the United

States, respecting their interests, they shall

have the right to send a deputy of their

choice, whenever they think fit, to Congress."

In 1787, the United States formed their pre-

sent admirable constitution ; which Georgia
" assented, ratified, and adopted, fully and
entirely ," on the 2d of January, 1788.

This constitution declares that congress
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shall have power " to regulate commerce with

the Indian tribes." That " the president shall

have power by and with the advice and con-

sent of the senate, to make treaties, provided

two-thirds of the senators present concur;"

and that " all treaties made or which shall be

made, under the authority of the United States,

shall be the supreme law of the land, and the

judges in every state shall be bound thereby;

any thing in the constitution or laws of any

state to the contrary notwithstanding."

Under this constitution, on the 2d day of

July, 1791, a treaty of peace and friendship

was made and concluded between " the presi-

dent of the United States of America, on the

part and behalf of the said states, and the un-

dersigned chiefs and warriors of the Cherokee

nation of Indians, on the part and behalf of the

said nation." The two following articles are

quoted from this treaty.

" Akt. 7. The United States solemnly

guarantee to the Cherokee nation, all their

lands not hereby ceded."
" Art. 14. That the Cherokee nation may

be led to a greater degree of civilization, and
to become herdsmen and cultivators instead of

remaining in a state of hunters, the United

States will, from time to time, furnish gratuit-

ously the said nation with useful implements of

iiusbandry; and further to assist the said na-

tion in so desirable a pursuit, and a:t the same
time to establish a certain mode of communi-
cation, the United States will send such and
so many persons to reside in such nation as

they may judge proper, not exceeding four in

number, who shall qualify themselves to act as

interpreters. Those persons shall have land

assigned by the Cherokees for cultivation for

themselves and their successors in office; but

they shall be precluded from exercising any

kind of traffic."

This is known as The Treaty of Hol-
sTEiN, having been signed on the bank of that

river, near the mouth of the French Broad.

The next treaty made by the United States

with the Cherokees, was concluded at Phila-

delphia in 1794.

It recognises that of Hohtcln, as does like-

wise the succeeding one of October, 1798,

signed as it states, " in the council-house near

Tellico, on Cherokee ground."

Thus stood its affairs as regards treaty obli-

gations with the Cherokees, on the 24th of

April, 1002, when the United States and state

of Georgia entered into that agreement with

each other, which I shall here merely term

extraordinary; which has been made the basis

of so much complaint against the general go-

vernment.*
Before victory had yet placed her final

wreath upon the brows of our revolutionary

warriors, the attention of the wisest and most

patriotic statesmen of the country, was attract

ed by the position in which peace would find

several of the states: and this position was well

calculated to awaken the most anxious fears for

its internal tranquillity and future independence

an independence now become inestimably dear

from the sacrifices and sufferings which it had

cost. On the southwest they saw Georgia likely
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to have control over a territory nearly equal to

the combined extent of England, Italy, and the

Netherlands, that support a population of thir-

ty-six millions. Upon the northwest a terri-

tory was likely to be added to Virginia of still

greater extent, which might give her sway over
Friends

more than 240,000 square miles. To a part Adult males

of this latter country, Massachusetts, Connec- Do. females

ticut, and New York had claims, which were Minors

far from being settled or well defined. So

that if the extent of territory had not of itself

created alarm for future independence, here

was a circumstance which threatened to stran-

gle in blood the hopes entertained of their

newly-born country.
(To be continued.)

Summary slalement of the relative number of Friends

and Hicksiles within the limits of Ohio Yearly

Meeting, taken from a more detailed one in Bates's

Miscellaneous Repository, of the Sth and I5th ult.

Redstone Quarterly Meeeting.

Hicksites.

Adult males 82
Do. females 80
Minors 109

Total Total

Sliort Creek (Quarter.

Friends.

Adult males and
females

Minors

By the Georgia politicians
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THE LATE DAVID BUFFUM.
We hear from Newport, Rhode Island, that on the

morning of the 20th ult., David Butfum, a highly re-

spected minister of the Society of Friends, peacefully

departed in the 87th year of his age. His course of

life presents much encouragement to the diligent cul-

tivation of the natural talents, as well as to the faith-

ful occupancy of the spiritual gifts bestowed.

His childhood and youth furnished but scanty

means for the acquirement of literary information.

He was early visited by the humbling influence of

Divine grace, which the powers of his strong mind
and his natural aversion to restraint, disposed

resist. The writer of this article has heard hi

that if in " the day of small things," he had not

yielded to the comparatively minute sacrifices d

manded of him as tests of his obedience, he nev

could have experienced an advancement in a religioi

course. These little things, comparable to the smi

cattle required as offerings under the law, he was at

length enabled, through great self-abasement, to

sign ; and his mind became gradually enlightened

and enlarged in the knowledge of the truth as it is

Jesus. A gift of gospel ministry being committed

him, he was quaUfied to speak encouragingly to

others of what he had himself known, and tasted, and
handled, of the good Word of Life. Hence

listry was sound, clear, and edifying. His cir-

istances and the claims of a large family required

great diligence in business, but after the meridian of
"
fe, he was favoured with leisure to gratify his natu-

ral love of literary pursuits ; and he accumulated

such stores of useful and agreeable information as

dered his conversation very instructive and plea-

sant. His disposition was cheerful ; and he was re-

markably constant and faithful in his friendships,

children of his early friends shared his kindness

and bless his memory. " The memory of the just is

blessed.'''

To the foregoing we are induced to subjoin an-

other testimony to the deceased, being an extract

from a letter addressed to a Friend of this city, writ-

ten by a highly respectable individual also of Rhode
Island, and yet active in usefulness at an age even

more advanced than was that of his venerable coeval

and friend :—
" Much may be said of his useful life, as a good

man; wise as to the best wisdom and the things of

this life ; a loving, tender husband, parent, and

friend ; a sound, pertinent, edifying, and useful minis-

ter of the gospel, whose intiuence and usefulness in

society, civil and religious, was great, and will be

missed in all branches of our meetings ; a careful

man in all business, of which he has passed through

almost all grades, as a merchant, a manufacturer,

mechanic, a farmer; and at last a retirement from all

his labours, preparatory to his last change, in a good

old age, in peace with all men, and I doubt not with

his blessed Lord and Saviour, whose precious cause

it was his delight to support and maintain, and might

say with the apostle, that he had " fought the good

fight and kept the faith," &c. He has been my '

'

mate friend during more than fifty-five years, and 1

feel as one left without the like, though many
friends."

1858

Total except the minors i

Hicksites.

Adult males and ) „„q
females ^

Minors 335*

lies.

Salem Quarterly Meeting.

Friends. I Hicksiles.

Adult males, fe- ) .^g Adult males, fe-
]

males, and minors ^ | males, and minors (

The minors in the statement of this quarterly

meeting not designated ; but allowing one half

would perhaps not vary materially from the truth.

Still Water Quarter.

48G

Friends.



From the .MohMii Lectures,

ON MIRACLES.
(Continuedfrom page 261.)

Secondly, There was a purpose at once

simple and sublime to be eil'ected. His mi-

racles were unquestionably intended to be at-

testations of the truth of the doctrine which he

delivered. The knowledge of this doctrine,

and the certainty of its truth, are of the utmost

consequence to man. It asserts his immortali-

ty, it shows how endless life and blessedness

can be conferred on principles honourable to

the moral government of God; it sheds a pure

and satisfying light over the darkness of the

mind; it supplies, what was infinitely to be de-

sired, a clear view of our relation to the Su-

preme Spirit, and of the prospects of another

state. Now, admitting the doctrine to be true,

its authentication and proof by miracle was of

inexpressible importance; nothing can be ima-

gined more worthy of divine interposition.

The miracles were wrought (if wrought) not

to magnify a saint, not to exalt a sect, not to

bring money to the cofters of priests, but to at-

test and establish life and incorruption, as

brought to light by the gospel.

Thirdly, Tlie doctrine thus attested did not

coincide with the passions and prejudices of

the men to whom it was addressed. It was too

spiritual and refined for a corrupt generation,

whose hearts were set on worldly dominion and

sensual indulgence. It was too general and
diffusive in its character for a people proud of

their own exclusive privileges and peculiar

immunities. It corresponded not with the

hopes and expectations which the Jewish
princes, priests, and rulers, had fondly cherish-

ed. And accordingly we find, that such was
the bitterness of their disappointment, and the

rancour of their malignity, that they rejected

the doctrine, maligned the miracles, and put

the author of them to death.

Such, then, is the character of Him who is

affirmed to have wrought the miracles ; he

could be actuated by no worldly or selfish mo-
tive. There was an end to be effected most
magnificent and glorious, most elevated, pure,

and spiritual, admitting the gospel to be true.

And yet it directly opposed the passions and
prejudices of the people to whom it was imme-
diately addressed. It secured him no eclat ;

it brought him no popularity; it prepared the

way to no honours, civil or ecclesiastical, (and

these are the things wiiich Mr. Hume consi-

ders wonderfully attractive to an excited and
enthusiastic mind); it brought him to the ago-

ny and ignominy of crucifixion.

Thus the character and purpose of Jesus

Christ stand fair and open, cloudless and un-

shadowed. There is no stain upon his glory;

there is no blemish upon his pretensions; there

is nothing to vitiate the man, or cast a doubt

upon his credentials.

Inasmuch, then, as the worker of the mira-

cles is exempt from all possibility of accusa-

tion, let us proceed to examine the miracles

themselves; and,

First, they were original. The primitive

idea of them was in his own mind, as the dis

covery and exhibition of them was by his own
power. Changing water into wine—walking
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upon the billows of the sea—commanding the

tempest—feeding a multitude upon a very small

quantity of provision—giving instantaneous

speech to the dumb, and sight to the blind

—

are acts fair and beautiful to the imagination,

and the very conception of them originated

entirely with the sacred writers.

All the pretended miracles of paganism and
popery are but coarse and awkward imitations

of the miracles of revelation. There is no-

thing narrated in pagan authors worthy the

name of miracle, the primary principle of

which cannot be obviously traced back to the

inspired writings ; and every imposture at-

tempted since the Christian era, has borne
evident resemblance to the original which sug-

gested the idea. Now the counterfeit coin

comes after the true, supposes and implies its

existence and currency; and thus there is a

kind of homage extorted from false miracles to

the value and glory of the true.

Secondly, They were in.^tantaneous, and per-

formed without any instrumentality whatever.

In the case of the water and wine at Cana of
Galilee, had Christ announced his intention,

had he required time, had any magical instru-

ments been introduced, we might have sus-

pected an imposition on the senses, or the skil-

ful application of secondary causes. But it

was done in a moment, in the twinkling of an

eye, and without a word.

" The conscious water saw its God, and blush'd."

When he commanded the tempest, in an in-

stant the wind ceased, the billows sunk to rest

and stillness, and immediately the ship was at

the land whither they went.

Had the people been invited to a particular

place to see the miracles, as in a case of leger-

demain and sleight of hand, it would have been
open to suspicion. But he went about, and in

all places, with the suddenness and ease of di-

vine power, he accomplished the blessed pur-

poses of his mercy and good will. Those who
attended him were accustomed to say, " Let
him speak only, and it shall be done;" "Let
me but touch the hem of his garment, and 1

shall be recovered:" and as many as touched

it were made perfectly whole of whatever dis-

ease they had.

According to his own pleasure, and either

with or without a word, he healed all sick

people that were taken with divers diseases

and torments, and those which were possessed

of devils, and those which were lunatic, and
those which had the palsy. He changed the

elements of nature; he controlled the motions
of the fishes of the sea, and either dispersed

them, or brought them to the net; he revealed

the deepest secrets of human hearts; he raised

the dead; and when he spake and wrought the

miracle, or wrought the miracle without speak-
ing, nothing was to be seen, nothing was to be
felt but a man : the mightiest of his opera--

tions were instantaneous and perfect, yet he
carried not even a rod, like Moses, as the em-
blem of his power or the instrument of his en-

ergy.

There are, indeed, three cases which may
be deemed exceptions to this rule, those of the

deaf man near the sea of Galilee, the blind

man at Jerusalem, and another near Bethsai-
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da. But clay and spittle, the means made use
of in these instances, were more adapted in

their own nature, to extinguish than to restore

sight; and it seems reasonable to suppose that

Christ intended it as an appeal and proof to

the perfect senses of these men, that he was
the person who restored those which were im-
perfect, or created those which never had been
employed. The exceptions, therefore, illus-

trate and establish the rule, unless we choose
to carry the principle still farther, and assert,

that in these three instances he employed
means, which, in their own nature, were in

direct opposition to his kind and beneficent de-

sign.

Thirdly, They were performed in the pre-

sence of numerous and competent witnesses.

At Cana, there was the bridegroom and all his

guests. The leper, who was healed at the

close of the sermon on tlie mount, received his

cure in the presence of the multitude who had
listened to that discourse. The restoration of
the widow's son at Nain, was in the face of all

the mourners and the accompanying crowd,
together with the people who attended Jesus
to hear his sermons and see his works. The
man with the withered arm was healed in the

synagogue before the congregation, and in

the presence of some of the bitterest enemies
of Christ. He had proved the justice, and
piety, and mercy of the cure being performed
on the Sabbath day—" Then said he to the

man, Stretch forth thine hand; and he stretch-

ed it forth, and it was restored whole like the

other." The paralytic was healed in the midst

of a vast concourse of people, and in the face

of Pharisees and scribes. Four thousand men
on one occasion, and five thousand on another,

ate of the bread and fish which magnified and
multiplied as it passed from hand to hand, and
from rank to rank. At the resurrection of
Lazarus, were present the friends and relatives

of the deceased, and many incidental passen-

gers, who, with a malicious motive, reported
it to the Jewish rulers; so that by friends and
by enemies, by the learned and the vulgar, by
the objects of his compassionate power, and
by their relatives and acquaintance in Jerusa-
lem and in all Judea, in towns, and cities, and
villages, for the space of several years, was
the miraculous energy of Jesus Christ seen,

experienced, and attested. It was not, there-

fore, an empty boast, but an incontestable fact

that could not be contravened, which Peter
asserted, when addressing the multitude and
the Sanhedrim, he said, " Jesus of Nazareth,

a man approved of God among you, by mira-

cles, and wonders, and signs, which God did

by him in the midst of you, as ye yourselves

also know."

Fourthly, They were manifestly above all

natural or scientific power. After all the

boasted discoveries of modern times, it is not
even pretended that any one of the works of
Christ can be performed by chemistry, or gal-

vanism, or electricity, or any other art. They
are miracles to this day, in the midst of all that

philosophy can perform, and they will remain
palpably so to the end of the world. To im-
part to a dumb man the power of articulation,

and the knowledge of language at the same
time, to enable him to speak at once plainly
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and intelligently, is a work of God ; it bears

the signature of that hand which framed our

nature in the beginning— it contains a proof

of that omniscience which sees all the secrets

of our being at a glance, and a demonstration

of that energy to which nothing is impossible.

The same remarks will apply to the recovery

of maimed limbs, the instantaneous creation of

new organs in imperfect bodies, the suspension

of the laws of all the elements, and the resur-

rection of the dead. Before this power, science

must confess the impotency and the insignifi-

cance of her achievements: here is a mightier

and a purer splendour which eclipses and ex-

tinguishes the lustre of her beams.

Fifthly, Notwithstanding this high place

which is claimed for them, they were address-

ed to the senses; they were plain and palpable,

and easy to be understood. Here is no pre-

tence of dreams and visions of the night—of

splendid phenomena in the heavens—of the

abstractions and mysteries of intellectual and
metaphysical philosophy. These were matters

which the multitude could not understand, and

to which, therefore, their testimony would be

incompetent and unsatisfactory. I5ut hungry

men upon a mountain, after three days' fast,

could tell whether they had partaken of a full

meal or not. Fishermen were sure and suffi-

cient judges of all that related to fish, and
winds, and waves. The miracles of Christ

were not only obvious to their senses, but ac-

commodated to their profession and iiabits of

life. Nothing is more sensible to us than sick-

ness and health, vigour and emaciation, the

want of limbs and the use of limbs, the absence

or imperfection of any of the organs of the cor-

poreal senses, or the harmonious exercise and

full enjoyment of them all. We are infallibly

certain of the difference between the corpse of

a relative, and the animated, happy, vivacious

object of our afl'ection. In all the cases com-
prehended in this statement, the miracles

were addressed to the senses; misconception

was impossible; the facts were indubitably cer-

tain.

Lastly, they were of great variety and profu-

sion. None of the miracles which Nicodemus
saw are recorded. The apostle John assures

us tliat a very small proportion of the works of

Christ were written in his narrative. And yet,

in the account which is preserved to us, we
find the cure of all manner of sickness and dis-

ease, of every diversity of mental derangement
and distress. There are miracles upon the sea

and the creatures which are in it ; upon the

winds in their tempestuous fury; u])on the ele-

ments, which nourish and support human life:

miracles in the regions of the dead ; upon a

child, whose spirit had just escaped, and whose
fair corpse seemed as if asleep; upon a youth,

whose body was being conveyed to the sepul-

chre after the process of corruption had be-

gun ; and upon a person in maturity, whose

body had already undergone the dishonour and

defilement of the grave; and in all places with

equal ease and dignity, by means and with the

rapidity of a single volition, was the effect pro-

duced.

An attempt has been made to place in com-
parison witli the miracles of Christ, the won-

ders said to have been wrought at the tomb of
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a Jansenist saint, in Paris, during the last cen-

tury. But Dr. Campbell has shown, that more
diseases were induced at the tomb than even

the pretended cures ; that the cases of pre-

tence were few; that in these imposture was

detected ; that they were such as might have

been cured by natural means; that none were
instantaneous ; that the use of medicines was
not discontinued ; that the pretended cures

were incomplete and temporary, for the dis-

eases returned. To all these, the miracles of

Christ present a striking and glorious contrast

so far from bringing discredit on the works of

our Redeemer, they serve more fully to exhibit

their splendour and certainty.

Thus we have seen that Jesus Christ could

be actuated by no worldly end; that to attest

his doctrine was of the highest consequence to

the interests of mankind, while that doctrine

stood opposed to the strongest passions and
prejudices of the Jews. He appears, there-

fore, fair and unimpeached in his own person.

His miracles were original, instantaneous, per-

formed in the presence of numerous and com-
petent witnesses; they were manifestly above

all natural power; yet they were sensible, and

such as could not be mistaken or misunder-

stood; and they were of great number and va-

riety. The conclusion is most rational and
satisfactory, " No man can do these miracles

which thou doest, except God be with him."

I envy not the man who has no perception

of tiic charm and beauty, as well as the majesty

and power of the works of Christ. I confess

that whenever I meet a funeral procession, and
look upon the countenance of the mother, who
can always be distinguished by her expression

of anguish, or by her tears, I feel that, to stop

the bier, and restore the son to the maternal

bosom, is ineffably sublime in mercy. The
finest sympathies of my nature are awakened
at the idea, and I cannot but feel that this is

a work worthy not merely of a prophet sent

from God, but of incarnate Deity himself. It

would be easy to illustrate this at large by a

reference to particular cases.

(To be continued.)

A SERIOrS EXPOSTUL.4TIO\, &C.
{Continuedfrom page 264.)

" But here we see that the people have

been depending upon the letter. Oh ! what
mischief has this done in Christendom 1 What
dreadful work has it made among the children

of men I It proves itself what it is ; that it is

nothing but a history of passing events, which

occurred eighteen hundred years ago, a great

portion of which may be true ; a great deal

was the immediate experience of the servants

of the Lord, and opened to them by his re-

vealing spirit,—which they have written.

But, look back at Christendom, at its rise.

Here we see Jesus calling them to an account

for attending to the Scriptures ; and we see in

a short time after, that by application to these

books, contention entered and divided Christ-

ian professors. They were divided by the

letter, for it is the letter that kills ; it is the

letter that divides in Christendom. This is

plain to every rational mind. It is as clear

as the sun at noon-day. It has divided into

hundreds of sects, all fixing their foundation

upon this literal book, as though it were a suf-

ficient rule. And so long as it is considered

so, there may be hundreds and thousands, for

every one can put on a new construction, and
give it a different interpretation. There never
was any thing made more a nose of wax of,

than the Bible : and it is the most mischiev-

oug thing, when held up above what it is."

lb. p. 315.

In the Berean, it is asserted :
" In vain

does any man quote the Scriptures as authori-

ty for his opinions ; for if they have not been
immediately revealed to his own mind by the

Holy Spirit, they deserve no better name as

it respects him, than speculations." Vol. ii-

211.
" Those revelations were for other times

and other states, and not for us. They belong

to those to whom they -were immediately

revealed. And that, and only that, which is

immediately revealed to us, belongs in like

manner to us, and to us only." lb, p. 212.
" Now the revelations respecting^ the nature

of God, which were made to the Israelites, are

true when viewed as in connection with, anti

as having relation to their spiritual condition;

but to any other state, they are not traej

therefore such revelations abstractedly taken,

are not true in themselves—are not the truth

of God." Ibid. Vol. i. p. 403.

Taking the words of Elias Hicks according'

to the common acceptation of English words,

he asserts in the first paragraph which I have

quoted, that the holy Scripture " is that which

the wisdom of man has devised." In the

second, he calls the parables of our blessed

Lord instructive, and supposes, therefore, that

they " would have a tendency to reform, and
turn men about to truth, and lead them on in

it." But, he also says, "they have no such

effect." How then can they be instructive ?

In the last paragiaph which I have quoted

from his sermons on this subject, he tells us

that tlie Bible " proves it itself what it is, that

it is nothing but a history of passing events;"
" a great portion of which may be true." By
saying " that it is nothing but a history of
passing events," he places it on a level merely

with the historical works of profane writers;

and the prophecies, as they did not describe
" passing events," but future ones, are, it is

possible, among that portion which he con-

ceives to be untrue, because his Avords are

clearly expressed that it is only probable that

" a great portion" thereof " may be true ;"

consequently, the remaining portion is not

true, in his view. His saying afterwards that

" a great deal was the immediate experience

of the servants of the Lord, and opened to

them by his revealing spirit," and " whicii

they have written," does not, I conceive, in

the least degree alter or deny what he- has

previously stated. Does it not ratlier make
the first statement appear in a worse point of

view ? For if he sincerely believed it was the

experience of the servants of the Lord revealed

to them by his Divine Spirit, how could he

assert that it was merely probably true ? That

which is revealed by the Spirit of the Al-

mighty to his servants, must be true. Again,

as it is "nothing" in his view, but a "history
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of passing events," what necessity could tliere

be for revelation to assist the writers to re-

cord them ? especially when those events, ac-

cording to Elias Hicks, occurred only "eigh-

teen hundred years ago ?" a period, at wliich

the art of writing was brought to considerable

perfection. Instead of finding it any where

recorded in the New Testament that our Lord

called either his followers or others "to ac-

count for attending to the Scriptures," do we
not find him directing their attention to them,

expounding them, and opening the under-

standing of those to whom he was expounding,

that they might understand them ? And must

we not all conclude, upon cool and serious re-

flection, that contention never entered among
Christian professors and divided them by their

application to these books ? Is there a single

precept of our Lord and Saviour's to be

found therein, that would justify contention,

Strife, and division ? I know of none. Must
it not then have been a misapplication of their

contents by which contention and division en-

tered ?

From the Berean, it appears we are to con-

sider it vain for any man to quote the Scrip-

tures, in order to maintain or explain his opi-

nions on the subject of religion ; and therefore

we are led to the conclusion, that the author

does not conceive them to be a fit outward

judge and test of religious opinions ; and

merely speculations, if they have not been im-

mediately revealed to us by the Holy Spirit.

That they were adapted to " other times and

other states, and not for us ;" and hence, that

nothing but what is immediately revealed to

us, is adapted to our states and times ! ! That

the revelations made to the Israelites respect-

ing the nature of God, " abstractedly taken,

are not true in themselves—are not the truth

of God !
!" Abstract these sacred revelations

from their connection with, or relation to

every thing else, and dare we deny that, as

they were written from the movings of the

Spirit of God on the spirits of chosen ser-

vants, who wrote as they were so moved :

dare we, I again repeat, deny that they are

the woEDS OF God ? and hence must be the

veev.tri;th of God ?

On turning to the Scriptures for informa-

tion on this subject, the following declarations

of our blessed Lord and his apostles respect-

mg them, appear to me to be directly at vari-

ance with the preceding quotations from i.he

Sermons of Elias Hicks and the Berean :

••Then he [Jesus Christ] said unto them, O
fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the

prophets have spoken ! Ought not Christ to

have suffered these things and to enter his glo-

ry ? And beginning at Moses and all the

prophets, he expounded unto them in all the

Scriptures, the things concerning himself."

Luke xxiv. 25 to 27. "And he said unto

them. These are the words which I spake

unto you, while I was yet with you, that all

things must be fulfilled, which were written in

the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in

the Psalms concerning me. Then opened he

their understanding, that they might under-

stand the Scriptures." lb. verse 44 and 45.

'Search the Scriptures ; for in them ye think

ye have eternal life ;
and they ate they which

testify of me." John v. 39. "For whatso-

ever things were written aforetime « ere writ-

ten for our learning, that we through patience

and comfort of the Scriptures might have

hope." Rom. xv. 4. And that from a child

thou hast known the holy Scriptures, which
are able to make thee wise unto salvation,

through faith which is in Christ Jesus. All

Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for cor-

rection, for instruction in righteousness : that

the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly

furnished unto all good works." 2 Tim. iii.

15 to 17. "Knowing this first, that no pro-

phecy of the Scripture is of any private inter-

pretation. For the prophecy came not in old

time by the will of man : but holy men of God
s|)ake as they were moved by the holy Ghost."
2 Pet. i. 20 and 21.

In accordance with the foregoing Scripture,

George Fox and others, in a declaration of

faith given forth by them, and presented to

the governor and council of Barbadoes, say :

" Concerning the holy Scriptures, we believe

they were given forth by the Holy Spirit of
God, through the holy men of God, who (as

the Scripture itself declares, 2 Pet. i. 21,)

spoke as they were moved by the Holy Ghost

:

we believe thev are to be read; believed, and
fulfilled, (he tliat fulfils them is Christ,) and
they are profitable for reproof, for correction,

and for instruction in righteousness, that the

man of God may be perfect, thoroughly fur-

nished unto all good works, 2 Tim. iii. 19.

and are able to make wise unto salvation,

through fiiith in Christ Jesus. We believe

the holy Scriptures are the words of God, for

it is said in Exodus xx. 1. « God spake all

these words, saying,' <fcc. meaning the ten

commandments given forth upon Mount Sinai.

And in Rev. xxii. 18. saith John, 'I testify to

every man that heareth the words of the pro-

phecy of this book, if any man addeth unto

these, and if any man shall take away from
the words of the book of this prophecy, (not

the Word,)' &c. So in Luke i. 20. ' Be-
cause thou believest not my words ;' and in

John v. 47, xv. 7, xiv. 23, xii. 47. So that

we call the holy Scriptures, as Christ, the

apostles, and holy men of God called them,

viz. the words of God." Journal, Vol. II.

pp. 145, 147.

Robert Barclay, in his Apology, says : "In

this respect above mentioned, then, we have

shown what service and use the holy Scrip-

tures, as managed in and by the Spirit, are of

to the church of God : wherefore we do ac-

count them a secondary rule. Moreover be-

cause they are commonly acknowledged by
all to have been written by the dictates of the

Holy Spirit, and that the errors which may be
supposed by the injury of times to have slip-

ped in, are not such but that there is a suf-

ficient clear testimony left, to all the essentials

of the Christian faith
;
we do look upon them

as the only fit outward judge of controversies

among Christians ; and that whatsoever doc-

trine is contrary unto their testimony, may
therefore justly be rejected as false. And for

our parts, we are very willing that all our
doctrines and practices be tried by them

;

which we never refused, nor ever shall, in all

controversies with our adversaries, as the

judge and test. We shall also be very willing

to admit it as a positive certain maxim, that

whatsoever any do, pretending to the Spirit,

which is contrary to the Scriptures, be ac-

counted and reckoned a delusion of the devil."

p. 99.

Speaking of our blessed Lord and the Light
which is the life of men, Elias Hicks says

:

" Therefore, I have nothing to call your
attention to, but the seed of God in your own
hearts :—to that light and life which is in you

;

the same that was in Jesus Christ, and which
the apostle declared was the light which
liahteth everv man that cometh into the world,"

&c. Phil. Serm. p. 80.
" The light ,that was in our great pat-

tern, [Jesus,] was the 'light that lighteth every

man that cometh into the world.' Thus we
have the testimony of an experienced apos-

tle, that we have the same light that Jesus
had

; because this light is God's law in us,

that shows us the will of God : and as we
are guided by it, it makes us sons and daugh-
ters of God Almighty," &c. Ibid. p. 141.

"So, here, we see Jesus made lower than

the angels, on account of his suffering death.

He was tempted in all points as we are. Now
how could he be tempted if he had been fixed

in a state of perfection, in which he could not
turn aside ? Can you suppose, as rational

beings, that such a being could be tempted ?

No, not any more than God Almighty could

be tempted. Perfection is perfection, and can-

not be tempted. It is impossible," &,c. lb.

p. 253.
" Now Moses was a faithful servant of

God ; and a deliverer of Israel. Here now,
this great prophet Moses was the foundation

stone, but Jesus was the top-stone and finish-

er. They together were to make the building

complete.'' Ibid. p. 315.
" If we believe that God is equal and

righteous in all his ways, that he has made of
one blood all the families that dwell upon the

earth, it is impossible that he should be par-

tial ; and therefore he has been as willing to

every creature, as he was to our first parents
;

to Moses and the prophets ; to Jesus Christ
AND ins Apostles. He never can set any of
these above us ; because if he did, he would
be partial," &c. Ibid. p. 292.

On the propitiatory sacrifice and ofiices of

our Lord Jesus Christ, E. Hicks says :

—

" But I do not consider that the crucifixion of

the outward body of flesh and blood of Jesus

on the cross, was an atonement for any sins

but the legal sins of the Jews ; for as their law
was outward, so their legal sins and their pen-

alties were outward, and these could be aton-

ed for by an outward sacrifice ; and this last

outward sacrifice was a full type of the in-

ward sacrifice that every sinner must make,
in giving up that sinful life of his own will, in

and by which he hath from time to time cru-

cified the innocent life of God in his own soul

;

and which Paul calls 'the old man with his

deeds,' or 'the man of sin, and son of perdi-

tion,' who hath taken God's seat in the heart.

and there exalteth itself above all that is call-

ed God, or is worshipped, sitting as judge
and supreme. Now all this life, power, and
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will of man, must be slain and die on the cross

spiritually, as Jesus died on the cross out-

wardly, and this is the true atonement, which

that outward atonement was a clear and full

type of, &c."
" Surely, is it possible that any rational

being that has any right sense of justice or

mercy, that would be willing to accept for-

giveness of his sins on such terms ! ! ! Would
he not rather go forward and offer himself

wholly up, to suffer all tlie penalties due to

his crimes, rather than the innocent should

suffer ? Nay—was he so hardy as to ac-

knowledge a wiUingness to be saved through

such a medium, would it not prove that he

stood in direct opposition to every principle

of justice and lionesty, of mercy and love, and

show himself to be a poor selfish creature, and

unworthy of notice ! !
!" Elias Ilicks's letter

to N. Shoemaker.
The Berean says :

" Will it be presumed,
that God, whom the heaven of heavens cannot
contain, whose presence fills the whole uni-

verse, abode in his fulness, literally, in the man
Jesus ? Can it be supposed, that he of whom
it is declared, that he was limited in knowledge,

power, and action, possessed absolutely the

spirit of God without measure ? I believe not."

Vol. II. p. 259.
" He was but an instrument and servant of

God, but more dignified and glorious than any

other that had ever appeared in the world." 76.

" The Christ then which it concerns us to

have an interest in, is not that outward mani-

festation which was limited in its operations to

a small province—a single nation, and to this

day known only by history to a few," &,c.

Ibid. Vol. II. p. 21.

In his attack on the "Docti'ines of Friends,"

the Berean says , " The doctrine therefore

contained in the chapter under review, ascrib-

ing a proper divinity to Jesus Christ ; making
him the ' foundation of every Christian doc-

trine ;' asserting that 'the divine nature essen-

tially belonged to him,' and constituting him a

distinct* object of faith and worship, is not

only anti-scriptural, but opposed to the sim-

plest principles of reason ; and is, in short,

AMO:VG THE DARKEST DOCTRINES THAT HAVE
EVER BEEN INTRODUCED INTO THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH." Vol. II. p. 2-59.

" Whatever redemption, therefore, was ef-

fected by the outward flesh and blood of

Christ, it could not, in the nature of things, be
any thing else than an outward redemption."

Vol. II. p. 52.

" And have we no reason to hope that the

day is not far distant when the absurd and
pernicious idea, that the imputed righteous-

ness of another, is the ground of acceptance
with God, will be found but in pages of the

historian, when tracing the fruits of that la-

mented apostacy which early overtook Christ-

endom?" Ibid. p. 333.

* " The reader is requested to take notice, that

the word " Distinct" is not used by me in the case

to which it is here, and in several other places, ap-
plied by the Berean." E. Bates's Reply.

(To he continued.)

Have very few acquaintance, and fewer intimates,

but of the best in their kind. Perm.

FOR THE FRIEND.

HICKSITE EPISTLE.
{Concluded from page 262.)

In adverting to their separation from the

Society of Friends, they profess to do it " re-

luctantly,^' and as an apology for introducing
" this painful subject," the epistle says, " but

we apprehend ourselves called upon to do so,

inasmuch as charges have been preferred

against us, implicating our character as a Chris-

tian people, by those who once stood connect-

ed with us in religious fellowship."—p. 4.

" Books and pamphlets have been issued

from the press, and industriously circulated,

impeaching our character as a Christian peo-

ple; some of them sanctioned by bodies pro-

fessing to be yearly meetings of the Society of

Friends."—p. 6, 6.

The reader will perceive from these passa

ges, that allusion is had to the epistles and de

clarations issued by all the yearly meetings of

Friends on this continent, setting forth the

continued and unvarying belief of the Society

in the doctrines of the Christian religion, and

testifying their disunity with the antichristian

notions of Elias Hicks and his adherents. The
necessity and propriety of this measure is too

obvious to need any argument to enforce it.

The open and publicly avowed unbelief of the

leaders of the separatists had become so noto-

rious and disgraceful, as imperiously to de-

mand such a proceeding, and it was truly

grateful to observe the unanimity and harmony
with which the great body of Friends from one
end of the United States to the other, concur-

red in the measure. As those documents have

been widely circulated, the public must be
fully aware of their nature; they are ofhcial

acts of a large and respectable body of Chris-

tian professors, setting forth the causes which

led to the separation of Elias Hicks and his

party from their communion, and proving by

ample quotations from the sermons and writ-

ings of the seceders, that they have departed

from the faith, and denied some of the funda-

mental articles of the Christian religion. These
are certainly grave and important charges, and
coming from no less than eight yearly meet-

ings, they certainly called for a full and cir-

cumstantial reply on the part of the separa-

tists. The public had a right to expect this,

and more especially so, as the fact of those

charges being made, is stated in the epistle, to

be the cause of their alluding to -the separa-

tion. But although " they apprehend them-

selves called upon to" allude to the charges,

they are evidently afraid to hazard a reply,

well knowing that it would place them in a

dilemma where they must either practise de-

ceit, deny their real opinions, and contradict

the united voice of their approved ministers, or

plead guilty to the accusations. If they knew
that they could successfully meet the charges

and fairly refute them, a more favourable op-

portunity could not have presented. They
were issuing an official epistle, addressed to

the members throughout the world, predicated

upon the fact that those charges had been

made, they acknowledge that their " charac-

ter, as a Christian people," is " implicated"

and " impeached," and that their " friendly

relations with some of the other yearly meet-

ings" have been "interrupted" in consequence
of them, and yet, as if conscious of their guilt,

they endeavour to creep out of the difficulty

with barely saying, " On the present occasion,

let it suffice to declare, that those high charges

prefer.'-ed against us, are destitute of any foun-

dation in truth."—p. 6, And is it possible

that the whole amount of your refutation of
these high charges ends in this miserable shift

—this paltry cypher ? With what face can
you make the request, " We ask of you, be-

loved brethren and sisters, to suspend your
judgment until facts shall develope the true

state of the case, and time pronounce an im-

partial verdict?"—p. 6. Here is a.fact, which
alone is more than sufficient to " develope the

true state of the case," and to convince those

whom you term your " beloved brethren and
sisters," that you could not, and dared not,

openly and fairly meet the charges preferred

against you. It is needless, moreover, to wait

for " time to pronounce an impartial verdict,"

when you have already ojicially recorded the

sentence, founded on a verdict which you must
acknowledge to be "impartial," because it is

your own, and which declares that you have
no "just claim either to the name or charac-

ter of the Society of Friends." But the epistle

says, " these high charges preferred against

us are destitute of any foundation in truth."

It argues rather unfavourably for the under-

standing and acuteness of the writer and au-

thors of the epistle, that they should not per-

ceive that this was preferring still higher char-

ges against the ministers, the writings, and
even the official epistles of their own society,

for these, and these only, are " the foundation"

on which those charges stand, and the necessary

inference would be, that their ministers anil

authors, and even their yearly meetings, pub-
lisJi falsehoods. We ask our readers to turn

to the declarations issued by any one of the

yearly meetings of Friends containing the

charges referred to, they will find tiiat, in every

case, they are couched in the very words which
the separatists themselves have used and pub-
lished. If, therefore, the charges " have no
foundation in truth," it must be because the

documents of the separatists from which they

are copied, are utterly false.

We regret to observe, that the separatists

are losing even the small degree of candour
which some of their early official papers evin-

ced. The epistle of the fourth month, 1827,
sets forth the cause of their separation from
Friends in the following terms: "Doctrines held

by one part of Society, and which tee believe to

be sound and edifying, are pronounced by the

other part to be unsound and spurious. From
THIS has resulted a state of things that has
proved destructive of peace and tranquillity,

and in which the fruits of love and condescen-
sion have been blasted, and the comforts and
enjoyments even of social intercourse greatly

diminished."

Since that document was issued, the lead-

ers of the party have discovered that it was
not politic to acknowledge a difference of doc-
trines as the ground of their secession, and
hence they have been industriously engaged in

endeavouring to conceal this important fact,

and to blind and prejudice the public mind by
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loud outcries against domination, " a lust after

power and pre-eminence in the church," and

" arrogating an authority over their fellow-

members incompatible with their civil and re-

ligious rights." A pompous parade of this is

obvious in the epistle we are reviewing, but it

is all mere empty declamation, which the men
who use it must know to be groundless; and

we need no stronger evidence of this than the

fact, that much as they have railed and ranted

on the subject, they have never been able to

show a sinsfle case in which the vices they de-

pict have been practised towards them.

The display they make of these complaints

is indeed worse than mere declamation—it is

practised for the very purpose of exciting po-

pular feeling against Friends, and diverting the

attention from the true, legitimate cause of the

schism, long since otlicially proclaimed by

themselves, viz. a departure from the ancient

doctrines of the religious Society of Friends.

In reply, therefore, to all the cant of the pre-

sent epistle respecting " a lust after power and

pre-eminence," &c. we have only to point the

Hicksites to the sixth page of their epistle of

the fourth month, 1827, where they will find

the most satisfactory and conclusive evidence,

that a difference on points of faith and doc-

trine was the first step in the path of separa-

tion; and this step once taken, the jaundiced

eye of prejudice and envy viewed the conduct

of their brethren, who adhered to the acknow-

ledged doctrines of the body, through a dis-

torting medium; their heated imaginations con-

jured up images of domination and oppression

which never existed except in their own brains;

and, to use the language of the epistle, '• nei

ther our long established practice, nor our ex

cellent discipline, could arrest the progress of

this evil; the bonds of union were burst asun-

der, and a division of the Society became in

evitable."

The epistle proceeds to notice the subject

of disownments as connected with the separa-

tion; and atler boasting of their " purity of mo-
tive, integrity of intention"—a disposition to

" submit to be stricken rather than strike,"

and " the sacred right of liberty of con-

science"—tliey say, " And hence, to disown

these individuals as offenders, conformably to

the order of Society in other cases, and thus to

render our discipline subservient to party pur-

poses, was then, and still remains to be,

against our decided judgment."

The idea conveyed by this sentence is, that

the Hicksites have never attempted to disown

Friends, and it is probable that they intended

it to make this impression. But the fact is,

that, in several monthly meetings, they have

issued official papers, denying Friends the right

of membership amongst them. We have seen

some of these testimonies, signed by Isaac

Jackson, as clerk of Wilmington monthly meet
ing; of which meeting Benjamin Ferris, who
signs the epistle, is a member. We are

loss to conceive how he could honestly put his

signature to an epistle containing such a de

claration as we have just quoted, after having

been engaged in disowning some of the most
worthy and respectable Friends in Wilming
ton. We suppose an attempt will be made by

* the Hicksites to screen themselves from the

obvious talsity of the assertion that it is against

their decided judgment to disown Friends, by

saying, that they only mean that it is against

their judgment to disown them " conformably

to the order of Society." That their proceed-

ings against Friends have not been conform-

able with the order of Society we are fully

aware, but this rather makes the matter worse,

and renders their conduct still more objection-

able, inasmuch as it is contrary to both dis-

pline and good order. Instead of " seeking

for a right qualification to treat with [Friends]

in the spirit of restoring love," they have pre-

tended to disunite them without treating with

them at all; and, in some cases, without even

forming them that proceedings had been in-

stituted against them. Nor is this mockery of

the discipline to be wondered at, when it is re-

collected, that the Hicksites could have no

shadow of pretext for disowning Friends, be-

cause the latter never were members of their

new Society, nor professed to be in religious

fellowship with them. The whole of their

proceedings, in this respect, was a mere

farce, and without any sanction or authority.

The principal subject of the epistle is pro-

perty—a question upon which the Hicksites

manifest a degree of cupidity and sensitiveness

which argues very unfavourably for their dis-

interested zeal and love of religion. They are

loud in their complaints that Friends are en-

deavouring to obtain exclusive possession of

the meeting-houses and appurtenances, and

yet, with their usual inconsistency, they boast

that they have in their entire occupancy and

control more than two-thirds of all the proper-

ty of Society in the yearly meeting. And after

having by violence or management seized

upon nearly all the meeting-houses, they come
forward, and with great pretences to modera-

tion, and of " acting conformably to the prin-

ciples of justice," propose to treat with the

ghtful owners of the property about " a just

and amicable arrangement." What could be

more fulsome than to iiear men talk of doing

unto others as they would be done by, and that

if any man sue them at the law, and take

away their coat, they will let him have their

cloak also, when those very men, contrary to

all law and justice, have turned Friends out of

their houses, and deliberately appropriated

them to their exclusive use? Practice speaks

louder than profession, and the course pursued

by the Hicksites in this yearly meeting must

brand them, in the view of posterity, with

a disgrace rendered more indehble by the

smooth and plausible pretences under which

they have cloaked their deeds of violence and
injustice.
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Let them, who ask for more Ught, first take

care to act up to the light, which they have—scrip-

ture and experience join their testimony to this

point, namely, that they, who faithfully practise

what they do know, and live agreeably to the be-

lief, which they have, and to the just and rational

consequences of that belief, seldom fail to proceed
further, and to acquire more and more confidence in

the trutli of rehgion; whereas, if they live in opposi-

tion to tlie degree of beliefwhich they have, be it what
it may, even it will gradually grow weaker and
weaker, and, at length, die away in the soul.

Paley.

We are desirous of calling the attention of

our readers to a subject, respecting which we
are truly astonished at the supineness of the

press—we mean the aggressions of the state

of Georgia upon the unfortunate Indians.

The Friend" is no pohtioal journal, but we
have human hearts that feel for the oppressed

and the weak, and, we trust, shall never fear

to plead the cause of the victims of tyranny.

It is our privilege and our duty, as American

citizens, to watch the career of public func-

tionaries, and the swell of popular opinion and

prejudice ; and whether it be from the injus-

tice of the former, or the violence of the latter,

we shall not hesitate to appeal against any at-

tack or infringement of the great obligations

of morality and religion.

The Clierokee Indians have been for many
years an agricultural people, and are rapidly

improving in all the arts of civihzation. Their

present territorial limits have been secured to

them by the most solemn pledges. Confiding

in the faith of treaties, they have cultivated

their farms, built mills, established schools, and

organized a representative government. Were
a fiiendly and protecting hand still extended

towards them, there can be no doubt that they

would gradually become fitted for an incor-

poration into that mass of American citizens

of which they must eventually form a part.

Much as has been said on the subject, the real

condition of this interesting tribe is but imper-

fectly known among us. A year ago, it was

estimated that the population was 13,000, and

the real and personal property of the nation,

exclusive of land, was rated at a million and a

half of dollars. They owned two thousand six

hundred houses, worth, on an average, two
hundred dollars each ; fifty grist and saw
mills, sixty-two shops, 7,683 horses, 22,.531

black cattle, 46,700 hogs; the orchards were
estimated at $3000, and the fences at $200,000.

They have good schools and places of worship;

many of the Indians profess the Christian

faith; the laws are framed upon the model of

our own; from a band of fierce, predatory, and

revengeful borderers, they have become a

peaceful, docile, and industrious community.

Yet all these motives for kindness and forbear-

ance are unavailing with their white neigh-

bours. The Indians have land, and Georgia

wants it. The right of the strongest is to be

legalized, and the most solemn treaties must

be broken to propitiate the fierce spirit of the

state. Alas ! it is but another chapter in the

iiistory of Indian wrongs; aggravated, it is

true, in some features, beyond any former pre-

cedent, though, as yet, unstained with blood.

It is gratifying to think that the voice of hu-

manity, though not heard, has been lifted up

in behalf of those devoted victims. A solitary

individual of Savannah, whose name should

not be forgotten, addressed an appeal—argu-

mentative, unanswerable, temperate, yet elo-

quent and pathetic, to the legislature of Geor-
gia. The senate refused to hear it read, as

did the comm ittee to whom it was referred.
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The language, it seems, was disrespectful.

We shall iuseit the memorial in " The Friend,"

in order to put our readers in possession of

some of the strong facts of the case. If ever

there was occasion for the friends of humanity

and religion to arouse the nation, this is surely

one; for it is by such acts of unprovoked ag-

gression as the one now perpetrating that the

vengeance of the Almighty is called down. Is

there nothing, we would ask, required, on an

occasion like the present, of our own religious

Society, which has ever stood forth as the ad-

vocate of the African and the Indian ? Nothing

of those Moravians, whose zeal the eternal

frosts of Greenland, and the burning sun of the

Indies cannot overcome ? Nothing of the des-

cendants of the men who framed the declara-

tion of rights ? Nothing can be more futile

than the pretexts by which Georgia seeks to

justify her conduct. The existing boundaries

of the Cherokees, as will be seen by the me-
morial of Robert Campbell, are clearly de-

fined. Yet because their lands are fertile, a

claim is laid to them, upon the ground, that

the Creek Indians, whose rights in the state

ofGeorgia have been extinguished by purchase,

disputed, some fifty or eighty years ago, the

right of the Cherokees to a considerable tract,

then, and now, from that time, in possession of

the latter. The Creeks afterwards abandoned
their claim, and the only evidence of their hav-

ing ever made it, is the tradition of Indians,

whose evidence the courts of Georgia will not

receive upon the most trivial affaif, of whicli

they were actual witnesses ! We blush to be
obUged to record these facts. They call to

mind a burst of indignant feeling which the

events of the Seminole wa.r forced from an

eloquent fellow townsman—a burst of elo-

quence as true and pathetic, as ever resounded
from tlie walls of the capitol.

" I presume the origin of this war is the same with
all our Indian wars. It lies deep beyond the power
of eradication, in the mighty wrongs we have heaped
upon the miserable natives of these lands. I cannot
refuse them my heart-felt sympathy. Reflect upon
what they were ; and look at them as they are. Great
nations dwindled down into wandering tribes; and
powerful kings degraded to beggarly chiefs. Once
the solo possessors of immeasurable wilds, it could
not have entered into their imagination, that there

was a force on earth to disturb their possessions, and
overthrow their power. It entered not into their

imagination, that from beyond that great water,
which to them was an impassable limit, there would
come a race of beings to despoil them of their in-

heritance, and sweep them from the earth. Three
hundred years have rolled into the bosom of eterni-

ty, since the white man put his foot on these silent

shores; and every day, every hour, and every mo-
ment, has been marked with some act of cruelty and
oppression. Imposing on the credulity of the igno-

rance of the aborigines, and overawing their fears by
the use of instruments of death, of inconceivable ter-

ror, the strangers gradually established themselves,

increasing the work of destruction witli the increase

of their strength. The tide of civihzation, for so we
call it, fed from its inexhaustible sources in Europe,
as' well as by its own means of augmentation, swells

rapidly and presses on the savage. He retreats from
forest to forest, from mountain to mountain, hoping,

at every remove, he has left enough for his invaders,

and'may enjoy in peace his n'ew abode. But in vain:

it is only in tlie grave, the last retreat of man, that

he will find repose. He recedes before the swelling

waters ; tlie cry of his complaint becomes more dis-

tant and feeble, and soon will be heard no more. I

hear, sir, of beneficent plans for civilizing the Indians,
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and securing their possessions to them. The great
men who make these efforts will have the approba-
tion of God and their own conscience; but this will

be all their success. I consider the fate of the In-
dian as inevitably fixed. He must perish. The de-
cree of extermination has long since gone forth ; and
the execution of it is in rapid progress. Avarice,
sir, has counted their acres ; and power, their force

;

and avarice and power march on together to their
destruction. You talk of the scalping knife ; what
is it to the liquid poison you pour down the throats
of these wretched beings.' You declaim against the
murderous tomahawk ; what is it, in comparison with
your arms, your discipline, your numbers? The con-
test is in vain; and equally vain are the efforts of a
handful of benevolent men against such a combina-
ion of force, stimulated by avarice, and the tempta-
tions of wealth. When, in the di on yc
table, I see that, in this triumphant march, of y.

army,'it meets, from time to time, (the only enemy
it saw) groups of old men and women, and children,
gathering on the edge of a morass, their villages de-
stroyed, their corn and provisions carried off, house-
less in the depth of winter, looking for death, alter-

nately, to famine and the eword ; my heart sickens
at a scene so charged with wretchedness. To rouse
us from a sympathy so deep, so irresistible, we are
told of the scalping knife and the tomahawk ; of our
slaughtered women and children. We speak of these
things, aa if women and children were unknown to
the Indians—as if they have no such beings amongst
them—no such near and dear relations—as if they
belong only to us. It is not so. The poor Indian
mother, crouahing in her miserable wigwam, or rest-

ing under the broad canopy of heaven, presses her
naked infant to her bosom, with as true and fond
emotion as the fairest in our land ; and hej heart is

torn with as keen anguish if it perish in her sight.

A few nights since a lecture was delivered in this

house, upon the power of knowledge. Among other
extraordinary productions of human genius, the ma-
riner's compass was mentioned as one of the most
useful. My mind, dwelling perhaps on this debate,
immediately asked : Is it so .' What says the Indian
to that ? Go to the southern part of this continent,
from the Pacific to the Atlantic, once inhabited by
great and powerful nations, enjoying all the happi-
ness life could give ; because it was all they could
know or enjoy. How do you find it now .' Sadness,
and -misery, and despair, in man j waste and desola-

tion over the plains. What has made this change,
and sunk millions of happy beings into hordes of de-

graded slaves ? The mariner's compass. Turn your
eyes to North America; the scene is not more cheer-
ing; and the cause the same. Lift your prospect to

the regions of India; once the unrivalled seat of cost-
ly magnificence, and earthly power, but now groan-
ing, expiring mider the exactions of commercial ava-
rice, and the oppressions of military despotism. What
has done all this ? The mariner's compass."

The article denominated " A Serious Ex-
postulation," &c. the publication of which was
commenced in our last number, and is con-

tinued in the present, ought to have been ac-

companied with some explanation to the fol-

lowing effect : It was first published in a

pamphlet form early in the present year, and

is the production of Charles Fisher of Spring-

boro', Ohio, a branch of Indiana yearly meet-

ing. The author, we are informed, was in

very good esteem as a substantial, valuable

member of our religious Society, and that the

Expostulation was VTitten at intervals in his

bed, during his confinement in the last stages

of a decline, and that he has since deceased.

It is by the request of several of our subscrib-

ers that we have concluded to place it upon

our pages, it being thought deserving of a

wider circulation than it was likely to obtain in

the pamphlet form. Considering it as " the

calm and aflectionate appeal ofa man approach-

ing the awful confines of time, and deeply im-

pressed with the importance of those views to

which he calls the attention of his readers,"

we think if it were generally read by the class

of persons to whom it is addressed, it is calcu-

lated to produce beneficial results; but, alas

!

we fear that, with respect to many, we might
say in the words of honest Jeremy Taylor,
" Tell them these, and ten thousand things

more, you move them no more then if you
should read one of Tully's orations to a mule."

The often repeated declarations of the Hicksites,

that the majority is with them, and that it is the
right of the majorili/ to govern, induced us some
weeks ago, to exhibit a statement of the relative

numbers of Friends and seceders in Philadelphia;
not that we were disposed to countenance the absur-
dity of deciding the affairs of the church—the doc-

trines of the gospel by a vote, for we have always
protested against the principle, but to show the pos-

sibility of our opponents finding themselves greatly

mistaken on this point. On reference to the article

alluded to, it will be seen, thai we made some obser-

vations relative to the numbers in other places, and
mentioned that the probable proportion of Friends to

Hicksites in Ohio would be about three to one. From
the statement given to-day, an abstract of one pub-
lished in the Miscellaneous Repository, it will be
perceived that our conjecture was well founded.
When it is recollected that the palliation of all the

outrages, &e. such as taking possession of meeting-
houses, assuming the control, and interrupting of

meetings, and so on, was founded upon the assertion,

that they (the Hicksites) were the majority, and that

the majority miist govern, what can be said of a mi-
nority of adults, amounting to about one seventh of

the whole number of members constituting Ohio
yearly meeting, not only assuming the name of Ohio
yearly meeting, and attempting to control a large

majority of its members, but even to enforce the pre-

tension by acts of rudeness and violence unparalleled
in modern times ! !

!

The highly respectable editor of the Repository
observes, respecting the statement, that great pains
had been taken to render the enumeration exact.
" There may be," says he, " some inaccuracies in the
estimate, but if there are, they have been purely ac-

cidental; and we invite the opposite party to correct

them if they can."
Fourteen hundred and twenty-three adults then,

or about one-seventh of the whole, have separated
from Friends, and now form the new society of
Hicksites within the territorial limits of Ohio yearly
meeting. " These," again quoting the Repository,
" with the few persons at Conneaught, are all that

the Hicksites can claim; for if their children go with
them, it must be regarded as the act of the parents
and not of the children. And such is the actual pro-
portion of the followers of Elias Hicks, which he
pronounced at Short Creek, on the 27th of the eighth
month last, to be nine-tenths."

The yearly meeting of Friends held in New York,
closed its session on seventh day, the 30th ult., and
we learn that it was attended by a much larger num-
ber of Friends than were convened last year after the
secession of the Hicksites took place. Many inte-

resting and important concerns claimed the attention

of the meeting, and the solemnity, order, and deco-
rum which were apparent, afforded great satisfaction

and encouragement to the truly exercised members
of the churcli, many of those assembled being able
feehngly to contrast their present condition with the
great disorder wiiich prevailed in the yearly meeting
prior to the secession of Elias Hicks and his fol-

lowers.
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Accordingly, to guard against this impend-

ing evil, congress, in September, 1780, ad-

dressed the several states having claims to

land and sovereignty beyond their present li-

mits, recommending a transfer of them to the

United States for the general benefit. Ces-

sions of all the rights which they claimed were

in consequence of this recommendation made
by New York on the 1st of March, 1781

—

Virginia, on the 1st of March, 1784—Massa-

chusetts, on the 19th of April, 1786,—and

South Carolina on the 9th of August, 1787.

In this all-important course, New York seems

to have been foremost ; but in reality, Virgi-

nia, the old dominion, then well deserving

such a title through the honesty, the talents,

the disinterestedness of her politicians—Vii--

ginia took the lead in this patriotic race ; for

we find that, on the 2d of January, 1781, she

passed an act offering a cession of her claims

to this country ; nor does slie derive more ho-

nour from the lead which she thus took in tiiis

patriotic course, than from the example which

she set in ratifying the ordinance for the go-

verment of the territory, passed by congress on

the 19th of July, 1787 ; the sixth article of

which stipulates that there shall be neither

slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said

territory, otherKise than in tJte punishment of
crimes. Thereby giving a signal and practi-

cal proof of her devotion to those principles,

the declaration of which, on the 4th of July,

1776, had called forth the admiration of

every generous and manly heart in Europe,

and given such eclat and popularity to the

cause of the United States.

In October, 1787, congress passed another

resolution, addressed to North Carolina and

Georgia, again recommending a cession ; and

on the 1st of Feburary, 1788, the latter pass-

ed an act offering one upon certain conditions,

one of which was the payment of gl,871,428,

—but congress refused to accede to them.

Ten years after this, viz. in May, 1798, the

present constitution of Georgia was adopted,

the 23d section of the first article of which

makes special provisions for such a cession

and in accordance with it the celebrated

agreement of tiie 24 th of April, 1802, was en-

tered into, by wltich Georgia was to receive

$1,230,000.

The fourth condition of the first article of

that agreement, which has been so often re-

feired to, is as follows :

—

" The United States shall, at their own ex

pensc, extinguish for the use of Georgia, as

early as the same can be peaceably obtained

on reasonable terms, the Indian title to the

country of Tallassee, to the lands left out by
the line drawn by the Creeks in the year 1798,
which had been previously granted by the

state of Georgia ; both of which tracts had for

merly been yielded by the Indians ; and to the

lands within the forks of the Oconee and Ock-
mulgee rivers : for which several objects the

president of the United States has directed

that a treaty should be immediately held with

the Creeks
; and that the United States shall,

in the same manner, also extinguish the In-

dian title to all the other lands within the stale

of Georgia."

I have already shown how Georgia as a

state, as well as forming a constituent part of
the United States, stood in relation to her
treaty obligations with tlie Cherokees.

I will now show by extracts from, and re-

ference to, the laws of the United States, pass-

ed before the date of the agreement of 1802,
and in operation at that very time, that the

policy of civilizing these people, against which
the joint committee of Georgia protest, in

their report of December, 1827, was fixed,

notorious, declared by repeated public acts

from 1793 downwards—a settled policy,

which must have been in contemplation of
the parties making that agreement, when it

was entered into.

The act of first March, 1794, in its 9th

section, states, " that in order to promote civi-

lization among the friendly Indian tribes, and
to secure the continuance of their friendship,

it shall and may be lawful for the president of
the United States to cause them to be furnish-

ed with useful domestic animals and imple-
ments of husbandry ."

The act of May 19th, 1797, section 1st,

enacts, "That the following boundary line,

established by treaty between the United States

and various Indian tribes, shall be clearly as-

certained and distinctly marked, &c." con-

forming, as regards the Cherokees, to the

treaty with them of 3d July, 1791.

The 13th section provides for the promotion
of their civilization.

The act of March 3d, 1799, provides for

ascertaining and distinctly marking the boun-
dary line between the United States and vari-

ous Indian tiibes, according to treaties, con-
forming, as regards the Cherokees, to the trea-

ty with them of 2d October, 1798. The 13th
section of tliis act provides for the promotion
of their civilization.

By the act of 17th January, ICOO, that of

the 3d of March, 1799 was continued in force

until the 3d of March, 1802.

The act of 30th March, 1802, provides by
the 1st section for clearly ascertaining and
distinctly marking the boundaries' line be-

tween the United States and various Indian

tribes, conforming, as respects the Cherokees,
to the treaty with them of 3d October, 1798,
and by the 13th section again providing for

the promotion of their civilization. And this

act was in force when the United States en-

tered into that agreement with one of them-
selves, known as the agreement of 24th April,

1802, ratified by Georgia, in the June fol-

lowing.

Notwithstanding all this, the committee of

Georgia, in their report of 5th December,
1827, complain that the United States have
managed "so to add to the comforts of the

Cherokees, and so instruct them in the busi-

ness of husbandry, as to attach them so

FIKMLY TO THEIR COUNTBY AKD TO THEIR
HOMES, as almost to destroy the last ray of
hope that they would ever consent to part with

the Georgia lands."

Your memorialist believes that the forego-

ing statements and extracts will be suflncient

to give your honourable body a view of the

whole ground, so far as the good faith of the

state of Georgia and of the United States are

involved in this subject ; and that they are

most deeply involved, cannot be questioned.

Every document to which these Indians are

a party, shows either by positive assertion, or
where white men seem to have studiously

avoided giving it expression, by other plain in-

terval evidence, that they were a perfectly free

and independent people, subject to their own
laws, asserting and maintaining their sover-

eignty over their own soil, though most gen-

erous in their grants of it, frequently putting

themselves under the protection of Great Bri-

tain and the United States, but not under their

jurisdiction.

Tiicse documents and those appertaining to

the settlement of this colony, with the history

of it as recorded by ourselves, show that the

white men had no authority foi settling upon
the lands inhabited by these Indians, and show
also, that, however great the thirst for domin-

ion on the part of the governments of the old

world, yet Great Britain, as remarkable for

her disregard of the rights of others, as vi-

gilant in guarding her own, seems never to

have entertained the monstrous thought of sub-
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jecting the Indians of Georgia to English

law.

Knowing as we do the wide diffeience ex-

istino- between the manners and customs of

tlie people, the total ignorance on the part of

the Indians of those laws, of the language

even in which they are written, how can the

idea of such cruelty be tolerated, as that of

subjecting them to our laws ? It would cast

a stain upon our stale, which would be con

stantly pointed at by those of monarchical

principles, who are envious of the success of

our republican institutions—it may tend to

make these institutions as odious, as it should

be our study, by justice, good faith, and gen

erosity, to make them venerable and exalted.

As it is not yet too late, I pray you to con-

trast the conduct of Great Britain to those

generous but unfortunate people, with that

conduct which the late politicians of this state

propose to pursue. Compare the report of

the board of trade to the king in 1763, with

the report of the joint committee on the state

of the republic to the senate of this state, in

December 1827, and you cannot but perceive

how unfavourably we shall appear; how altoge-

ther forgetful the committee seem to have

been of the honour and reputation of our

country.

The British report, in recommending hmits

for the province of West Florida, uses the fol-

lowing terms :

—

" West Florida, to comprehend all the sea-

coast from the river, or Flint river, toward;

the Mississippi, as far as your majesty's front-

iers extend, and stretching up into the land as

far as the thirty-first degree of north latitude,

which we humbly apprehend is asfar north as

the settlements can be carried, ivithout interfer-

ing with lands claimed, or occupied by the In-

dians.'"

The rc2>ort of the committee contains the

following :

—

" Your committee would recommend that

one other, and the last appeal be made to the

general government, with a view to open a

negotiation with the Cherokee Indians upon

this subject. That the United States do in-

struct their commissioners to submit this re-

port to the said Indians, and that if no such

negotiation is opened, or if it is, and it proves

to be unsuccessful, that then the next legisla-

ture is recommended to take into considera-

tion the propriety of using the most efficient

measures for taking possession of, and extend-

ing our authority and laws over the whole of

the lands in controversy."

We may indeed take these lands—there is

the physical strength to do so, and the United

States executive may not order a military

force to dispossess us, though Washington

himself has set such an example, in behalf of

this very nation, against encroachments on the

side of Georgia. Or we may subject these

poor people to our laws, of which they have

no knowledge, except being inoperative to

protect them ; laws written in a language of

which they are ignorant, based upon manners

to v/hich they are strangers, or altogether

averse. We may surround them with those

worst of enemies, the meshes of our laws, en-

forced by a people who we know hold them

their habits, customs, persons, colour, and

every thing pertaining to them, in the utmost

contempt : we may thus enslave and extermi-

nate them, for experience shows that such a

course will exterminate them. There is an

immense amount of floating infamy arising

from the conduct of the North American Eu-

ropeans towards the aborigines of this coun-

try ; such conduct will attract it to, and con-

centrate it upon Georgia. The feelings of

the age, the state of the press, the rivalry of

particular systems of government, and par-

ticular sections of country, all will contribute

to this. Her sons will meet it at every step

in the course of life ; her politicians, her re-

presentatives, her senators, her travellers, will

be twitted with it. When the faith of treaties

is discussed, when encroachments upon a ter-

ritory or the oppression of the weak are spo'

ken of, when the hard but undeserved fate of

the aborigines of the country is alluded to,

shame will suffuse their cheeks, and they can-

not but curse the memory of those who could

thus sully the reputation of their country and

wound their own feelings.

The justly infamous partition of Poland will

be forgotten in the more recent and less ex

cusable conduct of Georgia, should she extend

her laws over the Cherokees and their coun-

try. For tlie despoilers of Poland did no

more than subject it to their laws ; nor did

they do this for the purpose of wresting the

soil out of the hands of the original possessors,

of exterminating the population, or forcing it

to abandon their homes and fire-sides ;
unlike

the Poles in all their relations, the Cherokees

are cut off from an intercourse with foreign

countries ; they have put themselves under the

protection of the United States, and have re-

linquished their right of alhance with other

powers, by a formal treaty, which it is not

doubted would be enforced against them, were

they to attempt to form such an alliance.

They are not aspirants for power or control

11 the government of their neighbours, so
"

tie so, indeed, that when, by treaty with the

United States, they were entitled to send

deputy to congress, they made no use of the

tipulation.

(To be continued.

)

FOR THE FRIEND.

" For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,

His can't be wrong whose life is in the right."

Fo?E—Essay on Man.

This is one of the many sophisms contained

in the elegantly written and much admin

Essay on Man, by the celebrated Pope, and

which, like many other of the masims and dog-

mas contained in it, was probably borrowed

and embellished by the poet, from the philoso-

phical creed of his friend and patron, lord

Bolingbroke, but which, like some other doc-

trines contained in the essay, will not bear a

critical examination.

The writer of these remarks would not have

imposed upon himself the task of exposing the

incorrectness of the maxim, had he not under-

stood that a popular preacher among the Hicks-

ifes had selected it as a text for one of his de-

clamatory addresses to an audience of the se-

paratists, and had it not been triumphantly

cited by others of that sect, in confirmation of

the axiom, " that religious opinions or creeds

were of no importance to society."

Let us then examine the doctrine compress-

ed into these two lines, in two points of view.

First, As it regards the source from whence

it proceeds; and.

Secondly, Its abstract truth and correct-,

ness.

And, first, as it regards the source or origin

of the doctrine.

Dr. Johnson has well observed, that in the

conclusion of the fourth epistle, it is sufficient-

ly acknowledged that the doctrine of the Es-

say on Man was received from Bolingbroke,

as appears from the following lines.

" Shall then this verse to future times pretend ?

Thou wert my guide, philosopher, and friend?

That urged by thee, I turned the tuneful art

From sound to things, from fancy to the heart.'"

The " guide, philosopher, and friend," as we
learn from the same source, is said to have ri-

diculed the poet among those who enjoyed his

confidence, as having adopted and advanced

principles of which he did not perceive the

consequence, and as bhndly propagating opi-

nions contrary to his own.

The compiler of the biography of Boling-

broke in the " Encyclopagdia" observes also,

that it is well known that Pope received from

him the materials of his Essay on Man—and

that he looked up to him as a pupil does to his

preceptor, also appears from the two following

ines addressed to him.

" In parts superior what advantage lies,

Tell (for you can) what is it to be wise,?"

Crousaz, an eminent professor of Switzer-

land, and a pious man, would seem first to

have suspected the hidden poison that lurked

under the gay foliage of the poetical flowers,

and says, he " was persuaded that the positions

of Pope, as they terminated for the most part

in natural religion, were intended to draw
mankind from revelation, and to represent the

whole course of things as a necessary conca-

tenation of indissoluble fatality."

As Pope acknowledges Bolingbroke as his

" guide, philosopher, and friend ;" as he,

with great humility, bows to his superior

knowledge, and requests his patron to teach

him wisdom, addressing him in the following

impassioned lines^

' Oh ! while along the stream of time thy name
Expanded flies, and gathers all its fame,

Say, shall my little bark attendant sail.

Pursue the triumph, and partake the gale ?"

it is but fair to examine something of the

freight the greater bark contains, and the port

of the moral world to which it is bound, not

without some suspicion that the triumph al-

luded to may be of short duration, and the gale

may prove only the blast of infidelity.

We are enabled, however, to proceed in our

proposed examination by the assistance of the

very learned and excellent Leland, who, in

his " View of Dcistical Writers," has very ably

exposed the principles of the sceptic nobleman
as extracted from his published works. They
are in part as follows:
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Leland commences his analysis by the ob-

servation, that Bolingbroke's '' Letters on the

Study and Use of History," which were pub-

lished before his other works, had prepared

the world not to look for any thing from liini

that was friendly to Christianity or the Holy

Scriptures."

He (Bolingbroke) compares " the history of

the Pentateuch to the romances Don Quixote

was so fond of, and pronounces that they ulio

receive tliem as authentic are not less mad
than he." That it is no less than blasphemy

to assert the Jewisii Scriptures to be divinely

inspired, and he represents those that liave

attempted to justify them, " as having ill hearts

as well as heads, and worse than atheists,

though they may pass for saints." He charges

those with impiety who would impose upon us

as the word of God, '• a book which contains

scarce any thing tiiat is not repugnant to the

wisdom, power, and other attributes of a su-

perior, all-perfect Being ;" and he roundly

asserts, that " there are gross defects and

palpable falsehoods in almost every page of the

Scriptures ; and the whole tenor of them is

such, as no man, who acknowledges a Su-

preme, all-perfect Being, can believe to be his

word." " He has not only endeavoured," says

Lardner, " to invalidate the evidences that are

brought to support Christianity, but he passeth

the severest censures upon doctrines which

he himself represents as original and essential

doctrines of the Christian religion. He makes
the most injurious representation of the doc-

trine of our redemption by the blood of Christ,

and chargeth it as repugnant to all our ideas

of order, of justice, of goodness, and even of

theism."

In transcribing these infidel opinions, I am
very forcibly struck with their coincidence and

similarity with those of Elias Hicks, as ex-

pressed in some of his sermons, and in his

celebrated letter to a physician of this city.

But the proofs of the confirmed infidelity

and hardened scepticism of this recreant lord,

are diffused through the greater part of his

writings; their able exposition and refutation

may be found in Leland's View of Deistical

Writers, above referred to. Neither can an

apology be made for him, by supposing them

merely the result of crude and hasty notions

unadvisedly broached ; they appear to be the

mature theories of a vitiated mind; for he di-

rected in his last will that his writings, such

as we receive them, should be published by his

protege, David Malloch or Mallet, with

their sins upon their heads, " unhouseled, un-

anointed, unanealed." Johnson's severe sar-

casm on the occasion, must be in the recollec-

tion of many of our readers.

Such, then, is the wisdom taught by the

" guide, philosopher, and friend," in contem
plating which, one is almost tempted to ex

claim

—

" If this is all tliat learning has in store,

Let dunces bless their stars they know no more 1'

" Horum
Semper ego optarem pauperrimus esse bonorum.''

Very far am I from an inclination to charge

the fascinating bard with imbibing or cherish

ing all the infidel principles of his friend and

patron, who, I have no doubt, concealed from
the uninitiated poet those that were the most
shocking and repulsive to the virtuous mind;
but notwithstanding these allowances, I have
still fancied I have perceived, in perusing vari-

ous parts of the elegant poem alluded to, some
sprinkling, though slight, of the deistical lea-

ven, of which I have charity suflicient, thougii

at the expense of the author's penetration, to

believe he was not himself fully aware.

So much, then, with respect to the source
from which the doctrine proceeds; let us now
take a very brief view of its abstract truth and
correctness, and now I may be allowed to as-

sume the most liberal and free interpretation

of the doctrine, which most probably was that

intended by its original author, viz. That mo-
ral conduct is of far greater importance than

religious belief, or what by many will be sup-

posed to have been meant, that religious

creeds are of no importance at all, provided

morality in conduct is observed and practised.

Far be it from my view to sanction the

fighting of graceless zealots for modes of faith

or sectarian opinions, and equally do I repro-

bate the conduct of Mahomet in attempting to

spread doctrines with the book in one hand
and the sword in the other, and the conduct of
those miserable Christian bigots who endea-

voured to convert those they branded with the

term heretics, with the unanswerable argu-

ments of fire and fagot. Yet certainly tn/th

exists in religious as in scientific opinions, and
it is our duty to discriminate between truth

and error.

Can we, then, with any propriety, assert

that " modes of faith" are of no importance?

Is it of no consequence whether we adopt the

creed of Mahomet or of St. Paul, of the Jew
or the Christian, provide, only that our con-

duct in society be moral and correct ? If this

is the case, then lord Herbert of Cherbury,

Anthony Collins, and David Hume, confirmed

deists, may be elevated to the same rank as

George Fox, William Penn, Robert Barclay,

or Samuel Fothergill.

This can not be sustained by the doctrine of

St. Paul, when he so nobly " preached the

faith which once he destroyed," nor by that

of the apostle Jude, when he exhorted the dis-

ciples " earnestly to contend for thefaith which
was once delivered to the saints." The for-

mer, indeed, appears to have exulted towards

the close of his energetic nii.nisterial labours,

" that he had fought the good fight, and kept

thefaith,'' and saw awaiting him, in joyful per-

spective, the glorious future reward, " a crown
of righteousness."

Indeed, it appears, from the early history of

the primitive Christian church, that discrepant

modes of faith or false doctrines, were soon
insinuated among even zealous professors; and
this, perhaps, in the providential government
of the world, may have been permitted for the

reason assigned by the apostle of the Gentiles,

when he says, " there must be heresies, that

they that are approved may be made mani-
fest." (1 Cor. xi. 19.) I3ut we are also

taught that they are not to be adopted, but, on
the contrary, resisted and rejected. (Tit. iii.

10.) And Paul, when he considered even

Peter himself to have erred in judgment, we
are told, " withstood him to his face."

Finally, if " modes of faith" are of no im-

portance, then, with reverence be it spoken,

the whole array of martyrs, from. St. Stephen
down, were ^-isionary enthusiasts, the Protes-

tant reformation a work of supererogation, and
Luther himself worse than a maniac.

The subject is far from being exhausted, al-

though the patience of my readers may be; I

shall therefore close this communication with

the advice of a truly great character of ancient

times, who certainly thought it of the very first

importance to select a peculiar " mode of

faith," for which he sacrificed the early im-

pressions of sectarian education, and all

worldly views of advantage, and exposed him-

self to the greatest dangers and suflerings

—

' Try (or provej all things; hold fast that

which is best." Schutator.

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE AVATCHMAN. NO. IV.

A friend, whose sentiments I highly value,

has been pleased to express his good opinion

of the Watchman in flattering terms, and has

communicated an essay for my present num-
ber, which so exactly falls in with my own
views, that I shall insert it without further

comment.

I was much pleased with the plan proposed
by the " Watchman," in a late number of your
paper. If I rightly understand the purpose of

the contemplated series, it will confine itself

in a great measure, so far as morals are con-

cerned, to what is beautiful or comely on the

one hand, and deformed or homely on the

other

;

"To touch the finer movements of the mind.
And with the moral beauty charm the heart,"

without entering into an examination of human
actions merely in their relations of right or
wrong, but chiefy as they present features of
admiration or abhorrence to the mind; where
our moral taste, in short, more than our moral
judgment is concerned.

The " Watchman," then, will hardly be ex-

pected to inquire very deeply into the vices

of his fellow creatures, but rather to note
" those smaller faults which are neither pain-

ful nor pernicious, but vnbeseeming, and of
which the proper correction is not reproach
but laughter." If, however, incidentally or

otherwise, the former task should at any time

fall within the circle of his labours, I would
venture to recommend to his attention the fol-

lowing remarks of a late elegant and excellent

author. " In our own case, it is of great con-

sequence for us to attend to the distinction be-

tween constitutional good qualities and those

which are voluntary and meritorious. In the

case of otiiers, as it is impossible for us to

draw the line, and as the tendency of our na-

ture is rather to think too unfavourably of our

neighbours, it may be the safest rule to consi-

der every action as meritorious, which can be
supposed by any reasonable or plausible inter-

pretation, to have probably or even possibly

proceeded from a virtuous motive."

In conformity, therefore, with what I sup-
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pose to be the province of the moral depart-

ment of these essays, I will submit, in the hope

that they may at least serve as the heading of

a future chapter from some more gifted corres-

pondent, a few scattered thoughts on the subject

of those little graces of life which add so much
to the ardour of our attachments, and give a

buoyancy to the feelings which would carry us

lightly over many of the difficulties we encoun-

ter. We are perhaps too prone to consider

life as a dull round of care, and secretly to

complain that it yields us so little unalloyed

happiness. Now it seems to me that this hap-

pens in a great measure from a neglect, which

is far too frequent, of the proper cultivation of

the social and benevolent affections. How
delightful are those little efforts to add to the

enjoyment of those around us, which have the

double effect of soothing the spirits and cheer-

ing the heart of him who bestows and of him

wlio receives the kindness. They are the

genuine oflispring of a tender heart and a phi-

losophic mind, and should be largely conspicu-

ous in the refinements of the present day.

The opportunity ought not to be given to pos-

terity to say, on reverting to the vast advances

which our age is making in real and important

knowledge, that we have neglected the culti-

vation and exercise of the benevolent affec-

tions; and that no corresponding progress has

been made in those studies which teach the

art of happiness. But I am entering upon too

large a topic, and will narrow the subject of

my discourse by giving a passage from an e.\-

cellent old writer, which I met with the other

day in the course of my reading.

" There are two things which add much to

the merit of courtesies, viz. cheerfulness and

speed, and the contraries of these lessen the

value of them; that which hangs long 'twixt

the fingers, and is done with difficulty and a

sullen, supercilious look, makes the obligation

of the receivers nothing so strong, or the

memory of the kindness half so grateful. A
clear, unclouded countenance makes a cottage

appear like a castle in point of hospitality, but

a beetle-browed, sullen face, makes a palace

as smoky as an Irish hut. There is a mode in

giving entertainment, and doing any courtesy

else, which trebly binds the receiver to an ac-

knowledgement, and makes the remembrance
of it far more acceptable. I have known two

lord high treasurers of England of quite con

trary humours, one successively afler the

other ; the one, though he did the suitor's

business, yet he went murmuring; the other,

though he did not, was used to dismiss the

party with some satisfaction."

Now no one will deny the truth of the fore-

going, and yet how often do we see men act as

if they believed never a word of it. But there

is indeed a mode, not only in doing a courtesy,

but in almost every thing which has reference

to our intercourse with our fellow creatur

Advice, instruction, persuasion, and even

argument itself, depend very much for their

force and value upon the grace and humour
with which they are administered. I have

seen men argue for hours, without approach-

ing at all to a conclusion or becoming a jot

the wiser, who, I make no question, were
lovers of the truth more than of the argument,

and in whom there was little disposition to

strive for mere mastery. An apparent disre-

gard of one another's feelings and prejudices,

and a blunt and unceremonious way of assert-

ng our opinions, are apt to produce the idea

of an affront, though none was ever intended
;

and thus the time is spent in repelling suppos-

ed indignities, when probably, by the adoption

of a different course, one party or the other

ild speedily have found himself in posses-

sion of his object. For where the mind has

been cleared of prejudice, and the pride of

opinion be not incautiously aroused, I do not

hesitate to say, that we commonly receive

truth in preference to error. So much too

depends upon the very tone of our voice, as

well as the style of our discourse, that some
persons may say almost any thing without

the danger of offending; and by carefully pre-

paring the auditor to listen calmly and exa-

mine with candour, hardly ever fail to produce

conviction in an unprejudiced mind, if reason

and truth be on their side. The due regula-

tion and control of the temper is of course a

necessary part of the system of action of

which I have been speaking; and as our hap-

piness in life likewise very materially depends

upon it, I would call the attention of some of

my readers to the following remarks of Dugald

Stewart, in allusion to an expedient for this

purpose, which few perhaps have not occa-

sionally thought of, but which I am inclined to

consider as deserving of more consideration

than many would probably imagine.
" Another expedient of very powerful effect,

is to suppress, as far as possible, the external

signs of peevishness or of violence. So inti-

mate is the connection between mind and

body, that the mere imitation of any strong

expression has a tendency to excite the corres-

ponding passion; and, on the other hand, the

suppression of the external sign has a tenden-

cy to compose the passion which it indicates.

It is said of Socrates, that, whenever he felt

the passion of resentment rising in his mind,

he became instantly silent; and I have no

doubt, that, by observing this rule, he not only

avoided many an occasion of giving oflfence to

others, but added much to the comfort of his

own life, by killing the seeds of those malig-

nant affections which are the great bane of

human happiness."

FOR THE FRIEND.

The charitable legacies of the late Frederick
KoHNE, who died at his mansion in Philadelphia, on
the 27th ultimo, in the seventy-third year of his age,

are, it is believed, without e.tample in this country,

and perhaps unparalleled in Europe.
Various associations of the religious society to

which he belonged (the Protestant Episcopal), are to

receive One Hundnd a-nd sevenly-eig/it thousand Dol-
lars.

The following public institutions and charitable

societies, are thus provided for, viz.

The House of Refuge, Philadelphia - - $100,000
Orphan Society of Philadelphia - - - 60,000
The Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf
and Dumb 20

Infant School Society. Philadelphia - - 5,000
Philadelphia Dispensary 10,000
Dispensary, Charleston, South Carolina 10,000

5,000

Making an aggregate of specific charitable gifts, in

money, Three hundred and eighly-three thousand
Dollars, besides a large real estate in Charleston, to

the Orphan Asylum of that city, the value of which
cannot now be ascertained.

Munificent provision is made for his widow, and
some relations in Germany, and his servants are also

generously remembered.

The residue of his estate is bequeathed to his

executors, or the survivors of them, "/or such chari-

table institutions in Pennsylvania and South Carolina,
as they, or he, may deem most benejicial to mankind,
and so, that part of the coloured population in each of
the said States of Pennsylvania and South Carolina,

shall partake of the benefit thereof."

It is highly gratifying to be enabled to state, that

although this benevolent individual resided for many
years in Charleston, he never owned slaves, and deci-

dedly disapproved of the custom of negro bondage,
unhappily tolerated in the United States.

^
The executors of his will are, his widow Elizabeth

Kohne, John Bohlen, and Roberts Vaux, of this city,

and Robert Maxwell of Charleston.

From the Christian Revieic.

THE MARINER'S MIDNIGHT HYMN.

O Thou, who didst prepare
The ocean's cavern'd cell,

And teach the gathering waters there

To meet and dwell

;

Toss'd in our reeling bark
Upon this briny sea,

Thy wondrous ways, O Lord, we mark,
And sing to Thee.

That glorious hand of thino

That filLs the fount of day,
And gives the lunar orb to shine
With silvery ray ;

That hangeth forth on high
The clustering gems of night;

Can point beneath a beamless sky
Our course aright.

Borne on the darkening wave.
In measured sweep we go.

Nor dread th' unfathomable grave,

That yawns below

:

For He is nigh, who trod

Amid the foaming spray.

Whose billows owned th' Incarnate God
And died away.

How terrible art Thou
In all thy wonders shown,

Though veiled is thine eternal brow.
Thy steps unknown !

Invisible to sight,

But, Oh ! to faith how near I

Beneath the gloomiest cloud of night
Thou beamest here.

To peaceful rest we go.

And close our tranquil eyes.

Though deep beneath the waters flow,

And circling rise.

Though swells the flowing tide.

And threatens far above,

We know in whom our souls confide

With fearless love.

Snatched from a darker deep.

And waves of wilder foam.
Thou, Lord, those trusting souls wilt keep.

And waft them home

:

Home, where no storm can sound.

Nor angry waters roar.

Nor troublous billows heaye around
That peaceful shore.
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I'mix the Monllily Leclures.

ON MIRACLES.
{Conlinuedfrom page 268.)

III. But we proceed, in the third place, to

a consideration of the proof which miracles

supply of a divine mission.

It is exceedingly difficult to prove, or even
to illustrate a self-evident proposition. The
man who should attempt to show that the sun
is not the source of darkness, but of liglit,

would be at a loss in what form to construct

his syllogism, or how to conduct his argument:
his best appeal would be to the senses and the

common reason ofmankind. And, in like man-
ner, the proof of a divine mission from miracles

may be safely left to the common sense and
understandino- of men. If the miracle be be-
yond doubt, the mission of which it is the sig-

nature and attestation is established. Yet the

following observations may serve, in some de-

gree, to illustrate the case.

First, Jesus Christ appealed to his miracles
as a proof of his divine mission. The disciples

of John the Baptist came to him proposing this

inquiry, " Art thou he who should come, or do
we look for another ? And in the same hour
he cured many of their infirmities and plagues,
and to many that were blind he gave sight.

—

Then Jesus answering them, said. Go your way,
and tell John what things ye have seen and
heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead
are raised up; and blessed is he whosoever
shall not be offended in me." To his enemies
he said, " The works which my Father hath
given me to do, they bear witness of me that

the Father hath sent me." Of his opponents
and revilers he said, '• If I had not done among
them the works which none other man did,

they had not had sin." To his apostles he
said, " Believe me that I am in the Father, and
the Father in me, or else believe me for the

very works' sake." This is, therefore, the

proof to which on all occasions he appealed,

and which he considered satisfactory and deci-

sive.

Secondly, The witnesses regarded them in

this light; many of them were convinced, and
glorified God. We are told by the evange-
lists, that after the performance of the mira-

cles of Christ, " there came a fear on all."

They said, " we have seen strange things to-

day." "God hath visited his people." "A
great prophet is risen up among us." " John
did no miracle; but all things which John
spake of this man were true." The success of
the ministry of Christ, to which his miracles

greatly contributed, has been strangely under-

rated and misconceived. Twelve men totally

abandoned their worldly occupations and fol-

lowed him; he afterwards sent forth seventy

persons to work wonders in his name; he had
disciples in almost all places whither he went.

To this extent were his miracles successful,

thus far they accomplished their purpose; they

overcame not, indeed, the inveterate obdura-

tion and the desperate malignity of the infa-

tuated among the Jews ; but these were the

only things which they did not overcome.
Thirdly, The most distinguished infidels ad-

mit that a real miracle is decisive proof of a

divine mission. Their objection regards not

so much the nature or validity of the attesta-

tion as its reality. Spinoza himself, according

to I^Ir. Bayle, said to his friends, " that if he

could be convinced of the resurrection of La-
zarus, he would break his whole system into

pieces, and readily embrace the common faith

of Christians." And it is the aim of Mr.
Hume not so much to evince that miracles, if

admitted to be true, are not suflicient evidence

of a divine mission, as to show that no mira-

cles have ever been wrought. Prove a miracle,

and this giant in the sceptical wartare, by his

own showing, is laid low.

Fourthly, The reason is very simple, but, at

the same time, most powerl'ul and cogent ; it

rests on the natural justice, wisdom, and vera-

city of God. He would not lend his energy to

sanction a lie, or to aid an imposture ; he
would not give his signature to error and de-

lusion, in order that mankind might be afflicted

with deeper blindness, and led into more fatal

and hopeless obscuration. If this energy be
exerted, it must be to sanction truth; if his

signature be any where affixed, it can only be
to pure and unmixed truth. A miracle, there-

fore, is a sufficient proof of a divine mission.

The argument may be put into a syllogistic

form

:

God would not work a miracle to sanction

any thing but truth;

But he wrought miracles by Jesus Christ:

The things which Jesus Christ taught are

therefore true.

" No man can do these miracles which thou

doest, except God be with him." The appeal

is to the natural perfections of Deity, and the

common understanding of men, and it is final

and conclusive.

Fifthly, No better mode of establishing

among men the belief of a divine mission has
ever been suggested. After mature reflection

and attentive consideration of all the known
and possible methods of demonstration, I am,
I confess, unable to suggest any one that

would be an improvement upon this; nor have
I, so far as my philosophical inquiries have ex-

tended, met with even a hint for accomplish-

ing the purpose with more dignity, or ease, or

certainty. I have heard of no other plan more
becoming the majesty of God, or better adapt-

ed to the circumstances of man.

I conclude, therefore, that miracles are sa-

tisfactory proof of a divine mission. Jesus

Christ appealed to his miracles; they produced
conviction in many, and those most competent
witnesses; even sceptics admit that they are

decisive, if they can be proved to be true; the

reason is simple and powerful, founded on the

natural and moral perfections of God; no bet-

ter method has yet been suggested, or we may
venture to assert will ever be devised.

Moreover, it is an easy mode of proof It

requires no learning, no acuteness of mind to

comprehend it ; nothing is necessary but an
acquaintance with the common course of
things, and a sound understanding. It is, there-

fore, adapted to the universal state of human
nature.

It is also an impressive and awakening
proof. When a miracle is wrought, the Deity
comes near to us; we feel his presence; we
are startled and aroused as from sleep; we are

filled with awe; the keenest sensibilities of

our nature are touched; and, unless our moral
perceptions are strangely blunted by sin, or

vitiated by malignant unbelief, we solemnly
adore the power, and intuitively admit the

proof as final and absolute.

IV. In the fourth place, let us examine the

arguments which have been urged against it.

And although the pretensions of infidels are

proud and lofty, and have often been ostenta-

tiously paraded, yet will they be found redu-

cible to a small compass, and capable of easy
exposure and triumpliant refutation.

And first, it is said that the very idea of a

miracle is absurd, and more properly matter of
derision than of argument. But this must de-

pend somewhat on the state of a man's mental
vision; I confess I am totally unable to per-

ceive the absurdity, it eludes my discernment;
and as this is a mere assertion, it may be pro-

perly met by another. The very idea of a
miracle is beautiful and striking in the highest

degree; in circumstances of due importance
and necessity, it is most reasonable, conducive
alike to the glory of God and the good of
men; and I do not hesitate to afiirm, that the

common feeling of human nature is in fa-

vour of this assertion, and against that of the

sceptic.

It is most certain that the creation of the

world was a stupendous and complicated exer-

tion of Omnipotence, by which a most aston-

ishing change was efliscted in the antecedent

state of things; and, in order to make it ma-
nifest that any deviation from the laws which
were then established is absurd, the following

propositions should be proved: that the power
which formed the universe does not now exist;

that, in the race of beings for whom the Crea-
tor originally made the world, adorned it with
beauty, and replenished it with goodness, he
has no longer any interest; that a revelation

of truth, by which their sanctity and happi-

ness may be promoted, is inconsistent with his

perfections; or that, if such a revelation were
made, he would not affix to it the signature of
his power, and the sanction of his authority.

But the very reverse of all this can be proved,

by an appeal to reason, and to principles inde-

pendent of the sacred Scriptures. The Su-
preme Power still exists; the Deity is inter-

ested in the happiness of man, the object of
his original bounty and care ; a revelation,

considering the circumstanses in which man-
kind were involved, was in a high degree pro-

bable; and miracles are the best proof and at-

testation of a divine mission which we can
imagine. The idea of a miracle is therefore

perfectly rational, and in every respect agree-

able to the human intellect.

But, secondly, it is said that those who pre-

tended to work these miracles imposed upon
the people, by availing themselves of favourable

circumstances, and by the skilful application

of secondary causes. This objection has been
already, in some degree, answered : but ad-

mitting it to be just and valid, they must then

have had a profound acquaintance with the

secrets of philosophy, a surprising penetration

into the agencies of nature. What an aston-

ishing knowledge of all the complicated opera-

tions of the elements is implied, upon this sup-



position, in the works wliicli they are asserted

to have performed; and how does this agree

with the ignorance and entiiusiasm, the folly

and absurdity, which it is found convenient,

on other occasions, to ascribe to the founders
of Christianity ! What opinion must we form
of tlie men, and their system, who, as it may
suit the exigency of the moment, represent

their opponents at the extremes of ignorance

and wisdom;—at one time mere objects of

derision, at another, possessing knowledge
which transcends all ancient and modern sci-

ence ?

Besides, if the miracles of Christianity were
of such easy execution, why are they not at-

tempted again ? With all the advantages of

this enlightened age, why do not those who
assert their facility, perform a few of the same
kind ? It would be a novel and highly interest-

ing sight to behold an apostle of infidelity tra-

versing our streets, to heal all manner of sick-

ness and disease among the people, to give

sight to the blind, and hearing to the deaf, and
life to the dead, not by miracle, but by the

skilful application of ordinary causes. Truly
it would be an edifying spectacle, and one that

would almost justify undertaking a journey
oven on foot from the most remote part of the

kingdom to Portsmouth, there to behold a mo-
dern sceptic satisfying the appetite of some
thousands of hungry people seated in ranks
upon Portsdown, with a few loaves and fishes;

and after he had dismissed them, and descend-
ed into the plain, on arriving at the water's

edge, calmly committing himself to the waves,

and walking across in the midst of a tempest
to the Isle of Wight, to astonish the simple

natives by the repetition of his wonders; and
all performed merely by means of a skilful ap-

plication of secondary causes, and with a de-

sign to exhibit the powers of philosophy, and
to confirm the speculative dogmas of a cold

and cheerless system of infidelity. Alas! that

these philosophers are not ashamed of their

own absurdities ; that they should labour to

involve themselves in darkness, and think

thereby to quench the light of heaven, and to

eclipse the reason, and extinguish the sight of

all other men.
Thirdly, it is alleged that no testimony is

adequate to establish the truth of a miracle.

This assertion is exceedingly hardy and adven-

turous; it could scarcely have been anticipat-

ed that scepticism itself would have proceeded
to this length : but it is the doctrine of the

most distinguished writer on that side of the

question. This is the sum of the argument:

we have had no experience of a miracle, we
have never witnessed any inversion of the com-
mon course of things ; there is, therefore,

strong probability against any such inversion

having taken place in past ages, such a pro-

bability as no proof from testimony can over-

come.

It is truly astonishing that men pretending

to more than ordinary penetration, should

argue in this manner. It can hardly be deem-
ed a sophism or a subtilty, although it is the

main principle of Mr. Hume's celebrated es-

say : it is a palpable absurdity against which

the common feelings and convictions of man-
kind rise up in resistance and indignation; for,
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if I am not to believe testimony to a miracle,

on the ground of the improbability and rare-

ness of the event, and my having had no ex-

perience of such an event, on the same ground
I must reject testimony in all similar cases.

Nothing more is necessary than that the event

should be to my apprehension improbable, and
that I should have had no experience of such
an event, to justify my disbelief, rejection and
derision of the testimony by which it is affirn

ed. On this principle, the inhabitants of Ca
cutta never can believe in the frosts of Nor-
way, and the Norwegians never can believe

in the heat of Hindoostan. Their experience;

are in direct contrariety and opposition ; no
testimony can overcome the reciprocal impro-
babilities; and they must remain in everlasting

unbelief of a clear matter of fact; nay, in posi-

tive denial and contradiction of it, unless they

personally visit each other's country.

On the same ground, the truth of all history

must be abandoned; for it is full of events of

which we have had no experience, and of im
probabilities which have no sufficient basis of

belief but testimony; and this, according to the

argument, is no basis at all.

Why will men wantonly and wilfully main-
tain such perversities ? Why will they call light

darkness and darkness light ? For the abso-

lute and direct reverse of the proposition is the

true principle; that events of which we have
had no experience, and which are, in them-
selves, in the highest degree improbable, are

to be received as true upon adequate testi-

mony.

This maxim was never called in question

till Mr. Hume arose, and it may be fairly

doubted whether even he really called it in

question. He is said to have betrayed the li-

terary secret of Rousseau; that wayward and
perverse, but brilliant genius, sent forth his

paradoxes, if he really made the supposed con-

fession, as the sport of fancy, and as an expe-

riment upon the credulity of mankind. I can
believe that Mr. Hume was amazed at his own
audacity, and at the astonishment which he

created in the world; but he never could have
been the dupe of his own sophistries. He be-

lieved in testimony as mankind ever have
done, and ever will do, otherwise why did he
write his history ? or who will credit a word
of it ? or who will not deny that such a man
ever lived ?

Is this then the philosophy so lofty in its pre-

tensions, so profound in its penetration, that

only a few rare and uncommon spirits can at-

tain unto it! It cuts oft" all the past; it shuts

up all the future; it mocks at another world;

and reduces man to the condition of an animal

just conscious of his present fife, and that is

all. For if I have no confidence in the testi-

mony of other men, why should I have any in

my own recollections ?

If this notion were supported by all the

forms of argument, and all the subtilties of

logic, if it came recommended by the most
powerful reasoning, and arrayed in the most
captivating imagery, and I could not detect

its weakness and fallacy, still I should be sure

that it was folse. It belies my nature, it con-

fronts my intuitions. I shall ever believe in

3stimony from the necessity of my being, and,

s Mr. Hume did, in spite of myself and my
own paradoxes.

(To be continued.')

A REPLY TO AN EPISTLE.

A document has made ils appearance in the public
prints, and has been extensively circulated by hand-
bills, purporting to be an Epistle from a Yearly
Meeting of Friends, held in the city of New York in
the fifth month, 1829; but which is well known to
have been issued by an association distinguished by
the appellation of Hicksites.

Amidst a variety of declarations equally suscepti-

ble of refutation, it is therein asserted in substance aa
follows: " We know none amongst us who deny the
Scriptures: should any such be found, we recom-
mend them to the particular care of the Society, that,
by suitable labour, they may be convinced of their
error."—" We seek not to derogate from the letter,

nor in any respect to impeach its authenticity."

—

*^ The most important charge preferred against us,

seems to bo that we deny the fundamental principles
of the Christian religion, and that we reject the of-
fered means ofsalvation through Jesus Christ."—" It

is due to others and to ourselves, to meet these
charges with a direct contradiction."

It is considered to be proper that the public should
be furnished with the means of testing the truth and
sincerity of these statements, by comparing them
with quotations from the printed sermons of their

preachers, and from letters and approved publications
of distinguished members of this new sect. With
this view the following are selected. Their authen-
ticity can be established, and their correctness, it is

believed, will not be denied. They are principally
from sermons taken down and published by a steno-
grapher patronized by them, and disposed to serve
their cause in the discharge of the duty assigned
him, and who published written acknowledgements of
the general correctness of the sermons from two of
their principal ministers. And it is to be remarked,
that those persons, so far from being " treated with
as oS'enders," are the most popular and admired
leaders of the sect.

ON THE SCRIPTURES.

" It is ofgreat importance that we understand the
Scriptures rightly; for, if we do not, they will do us
a world of harm. For they are the greatest engine
to do us hurt of any in the world, though the children
ofmen place so much confidence and faith in them."

—

E. Hicks'' Sermons. Quaker, vol. iv., pages 220, 221.
" Let us attend to spiritual reflections, and not be

looking to the Scriptures, and to the system of men,
and to the words of preachers ; for all these beings of
an external character, can only form an ignis fatuus,

which leads to bewilder, and dazzles to blind."

—

Tlws. WetheraWs Sermons. Quaker, vol. 2. page 219.
" If the Scriptures were absolutely necessary, he

had power to communicate them to all the nations
of the earth ; but they were not necessary, and per-
haps not suited to any other people than they to
whom they were written !"

—

Elias Hicks' Philadel-
phia Sermons, 182S

—

page 119.
" And are we not thus shown, that all the reading

of the Scriptures, the prophets and the- law, kept
them in darkness, and divided the Israelites, as it

now divides the Christians?"

—

E. Hicks' Sermons,
Quaker, vol. iv. page 238.
" It is in vain that we are referred to the Scrip-

tures as to an acknowledged authority to determine
conflicting opinions."

—

Berean, vol. 2, page 401.

"One would suppose, that to a rational mind, the

hearing and reading of the instructive parables of
Jesus, would have a tendency to reform and turn
men about to truth, and lead them on in it ; but thiy

have no such effect.'"—Elias Hicks'' Philadelphia Ser-

mons, 1825, page 129.

ON THE CHARACTER AND OFFICES OF CHRIST.

" I examined the accounts given on this subject,"

(the miraculous conception) by the four Evange-
lists, and according to my best judgment on the
occasion, I was led to think there was considerable

more Scripture evidence for his being the son of



Joseph than otherwise."—iJ/ins flicks' Leila
Thomas IVillis.—Towards tlie close of tlio same
ter he adds: " And I may further say, that I beli

it would be much greater sin in me to smoke tobacco
that was the produce of the labour of slaves, than it

would be to believe either of these positions."
" I have no more doubt of our being saved by his

blood, than I have that Christ is a principle of life

in the soul of man. But I have no more belief that

the material blood of that outward body will ev
have the leas igency in washing i vay, or

lily.for one of my sins, or any other of the human
than I have, that when he told his disciples

the bread that came down from heaven, that he had
reference to that visible body."—John. Moll's Leller
to Zmo Carpenter.

" Now I consider, that the offering of the body of
Jesus Christ on the outward cross, applied only as a

matter of redemption to the Israelites, redeeming
them from the curse of that covenant, and tlie penal-
ties attendant on every breach thereof."

—

E. Hicks''

Leller to W. B.Irish.
" He (Jesus) never directed to himself, but all he

wanted was to lead their minds to the Spirit of
Truth, to the light within, and when he had done
this, he had done his office."—£iias Hicks, Quaker,
rol. l,p.47.

" The Christ, then, which it concerns us to have
an interest in, is not that outward manifestation,
which was limited in its operations to a single
province, a single nation and to this day known only
by history to a few."—Bercaji, vol. 2, p. 21.
" Can it be supposed, that he, of whom it is de-

clared that he was limited in knowledge, power,
and action, possessed absolutely the spirit of God,
without measure f I believe not."

—

Bereaii, vol. %p.
2.59.

" He (Christ) was instructed and led to see him-
self a poor creature; he had no merit of his own ; he
was a poor, helpless, male infant, whose life was de-
pendent, under God, on the nursing- of his mother.'
—Elias Hicks' Sermojis, Quaker, rof. ],p. 237.
" If we believe that God is equal and righteous in

all his ways, that he has made of one blood all the
families that dwell upon the earth, it is impossible that
he should be partial, and therefore has been as willing
to reveal his will to every creature, as he was to our first

parents, toJUoses and the prophets, to Jesus Ch
his apostles. He never can set any of these above
us ; because if he did, he would be partial."

—

Elias
Hicks' Sermons, Philad. Edit. 1826, p. 292.

"If, as some have said, be had made his Son perfe
so that he could not fall, his obedience would have
been of no worth to the children of men, and none
to himself as a,rationat creature." Elias Hicks' Ser-
mons, Quaker, vol. 3, p. 111.

" It was the soul that wanted salvation, but this no
outward Saviour could do, no external Saviour could
have any hand in it." Elias Hicks' Philad. Sermotis,
y.S0,51.
"Oh, dearly beloved friends, young and old

you gather deeper and deeper to that which is within
the vail, where we may have access to our God,
out any Mediator." Elias Hicks' Sermons, Quaker,
vol. 2, ;;. 277.

" But I do not consider that the crucifixion of the
outward body of the flesh and blood of Jesus on the
cross, was an atonementfor any sins, but the legal sins
of the Jews, &;c. Surely is it possible that any ra-
tional being that has any right sense of justice or
mercy, would be willing to accept forgiveness of his sins

on suck terms.^ Would he not rather go forward,
and offer himself wholly up to suffer all the penalties
due to his crimes, rather than the innocent should
suffer? Nay, was he so hardy as to acknowledge a
willingness to be saved through such a medium, would
it not prove that ho stood in direct opposition to every
principle of justice and honesty, of mercy and love,
and show himself to be a poor, selfish creature, and
unworthy of notice?" Elias Hicks' leller to A'. Shoe-
maker.

" It may, perhaps, be hereafter consistent with the
design of infinite wisdom, for ends which caimot now
be conceived by any foresight or sagacity, to prepare
another glorious body, and on it to pour out again the
spirit without measure, in order to fulfil some still

more magnificent purposes." Berean,p. 71.

which
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These form but a small part of the evidence which
j
large proj

might be adduced to prove the truth of the charges '

brought against them by Friends. Simila
are almost daily made in their meetings; but it has
been thought best to confine the quotations to such
sermons and writings as have been acknowledged by
them, and those which are in print do not embrace
the sermons of their numerous and less eminent
speakers.

It was against such a ministry, ^nd the open
avowal of sentiments like these, that it became the
imperious duty of the Society of Friends publicly and
solemnly to declare, as being at variance with the
fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion, as
professed and maintained by the Society ever since
they have been known as a distinct people; and that
they cannot consider persons holding such opinions
to be of their religious community. It may be pro-
per to state, for the information of those who are un-
acquainted with its organization, that the Society of
Friends is composed of ten yearly meetings. Those
of Dublin, London, New England, Virginia, and
North Carolina, remain undivided, and attached to
the ancient doctrines and discipline of the Society.
The four last named have issued testimonials statino-
their disunity with the Hicksites, and declining to
correspond with or acknowledge their associations.
The remaining five, viz. New "York, Pennsylvania,
Baltimore, Ohio, and Indiana, are divided; but it is

believed that the greater proportion of the Members
continue to adhere to the ancient yearly meetings
and to the doctrines of the Society.

It now remains for the Christian public to dete
mine whether persons holding the sentiments coi

n the above quotations, can of right claim
to be of the Society of Friends; and whether any
people can be said to hold the fundamental doctrim
of the Christian religion, who invalidate, as they di

the Holy Scriptures, and deny that any benefit isd(
rived from the outward sufferings of the Saviour;
who, under the specious pretence of exalting the
light of Christ within (which we all own) admit
only of a metaphorical belief in Christ, while they
utterly deny that Christ who "in due tii

"' '

for the ungodly," who " tasted death for every
man," and who "offered up himself," a Lam'
"without spot unto God," a "propitiation for our
sins; and not for ours only, but for the sins of the
whole world."

Friends are desirous, as far as they can consistent-
ly with what is due to the cause of truth, to avoid
disputations with those who have left the Society by
renouncing its principles, and therefore reluctantly
notice what is said in the "Epistle," on the subji

of a division of the property.
It is thought right, however, in order that Friends

and others in remote places may not be
upon by misrepresentations on this subject, to state,
that, after the separation in fifth month.
Friends in the city of New York applied for the use
of either of the meeting houses, and for duplicate
keys to the burial ground belonging to the Society,
for the purpose of its free use in common with tho:
who held possession; but these reasonable reques
were entirely rejected.

Such, however, was the impression produced c

the public mind, as well as on the minds of manv of
the more moderate among themselves, by this strik-
ing proof of a want of a spirit of accommodation;
and of that "brotherly kindness and charity" recom-
mended in their Epistle, that they seem to have
thought it necessary to do something to counteract
it. A communication was accordingly addressed in
an informal manner, to several individual Friends,
inviting to some arrangement on the subject of the
property, but assuming as a basis of negotiation, an
acknowledgement of the secedcrs as the Society of
Friends, and expressed in language which the
authors well knew would of itself prevent its being
noticed. The limits prescribed on this occasion for-
bid a detailed statement of this business; but, in
order conclusively to prove to every candid mind
that this overture could not have been made in good
faith, it is only necessary to state the fact, that they
have since commenced a suit at law to deprive
Friends, if possible, of the boarding school and pro-
perly at Mne Partners ; which property comprises a

of the ittle that
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in then

Not content with this, they took, and still retain,
forcible possession of the farm attached to the school;
and employed a person in the neighbourhood, who,
under their assumed authority, has entered on the
land, and, with the assistance of a number of the se-
cedcrs living near, has ploughed and sowed it, and
continues to turn the cattle belonging to the institu-
tion into the street as often as they are put into the
pasture lands; thereby evincing how little they avail
themselves (to use the language of their own Epis-
tle) " of the present favourable opportunity for the
exercise of forbearance, brotherly kindness, and
charity."

The "yearly meeting of Friends of New York"
having adjourned previously to the appearance of
the epistle here referred to, to meet at the usual
time next year, it was thought by a number of
Friends, that no time should be lost in correcting

representations contained in the paper to

le above is a reply.

Samuel Wood,
JoSEfH BOWNE,
John Wood, of Allen Street,

WiLLiA.!! Waring,
John Griscom,
John R. Willis,
William F. Mott,

On behalf of themselves and other Friends.
New York, 6th Wo. C, 1829.

THE FRZE9TD.

SIXTH MONTH, 13, 1839.

The annual convention of Hicksites which met in
New York during the time of holding the recent
yearly meeting of Friends in that city, issued an
epistle to their members, distinguished by the same
spirit of deception and disingenuousness which cha-
racterized that published by their brethren in Phila-
delphia, a review of which appeared in the two last
numbers of" The Friend," displaying in its composi-
tion the same paucity of fact, and the same hardi-
hood and confidence of assertion, which have been
so remarkably characteristic of all the official docu-
ments published by the party since its secession from
the Society of Friends.

This epistle, professing to be from the yearly
meeting of New York, though addressed to the meet-
ings and members composing the Hicksite associa-
tion within the territorial limits of that meeting, was
obviously intended for the public eye, and designed
to produce a belief in the public mind that the Hicks-
ites were a peaceful, quiet, orderly sect of Chris-
tians, disposed to act towards those they considered
as their erring brethren, in a spirit of reconciliation
and compromise; and that they, moreover, were firm
believers in the authority of holy Scripture, in the
divinity, atonement, and various offices of the Re-

ler, and that they had been subjected to much
injury and slander, by the charges often made
against them, of irreverence towards the Scriptures,
and of unsoundness in the fundamental doctrines of
the Christian faith. With a view of producing ef-

fect, this Epistle was immediately published in seve-
ral of the daily newspapers in New York, and print-
d in the form of a handbill for general circulation.

In order to show the gross inconsistency and insin-
ty of the framers of the Epistle, Friends of New

York have issued a reply, which will be found in to-
day's " Friend." Strong and forcible as are the quo-
tations given in this reply, many of our readers w^iU
no doubt recall to mind a large number of passages
n the Hicksite sermons and letters equally striking,

md the effect of the whole must be to produce
imazement in every honest mind, how persons pro-
fessing the high degree of spiritual attainment as-
sumed by Elias Hicks and his followers, could dare,

the face of truth and candour, to attempt an im-
position upon the public, of the idea that they were
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believing Christians, when they were conscious in

tlieir hearts at the time of forming their epistle, that

they esteemed Jesus Christ to be no more than a fal-

lible Israelite, a " poor creature, who needed salva-

tion himself," and that the Scriptures, so far from

containing the revealed will of the Almighty, were
" an ignis fatuus, which leads to bewilder, and dazzles

to blind."

For our own parts, we have been led, however re-

luctantly, to the conclusion, that, with the truly ini-

tialed partisans of Elias Hicks, " the end justifies the

means," and that to deceive the world and gain

proselytes, they will even disguise their real senti-

ments, and profess a form of sound words, making,

at the same time, mental reservations, and putting a

secret construction upon the expressions of the sac-

red penmen, different from the usual acceptation of

the terms by Christian professors. We are support-

ed in this belief, from a knowledge of tlie fact, that

Elias Hicks himself, when his doctrines have been

shown to be different from those of George Fox,

Robert Barclay, &c. has not hesitated to aver,

that these bright sons of the morning concealed

their real sentiments and avowed others, to avoid

the persecution of their opponents, and suit the cir-

cumstances of the times. He hag openly acknow-

ledged, that he considers this kind of dissimulation

as perfectly justifiable in a good cause. The avowal

of this monstrous opinion gives a key for the right

interpretation of many of the Hicksite writings; and

it must have been some unblushing avowal of a

similar kind, which suggested to the author of Hu-
dibras the caustic stanzas, in which he represents the

" saints" as learning in the Satanic school, and quot-

ing the father of lies as authority.

" For if, &c. to serve his turn,

Can tell truth—why the saints should scorn,

When it serves theirs, to [cheat] and lie,

1 cannot see a reason why."

In one of their paragraphs, the writers of tl

epistle intimate, that there is " a necessity to doub

their diligence, and to examine narrowly their coi

duct,' lest" instead of proving themselves followers of

Christ, they should become stumbling blocks to the

honest enquirer, and bring reproach upon their high

profession," And never, we believe, was advice

more urgently necessary in practice for any people,

than this is for the Hicksites ; for their disgraceful

conduct in the yearly meeting of New York in 1828,

and their riot and outrage in Ohio, are exceedingly

likely to be huge "stumbling blocks" to bring upon

them 'and their profession lasting and merited d'

grace.

The next paragraph in the epistle contains a <

liberate, palpable falsehood—it asserts as follows :

" Those who have voluntarily withdrawn from

have charged us with having driven them from our

meeting-houses. This is so far from being true, that

their departure was contrary to our advice, but pre

ferred by themselves to a submission to the establish

ed usages of the Society."

Now the framers of this sentence knew, that thi

very first act of the Hicksites, after they had forced

the yearly meeting and its clerks to withdraw from

the meeting-house in 1828, was to deny peremptorily,

both to men and women, the use of either of

Friends' meeting-houses in New York, and that

Friends were compelled to hold their yearly meeting

in temporary accommodations procured for the oc-

casion. They knew further, that whenever their

party had the power, and sometimes even when

they were a small minority, both in New York,

in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and elsewhere, they had, in

some instances, with insult and violence, driven

Friends from their meeting-houses, and that they

now held possession of a very large number of the

places for worship belonging to the Society in all those

states. They knew, moreover, that so far from

Friends refusing to submit to the " established usa-

ges of the Society," that it was for the faithful sup-

port of its doctrines, discipline, and wholesome or-

der, that they had been compelled to leave their

houses to disorderly usurpers, many, perhaps most of

whom, had been disowned for violations of the dis-

cipline, and were not members of the Society of

Friends.

In the next paragraph they flatly deny their known
doctrines with regard to the Scriptures and to our
Saviour, and pretend to consider charges founded
upon the express declarations of Elias Hicks himself,

and other of their principal leaders, as great slan-

ders upon their body at large. If they wish, how-
, to obtain the character of sound Christians,

they must disown all their noted preachers—disa-

eveiy thing their initiated partisans have writ-

ten upon doctrinal subjects, and come forth to the

world with a'plain, clear, unequivocal affirmation of
their doctrines, in such manner and terms as George
Fox's declaration to the governor of Barbadoes, and
the other sound scriptural confessions of faith made
by our ancient Friends. They have endeavoured, in

the latter part of this epistle, with some little art, to

conceal their real sentiments, but enough is given
to show that they consider " Christ" as a mere term
applied to the spirit in man, and that, therefore,

Christ manifested in the flesh," as much applies to

the appearance of the spirit in the flesh of every

good man, and renders him as much divine as did

the manifestation in the flesh of Jesus Christ; in

short, to use Elias Hicks' own words, that the Al-

ighty never set Jesus Christ above us, for if he

did, he would be partial.

In conclusion, wc may remark, that we are more
and more confirmed in the belief, that, with all the

mulation practised, the real doctrines of the

Hicksites are every day becoming better understood

and appreciated, and that the time is not far distant,

"f it has not already arrived, when their writings

viil be regarded by all sound Christians, as being of

he same tendency and character as the deistical

productions of Herbert, of Tindal, and of Paine.

In preparing our last number for the press,

It was, at a late period, determined that in-

stead of inserting Elisha Bates's enumeration of

Friends and Hicksites in Ohio in full detail, it

would be as well to give only a concise view

of it. In the hurry of collating and condens-

ing for this end, an inaccuracy occurred,

which was not discovered in time to be cor-

rected. In relation to the first summing up,

instead of saying that Friends exceeded the

Hicksites more than three to one, it was our

intention to say, that the Hicksites and their

minors were less than one-third of the whole

number constituting Ohio yearly meeting at

the time of the separation. Again, relative

to the final summing up, instead of what

we have there stated, it would have been cor

rect to have said, that the whole amount of

adult Hicksites scarcely exceeded one-seventh

of the whole number of persons constituting

Ohio yearly meeting at the time of the sepa

tion.

We perceive by the last number of E. Bates

Miscellaneous Repository, that the publication

of that valuable work is to be continued, with

a prospect of an increased subscription for the

third volume.

As a source of correct information relative

to events connected with our religious So

ciety in the western country; as a means foi

the diffusioii of sound principles, and for the

correction of error and misrepresentation,

esteem it a publication of peculiar value, and

when wc further consider the qualification of

its editor for elucidating the doctrines and

defending the cause of true Quakerism and

Christianity, vve earnestly desire its general

circulation throughout the Society of Friends

on this continent.

The subscribers to Bates' Miscellaneous

About forty of

ife he resided in York-

Repository, residing in or near Philadelphia.,

who may not have paid their subscriptions for

the second year, are requested to forward the

mount to Edward Settle, as soon as conve-

nient ; and persons residing within the same

limits, who wish to become subscribers (their

subscriptions to commence with the third

volume) will please to forward their names.

Thomas Evans,
Edward Bettle,

Agentsfor Elisiia Bates.

Our esteemed S. P. will perceive that we have

ivailed ourselves, in part, of the printed documents
ibligingly furnished by him ; in our next we propose

o attend to his suggestion in regard to the other.

Our acknowledgements are due to a much valued

correspondent for the article headed *' Ann Doc-
" and several other acceptable communica-

tions.

The following has been forwarded to us for

insertion. We understand, as the style would

seem to indicate, that the writer was not a

member of our religious Society.

[From the West Chester Sentinel printed at Peek-skill.}

OBITUAUy.

JosEPn RoAKE is no more. This vener-

able patriarch has gone to dwell with the

spirits of the just above,

the last years of his

town, in this (West Chester) county, where he

acquired a reputation which the tongue of

slander could not reach. He lived perfectly

retired from the bustle and din of a busy

world, and having procured a cothpetency of

earthly good, the evening of his days was ex-

clusively devoted to the contemplation of the

change that awaits all flesh. His hopes of a

better inheritance were placed solely on

Christ, the only sure foundation. As a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, he adhered

strictly to the fundamental doctrines of that

sect. While Hicksisni was carrying away its

thousands of superficial professors, its strength

was wasted for naught on this man of God.

His established soul was not to be shaken by

every wind of doctrine. He lived constantly

as seeing Him who is invisible. For many
years before his exit, he viewed death as de-

prived of its sting ; and when his final hour

drew near, he was not thrown into dis-

may, but calmly informed his children that he

was going to leave them soon. Accordingly,

(htf being nearly ninety years of age,) on the

4th of April, 1829, at half past seven o'clock,

A. BL, in the full possession of his mental

faculties and a comparative state of health, he

yielded up his spirit to hiin who gave it, with

the magnanimity and composure of a true

Christian. Notwithstanding proud infidelity

may afl!ect to pity, while it despises the humble

follower of Jesus, it is compelled to know,
however much against its will, that Christiani-

ty has the decided advantage in the hour of

death. B. Cueeey.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

I have read somewhere in " The Friend"

these words; " We have much to say hereaf-

ter on the poetry of Wordsworth."' That
hereafter, it seems, is not yet arrived. In the

meantime, I request you will insert the foUovv-

ing impressive and eloquent sketch of the pro-

gress of infidel opinions by the hand of that

great master. It is t(ie picture of a minister

of the gospel, who is roused from the despair

arising out of severe domestic calamity, bjjrtlie

splendid, yet pestilent meteor of the French
revolution.

-But now.
To the wide world's astouishment. appeared
The glorious opening, tlie unlookM-lor dawn.
That promised everlasting joy to France !

That sudden light had power to pierce the gloom
In which his spirit, friendless upon earth,

In separation dwelt, and solitude.

The voice of social transport reached even him '.

He broke from his contracted bounds, repaired

To the great city, an emporium then

Of golden expectations, and receiving

Freights every day from a new world of hope.
Thither his popular talents he transferred

;

And from the pulpit zealously maintained
The cause of Christ and civil liberty

As one, and moving to one glorious end.

Intoxicating service ! I might say

A happy service ; for he was sincere

As vanity and fondness for applause.

And new and shapeless wishes, would allow.

That righteous cause of freedom did, we know.
Combine, for one hostility, as friends,

Etherial natures and the worst of slaves;

Was served by rival advocates that came
From regions opposite as heaven and hell.

One courage seemed to animate them all;

And from the dazzling conquests daily gained,

By their united efForls, there arose

h proud and most presumptuous confidence
In the transcendent wisdom of the age
,\nd its discernment ; not alone in rights

And in the origin and bounds of power
Social and temporal ; but in laws divine,

Deduced by reason, or to faith revealed.

An overweening trust was raised, and fear

Cast out—alike of person and of thing.

Plague from this union spread, whose subtle bane
The strongest did not easily escape;
And he, w'hat wonder ! took a mortal taint.

How shall 1 trace the change, how bear to tell

That he broke faith with those whom he had laid

In earth's dark chambers, with a Christian's hope

!

An infidel contempt of holy writ

Stole by degrees upon his mind ; and hence
Life, like that Roman Janus, double faced;
Vilest hypocrisy, the laughing, gay
Hypocrisy, not leagued with fear, but pride.

Smooth words he had to wheedle simple souls;

But for disciples of the inner school.

Old freedom was old servitude, and they
The wisest whose opinions stooped the least

To known restraints; and who most boldly dre\

Hopeful prognostications from a creed.

Which in the light of false philosopliy

Spread like a halo round a misty moon.
Widening its circle as the storms advance.

His sacred function was at length renounced.
And every day and every place enjoyed
The unshackled layman's natural liberty;

Speech, manners, morals, all without disguise.

I do not wish to wrong him ;—though the cours
Of private life licentiously displayed
Unhallowed actions—planted like a crown
Upon the insolent aspiring brow
Of spurious notions—worn as open signs
Of prejudice subdued—he still retained.

Mid such abasement, what he had received
From Jiature—an intense and glowing mind.
AVherefore, when humbled liberty grew weak.
And mortal sickness on her face appeared,
He coloured objects to his own desire.

As with a lover's passion. Yet his moods
Of pain were keen as those of better men.
Nay keener, as his fortitude was less.

And he continued, when worse days were come.
To deal about his rklii

Struggling against the strange reverse with zeal
That showed like happiness; but, in despite
Of all this outside bravery, within.
He neither felt encouragement or hope,
For moral dignity and strength of mind
Were wanting; and simplicity of life.

And reverence for himself; and last and best.

Confiding thoughts, and love, and fear of Him,
Before whose sight the troubles of tliis world
.\re vain as billows in a tossing sea.

The glory of the times fading away.
The splendour which had given it a festal air

To self-importance, hallowed it and veiled
From his own sight—this gone, therewith he los*

All joy in human nature ; was consumed.
And vexed, and chased, by levity and scorn.
And fruitless indignation

; galled by pride ;

Made desperate by contempt of men who strove
Before his sight in power or fame, and won
Without desert what he desired ; weak men.
Too weak even for his envy or his hate

;

And thus beset, and finding in himself
Nor pleasure nor tranquillity, at last,

After a wandering course of discontent
In foreign lands, and inwardly oppressed
With malady—in part, 1 fear, provoked
By weariness of liie, he fixed his home.
Or rather say, sate down by very chance.
Among these rugged hills ; where now he dwells
And wastes the sad remainder of his hours.
In self-indulging spleen, that does not want
Its own voluptuousness ;—on this resolved.
With this content, that he will live and die
Forgotten— at safe distance from a ' world
Not moving to his mind.' "

Died, on si.tth day evening, the 12th inst. in tht
17th year of her age, Elizabeth Pearsall, daugh-
ter of the late Robert Pearsall of this city.

MEMORIAL.
Robert Campbell to the President and .Members of

the Senate of the Stale of Georgia.

(Concluded from page 274.)

Your memorialist has heard it said, by way
of reason or excuse for extending the laws of
Georgia over the Cherokees and their coun-
try, that it is contrary to all principle, and
cannot be permitted, to allow a government to

exist within the territory, and be independent
of another government, an imperimn in im-
perio, as it is termed, and this seems to be
considered so conclusive as to put the subject
beyond question.

Those who use it, however, must shut their

eyes both to history and to fact, and the most
conspicuous of them contradict, in this, the
very principle which they insist upon in other
cases. What are these United States but an
example of imperium in impeno ? or if they
are not, what becomes of all the arguments
we have lately heard in support of state rights

and state sovereignty, in support of which
they seem willing to jeopardize the safety of
this glorious and happy Union ? How shall

we dispose of the historical example of the
republic of St. Marino, which has continued
sovereign and independent within the limits of
another sovereignty for upwards of one thou-
sand three hundred years 1

It may, to be sure, be alleged that this re-
public was within the dominions of the pope,
who is accused of worshipping stocks and
stones, and that therefore it could not be con-
sidered as forming a proper example to be
followed by a protestant and reformed people

;

but I submit it to the consideration of your
honourable body, whether, if we immolate
our reputation for the acquisition of these
lands, we shall not more justly subject our-
selves to the imputation, at least of sacrificing

to trees, and earth, and rocks, and to be call-

ed an idolatrous as well as a cruel people.
In most cases where it is intended to

stretch the hand of power over a people, the
plea of necessity is brought forward as the ex-
cuse. So frequently, indeed, has it been thus
adduced, that this plea is now almost conse-
crated to tyrants

; but even this cannot be
used in our case. Our own experience
proves that if we make laws to restrain our
own citizens who are borderers, from commit-
ting depredations on their Indian neighbours,
all may go on harmoniously ; whereas endless
and interminable difficulties must arise from
extending the laws so as to embrace tiiem.

You all know, you cannot be ignorant of the
feelings of the white borderers of this state

towards their red brethren. Indeed, the feel-

ing I allude to, is not confined to our border-
ers, for you may find evidences of it where, if
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not powerful and general, it could not be exhi-

bited— I mean in our laws. They, of ihem-

selves, will prove how entirely wretched, and

utterly hopeless, would be the situation of the

Indians under the control of a people influ-

enced by such feelings as they exhibit. Your
honourable body have only to turn to those

passed two sessions ago, to find an act to

prevent the evidence of an Indian, or the de-

scendant of an Indian, not understanding the

English language, from being taken in any

court of justice in this state, however exactly

he might adhere to the truth; and your memori-

alist is informed, that but for the suggestion of

an honourable member of the assembly, not a

native of the state, the act would have made
the evidence of some men who stand high for

integrity and intelligence, and hold offices of

honour or profit in the state, of no more avail

in a court of justice, than if they had been as

notorious for untruth as they are for veracity
;

and as it now stands, the value or admissibili-

ty of their testimony by this law, seems to de-

pend, not upon their being governed by mo-
rality, but upon their understanding English !

and this merely in consequence of their Indian

descent.

Another reason or excuse which your me-
morialist has heard alleged for the course

which is proposed to be pursued, is, that the

Indians take, and are influenced by the advice

of white men, or by Indians of a diflcrent tribe.

But why should they not take any advice to

which they can have access ? Why refuse

the counsel of any, even of a different tribe, in

whom they have confidence ? What kind of

objection against the United States would it

have been considered, to have alleged that

one of her most gallant generals, La Fayette,

was a Frenchman ? that one of her most con-

summate statesmen, Hamilton, was a West
Indian ? that her most confidential secretary

to congress, Thompson, was an Irishman ? or

how can Georgia, of all other states, raise such

an objection, having herself employed the ser-

vices of a Franklin, and been under the influ-

ence of a Telfair, a Matthews, a Walton, and

a Jackson, none of whom were of her tribe ?

a wise people wilt, and should use all the ta-

lents to which they can have access ; and it is

as proper to make their doing so an objection,

as to object to their becoming civilized, and

to loving their homes and country too intense-

The hostile feeling which is entertained

towards the Indians, is made use of as another

reason for their removal over the Mississippi.

it being asserted that they will never be allow-

ed to reside upon their lands here in peace.

Upon this permit your memorialist to say, that

if the Cherokees are to be removed from their

native country, for fear of hostilities from

their present neighbours, who are the inhabi

tants of North Carolina, South Carolina, and

Georgia, three of the old thirteen states, who
can pretend to entertain the opinion that they

would be more secure, or be allowed to
"

more peaceably in that Arab country spoken

of for their residence ; a country certainly not

as civilized as the states we have mentioned,

and which, in a few ages, must lose most of

what she possesses, from her extent and
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sparseness of population ; and if the title of

Cherokees to the lands which have never

been conquered from them, which they have

never ceded away, which they have from time

immemorial occupied, which is fenced in

upon all sides both by laws and treaties with

those who now claim it : if their title to these

lands be by one of the old states deemed de-

fective, how are they to obtain an unquestiona-

ble title to any other ?

iMay not some new reading of the constitu-

tion be brought by their new neighbours to

show that congress had no power to bargain

ay the public lands, after the title had been

once vested in the United States ?

May it not be contended, that though the

Indians may relinquish, they cannot take a

title, with as much force as that, because they

cannot understand English, they should not be

believed ? May not the same argument which

now with many conclusive, again be revi-

ved on the west of the Mississippi, by their

then benevolent neighbours, that they cannot

permit the Indians to live peaceably, and that

therefore it will be better for themselves that

they sliould be removed, perhaps, to the snow-

clad Rocky Mountains ?

The Georgian committee of 1827, upon
the state of the republic, recommended to the

mbly the adoption of seven resolutions,

three of which are in the following terms :

Resolved, Tlmt Georgia entertains for the

general government as high a regard, and

icitous to do no act that can disturb, or

tend to disturb the public tranquillity, that

she will not attempt to enforce her rights by

iolence, until all other means of redress fail

" Resolved, That to avoid the catastrophe

which none would more sincerely deplore

than ourselves, we make this solemn, this final

—this last appeal to the president of the

United States ; that he take such steps as are

usual, and as he may deem expedient and pro

per, for the purpose of and preparatory to the

holding of a treaty with the Cherokee Indians,

the object of which shall be, the extinguish-

ment of their title to all or any part of the

lands now in their possession within the limits

of Georgia.
" Resolved, That if such treaty be held, the

president be respectfully requested to instruct

the comrnissioners to lay a copy of this report

before the Indians in convention, with sucl

comments as may be considered just and

proper, upon the nature and extent of the

Georgia title to the lands in controversy, and

the probable consequences which will result

from a continued refusal upon the part of the

Indians to part with those lands. And that

the commissioners be also instructed to grant,

if they find it absolutely necessary, reserves of

land in favour of individual Indians, or inhabi-

tants of the nation, not to exceed one-sixth

part of the territory to be acquired, the same
to be subject to future purchase by the gene-

ral government for the use of Georgia."

However extraordinary many portions qf

these resolutions may appear, I shall only no-

tice here that part of the last one which re-

quests the commissioners who are to treat

with the Indians, to be instructed to grant

some of the individuals of the nation a portion

of their own lands, which are now held in

common—and I will notice it merely by quot-

ing an article of the Constitution of the United

States, to show how particularly alive we are,

and how careful to prevent the influence of

much less potent arguments upon our own
servants, and not only our servants, but upon
our citizens.

" If any citizens of the United States shall

accept, claim, receive, or retain any title of

nobility or honour, or shall, without the con-

sent of congress, accept and retain any pre-

sent, pension, oflSce, or emolument, of any

kind whatever, from any emperor, king,

prince, or foreign power, such person shall

cease to be a citizen of the United States
;

and shall be incapable of holding any office of

trust or profit under them, or either of them."
The uipoLicv of the course recommended

by the committee of 1827, is as obvious as its

injustice and want of faith but your memori-

alist will no longer trespass upon the valuable

time of your honourable body, resting confi-

dent in the opinion, that if he has been success-

ful in making obvious to you, any of the points

he has attempted to elucidate, you will follow

the memorable example handed down by an

ancient people, and regard every measure im-

politic, whicb is in the least dishonourable.

IlouERT Campbell.
Savannah, 24th J^ovember, 1828.

FOR THE FKIEND.

COLONY OF LIBERIA.
The continent of Africa, comprising a terri-

tory of more than twelve millions of square

miles, a considerable portion of which yields,

almost spontaneously, a great variety of pro-

ductions adapted to the sustenance and gratifi-

cation of man, and possessing, in its geogra-

phical position, and in the extent of its sea

coast, a superiority over all the other grand divi-

sions of the earth, has relatively, nevertheless,

obtained but little attention of the civilized

world. Century after century has elapsed, and
Its interior regions have been but partially ex-

plored. Her voice is not heard, nor her influence

felt in the councils and concerns of nations.

Yet science threw her earliest beams over

Egypt, and natives of Africa on African shores

once stood forth nobly in defence of the gospel.

Now seventy millions ofinhabitants daily tread

her soil, unaided by the lights of science, and

strangers to the feelings and the benefits and
the hopes of Christianity.

Considering the rage which existed among
civilized nations during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries to explore new avenues for

commerce, and establish colonial dependen-

cies wherever practicable ; we are natural-

ly led to inquire the cause of Africa's exemp-
tion, in so great a degree as we know to have

been the case, from the influence of the gene-

ral contagion. The two millions of sable be-

ings who dwell among us, furnish the solution.

A commerce with Africa there was—there is

—

a commerce in human flesh, which.usurpedthe

place and operated the exclusion of rightful

trade, and imposed the galling yoke of servitude

on thousands, whose sighs and groans and tears

are every day witnessed on the soil of this

country, otherwise the freest and happiest upon
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eaTth. America has been the cause and the

sceneof Africa's wrongs and sutTerings. As an

act of simple justice, therefore, America should^

he the willing instrument in the restoration of

the captives to the land from which they or

theirancestors were torn; nor should she deem

the measure of her duty fulfilled, till the rich

blessings of civilization shall be conferred upon

the savage tribes, whom sated avarice has left

disenthralled, indeed, but brutally demoralized.

And such a noble enterprise, I am happy to be-

lieve, is now in a train of successful execution,

begun and prosecuting under the auspices of

the American Colonization Society.

To call the attention of the readers of" The
Friend" to the design, operations, and excel-

lence of this institution, is the purpose of the

present essay.

The society was formed near the close of the

year 1816, at Washington city, by a number
of gentlemen, distinguished by intelligence and

philanthropy. Doctor William Thornton, late-

ly deceased, for many years at the head of the

patent office of the United States, appears to

have been the first who suggested the plan of

colonizing our coloured population on the shores

of Africa. Brissot de Warville, in his Journal

of Travels in the United States, published in

1792, makes distinct reterence to a conversa-

tion with the doctor, in which this project was
mentioned by him. But the organization ofthe

present society is to be ascribed mainly to the

zeal and perseverance of Elias B. Caldwell,

also deceased, a native of New Jersey, but

at the time of his death resident at Wash-
ington city, and holding the office of clerk

of the supreme court of the United States.

Co-operators there were, no doubt—efficient,

perhaps essentially so ; but it is unnecessary to

give to the claims of each of these, at this

time, distinct commemoration.
The object of the society is to provide an asy-

lum and permanent home, on the coast of Af-
rica, for all people of colour within the United

States, now free, or who shall hereafter become
free, and who choose to avail themselves of

the bounty of the society, and submit to its rea-

sonable requisitions. Slaves, it is evident, can-

not be transported to the colony, without a vio-

lation of the laws of the land. But when libe-

rated with a view to colonization, as has liap-

pened already in many instances, tlie privileges

of the colony are cheerfully accorded to them.

Good moral character, it is to be understood,

is considered, in relation to every appHcant for

emigration, an indispensable requisite. The
prosperity, if not the very existence of the colo-

ny, demands an inflexible adherence to this re-

gulation. Africans brought into the United

States, in contravention of the acts of congress

now in force for the suppression of the slave

trade, are by the same acts directed to be

conveyed to their native country by the

federal executive, and the Colonization So-

ciety have generously thrown open to them the

advantages of their settlement, should they elect

to reside there. For the sake of humanity,

if not from necessity, a scrutiny into the moral
character of these untutored beings, is dispens-

ed with.

The place selected for the colony is on the

western coast of Africa, about 6^ degrees north

of the equator, and, by the windings of the

coast, nearly three hundred miles south of Sierra

Leone. It lies at the mouth of the Montseia

do river, which is the northern limit of the grair

coast of Guinea. Considerable time was
spent, and several valuable lives lost, before

the society obtained a right to this location

The attention of the society was originally di

rcctcd to the formation of their settlement, in

the Bagroo country, about latitude 7° 40' north

;

and the first agent of the society, accompanied
by two agents of the national government, and
about eighty- people of colour, designed to be

the founders of the colony, effected a landing,

and remained for a short period on Sherbro

island, nearly opposite the mouth of the B
groo river. A negotiation was attempted by

the agents, for the purchase of land from the

chiefs of the district ; but the situation of the

island, being very low, proved unhealthy
; and

before a contract was concluded, three agents

and about one-fourth of the coloured emigrants

fell victims to disease. Happily, one of the

most intelligent among the emigrants survived,

and on him devolved the entii-e charge of the

enterprise in this perilous emergency. Disaf-

fection found its way, however, to this scathed

remnant ; and the place being so destructive

to life, and the sentiments of the chiefs having

become less favourable to the continuance of

the colonists, than their conduct at first had
given reason to be expected, it was judged ex-

pedient, in the spring of 1821, on the arrival

of two agents of the society, and two of the na-

tional government, with twenty-eight new colo-

nists, to procure the consent of the authorities of

Sierra Leone for a temporary residence of the

emigrants at the latter place. This consent

was promptly granted, and the colonists trans-

ferred accordingly to an extensive plantation

on Fourah bay, already under cultivation, and

enjoying the advantages of immediate vicinity

to Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone.
Availing themselves of the asylum so oppor-

tunely afforded the colonists, the agents, un-

dismayed by the calamity at Sherbro, but profit-

ing by the lesson it was so well calculated

to teach, proceeded with great caution to in-

vestigate the propriety of making further ef-

forts for the establishment of the colony on the

Bagroo territory. The result of their inqui-

ries was a determination to turn their attention

to another quarter.

The country of the Grand Bassa nation, situ-

ate on the grain coast of Guinea, about two
degrees south of the Bagroo, was next visited

by the agents. Here a purchase of territory,

suited to the wants of the colony, might have

been made, and a willingness by the natives

to receive the emigrants was manifested ; but

the agents, it would seem, had been instructed

by the society to insist upon the abandonment

yf the slave trade, as an indispensable condi-

tion to be observed by those of whom the pur-

chase was to be made. But on this point no
argument could be urged with success. The
negotiation was therefore broken off, and the

agents found themselves under the necessity of

seeking again the hospitality of Sierra Leone.
But the affairs of the society were again

suddenly overspread with gloom. One of the

agents, soon after his return to Sierra Leone,

was obliged, by the injury which his constitu-

tion had suflered from repeated and severe at-

tacks of fever, to quit the coast of Africa and
revisit his native country ; and the death of the

other, who had been the first agent of the soci-

ety's appointment, and whose services were
highly estimated by them, took place in the

course of a few following weeks ; and before

another month had elapsed, a third, an agent of

the national government had been conveyed
to the tomb.

At this melancholy juncture Doctor Eli

Ayres, deputed by the society, arrived at Sierra

Leone. A lew months afterwards. Lieute-

nant Stockton, who had been stationed on the

western coast of Africa, under the direction of

the president of the United States, for the sup-

pression of the slave trade, the year before, and
had in this service made a cruise from Rio
Grande to Cape Palmas, and become acquaint-

ed with the nature of the coast, also arrived

at Sierra Leone. Doctor Ayres, having satis-

fied himself that even if the difficulty which
had prevented the purchase of the Bassacoun-
try were removed, it would be better to select

cape Montserado as the site of the colony,

made arrangements with Lieut. Stockton to

sail with him, in a small vessel belonging to

the society, for the latter place. In ten days

they anchored in Montserado bay, and as soon

as conveniently practicable, went on shore and

inquired immediately for king Peter, the chief

who claimed the sovereignty of the cape. Af-

ter four or five days had been spent, chiefly

attending palavers, King Peter and his head
men, agreed to sell a portion of his territory

for the use of the colony. A deed was accorr

dingly prepared, and executed by Doctor
Ayres and Lieut. Stockton, on behalf of the

American Colonization Society, and by king

Peter, king George, king Zoda, king Long
Peter, king Governor, and king Jimmy. The
date inserted in this instrument is December
15, 1821. This purchase forms an epoch in

the history of the colony.

Doctor Ayres returned without delay to

Sierra Leone, and on the 7th day of the suc-

ceeding month, such was the alacrity of the

coloured emigrants on the prospect of a per-

manent home in Africa, he was enabled again

to land at Cape Montserado, accompanied by
all who could be conveniently removed at that

time, excepting three or four insubordinate

individuals, who, to the advantage no doubt of

the inflmt colony, chose, and were permitted

to remain at Sierra Leone. Brief as had been
the interval between the purchase and the re-

turn of the agent to take possession of the ac-

quired territory, he found an opposition had
isen on the part of some of the neighbouring

chiefs to king Peter, on account of the sale,

and that the occupation by the colonists was
ikely to be disputed. A convention of the

iissatisfied chiefs and head men, was, in con-

sequence, thought expedient by the agent.

This accordingly he sought for and obtained.

After considerable discussion, the whole assem-

bly, consisting of seventeen kings, and thirty-

four /ta/f kings, gave their full assent to the

ttlement of the colonists, and the American
flag was, not long afterwards, hoisted on Cape
Montserado. This spot, although dissatisfac-
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tion was manifested afresh, by some of the

kings, and a jealousy of the purposes of the

colonists, industriously provoked by slave deal-

ers, produced, in the latter part of the same
year, a hostile attack by the natives, on the

colony, has never been abandoned ; but such

has been the conciliatory conduct of the colo-

nists, that large and repeated acquisitions of

territory have since been made of the once hos-

tile chiefs, and to such a degree had the

sentiments of these become changed, that, by

late accounts received from the agent, it ap-

pears more land has been offered to the society

than it has been thought advisable to buy.
(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

SCRAPS.

Afrieam to be Educated in France.—It has been
announced to tlie Geographical Society of Paris,

that six young Africans, from the most distant part

of Ethiopia, have been embarked by the French con-
sul-general in Egypt for France, to be educated and
made famiUar with the sciences and civilization of

Europe.

Universal Language.—M. Burger of Heidelberg,

well known by liis mathematical works, has announ-
ced a system of universal language, by which a cor-

respondence may be kept up, on easy and certain

principles, by individuals of all nations, although to-

tally unacquainted with each other's native lan-

guage. The acquisition of the system, it is said, will

scarcely require two days.

Raising of the Soil in Egijpt.—Sach has been the

increased height of the surface of the valley of the

Nile, that a depth of more than eight feet of vege-
table soil covers the summits of statues still in their

original position.

J^ew northern Expedition.—An expedition, on pri-

vate speculation, but countenanced by the British

admiralty, is about to be made to the polar sea, un-
der the command of captain Ross, who is to go out

in a steam vessel of two hundred tons burthen, ac-

companied by a ship of three hundred and twenty
tons, laden with fuel, provisions, &;c.

Statistics of Russia.—According to the statements

contained in a work lately published in Russia, it ap-

pears, that, during the year 1827, there were only

one hundred and eighty-nine thefts committed in all

Russia ; the number of persons apprehended as cri-

minals, deserters, or vagabonds, amounted to two
thousand seven hundred and thirty-nine. The num-
ber of deaths by accidents was fourteen thousand
eight hundred and twenty-five; the assassinations

twelve hundred and twenty-six ; suicides eleven hun-
dred and seventy-six.

Bishop Heber's Journal.—The Edinburgh Review
closes an able article on tliis work, with the follow-

ing eloquent passage. " And here we must take

leave of this most instructive and delightful publica-

tion, which we confidently recommend to our read-

ers, not only as more likely to amuse them than any
book of travels with which we are acquainted, but

as calculated to enlighten their understandings, and
to touch their hearts with a purer flame than they

generally catch from most professed works of philo-

sophy or devotion.
" It sets before us, in every page, the most en-

gaging example of devotion to God, and good will

to man ; and, touching every object with the light of

a clear judgment and a pure heart, exhibits the rare

spectacle of a work written by a priest upon religious

creeds and establishments, without a shade of into-

lerance, and bringing under review the characters of

a vast multitude of eminent individuals, without one
trait of sarcasm or adulation."

Patents.—It is amusing to observe the inventions
for which patents are granted, especially in England.
One would think, indeed, that many folk there were
driven to their wits' end ! For instance, " Samuel
John Pauley, London, has a patent for improved
iBrial conveyances, and vessels to be steered by phi-
losophical or chemical means, also applicable to ves-
sels or carriages on land."

" Richard Hall of Devon, tailor, for a composition
applicable to certain fabrics, or substances, from
which may be manufactured boots and shoes, and
various other articles."

Phrenology.—The last London Monthly Review
received here, contains a pretty thorough investiga-
tion of the pretensions of this doctrine, and con-
cludes with this sweeping denunciation. " Such is

the nonsense written and published by those who
talk of plu-enology as a science. That Dr. Gall, as
well as his coadjutor Dr. Spurzheim, demonstrated
the brain in a novel and ingenious manner, and made
many curious o'uservations, physiological and meta-
physical, we are most ready to grant ; and after what
we have above said, we can scarcely be accused of a
particle of animosity or prejudice against the masters
or their disciples; but'after admitting all this, we
must, in the most unmeasured terms, condemn the
system of phrenology, as wanting the most requisite
foundation of a science."

Free Public Edi/cation.—Upwards of Jive thousand
children are now deriving the benefits of elementary
instruction, with moral and religious training, in the
Lancasterian schools of the city and county of Phila-
delphia. The whole number taught in those schools
during eleven years past was thirty-one thousand Jive
hundred andJifty-three.

From careful inquiry, it is believed, that at least

four thousand young persons of both sexes, of the
ages intended to be taught in these schools, are em-
ployed in various manufacturing establishments

thin the same territorial limit, most of whom are
sufl'ered to grow up destitute of education. Who
can doubt the evil which must flow from this ne-
glect, or calculate its extent ? V.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
The ninth number of Gould's Advocate contains

an article under the foregoing head, in which he
complains that a Calvinistic mmister wrote a tract,

entitled, " Sixteen reasons why I cannot be a Hicks-
," and that a minister of the Society of Friends

had circulated some of them. From this he draws
an inference that an " amalgamation" is taking
place between the Presbyterians and Friends, at
which the former rejoice. Now, I think, for any set

of men, who make so much talk about charity as
the Hicksites do, to make objections to the salisfac-

which the pious of any denomination of Chris-
tians feel at the evidences wliich we have given of
holding the fundamental doctrines of Christianity,

,'s a very great inconsistency. It would seem
that they wished us to be in a stale of hostility to all

Christendom as well as themselves; or, that all

Christendom should regard us as they do.

But when the idea of amalgamation of Friends
and Presbyterians occurred to the mind of the
Editor of the Advocate, why did he not think of the
amalgamation of the Hicksites and the deists, as ex-

plified in the encomiums which the publisher
Paine's works paid to Elias Hicks and his doc-

trines?

This is an amalgamation which the Hicksites seem
ry cautious of saying any thing about.

Bates's Mis. Rep. of bth inst.

That resolution only is the beginning of a

holy repentance which goes forth into act, and
whose acts enlarge into habits, and whose
habits are productive of the fruits of a holy

life.

Jeremy Taylor.

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE REPLY OF EtlPHAZ THE TEM.\-
NITE.

Job. Chap. iv.

By Burlington Chester.

Then the grave Temanite the silence broke,

And in remonstrance thus Eliphaz spoke.

Amidst th' o'erwhelming woes that wake thy
sighs.

Wilt thou be griev'd if we to speak essay?
Who can refrain the swelling thoughts that rise

When long-experienc'd Job to grief gives way ?

Thou hast instructed many, and thy voice

Has courage yielded to the feebler mind ;

Thy ready help has made the weak rejoice,

And sinking grief has own'd thy influence kind.

But now to thee the weary load is giv'n,

And deep thy fall in terror and amaze.
Is this thy trust, thy confidence in heav'n.

Thy hope, and the uprightness of thy ways ?

And think, I pray thee, in thy secret soul.

When ever sunk the innocent and just ?

They that sow wickedness shall reap the whole.
An impious harvest, worthy of their trust.

The breath of God destroys them and consumes,
Though loud their boast, and terrible their cry ;

Though like the dreadful brute their pride pre-

sumes,
Shall, old and young, the furious lions die.

A secret visitation met my sight

;

Mine ear but half receiv'd it in her ken ;

In thoughts from mystic visions of the night.

When sleep falls heavy on the sons of men.

Cold fear came down; deep shudder'd every limb;
Shook my whole frame, and bristled all my

hair
;

Before iny eyes a spirit secm'd to swim.
And fix'd it stood, a dreadful image, there.

Nor form could I discern my floor that trod.

Silence ensued ; and then I heard a sound ;

" Shall mortal man be deem'd more just than
God?

Shall mortal man more pure than God be

" He in his nobler servants puts no trust;

In angel forms instinct with innate day ;

How much the less in creatures of the dust,

Crush'd by the moth, that dwell in domes of
clay

!

" From mom to eve they live their httle hour.
Then sink forever, and forgotten lie.

Doth not their mind, their beauty, and their pow'r
Decay, and, unillum'd by wisdom, die?"

Note. In the last line but six, " In angel forms,"
&c. we have followed the marginal reading, " Nor
in his angels, in whom he put light."

Many men leave the world when their for-

tune hath left them, and they are severe and
philosophical, and retired forever, if forever it

be impossible to return; but let a prosperous
sunshine warm and refresh their .sadnesses,

and make it but possible to break their pur-
poses, and there needs no more temptation.

Their own false heart is enough; (hey are like

Ephraim in the day of battle, standing aside

like a broken bow.

Jeremy Taylor.
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From the Monthly Lectures.

ON MIRACLES.
{Concludedfrom page 278.)

But, fourthly, it is said that the testimony

which supports the miracles of Jesus Christ is

inadequate. Happily, in this branch (if the

argument, the criteria of true and false niira

cles are laid down by Mr. Hume himself

"We entertain," he says, " a suspicion of any

matter of fact, when the witnesses contradict

each other, when they are but few, or of

doubtful character, when they have an interest

in what they affirm, when they deliver the

testimony with hesitation, or, on the contrary,

with too violent asseveration."

Now, I desire any man, who has a compe
tent knowledge of the case, to ask his own
heart, if there is not an exact concord and
agreement among the witnesses to the mira-

cles of Christ; if their number is not ample
and superabundant

; if their moral character

does not elevate them far above suspicion ; if

they could have had any worldly interest

what they affirmed ; if they did not deliver

their testimony with most consummate cour-

age, dignity, and wisdom, with unparalleled

meekness and suavity, even in the face of cruel-

ty, vengeance, and death.

And after all his boasting, this great cham-
pion resigns the argument, and quits the field :

"For," says he, "when any one tells me that

he saw a dead man restored to life, I immedi-
ately consider with myself whether it be more
probable that this person should either deceive

or be deceived, or that the fact which he re-

lates should really have happened. I weigh
the one miracle against the other ; and accord-

ing to the superiority which I discover, i pro-

nounce my decision, and always reject the

greater miracle. If the falsehood of his testi-

mony would be more miraculous than the

event which he relates, then, and not till then,

can he pretend to command my belief or opi-

nion."

Let us place the question on this ground.

The testimony of the apostles is true, or it is

false; if it be true, the miracles are admitted;

if it be false, we have then an incomparably

greater miracle. For a number of men, calm,

dispassionate, devout, of unimpeached inte-

grity, inculcating the strictest moral principle,

attest them with undeviating firmness and dig-

nity, through all obloquy and sufferings, even

to death. Here, then, is a suspension, an in-

version of the laws of mind, incomparably

transcending any thing that is alleged con-

cerning the violation of the laws of matter.

Mr. Hume must accept the greater miracle or

the less ; he accepts the less, and thus com-
pletely destroys his own argument.

And in truth, there is no testimony for any

one fact of antiquity to be compared with that

which supports the miracles of J^esus Christ ;

—

testimony so circumstantial, so unvarying, so

public, delivered in such diversity of situa-

tions, or by men of equal competence and cha-

racter. And I do not hesitate to avow that I

have as much confidence in the testimony of

the apostles, as in my own senses; and my
persuasion of the truth would not be more
certain, though my apprehension of the facts

would be more vivid, if I had seen thera with

my own eyes, and heard them with my own
ears.

It must be remembered, also, that there is

no opposing or contradictory testimony; no
one ever came forward to bear witness against

the events;—to attest that, at the time and
place specified, he being then and there pre

sent, these events did not transpire. We have

nothing against the testimony of the aposll

but the assertions of men who lived at a much
later period. And the question is, shall I be
lieve Peter, or Paul, or John, who affirm that

they saw and heard these facts, and who spent
their subsequent life in propagating their tes-

timony? or shall I believe a modern sceptic,

who, though he does not pretend to have been
present on the occasions, or alive at the time

referred to, takes upon him to deny the truth

of their statements ? I must believe either the

testimony of the apostles, or the denial of the

infidel. Which of these alternatives wi

wise man accept?

The case under consideration is not unlike

that which occurred after our Lord's resurrec-

tion. On the one hand, the soldiers who were
appointed to watch the sepulchre, affirm that

his dead body was stolen at a time when, by
their own confession, they were asleep ; thus

deposing to a fact which occurred (if it really

did occur) whilst they were in a state of un
consciousness : and, on the other hand, the

witnesses of his resurrection solemnly aver

that they actually saw him alive after his pai

sion, and received many infallible proofs of the

fact. Here, it must be allowed, was contra-

dictory testimony. But as all reasonable men
will continue to believe the testimony of the

apostles, notwithstanding the tale of the sol-

diers, so will they believe the statements of

the Evangelists concerning the miracles of

Christ, notwithstanding the counter-statement

of any modem sceptic, who is precluded from
the possibility of being a competent witness in

the case. And what if all men did not see

and hear these miraculous facts ? There were
twelve credible men who both saw and heard

them, and I shall abandon their testimony and
that of my own senses at the same time.

Lastly, it is objected, that distance of time

and place has diminished its force, and destroy-

ed its efficacy. But Constantinople is more
remote than Jerusalem, and Pekin in China,

than either; and yet we have no difficulty in

believing events which transpired at these

places upon such vague testimony as common
rumour, or the reports of our journalists. But
what shall we say to distance of time? Does
then any one doubt the retreat of the ten

thousand Greeks recorded by Xenophon, or

the character of Pompey, and the exploits of
Julius Csesar, though they preceded the nati-

vity of Jesus Christ ? Are we less certain of
the existence of King Alfred than of Queen
Elizabeth, or of Elizabeth than of George the

First? Are not these facts all alike certain?

Would not every man be deemed a simpleton
or a maniac who should doubt any of these

events, or pretend that they were invested

with different degrees of certainty according
to their chronological position, and not all in-

disputablv entitled to the most confident be-

lief?

Now the four gospels have precisely the

same and even more internal marks of genu-
ineness, and e.xternal attestations of authen-
ticity, than any one book of profane history.

No candid man, who is acquainted with the

literature of those times, will deny this : there

is no one acquainted with the subsequent his-

tory of the church, and the manner in which
the four gospels have been transmitted to ua,

but will acknowledge it to be most incontro-

vertible. The memorial is as fresh and lumi-

nous to us, as it was to our forefathers : and it

will be transmitted in unimpaired freshness

and glory to the last generation of mankind.
It will retain its purity and lustre, its pathos

and wisdom, and all its divine signatures, to

the conflagration of the world.

Thus have we shown what a miracle is; the

distinctive and glorious features of the mira-

cles of Jesus Christ ; the proof which they

supply of a divine mission ;—that the idea of a
miracle is highly rational ; that the notion of
imposture is totally inconsistent with other

charges which have been brought against the

persons by whom these miracles were wrought,
and that it is impossible they should be repeat-

ed ; that adequate testimony can establish the

truth of any extraordinary event ; that the

testimony in this case is most full, and perfect,

and unparalleled; that it retains its freshness,

and lustre, and efficacy, and, from its own in-

herent truth and vigour, must continue to dO'

so to the end of time.

We arrive, therefore, at this conclusion, that

Jesus Christ came by divine commission, and
taught truth by the appointment and authority

of God. But what truth? Forgiveness of sin,

acceptance with the Father, instantaneous fe-

licity at death, the resurrection of the dead,
the final judgment, an everlasting life of dig-

nity and blessedness in ineffable communion
with the Father and the Son, the moral splen-

dour and magnificence of the consummation
of all things. Oh! Low vast the conclusion!
how extensive its influence! how rich its

glory ! how overpowering its weight and splen-

dour ! Then Lam immortal, destined to emerge
into fairer light, in a happier world. Then
there is certainly coming a day which will un-
ravel every mystery, reveal the noontide efful-

gence of divine wisdom and equity, accom-
plish all the great purposes of redemption,
justify and glorify God's universal administra-

tion.

But had the evidence been unsatisfactory,

had the conclusion been opposite, how deep
had been the darkness, how dreadful the

gloom ! Then not one ray of holy light would
shoot across the midnight of the world ; for if

Christ be not the way, the truth, and the hfe,

there is no way, or truth, or life.

But every miracle, every prophecy, every
doctrine and precept of light and purity is a
separate proof. The evidence is not only mul-
tiplied and diversified, it is also strictly cumu-
lative

; and he who enters the field of revela-

tion with unprejudiced mind, will find the de-
monstration of its truth as various, as power-
ful, as overwhelming, as that which presents

itself to him who walks abroad amid the scenes
of nature, for the manifestation of nature's
God.



If the mission of Jesus Christ be established,

the whole Bible stands with us. He gave his

sanction to the Old Testament ; apostles

preached by his authority ; and the same rea-

sons whicii support tlie truth of his miracles,

will apply in full force to the miracles which

preceded his coming, and to those which were

accomplished subsequently to his ascension

and glory.

My brethren in the ministry, we stand on a

solid rock : let us preach the word with all

authority ; let us assert the truth with all bold-

ness ; let us triumph in the near prospect of

the day when all false religion and all infidelity

shall be consumed from the earth, when the

glory of the Lord Jesus and his miracles shall

be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.

My young friends, our religion is founded in

reason ; it is upheld by invincible argument.

Walk around Zion, and behold her bulwarks,

and tell her towers. We appeal to your un-

derstanding; let your judgment be well in-

formed and fully satisfied before you suffer

your feelings to be enkindled. But when once

conviction of the truth of Christianity has

been produced in your mind, let no ingenuity

or sophistry of man wrest it from you, but tri-

umphantly exclaim, in the language of the

poet,

" Should all tli8 forms which men devise

Assault my faith with treacherous art;

I'd call them vanity and lies.

And bind the gospel to my heart."

If any one is doubtful, let me urge him to

examine the evidence. It is astonishing in-

fatuation to remain in doubt on such a subject,

if certainty can be attained. Mighty is your

gain if the gospel be true ; no language can

express your loss if it be false. Behold then,

in miracles, the authentication of its divine

origin ; believe and enjoy the benefit.

But divine truth is not like the experiments

of science, or the theoreins of mathematics,

in which you merely see the proof and assent

to the conclusions. In this case you may yield

to the demonstration, and yet not perceive the

glory or enjoy the consolation of the doctrine

whicli it establishes" The personal advantage

and happiness depend on moral feeling and

character. The heart must be regenerated

and made holy, and the truth will then break

in upon the mind with surprising power; it

will appear refulgent in the colours of heaven,

and replenish you with ineffable satisfaction.

My bretlu-en, it is no small benefit to be de-

livered from the darkness and discomfort of

positive unbelief, to have a speculative appre-

hension of the truth of Christianity ; but this

will neither sanctify nor save the soul. Very

remarkable is the answer which our divine

Saviour gave to the Jewish ruler, when he

expressed the sentiment contained in the text.

He quits, in a moment, the subject of miracles

for that of regeneration :
" Verily, verily, I

say unto thee, except a man be born again, he

cannot see the kingdom of God." Ye must

be born again. You may believe miracles

and yet be undone. If any man be in Christ,

there is a new creature.

May the word of God be quick and power-

ful in our hearts, and may the spirit of God
baptize us with his abiding unction. Amen.

THE FRIEXU.

A SERIOr.S EXP08TI EATION, &C.
(Conlinuedfrom page 210.)

In the first and second paragraphs quoted

from Elias Hicks, he asserts that the " light

and life which is in us," is " the same that

was in Jesus Christ;" and that we have the

declaration and testimony of the apostle John,
" that we have the same light that Jesus had."

Is not this a very great violation of Scripture ?

Foi; John expressly declares that " in him
[Jesus Christ] was life; and the life was the

light of men;" and " that [he] was the true

Light, which lighteth every man that cometh

into the world." John i. 4 and 9. Now I

wish it particularly noticed, that John says,

" In Him was life," absolutely and indepen-

dently I understand the apostle: he does not

say that it was a quality derived to him from

some other source, but " in Him was life,"

and that life he is pleased to manifest to man-

kind, as the alone true and saving life and

light, " which lighteth every man that cometh

into the world."

In the next paragraph, because our blessed

Lord " was tempted in all points" as we are,

Elias Hicks concludes that he was imperfect,

because rational beings could not suppose that

perfection could be tempted. By this, does

not Elias Hicks make human reason a test of

Divine revelation ? And could Jesus Christ

have been more than a man, since he is made
to be enlightened (for his salvation, I suppose)

by the same means that mankind are enlight-

ened ? And as he was not perfect, according

to his assertion ?

By Elias Hicks, Moses is made " the founda

tion stone," and Jesus only the " top-stone and

finisher." How does this agree with the decla-

ration of the apostle Paul, already quoted here-

in: " Other foundation can no man lay than that

is laid, which is Jesus Christ ?" 1 Cor. iii. 11.

Because God is equal and righteous in all

his ways, we are told "it is impossible" he

can " set Jesus Christ above his apostles

—

above his fallen creature, man. Can he,

therefore, in his view, be more than man ?"

In the extracts made from his letter to

Shoemaker, he does not consider that the cru-

cifixion of the flesh and blood of Jesus Christ,

on the cross, was an atonement for any sins

but the legal sins of the Jews, and calls the

sacrifice, which our Lord made of himself,

only a type of the inward sacrifice tiiat every

sinner must make. He then quotes from the

apostle Paul, showing that the presumptuous

sinner, '• the man of sin and son of perdition,"

hath taken God's seat in the heart, and there

" exalteth itself above all that is called God,"

&c. But the same apostle, in his epistle to the

Romans, shows clearly that the offering which

our blessed Lord and Saviour made of his body

and blood, without the gates of Jerusalem,

was universal, for he says: " But God com-

mendeth his love towards us, in that while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much
more then, being now justified by his blood,

we shall be saved from wrath through him,

For if, when we were enemies, we were re-

conciled to God by the death of his Son, much
more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by

his life. And not only so, but we also joy in

God through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom

we have now received the atonement." Rom.
v. 8 to 1 1. And again the same apostle says:

" For all have sinned, and come short of the

glory of God; being justified freely by his

grace, through the redemption that is in Christ

Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be a propi-

tiation through faith in his blood, to declare

his righteousness for the remission of sins that

are past, through the forbearance of God; to

declare, I say, at this time, his righteousness:

that he might be just, and the justifier of him
whicli believeth in Jesus." Rom. iii. 23 to

26. Is not Ehas Hicks very much at vari-

ance, in what he has asserted, with this apos-

tle, whose words he uses ? Elias Hicks denies

the crucifixion of our Lord's body to be an
atonement for any sins but the legal sins of

the Jews. The apostle Paul states that we
[Gentiles, for to them he was writing] \Tere

reconciled to God by the death of Christ, that

we are justified by his blood, saved by his life,

by whom we [Gentiles] " have received the

atonement:" and that he evidently intended

his observations to extend to all mankind, he

says: " For all have sinned." All cannot but

include every individual of mankind; and

thence he states: " Being justified freely by

his grace through the redemption that is in

Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be

a propitiation through faith in his blood," &c.
In these quotations, the apostle plainly shows,

that Jesus Christ was the Saviour and Re-
deemer of men, our atonement, propitiation,

and justification.

Elias Hicks seems astonished " that any

rational being, that has any right sense of

justice or mercy, would be willing to ac-

cept forgiveness of sins on sucif terms! !
!"

and therefore concludes, that such a being [a

rational being] would rather offer himself up
to suffer the penalties due to his crimes. He
further concludes, that were such a one will-*

ing to be saved through such a medium, that

it would prove him opposed " to every princi-

ple of justice and honesty, of mercy and love,"

and show him " to be a poor selfish creature,

and unworthy of notice ! !
!" Perhaps these

sentiments are very well adapted to mere ra-

tional beings, beings governed wholly by reason.

But does not Elias Hicks, in this paragraph,

show fiilly, that we may accept or not accept

forgiveness of our sins on the terms offered to

us by a merciful Creator, through the blood of

his Son ? Does he not also reject those terms

himself, seeing he considers those who will-

ingly and in humility accept them, as opposed

to every principle of justice and honesty, of

mercy and love, and as poor selfish creatures,

unworthy of notice ? Moreover, as the plan

of redemption is the offer of our Almighty

Creator to his miserable and undone crea-

tures, does not Elias Hicks call in question

the justice, mercy, and love of God, in the ex-

pressions above quoted from his letter ? Does
not his language also convey an idea that we
may form some other plan for our redemption,

than that laid down in the gospel ?

In the quotations from the Berean, it ap-

pears the author does not believe that the ful-

ness of the Godhead dwelt in the prepared

body of our Lord. He also questions the pro

priety of supposing that he possessed absolute-
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ly the Spirit of God without measure, as this

writer states, "it is declared" "he was
limited in knowledge, power, and action,"

and informs us that he does not believe it.

The declarations made in this paragraph are

certaiidy consistent with the disbelief of Scrip

tare before quoted, and might be expected to

be a natural result in the mind of that man
who considers the Holy Scriptures only as

speculations, and asserts that it is vain for any

man to quote them as authority for his opinions.

His statement, that it is declared of our Lord,

that ho was limited in knowledge, power, and

action, contradicts Scripture testimony, I'or it

is therein asserted, that in him dwelt the ful-

ness of the Godhead bodily; that God gave

not the Spirit by measure unto him; of himself

he declares, I am one with the Father, that he

was glorified with the Father before tlie world

was; and the apostle Paul says, " he is God
over all, blessed for ever." How then is it

declared, he was limited in knowledge, power
and action ? Such an assertion amounts to

limiting God himself in those respects, because

Jesus Christ was and is God over all, blessed

for ever. Col. ii. 9, John iii. 34, x. 30, xvii.

5, Rom. ix. 5. The Berean, proceeding with

the same views, in plain terms, in the next

paragraph quoted, states, that our Lord was
but an "instrument and servant of God;" of
course, no more than a holy and good man;
that we have no interest in the outward mani-
festation of our blessed Lord, which was
limited to a small province—a single nation.

But our Lord says, " no man," mark his

words, they apply to all mankind, "no man
Cometh to the Father, but by me." John xiv.

6. Furthermore, that to ascribe the divine

nature to Jesus Christ, to assert that it " es-

sentially belonged to him," and to make him
the "foundation of every Christian doctrine,"

are amongst the " darkest doctrines that have
ever been introduced into the Christian

Church !
!" On the subject of the offering

which our Lord made of himself on the cross

for the sins of mankind, the Berean affirms,

that it could be no more than an " outward
redemption," and that we have reason to hope
that the day is not far distant when an idea,

which he calls, " absurd and pernicious,"

will be found only in the pages of the histo-

rian, when tracing the events of our time ! !

Can he who entertains such opinions, have
any claim to the name of Christian ? Awful
declarations, and awful must be the situation

of those who hold, approbate, and inculcate

them ! Are they any other than infidels, I

would ask ?

How different are the declarations of Holy
Scripture on these all important points of

doctrine. " Labour not for the meat which
perisheth, but for that meat which endureth
unto everlasting life, which the Son of IMan
shall give unto you: for him hath God the

Father sealed." " And Jesus said unto them,
I am the bread of hfe: he that conieth to me
shall never hunger; and he that believeth on
me shall never thirst." " Verily, verily, I say

unto you, he tliat believeth on me hath ever-

lasting life." John vi. 28, 35, 47. " For the

Son of Man is come to save that which was
lost." Matt, xviii. 11. "In the beginning

was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. The same was in

the beginning with God. All things were
made by him; and wilhout him was not any

thing made that was made. In him was life;

and the life was the light of men. And the

light shineth in darkness; and the darkness

comprehendeth it not."
" There was a man sent from God, whose

name was John: the same came for a witness,

to bear witness of the Light, that all men
through him might believe. He was not tiiat

Light, but was sent to bear witness of that

Light; that was the true Light, which lighteth

every man that comoth into the world. He
was in the world, and the world was made by

him, and the world knew him not. He came
unto his own, and his own received him not,

But as many as received him to them gave he

power to become the sons of God, even to

them that believe on his name: which wer
born, not of blood, nor of tlie will of the Hesl;

nor of the will of man, but of God: and the

Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,

(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the

only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and
truth."

" John bare witness of him and cried, say

ing: This was he of whom I spake. He that

cometh after me, is preferred before me: for

he was before me. And of his fulness have
all we received, and grace for grace. For
the law was given by Moses, but grace and
truth came by Jesus Christ." John i. 1 to 17.

" For God so loved the world, that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believ-

eth in him should not perish, but have ever-

lasting life." " He that believeth on him is

not condemned: but he that believeth not, is

condemned already, because he hath not b
lieved in the name of the only begotten Son of

God." lb. iii. 16 and 18. " Howbeit, when
he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide

you into all truth: for he shall not speak of

himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that

shall he speak: and he will show you things to

come. He shall glorify me: for he shall re-

've of mine, and shall show it unto you. All

things that the Father hath are mine: there-

fore said I, that he shall take of mine, and
show it unto you." lb. xvi. 13 to 15.

Be it known unto you all, and to all the

people of Israel, that by the name of Jesus

Christ of Nazaretli whom ye crucified, whom
God raised from the dead, even by him doth

this man stand here before you whole. This
the stone which was set at nought of you

builders, which is become the head of the

corner. Neither is there salvation in any
other: for there is none other name under
heaven given among men, whereby we must

saved." Acts iv. 10 to 12.

(To be continued.)

The fear and love ofGod begets humility, and
humility fits you for God and men. You can-

not step well amiss, if this virtue dwell but richly

you, for then God will teach you.' "The
humble he teacheth his ways;" and they are

all pleasant and peaceable to his children:

Yea, " he giveth grace to the humble, but he
resisteth the proud." Penk

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH, 20, 1839.

In noticing, in our last week's paper, the
Hicksite Epistle, and the reply to it by Friends
of New York, we were compelled, by want of
room, to finish our remarks, without adverting
to one or two addiiional points connected with
the subject. We shall, therefore, in a brief

manner, recall the attention of our readers to

the Nev/ York documents.

At the head of the Hicksite Epistle, as pub-
lished in the newspapers, was a declaration,

that the meeting which issued it was very
large, consisting of about two thousand eight

liundred persons, evidently designed to make
an impression upon the public mind, that the

party of Elias Hicks was exceedingly numerous
and foi-midable. Now, although, as we have
before repeatedly said when speaking of num-
bers, the immutable principles of right and
wrong are not, in our opinion, to be affected

by a vote, that multitudes may " run to do evil"

as well as to do good; and although two thou-

,sand eight hundred persons can have no greater

power to make darkness light, or flimsy so-

phistry sound reason, than twenty-eight single

individuals, yet, for the sake of showing once
more the exaggerative qualities of Hicksite
arithmetic, we believe it right to state, that,

from actual enumeration by a competent per-
son, it was ascertained that the whole number
of females, including children, attending the

Hicksite meeting, was not more than seven
hundred and eighty-five; and though no actual

enumeration was made of the males, we have
strong reason tobelieve that their number was
considerably smaller, so that the whole num-
ber composing the Hicksite meeting did not
exceed fourteen hundred to fourteen hundred
and fifty persons; of this number, according to
the acknowledgement of one of tlie party,

three hundred were strangers from other places,

leaving from eleven to twelve hundred as the
number of those who had formerly been mem-
bers of New York yearly meeting.

In addition to this, it may be remarked, that

New York city, and the country adjacent, is

the strong hold of tlie seceders, whilst the lar-

ger proportion of those who remain attached

to the ancient faith and order of the Society of
Friends reside so remote, as to preclude the

possibility of a general attendance at the year-

ly meeting; yet, with all this, we believe," that

the size of the yearly meeting of Friends this

year was but little inferior to that of the Hicksite

assembly; and such inquiries have been made,
as to induce in us the full persuasion, that,

taking New York yearly meeting as a whole,

the number of Friends and seceders are not

far from equal, the latter being rather in the

minority, a result, which, two years ago,

could scarcely have been anticipated.

We noticed m our remarks last week, the

falsity of the smooth professions of liberality

made in the Hicksite Epistle with regard to

the use and occupancy of the meeting-houses

and other property belonging to the Society

of Friends. In cojnmenting upon the same
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subject, the authors of the " Reply" explicitly

state, that after " the separation in fifth month,

1828, Friends in the city of New York ap-

plied for the use of either of the meeting-

houses, and for duplicate keys to the burial

ground belonging to the Society, for the pur-

pose of its free use in common with those who
held possession, but these reasonable requests

were entirely rejected."

Perhaps no charge of harshness and perse-

cution has been more clamorously made by

the Hicksites against Friends in Philadelphia,

than that of refusing the right of interment; and

it will be remembered, that this charge is

founded in the refusal of Friends to permit in-

terments to take place without regular orders

from the proper committees who have charge

of burials; and that rather than submit to the

regulations of Society, the Hicksites have chosen

to violate the public peace, and to break down
walls and enclosures, and that they still con

tinue to force the locks whenever funerals are

to take place. Wc desire our readers further

to bear in mind, that the plea for all this dis-

order on the part of those who have been re-

gularly disowned from the Society of Friends,

was, and is, that they are entitled to free in-

gress into the yard without any order—that

they ought to have keys of their own, and that

it was cruel persecution to deprive them of

this privilege. But when the tables are turn-

ed, and Friends in New York wish a key for

their purposes, then the cry of persecution is

hushed, and it is considered no hardship to

deprive them of a privilege so strongly de-

manded by the Philadelphia Hicksites. Sup-

pose, that, upon the refusal of the key, Friends

in New York had gone to the burial ground,

and, with force of arms, had torn down the

wall and put in a gate, would not the whole

country have resounded with cries of " disor-

der," '"outrage," and "orthodox" lawlessness?

Butitislamentably true, that the force of party

feeling powerfully distorts men's vision. In

Philadelphia, it is terrible persecution fur

those who have charge of the burial grounds

to insist, that persons disowned from the So
ciety of Friends, shall not be interred therein,

without the usual regular order; whilst in New
York, a parly of disowned persons who have

left the faith and communion of the Society,

may usurp the exclusive possession of the burial

grounds, refuse to the rightful owners, to the

regular Society of Friends, even a joint ten

ancy in their own property, and actually de-

prive them of all control over it, and yet, ac-

cording to Hicksite ideas, this is to be esteem-

ed orderly and proper conduct.

It is leally lime that the hypocrisy of the

Hicksites' profession with regard to the pro

perty of Society should be exposed. Friends

have suffered grievous impositions on this

score, and when appeals have been made to

legal tribunals, merely to determine the simple

matter of title, they have been accused of a

sordid love of property, of an exclusive avari-

cious disposition, while, at the same time, they

have been soothed with hollow professions of

liberality, of generosity, and of Christian kind-

ness, by those very persons who became pos

sessed of the property in question by force and

high handed violence.

The following statement will give a cursory

view of the condition of the property within

the compass of Philadelphia yearly meeting.

Witliin the limits of Philadelphia quarter

the Hicksites hold one meeting-house in the

city, and several in the country, from which
Friends are entirely excluded. In Abington
quarter, Friends have three houses out of

about a dozen ; two of these are in remote
places where there are few seceders; the other

near the city, belonging to a preparative meet-

ing but little affected with the new doctrines.

In the large quarterly meeting of Bucks,

Friends have but the partial possession of one

house, (where the quarterly meeting is held,)

and this is retained by a precarious tenure, the

Hicksites having several times threatened to

shut them out altogether.

In Concord quarter, although nearly, if

not quite equal to the seceders in numbers,

Friends have been compelled to abandon most
of their houses ; in some cases, after under-

going insult and abuse. In Cain quarter,

where the Hicksites are in the minority, most

of the meetings for worship are undivided, and
Friends, and those disowned from the Society,

meet together; but there has recently appear-

ed on the part of the latter, a strong disposi-

tion in some places entirely to exclude Friends

from their houses. In the western quar-

ter many of the places for worship are in

the sole occupancy of the seceders; in others

Friends still meet with them, subject to great

trial and suffering from disorderly behaviour

during meetings, and from unsound, ranting

ministry.

In Burlington quarter, though Friends have

considerably the majority, they have been alto-

gether excluded from a number of the houseS;

and are sometimes interrupted in their devo-

tions, where they retain possession of their

own property, by the unsound ministry of the

seceding preachers.

In Haddonfield quarterly meeting the Hicks-

ites form a minority of about one-fourth, and

yet even here they have driven Friends from

several of their houses, and have made forcible

entries into others, in order to hold their irre-

gular meetings.

In Salem quarter. Friends have been shut

out of nearly all the houses, attended, in some
instances, by circumstances of peculiar hard-

ship and abuse.

In Shrewsbury and Rahway quarter, and

within the limits of the late southern quarter,

the Hicksites have possession of nearly all the

meeting-houses.

We have thus given a rapid sketch of tl

state of the property, within the limits of Phil:

dclphia yearly meeting ; but it would almost

require a volume, to detail with minuteness, the

indignities, the incivilities, the lacerations of

feeling to which Friends have in numerous
places been subject by those who have deprived

them of the use of their properly. We do not

hesitate to aver that, in no place, either in our

own, or in other yearly meetings, with excep

tion, perhaps, of one or two instances, in the

western country, have the Hicksites exhibited

forbearance, love, conciliation, or any other

of those excellent dispositions arrogated to

es, in their various epistles. We be-

lieve there are honou rable individual exc('|)tions;

but as a body, we do not hesitate to declare,

that their policy has been, throughout our
yearly meeting, to seize upon all the houses,

of which they could obtain ready possession,

without being at all scrupulous of the means
by which this end was attained. They have
thus, by far, the larger number of the houses
in their possession ; and from a recent publi-

cation[of one of their leaders, it further appears,

that whenever any of their party, however few
in number, and although disowned by the So-
ciety of Friends, still choose to assemble with

the latter, that such meetings are to be open to

the visits of Hicksite preachers, and that

Friends must patiently endure their unsound
ministry without rebuke.

The resolution they have come to, in short,

seems to be this—we will obtain exclusive, en-

tire control of as many houses as we can.

With regard to the remainder, we will exer-

cise equal rights with those who have nominal

possession—at the same time we will beguile

the simple, by making it a matter of merit and
gratulation, that we have not driven "the Or-
thodox" out of all their houses ; and we will,

moreover, deprecate the idea of a legal trial of

title to the property, by saying that it is wrong,
and contrary to Friends' principles, to go to

law about property.

From recent indications, we believe, that it

is the intention of the Hicksite leaders, sooner

or later, to dispossess Friends of all the re-

maining property they hold in the country; and
nothing, we are convinced, but the fear of the

law, and perhaps an apprehension that many
of those who have, by fair words, been induced

to join the party, might become alarmed at

this rapacity, and leave its ranks, has pre-

vented an immediate seizure of all our meeting
houses.

We have gone into more detail, than

we had originally intended ; in order, fully

to refute the professions of love and forbear-

ance, continually made in the epistles, and
papers, of the separatists, by a succinct view

of their practice—by a reference, not to their

sayings, but to their doings. The legitimate

fruits of a rejection of the authority of Holy
Scripture, and of a denial of the Lord Jesus

Christ, are not love, charity, and peace ; but

hypocrisy, contention, and strife; and we have

had ample cause to believe, that no exception

from ihe general rule has taken place in fa-

vour of the followers of Elias Hicks.

We may confess, that, in the early stages of the

settlement on the coast of Africa under the direction

of the American Colonization Society, we were
among the number who entertained doubts and jea-

lousies respecting it; but having attentively read

the accounts which have, from time to time, appear-

ed in " The African Repository and Colonial Jour-

nal," those misgivings have gradually yielded to the

conviction, that the settlement is really a proper ob-

ject of the liveliest interest to the philanthropist and
Christian. It is, therefore, with much satisfaction,

that we have placed before our readers to-day, the

first part of an excellent article from the pen of one
of our talented contributors, appropriated to the dis-

cussion of this subject.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter street, near Seventh.
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FOR THE FRIEND,

BISHOP HORNE ON INFIDELITY.

Tlie judicious remarks of Scrutator on the

stanza of Pope, have brought to my mind n

book wliich 1 always read with dehght, and

whicii is truly inimitable in its way. I mean
Bishop Home's Letters on Infidelity, and h:

letter to Dr. Adam Smith. In this work he

retorts upon the infidels the ridicule in wliich

they love to indulge, and blends, most happily,

the playfulness of wit, with serious and manly

thought.

" The Apologist," says he, "is fond of cit-

ing two lines, which have been often cited by

others with a similar view.

' For modes of fciith let graceless zealots fight,

His can't be wrong, whose life is in the right.'

"The Christian faith, at its first appearance,

endured the trial of ten persecutions, and tri-

umphed over the wit, wisdom, and power of

the whole Roman empire. Offered openly to

the inspection and examination of the world, it

has now stood its ground above seventeen hun-

dred years. The Apologist hardly expects it

should at length f;ill before a couplet of Mr.

Pope. Poets, he knows, are not upon oath
;

and onefor sense, and onefor rhyme, is often

a fair composition. The verses rhyme well
;

but as to sense, that is another question.

Their author somewhere tells us that in read-

ing religious controversy, he still found himself

to agree with the last author he perused. One
cannot therefore well take him for a guide in

these matters. The bright son of the morn-

ing fell from his exalted station in the heavens

;

and he, who penned Messiah, was afterwards

unfortunately duped by the sophistry of Bo-

lingbroke. ' Evil communications corrupt

good manners.'
•' As to the verses in hand, I know not that

they were designed to extend by any means so

far, as, by the present application, the Apolo-

gist means to extend them. If they were, the

proposition contained in them will be this

:

that, provided a man discharge the relative

and social oflices, it matters not what deity he

acknowledges and worships
; or whether he

acknowledge and worship any. .

" I am sorry I should be obliged to go back to

a thing so vulgar and antiquated as my cate
ciiisM. But so it happens. I cannot forget

that, when a boy, / learned ttco things : my
duty towards God, and my duty towards my
neighbour. And, from that day to this, it

never entered into my head, that the perform-

ance of the latter would atone for the neglect

of theformer. Surely one might as well say,

the performance of iheformer would atone foj'

the breach of the latter. But the Apologist

will never allow one ; and we cannot submit

to allow the other. What ! Shall we make a

conscience of discharging our duty to men
like ourselves, and none of discharging that to

our Maker, our Redeemer, our God ? Is it

reckoned praise-worthy, generous, noble, great,

and good, to love and celebrate an earthly pa-

rent or benefactor ; and can it be deemed a

point of indifference whether we believe or

deny, whether we bless or blaspheme our

heavenly and eternal Father and Friend, who
gives us life, and breath, and all things, in this

world, and invites us to a far more happy and
glorious state of existence in another ? May
we adore Jehovah, or Baal ; the Creator of

the universe, or a monkey, or matter, or

chance, or nothing, as the whim takes us, and

be blameless ? tell it not to believers
;

pub-

lish it not among the Christians !

" Tlie matter of fact is : that life cannot 1

in the right which is spent in doing wron,

And if to question all the doctrines of religio

even to the providence and existence of a God,
and to put morality on no other foot than that

of UTILITY—if to do this be not to do wrong
then farewell all distinction between right

and wrong for evermore. To maintain and

ff'use the truth of God is to do his will ; to

deny, corrupt, or hinder it, is to work iniqui-

ty ; and a life so employed is a wicked life—
perhaps the most wicked that can be ima-

gined. For what comparison is there be-

tween one who commits a crime of which he

may repent, or, at worst, it may die with him
;

and one who, though he do not himself com-
mit it, teaches and encourages all the world

to commit it, by removing out of the way the

strongest sanctions and obligations to the con-

trary, in writings which may carry on the

blessed work from generation to generation ?

Let not these errors be called errors of specu-

lation only. Action flows from speculation.

No man ventures upon sin, till he has, for the

time at least, adopted some false principle.

And ' when men begin to look about for ar-

guments in vindication of impiety and immor-
alitv, such speculations as those of Mr Hume
become interesting, and can hardly fail of a

powerful and numerous patronage. The cor-

rupt judge ; the prostituted courtier ; the

statesman, who enriches himself by the plun-

der and blood of his country ; the pettifog-

ger, who fattens on the spoils of the fatherless

and widow; the oppressor, who, to pamper his

own beastly appetite, abandons the deserving

peasant to beggary and despair ; the hypocrite,

tlie debauchee, the gamester, the blasphemer,

all prick up their ears, when they are told, that

a celebrated author has written Essays, con-

taining such doctrines, and leading to such

consequences.' Weighed against a conduct
like this, the moralities of social life (a system
of which, by the way, according to Mr Hume,
every man is left to compound for himself)

are dust upon the balance ; they are like the

salutation of Joab, when he smote Amasa to

the heart :
' And Joab said to Amasa, Art

thou in health, my brother ? And Joab took

Ainasa by the beard with the right hand, to

kiss him. But Amasa took no heed to the

sword that was in Joab's hand ; so he smote
him therewith in the fifth rib, and shed out his

bowels to the ground.' In short, if faith in

God be not the effect of superstition and im-

posture, which no man has yet proved it to be,

we are bound to regard it as our most valu-

able possession, and to esteem those who would
rob the world of it as the worst of thieves

;

however towards each other they may prac-

tise what the Apologist styles the duties, the

decencies, and the charities."

In another place (letter third) he proceeds:

" It may still perhaps be asked, dear sir,

how it should happen, that, when Mr. Hume's
principles were so bad, his practices should be
no worse ? Let me ofifer the solution given

of such a phenomenon in the intellectual

world, by a very ingenious and sagacious

writer, who had not only studied mankind in

general, but, as it should seem, had bestowed
some pains upon the very case now before us.

" This fact hath been regarded as unac-
countable : that sober men, of morals apparent-
ly unblamable, should madly unhinge the great

principles of religion and society, without any
visible motive or advantage. But by Iqoking
a little farther into human nature, we shall

easily resolve this seeming paradox. These
writers are generally men of speculation and
industry ; and therefore though they give

themselves up to the dictates of their ruling

passion, yet that ruling passion commonly
leads to the tract of abstemious manners.

That desire of distinction and superiority, so

natural to man, breaks out into a thousand va-

ious and fantastic shapes ; and in each of
these, according as it is directed, becomes a

virtue or a vice. In times of luxury and dis-

sipation therefore, when every tenet of irreli-

gion is greedily embraced, what road to pre-
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sent applause can liesoopen and secure, as that

of disgracing religious belief? Especially if

the writer help forward the vices of the times,

by relaxing morals, as well as destroying ^?'OT-

ciple. Such a writer can have little else to

do, but to new model the paradoxes of ancient

scepticism, in order to figure it in the world,

and be regarded, by the smatterers in litera-

ture, and adepts in folly, as a prodigy of parts

and learning. Thus his vanity becomes deep-

ly criminal, and is execrated by the wise and

good; because it is gratified at the expense of

his country's welfare. But the consolation

which degenerate manners receive from his

fatal tenets, is repaid by eager praise: anc

vice impatiently drinks in and applauds hi;

hoarse and boding voice, while, like a raven

he sits croaking universal death, despair, and

annihilation to the human kind."

But taking the account of Mr. Hume's
manners as his friends have given it: to say

" that kw of the professors of Christianity

ever equalled him in morality, humanity, and
the government of their passions," is certainly

going a great deal too far. Thousands, in the

first ages of the gospel, gave all their goods
feed the poor; renounced, in deed as well

word, the world and the flesh, and joyfully met
death in its most horrid forms, for the love of

their Redeemer. On the same principle, un
numbered multitudes, in every succeeding age
have manfully sustained the heaviest calamities

of human life, and with faith unfeigned, and
hope that maketh not ashamed, yielded up
their souls into the hands of their Creator.

Scenes of this kind are daily and hourly pass-

ing in the chambers of the sick and dying, as

they, whose office it is to visit those chambers,

well know. To others they must remain un-

known, for want of biographers to record
them. Every Christian, who lives in piety

and charity, does not favour the public with

HIS OWN LIFE. Every Christian, who expires

in peace and hope, has not the happiness of a

Dr. Smith to pen the story of his death:

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene.

The dark unfathomM caves of ocean bear

;

Full many a flow'r is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness in the desert air.

. "Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife.

Their sober wishes never learn'd to stray
;

Along the cool sequestered vale of life,

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way."

" Christianity," says a learned writer, " has in

every age produced good effects on thousands

and ten thousands, whose lives are not record-

ed in history; which is, for the most part, a

register of the vices, the follies, and the quar-

rels of those who made a figure and a noise in

the world; insomuch that Socrates, at the

close of his work, observes that, if men were
honest and peaceable, historians would be un-

done for want of materials."

But, whether the professors of a religion be
many, or few; whether they be influenced by
the spirit of it, or not; whether they be sin-

cere, or hypocrites: the religion is still the

same: it does not change with the changing
tempers, dispositions, and interests of mankind,
in different times and places; nor is it to be
charged with the guilt of practices, against

which it protests in every page. No demon
stration in Euclid can be clearer than this.

To account for the opposition often so visi-

ble between the lives and opinions of Chris-

tians, one must enumerate all the various me-

thods, by which, in matters of moral and spi-

ritual concern, men are wont to impose upon

themselves. Appetite and passion, sloth and

interest, will work wonders in this way—won-

ders, of which he has no idea, who has not

been accustomed, with this view, to contem-

plate the conduct of those around him, and

impartially to scrutinize his own. The reli-

gion of many a person professing Christianity,

is, hy these means, laid by, like a best coat, for

Sundays and holidays. Not a single thought

occurs of the necessity there is for its being

brought into the daily and hourly concerns of

common life. It is a speculative belief, depo-

sited in the understanding, to which its owner

recurs, when he has nothing else to do; he

finds it where he left it, and is fully satisfied

with its being there, instead of bearing it al-

ways about him, in his heart and afl'ections, as

an active principle, ready for use, to operate

at all seasons, and on all occasions. He will

even spend his days in discoursing and disput-

ing upon the sublimest doctrines, and most

holy precepts of religion, his own life still con-

tinuing unreformed. Nay, what is yet more
strange, he will preach seriously, earnestly, af-

fectionately, and repeatedly, against a failing,

to which he himself is notoriously subject, and

every one who hears him knows him to be so.

It follows not necessarily, that he is designedly

playing the hypocrite, and acting a part. He
has some method of concealing himself from

himself, or of excusing himself to himself. He
does not sec that he is the person, against whom
all his own arguments are pointed. He does

not think of it. He stands in need of a friend,

or an enemy, to tell him, thou art tub man.
This may seem to be a species of madness;

but this is human nature.

(To be continued.^

FOR THE FRIEND.
SCRAPS.

Alcohol.—The following table, compiled
from Brando's Manual of Chemistry, shows
the proportion in which alcohol exists in se-

veral different beverages.

DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Scotch whiskey, 54.32 parts by measure in 100.

Irish do.,
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He did not sell himself. He never lacerated

his own flesh, nor plucked the bread out of his

own mouth. Poor and half naked, indeed, he

is, but not by his own fault. In bondage he

must wear out his life, but he did not forge

and rivet his own chains, nor thrust himself

into the dungeon which conveyed him to mar-

ket. If his parents died with grief after he

left them, he was not the guilty cause of it. If

his wife had sunk down by his side, witli a

broken heart, gladly would he have saved her,

if he could. If his children are as wretched

and hopeless as himself, it is not through his

voluntary agency. Of all this guilt he stands

acquitted at the bar of conscience.
" But how is it with the bond-slave of intem-

perance? What tormentor was ever so fierce

and relentless as a guilty conscience? She
charges him with the meanness of driving him-

self to market—or selling his own flesh and
blood, for nothing, to the most cruel master

—

of buying, and, when his money is gone, beg-

ging, the privilege of being a slave. She up-

braids him with the guilt of wasting his pro-

perty, sacrificing his health, blasting his cha-

racter, destroying his usefulness, disgracing his

friends, violating his connubial vows, entailing

poverty and infamy upon his children, and
ruining his soul. When thus maddened by her

whip of scorpions, lie flies to his cups for re-

lief, she but intermits her tortures to renew
them the first moment that returning reason

brings him within her reach, and scourges him
back again to the very brink of desperation.

Again he plunges, deeper than ever, in tlie ob-

livious flood, and again emerges, to feel the

dreadful renewal of her stripes, and perhaps

the ne.\t moment to rush into a burning eter-

nity.

" She knows how to make her terrible voice

heard even in the midst of his revelry. She
enters before him into his sick chamber, with

thorns for his pillow—takes her stand by his

"bed-side, on purpose to terrify him with her

awful forebodings and rebukes; and when the

king of terrors comes, she anticipates his en-

trance into the dark valley, that she may there

haunt his soul with undying horrors. Now
what, I pray you, is African slavery, in its

most terrific forms, compared with this? The
mere sting of an insect, compared with the

fangs of a tiger—the slight inconvenience of a

ligature, contrasted with the crawling and
crushing folds of the boa constrictor. Drag
me, bound and bleeding, if you will, from my
blazing habitation—thrust me half dead into

the fffitid hold of any slave-ship—sell me to

any foreign master—doom me to labour in

any burning climate—set over me any iron-

hearted driver—load me with any chains, and
compel me to toil night and day;—but deliver

me not over to the retributions of a conscience

exasperated by the guilt of intemperance ! O
bind me not to a rack where I can neither live

nor die under the torture !"

Death by Intemperance.—It is supposed that

one-sixth of the deaths reported in the weekly
bills of mortality in Philadelphia, are occasion-

ed, directly or indirectly, by the use of spi-

rituous hquors! So that in the year 1828,
when 4292 deaths occurred, seven hundred and

fifteen human beings were hurried to an un-

timely grave by the indulgence of this perni-

cious habit. It is not intended to convey an

opinion by this statement, that Philadelphia is

remarkable for intemperance. Similar ap-

palling results, and in some places much more
terrible havoc would appear, if similar investi-

gations were made.

The Society of Friends has for a long while

been concerned to discourage " the unnecessa-

ry distillation and use of spirituous liipwrs,"

and generally speaking, its testnnony has pre-

vailed to the abolition of those practices within

its limits. For thirty years past, disowmnent

has been tlie consequence of members persist-

ing in vending ardent spirits produced from

grain, or in selling the article in small quanti-

ties. But few, if any, who remain steadfast in

the faith and principles of the Society, are

concerned at all in spreading tins poison

through the land. The subject of intempe-

rance lias of late years engaged the attention

of benevolent men of all Christian denomina-

tions, and extraordinary eflbrls are now em-

ployed in almost every state in the Union, to

arrest and slay the monster. Societies for

this excellent purpose have been formed, and

astonishing results have, in many parts of the

country, already crowned their labours. The
inhabitants of whole districts have been induced

to abandon the use of ardent liquors, and we
are greatly deceived, if the moral courage and

religious feeling which are enlisted in this ser-

vice, do not ere long achieve a revolution in

the minds of our countrymen, which will be

truly glorious. This noble work may perhaps

be the forerunner of new and heartfelt devotion

to the mitigation of the wrongs of the poor

Indian, and of the enslaved African; both of

these concerns have of late languished, we are

apt to think, fiom the fewness of the number
of clean hands, to uphold the ensign of justice

and mercy to the nation in these respects.

Negro Slavery in the United States.—This

gigantic iniquity really seems to be less and

less regarded, as time and circumstances ren-

der it more and more formidable. Some day,

however, its true character must be seen, for

its tremendous consequences will afi'ect this

whole nation. It would be a great mercy if

we could be brought to the consideration of

the subject by the persuasions of righteousness,

rather than by the terrors o£ wrath. W'e are

all more or less guilty of the long continued

wrong. It is in vain that we attempt to es-

cape, by pleading our position on this, or the

other side, of certain geographical lines.

These distinctions have been obliterated by the

actual modes of industry, and the policy which
connects the north with the south. The all-

conquering power of gain has made their in-

terests one, and the consequences indissoluble.

The inhabitants of the slave holding states de-

serve our commiseration, and are entitled to

our aid in doing whatever can now be done
toward the abatement or removal of this high

transgression.

Let us fearlessly look the evil in the face.

If the climate of Rhode Island had been as fa-

vourable to the culture of cotton as the Caro-

linas, the capitalists of that state might have'

found a market for their hundreds of cargoes of
human flesh, without sending them as they did

to tlie south. Had the seasons been propitious

in Massachusetts, &c. the early settlers there

would, in all probability, have pursued the Vir-

ginia system, and directed their attention to

tobacco and to slaves. New York and New
Jersey until recently, and Pennsylvania for-

merly, for several years tolerated negro bon-
dage. In truth, we all at this moment par-

take, in some degree, of the labour of slaves;

they toil and bleed for our convenience and our
gain. But without pressing this tender point too

far, let these considerations teach us lenity to-

ward those who happen to have possession ofthe

bodies, and who direct the physical energies

of those victims of oppression, assured that it

is high time for us to begin in earnest to assist

in wiping this foul stain from our land, no mat-
ter what the cost may be. Such efforts are en-

joined by Christianity. May many able advo-

cates in this great cause speedily appear, and
endowed with pure and devoted spirits, like

Woolman and Benezet, enligliten the path of

our duty, and lead us to the fulfilment of deeds

of mercy and of justice.

Slave Trade.—It is estimated by intelligent

persons at Rio de Janeiro, that in the course

of the year 1828, forty thousand slaves were
taken from Africa to Brazil. V.

The following is derived from an authentic

printed copy of Extracts, now before us, from
the Minutes of the Yearly Meeting of Friends,

held in New York, by adjournments, from the

2oth to the 30th of the fifth month, inclusive,

1629.

In consequence of the misapprehensions
and mistakes to which Friends are exposed by
the separatists having assumed the character

of Friends, and taken the names of most of
our meetings, the following Friends are ap-

pointed correspondents in their several quar-

terly meetings, and all certificates for minis-

ters, certificates of removal, certificates on ac-

count of marriage, and other documents of our
subordinate meetings, are to be signed by one
of their members, in addition to the usual sig-

nature of the clerk; and it is requested, in or-

der that certificates may duly reach the meet-
ings to which they are directed, that they be
addressed or sent to one of these Friends.

The names of the correspondents, with their

respective addresses, are subjoined:

—

Correspondents of New York Yearly Meeting.

WESTBURY QUARTERLY MEETING.
NeiD York monthly meeting.

William F. Mott, New York.

Flushing monthly meeting.

Samuel Parsons, Flushing, Queen's co. N. Y.

Westbury and Jericho monthly meeting.

Thomas Willis, Jericho, Queen's co. N. Y.
PURCHASE QUARTERLY MEETING.

Purchase monthly meeting.

Richard Mott, Mamaroneck, Westchester co.

N. York.
Amawalk monthly meeting.

Steph. Brown, Peekskill, W. Chester co. N. Y.
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Sliapaqua monthly meeting.

Elihu Giiften, Mount Pleasant, West Chester

Co. N. Y.
NINE PARTNERS QUARTERLY MEETING.

Nine Partners monthly meeting.

Isaac Thurne, Washington, Dutchess County,

New York.
Oblong monthly meeting.

William Leach, Sheiman, Fairfield, do. Conn.
Oswego monthly meeting.

Enoch Borland, Arthursburg, Duchess do.

New York.
EASTON QUARTERLY MEETING.
East Hoosack monthly meeting,

John Upton, North Adams, Berksliire County,

Mass.
Dcinby monthly meeting.

Harris Otis, Danby, Rutland co. Vermont.
STANFORD QUARTERLY MEETING.

Creek monthly 7neeting.

Reuben Howes, Poughkeepsie, Duchess
County, New York.

Stanford monthly meeting.

John F. Hull, Stanfordville, do. do. do.

Hudson monthly meeting.

Isaac Lyons, Federal Store, Columbia do.
FERRISBURGH QUARTERLY MEETING,

Ferrisburgh monthly meeting.

John Knowles, Monktori, Addison County,
Vermont.

StarksborougJt monthly meeting
Amos Battey, Starksborougii, do.

"
do.

Peru monthly meeting
David Harkness, Keesville, Essex do. N. Y.

CANADA HALF YEAR'S MEETING.
Westlakc monthly meeting.

Gilbert Borland, Hallowell, Prince Edward
County, Upper Canada.

Leeds and Adolphus monthly meeting
John Ferris, Kingston do.

1 onge Street monthly meeting.

Thomas Linville, New Market, Upper Ca-
nada.

Pclham monthly meeting.

Joseph King, Tliorold, Deep ~C'ut, Upper
Canada.

Norwich inonthly meeting.

Frederic Stover, Burford, Oxford County,
Upper Canada.

FARMINGTON QUARTERLY MEETING.
Collins monthly meeting.

John Strang, Lodi, Cataragus Countv, New
York.

Hamburgh monthly meeting.

James Sherman, East Hamburgh, Erie Coun-
ty. New York.

Hartland monthly meeting.

Nathan Comstock, Lockport, Niagara County,
New York.

Farmington monthly meeting.

Isaac Hathaway, New Salem, Ontario County,
New York.

Rochester monthly meeting.

Meat Atwater, Rochester, Monroe County,
New York.

SARATOGA QUARTERLY MEETING.
Queensbury monthly meeting.

James Mott, Clarksboro, Saratoga County,
New York.

Milton monthly meeting.

James Allen, Greenfield, Saratoga County,
New York.

Galway monthly meeting.

Wing Chase, Providence, Saratoga County,
New York.

Leroy monthly meeting.

Daniel Child, Leroy, Jefl'erson County, New
'York.

Lowville monthly -meeting.

Ebenezer Hill, Lowville, Lewia County, New
York.

Saratoga monthly meeting.

Paul Kirby, Halfmoon, Saratoga County,
New York.

DUANESBURGH QUARTERLY MEETING.
Coeyman's inouthly meeting.

Samuel T. Powell Coxsackie, Green County,

New Y'ork.

Rcnsellaervillc, monthly meeting.

Peter Stover, Rensellaerville, Albany County,
New York.

Duanesburgh monthly meeting.

Jonathan Soule, Duanesburgh, Schenectady
County, New York.

Butternuts monthly meeting

Edward Cornell, Butternuts, Otsego County,
New York.

Bridgewater monthly meeting.

Obadiah Williams, Bridgewater, Oneida Coun-
ty, New York.

CORNWALL QUARTERLY MEETING.
Cornwall monthly meeting.

Jabez Greene, Canterbury, Oneida County,
New York.

Marlborough monthly meeting.

Daniel Birdsall, Newburgh, Oneida County,
New York.

Plains monthly jneeting.

Isaiah Tilson, Hurley, Ulster county, New
York.

SCIPIO QUARTERLY MEETING.
Deruytcr monthly meeting.

James Derbyshire, Deruyter, Madison County,
New York.

Scipio monthly meeting.

Humphry Howland, Aurora, Cayuga County,
New York.

Hector monthly meeting.

William Carman, Trumansburgb, Tompkins
County, New York.

And our quarterly meetings were requested

to report, in future, the vacancies which may
from time to time occur in the appointments,
by death or otherwise, and to furnish the

names of Friends to supply their places.

John Woolman. " By great labour, and
often by much sweating, there is, even among
such who are not drunkards, a craving of some
liquors to revive the spirits; that partly, by the

luxurious drinking of some, and partly by the

drinking of others, (led to it through immo-
derate labour,) very great quantities of rum
are every year expended in our colonies; the

greater part of which we should have no need
of, did we steadily attend (o pure wisdom.
Where men take a pleasure in feeling their

minds elevated with strong drink, and so in-

dulge their appetite as to disorder their under-
standings, neglect their duty as members in a

family or civil society, and cast ofT all regard
to religion, their case is much to be pitied."

"As every degree of luxury hath some con-
nection with evil, for those who profess to be
disciples of Christ, and are looked upon as
leaders of the people—to have that mind in

them which was also in Christ, and so stand
separate from every wrong way, is a means of
help to the weaker. As I have sometimes
been much spent in the heat, and taken spirits

to revive me, I have found by experience, that,

in such circumstances, the mind is not so calm,
nor so fitly disposed for divine meditation, as
when all such extremes are avoided. I have
felt an increasing care to attend to that holy
spirit which sets right bounds to our desires,

and leads those who faithfully follow it, to ap-

ply all the sifts of divine Providence to the pur-
pose for which they were intended."
The quantity of ardent spirits consumed by

Friends has doubtless greatly diminished since
the days of J. Woolman. Many persons have
laboured zealously to extirpate its use as a
drink altogether, and their labours have been
blessed to the Society, and extended their in-

fluence to others. But of latter years the sub-
ject has not been so impressively brought into

view, and it is a question worthy of serious in-

vestigation, whether we are progressing in the

righteous testimony, or whether we are not
losing ground which the zeal and faithfulness

of our fluhers had gained for us. The foe is

insidious, and our strength to resist is always
diminished in proportion to our familiarity

with it. Strong men have been plunged into

the depths of disgrace and ruin by tampering
with this poison, ^nd the reputation and safety

of their innocent families endangered or de-

stroyed. The extreme labour performed in

the harvest field, furnishes an inducement to

use this pernicious article ; but it has been
abundantly proved that the fruits of the earth

may be gathered without it, and the health and
ability of the labourer preserved more eflectu-

ally by a proper nutritious diet. The subject

is all important, and ought to arouse the seri-'

ous concern of every one, to guard most scru-

pulously against the use of distilled spirituous

liquors as a drink, lest it should make inroads

and ravages amongst us which it will not be
in our power to arrest.

George Fox. " Next day, feeling a concern
upon my mind with relation to those seducing
spirits that made division among Friends, and
being sensible that they endeavoured to insi-

nuate themselves into the afTectionate part, I

was moved to write a few lines to Friends
concerning them as followeth. All these that

set themselves up in the affections of the peo-
ple, set themselves up in the afl"ections of the

people, and not Christ. But, Friends, your
peaceable habitation in the truth, which is

everlasting, and changes not, will outlast all

the habitations of those that are out of the

truth, although they be never so full of vords.

So those that are so keen for J. S. and J. W.
let them take them, and the separation; and
you that have given your testimony against

that spirit, stand in your testimony, till they

answer by condemnation. Do not strive, nor
make bargains with that which is out of the

truth; nor save that alive to be a sacrifice to

God, which should be slain, lest you lose your
kingdom."
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FOR THE FRIE

ANN DOCWRA.
The controversial writings of our early

Friends are full of curious and interesting in

formation. They may be studied to advan

tage for the sake of the light they throw

upon the character of the Society, and the

manners of the age. They contain the

materials for a far more complete history of

the people called Quakers than has yet ap

peared, and are rich in anecdotes and traits of

individual character. In the course of my
readino- I have been particularly struck with

this latter circumstance, and have thought it

would not be out of place to ofler, for occa

sional insertion in " The Friend," such anti

quarian scraps as I have gleaned from this

source, as well as notices of books remarkable

for shrewdness and simplicity, or for the d

play of strong individuality of character. To
give the readers of" The Friend" a specimen

of what is here intended, I have made some
selections from a pamphlet entitled "An Apos-

tate Conscience Exposed, and the miserable

consequences thereof, disclosed for informa-

tion and caution, by an ancient woman and

lover of the truth, and the sincere friends

thereof A. D. London, 1699. p. 68." This

A. D. was Ann Docwra, a widow, who filled

the station of elder, and who, to judge from

her book, was a woman of an energetic and

masculine spirit, and a strong, cultivated intel-

lect. The pamphlet is a reply to some ca-

lumnies of Francis Bugg, the noted assailant

of Quakerism, who boasted of having written

eighty-five books against Friends, '• scribbling

away against the Quakers to no purpose,"
" until he had scribbled away his estate, and

run many hundred pounds in debt, and now
goes about begging, with a certificate of the

bishop of Norwich." Bugg, as it appears,

claims relationship witii Anne Docwra, who
is quite willing to disavow the connection,

upon grounds not very creditable to the fiimily

of Bugg. He had visited her at her own
house, had sent her his books, tried to preju-

dice her mind against Friends, and finally,

garbled and altered her letters so as to sup-

port his cause, and published them to the

world. She clears herself from all his wiles

and calumnies in this work, and she does it

with singular shrewdness, force, and simplici-

ty. I have not met elsewhere with any ac-

count of Ann Docwra. She calls Giles Bar-

nardiston her brother, and says, that

" She was the eldest daughter of William

Waldgrave of Buers, in the county of Suftblk,

son and heir to Sir William Waldgrave, the

younger, so called, because Sir William, his

father, and he, deceased both in less than a

year's time, as I have heard my grandmother

say. It was an ancient Protestant family. I

heard my great uncle, my father's uncle,

say, that his grandfather, Sir William Wald-

grave, was persecuted in queen Mary's days

by the bishop of Norwich, and so closely beset

by his emissaries that he did not go home to

his house, but was fed in his tenant's barns,

until he got out of the bishop's diocess to a

house he had in another place, where he ended

his days in peace."

Her education appears to have correspond-

ed with her station in life, and her reading to

have been extensive and various, for she quotes

Malebranche upon an abstruse point of philo-

sophy; and, in reply to Bugg, who had called

her a she prelate, recounts the following inci-

dent of her early life.

" I will say something concerning the pre-

lacy he charges me with. The matters con-

cerning a foreign bank do not belong to a pre-

late, it concerns the magistrate only; if he had

called me a she lawyer, he had had some
ground for this, for when I was about fifteen

years of age, my father finding me reading

some idle books, he took them from me,

and told me he would have me read belter

books, and pointed to the great statute book

that lay upon the parlour window, and bid

me read that; and said it was as proper fo

a woman as a man to understand the laws

because they must live under them as well as

men. I soon applied myself to obey his com
mands, and was very diligent in learning them
My father was a justice of the peace in the

days of king Charles the First many years, but

not afterward, although he lived about seven

years after the war began. I have read seve

ral law books, besides the statute book, whici

were very beneficial to myself and others in

the time of the persecution. F. Bugg knew that

I had some understanding in the laws and sta-

tutes of the land, therefore he might have give

me a more rational title than a she prelate."

Her history of the origin and progress of

Bugg's discontent with the Society is valuable,

and the incident of the father's death, and the

forbearance exercised towards the son on that

account, are worthy of preservation. There
seems to be a propriety in republishing at the

present day, some account of this famous

beller. The weight whicii the learned author

of a late most amusing and piquant romance
has attached to the authority of the " veteran

Bugg,"* as he is there styled, may lead some
to suppose that his eighty-five books remained
unanswered, and that the library of John
Brown of Whampley, which I can only call an

unlucky heir-loom in the tamily, old and worn
out as they were, contained materials, the pub-

lication of which was all that was required to

prostrate the character of the Society of

Friends. It has ever been thus with refuted

The creature's at Ins dirty work again."

She thus speaks of Francis Bugg

—

" About the year 1682, he came to my
house at Cambridge, and made great complaint

of George Fox, that he had brought in inno-

vations into the church about marriages, that

all marriages must be published at twice in the

men and women's meetings, whereas they

used to be published but once formerly; I

heard him, but did not give my judgment in

this concern, but let it rest until I had inquired

further of it; at last I understood it was an or-

der of marriage of his own recording in the

Quakers' meeting book in the Isle of Ely, and
partly of his own making, (as I understood by
John Ainslo of Over, in the county of Cam-
bridge;) he also told me that F. Bugg was
quarrelsome, and that he saw no way to pre-

. ,
* See Brownlee's Enquiry.

vent it, he was so given to contention. This I

can prove by his first book he writ against the

Quakers, that he began the quarrel, and hath

continued it to this day.

" F. Bugg came again to me, and renewed
his complaints against George Fox and George
Whitehead, that tliey were the cause of bring-

ing innovations into the church ; he also

brought a book to me of his own writing

which he had got printed; I bought it of him;

the title page was ' Liberty of Conscience

upon its true and proper Ground.' This book,

doctor Gunning, bishop of Ely, read, and said

that it was an envious thing. But the chief

matter which was the grounds of his conten-

tion was, that he would have been a ruler over

tiie Quakers to make laws for them—that all

preachers should tell their names when in-

formers came into a meeting to convict it,

whether they were asked their names or no,

and pay their £20 fine themselves if they were
able; if poor, then money should be gathered

at the meetings for that purpose, (if he were
fined for a preacher,) that he might pay only

his own fine, that did not exceed ten shillings;

this may be proved out of his own second
book, intituled ' The Painted Harlot', and no
Quaker that I knew would consent to this.

" F. Bugg might have kept from the meet-

ing if he was not free to suffer what fines the

magistrate laid upon him; for his complaints

concerning the due order of marriages, that

was but a cavil to cover these designs; but af-

ter we were rid of him, we have had no con-

tention about that or any matter in this coun-

ty, or the Isle of Ely. But when he saw he

was slighted by his friends in these parts, he

travelled about into other places, to make di-

vision among ihe Quakers in other parts of the

nation; and so went on writing, until he had
written twenty books against the Quakers,

first and last. Some of them are above three

hundred pages, which must needs be a great

charge; the printing, besides his neglecting his

trade, and giving himself wholly to contention,

and travelling about upon that account, until

he was forced to fly to the clergy for relief.

The bishop of Norwich hath so far taken him
under his special care, as to give him his

charitable recommendation; and he, and those

clergymen that have encouraged him in his

writing books, ought to pay his debts, and pro-

vide for his livelihood ; if they do not, they

must needs come oft' with some disgrace in

this business.

" At the time when F. Bugg brought me
his first book, I knew nothing of the grounds

of his quarrel ; I had not inquired into the

whole business, and knowing nothing to the

contrary but that he was morally honest, he

being at my house with his usual complaints

against George Fox and George Whitehead, I

told him that I had not been at London for

many years, but I did intend to go thither in

the spring, and examine the cause of his com-
plaints. One of my sisters, hearing of my in-

tention, sent to me to take up her lodgings,

but they were too remote from my business.

In the beginning of the month called April,

1683, I took my journey to London in the

stage coach, a maid servant with me. When
I came at my inn, there met me a woman in a
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coach to conduct nie to my lodging; slie was
a stranger to ine, but very civil and kind to

me; she told me that F. Buggs had provided
me lodgings at her house. 1 went along with
her; it was a wiiolesale mercer's house; I shall

forbear to name him at length, but by T. C;
I was very kindly used by him in all respects,

but he was somewhat reserved about the dif-

ferences between G. Fox, G. Whitehead, ani
F. Bugg, but he referred me to a manuscript
that lay in his warehouse, in folio, of a very
large volume. I read in it divers times when
I was at leisure, and looked over some of it;

the greatest part of what I read was about the

controversies between the Quakers and the
clergy of the late professing times, called Oli-

ver's days, and something concerning the ma-
gistrates also. I told T. C. that it did little

concern the present differences that were now
in controversy, which might be written in a
very small volume; he told me he had some
thoughts of printing a few of them; I was un-
willing he should be at so unnecessary a
charge, which signified little or nothing; I dis-

suaded him from it ; I saw that it would not
quit cost to satisfy any party whatsoever.

" F. Bugg's charges and arguments (I take
to be mostly in that manuscript) that he hath
writ against the Quakers, and not proceeding
from his own genius, except it be some of his

fentastical whimsies and perversions that he
hath added to the work.

" I had never seen George Fox before this

journey to London, nor George Whitehead
but once, and that but a very short time. I

went to his house, where I met with George
Fox. I had but little discourse with them; the
woman of the house was sick at that time, but
George Fox directed me to the meeting cham-
ber for business, and the clerk that kept the

chamber would satisfy me in any business I

desired. When I came there, he showed me
some books ; one was writ against F. Bugg
and some others; I looked into it, and per-
ceived the diflisrences were too wide for me to

compose. I stayed a month in town; in that

time I writ an epistle of love and good will to

my old friends and fellow sufferers in the late

times, the old royalists and their posterity, &lc.

and carried it to George Whitehead, who got
it printed for me. \Vhen I had finished my
concerns at London, 1 paid T. C. what he
asked for my board, and he was very reason-
able, then I returned home to Cambridge.

" Soon after I came home, I writ a paper
of the most material passages of the contro-
versy that happened in those parts where I

dwelt ; I sent it to T. C. aforesaid to be
be printed. It was printed upon a sheet of
paper upon one side only, with no person
name in it; T. C. sent me down about a quire
of them, and disposed of the rest himself
About a month after he sent me this paper, I

received from him the same paper reprinted
in a half sheet, printed on all sides, with
addition of characters, and names in it, viz.

G. F.'s party, G. Whitehead and T. Ellwood
with my name to the paper. I complained in

a letter to T. C. that I was abused in printing
that paper without my consent or knowledge
and to set my name to it. T. C. writ me
word, that if I would not own it, I might put
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out a short advertisement in print to disown
it, and he would get it printed for me, and it

should cost me no more than a burying ticket,

which was five shillings. I soon sent up a

quarter of a sheet of paper, with a short ad-
vertisement in it; the substance of it was, that

I did disown the half sheet, with the characters

and names in it, and what I writ in my whole
sheet was not against parties nor persons, but
against the wrong spirit. When he had re-

ceived this small paper and the five shillings,

he soon got it printed, and sent me down some
of them, and writ me word that he had carried

the rest to the meeting chamber for business,

and delivered them to the clerk; therein T.
0. did honestly, and showed me kindness, but
F. Bugg I always found to be the contrary, as

may be seen hereafter."

(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

Elisha Bates is an adversary whom the ene-
mies of the Society of Friends will, ere long,

be glad to let alone. IIis controversial writ-

ings are fine specimens of acuteness, and
strong, well informed good sense, combined
with a sober, straight forward determination
of mind, which nothing can turn aside from
its purpose. Against qualities such as these,

the dexterity, flippancy, and insincerity of the
Berean were unable to contend. He kept on—replying with unanswerable force to their

arguments—deliberately picking in pieces
their sophistry—detecting their misrepresenta
tions—recalling their wandering attention to

the subjects in dispute, till at length they aban
doned the contest, and making out a plea of
being called to fulfil other duties, quietly quit

the field. After despatching the IJerean, he
has taken in hand the Advocate of Truth, and
it is easy to foresee that his triumph here will

be still more signal; inasmuch as the indivi-

dual under whose name it is conducted, has
laid himself open to severe animadversion. It

is unfortunate for the professional reputation
of M. T. C. Gould, that he has identified

himself with the Hicksites. In his zeal to

serve the party, he has published a report of
the Trial at Steubenville, of the partiality and
unfliirness of which there is now ample proof
The stenographer pledged himself to publish a

correct report of the proceedings. Notwith-
standing all that might have been supposed to

influence liim, such was the effect of the whole
account upon us at this distance from the

scene of action, that his pamphlet was in the

main unfiivourable to his party, and a disposi

tion prevailed to consider it as a very fair

statement. The critical examination whicli

the report has received from Elisha Bates, has
dispelled this illusion. We are therefore in-

duced to extract from his Miscellaneous Re-
pository, the most glaring instances which he
has pointed out of omissions and alterations in

the evidence. In conducting "The Friend," we
have studiously avoided a controversy with
other journals, and shall not suffer ourselves to

be dragged from our purpose. Scrupulously
careful ourselves of the truth of what we pub
lish, we shall ever be willing to correct inac
curacies in our statements. At the same time

1

we feel very indifferent to the hackneyed cry of

falsehood, which has been raised against us
from the first, yet which has never been proved.
When the cause of truth requires that habitual
misrepresentation should be exposed, we shall

do it without fear; and resting upon the
strength of the evidence we shall adduce, shall

there leave the subject.

Elisha Bates informs us that he is in posses-
sion of copious notes of the trial, taken by no
less than eight persons, with \vhich he has
carefully compared Gould's report. The er-

rors of mere carelessness—the omissions—the
falsifications even, which the latter contains,
and which he has thus brought to light, are
truly curious. Passing by the errors of mere
carelessness, we shall extract, almost verbatim,
the most remarkable of these passages. There
is one question which we would earnestly
press upon all who may read these pages, and
that is—What confidence can ever hereafter
be placed in the statements of the Advocate of
Truth, thus identified with an individual, who
stands convicted of such gross perversions?
We will add, what is to be thought of the
cause which requires to be so defended?

In page 177 of the Repository, E. Bates ob-
serves:

I have not yet had time thoroughly to examine
the work, and compare it with the notes in my pos-
session. I have, however, gone so far in it, as to de-
tect mis-statements fully to warrant the strictures
which have been already made. I freely admit that
he has correctly detailed a great deal that passed, and
has shown himself an able stenographer. And I as
freely admit, that in a trial often days, and in the
abundance that was said by witnesses and by coun-
sel, it was to be expected, that the most able reporter
would make some mistakes. But it is a remarkable
fact, that in every instance that has come under my
notice, the mistake, if it has liad any bearing what-
ever on the merits of the case, has been in favour of
the party to which the reporter is attached. There
are a few errors that are unimportant ; but the great
mass of them are injurious to Friends, or to their wit-
nesses or counsel.

On the pleadings I am not yet prepared to say
much, only that much of the force of the arguments
on the part of the prosecution is destroyed : and the
counsel are entirely dissatisfied with the Report. On
this subject, however, I will stale one fact.

While the stenographer could hear, and thought it

worth while to record every sarcastic remark that
was made by the opposite counsel, (though "in an
under tone of voice,") during the examination of
witnesses, or the pleadings on the part of the state,
yet he has totally omitted one remark, by Tappan,
their principal lawyer, while J. C. Wright was plead-
ing.

John C. Wright was noticing the claim to the pro-
perty, set up in the defence, on the ground that the
Hicksites had assisted to build the meeting houses.
He presented the subject in the following manner:

" But as to the property, it is said we are co-part-
ners, because the meeting house was erected by sub-
scription. Now this is not so. It may be convenient
doctrine—it would be worth, to me, more than [seve-
ral] plantations : but it is not sound. It has no founda-
tion except it be the sandy foundation. A meeting
house is to be built for the use of some religious so-
ciety, and individuals not members of that society,
subscribe to assist in building it. For instance I
subscribe §'5 to aid in erecting a Presbyterian church.
I am not subject to the action of that society. In
whom is that property vested ? I do not belong to
the society. But if I am a tenant in common, and
get in debt, an execution may be levied upon my
portion of the property. This cannot be. The sub-
scribers are not tenants in common. [Here Tappan
interposed, and remarked that J. C. W. had misre-
presented the argument. We know, said he, that a
free subscription gives no right of property a free
subscription is a gift, and invests no right of proper-
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ty. But this property was built by an assessment.

The meetings were assessed.] Well, said J. C.

Wright, place it on the ground of assessment if you

please, and the claim is no better. Take this courl

house for example. It was built by assessment on

you and me and others. To whom does it belong

Does it belong to you, or to me ? No—it does not.

It belongs to the county, in its aggregate capacity,

and corporate powers. Anii so of the property of

the Society of Friends. If that meeting house were
built by an assessment, it belongs to tlie Society. No
individual capacity or title, is carried along with in-

dividual members. So then the gentleman's argu-
ment cuts up itself. If he does not go on some
other principle, he cannot sustain himself on this

—

his whole argument falls to the ground," &c.
Here the admission of Tappan, that subscription

for the purpose of building a meeting house gives no
right of property, is carefully kept out of view in

Gould's Report. Apd why was this done? Can we
attribute the omission to any other cause, than that

the Hicksites are known to rest their claim to the

properly on this very ground—and it would be into-

lerable to them for their principal lawyer, the cham-
pion of their cause, tlius openly to give up the very
principle on which they have placed so much depen-
dence? But the stenographer is doing great injus-

tice to those by whom he is supported, by thus con-
cealing from them the invalidity of their pretensions,
as pronounced by their own lawyer.

It was therefore unfair to //tcm, as well as to us,

for the reporter to pass over this accidental piece of
candour, that happened to drop from Tappan, when
his powerful antagonist was so effectually turning
the screws upon him, as in some measure to destroy
his presence of mind.

In tiie subsequent numbers he enters into a

minute examination of the evidence, through
which we mean to follow him. The circum-
stances of the trial are now of little importance
in themselves, but tlie review fixes upon the

editor of the Advocate the charge of wilfully

perverting what he heard and witnessed; and
it is principally with the view of enabling our
readers to judge for themselves of the veracity

of that journal, that we are induced to take

this course.

In page 16, (says E. Bates) in recording my evi-

dence in regard to the demand made for the house
on 3d day, Gould gives the following sentence.
" They gave indirect and evasive answers." Here
he left out the next sentence, which was this: "More
consummate equivocation I never witnessed."

In page 17, J. C. Wright's first question is altered.

Gould has it: "Was the proposition to appoint Da-
vid Hilles clerk, in the usual form ?" The question
was, "in the usual order?" The difference is mate-
rial. One relates to the words used—the other to

time, circumstances, and manner, in which the pro-
position was made.

In page 20, he gives the following questions by
Tappan, and answers by me: "If a meeting be com-
posed of fifty members, is it in the power of ten to
disown forty? Yes. Is it in the power of three to
disown forty-seven? Yes: a very small number
may do it." This last answer is entirely changed
from what I gave in court. He has put in the word
"yes" entirely without warrant from me; and he
left out a material part of the answer. I will give it

as it was. "A very small number may do it; but I

cannot say how far the principle would extend."
In page 22, I find the following question and an-

swer relating to Jonathan Taylor, when I. French
had made his proposition. " Was it in order for the
clerk to go on with his opening minutei' It is un-
derstood that if the motion made " Here Gould
breaks off with a dash, and leaves the sentence half
finished. I will give it entire ; " It is understood that
if the motion made be out of order, the clerk should
go on."

In page 23,1 find the following question, aslied by
Tappan: "You speak of the alarm as being a pre-
concerted plan; why did you think it preconcerted.'"
In the answer to this question, sundry changes are
made, leaving out some things, and putting in

others; by wliicli the whole was much weakened
I will give it as it was delivered.

" One reason was, an intimation was given, that
the sound board over the minister's gallery wai
likely to fall, while those pressing forward to the

clerk's table, by spreading it, created uneasiness, at

a number of Friends afterwards said they were made
uneasy by that suggestion. A further reason was,
that the alarm was given in the youths' gallery, and
thus, those who made the most violent exclamation,
repeating vehemently,—' The galleries are coming,
the house is falling,' had a full opportunity of seeing
that nothing was giving way. I further had strong
apprehensions that it was a stratagem, from the fact,

that at the time those who occupied the seats under
this place were rushing out of doors, those who were
pressing their way up the steps over Friends, called
out, 'Now is the time—rush on!' I know it wi
this time, when a number of those between the body
of the meeting and the clerk's table, left their pi:

and there was a vacancy about the table ; many
ere thrown down, and trampled on, and others
tched out of doors : I heard skouls, not of alarm,

but of exultation, and to hicrease the uproar, I also
heard, 'Now is the time, rush on!' I do not know
whether by members of the Society or not." This
last sentence was in answer to a question. Those
who are disposed to compare this statement with
that given by Gould, will readily perceive the differ-

ence, and probably the reasons for it.

In the same page,— after I had alluded to an el-

derly friend, Tappan asked: "Did you not see him
take hold with his hands?" Ans. "I did not." Q.
Who was that individual?" Ans. "I think it was

Benjamin W. Ladd." This answer is positively fal-

1. I stated without hesitation or doubt, " It was
Samuel Jones." He was, when sitting, on the low-
est step leading to the gallery ; of course when he
rose on his feet he was on the floor. And Benjamin
W. Ladd was in the minister's gallery. There is no

larity in the two names, and how Gould could
accidentally have mistaken the one for the other is

inconceivable to mo. The reader must judge for
himself whether the change was unintentional or

And if any should ask what inducement there
could be for such a change? I answer: A man dis-

d so to do, would probably find sufficient induce-
ment in the fact, that Benjamin W. Ladd was not at
the place spoken of, and hence at a convenient time,
I might be charged with stating a falsehood.

In the same page, a few lines lower down, another
change occurs. Tappan inquired, when the Hicks-
ites took hold of the table to move it, "Did not the
Orthodox Friends seize hold to retain it?" Ans. "I
think not." This is exactly the reverse of the an-
er that I gave. I said : "I think they did."
A few lines lower down, he gives the following

question and answer, in which he has left out one
word, which I shall reinstate, and enclose in brackets

distinguish it. "Do you not know that the Or-
sdox Friends were those that broke it in tlie first

itance?" " [No.] I think that Jacob Richards
broke it. I saw him have hold of it, and heard it

break."

Page 23 and 24, Q. " You saw Taylor injured,
was he not immediately behind the Orthodox
Friends.'" Ans. " I believe he was within the
ength of a cane of me." This answer is quite an
original one. My answer was, " I did not see him
when he was injured." Various other little inaccu-
acies are scattered through this page : one or two of
?hich it will be proper to notice. Gould gives the
jUowing questions and answers. " Was you not

the regular clerk ? I was appointed in the beginning
of the meeting, but was ill and he was appointed
pro. lem. or during my illness. How was that ap-
pointment made? 1 was not present. How does
the mmute say.' Witness reads from the Book of
Minutes: 'our clerk being too much indisposed, Jo-
nathan Taylor is appointed in his stead.' " Here the
Reporter has taken the liberty to change both the
verbal testimony which I gave, and the minute read
from the records of the yearly meeting. My answer

this: "I was appointed in the beginning of the
meeting last year, but was ill, and he (Jonathan
Taylor) was appointed in my stead." The following

copy of the minute of the appointment as read

in Court; "Our clerk being too much indisposed to
serve the meeting, Jonathan Taylor is appointed
clerk in his place."

The subject was again adverted to in my exami-
nation the next day, which, though a little out of the
order of events, I will iiere notice, to enable tho
reader to judge whether it was from design the
changes have been made by the reporter, in the evi-
dence given in court. In page 26, Gould gives the
following as my language : " Taylor was appointed
as a substitute for me, but the epistles were signed
by me as clerk of the meeting." Here stems to be a
deliberate design to falsify the testimony; for what
purpose can only be conjectured. I will give the
question asked by Tappan, which Gould has left out,
and my answer as it was delivered in court. " A
year ago, when Taylor was appointed in your disa-
bility, from illness, was he appointed pro. tern., or in
your place.' In my stead. The minutes will show
this. He signed the epistles and other documents
as clerk."

Now I ask the reader to consider what sort of pa-
trons this reporter must have, to require such a sort
of service as this? Or what confidence can be
placed in the report of such a man?

(To be continued.')

A SERIOU.S EXPOSTULATIOJf, &C.
{Continuedfrom page 287.)

" Whose are the Father's, and of whom as
concerning the flesh, Christ came, who is over
all, God, blessed for ever. Amen." Kom.
xi. 5. " Who [the Son of God] is the image
of the invisible God, the first born of every
creature: for by him were all things created
that are in heaven, and that are on earth, visible

and invisible, whether they be thrones or do-
minions, or principalities and powers ; all

things were created by him, and for him; and
he is before all things, and by him all things
consist. And he is the head of the body, the
church ; who is the beginning, tiie first born
from the dead, that in all things he might have
pre-eminence ; for it pleased the Father that

in him should all fulness dwell," &c. Col. i.

15. to 19. " Who, being in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with God;
but made himself of no reputation, and took
upon him the form of a servant, and was made
in the likeness of men; and being found in

fashion as a man, he humbled himself and be-
came obedient unto death, even the death of
the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly

exalted him, and given him a name which is

above every name; that, at the name of Jesus,
every knee should bow, of things in heaven,
and things in earth, and things under the earth;

and that every tongue should confess that Je-
sus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father." Philip ii. 6 to 11.

" For he hath made him [Christ] to be sin

for us, who knew no sin, that we might be
made the righteousness of God in him." 2 Cor.

21. Who [Jesus Christ] gave himself for

our sins, that he might deliver us from this

esent evil world, according to the will of
God and our Father," &c. Gal. i. 4. For
Christ, also, hath once suffered for sins, the
just for the unjust, that he might bring us to

God, being put to death in the flesh, but quick-

ened by the spirit. 1 Pet. iii. 18. "My little

children, these things write I unto you, that ye
not. And if any man sin, we have an ad-

vocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
righteous ; and he is the propitiation for our
sins ; and not ours only, but also for the sins
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of the whole world. 1 John ii. 1. and 2. For
there is one God and one Mediator between
God and men, the man Christ Jesns ; who
gave himself a ransom for all, to be testified in

due time." 1 Tim. ii. 5. and 6.

In a paper written by George Fox, he says
" Christ took upon him the seed of Abraham,
he doth not say the corrupt seed of the Gen
tiles, so according to the flesh, he was of the

holy seed of Abraham and David ; and his

lioly body and blood was an offering and a

sacrifice for the sins of the whole world, as a

lamb without blemish, whose flesh saw no cor-

ruption. By the one offering of himself in

the New Testament, or new covenant, he has

put an end to all the ofl^erings and sacrifices

among the Jews in the Old Testament. Christ

the holy seed, was sacrificed, dead, and buried

according to the flesh, and raised again the

third day, and his flesh saw no corruption.

Though he was crucified in the flesh, yet

quickened again by the spirit, and is alive, and

liveth for evermore, and hath all power in liea-

ven and in earth given to him, and reigneth

over all, and is the one Media(or between God
and man, even the man Christ Jesus." Jour-

nal, vol. ii. p. 384.

In his letter to the governor and council of

Barbadoes, before referred to herein, are the

following e.\tracls, viz.

" This Jesus, who was the foundation of the

lioly prophets and apostles, is our foundation;

and we believe there is no other foundation to

be laid but that which is laid, even Christ Je-

sus, who tasted death for every man, shed his

blood for all men, is the propitiation for our

sins, and not ours only, but also for the sins of

the whole world; according as John the Bap-
tist testified of him, wiien iie said, ' Behold the

Lamb of God, that takctli away the sins of the

world.' " John i. 29.

" We believe that he alone is our Redeemer
and Saviour, the captain of our salvation, who
saves us from sin, as well as from hell and the

wrath to come, and destroys the devil and his

works. He is the seed of the woman that

bruised the serpent's head, viz. Christ Jesus,

the Alpha and Omega, the first and the last.

He is, as the Scriptures of truth say of him,

our wisdom, righteousness, justification, and
redemption; neither is there salvation in any
other, for there is no other name under hea-

ven, given among men, whereby we may be
saved. He alone is the shepherd and bishop

of our souls. He is our prophet whom Moses
long since testified of, saying, ' A prophet shall

the Lord your God raise up unto you of your
brethren, like unto me. Him shall ye liear in

all things, whatsoever he shall say unto you

:

and it shall come to pass, that every soul that

will not hear that prophet, sliall be destroyed

from among the people.' " Acts ii. 22, 23.

" He is now come in spirit, ' and hath given
us an understanding that we know him that

is true.' He rules in our hearts by his law of
love and life, and makes us free from the law
of sin and death. We have no life but by him;
for he is the quickening spirit, the second
Adam, the Lord from heaven, by whose blood
we arc cleansed, and cur consciences sprink-

led from dead works to serve the living God.
He is our Mediator, who makes peace and re-

conciliation between God offended, and us of

fending. He being the oath of God, the new
covenant of light, life, grace, and peace, the

author and finisher of our faith. This Lord
Jesus Christ, the heavenly man, the Immanuel
God with us, we all own and believe in,'' <fec,

Jour. vol. ii. pp. 145, 146.

Robert Barclay, in his Apology, says, " Foi
the infinite and most wise God, who is the
foundation, root, and spring of all operation,

hath wrought all things by his eternal Word anc
Son. This is that Word that was in the be-

ginning with God, and was God, by whom all

things were made, and witliout whom was not

any thing made that was made. This is that

Jesus Christ by whom God created all things,

by whom and for whom all things were cre-

ated that are in heaven and in earth, visibk

and invisible, whether they be thrones or do-

minions, or principalities or powers. Col.

16. who, therefore, is called the first born of
every creature, lb. v. 16. As, then, that

finite and incompreliensible Fountain of life

and motion, openeth in the creature by his own
eternal word and power, so no creature has

access again unto him, but in and by the Son
according to his own express word, no man
knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to

whom the Son will reveal him. Matt. xi. 27.

Luke X. 22. And again, he himself sayeth, I

am the way, and the truth, and the life;

man cometh unto the Father but by me. John
6. Hence he is Jilli/ called the Mediator

betwixt God. and man ; for having been with

God from all etcrniii/, being himself God,
also in time partaking of the nature of man,
through him is tiie goodness and love of God
conveyed to mankind, and by him again man
received and partaketh of these mercies."

Apology, p. 4L
We consider, then, our redemption' in a

twofold respect or state, both which in their

own nature are perfect; tliough, in their appli-

cation to us, the one is not, nor can be, with

out respect to the other."

The first is the redemption performed and
accomplished by Christ for us, in his crucified

body, without us; the other is the redemption
wrought by Christ in us, which no less pro-

perly is called and accounted a redemption
than the former. The first, then, is that,

whereby a man, as he stands in the fall, is put

nto a capacity of salvation, and hath conveyed
onto him a measure of that power, virtue, spi-

rit, life, and grace that was in Christ Jesus;

which, as the free gift of God, is able to coun-
terbalance, overcome, and root out the evil

seed, wherewith we are naturally, as in the

fall, leavened."

The second is, that, whereby we witness

and know this pure and perfect redemption in

ourselves, purifying, cleansing, and redeeming
from the power of corruption, and bringing

ns into unity, favour, and friendship with God.
By the first of these two, we that were lost in

Adam, plunged into bitter and corrupt seed,

unable of ourselves to do any good thing, but
naturally joined and united to evil, forward
and prepense to all iniquity, servants and slaves

to the power and spirit of darkness, are, not-

withstanding all this, so far reconciled lo God

by the death of his Son, while enemies, that

we are put into a capacity of salvation, having
the glad tiding of the gospel of peace offered

unto us, and God is reconciled unto us, in

Christ; calls and invites us to himself, in which
respect we understood these scriptures; ' He
slew the enmity in himself. He loved us first;

seeing us in our blood, he said unto us, live.

He who did no sin, his own self bare our sins

in his own body on the tree; and he died for

our sins, the just for the unjust.'
"

(_Tu be roniinucd.)

THE FRZXiNB.

SIXTH MONTH, 27, 182».

We are informed that the yearly meeting for
New England convened at 'the usual time at
Newport, and was attended by a large num-
ber of Friends. On first day morning, a very
great concourse of the members and others
assembled, so as to fill the whole extent of that

large house; and not oidy did every part ap-
pear to be occupied, but many, unable to ob-
tain accommodation, were obliged to with-
draw. The doctrines of the gospel were large-
ly preached, and the oversbadowings of hea-
venly good mercifully attended. On second
day morning, the meeting for the aflairs of the
Society commenced, and after disposing of the
various concerns which claimed its delibera-
tion, with harmony and condescension, closed
its sittings on fifth day. Epistles from all the
yearly meetings were received, and measures
were taken to continue this brotherly inter-

course, so important in promoting the unity
and fellowship of a people professing to be fol-

lowers of the same Lord. Friends were per-
mitted to hold the meeting without any inter-

ruption from those restless persons who seem
to delight in dividing and scatterinn- the
flock.

The removal of many ancient and experien-
ced members of that, as well as of other year-
ly meetings, is a loud call, and should be im-
pressive upon those who are in the prime and
strength of life, to dedicate themselves and
their substance to the same dignified cause in
which they were enlisted, and to follow them
as they followed Christ. To these we would
remark, in the language of S. Crisp, " It is no
man's learning, or artificial acquirements; it

o man's riches, or greatness in this world;
it is no man's eloquence and natural wisdom
that makes him fit for government in the
church of Christ, unless he, with all his endow-
ments, bo seasoned with the heavenly salt, and
his spirit subjected, and his gifts pass through
the fire of God's altar, a sacrifice to his praise
and honour, that so self be crucified and bap-
tized in death, and the gifts made use of in

power of the resurrection of the life of Je-
sus in him."
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Dr. Adam Smith, the celebrated author of
'• The Wealth of Nations," had written a let-

ter to Strahan, the printer, the object of which

was to extol the character of David Hnme,
both in life and death. He concluded it with

the following e.xtravagant expressions. " I

have always considered Mr. Hume, both in his

lifetime and since his death, as approaching

as nearly to the idea of a perfectly wise and
virtuous man, as perhaps the nature of human
frailty will permit." The celebrated letter to

Dr. Adam Smith arose out of the publication

of this letter. It contains much that is appro-

priate to the present times, and to living con-

spicuous individuals. It is a performance
which will be read witli delight by all, and

from which the readers of "The Friend" will I

think derive particular gratification. It is as

follows:

—

Sir—You have been lately employed in

embalming a philosopher ; ins bod;/, I believe

I must say ; for concerning the other part of

him, neither you nor he seem to have enter-

tained an idea, sleeping or waking. Else it

surely might have claimed a little ofyour care

and attention ; and one would think, the belief

of the souFs existence and immortality coul

do no harm, if it did no good, in a Theory of
Moral Scntvnents. But every gentleman un-

derstands his own business best.

Will you do an unknown correspondent the

honour, sir. to accept a few plain remarks, in

a free and easy way, upon the curious letter

to Mr. Strahan, in which this ever memora-
ble operation of embalming is performed ?

Our philosopher's account of his oren life will

likewise be considered, as we go aloncr.

Trust me, good doctor, I am no bigot, en-

thusiast, or enemy to human learning

—

Et
ego in Arcadia—I haie made many a hearty

meal, in private, upon Cicero and Virgil,

as well as Mr. Hume. Few persons (though,

perhaps, as Mr. Hume says, upon a like oc-

casion, " I ouglit not to judge on that sub-

ject") have a quicker relish for the produc-
tions of genius, and the beauties of compo-

sition. It is therefore as little in my intention,

as it is in my power, to prejudice the literary

character of your friend. From some of his

writings I have received great pleasure, and
have ever esteemed his History of England to

have been a noble elibrt of matter and mofinn.

But when a man takes it into his iiead to do
mischief, you must be sensible, sir, the pub-

lic has always reason to lament his being a

cleverfelloto.

I hope it will not be deemed vanity in me
likewise to say, that I have in my composition

a large proportion of that, which our inimita-

ble Shakespeare styles, the milk of human
kindness. I never knew what envy or hatred

was ; and am ready, at all times, to praise

whenever I can do it in honour and con
science. David, I doubt not, was, as you af-

firm, a social agreeable person, of a convivial

turn, told a good story, and played well at

" iiis favourite game of whist." I know not

that John the painter did the same. Bu
there is no absurdity in the supposition. I

he did not, he might have done it—Doctor, be
not offended—I mean no harm. I would only

infer thus much, that I could not, on that ac

coimt, bring myself absolutely to approve hi;

odd fancy of firing all the dock-yards in the

kingdom.
Concerning the philosophical opinions

Mr. Hume, you observe that " men will,

doubt, judge variously." They are certainly

at liberty so to do, because the author himself

did the same. Sometimes, to be sure, he es-

teemed them ingenious, deep, subtle, elegant,

and calculated to difl'use his literary fame to

the ends of the world. But, at other times

he judged very diflerently ; very much so, in

deed. " I dine," says he, " I play a game at

back-gammon, I converse, and am merry with

my friends ; and when, after three or four

hours' amusement, I would return to these

speculations, they appear so cold, so strained,

and so ridiculous, that I cannot find

heart to enter them any farther." Now,
sir, if you will give me leave to judge, before

dinner, of Mr Hume's philosophy, as he judg-
ed of it after dinner, we shall have no farther

dispute upon that subject. I could indeed
wish, if it were possible, to have a scheme of
thought, which would bear contemplating at

any time of the day ; because, otherwise, a

person must be at the expense of maintaining
a brace of these metaphysical hobby-horses,

one to mount in the morning, and the other
in the afternoon.

After all, sir, friend as I am to freedom of
opinion, (and no one living can be more so,)

I am rather sorry, methinks, that men should
judge so variously of I\Ir Hume's philosophical

speculations. For since the design of them

is to banish out of the world every idea of

truth and comfort, salvation and immortality, a

future state, and the providence, and even ex-

istence of God, it seems a pity that wc can-

not be all of a mind about them, though we
might have formerly liked to hear the author

crack a joke over a bottle, in his life time.

And I could have been well pleased to have

been informed by you, sir, that before his

death, he had ceased to number among his

happy effusions tracts of this kind and tend-

ency.

For— (let me come a little closer to you,

doctor, if you please, upon this subject

—

Don't be under any apprehensions—my name
does not begin with a B—) Are you sure, and

can you make us sure, that there really exist

no such things as a God, and a future state of

rewards and punislunents ? If so, all is well.

Let us then, m our last hours, read hucian,

and play at whist, and droll upon Charon
and his boat ; let us die as foolish an'd insen-

sible, as much like our brother philosophers,

the calves of the field, and the asses of the

desert, as we can, for the life of us. But—if

such things be—as they most certainly are—
is it right in you, sir, to hold up to our

view, as " perfectly wise and virtuous,"

the character and conduct of one, who seems

to have been possessed with an incurable anti-

pathy to all that is called religion ; and who
strained every nerve to explode, suppress, and
extirpate the spirit of it among men, that its

very name, if he could efl'ect it, might no
more be had in remembrance ? Are we, do

you imagine, to be reconciled to a character

of this sort, and fall in love with it, because its

owner was good company, and knew how to

manage his cards ? Low as the age is fallen,

I will venture to hope, it has grace enough yet

left, to resent such usage as this.

You endeavour to entertain us with some
pleasant conceits, that were supposed by Mr.
Hume to pass between himself and old Cha-
ron. The philosopher tells the old gentle-

man, that '• he had been endeavouring to

open the eyes of the public ;" that he was
"• correcting his works for a new edition,"

from which great things were to be expected

;

in short, " if he could but live a few years

longer, (and that was the only reason why he

would wish to do so,) he might have the satis-

faction of seeing the downfall of some of the

prevailing systems oi superstition."

We all know, sir, what the word supersti-

tion denotes, in Mr. Hume's vocabulary, and

against what religion his shafts are levelled,

under that name. But, Dr. Smith, do you

believe, or would you have us to believe, that

it is Charon who calls out of the world at the

appointed time? Doth not he call us out of
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it, who sent us into it? Let me, then, present

you with a paraphrase of the Wish, as address-

ed to iiiJi, to whom it should, and to whom
alone, with any sense and propriety, it can be
addressed. Thus it runs:

" Lord, I have only one reason why I would
wish to live. Sutler me so to do, 1 most hum-
bly beseech thee, yet a little while, till mine
eyes shall behold the success of mv undertak-

ing to overthrow by my metaphysics the fuith

which thy Son descended from heaven to

plant, and to root out the knowledge and the

love of thee from the earth."

Here are no rhetorical figures, no hyper-

boles or exaggerations. The matter is even

so. I appeal, in the face of the world, sir, to

yourself, and to every man, who can read and

understand the writings of Mr. Hume, whether
this be not, in plain, honest English, the drift

of his philosophy, as it is called; for the propa-

gation of which alone he wished to live; and
concerning whicli you are pleased to say

coolly, " men will judge variously, every one
approving or condemning these opinions, ac-

cording as they bappen to coincide or disa-

gree with his own." Our thoughts are very

naturally carried back, upon this occasion, to

the author of the first philosophy, who like-

wise engaged to ojJcn the eyes of the public—he
did so; but the only discovery they found

themselves able to make, was—that they were
N.AKED.*

(To be continued.)

TUE WATCH3IAN, XO. 7).

I pity the authors ofthe next century; for what
will there be left for them to write or to say,

that will not already have been written or

said in the best possible manner ? It

too often, even now, our hard lot, after

torturing our brain for something new, to

find the most elaborate essay to be but a

poor imitation of what Addison or Johnson
has already said. How often do we sit down,
fancying that we shall be original, with a glim-

mering recollection of some exquisite passage

or chapter, or essay, in the works of the great

classics of our language, so faint and imperfect

tliat the line between memory and imagination

is imperceptible to the mind, yet so well im-

pressed that we follow it in the outline and
fill up the figure with our own feeble pencils.

The mind glows as we write; the heart warms,
the imagination seems to kindle, one's reason to

become more clear; we regard our production

with all the fondness of paternity, and find,

when we look again at some favourite though
of late neglected author, that what we have
written is nothing but a poor paraphrase! In

the exact sciences, where observation and ex-

periment are continually extending the boun-
daries ofhuman learning, the fame of the an-

cients is traditionary. Their works occupy
the shelves of the library, while their discove-

ries become incorporated with the general

mass of knowledge, and they yield the palm
of popularity to the latest compilers. It

is not so in poetry, nor in that species of

composition which is occupied with the morals
and manners of mankind. In these depart
ments the test of excellence is the fidelity of
the imitation. If the laurels ofHomer have lost

nothing of their youthful verdure, it is because

his poems are as faithful a delineation of the

human heart and of nature at the present day,

and in all places, as in the age when they wei-e

written; it is because they are untainted with

that aflectation which is often the idol of popu-

lar applause, and which seldom outlasts its

generation.

It is this fidelity of colouring, which imparts
to the Spectator its perennial freshness. The
author appears like ourselves to be a mere
looker on at the scene he places before us.

Until we have leisure to examine and criticise,

we do not perceive that the nicest strokes of
his art, are precisely those which seem the

easiest and most careless. Perhaps tiiat deli-

cate touch of caricature which places the

picture but one remove from real life, without

destroying either the individuality or the truth

of the character, was never before attained.

Succeeding authors have dashed with broader
exaggeration, their attempts at the same style

of writing; and it is therefore scarcely probable
that any future writer in our language will

excel the comic satires of Addison.

Yet as the changes of times and manners
produce new combinations, the world will

always have themes for pleasantry in the new
shapes of folly and fashion. I have often, after

perusing a number of the Spectator, fallen

into a speculation on the aspect wljich the

vanity that was there satirised has assumed ii

our times, and in our own particular commu
nity. The fan, to be sure, is no longer the

mystical interpreter of love; nor do our fair

countrywomen wear the badges of whig and
tory. Yet whether the eye be modestly shaded
by " the drab bonnet," or rove and kindle be
neath a flaunting " Navarino," the bosom of

youthful beauty swells with the same suscept

ble and tender emotion, and is equally alive to

praise and admiration. There is not in na-

ture a more lovely object than a beautiful girl

expanding into womanhood—with sensibilities

exquisitely fine—and yielding instinctively to

that support and companionship, the good or

evil direction of which so often casts tlie whole
of her future destiny. I seek at times the society

of such, and feci myself to grow young again,

as when inhaling the breath of returning

spring. It is cheering to witness the elasticity

of the youthful spirit, and if [ sometimes check
its gaiety by a sigh, I have not the heart to

frown at the simple ornaments with which
girlish vanity seeks to decorate even the sim-

plicity of Quaker attire. There may, perhaps,

be a curl which does not show itself in the pre-

sence of the parents—a ribband or a frock,

which is only worn at jouthful meetings, and
to which a fine form and blooming cheeks
give an air of fashion and gaiety. I pass them
by, as the exuberances of innocent happiness.

But when the love of display and fashion

transgresses the bounds of consistency, I some-
times pluck the flowers from the braided hair,

and stop short a flow of fashionable compli-
ments by that appeal to the instinct of early

habits, which tlie presence of an elderly per-

son of a plain appearance always successfully

makes. The young women of our Society
have less excuse for frivolity, than any others

in the world. No where else are the serious

aflairs of life so much entrusted to their con-
duct. Among no other people are those

qualities which we proudly term masculine, so
grafted upon the stock of the feminine virtues.

The most truly respectable woman I have
ever known, is a maiden Friend, who unites all

the graces of her sex, to a serious steadiness of
disposition, and a strength of understanding,
that make her equally delightful as a companion,
and useful as a friend and counsellor. Her
religion is without moroseness; her benevo-
lence without ostentation, and her knowledge
without pedantry. She is not above perform-
ing the most homely of her household duties,

and is always ready to serve the needy and to

nurse the sick. Her leisure is employed in

the cultivation of her fine understanding, and
if the range of her reading be limited accord-
ing to our modern ideas, it comprises the best

written and most valuable works in our lan-

guage. As she is above any paltry aflectation

of prudery, her conversation and intercourse

with men are frank, sincere, and rational. It

seems strange that so lovely and noble a crea-

ture should remain unmarried; and yet al-

though she has had several ofiers from persons
of sense and virtue, she has declined them in

such a manner as to retain their friendship,

and at the same time banish all idea of a more
tender connection. If her gentler and more
amiable virtues, the fine lights and shadows of
her character, are shown to the best advantage
in domestic life, the strength and solidity of
her judgment, her enlarged views, her sound
principles, her Christian charity, render lier an
invaluable member of the church; and have
given her even with the stronger sex an influ-

ence, which is the more deserved for having
never been misused.

What are the vain and flaunting meteors of
fashionable life, compared with the calm and
steady light of such a career? And yet the
tendency of our Quaker institutions is to make
such women—to train the tender mind of child-

hood to pursuits which shall strengthen with-

out hardening the character—which shall in-

vest the fine form of woman with the modest
and serious virtues, as with a beautiful drape-
ry—and teach her that the highest cultivation

of which her nature is capable, is that which is

received in the school of religion.

FOR TIIEJRIEND.

COLONY OF LIBERIA.
{Continued from page 284.)

The acquisitions of territory just alluded to,

have been evidenced by eight or nine written

agreements, all intended to convey to the So-
ciety, at the least, a right of occypation. In

most instances, they were designed, unques-
tionably, to confer absolute dominion of the

soil, without any restriction. In one or two,

perpetual leases have been granted on the re-

servation of a small annual rent ; while an
anomalous arrangement subsists in regard to

Cape Mount; the essential part of which is,

that the Society enjoy the benefits of an unmo-
lested residence there, and a lucrative trade,

to the exclusion of all foreign nations.

The name given to the whole settlement of
the colonists is Liberia, a word which ex-

presses an important characteristic of the emi-



grants, i. e. persons who have attained the rank

and privileges of men ; or, according to the

esplicatioa ot' general Harper, when this cle^

signation was tbrmally imposed, and which

seems to have received tlie sanction of the So-

ciety, '^persons made free, or freed men."

The diflerence in these definitions is not very

great, yet, as the former is sustained by ety-

mology quite as well aa the latter, and can

avoucli in its favour an analogous* Roman ap-

pellation, and indicates withal a feature uni-

versal with the colonists—those who were
never slaves, alike with those who ohee were

but have been emancipated, it may justly claim

the preference.

The precise extent of the territory of Libe-

ria is not easily ascertained. It is probable

the boundaries of the different chiefs of whom
the Society bought, were not accurately de

fined. The ocean, mountains, and rivers were

natural land-marks, to which reference could

be had without much difficulty; but, amongst

a people wholly ignorant of geometrical sci

ence, subsisting by a piratical warfare on each

other, to the almost entire neglect of agricul-

ture, artificial demarcations were not to be

looked for. For want of known land-marks,

I presume, east of Liberia, the agents of the

Society found themserves under the necessity,

in a majority of their purchases, of leaving un-

defined the extent of country in that direc-

tion. This circumstance is certainly to be

regretted; yet it is obnoxious to fewer objec-

tions than the practice of some of the original

colonists of America, of naming limits at ran-

dom ; such, for instance, as was exhibited in

the charter of New York, and furnished the

pretence for its interference with Connecticut;

and in the charter of Georgia, which, if I

mistake not, w^ould authorize the comprehen-
sion of the whole tract of country between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, within certain

parallels of latitude.

But though entire precision is not attainable

in relation to the limits of Liberia, it may be
stated, that, on the coast, between Cape
Mount on the north, in latitude 6| degrees,

and Trade Town., a distance of about one
hundred and forty miles soutliward, the Socie-

ty have under their jurisdiction no less than

eight important stations; that a tract of
country having the St. Paul's river for its

northern boundary, and extending eastward
along the course of this river about twenty
miles, is occupied by the settlers in several ad-

vantageous points ; that one of the Society's

purchases is on Young Sesters river, as far

south as the Grand Bassa country, about nine-

ty miles from Cape Montserado; that Factory
Island in St. John's river, besides other lands

on the same river, about nine miles north of
Young Sesters river, belong to the Society.

The country between St. John's and St. Paul's
rivers is traversed by the Montserado river,

and the Junk and Red Junk rivers, all of

* Among the Romans, Liberia was the name of a
festival annually celebrated at the time when the
loga virilis (also called toga libera) or manli] gown,
was assumed by young men, and their juvenile dress
wholly laid aside. The investiture was sometimes
attended by curious ceremonies, conferred important
privileges, and imposed correspondent obligations.
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which empty into the ocean, and are nav
gable for small craft On these streams the

Society own valuable lands; and the district

between the Junk rivers and the ocean, for the

most part, is subject to their jurisdiction,

Several of the rivers mentioned deserve fur-

ther notice, particularly the St. Paul's, which,

according to recent information, is navigable

for more than one hundred miles ; is half 8

mile wide for nearly the whole of this dis-

tance, and is free from obstructions, except a

single fall. The Montserado, also, has been said
to he the largest river between Rio Grande and
the Congo river; to rise near the head waters
of the Gambia and the Niger, and to run a

course of about three hundred miles. There
is reason, however, to think, that, in this de-

scription, it has been confounded with the St,

Paul's; but there is no doubt, that, for boats

of considerable dimensions, it aflbrds a safe

navigation for forty or fifty miles. It may be
added, that Stockton creek, a considerable

stream about nine miles in length, unites the

St. Paul and the jNIontserado, and such is tlie

nature of the country, and the course and ra-

mification of the several rivers, the Montsera-
do, the Junk, the Red Junk, St. John's and
Sesters, that water communication between
the northern and southern boundaries of the

colony, may be efiected without great ex
pcnse.

With respect to the soil of Liberia, one of
the most intelligent agents of the Society de
scribes " the whole country between Cape
iMount and Trade Town" as " rich in soil and
other natural advantages, and capable of sus

taining a numerous and civilized population
beyond almost any other country on earth.

Leaving the sea-board, the traveller, every
where, at the distance of a very few miles, en-

ters upon a uniform upland country of mode-
rate elevation, intersected by innumerable rivu-

lets, abounding in springs of unfailing water,

and covered with a verdure which knows no
other changes except those which refresh and
renew its beauties." Stich, indeed, is the de-

scription generally applicable to tropical coun-
tries. 'Where " winter's killing frosts" are un-
known, vegetation, unless among burning
sands, is usually luxuriant. The partial, but
unceasing decay of plants, which are pushed
forth to maturity in a few months by the genial

warmth of a perpetual summer, yields a con-
stant and abundant supply of matter for refer-

tilizing the earth. All authorities of note con-
cur in ascribing, to tropical Africa especially,

the character of a rich soil. Most of those
extant at the time Wadstrom published his

huge tome, under the name of an " Essay on
Colonization in Africa," are collected by him,
and added to his own observations. Dr.
Smeathman, Afzelius, and the Chevalier des
Marchais, have each furnished valuable testi-

mony on this subject. The last mentioned
writer, whose voyages to the coast of Africa
were performed in 1725, 1726, and 1727,
gives a very minute account of Montserado.

' The whole country," he says, " is extremely

fertile." In short, its fruitfulness seems to

have given name to the whole continent, which
means " ears of corn."

The productions of Liberia are the best
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proofs of the excellence of its soil. Rice grows
abundantly, and almost without cultivation.
The sugar cane, indigo, and cotton, are men-
tioned by Marchais as growing spontaneously
at the Cape so long ago as the date of his voy-
ages. Indian corn, Guinea corn, millet, pepper
of three varieties, of which each is equal to
Cayenne, sweet potatoe, cassada, yams, cocoa,
ground nuts, arrow root, egg plant, ochre, every
variety of beans, and most sorts of peas, cucum-
bers and pumpkins, plantains, bananas in end-
less abundance, limes, lemons, tamarinds, oran
ges, sousop, cashew, mangos, twenty varieties of
the prune, guava, papua, pine apple, grape,
tropical peaches and cherries, are enumerated
by the managers of the Society in their last re-

port, as products now possessed by the colo-
nists, and so easily raised, that, with a small
share of attention, the colony can never be
without them. Coffee has been exported from
the colony to this country. It grows sponta-
neously, and may be purchased of the natives
at about five cents per pound. Palm oil is

another article, cheaply obtained at Liberia,
and of great importance to the settlers. It

supplies the place of butter and lard for culin-

ary purposes, and may be had at twenty cents
per gallon. The rivers abound with fish; and
cattle, goats, fowls, ducks, geese, and swine,
are numerous. The sheep, though wool can-
not be in much request in so warm a climate,
is also reared by the colonists.

(_To be ronlinued.)

Original Poetry.

PRAISE TO THE CREATOR.

Field, wood, vale, mountain, utter forth thy praise.

Infinite Majesty ! The heaving ocean,
Along his coasts, in roaring surges, plays
The music wild of nature's deep devotion.
Of thee. Creator I nature still declares
How vast thy glories, and sublime thy state

;

Whether she breathe the voice 'mid gentle airs

Wafted o'er earth surcharged with od'rous freight

;

Or, from the dense, black horror-casting cloud, J

Wliere hail, fire, tempest, all her features shroud, >
She thundereth of thy power, terrifically loud ! )

See ! through the heavenly arch, the bow of hope
extends.

The star of day's illuming ray that gorgeous beauty
lends.

'Tis all of light and rain-drops made,
'Tis but a shadow, yet it flings a shade !

It speaks of thee, Eternal ! whose blest word
Raised it a sign of mercy from the Lord.

Thou sun ! whose glorious beams
Now dart around in vivifying streams;
Whose radiance is too bright for mortal gaze,
What is the secret that thine orb displays?
A Goul A God; All-wise, All-seeing;
All-powerful! the Author of all being:
Surpassing comprehension, and unknown, )

Except through mercies which his love liath shown J
To man ! fallen, sinful, ingrate man, alone ! S

G.

Innocence and joy were appointed to dwell to-

gether for ever. And joy went not first ; but when
innocence went away, sorrow and sickness dispos-

sessed joy of its habitation.

That sorrow which was brought in by sinne, must
not go away till it hath returned us into the first

adition of innocence : the same instant that quits

from sinne and the failings of mortality, the same
instant wipes all tears from our eyes.

Jeremy Taylor.
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HICKSITE PIIOCEEDINGS AT WILLISTOWN.

At Willistown, Chester county, the separatists con-

tinued to meet with Friends in their preparative

meeting, until one of them was taken under dealing,

and his name placed on the minutes of the monthly
meeting, who, witli one that had been disowned re-

fusing to withdraw, the meeting in consequence was
under the necessity of adjourning, which it did ac-

cordingly, and met in the yard. Subsequently, they

(the separatists) forbid the person who had the care

of the house, to open it for Friends, which he was
finally prevailed upon to refuse to do; and when re-

quested by a Friend to open the house, said he would
open it that time, but should not do it again, as they

(the Hicksites) had so repeatedly forbidden him.

Their next act was, two individuals who had been

disowned, called upon him (previous to the expira-

tion of the time he had been paid for taking care of

the house,) and demanded the key of him, in the

name of Willistown preparative meeting, and obtain-

ed it. Friends being thus deprived of the use of their

meeting house, except in conjunction with the sepa-

ratists, when opened by them for their purposes,

thought it best for the present to hold their meetings

in a part of the old meeting house, which was ten-

anted by a woman, a member in unity. A state-

ment of their situation was forwarded to the monthly
meeting, with application for permission so to do

;

which being granted, their meetings have been so

held since the 12th month, 1828. Independently of

the trials to which Friends were subjected, by minis-

ters, with whom the Society had declared its disuni-

ty, occasionally occupying the time with discourses,

and assuming the control of the meeting, members
performing their marriage contrary to established

order, and without the consent of the Society, ic.

there was one circumstance that made Friends most
easy to adopt this course, as soon as it could be done

in the order of Society. The rent of the old house

and lot was heretofore appropriated to defray the

expense of taking care of the meeting house, and be-

ing in the occupancy of a member, of course the

amount was paid into their hands, which they cotild

not with propriety pay to a person they had not em-
ployed, and they did not feel easy to sit even in their

own house when opened and warmed by a person

they could not pay.

On the first day of 1st month, 1829, an individual

who formerly had the care of the property, but who
had been disowned, left a written notice signed by

himself, his colleague, and two others as witnesses,

to leave the house at the expiration of the year, with

verbal information, that if she wished to have it, to

apply to them.

in the early part of the 4th month, slie employed
a man to put some manure on the lot. Whilst he

was engaged in spreading it,
***=?= *, and his son

entered the lot ivith a plough, and commenced
ploughing. She forbid them. * * * * ^i told her

that he should plough all three of the lots, and that

he was requested to do so by their meeting. Shortly

another plough, horses, and man, arrived from * * *

* *, an adjoining neighbour's. One of the lots that

had corn on last year, was sown with oats ; the other

two were in grass, which a few days after they plant-

ed with corn.

The 29th day of the 4th month, previous to enter-

ing their monthly meeting, ***** called upon
her and demanded the rent; being told that she had
paid her rent, they said she must pay Ihem^ and. that

they should not let thirty days pass over without
proceeding in their own way, from which she ex-
pected that something would be done, but she has
heard no more of it.

A fews days after the fowls having taken up the

corn, the person who was principal in the trespass,

with a neighbour to stand in the entry, and hear
what passed, ordered her to put up her fowls, or

there would be some medicine prepared for them,
but she not thinking it her place so far to sanction
their trespass, as to keep her fowls off her own en-
closures, did not do so. He called agam some time
after, and said, that if she did not put them up, she
might depend upon it there tvoidd be some medicine
prepared for them. As she does not know when this
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medicine will be prepared, she cannot use her fowls

lest she should poison herself.

Thus they have first violated the discipline of the

Society, set its authority at defiance, then by means
that Will not bear a review, deprived those who ad-

here to the order of Society of the peaceable enjoy-

ment of their legal rites, among whom is one that

has spent more of his lime and substance for the ac

quisition and improvement of that place than any
other, and if we except some late improvements, it

is probable he has expended more than all the rest

that now assemble at that place ; and it is not even
pretended that he has, in any way, violated the

ditions by which he was entitled to the enjoyment of

what he had done there.

Next, in violation of the statute of the state,

band of able bodied men attack the person who had
given leave to Friends to hold their meetings in her
house, a defenceless woman in her own enclosures,

plough up her grass, so that she cannot keep a cow
threaten her that if she does not comply with this re

quisition, a still more horrible breach of the public

peace will be committed. What they will next do it i:

in vain to conjecture, for when men take all matters,

both ecclesiastical and civil, into their own hands,

and violate the ordinances of both religious and civi:

society, there is no calculating the extent of the dis-

orders which may ensue.

A Friend To Good Order.

FOR THE FRIEN

'Jesus, great shepherd of the sheep.

To thee for help we fly
;

Thy little flock in safety keep.
For, oh, the wo// IS nigh:

He comes, of hellish malice full,

To scatter, tear, and slay;

He seizes every s/rnggling soul,

As his own lawful prey.

Us into thy protection take.

And gather with thine arm ;

Unless the fold we first forsake,

The wolf can never harm.

We laugh to scorn his cruel power,
While by our Shepherd's side

;

The skeep he never can devour.,

Unless hejirst divide.

Oh ! do not suffer him to part,

The souls that here agree I

But make us of one mind and heart.
And keep us one in thee.

Together let us sweetly live,

Together let us die
;

And each a crown ofjoy receive,

And reign above the sky."

He that brings his body to God, and hath

left liis will in the power of sin, offers to God
the calves of his lips, but not a wliole burnt
offering; a lame oblation, but not a reasonable

sacrifice. Without a holy life, we cannot
any sense, be happy, or have the effect of one
prayer. But if we be returning and repenting

sinners, God delights to hear, because he de-

lights to save us. When a man is holy, then
God is gracious, and a holy life is the best,

and it is a continual praijer ; and repentance
is the best argument to move God to mercy,
because it is the instrument to unite our pray-

ers to the intercession of the holy Jesus.

Jeremy Taylor.

If men did but know what felicity dwells in

the cottage of a virtuous poor man, how sound
his sleeps, how quiet his breast, how compos-

ed his minde, how free from care, how easie

his provision, liow healthfuU his morning, how
sober his night, how moist his mouth, how
joyful his heart, they would never admire
the noises and the diseases, the strong pas-

sions, and the violence of unnaturall appetites,

that fill the houses of the luxurious, and the

heart of the ambitious. Ibid.

He that hath a state of life in which he

caimot at all in fair proportions tend to reli-

gion, must quit great proportions of that,

that he may enjoy more of this; this is that

which our blessed Saviour calls 'pulling out

the right eye if it offend thee. Ibid.
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The statement of occunences at Willis-

town, has been several weeks in our posses-

sion. The respectability of the individual who
furnished it, gave sufficient assurance that it

was free from intentional error ; but we wait-

ed to be more thoroughly ascertained of one
or two particulars, and Rave since had the op-

portunity of being made fully satisfied. It

seems an analogous case to the ploughing-up
business at Nine Partners, mentioned in our
No. 35, with circumstances of aggravation,

strangely at variance with the high professions

of love and forbearance so frequently made by
the Hicksites. For destitution of all sense of
refinement, of manly feeling, and even of com-
mon courtesy, the treatment, as it has been
represented to us, of the respectable female
who has charge of the property, can find, we
should hope, few parallels in Pennsylvania.

We venture the opinion, that the beautiful

little ode on our third page of to-day, deserves
a place among the choicest inspirations of the

Our paper, we regret to say, was too far

made-up, on the receipt of" The Free Think-
er,'' No 1, to admit of its insertion this week.
Room will be reserved for it in our next.

The writer of" Colony of Liberia," will ex-
cuse us for the liberty we have taken in divid-

ing his article. Previous arrangements made
it necessary.

The agents for " The Friend" when they

remit subscriptions, will confer a favour by
mentioning particularly the names and resi-

dence of the subscribers on whose account
the remittance is made—and such of them
who have not suitable private conveyances, are
requested to forward the money collected, in

notes of as large amount as they can, by mail,

to John Richardson, Carpenter Street, four

doors below Seventh street.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Mulberry street, on
5th day, the 2d inst.. Dr. Joseph Pancoast, to Re-
becca Abbott, daughter of Timothy Abbott, all of
this city.
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FOR THE FKIEND.

ANN DOCWRA.
{Continutdfrom page 204.)

•' Robert Bugg (father to this Francis Bugg

that writes now against us) was a melancholy

down looked man by relation, and dwelt with

his son, this Bugg. Some years after F. Bugg
was married, he arose from dinner one day

and went out, and was found drowned in a

water, where he had no occasion to go to that

place, as F. Bugg and his wife related. I had

some discourse about it with her, and other

persons with him, so that they both concluded

he diowned himself."

" It was the advice of Friends to be tender

to F. Bugg, lest some such mistbrtune should

befall him when he was amongst us ; and that

was one reason that he was humoured in giv-

ing him certificates when he required, which

he hath since printed."

" In page 155, F. Bugg brings divers certi-

ficates to clear himself of several things, where-

of one is as followeth, viz. That F. Bugg
neither is, nor ever was distracted nor dis-

composed since any of us can remember him,

or that ever we heard of. This is the worst

character of him that his friends could give.

But if he be not shatter-headed and discom-

posed in his mind, he is one of the greatest

deceivers and liars that this age hath produ-

ced; but my judgment is more favourable. I

know by the discourse I have had with him

lately, that he is disturbed in his mind beyond

all reason, if he be crossed in any discourse

or writing against him, and then he knows
not when he speaks truth and when he lies.

When he first writ against us, some Friends

told him that he writ lies. His answer was,

that his pen would run too quick sometimes;

and now lately, I told him of some passages in

his books, that he had made false quotations

out of our books, and mentioned one to him

out of Edward Burrough his works, where he

had rambled above a hundred pages, and ga-

thered up words, and made one entire para-

graph of them. His answer was, that that was

by wav of paraphrase; so at first, when he writ

lies, his pen run too quick, and now his lies

are paraphrases ; and such crafty, or rather

crazy, foohsh stuff his books are composed of,

if he had been well in his wits, he would not

have scribbled away a fair estate, and run

many hundred i)ounds in debt, beside, to no

purpose. I really believe all that he lost by

the Quakers does not amount to £32. See

page 31, where he names their names, and the

sums also. But in page 148, F. Bugg says,

that the Quakers are the chief cause of my
misfortune, not only in respect of controversy,

but six or eight breaking in my debt. If they

had been real Quakers, he would have named
them every man, for he writes at large upon
such matters; but to my knowledge there was
some that died in his debt that were of his own
fraternity, that went about to make division

amongst us. It was his restless spirit and shat-

tered head that was the cause of his misfor-

tune. They that are well acquainted with his

books may perceive it. In the title page of

divers of his books shows his wild fancy; I will

quote some of them. His second book, the

title page, ' The painted Harlot stnpt and

whipt,' itc. The title page of some of the

rest; his seventh book, ' Battering Ram against

Rome,' &c. His eighth book, ' One blow-

more against new Rome,' &c. His ninth

book, ' New Rome unmasked, and her Founda
tion shaken,' &c. His tenth book, • New
Rome arraigned, and out of her own Mouth
condemned,' ifcc. This book is the slran

fiction that ever I read. His fifteenth book,
' A second Summons to the city Abeb, by way
of metaphor, deliver up Sheba, the Son of

Bichri, 2 Sam. .\.\. i. e. George Whitehead,

by name.' This shows his malice against G
VV. I know of a certain, that shatter-headed

people are very malicious, and not to be qua
iified ; and the reason is, because their ima

gination works so strong, that it serves for no

thing but to make a grave of their reason."

The following quotations will excite feelings

of a different nature, fn the origin of our So
ciety it cannot be denied, that, amidst the ge

neral religious ferment which then pervaded

Great Britain, there were many who assumed

our name, and were acknowledged as mem
bers, who sooner or later showed themselves

to be fanatics and ranters—who were unwi

ling or unable to restrain themselves within

the limits of any religious community, and left

ours for other doctrines, as they had left others

to come to us. Such were those ranting, wild

spirits that gathered around James Nayler, in

what he terms the night of his temptation

when the power of darkness was above. Sucl

were those fanatics who opposed all church

government and discipline as a disparagement

to the spirit of truth. Such, too, were those

who attempted to delude George Fox himself,

by stories like the following, which a few, it

seems, were willing to circulate and beheve.
' In his eighteenth book, page sixty, F.

Bugg says, ' There was a rumour in the coun-

try ni the year 1663 or 1664, that George Fox
had, in one night's time, twenty-four languages

given to him by divine inspiration, and I did

believe (says F. Bugg) and divers others for

twenty years." That he did believe it, this I

know to be true; but for divers more, I never

heard of but one, and he was accounted a shat-

ter-headed man by all that knew him. I heard

this story many years ago, and took notice of

it, and spoke of it to my brother, G. Barnardi-

stone of Clare, in the county of Suffolk, a man
well known to be a wise and honest man. 1

told him that we had some shatter-brained

people amongst us, and if they went on so, we
should want a religious bedlam for such mad
folks. My brother replied that it was true,

there was some shatter-headed people amongst
us, and that the best way was to use them
kindly, so long as they were morally honest;

for some had recovered, being sincerely honest,

but they were not to be disturbed, for that

would make them worse."

The above story has been brought forward

as a proof of the fanaticism and credulity of

the early Quakers. It is not always after the

lapse of a century and a half, that the refuta-

tion of such a calumny can be discovered; hut

it is gratifying to find, from the most unim-

peachable evidence, that the true Quakers ofj

that day—those to whose firmness, and zeal,|

and consistency, the Society owes its present

existence, were a distinct people from the wild

anil enthusiastic spirits, the shatter-brained

folks of whom Ann Docwra speaks.

The concessions made in the following pass-

age are such as the readers of our early con-
troversial works nmst confess to be not unfre-

quently required. In the heat of disputation, and
smarting under that oppression which is said

to make even wise men mad, expressions

•were sometimes extorted from some of our
early Friends which they must have condemn-
ed in their cooler moments, and which it is

cause of regret to find on record.

" I have something to say concerning Ed-
ward Burrough, one of our preachers; he was
before my time, I being not acquainted with

him, only by reading his books, where I find

him to be a man, both for natural and super-

natural parts, extraordinary well qualified.

Hut F. Bugg says, that he finds it in his works,
that he said. That the sufferings of the Qua-
kers were greater than the sufferings of Christ

and his apostles. There is something upon
record to that purpose, as I understand; and
this was in Oliver's days, which he did say,

that the Quakers' sufferings were worse, in

some respects, than the sufferings of Christ.

And his reason was, because the Jews pre-

tended law for what they did; and the Qua-
kers' sufferings were very much upon the ac-

count of small trivial things, and no law, so

much as pretended. Although no Quakers
do justify this passage, yet it may be excused
in some measure, and that according to truth.

Some of the best of men have broke out into

passion under sufferings, and E. Burrough's
suflferings were great at that time, not only for

himself, but seeing so many of his innocent

friends under great atffictions and sulTerings.

Under the agony of sufferings the best of men
have showed much weakness and passion when
God had forsaken them, or hid his face from
them for a short time."

{To be conlinued.)

A SERIOUS EXPOSTULATION, &C.
{Concludedfrom page 296.)

" By the second, we witness this capacity

brought into act, whereby receiving and not

resisting the purchase of his death, viz. the

light, spirit, and grace of Christ revealed in

us, we witness and possess a real, true, and
inward redemption frotn the power and preva-

lence of sin, and so come to be truly and
really redeemed, justified, and made righteous,

and to a sensible union and friendship with

God. Thus he died for us, that he might re-

leem us from all iniquity; and thus we know
him and the power of his resurreclion, and the

fellowship of his sufferings, being made con-

formable to his death. This last follows the

first in order, and is a consequence of it, pro-

ceeding from if, as an effect from its cause, so

as none could have enjoyed the last without

the first had been, such being the will of God;
so also can none now partake of the first, but

as he witnesseth the last. Wherefore as to

us, they are both causes of our justification;

the first the procuring efficient, the other the

formal cause." Apology, pp. 218, 219.
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I could add much more to llie same points

from tiie writings of William Penn, Isaac Pen-
nington, George Whitehead, Edward Bur-

roughs, and many others, all speaking a lan-

guage remarkably coincident on these sub-

jects. But as the writings of these authors

are not generally within your reach, I have

forborne.

There is a circumstance respecting our

blessed Lord, of which, it seems to me, too

little notice is generally taken, and that is, that

he was worshipped while he walked among
men. Neither saints on earth, nor angels in

heaven, are proper objects of worship. This

circumstance affords a plain proof of his di-

vine character; and when viewing this circum-

stance, and contrasting it with the preceding

quotations relating to him from the sermons

of Elias Hicks and the Berean, we are obliged

to form conclusions of the most shocking na-

ture. The quotations referred to make our
blessed Lord only a man, a very good man;
but awful as it may appear, his suffering men
to worship him, obliges us to conclude, that

he must have been a very presumptuous mor
tal, a fanatic, and, consequently, contrary to

his own assertions, not even a good man
Shocking, painful picture ! Regard and weigh
this subject, I entreat you, with a very

attention. Throw it not hastily away from
you as a matter of no moment. Let the fol

lowing passages of scripture be solidly coa
sidered by you: " The wise men fell down and
worshipped him.-" Mat. ii. IL "Thelepe:
came and worshipped him." lb. viii. 2. " TIk

woman of Canaan came and worshipped him."
lb. XV. 25. " They that were in the ship

came and worshipped him." Mark v. 6. "The
blind man believed, and worshipped him."
John ix. 38. When he entered Jerusalem,

the multitude that were with him worshipped

him, spreading their garments in the way, and

singing hosanna in the highest. Matt. xxi. 9

to 15. After his resurrection, before his as-

cension, " his disciples held him by the feet

and worshipped him." Mat. xxviii. 9. And in

verse seventeen, it is -said, " his disciples wor-

shipped him."

But Peter, Paul, and Barnabas refused to

be worshipped, as did also the angel which
John saw in the Revelations. When Corne-
lius fell at Peter's feet, and worshipped him,

Peter took him up, saying, " Stand up: I my
self also am a man." Acts x. 25, 26. When
Paul and Barnabas were at Lystra, and Paul
had healed the impotent man, the people, see-

ing what was done, said, " the gods are come
down to us in the likeness of men," and, with

their priest, were aboul. to sacrifice to them,
Paul and Barnabas rent their clothes, and ran

in among them, saying, " Why do ye these

things ? we also are men of like passions with

you," &c. Acts xiv. 8 to 18. See also Rev.
six. 10, and xxii. 8 and 9.

I have written more than I anticipated in

the commencement, but the nature of the sub-

jects treated of must plead the necessity there-

of. To have written less, I should have failed

to do them all the justice I am capable of, or

to clear my mind. I have endeavoured to dis-

cuss the various parts of it without prejudice,

but with candour and sincerity; and may you
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hear and bear it in the same disposition is my
sincere desire. I claim no right to impose my
views upon you. As I have before expressed

I again repeat, that all I wish, all I seek, is to

invite and excite you to examine these things

dispassionately for yourselves, seeking, in hu-

mility, to be favoured with rigiit direction by
the great Counsellor in this important investi-

gation.

Perhaps some of you may object, and say, I

do not comprehend Elias Hicks and the Be-
rean rightly, that the views I take, are not

their views, tfcc. In answer to you I would
request you to remember, that I have taken oi'

understood their words according to the com-
mon acceptation of English words, as I have

previously stated herein, and that, in so doing,

can I have done any violence to their asser-

tions, seeing I have applied the same accep-

tation of words to the declarations of Scrip-

ture, and the extracts from the writings of Eox
and Barclay 1

I have heard it mentioned occasionally by
some of you, that Friends are too outward
and literal in their application of Scripture

;

and I know that Elias Hicks and the Berean
make great pretensions to refined ideas of

spirituality. I am very sensible that the histori

cal facts recorded in Scripture, abound with

instruction to him, who is humbly and faithful

ly endeavouring to work out his salvation

with fear and trembhng before the Judge of

quick and dead, by an application to the dif-

ferent stages of his growth in the work of re-

generation. But while I am very sensible of

this, I dare by no means suppose that the facts

recorded there, are only allegories portraying

the inward travail of the Christian. No views

of refined spirituality can justify such a pi

version of the details of the inspired and holy

men who wrote the Scriptures, accordiuj

they were moved so to do by the spirit of God;
giving us thereby the most faithful record of

the creation, and the dealing of God to his

creature man, and particularly of his chosen
and rebellious people, the Jews, to a period of

time not very far distant from the coming of

the Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth, together with

the prophets, all of which we are bound to be-

lieve. By thus halDituating yourselves to alle-

gorize away the sacred facts of Scripture, you
are apt, and will be almost certain, to come to

esteem them lightly, even as a mere fable.

Those who are thus allegorizing away these

sacred truths, would do well to consider, whe-
ther they are not committing " spiritual wick-

edness in high places;" Eph. vi. 12. and whe-
ther the denunciation of the apostle respecting

preaching another gospel will not rest on
them. " But though we, or an angel from hea-

ven, preach any other gospel unto you, than

that which we have preached unto you, let Mm
he accursed. As we said before, so say I now
again, if any man preach any other gospel un-

to you than that ye have received, let him he

accursed." Gal. i. 8 and 9.

It has been likewise said, that ancient

Friends lived in days of superstition and igno-

rance, and that thev were then obliged to ex-

pears to me highly presumptuous to assert

that of which we have no prool'. And, more-
over, by so doing, we make those ancient

worthies guilty of evading the truth; a very se-

rious charge in my view. But supposing, for

a moment, such were the case, they must have
been a set of the wildest fanatics, seeing they

suffered even to the loss of life and estate, to

maintain opinions they did not themselves be-

lieve. What a labyrinth are we led into, if

we undertake to support error, in opposition

to truth ! How confusing to the mind ! How
galling to the spirit 1 Oh ! how different to

an humble seeking for that peace which the

world cannot give, neither take away.
If you still conclude, after an investigation,

that I am wrong, and that by advocating the

principles and practices you do advocate, you
are thereby not rejecting the only means of

salvation provided by a merciful Creator for

your redemption, and not for yourselves only,

but for all mankind, I beseech you, for your
children's sake^ to pause, and consider what
you are doing. By disregarding the Scrip-

lures, by attempting to level our Saviour's

character with that of a mortal man, your chil-

dren already begin to act as tliough every re-

straint to morals was laid aside. And they

will almost inevitably (there are some singidar

solitary exceptions, I joyfully acknowledge)
become sceptics. And what security have you
for their morals? You have, by your examples

and precepts, taught them lightly to esteem

the Scriptures, religion, and religious meetings;

these things, many of you, I fear, will find sor-

rowfully verified, if you continue to advocate

such opinions; on dying beds to mourn over

the destruction of a son or a daughter, brought

to disgrace by the corrupt principles which
you will have to acknowledge were implanted

in their bosoms by yourselves.

Oh! for the sake of children that are dear

to you, I beseech you again to pause, and con-

sider what you are doing.

Whether you accept or reject this expostu-

ation, I must leave. The Lord knows my
sincerity in thus addressing you. May you
be wise with that wisdom which is from above,

and which is "first pure, then peaceable,

gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy
nd good fruits, without partiality, and without

hypocrisy," James iii. 17, is the sincere prayer

for you, of your real, but candid friend,

Chaeles Fisheh.
en Co. Ohio.

Begun near the commencement of this 12th

month, and finished at intervals the 23d of the

same, inclusive, 1828.

Improvement is essential in the Christian charac-
ter. There is no standing still; it is not compatible
with the nature ofthe subject ; if the principles which
actuate us be principles of goodness, they must con-
tinue to actuate us ; and, under this continued sti-

mulus and influence, we must necessarily grow bet-

ter and belter. If this effect do not take place, the

condition is, that our principles are weak, or hollow,

or unsound. Unless we find ourselves grow better,

we are not right. For example, if our transgres-

sions do not become fewer and fewer, it is to be
press themselves iri writing in a way adapted

feared that we have left otF striving against sin, and
to those times, and not always strictly in ac- that we are not sincere.

cordance with their sentiments. But it ap-j Palet.
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VACILLANCV OF HICKSI.S31.

The Hicksites very early adopted the princi-

ple, that the majority in the Society ought to

govern. In conformity with this principle,

they laboured incessantly, by artifice and in-

trigue, to enlist every one in their cause, who

could be prevailed with to join them. Num-
bers were relied on to ensure success, and to

establish them in the view of the world, as the

Society of Friends. Like crafty politicians,

they boasted of an overwhelming majority,

well knowing that many persons never investi-

gate, but implicitly confide in the opinions of

their neighbours, and thus fall in with those

who make the most clamour, and appear to be

the strongest party. This policy has led them

to court the good opinion of the public, and to

endeavour to turn the popular current in their

favour. They have run to the newspapers

with their groundless complaints against

Friends, drawn up in a way to work upon the

popular feeling, and to beget prejudice against

the sound members. Epistles were addressed

to their partizans, but designed for the public

eye, containing professions of great love for

their " erring brethren," while their conduct

was frequently marked with a vindictive, per-

secuting spirit, which led them to labour se-

cretly 10 undermine and asperse the character

of Friends. In the early stages of their dis-

sensions, and before the property question was
agitated, doctrines formed the chief topic of

conversation and dispute. The parlour, the

shop, and the public highway, were alike fa-

miliar to daily discussions of the sacred sub-

jects of religious belief—many of their senti-

ments struck at all kind of restraint—they in-

culcated free inquiry and liberal views, and

professed great respect for the rights of the

people. Invidious comparisons were artfully

drawn between difl'erent classes in society, de-

signed to make the impression that one part

was seeking to enslave the other, and to deny

them the right of reflection and judgment upon
religious subjects. By holding themselves up

as the friends of unshackled thought and sen

timent, they touched the popular sympathies

and endeavoured to ingratiate themselves as

the advocates of the oppressed.

Their champion was flattered for the fear-

less avowal of his principles, and the conscien

tious efforts of the few who dared to contro

vert them were ridiculed and despised. The
elders who resisted his innovations were term

ed popes and cardinals. A belief in our Lord
Jesus Christ as the Saviour and Mediator, se

cured for its professors the title of Tritheists or

Trinitarians—and those who regarded his suf-

ferings and death as meritorious and propitia-

tory, were contemptuously styled Satisfaction-

ists—the Scriptures were esteemed a dead

letter, all shadow, and worse than useless, in

the work of salvation. To preach sound

Christian doctrine was denominated priestcraft

Novices in experimental religion volunteered

as the " enemies of creeds and confessions of

faith"—doctrines and principles were declared

to be totally unimportant—" belief, witli them,

was no virtue, and unbelief no crime"—the

plan of redemption through Jesus Christ

—

every ihuig like system in religion was threat-

ened, by these radical reformers, with irretriev-

able ruin and disgrace. Such was .the height

of this fanaticism, that the Berean, one of the

Hicksite oracles, triumphantly announced the

first volume of Elias Hicks's sermons, in these

words: "• We have looked over the book. It

will make the traditional outside Christian

startle, and the dreamers, high priests, the

scribes am\ pharisees of every denomination, to

gnash their teeth: but the great body of the So-

ciety (on this continent) of which this venera-

ble minister is a member, together with many
other unshaclded minds, will set their seals to

DOCTitiNES which it contains." The denial

of the miraculous conception of our Lord, of

his divinity and his offices as the Saviour of

men—also of the authority of the Holy Scrip-

tures, are among the dogtri>'es contained in

this volume, to which tlie Berean declares the

great body of his adherents on this continent

will set their seals. One of the sermons which

should have formed part of this series, was
preached at the Pine Street house, but was
never printed, the stenographer professing to

have doubts of the accuracy of liis notes: in

that discourse, besides other very e.xceptiona-

ble matter, E. Hicks, in speaking of the epis-

tles of the Apostles, said they were written by

nobody knows who. " The book" was sent

forth to convert the nations far and wide, but

the demand for it greatly disappointed the san-

guine calculations of the party.

Amongst the Hicksites, the popularity of a

minister depended upon his doctrines. If they

were not previously informed of his opinions,

or had received the impression that he favour-

ed the " new views," they flocked to his meet-

ings, but as soon as they discovered that he
preached "Christ crucified," or asserted the

authority of the Holy Scriptures, he was rank-

ed with the bigoted orthodox. After the

usual exertions to take him in their " drag," he
was quite neglected, if they found he was
awake to their sophistry, and could not be
warped to their purposes. The English minis-

ters were peculiarly obnoxious, and have re-

ceived the most unmanly and undignified treat-

ment from the Hicksites which they could

devise, and altogether on account of their doc-

trines. For a time there was one exception.

Elias Hicks, we are informed, said he had
prayed that such an one might be sent over,

and so well pleased v/as he with the Friend, be-

fore he had fully ascertained his sentiments,

that he spoke of the circumstance as a fresl

evidence that the Almighty was a God hearing

prayer. High expectations were entertained

that he would espouse their cause- ~" he was
not a man that could be bought or sold," said

a Hicksite declaimer of considerable notoriety.

But no sooner had this venerable minister from
England borne his testimony against the anti-

christian doctrines of the Hicksites, than they

turned against him. spoke of him in a very con-
temptuous manner, and at last openly slandered

him, in their periodical paper.

Great management was resorted to in get-

ting strangers to proper houses for entertain-

ment, where they would hear but little else

than reflections upon a certain description of

persons, and be inaccessible to sound Friends

unless in the presence of one of the family.

Elders were closely watched, and if any one
attempted to give any advice which could be
construed to have a bearing upon the doctrines

of a preacher, the character of the elder, to-

gether with his counsel, was soon assailed and
undermined. The greatest jealousy prevailed

upon the subject of doctrines, and whatever
was suspected to militate against the doctrines

of Elias Hicks, whom his followers regarded
with the greatest reverence, it was immediate-

ly attacked, and its authors held up to severe

reprehension. A large pamplilct called Ex-
tracts from the writings of Friends, was print-

ed, in order to prove that his doctrines were in

accordance with those of the Society. This

was handed about, and has since been used as

a kind of text book. It is true, to male it an-

swer the purpose, they were obliged to clip,
•

and carve, and interpolate, but to support him
and his doctrines, w'as the avowed object. In

the selections, the Hicksites betray their fa-

miliarity with the scurrilous writings of the

early enemies of the Society; else why should

they quote the identical passages to support E.
Hicks, which the apostate Quakers then used

to defame Friends, and in some cases in the

very mutilated forms into which they unjustly

distorted the sentiments of those worthy men?
VVitliin the Green Street limits, a book (j( doc-

trines was got up for the same purpose, com-
pounded of diflerent editions of a work written

by W. Penn and Geo. Whitehead. .Such parts

of the several editions as suited the Hicksites

were retained, and alterations made by the

authors to render their meaning more explicit

were dispensed with.

After the multiplied evidence adduced at

various times, that a departure from the Chris-

tian faith of the Society, has been the founda-

tion of their separation—after the public de-

claration made by John Comley and olliers on
behalf of the Hicksites, that doctrines which
they believe to be sound and edifying, have
been pronounced by Friends to be unsound
and spurious, and that from this has resulted

the present state of aflTairs—they now begin to

turn round and to deny that doctrines have any
thing to do with the schism, and that there is

any foundation for the charges of holding and
disseminating unsound and spurious doctrines,

which the great body of the Society of Friends

has preferred and so fully proven against them.

They determined to revolutionize the Society

—Elias Hicks said there would be a scliism

—

his doctrines must and would prevail—his fol-

lowers industriously spread them—and when
they thought that " the great body of the Soci-

ety" was prepared to "set their seals to" his

doctrines, they then asserted the majority ought
to govern, and, to sustain their cause, they

courted popular favour. Now they discover

that these corrupt doctrines and their legiti-

mate fruits manifested by the outrageous con-

duct of their partizans in Ohio, Pennsylvania,

and New York, have an effect upon their popu-

lai'ity—they are fearful that the majority may
be found unfiivourable to them, and they

would now wish to be thought quite orthodox.

One of their preachers we have been credibly

informed recently said in Baltimore, that he

had preached Unitarian doctrine for a con-
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siderable time, but had become uneasy and

should preach otherwise; and we were since

told, that he is rather more than orthodox.

This policy appears to be adopted by others,

and in accordance with it, we are informed

that some of their members were lately ad-

vised by a principal leader to read the Scrip-

tures, and to let people see that they read them.

However this may be, the two late epistles

issued by the Hicksite meetings in Philadelphia

and New York, indicate that there has been

.some uneasiness on the subject of doctrines

and outrages; and although the language is not

very explicit, ihey are evidently intended to

persuade the public that they are a very peace-

able, orthodox, and scriptural people. In ad-

dition to the proof already furnished by the

late reviews, that the Hicksite separation was
commenced in a dereliction of the fundamental

doctrines of Friends, we shall present the

readers of " The Friend" with some further

illustrations of the subject which have not yet

appeared on its pages. N.

Bates's Review of GotilcVs Report, iSfc.

(Conlinued from page 295.)

In the conclusion of my evidence several omissions

liave been made. Tappan asked: "Was Jonathan
Taylor appointed by the representatives?'^ Gould
has the answer, "I dont know." It should be, "I was
not there." Tappan asked, "Can you not see by the

minute how he was appointed'" Gould gives my
answer, "I was not there." Instead of this read as

follows; "John C. Wright said, the records were in

evidence. Tappan objected. The judge said it had
been admitted." All this, for reasons best known to

himself, Gould has left out of his report.

In the testimony of Jonathan Taylor numerous
changes have been made. To the question, "Were
you under dealing?" The answer to this is shortened.

I will give the whole of it, enclosing in brackets what
Gould has left out. " No, [I have never been
under dealings, or subject to the censure of my
friends, as far as f know.] J was under no disqualifi-

cation, as I apprehended, neither did my friends ap-

prehend it." Gould's report goes on : "i?i/ thejudge.

Were there any expressions ottered upon the subject,

that were in favour of appointing a new, clerk ? I

believe, though opposition was made by several mem-
bers as being out of order." Here both question and
answer are changed. It should read thus. "Was
tlie proposition [of Israel French] sustained ? Some
spoke in favour of it, though opposition to it was
made by several members as being out of order."

Several other changes were made in J. Taylor's

answers which I will pass over, as a notice of all the

errors would carry me far beyond the limits to which
1 have wished to be confined.

In p. 30. "After the assistant clerk got through
reading, the confusion increased, so that it was
thought best to adjourn the meeting." The follow-

mg IS w hat Jo itlian Taylor said. "Before the assis-

tant clerk had got through reading, the confusion had
increased, so that business was suspended." The re-

port goes on: "And a number of names of disorder-

ly persons were taken down I " here he left out these
words: "and they were requested to leave the house."

Passing over a number of inaccuracies, I will re-

mark, that in several instances in pages 30 and 31,
tlie report put "right hand," when the witness rela-

ted events which he said were at his "left hand:' That
the same mistake should occur at least three times in

two pages is rather remarkable. I will not say po-
sitively that it was done designedly, to furnish occa-
sion afterwards for some one to say that the testi-

mony was not true. But I do say that this change
in the language of the witness was remarkable. And
it is also to be noticed, that if Jacob Richards and
Eli Sidewell had been at Jonathan Taylor's right
hand, as Gould has it, he could not have been crush-
ed against the jamb of the door. But it is well

known that they were not there, and that Jonathan
Taylor did not say that they were.

In page 30 Gould says for Jonathan Taylor: "A
number of Friends, as well as myself, considered it

a duty for me to stay at the place, near the table,

which I did," &c. His language, however, was this:

"A number of Friends as well as myself remained at

the table, as I thought it my duty as clerk of the
meeting, to do so, till forced away," &c.

In page 36, (while the examination related

to the alarm at the door back of the table,) the
following question and answer are omitted. "Did
not a great many rush out at the door? No, there
did not seem to be many." I cannot conjecture why
this question, &c. should have been left out of the
Report, as the Hicksites seemed to consider the sub-
ject of so much importance as to introduce it in the
late trial of Pierce and others. They seem to con-
sider it very natural that there should have been a
great crowd who rushed out at the door during the
alarm, when the very nature of the case would for-

bid such an opinion. The passage at the door was
known to be obstructed. The clerk's table was pla-

ced immediately before it. But this was not the
most important circumstance. The part of tlie housf
that was represented as being in the very act of fall

ing was e.'cactly over that door. Who, then, that
was under tlie influence of the alarm, would rush in-

to the most dangerous spot that could be conceived:
The actual movement was, as every one might liavc

expected—those who were under the sound-board,
which was said to be falling, very generally sprang
forward over the gallery rails, till they were stopped
by the crowd below.

But returning from this seeming digression to

that part of the report last noticed, we find the fol

lowing passage. " When Hilles was requested to

take tlie clerk's seat, and the members began to

move up that way, did you see any striking ? I sa
Benjamin W. Ladd raise up his hands, as if to pn
vent others from coming, but the crowd all around
was so thick I could not see." p. 36.

I will give the questions and answers as they ac.

tually passed in court, and the reader may draw hi;

own conclusions of the motives which influenced the
reporter in making the changes which he did.

"When Hilles was requested to take the clerk'i

seat, and the members began to move up that way
did you see any striking? I saw no striking. Did
you not see Benjamin W. Ladd use some violence"
No. I saw him hold up his hands when Isaac Jame
was coming up, but I did not see him use any vio
lence." Let the reader compare the two statements,
and say if he can suppose the changes which G
has made were the result of accident ?—that he c
not hear, or that it was too dark for him to write it

down. Does not the conviction forcibly strike the
mind, that there was an intention of conveying the
idea, that B. W. Ladd did strike some of the Hicks-
ites, and that Jonathan Taylor evaded giving a di-

rect answer to the question ? And I further appeal
to the candid reader, if the language both of counsel
and witness could be changed to convey fuch an
idea, when there was not the least foundation for it,

either as to B. W. Ladd or Jonathan Taylor, with-
out a gross departure from the fundamental prin-
ciples of moral rectitude ?

" In page 37, in giving the cross examina-
tion resumed, a change is made both in a question
and answer. Gould has it—" Have you not known
instances of Ihe appointment of a clerk by the year-
ly meeting.'" Here he left out the following, which
was ajiart of the question—" without being appoint-
ed by the representatives?" The answer is entirely
changed. Gould has it, " The clerk is usually ap-
pointed by the meeting with the nomination of the
representatives." Instead of this, J. Taylor said, " I

never knew an instance of the appointment of a clerk
without the nomination of the representatives, ex-
cept in my own case."
On the cross examination, the report is incor-

rect. I will give the parts alluded to as the evidence
was delivered in court, inclosing in brackets what
Gould has left out. " To which meeting did Isaac
James belong? [Formerly] to Concord [monthly
meeting.] but that [monthly] meeting had been laid
down [by the quarterly meeting, and attached to
Short Creek monthly meeting.] Were you present

at the quarter at the time Concord monthly meeting
was laid down ? I think I was." Here the words /
think arc added by the stenographer.

Gould goes on. "Was there any opposition to

laying down that meeting?" The answer in Gould's
Report is, "I believe there was some individuals who
objected." This is wrong. The witness said, " Ttco
persons at most, objected, and one of them not jiosi-

iively."

In page 42, on the subject of the appoint-
ment of Hilles, Gould gives the following questions
and answers. " Do you not think there was as many
as a hundred who spoke in favour of it? There
might have been. I suppose ail who conlinued in
the meeting spoke." Here we have a gross perver-
sion of the language of the witness. He said, " I

suppose that all who continued in the meeting with
Hilles were in favour of his being chrk"

In answer to a question by the opposite counsel,
" How was [D. Hilles] deprived of his situation in
[the] meeting" [for suflTerings ?] Gould makes J.

Harrison to say, " Probably by his own quarterly
meeting." p. 43. Here the word probably should be
left out. The answer of the witness was clear ou

3 of the cross examination by Kennon is

itted by Gould. I will supply the omis-

this point.

The do
entirely oi

sion.

Several questions were asked the witness as to
the dimensions of the house and sheus, and the num-
bers present at Short Creek meeting-house, while

.itness stated that he could not tell with any
certainty. The questions were still pressed, again
and again, though the examining attorney was told
that the information could be given by other wit-
nesses. The judge interposed and said, " Mr. Ken-
non, there is no use in taking up time in this man-
ner, when the information wanted can be obtained
from other witnesses. The exarnjjiation is likely to
be spun out to an enormous length at any rate."
Kennon replied, " I wanted to get it from this wit-
ness," and gave over the examination. On the sub-
ject of laying down Concord monthly meeting, the
following question was asked. " Do you know if

and elders, if there be any such in that
oncurred in that Gould

the following as the language of the witness : " There
were none of the ministers, acknowledged as such,
that concurred in the measure." J. Harrison said
no such thing. His answer was this—" There are
no acknowledged ministers there."
The next question was—" When the meeting was

laid down, did the representative^ from Concord
make any objection ?" Gould says, '• Answer not
understood." p. 44. And yet it is a fact, that there
were few, if any, of the witnesses on that trial, who
gave their evidence with a more distinct and audible
voice. His answer in this case was—" No objections
were made by the representatives."

In page 49, Tappan asked, " Was not Mr.
French a regular member?" To which the witness
replied, " I did not think him a regular member"
To which Tappan rejoined, " He was not disowned,
nor under dealing

—

and urns he not in unity i'"

The part of this question in italics, Gould left

out. The answer is totally changed. Gould has it,

" He had attended many meetings and conferences of
what we call the Hicksite party." His answer was
this: "I should say not; though a memier, he has
been in the way of attending caucus meeting, un-
known to the discipline of the Society."

" In page 51, the testimony of Benj. W. Ladd
(against whom the defendants and their counsel seem
to have peculiar antipathy) is miserably abused.
Tappan still hi^rping on a supposed qualification of
a clerk, inquifed, " who could determine it, and who
is to decide but the meeting?" To this Gould
makes the witness reply, "I should think, in every
instance of that kind, it must be for some previous
conduct or offence, and that something would be
done before ; I have knou-n a yearly meeting to take
cognizance of such a case." Instead of this, the wit-
ness said, "I should think, in every instance of that
kind, it must be for some previous mtj-conduct or of-

fence, and that something would be done by hit
monthly meeting, 1 do not believe a yearly meeting
would take cognizance of such a case."

(To be conlinued.)
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BISHOP HORxVE ON INEIDELITY.

{Concluded from pai^e 2<j^.)

You talk much, sir, of our philosopher';

gentleness of manners, good nature, compas

sion, generosity, charity. Alas, sir, whithei

were they all fled, when he so often sat down

calmly and deliberately to obliterate from the

hearts of the human species every trace of the

knowledge of God and his dispensations; all

faith in his kind providence, and fatherly pro-

tection; all hope of enjoying his grace and fa-

vour, here, or hereafter; all love of him, and of

their brethren for his sake; all the patience

under tribulation, all the comforts in time of

sorrow, derived from these fruitful and peren-

nial sources? Did a good man think himself

able, by tiie force of metaphysic incantation,

in a moment, to blot the sun out of heaven,

and dry up every fountain upon earth, would

he attempt to do it?—Tully had but a faint

glimpse of the country to which we are all tra-

velling: yet so pleasing was any, the most im-

perfect and shadowy prospect into futurity,

that Tully declared no man should ravish it

from him. And surely Tully was a philosopher

as well as Hume. O had he seen the liglit

which shone upon Hume, he would not have

closed his eyes against it; had the same cup

been offered to him, he would not have dashed

it untasted from him'.

" Perhaps our modern sceptics are ignorant,

that without the belief of a God, and tlie hope

of immortality, the miseries of human life

would often be insupportable. But can I sup-

pose them in a state of total and invincible stu-

pidity, utter strangers to the human heart, and

to human aftairs? Sure, they would not thank

me for such a supposition. Yet this I must

suppose, or I must believe them to be the most

cruel, the most perfidious, and the most profli-

gate of men. Caressed by those who call

themselves the great, engrossed by the forma-

lities of life, intoxicated with vanity, pampered

with adulation, dissipated in the tumult of bu-

siness, or amidst the vicissitudes of folly, they

perhaps have little need and little relish for the

consolations of religion. But let them know
that, in the solitary scenes of life, there is ma-

ny an honest and tender heart pining with in-

curable anguish, pierced with the sharpest

sting of disappointment, bereft of friends,

chilled with poverty, racked with disease,

scourged by the oppressor, whom nothing but

trust in Providence, and the hope of a future

retribution, could preserve from the agonies of

despair. And do tliey, with sacrilegious

hands, attempt to violate this last refuge of the

miserable, and to rob them of the only comfort

that had survived the ravages of misfortune,

malice, and tyranny? Did it ever happen,

that the influence of their execrable tenets dis-

turbed the tranquillity of virtuous retirement

deepened tlie gloom of human distress, or ag-

gravated the horrors of the grave? Is it pos-

sible, that this may have happened in many in-

stances? Is it probable, that this hath hap-

pened in one single instance?—Ye traitors to

human kind, ye murderers of tlie human soul,

how can ye answer for it to your own hearts?

Surely, every spark of your generosity is ex

tinguished for ever, if this consideration do not

awaken in you the keenest remorse, and make
you wish in bitterness of soul—But I remon
strate in vain. All this must have often oc

curred to you, and as often been rejected, as

utterly frivolous. Could I enforce the present

topic by an appeal to your vanity, I might pos-

sibly make some impression. But to plead

with you on the principles of benevolence, or

GENEROSITY, Is to address you in a language

ye do not, or will not, understand; and as to

the shame of being convicted of absurdity, ig-

norance, or want of candour, ye have long ago

proved yourselves superior to the sense of it.

But let not the lovers of truth be discou-

Ted. Atheism cannot be of long continu-

ance, nor is there much danger of its becom-

universal. The influence of some conspi-

cuous characters hath brought it too much in-

to fashion; which, in a thoughtless and profli-

gate age, it is no difficult matter to accom-

plish.
" But when men have retrieved the

powers of serious reflection, they will find it a

frightful phantom; and the mind will return

gladly and eagerly to its old endearments.

One thing we certainly know; the fashion of

sceptical and metaphysical systems passeth

away. Those unnatural productions, the vile

efliusions of a hard and stupid heart, that mis-

takes its own restlessness for the activity of

genius, and its own captiousness for sagacity

of understanding, rnay, like other monsters,

please awhile by their singularity; but the

charm is soon over; and the succeeding age

will be astonished to hear, that their forefa-

thers were deluded, or amused, with such

fooleries."

You, sir, have read the preceding para-

graph before; but this letter may come into

the hands of many who have not. It is the

alarum bell to the admirers of Mr. Hume; and
should be rung in their ears, till succeeded by
the last trumpet.

And now, sir, will you give me leave to ask

you a few questions? Why all this hurry and

bustle, this eagerness to gratify the pretende<l

" impatience of the public," and satisfy it,

that our philosopher lived and died perfectly

composed and easy? Was there, then, any

suspicion, in Scotland, that he might not, at

times, be quite so composed and easy as he
should have been? Was there any particular

BOOK ever written against him, that shook his

system to pieces about his ears, and reduced

it to a heap of ruins, the success and eclat of

which might be supposed to have hurt his

mind, and to have affected his health? Was
there any autiiob, whose name his friends ne-

ver dared to mention before him, and warned
all strangers that were introduced to him,

against doing it, because he never fliiled, when
by any accident it was done, to fly out into a

transport of passion and swearing? Was it

deemed necessary, or expedient, on this ac-

count, that he should represent himself, and

that you should represent him, to have been

perfectly secure of the growth and increase of

his philosophic reputation, as if no book had

been written, which had impaired it; it having

been judged much easier to dissemble the fall

of Dagon, than to set him upon his stumps

again? I am a South Briton, and, conse-

quently, not acquainted with what passes so

far in the opposite quarter. You, sir, can in-

form us how these things are; and likewise,

when the great work of benevolence and chari-

ty, of wisdom and virtue, shall be crowned by

the publication of a treatise designed to prove

the soul's moktality, and another, to justify

and recommend self murdee; for which,

without doubt, the present and every future

age will bless the name of the gentle and amia-

ble author.

Upon the whole, doctor, your meaning is

good; but I think you will not succeed, this

time. I'ou would persuade us, by the exam-

ple of David Hume, Esq., that atheism is the

only cordial for low spirits, and the proper an-

tidote against the fear of death. But surely,

he who can reflect, with complacency, on a

friend thus misemploying his talents in his life,

and then amusing himself with Lucian, whist,

and CiiARON, at his death, may smile over Ba-

bylon in ruins; esteem the earthquake, which

destroyed Lisbon, an agreeable occurrence;

and congratulate the hardened Pharaoh, on

his overthrow in the Red Sea. Drollery, in

such circumstances, is neither more nor less

than

Moody madness, laughing wild,

Amid severest woe.
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Would we know the bancl'til and pestilential

influences of false philosophy on the human
heart? We need only contemplate them in

this most deplorable instance of Mr. Hume.
These sayings, sir, may appear harsh; but

they are salutary. And if departed spirits

have any knowledge of what is passing upon
earth, that person will be regarded by your
friend as rendering him the truest services,

who, by energy of expression, and warmth of

exhortation, shall most contribute to prevent

his writings from producing those effects upon
mankind, which he no longer wishes they

should produce. Let no man deceive himself,

or be deceived by others. It is the voice of
eternal truth, which crieth aloud, and saith

to you, sir, and to me, and to all the world

—

He that believeth on the Son, hath everlasting

life: and he that believeth not the Son, shall

not see life; but the wrath of God abideth on
him.

By way of contrast to the behaviour of Mr.
Hume, at the close of a life, passed without
God in the world, permit me, sir, to lay be
fore yourself, and the public, the last sentiments
of the truly learned, judicious, and admirable
Hooker, who had spent his days in the service

of his Maker and Redeemer.
After this manner, therefore, spake the au

thor of the Ecclesiastical Polity, immediate!'
before he expired:

"I have lived to see, that this world is made
up of perturbations: and I have been long
preparing to leave it, and gathering comfort
for the dreadful hour of making my account
with God, which I now apprehend to be nea
And though I have, by his grace, loved him i

my youth, and feared him in mine age, and li

boured to have a conscience void of offence,
towards him, and towards all men; yet, if thou,
Lord, shouldest be extreme to mark what I

have done amiss, who can abide it? And
therefore, where I have failed, Lord, show
mercy to me; for I plead not my righteous
ness, but the forgiveness of my unrighteous-
ness, through his merits, who died to purchase
pardon for penitent sinners. And since I

owe thee a death, Lord, let it not be terrible

and then take thine own time; I submit to it.

Let not mine, O Lord, but thy will be done
God hath heard my daily petitions: for I arr

at peace with all men. and he is at peace with
me. From such blessed assurance I feel that
inward joy, which this world can neithei
nor take from me. My conscience beareth
me this witness; and this witness makes the
thoughts of death joyful. I could wish to live
to do the church more service; but cannot
hope it; for my days are past, as a shadow
that returns not."

His worthy biographer adds, "More he
would have spoken, but his spirits failed him;
and, after a short conflict between nature and
death, a quiet sigh put a period to his last

breath, and so he fell asleep—and now he
seems to rest like Lazarus in Abraham's bo
som. Let me here draw his curtain, till, with
the most glorious company of the patriarchs
and apostles, and the most noble army of
martyrs and confessors, this most learned
most humble, most holy man shall also awake
to receive an eternal tranquillity, and with it a

THE FRIEND.

greater degree of glory, than common Chris-

tians shall be made partakers of."

Doctor Smith, when the hour of his depar-

ture hence shall arrive, will copy the example
of the BELIEVEK, or the infidel, as it liketh

him best. I must freely own, I have no opi-

of ihat reader's head, or heart, who will

not exclaim, as I find myself obliged to do

—

Let ME die the death of the righteous, and
let MY last end be like his!

I am, sir.

Your very sincere

Well-wisher, and
Humble servant.

One of the people called CHRISTIANS.

FOR THE FRIEND,

A friend of mine, living in Kentucky, lately

sent me a number of newspapers containing
several essays on the subject of slavery. I was
struck with the force and eloquence with
which they were written, and thinking that a

part of them would form an interesting selec-

tion for " The Friend," request their inser-

tion. It is a series of five numbers, on the re-

lative value of free and slave labour, which
will furnish the readers of" The Friend" with
the best view of the subject I have yet seen
Coming from the heart of the slave country,

the boldness of their language furnishes a pre
sumption in favour of the progress of liberal

and humane sentiments in the slave-hold

states. It seems scarcely possible that such
an institution as slavery can continue to exist

in the broad sunshine of freedom and Chr
anity. It is not reasonable indeed to expect
that private interest and immediate emolument
will give way to abstract and remote genera
good. The change which may be looked for

is in the softening down of usages and man
ners— in the greater prevalence of a kind and
humane treatment, gradually becoming pre
cedent, and finally law; in the growing abhor-
rence of the internal traffic, and the measures
taken to check it, which must eventually effect

the attachment of the slave to the soil. To
all these we may add the influence of the Co-
lonization Society, which promises, notwith-
standing all our northern doubts, and fears,

and prognostications, to be the most salutary,

extensive, and powerful, that has ever been
exerted. There is yet another cause which is

already in operation, and the influence of
which must go on to increase. While the su-

gar plantations are drawing off the blacks to

the valley of the lower Mississippi, the white
population of the middle states is pushing
southward their northern boundary of slavery.

The district of Maryland adjoining to Pennsyl-
vania is filling up with farmers from Chester
and Lancaster counties, while the ratio of the
blacks to the whites is continually decreasing.

At the same time, it must be admitted, that
the course of trade and commerce, and our
political and social connection are fast bind-
ing into one, the pecuniary interests of the
north and the south. Nothing is to be looked
for from the philanthropy of the free states.

The apathy with which men universally regard
familiar and constantly present evils, paralyzes
all our benevolence. Tiiore is no other hope
than in the overruling hand of Providence, and

the slow operation of the causes which have
been above recited. Occasionally an intrepid

spirit will arise, such as the writer of the es-

says on slave labour, who will sound the alarm,
and warn his countrymen of the sleeping vol-

cano beneath them.
In another essay from the same pen, we

meet with the following cogent and eloquent
appeal. Where such language can be uttered
in a slave state without personal danger, there
must be many hearts that respond the feeling,

and, in acknowledging the justice of its cen-
sure, give their support to the cause of huma-
nity.

"Those who put temptation in the way of their
fellow creatures, and tliose who do not remove it, at
least do not endeavour to do so, are equally crimi-
nal. We all acknowledge that absolute power cor-
rupts the human heart; and we are all ready enough
to protest against its existence, when we aie appre-
hen.sive of coming within its grasp, but we do not
feel equally uneasy when our personal safety is not
interested. Hence the subjection of the negro to
arbitrary power gives us but moderate concern, be-
cause it is impossible for us to share his lot. Still,

methinks, there is compassion due to the master as
well as to the slave, and for the sake of the former
as well as of the latter, we ought to endeavour to
divest him of that power which frequently bears bit-

ter fruits, even in generous and humane natures,
perhaps more readily than in baser dispositions.
That warmth of heart congetiial with our best feel-

ings, is likewise easily stirred by injuries, as well
supposed as real; and many a man who would have
risked his life in behalf of his negro, has, upon feel-

ing, or fancying ingratitude in his favourite, been
guilty of deeds, the recollection of which has blasted
his character, and embittered his remaining life. Let
him that standeth take heed lest he fall. Let him
look around him, let him take a retrospect; his me-
mory will present to him men of hearts warm as his
own, of heads cool as his own, upon whom ihe guilt
of blood rests, to the knowledge of all their acquaint-
ances, but who would never have perpetrated deeds
which brought them within the limits of the laws,
had not those laws presented the temptation and the
opportunity. Are these things uncommon? With
grief 1 appeal to every reader for the contrary, nor
will I fear his contradicting me, when I assert that
there is not a district of ten miles square undefiled
by the blood of the slave shed by the hand of the
master; that not a year passes but some awful in-
stance of human guilt and frailty is presented to ug,
and that sometimes in persons of a character before
so unsuspected that we have cause to tremble for
ourselves in contemplating the fall of our neigh-
bours. Let us then remember that not the interests
of the negro alone are at stake, but that our own,
and those of our children, are at least equally so.
The sentiment of a generous heathen, that it was
difficult to decide between the melancholy alterna-
tive, to kill or to be killed, ought to dwell on the
mind of a Christian, who, if he is in earnest in his
profession, will easily solve the doubt, by declaring
that he would rather be the sufferer th-an the perse-
cutor, the victim than the tyrant. If so, let us as
Christians, for our own sake, for the sake of our chil-
dren, endeavour to get rid of this kind of property, .

which, while it tempts to private evil, is our public
disgrace. Nor is the master's conscience always bis
only punishment; revenge sometimes exacts a fear-
ful retribution in this world. Passing over the tra-
gical stories whispered about every neighbourhood,
the dreadful incident which happened on the river
two or three years ago, where revenge glutted itself

with torture, ought to attract our attention, and en-
gage our earnest exertions lo remove the possibihty
of the occurrence of similar scenes. And this can
only be done by striking at the root. Laws will ever
be inetfectual against emolument. The trade of
slave dealer, however infamous, however repugnant
to human feelings, and to divine law, will ever be
exercised, while its very infamy and turpitude debar
competition, and keeps up a lucrative monopoly for
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men destitute ot' principle, or unable to resist the

temptation ot" gain.

Shall 1 venture upon another subject perhaps more
offensive, though not equally shocking with the pre-

ceding? The increase of mulattoes takes place

wherever the blacks are numerous, and in propor-

tion to their number. They are not as numerous
here as in Virginia; but as the proportions increase

in favour of the negroes, so will this part of the race.

The danger of their existence is well known. Some
of them receive ah education, and, cut ofi' by preju-

dice from the body of our citizens, are destined to

lead their inferior brethren. Those who are not

gifted with learning have a share of the white man's
high and daring temper. Tlie danger of this part of

these degraded people is plain ; ought we not to

glance at the deadly blow given to morality and to

the best feelings of our nature in their existence ?

Those who have witnessed the older brother a slave

in the home of the youngest—who have seen the

children sold before the face of the white, as well as of
the black parent, and sometimes with the knowledge
of, and by the former ; who have observed the mon-
Btrous mixtures of the blood, and the barbarity exer-

cised upon the nearer relations, will comprehend ray

meaning, and will see in it an ample reason to con-
tribute to render such conduct impossible, by remov-
ing its occasion. G. C.

FROM TUE WESTERN LTrailNART.

AN ESSAY ON THE COMPAR.ATIVE VALUE
OF FREE AXD SL.'VVE LABOUR.

No. I.

A few months since, a gentleman, wliose

good opinion does me lionour, called on me to

point out tlie comparative value of frco and
slave labour. Considering the existence of

negroes as tending ultimately to our destruc-

tion, I have not, till lately, bestowed a thought

upon the comparative value of their labour,

the latter point being hardly worth notice if

we take the former for granted. Add to this,

that few men are worse qualified to institute

such a comparison. Unacquainted with agri-

culture, I have left it almost entirely to my
negroes; hence it may not appear strange if I

have found myself obliged to make up their

deficiencies every year by the addition of a

considerable sum to eke out their produce.

My incompetence to the subject obliges me to

borrow largely from various sources. Hodg-
son, in " Remarks on a Journey through North
America," and the authors of essays in the

"African Repository,"' and " African Obser-
ver," will accept the acknowledgement of my
obligations to them.

It is, I believe, impossible to point out, with

accuracy, the yearly cost of a negro, contrast-

ed with that of a free man, yet something near

it has been attempted by the author of the fol-

lowing calculation.

Although it may seem, at first sight, that the

slave costs his master no more than his food

and clothing, yet there are other expenses,

perhaps greater than both these. The most
prominent is that of rearing children to replace

the slave when worn out; an unavoidable ex-

pense, for he who purchases them instead of
rearing, must pay the expense that has been
incurred by another, and when he comes to

estimate the interest on the stock so invested,

and the value of its annual depreciation, he
will find it amount to more than half the hire

of a free labourer. Suppose a young man
slave costs g400; the interest on this sum is

j5i2 1 per annum. This slave cannot be calcu-

lated to live more than twenty years after

he comes to maturity; the average term of

human life is not so long. His master must,

therefore, set apart $20 per annum, for twenty

years, to replace him, when he sliall die, or

become too infirm for work. In the event of

his living much beyond this period, he must
set apart some of his former earnings to main-

tain him in his old age. The clothing of a

slave must cost at least ;^20 per annum; let

us say $15, which is the least it can be reck-

oned at, even if made in the family. Taxes,
medical attendance, and time lost by sickness,

$o per annum. Add the proportion of over-

seer's wages and maintenance, $10 per an-

nuiTi. There are many other expenses not

easily estimated, arising from desertion, a very

heavy article of insurance to an industrious

master, pilfering, &:.c. The attention and
anxiety devolving on tlie inistress of the plan-

tation ought to be recollected. They are

serious considerations, and the attendance

upon the sick, a task peculiarly her own, both

disgusting and dangerous. Her duties are

those of the Samaritan, with this difference,

that her good oifices seldotn secure gratitude,

the slave believing her to act merely from in-

terested motives. On recapitulating the ex-

penses enumerated, we shall find them amount
to §74 for each working man, exclusive of

food

:

Per annum.

Interest on purchase ^24
To replace capital 20
Clothing 15

Taxes, medical attendance, &c. - - 5

Proportion of overseer's wages - - - 10

Total $14

The ordinary wages of freemen in upper
Virginia are, from CO to 75 dollars per an-

num, with board. It seems then that a slave

costs as much as a free labourer, and if he
does three-fourths as much work his employer
loses 16 or 20 dollars per annum by him. But
we shall generally find that slave-holders em-
ploy twice as many working hands as are

employed by those who depend on free labour,

on a farm of the same size, and that the farms
of the latter are generally better cultivated.

Farmers who do some work themselves will

cultivate a farm of three or four hundred
acres, with the usual proportion of cleared

land, by the labours of two freemen, and an
apprentice boy, while the slave-holder will

have at least four or five men slaves, besides

many women and children, on a farm of the

same size. In this case the slave docs not
half of the work of the free man, although his

annual cost is equal.

To raise slaves is at least as expensive as to

buy, as may be inferred from the circumstance
that no person engages in the business as a

trade of profit, and tha* most of those who
raise them are driven by pecuniary distress to

sell them to negro dealers, an act both pain-
ful and disgraceful. Indeed it cannot be
otherwise. He who raises more stock than
his plantation can support must dispose of the

superfluity, or see it perish before his face:

nor does it differ whether the stock consists of

brutes or human creatures, each being equally
subject to the same regulations marked on the
face of nature by its author.

It sliould also be remembered that part of
the wages of a free labourer goes to raising
children to supply his place in society. The
owner of slaves who keeps up his stock must
maintain double the number of children that
he has of grown hands of both sexes, for it is

computed that one half the human race die
before the age of manhood. A bearing wo-
man cannot do mote than maintain herself.

So that every man slave is charged with the
maintenance of four children to keep up
stock. Add that the slave owner is often

obliged to vest his Capital in a needless slave,

sometimes a worthless, when a valuable and
esteemed servant is about to see his or her
partner removed by sale to another state.

This is frequently a grievous hardship on the
master.

The fund, says Adam Smith, destined for

replacing the wear and tear of the slave is

commonly managed by a negligent master, or
careless overseer. That destined for perform-
ing the same office for the free man is

managed by the free man himself. The dis-

orders which generally prevail in the economy
of the rich naturally introduce themselves into

the management of the former; the strict fru-

gality of the poor as naturally establishes itself

in that of the latter. Under such different

management, the same purpose requires very
difl'erent degrees of expense to execute it.

The estimates hitherto made, relate solely to

the expense of raising and maintaining slaves,

and to the unproductiveness of their labour.
But there are other causes of expenditure, the
natural consequences of the system. One is

the number of domestic servants, which is ge-
nerally greater than would be employed if they
were obliged to be hired. Now there is no
kind of servants so unproductive as domestic.
They add nothing to their master's income,
they live and are clad at a greater expense
than labourers.

Another cause of expenditure may be traced
to the nominal value of slaves. Even those
which bring him no income are valued by the
master, at what they would fetch in market.
Hence he is apt to live in a style proportioned
to the nominal value of his properly, and not
to his actual income. He who owns slaves,

often, in endeavouring to employ them, takes
more pains, and waits a longer time, for ob-
taining his desires, than he would if he owned
none. To exemplify this, in a trivial instance:

the iTiasfer who calls a negro to bring fire to-

light his pipe, if he had no slaves would have
fetched it in a shorter time than he usually

gets it. Perhaps a sense of trouble, bestowed
to little purpose, might have induced him to

give up tobacco entirely, in which case the

slate had been a gainer as well as himself. It

would be well if the master's desires were all

equally cheap, and as easily satisfied; but this

is not the case. Some demon whispers,
" Have a taste." Instantly, " up starts a pa-

lace;" furniture must be bought answerably to

its splendour; company must be invited to see

the master's glories; one carriage at least

must be in readiness for the use of the ladies.
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a race of beings equally worthless with those

yclep'd genlleinen; the servants as well ai

horses are withdrawn from works of utility

the wine flows freely at table; while, by a ne

cessary consequence, the stable forgets the

use of corn. A (ew revolving summers, and

the master's place knows him no more; his

slaves are nfone to the iiammer; himself, with

wretched fragment of his former property, t

do penance on the frontier for the rest of his

life. He lives in splendour, he dies in pO'

verty. His children, a pampered and useless

set, either perish early, or hang, as dependants

on their relations, for gentility forloids their

learning an honest trade. The great house o"

the slave-holder is generally contrasted by the

want of a barn, sometimes even of a stable.

The Pennsylvania farmer is precisely the re-

verse of tliis. He builds the barn, well know-
ing that the barn may build the great house,

but that the great house will never build the

barn. C. G
(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEN

COLONY OF LIBERIA.
(Conlinued from page 284.)

Having treated of the physical advantages

of Liberia, it is proper now to notice what is

generally regarded as the most formidable phy-

sical obstacle to the plan of colonization in that

location. I allude to the climate. Knowing Li

beria to be a tropical country, every intelligent

person is prepared with the general information

that the climate there is warmer than ours

—

that the severity of cold which is felt in this lati-

tude, during a portion of every year, is never ex-

perienced in that region. But even in regard to

the degree of heat to which Liberia is subject,

it is believed, no slight misapprehension exists

among citizens of the United States. Accord-
ing to thermometrical observations made by

Lieutenant Stoclcton, during the cruise before

mentioned from Rio Grande to Cape Palmas.

it appears the temperature of the air, at no

time, was more than 05° of Fahrenheit. Mci-e-

dith, a writer who has furnished minute ac-

counts of the Gold Coast, says, " The vsual

degrees of heat observed in the hottest months,

were from 85 to 90 degrees, at Cape Coast

Castle, in latitude 5 degrees north, which is

considered the hottest situation on the Gold
Coast;" and he adds, what is worthy of parti-

cular attention, " that those who are acquainted

with the soil and climate of the Gold Coast,

and who have an equal knowledge of the

West Indies, will doubtless agree in this opi-

nion, that the Gold Coast has the advantage of

the West Indies, not only in soil and climate,

but in seasons." In the Journal of the mis-

sionary, Samuel J. Mills, who was at Sherbro

during the dry season of 1818 or 1819, lie re-

marks : " The heat is oppressive only a few

hours of the day. The air is cooled by the

sea-breeze. The thermometer is lower than

ofien on a summer day in the United States,

'i'lie atmosphere is hazy or cloudy much of

the time."

But the situation of Liberia is more fivoura-

ble as respects climate than most other places

on the same coast. I have found no mention

of the state of the thermometer there, except

in an extract from a journal kept at the colo-

ny, where it is noted, under date of " August
25th, (1822,) the thermometer has continued

stationary, or nearly so, at 77 degrees, since

the arrival of the brig in Africa;"—a period,

according to another entry, of 17 days. And
in a letter written about the same time, the

highly intelligent and much lamented agent of

the society, I. Ashmun, (who passed nearly

six years in actual residence, assiduously de-

voted to the services of the colony,) says,

" Every day, I bless anew that favouring Pro-

vidence, that led your agents to establish the

settlement on Cape Montserado. Not an hour
have I spent without feeling the refreshing

and salutary infuences of a fresh breezefrom
the ocean. The settlement can never be with-

out it."

In the spring of 1825, the purchase of the

valuable district of country, bordering on St.

Paul's river, was effected, and a setdement

within this purchase, to which the name of

Caldwell has been given, made shortly after-

wards. This spot appears to be much
healtliier than the Cape; so mucli so, that after

an experiment of about two years, the agent

writes, " There is, in comparing Monrovia
(which is at the Cape) and Caldwell, an ave-

rage difference of temperature in favour of

Caldwell, of three and a-half to four degrees,

taking the heat of the 24 hours, at the two
places, for months together. Except two chil-

dren, Iknotc not that even an individual has yet

died at Caldwell.^''

This remark, as to the superior healthful-

ncss of Caldwell to Monrovia, may, it is sup-

posed, be transferred with a relevancy equally

favourable, to more inland portions of the

same territory, in a comparison with Caldwell.

For though the colonists have not pushed their

explorations to a very great distance in the

interior of the country, they have penetrated

far enough to warrant the managers of the

society in the subjoined statement: " It is afact
well ascertained, and peculiarly encouraging

in reference to the African climate, that the

country gradually rises from the sea-board into

the interior, and that between these two re-

gions there exists a difference both in tempe-

rature and elevation, nearly resembling what
is found in our southern states."

The peculiar cause of sickness at Liberia is,

the humidity of the atmosphere, during a con-

siderable portion of the year. What is called

the " rainy season," is experienced by Liberia

in common w^itli most other tropical countries.

The effect of so much moisture is, in the case

of strangers, " quotidian and tertian inter-

mittent fevers, rather of the putrescent than

inflammatory character, commonly gentle in

dcgiee, and easily subdued by remedies."

Nothing like an epidemic has been known by

the colonists. The diseases being from the

humidity of the air, " not from marsh miasma,
nor exhalations from the earth, nor the influ-

ence of the sun," it may confidently be ex-

pected, that when the immense forests which
cover a large proportion of the lands are

cleared, the atmosphere will become more
dry and salubrious.*

* Such is the case at St. Salvador, which lies ISO

miles from the coast, on the river Congo, within 6

That the western coast of Africa is not un-

propitious to human existence, is fairly infer-

rible from the size and robustness of the

natives. The Chevalier Marchais, to the

Journal of whose voyages to Cape Montsera-
do, in ]725-'6 and '7, reference has been
already made, bears this testimony. " The
natives are of large size, strong and well-

proportioned. Their mien is bold and mar-
tial, and their neighbours have often experi-

enced their intrepidity, as well as those Euro-
peans who attempted to injure them." This

is corroborated by the observations of the co-

lonists at the present day. " The natives of

the coast," according to a report of the mana-
gers of the society in 1827, "are remarkable

for their vigorous and well-proportioned frames,

which are seldom broken or debilitated by dis-

ease. Probably no men enjoy health more
uniformly or in greater perfection."

Whether the United States or Africa is the

more healthy to the natives ofeach respectively,

is a question upon which sufficient information

is probably not possessed by any one to autho-

rize a positive opinion. But deteriorated health,

for a time at least, we all know, is almost uni-

versally the consequence of a change of resi-

dence, and especially when a cold has been left

for a warm climate. The constitution must be-

come accommodated to the new atmosphere
which is to be inhaled; the emigrant must be ac-

climated, and the effects of this process will be
widely different in different individuals from
the same country. The reason of this differ-

ence, as it is not in our power to ascertain, it

is wholly needless to inquire. Oi thefact, the

experience of ages furnishes abundant proof.

It is to be observed, also, that white persons,

particularly inhabitants of high northern lati-

tudes, in gene;ral suffer more by a removal to

a tropical country than coloured persons,

under similar circumstances. The history of
Liberia teems with melancholy evidence of this

unexplained, and, perhaps, inexplicable dis-

tinction. Nearly all the ivhitc persons whose
connection with the colony has led to a resi-

dence there, have died at their post, after a
brief experiment, or been compelled by the

violence of disease, superinduced by the cli-

mate, to seek again their native shores. Yet
more than 1500 coloured emigrants, chiefly

natives of the United States, are now living in

Liberia, with a vigour of constitution, little if

in any degree, impaired by the seasoning to

which they have been subjected. " Many of
the children and youth exhibit as much acti-

vity and strength as the natives themselves,

and the adults who have resided for Some
years in the colony seem to acquire for the

climate a peculiar predilection." It is not to

be disguised, that the early years of tlie colony

gave presage of m'ucli less auspicious results.

The mortality during this period was enough

degrees south of the er/vntor. It is built on elevated
ground, and the surrounding country has been cleared

f the natural wood and ttiicl;cls, " on which account,''

;ays Dr. Lind, in liis Essays on llie diseases of hot
climates, " its inhabitants brcatlie a temperate and

e air, and are, in a great measure, exempted
nail the plagues of an unhealthy cMmate." To
ch Wadstrom adds, " 1 have often heard St. Sal-
or mentioned as the most healthy spot on the

globe, except the Island of Ceylon.''
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to shake the courage ofcommon minds. But the

colonists weie then illy provided with houses,

and in the erection of these, besides exposure to

the weather, great fatigue and hardships were

endured. Their circumstances are now ad-

vantageously changed, and a correspondent

benefit, in respect to health, has been gene-

rally experienced. For three or four years

past, the average number of deaths from the

climate, is believed to be less than one out of

forty of the emigrants from our soiithein and

middle states. In their last report on the

state of the colony, the managers of the

society hold the following encouraging lan-

guage : " The general health of the colony has,

tlirough the year(18ii8,) been uninterrupted;

and additional experience confirms the mana-

gers in the belief, that there is nothing in the

African climate to prevent the successful esta-

blishment of colonics of coloured persons from

the United States, but that its injtiienccs arc

well adapted to the constitutions of the coloured

race. A slight indisposition soon after their

arrival in Liberia may be expected, but subse-

quently they enjoy more vigour and exemption

from disease than in countries xcithout the

tropics."

(To be rontinued.)

SCRAPS.

Quantity of woods in France.—According to an es'

Bay offered to the Royal Pliilosophical Society of

Brussels by M. Moreau de Jonnes, the woods in

France in 1750, amounted to more than one fourth

of the surface of the whole country ; in 1778, to a

seventh; and in 1814, to not quite a twelfth of that

surface. Thus within sixty-four years, five thousand

square miles of woods of France must have disap-

peared. In England, according to the same author's

estimate, the woods amount to only one-twenty-

third part of the surface. It would be interesting to

learn what portion of the territory of the United

States is at this time covered with forests.

Attachments of Animals.—A correspondent of the

Magazine of Natural History relates, that there were
two remarkably fine ostriches, male and female, in

the rotunda of the garden of the king, at Paris. The
sky-light over their heads having been broken, the

glazier proceeded to repair it, and, in the course of

the work, let fall a triangular piece of glass. Not
long after this the female ostrich was taken ill, and
died in an hour or two, in great agony. On exam-
ination, it was observed that the sharp corners of the

glass had lacerated the throat and stomach of the

bird, and caused its death. From the moment his

companion was taken from him, the male bird had
no rest; he appeared to be incessantly searching for

something, and daily wasted away. He was remov-
ed from the spot, in the hope that he would forget

his grief, he was even allowed more liberty, but

naught availed, and he literally pined himself to

death.

A writer in the same magazine relates a curious ex-

pedient which prevented a similar catastrophe. A
o-entleman residing in England had, for some years,

been possessed of tvvo brown cranes; one of them at

length died, and the survivor became disconsolate.

He was apparently following his companion, when
his master introduced a large looking-glass into the

aviary. The bird no sooner saw his reflected image,

than he fancied she for whom he mourned had re-

Wrned to him ; he placed himself close to the mir-

ror, plumed his feathers, and showed every sign of

happiness. The scheme answered completely ; the

crane recovered his health and spirits, passed almost

all his time before the looking-glass, and lived many

years afterwards, at length dying from an accidental
injury.

John Locke.—A life of this celebrated man is pre-

paring for publication by lord King. It will com-
prise extracts from his journal, correspondence, and
other papers, in the possession of the author's
family.

European Annus.—The people of the United
States are yet happily exempt from the evils which
attend great military appointments. According to

Hassel, Europe, with a population of less than two
hundred millions, supports armies amounting to two
million three hundred and eighty-four thousand
men, or one soldier to rather more than eighty per-
sons, to say nothing of the sailors necessary to man
two thousand two hundred ships of war belonging
to those powers. The pay of these soldiers is from
si.x to eight cents per diem.

Stereotyping.—In 1710, Charles Hildebrand, baron
of Canstein, proposed to the celebrated Professor
Franke of Halle, that a suiHcient number of types
should be cast to correspond with each letter of the
Bible, and that being arranged, they should bo pre-
served in that form. This plan, which prpbably gave
the first hint toward stereotyping, was carried into
execution two years after, and the New Testament
was puWished. Subsequently the whole Bible ap-
peared, and both were sold at such moderate prices,

as to be within the reach of the lower classes of so-

ciety.

Matter of Opinion.—In 1672, when throughout
Great Britain only six stage coaches were in use,
pamphlet was written for their suppression, an
among the many grave reasons given against their
continuance, it is stated, that " these stage coaches
make gentlemen come to London on every small o
casion, which otherwise they would not do but upt
urgent necessity; nay, the convenience of the pas
age makes their wives often come up, who, rath
than come such a journey on horseback, would stay
at home. Here, when they have come to town, they
must be presently in the mode, get fine clothes, go
to plays and treats, and by these means get such
habit of idleness, and love of pleasure, that they ar
uneasy ever after i

:" What would our pamphlctee
have thought of the facilities afforded by the inven
tion of steam boats ?

Horrors of War.—A late traveller in Europe thus
writes concerning one of the battles of the continent.
"Leipzig has ceased to exhibit any marks of the
dreadful battle, which, thirteen years since, raged in

it, and around its walls. Till within a short period,
the balls which entered the walls of some of the
houses were visible, but all vestiges of the carnage

the city have 'been obliterated by their demolition,
and by the repairs they have undergone. Of this

contest the inhabitants still speak with horror. They
were surrounded by nearly eight hundred thousand
men, who brought into action more than a thousand
pieces of arliUery ! The villages around the

:re daily sending up their flames to heaven;
d nothing was heard but the roar of cannon, and

the shrieks of the dying. Every house, tower,,
public edifice, was covered with Spectators, looking
with intense anxiety for the result of these conflict"

In the smoking villages, they thought they saw the:

approaching ruin. The wounded were brought
into the city from hour to hour, till almost every

e was converted into a hospital. The number
ofthe.se soldiers only increased the sufl^erings of the
habitants. Their provisions were nearly consum-

ed, and with difficulty could they satisfy the wants
of the moment. As day after day rolled away, they
)oked in vain for the result of the tremendous con-
ict. Famine began to stare them in the face as

the French troops pressed into the town. The final

hour arrived, and the retreating French left the city

1 one of the most awful scenes of carnage
that the sun has ever beheld. The bridge that
crossed the Elster was the only passage for the
troops. Towards this the allies directed a battery

of cannon, until it was choked with dead. At last i'

was blown up, and twenty thousand Frenchmen who
remained behind, were compelled to surrender. A
French cavalry officer informed me that he crossed
the bridge when this battery was sending forth its

deadliest fire upon it. The dead and dying were
then piled up to the parapet, and over tlieni ho
eventually forced his way, the feel of his horse oc-
casionally sinking down between the bodies, as when
passing through a marsh !"

Ignorant Conceit.—An American, whose travels

on the continent of Europe have been lately publish-
ed, gives the following amusing anecdote of him-
self.

" While residing in one of the large cities of Eu-
rope, a family from a neighbouring town came to

pass a few days in the metropolis, and took a suite of
rooms next to my own. They inquired of the land-
lady who occupied my rooms ? She replied a

gentleman from America. ' From America ! and are

you not afraid of himi" 'No! he has done nothing
yet to excite alarm.' ' I am almost afraid to stay
here ; are you sure he is harmless ?' As a door
opened from one of my rooms into the first of theirs,

they still thought there might be danger, and re-

quested her to fasten it. This, however, was not a
sufficient defence. The trunks of the whole party
were piled against the door to prevent my entrance.
Unfortunately for the fears of this family, the chim-
ney sweepers came at an early hour next morning,
and commenced their sooty employment. The party
were suddenly awakened by the strange and incom-
prehensible noise of trowels and scrapers coming in

contact with dry brick. They rose in great alarm,
and called out to tho mistress of the house, begging
her to come to them. As she entered their room,
they wished to know if that American was not the
cause of it, mistaking, probably, the noise of the

scrapers for a sharpening of a tomahawk.'' V.

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE FREE THINKER. NO. 1.

The progress of intellectual improvement
has already produced great changes in public
sentiment, and even upon subjects, concerning
which passion and prejudice were most
strongly operative. That great future changes
will occur, all must admit as probable; yet we
have much reason to be thankful, that, as the
light of science has augmented, and the pow-
ers of the human mind been extended by fuller

acquaintance with the secrets of nature, those
great truths which are esteemed of vital im-
portance to social hajipiness, so far frotn being
shaken, have received more ample elucidation

and confirmation.

Considering the condition of the human
mind in its natural state, that is, under the ex-

clusive influence of selfish motives, we need
not be surprised that the progress of real

knowledge has been impeded by the rash ima-
ginings of enthusiastic projectors, who, in their

zeal to accomplish their plans, pay little re-

gard to time, place, or circumstance; direct

their eflbrts to one end; see nothing but af-

ter their own views, and say every thing that

may serve their purpose; having sole reference

to the securing ofproselytes. Neither are we to

be surprised at the facility witli which mankind
end themselves to the purposes of deceivers

and speculators, whether they bring forward a
system, or some thrice refuted and re-

jected schem.e of former days, vamped up to

uit present conditions, and varnished over
with the old arguments in a modern menstru-

seeing that all these schemes address

themselves immediately to the vanity, self-love.
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and pride of the human race. By mixing tru-

isms of small importance with sophistical pro-

positions; by placing in front some facts of ac-

knowledged value, and hinging upon them
conclusions, however destitute of relation, and
clothing the whole in sounding or dictatorial

language, the most extraor4inary doctrines are

broached, and the unsuspicious or ignorant

gradually flattered to enlist themselves as

champions and promulgators.

The spreading of such mischievous follies

is facilitated in a singular manner by the si-

lence and apparent apathy of those most com-
petent to detect and expose their fallacies.

The ridiculousness and inconsistency of such

systems are to them so obvious, that they es-

teem it time lost to attempt a refutation; the

highest emotion they awaken is contempt, and

no exertion is called forth greater than the ex-

pression of general disapprobation. During

the whole period, however, the silence thus

maintained is triumphantly urged by our re-

formers as a proof of the excellence of their

plans, and the unanswerableness of their argu-

ments. Perhaps uninstructed individuals are

more moved in their favour by such circum-

stances than by all the inflated declamation

employed by their advocates. The rude au-

dacity with which established principles are

attacked by them, the positive tone of aflirma-

tion used in stating their own views, the con-

tinued flattery of the reader's self love by im-

plied respect for his judgment, while employ-

ing every artifice to bewilder his reason, are

also great aids in the difTusion of these new
doctrines. To a large majority of men, think-

ing is a business of some toil and difficulty;

and where propositions, fostering all man's

selfishness, and highly flattering to his pride,

are produced in this imposing form, it is not

wonderful that they should be adopted with-

out much examination; and as vanity is both

excited and gratified thereby, that the indivi-

duals should even pass from acceptors into de-

fenders.

Among the most taking of the topics urged

by modern innovators, is the ignorance of tl;

people, who are represented as being withheld

from acquiring right knowledge, and kept

acquainted with their own importance in the

social scale. To this, of course, is applied

large promises of speedily relieving them from
this degradation, by diffusing the invigorat'

light and warmth of natural knowledge, and

thus enable them to regain the condition they

are said to have been deprived of.

That the people are generally and unneces
sarily ignorant, we are perfectly willing to ad

init; that they are withheld from obtaining true

Icnowledgc, or any sort of knowledge, is utter-

ly false. That it is desirable they should be

instructed in every practicable degree, is what
we have always wished, and freely aided in;

but, that the acquirements oi mere knowledge,

whether true or false, can have any other ef-

fect than to fit them for a more enlightened

and acute exercise of their selfishness, is a pro-

position which may be confidently advanced,

because it can be sustained to ample convic-

tion.

The world now enjoys the advantage of se-

veral thousand years' experience, during which

the human mind has been tried in every mode
of life, under every form of government, and
in almost every possible combination of social

existence. Imperfect as are the records we
possess, we have enough to enable us to de-

cide positively and clearly as to the fundamen-
tal character, natural tendency, or bias of our
race, considered as a whole. A review of all

that is known of human history generally, of

the biography of individuals, of the conduct,

political, moral, and social, of any of the com-
munities that ever existed, will render it im-

possible for any sane reasoner to conclude,

that man, through the instrumentality of mere
knoidedge, is capable of perfect happiness on
earth. Such a review will convincingly show,
that, so far from being made happier by mere
knowledge, the possession of it is insuffi-

cient to deter even from gross follies or great

crimes, both in political bodies and in private

individuals; a truth more amply confirmed by

inquiries made among the men of the present

day than of any former period. We will go
farther, and assert, without fear of contradic-

tion, that there is nothing in all, or any part

of human knowledge vierely, however excel-

lent in itself, which has a tendency to teach

inan to govern his passions or duly to consider

the rights of his neighbour, farther than may
serve his personal, immediate, and selfish in-

terests.

One of the most essential requisites to hap-

piness is content, or peace of mind, and if call-

ed on to seek for individuals enjoying this

blessing, it would be reasonable to anticipate

their discovery among those sufficiently sup

plied with the goods of life to feel no annoy
ing cares, and possessed of the advantages of

excellent education. But it is notorious, that

persons endowed with all these superiorities

over the mass of their fellow creatures, are not

the most happy, but are too frequently distin

guished by their restless, discontented, and re

pining conduct. Fulness of wealth seems but

to augment their solicitudes, and extent

knowledge to provoke ambition ; far from
spending tiieir days in peaceful, philosophical

enjoyment of the good things within their

reach, they are harassed by devouring cares,

and urged forward in pursuit of some imagin-

ary good. Some of the most unnecessary and
flagrant derelictions from virtue and honesty

on record, were perpetrated by those, who, to

all appearance, were entirely lifted above
temptation by fortune and knowledge; show
ing the feebleness of the latter, when regarded
as a barrier against vice. Beyond question,

knowledge diffuses admirable light throughout
every department of her domain; the acquisi-

tion of her treasures enlarges and strengthens

the intellect, fits the possessor for active and
practical usefulness as relates to the affairs he
may engage in, but leaves his moral nature
unchanged, the temper and affections unalter-

ed; a fact most convincingly proved by the

conduct of the wisest and most learned men,
who are often as distinguished by the violence

of their passions when excited, as for their ex-

tensive knowledge.
In what we have said of the power of know-

ledge, we have carefully spoken of it, in and
by itself. Its influence is far different when

diffused among those who are under the direc-

tion of another more potent monitor. Of this

art of the subject we are not at liberty to

speak in this place, but shall hereafter revert

to it with greater efl^ect.

Those who raise outcries relative to the ig-

norance of the people, and propose the diffu-

sion of knowledge as the remedy, talk warmly
and ridiculously of true knowledge, right

knowledge, and real knowledge, by which is

meant, not that they will teach more than their

predecessors, but that they will induct them
into such knowledge alone as is to be derived

from ??ia<mrt2 objects, by the aid of the senses.

They also slang a great deal about the study

of nature, of natural science, and the wonders
of nature, as if the moral faculties were to be
more affected by discoveries yet to be made in

natural science, than they have been hereto-

fore from those vast and wonderful ones al-

ready made. The whole aim and end of these

reformers is in reality this—they would detach
the human mind from every investigation not

absolutely sensual, mutable, material : they

would deter inquirers from attending to the

operations of their understandings upon the

knowledge collected by the senses, lest such
inquiries should lead to the discovery of the

true characters of the mind, and the conse-

quently necessary detection of their sophistical

and fallacious systems. They strive hard to

persuade their proselytes that there is no truth

but natural—that is, material truth—forgetting

that the most surprising and perfectly demon-
strable truths, whose certainty is utterly unde-

niable, are pure mental abstractions; such are

all the sublime and transcendental branches of

mathematics, the proudest triumphs of intellect

over " matter and motion," as well as the

noblest proof of its high superiority over cor-

poreal sense.

There is no question but that, if all man-
kind were competently instructed in the

various departments of natural knowledge, the

world would escape from many bad habits and
ignorant prejudices. But it cannot be other-

wise than chimerical, that all should be in-

structed in equal degree, even though the same
opportunities be offered to all. Nature has

endowed the members of the human family

with capacities and faculties which are infi-

nitely various and distinct in the individuals.

Hence an insurmountable obstacle is thrown
in the way of that vaunted equality, concerning
which so many reformers and revolutionists

have raved. Until all mankind are formed in

exact resemblance to an individual model;

until they are born with the same figures, fea-

tures and intellectual faculties in the same de-

gree, the equality proposed cannot transcend

its natural limit; that of equality of civil rights.

So long as the usual distinctions in physical

strength and mental vigour continue, so long

will some predominate over others; claims to

distinction founded on superior attainments

and worth be admitted, and society feel the

beneficial inflaence of the differences immova-
bly established by nature.

Along with all their jargon about hncndedge,

nature, equality, &:c., our modern reformers

are exceedingly careful to avoid the acknow-
ledgement of any responsibiliy to a higher
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than human authority, or to allude to the sub-

ject ol' a possible future existence. The ad-

mission of such conditions would at once give

the death-blow to their new system, and,

therefore, as they can neither be felt, seen,

heard, smelt, or tasted, are prudently shunned.

Instead of attending to such perplexities, man-

kind are first to be thoroughly illuminated by

the knowledge of nature; placed in a perfect

state of equality, and finally raised to the

height of felicity, by having all tilings in com-
mon, living free from the influence of all dis-

turbing motives, and in the voluptuous gratifi-

cation of every sense ! This is the consum-

mation to be attained by the reform which is

now preached to our countrymen, and surely

every man who loves himself, wlio loves the

world, who delights in sensual gratification,

and would avoid disagreeable thoughts, must

be anxious for its accomplishment.

For ourselves, however, we must confess

that notwithstanding the flattering prospects

held out, we must e.xamine some relative to-

pics attentively before finally uniting ourselves

with the reformers. There certainly are some
points which do not appear altogether clear,

and as the decision, according to a few old-

fashioned people, is for life or death, we may
be forgiven for patising until we have com-
pleted our scrutiny, the results of which shall

be stated in our next. Theosaner.

FOR THE FRIEND.

SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS.
The late notice in " The Friend," of the

baneful efiecis of ardent spirits, met my ap-

probation. It is a subject which ought to be

frequently revived and urged upon the feelings

of the readers, as involving consequences of

the most serious nature. I was struck with

some doubt whether the cause of temperance

was as flourishing, as the writer of one of the

paragraphs appeared to believe it is. In some
sections of the country, within the limits of

our own yearly meetings, there is reason to

fear that it has not made that progress, in the

few last years, which the zeal of its advocates

ought to have gained for it. Their attention

has been occupied by a subject, which, like

Pharaoh's lean kine, seemed to swallow up
every thing else, and it is needful that fresh

diligence and inquiry should be excited in re

lation to the true state of the case. I find ii

some neighbourhoods, that those who are

known to make a decided stand against the

use of ardent spirits as a drink, have no difii

culty in procuring labourers to reap down
their fields. One person told me that he be
lieved some of the poor creatures who were
fond of it, gladly hired with those who did not
furnish this deleterious article, in order that

they might be exempted from the temptation

to drink. They were convinced of the injuri

ous effects of intemperance, which they could
not but contrast with the results of a regula

performance of their duties—ihe rewards of
conscious rectitucfe, and the different amounts
of wages received by a sober man and a sot

How responsible is the situation of the person
who puts the bottle to his neighbour's mouth 1

The angriest passions are sometimes roused,
and even fife has been jeopardized or destroyed

n a paroxysm of rage and mental aberration

produced by it. The cheapness of the drink is

dvanced by some as a reason for its use. But

how incomparably more important are the pre-

servation of correct morals, and the answer of

a good conscience in acting conformably with

an upright principle towards our fellow man,

than the trifling pittance of a few dollars, nomi-

nally saved by the use of this dangerous arti-

cle, instead of beverages which are harmless

and nutritious. The quality of the water in

some places is another inducement to use

spirits, and in this way persons not only con-

tract the habit of drinking spirituous liquors,

but of drinking much more frequently than

they have any real occasion for. A fondness

for the taste and the exhilarating eft'ect imper-

ceptibly forms, and almost before a person is

aware of if, he may contract the habit of fre-

quent drinking, induced by the debility which

succeeds the use of stimulants. If such persons

would watch themselves, they would probably

find that their visits to the closet or the side-

board are much more frequent than they had

previously imagined. This is often the foun-

dation of intemperance, and ultimately of habi-

tual inebriation. The strong become as tow,

and this poison as a spark, and they both burn

together, and none can quench them. An
awful condition for an immortal soul—a can-

didate for eternal life, to be placed in. S.

LINES
U'rilkn in an Alburn, under a painting of a Rose and

Butterfly.

To such as gaze with heedless eye
This insect recalls but a painted fly,

And these beauteous buds at best disclose

The petals of an opening rose.

Other thoughts are awakened in those who
survey

With expanded minds what those objects dis-

play.

The rose is an emblem of life and youth.

Of glowing hopes and vigorous truth :

Sweet is the odour its flow'rets shed,

Rich the green of its leaves outspread.

Lovely the tints which its petals adorn ;

Keen for defence stands each pointed thorn.

This rose is an emblem of human fate I

Alas! for its beauty, its sweetness, its state I

Its bloom is swept by the stormy blast;

With a deadly hue are its leaves o'ercast,

They fade, they wither, and quickly decay,

Till, like fruitless hopes, they have flitted away !

But, thou I bespangled with crimson and gold,

What do thy go wmgs nfold 5

When thy course of life began.
Wast thou not a worm ? and what is man '

On earth thy pathway lowly lay,

To fear, to hunger, and cold a prey

;

Retiring then to thy silent tomb,
Thou didst wait thy joyous release from gloom.
Quickly thy cerements of darkness were riven.

And pinions of glorious plumage given
;

Wave thou but these as the breezes rise.

They launch thee aloft in the golden skies.

Thus mortals grovel on the earth,

Engrossed by its cares and thralled from birth

;

Thus to the darksome grave they decline.

But, oh ! their change, how much nobler than
thine !

Kternal life, with immortal powers,
Inefl'able boons, are ours, are ours !

—How awful the thought that these may be
Everlasting inflictions of misery.

If we neglect, for earth's vain toys,

To secure a claim to eternal joys. G.

FOR THE FRIEND.

From Samuel Scott's Diary, pages 26, 27.

"Third Month 12th, 1781."

" I was agreeably amused with Dr. Kurd's
Tribute to the Memory of Dr. Fothergill; a

worthy performance. The extent of Dr.
FothergiU's application to professional pur-

suits, to physical and philosophical correspon-

dences and benevolent communications, was
ndeed amazing; his encouragement of genius,

n a further display and extension of the works
of nature, was indeed respectable; but much
more abundantly so was his attachment to

;ome doctrines of the Christian religion, which,

f not wholly rejected, are at least but lightly

jsteemed by divers who are renowned in the

republic of letters. ' I should think myself

guilty of a neglect injurious to the memory of

my deceased friend, did I not observe,' says

Dr. Hurd, ' that he abhorred the prevalent in-

fidelity of the age, and gloried in the name of

Christian.' He valued the Scriptures as the

repository of divine truths; and was never
ashamed of those grand fundamental doctrines

—salvation through the mediation of Jesus

Christ, and sanctification through the influ-

ence of his Spirit; and thus, by believing in

God, it appears by the preceding anecdotes,

that our worthy friend was unremittingly care-

ful to maintain good works. His steady ad-

herence to some peculiar testimonies to the

siinplicity of the gospel, held forth by the

Christian Society called Quakers, was also

peculiarly exemplary; they being despised by
many of his fellow-professors, under the pic-

ture of more liberal and extensive ideas, who
are themselves greatly his inferiors in that real

liberality of heart and sentiment of which he

was so eminently a professor." S. M.

Anecdote of R. J.—In the prosecution of a

religious visit, it happened that a minister who
entertained a diffident opinion of herself, ex-

pected to pass through a part of the country,

in which another who was noted for his much
speaking had just been holding large crowded
meetings. She apprehended that her services

would be regarded with little esteem by those

who measured ministry according to the num-
ber of words—and felt some discouragement
at the prospect. On mentioning it to R. Jor-

dan, he remarked, that a little with the Mas-
ter's blessing would feed multitudes, but with-

out that it required wagon loads.

To the Editor o/" The Friend."

Allow me, through the medium of " The
Friend," to point out an erroneous use of a

word which has frequently off'ended my ear

from some of our most correct speakers. I

allude to the phrase "baptismal influences of

the Holy Spirit." The sound form of words

I would suggest to be " baptising power."

Baptismal is something relating to the rite of

baptism. We say baptismal rite—baptismal

vow—baptismal font—but the epithet is never

correctly used in speaking of that of which the

rite of baptism is a mere type and shadow.

Grammaticus.

Let us be careful to take just ways to compass
just things, that they may last in their benefits to us.

Penn.
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TSZB FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH, 11, 1839.

We have before us a letter from a Friend

in the state of New York to his correspondent

in this city, dated 1st instant, from which the

extract below is taken. The first part of the

extract is corroborative of the suggestion of

our correspondent N, in the last number of
" The Friend," that the followers of Elias

Hicks were about to shift tlieir policy, and

to preach up orthodoxy. But their efforts will

be as vain, as the designs they have in view

are reprehensible—abundant, undeniable, and

by themselves acknowledged, evidences of

what they do believe is in print, and before

the public; use what disguise they may, it will

be at best but a fig-leaf covering, through

which their nakedness will be the more cer-

tain to attract attention.

TFesl Chester, llh mo. 1, 1829.

Elias Hicks has just set out on his jour-

ney through this yearly meeting. His fol-

lowers give out that " it is his intention to

prove, as he goes along, that the orthodox

have misrepresented him ; that he holds the

fundamental doctrines of Christianity, and that

he is a true Quaker." This declaration of

theirs, brings to mind a circumstance that oc-

curred several years ago. He came to New
York to attend the monthly meeting. Before

meeting, bis companion gave notice that Elias

liad come to lash Friends for joining the Bible

Society, (for two or three of the members had

become subscribers to that institution.) Sure

enough, it proved so; for he occupied nearly

the whole time of the meeting in railing against

that Society, calling it worse than horse race-

iitg. &c. This, to me, savoured very strongly

of premeditation, notwithstanding he makes
so high professions of speaking at all times

from immediate inspiration. Such hypocriti-

cal professions have been extremely disgusting

for many years.

As he is now on a tour to clear up every

thing against him, his followers, wherever he

goes, take unwearied pains to give notice of

his meetings. All, of every class and condi-

tion, are invited. Two written notices are

sometimes sent to the same individual. Pub-

lic notice is stuck up in stores, &c. tfcc. By
these means, large numbers, as might readily

be supposed, who, on no occasion, perhaps for

years, have been within any meeting-house [for

religious purposes] whatever, are called toge-

ther. His meeting at this place, a few days

since, was attended by a congregation, many
of whom were of this description. Those who
usually spend the first day of the week either

in fishing or hunting, attended, and were loud

in their encomiums on the preacher.

He appointed his meeting at this place at

eleven o'clock, but as he did not make his ap

pearance till nearly half an hour after that

time, his hearers did not go into the house til'

his arrival. As soon as he arrived, two Hicks

ite elders (one not of this meeting, but had

come some miles to attend,) hastily sprung for-

ward, took him aside, and had a considerable

conversation with him before they entered the

house.

They are continually cautioning him not to

be too bold in avowing his opinions, for the

people are not all prepared to bear the

worst of them, not even all those who spend

their first days in hunting, fishing, ^'c. He
strove, it is said, for some time, to avoid his

peculiar notions, but all would not do; they

would come out. He asserted that " we are

in as good a state as Adam was before the

fall;" " that we needed no atonement, no Me-
diator," &c. Indeed, it is difficult for him to

speak half an hour without going as far as

this, and even farther.

If it is suggested to any of his followers that

he promulgates deistical sentiments, they get

exceedingly angry. They pretend to spurn

the charge with much indignation. But there

is one interesting fact, that cannot have es-

caped their observation—that all the open and
avowed deists, wherever lie goes, hail him as

a welcome visiter and coadjutor in the great

work in which they are engaged, viz. the

downfall of Christianity. In the city of New
York, it has been the case for years, that when
notice has been given that he expected to be

at any particular meeting, it has been throng-

ed by deists. They will then attend no meet-

ing except deistical meetings—meetings that

have been established for the express purpose

of ridiculing Christianity, until he, or Thomas
Wetherald, or some such preacher, comes
again. These are facts too notorious to be

disputed.

If there is nothing deistical in his doctrines,

why do deists claim him ? Why do they throng

his meetings ? Can it be supposed that they

see nothing congenial in his doctrines ? Why
did Cobbet speak highly of him ? Why did the

publishers of the last edition of Paine's Age of

Reason enumerate him among the celebrated

characters that supported tlie same system as

their favourite author ? Why did they make
quotations from his letter to Dr. Shoemaker,

his sermons, &.C. to prove it ? Why did one

of the leading, and most intelligent men among
the Ilicksites in New York, openly declare

that " he considered T. Paine one of the most

enlightened men the world ever produced; that

he could unite with him in nineteen things in

twenty, and that if he were as enlightened him-

self, he should probably unite with him in the

twentieth." And yet, with all these facts staring

them in the face, his followers say " they can

see no similarity between his doctrines and

those of deism." " Oh," say they, " Elias

Hicks believes in inspiration, and deists do

not. Here is a wide difference." Yes, and

so there would be, if Elias Hicks believed in

inspiration in the sense that the Society always

have. His inspiration is brute instinct. " We
cannot," says he, " know the least thing in

the world without inspiration. We cannot

distinguish a tree from a man, or a man from

a horse, without inspiration." Here is a spe-

cimen of Elias Hicks' inspiration. Would the

deist find any dilBculty in raising his imagina-

tion to a height of spirituality sufficient to

comprehend such a species of inspiration ?

The fact is, the deists exult in such a coad-
jutor as Elias Hicks. When Paine's Age of
Reason first made its appearance, it brought
out thousands who had lain concealed. I say
brought out, for they were deists before, and
all that they wanted was a leader. But that
book, on the whole, has been of service,

as it has been the occasion of some of (he most
masterly and triumphant defences of the Chris-
tiiin religion. Never has the triumph of any
thing been more complete than that of Chris-
tianity over the cavils of infidelity. But Elias

Hicks has brought forward deism in a new
form. He has introduced it into the midst of
a Christian Society, under the guise of great
spirituality. In this lie is less honest, and less

honourable than Paine. The latter took his

stand, erected his eolours,and declared himself
the open foe to Christianity. But, my friend,

I have no doubt that this insidious attempt to

overthrow Christianity will, like all the pre-

ceding ones, prove abortive; for the church of
Christ is built on that " Rock, against which
the gates of hell shall never prevail."

From the preliminary essay of our corres-

pondent, Theosaner, we should entertain no
doubt of his competency to do ample justice to

his subject, and fully to analyze and expose
the worse than Utopian foolery of " the mo-
dern reformers."

We do not remember to have seen the

change from the caterpillar-state to that of the

butterfly applied more happily, and with more
poetical effect, than in the stanzas we pubhsh

to-day.

The Watchman, No. 6, has been received,

and is deferred to our next. The same cf
" Christian Condescension," and M. and V.

By mistake, "Bishop Home on Infidelity,"

was in our last marked as concluded.

Say, wliy was man so eminently rais'd

Amid the vast creation, why ordain'd

Through life and death to dart his piercing eye,

With thouglits beyond the hmits of liis frame.^

But that the Omnipotent might send him forth,

In sight of mortal and immortal powers,'

As on a boundless theatre, to run
The great career of justice; to exalt

His generous aim to all diviner deeds,

To chase each partial purpose from his breast.

And through the tossing tide of chance and pain,

To hold his course unfaltering, while the voice

Of truth and virtue up the steep ascent

Of nature, call him to his high reward,

The applauding smile of heaven.
Akensidt.

Virtue outbuilds the pyramids

—

Her monuments shall last when Egypt's fall.

Young.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE OF FREE AND

SLAVE LABOUR.
No. II.

(Continuedfrom page 308.)

I may grant that, when the manager is in-

dustrious, and understands his business, the la-

bour of a slave is as productive as that of a

free man. The former, if urged by tlie con-

stant presence of his master, must work, and
his bodily strength may enable him to perform

the labour of a free man. This seems to be
proved by the many substantial planters, who
have arisen from small beginnings. Still cir-

cumstances occur which must, in the end, give

a preference to free labour. The first is the

almost absolute certainty that the slave-owner,

however active and industrious himself, will

rarely transmit the same qualities to his son,

who, born to be waited upon, and to live in

elegance, will not relish that laborious life

which has been even a delight to a parent

inured from infoncy to hard labour and parsi-

mony. A second circumstance, and that a

most important one, is that the capital of the

slave-holder is not to be exchanged, few men
being so iieartless as to benefit themselves by
the rise and fall of this kind of property, as

they would if it was vested in a difterent stock.

The Ohio grazier avails himself of a change
of value in the price of his stock. The slave-

holder will rarely do so. And here a third

circumstance depresses the value of the human
stock. Its increase is slow, perhaps in a four-

fold degree less than that of horses and beeves.

A fourth follows naturally, that the heavy ex-

pense of negro capital half starves that which
should be laid out upon other stock. Rarely

will you find on the farm of a slave-holder such

stock as adorns the plantations on the north-

west side. A fifth, perhajjs the more import-

ant, is the degradation of labour by the associa-

ting its name with that of slavery. Hence
the numbers of half-taught youth who hang
about our court-houses, and are mostly a bur-

then and dead weight to the state. Hence the

indolence, and consequent extravagance of

those residing on their fathers' plantations,

where it is by no means uncommon to find as

many white idlers as industrious negroes.

Where the drones equal the working bees, the

produce must be proportionally small, and the

sloth and extravagance of the rising race are

usually according to the number of slaves,

which is also a losing account in proportion to

its increase. Hence the difficulty of introduc-

ing emancipation where the name of mechanic
is a reproach, and a man is ashamed to put his

son to a trade which, in a northern state, ex-

ercised the opening genius of a Franklin or of

a Rittenhouse. Idle gentlemen and idle beg-

gars are the pests of the commonwealth.
This was the saying of an English bishop, as

quoted by Mather, in his valuable " Essays to

do Good." Yet I observe the highest toned

democracy where these pests abound the most.

With this consequence I have nothing to do;

but the cause of the existence of these pests

is certainly their living on other men's labours.

Will men of this description work hard with

the labouring man? Will they admit him to

the table? Will they set him an example of

frugality, or copy that virtue from him? By no
means. They are idle gentlemen, i. e. pests

of the commonwealth, and the commonwealth
thrives or decays in due proportion to their

number. It is the boast of the southern states

that for the number of whites there is a greater

proporiijn of gc itlemen than can be found in

any other community. I believe it. And a

few pages hence let these gentlemen view the

picture of their coantry, drawn from the life,

and let them resolve the question: How much
of the miseries of their country is owing to

such as themselves?

The personal hard labour and attention of the

Ohio farmer are claimed incessantly, for he has

no slaves. His children, compelled to take

their full share of his industry, are likely to

turn out such as himself. Hence, though at

first sight the slave-holder appears on a par
with him who holds none, ^fet, in the end, we
see those countries where slavery is not per-

mitted surpassing in wealth the states in which
it is allowed, in spite of the superior value of
the staples raised in the latter. We need go
no farther than Oliio for a proof of this fiict.

There the arts thrive faster than with us in a

ratio even exceeding the population. Louis-

ville boasted its situation. But it was in the

hands of slave-holders. And for this reason
its merchants frequently bespeak their steam
boats from Cincinnati, whence also household
furniture has been furnished to Lexington.
Ohio can show public works, such as would do
credit to the oldest state in the Union; while
we must be silent, if asked what we have done
or are likely to do. That state is now engaged
in a plan for establishing schools. We were

jome years ago. But the difference be-

tween slavery and freedom will be shown in

this also. Their schools will be estabhshed

and in full operation, while we shall be talking

about ours.

We are told that in a new country we must
have slaves or no produce. Ohio is a younger
country than ours, yet go there, and you will

find abundant crops. How many men have
you on this large plantation? was asked of
an Ohio farmer. Two men and three boys,

including myself, who, at my age, cannot be
reckoned more than a boy. Impossible! you
cannot produce the crops you talk about with
so few hands. By no means; I pay my neigh-

bours for putting in, and taking oft' my crops.

Are you not often distressed for men who will

undertake this? Never, was his answer; be
ready with your money, and you will never
want labourers. What a saving was here
made ! The man who holds negroes must
support their families in their loitering, waste-
ful, and expensive way of living, pay the phy-
sician in their sickness, be at the expense of
rearing rhe young and supporting the old, pay
the first cost, and make money to replace and
insure the lives and desertion of his slaves.

When hiring his neighbours he has only to see
that the business is well done; their interest

urging them, better than any taskmaster, to

perform it as soon as possible. In a slave

slate you cannot hire free labour with equal
ease. There is a disgrace in the name of
hireling akin to that of slave. Add to this

that in free states the kind of skill, the particu-

lar species of labour wanted, can be obtained

when you hire, and you may procure the best

workmen or labourers in the difierent kinds of
labour. A master must do whatever he has to

do by the service of slaves, as ignorant as him-
self of the particular article on which he wishes
to employ them. This is a prodigious advan-
tage to the hirer.

A negro population is naturally lazy, and
requires, to make a profit on it, a master who
will make himself a slave. His life must be a
steady struggle to compel other men to make
that property for himself which they have no
motive to make for themselves. Nor is this

the consequences of their colour. The ancients

in the same situation have urged the necessity

of the masters being first up and last down.
Those who are curious may find this, and much
more on the same subject, verified in the eco-

nomies of Xenophon. The ancients, however,
had an advantage over us. They were of
sterner stuff". The obligations of a mild and
merciful religion were unknown to them.

Hence they could treat their slaves like cattle,

and the Censor Cato did not consider it a de-

rogation to his character, to recommend to the

diligent and carefid farmer to get rid of his

old and feeble slaves, just as he would of his

and worn out stock. 'Tis well that the
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institutions of New Zealand were unknown to

the long race of Alban fathers, otherwise the

writers de re rustica, would have been very full

and explicit on the subject of fattening worn

out slaves. Thanks to the religion of Christ,

the greatest brute, at the present day, dares

not to avow sentiments similar to those laid

down by one of the best men of antiquity.

When you once have negroes you must con-

tinue to raise them; you cannot sell them, ex-

cept by compulsion. I desire nothing more

than a condition like this to render any stock

whatever useless, nay injurious, to its producer.

Raise any kind of stock upon your plantation,

no matter what, horses, swine, hemp, cotton,

(or negroes;) let the whole state join in raising

the same, avoid selling, except on compul-

sion, and you will find yourself poor indeed.

Amidst piles of cotton or hemp, amidst droves

of cattle, or horses, (or negroes,) you may

please yourself by calculating how much you

are worth, you may inflate your children's

pride, and disqualify them for honest labour,

by inculcating the same vanity. If you can

by running in debt, (for parsimony is a virtue

seldom known to the slave owner,) avoid sell

ing, during your life, your cotton, hemp, horses

or cattle, (or negroes,) must come to the ham

mer immediately after your decease, of course

must fetch their worst price, while you hav(

been paying the highest all your life for good:

bought on a credit, and on which the interest

has been an incessant eating cancer. Let tl

instance suffice to show, that it is not peculiar

to negroes to ruin their masters if they are

made the sole object of attention. And sue

they must in the nature of things become when

they are accumulated. Gold and silver shared

in this common destiny when Spain ruled South

America, and the restrictions on trade accu-

mulated the useless metal, and impoverished

its owners to such a degree, that a regiment

has been reviewed at Lima, every man of

which could boast a silver hilted sword, though

without a shirt to his back. This was no bad

emblem of that superfluity in luxury, and de-

ficiency in necessaries, which presents itself

in a slave state.

(^To be continued.)

FOR THE F

THE WATCHMAN, NO. C.

" —^Fungar inani

Mu

I usher in the following guests without ceremony

For the Watchman.

I cannot say that my vanity was much ex-

cited by the hope of being strung up in a row,

those of thy correspondents who should pos

sess only the recommendation of having littlf

to say; and as I could not aspire to a greater

performance than " half a column at a sit-

ting," I have rather shrunk from being placed

upon thy singular string of merit—from be-

coming one of a phalanx of single speech es-

sayists, to be brought upon the field in the ab-

sence of better and more efficient champions.

But there was a degree of generous hardihood

in the attempt to conduct a series of papers

upon the plan proposed, which has aroused

my emulation, and an irresistible desire to

throw myself into the lists, and battle by thy

side aoainst folly.

With a fondness for literary pursuits which

ought to have carried me far toward the at-

tainment of a qualification for usefulness, I

have hitherto given the rein almost entirely to

the whim of the moment, ranged carelessly

through the fields of literature, without seri-

ously "attempting to gather their treasures for

myself—to acquire a fixed possession of any

part of the noble domain, or the habits of study

and vigorous exertion in its cultivation. Years

of indulgence in desultory reading have added

even less to the strength of my mind than to

my acquisitions of knowledge, and after a long

dream of indolence, I am awakened to a sense

of the loss 1 have sustained from the want of a

fixed aim in the plan of my studies. I ask my-

self, for what purpose has so much latitude

been given to the idle indulgence of a taste,

which is woise than useless, if it require for

its gratification the sacrifice of time, without

enabling its possessor to benefit the Society of

which he should be an active member? It is

in vain that I have devoted so many hours to

what I miscalled a laudable employment, if I

find myself still untrained in habits of intel-

lectual exertion, and unqualified to render

back to society an equivalent for the time

withdrawn from its service.

It is no consolation to me to see others on

every hand equally immured in indolence and

self-indulgence, which enervate the mind, un-

til, not unfrequently, the very ambition of ad-

vancement becomes extinct, or, at best, ex-

cites feebly to some trifling pursuit. IIow

much of the mediocrity of talent, so often

complained of, may be owing to this cause, I

cannot pretend to determine; but I suspect

that men have themselves to blame, if dunces

obtain the ascendant, and distance them in the

race by dint of greater industry and pertina-

city of purpose. The general supineness

which may be observed in society, affords

every facility to humble talent to take the lead,

when it is accompanied by a fixed purpose of

advancement. And thus, while men of loftier

views look with contempt upon the movements

of society, which they could have directed so

much better ifprepared by constant exercise for

ready action, a character is impressed by infe-

rior minds upon the complexion and habits of

the community, and an ignoble direction not

unfrequently given to their efl^orts.

Can it be doubted that our Society would

have occupied higher and more defensible

ground, if men who were capable of taking

enlarged views of the interests of education,

had bestowed the proper attention upon a sys-

tem of general instruction for the Society at

large ? Is it to be supposed that our duty
'

performed by doling out the prescribed portion

of time and money upon our schools, while the

inefficacy of the plan is so lamentably evident

in the too prevalent ignorance which is char

acteristic in many parts of the Society? Is

there no negligence to be charged upon the

educated men among us, that we are not bet-

ter provided with teachers of the best qualifi-

cations, or witii seminaries where something

more may be learned than the rudiments of

Latin—some higher aims be excited than the

mere performance of the drvdgery of learning

—and some elevation of thought and senti-

ment be imparted by the perusal of those no-

ble efibrts of the mind which are placed in the

hands of the reluctant scholar ?

The fact is, that every man who has been

blessed with an education, and has any leisure

from the toil for subsistence, is bound to

devote the ability thus possessed to the benefit

of his fellows. It should be made a matter of

conscience to come forward, without hesitat-

ing at the exertion or the sacrifice of personal

feelings it might require, to aid in the promo-

tion of every object tendine to improve the

condition and prospects of society. We
should then have many more hands prepared

to uphold and carry forward the plans neces-

sary for our comfort and welfare; and might

hope to see our own Society, in particular,

and the other classes of the community within

the sphere of our exertions, better educated

and possessed of more elevated and juster sen-

timents than at present..

The freedom from undue solicitude which

springs from our moderate views of life, should

enable the members of our Society to acquire

the largest share of useful knowledge, and

the greatest proficiency in its application to

practical and salutary ends. And it should be

remembered that the credit of our Society for

intelligence and sound learning is confided

more to its individual members, than is the

case in any other; since we have no privileged

class, set apart for the acquisition of know-

ledge and maintained at the common expense,

for the protection of its interests.

That the " Watchman" may awake many
who have been too long slumbering at their

posts, is the hope of Risticus.

Friend Watchman,

I was charmed with the style of thy last

essay, and felt flattered by the comjiliment to

our sex; but there appeared to me some in-

consistency in one of thy remarks, although

prompted no doubt, in part, by thy polite in-

dulgence toward us as the softer sex. It may
appear unseemly for a modest damsel like my-
self, to venture a criticism upon the labours of
so respectable a personage as the " Watch-
man ;" yet I feel encouraged by thy gallantry

"

to ofier my humble opinion, trusting, as I have

scarce seen a score of years, and, of course,

am liable to the vanities and errors of youth,

that they cannot be charged to the austerity of
antiquated virtue. The character of the

Quaker gentlewoman is delightfully portray-

ed, and exhibits a standard of female excel-

lence which all ought to aim at, but to which,

alas ! few attain. But I doubt whether such a

woman, though richly endowed with charity,

that truly Christian virtue, would sanction by

a word even a semblance of a departure from

parental authority, either secretly or openly;

or, in the slightest particular, the infraction of

that first and most sacred of moral obligations,

our duty as children. Such an idea appeared

to me to be slightly presented, in representing

the wearing of a curl or ribband out of the

presence of the parent, an innocent liberty.

This may seem a trifle, indeed; and yet it

would be a deviation from the path of strict
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integrity and truth, and disrespectful to the

authority which a parent has a right to exer-

cise. I felt afraid that such remarks might

have a tendency to weaken principles which

should be strongly enforced. They are, how-

ever, in a great degree qualified by the pro-

priety of the succeeding observations; and

might injure only, the airy, thoughtless youth,

who pause not to reason, but are ever ready

to catch at the smallest encouragement to sup-

port them in their love of display.

But if the writer has been a little too liberal,

from the kindness towards youth which a ge-

nerous and benevolent heart always entertains,

—for the feeling, at least, he has the cordial

thanks of Piicebe.

FOR THE FRIEND.

Perhaps very few are adequate to the task

of transferring into English rhyme the sublime

spirit of sacred poetry. The ^imi)le grandeur

of diction, precision, and boldness of meta-

phor, and earnestness in the expression of in-

spired truth, from which it derives much of

its energy, become very much diminished in

metrical composition. Judging from what has

been " done into rliyme" by some of the old

English rhymsters, one might suppose that it

had been their study not to imitate, but to per-

vert the stately gravity and solemnity of Scrip-

ture language into ridiculous caricature. The
following passage of the 137th psalm, which
runs, " If I forget thee, Oh Jerusalem! may
my right hand forget her cunning ; if I do not

remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the

roof of my mouth I" has been rendered by one
translator in the following manner:

" If I forget thee ever.

Then let me prosper never.

But let it cause

My tongue and jaws
To cling and cleave together."

William Slatyer published, in 1642, " The
Songs of Sion, or certain Psalms of David set

to strange tunes, and rendered into a strange

tongue !" The tunes are, probably, long since

forgiitten
;
of the tongue we shall give a spe-

men from the sixth and seventh verses of the

fifty-second psalm. " The righteous also shall

see, and fear, and shall laugh at him : Lo 1

This is the man that made not God his strength,

but trusted in the abundance of his riches!"

which is thus put into rhyming prose :

" The righteous shall his sorrows scan.

And laugh at him, and say, behold!
What has become of this here man
That on his riches w^s so bold I"

Bishop Heber, a man so eminently endow-
ed with all the natural and acquired ([ualifica-

tions of poetical greatness, has not improved
the poetry of the twenty-third psalm in his

version. Thus commences the psalm : " The
Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want : He
maketh me to lie down in green pastures, he
leadeth me beside the still waters." The fol-

lowing is the corresponding version by the
bishop :

" My shepherd is the living Lord,
I therefore nothing need

—

In pastures fair, near pleasant streams.
He setteth me to feed."

The idea of secure repose under divine pro-

tection, as well as of plenty, quietude, and joy,

are more forcibly and beautifully expressed in

the prose translation. Addison has still fur-

ther detracted from the beauty of this passage,

and enfeebled its force, by useless amplification

and the jingle of rhyme.

" The Lord my pasture shall prepare
And lead me with a shepherd's care;

His presence shall my wants supply,

And guard me with a watchful eye;

My noon-day walks he shall attend.

And all my midnight hours defend."

Did time permit, we might adduce nume-
rous additional instances of failure in transfer-

ring, unimpaired, the beauty or sublimity of

sacred poetry into rhyme: our inclination,

however, will not permit us entirely to dismiss

the subject, without bestowing a transient no-

tice upon the muse of a late correspondent,

who has undertaken the diflicult task of versi-

fying some parts of the book of Job. We
think his success quite equal lo what might be

affirmed of many of his predecessors in the

same line, but as we intend at present, rather

to point out what we consider faults, than to

discover beauties, without further preface, we
shall at once proceed to the " Reply of Eli-

phaz theTemanite" (Job chap. 4); see "The
Friend," 6mo. 20. Passing by the four

first stanzas, we read the fifth:

" The breath of God destroys them and consumes,
Though loud their boast aud terrible their cry ;

Though like the dreadful brule their pride presumes.
Shall old and young the furious lions die."

The "dreadful brute" is not an accredited

title for the lion—which it is here intended

to signify; and is, moreover, dreadfully unpo-
etical when employed, as the sense of the

original, to designate the " king of the forest."

Lions too, it seems, are " like the dreadful

brute"—i. e. like lions. Now, it requires no
great stretch of the imagination to discover a

resemblance between individuals of the same
species; we shall not therefore think of con-
testing the truth of the similitude. In stanza

six we have,

" A secret visitation met my sight;
Mine ear but half received it in her ken.

Now, ken signifies view, reach of sight: our
paraphrast has, therefore, dignified the ear
with a function not properly pertaining to it,

viz. that of sight ! The term may be used
metaphorically to express mental apprehen-
sion. We may also say, that the ear is pained
with hearing disagreeable news, &c.; but
never by the sight of any thing, not even in the
shape of a " secret visitation." Next,

" Cold fear came down, deep shuddered every limb;
Shook my whole frame and bristled all my hair.
Before my eyes a spirit seemed to ram.
And fixed it stood, a dreadful image there."

We think stiffened would be more poetical than
bristled. The latter is a term which, by an easy
transition, the imagination might attach to some
" dreadful brute," and render it totally incom-
patible with the dignity of the subject. The
passage in the Bible runs thus: " Then a spirit

passed before my face, the hair of my flesh

stood up: It stood still, but 1 could not dis-

cern the form thereof: an image was before

mine eyes ;—there was silence—and I heard
a voice saying," &.c. The whole of this de-

scripiive pa.ssage reminds us of the effect

which the sudden transition of Creusa's image
produced upon jEneas:

" Infelix simulacrum atque ipsius umbra Crcusee
Visa mihi ante oculos, et nota major imago

—

Obstupui, stelertmtque mrnic, et vox faucibus hiEsit

—

Tuni sic affari," kc.—JEn. [l. 772.

But to return to the paraphrase:
" Before my eyes a spirit seemed to swim,
Andjix^d it stood, a dreadful image there."

How can the author reconcile the actions of
standing still and swimming at the same time ?

No optical illusion is implied, or he would
have said

—

yet fix'd it stood. The passage in

the Bible from which the couplet is taken nar-

rates a series of consecutive events; but in

our author's version, two conditions of the

image are placed in such immediate conjunc-

tion with each other, that we might, if it were
possible, conceive them to be simultaneous:

No intervening incident is expressed, or allu-

sion to diflerence of time to separate tbo

actions of swimming and standing. Again,
" From morn to eve they live their little hour,
Then sink for ever and forgotten lie.

Doth not their mind, their tieauty, and their power,
Decay, and unillumed by wisdom die?"

By what Procrustean art or poetical license is

it, that a " little hour" can be extended from
morn to eve ? But (interpolates Burlington)

doth not their mind decay and die ? We an-

swer most unequivocally, it " doth" not; and
in vain do we search the 4th chapter of Job
for a single doubt or interrogatory on the subject.

We here introduce a paraphrase of the ap-

parition scene in Job, struck from the harp of
another bard; and we think it more poetical

than any we have quoted:
" A spirit pass'd before me : I beheld
The face of immortality unveil'd

—

Deep sleep came down ott every eye save mine

—

And there it stood,—all formless but divine

:

Along my bones the creeping flesh did quake;
And as my damp hair stiffened, thus it spake :

Is man more just than God? is man more pure
Than He who deems e'en seraphs insecure?
Creatures of clay, vain dwellers in the dust!
The moth survives you, and are ye more just?
Things of a day ! you wither ere the night,
Heedless and blind to wisdom's wasted light I"

M.

Natural previsionfor vegetation in high latitudes.—
We owe to Wahlenberg, says Von Buch, in an inte-
resting memoir on the temperature of springs, read
to the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin, (pub-
lished in Poggendorf's excellent journal,) the dis-
covery of a beautiful arrangement in the economy of
nature, viz. that the mean temperament of the soil

and subjacent rock rises higher and higher above
that of the air, the further we advance towards the
north. By this means, polar situations support a
number of vegetables, which otherwise would perish;
nay, even life itself is thereby brought into places
which every living thing would flee. Who can con-
ceive agriculture and cultivation, in a soil where
temperature is 1 degree or 2 degrees R., below the
freezing point? But the temperature is actually not
higher m places in which there are towns, and where
corn is raised with activity and profit. It is the tem-
perature of a great part of Siberia, and many inha-
bited valleys in Sweden.

—

Edinburgh JVew Philoso-
phical Journal.

Idleness is a constant sin, and labour is a duty;
idleness is but the devil's home for temptation, and
for unprofitable, distracting musings: labour profiteth
others, and ourselves. Baxter
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FOR THE FRIEND.

AMV DOCWRA.
{Continuedfrom page 301.)

I shall conclude this short account with

some extracts, which furnish a curious insight

into the private history of many distinguished

persons of that day. It is a pleasant picture of

manners, that has all the vividness and fresh-

ness of existing reality—with the antique air

and colouring of the days of Cromwell.

" I have something to say of some of our

preachers, which F Bugg hath abused much
in print. The first two are Thomas Green and

Samuel Cater, my brother G. Barnardiston's

companions in his travels beyond the seas in

the service of truth, to spread the gospel in fo-

reign nations.

" F. Bugg says, that ' Thomas Green was

a poor mason, and now worth many thou-

sands;' but he does not say of what. If he

means pounds, I believe he does not say true.

T. Green hath neither house nor land that ever

I heard of upon inquiry. His wife, Ellen

Green, had several hundred pounds given her

by some of her relations, as I heard, which she,

being an ingenious industrious, woman, em-

ployed in a trade, so that between twenty and

thirty years she got enough to maintain them

well in their old age, now they have given over

trading.

" F. Bugg quarrels with T. Green for not

entertaining him at his house, when he and his

wife came to London. It cannot be the cus-

tom of our preachers, to entertain every one

that comes to London, although they have

been entertained in their travels, when they

visited the meetings in the countries where

they preached; if they should do so, their

houses would be like inns. But F. Bugg ac-

cuses him ibr not keeping one of his poor bro-

thers; there is no reason for tliat, for what

Ellen Green got by her industry, should be

spent by such an extravagant woman as his

brother's wife was, by relation, what they gave

him, he should be little the better for, his wife

would devour it. But T. Green kept his own
mother and his wife's mother many years, in

meat, drink, and clothes, during their lives; and

hired them a house to dwell together, and

found them all other necessaries, as I have

heard. I never went to London, but they al

ways gave me entertainment, although T
Green seldom came to my house in the coun

try, and both Thomas and his wife were very

serviceable to me, in providing me lodj

or any other thing I desired.

" Samuel Cater I have known about thirty

years, he hath been a great sufferer upon the

account of his religion, imprisoned many times,

six vears at one time, a close prisoner, for

three years of the time not stirred out of the

prison. F. Bugg says, that ' he was a poor

journeyman carpenter, and now a rich man,

worth hundreds of pounds.' What, then, shall

an industrious man work more than forty

years, and get nothing? His trade was a gain-

ful trade, if it be wisely managed, and yet he

is not a rich man; he hath a commendable
house, and the lot that belongs to it, when the

Fenns were taken in, at little Port in the Isle

of Ely, and two acres and a half of arable

land in the fields; and this is all his visible

estate that I can hear of; besides a small stock

o carry on the butter trade, for he is a factor

to send butter to London, although he is about

seventy years of age, yet he gets his living by

that trade."

" Now I come to George Whitehead. F.

Bugg hath vented his malice against him in an

abundant manner, in most of his books, the

cause whereof is, because he hath answered

most of them, and laid him open efl^ectually:

t is hard to recount how bitterly malicious

this F. Bugg hath been against him, the slan-

derous lies that he hath vented against him,

are hard to be numbered, his own books will

witness against him what I say is true; for G.

Whitehead, I have not known him but by re-

port till of late years; F. Bugg reports him a

poor boy, came out of the north on foot, his

father dwelt in a poor cottage not worth 50s.

His education from his youth shows to the con-

trary, although I was not acquainted with him

but of late years, yet I can say something to

prove his education and learning in liis youth,

which is to be preferred before F. Bugg's,

that was but a wool-comber: George White-

head, when he was a young man, travelled in

the service of truth, into Suffolk. I had an

aunt, a person of quality, according to the

world's account; she was a wise woman, and

inquisitive after religion, and desired that a

Quaker might be brought to her, to discourse

with. G. Wliitehead was brought to her, and

after her discourse with him, she told me and

others, that the Quaker.^ held the same opinion

that her cousin Barrow did, that was hanged

for his religion in Queen Elizabeth's days, and

tiiat this Barrow was chaplain to her grand-

father. Sir Nicholas Bacon: I heard my grand-

mother say the same thing, that Henry Bar-

row was her father's chaplain, and tutor to his

children, wiicreof she was one of them; and

that the bisliop of London was the chief cause

of his death; and said further, that he was <

very religious good man; and for G. White

head, my aunt said, that she did believe that

he was a gentleman born, or brought up un

der the same education with them, and called

him the gentleman Quaker, always when she

spoke of him.

" In page 137, F. Bugg tells a long story of

Stephen Crisp, deceased, and Samuel Dun
con's wife, of Norwich, deceased. I have ex

amined the truth of this matter, and I find it to

be very false, and a wicked report of Bugg's

raising: He names Joseph Carver, and Tho-

mas Buddery, both of Norwich, for his wit-

Since [ read this book Joseph Carver

hath been at my house, I examined him, and

he said that his wife was Samuel Duncon's

sister, and that he went often to S. Duncon's

house, and if there had been any thing as F.

Bugg says, he should have heard something of

it, which he never did; I desired him to send a

letter of what Thos. Buddery could say in this

case. Thos. Buddery says, in the letter he

sent me, that this story is like F. Bugg's old

way of belying the dead as much as the living;

and says furtlier, that Sam. Duncon's wife was

well known to all neighbours, to be a sober,

honest woman. This woman was lame, and

made use of a surgeon for help, and Bugg
makes an evil of that also. F. Bugg, in page
33, says, that Stephen Crisp was a poor wea-
ver at the beginning, and died a very rich man.
What then if it were so? This does not con-

clude him a dishonest man: He married a se-

cond wife, that was a Dutch woman, that had
children bv a former husband: It was said that

she was very rich. She died before him; and
I have heard, that when she died S. C. gave all

she brought to him, to her children, and did not

enrich himself by her, therefore I have no rea-

son to believe that he died a very rich man.
He was a good lawyer: I have made use of his

counsel, and it was very beneficial to me; but

but he took no money of me for it. He was
guardian to many orphans, and their estates,

which he managed with much industry and
honesty for the benefit of the orphans. This I

have heard from divers credible persons.

" George Fox is much quoted in F. Bugg's
books, for making laws for the Quakers. "This

I must needs say, that he was a very wise man,
and a man of great courage in what he under-

took, and always successful, although he had
many enemies to oppose him, as well apostate

Quakers as others. I never heard that he was
worsted in any thing he undertook: He was
an instrument in the hands of the Lord, to set

up meetings in all countries in this nation, to

take care of the poor amongst us, and poor
ministers who travelled beyond the seas, to be

relieved with such necessaries as they wanted,

and this is the reason that F. Bugg calls them
G. Fox's pensioners.

" F. Bugg says, that G. Fox was a poor
journeyman shoemaker, and died worth abun-

dance: I have heard that he did not die so rich

as F. B. reports; but he was an adventurer at

sea, and might get something considerable by
that, if he used it many years: F. Bugg says,

he lived in as much plenty as any knight in

England: I do not believe this; I have heard

this story formerly from F. Bugg. I had a

desire to know how he fared: Some years be-

fore his decease, I being at London, and un-

derstanding where his lodgings was, I went
about dinner time; when I went into the room
where he was, I found him sitting down to

dinner, his meat was upon the table, it was
only a piece of very salt beef, as big as a man's
fist, it was cold meat: I sate down by him un-

til he had dined, but did not eat with him, I

did like his dinner so well: He had no wine,

his beer was said to have wormwood in it: I

did not drink with him neither; and this is the

whole bill of his fare at that time: I had heard

before, by one of my brothers that was well

acquainted with him, that most of his diet was
salt beef when he could get it, and wormwood
starnpt and squeezed into his beer. After he

arose from dinner, he made a short declara-

tion to me, the substance of it was, ' that I

should not look at him, but look to the light

and grace of God in my own heart, the ap-

pearance of that would teach me more than

man could teach me, that would show me who
were God's friends, and who were his enemies,

if I were obedient to it, and did wait in silence

for God's teaching.' This was no more than

what I knew before, and had had some expe-

rience of it, nevertheless I kindly received his
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instructions, and so we parted. I do not in-

tend to rehearse tiie whole nnatter of Bugg's

charge against G. Fox, I will not trouble my

reader with tautologies that have been answer-

ed already, but I will say something more of a

new charge against G. Fox, the strangest lie

that ever was heard of: Page 133, "that he wi^s,

some years before his decease, like a statue or

insensible image, which could scarce see or

understand, being grown so corpulent in bulk

as two or three men, and so dosed away his

time with strong liquors and brandy, who left

these words for William Rogers, John Ranee,

Ann Docwra and others, who have opposed

his tyranny and usurpation." For W. Rogers

and J. Ranee, they are wholly strangers to me,

A. Docwra, only I read some part of a book

that W. Rogers put forth: I do not like it,

there was many of F. Bugg's cavils in it against

G. Fox and G. Whitehead: For my own part,

I never knew any tyranny or usurpation by G.

F. I did not see him for some years before

his decease, yet I always observed him much
when I was in his company, because his ene-

mies made a great noise of his bulk.

" He was pretty tall of stature, and a very

great boned man in my judgment, but his face

was not so fat as some fat mens' faces are, by

much; his hands were stiff and swelled, so that

he could not well write in the latter part of his

days; his limbs were stiff, I could perceive that

by his rising up and sitting down, it is likely

his body was swelled, I have heard him speak

to that purjyose; he wore loose garments al-

ways when I saw him, that I cannot describe

his bulk, but I could perceive that he w
somewhat burly, but not as F. Bugg describes

him. And for his doziness and insensibility,

that many hundreds can witness to the con-

trary; for in less than three days before his de-

cease, he preached in the meeting in White-

hart-couit, in Gracious street, he preached be-

fore a great congregation of people, and pray-

ed also: In his declaration it is credibly reported

that he opened many weighty truths, to the re-

freshment of many of the hearers, with as much
power and clearness, as at other times; and

when he came out of the meeting, he was ta-

ken ill, and soon took his bed, and deceased

on the third dav following, same week."

FOR THE FRIEND.

ELIAS HICKS AND THE SOCIETY OF
FRIENDS.

{Continued from page 176.)

In my former essays I gave a concise view

of the proceedings of the southern district

monthly meeting, and of the quarterly and year-

ly meeting of Philadelphia, in the case of E.

Hicks, and proved by extracts from the printed

sermon at Pine street as reported by Gould,

and from other evidence, that the charges of

unsound doctrine made in the report from

the southern district were founded upon indis-

putable testimony. A copy of the minute of

Westbury and Jericho monthly meeting, set-

ting forth the uneasiness of his friends with the

doctrines, conduct, and ministry of Elias HickS;

and requiring him to return home, was inserted

may be found in the 16th number of this vo-

lume.

As the case of Elias Hicks has been pend-

ing for some time past in the monthly meeting, I

forbore to pursue the subject until it should be

finally determined, and this conclusion being

now come to, I propose to make a few obser-

vations on his reply to the foregoing docu-

ments, and then give a copy of the testimony

issued by the monthly meeting against his anti-

christian principles.

Elias Hicks was at Moimt Pleasant, Ohio,

whither he had gone to attend the yearly meet-

ing, when the minute of Westbury and Jericho

monthly meeting, and the letter of Gideon
Seaman reached him. The reception of those

documents seems to have awakened in his

mind a tempest of conflicting feeling, to which

he gave vent in the following haughty and im-

passioned language:

—

"Mount Pleasant, O., 9 mo. 8, 1828.

"My poor deluded friend, Gideon Seaman,
" My spirit mourns over thee with sorrow and re-

gret, as also over those of my friends of Jericho and
Westbury monthly meetings, who have associated

together to oppose the truth; for certainly you must
know from your long acquaintance with me, that the

accusations which you have adopted from the ortho-

do.t yearly meeting of Philadelphia, against me, and
which originated in the southern district monthly
meeting of that city, were founded altogether in

falsehood, and which our monthly and quarterly

meetings knew to be the case, and which you who
have taken up these false accusations against me,
likewise knew to be the case. For have any of you
in the course of your lives ever known me in word
or deed to encourage children to disobey their pa-

rents? You know the order of my family; you also

have known my great labour and travail for fifty

years, in word and doctrine, in meetings and in the

families of Friends, improving every ability dispensed

to me, for the promotion of right order and discipline

in tlie society; and for this cause only have I now, in

old age, left wife and children, and my beloved
friends, with every tender endearment, for the pro-

motion of the cause of truth and righteousness in the

earth—which things you also know.
" But, alasl you have left your first love, and turn-

ed away to fables and false reports; or otherwise,

how could a few individuals of you, in the pride of

your hearts, break through all the order and disci-

pline of the society, and separate yourselves from the

established meetings and great body of your friends,

and set up separate meetings, and in your pretended
authority set about persecutingyour innocent friends'

Surely, my friends, have you not imbibed the sam(
spirit that actuated Saul, when on his errand to Da
mascus, with letters from the chief priests? An<
are you not acting from the same authority of thi

high priests and elders of your separate and unau
thorised meetings? Therefore, I believe similar Ian

guage may be adopted in your case as was addressed
to Saul—"Friends, friends, why persecute ye me?
is hard for you to kick against the pricks." And 1

will appeal to your own feelings, if this is not your
real case. And I ardently desire, that you may be
as honest as Saul, and not consult with fiesh and
blood to drive away or stifl, these inward convic-
tions, however small you may judge them to be, for

although small, they are always sure.

"You have adopted a document from Philadelphia
yearly meeting, who style themselves orthodox,
though they are but the gleanings of society, being
little more than a sixth part of the whole body of
Friends that constitute that yearly meeting. And
the orthodox part of the southern district monthly
meeting that forwarded the complaint against me,
was very small, and a considerable number protested
against it, as being false, and unfounded. And as

1 . , , ^, , , , , that meeting was attended bv a ffreat number of
in my last number, and the valuable letter L„ends and others, they have m av^erygeS ma
from Gideon beaman which accompanied it, ner asserted the falsehood of that report—that it

very marvellous to me how any individual menib"
ofVVesttiury or Jericho meeting should be so indiflc-

rent to right order, as to give the least attention to

such foul and false reports; as it must eventually

prove their downfall, and lay waste their reputation

as members of the Society of Friends. Moreover,
my communication in that meeting was taken ver-

batim as delivered, and published by the stenogra-

pher, and is declared by those that heard it, to be

correct, except by a few individuals, my inveterate

enemies, who had previously determined to oppose

me at all events. And how could you feel your-

selves, in your folly, so consequential as to send an
order for me to return immediately home, when your
own common sense might have told you, that I would
take no more notice of it than if it had come from
any poor, ordinary person of your neighbourhood;

nay, I would sooner comply with a request from such

an one, than to comply with your order, for in doing

this I should acknowledge the reign of anti-christ,

which I desire I may be for ever preserved from.
" With love to you all, I subscribe,

"your sincere friend, Elias Hicks.

" To Gideon Seaman, and others concerned."

There breathes throughout the whole of this

letter a contempt for the individuals to whom
it is addressed, and a spirit of self-righteous-

ness and spiritual pride, which forcibly reminds

me of the inflated address of the pharisee
—" I thank thee that I am not as other

men," nor even as these poor i)ublicans who
have dared to remand me home. We look in

vain for the meek, lowly, and foigiving temper

which the gospelinspires, and which ought more

especially to distinguish those who assume to

be heralds of the mercy and peace which it

proclaims. The letter is proud, dictatorial,

and impious—false in its assertions, illogical

and unfair in its conclusions, and, like some
other of his productions, manifests more pas-

sion than either good sense or good principle.

He says " the accusations" " which origin-

ated" "in the southern district monthly meet-

ing," " werefounded altogether in falsehood.''

Admitting this to be true, the "falsehood"

rests with himself; for those " accusations"

are " founded altogether" on his otim words,

preached at Pine street meeting, attested by

numerous witnesses, and reported by his own
stenographer. It follows, therefore, from his

assertion, that he preaches falsehood, and if

he will do so, he ought not to censure the

southern district monthly meeting for quoting

it.

In the comparison he makes between Gide-

on Seaman and his friends, and Saul the per-

secutor, placing himself in the character of the

persecuted Jesus, and adopting the language

addressed on that memorable occasion to Saul:

" Friends, friends, why persecute ye me? It

is hard for you to kick against the pricks"

—

there is evinced a degree of impious boldness

of which we had not supposed him capable.

Elias fjdls into the usual boasting style of

his followers, and asserts that Philadelphia

yearly meeting " are but the gleanings of the

society, being little more than a sixth part of

the whole body of Friends that constitute that

yearly meeting." If he and his followers were
fullv satisfied of the justice and rectitude of the

cause in which they have embarked, they

would have no occasion to resort to such
miserable shifts to support themselves—truth,

not falsehood, would be their refuge, and in-

stead of railing and vituperation, they would
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observe more strictly the decencies of good

breeding when speaking of their opponents.

But a bad cause may be known by the means

which its advocates employ to prop its totter-

ing fabric. So far from the Hicksites being

five-sixths of those who belonged to the Soci-

ety in Philadelphia yearly meeting, there are

good reasons for believing they do not exceed

one-half; and if "the gleanings of Society" is

used to denote those persons disowned prior

to the separation, the Hicksite meetings here,

are fairly entitled to the appellation, as they

liave gleaned up a large proportion of these,

without making the nicest scrutiny into the

matter of disownment, or the manner of life

they have since pursued.

Elias says—" and the orthodox part of tlie

southern district monthly meeting that for-

warded that complaint against me was very

small, and a considerable numher protested

against it as being false and unfounded."

If the orthodox part of the monthly meeting,

as he is pleased to call them, was very small,

his adherents were still more insignificant in

numbers, the former counting twenty persons,

and the latter eleven. The last clause of the

sentence is an absolute untruth—I was present

at the monthly meeting, and a careful obse

of all that passed; and not a single individual

" protested against" the report, nor even ob-

jected to it, " as beingfalse and unfounded."

Again, he says—" And as that meeting was

attended by a great number of Friends and

others, they have in a very general manner a

serted the flUsehood of that report." This is e

admirable specimen of the random speech

in which E. H. indulges himself—assertions

which have in them so little probability, that

no one who takes the pains to reflect upoi

them, would be at any loss in pronouncini

them extremely apocryphal. When he speak

of "that meeting," he must allude, I suppose,

to the one on first day morning, in which he

preached the sermon—it was attended by a

large concourse, ofwhom it is scarcely probable

that one-fourth ever saw or heard of the report

adopted by the southern district monthly meet-

ing; and yet E. H. roundly asserts that the

persons composing that large meeting, " have

in a very general manner asserted the false

hood of that report." This mode of proving

the falsehood of the report needs very little

comment.
But the most curious part of the whole busi-

ness is yet to come. After ranting so violent-

ly about " the falsehood" and " false accusa-

tions," the "fables and false and foul reports"

of the southern district monthly meeting, like

a man blinded by pride, passion, and self-con-

ceit, he runs headlong into the pit which he

had digged for others, and deliberately says

—

" Moreover, my communication in that meet-

ing was taken verbatim as delivered, and pub-

lished by the stenographer, and is declared by

those who heard it to be correct, except by a

few individuals, my inveterate enemies, who
had previously determined to oppose me at all

events."

This settles the matter at once, as regards

the charge of falsehood, foul reports, &c.
which E. H. arrays against the southern dis

trict monthly meeting; for if the reader will

turn to page 152 of this volume of "The
Friend," he will find that the charges made by

that meeting against E. H. are fully proved by

extracts from that very printed sermon, which

he declares to be "taken verbatim as delivered!"

It appears to me, however, that Elias' memory
lust have improved greatly of latter time, if

t a distance of nearly two years he is able to

assert positively, and with truth , that a sermon
of about an hour's length, and occupying 22 oc-

tavo pages, '' is taken verbatim as delivered.''''

It would have been wise in him to have spared

this assertion, if it was his wish to preserve to

his letter the appearance of probability and
truth.

The last paragraph of the letter is worthy of

particular notice. " And how could you feel

yourselves, in your folly, so consequential as to

send an order for me to return immediately

home, when your own common sense might

have told you, that I would take no more no-

tice of it than if it had come from any poor,

ordinary person of your neighbourhood.'"

Elias Hicks calculates rightly in supposing

that Gideon Seaman and his friends w'ould

make a better use of their "common sense"

than his followers do, who, after all the

dence they have had of his inconsistency and
disregard of the good order of Society, still

follow his dictation with implicit credulity, and
laud him as a peerless example of rectitude and

good order. Whether it be that they are de

ficient in common sense, or misuse what they

have, w^e leave for him to determine. One
thing, however, is certain—any person possess

ing a moderate share ofdiscernment, and capa
ble of forming an impartial estimate of human
character from actions, would have expected

Elias Hicks to treat the communication of

Westbury and Jericho monthly meeting pre-

cisely as he has done; with contumely and con-

tempt. That although it emanated from a body

comprising some of the most worthy and high-

ly respected individuals in the neighbourhood,

one at least of whom had been his kind and

faithful friend from early manhood, his com-
panion in religious service, and his counsellor

in times of difiiculty, yet, to use his own langu-

age, " he would take no more notice of it than

if it had proceeded from any poor, ordinary

person of the neighbourhood." The general

tenor of his conduct for some years past, his

high conceit of himself and his attainments,

his habit of domineering over others, regard-

less alike of charity, decorum and discipline,

all gave ample assurance that he would look

with supercilious scorn on the advice of his

friends. But the anticipation of such treat-

ment neither ought to, nor did it, deter the

monthly meeting from discharging its duty to-

wards iiim; and if he chooses thus to proclaim

his own shame, the odium falls where he in-

vited it, on his own head.

I would request the readers of"The Friend"
to read the minute of the monthly meeting,

the letter of Gideon Seaman, and the reply of

Elias Hicks, in connection, and contrast the

language and temper of the several papers.

Such a perusal will display, in more forcible

colours than I can depict it, the real character

of this vindictive reply.

In the 12th month last Elias Hicks returned

home, and as he had long disregarded theaflec-

tionate and brotherly counsel ofhis friends, anain

and again imparted to him during a series of

years, both at home and abroad,—turned a deaf
ear to persuasion and entreaty, and arrogated to

himself the right to speak and act as he pleas-

ed, " unshackled by human authority" or the

usages and discipline of Society, it became the

incumbent duty of the monthly meeting regu-

larly to treat with him as an offender. The
necessity for this was the more imperious, be-

cause, though he had widely departed from the

doctrines and discipline of Friends, and joined

in the separation from their religious com-
munion, he continued to impose himself on the

public as a minister in unity with the Society,

and thus involved its character in the reproach
which his anti-christian notions justly merited

and received. It was unreasonable that Friends

should boar the odium of his infidelity; and so

long as he continued " going to and fro,"

preaching in their name w'ithout rebuke or cen-

sure, they were necessarily implicated. Im-
pressed with these views and with a disposition

to reason the matter dispassionately, and if pos-

sible convince him of his errors, he was wait-

ed on in the regular order of Society, by the

overseers, and the case transmitted to the pre-

parative, and thence to the monthly meeting.

He pertinaciously rejected the care and la-

bours of Friends, and persisted in his unsound
opinions; in consequence of which the month-
ly meeting issued the following testimony, dis-

uniting him from the Society of Friends, of

which he is consequently no longer a member.
The notoriety of his character and errors,

and the injuries which his public preaching has

occasioned the Society of Friends, rendered it

proper that the testimony should be made
public, after he had been allowed sufficient

time to exercise his right of appeal, if he had
chosen to avail himself of it. G. R.

At the meeting for sufferings, held in New-
York, the 6th of the 1th month, 1829,

The monthly meeting of Westbury and J-eri-

cho, communicated to this meeting, by its

minute of the 20th of the 5th month last,

its apprehension, that in consequence of the

great extent to which the doctrines and opi-

nions of Elias Hicks had spread, and the

reproach thereby brought upon the Society

of Friends, that its testimony issued against

him required further publicity.

The proposition was deliberately considered,

and united with : and in order to communi-
cate this information to our members, the

clerk of this meeting was directed to fur-

nish a copy of the said testimony of dis-

ownment to each of the quarterly, monthly

and preparative meetings, within the limits

of this yearly meeting.

Extracted from the minutes of said meeting,

Samuel Faesons, Clerk.

The testimony of the monthly meeting of
Friends of Westbury and Jericho against

Elias Hicks and his doctrines.

Elias Hicks has been, for many years, in

the station of a minister in our religious So-

ciety, and formerly well approved amongst us;

in which character he has travelled exten-
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sively. and obtained great influence with the

members oT the Society : but for want of abid-

ing in a state of humble watchfuhiess, in which,

by tlie power of divine grace, he would have

been preserved in the truth, he hasbecomeexalt-

cd in his mind, and giving way to a disposi-

tion of reasoning, has indulged in speculative

opinions, asserting that we must always take

things rationally ; and that we are not bound

to believe any' thing we do not understand.

Thus declining to be restricted within the

limits of the Christian faith, he has refused

to yield his assent to religious trutljs which he

cannot comprehend ; and has imbibed and

adopted opinions at variance with some of tiie

fundamental doctrines of the Christian reli-

gion, always believed in and maintained by

the Society of Friends ; denied the existence

or influence of an evil spirit on tlie mind of

man, distinct from liis natural propensities
;

and has, in this state, entertained doubts of

many of the important truths declared in tiie

holy Scriptures ; especially as relates to the

fall of man, and his redemption by Christ

;

and, in consequence, to call in question the

divine authority of a great portion of the

sacred writings, and even the authenticity of

some parts thereof.

He has extensively promulgated his views in

conversation, in writing, and in his public com-
munications, endeavouring to destroy a belief

in the miraculous conception of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, undervaluing the mira-

cles wrought by him ; and asserting that he was
but a man, as liable to fall into sin, and lose

his condition, as the rest of mankind ; that he

was on a level, and in a state of equahty with

them ; an Israelite endued with a measure of

divine grace, in common with the children of

Abraham, and that the principal end of his

coming was limited to the Jews.

And as he has denied the divinity of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, he has totally

rejected a belief in his holy offices, his propi-

tiatory offering for the redemption of mankind;

and has denied his resurrection and ascension

into heaven, asserting that his body returned

to the earth, where it will rest with our bodies

to all eternity, and moulder into its mother

dust. He has also denied his mediation and

intercession with the Father as plainly set forth

in holy writ.

Under the specious and captivating pretence

of increased spirituality, and advancement in

light and knowledge beyond our primitive

Friends, and even beyond the apostles of our

Lord, he has insinuated his unsound opinions

into the minds of many of the members of our

Society, particularly within the limits ofour own
yearly meeting, and that of Philadelphia ; and

having gradually prepared them to receive his

views, be has induced great numbers to em-
brace them ; and has at length become the

leader of a sect, distinguished by his name, yet,

unjustly assuming the character of Friends
;

which first separated from the yearly

meeting of Friends in Philadelphia in the 4th

month, 1827, on the ground of difference in

doctrine, as they state in their printed address.

They held a separate meeting in that month,

and in the 6th and 10th months following ; and
also in the 4th month, 1828 ; which last meet-

ing Elias Hicks attended, gave it his countc

nance, and received a minute of its unity witl

him and his services.

In the yearly meeting of Friends in New-
York in the iitlh month following, he encou
raged and supported a large number of those

separatists in their intrusion into said meeting;

many of whom had been regularly disowned
from the Society

;
yet he manifested his fu

unity with tiiem, and with their meetings ; and

also took an active part with his followers in

their disorderly and tumultuous proceedings

and continued in connection with those of si

milar views, in holding a separate meeting
which they called a yearly meeting. Since that

time he has travelled into Ohio, Indiana, and
elsewhere, encouraging his followers in hold-

ing meetings in difl^erent parts, in opposition

to the order of our Society.

His erroneous opinions published to the

world, under his own signature, and also in his

printed sermons, which he has acknowleged to

be generally correct, are recited and testified

against, in the epistle and testimony of our last

yearly meeting held in New York, and in the

declarations and testimonies of the yearly

meetings of Friends in Philadelphia, Virginia,

North Carolina, Ohio, and Indiana ; who are

also supported therein by the testimony of the

yearly meeting of Rhode Island, and the mi-

nutes of the yearly meeting of London ; hence
it is evident, that Friends of all these yearly

meetings remain united together in the faitli

and fellowship of the gospel.

For a number of years past, many of his

friends have been deeply exercised on his ac-

count ; and hr.ve been concerned from time to

time tenderly to admonish and warn him ; but

he being in a confident state of mind, their ad-

monitions have not had the desired eflect: and
the support which he received from many of
his adherents, prevented the timely exercise

of the discipline in his case, especially in the

monthly and quarterly meetings of which he
was a member : but the separation taking place

at our last yearly meeting, and this monthly
meeting being now in a situation to extend the

necessary care therein, the same has been duly

attended to, according to the order of our So-

ciety, to convince him of his errors ; which
having been in like manner rejected by him,

it becomes our incumbent duty, for the clearing

of truth, and our religious Society from the

imputation of his unsound opinions, and the

reproach thereby brought upon it, to testify

and declare, that they are not, nor ever have
been, the doctrines of the Society of Friends;

and as we can have no unity with them, nor
fellowship with him therein, we do hereby dis-

own him, the said Elias Hicks, from being a

member of the religious Society of Friends :

desiring, nevertheless, that through the con-
victions produced by the operation of the holy

spirit, he may be brought to a sense of his er-

rors ; and through sincere repentance, may ob-

tain that salvation which is freely offered

through our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the

monthly meeting of Friends of Westbury and
Jericho, held at Westbury the 29th of the 4th

month, 1829.

By Valentine Willets, Clerk.

FOR THE FRIEND.

GOSPEL MINISTRY.
There is no office in the church of Christ,

the right exercise of which more intimately

concerns the spiritual welfare of the members,
than that of a minister. The Society of
Friends believe that such only can availingly

preach to the people, who have received a "di-

vine qualification from the great Minister of
the sanctuary, and are moved and assisted in

their labours by the sensible influences of the

holy Spirit. A call to the work of the minis-

try necessarily pre-supposes that the individual

has experienced repentance unto life—been
regenerated and born again unto holiness.

His practice must correspond with his preach-

ing, and the uniform tenor of his life enforce

and adorn the solemn truths which he enjoins

upon his hearers. He must be able with truth

to adopt, in a degree at least, the language of
llie beloved disciple, "that which we have
heard, which we have seen with our eyes,

which we have looked upon, and our hands
have handled, of the word of life; that which
we have seen and heard, declare we unto you;

that ye also may have fellowship with us; and
truly our fellowship is with the Father, and
with his Son, Jesus Christ." Viewed in this

light, it will readily be admitted, that the mi-

nistry of the word is an awful engagement,
and neither strength of natural endowments,
nor the most profound knowledge of religious

truths that can be acquired by human indus-

try, are sufficient to qualify for entering

upon it. As the Society of Friends believe

the Spirit of Christ to be poured out upon
all mankind, so they do not limit the gift of
gospel ministry to either sex, nor to any age
or condition in life; being convinced, both by
the testimony of holy Scripture, and the

experience they have had of the Lord's
work, that " the self same Spirit divideth to

every onb severally as He will," whether it

be male or female, rich or poor, learned or
ignorant as regards the wisdom of this

world. It is only as ministers keep closely

to their gifts, and exercise them under an
humble and reverent sense of their depend-
ence upon divine assistance, that they can
fiithfully discharge the functions of the sacred
office, or really contribute to the spiritual

growth of those among whom they may la-

bour. The following extracts from some
observations on this subject, made by the

pious and deeply experienced John Wool-
man a short time previous to his decease, have
appeared to me worthy of being brought into

V at the present time.

The work of the ministry being a work of
ne love, I feel that the openings thereof

are to be waited for in all our appointments.

IIow deep is divine wisdom ! Christ puts forth

his ministers, and goeth before them; and oh!

how great is the danger of departing from the

pure feeling of that which leadeth safely!

Christ knowelh the states of the people; and
in the pure feeling of the gospel ministry,

their states are opened to his servants. Christ

knoweth when the fruit-bearing branches
themselves have need of purging." '^ I have
sometimes felt a necessity to stand up, but that

spirit which is of the world, hath so much pre-
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Vailed in many, and tlie pure life of truth been

so much pressed down, that I have gone for-

ward, not as one travelling in a road cast up

and well prepared, but as a man walking

throuoh a miry place, in which are stones here

and there, safe to step on, but so situated, that

one step being taken, time is necessary to see

where to step next.

" Now, I find, that, in pure obedience, the

mind learns contentment in appearing weak

and foolish to that wisdom which is of the

world; and, in those lowly labours, they who

stand in a low place, rightly exercised under

the cross, will find nourishment.

" The gift is pure; and while the eye is smgle

in attending tiiereto, the understanding is pre-

served clear, self is kept out, and we rejoice m
filling up that which remains of the afflictions

of Christ for his body's sake, which is the

church.
" The natural man loveth eloquence, and

many love to hear eloquent orations; and if

there is not a careful attention to the gift,

men who have once laboured in the pure

gospel ministry, growing weary of suffer-

ing, and ashamed of appearing weak, may

kindle a fire, compass themselves about with

sparks, and walk in the light, not of Christ,

who is under suffering, but of that fire which

they, going from the gift, have kindled; and

that in hearers which is gone from the meek

suffering state, into worldly wisdom, may be

warmed with this fire, and speak highly of

these labours. That which is of God gathers

to God, and that which is of the world is own-

ed by the world."
""
G. H.

TO HOPE.
Delusive Hope! hence with thy syren arts.

Thy vain allurements and deceitful smiles!

No more I court thy praise, sport no more

Amid thy sunny vision, fading soon.

Too soon, alas, beneath misfortune's blight.

How oft in frolic childhood's thoughtles*days,

Thy gilded baits pursuing, have I roved

In fruitless chase, untiring, though from far

Thy promised joys with ignis fatuus gleam.

Still mock'd my eager grasp—while still deceived

From youth to manhood's riper years, I bovv'd

Thy willing votary—till, as nearer view'd.

Thy fairy visions seem'd to greet the sight

In bright reality, o'er the fair scene

Fell Eisappointment flung her ebon shade.

And all was deepest night—Oh! ever thus.

Thy doom'd companion is she forced to prove.

And he who idly courts thy sunny smiles.

Too oft may sink beneath her withering chill.

Then fare thee well! my eager steps I turn,

To truth's eternal altar—and invoke

Her guardian power to nerve my feeble soul

With patience, virtue, fortitude, to bear

The ills of life. Affliction's chastening hand

To own submissive; yet not overwhelmed.

Nor sinking 'neath the pressure; firm to meet

With courage high—whate'er her will ordains.

But are there not in truth's divine decrees.

Deep promises of future bliss to man?

Does hope ne'er beam upon the Christian's path?

Does she not rather from this changing scene

Lifting his aching sight, repose it there.

Where endless joy and happiness supreme,

Wait on the ransom'd from the sins of time?

Then as the handmaid of the blessed truth

May I once more receive thee: not to dream.

Misled by thee, through life's untrodden paths;

But by thy aid encouraged, firm to hold

In faith and patience, my appointed course.

And when life's transitoi-y day is o'er.

Find thy bright visions brightly realised.

6th month 21st, 1829. Y.

Died on 7th day, the 1 1th instant, at his re-

sidence in Kennett township, Chester county,

Pa., John Parker, in the 82d year of his

age.

Few wlio have known John Parker will hear

of his death without emotion. Their feelings

may not be rent with the sharp and sudden

pang which follows the premature extinction

of youth in its hopes, or manhood in its matu-

rity; they will rather be affected by a chastened

yet enduring sadness; a regret not violent and

petuous, but a remembrance deeply and

fondly to be cherished, while virtue allied with

age claims respect and veneration. In him

was witnessed a rare combination of Christian

excellences : uniting to a pure and lively

faith, a strict and conscientious performance;

to a liberal and benign spirit, the graces and

endearments of meek and humble demeanour;

rigid in his interpretation of the Christian

duties as applied to himself, yet to others, so

tempering his reproofs with instruction, and

even his severity with kindness, that those who

felt the force of his admonitions were often

willing to confess both their justiee and their

wisdom. As a preacher of the Society of

Friends, he was distinguished for the simple

yet affecting energy with which he promul-

gated the doctrines of his blessed Redeemer,

and inculcated a practice correspondent to

their purity.

He was possessed of warm and generous

feelings, and much unaffected good sense; his

mind was sound and original; his reading solid

and edifying rather than various and excursive;

his disposition naturally vivacious and animated,

was softened by the power of religion into a

sober cheerfulness, which gave a tone to all he

uttered, at once winning and instructive. It

might well be supposed that to such a man the

path of life would in a good degree be smoothed

of its ruggcdness, and pursued with a placid

and even tenor; but who may claim exemption

from trial ? During the latter part of his life,

his virtuous and well-disciplined mind beheld

with pain the efforts of those who, under the

pretence of Christian love and charity, were

boldly asserting or privily insinuating doctrines

inimical to the Christian faith. Against these,

his testimony, arising from deep conviction,

was, on all proper occasions, mildly but fear-

lessly delivered; always mingled, however,

with honest and fervent desires for their escape

from the snare and ultimate restoration. Such

was John Parker—who, after a well-spent life,

was summoned away, full of years, and

" ripened for the skies."

To his connections and acquaintances, to the

sick and afflicted, what consolation can be of-

fered, or what balm imparted,—unless it be

found in the remembrance that "eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered

into the heart of man to conceive, the good

things that are laid up in store for them that

believe."

, at Adams, Berkshire, Mass., John

Upton, aged 76 years. He had been a mem-
ber among Friends from early life, and for

many years in the station of an elder. But

few men have acquired that reputation for

honesty and uprightness between man and
man, evidently the result of his religious expe-

rience and his devotedness to the cause of his

Redeemer, which he obtained throughout the

circle of an extensive acquaintance. Firm in

his attachment to the doctrines of the Gospel,

as held by our ancient Friends, and in the sup-

port of our Christian discipline, for about fifty

years he was an exemplary and useful mem-
ber of East Hoosick Monthly Meeting.

After a short but severe sickness, this vene-

Dle patriarch, on the 9th of the 7th month,

29, as e shock of corn fully ripe, was
gathered to his fathers.

—-, at Kennett, on the 8th inst., in the

26th year of her age, Hannah, wife of Isaac

Meredith, and daughter of Enoch Lewis, of

this city.

, on the 16th inst. in the 59th year of

age, JoNATH.iN Fell, of this city, late

President of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation

Company.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH, 18, 1839.

We have read with deep interest a memorial

of the people of Virginia, praying that provi-

sion be made in its constitution for the gradu-

al ABOLITION OF SLAVERY in that State. It

seems that a convention has been called, and

is to meet at Richmond, in the tenth month
next, for the purpose of revising the constitu-

tion, and this memorial is addressed to that

body. It originated in Augusta county, but is

intended for general circulation, and a belief

is expressed, that a common sentiment pre-

vails among the citizens of friendliness to the

object. Whatever may be the result, we con-

gratulate the friends of humanity on this move-
ment, as being at least an indication that the

minds of our southern brethren are gradually

preparing for a happy revolution in their views,

on the subject of slavery; and we would fondly

anticipate the period, as not very remote, when
the noble state of Virginia, perhaps in respect

to climate and soil, the fairest portion of this

our highly favoured country, will be relieved

from the heavy burthen v/hich sits like an in-

cubus upon its prosperity and happiness. We
have not space at present, but for the gratifi-

cation of our subscribers, we propose to copy

the memorial into the next or a future number.

The length of the article " Elias Hicks and

the Society of Friends," has obliged us to post-

pone several valuable contributions. The tes-

timony disowning Elias Hicks, therein included,

is a clear, sober, straight-forward, matter-of-

fact production, in which all that is necessary

to be said, is well said—is in perfect good

keeping with that plainness and simplicity,

becoming the people in whose behalf it is

intended to speak; and it exonerates them

from all further responsibility on account of

those antichristian dogmas against which it

protests.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

AN HISTORICAL FRAGMENT.
History, it has been said, is philosophy

teaching by example. One of the impyjssive

and instructive lessons to be found in her

pages, is a passage in the history of our own
country. When, after the perils and disasters

of the war of the revolution, the thirteen united

colonies entered into a confederacy as sove-

reign and independent states, they soon dis-

covered that the bond of union was too weak
and fragile for the purposes of government.

The laws of the Union were violated with im-

punity—the authority of congress despised

—

a general gloom and disaffection began to

spread, and it became evident that the whole

affairs of the country were falling into confu-

sion.

" Oar affairs," said Jolin Jay, one of the purest

and wisest patriots of the age, " seems to lead to

some crisis, some revolution, something that I can-

not foresee or conjecture. I am uneasy and appre-

hensive, more so tlian during the war. What 1 most
fear," added he, " is that the better kind of people

will be led, by the insecurity of property, the loss of
confidence in their rulers, and want of public faith

and rectitude, to consider the claims of liberty as

imaginary and delusive. This state of uncertainty

and fluctuation must disgust and alarm such men,
and prepare tlieir minds for almost any change that

may promise them quiet and security."

In his reply to the letter containing these

sentiments, General Washington observed that

they entirely accorded with his own.

" What astonishing changes," lie exclaims, ' a

few years are capable of producing ! I am told that

even respectable characters speak of a monarchical
form of government without horror. From thinking

proceeds speaking, thence to acting is often but a

single step. But how irrevocable and tremendous !

W^hat a triumph for our enemies to verity iheir pre-

dictions ! What a triumph for the advocates of des-

potism, to find th.at wo are incapable of governing
ourselves, and that systems founded on the basis of
equal liberty are merely ideal and fallacious ! Would
to God that wise measures may be taken in time to

avert the consequences we have but too much rea-

son to apprehend 1"

It pleased Ilim wlio governs in the affairs of

men to avert this impending calamity, and to

inspire the statesmen of that day with wisdom
and unanimity to accomplish his purposes. A

proposal by the state of Virginia to appoin

commissioners from the members of the con
federacy, to consider the state of the Union,

and report such measures as they might think

necessary for their common interest and per-

manent harmony, was acceded to by nine of the

states. The commissioners met at Annapolis
in the ninth month, 1706, and only those from
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jer
sey, and New York attended. As there was
such a partial representation, they contented
themselves with drawing up an address to the

states, " recommending the appointment of
commissioners to meet at Philadelphia on the

second Monday in May, 1787, to take into

consideration the situation of the United
States, to devise such further provisions as

should appear to them necessary, to render
the constitution of the federal government ade-

quate to the exigencies of the Union."

In consequence of this, and the recommen-
dation of congress, delegates were appointed
from all the states of the Union except Rhode
Island, and convened at the appointed time
and place.

" The meeting of this august assembly," says Pit-
kin, " marks a new era in the political annals of the
United States. Men most eminent for talents and
wisdom had been selected, and were met to form a
system of government for a vast empire. Such an
assemblage for such an object the world had never
before witnessed. The result of their deliberations,
on which the happiness of so many millions de-
pended, was looked for with extreme solicitude.

" From the peculiar situation of the states, the dif-

ficulties of forming a new system of general govern-
ment were indeed of no ordinary magnitude. Since
the peace of 1783, political and commercial jealousies
had arisen among the states, and to these were add-
ed a difl'erence in their extent, wealth, and popula-
tion, as well as in the habits, religion, and educa-
tion of their inhabitants. These together presented
obstacles apparently insurmountable. Nothing, in-
deed, but a spirit of mutual concession and compro-
mise could have overcome these obstacles, and ef-
fected so fortunate a result."

George Washington was unanimously cho-
sen to preside over their deliberations, which
were with closed doors, and secret. After a
laborious session of four months, the conven-
tion adjourned, and the happy frame of go-
vernment under which we live was the work
of its hands. In transmitting the new system
to congress. General Washington observes

:

" It is obviously impracticable in the federal go-
vernment ofthese states, to secure all the rights of in-
dependent sovereignty to each, and yet provide for
the interest and safety of all. Individuals entering
into society must give up a share of liberty to pre-
serve the rest. The magnitude of the sacrifice must
depend as well on situation and circumstances, as
on the object to be attained. It is at all times diffi-

cult to draw with precision the line between those
rights which must be surrendered and those which

may be reserved. A.nd on the present occasion this
diihculty was increase.! by a difference among the
several states as to their situation, extent, habits,
and particular interests.

" In all our deliberations on this subject, we kept
steadily in our view, that which appeared to us the
greatest interest of every true American, the con-
solidation of our Union, in which is involved our
prosperity, felicity, safety, perhaps our national ex-
istence. This important consideration, seriously and
deeply impressed on our minds, led each in the con-
vention to be less rigid in points of inferior magni-
tude than might have been otherwise expected.
And thus, the constitution which we now present, is

the result of a spirit of amity, and of that mutual
deference and concession which the peculiarity of
our political situation rendered indispensable.

" That it will meet the full and entire approbation
of every state, is not perhaps to be expected. But
each will doubtless consider, that had interest alone
been consulted, the consequences might have been
particularly disagreeable and injurious to others.

That it is Uable to as few exceptions as could have
been reasonably expected, we hope and believe; that
it may promote the lasting welfare of that country
so dear to us all, and secure her freedom and happi-
ness, is our most ardent wish."

The system of government which was finally

agreed upon was the result of a long and pa-
tient investigation. Often it seemed as if

further discussion would be fruitless, and the

convention was more than once upon the point
of breaking up without agreeing to any thing.

The necessity of preserving the Union, and of
making all subordinate interests yield to the
great one of establishing a perpetual peace
throughout the United States, inspired a spi-

rit of conciliation which softened down all the
asperities of conflicting interests. It is not
an exaggeration to say, that no political or le-

gislative body ever executed witli greater abi-

lity, or brought to so successful an issue, so
momentous a trust. It is one of the brightest

pages in history, and the events of the suc-
ceeding years have enhanced the value to

mankind of so glorious a triumph of pacific

principles.

In one of the gloomiest periods of the
French revolution, when the last, and almost
the only Roman spirit of that disastrous era,

lifted up the expiring voice of liberty in the
senate chamber of the first consul, it was to
America that his heart turned for consolation.

" Was liberty, then," exclaimed he, in the bitter-
ness of despair, " only shown to man that lie miu-ht
never enjoy it ? Was it incessantly offered to his
desires as a fruit which he may not touch without
being struck by the hand of death ? Has nature,
then, after making this liberty one of our most
pressing wants, like a cruel step-mother refused us
its blessing ? No! I cannot consent to regard this
good, so universally preferred to all others, and with-
out which all others are nothing, as a mere phan-
tom. My heart tells me that liberty is practicable •

that its dominion is more easy and more stable than
any arbitrary government or oligarchy.

" It is in the nature of their government that we
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are to seek for the instability of great republics ; it

is because, being hastily put togetiier in the midst of

civil convulsions, enthusiasm always presides over

their establishment. One only has been the work of

philosophy, organized in the calm of peace ; this re-

public subsists, full of wisdom and vigour. The
United States of America present this phenomenon ;

and their prosperity constantly receives accessions

which excite the wonder and astonishment of other

Happy, indeed, shall we be—fortunate and

blessed above all other people, if we do not

riotously abuse the unexaiupled blessings

which we enjoy! Alas! "a worm is in the

bud of youth 1"

One of the most remarkable men in that

venerable assembly was Dr. Benjamin Frank-

lin. Washington, himself, was not more pre-

eminent in his peculiar sphere of excellence

than Franklin in his. His career was truly

wonderful. After opposing in early life the

political course of the secretary of Penn, he

jived to assist, at the lapse of half a century,

in the establishment of an empire, whose moral

influence is already felt to the e.\tremilies of

the earth. The great secret of iiis success in

life was his strong common sense. In his phi-

losophical pursuits, in which a single brilliant

discovery has immortalized his name, he owed

much of his flime to being disembarrassed

with other men's views. His good sense and

clear head carried him directly to the point,

and supplied in a great degree the want of

learning. In political life he was peculiarly

the man of his age and country. A plain and

frugal republican; shrewd, ready witted, and

versatile, applause and honours neither dazzl-

ed nor perplexed him. Imbued from early

life with a disgust for religious observances,

like all who imbibe prejudice against them,

and then superficially examine Christianity,

his dislike hardened into total indiflerence and

scepticism. He appears to have formed his

scheme of life when a mere boy upon the self-

ish system of morals. Of this system he must

be admitted to be one of the most favou

able specimens. His only test of morality

was utility, and this had himself and his

worldly advantage for its centre.

His memoirs of his early hfe are accordingly

written in this spirit. He passes judgment

upon many of the excesses of his youth—upon
licentious and depraved actions, with a single

eye to their eflfect upon his success in life.

The book for this reason is not fit to be placed

in the hands of young persons, notwithstanding

its great merits in some other respects. Yet

the scepticism of Franklin was very difierent

from that of our modern free enquirers. He
was a man of enlarged and liberal views, and

had a deep insight into human nature. He
professed a confident trust in an overruling

and particular Providence. He knew man-

kind too well, and had too great a regard for

his species, to be willing to sap by his writ-

ings the foundations of the Christian faith.

"If men are so wicked with religion" said he

to one who was about publishing an argument

against the providence of God, " what would

they be without it?" The advice he gave in

this instance was characteristic of the man.
" He that spits against the wind, spits in his

own face."

THE FRIEND.

The great merit of the public career of

Franklin has been scarcely noticed by his con-

temporaries; but he will be regarded in future

ages as standing out from among the states-

men of his times—distinguished from them all

by his uniform and earnest efforts in the cause

of peace. We cannot at the present day ap-

preciate the value of his services in this re-

spect. He was too far ahead of his contempo-

aries, to impress them with his sentiments.

Jut when the tide of public opinion begins to

cliange, it will be remembered to his lasting

honour, that Franklin was the first statesman

who procured the surrender between two pow-

erful states of the right of private war on the

ocean. The 23d article of the treaty between

Prussia and America, will at no distant day, I

trust, be incorporated into the law of nations.

Dr. Franklin passed several years of the re-

volutionary struggle in fruitless attempts to

bring about a peace. In his final negotia-

tions with the British commissioners, he pro-

posed to prohibit, in case of a fiiture war, the

plundering of unarmed and usefully employed

people. " Why should not the law of nations,"

said he, " go on improving? Ages have inter-

vened between its several steps; but as know-

ledge of late increases rapidly, why should not

those steps be quickened?" " Try, my friend,"

is his language in another place, " what you

can do in procuring for your, nation the glory

of being, though the greatest naval power

the first who voluntarily relinquished the ad

vantage that power seems to give them of

plundering others, and thereby impeding the

mutual communications among men of the

aifts of God, &c." To the credit of our

country, it must be observed, that it has not

lost sight of this subject, which has more than

once been brought into view by our negotia

tions.

The wishes of Franklin were not limited to

the prevention of private war on the

and plunder on land. He desired to abolish

war universally, and he enforced his views in

his private letters with his peculiar felicity. " I

long with you," says he, " for the return of

peace on the general principles of humanity."

" I have been apt to think that there has never

been nor ever will be any such thing as a good

war, or a bad peace." " It is unnecessary for

me to represent to you, or you to me, the mis-

chiefs each nation is subjected to by the war.

We all see clear enough the nonsense of con-

tinuing it; the difliculty is where to find sense

enough to put an end to it." " I think with

you, that your Quaker article is a good one,

and that men will in time have sense enough

to adopt it, but I fear that time is not yet come."
" What repeated follies," said he to David

Hartley, in allusion to the wars of France and

England, " are these repeated wars ! How
many excellent things might have been done

to promote the internal welfare of each coun-

try; what bridges, roads, canals, and other use-

ful public works and institutions, tending to

the common felicity, might have been made
and established with the money and men fool-

ishly spent during the last seven centuries, by

our mad wars in doing one another mischief.

Learn to be quiet and to respect each other's

rights. Seek peace and ensure it." "We

make daily great improvements in natural

—

there is one I wish to see in moral philosophy;

the discovery of a plan that would induce and

oblige nations to settle their disputes without

first cutting one another's throats. When will

human reason be sufiiciently improved to see

the advantage of this?"

Imbued with these liberal and pacific senti-

ments, Dr. Franklin took his seat in the con-

vention. His advanced age—his long experi-

ence of the world—his great fame—his public
.

services—all conspired to clothe him with in-

fluence and authority. It does not appear

what were his own views of a frame of govern-

ment. But at the close of some of the storm-

iest debates which occurred, the voice ofFrank-

lin was heard like that of Nestor, assuaging

the fierceness of contending leaders, and re-

storing the calm of deliberation.

" It has given me great pleasure," said he on one

occasion, " to observe that till this point, the proporlion

ofrepresetilation, came before us, our debates were car-

ried on with great coolness and temper. If any thing

of a contrary kind has on this occasion appeared,! hope

it will not be repeated; for we are sent hither to con-

sult, n<Bt to contend with each other; and declarations

of a fixed opinion and of a determined resolution never

to change it, neither enlighten nor co-vince us: posi-

liveness and warmth on one side naturally beget

their like on the other; and tend to create and aug-

ment discord and division in a great concern, wherein

harmony and union are extremely necessary, to give

weight to our councils, and render them etfectual in

promoting and securing the common good."

Some of the sentiments avowed in the fol-

lowing speech may excite surprise as coming

from the lips of Franklin. If they were mere-

ly a tribute to the feelings of a Christian as-

sembly such as was paid by the philosophers

of antiquity to theirnational religion—we must

admit that Franklin displayed even here his

characteristic sagacity. For my own part, I

confess, they appear to me be sincere. I am
willing to believe, that his long experience of

life had persuaded his understanding and his

heart, of the great truths which he so beauti-

fully enforces. How opposite is their strain

to the ribaldry of our modern infidels, who

pride themselves in being of the school of

Franklin !

"Mr. President

after four or five i

nual reasonings w
ments on almost

producing

The small progress we Jiavemade.

;ck's close attendance and conti-

h each other, our ditferent senti-

'cry question, several of the last

noes as ayes, is, methinks, a me-
lancholy proof of the imperfection of the human un-

derstanding. We indeed seem to feel our own want

of political wisdom, since we have been running all

about in search of it. We have gone back to ancient

history for models of government, and examined the

different forms of those republics, which, having been

originally formed with the seeds of their own disso-

lutfon, now no longer exist; and we have viewed mo-

dern states all round Europe, but find none of their

constitutions suitable to our circumstances. In this

situation of this assembly, groping, as it were, in the

dark, to find political truth, and scarce able to distin-

guish it when presented to us, how has it happened,

sir, that we have not hitherto once thought of

humbly applying to the Father of Lights to illumi-

nate our understandinfis'—In the beginning of the

contest with Briliiin, when we were sensible of dan-

ger, we had daily prayers in this room for the divine

protection! Our prayers, sir, were heard;—and they

were graciously answered. All of us, who were en-

gaged in the struggle, must have observed frequent

instances of a superintending Providence in our fa-
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vour. To that kind Providence we owe this happy

opportunity of consulting- in peace on the means of

establishing our future national felicity. And have

we now forgotten that powerful friend? or do we
'

acine we no longer need its assistance? I have lived,

si'r, a long time; and the longer I live, the more con-

vincing proofs I see of this truth, that Ood governs in

the affairs of men.' And if a sparrow cannot fall to

the ground without hie notice, is it probable that an

empire can rise without his aid? We have been as-

sured, sir, in the sacred writings, that 'except the

Lord build the house, they labour in vain that build

it,' I (irmly believe this; and I also believe, that

without his concurring aid, we shall succeed in this

political buildingno better than the builders of Babel:

we shall be divided by our little partial local interests,

our projects will be confounded, and we ourselves

shall become a reproach and a by-word down to fu-

ture ages. And what is worse, mankind may here-

afteri from this unfortunate instance, despair of esta-

bhshing government by human wisdom, and leave it

to chance, war, and conquest."

At the last meeting of this august assembly,

Dr. Franklin acknowledged that he did not

entirely approve of the constitution:

—

" But, sir," said he, " I am not sure that I shall

never approve it; for having lived long, I have ex-

perienced many instances of being obliged by better

information or fuller consideration, to change opi-

nions even when on important subjects, which I once

thought right, but found to be otherwise. It is, there-

fore, that the older I grow, the more apt I am to

doubt my own judgment, and "to pay more respect

to the judgment of others. **** When you assem-

ble a number of men to have the advantage of their

joint wisdom, you inevitably assemble with those

men, all their prejudices, their passions, their errors

of opinion, their local interests and their selfish views.

From such an assembly can a perfect production be

expected? It therefore astonishes me to find this

system approaching so near to perfection as it does."
" Thus I consent, sir, to this constitution, because I

am not sure that this is not the best. The opinions

1 have had of its errors I sacrifice to the public good.

1 have never whispered a syllable of them abroad.

Within these walls they were born, and here they

shall die."

Such was the spirit in which these illustrious

- men assembled and deliberated. To use the

language of president Madison, they found dif-

ficulties not to be described in the formation

of the constitution. "Mutual deference and

concession were absolutely necessary. Had
they been inflexibly tenacious of their individ-

ual opinions they would never have concurred."
" The state government," said Fisher Ames,
using one of his rich metaphors, " is a beauti-

ful structure. It is situated, however, on the

naked beach. Tlie Union is the dyke to fence

out the flood. That dyke is broken and de-

cayed, and if we do not repair it, when the

next spring tide comes, we shall be buried in

one common destruction."

Hereafter when the shadow of peace shall

overspread the world, and the differences of

nations be settled by amicable adjustment, the

formation of this constitution will be hailed as

an era in the history of mankind, as the greatest

event of the eighteenth century, prodigal as

that was of wonders. The influence which it

»sheds abroad is pure and benignant. The tro-

# phies of the warrior will perish, but the mild

glory of the legislators of America will brighten

throughout all future ages. *^*

Knowledge is the treasure, but judgment the

treasurer of a wise man. Penn.

FOR. THE FRIEND.

A MIDNIGHT MEDITATION.
'Tis midnight's solemn hour! now wide unfurled

Darkness expands her mantle o'er the world :

The firo-fly's lamp has ceased its fitful gleam ;

The cricket's chirp is hushed ; the boding scream
Of the gray owl is stilled ; the lofty trees

Scarce wave their summits to tlie failing breeze ;

All nature is at rest, or seems to sleep ;

'Tis thine alone, oh man 1 to watch and weep I

Thine 'tis to feel thy system's sad decay,
As flares the taper of thy life away •

Beneath the influence of fell disease:

—

Thine 'tis to know the want of mental ease

Springing from memory of time misspent

;

Of slighted blessings; deepest discontent

And riotous rebellion 'gainst the laws
Of health, truth, heaven, to win the world's ap.

plause

!

—Such was thy course, Eugenie, such thy hardened
heart,

Till mercy spoke, and death unsheathed the dart.

Twanged his unerring bow, and drove the steel.

Too deep to be withdrawn, too wide the wound to

heal

;

Yet left of life a feebly glimmering ray,

Slowly to sink and gently ebb away.

.—And yet, how blest am I ?

While myriad others lie

In agony of fever or of pain.

With parching tongue and burning eye.

Or fiercely throbbing brain;

My feeble frame, though spoiled of rest.

Is not of comfort dispossest.

My mind awake, looks up to thee.

Father of mercy ! whose blest hand I see

In all things acting for our good,
Howe'er thy mercies be misunderstood.

—See where the waning moon
Slowly surmounts yon dark tree tops.

Her lighi increases steadily, and soon
The solemn night her stole of darkness drops :

Thus to my sinking soul in hours of gloom.
The cheering beams of hope resplendent come.
Thus the thick clouds which sin and sorrow

Are changed to brightness, or swift disappear.

Hark I tliat shrill note proclaims approach-
ing day;

The distant east is- streaked with lines of
gray;

Faint warblings from the neighbouring

The tuneful tribes salute the brightening
skies.

Peace breathes around ; dim visions o'er

The weary night outwatched, thank God I

I too may sleep.

G.

The certainty that life cannot be long, and
the probability that it will be much shorter

than nature allows, ought to awaken every

man to the active prosecution of whatever he
desirous to perform. It is true that no dili-

gence can ascertain success; death may inter-

cept the swiftest career, but he who is cut ofl'

in the execution of an honest undertaking, has

at least the honour of falling in his rank, and
has fought the battle, though he missed the

victory.

Johnso7i.

By taking revenge, a man is but even with

his enemy; but in passing it over, he is supe-

rior.

—

Lord Bacon.

FItOM THE WESTERN LUMINARY.
COMPARATIVE VALUE OF FREE AND

SLAVE LABOUR.
No. III.

{Continuedfrom page 314.)

I knew a Virginian whose fifty years' ex-
perience gave weight to his opinion, and who
repeatedly declared that he had ever made it

a point not to have more than eight or nine

working hands upon his plantation, a number
which he believed might be managed to ad-

vantage by an industrious man. I give what
exceeds that number, said he, to my children,

for I know that with an increase of negroes
follows a decrease of profits, at fifty negroes

profit sinks to nothing, but one hundred will

run you every year in debt. An assertion

regularly verified at the decease of every great

proprietor, when you see from one hundred to

two hundred prime negroes sold to discharge

the debts inevitably accunmlated during the life

of the deceased. Exceptions may be found.

General Washington, for instance. But there

are too few to notice. The generally prevalent

conse([uences of numerous slaves, are sloth,

extravagance, and insolvency, and these con-

sequences in individuals afiect proportionably

the general welfare of the countries where they

occur. Perhaps those consequences are not

equally visible where the very valuable staples

are produced. These and these only can pay
for slave labour, and the barbarous traflic of

slaves is incessantly carried on from Mary-
land and Virginia, wiiere slave labour is daily

becoming less valuable, to Louisiana and the

adjacent states, where the sugar and cotton

can afford slave labour. Yet even this vent

seems likely to be closed, the assembly of

Louisiana having forbidden the introducing of

slaves for sale. May we not hence infer that

they begin to find that they have enough of
them already ? The fall of cotton may change
•he value of slaves to the southward, and if

tlie impost on sugar is as high as it is said to

be, (nearly half the price,) we need only take

that off, and tlie negro would be almost as

worthless in the south as in the north. Per-

haps this subject ought, if only in passing, to

receive here some notice. Much has been
said about the propriety of taxes and imposts

which tended to raise a people of manufac-
turers to the north. How much more to be
censured an impost which doubles the planter's

profit for the purpose of encouraging him
to add to his negro slaves? I have been told

of a wealthy planter whose crop this year

amounts to
<J
100,000. If so, he receives

^50,000 of that sum from his own country-

men, who are plundered to encourage him to

add to a population which is advancing with

mathematical certainty to a disproportion which
must in the end prove our destruction.

I might here quote Pliny, and Clumella,

among the ancients; Hume, Burke, and Frank-

lin, among the moderns in my favour. The
last is very decisive; indeed he has in a few
words expressed all that can be said upon this

subject. "The labour of slaves can never be

so cheap here in America as is the labour of
working men in Great Britain. Reckon the

interest on the first purchase of a slave, the

insurance on his life, his clothing and diet,



expenses in his sickness, and loss of time by

the same, or by iiis neglect, natural to a man
who is not to be benefited by his own labours,

tlie expense of a driver to keep liim to work,

and his pilfering from time to time, a slave

being almost naturally a thief, and compare
tlie amount with tiie wages of a manufacturer

in England, you will see that labour is per-

formed much clieaper there than it ever can

be by negroes here."

A strong additional proof of the correctness

of Franklin's opinion is derived from the con-

sideration that all our manufactories worth

notice are in the free states. There labour is

cheaper, and the free man's interest is bound

up with that of his employer, in which respect

lie difters widely from the negro, who has on
several occasions, in this state, been known to

set fire to tlie manufactories that he might
escape from his employment. A free man,
whose family depended upon his wages, would
sooner ha,e burnt his own cottage. Yet with-

out manufactories you cannot have wealthy

farmers. On this subject, receive the follow-

ing extracts from the writings of slaveholders,

residents of Virginia and Maryland.
It is acknowledged by all persons who have

visited the different states of this confederacy,

that the free states generally exhibit a striking

superioiity over the others in the value of their

permanent improvements, in the cultivation of

tiieir lands, and in the industry and general

competency of their inhabitants. Their supe-

riority in pecuniary resources is also proven
by the great public works they have executed,

the large capital they have invested in manu-
factures, and the great extent of their com-
merce. They are therefore richer in every

respect than the southern or middle states, and
from whence does this superiority arise, if not

from the greater productiveness of free than

of slave labour? The soil and climate of the

southern stales are far better adapted for pro-

ducing the necessaries and comforts of life,

than tlie bleak and rocky shores of New Eng-
land; and at least equal in this respect to New
York or Pennsylvania. Virginia has also been
settled longer than any of these, and ought
therefore to be farther advanced in opulence
and improvement.

It may perhaps be replied that foreign com-
merce and domestic manufactures have en-

riched the eastern and northern states. Why
then should not Virginia and Maryland have
equally shared the advantages of these lucrative

employments? They have as fine bays
noble livers, and as good harbours as the other

states. They produce a greater variety and
abundance of commodities for exportation, and
of materials for manufactures. Water power
is not wanting, and capital will always flow

where profits may be reasonably expected.

But the character of our labouiing po[)ulation,

especially where slaves are most numerous, is

the cause why we cannot compete with the

free states either in navigation or manufactures.

Slave labour is too dear to come in competi-

tion with the production of free labour, with-

out a ruinous loss to the master. The exist-

ence of slavery has also the effect of driving

away many of the best of the labouring classes

of the whites, and of corrupting those who re-
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main, so that they are unfit for any useful em-
ployment.

But foreign commerce is not absolutely ne-
cessary to the prosperity of a state. Ohio has
scarcely any foreign commerce, yet the rapid
increase of population, the excellent cultiva-

tion of her land, the progress of her domestic
manufactures, and the extent of her public
works, now going on, announce a degree of
prosperity hitherto unexampled in so youno- a
state, and call for the admiration of all who

that thriving and happy community. Al-
though at so great a distance from the seaboard,
she already competes with Maryland in one of
her staple commodities. Her tobacco, cultiva-

ted by free labour, after being transported three

hundred miles in wagons, is sold in Baltimore,
and aff'ords a better profit to the grower than
is yielded to the Maryland and Virginia plant-

ers, who have a market at their own doors.

This is, we think, a most conclusive evidence
of the greater economy of free than of slave

labour, and an absolute demonstration of the

moral eflect of a free population in promoting
private industry, public enterprize and general

intelligence.

Within a few years past a number of ma-
nufactories have been established in the neigh-

bourhood of Baltimore, which are almost en-

tirely carried on by free labour. The circum-
stance of their employing free labour in a

slave holding country shows that they have
found it more to their interest to do so, as

otherwise they could not have brought their

fabrics into successful competition with those

made m the eastern states. Still some kinds

of domestic inanufacture do not flourish there

to the same degree that they do in the free

states, and the only reason that can be as-

signed for it is the character of the population.

The wages of the labourer must always be
sufficient to maintain him, and in Maryland it

costs him more to maintain himself than it does

in New England, because slavery has introduced

into her neighbourhood that want of domestic

economy which always results from it, and
becMuse most articles of consumption being

the produce of slave labour, are dearer than

in flee states. It is true that bread stuff's are

cheaper, owing to the greater fitness of the

soil and climate for producing them, but the

poor commonly buy those articles by retail,

and a pound of flour is sold as cheap in New
England as in Maryland ; but even supposing

it to be a cent a pound dearer, this will add
very little to the expense of maintaining a

family, and is much more than counterba-

lanced by the greater cost of almost every

other article of consumption. It is indef

remarkable fact that cotton and wool raised

in Virginia are transported to New England,
manufactured into cotton yarn, or clothing

brought back to Virginia, and sold cheapei
than the same fabrics can be made here, al

though large quantities of the bread stuflis

used by the manufacturers are also taken from
Virginia. It seems then that free labour is

so much cheaper than slave labour, that they

can aft'ord to pay a profit here to the pur-
chaser of the cotton or wool, a freight on them
to New England, a commission to the mer
chant who buys them there, a profit to the

manufacturer, a freight back again to Virgi-

nia, and a profit to the merchant who' sella

them here, and still sell them cheaper than
they can be manufactured by a person in Vir-
ginia, who buys the materials at his own door,
and sells the fabric in his own neighbourhood.

(To be continued.)

THE FREE THINKER. NO. 2.

The object of civil government is the pro-
tection of its members from aggression, and in

every free government, the individuals being
parties to the compact voluntarily relinquish

some lesser rights for the sake of securing the

enjoyment of all the rest. The laws or rules

established are to be respected and obeyed by
ill, and the virtuous and industrious must pay
I part of their substance, that the vicious and
die may be corrected and kept in order.

Every community that has yet been establish-

ed, however perfect their scheme may have
appeared to themselves or others, have com-
menced operations by deciding upon some
frame of government, the adoption of some
body of rules, to which all who united in the

compact were to be subject. In other words,
it has always been acknowledged, that mem-
bers of commnnities must be responsible to a
higher authority, 'br that the individuals, in

their separate conditions, are answerable to the

whole body for their conduct, and when guilty

of infringing the laws or rules framed for the

general good, must submit to whatever penal-

ty they impose. This is equally true of every

attempt made to improve the condition of hu-

man society in all countries and ages, whether
merely proposed in theory or attempted in

practice, from the days of Plato down to the

glorious experiments of New Harmony and
Nashoba. The best of human rules of action

are unfortunately liable to numerous imperfec-
tions, and when framed with the utmost care,

are partial in operation, and easily evaded.

Consequently all human codps become encum-
bered with great bodies of law rendered use-

less for want of enforcement, and aggrega-
tions of special enactments solely applicable to

solitary cases. Still the acltrmwhdgcment of
the necessity of some authority or tribunal of
judgment superior to that of individual will, is

made by all, not excepting the perfectihilians

who now strut so conspicuously before the
public.

The use we would make of this acknow-
ledgement, is to deduce the folly of those,

who, in pretending to improve the moral con-
dition of man, commence by endeavouring to

remove from his mind all idea of responsibility

for his conduct to a higher than human au-

thority. If, in compacts relating solely to so-

cial convenience, the necessity of being secur-

ed against individual misconduct by a para-

mount authority, is universally felt and acted
upon, how much more necessary is it that

there should be some moral standard, some<i
body of principles, superior to individual opi-#
nions and errors ? and as in all civil govern-
ments it is necessary that the follies or crimes
of individuals should be prevented, repressed,

or punished, by adequate penalties, so in mo-
ral government it is necessary that a proper
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tribunal should exist for the correction of er-

rors and abuses. In fact, as correctness of

moral motive is the best possible security for

social good conduct, tlie propriety of an ade-

quate moral authority or government, appears

to be a necessary antecedent to every success-

ful experiment for the advancement of social

happiness. The best proof of tliis is, that

ci-enj attempt to found a social institution

without a correct moral basis, or with a mere
and exclusive reference to the physical conve-

nience of the parties concerned, has uniformly

failed; and, to our minds, failure must inevit-

ably follow every such defective arrangement.

Human laws, with all the advantages deriv-

ed from the learning, science, and upriirhtness

of their framers, have been, under all circum-

stances, of admitted imperfection and inade-

quacy. Liable to bo misapplied, misunder-

stood, broken, or evaded, being operative by

penalties inflicted upon persons and property,

they are likely to be obeyed or observed no
longer than the convenience of individuals may
render their infraction unnecessary. As soon

as it is expedient to disretrard their influence,

it is only to decide that the advantage to be
gained is greater than the penalty to be incur-

red, and the question is settled. Hence, to

the constitution of all human society, some-
thing superior in efficacy to human law is ab-

solutely requisite. Mankind must have mo-
tives to correctness of thought and action

which will never be inoperative—which they

will never feel willing, to evade, and which
they cannot escape from, whatever may other
wise be their willingness. It may, then, be
worth while to inquire, whether such a supe-
rior tribunal does exist; whether its authority

and influence have been long known and ac-

knowledged, and what is its real character ?

Without inquiring whence such ideas were
obtained, we observe among all the people of

whom we have knowledge, tha't there is ev'

dence of their belief in their responsibility to a

higher than human power; and in most of

them, their ideas of responsibility were extend

ed beyond the mere term of existence. That
for their actions during life, they were to be
rewarded or punished after death; and though
their notions of such rewards and punishments
were in accordance will) their state of rude
ness, still the general principle is clearly per
ceptible. Among more refined nations, we
find a much greater degree of advancement in

this respect; their observations of the beautiful

and admirable works of nature, leading them
to clearer notions of a great first cause and his

attributes, also lead to juster ideas of their

moral responsibility, and of the necessity of

virtuous conduct, with a reference to the pli

sure or service of this supreme authority. An
examination of the most ancient iieathen re

cords will show, that the influence of a super
human authority has been acknowledired and
acted under, through a long lapse of ages an
tecodent to the promulgation of the system
which was the immediate precursor of Chris

tianity.

As to the real character of this superior au-

thority, it is easy to infer what it must be,

from what it is required to effect, without call-

ing upon more immediate declarations which

are in our reach. It is to supply all the defi-

ciencies of human laws, by aflbrding motives

to rectitude not to be neglected—motives

which require the interference of no third per-

son to render them effective, as they consti-

tute the individual a continual watchman over

all his thoughts and dispositions, as well as all

his actions. To produce such results, they

must spring from some source of infinite power
and perfection, and the penalties attached to

neglect, must be of a character to forbid in-

fraction, and to punish evasion or infraction in

the most terrible manner.

All sane men, who allow themselves to rea-

son upon the objects of nature, are forced to

the conclusion, that these wonders and beau-

ties must have had an Author or Creator; the

inference is equally unavoidable, that thi:

Being must have been All-wise as well as Al
mighty, since all the works of nature are evi

dently made according to one original design,

as all the subordinate parts are directly and
admirably related to e;lth other in the supe-

rior and inferior links of the chain. The infi-

nite wisdom displayed in this great work, as

clearly indicates the supreme moral perfection

of the Creator, as the laws according to whici

he first framed and set in action the worlds

still continue to operate with the same harmon
and perfection they had at their inception, and
will thus continue in action as long as his will

permits.

When we have once found ourselves obliged

to admit the existence of a Power all-wise and
supremely perfect, to whom all nature is re-

sponsible for its movements and dependent
upon his will, how can we find difficulty in ac-

knowledging that his is the paramount autho-

rity to which all human society is indebted for

security; his the tribunal to which we are all

subject; his the laws which it is impossible to

neglect or evade, without incurring penaltie

too dreadful to be rashly merited, commensu
rate with the greatness of his majesty, and the

perfectness of his purity? Whence, but froii

such a source, can be derived those monition:

of conscience which withhold us from thi

commission of evil when no human eye is open
for our detection, and which might be con
cealed from man as easily as perpetrated ?

Whence could we obtain the feelings which

would lead us to do' to others as we would
wish them to act towards us, in cases where
our conformity to the rule is in direct opposi-

tion to our present interests ? W^hat but such

a power could deter us from the gratification

of our propensities at the expense of the vir-

tue of others as well as our own ?

It is a truth most unequivocal, that, without
the existence and acknowledgement of such a

supreme authority, to which all are alike

amenable, there is no such thing as absolutely

right or wrong. Rejecting this authority,

these become terms significant of arbitrary

or conventional decisions, which may vary with
the day, according to the convenience or ex
pediency of those concerned. Without the

cognizance of this great tribunal, individuals

are relieved from all obligation to refrain from
any infraction of human rules, provided it can
be done with secrecy, or the penalty can be
avoided. What restraint can be imposed

what barrier erected against the deluge of
i that would ensue ? Shall we impart

Inotdedgc ? Knowledge of what ? Arithme-
tic ? Geography ? Astronomy ? Historv ?

Politics ? Law ? Medicine ?
' So let it be;

but what will all these, with all the long cata-

logue^ left unmentioned, offer, to withhold a
man from fiaudlul peculation, who has ample
opportunity, with almost the certainty of es-

caping detection ? Will the knowledg'e of any
of these suggest to an individual the impro-
priety of pride, the miserable nature of ava-
rice, or the baseness of sensuality ? Will they
guard his thoughts from viciousness, withhold
his tongue from calumny, or purify his feelings

relative to his social duties ? Let every man's
experience answer; let the history of liis race
repeat to him in every sentence, that to all

such ends philosophy is weak and learning
vain.

How, then, is society to be regenerated,
perfected, and beatified upon earth, according
to this new scheme ? Men are to be so illu-

minated, we are told, as to be superior to all

these imperfections, falsely called vices; they

are to be so intellectually sublimed, that they

will no longer feel the impulses of passion, nor
be liable to prejudice: they are to be exempt
from the influence of physical differences; they

are to be all free and equal, all content to be of
the same rank, all to labour for the common
good, and none to pretend to elevate them-
selves above tlieir fellows, whatever may be
their peculiarity of talent. The panologist, or

all-knowing philosopher, is to render equal ser-

vice in the potato field with the dull blockhead
whose greatest degree of illumination can
scarcely be elevated to comprehend the use of

the hoe he handles, or the plough he follows.

Under this glorious diffusion of knowledge,
there is to be no motive, no inequality, no
right, no wrong. Nothing is to be true but

what can be seen, smelt, heard, tasted, or felt.

There is to be ho responsibility, as there is to

be no futurity; and man is at lengtli to attain

a degree of quiet, material enjoyment, which
might well excite the envy of every herd of
swine in the world. I^ove will have ceased
to urge to exertion, because the sexes will live

in all the freedom of intimacy: passion will be
deprived of its power where all is offered that

can be sought, as the appetite palls amidst su-

perfluity of dainties. Industry will have lost

all motive, as property is not to be acquired,
and even the wonder-working knowledge itself

.vill cease from effort, as there will be nothing
left to inspire energy, or provoke to exertion.

Oh I happy days ! Oh ! joyous hours ! To
feed to fatness; to loll on soft cushions or the

grassy sward; to be freed from the care of
children, which will belong to nobody, and of
wives, which will belong to every body; to

lounge about through the day talking knoir-

ledge, and to doze through the night with the

glorious hope of repeating next day the plea-

sures of the preceding ! Who is there but

mu^t regret that so many generations should

necessarily pass away, before this millenium
of pure sensuality and knowledge can be com-
menced ?

It is in vain to pretend that the reform now
urging upon our citizens, is to have any better
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or higher result than that above stated. How
ever the importance of knowledge be vaunted,

promises of illumination and intellectual ele-

vation held forth, and the dignity and perfec-

tion of human reason be trumpeted, nothing is

to be hoped from the sclieme, supposing it to be

most fully successful, beyond enjoyment the

most brute-like, and anticipations the most

bestial.

We may now be allowed to ask, why is it

that the idea of responsibility to a Supreme
authority, capable of judging justly of all hu-

man feelings, motives, and actions, is so very

repugnant to our modern illuminatists ? They
stick at nothing in the way of positive and au-

dacious assertion to diminish its probability;

virtually rejecting their much boasted principle

of free inquiry, in order to avoid it; and would,

if possible, so blind their proselytes, as to con-

fine their attention exclusively to objects of

sense, fearing the result of every intellectual

effort that might raise their thoughts from

things to their Author, from effects to their

causes. Hence, all the paltry tricks and sub-

terfuges they resort to for the purpose of mis-

leading and amusing their adherents; their cla-

mour against priestcraft and bigots, and the

coarse ribaldry with which they attempt to de-

secrate every person and thing that men have

been taught to regard with respect or vene-

ration. Granting all that they can ask rela-

tive to the abuses which have been committed
under the sanction of sacred names, and con-

ceding that human depravity is exhibited in its

worst colours among those who iiave made a

traffic of holy things, still the question recurs

with full force, what is the reason that these

reformers are so anxious to destroy a belief,

which has nothing to do with the errors of so-

cieties or individuals, and which, if well found-

ed, is of more momentous importance to our

race, than all that ever was, or will be aggre-

gated, in the way of knowledge ? Against

this belief they manifest the riiost deadly en-

mity, the most rancorous hostility ; vice is

mere weakness; crime, simple ignorance; blas-

phemy, vivacity; and every sin that can be

named trifling in their sight; but a belief in

our responsibility to an Almighty and All- wise

Judge, excites all their virulence, and awakens

the very fire of their indignation. In our next

we shall try to set forth the reasons of this sin-

gular animosity. Tiieosaner.

FOR THE FRIEND.

LONDON YEARLY MEETLNG.
Intelligence has been received of the satis-

factory close of the late yearly meeting in Lon-
don; and the friends of Christianity will learn

with heartfelt pleasure, that the following im-

portant document was approved, and directed

to be issued by the meeting, with great unan-

imity in feeling and expression. It is a plain

decided, and scriptural testimony against the

anti-christian notions of Elias Hicks and his

followers; and coming from the parent yearly

meeting, from which all the others have or

ginated, and to which, for a long course of

years, they acknowledged subordination, it is

certainly entitled to great respect and conside-

ration. The entire unity of the Society ir

England, on the subject of Christian doctrine,
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and the decided manner in which they have

borne their testimony against the infidelity at-

tempted to be propagated among their Ameri-

can brethren, are truly causes of lively grati-

tude to the Preserver of men; and add another

strong evidence, to the already accumulated
mass of proof, that Hiclcsites are not Friends.

It is with pleasure we can now state, that all

tlie yearly meetings of Friends in the world,

(Ireland excepted, which may be considered

as included in that of England, to which it

sends representatives,) have united in raising

a harmonious testimony against the doctrines

of the new sect, and declaring that they cannot
acknowledge them as being in communion
with the religious Society of Friends. The
minute of the yearly meeting is as follows, viz.

"At a yearly meeting of the religious Soci-

ety of Friends, held in London by adjournments,
from the 20th of the 5th month, to the 29th

of the same inclusive, 1829.

This meeting has been introduced into a

ing of much sympathy and brotherly love,

for our brethren on the American continent.

We have heard, with deep concern and sor-

row, of the close trials to which they have been
subjected, by the diffusion of anti-christian

loctrines among them; and we consider it to

be a duty to disclaim, and we hereby do dis-

claim, all connection, as a religious Society,

with any meetings for the purpose of worship
or discipline, which have been established, or

which are upheld, by those who have embraced
such anti-christian doctrines.

And in order to prevent any misappre-
hension as to our views, we feel ourselves call-

ed upon at this time, to avow our belief in the

inspiration and divine authority of the Old and
New Testament.

" We further believe, that the promise made
after the transgression of our first parents, in

the consequences of whose fall, all the posteri-

ty of Adam are involved, " that the seed of the

woman should bruise the head of the serpent;"*

and the declaration unto Abraham, "In thy

seed shail all the families of the earth be bless-

ed,"! had a direct reference to the coming in

the flesh of the Lord Jesus Christ. To Him
also did the prophet Isaiah bear testimony,

when he declared, " Unto us a child is born,
unto us a Son is given: and the government
shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall

be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty
God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of
Peace: of the increase of his government there

shall be no end."| And again, the same pro-

phet spoke of Him, when he said, " Surely

he hath borne our griefs and carried our sor-

rows: yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten

of God, and afflicted: but he was wounded for

our transgressions, he was bruised for our ini-

quities: the chastisement of our peace was
upon him, and with his stripes we are healed. "§
The same blessed Redeemer is emphatically

denominated by the projihet Jeremiah, " The
Lord our Righteousness."!]

" At that period, and in that miraculous

manner, which God in his perfect wisdom saw
fit, the promised Messiah appeared personally

* Gen. iii. 15. + Gen. xxviii. 14. :( Isaiah ix. 6,

7. 5 Isaiah liii. 4,5. || Jer. xxiii. 6.

upon the earth, when " he took not on him the

nature of angels; but he took on ki7n the seed
of Abraham."* He " was in all points tempt-
ed like we are, yet without sin."t " Having
finished the work which was given him to do,"|
" he gave himself for us, an offering and a sa-

crifice to God."§ " He tasted death for every
man. "II " He is the propitiation for our sins;

and not for ours only, but also for the sins of
the world. "IT " VVe have redemption through
his blood, even the forgiveness of sins."**
" He passed into the heavens;"!! and " being
the brightness of the glory of God, and the ex-

press image of his person, and upholding all

things by the word of his power, when he had
by himself purged our sins, sat down on the

right' hand of the Majesty on high;"JJ " and
ever liveth to make intercession for us."§§

" It is by the Lord Jesus Christ that the

world will be judged in righteousness. "IfH "He
is the Mediator of the newcovenant;"*** "the
image of the invisible God, the first born of
every creature; for by Him were all things

created, that are in heaven and that are in

earth, visible and invisible, whether they be
thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or

powers : all things were created by Him, and
for Him; and He is before all things, and by
Him all things consist."!!! "In Him dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily:" and to

Him did the evangelist bear testimony when
he said,;J:|J "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God. The same -was in the beginning

with God. All things were made by Him, and
without Him was not any thing made that was
made. In Him was life ; and the life was the

light ofmen." He "was the true light which light-

eth every man that comelh into the world. "§^§
" Our blessed Lord himself spoke of his per-

petual dominion and power in his church, when
he said, " My sheep hear my voice, and I

know them, arfd they follow me: and I give un-

to them eternal life."||||ll And when describing

the spiritual food which he bestoweth on the

true believers. He declared, " I am the

bread of life : he that cometh to me shall

never hunger, and he that believeth on me shall

never thirst."imH He spoke also of his saving

grace, bestowed on those who come in faith un-

to Him, when he said, " Whosoever drink-

eth of the water that I shall give him, shall never
thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall

be in him a well of water, springing up into

everlasting life."****

" Our religious Society, from its earliesf es-
'

tablishiiient to the present day, has received

these most important doctrines of Holy Scrip-

ture in their plain and obvious acceptation; and
we do not acknowledge as in fellowship with us,

as aChristian community, any body of religious

professors which does not thus accept them, or
which openly receives or accredits as ministers,

those who attempt to invalidate any of these

doctrines, which we esteem as essential parts of

-

the Christian religion."

* Heb. ii. 16. t Heb. iv. 15. J .John xvii. 4.

5 Ephes. V. 2. II Heb. ii. 9. It .Tohn ii. 2. ** Col.
i. 14. ttHeb. iv. 4. !! Heb. i. 3. }{ Heb. vii. 25.
IFIt Acts xvii. 31. »» Heb. xii. 24. +tt Col. i. IS,

17. XXX Col. ii. 9. §§§ John 1. i. 4. 9. |||||| John x.

27. 28. irHH John vi. 35. *»*» John iv. 14.
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" It is the earnest desire of this meeting, that

all wlio profess our name, may so Uve and so

walk before God, as that they may know these

sacred truths to be blessed to them individually.

We desire that, as the mere profession of sound

Christian doctrine will not avail to the salvation

of the soul, all may attain to a living efficaciou

faith, which, through the power of tlie Uol
Ghost, " bringeth forth fruit unto holiness;

the end whereof is everlasting life through Jesus

Christ our Lord."* " Blessing, and honour,

and glory, and power be unto Him that sitteth

upon the throne, and unto the Lamb for ever

and ever."t

Signed in, by order, and on behalf of the

meeting aforesaid, by

JosiAH FoRSTEK, Clerk

Rom. t Rev. V. 13.

FOR THE FRIEND.

CHRISTIAN CONDESCENSION.

The importance of maintaining brotherly

love, and that respect which is due to the sen-

timents of each other, is impressively inculcat-

ed in the subsequent remarks of Stephen

Crisp, which contain a beautiful description of

a religious society, properly organized under

the government and direction of the Head of

the church. We have always professed, that

the sensible guidance of the holy Spirit was
essential to the performance of every act, cha-

racterized bv the solemn title of religious

duty. The Great Shepherd puttelh forth his

own sheep, and goeth before them. They
know his voice, and they follow him, and the

voice of a stranger they will not follow. How
safe to be thus led by him: and to experience

this state of safety,We must not only know,
but faithfully obey his voice. Can there be

any jar or confusion amongst a people thus

disciplined and thus obedient ? Every one

would keep his rank in righteousness, and

being subject to him in whom are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge, nothing

would be lacking to the complete performance

of his divine will. Heavenly harmony and

unity would naturally subsist an.ongst these

followers of the Prince of Peace. Ephraim
would not envy Judah, nor Judahwj; Ephraim.

The strong would cheerfully bear the burdens

of the weak, and the younger and inexperien-

ced would treat wiih due deference the judg-

ment of their elders in the truth. Humility

and condescension would be learned in this

school, and while we were engaged in doing

the Lord's work, we should be promoting our

own advancement in the way of salvation.

We cannot but hope, however discouraging

the signs of the times may often appear, that

the Lord is at work in the hearts of many, to

prepare them, like the stones of the temple,

to bo built up a spiritual house, an holy priest-

hood to offer acceptable sacrifices to him
through Jesus Christ. May we all give our-

selves up to his divine government, and he will

not foil' to perfect the work to the praise and
glory of his grace, and to the comfort and en-

largement of his church. M.

" And all you, dear friends, upon whom the

Lord hath laid a care for his honour, and for

the prosperity of the truth, and gathered you
into the good order of the gospel, to meet to-

gether to manage the affairs thereof; take heed
that ye have a single eye to the Lord; to do
the Lord's business in the leadings of his

spirit, which is but one, and brings all that

are given up to be governed by it, to be of one
mind and heart, at least, in the general pur-
pose and service of those meetings. Although,
through the diversify of e.xercises, and the se-

veral degrees of growth among the brethren,

every one may not see or understand alike in

every matter, at the first propounding of it;

yet this makes no breach of the unity, nor
hinders the brotherly kindness, but puts you
often upon an eyerciso and an inward travail-

ing, to feel the pure, peaceable wisdom that is

from above, to open among you, and every
one's ear is open to it, in whomsoever it speaks;
and thereby a sense of life is given in the meet-
ing, to which all that are of a simple and ten-

der mind, join and agree. But if any among
you be contrary minded in the management of

some outward affair, relating to the truth, this

doth not presently break the unity that ye have
in Christ, nor should weaken the brotherly
love, so long as he keeps waiting for an under-
standing from God, to be gathered into the
same sense with you, and walks with you ac-
cording to the law of charity. Such' an one
ought to be borne with and cherished, and the

supplications of your souls will go up to God
for him, that God may reveal it to him, if it

be his will, that so no difference may be in un-
derstanding, so far as is necessary for the good
of the church, no more than there is in matters

yf faith and obedience to God. For, my
friends, it is not absolute necessity that every
member of the chuich should have the same
measure of understanding in all things; for
then where were the duty of the strong bear-
ing with the weak? then wliere were the bro-

ther of low degree? where would be any sub-
mitting to them that are set over others in the
Lord? which all tend to the preserving unity in

the church, notwithstanding the different mea-
sures and different growths of the members
thereof. For as the spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets, so are the spirits of all

that are kept in a true subjection to the spirit

of life in themselves, kept in the same subjec-
tion to the sense of life given by the same spi-

rit in the church; and by this means we come
to know the one Master, even Christ, and
have no room for other masters, in the matter
of our obedience to God. And while every
one keeps in this true subjection, the sweet
concord is known, and the oil is not only upon
Aaron's head, but it reacheth the skirts of his

garment also; and things are kept sweet and
savoury, and ye love one another, from the
greatest to the least in sincerity, and as the
apostle saith without dissimulation. And thid

love excludes all whisperings of evil things, all

backbiting, grudgings and murmurings, and
keeps Friends' minds clear one toward an-
other, waiting for every opportunity to do each
other good and to preserve each other's reputa-
tion, and their hearts are comforted at the sight

of one another. And in all their affairs, both
relating to the church and to the world, they
will be watchful over their own spirits, and

keep in the Lord's power, over that nature and
ground in themselves, that would be apt lo take
an ofcncc, or construe am/ inird or action, to a
worse sense than the siuip/ii-i/;/ llurcof, or the

intention of the other conn mid irill allow of."
" And whereas it may olten lidl out, that

among a great many, some may have a difl'er-

ent apprehension of a matter from the rest of
their brethren, especially in outward or tem-
poral things, there ought to be a Christian

liberty, maintained for such to express their

sense, with freedom of mind, or else they will

go away burdened; whereas if they speak their

minds freely, an(^a friendly and Christian con-
ference be admitted thereupon, they may be
eased, and oftentimes the difl'erent apprehen-
sion of such a one comes to be wholly remov-
ed, and his understanding opened to see as the

rest see; for the danger in society doth not lie

so much in this, that some few may have a dif-

fering apprehension in some things from the

general sense, as it doth in this; namely, when
such that so differ, do sutt'er themselves to be
led out of the bond of charity, and labour to

impose their private sense upon the rest of
their bretliren, and to.be offended and angry \i

it be not received; this is the seed of sedition

and strife that hath grown up in too many to

their own hurt.

" And therefore, my dear friends, beware of
it, and seek not to drive a matter on in fierce-

ness or in anger, nor to take offence into your
minds at any time, because v.hat seems to be
clear to you is not presently received; but let

all things in the church be propounded with an
awful reverence of Him that is the head and life

of it, who hath said, ' where two or three are

met in my name, I will be in the midst of them;'

and so he is, and may hefelt hy all who keep in

his spirit."

FOR THE FRIEND.

" Piety Projioted, in brief biographical me-
morials of some of the religious Society of
Friends, commonly called Quakers. The
eleventh part. By Josiah Foster. London.
Harvey and Darton. 1029. 12mo. pp.
434."

We have looked over the narratives con-
tained in this volume with much interest and
instruction, and are glad to learn that an Ame-
rican edition is about to be issued from the

press of T. Kite. There is no description of
reading, the sacred volume excepted, which
produces a more powerful or .salutary impres-
sion on the mind, than the history of the clos-

days of those, who, through the mercy of
God in Christ Jesus, have had an interest in

the Saviour, and enjoyed, in their dying hours, .

a hope full of immortality and eternal life. It

is cheerful to contemplate the calm and sted-

fast trust, the peace and tranquillity which
crown the evening of a life spent in dedication

to the Lord's service; to see tlie hoary pilgrim

gently descending into the valley of the sha-

dow of death, supported and cheered by the

presence of his Redeemer ; and it is no less

animating to behold the youthful Christian,

when summoned from earth to heaven, meet-

ing death with a humble and confiding hope

in Him who died for us, and rose again. We
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can look back with gratitude to seasons of

early cMldhood, when the public reading in

the family of these memorials of departed

worth, has humbled and contrited our spirits;

raised sincere and fervent desires after holi-

ness, and strengthened our feeble resolutions

to endeavour, through divine assistance, to

walk in the path of self-denial and obedience.

Some of these moments of divine visitation

have left an impression which death only can

obliterate, and which, we trust, will continue

to influence our'course through life to its latest

periods.

If parents were more frequent in the prac-

tice of collecting tlieir families, and reading

aloud to them in the sacred writings, or other

works of a serious character, especially " the

dying sayings" of those who have fallen asleep

in Jesus, we believe they would find it to pro-

duce a most happy elTect on the susceptible

minds of their children. And were these la-

bours of love accompanied by an example cor-

responding with the high and solenm duties at-

tached to the parental relation, the task of

educating their offspring would be greatly

lightened, and a delightful change produced in

the character of the children of Friends.

It is with regret and sorrow we express our

conviction, that the subject of a guarded reli-

gious education is still greatly neglected with-

in the precincts of our Society. We do not

mean to say that there is not, on the part of

many parents, a disposition to select the best

schools for their children, and to give them all

the advantages for literary instruction within

their power, though even here there is room
for improvement; but as regards domestic dis-

<'ipline. Christian education at home, and what

may be termed family devotion, there is a la-

mentable deficiency. Precepts, however ex-

cellent in themselves, and though frequently

and solemnly repeated, have little influence on

the youthful mind, where the more powerful

and convincing language of example directly

contradicts them. Parents may give whole-

some advice to their children, and press them,

in the most earnest manner, to walk in the

paths of virtue, but unless they enforce their

advice by a life of holiness and heavenly-

mindedness, themselves walking circumspectly

and in the fear of the Lord, they have little

ground to hope that their lessons will be suc-

cessfully taught.

We earnestly desire that this momentous
subject may claim the serious attention of the

members of our Society; that the destitute and

neglected condition of too inany of our young
people may be duly considered, and means ta-

ken to introduce the rising generation into an

earher acquaintance with the great truths of

<Jhristian redemption, and the evidences of

that holy religion on which alone their hopes

for eternity can securely rest. Our reader;

will excuse us for this digression. The perU'

sal of the volume under notice, has awakened
associations of a pleasing and solemn charac

ter, connected with the great duty of parents

towards their children; and excited our stron

est sympathies for those who are the unhappy
subjects of a culpable neglect.

Among the instructive accounts which the

eleventh part of " Piety Promoted" contains,

those of Deborah Darby, Thomas CoUey, John
Hall, JNIary Pryor, and Mary Naftel, will be
particularly acceptable to the American reader,

as each of these Friends made a religious visit

to this country; and during their stay amongst
us, engaged the affectionate interest and good
wishes of many of their acquaintances.

Our attention was most particularly attract-

ed by the memorials respecting Jane Shipley,

Robert Searles, Priscilla Gurney, Mary Horn-
bury, Mary Dudley, Tabitha Lowe, Ann Crow-
ley, and Ruiter ShoU. We do not intend by

pointing out these, to detract from the merit

of the others, but only to notice such as ap-

peared to convey the most instruction.

I be deficient in whatThe volume i ppen

are termed " dying sayings," and in this re-

spect is somewhat different from the earlier

volumes of "Piety Promoted;" yet we would

recommend it as well as those which precede

it, to the perusal of every member of our reli-

gious Society. R. G.

Faith is not only a means of obeying, but a

principal act of obedience; it is not only a

needful foundation; it is not only as an altar,

on which to sacrifice, but it is a sacrifice it-

self, and perhaps of all, the greatest. It is a

submission of our understandings, an oblation

of our idolised reason to God, which he re-

quires so indispensably, that our whole will

and affections, though seemingly a larger sa-

crifice, will not without it be received at our

hands.

YouriQ

If evils come not, then our fears are vain;

And if they do, fear but augments the pain.

Sir Thomas More.

There are two things, in which men in other

things wise enough, do usually miscarry; in

putting off" the making of their wills and their

repentance, till it be too late.

Tillotson.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH, 2.5, 1829.

We must be grossly misled by our judg

ment, if that which we have made the leading

article in our present number, be not pos-

sessed of interest enough, in the estimation of

our readers, fully to compensate for its length

Analogies may exist between thing and thing

sufficiently distinct from each other in the out

line, but in which there are striking coinci-

dences or points of resemblance, whence
important inferences may be deduced. Thus,

the past and the present, every thing within

the compass of human knowledge, may be

rendered tributary to purposes of instruction;

and it is for the wise and the discerning—those

who are skilful in marking the signs of the

times, to derive admonitory lessons for the

government of themselves and others, and to

apply them beneficially to the exigencies oi

the day.

We have again been compelled to defer
several articles for want of room. Among
these is the continuation of'' Colony of Libe-
ria," which, as we expected, increases in inte-

rest as it proceeds. This shall have a place
in our next. Likewise the reply to the stric-

tures on some small pieces, with the signa-

ture of Burlington Chester. Criticism, when
conducted in the spirit of conciliation, may
not only be made subservient to agreeable en-

tertainment, but to the promotion of correct

taste in literature. It must, however, be
limited; and, with the insertion of the article

now announced, the controversy is to cease.

Nevertheless, wc shall hope to have further

contributions from both the writers.

A more detailed account of the late John
Parker, than that we published last week, has
been prepared, and will also appear in our
next.

The first number of the fourth volume of
that highly valuable publication, " The Reli-

gious ftlagazine," has been received, from
which we copy the following notice:

" The plan and execution of this magazine
have been universally approved, and it has

been acknowledged to be far cheaper, in pro-

portion to the quantity of matter, than any
other work of the kind. But it has been said

that few persons can command sufficient time

to read so much, and that the great mass of

the religious community cannot readily pay
six dollars a year.

" It has, therefore, been determined to com.-

mence a new series, in January, 1830. The
size of the numbers to be so much lessened,

that twelve may be bound in one volume, and
the price to be four dollars, payable at the end
of the year, or three dollars if paid in advance.

" Persons paying $1.5 in advance, shall re-

ceive six copies.

" As it is not intended to print a large sur-

plas number, it is renuested that orders may
be sent as early as possible. The present

subscribers generally, and particularly editors

of religious papers and magazines, are respect-

fully requested to make this advertisement

known, and to use their influence to procure

subscribers, and to forward their names to

the publishers at Philadelphia. The present

change of size and price removes every objec-

tion that has been made to the work, and the

publishers hope that it may now circulate in

every county of the United States.

" (Kr Persons who have paid fG for 1829,
will be entitled to receive the work until

June, 1830. Those who have not paid for

any part of 1829, will be expected to pay for

\.\ie first volume of that year, at the rate of j56

per annum, i. e. ^3 for the numbers from
January to June inclusive.

" The three volumes, already published,

may be had, very handsomely bound, at

three dollars each."

E. LiTTELL AND BhOTUEE.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,

Carpenter Street, near Seventh.
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rHILADEH'HIA.

FOR THE FRIEN

COLONY OF LIBERIA.
{Continued from page 299.)

Having Vjief notice of the origin

and object of the A.-ierican Colonization So
ciety, the location and name of the colony
founded by it, with some account of the soi

productions, and climate of Liberia, I purpose
now to bring into view the present condition

of the colony; to be followed by a statement of
facts and arguments to show the practicability

of the scheme c\ colonization, and its advan-
tages both to the United Slates and Africa.

The number of colonists at Liberia at this

time is probably about sixteen hundred. Of
these, a large majority, nearly twelve hundred,
'r

.
f-jo 1 o!bie th? inf'ti'^'c-, ^.",''ie society;

about two hundred and fifty were then slaves,

but have been liberated since, many of them
for the express purpose of being sent to the

colony; the remainder are re-captured Afri-
cans, who, though at liberty to return to their

native place, have chosen to remain at Libe-
ria, and participate in tlie cares and comforts
of civilized life.

A primary means in the plan of coloniza-

tion being to enable the colony to support it-

self by its own resources as soon as possible,

the attention of the emigrants was early di-

rected to the cultivation of the soil, and the

prosecution of trade.

Several thousands of acres, it would appear
from the data before me, are in the tenure of
different individuals, and under partial cultiva-

tion. In 18'-'6, according to the managers' re-

port, two hundred and twenty-tour farms of
from five to ten acres each, had been allotted

to such of the colonists as desired to pursue
agriculture. As a large accession has been
made to the population of the colony since

that period, most of whom, by their previous
habits, were better qualified to execute the la-

bours of the farmer than to conduct trade, and
the excellence of the soil within the purchase
on St. Paul's river has become better known,
a proportionate increase of cultivators of the
earth, it is inferred, has also taken place. In
the first year of the colony, considerable incon-
venience was experienced by this class of emi-
grants from ignorance of the method of tillage

best adapted to tlie nature of the soil and the

climate. iSumerous animals, too, lor which

the neighbouring forests and thickets furnished

a protection, comnntted great destruction of

the crops often when the hopes of the farmer
were brightest. A primary concern of every
settler, moreover, must have been the erection

of suitable buildings as i defence against the

inclemency of the weather. But these various

impediments, it is presumed, are not now felt

with much severity; and the day is probably not

distant, if, indeed, it has not arrived already,

when the lights of experience, a more dense
population, and the exennition from pressing

wants, giving ability to the farmer to devote

more time to the actual cultivation of the soil,

will supply the colony witi a sufficiency of the

products of Liberia to sustain, not its present

and native population merely, but to meet the

wants of a gradual, yet numerous and cease-

less emigration.*

The colony, however, i- not necessarily de-

pendant for agricultural productions on the

direct manual efforts of its inhabitants. A
friendly intercourse is m.-.mlained with the na-

tives, who, though little killed in thfbarts of
husbandry, such is the fcLtility of the soi

able to contribute varioi
_, kinds of foodf for

the support of the colon/sts.

Indeed, a very valuable trade is carried on
by the colonists with the natives, by which not
only provisions for home consumption, but
many articles for exportation, are obtained at

a very cheap rate. The extraordinary pros-

perity of the colony is in a great measure as-

cribed to the zeal and intelligence with wliich

this branch of industry has been prosecuted.
Gold, ivory, tortoise shell, dye woods, hides,

and wax, may be particularly indicated as ar-

ticles of exportation.

The extent of the trade which is carried on
between Liberia and difierent portions of the

United States, is much greater than seems
enerally known. " Between the IstofJanu-
ry and the 15th of July, 1826," we are in-

formed by the managers' report of 1827, " no
than fifteen vessels touched at Monrovia,

and purchased the produce of the country to
the amount, according to the best probable es-

timate, of g-13,980 African value. The e.xport-

ers of this produce realize on the sale of the

goods given in barter for it, a profit of <}52I,990,

Speaking of the capability of the colony to sup-
port its growing population, it may be added, that

live labourers may be employed at the wages of
e or six dollars per month, and even a less sum.
+ It has been already mentioned, that palm oil, an

excellent succedaneum for butter and lard in culin-
ary purposes, may be had at twenty cents per gallon
of the natives. Rice of the best quality may be
bought for one dollar per bushel. The price of fine ' might hazard a dissent to what appears to be
cattle varies from three to six dollars per head. the managers' doctrines on this subject. With

and on the freight, of gC,78G, making a total

profit of j^30,776." '• A gentleman in Port-
land has commenced a regular trade with the
colony, and for his last cargo landed in Libe-
ria, amounting to ^8000, he received payment
in the course of ten days !" A mercantile
house in Baltimore, it is believed, is also en-

gaged in the commerce of the colony, and
several vessels sail from Philadelphia, and per-
haps other ports, with the like destination.

The situation of Cape Mount gives it pecu-
liar advantages for trade. This has been se-

cured to the colonists, as has been previously
stated, and is valued at d;oO,000 annually. Of
the general activity and importance of the
coasting trade, some idea may be formed from
the fact, that four small schooners sailed from
Monrovia, under the fag of the colony, in the
early part of the last year; and others, most of
which had been built and fitted out at the same
port, were about to engage in that trade.

I have already hinted at the land traffic with
the native tribes of the interior. To facilitate

and augment this, ''Boatswain, a powerful
chief, has engaged to open a trade road from
his own residence, about one hundred miles
distant, but from the nearest part of the old
route, not more than fifty. Beyond the resi-

dence of Boatswain t:.o reads are open, and
for aught that is known, a free communication
to the great cities of Central Africa. Boat-
swain Town itself contains, it is ascertained
by very recent exploring, or rather trading
parties, more than one thousand houses, and
probably five or six thousand inhabitants; and
the country within twenty miles of it, nearer
to Liberia, is said to be " open and well culti-

vated, with many cattle, and some horses."
Already have the colonists commenced a traf-

fic with Boatswain's tribe of natives, which
will redound, no doubt, to mutual advantage.
And here, as illustrative of the commercial
spirit of the colonists, it may be added, that a
company has been formed, and subscriptions

to the amount of one thousand dollars been
made, with a pledge on the part of the stock-
holders, to augment their subscriptions to four

thousand dollars, if so much shall be needed,
for the purpose of removing obstructions to

the navigation of the Montserado river.

The avidity with which many of the colo-

nists pursue the various branches of trade,

which the position of Liberia offers to their

enterprise, has excited an apprehension in the

minds of the managers of the Society, that the

ims of agriculture are not duly appreciated.

I am not disposed to enter upon a politico-eco-

logomachy, so fruitful of late years of
distorted facts and inconclusive arguments, or
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due deference, however, I may be permitted I every child in the colony has the benefit of the

to say, that while the condition of Liberia will schools, yet instruction in the simplest branches

authorise such enlivening statements as the fol- of education only can be imparted by the

lowing extract from a late report made to the

Society, no one who knows human nature will

feel much surprise, and few, I should think,

experience much regret, at the preference

evinced by the colonists for her '• of the golden

zone which encircles the universe." " By

means of this trade," say the managers in the

report just alluded to, " the managers are in-

formed that many of the colonists have, in the

course of three or four years, acquired pro-

perty to the amount of several thousand dol-

lars each; and that there exists throughout the

settlements an abundance, not only of the ne-

cessaries, but of the comforts, and not a few

of the luxuries of life. The great advantages

of this traffic are manifest, from the fact, that

the colonial agent estimates the annual nett

profits of a small schooner, employed by him

in conveying articles for barter to several fac-

tories established under the authority of the

colony to the leeward of Monrovia, and bring-

ing in return the supplies accumulated in ex-

change for these articles, at $4,700, a sum

nearly adequate to defray the expenses of the

whole organization for the public service both

for the United States agency and the colonial

government."

Taking in combination the whole evidence

which has been exhibited on the subject of the

trade of Liberia, it is not difficult to receive

with literal fulness, what otherwise might be

regarded as extravagant hyperbole, the sub-

joined allegation of the colonists in their ad-

dress—" Seldom is our harbour clear of Euro-

pean and American vessels, and the bustle and

thronging of our streets show something al-

ready of the activity of the smaller sea ports

of the United States."

Very favourable testimony to the moral and

rehgious character c^f the colonists is borne by

the agents of the Society, and by other per-

sons who have visited the settlement. It is

not pretended that their moral condition is in-

capable of melioration, or that the conduct of

every one at all times is unexceptionably cor

rect. But taking the whole number of end

grants together—viewing them as a communi

ty, the Christian, it is believed, will find at Li

beria as little to condemn as in any portion of

the world. They have erected two or three

buildings for divine worship. Four years past

they had two schools on the first day of the

week, and two more of the same kind have

since been opened for the instruction of the

native children. " By their fruits shall

know them."

In regard to literary education, considering

the general destitution in this particular of the

adult colonists at the period of their emigra-

tion, much ought not to have been expected,

yet even in this department something has been

done. The annual appropriation for the sup-

port of schools, voluntarily made by them, is

fourteen hundred dollars. Three daily schools

were established prior to 1826. A Lancas-

terian school has been organized since, and at

the last report was in successful operation.

But the managers of the Society deplore the

want of competent teachers. For though

teachers. There is, however, much reason to

believe, from the humane efforts which have

been made, and are making in several parts of

the United States, particularly in the establish-

ment of the Kosciusko school, and the African

Mission School Society, that " the time is near

when better means of education shall be en-

joyed, when men of colour shall be prepared in

this country to conduct the schools of the co-

lony with enlightened minds and entire suc-

cess."*

In concluding these remarks on the present

condition of the colony, it may be thought not

wholly irrelevant to glance at their political

regulations. The consiituiion of Liberia

comprised in ten articles, the most important

of which are the following

:

"Art. I. All persons born within the limits of

the territory held by the American Coloniza

tion Society in Liberia, in Africa, or removinj

there to reside, shall be free, and entitled to

all such rights, and privileges as are enjoyed

by the citizens of the United States.

"Art. III. The Society's agent shall com-

pose a Board to determine all questions rel

tive to the government of the settlement; shall

decide all disputes between individuals, and

hall exercise all judicial powers, except sue

as they shall delegate to justices of the

peace.

Art. V. There shall be no slavery in the

settlement.

Art; VI. The common law, as in force

and modified in the United States, and appli-

cable to the situation -jf the people, shall be in

force in the settlement."

Besides the articles of the constitution above

mentioned, the " Plan for the Civil Govern-

ment of Liberia," and the Code of Laws, con-

tain some provisions which deserve notice.

But a particular consideration of these would

require more space than is consistent with the

design of the present sketch. It may be stated

in a few words, that the various offices in the

government, such as vice-agent, council men,

justices of the peace, clerks of the court, and

many others, are filled by election of the colo-

nists, or appointment of the colonial agent,

from the colonized emigrants themselves

The foundation is thus laid of a republic, which,

at some period, it is hoped, will exist at Libe

ria, to dispense the rich blessings of civil and

religious liberty.

{To be continued.')

* By donations from various sources, particularly

from the students of Yale College, and some liberal

minded citizens of Boston, the colony possesses a

library consisting of twelve hundred volumes syste

matically arranged in glazed cases, with appropriate

hangings. The books are substantially covered, and

accurately labelled. The library is fitted up so as to

answer the purpose of a reading room, and it is in-

tended to make it a museum of all the natural curi-

osities of Africa which can be procured.

Peterborough, more famed for wit than religion,

when he lodged with Fenelon at Cambray, was so

charmed with his piety and virtue, that he exclaim-

ed at parting, " If I stay here any longer, I shall

become a Christian in spite of myself."

From Simpson's Plea.

FROM THE WESTERN LUMINARY.

COMPARATIVK VALUE OF FREE AND
SLAVE LABOUR.

No. IV.

{Continuedfrom page 314.)

In Cecil, Baltimore, Frederick, and Wash-

gton counties of Maryland, manufacturing

establishments are numerous and respectable,

the population is increasing, the farmers have

large barns, and well filled granaries, with

markets at their doors for the chief part of their

surplus products, including eggs, butter, vege-

tables ; tlie hundred good things which the

good farmer and prudent housewife collect and

save ; and in many cases they alone, because

of the adjoining market, sell for. more money

in a year, than the whole surplus crops of

wheat and corn raised on a plantation cultiva-

ted by eight or ten slaves, who eat much,

waste more, and work little. The whole crop

of Maryland tobacco may average annually

1^1,500,000, and this is below the clear pro-

duct of labour employed in the factories of

Baltimore alone, without including the em-

ployment of mechanics properly so called.

Thus aided by some foreign commerce and

navigation, and a large home trade, there is
,

collected and maintained in one small spot,

more than one sixth part of the population,

and a market created for the products of the

farmers, daily extending in the quantity re-

quired, and prices given, and increasing as our

manufactures prosper, and their attendant

population increases. Maryland, without in-

terfering with other pursuits, might subsist

more than two millions of sheep, and the pro-

duce of these would compensate any loss caus-
.

ed by ceasing to cultivate tobacco, and advance

the price of lands, as well as add to the gene-

ral wealth of the state. Real property, of every

description, except in the districts spoken of,

has exceedingly declined in value, and indeed .

in some places is almost without price. If

slave labour was ever profitable with us, it is

so no Ioniser ; it does not yield more than 3 or

4 per cent for the capital employed, if even

that. This is clearly proven lay the export of

slaves to the more southern slates, a cruel prac-

tice, and which we hope may be arrested by

the introduction of new articles of agriculture,

such as the breeding of sheep, the cultivation

of flax and cotton, and the rearing of the silk

worm. These would afibrd employment to

many thousand manufacturers, who, in their

turn, would call upon the farmers for supplies.

The prosperity of the one class would ensure

that of the other.

If any further evidence were wanting to

prove the greater advantages of free labour, it

would be abundantly furnished by the greater

affluence of those parts of the upper counties

of Virginia where slaves are least numerous,

and by the general independence of those in-

dustrious families, and religious societies, who

have, for a length of time, depended upon Vo-

luntary labour.

An inhabitant of Virginia, on visiting the

northern and eastern states, is forcibly struck

with the contrast they exhibit to his own.

We can travel but a few miles, in New Eng-

land, without passing a flourishing town, or a

beautiful village, where the mansions of the
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rich are surrounded by the neat and com-
fortable dwellings of the poor, and where every

house appears to be the abode of content, and

every countenance wears the smile of cheer-

fulness. From almost every eminence that he

ascends, he can see the village spires sliootino

up in all directions around him, and almosi

every stream that he crosses aflbrds power to

some extensive manufactory. In the western

part of New York he will be still more astonish-

ed to behold the works that have been accom-
plished, within a few years, by the industry and

enterprise of a free population. Their well

cultivated fields, their populous towns, and their

prosperous villages, have sprung up with a

rapidity that seems the work of enchantment,

and they are still proceeding with a pace ac-

celerated by the experience of success. Af-

ter witnessing these scenes, let the Virginian

return to his own state, a state peculiarly dear

to all persons from the remembrance of her

former greatness, and what will be his reflec-

tions on viewing its general appearance ! In

those parts of the state where slaves are most
numerous, lie beholds almost all her towns
stationary, or in a state of decay. He sees

large tracts of land ruined by cultivation, and
thrown into common. The smiling village,

and well clad population of the north, are re-

placed by the lofty, fiequently decayed, man-
sion of the planter, accompanied by hovels,

crowded by ragged negroes and mulattoes,

the whole bearing the marks of oppression and
suffering, in which the half starved cattle and
domestic animals partake. Villages, after pas-

sing Susquehanna, there are none. Is there

any inhabitant of the south who will pronounce
this picture over drawn ? or is there any citizen

of Virginia who will attribute the evils it pre-

sents to any other cause than the character of

our population ? Let him look to our lan-

guishing agriculture, our deserted farms, our
decayed fortunes, our decreasing population

;

let him cast up his profit and loss account for

the last fifteen or twenty years, and then let

him say whether the labour of the slave is not

a curse on the land wherein it is expended.
The above are the sentiments of residents

of Virginia and Maryland ; and I acknow-
ledge, with pleasure, my obligations to gen-

tlemen, whose candour and intelligence do
them equal honour.

Perhaps the manufacture of potash may
serve to illustrate, if not decide the question

on the comparative value of labour. This is a

considerable article in the northern exports.

But the consumption of the immense forests,

annually destroyed in the southern states, adds
nothing to the wealth of the proprietor, be-

cause the population is of a very different char-

acter from that formed in the north, where free-

dom is inseparably attended by frugality. This
was the reason given by ftjatthew Lyon, a

competent judge, from long residence in the

northern, as well as the southern states.

I think that we may safely infer, from the

preceding particulars, that, under ordinary

circumstances, the labour of freemen is cheap-
er than that of slaves. It may not be amiss
to recapitulate those particulars, perhaps to add
some in addition.

If slave labour were cheaper than free la-

bour, we should naturally expect that, in a state

where slavery was allowed, land would be more
valuable in the districts where that system
prevailed, and that in two adjoining states

one of which slavery was allowed, and in the

other prohibited, land would be least valuable

in the latter. The contrary is notoriously the

fact. Maryland, though a slave state, has but
i'ew slaves in its upper, or western part, and
this part is more broken by hills and rocks, and
is not so fertile as the southern and eastern

parts ; and these last have the advantage of

being situated upon the navigable rivers that

flow into the Chesapeake, by which produce
can be conveyed to market at one third of the

average expense of that sent from the upper
end of the state. Yet, with all these advan-
tages of soil, situation, and climate, the land

within the slave district will not average half

as much per acre as that in the upper district,

where the soil is cultivated by freemen. This
may be still more strikingly illustrated by the

comparative value of land within the states of
Virginia and Pennsylvania, one lying on the

south and the other on the north side of Mary-
land ; one a slave, the other a free state. In
Virginia, land of the same natural and local

advantages, will not sell for as high a price

by one third as the same description of land

will command in Pennsylvania.

If slave labour were cheaper than free la-

bour, we might fairly infer, that where slavery

existed free labour would be reduced by com-
petition to a level with slave labour, and not
slave labom- to a level with that of free men;
and that of two adjoining states, in one of which
slavery was allowed, in the other prohibited,

labour would be higher in that where slavery

was proscribed. Expe'ience proves the re-

verse. In Russia the hire of slaves is higher
than that of freemen, except they live in a place
where competition brings them to a level. In

the cities of that empire the competition of
free labourers is greater, hence the hire of
slaves is less than in the interior, where slave

labour has less competition. In the towns of
Virginia slave labour is much higher than
among the freemen of Pennsylvania.

If slave labour were cheaper than free la-

bour, we should certainly find it employed in

the cultivation of those articles in which com-
petition had brought down profits to the low-
est point. Instead of this we find it done away
when brought into competition with free lab-

our. Accordingly, the cultivation of indigo by
slaves has been abandoned in Carolina, and
the price of cotton reduced one half since these

articles have had to compete in the European
markets with the productions of free labour
from the East Indies, which, in spite of a trans-

portation of triple the distance, and a duty of
10 per cent, threatens the ruin of the West
India planters. In the slave states potash has
never been produced, altogether a valuable ex-

port in a free state. The experience of an-

cient and modern times shows, that as frugality

becomes more indispensable, slavery declines,

and free labour takes its place. The wasteful
expenses of slavery can be borne by the rich

staples of the southern countries ; but in the

northern where no staples exist, where, to use

a coarse mode of speaking, they are obliged

lo make every edge cut, slavery is supplanted
by the rigid economy of poor free men. 'Tis

remarkable that in Britain one of the first les-

sons impressed upon children is an almost
superstitious care not to waste bread. 'You'll

live to want it,' is the severe reproof of a pa-
rent to a child if he throws away bread. In
America nothing shocks a new comer more
than the shameful waste of bread made by
our negroes. But the master must find it, is

the negro's apology. It would not be so if

himself was obliged to pay for it. G. C.
(To be continued.)

To the Editor of^' The Friend."

The writer of some small pieces with the

signature of Burlington Chester, will take leave

to offer a few remarks upon an article signed

M.in "The Friend" of the 18th; which bestows
on him the unusual and flattering distinction of

reviewing a single poetical fragment of his

production. He does not know why, out of
the numerous Hebrew melodies and other simi-

lar productions in this journal, his piece should

have been peculiarly selected for this honour;

but hopes that its delinquencies will be par-

doned in consideration of its inoffensive and
unpretending purpose; which was merely to

give a little pleasure, by presenting some passa-

ges of Job in a new dress. To be dull, is a

small injury to the community, at least when
compared with the dissemination of error; and
he craves the mercy of the powerful in wit, on
the ground of the venial nature of the offence.

A critical reviewer is a person who under-

takes to instruct both the author and the pub-

lic: he shows the one how to write, and the

other how to judge. The office, by its very

nature, invests him who occupies it with a tem-
porary superiority, to which the writer is

obliged to succumb, as to the legitimate repre-

sentative of the literary community. From the

fact of his having assumed the task, it is pre-

sumed that the critic is endued with all the due
qualifications.

Let those teach others who themselve3 excel.

And censure freely wlio have written well.

To this authority, then, I shall make no ob-

jections; but endeavour to submit to the criti-

cal rod with becoming humility. Yet, in ap-

plying the instruction bestowed upon me, I

wish to be excused for stating a few difficul-

ties. I hope the better to command attention

from having been led, by the nature of the dis-

cussion, to make a few quotations; thus reliev-

the tedium of my own composition by ex-

tracts taken from those who possess greater

powers of attraction. In so doing, I beg to be
excused from the charge of pedantry, as the

itic has set the example, and has even ven-

tured on Latin, giving us a description of what
he calls " the sudden transition of Creusa's im-

age" in the words of Virgil. It should also

be recollected that I am not allowed to dimin-

h the apparent egotism by the employment
of the critical " we;" which royal mode of

peech does not, however, in this instance, sig-

lify any body of editors, but an individual read-

er of " The Friend," who is dissatisfied with

the production of another reader of " The
Friend."
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On my first attentive perusal of the com-

ments alluded to, the impression received was

one of doubt, whether, on the whole, they were

intended to ascribe praise or blame. We are

here told that " very few are adequate to the

task of versifying the scripture," that versifying

Job, in particular, is " a difficult task," and

that my " success is quite equal to what might

be affirmed of many of my predecessors in the

same line." 1 will not do him the injustice to

suppose that he means to describe, as being " in

the same line," the "this here man's" "strange

tunes," and " strange tongues and jaws," with

which his research has supplied him. The
predecessors alluded to must then be Ad-

dison and Bishop Heber, togetlier with Prior,

Cowper, Newton, Pope, and many others. He
proceeds to state that his selections from my
stanzas were guided rather by a wish " to point

out faults than to discover beauties;" and,

finally, after extracting a few of the more de-

fective passages, he copies one of the most

magnificent pieces in Byron, a poet celebrated

for his sublimity, and adds that he actually

" thinks it more poetical than any he has quot

ed." That is, in the execution of" a difficult

task," to which " very few are adequate,

his opinion that my " success is quite equal to

that of many of my predecessors," including,

by name, Addison and Bishop Heber; but, to

speak candidly, one of Byron's very finest pro-

ductions "is more poetical" than those of my
stanzas which he has selected as being faulty.

With such a high character as this I certain-

ly ought to be more than satisfied; and still

more when we find him strongly stigmatizin

Addison. By what strange and unimaginable

aberration of taste does he regard as largely
' detracting from the beauty of the original'

that exquisite little hymn, and deservedly popu-

lar favourite, the lines by Addison beginning,

" The Lord my pasture shall prepare," .to.?

As the reviewer, however, perseveres in his

design of " pointing out faults rather than

beauties," this benevolent labour, perhaps,

calls for a detailed reply.

" ' The dreadful brute' is not an accredited

title for the lion," We are to infer, then, that

it is wrong to employ any other phrases than

such as are " accredited" by previous usage !

Any attempt at novelty or originality of diction

is thus in itself a fault. But it is " dreadfully

unpoetical." Here all discussion comes at

once to a full stop. It is a settled point that

" there is no disputing about tastes." There
is, then, no test but the practice of good wri-

ters; and I incline to think I may possibly have

been guilty of the imprudent boldness of em-
ploying a new collocation of those two words.

Certainly the words themselves have been used

in fine poetry by writers.of high standing. It

would be endless to multiply citations for

" dreadful;" and, indeed, nearly as endless for

" brute."
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brules what men, from what angels

'd brute, th' imperial race of man." Tlie low-brow

&c. &c. &c.

M. would prefer the expression " king of the

forest," which he characterizes as " the sense

of the original." I do not set up for an He-
braist; but I believe this idea of the lion's roy-

alty is no where to be found in the book of

Job; and with all proper submission, I presume
to imagine it hackneyed and tiresome from its

million repetitions by so many writers. His

majesty's dominions did not, I apprehend, in-

clude the behemoth, the rhinoceros, or the other

large animals mentioned in the book of which

we are treating. The lion, here, as in various

other places in the Scriptures, is metaphori-

cally used for strength and ferocity, and, as

expressed in verse 8th, for " them that plough

iniquity and sow wickedness;" very " kingly"

qualities, no doubt, as some of us republicans

are apt to think, but not commonly " accredit-

ed" as such. The reader will judge how far

the phrase objected to is applicable to those

qualities. The critic, too, has discovered, as

he informs us at some length, that my verses

make " lions" like " lions." I will leave this

remark to any candid English scholar; as the

verses alluded to very plainly say that " they

that sow wickedness" are like lions. Perhaps,

indeed, the critic has been misled by the acci-

dental misplacement of a semicolon in the

types.

" Ken," according to the critic, means to

see, and is inapplicable to the ear. In an old

fashioned book called Johnson's Dictionary

will find that "ken" also signifies to know; not

as he expresses it, metaphorically, but by plain

derivation from the Anglo-Saxon and German
"kennen" to know. In fact, it is sufficiently

evident that the other meaning is the meta-

phorical one.

Again, " we," it seems, prefer " stiffened"

to " bristled hair." De gustibus non est dispii

tandum. Matter of taste again. " Bristled'

reminds the critic of a wild boar;—a " brute'

he does not think poetical and dignified ; ir

which he disagrees w'ith nearly every poet who
has written on subjects admitting the mention

of one, from Homer down to Sir Walter Scott.

This word " bristled," however, and even the

above application of it, lie ought to acknow-

ledge as being " accredited."

ther beyond my digestion: if it refer to the

original, the connection it has with the subject

is equally beyond my ken. If, however, I

might presume to judge, he is right in inserting

the extract. One always receives pleasure

from reading Virgil.

In order to comprehend the next objection,

it is necessary that the reader should excuse

the extraction of two of my own Imes.

" Before my eyes a spirit seemed to swim.

And iix'd it stood, a dreadful image, there."

These convey to the reviewer, as he takes a

whole paragraph to inform us, the ideas of

standing still and swimming at the same time !

Why, then, does he not criticise the author of

Job; who says, immediately after, " there was
silence, and I heard a voice?" Upon the prin-

ciple adopted by the critic, here are silence and

a voice at the same time. It is then described

as something strange that the space between

morn and eve should be called a "little hour."

This use of the word hour is so extremely com-

mon that I am surprised to find it proscribed.

But I let this pass, to come to the next and

heaviest charge against my rhymes; one which

obviously goes to affect my personal character,

and which, unless treated with contempt, could

at no time, and least at the present, be allowed

to pass unnoticed.

This is indeed a grave and severe one. If it

mean any thing, it amounts to accusing me of

denying a future state of existence, " inter-

polating" the denial into a paraphrase of Job,

and disseminating it by the somewhat singular

means of the columns of" The Friend." The
objectionable lines are,

" What may this m
nounced

By tongue of brute .'

Language of i

" To judgment he proceeded i

Serpent, though brute."

Doth not th.

Decay, and.
mind, their treauty, and their povi

nillum'd by wisdom, die?"

' Stood Theodore, surpris'd,

With cliatt'riug teeth and /

1 deadly fright,

istled hair upright."

Dryden.

" My hair so bristles with unmanly fears."

—

Ibid.

Be it ounce, or cat, or bear,

Pard, or boar with bristled haii

" Doth dogged war bristle his angry crest."

—

lb.

' Which makes him plume himself, and bristle up
The crest of youth against your majesty."

—

lb.

Next follows a beautiful quotation from Vir-

gil; of which M. is reminded by " the whole of has not pleased the Almighty to revea

this descriptive passage." If this apply to my
versification, it is indeed flattering, though ra

" It doth not," says the critic; and arraigns me
as though I had said it did.

To this I reply, first, that this passage occurs

in a speech of Eliphaz, the Temanite; who is

not represented as speaking by divine authori-

ty, but who is one of those subsequently repri-

manded for folly, and stated to have been

objects of the wrath of the Lord, because they

had not spoken of him the thing that is right,

ch. xlii. v. 7, 0.

Secondly, there is no allusion to a future

state of existence in this passage, which speaks

on the contrary, of perishing forever.

The language of Eliphaz's spirit is, " they

perish for ever without any regarding it. Doth

not their excellency which is in them go away?

They die, even without wisdom."

Do these words profess to characterize the

Christian's creed ? Can that whose soul sur-

vives eternally be said to perish for ever?

When " there is joy in the presence of the an-

gels of God over one sinner that repenteth,"

can such be said to perish without any regard-

ing it? Can the just be said to die without wis-

dom? Is not the mind of men a part of their

excellency which is in them? and can that be

said to go away, which remains with the separat-

ed soul? Those that seek for the truths of the

Christian religion in times and places where it

have no right to visit their disappointment upon

their fellows.
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Thirtlly, that the mind decays in protracted

sickness and old age, though denied by M., is

a remark Irequent in the mouth of almost every

one, without any inference being drawn that

future state of existence is thereby called in

question ; and, if we use the term, as is very

frequently done, to express the mind as form

ing a part of our present existence in this

world, it may, in this sense, be correctly said to

decay and die.

Nevertheless, as I do suppose that some
others might follow the critic in his miscon-

struction, and as the subject is one in which no

uncertainty should be allowed, I now declare

that the word •' mind" was adopted without due
consideration of the inferences that might be

drawn from it; and that it is my wish, were
such a piece worth correction, that the lines

may read,

• Doth not their pride, their beauty, and their pow'r
Decay, and, uiullum"d by wisdom, die?"

M. then winds up by copying the well-known

and beautiful paraphrase, by Byron, of what he

calls " the apparition scene in Job." (I did

not know that Job was a ()lay.) There is, no
doubt, great disadvantage to my piece from thus

placing it in immediate comparison with one of

the first small productions of the age : how far

this is generous, is another question. 1 never

was so silly as to set my fragments in competi-

tion with the successful productions of distin-

guished masters; and it was enough if they

were such as to give pleasure in the perusal.

Versifications of Scripture may be both pleasing

and useful, though not superior in sublimity to

the prose translation. They remind those who
have the most studied the Bible of fine and
beautiful passages; while they serve to attract

the minds of youth to the sacred volume. They
have furnished tliis stimulus to myself. If the

reviewer had attentively compared my para-

phrase with that by Byron, with which recon-

dite production he seems, by his manner of ex-

tracting it, to fancy me unacquainted, he would

have found that one of my greatest difiiculties

arose from the necessity of a perpetual eftbrt

to avoid repeating the phrases used by the

celebrated bard. In thus escaping plagiarism

and reiteration, I have been tolerably success-

ful; though my language is, no doubt, the less

" accredited" from this cause. He might also

have noticed that Byron's piece only imitates

a part of what I attempted ; and gains that

conciseness of energy for which this and

so many of his other pieces are remarkable, a

conciseness greater than that of the Scripture,

at Ihe expense of leaving out more than half of

the verses he actually selected. Thus much
to show that there was room for another imi-

tation, notwithstanding the existence of that by
Byron.

While on the subject of Lord Byron, a first

rate authority in poetry, though not exactly so

in Biblical interpretation, I may remark, tha!

his opinion is directly against the aflcctation of

sneering at " the jingle of rhyme." " Good
workmen never quarrel with theirtools," quotes
the poet himself on this subject; and he expati-

ates upon it in his celebrated letter to Bowles
on the poetical character of Pope. I do not

see how M. can, consistently with his express-

ed opinion, so much admire a versification

Job, which was not only set to the jingle of

rhyme, but to that of a piano-forte too. The
fact is, this habit of railing against rhyme in

poetry is a cast-oft' fashion in literature, just

gone out of vogue; and I am sorry to see any
among Friends taking it up, as some of our
young men follow in the rear of the fashions in

certain humbler particulars. The best English
poetry is written in rhyme; and the intrinsic

beauty of the former will always keep its legiti-

mate ornaments in popularity, leaving those
who now rail against them a minority of old

fashioned error in tlie midst of a rising genera-
tion, who are returning to the better taste of
their original models.

A critic might, without being more verbal

and minute than M. has been, detect various

holes atid flaws in even the beautifid and ad-

mired piece which he cites in my disparage-

ment. Such a task, however, I eschew; wish-
ing to guide myself by those rules, given by

eat masters in the art of criticism, which M.
has, no doubt, sufficiently studied and puts ha-

bitually into action. And, as he has quoted
V^irgil, merely for his beauty, I will venture on
extracting a passage or two from high autho
rity, for the sake of their usefulness and ap
plicability.

The excerpts which follow, are derived from
the last number of " The United Brethren's
Missionary Intelligencer" and we think them
eminently calculated to sustain the estimate
foimed of the virtues and services of the
brotherhood. V.

" Lnfjradui; Anwi, .-Ivg. 30lh, 1829.

" What has not the Lord done for this nation for
nearly si.xly years? O might none remain behind, to
whom the precious gospel of a crucified Saviour is

brought, and e.xperience tliat the blood of Christ
cleanseth from all sin, and brings tlie sinner nigh to
God. Of this we have seen many encouraging proofs
in the years past, but never had more cause to rejoice
than over those which we witnessed during the last

autumn, when an infectious disorder was brought
hither from the south, and spread so fast, that, in the
space of four weeks, upwards of 150 of the members
of our congregation lay ill. The situation of these

Ubi

Otfendar maculii

In ev'ry work regard the writer's end;
Since none can compass more than they intend.'

Neglect the rules each verbal critic lays

For not to know some tritles, is a praist

THE MORAVIANS.
We have always entertained a cordial re-

spect for this people. Their character, ever
since they settled their unique, and now flou-

"shing and beautiful village upon the banks of

the Lehigh and Manockissee, lias been distin-

guished by great integrity of purpose; and it

has not failed to elevate them still more in our
esteein, that we remember how generously they

seconded the eflxirts of our forefatliers, almost
a century ago, in the noble struggle to shield

the Indian natives from the first stroke which
avarice and injustice then meditated against

the aborigines upon this soil. The history of
the Moravians in Pennsylvania, associates

many honourable and grateful recollections,

and would prove a fruitful theme for comme-
ation. Our present design, however, is not

to attempt such a tribute, but merely to furnish

(ew extracts from the letters of some of their

missions in another hemisphere. And here
we would take leave to remark, that, among
the various classes of religious labourers in

this field, we have no where observed the

le mindedness, and patience, and pious

devotion, which these gentle, and unpretend-
ing votaries of Christianity, have manifested.

poor people was deplorable in the extreme. In such
cases every thing is wanting : nor could the patients
assist each other. In many tents, all tiie famiUes lay
in a helpless state, nor could any one give the other
even as much as a drop of water. Those who had
recovered a little, walked about like shadows. We
were employed early and late, in preparing medicines,
visiting and nursing the sick, and all our spare time
was occupied in making coffins, and burying the dead.
On some days we had two or three funerals, and you
may conceive what we felt during such an accumu-
lation of distress. Our stock of medicine was all ex-
pended, and at one time we feared we should lose the
majority of our congregation. But the Lord heard
our sighs and prayers, and gave us to experience His
marvellous help, when the distress was at its height.
For, on the 1st October, when yet thirty patients lay
ill, they were at once enabled, without help, to sit up
on their beds. We cannot express what our hearts
felt, when we afterwards met our congregation to
render thanks for his mercy, which our dear brethren
may easily conceive: for, in such trials, faith is some-
times weak. Our greatest comfort was the state of
mmd of the twenty-one persons who departed this

life, one seeming more desirous than the other to de-
part and be with Christ. They all declared, that they
rejoiced at the prospect of soon seing Him face to
face, who by sufFcring:s and death had redeemed them
from the power of sin and the fear of death. In
watching the departure ofmany, we felt indeed as if
Heaven was opening to them.

" Parents were removed from the embraces of their
children, and departed with joy, as did many children
out of the arms of their parents. Thus the Lord
gathered in a rich harvest. Many of the patients
even expressed sorrow at being left behind. This
melancholy scene, therefore, afforded subjects for
praise and thanksgiving. Here we reaped the fruits
of the tears of our predecessors. Who would have ex-
pected this fifty years ago, when no European durst
show his face without being unmercifully murdered,
not to speak of the human sacrifices offered up by
the heathen Esquimaux, to appease evil spirits?

Here is, in truth, made manifest the power of the
Word of the Cross, among the most benighted
nations.

" Though we were continually tending the sick, it

pleased the Lord to preserve our own health."

" South JIfrica, May 21, 1828.

" Mr. Dundas, civil commissioner of Grahamstadt,
intended to accompany us into the Tambookie coun-
try, but not being able to join us before the 29th, we
were obliged to remain stationary on the frontier.

Here we had frequent opportunities, on Sundays, to

preach to the colonists living in these parts, who will-

ingly attended our service. Being on the 22d, 23d,

and 24th, on the borders of the Tambookies' country,

we were visited by many of them, who expressed

their joy, that we had come to make them acquainted
with the [Scriptures.] Schelella, a captain, and an
old man called Baba, were present at our evening
service, and stayed with us during the night. Their
conversation with us was affecting: the latter, who
had been with us two days before, said, he had not
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been able to sleep, but continually thought of the

words he had lieaid from us. When he took leave,

he put his hand upon his breast and said, ' I fed such

sweetness i?i my hearl, that I cannot describe it. O
pray for me, that I also may have thefavour to become

acquainted with the Saviour.''

"Bowana being in CafFraria, and as Mr. Dundas
did not arrive, and Bowana's first wife had sent us

word, that we might enter the Tambookie country,

we passed the frontier and travelled to the Oskraal

river; the place which Bowana had mentioned to the

brethren Hallbeck and Fritsch as the most conveni-

ent, being near his own dwelling. But as this river

runs very shallow, and two colonists were ordered to

bring us to the Klipplaatz river, brother Fritsch and I

accompanied them to that place. Here we examined

the situation, with a view to determine how the water

might be used for irrigation, for which we found this

a much more eligible place; and as Bowana's dwell-

in o- was only three hours' ride from hence, and he had

returned home, brother Fritsch and I rode thither on

the ]8th, to confer with him about the site of the

mission. In the beginning he seemed to insist upon
our remaining on the Oskraal river, till he could

come and see for himself, but when we represented

to him that we wished to settle on the Klipplaatz

river, on account of the water, he yielded; but only

on condition that we should first repair his bullocks'-

kraal, which was surrounded by thornbushes, and in

a dilapidated state.

" We felt thankful to the Lord, that he had dispos-

ed the heart of this man to favour us in this matter,

and thus take a weight off our minds. Having, ac-

cording to his wish, repaired the kraal, with the help

of our Hottentots, we set out on the 20th to the place

of our future dwelling. Our first object was to mak
a buUoeks'-kraal, to bring our cattle into safety, and

to preserve them against the number of ravenous

beasts, which infest this country, lions being the most
numerous. These animals had disturbed us much,
while we were spending the night at the Oskraal, and
twelve of them in a troop were seen by one of our
people, who was going to shoot hartebeests on the

plains.

" In the night between the 9th and 10th of June,

we were very much disturbed by lions. By the traces

it appeared that probably a company of ten had ap-

proached within about a dozen yards of our tent, and

tore one of our dogs in pieces, without doing more
damage.

"We were very glad to be able to quit our tent,

which hardly sheltered us against the wind and cold.

The cold is here so great, that the water which is

thrown out early in the morning, is immediately fro-

zen. I think that the climate is healthy. We are all

at present quite well. It appears that it does not rain

here in winter, which was well for us during the

erection of our house. All our attendants from Enon
have also provided themselves with shelter. On the

15th, we bought the first sheep at from two to four

rix dollars a-piece, as up to this time we had lived

upon the meat of hartebeests and gnoos, with rice

and peaches, in place of vegetables. We have neither

wine nor brandy; we give our people a little coffee

early for breakfast, &c.
** As we could not reach home that evening, and

did not venture to travel by night, on account of the

lions, we were obliged to put up in a Tambookie
kraal, and to lodge near one of their huts. These
are shaped like a bee-hive. We sat at a fire, and
were visited by two women of the family, to whom
the kraal belonged. These, after the manner of their

nation, immediately begged a present. My Tam-
bookie guide made them desist, and as I did not un-

derstand him, my interpreter (after the women had
left us) related, that the guide who has often attend-

ed our evening worship, had reproved the women for

begging, telling them, 'that we had come out of love

to them, to make them acquainted with the [Scrip-

tures.] and show them how they might be happy here

and hereafter; that therefore, instead of begging,

they should ask to be taught.' This gave me great

pleasure and renewed hopes, that perhaps this man
may be the first among the Tambookies, who turns

with his heart to our Saviour; for I truly believe, that

we have not been sent hither in vain, but that from
among this nation He will gather a reward for the

travail of His soul. As yet, indeed, it is a matter of'

faith. We are always glad to Bee them visit us.

They generally desire to hear us address them. I

felt as Ellas Beukes, a soldier, and member of the

congregation at Enon, did, when he had been present

at our first address to the Tambookies on the frontier.

He said ;
' Tlds meeting was to me the most important

of any; I shed tears of thankfulness, when I saw such

proof that our Lord despises 7iothing, be it ever so

mean. These are people against whom 1 fought when
I loas in the army, arid who desired to kill us. J^ow I

sit with them at this meeting, and they appear more

thankful and attentive to hear the word ofGod than J do.''

for our small Hottentot congregation at this place,

are glad to be able to say, that they give us plea-

sure. They join us in best wishes and prayers that

the gospel may reach the hearts of the Tambookies,
and that they may come to their old places, and visit

us often. Our interpreter, Daniel, who is by birth a

Tambookie, but has lived many years as a member
of the congregation, in one of our settlements, said,

' If but one of my nation be converted to Christ, I shall

rejoice : 1 pray daily that He may give me sxtch a com-

panion among my countrymen.''

" Remember us in your prayers, and with cordial

salutation to all our brethren and friends,

I remain, etc. &c.
John Lemmertz."

•Thei

" Greenland, June Sth,

3rk of the Lord and His Spirit among the

Greenlanders is manifest ; many of the young peopi

are convinced of their lost state by nature, and ask

what they must do to be saved. Those who have
found mercy, and are Christians in heart and truth,

walk worthy of their vocation, and show forth the

prahses of Him who hath called them out of darknes;

into His marvellous light, proving that they are un
der the influence of the Spirit of Christ. We an
particularly encouraged when we visit the sick anc

dying, and perceive their unshaken faith in the

atonement of Jesus, and their hope and assurance of

everlasting life and bliss in His presence. They,
therefore, meet death with a firmness and cheerful-

ness, which bespeak their having found true rest for

their souls, not founded upon the pretended courage
of the unbelieving philosopher, but upon having
Christ in them the liope of glory. There are, in-

, some among our people, who, by their indifiier-

ence and coldness, give us pain ; but when we con-
fer that this congregation has now existed for

ty-six years, and consists almost entirely of su^h

were born here, and baptized as child

lO, without true regeneration of heart, cannot be

deemed children of God, but remain only Christian:

ime, we need not wonder that there are a few

ig them still ignorant of their lost slate by na
ture, and of the necessity of true conversion. For

by grace we are saved, through faith, and that

not of ourselves. We must, therefore, ha

patience with them, and are the more disposed to

exercise it, when we consider the patience and 1

ffering of our Saviour shown towards oursel

" The present summer-season is cold and dry, and
3 shall obtain but little grass for our sheep

goats, and but a small crop of vegetables from
gardens. The Greenlanders, however, are glad of
such weather, as favourable to the reindeer hunt, ir

hich they have been uncommonly successful. Ma^
ny a hunter nas shot from forty to sixty, and one o

them ninety-six of these creatures. As they cannot
bring home so much meat, and hardly get a shilling

piece for the skin, such destruction made amon|
the reindeer is no advantage to them, and we pro
test against it, as uselessly diminishing their number
but, like other sportsmen, they are not to be restrain'

ed.

" In winter, the severest cold was on the 12th of

March, when Reaumur's thermometer fell to 23 d

grees below 0. At present, while I am writing,

snow-storm rages, the temperature being as low ;

12 degrees. Our Greenlanders had an ample supply
of provisions, having caught many seals; and the

son was healthy. A few old persons and some
dren departed this hfe.

" For several years no one has lost his life at sea,

which every humane person will be glad to hear; for

the loss of a father or provider of a family is truly
deplorable, in a country where there is no fixed pro-
perty, but every one lives from hand to mouth. If
a widow has children, she will not easily get another
husband. In other respects, this little nation may
be called a happy one, compared with many other
nations of the earth, and would be still more so, if

they knew to economize their resources. One evil

custom them lo prefer European articles to their

usual food. There are many who will carry their
last seal-skin, which they want for clothing, to mar-
ket, to purchase coffee, sugar, groats, pease, and
bread; and it is well they cannot obtain any strong
drink, for that would soon be their ruin. But the
directors at Copenhagen have wisely prohibited the

introduction of all spirits. Among our own people,

we endeavour to promote a prudent use of all the

above-mentioned articles, and to represent the ne-
cessity of providing themselves with their own food,

and not to lose their dexterity in acquiring it.

" In autumn, last year. Brother Popp and I ex-
perienced a particular preservation of our lives.

We went out in the woman's boat to cut grass, and,
on our return, stopped at a place, about an hour's

row from Lichtenfels, to complete our cargo. Here
we succeeded so well, that we might have got home
in good time, if a strong contrary wind from the
north had not prevented our putting off immediately,
but as the wind generally falls towards evening, and
most of the party were of opinion that we might
venture to set out, all representations of the danger
of so doing were in vain, and the desire to be with
their families prevailed. But we soon found reason

sufficient to repent of our rashness. As night ap-

proached, instead of falling, the wind rose to a per-

fect storm, the sea ran mountains high, and the wild

waves breaking upon the neighbouring rocks, afford-

ed, by a tremendous and foaming surf, the only light

we could discover, which, however, made our danger-

ous situation the more frightful. Gladly would wa
have returned, but that was not possible. We now
made several attempts to find protection, by putting

into some bay, but as they were all choked with

drift-ice, whenever we approached, the boat was
dashed by the fury of the waves against the loose

flakes so violently, that we feared every moment it

would be cut to pieces. We, therefore, could do no-
thing, but keep rowing in open water, and cast our-
selves upon the mercy of a compassionate God.
Our female rowers had lost all courage, and proposed
to cease, exclaiming that their feet never more
would touch dry land ; with difficulty we prevailed

upon them to persevere, exhorting them lo trust in

the Lord. Having combated for seven hours the
fury and resistance of the wild ocean, we at length
succeeded in gaining some smooth water, behind a
promontory, where we waited till it grew calmer,
and arrived about sun-rise at our home. All our
people were astonished at the mercy of God in sav-

ing us during this dreadful night, spent in a frail

skin-boat, amidst such waves as threatened every-

moment to overwhelm us. I cannot say that I de-

spaired, for I depended upon Him, who has noted my
days in his book, and he comforted my heart; but I

felt at the same time, that it is difficult to maintain
confidence in God, with the same freedom, when we
have brought distress upon ourselves by following

our own devices.

" Soame Jenyns, by some means had been
warped aside into the paths of infidelity, and
continued in this state of mind several years.

Finding his spirit, however, not at rest, lie was
induced to examine the grounds upon which

his unbelief was founded. He discovered his

error; was led to believe in the Saviour of

mankind, and wrote a small treatise in the de-

fence of the gospel, entitled, ' A view of the

internal Evidences of Christianity;' a work
worthy the perusal of every man who wishes

to understand the excellency of the religion

of Jesus Christ."

From Simpson's Plea.
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VACILLANCY OF HICKSISM.
{Cuntinuedfrom page 304.)

We stated in our last tha(„the Hicksites dis

claim the charge that unsound doctrines art

the cause of their separation, and now wish

to appear to be very orthodox. On looking

into Cockburn's review, we find he says,

—

" Whatever the peculiar views of the Orthodo.x

brethren may be on particular doctrinal sub
I jects, no exception has been taken against

them on this account—the point at isi

the assumption and exercise of undue power.
Controverted opinions have been left by Friends

[Hicksites] to stand or fall by their own merit.

Nothing new has been adopted by tuem."
" The charge of unsoundness against Friends

[the Hicksites] so perseveringjy persisted in

by the Orthodox leaders, is without any real

foundation; for tiie Yearly Meeting [of Hicks-
ites] in its public character has made no de-

claration whatever on controverted doctrinal

points, and it is believed that the generality of
the members are averse to controversial specu-

lations." That is, because the Hicksite year-

Jly meeting have made no declaration on doc-
trinal points in its collective character, there-

fore the charge that tlie Hicksites held and dis-

seminated unsound doctrines is without any
real foundation; Singular logic indeed ! How-
ever those who constitute this meeting may
propagate antichristian doctrines in their indi-

vidual capacity, they are to be esteemed quite

orthodox until thev are proved to be otherwise
by some act ofa public nature. But why not de-

„„t ^^^ \,,su^me: but it is fam.liar to us
Clarethemselves openly m then; public charac- ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ „,^,,^ ^^. ^^^^ ^^j^,^ ^
terr 1 hey have been '• perseveringly charged ... = - -

with unsoundness on " particular doctrinal

points," and if the charge is unfounded, why do
they not refute it and declare their sentiments
explicitly upon those points? The fact is, they
are afraid to meet the subject fairly and inge-

nuously. They must either as a body contra-
dict the doctrines which their active members
have been publishing and circulating with the

greatest industry for six or seven years, or
avow principles which would prove unequivo-
cally that they have apostatised from the faith

of the gospel, and are no longer deserving the

name of Quakers. After convulsing and doing
their utmost to revolutionise the Society with
their libertine sentiments, they would now fain

conceal their deformity from the public eye.

But we shall bring into view some of their

pamphlet and newspaper essays, in order to re-

mind them of the real character and tendency
of those opinions which they have disseminated
among the people, for the purpose of laving

waste the doctrines of Christianity, and a just

regard for the Holy Scriptures.

George Withy arrived in this country in 1 821.
On commencing his tour, he was made deeply
sensible tliat a cloud of darkness was impending
the Society; that the spirit of unbelief was striv-

ing to lead away the members from their ancient
faith, and he found himself called upon to open
and enforce especially the fundamental doc-
trines of Christianity. He used great plainness
of speech, and those who were secretly cleav-
ing to the licentious principles which have since
exploded into a schism, quickly discovered

that his ministry struck directly at the rotten

foundation of their scheme. Just before leavin<

the country in 1822, he penned a farewell ad

dress to Friends in N. America, in which he

clearly describes the anti-christian spirit, and
sets forth the doctrines which the Hicksites op
pugn. This was forwarded to, and approved by

the meeting for sufferings of Philadelphia. The
character of the essay was soon noised abroad,

and by the time it was issued from the press,

many were prepared to resist its distribution as

far as they could with any decency at that pe-

riod. In some of the monthly meetings, objec-

tion was made by the Hicksites to appoint a

committee to distribute it—such Friends as

wished to have it might call for it—and some
thought it ought not to be spread without first

subjecting it to an examination in the meeting

—a mere pretext for delay. The pamphlet
was committed to the flames in one or more
instances, and otherwise destroyed, and various

means were used to prejudice Fiiends against

it—but "the assumption and exercise of undue
power" was never alleged respecting the pub-

lication of the work. A sutScient objection

was found in its repugnancy to the doctrines of

the disaffected members. And in New York
a pamphlet was issued, designed as a reply,

entitled " The Anlitypical Essay in two parts,

containing a reply to the farewell address of

G. Withy to the Society of Friends in North
America, in relation to tradition and religious

speculation, the divinity of Christ, and the doc-

trine of satisfaction; all of which is examined,
answered, and explained." The writer does

W(
appro-

bation in a large company on Long Island

about the time of one of the quarterly meet-

ings.

Whether any " exception has been taken'

to the doctrinal views of Friends, the reader

will be enabled to decide by comparing thf

two essays, extracts from which wc shall pre
sent for his examination.

On page second, G. W. says,

of redeeming love will be so clearly understood, that
tlie carnal inquiry, ' Is not this the carpenter, the son
of Mary, the brother of .lames, of Joses, and of Juda
and Simon, and are not his sisters herewith us.-*'

will be heard no more ; but, in reverent abasement,
we shall be led to admire the goodness of Him 'who
so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life.' We shall then
feel and know that ' God was in Christ reconciling
the world u:ito himself;' and that beautiful descrip-
tion given of him by the apostle Paul in his epistle
to the Philippians, will prove an unfailing source of
consolation, when the poor mind may be tossed with
tempests and not comforted, and is under the dis-

couraging prospect that there are many in our day
who are endeavouring to invalidate the truths of
the gospel, and who are denying the divinity of the
Son of God. The apostle, speaking of him, says—
' Who, being in the form of God, tliought it not rob-
ery to be equal with God. But made himself of
o reputation, and took upon him the form of a ser-

ant, and was made in the likeness of man, and being
found in fashimi as a man, he liumbled himself, and

obedient unto death, even the death of the
Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him,

and given him a name, Which is every name,
that, at the name of Jesus, every knee should bow, of
things in heaven and th ings 1 rth, and that every

" My mind hath been often deeply tried while mj
lot hath been cast in this land, under the painful con-

sideration, that there are many in our day, who ars

soaring with airy notions far above the simplicity of
the truth as it is in Jesus, and who are endeavouring
to climb up some other way than that in which the
wayfaring men though fools (as to this world's wis-
dom) shall not err. But it remains a truth, that 'he
that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but
climbeth up some other way, the same is a thief and
a robber.' There is no way to the Father but by the
Son, nor is there any knowledge of the Father but
through the Son, agreeably to our Lord's declara-
tion, '1 am the way, and the truth, and the life, no
man cometh unto "the Father but by me.' This can
never be comprehended by the carnal mind which is

enmity against God ; and no marvel that those who
are in this state are inquiring with one formerly,
' how can these things be ?'

" Those who have been truly awakened to a sense
of their need of a Saviour—those who have been
convinced of the necessity of repentance from dead
works, before they can be brought into a capacity to
serve the living God, will be constrained to walk in

deep humility before him, and be enabled frequently
to pray. Lord, increase my faith, and the things I

know not teach thou me. Hero all high notions of
ourselves and of our attainments will be brought
low, and laid down at the feet of Jesus. When the
mind is brought into this prepared state, the mystery

tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
glory of God the Father.' Earnest, indeed, is

solicitude of my soul that we, in an especial

a religious Society, may remain unmov-
ancient doctrines of the gospel, and be

enabled to ' hold fast the profession of our faith with-
out wavering.'

"

Here we have a view of the well founded
concern of G. Withy in relation to the specu-

lative disposition, which rejects all restraint,

and plunges into the labyrinths of scepticism,

reckless of all its consequences. The neces-

sity of repentance and regeneration is main-
tained, in order to understand the mystery of
redemption through Jesus Christ. The Hicks-
ites admit that he began well, and run well for

a time, but not undervaluing the holy Scrip-

tures, and the sufferings and death of Christ

as they do, he " fell into the fatal snare" of
orthodoxy, and did not return with that honour
which they would have conferred upon him
had he fallen in with their delusive schemes.
The following extracts explain their views:

On page nine, G. Withy's opponent says,

" His first services were proof positive that he did
not come empty handed, but like the true prophet
that was sent to proclaim against those idolaters at

Bethel, he held forth a bold, dignified testimony.
And had he kept his eye single to his own gift and pro-
per business, he would no doubt have returned to his

own place honourable to himself, and to the comfort
and satisfaction of his friends. But, sorrowful to re-

late, like th« prophet above alluded to, he was drawn
aside ; ho ate and drank with idolaters, [those who
bow to the name of Jesus] who alw-ays lie in wait to

deceive, and finding this ' dear friend tangled with
tradition, and somewhat eclipsed under the veil of
external lestimuny, [the holy Scriptures] he was ap-
proached on this weak side ; the vision of such men
being dim, their fears are easily excited with fright-

ful imaginary ghosts and images that are never vi-

sible in the day time, or when under the influence of

perftxt gospel* light. And thus he was drawn into

this /dial S7iare, to his own wounding and that of
many of his friends.''

So much for the Hicksites' opinion of G.

W.'s discernment and firmness, and now for

their opinion of his doctrine.

Page fourteen, the antitypical essayist says,

> The writer of the address, among the sentiments
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I oppose, no doubt conceives lie is strongly entrench-

ed, makes a quotation from Paul to the Plulippians,

which, he observes, will prove an unfailing source of

consolation when the mind is tossed with tempest,

and not comforted, and is under the discouraging

prospect, that there are many in our day, who are

etideavouring to invalidate tlte truths of the gospel, and
uho are denying the divinity of the Son of God. I

would now inquire, if this Friend's Redeemer is the

Lord, as observed in his third page, why does he

not thoroughly plead his cause, and give rest to his

land, and, as he says, disquiet the land of Babylon ?

Now, I feel inclined to inform this tossed Friend,

from a degree of experience, and not by speculation,

tliat any man that relieth on the testimony of any

man as an unfailing source of consolation, is himself

in Babylon, and in this state will never enjoy that

rest that God hath prepared for those that know and

obey him. And, thus, many by relying on external

testimony [the holy Scriptures,] are believing in, and
worshipping an image [the Lord Jesus] instead of

the one only true God, and although the spirit of

God compels them to feel that they are not saved in

time, but tossed, and not comforted, in this Gentile

state, yet they profess to have a firm hope, that their

image will save them at some future period, or, at

least, in eternity; some say all, others a part, and
thus they speculate about that which they know not,

nevertheless, are great professional believers in the

Scriptures, yea, verily, that they are the word of

God. We must not be wise above what is ivritten

and what does il all amount to in this carnal state,

but a mere delusion of the serpent?"

This is an attempt to invalidate the holy

Scriptures, and to ridicule the idea of salvation

by Jesus Christ either in time or eternity.

The quotation alluded to distinctly character-

ises our blessed Saviour, and the term
"image" can be designed to relate to no
other'but hinj.

In his comments upon the passage in Philip-

pians quoted by G. W.', oiir opposer says

—

" To conclude on this head, we may discover in

his [Jesus Christ's] last form or manifestation,

he was made a God unto the Israelites by surpassing

their present stale, in the some sense that Moses was
made a God unto Pharaoh, doing those things be-

fore their eyes that no power short of Almighty
power could do ; and, therefore, by this Almighty
power that wrought with him and in him, in bearing

witness to the truth, in that sense he was equal to

God in relation to all these- testimonies, which, being

clothed with full powers, he was commanded to

bear ; therefore he called it riot robbery to be equa
with God in that sense." According to this argu-

ment, there is no distinction between MSscs and oui

Lord—they are placed upon a perfect equality. Tli<

Son of God was no more God to the Israelites thai

Moses was to Pharaoh—it would not have been rob

bing the Almighty of his honour for Moses to hav(

considered himself equal with God any more thai

for our Lord Jesus Christ. If these sentiments ar(

not intended to destroy a belief in the divinity of the

Son of God, we do not understand thfeir meaning.""

Page twenty-two, he says

—

" We discover the force of tradition, when once an
absurd opinion obtain, how difficult to remove
beast that had received a deadly wound by Christ'

and his apostles, soon after began again to increase in

strength, and about three hundred years after Christ,

antichrist began to sway his iron sceptre ; but he
must advocate God's cause, a^d raakeout a creed

from Scripture, and to tliis image, which they set up,

all must bow, say they, ' at the feel of Jeiiis,' [see

quotatien'froih G. W.] From scripture they plainly

observed different dispensations, out of which they
manufacture a trinity ; they make one from Moses,
that is a God of justice; one from Jesus Christ, that

is a God of mercy; and out of the Holy Ghost they
ynake a third, and, to finish the image:, they clapped
on a head to make one of the three."

The reader will icniark, that bowing at the

feet of Jesus is here made synonymous with

bowing to an image ; still referring to the

Scripture declaration, page thirty, he says

—

" And as they were to have dominion over the

earth by subduing it, these self-assumed lords of

God's creation suppose they have a right to take it

by storm, before they subdue their own carnal

rthly nature; and thus they lord it over God's heri-

tage. And this false, earthly, beastly image of God':

er, not being able to succeed in establishing

their authority, aid is called in from surrounding

agents, whereby they form a trinity, co-equal in au-

thority, although subordinate in power, to bear the

image and true likeness of their supposed trinita-

rian, threefold God ; and thus organized, all are call-

ed upon, both small and great, to receive the mark
of this beastly image, and bow down and worship it.

For thus saith the Lord, soy they, to the name of Je-

sus every knee shall bow, and every tongue confess,

that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the

Father ; for although he was begotten ofthe Father,

and rnade Lord in time, yet he was also the eterna"

co-equal God from all eternity

—

so saycth atili-

Christ,"

from the heavenly Father's love; and we sin-

cerely hope, that when they may again hear

the voice of the true Shepherd calling upon
them to forsake all, and come out from

amongst a people who have denied his Mme,
they may promptly obey. N.

THE FRIEND.
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It is too plain to be misapprehended or di

nied, that the eternal divinity of our Lord, and

his oneness with the Father, is a doctrine at

tributed by this opposer, to antichrist; and

bowing to the name of Jesus, is impiously

made synonymous with receiving the mark of

the beastly image, and worshipping it. The
Society of Friends never held the doctrine

whicii teaches that there are three distinct and

separate persons in the Deity ; but we are

shocked with the terms used by this writer in

eference to the great Almighty Being, terms

not only in the highest degree irreverent, but

blasphemous. G. Withy's address contains

no such doctrine; the essay can therefore be

viewed in no other light than a direct attack

upon the Scripture te.xt quoted by this Friend

to maintain the divinity of the Son of God,

which, he truly says, many in our day are de-

nying. The term "wretch" was used by Vol-

taire ; this writer has chosen the words
" image," " beastly image," to characterize

the Lord of life and glory. We can assure

our readers that we have no fondness for stain-

ing the pages of" The Friend" with such hor-

rible sentiments, but, inasmuch as the Hicks-

ites, after giving them circulation, now declare

that the charge of their unsoundness is with-

out any foundation, and are still endeavouring

to draw others into the same delusions with

themselves, we feel bound to bring their deeds

to the light—deeds of darkness in which they

have gloried, but would now deny. We do

not doubt that many of them are now " averse

lo controversial speculations." They have

joined themselves to a people whose principles

are of the most mischievous tendency. The
libertine and the infidel give them the right

hand of fellowship, rejoicing to find that a

sect, from such a Society as the Quakers, avow
sentiments so congenial with their habits and

inclinations. This must be grating to some of

the better part; and they are averse to every

exposure of the deistical doctrines of their

most violent and daring leaders and theiy fol-

lowers. And, moreover, we cannot doubt

that they do feel in their cooler and clearer

intervals, that all is not right ; that they are

no w famishing in a far country, separated

We have occasion again to ask the indul-

gence of correspondents, in being under the

necessity to postpone several articles, and

among them the notes supplementary to the

account of J. P.

It may be seasonable at this time to revive

an intimation formerly given, that early, aii-

thentic accounts of deaths among Friends fs

desirable, and we have reason to believe will

be generally acceptable to our readers. It is

therefore hoped, that Friends, in the several

quarterly and monthly meetings, will bestow

the requisite attention.

At the same time, we believe it right to

press upon all who may have any concern in

furnishing such accounts, the expediency of
,

rendering them as concise as may be. If any

thing beyond a bare notice is ever attempted^

it sliould be strictly confined to what may
benefit survivors, never descending into mere

panegyric, and always with due care by no

means to encroach ui)on the province of month-

ly meetings, in reference to the preparing of

memorials. Having been thus explicit, there

can be no just cause of complaint, if, hereaf-

ter, we shall deem it, not only our privilege,

but our duty, to curtail them of their exuber-

ances.

DIED,

On second day, the 27th ult. in the 35th

year of his age, Ellis H. Yarnall. He pos-

sessed an understanding of unusual strength

and clearness, which was improved by judi-

cious cultivation, and extensive observation of

the world. A pulmonary aflection under

which he laboured during the last nme or ten

years of his life, withdrew him from that ac-

tive participation in affairs for which his abili-

ties qualified him, concentrated his affections

within the circle of his family and a few inti-

mate friends, and turned his thoughts towards

the preparation for the last and solemn scene.

Conscious of his approaching end, he was enabled

to meet it with Christian resignation and compo-

sure ; having a humble but well grounded hope of

salvation through the merits and mediation of a cru-

cified Redeemer, and, we doubt not, is gathered with

the general a'ssembly and church of the first born in

the mansions 6f the just. Those who knew the in-

tegrity of his principles, and the sincerity of his at'

tachments, will long bear in affectionate remem-
brance his quiet and unostentatious worth, and the

tranquillity which a stedfast faith in his Saviour dif-

fused over the closing scene.
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It is a common remark that families are

often as strongly distinguished one from

other as individuals. Whether this be owing

to hereditary varieties in the physical or men
tal structure, similar to those we observe in

animals, or whether it be merely the result of

education, I shall not undertake to pronounce
Metaphysics is not my province, and I make
the reflection simply as an observer of life and
manners. It most frequently happens that an
individual discovers some quality or virtue

himself, for which he takes credit. In like

manner, I have noticed that the members of

almost every family, pride themselves on some
family trait. Some members thereof have been

remarkable for a certain virtue or advantage,

to the possession of a degree of which they

all claim a right. It is curious to observe the

influence of this feeling. Upon more generous

natures, it operates as an incentive to imita-

tion—it inspires a contempt for coarse and

degrading pursuits—it often rouses faculties

that had otherwise been dormant, and when it

fixes upon an honourable and virtuous distinc-

tion, it sometimes proves a safeguard through

the slippery paths of youth. Yet its influence in

these respects is treacherous and unstable, as

it appeals only to the applause of others. We
see men of very fair standing in society, who
are much respected among their acquaintances,

yet who possess no higher motives to upright

conduct, than the reflection of what the world

will say, and the feeling that it is beneath the

character of their family to act otherwise.

Such a principle of action cannot be admitted

to be an adequate restraint or motive. The
heathens themselves soared higher; and we
find upon examination, that the men who are

thus influenced, live in the habitual indulgence

of such vices as are not prohibited by their

scanty code' of morals. It is the Christian

faith alone, and the sense of an All-seeing eye,

too pure to behold iniquity, tliat is an ever

present and ettectual protection from the in-

dulgence of secret sins.

Yet the feeling of which I speak is a useful

element in a fine and generous disposition;

adding strength to resolutions that spring from

a higher and better source, and heightening

that grace and ingenuousness which constitute

the chief loveliness of youth. The fame of

honourable and virtuous ancestors—the in

stinctive respect of mankind for all that is

connected with distinguished worth, cannot be

considered by the most rigid moralist as be
neath consideration. But where the feeling

which they naturally inspire passes the bounds
of modesty, and disposes us to look with scorn

upon others, it becomes the source of one of

the most contemptible of follies. I know of

(q\v objects more ludicrous, and yet more
pitiable, than a man of worthless or trifling

character bolstering himself up with the repu-

tation of his ancestors, and looking contemptu-
ously on all who do not take rank in his esti-

mation of hereditary importance. In feudal

Europe, where estates and records descend as

family inheritances for many centuries, the fa-

voured mortals who enjoy them may find some
excuse for this pride in extrinsic merit. But,

in America, where wealth is as fleeting as a

shadow—where family distinctions are like the

multitudinous waves of the sea, equal in height,

and perpetually perishing, what can be more
absurd ? The man of frugality, industry, and
good conduct, raises himself from poverty to

independence; his children possess all the ad-

vantages of education—all the polish which
literature can give to the highest born; they

take rank by tlieir merit—succeed to the high-

est honours of the republic, and become a

portion of the ephemeral nobility of the day.

To success succeeds indolence—the next gene-
ration wastes the fortune accumulated by the

preceding, and consoles itself with dreams of
family gieatness. Another race succeeds, and
f the spell of the delusion is broken, begins

again, and often not till then, the restoration of
its fortunes. Such is the happy eflfect of our
republican institutions, and of the equal inherit

of property. They diffuse a vigour

throughout the sphere of private life, which pre

vents stagnation in the most remote recesses

I have often remarked the influence of this

false pride in places of public resort. A truly

well bred man is plain, unobtrusive—friendl

and courteous with strangers; neither shunning
nor officiously seeking their conversation.

Your gentleman of the bygone generations,

, I think, upon the whole, quite as oflensive

as the upstart of to-day. There is, to be sure,

difference in the mode of display. The
formerseeks in the latter a sort of foil, against

which his own imagined merits shine most
brightly. The one loud, voluble, and bust-

ling; the other stately, scornful, and imperi-

ous; and he is all this just in proportion ag the

other makes himself conspicuous.

I was much amused by the illustration of

these general remarks, which a short resi-

dence in a remote village once afforded me.
It was an old settlement, and the freighted
galley of commerce had swept by, agitating its

quiet happiness, as the reeds on the banks of
the Raritan are shaken in the wake of the
steam boat. I soon found that this secluded
place was the centre of a high and mighty
aristocracy. There was an honest shopkeeper
whose great grandfather had unfortuately been
out in Braddock's defeat, and whose family
from that time forward became puissant war-
riors at the fireside. Nothing of the kind
could be more magnificent than George Wash-
ington 's reminiscenses of family glory.

He knew all the points of honour, and all the
phrases in the military hand book. His ad-
miring townsmen had made him a captain in

the militia, and four times in the year did
George strut out as brave as a turkey cock, at

the head of the half ragged and half drunken
militia of the town of . He was a
stout patriot in the opinion of the village—

a

brave collector of militia fines, and used to

boast of having imprisoned more Quakers than
any officer in the county. Had he never heard
of his great grandfather, or had he been named
plain Timothy or Peter, he might have passed
along as an honest, civil citizen, who was well
to do in the world, and brought up his chil-

dren respectably. But instead of this, his ima-
ginary dignity converted him into a half-

gentleman, and a whole politician; he became
great in tavern debates and county meetings,
and died as thousands are dying around me,
of the most fatal pestilence on earth—intem-
perance.

Another of these village lordlings was de-

scended, on the female side, from the original

justice of peace, and being, by right of inherit-

ance, a lawyer, was both fop and pedant. He
prided himself on his illustrious birth, and could
associate with none whose greatgrandfather was
not at least a doctor, or an idle man, in the pri-

mitive days of . The scorn with which he
regardeil the new comers, who were driving a
brisk trade in the town, was ineffable. It is

true, that his father was himself a Frenchman,
and that, on his own doctrine, he was but half

ennobled. This did not in the least abate the

acrimony of his contempt ; and sooner than
buy a pair of shoes of one of these interlopers,

he would purchase it at a distant village. I re-

collect many who thus decked themselves in

ornaments robbed from the dead, and whose
dignity was valued in a coin that would only

circulate in their own little coterie. In a large

city, the unavoidable intercourse with men
would have rubbed off" these asperities, and re-

laxed this pasteboard dignity. As I saw it, it

was an unamiable and repulsive pride, which
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only tormented the possessor with unattainable

dreams, and hopes continually disappointed.

I do not love to look upon the dark side of

our nature, and shall therefore conclude this

paper, which carries in it, I hope, a useful

moral, with adverting to a trait, which I have

sometmies knoivn to distinguish families, and

which deserves to be universally cultivated as

one of the most amiable and endearing in the

whole circle of private virtues. I mean the in-

violable attachment of brothers and sisters, and

of those descendants of a common ancestor,

whose infancy and childhood have passed away

under the ancestral roof This atlectionate in-

terest in each other's welfare, is one of the

firmest supports in adversity, one of the most

delightful embellishments of prosperity, of

which our condition in this life is susceptible.

How often have I seen a band of brothers, sus-

taining each other in misfortune, and sharing

to the needy among them, the blessings with

which Providence had enriched the others;

protecting him from the cold scorn of the

world, and soothing and inspiring him with

new hope and energy in his deepest affliction !

The most touching exhibition of this virtue,

is aflbrded by the softer sex. Dependant upon

ours for support, I have often witnessed that

dependance to be cruelly disappointed—the

chiefmeans of subsistence destroyed, and, what
was worse, the confiding affection of a woman's
heart sternly cast away. Yet, all this selfish-

ness and ingratitude could not wear out the

deep lines of early love. I have seen the in-

jured sister share the scanty wreck of her es-

tate with the author of her misfortunes, and

this without a murmur or a reproach. Asiain

and again have I seen her lend a helping hand

to a selfish and unworthy object, and amidst all

her griefs and disappointments, never publish a

complaint, or expose even the ingratitude of

heartless villany.

A more pleasing, and a happier aspect, is

exhibited in the strong love of sisters for each

other. In families where these affections are

cherished, I have seen this love supply the

place, and become as strong, almost, as the

feeling of maternity. I have seen it survive the

rude shock, and the separation of the world

drawing together, in the decline of life, those

whom it had not alloweJ even oceans and dis

tant climes to dissever. And I have seen it

meet with its most appropriate reward, in the

filial affection of those in whom ibis love was
an inheritance, which they repaid lo the last

lingering survivor of the cherished group, by
every patient attention " to smooth the bed of
death:"

—

"Explore the thought, explain the asking eye
And keep avfhile one sister from the sky."

Is it bigotry to believe the sublime truths of

the gospel, with full assurance of faith ? I

glory in such bigotry; I would not part with it

for a thousand worlds; I congratulate the mar
who is possessed of it; for amidst all the vicis

situdes and calamities of the present state,

that man enjoys an inexhaustible fund of con-
solation, of which it is not in the power of
fortune to deprive him.

Simpson's Plea,

FROM THE WESTERN LUMINARY.

COMPARATIVK VALUE OF FREE AND
SLAVE LABOUR.

No. V.

(^Concludedfrom page 331.)

Give a slave partial freedom by permitting

him to work for himself on paying you a week-

ly sum,—that slave will do it readily. He
will earn enough to support himself and pay

you. If free, he could work for less than he

does by the exact sum for which he hires him-

self from you. Task-work is something o

this kind. Bid a slave do his usual day's work
and pay him for the surplus, you'll find his pro

ductive power increases beyond expectation.

It is not uncommon to find this in those states

where the staple is less valuable. TobaccO;

cotton, rice, hemp. The latter, in the breaking

part, can hardly be forced, even by hard driv-

ing, but is generally eflected by allowing some-

thing to the slaves for the quantity surpass-

ing a day's work.

In Russia and in Poland, where freedom has

been granted, the masters have found the good

effects of it in the increased value of their

estates. The nobles of Richard the Second
prevailed on their masters to rescind the grant

of liberty which their villains had extorted

They little thought that their posterity would

receive fifty-fold incomes from the rent paid by

free tenants. In Virginia the Quakers a

least as comfortably situated as their fellow

citizens, some of whom I have heard invidious-

ly observing that the Quakers had gained by

emancipation, that they had no longer to sup-

port the idle and infirm, and that they hired

none but the best and most industrious.

We are asked, why, if the labour of si

is unproductive, do not their masters set them

at liberty ? Because their masters call them

propertv, and to part with what they value at

5, 10, or 5000 dollars, would be a grievous

hardship to the individual, however beneficial

to the state. The conversion of villains into

freemen was as warmly opposed by tiie barons

of old time, as that of slaves at the present

day can be. Yet I think no sober man will

compare the beggarly and brutal mob that

followed Wat Tyler, with the inhabitants at pre-

sent inhabiting the counties adjacent to London.
Another reason is, because dominion flatters

the human mind. Many would struggle hard

to retain or obtain power, who, perhaps, would

not make a bad use of it. I have heard a man,
by no meansof a cruel disposition, declare that

negroes would never be well governed till the

masters had the power of life and death. In-

dividuals, like states, cling to power. Genoa
half ruined herself by endeavouring to hold

Corsica in subjection. Britain did the same by
America, which, as the event has proved, is

now more valuable to Britain than when she

was made a part of the empire. To be waited

upon is likewise very pleasing, as well to those

who have not, as to these who have been used

to it. In this country we often see a young
man, whose exertions have been handsomelyre-
warded by gain, proceed immediately to vest

it in negroes, although certain that the advan
tages accruing from that kind of stock wil

never equal those he has experienced when

his property was differently employed. Indo-

lence, as well as property and power, has its

charms. In Ohio I have heard a wealthy man
bitterly lament his inability to have negroes,

and talk in the most feeling manner of the

hardships of his situation. This sort of feeling

is seldom expressed by the poorer class of citi-

zens, who, happily, have the right of election

in their own hands, otherwise slavery would
soon be introduced there. Some individuals

may urge better motives for not emancipating

immediately.

We are sometimes told that these people

enjoy more real freedom than they would, if at

liberty, and the reason given is, because they

would then be obliged to work harder, and to

experience those cares and sorrows attending

the maintenance of their families, with which
they are now entirely unacquainted. If anxi-

ous cares and incessant thought constitute a
slave, the master is such, for his mind is ever

restless. Yet no master would change con-

ditions with his slave. Every commander, if

he does his duty, is exposed to incessant toils,

wounds and death. Yet I believe it would not

be easy to find one, who would relinquish his

dangerous and awful duty, for the easy task of

his pampered domestic, whose hardest exertion

consists in brushing his master's coat. Free-

dom is the reward of labour, and the indolent

wealthy man will soon find the sheriff master

not only of his property, but of his person.

Make a free man of the slave, the mere mo-
tives may perhaps double his bodily, and in-

crease his mental labour a thousand fold; but

it would be a strange inference, that he was,

therefore, a greater slave than when under a

master. But these topics are not peculiar to

America. In every land of slaves like causes

have like efl'ects. In Russia, as in America,
you are often told that the condition of the

slave is as good, or better, than that of the

labourer in England. Both Russian and Ame-
rican slave owners may be right, if labour

constitutes slavery. But the glory of freedom
is to enable the human creature to perform
bodily as well as mental miracles, while slavery

sinks him to a state in which he becomes an
object of pity and contempt lo active and in-

telligent freemen. The resemblances present-

ed in slave countries, however distant in cli-

mate and institutions, form a curious subject

of observation.

In the West Indies, America, and Russia

—

wealth is estimated by the number of slaves.

In the same countries the slave is allowed no
peculiura—a right which existed in pagan
Rome, but for which we. Christians, have not

even a name.
In the same countries, murder of slaves al-

most certainly unpunished—marriage equally

slighted—the oath of a slave not allowed against

a freeman—desperation son etinies has fear-

ful results for tlie master—prisons are filled

with tiiis class.

In Russia—A few cities enjoy the pleasures

of existence, and exhibit palaces, because

whole provinces lie desolate, or contain only

wretched hovels, in which you would expect to

find beasts rather than men.
In America—i\o towns at small intervals,

between which and the adjacent country, a
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profitable exchange is carried on, but one or

two great towns, remarkable for show and

display, while the rest of the country is desti-

tute of manufactures, the only means of fixing

decent towns. It would be diflicult to fur-

nish a stronger exemplification of the max-

im—that like causes produce like effects.

I ask my reader's pardon for this digression,

and will detain him no longer from my con-

clusion.

It appears from experience that the raising

of slaves is a losing business, since it never yet

was followed as a profession or trade. From
the calculation the expense of a slave seems to

exceed that of a freeman. From the constitu-

tion of human nature, as delineated by the

wisest men of difl'erent ages, and of difterent

nations, the same inference follows. The same

inferences are drawn from manufactures as

from agriculture, from the comparative value

of land in the free and slave states, from the

rigid economy of the former, and the childish

luxury of the latter. It has appeared that slave

labour has never been able to compete with

free labour on equal terms, and that wherever

economy becomes necessary, slavery has dis-

appeared, and been replaced by voluntary la-

bour, which, while it made the human crea-

ture more productive, rendered him more

frugal. With these considerations, I leave the

decision of the question to the reader. G. C.

The following is the Memorial to which

allusion was made in our paper of the 18th

ult.

MEMORIAI.
To the honourable convention of f^irginia, to be

held in Richmond, in October, 1829.

Seeing that the people of this commonwealth
have deemed it necessary to reform our existing

constitution of government, to supply its defects,

and to remove a number of evils which were thought

to press heavily upon the community—We, the sub-

scribers, inhabitants of Augusta County, cannot but

congratulate ourselves and the public on the selec-

tion of so many of our highly distinguished citizens

for the performance of these solemn and interesting

duties. Distinguished as you have been for gravity,

prudence, and wisdom, we cheerfully accord to you

our confidence, in the important and arduous station

to which you are called ; and trust that you will em-

ploy your wisdom and prudence in that way which

will redound most to our common welfare.

There have been many topics of reform anticipat-

ed and discussed among the people. We do not

moan to meddle with any of them, or to express any

opinion on their merits. Our purpose is respectfully

to call your attention to another subject, which we
regard as of paramount importance ; and respecting

which, if nothing be done, we apprehend that

your other labours must prove comparatively nuga-

tory.—We ask your attention to the existing slavery

of the negroes in our state, and to some constitu-

tional provision for a system of emancipation.

It is objected, indeed, that our proposition will

give alarm to our eastern brethren, who are slave-

holders on a larger scaje than we of the west ; and

that they are even already alarmed at the antici-

pated power of the west to impose unlimited taxes

on this species of property. To this latter objection

we answer, that we are willing to see you provide

any requisite guarantee against an undue exercise

of such power, that thus the fears of our eastern

brethren may be quieted. We wish for nothing that

is unfair. To the former objection we say that, in

a political view, we esteem slavery an evil greater

than the aggregate of all the other evils which beset

us; and that we are perfectly wilhng to bear

proportion of the burden of ) mg It. We ask

farther, what is the evil of any such alarm as our

proposition may possibly excite in minds unneces-
sarily jealous, compared witii that of the fatal catas-

trophe which ultimately awaits our country,
and the general depravation of manners which
slavery has already produced, and is producing ?

These we think suliicient answers to the objections

mentioned above.

In laying this subject before you, we are not in-

sensible to its magnitude or its ditliciilties. We are
aware, too, of the rooted prejudices which we
counter, growing out of old habits and present
or supposed interest. Nor are we indifterent

those imputations of enthusiasm and rashness which
will probably be cast upon us in no stinte

But we know that no great good was eve

without strenuous eftbrts ; and that such efforts have
always been subjected to reproachful imputations.—
We must, therefore, patiently submit to them ; con
sidering them, in our turn, as the ebullitions of heed
less passion or uncompromising selfishness. Thi
awful weight of the subject forbids any approach to

it in the spirit of levity; and we feel assured th:

we approach it with as much caution as those ol

serve who turn away and refuse to look it in tl

face. But we should esteem it moral and political

cowardice in us to remain silent on a subject ;

deeply interesting to us in all our domestic and pi

litical relations ; one which intermingles itself with
every interest and concern of life ; productive, f

haps, of a few transient benefits, but certainly of

infinity of evils, now pressing upon us, and portend'

raneral desolatii ifutu

gion and humanity which belong to this momentoi
subject; and present it as a naked question of polil

cal wisdom and safety. While we believe that the

public morals and general prosperity, which it is the

province of government to a great extent to protect

and cherish, are deplorably injured by slavery, we
proceed to affirm that it is our own experience and
observation confirming the facts and deductions of

pohtical economists, that the labour of slaves is vast-

ly less productive than that of free men ; that it

therefore, requires a larger space to furnish subsist-

ence for a given number of the former than of the

latter ; that the employment of the forr

rily excludes the employment of the latter

hence, our population, white and black, averages but
about seventeen, when it ought, and would, under
other circutnstances, average, as in New England, at

least sixty to the square mile ; that the possession

and management of slaves form a source of endless

vexation and misery within the house, and of waste
and ruin on the farm ; that the youth of the country

are growing up with a contempt of steady industry,

as a low, servile thing, which contempt induces idle-

ness, and all its attendant effeminacy, vice, and
worthlessness ; that the waste of the products of the

land, nay of the land itself, is bringing poverty upon
all its inhabitants ; that this poverty and the sparse-

ness of our population, either prevent the institution

of schools through the country, or keep them in the

most languid and inefficient condition ; and that the

same causes most obviously paralyse all our schemes
and efforts for the needful improvements of the

country. These things are incessantly pressing

themselves upon our feelings and observation ; and
it would be easy to enlarge the melancholy cata-

logue. But there are other considerations claiming

our attention.

It is conceded, on all hands, that Virginia is in a

state of moral and political retrocession among the

slates of the confederacy. Nor is this to be won-
dered at, when to the foregoing considerations it be

added that half of our population is estimated, iii

the political scale, at but three-fifths of its actual

weight. We are often upbraided by a comparison

of our condition with that of New York and Ohio,

to which all the other states which are exempted

from the curse of slavery, might well be added.

And with shame we feel ourselves constrained to

bow to the humiliating comparison. We view our

beloved state, blessed by the God of nature with a

variety of useful and lovely capabilities unsurpassed

by those of any other country on the globe ; we view

it not merely as stationary, while her sister states

are advancing, but as positively declining. It is pe-

culiarly the province of such statesmen as compose

your lionourable body, to detect the causes'of the na-
tional calamity and degradation, and to provide and
apply the remedy. That the causes heretofore fre-

quently assigned are the truo ones, we do not be-
lieve. If they have any effect, as possibly they may,
it must bo extremely small and partial. We humbly
suggest our belief that the slavery which exists, and
which, with gigantic strides, is gaining ground
amongst us, is, in truth, the great, efficient caiise of
the multiplied evils which we all deplore. We can-
not conceive that there is any other cause sufficiently

operative to paralyse the energies of a people so

magnanimous, to neutralize the blessings of Provi-
dence included in the gift of a land so happy in its

soil, its climate, its minerals and its waters ; and to

annul the manifold advantages of our republican
freedom and geographical position.

If Virginia has already ' fallen from her high es-

tate,' and if we have assigned the true cause of her
fall ; it is with the utmost anxiety that we look to

the future, to the fatal termination of the scene. As
we value our domestic happiness, as our hearts
yearn for the prosperity of our oflfspring, as we pray
for the guardian care of the Almighty over our
country, we earnestly enquire what shall be done to

avert the impending ruin ? The efficient cause of
our calamities is vigorously increasing in magnitude
and potency, while we wake and while we sleep.

The outlets, for draining oflf a portion of this pesti-

ferous population of slaves, are fast closing against
us. In the mean time our white people are remov-
ing in multitudes, to distant regions ; and those

who remain seem destined to become martyrs to

their love of Virginia, exposed to foreign enemies,
to civil feuds, and to domestic insurrections, without
the physical ability indispensable to their own preser-

vation. And shall we, alas ; reduce ourselves to the

necessity of invoking aid from the North and the

West '.' We will not press this appalling topic any
farther ; but with intense solicitude recommend it

to the serious consideration of your honourable

body. We feel assured that in addressing men of

such enlarged and liberal views, as we confidently

ascribe to the members of your body, it must be

unecessary to dilate farther upon this mournful and
most interesting subject. We deem it prudent, too,

not to push this memorial into greater detail ; and
therefore we desist, only adding our importunate

prayer that you may deviso some constitutional pro-

vision, the fruit of vi>hich shall be the extermination,

in due time, of the slavery which threatens with de-

struction all that we hold dear and valuable as a

people.

All which is respectfully submitted.

FOR THE FRIEND.

BIBLICAL ILLrSTRATIONS.

" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,

nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until

Shiloh come." Gen. xlix. 10.

This prophecy, the learned and pious Abbe
Plache observes, has been much misunder-

stood, on account of the idea of a regal

sceptre being attached to the word sceptre, as

it stands in our translation; but the Hebrew

word shaivet means merely a rod or wand;

this, when borne by a king, was the ensign of

royalty; when carried by a magistrate, it was

the badge of magisterial dignity; when borne

before one or more of the tribes, it pointed

out the person who carried it as the father of

that tribe; and it is highly probable that the

staves of the several tribes were, in some way,

distinguished from each other; since there is

no other word by which to express a tribe

than the word shaivet, a staff; thus the sacred

penmen write the staff of Dan, the staff of

Levi, when they would express the tribe of

Dan, the tribe of Levi, having no other word

for the purpose.

The word which is translated lawgiver pri-
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marily means to delineate, to define, and to]

determine ; lience it signifies a scribe, a por-

trayer, and, as determining between rigiit and

wrong, a judge. In the prophecy before us

it means a scribe or register, whose office it

was to determine of what tribe, and of what

particular branch or family of that tribe, any

individual was a member. And thus considered,

the true meaning of the prophecy is, that Judah

should retain its staff and its genealogists till

Shiloh come. This rendering of the predic-

tion is verified by its accomplishment ; for,

long before the coming of Shiloh, all the tribes

of Israel, Judah excepted, had lost their scep-

tres, and become one indiscriminate mass; but

when the promised seed did appear, the tribe

to which his virgin mother belonged was easily

ascertained, because that tribe still remained

distinct, and in the possession of its staff' and

genealogies.

—

Biblical Researches by Thomas
Stackhouse.

THE HAPPY SPIRIT.
By Maria Jane Jewsborv.

" Weep not, my mollier, weep not, I am blest.

For I am where the weary are to rest.

The wicked cease from troubling—Come to me I"

Old Epitaph.

" Wliy do ye weep ?—to know that dust
No longer dims my soul ?

To know thit I am rendered just

—

A victor at heaven's goa.1 ?

Or weep ye that I weep no more

—

That sorrow's living reign is o'er ?

Father—art thou a man of tears,

Because thy child is free

From earthly strifes and human fears,

Oppressive ev'n to thee ?

Nay, triumph that thou bad'st me love

The rest, that I have found above.

My mother, weep not—tears will hide

My glory from thy view ;

If thou hadst taught me guile, or pride,

Then tears of blood were due ;

But thy fond lips spoke truths divine :

Rejoice, that now their meed is mine.

Sister, sweet sister, leave my tomb,
Thy loved one is not there.

Nor will its planted flow'rets bloom
Whilst wept on by despair

;

I dwell in bhssful scenes of light:

Rejoice, that thou didst aid my fliglit.

Let faith's resplendent sun arise,

And scatter from each soul
The clouds that veil its native skies.

The mists that round it roll

:

Rejoice that I have found a home,
Whence never more my feet will roam.

Tears for the dead who die in sin,

And tears for living crime :

Tears when the conscience wakes within
First in expiring time;

Tears for the lost—but heaven's own voice
Says for the Christian dead—Rejoice."

In all things preserve integrity; the con-

sciousness of thy own uprightness will allevi-

ate the toil of business, and soften the harsh-

ness of ill success and disappointment, and
give thee an humble confidence before God,
when the ingratitude of man, or the iniquity

of the times, may rob thee of other due re-

ward.

—

Paley.

THE FRIEND.

At a time when pecuniary difficulties are

pressing heavily upon many of our fellow citi-

zens, and some of the members of our own
Society, by an undue extension of their busi-

ness, have become involved in much perplexi-

ty and distress, it may not be amiss to call the

attention of the readeis of " The Friend" to

the sentiments and practice of our worthy pre-

decessors on the subject of merchandising.

The early Quakers were remarkable for

their moderation and stern probity. One of

the earliest testimonies they bore to the world

was against excessive trading and extravagant

living; and so scrupulously did they adhere to

it, that their example soon became proverbial.

Being redeemed from the love of this world,

and the desire after its riches and honours, and

having their affections set on heaven and hea-

venly things, they realized the trutii of the

Scripture saying, " Godliness with content-

ment is great gain; having the promise of the

life that now is, and of that which is to come.'"

A plain, simple mode of living, free from
the burden of great expense, and yet supply-

ing the real comforts of life, not only yielded

them more substantial enjoyment than could

be derived from mimicking the vain show and

costly fashions of the world ; but afforded

litem a larger portion of time to devote to

works of mercy and benevolence, and to the

promotion of the cause of Christ—a cause

which was dearer to them than any of the

transitory delights which earth can bestow.

They felt that they were "strangers and pil-

grims on earth;" that this was not their home,
nor the place of their rest ; that they were
mere passengers through time to eternity,

" seeking another and a better country, that

is, an heavenly;" and the great business

their lives was, to prepare for deafh. They,
therefore, studiously avoided encumbering them
selves unnecessarily with the cares of the

world, or launching out into great business,

lest it should hinder them from that close and
humble attention to the voice of Christ Jesus,

tjje heavenly Shepherd, which ever character-

izes the sheep of his fold.

Impressed with an awful sense of their ac-

countability, and aware that a want of faithful-

ness in " the unrighteous mammon" must pre-

clude them from the possession of " true

riches," they were extremely circumspect

and watchful in all their dealings—never to

overreach or take advantage of any man; not

to use any unfair or dishonourable means to

promote their own interests, nor to jeopardise

the property of another with a view to increase

their own; but by a lowly, humble, and upright

conduct in the management of their outward
.concerns, to give clear and convincing

dence that they were governed by an inward
principle of justice, far superior to public opi

nion, or that loose estimate of honesty, whicl
the force of competition in trade has introdu

ced and sanctioned. Hence it became pro
verbial that " a Quaker's word was as good as

his bond;" and well it might be, for they v

conscientiously scrupulous against running into

debt beyond their means for paying, and when
their word was once passed, they felt the obi

gation to fulfil it as imperative, as though it

had been accompanied by all the fbrmiiily of
legal security. To an ardent love and strict

observance of truth in all their dealings, they

joined a manner of life so moderate and self-

denying, that they had no occasion to incur

heavy responsibilities, or to embark in a great
trade, in order to support it; and while they

enjoyed a competency of those outward bless-

ings which a benevolent Creator has so boun-
tifully provided for his creatures, they were
free from the toil, anxiety, and temptations,

and bitter disappointment, which are generally

attendant upon a large business.

These striking traits in the character of our
primitive Friends are too little discernible in

the conduct and appearance of their succes-

sors. A fondness for expensive customs, luxu-

rious living, and conformity to the manners of
the world, has gained the ascendancy over

jnany who profess the self-denying religion of
Fox, Barclay, and Penn; and the consequent
load of expense to which they are subjected,

induces them to grasp at larger business, un-

til the energies of mind and body are absorbed
in the pursuit, and life made a scene of hurry,

anxiety, and toil.

If we survey the spacious houses, the rich

furniture, the apparel, and equipage of not a

few of the members of our Society, professing

a religion which strictly enjoins mortification

and simplicity, we shall find them exhibiting a
degree of costly magnificence and fashionable

splendour, scarcely surpassed by the most de-

voted worshippers of mammon; and might al-

most be induced to suppose, that, by some un-

accountable perversion, they understood the

apostle to say, " Be conformed to this world,''

instead of" Be not confbimed, but be ye trans-

formed, by the renewing of your minds."

In the present imperfect state of civil so-

ciety, it is obvious that wealth confers influ-

ence and power upon its possessors. Men
are dazzled by its glitter, and pay a sort of ho-

mage to the splendid exterior which generally

distinguishes its possessor. Overlooking the

intrinsic vanity of wealth—the slender and un-

certain tenure by which it is held, we are too

apt to consider the accumulation of earthly

treasure as a principal concern of life; forget-

ting, that, in a little while, we shall be sum-
moned to a country whither we cannot trans-

port it, and that earthly possessions will only

add another item to the solemn reckoning for

our temporal stewardship, which we shall have
to settle with Him " whose the earth is, and all

the fulness thereof."

While contemplating the sad declension

from ancient simplicity and uprightness, which
is apparent among us, it is refreshing to recur

to the example of such a man as John Wool-
man, and observe how much the influence of
Divine Grace accomplished in him. There
are few persons whose lives exhibit greater

purity and consistency than his; or whose
biography may be studied to greater advan-

tage. His works should be read frequently and
seriously by every Friend who wishes to attain

the true enjoyment of life, or to contribute his

share toward removing the reproach which the

unfaithfulness and earthly-mindedness of too

many nominal professors have brought upon
our high and holy religion. The same blessed
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Spirit which influenced and regulated bis con-

duct, and produced fruits so consonant with

the example and precepts of Jesus Christ, i;

as suflicient now and as freely offered for our

acceptance, as it was then. Happy will it be

for those who listen to its sacred instructions,

and walk in the self-denying path which is cast

up for the righteous.

The following extracts are taken from an

essay, entitled " Considerations on Pure Wis-

dom and Human Policy:"

—

" To have our trust settled in the Lord, and

not to seek after nor desire outward treasures,

any further than his Holy Spirit leads us

therein, is a happy state; as saith the prophet,
' Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord,

and whose hope the I^ord is.' Pure wisdom
leads people into lowliness of mind, in which
they learn resignation to the Divine will, and
contentment in suffering for His cause, when
they cannot keep a clear conscience without

suffering.

" In this pure wisdom, the mind is attentive

to the root and original spring of motions and
desires; and, as we know ' the Lord to be our
refuge,' and find no safety but in humbly walk-

ing befoie Him, we feel an holy engagement
that every desire which leads therefrom may
be brought to judgment. While we proceed
in this precious way, and find ardent longings

for a full deliverance from every thing which
defiles, all prospects of gain that are not con-

sistent with the wisdom which is from above,

are considered as snares; and an inward con-
cern is felt that we may live under the cross,

and faithfully attend to that Holy Spirit which
is sufficient to preserve out of them.

" When I have considered that saying of

Christ, ' Lay not up treasures upon earth,' his

omnipotence hath often occurred to my ^ind.
While we believe that he is every where pre-

sent with his people, and that perfect goodness,

wisdom, and power, are united in Him, how
comfortable is the consideration ! Our wants
may be great, but his power is greater. We
may be oppressed and despised, but He is

able to turn our patient sufferings into profit

to ourselves and to the advancement of his

work on earth. His people, who feel the

power of his cross to crucify all that is selfish

in them, who are engaged in outward con-

cerns from a convincement that it is their

duty, and resign themselves and their treasures

to Him; these feel that it is dangerous to give

way to that in us which craves riches and
greatness in this world.

" As the heart truly contrite earnestly

desires to ' know Christ and the fellowship

of his sufferings,' so far as the Lord for gra-

cious ends may lead into them; as such feel

that it is their interest to put their trust in

God, and to seek no gain but that which He,
by his Holy Spirit, leads into: so, on the

contrary, they who do not reverently wait for

this Divine Teacher, and are not humbly con-

cerned, according to their measure, ' to fill

up that which is behind of the afflictions of
Christ,' in patiently suffering for the promot-
ing of righteousness in the earth, but have an
eye toward the power of men and the outward
advantage of wealth; these are often attentive

to those employments which appear profitable,

even though the gains arise from such trade or

business as proceeds from the workmgs ol

that Spirit which is estranged from the self-

denying life of an humble, contrite Christian.

" While I write on this subject, I feel my
mind tenderly affected towards those honestly-

disposed persons, who have been brought up
in employments attended with these difficulties.

To such I may say, in the feeling of our hea-

venly Father's love, and number myself with

you, O that our eyes may be single to the

Lord ! May we reverently wait on him for

strength to lay aside all unnecessary expense
of every kind, and learn contentment in a

plain, simple life. May we, in lowliness, sub

mit to the leadings of his Spirit, and enter

upon any outward employ which He gracious

ly points out to us; and then, whatever difli

culties arise in consequence of our faithfulness,

I trust they will work for our good.''

{To be conlmued.)

DEisai.

From Mis. Repository, ./Vo. 9. J'ol. II.

The followers of Elias Hicks often com-
plain, that we charge the doctrines they hold

with being deistical. But if it is made to ap-

pear, that those who openly profess deism,

claim the sentiments of Elias Hicks, as in ac-

cordance with their own, Elias and his party

should do one of two things—either admit this

agreement between them and the deists, or

show the difference.

It cannot have escaped the notice of every

impartial observer, that professed deists are

generally admirers of Elias Hicks, wherever
they have had an opportunity of becoming ac-

quainted with his doctrines. I state this as a

fact of common notoriety. Every individual

may make his own observations in regard to

the case, and draw his own conclusion, how
far the circle of his acquaintance will justify

the general remark.

Be this as it may, there is one fact, which
ought to be made known to those who have
embraced the sentiments of Elias Hicks, as

being in accordance with the doctrines of the

Christian religion.

It will be admitted on all hands that T.
Paine was a deist, and as Such, an enemy to

all the peculiar doctrines of the gospel. It

is also a fact, which no man of candour can
deny, that the gross, absurd, and obscene man-
ner, in which Paine treated the subject, with

some seasonable exposures, particularly Wat-
son's masterly Apology for the Bible, rendered
his writings unpopular, even among deists.

During the period in which deism, in the ha-

biliments of Paine, shrunk from public detes-

tation, unitarianism gained increased atten-

tion, Hicksism (to use a new term) succeed-
ed in popular applause—and deism, in the dis-

gusting garb of Paine, again rose out of the

dark recesses in which it had lain for years.

In the year 1824 the deistical writings of
Paine were published in London, by R. Car-
lisle, entitled, '^The Tlieological Works of
Thomas Paine," containing both parts of his

Age of Reason, and many other pieces which
had never before appeared in print. The
whole, including the introduction by the pub-

lisljer, makes an octavo volume of 427 pages.

In the introduction, above mentioned, p. viii.

the publisher and advocate of Paine's works,
says: "As the opinions of great and good
men, provided they have no interest to uphold
superstition, ought to have weight on the minds
of those less informed, I shall here subjoin the

brief sentiments of a kw celebrated charac-
ters, in support of Mr. Paine's infidelity."

Among these celebrated characters is Elias

Hicks. And I venture to say, without the

fear of contradiction, that the quotations made
from Elias Hicks, so far as the particular doc-

trines of Christianity are concerned, are more
boldly and decidedly " in support of Paine's

infidelity," than any other of the quotations

which this publisher has selected from the

whole host of deistical writers.

In page 14, of the Introduction, he says :

" Elias Hicks, a celebrated Quaker preacher,

at New York, in a letter to the Rev. Dr.
Shoemaker, dated 3rd mo 31, 1823, speaking
of the atonement, and those who believe in it,

writes, ' Surely, is it possible that any rational

being, that has any right sense of justice and
mercy, would be willing to accept forgiveness

ofhis sins on such terms ?-Would he not rather

go forward, and offer himself wholly up, to

suffer all the penalties due to his crimes,

rather than the innocent should suffer ? Nay,
was he so hardy as to acknowledge a willing-

ness to be saved through such a medium,
would it not prove that he stood in opposition

to every principle of justice and honesty, of

mercy, and love, and show himself a poor
selfish creature unworthy of notice ?' To-
wards the conclusion of liis letter, he says, 'I

may now recommend thee to shake off all

traditional views that thou hast imbibed from
external evidence, and turn thy mind to the

light within, as the only true teacher ; and wait

patiently for its instructions, and it will teach
thee more than men or books can do, and
lead thee to a clearer sense of what thou de-

sirest to know, than I have words clearly to

convey to thee.'

" In his discourses, the following sentiments
have been noted and iiublished:

' That the death of Jesus Christ was no
more to us than the death of any other good
man; that he merely performed his part on
earth as a faithful son, just as any other good
man had done; that he [E. H.] did not believe

any thing contained in the Scriptures, merely
because it was in them; that although the mi-
racles might have been a proof to those who
saw them, yet they could be no proof to us

who did not see them. Is it possible,' said he,
' that there is any person so ignorant and su-

perstitious as to believe there ever was on
earth such a place as the garden of Eden, or

that Adam and Eve were really put into it,

nd turned out of it for eating an apple ? My
friends, it is all an allegory.'

Mr. Hicks, I understand, is far advanced
in life, and is a great favourite as a preacher,

not only among his own sect, but with others

of different denominations. He is said to be
an of the strictest morals. His doctrine

is void of trifling puerilities and disgusting hy-

pocrisy, the greatest impediment to human
mprovement. It is plain, honest, common
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sense, such as one would suppose would be

adopted by all people, not burdened with an

expensive priesthood. Hired priests, no doubt,

consider themselves in a measure bound to deal

out to their hearers a great deal of school di-

vinity, consisting of perplexing metaphyics, in

order to convince them that they get the worth

of their money. Plain morality would not

command a high price among those who are

in search of mysteries, miracles, and spiritual

nonentities."

The reader will please to take notice, that

in the quoted paragraph, a man who was not

only an avowed deist, and an open enemy to

the Christian religion, but in the very act of

preparing for publication one of the grossest,

and basest attacks on that religion which the

world ever saw, not only avails himself of the

sentiments of E. Hicks, to give greater effect

to that attack, but he directly recommends the

adoption of Hicks's doctrines !
" His doc-

trine," says he, " is void of trifling puerilities,

and disgusting hypocrisy." And to what, I

would ask, did he apply these epithets ? Plain-

ly, to those principles and practices which dis-

tinguish Christianity from deism. He goes on

to say, E. H.'s doctrine " is plain, honest,

common sense, such as one would suppose

would be adopted by all people not burdened

with an expensive priesthood."

Will it now be said, that the doctrines of E.

Hicks are not deistical ? Will it be pretended

that the publisher of T. Paine's Works did not

know what was deism ? Or that he would re

commend the adoption of E. Hicks's doc

trines, if he did not know that they were sub

stantially the same with those which the writ

ings of Paine were to promote? While he

lavishes the most abusive epithets on the patri

archs, prophets, and apostles, and represents

the religion held forth in the Bible, as a system

of fraud, imposition, absurdity, and almost ev-

ery thing that is shocking to the mind, he con-

siders the doctrine of E. H. as " plain, honest,

common sense."

The publisher has made very brief quota-

tions from E. H. " in suppo'rt of Paine's infi-

delity." But they are amply sufficient to show

a substantial agreement between them. It

may, however, be acceptable to the reader, to

be a little further informed of the points on

which E. H. and T. Paine agree, and some

on which they do not agree.

They agree, in the main, that the transgres-

sion of our first parents does not affect us :

that there never was such a place as the gar-

den of Eden :—that there is no devil, as a dis-

tinct being. They agree, in the character they

give of Jesus Christ, and the nature of his

death, including the doctrine of the atonement,

They do not appear to disagree in regard to

the Scriptures. For though the deist may
abuse them in gross terms, yet he evidently

was pleased with the manner in which E. H
handles the subject. Nor do they differ re

specting the light within, as they appear to un

derstand it. For E. Hicks clearly brings it

down to mean no more than the light of reason

The reader, no doubt, has observed that the

deist makes a quotation on this very point,

with marked approbation.

There are, however, some points of differ-

ence. The deist quotes from E. H. openly,

and gives him credit for it. E. H. quotes from

Paine, and does not acknowledge it.

{To be continued.)

DIED,
On first day morning, the l'2th ultimo, at his resi-

nce in Chester County, Penn., John Parker,
aged about eighty-one years.

Few who knew this venerable patriarch, can

ar of his death without lively emotion ; for al-

though he had attained the full measure of days or-

dinarily allotted to man, yet so great were his vir-

,
such the benignity and sweetness of his temper,

that his loss cannot fail to be deeply felt by all those

ho love to contemplate old age adorned by the

brightest of the Christian graces.

John Parker belonged to the class of ancient and
honourable men who have long stood in the foremost

ranks in our religious Society, and his character was
so distinguished by many strong and excellent traits,

and so extensively known throughout our yearly

meeting, that wo may be excused, if, on the present

occasion, we should transcend the limits usually al-

lotted to obituary notices.

He was born in Wilmington, Del., in the year

1748, and had a birthright in the Society of Friends,

but, by the death of his father, he lost, at an early

age, the advantages of paternal monition and re-

straint. .

by nature a lively imagination, an

yielding to his unsubdued will, he deviated i

some measure from the simplicity of our professioi

and turned aside from tne way of the cross, though
favoured with preservation from gross or reproachful

vices.

On arriving at manhood, he emigrated to the

south, and spent some time in Georgia. Shortly af-

ter his return, he married, and settled near the spot

where he passed the remainder of his days.

About this time, it pleased the Lord, in the riches

of his mercy, to visit the mind of our dear friend,

both mediately, and immediately with the powerful

influences of his holy Spirit, bringing his strong

will into subjection to the cross of Christ, and sanc-

tifying for the Master's service the talents with

"lich he was endowed.
About his twenty-eighth year, he believed himself

called to the solemn office of a gospel minister. This

was a most trying and humbling dispensation. He felt

(he said) so poor, so little, so rude and uninstructed in

the work of religion, that he could hardly esteem it

ble that the Almighty could condescend to make
use of so mean an instrument for the promotion of

his holy cause. But he yielded to the heavenly vi-

sion. His first sermon consisted of but four words;

and small as was the offering, he said it brought with

it the reward of peace. Continuing in faith and pa-

tience, he grew in • grace, in due time was ac-

knowledged as a minister in the Society of Friends,

and for fifty years was a faithful and powerful

preacher of the gospel of Jesus Christ our Lord. In

the conversation above alluded to, he said, " I some-

times think I have done very little for the Master's

cause; but I can say this, that I have endeavoured

steadfastly to preach to the people, Christ and him
crucified."

He was a man of an original cast of character

—

of considerable natural abilities—of a remarkably

cheerful temper, and, as before hinted, of a lively

imagination, which gave a peculiar charm to his

conversation. His ministry was remarkable for

great earnestness and fervency; his voice loud, clea

and melodious—his manner solemn and impressiv

and oftentimes he would take up some familiar e:

ample drawn from the common business and occu

rences of life, and, with a peculiar happiness and
originality of illustration, apply it to the great con

cerns of religion and salvation.

He was well read in the holy Scriptures, for which
he entertained through life the highest veneration

and esteem ; hence, in his discourses, he largely used

the language of the sacred volume, for doctrine,

reproof, and instruction. Another remarkable trait

in his ministry, was the profound veneration with

which he spoke of the blessed Saviour of men. With
him Christ was all in all ; it was in and through him
alone, that he taught the people to hope for salva-

tion ; it was by, and through the Lamb of God, that

he preached forgiveness and the remission of sins ;

he spoke of the Redeemer with the deep feeling of

one who had seen, and tasted, and handled of the

good word of life—of one who knew that he was not
following cunningly devised fables, when he declared
the power and coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.

He sometimes made visits into the various parts

of our yearly meeting, yet his ministry was chiefly

confined to his own and a few adjacent meetings.
Where he was best known he was most beloved, his

life and conduct, no less than his doctrine and pre-

cept, illustrating the e.xcellency of what he preach-

ed.

Although his literary education was limited, he
had acquired a considerable fund of information ; and
had read tlie works of many of the most approved
writers of the old English school, which, joined to

his familiar and unassuming manners, made him a
most agreeable companion. In his liveliest conver-
sation, however, he was cautious not to overstep the
bounds of serious decorum, and oftentimes would
find means of instructing the young by casual and
apparently trivial incidents.

Beginning life with moderate fortune, and having
to support a large family, he was a laborious man,
working diligently and cheerfully with his own
hands to provide things necessary and honest in the

sight of all men, till a late period of life ; but, in pur-

suing his temporal avocations, he was careful to

show forth a Christian example, not permitting the

pursuit of worldly things to interfere with his reli-

gious duty.

He was kind and hospitable. His house was al-

ays open to his friends, and his welcome was dis-

tinguished for that frankness and cordiality which
ow from a truly benevolent heart.

It was not, however, in the exorcise of the social

virtues, nor yet as a steady example of well doing,

our friend fulfilled the injunctions of the second
commandment.

In the day of trouble—in the hour of affliction

—

the chamber of sickness—by the bed of death, his

aracter appeared in its most endearing aspect.

When, any one was afflicted in body or in mind
was there mourning in any house or family,

was to John Parker that the sufferers looked as to

the kind father, as to the faithful minister of conso-

Although a rigid inquisitor over himself, he was
singularly benevolent and charitable towards others.

Ingenuous and without guile, he seemed loth to

ve that any who professed religion could be
hollow and insincere. He was disposed to make
every allowance for the weakness of human nature,

which the most liberal charity could require. No-
thing seemed to be more cordial to his heart, than to

live in love and good fellowship with all men. When,
therefore, that disorganizing spirit, which so fearfully

convulsed our rehgious Society, first began its ra-

ges, this ancient servant of Christ heard of its pro-

gress with anxiety and pain; and, till the day of his

death, his righteous spirit was grieved and bonie

down, in beholding the desolations which abounded.
In the eai'Uer stages of the controversy, some of

the discontented, knowing his benignity and the un-
suspiciousness of his temper, endeavoured, by artful

misrepresentations, and by pleas of suffering and
persecution sustained on their part, to excite his

feelings and enlist him in their cause. Speaking
upon this subject to a friend, he declared his full

belief, that most of the success that the leaders of the

party had met with, was attributable to the unspar-

ing use of artifice and deception. Expressing him-
self in his usual forcible manner, he said, " This
spirit was like a serpent in the grass, biting our

heels before we knew it."

This faithful watchman, however, was not to be

driven from his post : he had too long rested his

hopes upon the Lamb of God, to have hope in any
othei; name. The voice of the stranger was not to

be mistaken, by his experienced ear, for the voice of

the true Shepherd.

Painful, indeed, was the prospect of so extensive a
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defection ; especially, as he said he found that many
more were leaving the church than he had at first

expected, in consequence of a dereliction from the

Christian faith ; but he saw that the cause of reli-

gion was at stake; that the doctrines and discipline

of the Society must be maintained, even at the sacri-

fice of personal considerations ; and he met the crisis

with that firmness and integrity, which he had always
manifested, when the call from his Master was to

service or suffering.

As soon as it was perceived that his allegiance to

the Redeemer was unshaken, and that he was zeal-

ously and personally labouring, at his advanced age,

to maintain the discipline and order of the Society,

against all oifenders, however numerous or formida-
ble, then the voice of calumny was raised. It was
said that he had become imbecile and superannuated

;

that he had changed his doctrine and mode of

preaching : some of his auditors mistaking changes
in themselves for mutation in him.

But, however deeply affected with these and other
evidences of a bitter and slanderous spirit, he was
not to be deterred in the honest discharge of appre-
hended duty. No suffering daunted—no labour

tired—whilst life and strength permitted, he was
always to bo found at his post.

During the last winter, our beloved friend was se-

verely attacked with a catarrh; a disease from the ef-

fects of wliich he never fully recovered. He was so

anxious, however, to join in public worship, that he
missed but one meeting ; frequently going out for this

purpose, when the state of his health would have ad-

monished against the exposure. A short time previous
to our last yearly meeting, he paid a visit to his friends

in Philadelphia and New Jersey, attending meetings as

they occurred ; in most of which, he was acceptably
engaged in public testimony, and evinced a freshness
and greenness, very animating and encouraging to

others. He, also, attended the several sittings of the
yearly meeting, bearing his part in the labour and
exercise

; but he was impressed with a belief that this

would be the last of these annual solemnities he
should attend; and the event realized his expectations.
On his return home, his bodily debility increased,
though his mind seemed rather to brighten as his

strength diminished; continuing to visit his friends,

to attend religious meetings, and to take part in the

exercise of the discipline, almost to the last.

About two weeks before his decease, the writer of
this notice paid him a visit, and was struck with the

Conviction that his end was drawing nigh. His re-

spiration, on the least exertion, was painfully labo-

rious ; and, even when sitting still, he at intervals

experienced much oppression, yet his mmd seemed
possessed of its wonted cheerfulness and serenity.

His conversation was mostly upon religious subjects,

in the course of which it was interesting to observe

the clearness and strength of his judgment, and that

deep, ptrvading humility, which was so marked a

trait in his character. In this conversation, advert-

ing to some remarks previously made by one present,

he said, " as regards myself, I can remember the

time in my youth, when i first fully gave in my name
to serve the Lord. I was broken down and deeply

contrited, and, in this lowly state, experienced inex-

pressible peace and sweetness of feeling. A renewal
of this precious feeling I have felt at various subse-

quent periods;" and then, with emotion, added.
" and I think I have felt a measure of it now, in my
old age." With respect to those who had been the

leaders of the party which had seceded from Friends,

he said " he was fully convinced that the ground of
their departure was a radical, long-cherished, un-
soundness in the Christian faith ; that they had
rejected the doctrines of the Divinity and mediation
of Jesus Christ; and that, however they might deny
the charge, he believed they had in heart become
deists." That, for such as had been beguiled and
misled by those leaders, he felt much sympathy and
great anxiety; he feared that by evil communication
their faith would gradually become undermined.
He seemed to be peculiarly impressed with the

awfulness of a denial of Christ. " The Divinity and
the mediation of Christ," said he, " form the founda-
tion stone of the Christian religion. All that is

built upon any other foundation than this, will be
found to be built on the sand." He,, moreover,
stated his firm conviction, that the new society which

had been formed by the followers of Elias Hicks,
would come to naught. "It has no foundation,"
were his emphatic words, "and therefore it cannot
stand." He gave it as his opinion, that the want of
true humility, and the pride and arrogance of the

human heart, had been the means of estranging
many from the paths of peace. With regard to

Elias Hicks, he said, he believed that he had been
too high-minded to receive the caution and advice of
elders and other faithful friends, and that he had
always thought it right himself to take such counsel,

and had found safely in it.

On the following fourth day, the writer of this

notice was present at the meeting of which the de-
ceased was a member, and heard him deliver his last

sermon. Early in the meeting, he arose and ex-
pressed the following words, in allusion to the
gathering of the mauna, " those who gathered much
had nothing to spare, and those who gathered little

had no lack. Abundance was not surieiting, and a
little was satisfying." Soon after he sat down, one
of the followers of Elias Hicks, who had been dis-

owned, arose, and, alluding to what J. P. had said,

made some desultory remarks, the design of which,
however, was evidently to lay waste the character
and authority of the Holy Scriptures ; inculcating

the idea that, although it might be well sometimes to

read the lives and experiences of good men of former
times, yet that, as we became more spiritually

minded, we should feel the necessity of reading these

writings to be lessened. He, moreover, expressed
his hope that they would be less attended to or relied

upon, as we came near the close of life. Several
other remarks were made of a similar tendency.

Soon after the conclusion of this discourse, John
Parker arose, though labouring at the time under
much difficulty of breathing, and, in an able and very
feeling manner, vindicated the Scriptures and the

holy doctrines which they contain.

After quoting the text, " whatsoever was written

aforetime, was written for our learning, that we,
through patience and comfort of the Scriptures,

might have hope," this he explained to be the hope
of eternal life through Jesus Christ; that the doc-
trines of the Scriptures with regard to Christianity
were to be devoutly read and believed; and that as
we advanced in religious experience, and above all,

as we drew near the solemn close of life, we should,
if we really were members of the church of Christ,

increasingly desire to read and meditate upon the
promises and consolations of the sacred volume.
His discourse was closed with these words :

—"What
better can I say in conclusion concerning these bles-

sed writings, than to use the words of a very learn-

ed and pious man, ' They have God for their au-
thor, salvation for their end, and truth, without any
mixture of error, for their matter.' "

On the same day, he said to a friend, with much
calmness and sweetness, " This world has lost its

charms for me"—" I have no wish to continue a mo-
ment longer in it, unless it might be that I could do
some good to the Master's cause." He then express-
ed the unity and love which he felt towards his

friends in Philadelphia who had kept the faith during
recent trials in the Society; indeed, says he, " I feel

united to the people of God every where." After
this, he attended a preparative meeting, and took
some part in the busmess, but his respiration was so

laborious as to be heard across the house, and his

countenance seemed, to bear the signs of his speedv
dissolution.

On the writer's remarking to him after meeting,
that he seemed ill and scarcely fit to be from home,
he remarked, with his usual serenity, " I am almost
worn out, but I believe it to be my duty to attend
meetings while 1 have breath."

From this period he was mostly confined to the
house, suftering much from difficult respiration, and
gradually decreasing in strength, though he con-
tinued calm and cheerful. On the day of Kennel
monthly meeting, he expressed his concern for

Friends, and his desire to have been present with
them once more in that capacity, but presently add-
ed, "I have not much comfort here; my only hope
is in Christ, and in his mediation and intercession

with the Father, for my being received in the end."
On fifth day morning, feeling himself growing

worse,he had his family called together, and, sitting on

the bed, took a solemn farewell ofthem all, saying, " I

am going soon, and must bid you farewell ;" after

which he appeared in earnest, fervent supplication to

the throne of grace, and spoke at some length, using
these emphatic words : " I know that my Redeemer
livetli ; and because he liveth, I shall live also. He is

the intercessor with the Father for our sins ; for we
have all sinned, and come short of the glory of God."
On sixth day morning, he desired the New Testa-

ment to be handed to him, but finding his eyesight
too weak to bear the exertion of reading, he handed
the book to one of his family, desiring her to read
aloud. In reply to the question, whether he wished
to hear any particular part? he answered. No, it is

all good ; and so clear were his faculties, and so

close the attention that he bestowed during the

reading, that he supplied from recollection a word
which was accidentally missed in a particular text.

On the following morning, he lost the power of

speech, though he seemed possessed of his under-

standing, and much engaged in mental supplication

almost till the last. His strength continued gradu-
ally to lessen until first day morning about seven

o'clock, when ho quietly and sweetly breathed his

last.

Such was John Parker. We have beheld him in

life : diligent in business, fervent in spirit, devoting
himself with alacrity to the service of God and the

good of mankind—cheerful, patient, humble—the

faithful friend, the Christian minister, the revered

patriarch. We have seen his sun set in brightness,

his death full of hope of immortality and eternal

life, through the merits and intercession of that

blessed Redeemer, the consolations of whose gospel

he had himself administered at many a closing

scene. Whilst we admire his virtues and revere his

memory, let us not forget who and what it was that

made hiin such. What he was, he was by the grace

of God—to this grace he rendered the praise and
glory of its ov.-n work. Z.

THE miENB.
EIGHTH MONTH, 8, 1829.

An intimate and highly intelligent friend

has suggested to us that the remarks of a cor-

respondent in our thirty-ninth number, on the

subject of slavery, were of rather too soothing

and flattering a tendency. We do not think

our correspondent had any intention to chill

the benevolence of our readers. We should

regret exceedingly to be made the instruments

of any such design, for we are persuaded that

the true friends of humanity can never rest till

slavery in all its shapes is banished from the

soil of freedom. The suggestion of our friend

has set us to thinking on the subject, and we
throw out to our readers the thoughts which

have occurred to us in regard to the course of

conduct required by justice and humanity to-

wards the unfortunate Africans. In this, as

in all other respects, the duties of citizens are

modified by the nature of the government under

which they live. The commonwealths which

constitute this great nation, were independent

and sovereign states. A sense of mutual ad-

vantage induced them to create a common
head to which they entrusted the conduct of

their common interests, reserving, at the same

lime, the sovereignty in their local and terri-

torial spheres. This happy organization limits

and. defines our duties and our rights. As
citizens of Pennsylvania, we have the right to

remonstrate and to act in whatever is subject

to the authority and control of our own state.

As citizens of the United States, we
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the same right in relation to all matters dele-

gated to the care of the general government.

But in regard to the local concerns—the un-

delegated powers of the other states, we are

as much foreigners as the Europeans. We
possess absolutely no right to interfere with

them other than that which the poet so well

expresses—Homo sum—nihil humanuni a me
alienum puto. Let us, then, apply these plain

and undeniable principles to the case before

us. While slavery existed in Pennsylvania, it

was our right as freemen, and our duty as

Christians, to expostulate, to appeal, to agi-

tate the public mind; to leave no loyal and
pacific means untried to banish so fatal an in-

stitution from our soil. While the foreign

slave trade was prosecuted under the sanction

of the United States, the same rights and du-

ties existed. In all those points which come
within the sphere of the general government,

we still claim the privilege of interference.

But let us discriminate between the prompt-
ings of benevolent feeling and those of sound
discretion—between the acts which a man is

called upon to perform by his conscience and
his Maker, and those to which his fellow citi-

zens can compel him as a matter of legal obli-

gation under the social compact. None will

deny that it is the most horrible injustice to

tear the African from his native land, and con-
sign him to hopeless bondage upon a distant

shore. The injustice is renewed with every
generation that is born in slavery, nor can the

utmost duration of this state of society eflace

the iniquity of the bondage. Yet, while we
assert this, we are free to admit that the case,

politically and legally considered, is modified.

The individual that is born in slavery is rear-

ed and educated in infancy, and is nursed in

sickness and age by his master. However it

may be abused by wicked and tyrannical men,
there is protection afforded; mutual depend-
ence exists to a certain extent, and the condi-

tion of hereditary slavery is not, as all history

proves, necessarily incompatible with a degree
of social happiness, nor incapable of being
softened down into a modified liberty.

Upon this subject, as upon all others, the

precepts of the gospel furnish the safest rule

of conduct. They are the only maxims which
can maintain the peace, while they workout
and establish the freedom of nations. To the

master they teach the iniquity of slavery.

They point out the degradation into which his

condition of bondage has plunged the slave.

They inculcate the duties not merely of justice
and emancipation, but of mercy, by instruction

in the arts of life and the truths of religion.

To the slave they teach that resignation m his

allotment which controls the fierce impulses
of revenge, and while they urge him to use
every pacific and Christian means of obtaining
the great boon, forbid him to resort to vio-

lence and bloodshed in the attempt. " Thus
Providence is served;" the gentle and healinc

influences of the gospel are powerful to con-

found oppression—to unlock the prison gate,

and let the captive go free, beyond the capa
city of the bloodiest revolution or the fiercest

war that the world ever witnessed. It there
fore becomes the members of our religioui

Society to keep these great principles stead

fastly in view. While we omit no occasion

of portraying to the slave holders the evils

which slavery brings in its train, let us conduct
ourselves not only as the disciples of a peace-

able religion, but as the citizens of a common-
wealth of nations bound by a written charter,

and which holds equally sacred the powers
that have been reserved, and those which have

been delegated.

We do not suppose these views to be new
to our readers; but we behold despotic power
and enormous injustice constantly existing in

our land—embodied in the statute book—the

private inheritance of a large portion of our
fellow citizens, and we are apt to feel a vague
sense of moral dereliction in sitting quietly

down beside such a slate of things. The in-

stinctive impulse of a benevolent mind is to be

doing something to lessen the evil, and the

danger to benevolence is, that it oveistep the

limits of the written compact which is in this

case unquestionably the test of morality. Any
other principles than these lead inevitably to

resistance, to bloodshed, to revolution. Nor
let any one suppose, that the sphere of action,

as thus limited, is not wide enough to occupy

the exertions of the best and wisest among

The task of enlightening a nation—of

awakening its moral sense from the lethargy

of self-interest and self-indulgence—of bring-

ing home to the bosoms of men, a proper ap-

prehension of the hideous, though perhaps dis-

tant danger, and calamity, and ruin, is worthy
of the most exalted talents.

The case of the fugitive slave is almost the

only one in which we come into direct colli-

sion with the master. Our laws respect the

legal claim, and yet wisely throw the whole
burden of proving the property upon the mas-
ter, on the supposition that every man is free

till he can be proved to be a slave. Upon this

supposition we must act, and no fugitive negro
should therefore ever be surrendered without

the clearest proof. But where this is made
out, we must, however reluctantly, submit to

the laws, and either relinquish the unfortunate

slave or purchase his freedom. This is the

course prescribed by strict morality under our
social compact.

At the same time, there are questions which
occur for the consideration of the general go-

vernment, strictly within the sphere of its pow-
ers, and upon which it ought to act in con-

formity with its boasted fundamental principle,

that all men are born free and equal. Upon
all such occasions it becomes us to exert our-

selves on behalf of freedom, humanity, and re-

ligion.

There is at this moment one such question

in agitation, and the public mind is as lethar-

gic respecting the issue, as if it were a mere
matter of revenue that involved no moral con-
siderations. We allude to the resolution of
Charles Miner to prohibit slavery within the

District of Columbia. The very interesting

argument by which he supported his motion
is to be found on our pages. It needs no fur-

ther comment of ours, but we cannot refrain

from expressing our honest pride that the pro-

position came from Pennsylvania, nor from
paying a passing tribute of admiration to the

moral courage and fine spirit with which our
amiable fellow countryman undertook and sus-

tained his course.

The abolition of slavery at the seat of the

general government is required by every mo-
ral and political consideration. Every true

patriot should exert himself until it is accom-
plished. The free states should speak, as with
the voice of one man, their determination to

achieve it. Let there be a general and united

effort throughout the country to circulate pe-
titions to congress to fulfil this great national

obligation. If early and strenuous endeavours
are used, we do not despair of seeing a law
passed in the course of a few sessions to pro-

hibit the introduction, and provide for the fu-

ture emancipation of slaves within the Dis-

trict. Let the attempt be made at once, and
renewed from year te year, until the end is

accomplished.

The support of his fellow citizens is due to

the individual who has so nobly, from his own
private sense of duty, agitated this subject in

the legislature. It is due, in a far higher de-

gree, to sound policy, to humanity, and to re-

ligion.

Several months ago, there appeared in

Elisha Bates's Miscellaneous Repository, an
article, showing the accordance of the doc-

trines cf Elias Hicks with the precepts of T.
Paine. At the suggestion of a respectable

friend at a distance, we have inserted the first

part of it to-day, and propose to give the con-

clusion next week. The accordance is fully

made out, and to those of our readers who do
not see the Repository, the article will prove
interesting.

In the account of correspondents to New
York yearly meeting, in number thirty-seven,

for Leray monthly meeting, (incorrectly print-

ed Leroy,) the statement should be Daniel
Child, Leray, Jefierson County, New York.
For Cornwall monthly meeting, it should be
Jabez Greene, Canterbury, Orange County,

New York. Also, the name of the corres-

pondent for Rochester monthly meeting, should

be read, Mead Atwater.

There is no proof of the existence of God
and the truth of Christianity, so consolatory as

the experimental and heartfelt knowledge of

God and of his Son Jesus Christ. Indeed,

all other proofs without this, are to little pur-

pose, and this is independent of every other

argument; for though it cannot with propriety

be adduced for the conviction of unbelievers,

it is calculated to yield more satisfaction to

our bosoms, than the most laboured arguments
that reach the understanding only. Poor
people whose minds have taken a religious turn,

usually rest their salvation upon this experi-

mental conviction alone. Simpson's Plea.

Five things are requisite to a good officer.

Ability, clean hands, despatch, patience, and

Penn.

impartiality.
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COLONY OF LIBERIA.
{Conlhmed from page 330.)

I come now to speak of the practicability of

the plan of colonization at Liberia. It will be

borne in mind, that, stupendous as the enter

prise may seem, it embraces but one object;

i. e. the removal to the coast of Africa of a

people of colour within the United States, now
free, or who shall hereafter from time to time

become free. This singleness of object, I con-

sider a decisive advantage. It leads to a con-

centration of efibrt, which, in such a cause,

can scarcely fail to secure success. It is ;

proof of just motives on the part of the Coloni

zation Society, and a pledge for the faithful

discharge of their important duties. In this

respect the Society stands completely isolated

—distinguished by a strong line of demarca-

tion from every other plan connected with co-

lonization in Africa. Associations have been

formed by Danes, Swedes, Portuguese, Dutch,

and English, whose operations were directed

to colonization on that continent ; but the

benefit of the immediate actors always consti-

tuted one of their motives. Even the African

Institution in the establishment of the colony

at Sierra Leone, comes fairly within the scope

of this remark. It was a commercial company,

founded with express reference to commercial

advantages—a joint-stock association, with

share holders, entitled to dividends of profits

according to the amount of their respective

contributions. Humanity was, unquestionably.

a prominent purpose with many, perhaps with

a majority of the members; but whoever wi"

look over the list of original subscribers, will

hardly mistake all for philanthropists. Bene
volence, disinterested, at least so far as regards

pecuniary returns, began, and throughout its

severe probation of twelve years, has sustained

the American Colonization Society.

I assume, in the discussion of this topic, a

willingness on the part of the whole free

coloured population to go to Liberia. I do so,

because I believe there has not been a period

in the history of the colony, notwithstanding

the discouragements which really existed in its

infancy, and the supposititious difficulties which

prejudice and mistaken interest have since

continually created and promulgated, in which
the number of applicants has not exceeded the

means of the society to accept, and because
the increasing advantages of emigration are

becoming every day more properly appreciat-

ed by the coloured population, and by such of

the whites as are justly esteemed their best

visers.

By the last census (1820) the number of

free coloured persons was 233,510. In 1810,

it was 186,446; the increase in ten years was
therefore 47,064. The same ratio of increase

will give in 1830, a population of 292,459.

But since 1820, moie than 10,000 have emi-

grated to Hayti and Liberia, so that it may be
assumed that 282,000 only will remain for co-

lonization at the census of next year. The
annual increase of these 282,000 may be esti-

mated at 7000. The cost of conveying each
emigrant to Liberia, judging from what has

been done, may be fixed at twenty dollars.

Should tiiose who are engaged in the work of

colonization possess the vessels used in the

transportation, a less sum will probably be suf-

ficient. At twenty dollars a piece, 7000 will

cost for removal ^140,000. The capital

stock of 282,000 at twenty dollars, will require

j^ 5,600,000. As regards pecuniary means,

therefore, it i.s evident, that, in ten years, the

whole free coloured population could be co-

lonized at Liberia at an expense of ^7,000,000;
a less sum by several millions than is annually

applied to the extinction of our national debt,

which, in a short time, will be completely liqui

dated.

But humanity delights to contemplate the

restoration of the entire coloured population,

bond and free, to the bosom of their African

parent. Let us see at what expense this may
be eftected. The census of 1810 exhibited a

slave population of 1,191,364; in 1820, it had

been augmented 346,672, making an aggre-

gate of 1,538,036. There is no reason to be-

lieve that the ratio of increase between 1820
and 1830 will be greater than in the ten pre-

ceding years. Probably it will be somewhat
less, as a considerable number was illegally

imported between 1810 and 1820, owing
chiefly to the recently acquired territory of

Louisiana. This traffic, if not wholly sup-

pressed, has been prosecuted to a very small

extent since the last mentioned period. Con-
sidering the ratio to have been precisely the

same, in 1830 the census will show 1,985,837

slaves. The annual increase of 1,985,837 may
be put down at 58,000, which, at twenty dol-

'ars each, will cost g 1,1 CO,000, and the capi-

tal stock of 1,958,837, at twenty dollars each,

will cost ^39,7 16,740. Thus, it appears, that

f the government of the United States sliould

undertake to remove her whole coloured po-

pulation to Africa, the expense would be much
less, and to be defrayed from resources which
are daily augmenting, than the amount of our
national debt at the termination of the last

war.

The foregoing observations are predicated,
it will be perceived, on the hypothesis, that

nothing will be contributed by the emigrants
themselves towards the expense of their con-
veyance to Liberia. Yet there are thousands,
particularly in the middle states, who have the
ability to pay more than their passage money,
and who, so soon as their true interest shall be
unveiled to them, will eagerly embrace the ad-
vantages which a speedy transfer of themselves
and their families to Liberia, offers to their ac-

ceptance. In a single year (1819) it is esti-

mated that forty thousand individuals landed
on the American shores, emigrants from Eu-
rope. Many of these were so poor as to

pledge their personal services for several years

to strange masters, in order to meliorate their

condition by a subsequent residence in a land

far removed from the home of their ancestors.

Will those who have supposed themselves born
to perpetual degradation, deem a brief, tem-
porary appropriation of their labour, amidst
their brethren, too large a boon for the hope
of unrestrained freedom and prosperity for

themselves and their posterity, on the very
soil for which their peculiar temperament has
fitted them, and which the Almighty parent of
all seems to have allotted for their inheritance?

Why will not redcmptioners be found in Libe-
ria as well as in America ?

Whether Liberia, the territory of which may
be enlarged, it is believed, with but little pecu-
niary expenditure, to any desirable extent, can
receive so large an accession to her present

inhabitants within the space of twenty, thirty,

or fifty years, as the coloured population of
the United States will be at these several pe-

riods, is a question upon which some doubts
have existed, and which, therefore, deserves

investigation.

As to the necessaries of life, food and cloth-

ing, the extraordinary fertility of the soil gives

sufficient assurance on these points. I have
not at hand data showing how many slaves

were, in any one year, wlien the slave trade

was prosecuted without restraint, imported in-

to an individual state in our confederacy; but

it is well known, that for many years, the ap-

petite of the south seemed almost insatiable.

For a long period, too, the ocean was whiten-

ed with the sails of slave vessels for the supply

of the West India islands. The single island

of Jamaica received previous to the year 1788,

according to some estimates, more than a mil-

lion of slaves. Many of these, it is true, died

from the severity of their labours and other
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causes not necessary here to be mentioned, and mentally been much neglected. Yet many

and foreign commerce may have afforded a of them are possessed of better education than

portion of their food, yet an equal supply of is generally

the products of the island must have been ex-

ported in exchange. In the port of Rio Ja

neiro, in the year 1826, 35,996 slaves were

landed; and in 1827 a larger number, i. e.

41,384. On what space of country the bur-

then of furnishing sustenance to these was

cast, I am unable to say; but as at Bahia, Per-

nambuco, and other ports of Brazil, the same

detestable commerce was extensively prose-

cuted at the same time, it is probable the im-

portation at Rio Janeiro was designed for the

supply of the adjacent provinces only. To a

free state in our own country, however, we

may turn and derive evidence of a more con-

clusive character. The state of Ohio, with

scarcely 34,000 square miles of territory—in

local position much less advantageously circum-

stanced than Liberia, in the latter part of 1802,

when her constitution was formed, numbered

about 60,000 inhabitants; in 1810, according

to the census, 230,760, being an increase at the

rate of about 24,000 a year; in 1820, the num
ber was 581,434; the increase, therefore, ir

ten years, was more than 350,000. Making

proper allowance for native augmentation, it

is estimated, that from 1790 to 1820, th'

state, by emigration alone, received an annual

increment of 20,000 inhabitants. Yet her na-

tural resources have not only been adequate to

the sustenance of these, in addition to her

tive increase, but she has furnished, especially

of late years, a very large amount for exporta-

tion. The state of Indiana affords an illus

tration little dissimilar in value and apposite

ness, 18,000 emigrants having been annvaUy

incorporated with her citizens in the three or

four last years past.

The moral condition of our coloured popu

lation may at first view strike the mind as an

insurmountable obstacle to a plan of coloniza

tion so comprehensive as that here proposed.

If, indeed, the fact be so, the guilt of slavery

most awfully aggravated, and the doom wliich

seems to await the oppressors, fearful in con

templation. For should it be found that the

slave is loo debased to be entrusted with liber-

ty in a distant land, in vain do we look for his

fitness for emancipation here, amidst the scene

of his suflerings, where some harrowing asso-

ciation springs up at every step. But I en-

tertain no such melancholy forebodings. Con-

fusion and bloodshed have so marked the poli-

tical existence of the Haytien republic, that we
are prone to regard the experiment which has

been made there with too little favour. Y'et

notwithstanding all the trials and afflictions

with which that country has been visited

—

from foes within and foes without—Hayti still

holds on her way—still maintains her inde

pendence, and at this moment presents a more

cheering spectacle than some of the ancient

dynasties of Europe. But the Haytiens had

received no preparation for the part which

they were to act. They emerged at once from

slavery to freedom, by a bloody and vindictive

struggle. War, at all times most demoraliz-

ing, with them must have carried in its train

a tenfold portion of evil. Our coloured

population, it cannot be denied, have morally

needed to them. The African

Mission School in Connecticut—the Kosciusko

School in New Jersey, already adverted to,

promise great benefit to the rising generation.
' New York and Philadelphia, associations

have existed for years past, at whose expense

many coloured children have been instructed

in the usual branches of an English education.

And more than 2300 have been taught in

the latter city at the public charge in the same

manner as the white children of the poor, and

with equal success. I believe similar praise

may be bestowed on the city of New York

These, it is to be hoped, will in due time be

numbered among the citizens of Liberia. A
commendable care has been exercised hitherto

in the selection of emigrants. The incipient

history of few countries present a better foun

dation. Science can as yet boast of no vota

ries, but the seeds of true piety have been

sown, and taken root too firmly, I trust, ever

to be eradicated. State religion, the reproach

and bane of Hayti, is unknown in Liberia, while

liberty of conscience, in the just sense of the

term, is fully permitted and enjoyed.

No scheme of charity seems too comprehen-

sive for accomplishment when the hearts of a

Christian people are impelled to the work.

How much can be achieved by such, if there

are any yet to be instructed, let them for a

moment consult the annual reports of the nu-

merous Bible societies throughout this coun-

try and Great Britain. Yet entire unity of

sentiment has never existed on this subject.

But in regard to colonization at Liberia, what

impediment can be indicated to the freest and
fullest co-operation of all who esteem Him as

their pattern " who went about doing good!"

Such a co-operation may be exjiected with

more than ordinary confidence. That it has

not been already yielded, has probably arisen

from a suspicion as to the real designs of the

society—an early prejudication of their mo-
tives. Most of the original members were re-

sidents in the southern states—.slave-holders

—

in respect to whose movements touching the

oppressed descendants of Africa, the maxim
of" Quicquid id est, timeo Danaos et donafe-

rentes," rushed instinctively to every northern

breast. A more intimate acquaintance with

the character and views of the projectors, has

n a great measure dispelled the mists of pre-

judice—the acts of the society are beheld in

their true light—the friends of colonization

have increased and are increasing, and a more
liberal dispensation of pecuniary bounty has

been the result. Still, however, the funds of

the society are entirely inadequate to compasi

the grand purpose of its organization. And
while with untiring perseverance and indomit

able fortitude, they have prosecuted their la

hours from year to year, at no period have

they entertained the hope of complete success

without the direct interposition of the national

arm. The object is, indeed, emphatically na-

tional—the interest which as a grand federa-

tive republic, the United States have in its ac-

complishment—the conviction of this truth,

which I am satisfied is felt by thousands of our

most worthy citizens, leave httle or no doubt

on my mind, that the day is fast approaching,

hen the nation will be aroused to the earnest

consideration of the subject— will discover its

uty and lend its assistance. Whoever has

given attention to the political events in our

history, or reflects upon the principles of a re-

publican government approximating so nearly

to a democracy as ours happily does, must be

convinced, that no measure, not manifestly re-

pugnant to the provisions of the constitution,

can attain general popularity, without claiming,

in a short lime, governmental patronage. Pub-

lic sentiment to-day, is public law to-morrow.

This is the legitimate fruit of our free institu-

tions—freedom of speech and of the press,

and frequently recurring elections. W'hen,

therefore, I find already organized within our

borders, more than one hundred Colonization

Societies, twelve of which are state societies,

and enrol in the list of their officers, many of

the wisest and best of our citizens—cautious, .

eflecting, and patriotic—when I read the pro-

ceedings of the great body of religious sects,

concurring in unqualified approbation of

this important scheme, and hear their voice

echoed from the legislative halls of twelve of

our most influential states, I look upon the

upport of congress as a consummation not

long to be postponed. Impressed with this

belief, in my remarks upon tlie cost of remov-

ing the coloured population to Liberia, I have

had in mind the patronage of the government.

At the same time, I am persuaded, that the

society, aided by the strength and wealth of

the thousands who have espoused and will

espouse their cause, will be able to achieve for

the degraded children of Africa, most import-

ant ends.
{To be continued.')

From the JVeiv Baptist Miscellany.

The Divinity of Christ proved from his rea-

soning ivith the Pharisees. Matt. xxii.

41—46.
It is exceedingly evident, from various passages in

the New Testament, that about the time in which
our Lord appeared on earth, the Jews were in lively

expectation of the Messiah. The devout among them
expected him : " Simeon was waiting for the conso-

lation of Israel," and Anna, that pattern of purity

and devotion, "spake of Christ to all that looked for

redemption in Israel." But this expectation was not

confined to the devout, it was general :
" and as the

people were in expectation, all men mused in their

hearts of John, whether he were the Christ or not ;"

indeed they anticipated that the era of the Messiah's

reign was soon to dawn, and that its blessings were
soon to be realized. " He spake a parable," because

they thought the kingdom of God should immediate-

ly appear.

We can be at no loss for the origin of this general

expectation among the children of Israel. They had

before them the whole range of prophecy, from

which they might gather, with great accuracy, the

circumstances of the birth, and the events of the life

of Christ. Some of the prophets are exceedingly

minute in their descriptions; the place of his birth,

the line of his ancestry, and the signs which mark
the period of his advent, are distinctly noticed.

Bethlehem is announced as the place which should

give him birth, David is predicted as his father, and

one of the most public and striking signs of his ad-

vent is the departure of the sceptre from Judah.

Other circumstances equally minute are mentioned,

which could not have escaped the observation of the

Jews. But what particularly deserves our attention,

is the opinion which universally prevailed among



them, that the Messiah should be the son of David.
In this they were strictly correct; and their idea was
in accordance with that of the angel—"the Lord
God shall give unto him the throne of his father
David; and he shall reign over the house of Israel
for ever, and of his kingdom there shall be no end."
Hence, when the Saviour asked, " What think ye of
Christ ? whose son is he ?" the reply, " he is the son
of David," is positively true, and liable to no objec-
tion. The Jews believed that Christ would be dis
tmguished by the unparalleled greatness of his cha
racter, the peerless splendour of his works, and thi

universal extent of his conquests; that his unrivalled
conduct would perpetuate his name, and render h
the object of universal admiration. They had great
advantages for forming a correct opinion of the pei

son, the character, and the work of the Messiah ; the
prophecies were clear and distinct, and it woulc
seem almost impossible to fail of a right opinion
The prophecies which were delivered by inspiration
of God, which were gathering daily an increased
degree of perspicuity from the events which were
transpiring, the momentous scenes which were
Bhiftlng on the theatre of the world, contained the
most graphic delineations of the appe:
character of the Redeemer, as also of the design of
his advent, and the means which he should employ
for the accomplishment of his great and benevolent
purposes. Yet it would appear that the Jews, as a
body, had not profited much by their advantages

;

they were far from possessing scriptural views of the
person or wprk of the Messiah. Those prophetic
descriptions which apply to Christ in the highest, in

a spiritual sense, they interpreted in a natural ; for
his work, they had no conception of its being more
than a temporal, a national deliverance ; and what-
ever may have been the views of their ancestors, in

the time of our Lord they appear to have considered
the Messiah no more than human. They knew that
he was the son of David, but they did not know ap-
parently that he was more than a man ; hence, when
the Redeemer asked, "If Christ be the son of David,
how did David call him Lord ?" they were speech-
less, and thrown into utter confusion.
The ne.ict thing which merits our attention in this

passage, is the appellation which is given by David
to the Messiah, Lord : " The Lord, or Jehovah, said
to my Lord." While reading the evangelical his-

tory, we frequently find the Redeemer addressed by
this appellation, Lord; and perhaps some may ima-
gine, that those who thus addressed the Saviour, ac-

knowledged him to be God. But such an idea i:

erroneous : " Lord," or " my lord," was a title of re-

spect no less in ancient than in modern times, and
was commonly given by one man to another. But
it must be observed, that the ancient use of this title

was widely diflerent from its modern use. Now
is an honorary title, either received by inheritance,
conferred as the reward of service to the country,
possessed in virtue of some station of importance,
office of trust, in which an individual is placed; this

title 13 appropriated solely to such, and it is applied
to them by their superiors and their equals, no less

than by their inferiors. But, in ancient times,
'

signification and its use were widely different

;

was an appellation of respect nearly synonymc
with our " Sir."* When, therefore, an individi

was addressing his superior, it was highly proper
that ho should use it; and when addressing even a
stranger or an equal, as a tacit acknowledgement of
his own inferiority, it was no more than a becoming
degree of modesty in him to employ it. But if it

were applied, in our days, to any one who was not
entitled to it on either of the grounds which we
'have before mentioned, it would be considered to the
last degree ironical—it would be felt as an expres-
sion of contempt or ridicule, and not of esteem or re-
spect. The term " sir," is that, in our language,
which most nearly resembles the ancient use of the
appellation " Lord ;" yet they are far from being in

every respect synonymous or convertible. We use
the one almost indiscriminately ; but the
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used the other with much more circumspection ; i

was never applied to a known inferior in rank or ir

office. Hence, it necessarily follows, that an inde-
pendent prince, who acknowledged himself the infe-
rior of no man, would never employ it, e.vcept wher
addressing the divine Being, the King of Kings, and
the Lord of all the princes of the earth. But David
was an independent monarch ; he, therefore, would
call no man, especial/y a descetidanl, his lord; conse
quently, the person whom David entitled his lord,
he must have considered a divine person, and David
spoke this by inspiration ; it is, therefore, the truth of
God, that the Christ is not only the son, but that he
is also the Lord of David, and as such is divine.
There is another circumstance connected with th

passage, which deserves our attention : it is this-
that the words here quoted by the Redeemer from
the 110th psalm, were interpreted by the Jews as
referring to the Messiah. Expositors before thi

time of our Lord had stated this as the proper ap
plication of the words ; and this exposition was re
ceived by the majority of the Jews, especially the
Pharisees. Our Saviour, therefore, does not gi
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* The reader may find the subject more fully and
clearly discussed in Dr. Campbell's Preliminary Dis-
sertations to his Translation of the Four Gospels,
D. vii. Pt. i.

lurueu, or even a new interpretation to this passage
it is not by any sophism, by any misapplication of
prophecy, that he succeeds against his adversaries

;

but on the ground of their own interpretation he
takes them, and puts them to silence and to shame.
Though the interpretation which Jesus Christ would
give to any passage of the ancient Scriptures, how-
ever contrary to that generally received by men,
would undoubtedly be the true one; yet it would
have been wholly destitute of force for convincing
the Pharisees, unless his interpretation coincided
with their own. But, in the passage before us, they
are taken by Jesus Christ on their own ground—they
are attacked with their own weapons, and are driven
from the field in complete confusion.

We trust that now the reasoning of our Lord in
this passage is sufficiently clear. The Pharisees be-
lieved that the Messiah would be the son of David,
but they did not beUeve that he would possess a di-
vine nature; they were perfectly aware of the import
of the title Lord, and tliey knew that David, the
king of Israel, would not apply it to any mere man,
especially a descendant. The UOth Psalm, where
David says, " The Lord said to my Lord, sit thou on
my right hand," &c., they interpreted as referring to
the Messiah ; then the Saviour plies his argument

dexterity and force, " If David called the
Messiah his Lord, how is he his son .'" So complete
was the victory of the Redeemer, and so great the
confusion into which his adversaries were thrown
that " from that day forth," says the sacred histo-
rian, " no man durst ask him any more questions."

There are many in our days who perfectly agree
with the Pharisees, in ascribing mere humanity
Jesus Christ; but one would think that the argument
which was applied with so much success against the
ancient, may be applied, with some degree of suc-
cess, against the modern opposers of the divinity of
our Lord. Let it be granted that this passage in th.
110th Psalm refers to the Messiah, and we are no
aware that it is questioned ; and let it be granted
further, that Jesus Christ is the Messiah, and this
not denied ; then we must confess, that we see n
how the position, that Christ is a mere man, can,
with any plausibility, be maintained. If David, who
would call no man Lord, yet called Christ his Lord,
we know not how to evade the conclusion, that
Christ is more than man. Holding the hypothesis
of the mere humanity of the Messiah, the Pharisees
could not answer the question of our Saviour, " How
then did David call him Lord?" And indeed, on
the same supposition, would it not seem to require
a more than ordinary degree of ingenuity to give, at
any time, any plausible answer to this important in-
quiry >

It is far from being our intention to enter, in this
place, at any length, on the subject of the divinity of
the great Redeemer; but it may be observed, that,
in addition to this argument, drawn from the pass-
age itself, which appears to us to carry no little

weight, another may also be noticed, drawn from
umstance which was just mentioned at the
icement of this paper, viz. the general expec-

j

tation ofsome distinguished personage which obtain-

riod of our Saviour's
i not confined to the

: Gentiles, parti-

passage in

ed in the world about the p
birth. This expectation wt
Jews

; the Samaritans, and e
cipated in it; and from one remarkable
the evangelical history,* it would appear,' that the
e-vpectations of the Christ formed by the Samaritans,
were vastly more correct and scriptural than those
which prevailed amongst the Jews. It is unneces-
sary to inquire into the origin of this expectation
amongst the Gentiles; the Samaritans formed theirs
from the Pentateuch, and the Jews from the prophe-
cies which abound in the divine oracles with which
they were entrusted. What wo wish to propose is

simply this : Can it be thought probable that the di-
vine Being would, almost from the commencement of
time, deliver predictions, give promises, and institute
types ; that he would renew these predictions and
promises, and continue these types during ages and
centuries until four thousand years had rolled away;
that he would appoint altars to stream with blood,
and victims to die in sacrifice; that he would raise
up a succession of priests to offer the immolations,
and of prophets to read the events of futurity, for
the purpose of inducing, and continuing in the world,
the expectation of the Christ ; can we suppose that
he would cause every age to reveal its wonders, that
thrones should be erected and crushed, that empires
should rise and fall—that he would raise the pulse
of universal expectation to the highest point, that he
would raise the world to the very summit of desire

;

in a word, can we suppose that the God of infinite
wisdom and order would have caused every event
which ever transpired on the theatre of this earth, to
have transpired for the purpose of ushering into the
world—a mere man, a mortal feeble as ourselves ?

No, verily. When viewed in this extravagant light,
ole creation appears in disorder, and all the

works of Deity seem in completest confusion. There
avast assemblage of most important and even

splendid circumstances for the mere purpose of in-
troducing a very ordinary event. The whole is a

tradictiou to the character of Deity,

lut when viewed in the light which we propose,
that is to say, when we consider Jesus Christ as a

ine no less than as a human being, every thing
umes the strictest propriety and order; the sweet-

est regulation and harmony pervade the whole.
What though there be prophecies, promises, and
types; what though there be a continued succession
of prophets and priests; what though every dispen-
sation of Providence be intended to introduce, and
evidently point to the birth of Jesus ; it is no more
than infinite propriety; the Eternal descends, the
Deity becomes incarnate, the Messiah is Immanuel,
God with us.

It might appear to a superficial reader of this
passage, as though our Saviour wished to oppose
the idea that the Messiah was the-eon of David ; but
the real object evidently was to prove that he was
the Lord of David, and not to deny that he was his
son. Jesus Christ is frequently represented in scrip-
ture as a man, and a descendant of the royal pro-
phet; we may take as an example the prediction of
the angel, " the Lord God shall give unto him the
throne of his father David.''' He was promised, and
universally expected by the Jews, as the son of Da-
vid, and his descent is clearly traced from the king
of Israel. It could not therefore be the intention ol"

the Redeemer to deny this fact. And as David
would not have called the Messiah his Lord, unless
he were more than human, neither, on the other
hand, would Christ have been called the son of Da-
vid, unless he were man, and of his seed according
to the flesh. It appears, therefore, a very obvious
onclusion from the whole, that there is in the per-
on of Jesus Christ, a real, though to us a niys-
erious union of the divine and human natures; in
irtue of the former, he is strictly the Lord of David;
,nd, in virtue of the latter, he is emphatically his
on.

It is perfectly vain to object that this is incompre-
ensible, and that we cannot be r^equired to believe
?hat we are not able to comprehend ; for our faith

embraces simply the fad, that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God, in a sense pecuhar to himself. The

John iv. 25 and 42.
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i^i-oMnd of tliis our faith is the /es/imon^ 0/ Gorf; and
|
of great numbers who were languishing

since he "who cannot lie," when he bringeth the

first-begotten into the world, saith, "Let all the an-

gels of God ivorship him ;" and again thus addressetli

the Son, " Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever'

—our confidence in the divine veracity renders oui

faith in this important fact most unhesitating anc

unreserved.

On the supposition that Christ is a mere man
many passages in the inspired volume appear to u!

perfectly inexplicable; we should feel a thrill of hor
ror at the impiety of prophets, apostles, and evange.

lists, in applying such mysterious terms to a mortal

as though they were a confederacy of malignant spi

rits, whose purpose it was to involve the world ii

perdition, by leading mankind, with a certain step, t(

all the abominations of idolatry. But when we em
brace the idea, that Jesus Clirist is possessed at onci

of deity and humanity, scripture resumes and main
tains the character of perspicuity and consistency, of

harmony and of beauty. On the former supposition

we read tlie oracles of God with a degree of caution

which is truly painful ; we strip the divine declara-

tions of their force, and rob them of their beauty ;

we render the book of God remarkable only for a

constant attempt to conceal real poverty of thought

by the most fulsome exaggeration and the most pue-

rile pomp of words ; but, on the latter supposition,

which yet is not a mere supposition, we are free

from such painful apprehension; we feel the utmost

confidence in the divine word, we embrace without

reserve the divine testimony, our minds are open to

the sanctifying and consoling influences of truth,

we are happy while we reverence the Son eve

we reverence the Father.

It is true, that the assertion, that Jesus is God and

man, may be said to involve two propositions whi
appear to us paradoxical. But if one of these pi

positions, that Christ is niivn, be clearly proved from
the sacred Scriptures, and then the second, that Christ

is God, be also proved by the divine testimony, it is

our duty cordially to believe both, though the point

of connection (if we may so speak) is to us invisible;

and sure we are, that any two scriptural proposi-

tions, tliough to our limited conceptions they may
appear paradoxical, are not like two lines running
parallel with each other, yet never making the least

approximation ; but like the radii of a circle, which,

though distant from each other at the circumference,

nevertheless meet in the centre. The centre of all

truth is the mind of Deity, where all the lines meet
in one eternal point; and in the gospel which he

hath given us concerning his Son Jesus Christ, the

Redeemer is said, as to his human nature, to be born

of the seed of David ; but as to his holy, spiritual

nature, he is clearly proved, by his resurrection from
the dead, to be the Son of God.

T M.

FOR THE FRIE.fD.

(^Concludedfrom page 341.)

In looking over the biography of the early

members of the Society of Friends, I have

often viewed with surprise the difficulties they

had to encounter in procuring a livelihood for

their families, and meeting the demands which

the exigencies of an infant and persecuted So-

ciety necessarily created.

They were robbed and spoiled of their pro-

perty by a band of merciless and rapacious in-

formers; heads of families, whose helpless chil

dren were dependent on their daily labour

were seized and dragged to prison, there to

endure a long and painful confinement, or sub-

jected to the heavy expenses of protracted

lawsuits. Those who had received a gift in

the ministry, and were called forth to preach

the glad tidings of the gospel, were often ab-

sent for a long period from their homes and
occupations, and had to bear the charges of

travelling from place to place whither they

were sent. In addition to this, the sufferings

fashion, and the love of wealth, have captivat-

ed many, and led them from one degree of ex-

travagance to another, until they have lost the

distinguishing characteristics of their honour-

able forefathers.

I am aware that earthly mindedness may,

and often does exist, in as great degree where

a small business is carried on, as in larger and

more extended concerns; but this is no argu-

ment against moderation. It only evinces

more clearly the necessity of guarding strictly

against the approaches of a worldly spirit, and

shunning every thing which may tend to foster

its growth or strengthen its influence. The
mind that is redeemed from the love of the

world, will find little in the gilded pageant-

ry of wealth, or the hurry and anxiety of a

large business, to satisfy its desires or kindle

its affections; and it is equally true, that he

who pursues these trifles with the avidity,

which too many nominal Quakers evince, can

have little pretensions to a renunciation of
" the world that heth in wickedness."

The seat of the evil is in the heart; there the

god of this world erects his throne, and too

often secures the willing homage of his sub-

ject, before the latter is aware of the power his

idol has obtained over him. " The strong

man armed keeps the house, and his goods are

at peace, until a stronger than he enters, and

casts him out;" then "old things are done

away—all things become new, and all. things

of God;" the heart receives a new nature

—

new desires and new affections are imparted

to it—higher pursuits and holier hopes occupy

its attention, and animate its zeal; it cleaves to

God and his cause with a nearer, purer, and

stronger affection than ever it felt for the plea-

sures or the treasures of time, and enjoys a

peace and consolation for transcending all its

former delights—a peace which the smiles of

the world can never impart, and which its

darkest frowns have not power to take away.

I can scarcely conceive any thing on earth

which more nearly assimilates to the blessed-

ness of heaven, than the happy condition of

that soul which is thus introduced into union

and communion with its Maker—which has

no desires but what centre in tiie performance

of his will—no wants which it cannot with

filial confidence ask Him to supply—no attach-

ments that do not ultimately terminate in Him,
as the author of all its blessings, and the alone

worthy object of all adoration and praise.

This blessed state is beautifully described by

the Lord Jesus in that memorable prayer

which he addressed to the Father shortly be-

fore his crucifixion—"• And now I am no more
the world, but these are in the world, and I

come to thee. Holy Father, keep through

thine own name those whom thou hast given

me, that they may be one as we arc;" "I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made
perfect in one, and that the world may know
that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them

as thou hast loved me."
How much is it to be desired, that the mem-

bers of the Society of Friends might more
generally realize these gospel privileges, by'

yielding themselves willing subjects to the

yoke and cross of Christ. Surely no religious

generation of Quakers. The allurem"ents of society is under deeper obligations to gratitude

uno-eons, required the charitable assistance of

their brethren; and this, with the cost of print-

a the numerous pamphlets published in de-

fence of their principles, swelled the demands

for Society purposes to an amount which

seems almost incredible.

Under these complicated difficulties. Friends

not only met their pecuniary engagements

with promptness and fidelity, but established a

reputation for punctuality and scrupulous ho-

nesty, surpassing that of most other denomina-

tions of people, the benefit of which has

been felt by their successors to the present

day, notwithstanding the sad dereliction from

ancient principles which has since sullied the

character of the Society.

If we inquire by what means Friends were

enabled to surmount the difficulties which thus

pressed them on every hand, it will be found

that the simplicity and selfdenial which distin

guished their lives, was a principal cause in

producing these happy results.

They were mainly concerned to " lay up

for themselves treasures in heaven;" to seek

first the kingdom of heaven and the righteous

ness thereof, and to pursue trade or business

with a steady reference to that Christian mo-

deration which the gospel enjoins. Anxious,

above every other consideration, to do the will

of their Father who is in heaven, they were

contented with a small portion of this world's

goods—plain clothing—plain fare, and a little

business, suited well the state of minds more
bent on heaven than earth, and were more
conducive to peace and the true enjoyment of

life, than the luxurious and expensive habits of

their neighbours. It was no mean parsimony

—

no desire to save for the sake of accumulating

wealth, that induced them to adopt a course of

living so contrary to the fashion of this world;

neither was it an affected singularity, or a dis-

position to appear more righteous than others.

It arose from a settled conviction that Christ's

disciples must not be conformed to the world

and its customs; that simplicity and self-de-

1 are duties of imperative and lasting obli-

gation on the Christian, and that a contrary

practice nourishes the growth of selfish and

disorderly passions.

They had learned tl e great lesson of humble
reliance on Divine Providence for a blessing

on their honest industry; and their wants being

few and easily satisfied, a moderate business,

equally removed from cumbering care and

from idleness, readily answered all their de-

mands; yet, while they were fervent in spirit

serving the Lord, they were also careful to

avoid slothfulness in business, remembering,

that he who provides not for his family is

worse than an infidel. Though a large por-

tion of their time was dedicated to religious

services, yet they had a competency for their

own wants, and something to spare towards

satisfying the necessities of others, in which

work of benevolence they evinced a noble

liberality and disinterestedness, to which world-

ly minded men can furnish no parallel.

It is to be regretted that this simplicity in

the manner of living, and moderation in busi-

ittle observable in the presentness, are
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and obedience to God than we are. Spiritual

and temporal favours have been poured forth

upon us with a liberal hand. The dew of hea-

ven and the fatness of the earth have been dis

pensed in large measure, and the bountifu

Giver has waited long to see the fruits. lie

has called to us again and again in the voice

of mercy to "bring all the tythes into his

storehouse," but we have turned a deaf ear

to his requirings, till, at length, he has chast

ened us sorely with the rod of his anger, and

made us a byword and an astonishment to our

neighbours. It now remains for us to evince

by our future conduct, whether we will " re

turn unto Him with weeping and supplica

tion," and " walk in his statutes and his judg
menfs," or whether, by continuing to love and
pursue this present world, we will provoke his

long forbearing, but impartial justice, to in-

flict punishments yet more grievous and af-

flicting.

When religious duties appear small in them-
selves, and are directly opposed to the pride and
self-importance of the human mind, or where a

strict observance of thera is likely to expose
us to the ridicule and contempt of the world,

nature revolts, and is easily persuaded that

they are matters of very little importance, the

neglect of which will not materially retard our

progress in the heavenly journey, nor render

us less acceptable in the sight of heaven. But
it will generally be found that these •' little

things" constitute the most effectual discipline

for subduing the evil propensities of the hu-

man heart, and training it to the exercise

of holy aflections and virtues; and as he who
is faithful in the little has the promise of

being made ruler over more, so they that " de-

spise the day of small things shall fall by little

and little." It was a strict attention to these

requisitions of Christian duty which made the

worthy man, from whose writings I quoted in

my former number, so bright an example of

simplicity and self-denial; and if our religious

Society is ever restored to its primitive zeal

and purity, it must be by the same efticacious,

but despised means. I shall close the present

essay vyilh the following extract from the same
writer, viz.

" Small treasure, to a resigned mind, is suf-

ficient. How happy is it to be content with

a little; to live in humility, and feel that in

us which breathes this language, ' Abba

!

Father.'

" As wasting outward substance to gratify

vain desires on the one hand, so slothfulness

and neglect on the other, do often involve men
and their families in trouble, and reduce them
to want and distress; to shun these opposite

vices is good in itself, and hath a resemblance

of wisdom. But while people thus provident

have it principally in view to get riches, and
power, and the friendship of this world, and
do not humbly wait for the spirit of truth to

lead them in purity; these, through an anxious

care to obtain tiie end desired, rcacii forth for

gain in worldly wisdom, and, in regard to their

inward state, fall into divers temptations and
snares. And though such may think of ap-

plying wealth to good purposes, and to use
their power to prevent oppression, yet wealth

and power are often applied otherwise, nor

can we depart from the leadings of our hol\

Shepherd witiiout going into confusion.
• Great wealth is frequently attended witii

power, which nothing but divine love can
qualify the mind to use rightly; and as to the

humility and uprightness of our children after

us, how great is the uncertainty. If, in ac-

quiring wealth, we take hold of the wisdom
which is from beneath, and depart from the

leadings of truth, and example our children

herein, we have great cause to apprehend that

wealth may be a snare to them, and prove an
injury to others over whom their wealth may
give them power.

" To be redeemed from that wisdom which
is from beneath, and walk in the light of the

Lord, is a precious situation. Here his people

are brought to put their trust in Him; and in

this humble confidence in his wisdom, good-
ness, and power, the righteous find a refuge in

adversities superior to the greatest outward
helps, and a comfort more certain than any
worldly advantages can aflbrd." E. M.

FOR THE FRIEND.

" Now, if there were no order, nor govern-
ment in the church, what should become of
those that transgress? How should they be
again restored? Would not this make all re-

proving, all instructing, all caring for, and
watching over one another, void, and null?"

Barclay's Anarchy of the Ranters.

It is among the possible things, that if it

should please Divine Providence to carry

religious Society of Friends, through the trials

of the present day, without its being swept
from the face of the earth, it may be interest-

ing to some who shall live hereafter, to be able
to look pretty minutely into the history of the

workings, and unfoldings of that spirit of op-
position and secession, which has for some
time past been developing itself among the

followers and coadjutors of Elias Hicks. The
same spirit, if given way to, will be likely to

produce similar effects in every age—and the

errors of one generation, may prove a beacon
to warn succeeding ones of the dangers that

threaten them. Almost every day produces
some circumstance that goes to show the dis-

tir.ct character of the new society that has
sprung up within our borders, and would fain

impose upon the world the belief, that it "can
assert a just claim" " to the name" and " cha-
racter of the Society of Friends." In their

"address" of 4th month, 1827, they declare
that the " unity" of the "body is interrupted,"
in consequence of " doctrines" being "held
by one part of society," " to be sound and edi-
fying," which are pronounced by '.he other
part, " to be unsound and spurious." In the
same address, they express " a settled convic-
tion of mind, that the period has fully come, in

hich" they " ought to look towards making a
quiet retreat from this scene of confusion,"
which, by the way, their own insubordination
has produced. In their " epistle" of b'th mo.,
1827, they propose for consideration, the pro-
priety and expediency of holding a yearly
meeting for Friends in unity with </iem, "resid-

ing withir^ the limits of Philadelphia yearly
meeting. And they recommend that quarter-

ly, and even monthly meetings, " which may be
|)repared for such a measure, should appoint
representatives, to meet in Philadelphia on the
third second day in the i.Oth month," of the
same year, " in company with other memhcrs
favourable to their vieus," there to hold a

yearly meeting; although they well knew that

Philadelphia yearly meeting had, iii the 4 th

month preceding, adjourned without a dissent-

ing voice, to the usu;;l time in 1828; and that,

too, while .lohn Comly, one of their ostensible

leaders, vvas the second executive officer of the

yeaily meeting; and then, at the time of its ad-

journment, in his place at the table. It is

very well understood, that in the 10th month,
there was accordingly an assemblage at Green
street, which, in violation of courtesy and all

propriety, styled itself a " yearly meeting of
Friends." f suppose they had a political right

to do so; and so they would to have styled

themselves a "yearly meeting of niethodists."

But would this have been generous? would it

have been courteous? would it have been just?

Verily, nay. Neither was it to make the as-

sumption they did. And yet, in the epistle

from this assembly, unauthorised, as it was, by
the discipline, or by the yearly meeting—as if

they either did not understand the language
they used, or were really so blinded as to be
unable to perceive the irregular and disorderly

manner in which they were themselves con-
vened, they acknowledge that to violate the
" discipline in a meeting capacity, is not only
a departure from our established order, but
is calculated to injure us in the eyes of sober
inquirers after truth, and to disturb the peace
of our own minds!" With a conviction of
this truth before their eyes, it might be ofsome
interest to inquire by what process they were
able to reconcile their actions with their decla-

rations; but for the present we waive it. A
stranger, entirely unacquainted with the facts

of the case, were he to look over the official

papers of the Hicksites, and over the printed
sermons of their acknowledged preachers,
would, I think, be led to conclude, that either

they had quietly withdrawn from the Society
of Friends, and formed a religious association

of their own, holding doctrinal views repugnant
to Quakerism, or else were so inconsistent with

their declarations as to be establishing their

order of church government at the moment
they were trampling upon the rights and privi-

leges of the original Society, from which they
have severed themselves. Instead of this

"quiet retreat," they pertinaciously cling to

our meeting houses, until, in many instances

—

indeed, in a majority of instances, within the

linjits of our yearly meeting. Friends have been
obliged to leave them.

VVitliin the compass of Salem quarterly

meeting in New Jersey, Friends have had
ny trials. Of nine meeting houses in that

quarter, they have entire possession of but one;

mixed possession of but two more ; the remain

g six being appropriated exclusively to the use

of the separatists. At an adjourned monthly
meeting of Woodbury, a branch of Salem quar
ter, held in the 1st month, 1828, a paper was
read, containing a very singular proposition,

from Upper Greenwich preparative meeting.

And when the committee, appointed by the
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montlily, to go down, and inquire into the

situation of that preparative meeting, attended

on the 24th, of the same month, said commit-
tee was rejected by that preparative meeting,

which manifested througiiout, that it had thrown
off all accountability to its proper monthly

meeting, and was in fact, at that moment, tak-

ing steps' to connect itself with the Hicksites,

organised in Green street, in the 10th month
preceding. And, extraordinary as the state-

ment may appear, when those were requested

to stop, at the close of the meeting, who felt

themselves bound to the monthly meeting, and
to the order of Society, that the committee

miglit have an opportunity of still further con-

ferring with them on the state of that prepara-

tive meeting, the committee was given dis-

tinctly to understand, that they could not have

the use of the house; and that, in short, the

meeting would not conclude, until the commit-

tee withdrew ! The committee then, seeing

this to be the case, withdrew with a small num-
ber of the members of Upper Greenwich pre-

parative meeting. Inclement as was the sea-

son, and unsuitable as was the place for women
far advanced in life, they found themselves

obliged to retire beneath one of the carriage

gheds, near the house !

At several of the monthly meetings at Wood-
bury, held during the last year. Friends were
greatly interrupted, by the intrusion of such as

had been disowned, or were under dealing ; in

one or two instances, an individual whom the

meeting had concluded to disown, (he) having

a minute already made, immediately after the

closing of the shutters, and before the regular

clerk, who had served the meeting for several

years, had time to write an opening minute, so

far disregarded the ordinary regulations of re-

ligious Society, as to open a meeting, assuming

the original name of \Voodbury monthly meet-

ing; and Friends were under the necessity of

quietly and patiently submitting to this imposi-

tion. Finally, Friends changed the day of hold-

ing the monthly meeting, and also the week-

day meeting; so that on those days they have

now an opportunity quietly to transact their

business, and to enjoy social worship, in com-
pany with those with whom they have fellow-

ship of feeling. The meetings on first day at

Woodbury, have frequently been disturbed by

preachers from a distance, belonging to the

Hicksites; some of whom, after promulgating

their unscriptural views, have still further dis-

turbed the meeting by attempting to break it

up. And what is perhaps more to be wonder-

ed at, on first day, the 28th of 6th month last,

two of the separatists, sitting in the middle of

the gallery bench, while the Friends whose busi-

ness it was to break up the meeting, were in

their usual places, at its head, attempted to

break it up, after it had been sitting a few min-

utes more than an hour. One of them has

been long disowned, the other was then under

dealing. And on first day, the Seth of 7th

month last, after the meeting had been sitting

scarcely an hour, two disowned persons, not

then sitting, and never accustomed to sit in the

gallery, produced some unsettlement in the

meeting for a few moments, by taking it upon
themselves to shake hands, and withdraw, with

their separating brethren and sisters.

Now I am incompetent to determine in what
way the respectable individuals who have made
these disorderly attempts, can reconcile their

conduct with the solemnity of the occasion.

There appears to the writer of this article, to

have been no necessity, urging them to so in-

decorous an act.

In the "Epistle" of the 10th month, 1827,
already referred to, they " exhort, that in places

where their members constitute the larger part

of any meeting, their conduct may be regulat-

ed, by the rule laid down by our blessed Lord,"
' Whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them.' " Now it would
be quite uncharitable to suppose, that because

the publishers of the epistle exhort to the ob-

servance of this golden rule, only where their

members constitute the greater part, they in-

tended to encourage its violation, where they

constitute the smaller part, as at Woodbury.
In stating the above facts, the writer has wish-

ed to avoid irritating or wounding any one
;

he might, perhaps, without any impropriety,

have mentioned names, as it is presumed that

what is publicly done, there would be no ob-

jection to having publicly known; but he has

chosen to forbear; his object being to add a

Almighty; more unedifying to man, more re-

pugnant to reason, and more contradictory in

itself than this thing called Christianity." p.

154.

It was to this book that the quotations from
Elias Hicks was prefixed, as the publisher

avowed, "in support of Paine's infidelity."

And with the object thus broadly declared of
expelling all ideas of revealed religion, the

publisher of Paine's works recommends Elias

Hicks's doctrines in these words: " His doc-

trine is void of trifling puerilities and disgusting

hypocrisy, the greatest impediments to human
improvement. It is plain, honest, common
sense. Such as one would suppose wovld be

adopted by all people not burdened with an
expensive priesthood." Introduction, p. xiv.

It is undeniable that the publisher of Paine's

works did consider E. Hicks's doctrine in full

agreement, as to essential points, with Paine's

views, and as tending to promote the very

same object; the rejection of Christianity.

The character of Jesus Christ, and the na-

ture of his death, are the prominent points of

difference between the Christian and the de-

ist. Indeed the very term deist, as now used,

implies a belief in God, in opposition to a be-

little to the memoranda already on record, of lief in Jesus Christ. And this is immediately

circumstances, of which our children may per-

haps read with astonishment. W. X.

DEISM.
From Mis. Repository, JVo. 11, Fol. II.

(Concludedfrom page 342.)

When the article on Deism, in the 9th No.
was prepared, I was very much limited for

time: having just returned from one journey,

and preparing to set out on another. I wished

to extend it, but I had not time. But as it

was, it presented, in striking colours, the ac-

cordance of the doctrines of Elias Hicks with

the principles ofT. Paine. So complete is that

accordance, that while the publisher of Paine's

works, like Paine himself, was endeavouring

to discredit the Christian religion—to bring it

into the utmost contempt and banish it from
the world—he could recommend the adoption

of Elias Hicks's doctrines, as tending to this

dreadtui object. Painful as it is to repeat the

language of so gross a writer as Paine, it seems
an act of kindness, if not of duty, to the fol-

lowers of Elias Hicks, to present to their seri-

ous consideration a few brief quotations. I

shall avoid those which are most obscene and

blasphemous, and confine myself to those in

which, compared with others, the author seem-
ed to be confident that he was writing with

decency and propriety. In the volume of

Paine's works, referred to in the 9th No. that

writer says: " It is incumbent on every man
who reverences the character of the Creator,

and who wishes to lessen the catalogue of ar-

tificial miseries, and remove the cause that has

sown persecutions thick among mankind, to

expel all ideas of revealed religion, as a dan-

gerous heresy, and an impious fraud. What
is it we have learned from this pretended thing

called revealed religion? nothing that is useful

to man, and every thing that is dishonourable

to his Maker." p. 151. And again he says:

" Of all the systems of religion that ever were
invented, there is none more derogatory to the

connected with his office in man's redemption.

Paine sums this up in terms which every one
acquainted with the doctrines of E. H. will

know to be expressive of his views. " As
God," says Paine, "he could not die; as man
he could not redeem."

Paine says Jesus Christ " was a virtuous

and amiable man. The morality he preached
and practised was of the most benevolent kind;
*****

it has not been exceeded by any." p. 34.

Elias Hicks calls him our great pattern.

But they both deny unequivocally, that he came
into tiie world to suffer death. They both

deny the propitiatory nature of his death. The
deist will not deny this statement on behalf of
Paine—the Hicksite cannot deny it on behalf

of Hicks, while the letter to Dr. Shoemaker is

at hand to confront him.

Paine says, in his letter to A. Dean, "I em-
ploy myself as I have always done, in endea-
vouring to bring man to the right use of the

reason God has given him, and to direct his

mind immediately to his Creator, and not to

fanciful secondary beings, called mediators, as

if God was superannuated or ferocious." p.

311.

Elias Hicks says; " Oh ! dearly beloved

friends, young and old, may you gather deeper
and deeper to that within the veil, where we
have access to God vithout any Mediator."

Quaker, vol. 2. p. 277.

The Berean, on the same subject, says:

" Permit me then to ask, what action or influ-

ence a Mediator can exert on such a being?

Can he bring about any sort of change in his

mind, will or purpose? Surely not, for with

Him ' there is no variableness, neither shadow
of turning.'

"

Paine says: " There is no man believes in

revelation stronger than 1 do." p. 251. Elias

Hicks said in the public meeting at Mount
Pleasant, on first day, at the commencement
of the last yearly meeting: " We cannot know
the least thing without revelation." Paine
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p. 153.

E. Hicks said at Flushing, on first day, after

the commencement of the yearly meeting, that
" without revelation we could not distinguish

a man from a tree, or a tree from a horse
Paine says: >' Revelation when applied to

religion, means something communicated im
mediately from God to man. No one will dis

pute the power of the Almighty to make such
a communication if he pleases. But adniittin

for the sake of a case, that something has beeii

revealed to a certain person and not revealed
to any other person, it is revelation to that
person only. When he tells it to a second
person, a second to a third, a third to a fourth
and so on, it ceases to be a revelation to all

those persons. It is revelation to the first per
son only, and hearsay to every other, and con
sequently they are not obliged to believe it."

" It is a contradiction in terms and ideas, to
call any thing a revelation that comes to us at

second hand either verbally or in writing."

The Berean says: " The author refers to the
Scriptures as a ' divme revelation.' There
cannot, perhaps, be a greater abuse of terms
than this; never was counsel more darkened
by words without knotohdge. It is the same
as to talk of seeing with another man's eyes,
and hearing with another man's ears." vol. 2,

p. 212, Again he says: "Those revelations
were for other times and other states, and not
for vs. They belonged to those to whom they
were immediately revealed. And t/iat and
only that which is immediately revealed to us,
belongs in like manner to us, and to us only." ib

Paine says: " The term, therefore, natural
religion, explains itself to be divine religion;
and the term revealed religion, involves in it

the suspicion of being artificial." p. 317.
The Berean says: " What theologians call

natural religion, or that light which men have
independent of books or men, however they are
in the practice of crying it down, is the only
proper authority, then, to which an appeal can
be made for the truths of Christianity: for
what they call revealed religion, or the Scrip-
tures, cannot, in the nature of things, be a re-
velation to any one without that divine light
which they call natural religion. Thus this

natural religion turns out to be, at last, the
very foundation of Christianity. It is, infact.
the only religion that is revealed; and the other
is the natural, to speak more correctlv, being
addressed only to the natural or external
of mankind." vol. 2. p. 209.
The publisher of Paine's works, after caliing

Elias Hicks's doctrine plain, honest, common
sense, represents those of the Christian religion
as " mysteries, miracles, and spiritual nonen-
tities." Introduction, p. xiv. Elias Hicks, in
the meeting here, on 8th month 27, declared
he " did not believe in mysteries."

Paine says: " Why do not Christians, to be
consistent, make saints of Judas and Pontius
Pilate? for they were the persons who accom-
plished the act of salvation—and therefore Ju-
das and Pontius Pilate ought to stand first on
the calendar of saints." p. 315.

Elias Hicks says: "For if it was the purpose
and will of God that he [Jesus Christ] should
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die by the hands of wicked men, then the Jews
by crucifying him, would have done God":
will, and of course would all have stood justi

fied in his sight, which could not be." Letter
to Dr. Shoemaker.

Paine wrote in a style adapted to the feelings

of the very lowest class of mankind. Persons
of decency were ashamed of him, and his writ-

ings fell into contempt: insomuch that he de-

clined to publish some pieces which he had
prepared. This is not only a fact within the

knowledge of many individuals, but his pub-
lisher plainly admits it. He says: " When
Mr. Paine arrived in America, and found that

liberal opinions on religion were in disrepute,

through the influence of hypocrisy and super-
stition, he declined publishing the entire of
the works which he had prepared." p. 221.
Elias Hicks writes and preaches partly

for the same class, and partly for such as

are not willing to abandon the profession of
the Christian religion. Hence the strange
mixture of a profession of Christianity witlfa
denial of its fundamental doctrines, then an
evasion of that denial; and still a perseverance
in it. Hence his very indelicate allusions to

some of the facts recorded by the Evangelists,
in order to place the character of Jesus Christ
precisely on the same ground which was at-

tempted by Paine, and at the same time I

profession of respect for him, by calling hi

our great pattern—then declaring that " the
Almighty could not set him above us, be
if he did he would be partial 1 !

!"
.

The consequence has been that the deists of
the lower order own E. Hicks, and there is

reason to believe that many of his followers
will own T. Paine. I have in my possession,
a letter written by a person under dealing to
the committee in his case, detailing the gross-
est and most detestable of Paine's sentiments
as his own arguments against Friends !

I invite, I earnestly entreat, those who have
embraced the doctrines of E. Hieks, solemnly
to pause—before they plunge headlong into
the vortex of infidelity.
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DANGER OF DELAY IN RELIGION.
The following beautiful extract from the

pen of Buckminster, may well claim the seri-

ous and attentive perusal of all. It is appli-
cable to every one from the spring time of
youth to the winter of age. The subject is of
deepest moment. Let those who are still in-

dulging in favourite sins, under the delusive
hope of experiencing repentance and forgive-
ness on a sick and dying bed, pause and pon-
der on the awful uncertainty of their situa-
tion, and earnestly strive to make safe their
retreat from impending destruction. Nothing
is more true than thai genuine repentance " is

a settled change of the disposition from vice to
virtue, discovered in the gradual improvement
of the life. It is not a fleeting wish, a vapoury
sigh, a lengthened groan. Neither is it a twinge

nor any tempora-

W.

of remorse, a flutter of fear,

ry and partial resolution

It has been most acutely and justly observ-
ed, that all resolutions to repent at a future
time are necessarily insincere, and must be a

mere deception; because they imply a prefer-

ence of a man's present habits and conduct;
they imply that he is really unwilling to change
them, and that nothing but necessity would
lead him to make any attempt of the kind.

But let us suppose the expected leisure for re-

pentance to have arrived; the avaricious or
fraudulent dealer to have attained that compe-
tency, which is to secure him from want; the
profligate and debauched to have passed the
slippery season of youth, and to be established

in life; the gamester, by one successful throw,
to have recovered his desperate finances; the
dissipated and luxurious to have secured a
peaceful retreat for the remainder of his days;
to each of these the long anticipated hour of
amendment, the opportune leisure for religion,

has at length arrived; but where, alas! is the
disposition? where the necessary strength of
resolution? How rare, and, I had almost
said, how miraculous, is the instance of a
change!

" The danger of delay, even if we suppose
this uncertain leisure and inclination to be se-

cured, is inconceivably heightened, when we
consider, further, the nature of repentance. If

is a settled change of the disposition from vice
o virtue, discovered in the gradual improve-
ment of the life. It is not a fleeting wish, a
vapoury sigh, a lengthened groan. Neither is

it a twinge of remorse, a flutter of fear, nor
any temporary and partial resolution. The
habits of a sinner have been long in forming.
They have accjuired a strength, which is not
to be broken by a blow. The labour of a day
will not build up a virtuous habit on the ruins
of an old and vicious character. You, then,
who have deferred, from year to year, the re-

linquishment of a vice; you, if such there be,
who, while the wrinkles are gathering in your
foreheads, are still dissatisfied with yourselves,
remember, that amendment is a slow and la-

borious process. Can you be loo assiduous,
too fearful, when you consider how short the
opportunity, and how much is required to com-
plete the work of reformation, and to establish
the dominion of virtue?

It is impossible to dismiss this subject
without considering a common topic,—the in-

eflicacy of a death-bed repentance. It is to
be feared that charity, which hopeth arid be
'ieveth all things, has sometimes discovered
more ofgenerous credulity, than of well-found-
ed hope, when it has laid great stress, and
built much consolation, on the casual expres-
sions and faint sighs of dying men. Far be it

from us to excite suspicion or recall anxiety in
the breast of surviving friendship, or to throw
a new shade of terror over the valley of death;
but better, far better, were it for a thousand
breasts to be pierced with temporary anguish,
and a new horror be added to the dreary"pass-
age of the grave, than that one soul be lost to
heaven by the delusive expectation of efl'ectual

repentance in a dying hour. For, as we have
repeatedly asked, what is effectual repentance?
Can it be supposed, that, where the vigour of
' fe has been spent in the establishment of vi-

ious propensities; where all the vivacity of
youth, all the soberness of manhood, and all

the leisure of old age, have been given to the
service of sin; where vice has been growing
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with the growth, and strengthening with the

strength; where it has spread out with the

limbs of the stripling, and become rigid with

the fibres of the aged; can it, I say, be sup-

posed, that the labours of such a life are to be

overthrown by one last exertion of a mind im-

paired with disease, by the convulsive exercise

of an aft'righted spirit, and by the inarticulate

and feeble sounds of an expiring breath? Re-

pentance consists not in one or more acts of

contrition; it is a permanent change of the dis-

position. Those dispositions and habits of

mind, which you- bring to your dying bed, you

will carry with you to another world. These

habits are the dying dress of the soul. They

are the grave clothes, in which it must come

forth, at" the last, to meet the sentence of an

impartial judge. If they are filthy, they will

be filthy still. The washing ofbaptismal water

will not, at that hour, cleanse the spots of the

soul. The confession of sins which have never

been removed, will not furnish the conscience

with an answer towards God. The reception

of the elements will not, then, infuse a princi-

ple of spiritual life, any more than unconsecra-

ted bread and wine will infuse health into the

limbs, on which the cold damps of death have

already collected. Say not, that you have dis-

carded such superstitious expectations. You
have not discarded them, while you defer any

thing to that hour; while you venture to rely

on any thing but the mercy of God toward a

heart, holy, sincere, and sanctified; a heart,

which loves heaven for its purity and God for

his goodness. If, in this solemn hour, the soul

of an habitual and inveterate offender be pre-

pared for the residence of pure and spotless

spirits, it can be only by a sovereign and mi-

raculous interposition of Omnipotence. His

power we pretend not to limit. He can wash

the sooty Ethiop white, and cause the spots on

the leopard's skin to disappear. We presume

not to fathom the counsels of his will; but this

we will venture to assert, that if, at the last

hour of the sinner's fife, the power of God
ever interposes to snatch him from his ruin,

such interposition will never be disclosed to

the curiosity of man. For, if It should once

be beheved, that the rewards of heaven can be

obtained by such an instantaneous and miracu-

lous change at the last hour of life, all oui

ideas of moral probation, and of the connec

tion between character here, and condition

hereafter, are loose, unstable, and groundless;

the nature and the laws of God's moral go-

vernment are made at once inexplicable; our

exhortations are useless, our experience false,

and the whole apparatus of gospel means and

motives becomes a cumbrous and unnecessary

provision.

" What, then, is the great conclusion, which

we should deduce from all that we have said

of the nature of habit, and the difficulty of re-

pentance? It is this: Behold, now is the ac-

cepted time, now is the day of salvation. If

you are young, you cannot begin too soon; if

you are old, you may begin too late. Age,

says the proverb, strips us of every thing, even

of resolution. To-morrow we shall be older;

lo-raorrow, indeed, death may fix his seal foi

ever on our characters. It is a seal which

can never be broken, till the voice of the Son
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of man shall burst the tombs which enclose us.

If, then, we leave this place, sensible of a pro-

pensity which ought to be restrained, of a lust

which ought to be exterminated, of a habit

which ought to be broken, and rashly defer the

hour of amendment, consider, I beseech you,

it may, perhaps, be merciful in God to refuse

another opportunity. It may be a gracious

method of preventing an abuse, which will

only aggravate the retribution which awaits

the impenitent. Make haste, then, and delay

not to keep the commandments of God; of that

God, who has no pleasure in the death of the

wicked, but that the wicked turn from his way,

and live."
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In a collection of pamphlets which I lately

met with, is one written by John Whiting, and

published in the year 1706, entitled " The Ad-

monishers admonished, or an Answer to certain

Churchmen's pretended kind, and compassion-

ate admonition to the people called Quakers,"

hich are the following paragraphs. Page

4, " You say you cannot but look upon us as a

people that have wandered from the Great

Shepherd and his fold." To wliich we say,

"you look wrong, and are much mistaken;

for, blessed be the Lord, we are returned to

the Great Shepherd and his fold, where our

souls rest with him; and we know there is sal-

vation in no other but the Lord Jesus Christ,

who suffered for our sins upon the cross ; nor

is there any other way of salvation but that

which he hath declared in the holy Scriptures,

who said, 1 am the way, the truth, and the

life; no man cometh to the Father but by

me."
Page 10. " You proceed, and, moreover,

ye seem to strihe at the foundation of the

Christian hope and peace, by denying the

merit of the sacrifice of our Lord Jesus

Christ, viMich is a most gross and palpable

slander; and, therefore, if this is yom hind and

compassionate dealing with us, what is your

more severe ? If your tender mercies are

cruel, what is your harsher methods ? This
'

like teaching us with thorns ; but liow could

you think we should give any regard to your

admonition, when it consists of such untruths"

We never denied the merit of the sacrifice of

our Lord Jesus Christ, who suffered without th

gates of Jerusalem, as a propitiation for our

sins, but always owned it. And I could bring

a cloud of witnesses* to prove that we do own

Him, and his sacrifice for our sins; and notfor

ours only, hut for the sins of the whole world.

Then, how dared you to advance such notori-

ous falsehoods in the sight of God and men,

and think to convince us of them ? But you

endeavour to qualify this a little, by saying, ye

seem to strike ; and in many other things (say

you) ye seem unto us to err greatly from the

trays of eternal life. So that ye are not cer-

tain, but it seems so to you ; wheareas it not

only seems to us, but we are certain, that the

error is on your side, in charging us so falsely

as you have done."

* Sec J. Crook's Truth's Principles. R. Barclay's

Apology. W. Penn's Key and Primitive Christiani-

ty, &c.

The number for July 31st, of the " Christian

Advocate and Journal," published under the

sanction of the Methodist Episcopal Church at

New York, contains the testimony of West-

bury and Jericho monthly meeting, disowning

Ehas Hicks, with the following editorial re-

marks. This paper has a greater circulation

than any periodical in this country; the num-
ber of subscribers is said to be twenty thou-

sand, and at a moderate estimate, it must at

least be read by one hundred thousand persons,

dispersed in every quarter of the United States;

consequently, through no other print could that

important document be so widely diffused.

We can most cordially adopt the closing words.

That any or all of those misguided ones, who
have rejected the only hope of salvation, and
" counted the blood of the covenant an unholy

thing," should recover from the fatal delusion,

and become humble suppliants as at the foot

of the cross, would indeed be cause of rejoic-

ing.

" We extract the following from a religious

and literary periodical called " The Friend,"

published under the sanction of the ' Orthodox

Friends,' so designated now to distinguish

them from the followers of Elias Hicks.
" From the knowledge we have had of Ehas

Hicks, we think the heterodox doctrines with

which he stands charged in the following do- .

cument, are justly attributable to him and his

followers, and ought also to be condemned as

striking at the fundamental doctrines of our

Lord Jesus Christ. We heartily unite with

the authors of this article, in deprecating the

deleterious tendency of such anti-scriptural

sentiments, and in praying that their author,

as well as his deluded followers, may ' through

sincere repentance obtain that salvation which

is freely offered through our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.'
"

As a suilable companion piece to the essay

" On Miracles," inserted a few weeks past,

and written in a style not less polished, we
have from the last number but one of Littell's

Religious Magazine, transferred to our pages,

an interesting article on " The Divinity of

Christ;" in which, we think, with perspicu-

ity and convincing effect, a beautiful argu-

ment is drawn from the following passage

of the New Testament. " While the Phari-

sees were gathered together, Jesus asked

them, saying. What think ye of Christ? whose

son is he? They say unto him, the son of Da-

vid. He saith unto them, How then doth Da-

vid in spirit call him Lord, saying. The Lord

said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand,

till I make thine enemies thy footstool?

" If David then call him Lord, how is he his

son?
" And no man was able to answer him a

word; neither durst any man, from that day

forth, ask him any more questions."
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BY DR. JOHNSON.

Wo through this maze of life one Lord obey;
WliosQ light and grace, unerring, lead the way.
By hope and faith secure of future bhss,

Gladly the joys of present life we miss:

For baffled mortals still attempt in vain.

Present and future bliss at once to gain.

F. Lewis.

" That to please the Lord and Father of the

universe, is the supreme interest of created and
dependent beings, as it is easily proved, has

been universally confessed; and since all ra

tional agents are conscious of having neglect

ed or violated the duties prescribed to them
the fear of being rejected, or punished by God
has always burdened the human mind. The
expiation of crimes, and renovation of the for

feited hopes of divine favour, therefore consti

tute a large part of every religion.

" The various methods of propitiation and

atonement which fear and folly have dictated,

or artifice and interest tolerated in the differ-

ent parts of the world, however they may some-
times reproach or degrade humanity, at least

show the general consent of all ages and na-

tions in their opinion of the placability of the

divine nature. That God will forgive, may,
indeed, be established as the first and funda-

mental truth of religion; for, though the know-
ledge of his existence is the origin of philoso-

phy, yet, without the belief of his mercy, it

would have little influence upon our moral
conduct. There could be no prospect of en-

joying the protection or regard of him, whom
the least deviation from rectitude made inexor-

able for ever; and every man would naturally

withdraw his thoughts from the contemplation

of a Creator, whom he must consider as a

governor too pure to be pleased, and too se-

vere to be pacified; as an enemy infinitely wise,

and infinitely powerful, whom he could neither

deceive, escape, nor resist.

" Where there is no hope, there can be no
endeavour. A constant and unfailing obedi-

ence is above the reach of terrestrial diligence;

and therefore the progress of life could only

have been the natural descent of negligent de-

spair from crime to crime, had not the univer-

sal persuasion of forgiveness, to be obtained

by proper means of reconciliation, recalled

those to the paths of virtue whom their pas-

sions had solicited aside; and animated to new
attempts, and firmer perseverance, those whom
difficulty had discouraged, or negligence sur-

prised.

" In times and regions so disjoined from
each other, that there can scarcely be imagin-

ed any communication of sentiments either by

commerce or tradition, has prevailed a gene-

ral and uniform expectation of propitiating

God by corporeal austerities, of anticipating

his vengeance by voluntary inflictions, and ap-

peasing justice by a speedy and cheerful sub-

mission to a less penalty, when a greater is in-

curred.

" Incorporated minds will always feel some
inclination towards exterior acts and ritual

observances. Ideas not represented by sensi-

ble objects are fleeting, variable, and evan-

escent. Wc are not able to judge of the de-

gree of conviction which operated at any par-

ticular time upon our own thoughts, but as it

is recorded by some certain and definite effect.

He that reviews his life in order to determine
the probability of his acceptance with God, if

he could once establish the necessary propor-
tion between crimes and sufferings, might se-

curely rest upon his performance of the expia-
tion; but while safety remains the reward only
of mental purity, he is always afraid, lest he
should decide too soon in his own favour, lest

he should not have felt the pangs of true con-
trition; lest he should mistake satiety for detes-

tation, or imagine that his passions are subdued
when they are only sleeping.

" From this natural and reasonable difli-

dence arose, in humble and timorous piety, a

disposition to cor.found penance with repent-

ance, to repose on human determinations, and
to receive from some judicial sentence the

stated and regular assignment of reconciliato-

ry pain. We are never willing to be without
resource: we seek in the knowledge of others

a succour for our own ignorance, and are
ready to trust any that will undertake to direct

us when we have no confidence in ourselves.

" This desire to ascertain by some outward
marks the state of the soul, and this willing-

ness to calm the conscience by some settled

method, have produced, as they are diversified

in their effects by various tempers and princi-

ples, most of the disquisitions and rules, the
doubts and solutions, that have perplexed ten-

der and flexible minds with innumerable scru-
ples concerning the necessary measures of sor-

row, and adequate degrees of self-abhorrence;
and these rules, corrupted by fraud, or debas-
ed by credulity, have, by the common resihency
of the mind from one extreme to another, in-

cited others to an open contempt of all subsi-
diary ordinances, all prudential caution, and
the whole discipline of regulated piety.

" Repentance, Jiowever diflicult to be prac-
ticed, is, if it be explained without superstition,

easily understood. Repcnlance is the relin-

quishment of any practice, from the conviction
that it has offended God. Sorrow, and fear,

and anxiety, arc properly not parts but ad-
juncts of repentance; yet they are too closely
connected with it to be easily separated; for
they not only mark its sincerity, but promote
its efficacy.

" No man commits any act of negligence or
obstinacy, by which his safety or happiness in
this world is endangered, without feeling the
pungency of remorse. Ke who is fully con-
vinced, that he suffers by his own failure, can
never forbear to trace back his miscarriage to
its first cause, to image to himself a contrary
behaviour, and to form involuntary resolutions
against the like fault, even when he knows that he
shall never again have the power ofcommitting
it. Danger, considered as imminent, natural-
ly produces such trepidations of impatience as
leave all human means of safety behind them;
he that has once caught an alarm of terror, is

every moment seized with useless anxieties,
adding one security to another, trembling with
sudden doubts, and distracted by (he perpetual
occurrence of new expedients. If, therefore,

he whose crimes have deprived him of the fa-

vour of God, can reflect upon his conduct
without disturbance, or can at will banish the
reflection; if be who considers himself as sus-

pended over the abyss of eternal perdition only
by the thread of life, which must soon part by
its own weakness, and which the wing of every
minute may divide, can cast his eyes around
him without shuddering with horror, or pant-
ing for security; what can he judge of himself
but that he is not yet awakened to sufficient

conviction, sincQ every loss is more lamented
than the loss of the divine favour, and every
danger more dreadful than the danger of final

condemnation?

Retirement from the cares and pleasures
of the world has been often recommended as

seful for repentance. This at least is evi-

dent, that every one retires, whenever ratioci-

nation and recollection are required on other
occasions; and surely the retrospect of life, the
disentanglement of actions complicated with
innumerable circumstances, and diffused in

ious relations, the discovery of the primary
movements of the heart, and the e.xtirpation of
'usts and appetites deeply rooted and widely
ipread, may be allowed to demand some se-

cession from sport and noise, and business and
folly. Some suspension of common affairs,

some pause of temporal pain and pleasure, is
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doubtless necessary to him that deliberates for

eternity, who is forming the only plan in which

miscarriage cannot be repaired, and examin-

ing the only question in which mistake cannot

be rectified.

" Austerities and mortifications are means
by which the mind is invigorated and roused,

by which the attractions of pleasure are inter-

rupted, and the chains of sensuality are broken.

It is observed by one of the fathers, that he

who restrains himself in the use of things law-

ful, will never encroach upon thingsforbidden.

Abstinence, if nothing more, is at least a cau-

tious retreat from the utmost verge of permis-

sion, and confers that security which cnnnot

be reasonably hoped by him that dares always

to hover over the precipice of destruction, or

delights to approach the pleasures which he

knows it fatal to partake. Austerity is the

proper antidote to indulgence; the diseases of

mind as well as body arc cured by contraries,

and to contraries we should readily have re-

course, if we dreaded guilt as we dread pain.

" The completion and sum of repentance is

a change of life. That sorrow which dictates

no caution, that fear which does not quicken

our escape, that austerity which fails to rectify

our afiections, are vain and unavailing. But
sorrow and terror must naturally precede re-

formation; for what other cause can produce
it? He, therefore, that feels himself alarmed

by his conscience, anxious for the attainment

of a better state, and afflicted by the memory
of his past faults, may justly conclude, that the

great work of repentance is begun, and hope,

by retirement and prayer, the natural and reli-

gious means of strengthening his conviction,

to impress upon his mind such a sense of the

divine presence, as may overpower the bland-

ishments of secular delights, and enable him to

advance from one degree of holiness to an-

other, till death shall set him free from doubt
and contest, misery and temptation.

" What better can we do than prostrate fall

Before him reverent; and there confess

Humbly our faults, and pardon beg, with tears

Wat'ring the ground, and with our sighs the air

Frequenting, sent from hearts contrite, in sign

Of sorrow unfeign'd, and humiliation meek.'"

Such were the sentiments of Dr. Samuel
Johnson in the full vigour of his intellect! He
was not ashamed to confess before men the

reason of the hope that was in him; and what
ever may be said of the gloominess of his su-

perstition, and the bigotry of his sectarianism

—there can be no doubt that he was influen-

ced by a deep pervading piety whieh controlled

his actions, and exalted while it humbled his

mind. It is gratifying to find the writings of

this great man so uniformly dedicated to the

cause, and so deeply imbued with the spirit of

religion. At an earlier period of his life

had written these noble stanzas:

"Yet when the sense of sacred presence fires,

And strong devotion to the skies aspires.

Pour forth thy fervours for a healthful mind,
Obedient passions, and a will resigned;

For love which scarce collective man can fill;

For patience sov'reign o'er transmuted ill;

For faith that, panting for a happier seat.

Counts death kind nature's signal for retreat;

These goods for man the laws of heaven ordain

These goods he grants who grants the power to

gain;

With these celestial wisdom calms the mind,
And makes the happiness she does not find."

Twenty years afterwards, when the infirmi-

ties of age had overtaken him, and he had re-

alized in his own experience how

Year chases year, decay pursues decay.
Still drops some joy from withering life away,"

we find him sustained by the same humble
confidence and holy hope which had been the

stay of his youth and his manhood. The fol-

iublime prayer, composed in his 61st

year, was found among iiis papers:

Almighty God, by whose mercy I am per-

mitted to behold the beginning of another
year, succour with thy help and ble.ss with thy

favour, the creature whom tho,u vouchsafest to

preserve. Mitigate, if it shall seem best unto

thee, the diseases of my body, and compose
the disorders of my mind. Dispel my terrors;

and grant, that the time whicli thou shalt yet

allow me, may not pass unprofitably away.
Let not pleasure seduce me, idleness lull me,
or misery depress me. Let me perform to thy

glory, and the good of my fellow creatures, the

work which thou shalt yet appoint me; and
grant, that as I draw nearer to my dissolution,

I may, by the help of thy holy spirit, feel my
knowledge of thee increased, my hope exalted,

and my faith strengthened; that when the hour
which is corning shall come, I may pass by a

holy death to everlasting happiness, for the

sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."

From the J^alional Inlelltgenccr.

Present Crisis, in the Condition of the Ameri-
can Indians.

No. I.

Every careful observer of public afl^airs must
have seen that a crisis has been rapidly ap-

proaching for several years past, in reference

to the condition, relations, and prospect of tlie

Indian tribes, in the south-western part of the

United States. The attention of many of our
intelligent citizens has been fixed upon the

subject with great interest. Many others are

beginning to inquire. Several public docu-

ments, which have recently appeared in the

newspapers, serve to awaken curiosity, and to

provoke investigation.

Still, however, the mass of the community
possess but very little information on the sub-

ject ; and, even among the best informed,

scarcely a man can be found who is thoroughly

acquainted with the question at issue. Vague
and inconsistent opinions are abroad; and how
ever desirous the people may be of coming a

the truth, the sources of knowledge are not

generally accessible. Some persons think that

the Indians have a perfect right to the lands

which they occupy, except so far as their ori

ginal right has been modified by treaties fairly

made, and fully understood at the time of sign

ing. But how far such a modification mai
have taken place, or whether it has taken place

at all, these persons admit themselves to be

ignorant. Others pretend that the Ind"

have no other right to their lands than that of

a tenant at will; that is, the right of remaining

where they are, till the owners of the land shall

require them to remove. It is needless to say,

that, in the estimation of such persons, the

owners of the land are the white neighbours

of the Indians. Some people are puzzled by
what is supposed to be a collision between the

powers of the general government and the

claims of particular states. Others do not

see that there is any hardship in bringing the

Indians under the laws of the states in the

neighbourhood of which they live; or, as the

phrase is, within the limits of which they live.

Some consider it the greatest kindness that

can be done to the Indians to remove them,

even without their consent, and against their

will, to a country where, as it is supposed,

they will be in a condition more favourable to

their happiness. Others think, that if they are

compelled to remove, their circumstances will

be in all respects worse than the present; and
that, sufleriug under a deep sense of injury,

and considering themselves crushed by the

trong arm of physical force, they will become
utterly dispirited, and sink rapidly to the low-

est degradation and to final extinction. So
great a diversity of opinion is principally owing
to the want of correct information. It is my
intention, Messrs. Editors, to furnish, in a few

numbers of moderate length, such materials aa

will enable every dispassionate and disinterested

man to determine where the right of the case

In the mean time, I would observe, that the

people of the United States owe it to them-

selves, and to mankind, to form a correct

judgment in this matter. The questions have

forced themselves upon us, as a nation

—

What
is to become of the Indians ? Have they any
rights? If they have. What are these rights?

and how are they to be secured ? These ques-

tions must receive a practical answer, and that

very soon. What the answer shall be, is a

subject of the deepest concern to the country.

The number of individuals to be affected by

the course now to be pursued, is very great.

It is computed that there are within our na-

tional limits more than 300,000 Indians, some
say 500,000; and, in the south-western states,

the tribes whose immediate removal is in con-

templation, have an aggregate population of

more than 60,000. The interests of all these

people arc implicated, in any measure to be

taken respecting them.

The character of our government, and of

our country, may be deeply involved. Most
certainly an indelible stigma will be fixed upon
us, if, in the plenitude of our power, and in the

pride of our superiority, we shall be guilty of

manifest injustice to our weak and defenceless

neighbours. There are persons amongst us,

not ignorant, nor prejudiced, nor under the

bias of private interest, who seriously appre-

hend that there is a danger of our national

character being most unhappily afl'ected, be-

fore the subject shall be fairly at rest. If these

individuals are misled by an erroneons view of

facts, or by the adoption of false principles, a

free discussion will relieve their minds.

It should be remembered, by our rulers as

well as others, that this controversy (for it

has assumed the form of a regular controver-

sy) will ultimately be well understood by the
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whole civilized world. No subject, not even

war, nor slavery, nor the nature of free insti-

tutions, will be more thoroughly canvassed.

The voice of mankind will be pronounced upon

it—a voice, which will not be drowned by the

clamour of ephemeral parties, nor silenced by

the paltry considerations of private interest.

Such men as the Baron Humboldt and the

Due de Broglio, on the continent of Europe,

and a host of other statesmen, and orators, and

powerful writers, there and in Great Britain,

will not be greatly influenced, in deciding a

grave question of public morality, by the ex-

citements of an election, or the selfish views of

some little portions of the American commu-
nity. Any course of measures in regard to

the Indians, which is clearly fair, and gene-

rous, and benevolent, will command the warm
and decided approbation of intelligent men,
not only in the present age, but in all succeed-

ing times. And with equal confidence it may
be said, if, in the language of Mr. Jefferson,

the people of the United States should " feel

power and forget right"—if they should re-

semble a powerful man, who, abounding in

wealth of every kind, and assuming the office

of law-giver and judge, first declares himself

to be the owner of his poor neighbour's little

farm, and then ejects the same neighbour as a

troublesome incumbrance; if, with land enough,

now in the undisputed possession of the whites,

to sustain ten times our present population,

we should compel the remnants of tribes to

leave the places which, received by inherit-

ance from their fathers, and never alienated,

they have long regarded as their permanent
homes; if, when asked to explain the treaties,

which we first proposed, then solemnly exe-

cuted, and have many times ratified, we stam-

mer and prevaricate, and finish by stultifying,

not merely ourselves, but the ablest and wisest

statesmen whom our country has yet produ-

ced; and if, in pursuance of a narrow and self-

ish policy, we should at this day, in a time of

profound peace and great national prosperity,

amidst all our professions of magnanimity and

benevolence, and in the blazing light of the

nineteenth century, drive away these remnants

of tribes, in such a manner, and under such

auspices, as to ensure their destruction; if all

this should hereafter appear to be a fair state-

ment of the case, then the sentence of an in-

dignant world will be uttered in thunders,

which will thrill and reverberate for ages after

the present actors in human aflairs shall have

passed away. If the people of the United

States will imitate the ruler who coveted Na-
both's vineyard, the world will assuredly place

them by the side of Naboth's oppressor. Impar-

tial history will not ask them, whether they will

feel gratified and honoured by such an asso-

ciation. Their consent to the arrangement

will not be necessary. The motions of the

orbit of the earth are not more certain.

It has been truly said that the character

which a nation sustains, in its intercourse with

the great community of nations, is of more
value than any other of its public possessions.

Our diplomatic agents have uniformly declared,

during the whole period of our national his-

tory, in their discussions with the agents of

foreign powers, that we offer the same justice

which we ask from theni. And though, in

tunes of national ai[imosity, or when the inte-

rests of diflerent communities clash with each
other, there will be mutual reproaches and re-

criminations, and every nation will, in its turn,

be charged with unfairness or injustice, still,

among nations, as among individuals, there is

a difference between the precious and the vile;

and that nation will, undoubtedly, in the long

course of years, be most prosperous and most
respected, which most sedulously cherishes a

character for fair dealing, and even generosity,

in all its transactions.

There is a higher consideration still. The
Great Arbiter of nations never fails to take

cognizance of national delinquencies. No
sophistry can elude his scrutiny; no array of

plausible arguments, or of smooth, but hollow

professions, can bias his judgment; and he has

at his disposal most abundant means of exe-

cuting his decisions. He has in many forms,

and with awful solemnity, declared his abhor-

rence of oppression in every shape; and espe-

cially of injustice perpetrated against the weak
by the strong, when strength is in fact made
the only rule of action. The people of the

United States are not altogether guiltless, in

regard to their treatment of the aborigines of

this continent; but they cannot as yet be
charged with any systematic legislation on
this subject, inconsistent with the plainest

principles of moral honesty. At least, I am
not aware of any proof by which such a charge
could be sustained. Nor do I, in these pre-

liminary remarks, attempt to characterize mea-
sures now in contemplation. But it is very

clear, that our government and our people
should be extremely cautious, lest, in judging
between ourselves and the Indians, and carry-

ing our own judgment into effect with a strong
hand, we incur the displeasure of the Most
High. Some very judicious and considerate

men in our country, think that our public

functionaries should stop where they are; that,

in the first place, we should humble ourselves

before God and the world, thaj we have done
so much to destroy the Indians, and so little to

save them; and that, before another step is ta-

ken, tliere should be the most thorough delibe-

ration, on the part of all our constituted au-

thorities, lest we act in such a manner as to

expose ourselves to the judgment of heaven.

I would have omitted this topic, if I could

suppose that a majority of readers would re-

gard its introduction as a matter of course, or

as an affectation of rhetorical embellishment.

In my deliberate opinion, it is most import-

ant, and should be more heeded, than all other

considerations relating to the subject; and the

people of the United States will find it so, if

they should unhappily think themselves above
the obligation to do justly, love mercy, and
walk humbly with their God.

I close this introductory number, by stating

what seems to be the present controversy be-

tween the whites and the Indian tribes of the

southwestern states. I say the whites, (that is,

our country generally,) because certain posi-

tions are taken by the government of the Uni-
ted States, and certain claims are made by the

state of Georgia, and certain other claims by

the states of Alabama and Mississippi. The

Indians do not admit the validity of any of

Ihese positions or claims: and if they have a

perfect original title to the lands they occupy,

which title they have never forfeited nor alien-

ated, their rights cannot be atlected by the

charters of kings, nor by the acts of provincial

legislatures, nor by the compacts of neigh-

bouring states, nor by the mandates of the

executive branch of our national government.

The simple question is: Have the Indian

tribes, residing as separate communities in the

neighbourhood of the whites, a permanent title

to the territory, which they inherited from their

fathers, which they have neither forfeited nor
sold, and which they now occupy?

For the examination of this question, let the

case of a single tribe or nation be considered;

lor nearly the same principles are involved in

the claims of all the Indian nations.

The Cherokees contend that their nation

has been in possession of their present territo-

ry from time immemorial; that neither, the

king of Great Britain, nor the early settlers of

Georgia, nor the state of Georgia, after the

revolution, nor the United States since the

adoption of the constitution, have acquired any
title to the soil, or any sovereignty over the

territory, and that the title to the soil and so-

vereignty over the territory have been repeat-

edly guaranteed to the Cherokees as a nation,

by the United States, in treaties which are now
binding on both parties.

*

The government of the United States al-

leges, as appears by a letter from the secreta-

ry of war, dated April 18, 1829, that Great
Britain, previous to the revolution, •' claimed

entire sovereignty within the limits of what
constituted the thirteen United States; that all

the rights of sovereignty which Great Britain

had within said states became vested in said

states respectively, as a consequence of the

declaration of independence, and the treaty of
1783;"' that the Cherokees were merely "per-
mitted to reside on their lands by the United
States; that this permission is not to be con-

strued so as to deny to Georgia the exercise

of sovereignty; and that the United States has

no power to guarantee any thing more than a

right of possession, till the state of Georgia
should see fit to legislate for the Cherokees,
and dispose of them as she should judge expe-

dient, without any control from the general

government."
This is a summary of the positions taken by

the secretary of war; and, though not all of
them expressed in his own language, they are

in strict accordance with the tenor of his letter.

In my next number, I shall proceed to in-

quire, What right have the Cherokees to the

lands which they occupy?
In the mean time, permit me to use the sig-

nature of that upright legislator and distin-

guished philanthropist,

William Penn.

When Salmasius, who was one of the most con-

summate scholars of his time, drew to the close of

}us life, he exclaimed bitterly against himself. " Ohl''

said he, " I have lost a world of time ! time, the

most precious thing in the world ! whereof had I

but one year more, it should be spent in David's

Psalms and Paul's Epistles." " Oh ! mind the world

less, and God more !"
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PARENTAL BREATHINGS.
How sweet, when spring discloses,

On lier maternal breast,

Her earliest embryo roses,

By every gale caressed.

See them, when morn appearing
With dewy moisture wet;

Like infant princes wearing
Their pearly coronet.

To see them meekly bowing
Beneath their leafy shade;

When noontide suns are glowing.

Or storms their beds invade.

When evening o'er creation

Breathes her expiring gale;

Shook into soft vibration.

Their balmy sweets exhale.

Till from each cbrystal censer

The fragrant incense rise,

To God, the kind dispenser
Of all that earth enjoys.

As welcome, cherub stranger,

Art thou to this low sphere;

Unconscious of the danger
That waits thy sojourn here.

As sweet, when o'er his slumbers
The light gay visions stream;

Light as the myriad numbers
That dance the solar beam.

To catch the faintest breathings
That scarce the mirror soil;

And watch the sunny wreathings
Of his first waking smile.

To mark the moonlight traces

Of mental agency;
A thousand nameless graces
Each moment multiply.

No other sound can ever
Such powerful sweetness claim.

As his first weak endeavour
To lisp a parent's name.

Not all the adoration

That angel worship pays,

In mighty congregation
Of universal praise;

More grateful has ascended
To God's indulgent ear.

Than when the knee is bended
By infancy in prayer.

When nature's loveliest roses

Shall strew the autumnal sod,

And when the head reposes
Beneath the valley's clod,

Mayst thou, all good possessing,

In peace and honour live,

Enjoying every blessing

That God himself can give.

Till grown in virtue hoary.

At length thou shalt lay down
That diadem of glory.

For an immortal crown.
C. I.Webb.

LitteWs Religious Magazin

THE VOICE or GOD.
BY FELICIA HEMANS,

/ heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid.'

Amidst the thrilling leaves, thy voice

At evening's fall drew near;

—

Father! and did not i rejoice

That blessed sound to hear.'

—

3id nothis heart within



The greater tlie number of minds that are

brought to bear on any topic of research, ex-

periment or thought, the sooner will its truth

be ascertained and established. But when
" there were no books in the world but what

were written out by hand, with great labour

and expense, the method of publishing thei

was necessarily very slow, and the price very

dear, so that the rich only and curious would
be disposed and able to purchase them." In

these circumstances, error gained strength;

important and valuable truths died at their

very birth, or struggled useless and unproduc-

tive till the art of printing nourished them to

maturity, and enabled them to strike thei

roots deeply and widely, and to produce their

natural and genuine fruit of practical good to

the human race.

But no general picture, however strongly

and accurately it may be drawn, can speak so

emphatically, either to the understanding or

the imagination, as a picture, the outlines of
which are fdlej up with strokes, minute but

characteristic. No general contrast can ex-

hibit a difference so clearlv and powerfully as

a contrast that enters into detail, and sets the

individual circumstances directly in array

against one another.

The facts already stated may enable and dis-

pose our readers to prize, with some degree
of justice, the advantages derived from the art

of printing, and to form a vague and imperfect
notion of what the state and amount of know-
ledge must have been, when all the books in

the world were written out by hand. But we
think we shall render these feelings and im-
pressions much more vivid, distinct, and per-

manent—we shall set the inestimable advan-
tages derived from the art of printing in a

clearer and more powerful light—we shall im-
press the contrast between our own means of
improvement and those possessed by our an-

cestors, and even by the enlightened philoso-

phers of Greece and Rome, in the very noon-
tide of their intellectual vigour and glory, more ventions, and public records. The landmarks
deeply, if, before we givel sketch of the in- if/ estates were engraven on the same meta
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A Dt'scription of the ^^o(lrs and Ma/crialsfo.
communicating and transmitting Knowledge
before the Invention of Printing.

The few and simple laws, necessary in the

very earliest stages of society, seem, at first,

among the Greeks, to have been set to music,
and chanted or sung. Afterwards they were
engraven on a hard or solid substance, as

stone, metal, or v\'ood. According to some
authors, the laws of Solon were engraved on
tablets of wood, so constructed that they might
be turned round in wooden cases. Some of
his laws, however, were certainly engraven on
stone. The laws of the twelve tables amono-
the Romans were engraven on oaken planks,
ivory tables, or brass; most probably on the
last. In order to give the Athenians an op-
portunity of judging deliberately on a proposed
law, it was engraven on a tablet, which was
hung up for some days at the Statue of the
Heroes, the most public and frequented place
in the city of Athens. And that no man might
plead ignorance of his duty, the laws, when
passed, were engraven on the walls of the roya
portico; and persons were appointed to tran-

scribe such as were worn or defaced, and to
enter the new ones. The Arundelian marbles,
preserved in the university of Oxford, suffi-

ciently prove for what a variety of purposes
inscriptions on stone were used among the an
cients. Some of the inscriptions on "them re
cord treaties, others the victories or good qua-
lities and deeds of distinguished persons,
others miscellaneous events: most of them^
however, are sepulchral. By far the most im-
portant and celebrated is the Parian Chronicle,
which, when entire, contained a chronology of
Greece, particularly of Athens, for a period of
"318 years, viz. from the reign of Cecrops,
A. C. 1582, to the archonshop of Diognetus,
A. C. 264. The Romans engraved on brass
even so late as the reign of the emperors, in

general, their code (plebiscita,) contracts, con-

vention of printing, w-e devote two chapters to

a detail—first, of the modes and materials em
ployed for the communication and transmis-

sion of knowledge among the Greeks and Ro-
mans, and during the dark and middle ages;

and secondly, of the writing and copying of ma-
nuscripts—where it was executed, and by whom
—their rarity and value—destruction—loss

and recovery. We shall take care that the

facts detailed in these chapters are well estab-

lished—that they are curious and interesting,

and, above all, that they bear directly and power-
fully on the grand object we have in view—to

draw the deliberate attention and the well-

grounded belief of our readers to this import-

ant truth, that the press has bestowed, is at

present bestowing, and cannot cease to be-

stow, on mankind greater blessings than any
other art has done or can do; since, without

it, knowledge, and, consequently, all the bene-
fits derived from knowledge, must have crept

on with slow and feeble steps; whereas, with

it, knowledge must proceed at a steady, on-
ward pace, and with a vigour that will tread

down or remove every obstacle.

The Roman soldiers were allowed, in the field

of battle, to write their wills on their bucklers
or scabbards; and in many cabinets. are pre-
served the discharges of soldiers, written on
copper plates. Lead was employed as well
as brass for preserving treaties and laws. And
Pausanias informs us that he had seen, in the
Temple of the Muses, the Works and Days of
Hesiod, inscribed on leaden tables. In" the
year 1699, Montfaucon purchased at Rome,
a book of eight leaden leaves, (includinn- two
which formed the cover,) four inches long and
three inches wide. Leaden rings were fasten-
ed on the back, through which a small leaden
od ran, to keep the leaves together.

(Tu be continued.-)

the reign of Henry V., a law was passed
1st the perusal of the Scriptures in English.

It enacted, " that whatsoever they were that should
read the Scriptures in the mother tongue, they
should forfeit land, catel, lif, and godcs from theyr
heyres for ever, and to he condempned for heretykcs
to God, enemies to the crowne, and most errant

traitors to the lande."
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Descent into the Crater of the Vulcano, one of
the Lipari Islands.

" I cannot help thinking," says Mr. Ruppell, " that
It would prove by no means an impracticable task to
descend mto the depths of the crater of Etna. But
when I ascended that vulcano I was totally unprepared
for such an attempt; nor should I have probably deter-
mmed on descending into it without a companion.
So much the greater was the joy I e.\perieiiced on
setlmg foot within the abyss of the volcano of Vul-
cano, the depllrof which is four hundred feet or
thereabouts. Hot, sulphureous, and murky vapours,
rise from betwixt its rugged and almost peaked con-
fines. It appeared in its existing state to be almost
impervious to the observant eye ; for when Delue,
and Spallanzani after him, descended into it, its con-
figuration was of a different character; but the foot
of ardour succeeded in groping its perilous way in
this rocky region. Every side of the crater bristled
vi'ith sublimations of tlie purest volcanic sulphur :

and nought but the hand of industry seems wanting
to ensure the dclver an abundant remuneration.
About seven years back, Nunciante, a Sicilian noble,
and Arosto, an apothecary of Messina, joined in an
attempt to work this copious mine ; and to this at-
tempt we are indebted for a path v\'hich courses
along the southern side among peroendicular rocks.
He was the boldest of adventurers' who hazarded a
first descent: in fact, an extraordinary sensation af-
fects you when you are fairly launched into this
yawning gulf of four hundred feet depth ; for, inde-
pendently of the sulphureous exhalations and the
escape of other gases whicli oppress the powers of
respiration, you experience a feeling of uneasiness
which increases the native horrors of the spot. Yet
there cannot be found any laboratory of the volcanic
powers, of so inestimable a value towards collecting
facts which will probably prove the future means of
establishing a theory on the c

rents. The crater of Vulcano 1

other volcano; it i

ted in i

01 Igneous cur-
bles that of every

flattened funnel {enloimoir np-
pluli) inserted in a cone of the height of nearly nine
hundred feet. The exterior margin of this funnel is

rounded in the shape of an ellipsoid, the greatest di-
ameter of which, from west to east, is about eleven
hundred feet, and the least seven hundied. We have
already spoken of its depth as being four hundred
feet

; nor is it shallower even in those spots where
the marge is least elevated ; and the compass of the
level bottom, in comparison with the circumference
of the exterior marge, is in the proportion of one to
wo. More than one half of the interior declivity is
peaked rock ; it is the upper portion only, consist-
ig of volcanic ashes, which narrows into the shape
f a funnel. The lower seement is composed of a
hitish-yellow lava, perfectly compact, and present-

ing fissures of an ungainly aspect. These fissures
are at eve-y point the outlets of fumes strongly sa-
turated with sulphur and other ingredients ; and the
path itself traverses several spots heated by gushing
vapours. When you reach the bottom, which is any
thing but a plane surface, your attention is first riv-
etted by a cone about sixty feet in height, to the
north, which emits several columns of smoke; and
of these there is one of a peculiarly violent action,
which forces a passage on its eastern side through
an aperture about four inches in diameter. It is

scarcely possible to approach within two paces of
this exhaustless current of combustible atmosphere.
Your ears are assailed by an unceasing and appalling
din, belike the roaring of some enormous mass in a
state of fusion. Sublimations of sulphur, in the
form of aeiculary crystals, and a red and yellow crust
of muriate of ammonia, four lines in thickness, are
suspended around the aperture. A number of rents
and small orifices give a vent to columns of vapours,
impregnated with sulphur, ammonia, and muriatic
acid; and in this d lection the soil is not merely
warm, but of burning heat. This small cone appears
to be the cauldron of volcanic action. The vapours
which rise from this cone, especially in an easterly
and westerly direction, deposit natural boracic acid

the shape of a crust, which is said at times to
er a considerable extent of soil, and to wear the
jearance of saline snow. * * v; * q^ ^^g
le of the crater are found fragments of obsidian,
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bullous lava ; many of these are of enormoua size,

and were emitted during an eruption of aslies in

1786. Some of them weighing above eight hundred

pounds eacl), were hurled as far as the sea shore,

which is half a mile distant. Alum, sulphur, mineral

salt, vitriol, ammonia, and boracic acid, are found

within the crater of Vulcano, either in a state of

sublimation or of efflorescence and concretion. But

how many other matters may there not exist, as

concurrent agents to volcanic action, which have

escaped our attention, either from the predominance

of those we have designated, or from their remain-

ing constantly in the shape of an aeriform fluid?

Chemists and mineralogists ought to make a point

of visiting this interesting island, where many a va-

luable discovery might crown their exertions."

FOR THE FRIEND.

VACILLANCY OF HICKSISM.

A few more extracts from the New York

Jinti-typical essay, in reply to G. Withy's fare-

well address, will finish the selections fronri that

work. It is proper that the reader should be

furnished with the author's character, which

in order should have been presented earlier,

but as it stands near the middle of his book,

may serve equally well to commence the pre-

sent number.
" It is not my desire," says he, " as a man,

to disturb the repose of any, yet I have long,

with anxious concern, beheld the perplexity of

the army, and I can truly say, I have not come

out in the naughtiness of my heart, for verily

is there not a cause? I am aware, the truth

excludes all boasting, yet I have not laid by

my tools, to come out to spend my time mak-

ing random shots, or as the Friend observes,

to'beat the air, but io fight with the ability af-

forded, and bring the battle to the very gates

of the enemy; and that, too, I trust, with

seanikss garment, with a coat of mail, which

hath been often tried and never found to fail,

not patched up from Moses, David, Paul, or

George Fox, founded in mere tradition."

As "the enemy" with which this champion

has " come out to fight," is G. Withy's scriptur-

al address, it was peculiarly proper he should let

us know, that he did not rest his defence upon

Moses, David, Paul, or G. Fox; their doctrines

could furnish no weapon to destroy the sound

principles contained in the address. He has

chosen SauFs armour, which was rejected by

David, but is very appropriate for one who
has arrayed himself against the truth and its

faithful advocates.

James Cockburn, on behalf of liis brethren

the Hicksites, saith in relation to doctrines.

that " nothing new has been adopted by them.''

But it appears that like their predecessors, the

Irish seceders, the writer of "the anti-typical,'"

and his coadjutors, are not bound by the doc

trines oftheir forefathers; they are not to be held

in their leading strings, but are to be at perfect

liberty, to take what strides soever they may
think proper for them. "Alas!" he saith,

" when will this dark cloud that overshadoweth

and veileth the light of heaven from God's ra-

tional creation be dispelled? Look upon the

fields, are they not already white to harvest?

or are we as a society, about to content our-

selves to sit down where our forefathers left us?

If these be our views, we shall soon become
idolaters; in religion there is no standing still;

is there no room left to advance in moral im-

provement, or in the doctrines of divine truth?

We are very differently circumstanced from

what our first friends were, or those were in

the days of the apostles, who were opposed

by the powers of the earth; and their followers

were surrounded by a cloud of dark,/aZ5e doc-

trine, (supported by law,) which has clouded

their minds and made it expedient to feed them

as with milk, and to nurse them as children.

And, indeed, it is likely too much of thai policy

was practised both with our first founders, as

well as with the apostles; and that they were too

much all things to all men, by which they won
more than were substantially sound in the

principles of truth. If there is to be no ad-

vancement in doctrines, why should there have

been any in morals?" After speaking of the

change which faithfulness to the cause of truth

would have produced in the Society, he says:

" There would not be such a disposition to re-

trograde and to contend about their leading

strings to walk by, like men without good eye-

sight; and that, too, on points of doctrine: al-

though important under ^former dispensation,

under the present are in one sense useless, ex-

cept to speculators, and to such as Christ

terms thieves and robbers."

Advancement in morality, and in doctrines,

are two very different things. The doctrines of

the gospel are unchangeable; not so with the

morality of its professors; this must depend

upon the strictness of their adherence to the

spirit and principles of the gospel. But the

plain English of the above paragraph is, that

" the apostles and our first friends were de-

terred by persecution from promulgating the

pure doctrines of Christ—and that those doc-

trines which they did preach might be import-

ant under the dispensation of things in which

they lived, but in this age of unshackled inqui-

ry, they are in a sense " useless." Elias

Hicks and his followers have broken loose

from the leading doctrines of the apostles, and

contend that they are to advance beyond them.

It is, however, very true, as Cockburn says, that

" nothing new has been adopted by them."

Bolingbroke, Hume and Paine, had got tl

start of them. Their opinions may be newly

lessed—they may be obtruded under a differ-

ent and more specious guise, but many of

them are nevertheless substantially the same,

and equally strike at the character of the Son

of God, and the merits of his atonement.

We ^hall give some instances of their " ad-

vancement," on the doctrine of the atone-

ment.

Pago 24 he says: " The advocates of the

doctrines of a bloody atonement under the gos-

pel, may be not only permitted, but employed

like David, to collect materials for the temple;

but he had shed too much blood ever to be

commissioned to put them together, which

will be the case in a spiritual pomt of view with

these blood-slwdding teachers; as it is no gos-

pel doctrine, but a double-headed monster."

This is no " random shot," but a direct blow

at the efficacy of the blood of Christ, which

was shed for the remission of sins.

Pages 32 and 33, contain the followin

which, for profane audacity, will vie with any

paragraph of the deistical Paine.
" But having no faith in the power of this

seed and principle which is Christ within the

hope of the saint's glory, they declare they can

do nothing. Hence they set their trinitarian

gods to work, and that too upon their own
trafficking principles? They represent them
as driving a bargain, (thou thoughtest that I

was altogether such an one as thyself.) God
the Son is to become mortal man, and die by

wicked hands; the devil is now brought into

the partnership; the eternal gulph between
heaven and hell is closed up in sweet commu-
nion; iTian, the noble image of God, (as has

been proved,) is degraded to a devil; the eter-

nal invisible God is degraded beneath his low-

est angel, to a state of a mortal finite man;

the landmarks of right and wrong are hurled

into mysterious confusion; and then the living

God, after ha\ing displayed his vengeance,

conceives his glorious justice is satisfied,

changes his policy, (although he is unchange-

able,) raises up the dead God, and exalted him
gain to heavenly honours, receives it as satis-

faction for the sins of man, justifies them in

their wickedness, pronounces him holy that is

unholy—only have orthodox faith in this image

they set up, and works are unimportant; in

fact, they are to be saved without works of

any kind, some say."

Page 43. " But the knowledge of this

blessing [to enjoy the goodness of the Al-

mighty for ever] is attributed to a combination

of bloody murderers, and had not God given

the same glory to the apostles he had done to

Christ, and had he not manifested that he lov-

ed them as he loved Christ, the blessing in-

tended by Christ's obedience would have died,

in great measure, with him; the history of him

would have been received from his enemies,

and that would have been, that a certain blas-

phemous impostor, called Jesus of Nazareth,

had been crucifiedfor his abominable presump-

tuous wickedness. But contrary to this, we
find the same power of God manifesting itself

through the apostles as had been through Je-

sus of Nazareth, and even greater works,

agreeable to Christ's testimony, especially at

the day of pentecost, without cither one or the

other professing themselves to be God Al-

mighty. Christ did not say this would be the

case, because he was now about to possess

himself of all power, both in heaven and

th, (which our author [G. W.] repeats like

a parrot, without meaning or explanation,) and

that he would -how himself a better God than

his predecessor."

The gross impiety of these two paragraphs

will be obvious to every Christian reader; and

being contained in a reply to a work, in which

the doctrine of the propitiatory sufferings and

death of the Lord Jesus is stated very much
in the words of holy Scripture, they can be

regarded in no other light than the scoffings

of an unbeliever, designed to ridicule that

fundamental article of the Christian faith.

The latter sentence is very similar to the lan-

guage of Elias Hicks. Whether he added it

to the work while it was under examination,

we cannot assert, but it corresponds with his

sentiments, which go to rob the Saviour of his

superiority over man. Our feelings are shock-

ed with the irreverence and hardihood with

which a poor, frail mortal can thus speak of



the Judge of quick and dead. This pamphlet
appeared in 1833, without signature, the

writer saying, he believes it right to omit his

name; yet, that if requested with satisfactory

reasons, it will not be withheld from (he

honest inquirer after truth. However it may
tlien have been circulated by the Hicksites,

some of them would probably now disclaim it;

its language is too vulgar for their present pur-
pose, but it nevertheless lies at their door, and
for which they must be accountable, so long
as they cherish the authors, and hold com-
munion with those who propagate such senti-

ments.

Page 46. " Thus we are led to admire the

infinite wisdom of Deity, in removing the body
of Moses from the Jews, and the body of
Christ from Christians, as both would have
been the occasion of the most ahominable idola

fry."

" What is it but idolatry to look up to the

testimony of any man or mortal [alluding to

G. W.'s quotation from Philippians] foi

never failing source of consolation, or to be
so under the veil, as not to distinguish Hirr

who Paul declares to be the image of the in-

visible God, the first born of every creature.

from the eternal Creator of all, and to be
found worshipping an image, or the likeness of
the God of heaven, which is forbidden, and
must be idolatry, under the present glorious

gospel dispensation; which, in mercy to human
frailty, 7nay have been winked at in the dark
ages past."

The writers of the late New York Hicksitc
Epistle, in attempting to repel the charge of

their denying the divinity of Jesus Christ, must
have overlooked the sentiments repeatedly de
clared by ministers and others of their party.

In 1823, this pamphlet, issued by one of them,
and for sale at 296, Pearl street, states, that it

is idolatry to consider Paul's declaration

never failing source of consolation, wherein he

testifies that Jesus Christ " thought it not rob

bery to be equal with God;" and also, that it

is equally idolatrous, " under the present gos
pel dispensation," " though they say, ' it may
have been winked at in the dark ages past,'

"

" to be found worshipping the image of the in-

visible God, the first born of every creature;"

of whom it was also said, " when he bringeth

the only begotten into the world, let all the

angels of God worship him." We also heard

one of their number openly avow in New York
yearly meeting, " IMy Saviour never was cru-

cified," thus rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ

as the Saviour, who was crucified, and conse-

quently denying his divinity.

Page 47. " Christ is declared to be the se-

cond Adam; he partook of the r^ery nature of

the seed of Abraham. Christ not only sus-

tained the divine image in which Adam was
created, but, through obedience, became his

express likeness by the spirit of holiness. Now,
if Adam had done the same, would that have
rendered him an object of supreme worship,

as an Almighty Jehovah ? Certainly not.

These are my views, and but a small portion

of the reasons on which my conclusions rest,

although I have taken my seat in the lowest

room, and there desire to remain ,at least, un-
til I am bidden higher by the great ruler of the
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feast; and I do humbly hope, before that takes
place, that a number of those unbidden, th.tt

now visibly occupy them, (except they bring
forth better fruits,) may receive marching or-

ders."

" Such men are like the Athenians, they
worship an unknown God, or they know not
what, in which state they must continue so
long as they worship an image, a created
being, as the Supreme Creator of all thing

visible and invisible."

It seems, that, as early as 1823, there was a

craving afler the upper seats, and " humble
hopes" were entertained, that those who occu-
pied them might " receive marching orders,'
to give place to anxirus expectants. Indeed
this little book, however awkwardly written,

furnishes a pretty good specimen of the points
of Hicksite unbelief, and their fervent aspira
tions for "advancement." They couU take
any strides they pleased in " doctrines," but to

cajole, or frighten their brethren into thei

views, was no easy task; some became ver
restless at finding their influence inadequate to

control the whole Society; and others looking
for promotion, they united in a determination
to march all those out of office who present-

ed " blocks" in the way of the reformation,
and of the complete ascendancy of the paity

and their irreligious principles.

We have met with no work written by the

Hicksites, unless we except Hicks' sermons,
which labours throughout to destroy the divini-

ty of our Lord, more than the New York Es-
say. This will be observed in the paragraphs
last quoted, as well as in others, in which the

writer endeavours to show, that he was, no
more tlian Adam, an object of supreme wor-
ship. He is also contemptuously called "an
image," " a created being," which it must be
ignorance to worship. We pity those poor
creatures who are so deluded as to despise and
to trample sacred things under foot, as this

writer and his coadjutors have done. But tiie

testimony of the inspired apostles places our
Lord in that character, of which neither the

flimsy sophistry, nor the malice of his enemies,
will be able to deprive him, or to turn tht

humble believer from adoring him who hatl

washed us in his blood, and to whom angels

and authorities are made subject ; by whom
also, says Paul, God made the worlds; who,
being the brightness of his glory, and the ex-

press image of his person, and upholding a"
thi "

" "

"
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igs by the word of his power, when he had
by himself purged our sins, sat down on the

ht hand of the Majesty on high." "And
unto the Son, he saith, thy throne, O God, is

for ever and ever; a sceptre of righteousness
is the sceptre of thy kingdom." N.

ITEMS FROM LATE PAPERS.
From Ihe Lynchburg f-'irginian.

A visit not long since to one of the western coun-
ties of our state, afforded me an opportunity of see-
'ig a curiosity, which, though not of much fame, is

ot destitute of interest, and is at least entitled to a
assing notice.

The curiosity which it is my purpose to introduce
to your notice, is appropriately called the ice moun-

It stands in the county of Hampshire, not far

distant from the road leading from Winchester to

Ronmey, and near a small stream called the North
river. It is not of very great altitude, nor are its
sides very steep or precipitous. About half a mile,
or perhaps more, of that side fronting the west, is

formed entirely of stone from its base to very near
its summit. These stones, varying in weight from
one to ten or twenty pounds, lie loosely together, and
may be easily removed with the hand ; no earth of
any consequence being found among them, of course
no trees can grow there, and tlie only shrubs to be
found are a few wild currant bushes.

The side of the above mentioned mountain is fully
exposed to the rays of the sun from nine or ten
o'clock in the morning until sun-set, without any in-
tervening mountain or grove to protect it. In this
mountain may be found, at all seasons of the year,
in summer as well as in winter, an abundance of ice.
It is procured without the least dimculty ; it is only
necessary for the stones lying on the top to be re-
moved, the ice will be found lying among and ad-
hering to other stones, in pieces of ditferent sizes, all
as hard and as firm as in the winter season. It was
on the 4tli of July last that I visited this mountain

;

and it will be recollected, that, prior to that time,
there had been some very warm and oppressive
weather, nevertheless, with the assistance of a gentle-
man who accompanied me, I procured a plenty of
ice; and I am very confident, that, in the space of
ten minutes, we could have found more than we
could have conveniently carried. So easily is it pro-
cured, and so abundantly is it found, that persons
living in the neighbourhood, are in the daily habit,
during the summer months, of procuring it for the
use of their families.

The ice I saw, was found near the foot of the
mountain, but I was informed, and have no doubt,
that it might be procured a considerable distance
up the mountain ; but the difficulty of ascending
over the loose rocks, and, indeed, the danger of those
from above tumbling down in the removal of those
below, prevented my ascertaining the fact. Out of
this mountain, and through the stones, there issues
a strong current of extremely cold air. It is not like
the common breeze that blows over our fields, abat-
ing at intervals, but it is continual and unremitting,
and is as cold as the wind in the middle of Decem-
ber. From my recollection of the blowing cave,
mentioned by Mr. Jefferson in his Notes of Virginia,
I am pretty confident the current of air which issues
from the mountain is much stronger than that from
the cave, and greatly colder. It may be furthermore
mentioned, as descriptive of this singular mountain,
that a gentleman who lives near, and whose planta-
tion lies adjacent to the mountain, has built among

stones a small house for the purpose of keeping
fresh meats, butter, milk, &c. I saw, when there,

cles hanging from the bottom logs of this house,
firm and as hard as are to be found here in the'

depth of winter, and was told that it was not uncom-
mon to find the tlies and insects, attracted by the
meats, &:c. lying numbed and motionless upon the
stones.

As may be supposed, a person, on approaching the
mountain, experiences a manifest change in the at-
mosphere, and, I have no doubt, that in the warmest
and most sultry day, a person, by remaining on it

for a few hours, would feel a coolness almost disa-
greeable.

I have thus given you a very imperfect account of
1 conspire to pro-

1 jiave tnus given you a very .

the ice mountain ; the causes which i

duce this singular phenomenon I am not able to"f

plain, and shall not, therefore, make the attempt, but
shall leave the task to others who find more pleasure
in such investigations.

M.
Amhtrst Co., Fa., July 22(1, 18.29.

Exemplary tribe nf Indians.—In the York Advo-
cate (Upper Canada) we find the evidence of a Rev.
Mr. flyerson belbre the parliament of that province,
on the subject of an Indian petition, which is curious
for the account it gives of the Mississagua Indiana

tract of land called the Credit, probably on the
Mississagua or Mississaque. Their number is about
two hundred and thirty, settled in a little village, and
increasing by the addition of savages from the woods,
who are attracted by the obvious comfort and quiet
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of their condition to share their mode of life. They

reside on a tract of land situated on the river, three

miles and a half in length, and two miles wide,

They live in cottages divided into two apartments

with a garret, and sometimes with the addition of a

kitchen. In them are chairs, tables, bedsteads, beds

with curtains, and the kitchen utensils common
among the whites. There is a garden of half an

acre allotted to each house, in some instances they

have private enclosures of from two to four acres,

and the village cultivate a field of sixty acres in com-

mon. They raise corn, potatoes, some wheat, and

abundance of garden vegetables. According to the

report of Mr. Ryerson, they live together in great

sociality and harmony, are kinder to each other than

wliites, and civil and hospitable to strangers. They

are sober too—ardent spirits by a solemn agreement

are not permitted to be drunk in the village; and he

who offends against this rule is looked upon as hav-

ing violated the agreement, and is expelled from the

villao-e. There are two schools, one for males and the

other for the females, with fifty children in each.

They are taught reading, writing, and arithmetic,

and out of school the children instruct the adults to

read. Thus they are daily improving in civilization.

The object of the petition is to secure them from the

intrusion of the whites, who fish in their streams,

and endeavour to teach the young Indians to swear,

drink whiskey, profane the Lord's Day, and similar

accompUshments. JV. York Post.

An instance of tenacity of life, says the Savannah
Georgian of the 8th, was exhibited yesterday by the

heart of a large alligator, shot in the river opposite

this city. For four hours after it was extracted from

the body, it continued to exhibit muscular irritabili-

ty, by strong pulsations on the slightest touch. The
alligator was a few inches less than nine feet in

length.

A. CANE BRAKE.
The following description of a cane brake is taken

from Flint's Geography and History of the Western

Slates.
" Every one has seen this reed in the form in which

it is used for angling rods. It grows on the lower

courses of the Mississippi, Arkansas, and the Red
river, from fifteen to thirty feet in height. We have

seen some in these rich soils, that would vie with the

bamboo. The leaves are of a beautiful green, long,

narrow, dagger-shaped, not unlike those of the Egyp-
tian millet. It grows in equidistant joints, perfectly

straight, almost a compact mass, and to us, in winter

especially, is the richest looking vegetation we have

ever seen. The smallest sparrow would find it diffi-

cult to fly among it; and to see ten thousand stems,

rising almost contiguous to each other, and to look

at the impervious roof of verdure which it forms at

its top, it has the aspect of being a solid layer of

gelation. A man could not make three miles i

day through a thick cane brake. It is the cho

resort of bears and panthers, which break it down,

and make their way into it, as a retreat from man.
It indicates a dry soil, above the inundation; and of

the richest character. The ground is never in better

preparation for maize, than after this prodigious

mass of vegetation is first cut down and burned.

When the cane has been cut, and is so dried thai

will burn, it is an amusement of high holiday to the

negroes, to set fire to a cane brake thus prepared.

The rarified air in the hollow compartments of the

cane bursts them with a report not much inferior to

a discharge of musquetry , and the burning of a cane
brake makes the noise of a conflicting army, in

which thousands of muskets are continually dis-

charging. This beautiful veg-etable is generally as-

serted to have a life of five years, at the end of which
period, if it has grown undisturbed, it produces an
abundant crop of seed, with heads very like those of

broom corn. The seeds are farinaceous, and said to

be not much inferior to wheat, for which the Indians

and occasionally the first settlers have substituted it.

No prospect so impressively shows the prodigality of

nature, as a thick cane bj-ake. Nothing aflFords such
a rich and perennial range for cattle, sheep and
horses. The butter that is made from the cane pas-
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sowing of cane i

ures of this regi

lafily vctretales

is of the finest kind. The seed

any rich soil. It rises from the

d, like the richest asparagus, with a large suc-

culent stem, and it grows six feet high before the

body hardens from this succulency and tenderness.

No other vegetable could furnish a fodder so rich or

abundant, nor in our view does any other agricultu-

project so strongly call for a trial as the

northern for it to sur-

be 1 the
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Died, at Falsington, Bucks county, on the 12th

inst., Jonathan C. son of Solomon and Mary Jones,

of Cheltenham, Montgomery county, aged twenty

years and nine months. His remains were interred

in Friends' burial ground at Falsington, on 5th day

morning following, attended by a numerous con-

urse of relatives and friends.

By this afflictive dispensation, the community, and

the Society of Friends in particular, have sustained

loss. Although but in the flower of his age—in

e morning of life—the deceased had enriched his

mind with much valuable information, and consider-

able literary attainments. Amiable in temper and

manners—gentle, modest, and unassuming—he had

gained many friends. Exemplary in conduct and

conversation, and during the severe trials which have

of late been permitted to assail our religious Society,

ng been preserved in his allegiance to the faith

of the gospel, there is ground, we humbly trust, in

believing, that his early removal from the troubles of

time, was to him the beginning of a happy immor^

tality.

N. B. In consequence of the above death, an ex

cellent school has become vacant at Falsington,

here a teacher is wanted immediately. Applica-

ons to be made to Aaron Comfort, near Morrisville.

THE FRIEND.
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There is now before us a letter from a

Friend of respectable standing, dated, near

Salem, Indiana, 29th ultimo, part of which,

being calculated to interest our readers as well

as ourselves, we shall insert. It tends to

strengthen the opinion of which we are con

tinually receiving fresh confirmation, that there

is as great necessity as ever there has been, to

continue to discuss and e.xpose the unsound

doctrines and disorganizing practices of the

followers of Ehas Hicks; for, although in many
parts, particularly in and about this city, the

subject is well understood, yet, in other

places, more especially in remote situations,

information is much needed, and we should

depart from one of the main designs of our

journal, and be wanting in duty to the great

cause of sound principles and vital religion, if

we did not continue our exertions to circu

information on this momentous subject,

to detect and expose the ftUacies which are

unceasingly put forth to deceive and mislead

" The usefulness of that paper (" The
Friend") is more and more becoming mani
fest. 1 have lately attended all the monthly

meetings, in company with other Friends be-

longing to our quarter, which is seven in num
ber, and find, that where the " The Friend"

was received in its commencement, there is

very little Hicksism. White Lick monthl

meeting is very large; the house is seventy

feet by thirty-five, and was nearly full at their

monthly meeting, and but one family in the

neighbourhood professing Hicksism. One
other man had been entangled by Hicks' doc-

trine, but came forward of his own accord,

and made acknowledgement. In five of the

monthly meetings belonging to our quarter,

there will not exceed twelve or fifteen adults

who have joined the secession.

It was observed, near the close of an ho-

nourable and useful life, by one who had large

opportunities of knowing men and things

—

was relied upon for the maturity and clearness

of his judgment, and was far removed from
the imputation of harshness in his decisions,

that, in the course of his long experience, he

had found the number of those to be very

small indeed, that, where questions of right

came into conflict with interest, preserved a

total exemption from the bias of selfishness.

The truth of this is as decisive, when applied

to communities and nations, as to individuals,

and though we may lament the frailty and im-

perfection of our natures, truth and equity can

never fluctuate, nor can human frailty furnish

any excuse for their infringement. With these

views, and believing as we do in the retribu-

tive justice of an Almighty Governor of the

universe, we have been tremblingly alive to

the awful weight of responsibility, which, as a

nation, we are about to assume, if that, which,

of later times, appears to be the policy of go-

vernment towards the aborigines within our

borders, should be carried into eflect. It is,

therefore, with real satisfaction, that we per-

ceive indications of an awakening among the

people in various sections of the country, to

the importance of the interesting topic; and a

series of essays being now in course of publi-

cation in several of the newspapers, wherein

the subject of Indian wrongs is ably and dis-

passionately discussed, we have concluded to

transfer them to our pages, and have accord-

ingly commenced with the first number to-

day.

The following paragraph relative to these

essays, copied from a late paper, may induce

our readers to bestow that attention to the

perusal of them, which their intrinsic merit

deserves.
" The Boston Palladium says, the source

from which the series of essays, now in pro-

gress of publication in the National Intelligen-

cer, on ' The present Crisis in the Condition

of the American Indians,' are worthy of the

utmost respect and confidence. The writer

has had the advantage of an intimate acquaint-

ance with the habits, character, and condition

of the Indians; and his legal knowledge and

acuteness render him competent to the discus-

sion of the legal and constitutional questions

connected with the subject. The subject now
engrosses much of the public attention, and

will probably give rise to much excitement in

the next congress."

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
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COLONY OF LIBERIA.
iConcludtdfrom page 346.)

The last topic—the benefit from coloniza

tion at Liberia, remains to be discussed; and
admonished by the space which has been al

ready occupied on other branches of the prin

cipal subject, I will endeavour to confine the

ensuing remarks to narrow limits.

Although the project of the Colonization
Society, may, on a cursory e.xaminalion, seem
to provide for the removal of but few more
than the coloured persons now free, yet atten-

tion to the lessons which time, the sure exposi-
tor of national policy, has taught and is daily

teaching, will justify much more expanded an-
ticipitions. Colonization itself is an import-

ant means of African emancipation. Causes,
which, for the most part, seem hitherto to have
lain dormant, have, through its influence, been
called into action, and attained a force which
render their existence and effect discernible

and appreciable by every inlelligent observer.

These deserve a brief consideration in this

connection.

I regard the problem of the comparative
cheapness of free and slave labour as fully

solved. Cotton and sugar planters may,
for a while, resist the evidence on this point
and sustain themselves by means of the accu-

mulated wealth of past years of une.xampled
general prosperity throughout our country.
But the growers of wheat, and tobacco, and
other products of less marketable value, must
quickly yield to the competition of free labour-

ers, who are crowding upon them, strong from
integrity of purpose and the consciousness
of power, and aided by the lights and improve-
ments of the age. The institution of slavery

must, in time, destroy itself Such is its inevit-

able tendency. Let any one compare the
north with the south—the free with the slave-

holding states. Virginia and Pennsylvania, in

soil and climate, do not materially differ from
each other. In extent of territory, Virginia
has the advantage by nearly one-third. Both,
confining the remark to our confederacy, we
term old states. Yet the settlement of Vir-
ginia began nearly a century before that of
Pennsylvania. We might, therefore, reason-

ably infer the capabilities of the former to

be much superior to those of the latter. The
labouring class of the community in Virginia

are slaves. The same class in Pennsylvania
Rrefreemen. Look at the statistical evidences
of prosperity which they respectively exhibit.

Passing over the important item of manufac-
tures, in which, at the present day, Pennsy"
vania might challenge a superiority of fve I

one, let us take for a criterion something of a
more permanent nature. In 1799, the valua-

tion of houses and lands, made under the au-

thority of the federal government, exhibited,

as an aggregate in Virginia, $71,225,127. In

1814-15, the increased value since 1799, in

the same state, ascertained by like authority,

was but jj94,383,027. The aggregate valua-

tion of houses and lands in Pennsylvania in

1799, was $102,146,900. In 1814-15, the
increased value of these in the latter state was
$244,487,989, showing a difference of in-

creased value m the same period of $150, 104,-

917 in favour of Pennsylvania ! !

Slavery has already deprived the slave-hold-

ing states o( political ascendancy. Each suc-
cessive census will render the disparity of
power more striking. The next census, now
so near at hand, will confirm the deductions
from the past, and will impart an impressive
monition, which will not be lost on the quick-

hted intelligence of the south. The repre-
sentation of three-fifths of her coloured popu-
lation, unjustly wrenched as it was from the
conciliatory patriotism of the free states, has
proved, as might have been foreseen, a de-
usive reliance In a slave-holding state,

a hardy, and independent, and multitudinous
yeomanry, the strength and stay of a free

and, can have no existence. Free labourers
and slave labourers are too opposite in their

nature to continue for much lime members of
the same community. Where the sentiments,
and habits, and laws of the community concur
in support of slavery, free laboureis will bi

excluded. Hence white labourers are rarely
met with in the southern slates; and hence the
representation in the same states in the coun-
cils of the nation must every year become re-
latively diminished. The more the aggregate
is swelled, the more conspicuous will be the
loss of the ?<nrepresented tu-ofifths. Ohio has
already eclipsed her worthy but less happy
parent in wealth and strength, and is destined
shortly to outrank her in political dominion.
Compare the sister states, Kentucky and Ohio,
and see how the younger horn has inherited
the blessing. Can such contrasts be broadly
displayed in the face of an intelligent people,
and the destructive tendency of slavery not ob-
served ? Will the evil be perceived, and felt,

and admitted, yet not heeded ? Will not the

slave-holding states be instructed and alarmed,
when, at the next apportionment of representa-
tives to congress, they find themselves reduced
to the slender minority of perhaps one-third in
the hall of legislation ? Here, then, is a se-

cond cause of emancipation, which will ac-
quire fresh momentum with every passing
hour.

The incompatibility of slavery with the pre-
cepts of the gospel, has been so frequently in-

dicated, and so largely insisted upon, and is in

itself so obvious, that it need not be particu-
larly adverted to on this occasion. Yet the
influence of this great and powerful motive,
unheeded, as it has been for years by thou-
sands, is, nevertheless, every day " unloosing
fetters, and letting the oppressed go free," and
must finally "break every yoke." It is this

cause, more perhaps than any other, which
has contributed to give freedom to 282,000
coloured peisons now among us—about one-
seventh, let it be remembered, of the whole

mbcr of slaves at this time within the Unit-
ed States.

But, without an institution such as the Co-
onization Society, the several causes of eman-
cipation which have been noticed would have
but little effect, owing to legislative obstacles
to emancipation that have been created in

most of the slave-holding states. Among these,
a general prohibition to the introgression of
free coloured persons may be mentioned, while,
to the liberated slave, a right to continue with-
in the bounds of the particular state in which
his liberty has been acquired, is cruelly, but,

perhaps, necessarily denied. The Coloniza-
tion Society, by affording an asylum for such
on a foreign shore, enables the master, favour-
able to manumission, to overcome these ob-
stacles without exposing the slave to peril or
himself to penalties. The population of Li-
beria, it will be recollected, is composed in

part of several hundreds who have, in this

manner, obtained their freedom; and if pecu-
niarpf means were not wanting, a considerable
augmentation of this class of colonists would
continually take place. Interesting testimony
to this effect has been repeatedly supplied by
the pages of the African Repository. In a
late number of this work, it is stated on good
authority, thai, in North Carolina, " the Society
of Friends, (who, in that state, from assistance

rendered by ihem in conveying a considerable
number of liberated slaves to Liberia about a
year since, and by a donation to the Coloniza-
tion Society for the purpose of buying a trans-

port vessel, have probably become known as
friends of colonization,) would immediately
have placed under their care about 2000, were
they in possession of funds for their transporta-

tion to the colony." There are other slave-
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holding states equally, if not more alive, to the

importance of emancipation than North Caro-

lina, upon which, from their proximity to the

free states, and other causes, the pressure of

slavery is less tolerable.

From these considerations, may it not be in-

ferred, with reasonable probability, that if co-

lonization at Liberia be fostered by the federal

government, the voluntary liberation of slaves

in the United States will become every year

more and more frequent ? And is there not

ground to hope, that such a feeling will be

awakened in favour of abolition in some of the

slave-holding states, as to induce laws for it:

gradual accomplishment? In governments

modeled as our republics are, slavery is an in

stitution which cannot subsist for a long time,

in a partial degree, maintained by one portion

of the community and repudiated by another,

especially if the latter be considerable in num-

bers. The opponents of slavery must, in such

a case, be themselves labourers, or dependent

upon freemen for the performance of domestic,

agricultural, and other services. Such a con-

dition of society will speedily operate its own
extinction—either the slave labourer or the

free labourer must give way; there cannot, for

any considerable period, be a mixture of these

classes, discharging the same offices. Expe-

rience has proved this—in the south by the pre-

valence of the slave to the exclusion of the

free labourer—in the states of Pennsylvania,

New York, and New Jersey, by the prevalence

of the free labourer to the annihilation of

slavery itself.

To those who have witnessed the pertinaci

ty with which slave-holders generally cling to

the institution—how loud and violent they are

in its defence^what extreme sensitiveness

they discover at the very mention of its abol

lion—with what eagerness a poor fugitive

thrall is pursued and reclaimed, the remarks I

have made will probably be regarded as base-

less and delusive. I have not, I confess, been

wont myself to contemplate the subject in a

cheering light; but the reasons which have

been mentioned, and which, but for the

limits that I have assigned myself in this com-

munication, might be much more freely de-

veloped and illustrated, have brought to view

more pleasant pictures. In 1780, slavery was,

in effect, abolished in Pennsylvania. Let any

one consult her annals of ten previous years

and see if he can discover any indications more

flattering than that which is supplied by North

Carolina at the present time. Let him reflect

upon the ciiange of sentiment and of circum-

stances affecting slavery in Maryland. Let

him ask his judgment, whether there is not

hope for the ancient dominion, when a Madi-

son, a Monroe, a Marshall, a Washington, with

many others scarcely inferior in fame, are ac-

knowledged advocates of colonization, the ne-

cessary and avou'cd tendency of which is the

abolition of slavery throughout the United

States.

If the utter extinction of slavery were con

clusively sliown to be the result of coloniza

tion, there is no one who looks to the perpe

tuation of the noble institutions of his country

with a patriot's fondness, or a Christian

,hope, who would not recognize in the efforts

of the Colonization Society, the promise of a

heritance to the latest posterity. How
harmoniously, then, might the machine of go-

vernment move on, unimpeded by the bitter

animosities which peculiar interests and sec-

tional jealousies perpetually excite! Then,

indeed, not compelled like older nations to

dwell on the fading picture of ancestrel great

ness, might we press onward, in imagination

through all coming time, cheered at every mo
ment with visions of a free, happy, and pros

perous people—grateful for the past, content

with the present, and joyous in expectations

But let it not be thought that the benefits of

colonization rest essentially on the removal of

the entire coloured population from the United

States. The removal of a part is a benefit to

the emigrants, and a benefit to the community

which they leave. Let any one reflect upon

the degradation and wretchedness wliich invest

the existence of tiie coloured race even in a

free state. Let him traverse Pennsylvania,

and ascertain their condition social and politi-

cal. Let him go to the purlieus of our city, and

I am greatly mistaken if he will not return with

arguments for colonization irresistible.

But Africa, as well as the United States, has

a deep and abiding interest in the success of

colonization at Liberia. Experience has

proved, that in no other mode can human
agency be excited with equal hope of arresting

the slave trade, as by planting on the African

coast colonies of people whose feelings and

practices are opposed to its prosecution. Trea-

ties have been ratified by all, or nearly all, the

sovereign governments in Christendom, stipu-

lating for its annihilation, yet still the evil ex-

ists with but little abatement. France, Spain,

and Portugal, have severally bound themselves

by these solemn engagements, yet 'again and

again do we hear of "/Ae horrors of the middle

passage,'' disclosed by the capture of slavers

destined to the greedy markets which their co-

lonies afford, while thousands escape the vigi-

lance of cruisers, find their way there, are pub

licly landed, and as publicly exposed to sale.*

I have already incidentally noticed the large

numbers imported into Rio Janeiro under the

Braziliandag in the years 1826 and 1827. In

a few months more, it is well known, according

to treaty, this traffic ought also to cease within

the Brazilian dominions. Yet it has been pub-

lished to the world that recently, the emperor,

without the concurrence of the British go-

vernment, (which has so signally and perse-

veringly exerted its benevolence for the abo-

lition of the slave trade.) the other contracting

power, has authorized its continuance for a

considerable period longer. Our own go-

vernment has denounced its prosecution by her

citizens as piracy, and punishable with death.

Yet vessels are built, and fitted out in om
ports, in the broad glare of day, specially de-

signed for the transportation of slaves to sup-

ply the Spanish, Portuguese, and Brazilian

markets. And maritime operations, though

zealously directed, both by the United States

* While penning these remarks, I find it stated

a daily print of this city, that not long since, seven

slave ships landed at Marlintque, andlheir cargoes,

amounting to 1711, were publicly sold ! I

nd Great Britain, prove very inadequate

checks to this odious yet lucrative commerce.
Yet the infant colony of Liberia protects al-

ready, from the approach of the slaver, nearly

200 miles of the very coast which so lately

was one great mart of human flesh. The in-

fluence of Sierra Leone is also happily felt in

the same cause, and with advantage commen-
surate with her greater power and ceaseless

vigilance.

I have had occasion more than once to ad-

vert to Liberia as an asylum for recaptured

Africans. Its selection for this purpose was
made by president Monroe, under the authori-

ty of an act of congress, for which humanity

is indebted to the suggestion of the Coloniza-

tion Society. Previous to the passage of this

act, natives of Africa brought into the United

States in contravention of law, were, notwith-

standing the detection and conviction of the

offenders, actually disposed of by public au-

thority, and held as slaves for life .' Indeed,

without a settlement similar to the colony of

Liberia, the government of the United States

could not have restored such unhappy beings

to their native Africa, without subjecting them

to an immediate repetition of the injustice and

cruelty which they had already suffered. For,

it is well ascertained, that, by the barbarous

usages of that benighted land, a restored slave

becomes the lawful prize of who ever may
choose to re-take and re-sell him. Behold

now, a flourishing colony of Christian people

ready to receive him, extending the hand of

friendship, and oflfering the blessings of civihza-

tion. A considerable number of these rescued

captives, it has been heretofore stated, forms a

part of the population of Liberia, in regard to

whom, the following extract from a report of

the managers of the Society, may not be un-

acceptable. " The progress of these poor

Africans in the common branches of an Eng-
lish education has been equal to the best hopes

which a knowledge of their former circum-

stances would justify; and such are their habits

of agricultural industry, as must, in a short

time, enable them to obtain, independently,

the means of a comfortable subsistence."

But colonization at Liberia will confer upon

the inhabitants of Africa benefits infinitely more

valuable than those which have been speci-

fied. The arts of civilization will become
theirs—the hallowed light of the gospel will

be shed upon them. Already has the glorious

ork begun. The affection and confidence

f the natives have been won by the upright and

conciliatory conduct of the colonists. " No
man," says J. Ashmun, " of the least consid-

eration in the country, will desist from his

importunities, until one, at least, of his sons is

fixed in some settler's family." What a happy

opportunity is thus afibrded to imbue the youth-

ful mind with Christian morality! And this

opportunity is not neglected. In 1825, about

fifty such children had been admitted into

the colony, and were inmates of some of the

most respectable families of emigrants, deriv-

ing such instruction as these could bestow, to

fit°them for useful life; while for the reception

of this elass, it may be recollected, schools,

specially adapted to the inculcation of Chris-

tianity, have been recently established in the



colony. Nor are those of more mature life

witliout the means of religious iraprovoment
" A thousand barbarians, who have long made

merchandize of their brethren, and been re-

garded themselves as objects of the same

traffic, come within the precincts of the co

lony, and are taught the doctrines of immor-

tality—the religion of the Son. of God."
Who can contemplate these things with in-

difference ? What charity can be named em-
bracing interests so extensive and varied, or

benefits more important and certain ? What
jnni-e worthy of our sympathy and support?
•' Til love our neighbour" is one " of the great

. oiiiinandments;" and every child of affliction

we are taught, is emphatically our neighbour.

G. D.

Invention of Printing, and Materials used foi
transmitting Knowledge before that took

place.

{Continuedfrom page 357.)

Wood, however, was most generally used

both for public and private purposes, in various

forms and modes. The inscription of laws

it has been already mentioned. Even in the

4th century the laws of the emperors were
published on wooden tables, painted with white
lead; and formerly the Swedes inscribed

engraved their laws on wood: hence their

term Balkar (laws,) from balkan, a balk or
beam. Wooden boards, either plain or co
vered with wax, were used long before the ag(

of Homer: the former were called sclieda?

whence our word schedule. At first, the bare
wood was engraven with an iron style; the

overlaying them with wax was a subsequent
invention. The styles used in both cases were
of metal, ivory, or bone; one end pointed, the

other smooth, for the purpose of erasing; hence
our word style, used metaphorically, to signify

the choice and arrangement of words employ-
ed by an author to express his thoughts. These
tablets, or thin slices of wood, when fastened

together, formed a book, codex, so called from
its resemblance to the trunk of a tree cut into

planks. Hence our word code. When the

Romans wrote letters on their tablets, they

fastened them together with thread, and put a

seal upon the knot. Table-books continued in

use so late as the fourteenth century, and even
later, as Chaucer 'evidently describes one in

the Sumpner's Tale.* They were then form-
ed into a book by means of parchment bands
glued to the backs of the leaves. The Roman
boys used them at school; and in the middle
ages, young men learning the sciences had ta-

ble-books, and psalms for meditation were
written on them. The expenses of Philip le

Bel, written on tables of wax, may be seen in

the library of St. Victor, at Paris; and in the

archives of the town-hall of Hanover, are
twelve wooden boards, covered with wax, on
which are inscribed the names of the owners
of houses in that city. There is reason to be-

lieve that this enumeration was made at the

beginning of the fifteenth century. The an-

* His felaw had a staf tipped with horn,

A pair of tables, all of ivory,

And a pointel (style) ypolished fetisly (neatlyji,

And wrote always the names, 'as he stood.

Ofall folk that yave hem any good. (v. 33. 37.)-
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cienis generally used box and^cilron wood; ir

the middle ages beech was pUincipally employ
ed. The rich Romans used thin pieces of
ivory, instead of wooden tablets. The edicts

of the senate, the proceedings of the Roman
magistrates, the principal transactions of the

emperors, and the affairs of the princes, were
recorded on ivory leaves or tablets. These
were deposited in the magnificent library

founded by Trajan at Rome.
The employment of leaves for the transmis-

sion of ideas is of great antiquity; and it is still

common in different parts of the east. Hence
the word folio, (from the Latin folium, a leaf,)

and the meaning of leaf, when applied to a

book. This mode of writing on leaves seems
to have been superseded by the use of the

bark—a material employed in every age and
quarter of the globe. The outer bark was
seldom used, being too coarse and rough.
The inner bark was preferred, especially that

of the lime tree. This bark the Romans call-

ed liber—hence Liber, the Latin name for a

book. In order that these bark books might
be conveniently carried they were rolled up;
and in this form called volumen; this name was
afterwards applied to rolls of paper and parch-
ment—hence the origin of the word volume,
applied to modern books, though of a different

shape. Ancient manuscripts in bark are very

scarce; but the use of bark for books still pre-

vails in the east, especially among the Birmans.
The custom of making books from bark pre-

ailed among our Scandinavian and Saxon an-

cestors: the bark of the beech tree was most
commonly used. The primitive meaning of
the Anglo-Saxon word boc is the beech tree;

its secondary meaning, a book—and hence our
word, book. There are still extant some let

ters, and even love-letters, written by the an-

cieiit Scandinavians on pieces of bark. A very
curious library of the kind was discovered some
time ago among the Calmucs: the books w
very long and narrow; their leaves of thick

bark, varnished over; the writing white on a
black ground.

Linen cloth, on which letters were drawn
or painted with pencils, was employed by the
Egyptians, when, it is supposed, they wished to

transmit such things as they designed to last very

In the British Museum there is a piece
of writing of this nature, taken out of a mum-
my. The Romans likewise employed linen

{Ubri lintei) not merely for what related to pri-

subjects and persons, but also to enter
the names of the magistrates, treaties, and
other public documents.

The employment of the skins of animals,
rudely prepared, is stated by Herodotus to

have originated with the lonians, as a substi-

tute for the papyrus, when it could not be pro-
red without much difficulty and expense:

those of sheep, goats, and asses were prefer-

d. Several of these books are in the Vati-

n, the Royal library of Paris, and some
other libraries. The poems of Homer were
written on the intestines of a serpent in letters

of gold: this roll was first deposited in the li-

brary of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and afterwards
taken to the library of Constantincple( where
it was destroyed by fire in the sixth century

120 feet long.
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Leather, or skins prepared in the present
manner, seems to have been often used by the

Jews, on which to write the law, pentateuch,
and other parts of their sacred Scriptures.
Dr. Buchanan informs us, that in the cofl^er of
the synagogue of the Black Jews, in Malayala,
there is an ancient copy of the law, written on
a roll of leather; it is about fifteen feet long;
the skins are sewed together. A copy of the
pentateuch, written beautifully in Hebrew cha-
racters, (without vowel points,) large, and of
a square form, belonged formerly to M. San-
tander. It occupied fifty-seven skins, which
were fastened together with the same mate-
rials.

The Egyptian papyrus was applied to the
purpose of writing upon, before the prepara-
tion of parchment and its application to the

same use were known. But in order to no-
tice in connection all the subjects employed by
the ancients, which have been entirely super-
seded (except in a few instances) by the use
of paper, we shall postpone our account of the
papyrus, till we have stated a few particulars
regarding the ancient use of parchment.
The common opinion, derived from the au-

thority of Varro and Pliny, that the prepara-
tion of parchment from skins owes its origin
to a dispute between Eumenes, king of Per-
gamus, and of the Ptolemies, concerning their

respective libraries, in consequence of which,
the Egyptian king prohibited the exportation
of papyrus, and Eumenes invented parchment,
is certainly unfounded. Its manufacture and use
are mentioned by Josephus, Diodorus Siculus,

and other authors, as having been known long
before the age of the Ptolemies: the name given
to it by the ancients, however, Charta Pergame-
na, (paper of Pergamus,) renders it highly
probable that its mode of preparation was im-
proved, or its manufacture and use more gene-
ral there than in other places. Most of the
ancient manuscripts now extant are written on
parchment. From their appearance, the parch-
ment has evidently been polished: according to
ancient authors, by the pumice stone. They
used three kinds—that of the natural colour;
the yellow, bicolor membrana of Persius,
which seems to have been so called because
one side of the leaf was white, the other yel-
low; and the purple; the parchment being
tinged with that colour, when silver or golden
letters were to be used. It sometimes happen-
ed that parchment of the very finest kind was
extremely scarce: about the year 1120, "one
Martin Hugh, being appointed by the convent
of St. Edmundbury to write and illuminate a
grand copy of the Bible, for their library, could
procure no parchment for this purpose in Eng-
land."

Vellum, a finer kind of parchment, made
from the skin of very young calves, was also
prepared and used by the ancients, and in the
dark and middle ages, for writing upon. 7'here
is one manuscript of vellum of a violet colour,
all the letters of which are silver, except the
' itials, which are of gold—which we particu-
larly notice for two reasons: first, it is the only
specimen extant of the parent tongue, from
which our own language, and the languages of
Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, the Ne-

[therlands, and Germany, are derived; and, se-
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condly, it was long supposed by many to ex-

hibit a very near approach to printing, nearly

1000 years before the art was invented—we

allude to the Gothic translation of the gospels,

by Ulphilas, in the fourth century. An im-

perfect copy of it is preserved in the library of

Upsal. It is called the " Cordex Argenteus,"'

or silver book. The letters appear, and were

generally judged to have been stamped or im-

printed singly, on the vellum, WMth hot metal

types, in the same manner as book-binders at

present letter the backs of books. We are

not aware that this opinion was called in ques-

tion, till Mr. Coxe minutely and closely ex-

amined the MS., when he convinced himself

that each letter was painted, or drawn in the

same manner as the initial letters in several of

the finest missals. He seems also doubtful,

whether to call the leaves vellum, parchment,

paper. The most ancient

kind was made from the papyrus, whence the

word paper is derived. This is a species of

rush, which the ancients procured exclusively

on the banks of the Nile. The particular spe-

cies, till lately, was not known; but it is now

ascertained to be the cyperus papyrus of Lin-

naeus, growing on the banks of different rivers

in the east, and likewise, we believe, in Trini-

dad. The term hihlos, originally applied by

the Greeks to the inner bark of trees, and

equivalent to the liber of the Romans, was af-

terwards more usually applied to the papyrus.

Thence the term was transferred to books in

general; and now it is confined by us to the

Scripture, as the book.

It is not known when the papyrus was first

manufactured into pap3r; but there were cer-

tainly at a very early period, at least three

hundred years before Alexander, manufacto-

ries of it at Memphis. Afterwards, and at the

time of the conquest of Egypt, by the Romans,

it was made chiefly at Alexandria. Till this

conquest, however, the paper was of inferior

quality. The Roman artists paid great atten

tion to its improvement, and at length made it

of considerable thickness, perfectly white and

smooth. Even in this state, however, it was

so friable and weak, that when great durability

was requisite, leaves of parchment were inter

mixed with those of papyrus. " Thus the

firmness of the one substance defended the

brittleness of the other, and great numbers of

books, so constituted, have resisted the acci-

dents and decays of twelve centuries."

The papyrus was highly useful to the ancient

Egyptians, on many accounts, besides that of

supplying them with paper: from the pith they

extracted a sweet and nutritive juice; from the

harder and lower parts they formed cups, &c.;

staves, and ribs of boats, from the upper and

more flex'ble part; and the fibrous part was

manufactured into cloth, sails, ropes, stiings,

shoes, wicks for lamps, and paper. PImy

gives a full description of the manner in which

it was made by the ancients; and Bruce, who
succeeded in making it, both in Abyssinia and

Egypt, has offered several very curious oi

vations on the natural history of the papy

in the

manufacturing paper from it. According to

the latter, one layer of the fibrous coats of the

plant was laid across another layer, on a table;

they were then connected together by the

muddv water of the Nile. Mr. Bruce affirms,

that the water of the Nile is in no degree glu-

tinous, and that the strips of papyrus adhere

together solely by means of the saccharine

matter, with which the juice of the plant is

abundantly impregnated. He adds, that the

Nile water must have been used simply to dis-

solve this saccharine matter perfectly and

equally. The cemented fibres were pressed,

dried, beat with a mallet, and polished with a

tooth, shell, or other smooth and solid sub-

stance. The Roman artists in Alexandria,

paid great attention to the operations of wash-

ing, beating, glueing, sizing, and polishing. It

was sized in the same manner as paper from

rags is at present. After the first sizing, it

was beat with a hammer; sized the second

time, pressed, and then polished. It was then

cut into various sizes—never more, however,

according to Pliny, than thirteen inches wide,

'i'he same author mentions a great variety of

kinds, to each of which a specific name

given.
{To be continued.)
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From the National Intelligencer.

Present Crisis in the Condition of the Ameri-

can Indians.

No. II.

In my first number, I prepared the way tc

inquire, What right have the Cherokees to the

lands which they occupy:'' Th
question, and easily answered.

The Cherokees are human beings, endowed

by their Creator with the same rights as other

nien. They are in peaceable possession of

territory which they have always regarded as

their own. This territory was in possession of

their ancestors through an unknown series of

.renerations, and has come down to them with

a title absolutely vnincumbered in every re-

spect. It is not pretended that the Cherokees

have ever alienated their country, or that the

whites have ever been in possession of it. If

the Cherokees are interrogated as to their

title, they can truly say, " God gave this coun-

try to our ancestors. We have never been in

bondage to any man. Though we have sold

uch land to our white neighbours, we have

never bought any from them. We own the

land which we now occupy, by the right of the

original i)Ossessors—a right which is allowei

in all countries to be of incontestible validity

We claim, therefore, that no human power can

properly compel us to leave our lands."

If the Cherokees are correct in their state

ment of fact, who can resist their conclusion

We mi<rht as well ask the Chinese what right

they have to the territory which they occupy^

To such a question they would answer, " God

gave this land to our ancestors. Our nation

has always been in po.'session of it, so far

history and tradition go back. '^'The nations

enth v'oirof his Travels, "svo.'^ediVionilof Europe are comparatively of recent origin

page 117, &c. In one point he differs from the commencement of ours is lost in remote

the account given by Pliny, of the mode of|antiquity."

What can ^"" said to such a statement as

this ? Who can argue so plain a case ?

It has been said, indeed, that the savage of

the wilderness can acquire no title to the fo-

rests through which he pursues his game.

Without admitting this doctrine, it is sufficient

to reply here, that it has no application to the

claims of the Cherokees. They are at present

ther savages' nor hunters. It does not ap-

pear that they ever were wanderers without

a stationary residence. At the earliest period

at which the whites became acquainted with

their condition, they had fixed habitations, and

were in undisputed possession of a widely ex-

tended country. They were then in the habit

of cultivating some land near the houses, where

they planted Indian corn, and other vege-

tables. From about the commencement of

the present century, they have applied them-

selves more and more to agriculture, till they

now derive their support from the soil, as truly

and entirely as do the inhabitants of Pennsyl-

vania or Virginia. For many years they have

had their herds, and their large cultivated

fields. They now have, in addition, their

schools, a regular civil government, and places

of regular Christian worship. They can earn

their bread by the labour of their own hands,

applied to the tillage of their own farms, and

they clothe themselves with fabrics made at

their own looms, from cotton grown in their

own fields.

The Cherokees did not show themselves un-

willing to sell their lands, so long as an ade-

quate motive was presented to their minds.

During every administration of our national

government, applications were made to them

for the purpose of obtaining additional portions

of their territory. These applications were

urged, not only, nor principally, by the con-

sideration of the money or presents which

they were to receive in exchange, but often,

and strongly, by the consideration that they

would become an agricultural people, like

the whites—that it was for their interest to

have their limits circumscribed, so that their

young men could not have a great extent of

country to hunt in; and that, when they be-

came attached to the soil, and engaged in its

cultivation, the United States would not ask

them to sell any more land. Yielding to these

ments, and to the importunities of the

whites, the Cherokees sold, at different times,

between the close of the revolutionary war and

1820, more than three quarters of their ori-

ginal inheritance. That the reader may have

some definite idea of the territory in question,

he should pursue the following delineation by

the aid of a good map.

It would seem that the Cherokees possessed

land within the following limits, if not beyond

them, viz. From the mouth of Duck river, in

Tennessee, on the west, to the waters of

French Broad, in North Carolina, on the east;

and from the head waters of the Ilolston, in

Virginia, on the north, to some distance down

the Ocenee, in Georgia, on the south, com-

prising what is now more than half of the state

of Tennessee, the southern part of Kentucky,

the south-west corner of Virginia, a consider-

able portion of both the Carolinas, a large

portion of Georgia, and the northern part of
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Alab:iina. This tract probably contained more

than 3.5,000,000 acres, of which a large pro

portion was extremely fertile, and some of it not

inferior to any lands in North America, or

perhaps in the world. The country is also

generallv healthy, and the climate delightful.

Of all this vast and beautiful tract, watered by

numerous rivers, which find their way to the

ocean, some of them circuitously by the Mis-

sissippi, and others more directly to the Gulf

of Me.xico and the Atlantic, the Cherokees

now retain less than 8,000,000 acres, of a qua-

lity far below the average quality of what they

have sold. Georgia claims 5,000,000 acres of

this remnant, as falling within the map of that

state. Alabama claims nearly 1,000,000 of

the residue. The portions which, in the gene-

ral division, will fall to Tennessee and North

Carolina, seem hardly worth inquiring about;

for, if the other portions are given up, or taken

by force, there will be no motive for retaining

these.

To every application made for their lands

within the last ten years, the Cherokees have

said, •• We are not disposed to sell any more.

We have betaken ourselves to an agricultural

life. We are making progress in civilization.

We are attached to our schools and our Chris-

tian teachers, to our farms, to our native

rivers and mountains. We have not too much
land for our own comfort, and for afl'ording us

a fair chance in the experiment we are mak-
ing." This language has been repeated in

many forms, and with every indication of sin-

cerity and earnestness.

The assertion of the Cherokees, that their

present country is not too large for a fair ex-

periment in the work of civilization, is undoubt-

edly correct. The wisest men, who have

thought and written on this subject, agree in

the opinion, that no tribe of Indians can rise

to real civilization, and to the full enjoyment

of Christian society, unless they can have a

community of their own; and can be so much
separated from the whites, as to form and

cherish something of a national character. If

the limits of the Cherokee country were much
smaller than they are, this would be imprac-

ticable.

Thus stands the case; and it is now my in-

tention to inquire, how the government of the

United States lias regarded the Indian title,

and how it has been regarded by the several

states in the vicinity of the Cherokees.

Before this inquiry is commenced, however,

it is proper to say, that the title of one party

cannot be safely decided by the mere claims of

another party. If those claims are founded in

justice, they ought to prevail ; if not, they

should be set aside. Now, whatever doctrines

the government of the United States may have

held and promulgated on this subject, they

cannot he binding upon the Indians, unless ac-

knowledged by them to be binding, or unless

founded in the immutable principles of jus-

tice.

Let us suppose the kings of Great Britain

had issued an annual proclamation, from the

time of the discovery of America to the peace

of 1783, claiming all the lands in North Ame-
rica between thirty and fifty north latitude, and

declaring that all the nations, tribes, and com-

munities, then residing on said lands, were
subject to the laws of Great Britain, and that

the title to all these lands was vested in, and

of right belonged to, the crown of that realm;

and let us further suppose, that the government
of the United States had issued an annual pro-

clamation, from the date of the declaration of

independence to the present day, applying the

same doctrine to our advantage, and declaring,

that all the Indian nations within the limits

prescribed by the peace of 1783, were subject

to the laws of the United States, and that the

lands, of which they were in possession, be-

longed of right to the United States. So long

as the Indians did not acknowledge the bind-

ing nature of these claims, the mere claims

would have amounted to nothing. It was the

practice of the king of England, during several

centuries, to declare himselt, (as often as he

issued a proclamation on any subject what-

ever,) king of Great Britain, France, and Ire-

land. Was he, therefore, king of France ?

What if he were now to declare himself king

of Great Britain and China ? It would be a

cheap way, indeed, of acquiring a title, if

merely setting up a claim would answer the

purpose.

By what right do the people of the United

States hold the lands which they occupy? the

people of Ohio, for instance, or of Connecti-

cut? By the right of occupancy only, com-
menced by purchase from the aboriginal pos-

sessors. It would be folly to plead the char-

ters of kings, or the mere drawing of lines of

latitude and longitude. The powers of Europe
have indeed acknowledged our right to our
country. But what if they had not? Our right

is not at all affected by their claims, or ac-

knowledgements. The same doctrine is ap-

plicable to the Cherokees. They have a per-

fect right to their country—the right of peace-
able, continued, immemorial occupancy; and
although their country may be claimed by
others, it may lawfully be held by the posses-

sors against all the world.

The Cherokees need not fear, however, that

their rights are in danger, as a consequence of
any principles sanctioned by the national legis-

lature of the United States. The co-ordinate

branches of our government have not yet de-

clared, that Indians are tenants at will. On
the other hand, the wiiole history of our nego-

tiations with them, from the peace of 1783, to

the last treaty to which they are a party, and
of all our legislation concerning them, show
that they are regarded as a separate commu-
nity from ours, having a national existence,

and possessing a territory, which they are to

hold in full possession till they voluntarily sur-

render it.

I now proceed to the examination of trea-

ties, between tli'e United States and the Chero-
kee nation. And here I would apprise the

reader, that the case can never be fairly and
fully understood, without a reference to every

material article in every treaty which has been
made between these paities. Unless such a

reference is had, no reader can be sure that

he has a view of the whole ground; and a ca-

viller might object, that there had been omis-

sions, in order to conceal a weak part of the

case. This is a subject, too, which the peo-

ple of the United States must have patience to

investigate. When measures are in progress,
which have a bearing on the permanent rights

and interests oC all the Indians, it must not be
thought tedious to read an abstract of the so-

lemn engagements, by which we have become
bound to one of these aboriginal nations.

In the revolutionary contest, the Cherokees
took part with the king of Great Britain, un-

der whose protection they then considered
themselves, just as they now consider them-
selves under the protection of the United
Slates. After the peace of 1783, it does not

appear that any definite arrangement was made
with this tribe till the year 1785. In the course
of that year, the old congress appointed four

commissioners plenipotentiary, men of distinc-

tion at the south, to meet the head men and
warriors of the Cherokees, and negotiate a

treaty of peace.

The parties met at Hopewell, now in York
District, S. C; and, on the 28th of November,
executed an instrument, which is usually cited

as the treaty of Hopewell. The abstract of
this instrument, with some remarks upon it,

will be given in my next number.
William Penn.

for the friend.

ACKWORTH AND CROYDON SCHOOLS.
I have read with much interest the following

reports of the stale of Friends' boarding

schools at Ackworth and Croydon in England,

and apprehending they will afford pleasure to

many of the readers of " The Friend," I send

them for insertion.

There is one portion of the instruction im-

parted to the youth at those excellent institu-

tions, which I think it is particularly desirable

should be more generally attended to in the

schools in this country. I allude to the study

of the history, chronology, geography, and bi-

ography, as well as the doctrines and precepts

of the Holy Scriptures.

Scarcely any study could be presented to

children, more interesting or attractive, and
at the same time so eminently calculated to

afford them important and useful instruction.

My own experience and observation have fully

satisfied me, that by making it a subject of re-

gular attention and weekly examination, child-

ren at a very early age will readily acquire,

with much pleasure to themselves, a fund of

biblical knowledge which will greatly facilitate

more profound research at mature age; or, if

this should not be pursued, will afford them an
intimate and satisfactory acquaintance with

those invaluable records, and a ready solution

of many apparent difficulties which perplex the

superficial and illiterate reader.

'I'he ignorance which has prevailed among
too many of the children and youth of Friends,

in respect to the Holy Scriptures, has not only

been discreditable to the Society, but exposed

them to the sophistry and false glosses of de-

signing unbelievers, and thus contributed in

no small degree to the rapid spread of scep-

ticism. As many of the obstacles which have

hitherto prevented the prosecution of this

branch of moral education, are now removed,

it is hoped that the teachers of Friends' schools

generally will make it a subject of earnest and
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persevering attention. And in order to facili-

tate the improvement of their pupils, it may

be well to furnish them with some of the popu-

lar and concise treatises which illustrate and

explain the diflerent subjects that will engage

their attention, and also a condensed view of

the evidences in support of the genuineness

and authenticity of the sacred writings.

E. T.

The following report [to the yearly meeting of

London,] from the general meeting for Ackworth

School, has been brought in and read; and this meet-

ing, in unison with the said report, desires to record

its sense of gratitude to Divine Providence, on com-

paring the few instances of mortality with the num-

ber who were affected by the fever which prevailed

in the institution last summer.

The several quarterly meetings are desired, in con-

sideration of the present wants of the institution, as

set forth in the report from the general meeting, to

raise a liberal subscription for the use of the said in-

stitution, and remit the same to Samuel Gurney,

treasurer. No. 23, Lombard street, London, within

the present year. They are also desired to appoint

representatives to attend the next general meeting,

to be held at Ackworth, on the last fourth day in th

seventh month, being the 29th of the same.

JOSIAH FORSTER,
Clerk to the meeting this year.

London, the 25th of 5th month, 1829.
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Report lo the Yearly Meeting from the General Meet-

ing for Ackworth School, held in London, by ad

joumment, the 19th of the 5th month, 1829.

In reporting to the yearly meeting the state of the

institution for the last year, a subject which has

cited great interest in the Society at large, and which

we still dwell upon with mournful and solemi

tions, claims our particular attention—we allude to

the epidemic fever which prevailed in the school dur

ingseveral months last year. The complaint made it

first appearance in 5th month, at a time when most of

the children in the school were suffering from seve
"

colds; in the course of which month two cases of fev

occurred. But the medical attendants were not ap-

prehensive that these cases were the beginning of an

infectious disease. Before these two children com-

pletely recovered, another was confined with the

same symptoms, but in rather a milder form; and

though he was in the nursery only two weeks, seve-

ral boys and girls began to be poorly in the same

way before he was well. In this manner, the fever

was slowly but gradually spreading in the school in

tlie 7th month. At the committee, held, as usual,

the day before the general meeting, a conference was

had with the medical attendants of the institution;

when they gave their opinion, that there was ground

to hope the family might soon be restored to health,

and that there would be no impropriety in the gene-

ral meeting being held in its usual course. So rapid,

however, was the increase of the disorder, that, in

the 8th month, not fewer than eighty patients (child-

ren, apprentices, and adults) were under medical

and nursing care at one time. In the course of that

and the following month, the country committee mel

twice specially at Ackworth, on account of the con-

tinued sickness, when they received the reports o:

the medical attendants, to whose aid an eminent phy

sician from Leeds had been called in, and endeavour

ed to devise means for alleviating the sufferings of

the sick children and others in the family. In the

early part of the 9th month the fever began visibly

to decline; on the 5th of which month a circ

dressed to the agents ofthe institution,making known
the improved state of the family,, was issued by the

committee. Another circular, dated the 24th of the

11th month, informed the agents that the fever had

subsided, and that the school (into which no children

had been admitted since the 7th month) was again

open for the reception of scholars. Before the end of

the year many fresh scholars were admitted; bu
was not until the 3rd month of the present year that

the full complement was made up. There are at

present on the list for admission more than fifty

names.
The numbers afflicted with the disorder, some

slightly and many severely, were 90 boys, 81 girls, 5

pprentices, and 7 officers and servants, in all 183; of

/horn two officers, viz. Mary Dumblcton, the nurse,

and Henry Brady, the grammar master, and three

girls, died. In recording these awful events, which

deprived the institution of two of its valuable

assistants, a short tribute of affection and esteem ap-

pears to be due. Mary Dumbleton held the situation

of nurse in the school for twenty years; during which

time she had been a kind and diligent attendant upon

the sick committed to her care, and an example of

Christian fidelity in the discharge of her duties

Henry Brady was brought up in the institution from

a scholar: he was attached, from choice, to the pro-

fession of a schoolmaster, and had used extraordina-

ry assiduity to qualify himself for the employment
His mind having also become deeply impressed with

reUgious principles, and his conduct evidently regu-

lated by them, the committees were glad to retain

him in the service ofthe institution, to which
'

sincerely attached. As he grew in years, his various

qualifications as an instructor of youth became still

more conspicuous. His talent for communicating

knowledge was great; and his patient and affection-

ate conduct towards the children, united as it was

with superior mental endowments, gained for him,

in a remarkable manner, their love and respect, and

had also a very beneficial influence on the younger

teachers. It may, we believe, be safely said, that the

religious welfare of the children was the subject near-

est his heart. In the inculcation of Scriptural know-
ledge, with which his own mind was deeply imbued,

he was peculiarly serviceable; and there is reason to

hope that the seed thus sown in many youthful minds,

will spring up and bear valuable fruit.

When we consider the nature of the complaint, and

the numbers who were afflicted with it, the mortality

appears small; and we have gratefully to acknow-
ledge, that in this, as in all the dispensations of the

Lord, he still remembers mercy.

In closing the account of this illness, we feel it due

to the officers and servants of the institution, to ex-

press our decided approval of their e.xertions, and the

satisfaction it has given us, that no consideration of

personal danger prevented them from paying those

unremitted attentions which the suffering objects of

their care required. Since the fever subsided, the

hool has been favoured with good health.

The statement of the accounts for the past year,

hich is annexed, affords no very unfavourable im-

pression of the state of the institution's finances,

though the payments exceed the receipts by the sum
of £52 6s. 3d. The profit from the farm came sea-

sonably in aid ofthe other common sources ofincome,

some of which appear less than in most former years.

But it will be proper to remark, that sundry expen-

ncurred in consequence of the fever, could not be

brought in: from that cause, the expenditure of the

1 must be expected to be considerably
'

creased: it is therefore hoped, that the kind liberahty

of Friends will in no degree be relaxed in aid of '

current income of the institution. The average

pense of each child, calculated as usual, has been

about £18 4s. Id.

From the reports of deputations ofmen and
Friends appointed to examine the state of the school

in the 4th month last, it appears that, making due

allowance for the interruption occasioned by the late

sickness, as much improvement has been made in 1

various branches of learning as could reasonably be

expected. The examination of the children, as to

their acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures, also af-

forded ground to be satisfied that this important ob-

ject continues to be carefully pursued; and the report

of their conduct shows that the attention of their

teachers in this and other respects is unabated. The
domestic department is reported to be fully restored

to its usual good order; economy, regularity, and
cleanliness, being observable throughout.

Signed in and on behalf of the meeting, by
- Joseph Rowntree.

committee of Friends' School, Croydon, was brought

d read, which
referred to the com

culated amongst our

(Copy)

;isfactory to this meeting. It

littce, to get printed and cir-

WILLIAM MANLEY,
Recording Clerk.

Reportfrom the Committee of Management.

To the (

tution for the year 1828, which we now present to

the quarterly meeting, again affords the favourable

result of a surplus of income above expenditure.

This satisfactory state of our finances may be at-

tributed, we think, in a great degree, to the good
management and suitable regard to economy which
are manifested in the various departments of the

establishment. And depending on the continued

hberality of Friends in their annual subscriptions, we
hope to be able, in the course of another year, to re-

commend to the quarterly meeting to take into its

consideration the propriety of making some perma-
nent reduction in the terms of admission.

The average cost for each child, under the usual

items, appears for last year to be as follows, viz.

L. s. d.

Clothing 323
Provisions, &c. under the head of" House

Expenses" 12 5 7

aries and servants' wages .... 316
Repairs, furniture, stationary, &c. . . 1 18 4

£20 7 8

At a quarterly meeting for London and Middlesex,

held the 24th of third month, 1829, a report from the

The examination of the children, which took place

on the 13th of the present month, has given satisfac-

tion to the sub-committee appointed for that purpose,

both as regards their learning and their deport-

iber of the boys in the first class read well

and parse correctly, and by their answers to the

questions put to them, show good acquaintance with

the meanings of words and readiness in mental calcu-

lation. Many of them are considerably advanced in

the higher rules of arithmetic.

The second class, which at the last examination
had appeared to less advantage, is now coming for-

ward well in the different branches. And the same,
with some exception as to reading, may be said of
the third class. There are some good, and many pro-

mising writers. The sub-committee was gratified in

observing an increased acquaintance with the history

and precepts contained in the holy Scriptures; and,

on the whole, they consider the progress of the boys
to be creditable to the care of their instructors.

The committee of women Friends, appointed for

the like purpose, report, that " the examination of
the girls has furnished satisfactory evidence of im-
provement in several branches of tfieir learning, par-

ticularly reading, arithmetic, and geography; the
needle-work continues to be excellent ; and the ready,

yet considerate answers given to questions on the

contents of the Bible, prove that much and judi-

cious care is bestowed on this part of Christian edu-
cation.

" Their becoming behaviour does credit to those

who have the charge of training their minds."
We have again to report the continuance of the

blessing of health throughout the course of the year
to the whole of the children, with but little excep-

tion, and also to the family ; in the various branches

of which it is satisfactory to observe an harmonious
co-operation for the general welfare of the establish-

ment; and we desire, in conclusion, gratefully to ex-

press our belief, that the divine blessing has not been
withheld from this institutiou.

Signed in and on behalf of the committee, held by
adjournment the 20th of third month, 1829.

PAUL BEVAN.

M. Maingault states, that when air was forcibly

thrown into the lungs of a dead animal, the air,

when thrown out again through the larynx, produ-

ced a sound analagous to that produced by the ani-

mal in the living state.— Qttur. Jour, of Science, &c.
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t^ LEWIS'S REVIEW.
A pamphlet has recently made its appear-

ance in New York, entitled " A Review of the

Testimony issued by the Orthodox Seceders
from the Monthly Meetings of Westbury and
Jericho, against Elias Hicks, by Evan Lewis."

This production, though intended to shield

E. Hicks and his followers from the plain

charges preferred in the testimony of disown
nient from the Society of Friends, issued

against the former by the monthly meeting of
Westbury and Jericho, contains nothing that is

novel or more applicable to the question at is

sue, than many of the publications which the

Hicksites have from time to time issued in va-

rious forms.

There is nothing new in Evan Lewis's mode
of attack or defence; he pursues the beaten
track of his predecessors, denying the charges
of unsoundness in general terms, and then en
tering into an open avowal and defence of the

doctrines themselves, by way of showing that

E. Hicks does not hold them; garbling in va-

rious instances the writings of ancient FriendS;

in order to make their sentiments resemble
those of the modern seceders, and lastly, reck-

lessly misrepresenting plain facts with regard
to the state of meetings, and the rise and
progress of the schism.

The principal dogma of Hume and other
deists, that we are not bound to believe what
we cannot understand or comprehend, is dis

tinctly avowed and openly defended; thus at

tempting to subject the great and holy truth

of revelation to the derision of the erring and
fallible reason of man. Once adopt this prin

ciple, and the reflecting mind will easily per
ceive that it will lead to the whole length of
the absurdities of the French revolutionary

school—that the creation of the universe and
the existence of the Deity being beyom
comprehension, are to be rejected as ideal and
absurd.

The author denies the existence of the de-

vil or evil agent separate from man, in plair

contradiction to the positive testimony of

Scripture,- the belief of every Christian com-
munity, and the experience of every pious and
watchful mind; involving among other conse-

quences a denial of the Scripture declaration,

that the Almighty formed man originally good,

and also the blasphemous idea that the blessed

Saviour was tempted of his own corruptions

and propensities.

The author seems to admit the miraculous
conception of Jesus, but only as a miracle, and
not as an essential point of Christian faith; at

the same time he speaks of Jesus merely as a

prophet, or a good and faithful man; entirely

rejecting the idea that that Jesus Christ who
appeared in Judea and suffered without the

gates of Jerusalem, is the Saviour of men;
considering his death as martyrdom, and de-

nying that he died for the sins of the whole
world, or that his death was propitiatory.

Gross and anti-christian as are the views in-

culcated in this pamphlet, they are only a re-

petition of the stale and often refuted asser-

tions of deistical writers; but it was hardly to
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would have had the hardihood (to say the least] let admits, that upon the question of the
of it) to allege that these are tlie opinions held soundness or unsoundness of E. Hicks's doc-
by the Society ofFriends, after the pointed denia
ofsuch doctrines by all our ancient writers, who
have treated on these subjects—the repeated
and formal declarations issued purposely to

deny and refute such charges, as well as many
official documents clearly setting forth the
sound Christian doctrines held by the Society,

and documents haveThese declarat

frequently been brought into view of latter

time, that it would seem superfluous again to

quote them; the serious inquirer is referred
for complete satisfaction on the subject,
" Evans's Exposition of the Doctrines of
Friends," and as the authors from which the
extracts in this work are made, are particular-
ly referred to, the opportunity is afforded for

the most ample examination and satisfaction

of every individual; and whatever may be
thought of the doctrines abstractedly, there
certainly is such a mass of evidence authenti-
cating the sound and Christian views of the

Society, and entirely at variance with the as-

sumptions of the pamphlet, as cannot leave any
doubt on serious and sane minds, that the So-
ciety of Friends never held the doctrines there
imputed to them. The author has attempted
to support his notions by a few passages said

to be taken from the writings of Friends, but
on examination, it appears he has made use of
a publication issued two or three years since
by the Hicksites, containing a collection of al-

leged quotations, interpolated, garbled, and
perverted in the most unexampled and shame-
less mantier. This spurious production has
been e.^posed, and its character so fully set
forth in a work entitled " A Defence of the
Doctrines of Friends," that it was not expect-
ed any man would have the temerity to bring
it into view again for the same unhallowed
purpose. The author is about as much to be
relied on when he professes to state facts, as
in his exhibition of doctrines—we allude to his

statement of numbers, which is wholly incor-
rect, and in some parts grossly so. For in-

stance, in Ohio yearly meeting, he says, the
Hicksites are equal in number with Friends

—

that New England yearly meeting is not larger
than that of Baltimore—and that Virginia and
North Carolina yearly meetings together, are
about as large as New York monthly meeting
such reckless and absurd statements as these
must injure any cause.

The review contains one confession, how
ever, which is of considerable importance; in

the preface it is said—" the testimony against
E. Hicks opens a wide field for examining the
principles and doctrines of the Society of
Friends—these doctrines and principles are
said to be denied by him, and upon his sup-
posed denial of them, is founded the proceed-
ings against him, as an individual, "and the
voluntary separation of his opposers from the
Society; hence the question at issue between
Friends, and those who have separated them-
selves from their communion, is to be decided
upon the truth or falsehood of the charges ex-
hibited against E. Hicks. It is a question
which embraces not his case alone, but that
of the body to which he belongs." The reade

be expected that the author of the pamphlet will here observe that the author of the pampli

trme, the whole controversy turns; so that the
favourite position of some of the seceders that
doctrines are of no importance, and not in-
volved in the present controversy, is entirely
abandoned; the existence and fiite of the new
sect completely identified with E. Hicks, and
the issue of the whole matter rested upon the
doctrines which ho maintains.
We have thus briefly glanced at a few of

(he most important parts of the review, as it

would require a large space fully to expose its

real character, and the unfair means to which
its author has resorted to support his cause.
At a future time, however, the subject will

probably be examined more in detail.

D.

FOR THE FRIEND.

FRAGMENTS. NO. 16.

Joseph Coale, a short time before his death,
declared: '• That the light of that glorious ever-
lasting day, which is broken forth in this our
day, shall never be extinguished, notwithstand-
ing all that men can do. And though," said
he, " it may be in the hearts of men, to destroy
and root out, if it were possible, the righteous
from off the earth, yet the Lord doth'not in-
tend so; neither is it in his heart to suffer it so
to be, but to exalt his own name and kingdom
over all; and the wrath of man shall turn to
the glory of God, and the rest he will restrain."

Elizabeth Harman, under the prospect of
death, said, that she "saw clearly through the
secret and subtle workings of the enemy°of her
soul, who would have discouraged her, but I

know the power that hath driven him back,
and he must enter no more. Now is my soul
redeemed to God, and he that hath redeemed
me is near me. The sufferings and death of
Christ, and of his agonies, the shedding of his
blood, and what he hath done for me, I feel

now that I have the benefit of all; blessed be the
Redeemer who is near me. And again. "Oh,
how gracious a God have I ! Now I want to
go hence, I long to be dissolved; come. Lord,
come, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit; oh the
the light that I see before me, and the glory of
that kingdom I shall soon enter into !"

Charles Marshall. After a life of dedication
to the cause of his crucified Lord and Saviour,
this eminent minister of the gospel testified to
several of his friends who visited him in his
last illness: " 1 have loved the brotherhood; I

have sought the unity and peace of the church
for this forty years; and to my great comfort
never did any thing tending to the breach
thereof. I have two things that lie upon me
to Friends, which I desire may be communi-
cated to them. The first is, that they gather
down into the immortal seed and word of life

in themselves, and be exercised in it before the
Lord, and duly prize and set a right value upon
the many outward and inward mercies and
blessings, and heavenly visitations, that the
Lord had eminently bestowed upon them since
the morning of the day of his blessed visitation;

then shall they grow and be preserved in a
living freshness to him. And the Lord will

continue his mercies to them, and they shall
not want his divine refreshing presence in their
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meetings together before him. Secondly, that I W. P. indignantly exclaims: " An arrant

those friends, that the Lord hath given great forgery."
, „t. i o„

estates unto, ought to cast their bread upon T. II. again asks, " how shall 1 know that?

the waters, and do good therewith in their

lifetime; for those that are enjoyers of such

things, should see that they are good stewards

thereof. Oh: the many poor families that such

might be a help to. How easily might they,

with a little, assist many a family to live in the

world. And what a comfort would it be for

such to see the fruits of their charity in their

lifetime!" On our friend G. Whitehead com-

ing into his chamber, he signified his great

peace and satisfaction, and that he always from

the first, had an honourable esteem of the uni-

ty of his brethren,

William Penn, in a reply to two abusive

pamphlets written by Thomas Hicks, against

Friends, exposes his gross slanders, among
which we find the following. Similar senti

ments have been published in this country

within the last six years, and attempted to be

palmed upon the Society as being coincident

with the doctrines of our ancient Friends, but

which Wm. Penn distinctly rejects, and shows

them to be the calumnies of their enemies.

But it would seem that some disturbers of the

church's peace, have now become so familiar

with the writings of their predecessors in this

unholy work, as to believe the charges of the

enemies, rather than the refutations of the ad-

vocates of truth as it is in Jesus.

T. Hicks makes the Quakers to say, " That

the light in us sees no necessity of a Mediator."

To which Wm. Penn replies, " When God
knows we feel the daily benefit of one.'

T. H. " That the Quakers account the

blood of Jesus Christ no more than they do

the blood of a common thief." W. P.: " An
ungodly aspersion."

T. H. " That the Quakers dissemble when
they tell the people they own the Scriptures

and that they render them of no more authori

ty than Esop's fables. That a Quaker should

say that which troubles thee is thy puzzling

thyself so much in that book, the Bible; thou

wilt never be settled till thou throw that book
away." W. P. " A wicked lie!"

T. H. " Also that a Quaker should s^y to

one T. Holbrow, what dost thou tell me of the

Scriptures? they are no more to me than an

old almanac."

W. P. " Which we renounce both as being

a lie and an irreverent expression; for I.

Nobbs, on whom it was charged, was a ranter."

T. H. " That N. Lucas said to one of T.

H.'s acquaintance, that he might burn the

Bible, and serve God as well without it; and

that he might write as good scripture himself

if he would have any."

W. P. "A lie, which he disowns."

T. H. makes the Quaker say: " Thou mis

takest us when we make use of the Scriptures

'tis only to quiet and stop their clamours that

plead for it as their ruli

W. P. To this and other aspersions: " We
charge it all with forgery."

T. H. puts this question: " Do you believe

the Scriptures to be the true sayings of God?''

To which he makes the Quaker reply: " Yea
30 far as they agree with the light within."

Quaker: " I witness it." " Must I believe thee

upon thy own words?" Quaker. " I would

have thee do so."

W. Penn subjoins: "Abominable forgery!"

EMBLEMS FROM NATURE.
See yon pale moon

Hanging upon the skirt of that black cloud.

Which, in its slow majestic motion, soon

The lovely orb will shroud.

God,

And see, again, after a little space.

The cloud is o'er—
And shining clearer, b

She glories in I

So have I seen the young, the good, the fair,

Rejoice in life,

Till disappointment, woe, and bitter care,

Remorse, and pangs of mem'ry, ever rife.

Taught them to shun the strife.

But ne'er have I beheld

Those who have trusted in their father

To sink beneath the load-
Sooner or later did their sufferings end.

The dark cloud was dispell'd.

And they more purely, brightly on did wend.

Than when their hearts with youthful joyance

swell'd,

For they who trust in God can never want
friend. A.

From Paulson's Am. D. Adver.

Leipsic, the great Teutonic bazaar oftypographers,

bookmakers, et id germs omne, contains two-and-

twenty printing establishments, which keep 128

presses and 549 mechanics and apprentices in an in-

cessant slate of activity, and annually consume
40,437,000 sheets of paper. These establishments

afford occupation to at least 200 founders, copper-

plate printers and lithographers. The number of

regular booksellers amounts to 60; and 450 foreign

establishments liave their agents within its walls.

The sale of books at the great fair during the three

weeks at Easter, has been estimated at three mil-

lions of dollars, (660,000/.)

THE FRIEND.
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The series of essays, entitled " Liberia,"

are brought to a termination to-day. They
have increased in interest as they have ad-

vanced, and the clo.-*ing number will not

yield to any of the preceding in respect to its

claims upon the close attention of our readers.

As corroborative of some of the deductions

so clearly and forcibly drawn, we insert below

two short paragraphs from Poulson's Ameri
can Daily Advertiser of the 25th.

have sold their possessions, and removed thcm-elves

to Ohio, where the increasing prosperity of th • peo-

ple so strikingly demonstrates the superior advan-

tage of free labour."

—

Greensborough Patriot.

From the same journal of the 27th, we shall

copy another paragraph, exhibiting an addi-

tional proof of the continued activity with

^hich the horrid traffic in human flesh is car-

led on, and, also, of its attendant miseries.

" The slave ship Fame, of Cadiz, arrived at Ha-
vana, from the coast of Africa, landed 300 and odd

sick slaves on the coast to the windward of Matan-
zas, and lost 600 slaves, and sixty of her crew, on

her passage from Africa."

It will be a satisfaction to our readers to

learn, that our highly valued friends, Isaac and
Anna Braithwaite, arrived at Liverpool in

good health, after a remarkably short and
pleasant passage. They embarked at New
York on the 16th of the sixth month about noon,

and landed at Liverpool on the morning of

the 3d of the seventh, having accomplished

their voyage in rather less than seventeen days

from the time of their going on board in Ame-
rica to that of landing in England.

As a passing notice of Evan Lewis' pamph-
let, (which we have seen,) the review of our

friend D. is to the point; and having the evi-

dence of truth to recommend it, will do good;

but we are authorized to say that it will be

speedily followed up by a more extended ex-

amination from another pen.

Another number of the " Watchman" has

made its appearance, but is unavoidably post-

poned to next week.

Subscribers to the second edition of the first

volume of" The Friend," are informed that it

is now ready for delivery. Those who have
not subscribed, and who wish to have a copy
to complete their setts, are requested to make
early application to the publisher. The price

is three dollars in boards. Besides the amount
of miscellaneous and literary matter it contains,

the statements and information relative to the

difficulties in our religious Society; not to be

found in any other publication, will render this

volume a desirable appendage to the library

of every Friend, and of deep interest to pos-

terity. The copies left, after supplying actual

subscribers, is comparatively small ; those,

therefore, who are desirous to obtain it, will

do well not to delay their orders.

"A writer

belief, that wi

South Carolii

tual decline i:

1 the Charleston Courier expresses

en the census now going forward
a is completed, it ' will exhibit an a

" Tlie effects of Slave Labour.—iohn Nichols offeri

for sale that valuable property called the Jamei
river slate mines, sixty miles above Richmond, Vir-

ginia. He says his object is to relieve himself as far

as possible from a dependence on slave labour. How
many of our industrious and enterprising citizens,

being disgusted with the idea of rearing a family of
children in a land so rapidly peopling with slaves,

Died, at Burlington, on tlie 24lh inst. in the 89th
year of her age, Milcah Martha Moore, relict of
Dr. Charles Moore, of Montgomery county, Pennsyl-

vania. With a sound and cultivated understanding,

and a heart in which the milder virtues—meekness,
humility, and charity, dA-elt as at their home, and
not of constraint; to her might appropriately be

applied what is said of" a certain disciple of Joppa;"
" this woman was full of good works and alms-deeds

which she did ;" and when " she was sick and died,"
" all the widows stood by weeping, and showing the

coats and garments which Dorcas made while she

with them."
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" Non, si male nune, et olim

Sic erit."

I remember to have read somewhere that it

would probably be of service to the world, if

all authors would confine themselves in a great

degree to the collection and arrangement of
their thoughts into as small a compass as pos-

sible, and simply furnish their readers with a

series of facts and premises, leaving each one
to the exercise of his own reason in the deduc-
tion of consequences; and tliat the reasoning
faculty would thus be much improved and
strengthened in mankind at large, l^t it ap-

pears to me that there arc many and strong

objections to this plan. People in general

would be too apt to remain satisfied without

coming to any conclusion at all; and whether
they did so or not, their inferences would be
about as likely to be wrong as right in all

cases which do not directly concern the business

ofcommon life, unless a better system of mental
discipline than seems possible at present, were
first introduced into the world and universally

adopted. So, that, however this plan mighi
operate as a saving of labour to the author,

and lessen the load of books upon our shelves,

to saynothing of the benefit which might ac-

crue to the common intellect, it is hardly like-

ly to be carristl'into eflect in our day. How
far the exigencies of posterity may lead to

something of the kind, it is ditficult to deter-

mine; but that such will one day be the case,

seems highly probable, when we consider the

vast increase of writings in all parts of the

civihzed world; for it will certainly be impos-

sible, with any means we are at present pos-

sessed of, to acquire in a life time even the

most general notion of what shall have been
written; and unless some terrible destruction,

compared with which the conflagration of
Omar were as nothing, should sweep away the

great bulk of modern learning, posterity must
assuredly devise some scheme unknown to

their forefathers, to enable them to make any
use of their literary labours. Not only does
the multitude of volumes increase in an appal-
ling degre6 in all places where learning has
hitherto flourished, but the limits of the book-

making region are advancing in an equal pro-

portion. The west of Europe is no longer
the sole source of literature and science; this

proud distinction does not now belong to all

Europe together; but the appetite for know-
ledge and the production of books, is extend-
ing in every direction throughout the vast con-
tinent of the new world. Calculation is at an
end, and the most active imagination must re-

coil at the prospect of such an inconceivable

accumulation of letter-press as must of neces-

sity be created, should the present course of
things continue tor a few centuries longer, and
the increase of printing go on, as it has done
in the compound ratio of the progress of pop
ulation and of time. Oblivion, to be sure, wil

be the inevitable destiny of tiie great mass of
this progeny of the press; but' the patience of
all reasonable men is ever and anon disturbed,

by finding some shallow-brained babbler, who
had been slumbering for ages in deserved for-

getfulness, brought fearlessly to light, giving

birth to a commentary more stupid than the

te.\t. And how shall future generations be
able to distinguish merit in such a frightful

heap? It would even now be too much for

the labour of several lives to determine with
judgment those works of the different authors
in every age which has a claim to preservation;
and I would propose the institution of a col-

"ege of learned men, whose proper ofiice it

should be to ransack the learning of all coun-
tries and ages, and recommend to the world by
the force of their authority those works which
ought not to perish.

I would have censors for every department
of learning, and if they were also entrusted
with the power of destroying such works as
they rejected, the good ellbcts of the establish-

ment would be more extensive and permanent.
I am convinced that such a scheme would
have to encounter a strenuous opposition from
a multitude of writers. The cry of usurpation
nd oppression would be long and vehement;

the sovereign will of the people would be ap-
pealed to witli incessant clamour; the republic
of letters would be threatened with all the hor-
rors of a civil war; poetasters, tourists, and
scribblers of all sorts, would be ready to join
battle in defence of their rights, and for a time
the contest might wear a doubtful aspect.
But reason surely must prevail over folly in the
end, and I cannot suffer myself to doubt the
ultimate success of so excellent a project.

Let none be startled at the thought of so
boundless a devastation as must follow the es-
tablishment of this college. It is very doubt-
ful whether the world has suffered any thing
from the loss of the numberless volumes which
perished during the prevalence of feodal bar-
barism in Europe. Antiquity is probably the

gamer at all events; for it can hardly be doubt-
ed, that if all the literature of Greece and
Rome had descended to our time, our venera-
tion of their remains would have been dimin-
islied, by reason of the worthlessness of much
which would have been preserved. And I

think we may fairly claim an equal advantage;
for as the case now stands, we have an undis-
puted standard ofgood taste, to which we may
recur when the general appetite becomes viti-

ated, and extravagances may thus be correct-
ed, and classical purity restored in the repub-
lic of letters; as civil governments are reno-
vated by a recurrence to the first principles of
the law.

The advantages of such an institution as I

have proposed would be manifold, and must
be so obvious to every one, that I shall not
stop long to consider them. We should then
be directed at once to the best treatises on
every subject; our minds would not be weari-
ed with the crude conceptions of pretending
upstarts, nor our ears annoyed with their

bungling plirases. The illustrious masters of
our college would relieve us from this painful

task; and our time would no more be wasted
in perusing volumes which at last we discover
to be worthless, or far inferior for our purpose
to others which might have been procured.
Now is it not truly amazing, that whilst so
much pains are bestowed upon the invention
of machines to save time and labour in mecha-
nical operations, that nothing in anywise ana-
logous should have been hit upon, or even at-

tempted, so far as I know, for the relief of the
mental process?

Invention of Printing, and Materials used for
transmitting Knowledge before that took
place.

(^Continuedfrom page 364.)

For at least three hundred years before
Christ, this article was exported in large quan-
tities from Egypt. Of the extent and value of
the manufactures in Alexandria, and of the
wealth derived from them, we may form some
idea from an anecdote of Firmus. This per-
son, the friend and ally of Zenobia, queen of
Palmyra, a wealthy merchant, or rather a ma-
nufacturer of paper and glue in Alexandria,
broke into that city in the middle of the third

century, at the head of a furious multitude,
assumed the imperial purple, coined money,

published edicts, and raised an army, which he
boasted he could maintain from the sole profits

of his manufactures." The time when the
manufacture of this paper was lost, or super-
seded, is not known. The possession of Egypt
by the Saracens certainly interrupted and di-

d its manufacture and export; and it is

generally supposed that few, if any, manuscripts
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on papyrus are of a later date than the eighth

or ninth century. About this period, cotton

paper was first made: according to some, in

Bucharia; according to others, it had been

known long before in China and Persia. There

is no doubt, however, that the Arabs, having

gained a knowledge of the process, established

a manufacture at Ceuta, and afterwards in

Spain: and thus introduced it into Europe,

about the twelfth century. In the next centu-

ry this paper was in common use in the east-

ern empire, and in Sicily. At first it was made

of raw cotton; then of old worn out cotton

cloth. While the paper manufactories of Spain

were possessed by the Arabians, this article

was of a very coarse and inferior quality, in

consequence of their employing only mortars,

and hand or horse-mills, to reduce the wool

or cloth to a pulp; but as soon as their Chris-

tian labourers got possession of the paper mills

of Toledo and Valencia, they worked them to

more advantage, by the use of water-mills, an

improved method of grinding and stamping,

and by the invention or adoption of moulds.

The use of cotton paper became general only

in the thirteenth century; and about the middle

of the fourteenth, it was almost entirely supe

seded by paper from linen rags, such as is i

present made and used in Europe, and wher-

ever Europeans have settled or colonised.

There is much uncertainty respecting the ex-

act time when linen paper was invented, and

in what country. It is probable that at first

a mixture of cotton and linen rags was em-

ployed, especially in those countries, wheie

flax was much and easily cultivated, and where

cotton was an article of import, and conse-

quently scarce and dear. Montfaucon, who,

on these subjects, is great authority on account

of the diligence and extent of his researches,

could find no books, either in France or Italy,

made of linen paper, before the year 1270.

A specimen a little earlier, however, in 1239,

has been discovered by De Vaines. In the

fourteenth century, the use of this kind of pa-

per became general. Italy seems to have had

paper manufactures for exportation at this

time. In 1380, part of the cargo of a ship,

from Genoa to Sluys, in Flanders, which was

driven ashore on the coast of England, con-

sisted of twenty-two bales of writing paper.

The oldest German paper-mill was erected at

Nuremberg, in 1390. There are English ma-

nuscripts, on linen paper, so early as 1340 and

1342; but the manufacture was not introduc-

ed, according to the general opinion, into this

country, till the year 1588. At that time a

German, named Spielman, jeweller to Queen

Elizabeth, erected a paper-mill at Dartford, in

Kent. This opinion, however, has been con-

troverted on good grounds; as the paper used

by Wynkyn de VVorde (svho may justly be con-

sidered as Caxton's real successor) for Bar-

tholoraeus, de proprietatibus rerum—described

by Mr. Dibdin, " as one of the most splendid

typographical productions of the early British

press," was made at Hertford by John Tate,

junior, who may therefore be deemed the ear-

liest paper-maker in England.* Our principal

* John Tate, Uie younger—
Which late hath in England do make tliis paper thynne,

That now in our Enslisli, tliis bolte is printed inne.

supply of fine paper, for printing and writing,

was from the continent—(Holland and France

chiefly)— till about one hundred years since.

At tliis period two-thirds of the paper used

was home made; at present, besides manufac-

turing sufficient for our own use, we export it

to a considerable amount.

The instruments employed to write with, by

the ancients, and in the dark and middle ages,

of course varied according to the nature of the

materials on which they wrote. They may be

divided into two kinds: those which acted im-

mediately, and those which acted by the as-

sista'nce of fluids; of the first kind were the

wedge and chisel, for inscriptions on stone,

wood, and metal; and the style, for wax ta-

blets. The last has been already mentioned

and described; the others need no description.

As the style was too sharp for writing on

parchment and Egyptian paper, and moreover,

was not adapted for holding or conveying a

fluid, a species of reed was employed. The

Egyptian reeds were preferred, but many othei

were also used. They were cut in the fori

of our modern pens, and split in the points;

when they became blunt, they were sharpened

either with a knife, or on a rough stone. Per

sons of rank and fortune often wrote with a

calamus of silver—something probably like

our silver pens. However carefully made

mended, the strokes made by the reed-pens

tere in genera! coarse and uneven. Both the

tyles and the reeds were carefully kept in

cases. From ancient authors, as well as from

the figures in manusciipts, we learn that they

used a sponge to cleanse the reed, and to rub

out such letters as were written by mistake; a

knife for mending the reed; pumice, for a simi-

lar purpose, or to smooth the parchment; com-

passes for measuring the distances of the lines;

scissors for cutting the paper; a puncher to

point the beginning and ending of each line; a

rule to draw lines and divide the sheets into

columns; a glass containing sand, and another

glass filled with water, probably to mix with

the ink.

Neither the particular species of calamus,

used as pens by the ancients, nor the manner

in which they prepared them for this purpose,

is known. This is remarkable, since all the

places where these reeds grow wild, have been

ascertained and explored by botanists: with so

little success, however, that after a variety of

learned as well as scientific conjectures, the

calamus of the ancients has not yet found a

place in the botanical system of Linneus.

This is yet more remarkable, as reeds are

still employed by many eastern nations to write

with. Ranwolf, whotravelled in the sixteenth

century, informs us that canes for pens were

sold in" the shops of Turkey, small, hollow with-

in, smooth without, and of a brownish colour,

Tavernier, Chardin, Tournefort, and other

travellers, give a similar account, adding, that

the reeds are about the size of large swan

quills, except that their nib is much larger.

The best grow near the Persian Gulph. It is

highly probable, that of whatever species these

are, they are of the same as those employed by

the ancients; and that the mode of preparing

them, still practised in the east, was followed by

the ancients. They are put for some months

in a dunghill; this gives them a dark yellow co-

lour, a fine polish, and the requisite hardness.

Reeds continued to be used even so late as

the eighth century, though there can be no

doubt that quill pens were known in the mid-

dle of the seventh. The earliest author who
uses the word penna for a writing pen, is Isi-

dorus, who lived in that century; and towards

the latter end of the same century, a Latin

sonnet to a pen was written by an Anglo-Saxon

author. There is, indeed, in the Medicean

Library, a MS. of Virgil, written in the begin-

ning of the fifth century, evidently, from the

gradual and regular fineness of the hair strokes,

by some instrument as elastic as a quill: but

there is no proof that it was really written

with a quill. Considering that pens from

quills were certainly known in the seventh cen-

tury, they must have come into general use

very slowly; for in 1433, a present of a bundle

of quills was sent from Venice by a monk,

with a letter, in which he says: " Show the

bundle to brother Nicholas, that he may choose

a quill."

The composition and the colours of the ink

used by the ancients were various. Lamp-

black, or the black taken from burnt ivory,

and soot from furnaces and baths, according

to Pliny and other writers, formed the basis of

it: the black hquor of the cuttle fish is also said

to have been used as ink, principally on the

authority of a metaphorical expression of the

poet Persius. But of whatever ingredients it

was made, it is certain, from chemical analy-

sis, from the solidity and blackness in the most

ancient^ manuscripts, and from an inkstand

found a't Herculaneum, in which the ink ap-

pears like a thick oil, that the ink then made
was much more opaque as well as encaustic

than that used at present. Inks, red, purple

and blue, and also silver and gold inks, were

much employed by the ancients; the red was

made from vermilion, cinnabar, and carmine;

the purple from the mnrcx; one kind of this

coloured ink, called the sacred encauster, was

set apart for the sole use of the emperors. The
subscription at the end of most Greek manu-

scripts, containing the name of the copyist, and

the year, month, day, and sometimes hour,

when he finished his labour, were generally

written, in the period of the lower empire, in

purple ink. Golden ink was used by the

Greeks much more than by the Romans. The
manufacture both of it and silver ink was a

distinct and extensive, as well as a lucrative

business in the middle ages; and another dis-

tinct business was that of inscribing the titles,

capitals or emphatic words, in coloured and

gold or silver inks.

{To be continued.')

The July number of " The African Repository,"

contains the following e.\tract of a letter dated Mon-
rovia, May 5, 1829, from the venerable Abduhl Rah-

hahman, (of whom we some time since gave some

account.)
'• I am happy to inform you that I arrived safely in

Africa, with my wife, and found the people generally

in good health. You will please inform all my friends,

that I am in the land of my forefathers; and that I

shall expect my friends in America to use their influ-

ence to get my children for me, and I shall be happy

if they succeed. You will pleaJfe inform my children,

by letter, of my arrival in the colony."
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To the Editor o/" The Friend."

The following little essay, consisting of three

stanzas or sonnets, was penned long before

the writer was aware of the recent and highly

interesting discoveries in Egypt, abstracts of

which have appeared in your valuable paper,

If it should be thought suitable for insertion,

and the contribution of an English reader be

quite admissible, it is perfectly at your service.

It is proper to explain, that the second stanza

is addressed to the unknown inhabitants of

one of those stupendous dormitories.

EGYPT.
Land of the Nile, how is thy glory gone!

How is thy greatness vanish'd, as a dream
Darkness hath seen in beauty, by the beam

Of fairy fancy ; but the awalienM dawn
Remembereth nought of that the night hath been.

But that 'twas very lovely!—thus the stream
Of rolling ages hath left but a gleam,

Of all the brightness of thine early morn !

Where is thy sceptred arm ? ah ! where is now
The starry diadem, that proudly crown'd
The wreathed splendour of thine awful brow.'

Then—thou didst give thy law to nations round

—

But mighty ruins, hoar, forsaken, now

—

And graves of long forgotten names, are found.

Arouse thee, sleeper ! speak from this thy tomb,
Inhabitant of darkness, who dost dwell
In this vast place alone ! Speak from thy cell.

Where, wrapt in secret, unapproachcd gloom,
Sullen thou sleepest ! Circling ages bloom.
Not hearing e'en thy long resounded name ;

For this, that should have left thee deathless

fame,

Is, as itself, a wonder in thy room :

And now upon thy sepulchre we gaze.

And think what changes have been since the day
'Twas fixed here at first; when the broad blaze

Of Egypt's greatness, with its splendid ray.

Lighted the world, and filled it with her praise I

How has her ancient glory pass'd away !

Thou sun, who shinest from thy zenith high.

On these drear sandy wastes, dost smile in

Ye clouds, for nought distil the balmy rain

Upon this desert ! Yonder arched sky
O'erspreads no land with its blue canopy
More deeply fallen. Here, fraught with burning

bane.

The blasting simoom scours the scorched plain.

Purple and fell ! But ages swiftly fly—
The night of nations ! For thy old renown

And idol glory, not to be again.

Shall be set o'er thee, the eternal crown
Of the " Great King ;"* upon whose peaceful

reign,

A holier, better glory,t shall fall down,
And, as thy river, cover all thy plain !

The following came to us on the same sheet

of paper, and in the same hand writing with

the preceding.

COPIED FOR THE FRIEND.

SONNET.
Imitated fro7n the Italian of Michael Angela.

How sweet shall be the incense of my prayer.
If gifted from on high with power to pray,

I may draw nigh, and bring those spices rare.

That spring not forth from my unfertile clay !

Source of all perfect gifts I ah ! who shall lay
Aught at thy feet, unless by thee bestow'd?

Thine is the softening dew—the quickening
ray.

And Thino the right to reap where thou has
strew'd,

Forerunner to the purchased abode !

Oh ! shed Thou then on me—e'en upon me

—

Thy light to find—thy strength to tread the road

To where the pure in heart shall dwell will

Thee.
Take all Thi -enkindle—raise-

My thoughts—my tongue—my life—to thy

mortal praise !

From the JVational Intelligencer.

Present Crisis in the Condition of the Ameri-

can Indians.

No. III.

The title of the treaty to which I referred in

my last number, is in these words:
" Articles concluded at Hopewell, on the

Keowee, between Benjamin Hawkins, Andrew
Pickens, Joseph Martin, and Lachlan M'ln-
tosh, commissioners plenipotentiary of the

United States of America, of the one part, and
the head men and warriors of all tiie Chero-
kees, of the other."

The preface to the articles is thus e.xpressed:

" The Commissioners Plenipotentiary of the

United States in congress assembled, give

peace to all the Cherokees, and receive them
into the favour and protection of the United
States of America, on the following condi-

tions."

Before I proceed to make an abstract of the

articles, it is proper to say, that in regard to

this and ail subsequent treaties, I shall be as

brief as appears to be consistent with putting

the reader in full possession of the case. The
more material parts of treaties I shall cite lit-

erally: and these will be distinguished by dou-
ble inverted commas. Other parts will be
abridged; but where the principal words ofany
abridgment are taken from the treaties, such
passages will be marked by single inverted

commas. The less material parts will be e.x-

pressed as briefly as possible in my own lan-

guage; but in all these cases I pledge myself
to the strictest fidelity. At least the subject

of every article shall be mentioned, that the

reader may judge of the general aspect of
the whole, as well as of the meaning of the

most important parts. The treaty of Hopewell,
then, reads as follows:

" Art. 1. The Head Men and Warriors of
all the Cherokees shall restore all the prisoners,

citizens of the United States, or subjects of
their allies, to their entire liberty: they shall al-

so restore all the negroes, and all other prop-
erty taken during the late war, from the citi-

zens, to such person, and at such time and
place, as the Commissioners shall appoint.

" Art. 2. The Commissioners of the United
States in congress assembled, shall restore all

the prisoners taken from the Indians during the

late war, to the Head Men and Warriors of the

Cherokees, as early as is practicable.

"Art. 3. The said Indians, tor themselves,

and their respective tribes and towns, do ac-

knowledge all the Cherokees to be under the

protection of the United States of America,
and of no other sovereign whatsoever.

" Art. 4. The boundary allotted to the

Cherokees, for their hunting grounds, between
the said Indians and the citizens of the United
States, within the limits of the United States of

America, is, and shall he the following:" The
boundary defines the northern and eastern limits

of the Clierokee country.
" Art. 5. Ifany citizen ofthe United States,

or other person, not being an Indian, shall at-

tempt to settle on any of the lands, westward
and southward of the said boundary, which are
hereby allotted to the Indians for their hunting
grounds, or having already settled, and will not
remove from the same within six months after

ratification of the treaty, such person shall for-

feit the protection of the United States, and the

Indians may punish him, or not, as they please."

Then follows a proviso, as to settlers "between
the Fork of French Broad and Ilolston,"

whose case is to be referred to congress.
" Art. 6. If any Indian, or Indians, or per-

sons residing among them, or who shall take
refuge in their nation, shall commit robbery,
or murder, or other capital crime, on any citi-

zen of the United States, or person under their

protection, the Nation, or the Tribe, to which
such offender or offenders may belong, shall

be bound to deliver him or them up, to be pun-
ished according to the ordinances of the Unit-
ed States;" 'provided that the punishment
shall not be greater, than if the crime had been
committed by a citizen on a citizen.'

" Art. 7. If any citizen ofthe United States,

or person under their protection, shall commit
a robbery or murder, or other capital crime,

on any Indian," he shall be punished in the

same manner as if ' the crime had been com-
mitted on a citizen,' and the punishment shall

be in the presence of some of the Cherokees,
who shall have due notice of the time and place.

" Art. 8. No punishment of the innocent
for the guilty, on either side, " except where
there is a manifest violation of this treaty; and
then it shall be preceded first by a demand of
justice; and if refused, tlven by a declaration

of hostilities."

" Art. 9. For the benefit and comfort of
the Indians, and for the prevention of injuries

or oppressions on the part of the citizens or
Indians, the United States in congress assem-
bled, shall have the sole and exclusive right of
regulating the trade with the Indians, and
managing all their affairs in such manner as

they think proper.

"Art. 10. Until the pleasure of congress
be known respecting the 9th Article," a tem-
porary provision is made for the security of
traders.

" Art. II. The said Indians shall give no-

tice" ofany designs "formed in any neighbour-

ing tribe, or by any person whomsoever, against

the peace, trade, or interest of the United
States."

" Art. 12. That the Indians may have full

confidence in the justice of the United States,

respecting their interests, they shall have a right

to send a deputy of their choice, whenever they

think fit, to congress.

"Art. 13. The hatchet shall be forever bu-

ried, and peace given by the United States, and
friendship re-established between the said states

on the one part, and all the Cherokees on the

other, shall be universal; and the contracting

parties shall use their utmost endeavours to

maintain the' peace given as aforesaid, and
friendship re-established."
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These articles were signed by the four com-

missioners of the United States, and by

thirty-seven Head Men and Warriors of the

Cherokees, in the presence of William Blount,

afterwards governor of Tennessee, and eight

other witnesses. In the formulary which pre-

cedes the signatures, the articles are called a

" Definitive Treaty."

It may be well to look for a few moments at

some of the features of this instrument, though

it is by no means so important, as two or more
of the treaties which have since been negotiat-

ed by the same parties. Among the documents

of congress, published during the last session,

is a letter from the Hon. Hugh L. White, now
senator in congress, to Mr. John Ross, at

present the chief man of the Cherokee nation,

in which the writer argues at some length, that

the treaty of Hopewell is not now in force, on

tent of their literal and proper meaning. The
argument stands in this form. The Cherokees
fought on the side of the British, in the war of

independence. The British were beaten; and
therefore the Cherokees were a conquered

people. To a conquered people the United

States gave peace; and therefore the United

States are not bound by the very articles which

they dictated. They allotted a boundary to the

Cherokees; and therefore the United States

are not under obligation to respect the bound-

ary, which they themselves allotted. To refute

such conclusions, established by such a process

of reasoning, is unnecessary. The very state-

ment of the argument is enough.
It is true, that the commissioners of the

United States, in several treaties made about the

same time, express themselves rather haughti-

when they declare that they give peace

account of its having been abrogated by a sub- 1
to the Indians. The fact is well known, how-

sequent war, and its not being expressly recog

nized in any subsequent treaty. Whether the

conclusion of Judge White is correct, or not,

has httle bearing on the present investigation.

Ifthe treaty be not now in force, it was in force

once; and its meaning may be worth consider-

ing.

This is the first treaty made by the United

States, with either of the south-western tribes,

or nations. The state of Georgia had, previ-

viously to the revolutionary war, entered into

a compact with the Cherokees, of which no-

tice will be taken at the proper time. After

the peace of 1783, and before the adoption of

the federal constitution, the congress made
treaties with the Indians, in precisely the same

manner as with European nations. If the

power to do this was doubted, or denied, the

doubt or denial has never come to my know-

ledge. The treaty of Hopewell was negotiated

by commissioners, all of whom, if I mistake

not, resided at the south; and I have never

heard that any remonstrance was offered by

either of the states in the neighbourhood of the

Cherokees, on the ground that the old congress

had no power to agree upon a line of demarc-

ation with the Indians. A line was fixed, ir

the 4th article, securing to the Indians the un-

disturbed possession of a territory, which ap

peared on the map to be a part of Virginia, the

two Carolinas, and Georgia, the states of Ken
tucky and Tennessee not having then been

formed. If this treaty now stood alone, and the

relations of the parties had not been changed

by subsequent events, no white man could have
" attempted to settle on any of the lands with-

in the Cherokee boundary," even down to the

present day, however he might have been sus-

tained in his attempt, by the constituted au-

thorities of any or all of the states situated in

the neighbourhood of the Cherokees. Against

such an attempt, the Indians would have been

protected by the faith of the confederated re-

public. This remark is made simply for the

sake of drawing the attention of the reader to

the inviolability of the Indian territory, as

strongly implied in the fifth article.

From the phraseology adopted in two or

three passages of the treaty, the conclusion

seems to be drawn by the present secretary of

war, that treaties with the Cherokees are not

binding upon the whites, at least not to the e.x-

ever, that the whites were much more desirous

of peace than the Cherokees were. The
habitants of our frontier settlements were
constant dread of incursions from the natives

of the forest. Impoverished as our country

was by a seven years' war, it would have been

impossible to have scoured the vast wilderness

from the settled country to the Mississippi.

Any force which could then have been sent,

would have fared worse than the army of St.

Clair did, in a far less dangerous field, nine

years afterwards. The Cherokees could not

have set up for nice verbal critics of the Eng-

lish language, as they did not understand a word
of it. It is questionable whether one Indian

interpreter in ten would make any diflference

between give peace, and malie peace, or agree

to a peace. The Cherokees doubtless under-

stood, that the United Slates were desirous that

there should be an end qffghting; but it is in

credible that they should have thought there

was lurking, under the phrase o(giving peace,

any such mysterious implication of superiority

on the part of the whites, as should ultimately

exonerate the superior from all obligations to

keep faith with his inferior. Least of all could

they have supposed, that there was a latent

power in this phrase, which should destroy the

validity of all future compacts between the

same parties, in not one of which the insidious

phrase is to be found.

The phrase to give peace was a favourite one

with the Romans, and was doubtless copied

from them. I think Bonaparte used it also on

some occasions. But neither the Romans, nor

Bonaparte, so far as I know, ever soberly con-

tended that a treaty was to be interpreted,

otherwise than according to the obvious and

proper meaning of the words, merely because

one of the parties assumed rather a haughty

air, in some fevv instances of the phraseology.

As to the word allot, it is said to have been

commonly used in the southern states as syno-

nymous with fix, or establish. To say that a

boundary was allotted to the Cherokees, was no

more tlian to say, that a boundary was establish

ed, or agreed upon; for the boundary is not said

to have been allotted by the United States. It

may have been, indeed it must have been, as

the whole scope of the treaty shows, allotted by

the consent of both parties.

William Penn

FOR THE FRIE.ND.

REMARKS UPON
Evan Lends''s Review of the Testimony of Dis-

ownment issued against Elias Hicks by the

Monthly Meeting of Westbury and Jericho.

In the last number of " The Friend" it was
mentioned that a further examination of this

pamphlet might probably be undertaken at a
future time. In conformity with this intima-

tion, we now propose to review the most im-

portant of its positions, rather in consequence
of the testimony it affords of the real nature of

the opinions of the new sect, and as furnishing

the opportunity of contrasting these as detailed

by one of their own party with the doctrines of
the Society of Friends from which they have
seceded, than from any novelty or peculiar

ability displayed in E. Lewis's production.

In noticing the testimony of disownment is-

sued by the monthly meeting of Westbury and
Jericho, the reviewer has separated the docu-

ment into various parts, upon each of which
he bestows some criticism: we shall follow his

course, and examine his positions conse-

cutively.

The testimony states, that Elias Hicks, " for

want of abiding in a state of humble watchful-

ness, in which, by the power of divine grace,

he would have been preserved in the truth, has

become exalted in his mind."
The reviewer admits that this charge may

be true, if it mean that its subject " has risen

superior to the narrow prejudices and puerile

notions of bigoted sectarians—that his mind
has been elevated above the fogs and mists

which envelope the intellects of those whose
religion is derived from no higher source than

education and tradition."'

We quote these expressions merely with the

design of showing how exactly they accord

with the cant language of all those who have

been too proud to bend their stubborn wills in

humble, child-like submission to the faith of the

gospel. " Narrow prejudices," " puerile no-

tions," " bigoted sectarians," " fogs," " mists,"

tradition," &c. have been terms in current

use as designating the religion of Christ and
its humble professors in the writings of infidels,

from the polished sophisms of Bolingbroke and
Hume to the more daring, but stale and hack-

neyed cavils of Paine; and I think we shall dis-

cover, before we leave the examination of the

" Review," that their use and office, in the pre-

sent case, are to express similar ideas to those

of which they were the original symbols.

The exaltation of mind on the part of Elias

Hicks, however, to which the testimony refers,

must have been long manifest to every unpre-

judiced observer of his career. A total rejec-

tion of the caution and admonition of his

friends, and of the authority of the church and

its officers—a refusal to listen either to warn-

ing or entreaty—all these tokens have for a

long time clearly evinced that he had become
exalted in his mind; and still more painful tes-

timony of this fact has been furnished by the

contemptuous manner in which he has spoken

of the Lord Jesus Christ, of his atonement, me-

diation, and various offices in the redemption

of mankind; nay, he has expressly asserted his

own equality with the Son of God, by saying,
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that Jesus CJirist was never placed above any
man. It" an individual, who can deliberately

assert, that we may come up into an equalit

with Jesus Christ—that "every child of God
has the full and complete nature, spirit, and
divinity of God Almighty—be not exalted in

his mind, and has not departed from the teacl;

ing of the holy Spirit in his heart, we are at

loss to know what can be received as evidence
of spiritual pride.

The ne.iit four divisions of the testimony are
so intimately connected that we shall quote
them together.

" And giving way to a disposition of reason-

ing (he) has indulged in speculative opinions,

asserting, that we must always take things ra-

tionally, and that we are not bound to believe

any thing that we do not understand. Thus
declining to be restricted within the limits of
the Christian faith, he has refused to yield his

assent to religious truths which he cannot
comprehend."
The reviewer objects to the charge of hold-

ing speculative opinions, by inquiring what
opinions there are in which E. II. has in-

dulged, " which are not practically applicable

to the important interest of an immortal, ac-

countable being," asserting that a Christian

minister has a right to reason on the doctrines

and precepts of the Christian religion; that

the apostle enjoined "to prove all things,"

and " advised that every man be fully persuad-

ed in his own mind." We conceive that there

is no invalidation here of the charge of the

monthly meeting, and that nof a particle of
this reasoning is applicable to the case of Elias

Hicks.

That a Christian minister, in preaching to

tlie people, Jesus Christ as the Saviour of the

world, may very consistently, under divine in-

fluence, use those powers of argument and il

lustration with which he has been favoured, to

show forth the beautiful harmony and order of
the Christian system, and its practical applica-

bility to the state of a fallen and wicked
world, no intelhgent mind will deny; but what
warrant does this afford for that kind of specu-
lation which represents Jesus Christ as on a

level with every good man—which denies him,
in express terms, the character of God—wliich

represents his death as of no further use than
that of bulls and goats—which asserts that the

evil propensities of man are the devil—that the

trees in the garden of Eden were their pro-
pensities—that one of these trees was the Al-
mighty himself—-that this garden was the heart
of man, and, by a plain inference, that man
hid himself in his own heart among his pro-
pensities, and was driven out of his own heart?

What warrant, we say, does the reasoning
quoted from the reviewer afford for this kind
of absurd speculation, and to what practical

good does such "reasoning" as this tend?

—

Prove all things; try all spirits, but hold fast to

that only which is good, is the true Christian
principle.

The reviewer, taking the following words
from the testimony, viz. " Asserting that we
must always take things rationally," disjoined

from those which immediately follow, wishes
to impress his readers with the idea, that the
Society of Friends advocate irrational and fool-

ish things as sound and orthodox. H
amuse himself as much as he pleases wilh this

conceit, whilst we proceed to examine what is

really meant by this and the other sentences
connected with it in the testimony.

The notion that " we are not bound to be-
lieve what we cannot understand," is a plau-
sible axiom in the mouths of all unbelievers,
and the practical conclusion which they draw
from it is this, viz. the doctrines of the incar-
nation of the Son of God, and his atonement
for the sins of mankind, being incomprehen-
sible by the human reason, are to be rejected
as false, together with every other thing con-
tained in the Bible, or elsewhere, v.hich is not
perfectly fathomable by the powers of the hu-
man intellect.

This, however, is very easily shown to be a

sophism; all the plausibility which it possesses
being derived from a confusion of terms, and
the author of the review has studiously endea-
voured to make the confusion " worse con-
founded."

He says, " Did you ever give your assent,
or believe in an abstract proposition, until you
understood the terms of the proposition 1 Did
ever a reasonable being possess a rational be
lief in a thing of which it had no knowledge'
Never." And again, " we are then so fai

from being bound to believe what we do not
understand, that it is impossible we should have
any belief about a thing of which the mind
perceives or knows nothing." This, instead
of meeting the contested opinion, is miserably
begging the question in controversy.
The proposition of Elias Hicks and the

other sceptics is simply this:—" That a man
is not bound to believe a thing which he does
not understand:' Nobody but this reviewer
ever entertained an idea that a person was
called to believe a proposition, about the terms
of which he understood nothing—about which
the mind knew or perceived nothing; this, we
shall presently show to be a mere quibble of
his own, raised to obscure the question at
issue.

We assert that a man is bound to believe
that he cannot possibly resist the belief, of many
things of which he understands nothing; nay,
further, that he can fully comprehend the
cause, mode of action, and constitution of
scarcely any thing in the physical or moral
world. We believe in the creation of matter.
Do we understand its production from nothing?
We believe in the general laws of attraction!
What is attraction? How do these laws ope-
rate? We believe in chemical changes and
actions, in the powers of motion and volition.
Do we understand the properties which these
names represent? We believe that there
never was a time when the Almighty did not
or shall not exist. Do we understand the na
ture of this existence ? We believe that he is

omnipresent. Do we understand omnipre-
sence? We believe that he is omnipotent.
Can we understand how he upholds the uni-
verse by his eternal word and will ? We be-
lieve, finally, that we exist. Can we under-
stand the union of soul and body? what the
soul is ? or how it operates upon the body? If
we believe nothing but what we understand,
we must reject a belief of the attributes and

existence of God—of the existence and pro-
perty of all matter and all mind—of our own
entity and constitution.

Belief is the assent of the mind to a propo-
sition on satisfactory evidence of its credibili-
ty. We believe the general laws of nature and
matters of history from our own experience, or
from the testimony of accredited persons. With
regard to divine things, the evidence which
we possess concerning the reality of all propo-
sitions submitted for our belief is infinitely su-
perior—we have the testimony of Him who
cannot lie—we have the authority of a witness
perfect in wisdom and truth, for we suppose
that the reviewer and his friends will admit
that there is an omnipotent, omniscient, and
all-merciful God, and that we are his crea-
tures; that he can, and has revealed to man-
kind, his will concerning them; that the human
mind, or reason, is imperfect and limited. If

these premises are conceded, it then follows,
that when we are convinced that any proposi-
tion presented to the mind for belief comes
from God, we are in duty bound to believe it

on the credit of its author, without question,
and without cavil. We are to employ our un-
derstandings not in reasoning on things above
our reason—not in calling in question what
God has asserted to be true^ but we are simply
to be convinced in our own understandings,
that the thing proposed really comes from a
divine source, and is not an imposture.
Thus far, I suppose, the reviewer and his

friends will agree with me. But I am about
to take another step in which all Christian be-
lievers will follow me, though it is a matter of
doubt whether I shall have the company of the
former.

I assert that the Bible is such a revelation
proceeding from God as I have described, that
the doctrines and precepts which it contains
are to be received as true on the credit of its

divine Author, and that the human reason has
no other province than to examine the outward
historical evidences with regard to the authen-
ticity, transmission, preservation, and collation
of the sacred volume. We further assert, that
the duty and office of human reason have been
most satisfactorily fulfilled in reference to the
Sciiptures. Their authenticity, genuineness,
history, manner of transmission, text, transla-
tion, &c. have been sifted and examined by
the highest powers of the human intellect; sti-

mulated, in some instances, by ardent piety,

and, in others, by inveterate malignity, and the
result has been, to establish their claim to be
received as authentic and faithful records of
history and fact, upon the most substantial
basis, independent of the credence to which
they are entitled in virtue of their divine origin,

no writings of any age or author having ever
been subjected to so rigid scrutiny and analy-
sis. What, then, are the doctrines contained
in the holy Scriptures, to evade which, sceptics
have assumed the axiom "that we are not
bound to believe what we cannot compre-
hend?" The principal are the fall of man

—

the glorious union of God and man in the per-
son of Jesus Christ—his tasting, or suffering

death, as an atonement for the sins of man-
kind—his resurrection, ascension, and media-
tion—in short, every doctrine which gives a
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peculiar name mid character to that religionland must be received upon the credit of its

which is emphatically called the Christian, in holy Author alone,

reference to what it teaches Jesus Christ did

for the salvation of man.

These doctrines are above the reach of hu

man reason, we freely admit, but they cannot

be contrary to reason, because they relate to

subjects about which the human intellect a pri

ori could have no idea or conception—whici

were the productions of an All-wise Creator

and which are only known to us by a revela

tion from him. Is it at all marvellous that the

divine thoughts should be higher than oui

thoughts—that finite reason should be unable tc

comprehend infinite wisdom? In fact, the very

idea of revelation implies, that the thing reveal-

ed must be above and out of the reach of the

conclusions of the human intellect, or else re-

velation would be useless and supererogatory.

But are the doctrines which the Christian

religion teaches more contrary to human rea-

son than those which are admitted by deists ?

Is the union of the human and divine na-

tures in the person of Jesus Christ more inex-

plicable than the eternal, underived, uncreated

existence of God ?

Is the atonement of Christ, and his suffer-

ings for the sins of mankind, more irrational

than the creation of matter out of nothing,

than the idea of omnipresence or eternity ?

Is there, in short, any thing in the Christian

religion more at variance with sound reason,

than there is in the postulates of natural reli-

gion ? I believe not.

From what I have said, then, the reader will

perceive that E. Lewis's two propositions

above quoted, do not touch the question at

issue.

He asks whether wo are to believe an ab-

stract proposition, until we understand the

We have thus conclusively proved, that E.

Lewis's insinuation, that the testimony against

Hicks upholds the notion that men are to be-

lieve things about which they have no hnow-

ledge, and of which the mind can perceive or

know nothing, is entirely unsupported by any

thing either in that document or in the opinions

of any sane Christian. It is a fancy of the re-

viewer's own brain, for which nobody is ac-

countable but himself. Z.

terms in which it is proposed? I answer no;

neither is that question in discussion. I assert,

for instance, " that I exist." Here the terms

of the proposition are plain and intelligible,

and will be admitted by all. But to under-

stand my existence, the union of the corporeal

and spiritual parts, why, or in what manner,

I have entity, is beyond my power or that of

the reviewer. I believe it, but I do not under-

stand it. I understand the terms of the pro-

position, but not the thing proposed. So it is

with the fundamental doctrines of the Chris-

tian religion; we may, can. and ought to un-

derstand the terms in which they are proposed,

but we cannot comprehend their abstract na-

tures or causes further than they have been re-

vealed by that Being upon whose divine au-

thority they are received. For instance.

It is a fact communicated by the blessed

Saviour himself, that " he gave his life

ransom for many." The apostle says, " that

(He) Christ bore our sins in his own body

the tree." Another apostle asserts, that " by

Him we have received the atonement"—" that

there is one Mediator between God and man,

the man Christ Jesus, who gave himself a ran

som for all." Now, the terms of these propo

sitions are clear and intelligible to human rea

son; but the great truth which they inculcate

as to its cause and manner of operation, is far

beyond the reach of the frail powers of man.

FOR THE FRIEND.

FRAGMENTS, NO. 17.

Thomas Wilson and James Dickinson were

eminently gifted ministers of the gospel, in the

Society of Friends, and were both of them in-

structive examples of zeal and devotedness in

their divine master's cause. They travelled

much together in Europe and in America, as

appears ti-om a short but interesting journal left

fay the former. From this journal we extract

the following account of a very remarkable

providential interposition in their behalf.

" We both having had a great exercise in our

minds to visit the Lord's people in America;

and having certificates on that account from the

respective monthly meetings we belonged unto,

we laid our intentions before Friends at Lon-

don, for their concurrence, which they receiv-

ed very kindly, and approved of, believing that

the Lord had called us to preach his gospel in

that part of the world. But the times seemed

like to be very dangerous and stormy, the

French being at war against England, had a

great fleet at sea; and while we were in Lon-

don, the rumour was, that the French fleet lay

about thirty or forty leagues from the land's

end of England, in the way we should

which brought a very great concern upon us,

with many inward seekings and supplications

to the Lord, if it was his blessed will, that he

might be pleased to preserve us: and bein;

strong in faith, that it was easy with the Lord

God to dehver us, we trusted in his holy power

and I being in deep travail of soul, had an

opening from the Lord, that it was his holy will

to deliver us, and we should live to see it, which

I believed, and was humbly thankful to the

Lord, and told my dear companion thereofwith

great joy; for we being nearly united in true

love, could freely open our minds each to the

other : He also told me, that being under a

travail of soul, the Lord had showed him that

the French fleet would encompass them on

both sides, and also behind, and come very near,

but the Lord would send in a great mist and

darkness between us and them, in which we
should sail away, and see them no more : thus

we imparted our minds to each other before

we left London; and our openings so agreeing

one with another, we were the more confirm-

ed, that it was of the Lord. We staid in this

city till the yearly meeting, 1691, was over, (a

blessed meeting it was,) and Friends' tender

love was towards us, many ancient J'riends be

ing there
;
particularly William Edmundson

from Ireland, who gave us tender advice

which we took very kindly, he having been in

America in truth's service.

" We sailed from London to Gravesend, and

bad a blessed meeting there, with the Friends

that accompanied us from the city ; and after

meeting took leave of each other; we sailed

thence to the Downs, and the master being

very kind, we went on shore, and had some

meetings thereabout, wherein the Lord's holy

power tendered our hearts together; and from

thence we sailed to Plymouth, and went a

shore, where we had some blessed comfortable

meetings, and Friends were very glad to see

us.

" On the ninth day of the fifth month, 1691,

we went on board, and sailed to Falmouth,

where all the fleet put in; and both Friends

and people being very open to hear the truth

declared: so after our return aboard the ship,

and some time of sailing, we met with the

French fleet, who gave us chase, coming up

under English colours, within musket shot of

us; then the English putting up their own co-

lours, the French began to fire at them : the

first French ship that came up was very large,

and, as 'tis said, had ninety guns; nigh unto

which ship, were eleven more, and seventy

I
sail behind them, as some of our company said

they counted; the first ship pursued us, and

fired hard, a broadside at every time; and be-

ig come up within musket shot, the Lord was

raciously pleased to hear our prayers, and

sent a great mist and thick darkness, which

interposed between us and them, so that they

could not see us, nor we them, any more; then

James Dickinson arose from his seat, and took

me by the hand, saying, now I hope the Lord

will deliver us, for he had seen all fulfilled,

which the Lord had showed before we left

London. This was cause of great gladness to

me, who had been under a deep travail of spirit,

with fasting and prayer to the Lord, that he

who smote his enemies in times past with

blindness, might please to do so now, which

the Lord did please to answer; in a sense

whereof, our hearts were truly thankful to him:

My fasting, praying, and inward giving of

thanks continued three days.

'> Two ships of our company that escaped

came up with us, which we were glad to see;

and the captain of our vessel, being a very

kind man, called to those in the other two

ships, to come aboard his, and have a meeting

with us; which they readily did, and a large and

good meeting we had, giving glory to the

Lord's holy name for his great deliverance; so

sailed on our way rejoicing, continuing healthy

and well until we landed at Barbadoes, which

was on the twenty-fourth of the sixth month,

1691."

Thomas Story. " The meeting being over,

there came a woman and told me, sh e was

much troubled with a spirit of blasphemy,

which often uttered in her blasphemies against

God; and that she was vexed with it, and ab-

horred herself because thereof, though she no

way in her desires assented thereto. I replied,

that the Lord often suffered such to be tempt-

ed, in whom he purposed to make known his

power; but it is no sin to be tempted, for

Christ was tempted and yet without sin. But

Satan's end in these blasphemies, which were

of his own uttering in her imagination, was

this; that when he had wearied and weakened
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her, he would try to make her believe that she

had sinned against God, and so bring her to

despair. But I exhorted her to be still, resist

him in faith towards Christ and not join will:

him, and he would fly and vanish; and she

went away easy."

William Edmundson. " And now all are to

be careful, botii what and how they offer to

God, who will be sanctified of all them that

come near him, and is a consuming fire, who
consumed Nadab and Abihu, that otfered

strange fire, though they were of the high

priest's line. And there may be now offer-

ings in prayer and supplication, in long repe-

titions of many words, in the openings of some
divine illuminations, with a mijclure of heat and
passion of the mind, and zeal beyond know-
ledge, and in this heat, passion and forward

zeal, run on into many needless words, and

long repetitions, and sometimes out of suppli-

cation into declaration, as though the Lord
wanted information. Such want the divine

understanding, and go from the bounds and

limits of the spirit and will of God, like that

forced offering of king Saul, which Samuel
called foolish, and the strange fire and forced

ofl'ering, ofier what comes to hand, and lavish

all out, as if there were no treasury to hold

the Lord's treasures, that may open and pre-

sent to view at times, for their own benefit; so

such in the end, coming to poverty and want,

sit down in the dry and barren ground. Where-
fore all are to know their treasury, and trea-

sure up the Lord's openings, and try the spirit

by which they offer, that they may know the

Lord's tried gold, and not mix it with dross or

tin; and know his stamp, heavenly image and
superscription; and not counterfeit, waste, or

lavish it out, but mind the Lord's directions,

who will call all to an account, and give to

every one according to their deeds, and all the

churches shall know, that he searches the

heart and tries the reins. As under the old

covenant, there was the Lord's fire, tliat was
to burn continually on the altar, and received

the acceptable offerings, so there was a strange

fire, which was rejected, and the ofl'ering that

was offered therein. And now in the new-

covenant there is a true fervency, heart and
zeal, according to the true knowledge of God
in the spirit and word of life, that dies not out,

in which God receives the acceptable offerings

so there is also a wrong heat of spirit, and
zeal without true knowledge, that with

lence through the passion of the mind, and
forwardness of desire, runs into a multitude of
needless words and long repetitions, thinking

to be heard for much speaking, but is rejected,

and is a grief, burthen, and trouble to sensible

weighty friends, who sit in a divine sense of

the teachings and movings of tlie Lord's good
spirit, in which they have salt to savour withal,

though the affectionate part in some, who are

not so settled in that divine sense, as to distin-

guish between spirit and spirit, is raised with

the flashes of this wrong heat and long repeti-

tions, who are concerned for the good and pre-

servation of all.

write something- in favour of infidelity. To do lliis

more eflectually, they judged it necessary to ac-
quaint themselves pretty well with the Bible. By
the perusal of that book, however, they were both
convinced of their error; both became converts to
the religion of Christ Jesus; both took up their pens
and wrote in favour of it : the former his ' Observa-
tions on the Conversion of St. Paul ;' the latter his
' Observations on the Resurrection of Christ ;' and
both died in peace. Two days previous lo his disso-
lution, lord Littleton addressed his physician in these
memorable words :

—'Doctor, you shall be my con-
fessor. When I first set out in the world, I had
friends who endeavoured to shake my belief in the
Christian religion. I saw difficulties which stagger-
ed mo, but I kept my mind open to conviction. The
evidences and doctrines of Christianity studied with
attention, made me a most firm and persuaded be
liever of the Christian religion. I have made it ihf

rule of my life, and it is the ground of my future
hopes."

—

Frojti Sirnpson''s Plea.

" Hobbes was a celebrated
who, in bravado, would
coming things of God and
alone, he wa.-i haunted with I

flections, and would awake

fidel in the last a^e,

speak very unbe
-ord. Yet, whei
St tormenting re^

great terror, if hif

candle liappened to go out in the night. He
never bear any discourse of death, and seemed to cast
off- all thought of it. He lived to be upwards of ninety.
When he found he could live no longer, he said, ' 1

shall be glad then to find a hole to creep out of the
world at.' And notwithstanding all his high preten-
sions to learning and philosophy, his uneasiness con-
strained him to confess when he drew near to the
grave, that " he was about to take a leap in the
dark.' ' Tiic sinner being a hundred years old shall
be accursed.'

—

Ibid,

"Lord Littleton, author of the history of Henry
the Second, and Gilbert West, had both imbibed the
principles of unbelief, and iiad agreed together to

"Lord Harrington, who died A. D. 1613, at the
age of 22 years, was a young nobleman of eminent
piety, and rare literary attainments. He was an
early riser, and usually spent a considerable part of
the morning in private prayer, and reading the sa-
cred writings. The same religious e.xercise was also
pursued both in the evening and at mid-day. Are
there not many professing Christians who do not
read their Bibles once a week ^—Ibid.

Sir Harbottle Grimstone was a very pious and
devout man, and spent every day at least an hour in
the morning, and as much at night, in prayer and

editation. And even in winter, when he was obli-
ged to be very early on the bench, he took care to

so soon, that he had always the command of
that time which he gave to those exercises." The
cares of this world, the deceitfulness of riches, and
the lust of other things, so completely absorb the at-
tention of mankind, that they do not generally think
they can spare time to attend to the business of sal-
vation—that is very much postponed to a state of
superannuation.

—

Ibid.

Locke (one of the wisest and most sagacious of
men) was an example of his own precepts. For
fourteen or fifteen years he apphed himself closely
to the study of the holy Scriptures, and employed
the last period of his life hardly in any thing besidi

ry of admiring the grand '

and I have learned this, after so many years' expe-
rience—that seriousness is the greatest wisdom, tem-
perance the best physic, and a good conscience the
best estate.''

—

Ibxd.

Olympia Fulvia Morata was one of the earliest
and brightest ornaments of the reformation. She
could declaim in Latin, converse in Greek, and was
a critic in the most difficult classics. But after it

pleased God by liis grace to open the eyes of her
mind to discover the truth, she became enamoured
of the sacred Scriptures above all other books in the
world, and studied them by day and by night. When
dissolution approached, she declared she felt nothing
but " an inexpressible tranquillity and peace with
God through Christ." Her mouth was full of the
praises of God, and she emphatically expressed her-
self by saying—" I am nothing but joy." See with
what peace a Christian can die.

—

Ibid.

The venerable Claude, a little before he expired,
said, " I am so oppressed that I can attend only to
two of the great truths of religion—the mercy of
God, and the gracious aid of his holy Spirit. I know
whom 1 have believed, and I am persuaded he is able
to keep that which I have committed unto him
against that day. My whole recourse is to the mercy
of God. I expect a better life than this. Our Lord
Jesus Christ is my only righteousness."

—

Ibid.

half-i

H(

that sacred book, and the just relation of all
parts. He every day made discoveries in it that
gave him fresh cause of admiration. And so earnest
was he for the comfort of his friends, and the diffu-
sion of sacred knowledge among them, that even the
day before he died, "he very particularly exhorted
all about him to read the holy Scriptures, exalting
the love which God showed to man in justifying him
by faith in Jesus Christ, and returning him especial
thanks for having called him to the knowledge of
that divine Saviour."

—

Ibid.

Sir John Mason, on his death-bed, said, " I havi
ived to see five princes, and have been privy coun
iellor to four of them. I have seen the most remark,
able things in foreign parts, and have been present

ITE3IS FRO!« LATE FOREIGN JOURNALS.
Extraordinary effect of an Earthquake at

Li?na, 182C.

(Communicated by Captain Bagnold.)

Having received, during my residence in Coquim-
bo, on the coast of Chili, no less than sixty-one smart
shocksofearthquake in twelve months, without taking
minor ones into consideration, I was induced to ob-
tain, from an officer of H. M. S. Volage, the particu-
lars of the destructive visitation which occurred at
Lima in 1828. As one of the effects produced ap-
pears to me worthy of record, I transmit it to you for
a place in the journal.

On the 30th of March, H. M. S. Volage was lyino-
moored with two chain cables at the bay of Callao;"" -"-'her was remarkably fine and clear, when, at

seven o'clock, a light cloud passed over the
)—at which moment, the noise usually attendant
earthquakes in that country, resembling heavy

distant thunder, was heard; the ship was violently
agitated; and, to use the words of my informant,
fell as ifplaced on trucks, and dragged rapidly over
pavement of loose stones.-' The water around

hissed as if hot iron was immersed in it;" immense
quantities of air-bubbles rose to the surface, the gas

hich was offensive, resembling, to use my
friend s phraseology again, " rotten pond mud;" num-
bers offish came Up dead alongside; the sea, before
calm and clear, was now strongly agitated and tur-
bid; and Die ship rolled about two streaks, say four-
teen inches, each way. A cry of " there goes the
town," called my friend's attention towards it; a
cloud of dust, raised by the agitation of the earth
and the fall of the houses, covered the town from
view, whilst the tower of the garrison chapel, the
only object visible above the dust, rocked for a few
seconds, and then fell through the roof; and, from
the high perpendicular rock at the north end of the
island of St. Lorenzo, a slab, supposed thirty feet
thick, separated from the top to the bottom of the
cliff, and fell with a tremendous noise into the sea.
The wharf or pier, was cracked three parts across,
and thowing a chasm of eighteen inches wide; the
chronometers on shore, except those in the packet,
and most of the clocks stopped, whilst the rates of
clironomcters afloat were, in many instances, altered.
A great number of lives were lost; amongst whom'
were four priests killed in the churches, one of them
by the falling of an image, at whose base he was at
prayer.

The Volage's chain cables were lying on a soft
uddy bottom in thirty-si.x feet water; and, on heav-

ing up the best bower anchor to examine it, the cable
thereof was found to have been strongly acted (

at most state transactions for thirty years together,
I thirteen fathoms from the anchor and twenty-five
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from the ship. On washing the mud from it, the

links, whicli are made of the best cylmder wrought

iron, about two inches in diameter, appeared to have

undergone partial fusion for a considerable extent.

The metal seemed run out in grooves of three or

four inches long, and three-eighths of an inch m di-

ameter, and had formed fin some cases, at the ends

of these grooves; and, in others, at the middle ol

them) small spherical lumps or nodules, which, upon

scrubbing the cable to cleanse it, fell on the deck

The other cable was not injured, nor did my friend

hear of any similar occurrence amongst the numerous

vessels then lying in the bay. The part of the chain

so injured was condemned, on the vessel's being paid

off at Portsmouth, and is now in the sail-field of the

dock yard; and 1 should think a link of it would be

worth preserving in the museums of the diffc

scientific bodies.

That the phenomena of earthquakes are prod

by volcanic e.'cplosion, there can be no doubt; and

that they are frequently accompanied by powerful

electric action has long been known: to which ot

these causes are we to look for the powerful eifects

here witnessed? I
—— We may, from analogy, conclude, with great rea^

The introduction of coffee into Europe is not quite kn, that some ofthe cries of beasts are really expres-

certain but it appears to have been first employed in sions of their sentiments; but whether one beast is ca-

v"'t e ablut le'^^tat Paris in 1644, and at London pable of forming a des.gn, and communicaUng ha

la. The Dutch introduced it into Batavia about design by any kind oflanguage to others is what
looi. ±11 ^ _ ...,,... ,r,,,™ -"bmit to the judgment of the reader, after giv

carried into effect until the stem has attained the

heio-ht it ought to have.

—

Journ. (fAgriculture.

Zoological Weather Glass—At Schwitzingen,

the post house, we witnessed for the first time,

.. lat we have since seen frequently, an amusing ap-

plication of zoological knowledge, for the purpose of

prognosticating the weather. Two frogs, of the spe-

cies Rana arl/oria, are kept in a glass jar, about

eighteen inches in height, and six inches in diameter,

wtth the depth of three or four inchesof water at the

bottom, and a small ladder reaching to the top of the

jar. On the approach of dry weather, the frogs mount

the ladder; but when wet weather is expected, they

descend into the water. These animals are of a bright

green, and in their wild state here climb the trees in

search of insects, and make a peculiar singing noise

before rain. In the jar they get no other food than

now and then a fly, one of which, we were assured,

would serve a frog for a week, though it will eat from

six to twelve of a day, if it can get them. In catch-

ing the flies put alive into the jars, the frogs display

great adroitness.

—

Mag. ofJ^at. History.

the year 1696; the French into Martinico in 1727,

after it had been in the Isle of Bourbon in 1717; and

the English into Jamaica in 1728. The cultivation

of it was then introduced at Ceylon, Sumatra, and

other European possessions in India. It had been

propao-ated at Surinam in 1718. This plant has

been found native at St. Domingo, in Abyssinia, at

Mozambique, on the coast of Zanguebar, and in the

forests of Omim.—Oriental Herald.

Inge: of a Beaver in Paris.—A beaver is

; lately, in the royal collection, in the

jardindes Flantes, at Paris, which exhibited as much

ingenuity as has ever been ascribed to the species, in

a wild state, and more than enough to silence the in-

credulity of sceptics respecting the beaver's dams,

and their magazines of winter provisions. This beav-

er for instance, we are informed by M. Geofi'roi St.

Hilaire, was, during the severe weather in winter,

furnished with fresh twigs oftrees, to give exercise to

his propensity to gnawing, and with apples, &c. as a

more nutritive food. One night there came on a snow

storm, and the snow beat into his domicile in consid-

erable quantity, till he found out a plan of shielding

himself from the inconvenience. For this purpose, he

cut his supply of twigs into proper lengths, to be

wove in the basket fashion, between the bars of his

cao-c; chopped his apples in pieces, to fill up the in-

tervals between the twigs, and, when this did not ap-

pear sufficiently air-tight, or, (ifyou will) storm-tight,

he kneaded the snow into the intervals. By the

morning, it appeared that he had laboured hard all

nio-ht, and had completed a very neat and ingenious

ba'rricado against the intrusion ofthe snow.

Preservation of Potatoes.—Potatoes, at the depth

of one foot in the ground, produce shoots near the

end of spring; at the depth of two feet they appear in

the middle of summer; at three feet of depth, they

are very short, and never come to the surface; and

between three and five feet they cease to vegetate.

In consequence of observing these effects several par-

cels of potatoes were buried in a garden, at the depth

of three feet and a half, and were not removed until

after intervals of one and two years. They were then

found without any appearance of germination, and

possessing their original freshness, firmness, goodness,

and taste.

—

Ann. de la Soc. d'Agn

submit to the judgment ot the reader, alter giving

the following instance, which among others is brought

as a proof of it, by Father Bourgeant: " A sparrow

finding a nest that a martin had just built standing

very conveniently for him, possessed himself of it.

The martin seeing the usurper in her house called

strongly for help to expel him. A thousand martins

came in full speed and attacked the sparrow; but the

latter being covered on every side, and presenting

only his large beak at the entrance of the nest, %vas

invulnerable, and made the boldest of them repent

their temerity. After a quarter of an hour's combat,

all the martins disappeared. The sparrow seemed

to think he had got the better, and the spectators

judged that the martins had abandoned their under-

taking. Not in the least. In a few seconds they

returned to the charge, and each of them having

procured a little of that tempered earth with which

they build their nests, they all at once fell upon the

sparrow, and enclosed him in the nest to perish

there, since they could not drive him thence." Can

be imagined that the martins could have been able

to hatch and concert this design, all of them together,

'ithout speaking to each other, or without soijie me-

ium equivalent to language?

A wise and due consideration of our latter

end is neitlier to render us a sad, melancholy,

disconsolate people, nor to render us unfit for

the business and offices of our life, but to make

us more watchful, vigilant, industrious, sober,

cheerful, and thankful to that God, that hath

been pleased thus to make us serviceable to

him, comfortable to ourselves, profitable to

others; and after all this to take away the bit-

terness and sting of death, through Jesus

Christ our Lord.

—

Sir Matthew Hale.

important; but said, it was a subject on which

the members of our Society did not need to be

enlightened, that they had always been friends

to Indians, &c. &.c.

We have duly considered these suggestions,

with a wish to concede to ihem all the weight

which they deserve, but we cannot perceive in

them sufficient reason to change our original

views, and have accordingly introduced an-

other number to-day. If the discussion should

be unreasonably prolonged, or should any

part, on examination, appear unsuitable to our

purpose, we shall act accordingly; but surely,

it behoves us to embrace every fit occasion,

while it is not yet too late, to raise our voice

against a course of measures, the injustice and

oppression of which, if carried into effect, no

language of ours can adequately portray, and

which must fix a stain upon the national

escutcheon that no time can efface. The
pages of this journal, it is true, have but a

limited circulation, but they are read in nearly

every part of our country where members

of our religious Society are located. Yet
" peeled and scattered" as this Society has in-

deed been, it is, nevertheless, not without its

weight and influence in the community at

rge; if, by what we publish, we may contri-

but'e to awaken our fellow members to just

and lively apprehensions upon this affecting

topic, respecting

VAgric.

THE mzu^fB.
NINTH MONTH,

Doubts have been expressed by an indivi

dual, wliose judgment we highly respect, as

^riwAote.—One efi-ectual means of increasing the to the expediency of our republishing the es-

slzB of artichokes is to split the stem into four at the gayg from the " National Intelligencer"

base of the receptacle, and introduce two small slicks

in the form of a cross. This operation has long been

practised in the south of France, and for some years

past in the neighbourhood of Brussels. It should not

which, it is to be feared, an

Itnost universal apathy exists, it will be doing

something—it will naturally become a part of

their conversation in their intercourse with

others, and thus have no inconsiderable influ-

ence upon the public mind.

We would point the attention of our coun-

try readers particularly to a hint contained in

one of the items from late foreign journals, in-

serted to-day, on the preservation of potatoes.

As the crop of that most valuable esculent is

likely to be very abundant the present season,

it would be worth the trial, whether the excess

of the current, might not be rendered subser-

vient ia, providing for the possible deficiency

of the next-'season.

The stanzas by H. T. have real poetical

merit, but are inadmissible by the rules, to

which we have, of necessity, restricted our-

;elves. We should be pleased, however, with

the exercise of talent so unquestionable, in a

more congenial with the dharacter of the

paper.

We would willingly indulge the hope, that

the poetical contribution from our transatlantic

correspondent, is the prelude to further com-

munications from, not only him, but other ta-

lented individuals which we know there are

among our English subscribers.

ERRATA.
rase 367 of our last, first column, tliirly-fifth line from the top,

for "derision" read " decision."

In tlu' editorial paragraph respecting the second edition of our

lirst volume, fourth line from the bottom, to restore t

eading, instead of " the copies I

if copies left."

the

Present crisis in the Condition of the Ame-

rican Indians." He admitted that the essays

were well written, and that the subject was

should be "ihei
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MEDICAL STATISTICS.

If the following curious statements should be

found wortiiy of insertion in " The Friend,"

the pubhcation thereof will oblige

A Co-\sTA>T Reader

Dr. Hawkins, in his Elements of Medical

Statistics, (London, 1829,) states the followin,

facts, as the result of extensive observation.

"The mean term of life, or the average ages

attained by one thousand persons among the

ancient Romans, was thirty years. At Flo

rence it is the same in the present day. At
Paris, among the more atBuent classes, it

thirty-two. In England it is at least fifty

years.

"In 1780, the annual mortality of England

and Wales was one in forty. In 1821, it had

decreased to one in fifty-eight ; nearly one-

third. The healthiest place in the island, and

in Europe, is Pembrokeshire, where only one

death takes place annually out of eighty-three

individuals. In the middle of the last century,

the annual mortality in London was one in

twenty. By the census of 1821, it appeared

as one in forty; so that in seventy years, the

chances of existence are doubled. Manches-

ter is uncommonly healthy, the deaths being

as one in seventy-four.

" In the fourteenth century, the mortality of

Paris was one in seventeen. In the middle of

the last century, it was one in twenty-five for

Paris, and one in twenty-nine for the whole of

France. At present it is one in thirty-two for

Paris, and one in forty for the whole country.

The annual mortality of Nice, so famous for

salubrity, is as high as one in thirty-one,

Naples one in twenty-eight, Leghorn one in

thirty-five, Berlin one in thirty-four, Madrid one

in twenty-nine, Rome one in twenty-five,

Amsterdam one in twenty-four, Vienna one in

twenty-two.

" The annual mortality ofEngland and Wales
is one in sixty, of Sweden and Holland one in

forty-eight, France one in forty, Prussia and
Naples one in thirty-four, and Wirteraberg one
in thirty -three ;

so that England and London,
with their fogs and smoke, are more favour-

able to longevity than any country or city of

continental Europe.

" In the wealthy departments of France, 1:

is, on the average, protracted twelve and a half

years beyond its course in those which are

poor. In Paris there are one hundred deaths

in the poor quarters for fifty in the rich ones.

It was formerly estimated that one-third of the

inhabitants of Paris died in the public hospitals,

and recent inquiries have fixed the proportion

at one half. Not a fourth part of the inhabi-

tants are buried at private cost.

" At Prague, neither bachelor nor spinster

has, for an average of several years, exceeded
the age of ninety-five, whereas several married
persons have lived to see one hundred and fif-

teen.

" The ague and fever has always been the

pest of the country around Rome, and has in-

vaded the very heart of the city in latter times.

Indeed, it threatened, at one period, to depo-
pulate the ancient mistress of the world.

" It has been clearly proved, that the charge
of proneness to suicide so often preferred

against the English, is unfounded. During
thirteen years, (i^rom 1812 to 1824,) the total

number of coroner's inquests for Westminster
was two hundred and ninety, which is one-
third less than in the great cities of France
and Germany.

" The improvements of civilization have
prolonged the lives of infants. At Glasgow,
the deaths among children have decreased
to two-thirds of what they formerly were.
At AVarrington, the deaths under ten years of
age were formerly fifty-five in a hundred; they
are now reduced to Ibrty-four."

LONDON NEWSPAPERS.
The cost of a newspaper in England is en-

ormous. A duty of six and a half cents is

paid on each sheet, besides an excise of about
two dollars per ream of paper, and eighty

cents for each insertion of an advertisement.

The average sum thus paid to government by
the London papers is estimated at 5^3,700 per
day. The proprietors of the " Times," alone,

pay no less than g340,000 per annum for du-
ties on their publications. In order to evade the
duties which were levied on ths supplementary
papers, occasionally required by the press of
news or the length of a parliamentary debate,
some of the journals are published on enor-
mous sheets of paper. Thus the " Times"
lately measured four feet in length by three

feet in breadth. This, however, was moderate

when compared with the " Atlas," which, on
one occasion, was issued on a sheet measuring
five feet three inches by nearly four feet, and was
computed to contain matter enough to fill three
octavo volumes of moderate thickness. It is

stated that of this mammoth newspaper at least

fourteen thousand copies were sold. News-
papers are not published, as with us, by sub-
scription; they are sold by the proprietors to

the " newsmen," who retail them to their cus-
tomers. The price of an ordinary daily paper
to the newsmen is about ten and a half cents
each for cash. They are sold at retail for

about twelve and a half cents per paper, the
newsmen incurring the risk of bad debts, &c.
The cost of a daily paper, which we get for

eight dollars, is at this rate something more
than thirty-nine dollars per annum. " The
Friend," at the same rate, would cost its pa-
trons six dollars and fit'ty cents per annum.
The rapidity with which intelligence is cir-

culated by means of newspapers is almost in-

credible. Tiie debates in parliament until six

o'clock of the previous evening, and even
later, may be found on the breakfast tables of
persons residing one hundred miles from the
metropolis. The speeches of the king of
France at the opening of the sessions, have
been published in London in twenty-six hours
from their publication in Paris. Some years
since, a vessel arrived at Liverpool, bringing
accounts of a decisive battle between the roy-
alists and patriots in South America. As soon
as she was signaled, a boat was sent off to
her by the agent of a London house, by whom
the news was received, and forwarded ex-
press to his principal, who, after making use
of the information in the money market, hand-
ed the accounts to one of the daily journals.
In two hours they had been translated, printed,
and despatched by the same messenger on
their return to Liverpool. And in twenty-
three hours more, the inhabitants of that ac-
tive sea-port were astonished to receive from
tiie London papers the first intelligence of an
important arrival at their own docks. The
distance between the two places is rather more
than two hundred miles.

Infant Curiosity prettily Expressed.
In the pleased infant see its power expand,
When first the coral fills his little hand

;

Throned in his mother's lap, it dries each tear.

As her sweet legend falls upon his ear

;

Each gilded toy, that doating love bestows.
He longs to break, and every string expose.
Placed by your hearth, with what delight he pores
O'er the bright pages of his pictured stores

;

How oft he steals upon your graver task,

Of this to tell you, and of that to ask

;

And, when the waning hour to bed-ward bids.

Though gentle sleep sit waiting on his lids.

How winningly he pleads to gain you o'er.

That he may read one little story more. - Hfira^t/t,
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Present Crisis in the Condition of the Ameri-

can Indians.

> No. IV.

If our statesmen are about to interpret trea-

ties, on the principle of favouring the party

which assumed a superiority, they must take

care lest there should be some very unexpect-

ed consequences.

In a treaty formed between the United

States and the Chickasaws in the year 1801,

and ratified by president Jeflerson and the se-

nate, the first article commences thus: " The

Mingo, principal men, and warriors of the

Chickasaw nation of Indians, give leave and

permission to the president of the United

States of America, to lay out, open, and make

a convenient wagon road through tlieir land.''

After stating that the road " shall be a high

way for the citizens of the United States and

the Chickasaws," and that the Chickasaw;
" shall appoint two discreet men as guides,'

who shall be paid by the United States for

their services, the article closes thus:—" Pro

vided always, that the necessary ferries over

the water courses, crossed by the said road,

shall he held and deemed to be the property of

the Chickasaw nation."

Tlie second article makes a pecuniary com-

pensation to the Chickasaws for " their re-

spectful and friendly attention to the president

of the United States of America, and to the

request made to them in his name, to permit the

opening of the road,"

Who is the superior here? Translate these

passages faithfully, and send them to the em-

peror of China, and let him lay the matter be-

fore his counsellors, who never heard of the

United States. They will say, in a moment,

that the Mingo of the Chickasaws is a monarch,

who, in his great condescension, has granted

the humble request of the president, on the

condition that the petitioner shall make a pe-

cuniary compensation, and pay tribute, under

the name of ferriage, to the Chickasaws, as

often as any of the president's people pass

through the territory of the king of the Chick-

asaws.

According to the recent code of nationa'

morality, what is to be the operation of this

Chickasaw treaty? Most undoubtedly, in the

first place, the Chickasaws 7nay close up the

road., the stipulations of the treaty to the con-

trary notwithstanding. Indeed, they must have

exercised great forbearance already, as they

have permitted the road to be open twenty-

seven years, solely out of regard to this treaty;

just as Georgia has waited twenty-seven years

before taking possession of the Cherokee ter-

ritory, out of complaisance to the engagements
of the United States, which are in fact of no
validity.

In the second place, none of the treaties

made subsequently by the Chickasaws are

binding upon them; and therefore they may
reclaim all the lands which they have ceded to

the United States. Of course the inhabitants

of West Tennessee, who now live on fertile

lands, which were ceded to the whites by the

Chickasaws, must immediately remove, if the

Chickasaws require it. The reason is plain

No superior can be bound to an inferior; but

that the Chickasaws are the superiors, is evi-

dent, as the secretary of war says in the other

case, because " the emphatic language" of the

treaty " cannot be mistaken."

But it may be said that there are other in-

dications in the treaty of Hopewell, that the

United States assumed a superiority, beside the

phraseology in the instance above cited. The
question is not, be it remembered, whether the

United States, at the time of the treaty at

Hopewell, were a more powerful nation than

the Cherokees; but whether, being a more

powerful nation, they are on that account ex-

empted from \\\s obligation of treaties.

The Cherokees did, undoubtedly, place

themselves under the protection of the United

States, in the third article. They had formerly

been under the protection of the king of Great

Britain: but his power had failed them. It

was natural that they should accept proflers of

protection from some other quarter. This
'

not a new thing in the world. From the time

of Abraham to the present day, there have

been alliances, offensive and defensive, confe

deracies, and smaller states relying for protec

tion upon the plighted faith of larger ones. But

what is implied in the very idea of protection'

Is it not, that the party protected is to have all

its rights secure, not only against others, but

against the protector also? if some rights are

yielded as the price of protection, is it not that

other rights may be preserved with the greater

care and certainty?

It is said that tlie United States were to have

the sole and exclusive right of regulating trade

with the Cherokees. True; but this was ex-

pressly declared to be for the benefit of the

Indians, and to save them from injustice and

oppression. These laudable objects were gain-

ed to a considerable extent; and, if the laws of

the United States on this subject had been al-

ways carried into full execution, the condition

of the Indians would have been rapidly im-

proved, as a consequence of this very stipula-

tion.

It is said that the lands of the Indians are

called their " hunting grounds;" and that they

could not, therefore, have a permanent interest

in lands thus described. But how does this ap-

pear? The treaty has no limitation of time, nor

ihe slightest intimation that it was to

become weaker by the lapse of years. As the

Indians gained their principal support by hunt-

ing, it was natural to designate their country

by the phrase " hunting grounds;" and this is

as good a designation, in regard to the validity

of the title, as any other phrase that could be

chosen. It contains the idea of property, and

has superadded the idea of constant use,

But to put the matter beyond all question at

once, let me refer to two treaties made at the

same place, by three out of four of the same
American commissioners, within six weeks of

the date of the Cherokee treaty. In both these

documents, " lands" are allotted to the Choc
taws and Chickasaws " to live and hunt on.'

These lands were secured to the Indians, then

so long as any of the race survived upon earth.

Having been occupied some time, in consi

dering the indications of superiority, let us

look a little at the proofs of equahty. I leave

to a future occasion some remarks upon the

words treaty, peace, contracting parties, &c.
which carry with them sundry most important

significations.

The two first articles are strictly reciprocal.

Each party is to restore prisoners of war. The
article would be proper, mutatis mutandis, in a

treaty between France and England.

The 6th and 7th articles provide, that crimes

committed against individuals of one party, by

individuals of the other, shall be punished in

the same manner.
The 8th article has the remarkable provision,

that no retaliatory measures shall be adopted

by either party, unless this treaty shall be vio-

lated; and even then, before such measures

can be adopted, justice must have been de-

manded by the complaining party and refused

by the other, and " a declaration of hostilities'"

must have been made. Thus it is admitted,

as w^ell as in the two first articles, that the

Cherokees have the same right to declare war,

as other powers of the earth have. To de-

clare war and make peace are enumerated, in

our own declaration of independence, as among
the highest attributes of national sovereignty.

The present doctrine is, that the Indians

were regarded, as a sort of non-descript ten-

ants at will, enjoying by permission some im-

perfect privilege of hunting on grounds which

really belonged to the United States. But

whoever heard of tenants at will being solemn-

ly admitted to have the right of declaring war

upon their landlords? These tenants were al-

so strangely allowed to possess the right of

punishing, according to their pleasure, any of

their landlords, who should "attempt to settle"

upon any lands, which, it is now contended,

were then the absolute properly of said land-

lords. But I shall have other occasions of

bringing this interpretation to the test.

After the treaty of Hopewell, white settlers

pushed forward in the wilderness in the neigh-

bourhood of the Indian; difliculties arose; blood

was shed; war was declared; the new settle-

ments in that quarter were in a state of great

alarm and anxiety.

In the mean time, the new constitution had

gone into operation. The treaty making pow-
er, which had been exercised by the old con-

gress, was now confided to the president and

senate of ihe United Slates. Gen. Washing-

ton, who always pursued a magnanimous policy

with the Indians, as well as with other nations,

took the proper measures to establish a peace.

On the 2d of July, 1791, the treaty of Holston

was made; and it was afterwards ratified by

president Washington and the senate. The
title is in these words:

—

" A treaty of peace and friendship, made and

concluded between the president of the United

States of America, on the part and behalf of

the said states, and the undersigned chiefs and

warriors of the Cherokee nation, on the part

and behalf of the said nation."

PREAMBLE.

" The parties being desirous of establishing

permanent peace and friendship between the

United States, and the said Cherokee nation,

and the citizens and members thereof, and to

remove the causes of war by ascertaining their
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limits, and making other necessary, just, and

friendly arrangements:— tlie president of the

United States, by William Blount, governor of

the territory of the United States, south of the

river Ohio, and superintendant of Indian affairs

for the southern district, who is vested with

full powers for these purposes, by and with the

advice and consent of the senate of the Unitet'

States; and the Cherokee nation, by the under

signed chiefs and warriors representing the

said nation, have agreed to the following arti-

cles, namely:"
I have thought it best to cite the whole title

and preamble, that the reader may see in what

manner the parties to this instrument saw fit

to describe themselves; or, more properly, in

what manner tiie plenipotentiary of the United

States, with the president and senate, saw fit

to describe these parties; for it will not be pre

tended that the C/ierokees reduced the treaty

to writing. This is the second treaty which
was made with Indians, by the government of

the United States, after the adoption of the

federal constitution. The first was made with

the Creek nation; and was executed at New
York, August 7th, 1790, by Henry Kno.';, then

secretary of war, as the commissioner of the

United States, and twenty-four Creek chiefs,

in behalf of their nation. In comparing these

two treaties, it is found, that the title and pre-

amble of the Cherokee treaty are an exact

transcript from the other, except that " Chero-
kee" is inserted instead of " Creek," and the

VFord " kings," before " chiefs and warriors,"

is omitted, as are the words " of Indians," af-

ter the words " Creek nation," in the title.

All the principal articles of the two treaties are

also, mutatis mutandis, the same in substance,

and expressed by the same phraseology. As
governor Blount made the Cherokee treaty af-

ter the model of the Creek treaty, there can be
little doubt that he was directed to do so, by
the head of the war department. It is moral-

ly certain, that the Creek treaty was drawn up,

not only with great care, but with the concen-

trated wisdom of a cabinet, which is universal-

ly admitted, I believe, to have been the ablest

and the wisest, which our nation has yet en-

joyed. Gen. Washington was at its head; al-

ways a cautious man, and eminently so in lay-

ing the foundations of our union, and entering

into new relations. This treaty was made un-

der his own eye, at the seat of government,
and witnessed by distinguished men, some of
whom added their official stations to their

names. The two first witnesses were " Rich-

ard Morris, chief justice of the state of New
York," and "Richard Varick, mayor of the

city of New York."
These treaties were, in due season, ratified

by the senate of the United States, at that time

composed of men distinguished for their abili-

ty. Among them was Oliver Ellsworth, after-

wards chief justice of the United States; Wil-
liam Patterson, afterwards an eminent judge
of the supreme court of the United States;

Rufus King, afterwards for many years minis-

ter of the United States at the British court;

and William Samuel Johnson, who did not

leave behind him in America a man of equal

learning in the civil law and the law of nations.

These four individuals, and six other senators,

had been members of the convention, which
formed the federal constitution, though M
Ellssvorth did not sign that instrument, having

been called away before it was completed.

He was a most efficient member, however, in

the various preparatory discussions; and did

much in procuring the adoption of the consti

tution, by the state which he had represented.

The reader may fairly conclude, that the

document in question is not a jumble of words
thrown together without meaning, having no
object, and easily explained away, as a pomp-
ous nullity. On the contrary, it was composed
with great care, executed with uncommon so-

lemnity, and doubtless ratified with ample con-

sideration. It has, therefore, a solid basis, and
a substantial meaning. That meaning shall

be considered in a future number.
WiiLiAM Penn.

THE CORN PLANT.

One of the finest and most authentic speci-

mens of Indian eloquence which is extant, is

the address of the celebrated Seneca chiefs,

the Corn Plant, Half Town, and Big Tree, to

General Washington in the year 1790. I have
always understood that the language and sen-

timent were dictated by the Corn Plant, who
long enjoyed the reputation of being the most
eloquent, brave, and sagacious chieftain of the

Sis Nations. His commanding port and ora-

tory are still fresh in the recollection of many
who witnessed them in this city. He has for

many years been one of the warmest advocates

of the plans of reformation and civilization,

which the committee of our.yearly meeting or

Indian affairs was instrumental in introducing

among his tribe, and he still lives at a

old age. Alas ! the melancholy forebodings
which oppressed their minds will be shared
turn by the universal Indian race throughout
our territory, and the nation may learn, when

too late, " to look up to God," who made
the Indian as well as us. The whole of this

pirited and forcible appeal is well worthy of
. perusal, but I shall confine myself to select

ed portions of it.

To the Great Council of Viirleen Fires. The speech

of Corn PlanU Half Turn, and Big Tree, chiefs

and counsellors of the Seneca Nation.

" Father,—The voice of the Seneca Nations
speaks to you, the great counsellor, in whose heart

wise men of all the Thirteerr Fires have placed
their wisdom ; it may be very small in your ears, and
e therefore entreat you to hearken with attention,

for we are about to speak of tilings which are to us
very great.

When your army entered the country of the Six
Nations, we called you the town-destroyer ; and to

day, when your name is heard, our women look
behind them and turn pale, and our children cling
close to the necks of their mothers. Our counseUors
and warriors are men, and cannot be afraid ; but
their hearts are grieved with the fears of our women
and children, and desire that it may be buried so
deep as to be heard no more.

When you gave us peace we called you father,
luse you promised to secure us in the possession
lur lands. Do this, and %o long as the land shall
ain, that beloved name shall be in the heart of

every Seneca."

"Father,—You have said that we were ii

hand, and that by closing it you could crusl
nothmg. Are you then determined to crush i

your

J.' If

you are, tell us so, that those of our nation who have
become your children, and have determined to die
so, may know what to do. In this case, one chief
has said, he would ask you to put him out of his
pain. Another, who will not think of dying by tlie

hand of bis fatlier, or his brother, has said he will
retire to the Chataughque, eat of the fatal root, and
sleep with his fathers in peace.

" Before you determine a measure so unjust, look
up to God, who made us as well as you; we hope
he will not permit you to destroy the whole of our
nation.

" Father,—Hear our case : Many nations inhabited
this country, but they had no wisdom, therefore they
warred together; the Six Nations were powerful,
and compelled them to peace. The land, for a great
extent, was given up to them, but the nations which
were not destroyed all continued on those lands;
and claimed the protection of the Six Nations, as
brothers of their fathers. They were men, and
when at peace had a right to live upon the earth.

" The French came among us, and built Niagara

;

they became our fathers, and took care of us. Sir
William Johnson came, and took that fort from the
French ; he became our father, and promised to take
care of us, and he did so until you were too strong
for his king. To him we gave four miles around
Niagara as a place of trade. We have already said
how we came to join against you; we saw that wo

! wrong, we wished for peace, you demanded a
great country to be given up to you, it was sur-

dcred to you as the price of peace, and we ought
lave peace and possession of the little land which

you tlien left us.

" Father,—When that great country was given up
you there were but few chiefs present, and they
re compelled to give it up. And it is not the Six

Nations only that reproach those chiefs with having
given up that country. The Chipaways, and all the
ations who lived on these lands westward, call to
s, and ask us, 'Brothers of our fathers, where is the

place which you have reserved for us to lie down

" Father,—You have compelled us to do that which
makes us ashamed. We have nothing to answer to
the cliildren of the brothers of our fathers. When,
last spring, they called upon us to go to war to se-
cure them a bed to lie down upon, the Senecas en-
treated tbera to be quiet until we had spoken to
you ; but on our way down, we heard that your
army had gone towards the country which those na-
tions inhabited ; and if they meet together, the best
blood on both sides will stain the ground.

" Father,—We will not conceal from you that the
great God, and not men, has preserved the Corn
Plant from the hands of his own nation. For they
ask continually, ' Where is the land on which our
children, and their children after them, are to lie

down upon ? You told us,' say they, ' that the line
drawn from Pennsylvania to lake Ontario, would
mark it for ever on the east, and the line running
from Beaver Creek to Pennsylvania, would mark it

on the west, and we see that it is not so ; for first

one, and then another, come and take it away by or-
der of that people which you tell us promised to se-
cure it to us.' He is silent, for he has nothing to
answer. When the sun goes down, iie opens his
heart before God ; and earlier than the sun appears
again upon the hills, he gives thanks for his protec-
tion during the night ; for he feels that among men,
becozne desperate by the injuries they sustain, it is

God only that can preserve him. He loves peace,
and all he had in store he has given to those who

been robbed by your people, lest they should
plunder the innocent to repay themselves. The
whole season, which others have employed in pro-
viding for their famihes, he has spent in endi?avours

reserve peace ; and this moment his wife and
children are lying on the ground, and in want of
food : his heart is in pain for them, but he perceives
that the Great Spirit will try his firmness in doing
what is right.

" Father,—The game which the Great Spirit sent
nto our country for us to eat, is going from among
IS. We thought he intended we should till the
ground with the plough as the white people do, and

talked to one another about it. But before we
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FOR THE FRIEND.

REMARKS UPON
Eran Leu-is's Review of the Testimony of Dis

ownment issued against Elias Hicks by the

Monthly Meeting of Wesibury and Jericho.

(Contirmedfrom page 374.)

There is another turn, however, which the

reviewer gives to his argument (if so it may
be called) which requires notice. He says,

that there is such a thing " as implicit faith,

which does not necessarily imply any know-

ledge or understanding of its object;" and

gives, as instances, the taith of the JMahome-

dans in the revelations of their prophet, and of

the catholics in the papal decrees. " But

(continues the reviewer) the true Christian

faith, according to Barclay, is founded on the

evidence of God ' speaking in the mind imme-

diately by his Spirit;' and this ' inspeaking

word' must be intelligible to the mind—must
be perceived by the mind, and is therefore un-

derstood."
'• We believe in it, because we feel or per-

ceive it to act intelligibly in the mind, and

therefore understand it. And so far as we
perceive it to act, so far we believe and no fur-

ther. The testimony of others respecting the

«frects of the action of the Spirit of God upon

their understandings, is always brought to the

test of our own experience, and is received or

rejected according as it is corroborated or dis-

proved by what we have known in ourselves."

" Hence the foundation of that declaration

so often made by primitive Friends, that

no man can rightly understand the inspired

writings but by the light of that Spirit by which

they were written."

The reader will perceive, in what we have

just quoted, the same confusion of terms and

argument, and the same begging of the ques-

tion at issue, which was so manifest in the be-

ginning of the reviewer's remarks.

That there is such a thing as implicit faith,

without the sanction either of reason or reve-

lation, and that this is exercised with regard to

the dogmas both of Mahomet and Elias Hicks

on the part of their respective followers, we
freely admit, but that true Quakers or Chris-

tians are so credulous, our reviewer has failed

to prove.

That the terms in which the revelations of

the divine will contained in the Bible, with re-

spect to Christian doctrine, must be perceived

or understood; while, at the same time, the

full comprehension of the nature of the thing

proposed is above the measure of the human
intellect, we have already shown; and the same
must be acknowledged of those revelations

with regard to Christian practice, which are

made in the human mind by " the inspeaking

word." They must be perceived, and the terms

in which they are conveyed must be intelli-

gible ; while, at the same time, there are

many things connected with them which can-

not be understood, nay, which are totally above

the conception ofhuman reason. For instance,

I receive confirmation in my mind, by the Spirit

of God, of the truth of the Bible, and an assur-

ance that Jesus Christ is my Saviour. Do I

thereby comprehend every thing recorded in

the sacred volume, or do I understand the pre-

cise mode or nature of the incarnation, atone-

ment, or mediation of the blessed Redeemer';

Again, it is revealed to me that I ought to ab-

stain from certain practices, not perhaps in

themselves immoral, but unlawful for me in-

dividually. Do I thereby understand ichy these

things should be sinful and offensive in the di

vine sight? what connection they can have

abstractedly either with my salvation or con-

demnation ? Certainly not. Some of these re-

quisitions may be made for the trial of my
faith, for the very purpose of confounding and

abasing the proud reason of man. How marvel-

lously was this the case with the patriarch

Abraham. If this holy man had believed no-

thing but what he could comprehend, he would

never have yielded to the divine command, nor

offered up, as a sacrifice of faith, the child of

promise. He would never have been the

•' father of the faithful" nor the favoured of

God. I will not expatiate on this memorable
example, but I ask my readers to apply the

axiom of the sceptics in its full extent to the

case of the patriarch, and note the irresistible

conclusions at which they must arrive.

With regard to the requisitions of the holy

Spirit in the heart, the humble Christian re-

solves all into the will, the wisdom, and the

mandate of God. He believes in the reality

and the necessity of these requisitions, upon

faith in their Author, not because he under-

stands their abstract fitness or inherent virtue.

If we comprehend the second paragraph of

our last quotation from the reviewer, he means

to convey the idea, that we are to bring the

whole testimony of the Bible to the test of our

own experience; from which, it would follow,

that every man must have a Bible suited to his

n special case. A Christian of small expe-

rience must have a Bible of a (e\w pages; a

Christian of large attainments may have a

considerable volume ; whilst every individual

Christian must have an objective revelation,

nay, a perfect comprehension of all the mys-

teries of doctrine, prophecy, and miracle, be-

fore he can admit into his house full and com-
plete copies of the Scriptures.

To say that assumptions, involving such

monstrous absurdity, were the doctrines of

ancient Friends, is as false as it is ungenerous.

They taught a simple truth, acknowledged at

the present day by all spiritually minded Chris-

tians, viz. that a true knowledge, and saving

individual application of the truths of the gos-

pel as recorded in the holy Scriptures, are to

be sought for and obtained by the illumination

of the holy Spirit upon the human heart—but

that parts of the Scripture not particularly

opened to individuals are to be rejected and
disregarded, was never held by any true Friend

ancient or modern.

It may well be asked, however, what appli-

cation this disquisition about the spiritual

views of ancient Friends has to the question,

whether a man is " bound to believe what he
cannot understand."

They asserted (he necessity of divine reve-

ation for the guidance of human actions—this

dogma inculcates that human reason is to sit

supreme in judgment upon the revelations of

the Almighty. Elias Hicks says all things must
be understood rationally; and he, moreover,

defines revelation itself to be, according to his

ideas, that power by which we distinguish a

man from a horse, or a tree from a house—

a

low value truly to fix upon revelation, as it is

thus reduced to a species of intelligence pos-

sessed by reason and by instinct, by man and
by beast. Indeed, from all we can gather from
a careful perusal of Hicks' sermons and the

pages of the review, we infer, that the mean-
ing of" understanding all things rationally" is

simply this. A fact, or doctrine, is found upon
the sacred record, or a truth is revealed to the

mind of a believer; if the thing so recorded or

revealed be not in itself entirely measurable or

comprehensible by human reason, it ought to

be rejected. If it be replied that it must be
illuminated reason by which all things are to

be measured, nothing will be gained, for it is

perfectly manifest, that no finite intelligence,

however great or enlightened can, to the ex-

tent and in every particular, embrace the

plenitude of infinite counsel and design with

regard to any one thing; and further, it dis-

tinctly appears, that the revelation which E.

Hicks describes, is the same as the mere ani-

mal light of nature enjoyed by the lower as

well as the higher orders of creation.

The reviewer, however, seems to think that

he has completely identified his doctrine with

that of ancient Friends, by a quotation which

he furnishes from the Works of Frances How-
gill. This excerpt was taken, we have no

doubt, from the garbled book of e.xtracts to

which the " Defence of the Christian Doctrines

of the Society of Friends" was a reply. To
the latter work itself, we must refer our read-

ers for a full examination of Frances How-
gill's real ideas upon the subject of which he

was treating, as the length of the remarks made
by the author of the " Defence" precludes

their extraction. By this reference the reader

will find that the doctrine maintained by F. H.
is the very reverse of that exhibited in our re-

viewer's pamphlet. We will quote, however,

a single paragraph from the " Defence," which

will give some idea how far F. H.'s confidence

in human reason extended.

" From the whole paragraph, it is clearly

apparent, that when the author (F. H.) speaks

of understanding, he means no more than that

knowledge of any mystery, duty, or command,
which, through the revelation of the holy Spi-

rit, God is pleased to unfold to the mind of

man, and make manifest there. And this he

asserts in opposition to the notion, that we are

to believe or practise things contrary to rea-

son and Scripture, merely because the church

of Rome has commanded them. He (F. H.)

winds up the whole argument with this result.

" ' But this I conclude, that the reason of

fallen man is corrupted, and is an uncertain

thing to rely upon, and so not a competent

judge in matters of so high concernment as

touching everlasting salvation.'
"

We shall conclude our observations upon

this division of Lewis's review, with one of the

clearest testimonies we have ever read in the

writings of primitive Friends with regard to

belief and comprehension; and the former part

of the extract will also plainly exemplify their

views respecting the " internal light," a sub-

ject which it will presently be necessary to no-

tice. We therefore desire the close attention
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of our readers to the whole extract. WiUiam
Chandler, Alexander Pyott, Joseph Hodges,

and some other Friends, in the year 1693 wrote

a treatise, entitled " A brief Apology in behalf

of tiie people in derision called Quakers,'

which, after speaking largely ofthe character of

the Lord Jesus Christ, and the operation of his

Spirit in the heart, they add—" Consider seri-

ously these things which are agreeable to Scrip-

ture, and with what reason people have derid-

ed us for our belief herein, terming it the Qua-

ker's Christ, as though his manifesting himself

in our hearts were another or distinct from

Jesus Christ of Nazaretli, that is glorified with

God the Father in heaven, which we deny.

For though he be ascended into heaven, and

sits at the right hand of God, far above all

principalities and powers, yet is he not so cir-

cumscribed but that, as by him all things were

made and created, so he is the life and ful-

ness, and filleth all in all in his church and

people. Is the divinity and humanity of Christ

divided ? Is not there inseparable union in

the true and entire Christ ? Can, then, his

Godhead be present, and he, who is the hea

venly man, be absent ? What think you of

him that appeared to John, and gave him his

commission to the seven churches ? whom he

describes, Rev. vi. 1., who said, 'Behold, I

stand at the door and knock; if any man hear

my voice, and open the door, I will come in to

him, and will sup with him, and he with me.
The same saith, I am he which searches the

reins and heart, and I will give unto every one
of you according to your works.' Was not

this" the true Christ, the Mediator, by whom
God will judge the world ? And can he make
this near inspection into the innermost parts

of the minds of men, so as no thought can es-

cape notice, if fte be not present there ? What
made Paul desire that our Lord Jesus Christ

might be with Timothy's spirit, if he thought it

impossible 1 Do not all acknowledge the Spirit

of Christ, who is the anointed, to be in his

people, and is he then absent ? Is its being a

mystery far beyond our comprehension to

conceive how it can be a sufficient argument
that it is not so 1 Ought we not, in such cases,

to exercise faith, and acquiesce in the testi-

mony of the Holy Ghost expressed in the sa-

cred Scriptures, rather than interpose with our
nice and curious subtleties, prying unneces
sarily into things that are too higii for us ? re

membering that secret things belong unto God
and that those that know most here, know
only in part, the things that are invisible, and
see them but as through a glass, shall men that

neither know iJiemsclves, nor have any intui

iive knowledge of the essences, even of the

meanest things teherewith nature every where
•presents us, which are obvious to our senses,

aspire to those yet 7nore abstruse, and under
take to account for that which is beyond the

reach of the most pregnant wits to pene
traie."

This is the true doctrine with regard to be
lief and comprehension; it was the doctrine of
ancient, and it is the doctrine of all modern
Friends, who have •' kept the faith."

The next quotation from the testimony is a

continuation of the same charge against E. H
that was exhibited in the one we have just ex
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aniined, and the general strain of the review-

er's remarks is so similar, that we will pass on

to the consideration of the next division of
" the testimony."

" And (he) has imbibed and adopted opi-

nions at variance with some of the fundamen-

tal doctrines of the Christian religion."

Having assumed the position that a man
WAS to reduce all faith to the measure of his

own understanding, it would follow, as a ne

cessary consequence, that the " mysteries of
godliness" must be despised and rejected; the

assumption of this sceptical axiom is made for

the very purpose of giving countenance and
support to a disbelief of the holy Scripture:

and of many of the doctrines which they con
tain; and we shall conclusively show, in the

course of our examination, that both El

Hicks and the reviewer himself, have, under

the authority of this maxim, denied many of

the most important truths of Christianity.

In commenting upon the last charge quoted

from the testimony, the reviewer says, " We
are not told what these opinions are. The
charge, however, is of a serious and important

nature, and requires more than a passing no
tice. It is very questionable, whether the ac-

cusers of Elias Hicks had any precise and de

finite ideas, either oi Vhefundamental doctrines

of Christianity, or the opinions entertained by

him." It has been a common subterfuge with

the disciples of Elias Hicks when closely press-

ed, and convicted of the absurdity and un
soundness of his notions, to assert that he is

not understood, that there is concealed under
his declamation some deep, spiritual meaning,
unknown except to the initiated. Our review

er has had recourse to an expedient of this

kind in the paragraph just quoted, and appears,

in addition, to doubt whether the "accusers"

(as he calls tliem, of Elias Hicks) " have any

precise and definite ideas of the doctrines of

Christianity." To our humble intellect, it

would seem probable, that those who profess

a belief in the divinity and mediation of Jesus

Christ, are more likely to understand the

ture of Christian doctrine than those who
deny the most essential parts of the Christian

system; but our reviewer thinks not, and to

extricate us from all doubt on the subject, vo

lunteers himself to " prove from the New Tes
tament, what are the fundamental doctrines

taught in it, and then to show their agreement
with doctrines and opinions inculcated by

Hicks, as well as those of primitive Friends."

In pursuance of this investigation, E. Lewis
has found that there is but "one essential anc"

fundamental doctrine of the Christian reli-

gion"—that this is the doctrine of " interna

light"—that George Fox held this opinion

and that the opinions of our ancient Friends

and those of Elias Hicks were the same." To
illustrate tlie ideas of the reviewer more fully,

we subjoin some quotations. After noticin;^

sundry passages of Scripture, ard instituting

some appearance of argumeht upon them, he
sums up with this conclusion. " Then, from

all this accumulation of incontrovertible tes

timony, it follows conclusively, that the imme
diate manifestation, revelation, and guidance

of the Spirit, is the only fundamental doc

trine taught in the New Testament, and that

1
upon which all the doctrines and precepts it

contains depend, and in which they all centre. -

It is the only essential and fundamental doc-

trine of the Christian religion, swallowing up,

and comprehending all others. It is like the

great luminary in the heavens, in the efi'ul-

gence of whose beams all other lights in the

creation sink into comparative insignificance.

But this is the doctrine which Elias Hicks
preaches. It is the basis of all his arguments
—the life and soul of all his sermons—the

Alpha and the Omega of every discourse de-

livered by him." After stating what he con-

ceives to have been the opinion of our early

Friends with regard to the " light," the re-

viewer says, " In short, the doctrine of our

worthy predecessors and that preached by E.

Hicks now, is one and the same. It is the

doctrine of ' internal light,' or the guidance

of the Spirit of God in all matters of faith and

worship. It is the only fundamental doctrine

of the New Testament, in which all others are

included and comprehended, as we have already «

briefly endeavoured to prove." I

The ideas contained in the above extracts "j

are not the doctrines of the Scriptures, nor

those of our ancient Friends, as we shall pre-

sently show; but as they aflbrd a very good

picture of the theory of the Hicksite religion,

we may be excused if we devote some time to

their examination.

The loud profession of a belief in the " light

within," and the strenuous eflbrts which the

leaders of the Hicksite party have used to in-

duce an opinion that they were the true suc-

cessors of ancient Friends in the spiritual reli-

gion which the latter professed, have been the

most successful means they have employed to

deceive the ignorant, and gain proselytes to

their cause. We shall, therefore, scrutinize

their claim to a spiritual faith with some mi-

nuteness, and we think it will be shown, that,

in no one particular, does the Hicksite belief

coincide with that of primitive Friends. The
light of Christ in the conscience, as held by

the latter, being a totally diflerent thing from

the internal light of the Hicksites, in regard to

its author, source, object, and operation.

The fundamental doctrines of the Christian

religion held by our ancient Friends were
these. 'i

They believed that man was created in the J
beginning pure, and in the image of his Ma- 1

ker; that being tempted and beguiled by the

devil, he fell from this state of purity, and be-

came alienated from God; that in Adam all

men died, inasmuch as all men have trans-

gressed the divine law, even those who have

not sinned after the similitude of Adam's trans-

gression; that in this state of rebellion man
had forfeited the divine favour, and had justly

rendered himself liable to the penalty of death,

but that, in the infinite mercy of God, He was
pleased to appoint a means of restoration out

of the fall—a divine mediation, through which

the soul of man might again have spiritual

light, knowledge, and access to God; that di-

rectly after the fall, the Lord Jesus Christ was
revealed as the appointed Saviour, in the cha-

racter of the seed of the woman; that the law

and the prophets, the ordinances and institu-

tions of the Jewish dispensation pointed to,
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and were typical of the promised Redeemer;
that in the fulness of time, the Eternal Word
or Son of God, who was in the beginning with
God, and was God, descended from the glory

which he had with the Father before the world
was, and took upon himself a body of flesh,,

his holy body being conceived and born in a

miraculous manner of the virgin Mary, and
tlius the eternal Deity became united with the

holy manhood in the person of the Lord Jesus
Christ, He being true God and perfect man-
in the language of William Penn, " The son
of Abraham, David, and Mary after the

and also God over all, blessed for ever." That
in the process of time, in conformity with the
counsel and purpose of God, he laid down his

life as man, a sacrifice, atonement, and propi-
tiation for the Kins of the whole world, past,

present, and to come; by means of his death
"cancelling" past oflences, and giving the
sinner a full assurance of pardon on the terms
of faith in his name, and of repentance and
amendment of life; that he arose from the
dead, ascended on high, and sits at the right
hand of the Father, in the glorified body, as

the holy advocate and intercessor for sinners,
being exalted far above principalities and
powers, and every name which is named in

this world, and in that which is to come; and
that according to his blessed promise. He (the
same Lord Jesus Christ) that was with his
first disciples on earth, is now with his humble
followers by his Spirit in their hearts, which
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the
Son as a true light shining in the consciences
of all men, to lead out of all error into

truth ; that this diffusion of the Spirit is the

purchase of Christ's death and sufferings; that

since his appearance on earth in these latter

days, there has been a much greater effusion

of the Spirit of grace than there was in the

ages before his coming in the flesli; yet, that

from the time of Adam, through all the dispen-

sations of divine Providence, the Lord Jesus
Christ was in the world by his Spirit in the
hearts of the faithful, and that salvation was
administered to all the children of God on the

credit and for the sake of the one graat offer-

ing which he, the holy high priest, was in the

fulness of time to offer. These are the general
outlines of the Christian religion as held by the

Society of Friends ever since its foundation.

They are to be found recognized upon the
pages of Fox, Penn, Barclay, and all other
approved writers of ancient date.

In order to sustain our assertions with re-

gard to the doctrines of ancient Friends con-
cerning the " light within," we shall now quote
a few passages from their writings, and as we
proceed with the examination of Lewis's
pamphlet, we shall give in their proper place
such others as may be necessary, to show the
faith of our predecessors on the various points
in controversy.

(To be conlmiied.)

It is a great mark of the corruption of our
natures, and what ought to humble us ex-
tremely, and excite the exercise of our reason
to a nobler and juster sense, that we cannot
see the use and pleasure of our comforts but
by the want of them.

—

Penn.

The hiquisiii07i and Orlhodoxy conlrnsted ivilh Chris-
tianity and Religious Liberty. Containing a feu
remarks on the late division in the Society of Friends.
The crilicisms of the Rev. IVm. Craig Brotcnlec, D
D., Pastor of the Reformed Dutch Churcli, and edi-

tor of the R. D. C. Mugamne, N. I'.—Published by
L. A. Spaulding, and others. Lockport,N. Y. 1S29

This pamphlet is a curious collection. The
Hicksites, instead of refuting by proof the alle-

gations of Friends respecting their doctrines,

content themselves with a sweeping denial

—

play off a farce ofsubmission to unjust charges,
and then quote Wni. Craig Brownlee, to show
that the same accusations were made against
our early Friends. When they have refuted
the charges which we make, and the proofs
we have brought, as triumphantly as did the

contemporaries of Penn the slanders of Leslie,

and Brown, and Bugg, by the revival of which
Brownlee is seeking to immortalize his name,
they may claim a place in the list of greatly
injured names with Fox and Barclay. But it

will not answer as things stand. We have the
reiterated unequivocal confessions of their

leaders as to what their doctrine is, and they
cannot escape the inevitable inference, that

whom they support, they approve. The line

of separation is now complete; their leader is

no longer a member of our Society, nor are
we accountable to the world for his' opinions.
We feel, therefore, but little interest in their

affairs, and in what they publish. The writer
of this has been induced to notice the pamph-
let, the title of which stands at the head of this

article, on account of the review from the pen
of Brownlee, which it contains. I had long
since read his " Inquiry," and when I saw a

new production announced from the same pen,
I came to the conclusion, that a still keener
and deadlier shaft was selected from the pois
--ed quiver, and aimed at our heads. I ex
pected to find what a learned clergyman
of the "Inquiry," "a rich treat" of newly con-
cocted slander. As I read on, the style seemed
familiar to my memory—the book had the as-

pect of an old acquaintance—and, upon com-
paring it with the 7th chapter of his " Inquiry,"
I find, that with a kvi additional paragraphs,
it is printed verbatim from that work. The
review fills about 14 pages of about 56 lines

each, or nearly COO lines. Of these, the first

paragraph of 34 lines; 17 lines in page 8; II
lines in page 11; and 6 lines on page 13; in-

troducing the extract from the " Purchase ser-
mon," or about one-tenth part, are all that is

original. The inference is not an uncharitable
one, that the writer, like some reptiles of which
I have read, exhausted all his venom in inflict-

ing the first bite. Had there been any thing
left unransacked in the library of John Brown,
of Whamphrey, it would surely have been
brought forward to give additional pungency
and salt to this dish of cold meats.

But let that pass. I have more serious
matter on hand than the discussion of this self
plagiarism.

The work of Brownlee has always appeared
to me a very remarkable performance. He
has so thorough a contempt for the poor mise-
rable deluded fanatics he takes the Quakers to
be, at the same time that he seems to pitv
their delusion, and does justice to their pri-

vate worth, wherever his prejudice will al-

low hiin to discover any—his epithets are so
pithy, and weighty, and pungent—his style so
well rounded—he possesses in such perfection
the art of quoting so as to make that know-
ledge of his subject, which is really shallow,
appear profound, that with the exception of
the " Pursuits of Literature"—a book by the
way, of real depth, and talent, and genius,—

I

cannot name a work that so imposes its opi-
nions upon the reader, by the mere effect of
display. Brownlee's object is to prove, that
the Society of Friends—I quote his own turgid
phraseology—" emerging from the tenebrosity
of mysticism, laboured it through the rugged
mazes of Socinianism, and finally settled dovvn
in an ambiguous homogeneity with Pelagius
and Arminius."

There was published between the period in
which the " Inquiry" appeared, and the resus-
citation of the 7th chapter in the magazine of
the reformed Dutch church, a book which does
not once condescend to mention this redoubt-
able champion; yet which is as full and tri-

umphant a refutation of his attack, as if that
had been its sole object. I allude to Thomas
Evans's Exposition of the Faith of the Society
of Friends. This book contains a chain of
evidence upon the subject-—connecting the

liest with the latest period of our history,
every link of which is perfect, that leaves no
candid person any ground either for doubt or
suspicion. To that book I will refer all who
have imbib. .1 the prejudices of Brownlee, and
appeal to their candour to say which body of

idence has the most weight.

1 might add much by way of apology for
some of the writings of some of our early
Friends. Allowance must be made for the
manners of the age, and the style of polemical
controversy which was then tolerated. Their
attention was chiefly turned to the defence of
the doctrine of the universal and saving light—against antagonists who denied it absolutely.
Socinianism was not the great heresy of that
day as it is of ours. Upon points which were
not in dispute there was no necessity of expa-
tiating in the controversy. Viewing the great
doctrines of revealed religion from the side as

ere of " the universal and saving light"

—

other points, not held less sacred, not esteem-
ed less important than this, were thrown, if I

may use the expression, into the distance by
hat may be termed the effect of mere per-

spective. To appreciate their views fairly, al-

owance inust be made for this mora] perspec-
ive. It is an allowance that must always be
made by him who wishes to judge with perfect

partiality of the opinions of others. The
acute and watchful controversialists of that
lay, accused Friends of undervaluing those
other points of doctrine, and they instantly

epelled the charge, and confessed in the
most unequivocal terms, their full and sincere
belief in the whole testimony of Scripture.

The Hicksites arc fond of drawing a paral-

lel between the charges brought against our
'mitive Friends, and those for which they

themselves have been disowned. The parallel

will go no further than the charges. To com-
plete it they must adopt in sincerity the confes-
sions of faith by Fox, and Penn, and White-
head, and the whole body of Society in that
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day. They must disown and separate from

their communion those leaders who preach the

opposite doctrine, and have been the cause of

the late schism. Then, and not till then, will

the Christian world admit the soundness of

their faith, and the sincerity of their repeated

assertions that they are misrepresented in this

matter.

Such being the true state of the case, that

the charge of socinianism and mysticism

supported by unfair and clipped quotations-

passages written with reference to a certain

point, and quoted and perverted from their

original intention so as to have a very differ-

ent complexion from that which the context

proves them to possess; it is a sufficient refu-

tation to appeal to the unequivocal language of

these very men when they were themselves ac-

cused. Where, then, it may be asked, is the

difference between the views of the Society of

Friends, and of the high and orthodox profes-

sors of the Christian faith, who thus accuse us?

It is this—that Quakerism is more strictly and

emphatically than any other piotestant

what the pious and learned Stillingfleet defined

protestantism to be—the religion of the Bible

In order to convey distinctly my meaning, it

will be necessary to take an extensive though

cursory survey of the whole subject. If

doing I should make a more frequent use of

the term philosophy than may seem to be pro

per in such a discussion, I must be understood

as using it in that exalted and expansive sense

in which it is but another name for the highest

and most comprehensive truth. It is essential

to the proper settlement of the subject, that the

limits and province of the human understand-

ing should be strictly defined, and the elements

of a just logic established.

As respects the outward and visible creation,

the knowledge of which is the foundation of all

human science, it was not till the celebrated

maxim of Bacon, that man is the interpreter of

nature, was fully understood and acted upon,

that any real advancement of learning was ef-

fected. The business of the philosopher is to

scrutinize the evidence of his senses. The
most elaborate theory, the most fondly cherish-

ed opinion, must give place to this evidence.

Our external senses convey no information

respecting the spiritual and invisible world, and

the ways of the Almighty towards man. Of
these we know nothing, but as He has been

pleased to reveal it. He has not left himself

without a witness, nor man without a guide to

his path, in the heart of every one of us; and

he has moreover revealed himself, and his laws,

unto mankind, in the volume of Holy Writ.

The revelation which the Almighty has vouch-

safed, bears the same relation to our spiritual

knowledge, that the evidence of the senses bears

to our physical; namely— it is the foundation

and the limits, in respect to doctrine, of all that

we know, or can safely aspire to know
The moment a philosopher deserts the ground

ofexperiment and observation, he may theorise.

and build up systems, but he is no longer act-

ing as a philosopher—he is making no progress

in real knowledge—he is perplexing the path

of future investigators.

And in the revelation of the spiritual and

unseen world, of the counsels of the Almighty,

we know nothing, but as

our faculties are no more cat

the probabilities of facts here than in the visible

creation. Satisfy me that the evidence of a

certain fact is unquestionable, and I yield it my
implicit assent, and govern myself accordingly-

Satisfy me that a certain revelation is of un-

questionable authenticity, and I yield it implicit

obedience. Such a revelation I assume that

contained in the Holy Scriptures to be. But

in relation to this most important of subjects,

Words are Things. If the message of tlie

Scriptures be from the Divinity, the very words

in which it was delivered from Him, are the St-

and the only proper words in which to ex

press it. If we resort to other terms to eluci

date their meaning, we do but darken counsel

And this appears to me to be the point o

separation between the Society of Friends, and

other orthodox believers. We refuse to ex

press or confess our faith in any other phrase

than that of revelation; and happy would it

have been for the Christian world, had such

been the universal practice. " But man, by

knowledge, strives to scale the heavens.

The first heresy arose from the difficulty^ of

comprehending the awful and mysterious union

of God and man in the Redeemer, and from the

false pride of reason. The truths of Scripture

were shaped according to the imaginations of

men; and while, by one party, the divinity of

Christ was denied, as an impossibility, another,

sincere in the belief thereof, sought, by the in-

troduction of new terms, and attempting to fix

a precise meaning to words of its own inven-

tion, to make that plain, which the Almighty

had left obscure. The same consequences

followed, that arose from confining physic-

al science to a dispute about words, instead of

rendering it an investigation of facts. For,

when new and unscriptural words are intro-

duced into theology, it is scarcely possible tc

avoid gradually sliding off from the origina

ground of Scripture, and introducing also ideai

foreign to the simple truth as it is in Jesus.

The word Trinity, and the history of the con-

troversy respecting it, are ample illustrations

of my meaning. To the whole of what is said

in Scripture, of the Infinite Jehovah, Father,

Son, and Spirit, the Society of Friends fully

and reverently subscribe. And is not this

enough for all the purposes of this world, and

the world to come—for holy faith and life

—

edemption and eternal blessedness? Why then

depart from the simple scriptural phraseology?

Has doing so made the subject more plain? Has

it put a stop to controversy? The farthest from

it in the world— it has but added fuel to the

flame, and kept alive a warfare, which, I will

not say, a more devout and living faith, but a

better philosophy, and more just views of the

powers and boundaries of the human intellects,

would have avoided.

These opinions are confirmed, when we re-

flect that the Christian revelation was vouch-

safed to man, not as a system of general spirit-

ual knowledge, but as a practical rule of life

It is addressed to the heart, rather than to the

head, for the disease ivhich it is to cure, is the

desperate wickedness of the former. Of the

great universal scheme of Providence, it un-

folds only what is essential to our salvation,

revealed ; audi and nothing to gratify our vain curiosity. We
jle of resolvingl are standing on an island in the abyss of infini-

tude, and a few jutting points of the spiritual

and future world are revealed to the eye of

faith, amidst the surrounding darkness. All

beyond and between what is revealed, is im-

penetrable, and the attempt to fill up the plan

i absurd as it is useless. jf*jf

cau.se of benevolence, and

nagcrs of the Infant School

following communication

Mr. Smith will aid tlie

confer a favour on the ma
Sot iety, by inserting the

in his paper.

(Comnmnicalion.)

The attention of the public is invited to the fol-

lowing statements of facts relative to the Infant

School Society of the city of Philadelphia. This

society was organized in May, 1827—since that peri-

od, three schools for white, and one for coloured

children have been opened, and are now under its

care. Several hundred infants are daily gathered

into these nurseries of virtue. It is presumed to be

unnecessary, at this time, to descant on the merits of

this charity- A visit to these schools, and an examin-

ation of the system of instruction there adopted, will

not fail to recommend it to the patronage of those,

desire to see a moral, thinking people rising

around them- The annual expense of each school is

not less than /re hundred dollars—makiog an aggre-

gate of iKO thousand dollars. The number of annual

subscribers to the general fund is three hundred and

eighty-three, producing an annual income of ,J760

Proceeds from stock, 58 48

Proceeds from anriual subscribers to the fund

for the support of the coloured school, which

is entirely distinct from the general fund, 103

Total, $927 48

This total of nine hundred, twenty-seven dollars,

forly-eis:hl cents, presents the state of the funds of

this interesting institution. A few legacies have

been left to this society, which, it is to be regret-

ted, have caused several individuals to withdraw

their support. It is but just to mention, that the

liberality of those who have so kindly remembered

this institution, is to be enjoyed in future. The
monies thus bequeathed are no present emolument.

It is therefore respectfully urged upon this communi-

ty, to take the subject of infant education in all its

bearings, into seiious consideration, which it is be-

ill result in the liberal support of these

Subscriptions and donations are respect-

fully solicited. Treasurer's residence. No. 357, Mar-
ket street.

The location of the schools is as follows:—Scliooi

No. 1, 13th street, near Vine street. School No. 2,

College Avenue, 10th street, above Chesnut street.

Visiters admitted on Tuesday and Friday mornings.

School No. L', Spruce street. No. 20. Coloured

hool, Gaskill street, No. CO. Visiters admitted on
Wednesday mornings.

September 8.

THE VIOLET.
The sun was shining through a vernal shower

;

The garden smiled, array 'd in fresher green ;

With richer fragrance breathed the simple flower.

That meekly veiled its charms and bloomed i

I stooped, and fondly looked the lines between.

Resolved the bashful beauty's haunt to find ;

With slender stalk, and modest, humble mien,

I saw the floweret with its head reclined,

Although in robes of richest hue arrayed.

The vulgar gaze it seem'd to hold in scorn ;

With drooping head upon a green leaf laid,

It breathed rich odours in the breeze of morn
And such is she, the sweet retiring maid.

Who shuns the public gaze, and blossems in the

shade.

I
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FOR THE FRIEND.

SIR ISAAC XEWTON.
The following biographical sketch of this

great man is extracted from the Library of

Useful Knowledge, and is there stated to be

from the pen of the celebrated French mathe-

matician, Biot. It is the mo:=t full and inte-

resting in its details of any biography previous-

ly published, and I hope the unavoidable use

of mathematical terms in speaking of the dis-

coveries of Newton, will not deter the mere
general reader from perusing a memoir which
is so rich in characteristic traits of him who
has been called the genius of the human race.

" Isaac Newton was born at Woolsthorpe,

in Lincolnshire, on the 25th December, 1642,

(O. S.) the year in which Galileo died. At
the death of his father, which took place while

he was yet an infant, the manor of Woolsthorpe,

of whicii his family had been in possession

several years, became his heritage. In a short

time his mother married again; but this new
alliance did not interfere with the performance

of her duties towards her son. She sent him,

at an early age, to the neighbouring town of

Grantham, that he might be instructed in the

classics. Her intention, however, was not to

make her son a mere scholar, but to give hiai

those first principles of education which were

considered necessary for every gentleman, and

to render him able to manage his own estate.

After a short period, therefore, she recalled

him to Woolsthorpe, and began to employ him

in domestic occupations. For these he soon

showed himself neither fitted nor inclined.

Already, during his residence at Grantham,

Newton, though still a child, had made himself

remarkable by a decided taste for various phi-

losophical and mechanical inventions. He was

boarded in the house of an apothecary, named
Clarke, where, caring but little for the society

of other children, he provided himself with a

collection of saws, hammers, and other instru-

ments, adapted to his size; these he employed

with such skill and intelligence, that he was

able to construct models of many kinds of ma-

chinery; he also made hour-glasses, acting by

the descent of water, which marked the time

with extraordinary accuracy. A new windmill.

of peculiar construction, having been erected

in the vicinity of Grantham, Newton manifest-

ed a strong desire to discover the secret of its

mechanism; and he accordingly went so often

to watch the workmen employed in erecting

it, that he was at length able to construct a

model, which also turned witii the wind, and

worked as well as the mill itself; but with this

diffisrence, that he had added a mouse in the

interior, which he called the miller, because it

directed the mill, and ate up the flour, as a real

miller might do. A certain acquaintance with

drawing was necessary in these operations; to

this art, though without a master, he success-

fully applied himself The walls of his closet

were soon covered witli designs of all sorts,

either copied from others, or taken from na-

ture. These mechanical pursuits, which al-

ready implied considerable powers of inven

tion and observation, occupied his attention to

such a degree, that for them he neglected h

studies in language; and, unless excited by pa

ticular circumstances, he ordinarily allowed

himself to be surpassed by children of very

inferior mental capacity. Having, however,

on some occasion, been surpassed by one of

his class fellows, he determined to prevent the

ecurrence of such a mortification, and very

shortly succeeded in placing himself at the

head of Ihem all.

'• It was after Newton had for several years

cherished, and, in part, unfolded so marked
a disposition of mind, that his mother, having

taken him home, wished to employ him in the

flairs of her Airm and household. The reader

may easily judge that he had little inclination

for such pursuits. More than once he was
sent by his mother on market days to Gran-
tham, to sell corn and other articles of farming

produce, and desired to purchase the provi-

sions required for the family; but as he was
very young, a confidential servant was sent

with him to teach him how to market. On
these occasions, however, Newton, immediate-

ly after riding into the town, allowed his at-

tendant to perform the business for which he

was sent, while he himself retired to the house

of the apothecary where he had formerly lodg-

ed, and employed his time in reading some old

book, till the hour of return arrived. At other

times he did not even proceed so far as the

town, but stopping on the road, occupied him-

self in study, under the shelter of a hedge, till

the servant came back. With such ardent de-

sire for mental improvement, we may easily

conceive that his repugnance to rural occupa-

? must have been extreme; as soon as he

could escape from them, his happiness consist-

ed in sitting under some tree, either reading,

or modelling in wood, with his knife, various

machines that he had seen. To this day, is

shown at Woolsthorpe, a sun-dial, constructed

by him on the wall of the house in which he
lived. It fronts the garden, and is at the

height to which a child can reach. This irre-

sistible passion, which urged young Newton to

the study of science, at last overcame the ob-

stacles which the habits or the prudence of his

mother had thrown in his way. One of his

uncles having one day found him under a

hedge, with a book in his hand, entirely ab-

sorbed in meditation, took it from him, and
discovered that he was working a mathemati-

cal problem. Struck with finding so serious

and decided a disposition in so young a per-

son, he urged Newton's mother no longer to

thwart him, but to send him once more to pur-

sue his studies at Grantham.
" There he remained till he reached his

eighteenth year, when he removed to Cam-
bridge, and was entered at Trinity College, in

1660. Since the beginning of the seventeenth

century, a taste for the cultivation of mathema-
tical knowledge has shown itself among the

members of that university. The elements of

algebra and geometry generally formed part

of the system of education, and Newton had
the good fortune to find Dr. Barrow profes-

sor; a man who, in addition to the merit of

being one of the greatest mathematicians of

his age, joined that of being the kindest in-

structor as well as the most zealous protector

of the young genius growing up under his

care.'"

At Cambridge, the powers of Newton ra-

pidly unfolded. In every branch of science

which he studied, he soon became an improver
of old methods, or a discoverer of new ones.

It was here, and whilst still a mere boy, that

he discovered the celebrated formula known
by the name of the Binomial theory of New-
ton, and laid the foundation of the method of

fluxions. Of the latter discovery, Biot thus

speaks.

" It were impossible to enumerate the

various discoveries in mathematical analy-

sis, and in natural philosophy, that this cal-

culus has given rise to; it is sufficient to re-

maik, that there is scarcely a question of the

least difficulty in pure or mixed mathematics

that does not depend on it, or which could be

solved without its aid. Newton made all these

lytical discoveries before the year 1665,

that is, before completing his twenty-third

year. He collected and arranged them in a

manuscript, entitled ' Analysis per aqiialiones

niimero terminorum infinitas.'' He did not,

however, publish, or even communicate it to

arjy one, partly, perhaps, from a backwardness

to attain sudden notoriety, though more pro-

bably from his having already conceived the
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idea of ap|)lying this calculus to the deter-

mination of the laws of natural phenomena,

anticipating that the analytical methods which

he had discovered would be to him instruments

for working out the most important results. It

is at least certain, that, satisfied with the pos-

session of this treasure, he kept it in reserve,

and turned his attention more closely to ob-

jects of natural philosophy. At this time

(1665) he quitted Cambridge to avoid the

plague, and retired to VVoolsthorpe. In this

retreat he was able to abandon himself, with^

out interruption, to that philosophical medita^

tion which appears to liave been essential to

his happiness.

" The following anecdote is related by Pern-

berton, the contemporary and friend of New-

ton. Voltaire, in his ' Elements of Philoso-

phy,' says that Mrs. Conduit, Newton's niece,

attested the fact.

" One day, as be was sitting under an ap-

ple tree, (which is still shown.) an apple fell

before him; and this incident awakening, per

haps, in his mind, the ideas of uniform and ac-

celerated motion, which he had been employ-

ing in his method of fluxions, induced him to

reflect on the nature of that remarkable power

which urges all bodies to the centre of tiie

earth; which precipitates them towards it with

a continually accelerated velocity; and which

continues to act without any sensible diminu-

tion at the tops of the highest towers, and on

the summits of the loftiest mountains. A new

idea darted across his mind. ' Why,' he asked

himself, ' may not this power extend to the

moon, and then what more would be necessary

to retain her in her orbit about the earth V

This was but a conjecture; and yet wliat bold-

ness of thought did it not require to form and

deduce it from so trifling an accident 1 New-

ton, we may well imagine, applied himself with

all his energy to ascertain the truth of this hy-

pothesis. He considered, that if the moon

were really retained about the earth by

terrestrial gravity, the planets, which move

round the sun, ought similarly to be retained

in their orbits by their gravity towards that

body. Now, if such a force exists, its con

stancy or variability, as well as its energy at

difterent distances' from the centre, ouglit to

manifest itself in the diflerent velocity of mo
tion in the orbit; and consequently, its law

ought to be deducible from a comparison of

th^se motions. Now, in fact, a remarkable re

lation does exist between them, which Kepler

had previously found out by observation, name

ly, that the squares of the times of revolution

of the diflerent planets are proportional to the

cubes of their distances from the sun. Setting

out with this law, Newton found, by calculi

tion, that the force of solar gravity decreases

proportionally to the square of the distance;

and it is to be observed that he could not

have arrived at this result without having

discovered the means of determining from

the velocity of a body in its orbit, and the

radius of the orbit supposed to be circular,

the efixirt with which it tends to recede from a

centre; because it is this efibrt that determines

the intensity of the gravity, (to which, in fact,

the eflbit is equal.) It is precisely on this

reasoning, that the beautiful theorems on cen-
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trifugal force, published six years afterwards by

Iluygens, are founded; when it is plain that

Newton himself must necessarily have been

acquainted with these very theouems. Having

thus determined Ihe law of the gravity of the

planets towards the sun, he forthwith endea-

voured to apply it to the moon; that is to say,

to determine the velocity of her movement

round the earth, by means of her distance as

determined by astronomers, and the intensity

of gravity as shown by the fall of bodies at the

earth's surface. To make this calculation, it

is necessary to know exactly the distance from

the surface to the centre of the earth, express-

ed in parts of the same measure that is used

in marking the spaces described, in a'given

time, by falling bodies at the earth's surface;

for their velocity is the first term of compari-

son that determ'ines the intensity of gravity at

this distance from the centre, which we apply

afterwards at the distance of the moon by di-

minishing it proportionally to the square of her

distance. It then only remains to be seen, if

gravity, when thus diminished, has precisely

the degree of energy necessary to counteract

the centrifugal force of the moon, caused by

the observed motion in her orbit. Unhappily,

at this time, there existed no correct measure

of the earth's dimensions. Such as were to

be met with, had been made only for nautical

purposes, and were extremely imperfect. New-

ton, having no other resource but to employ

hem, found that they gave for the force that

ctains the moon in her orbit, a value greater

by one-sixth than that which results from her

obserrcd circular velocity. This diflerence,

which would, doubtless, to any other person,

have appeared very small, seemed, to his cau-

tious mind, a proof suiSciently decisive against

the bold conjecture which he had formed. He
imagined that some unknown cause, analogous,

perhaps, to the vortices of Descartes, modi-

fied, in the case of the moon, the general law

of gravity indicated by the movement of the

planets. He did not, however, on this ac

count, wholly abandon his leading notion, but

in conformity with the character of his con

templative mind, he resolved not yet to divulge

it, but to wait until study and reflection should

reveal to him the unknown cause which mo-

dified a law indicated by such strong analo-

(To be conlinued.)

FOR THE FRIE^

THE NICOBAR ISLANDS.

A mission of the United Brethren to the

Nicobar Islands was undertaken in the year

1750, at the particular request of the court of

Denmark. Various circumstances concurred

to distress ahd enfeeble the efforts of the esti

mable men who sought to carry, the glad tid

inas of the gospel to this remote region. The

unhealthiness of the climate, and the distance

from other European establishments from

which they could be supplied with the neces-

saries of life, finally occasioned the abandon-

ment of the mission in 1787. The following

extracts from the letters of the venerable mis-

sionary, J. Haensell, exhibit an affecting pic-

ture of some of their suflerings.

"The Nicobar islands are situated at the en-

trance of the bay of Bengal, north of Sumatra.
Nancauwery is one of the southernmost, and
forms with Comarty, a commodious harbour.

On the north-west point, behind alow hill on a

sandy beach, lay the missionary settlement of

the United Brethren, called by the natives,

Tripjet, or the dw elling of friends ; where I ar-

rived in January, 1779, in company with bro-

ther Wangeman. We fouud at Nancauwery
three missionaries, Liebiscb, Heyne, and Blas-

;hke. The last, being very ill, returned to

Pranquebar by the vessel which brought us

hither, and soon departed this life. Not long

fter, brothers Liebisch and Wangeman fell

sick, and also departed ; and I was soon seized

with so violent a fit of the seasoning fever, that

my brethren, expecting my immediate dissolu-

tion, commended me in prayer to the Lord, and
took a final leave of me. After this transac-

tion, I fell into a swoon, which being mistaken

ibr death, I was removed from the bed, and al-

ready laid out as a corpse ; when I awoke and

inquired what they were doing, and why they

pt ? They told me, that, supposing me to

be duite dead, they were preparing for mybu-
My recovery was very slow ; and indeed

during my whole residence in Nancauwery, I

never regained perfect health.

" After the decease of the brethren, AVange-

man and Liebisch, I was left alone with bro-

ther Heyne. We were both ill, and suffered

the want of many necessaries of life : but the

Lord our Saviour did not forsake us: he

strengthened our hearts, and comforted us by

such a lively sense of his divine presence, that

we were frequently filled with heavenly joy,

during our daily prayers and meditations. We
felt assured, that that God, who suffers not a

sparrow to fiill to the ground without his per-

mission, would also care for us his poor chil-

dren. This I have frequently and powerfully

experienced, insomuch, that after seven years'

residence in Nancauwery, notwithstanding all

the pain, trouble, and anxiety I was often sub-

ject to, I fall down at his feet with humble

thanksgiving, and exclaim, The Lord hath

done all things well, and I have lacked no good

thing. Blessed be my God and Redeemer

!

Amen.

" The vessel sent to Nancauwery did not ar-

rive till 178 Land brought a very small portion

of provisions lor our use, and neither wine, nor

any other liquors whatever ; the crew having

expended the greater part of what was destined

for us on their long ^voyage, and during a de-

tention of four months on the Malay coast.

We were, however, happy to receive brother

Steinman, who was young, lively, and every

way qualified for the service, so that we pro-

mised ourselves much assistance from him
;

but in less than a month after his arrival, it

pleased the Lord to take him also from us by

death. You may suppose what we felt on

being again left alone, in want of even the

most necessary articles of subsistence. But

the Lord yet "helped us, gave us from day to

day' our daily bread, and in many heavy ill-

nesses approved himself as our best physician.

Oh ! how many thousand tears have I shed du--

ring that period of distress and trouble. I will
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not iiffinn that they were all of that kind,

wliich I might witli Davitl, pray the Lord ' to

put into Ills bottle,' and ask, ' Are they not in

thy Book ?' for [ was not yet fully acquainted

with the ways of God with his people, and had

not yet a heart wholly resigned to all his deal-

ings. Oftentimes, self-will, unbelief, and re-

pining at our hard lot, was mixed with our

complaints and cries unto him. Do not there-

fore think them so very pure, and observing of

pity as they may seem. Thus much, however,
I can truly say, that amidst it all, our Saviour

was the object of our hearts' desire ; and he

beheld us with Iftng-suftering and compassion.
" We were as diligent as our wretched cir-

cumstances would admit, in clearing land and
planting, to obtain what we wanted for our
support ; and having only three negroes to

cook, wash, and do other jobs, we frequently

laboured beyond our strength, and brought
upon oursefves various illness. But there

seemed no help for it. At the same time we
exerted ourselves to learn the Nicobar lan-

guage, and in the best manner possible endea-
voured to e.xplain to the poor natives, the love

of God in Christ Jesus, and the way of salva-

tion through a crucified Saviour.
" Xot till 1783, had we the satisfaction to see

the brethren J. Heinrich, Fleckner, and Raabs,
arrive to our assistance. They came in a
Malay prow ; the ship in which they had sailed,

having been seized by a French privateer, which
claimed her as lawful prize, because he found
on board a few old English newspapers in a
trunk belonging to Mr. Wilson, an English
gentleman, who had escaped from Hyder All's

prison. This was pretence sufficient for the
Frenchman to seize upon a neutral Danish
vessel ; nor could any redress be ever procured,
to the great loss of the mission. After long and
vexatious detention, the mate and the three

brethren purchased a JIalay prow, and stole oft'

in the night
;

as the Malay prince would not
suffer them to go. Thus we received, instead

of our expected stock of provisions, only more
mouths to feed. However, we rejoiced to see

our dear fellow missionaries, and did what we
could for their relief. The prow being unfit to

return without proper sails, we worked up our
whole stock of linen and sail-cloth, and even
some of our sheets, and were ten days employed
in making sails, and fitting her for the voyage.
In her the mate, with the^brethren Raabs and
Heyne, left us for Tranquebar. I cannot de-

scribe my feelings, when I took a final leave of
my dear brother Heyne, with whom I had so
long shared weal and wo, lived in true bro-
therly love and union of spirit, and enjoyed so

much of our Lord's lielp and comfort, in days
of perplexity and distress."

"Our external situation became more and
more irksome, and we could scarcely procure
the means of subsistence. My health had suf-

fered so much by continual sickness, anxiety,

and hard labour, that I was apparently fost ap-
proaching my end ; at the thoughts of which I

rejoiced greatly, delivered my accounts, and all

my concerns, into the hand of brother J. Hein-
rich, looking forv/ard with longing to be at rest

with Jesus. I felt his comfort, pardon, and
peace in my soul, and hoped that every day
would be my last. I had a complication of ma-

ladies, and expected that internal mortification

would soon take place, and put an end to my
misery. Unexpectedly, a Danish vessel a

rived in our harbour, on board of which was
brother Sixtus. He was commissioned to ex

amine into the stale of the mission, and to

bring home such as were still alive. A voyage

seeming to offer the only hope for my recovery,

I was conveyed on board, apparently in a

dying state, and set sail the same day for

Queda."
Having partially recovered, the good mis-

sionary returned to Nancauwery, where he

found that Sixtus had died. Several other mis-

sionaries were afterwards s?nt out, almost al,

of whom died also ; and as to any success in

making the natives acquainted with the gos

pel, all their exertions seemed in vain.

In consequence of the loss of so many valua-

ble lives, and the failure of the object of the

mission, it was resolved to relinquish it.

" Words," says Haensal, " cannot express the

painful sensations which crowded into my
mind, while I was making a conclusion of the

labours of the brethren in the Nicobar islands

I remembered the numberless prayers, tears

and sighs ofterod up by so many servants of

Jesus, and by our congregations in Europe, for

the conversion of the poor heathen here ; and

when I beheld our burying-ground, where ele

ven of my brethren had their resting-place, a;

seed sown in a barren land, I burst into tears

and exclaimed. Surely all this cannot have been

done in vain ! Often did 1 visit this place, and

sat down and wept at their graves. My last

farewell with the inhabitants, who had flocked

to me from all the circumjacent islands, was
very affecting. They wept and howled for

grief, and begged that the brethren might soon
return to them. We always enjoyed their es-

teem and love, and they do not deserve to be
classed with their ferocious neighbours, the M
lays ; being, in general, kind and gentle in their

disposition, except when roused by jealousy,

or other provocations ; when their uncontrol-

led passions will lead them into excesses, as

some of the Danisli soldiers experienced. Wc
always found them ready to serve us."

The good missionary proceeds to give an ac-

count of the appearance of the country in the

Nicobar islands, and the customs of the inhabi

tants. We abridge a part of his description

" Most of these islands are hilly : but Tricut

Tafouin, and Kar Nicobar, are flat, and covered

with forests of cocoa trees. All the valleys and
sides of the hills, to a considerable height, are

thickly covered with them, insomuch that the

light of the sun has not been able for ages to

penetrate through their foliage. They are in

many places so closely interwoven with im-

mense quantities of rattan and bush-rope, that

they appear as it were spun together; and it is

almost perfectly dark in the woods. Most of

the plants and trees bearfruit, whichfalls down
and rots. These circumstances contribute to

render the climate very unhealthy, the free

current of air being wholly impeded: even the

natives experience their baneful effects, but to

an European constitution, they are of the most
dangerous nature.

" I am no botanist, and can therefore give

but little information concerning the different

species of trees, shrubs, and piants, which
seem to thrive here in such luxurious abun-
dance. That most useful of all Irees, the co-

coa, is of very easy growth, and thrives best

on the sea coast, where its roots and stem are
reached by the flood-tide. The nut, falHng

into the sand, is soon covered by it, and springs

up in great strength. I have planted many,
and enjoyed the fruit after five years. When
the nuts are ripe, you hang them about the

house ; in a short time they shoot out sprigs

and branches, and whfen these are about a yard

long, you may put them into the ground, where
they continue to vegetate rapidly. Another
most beautiful and valuable tree is tlie mango;
the fruit of which is extremely useful, both for

eating and medicinal purposes. The eatable

part is inclosed in a shell, which lies in a thick

pulpy rind : its taste is spicy, very grateful, be-

twixt sour and sweet, and so wholesome, that

there is hardly any fear of eating too plentifully

of it. The shell is bitter and astringent, and
the Nicobar doctors, or sorcerers, administer a
decoction of it against fevers and agues, to

which they, as well as strangers, are much sub-

ject. There is also a vast variety of roots,

fruits, and herbs, with the medicinal virtues of
which the sorcerers are well acquainted."

From the Columbian Star.

" T/iei/ that seek me early shall find me."

Come, while tiie blossoms of lliy years are brightest.

Thou youthful wanderer in a flowery maze;
Come, while the restless heart is bounding lightest,

And joy's pure sunbeams tremble in thy ways:
Come, while sweet thoughts like summer buds un-

folding,

Waken rich feelings in (he careless breast

—

While yet thy hand the epliemeral wreath is holding,

Come, and secure interminable rest

!

Soon will the freshness of thy days be over,

And thy free buoyancy of soul be flown:
Pleasure will fold her wing, and friend and lover

Will to the embraces of the wc have
Those who now bless thee will have pass'd for ever;

Their looks of kindness will be lost to thee:
Thou wilt need balm to heal thy spirit's fever.

As thy sick heart broods over years to be !

Come, while the morning of thy life is glowing.
Ere the dim phantoms thou art chasing die

—

Ere the gay spell which earth is round thee throwing,
Fades like the crimson from a sunset sky.

Life is but shadows, save a promise given,
Which lights up sorrow with a fadeless ray:

O, touch the sceptre !—win a hope in heaven

—

Come, turn thy spirit from the world away

!

Tlicn will the crosses of this brief existence

Seem airy nothings to thine ardent soul

;

And shining brightly in the forward distance.

Will of thy patient race appear the goal :

—

Home of the weary ! where, in peace reposing.

The spirit lingers in unclouded bliss;

Though over its dust the curtain'd grave is closing,

Who would not early choose a lot like this.-'

C.

Oddities and singularities of behaviour may
attend genius ; when they do, they are its mis

fortunes and its blemishes. The man of <fue

genius will be ashamed of them ; at fcast he

never will affect to distinguish himself by whim-

sical particularities.

Temple's Sketches.
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At page 384 of our first volume, was in-

serted a short account of George M. Horton,

a slave of Chatham county, North Carolina,

a self-taught genius, who had attracted consi-

derable attention in the neighbourhood by his

attempts at versifying. A late number of the

" Greensborough Patriot," a paper published

at Greensborough, N. C. contains several little

poems, which we understand to be given as

specimens of his talents, one of which we
place below.

I AM THE WAY.
I am the way, thou anguish'd soul.

Thou wretch, on nature's ocean dark

Seest thou the surging billows roll

And dash around thy feeble bark?

And wouldst thou seek the Holy One,
And bending low before him, say,

Great God! I yield, thy will be done;

Then, humble soul, I am the way.

I am the way, thou weeping child

—

Thou wanderer in t)ie thorny maze,
By syren melodies beguil'd

Through dangers and forgotten ways;
In blood, in tears, in wild dismay.

By serpents stung, andrack'd with pain,
Wouldst thou return? I am the way

—

I'll lead thee back to peace again.

I am the way, thou mourner sad

—

Thou weeper by the shrouded bier;

Was that pale form, in beauty clad,

A friend beyond expression dear?

And was that breast of frigid clay

Once warm with heavenly grace?

Go, dry thy tears, I am the way
To his immortal, pure embrace.

I am the way, thou wasted form

—

Thou trembler—sinking to the tomb.
And dost thou shudder, feeble worm,
To pass thro' death's appalling gloom?

Dismiss thy fears and cold dismay,

And fix on me thy fading eyes;

I am the way, a shining way.
Through death's darls valleys to the skies.

Yes, all through life's entangled maze,

I am a plain, a lightsome way,
Which e'en the simplest soul may trace.

To where eternal sunbeams play.

O, let me never, never stray,

Thou triune God of wondrous grace;

O lead me in this sacred way.
And let me see thy glorious face.

SCKAPS.
From a London Journal.

Lord Eldon and lord Slowell are the sons of a

barge-master and a small dealer in coals at New-
castle. Lord Stowell borrowed 40/. to go to the cir-

cuit, and both fupported themselves for a time by

their talents as private tutors. Lord Tenferdon is

the son of a hair-dcesser, and obtained an eleemosy-
naryeducation,onthefoundation of a charity belong-

ing to the town. The lord chancellor is the son of

Mr. Copley, the painter.

The chief justice of the court of common pleas is

the son of an attornL'y. Mr. John Williams, one of

the benchers of his inn, is the son of a horse-dealer

in Yorkshire. Mr. F. Pollock, another bencher, is

the son of a saddler of that name at Charing-cross.

Mr. Bickersteth, also a bencher, was not long since

Vouse surgeon and accoucheur in the family of lord

Ch&ird. The mother of Mr. Gurney, the bencher,
kept a «mall book-shop for the sale of pamphlets in

one of the courts in the city. Mr. Campbell, the

king's counsel, and son in law to Sir James Scarlett,

was a reporter to a daily paper, at a time when such
labour was much worse paid than at present. Mi

jeant Spankie was one of his colleagues. Mr.
Stephens, the master in Chancery, was also a report-

iiid about twelve or fifteen of the present barrist-

were reporters for the daily papers. The present

citor general, Mr. Sugden, is the son of a barber,

was clerk to Mr. Groome, the operative convey-

er to the late marquis of Londonderry. It is re-

rkablc that the admission of Mr. Sugden was op-

ed on the ground th^t he had been a clerk—and,

but for the exertions of that most amiable man, and
ornament to his profe=sion, Mr. Hargrave, who con-
tended for his admission, on the ground, that whatever
he had been, he was a man of talent, and had written a

book which displayed qualifications of a superior or-

der, he would now have been any thing, but Sir Ed-
ward Burtenshaw Sugden, solicitor general to his

majesty. These are only a few of the living ex-

amples. The greater number, perhaps, of the de-

parted members of the profession, who became dis-

tinguished in their times, rose much in the same
manner. Chief justice Saunders, whose reports, to

this day, form the best book to pleaders, was a beg-

gar boy, first taken notice of by an attorney, who
took him into his office. Lord Kenyon was an at-

torney's clerk. Lord Hardwicke was a peasant, and
afterwards an attorney's writer and an office boy.

Lord Thurlow, himself an illustration of his own
rule, used to say, that the surest cause of success to

a barrister was 'parts and poverty.' When Erskine
and Curran once dined with his present majesty, then

prince of Wales, the prince drank—" The bar."

Erskine said, he owed ever/ thing to the bar—and
Curran added, " Then what may I say—since it has
raised me from the condition of a peasant to the ta

ble of my prince^"

The name of lord Thurlow reminds me of

an interesting anecdote in Bulter's Remini-
scences.

At times, lord Thurlow was superlatively great.

It was the good fortune of the Reminiscent, to hear
his celebrated reply to the duke of Grafton, during
the inquiry into lord Sandwich's administration
Greenwich hospital. His grace's action and delive-

ry, when he addressed the house, were singularly

dignified and graceful ; but his matter was not equal

to his manner. He reproached lord Thurlow with

ills plebeian extraction, and his recent admission into

the peerage. Particular circumstances caused lord

Thurlow's reply to make a deep impression on the

Reminiscent. His lordship had spoken too often,

and began to be heard with a civil but visible impa-
tience. Under these circumstances, he was attacked

the manner we have mentioned. He rose from
: woolsack, and advanced slowly to the place,

from which the chancellor generally addresses the

house; then, fixing on the duke the look of Jove,

hen he grasped the thunder;—" I am amazed," he

.id, in a level tone of voice, " at the attack which
le noble duke has made on me. Yes, my lords,"

considerably raising his voice, "I am amazed
at his grace's speech. The noble duke cannot look

before him, behind him, or on either side of him,

seeing some peer, who owes his seat in this house

to his successful exertions in the profession to which

belong. Does he not feel that it is as hon(

) owe it to these, as to being the accident of

dent? To all these noble lords, the language of

le noble duke is as applicable and as insulting as it

is to myself. But I don't fear to meet it single and

alone. No one venerates the peerage more than

3,— but, my lords, I must say that the peerage so

ted nse,—not I the peerage. Nay more,—I can say

possessed ; it invested him,
character of independence ai

that, '. peer of parlij i speak
of theer of this right honourable house,

great seal,—as guardian of his majesty'!

—as lord high chancellor of England,—nay, even
that character alone, in which tlie noble duke would
think it an affront to be considered,—but which cha-

racter none can deny me,—as a man, I am at this mo-
ment as respectable ;—I beg leave to add,— I am at

this time, as much respected, as the proudest peer I

now look down upon." The effect of this speech,

both within the walls of parliament and out of them,

was prodigious. It gave lord Thurlow an ascen-

dancy in the house, which no chancellor had ever

public opinion, with a
I honour; and this, al-

tliough he was ever on the unpopular side of politics,

made him always popular with the people.

.Ancient Egi/plian cyphering.—The professor Say-
ffaith, who has been lately engaged in examining the
precious collection of papyri and other Egyptian
antiquities in the royal museum of Turin, among
other important discoveries, asserts that he has found
a greatnumberof papyri with both Greek and Egyp-
tian writing, in which the figures in texts correspond
with each other. He had also seen papyri with cal-

culations, in which tlie figures are all written in red,

and partly ranged according to their order. The
most important document of this kind found by the

professor is a large account, in which the total sums
are marked between each column of figures. This
has placed him in possession of the Egyptian system
of cyphering, from one to a million. In the demotic
as well as in the hieroglyphic characters. Among
other things are discovered, that the Egyptians em-
ployed the decimal system, and that they used one
sort of figures for common calculations or accounts,

another frr denoting the months, and a third for num-
bering days. Another circumstance, still more curi-

ous, is, that tho Arabic figures are found among those

of the Egyptians, which renders it probable that the

Arabians did not invent, but merely borrowed their -

cyphers. The Egyptians wrote as we do, 1, 2, 3, &c.
Even their fractions resemble ours ; their fractional

figures being written above and below a small hori-

zontal line,

TE.i.—This delicious beverage, so much admired

in Great Britain, and the United States, is almost

unknown, except as a medicine, in several of tlie

countries on the continent of Europe; and in others,

is consumed, at most, very sparingly. The amount
annually consumed in Great Britain and Ireland, is

about 25,000,0001bs. In the United States, 7,000,000,

or 8,000,0001bs. In Russia, on an average of four

years, 5,187,492lbs. Netherlands, about 2,000,0001bs.

France, on an average of five years, 220,0o31bs. The
amount imported into Naples, in 1826, was 5,9611bs.;

in 1827, 3,41 91bs.! In Sicily, the annual consumption,
ia about 20 oliests! Sardinian States, (on the conti-

nent) about 5,0001bs. Tuscany, from 3000 to 40001bs.

Austrian states, on the Adriatic, l,100Ibs! Denmark,
129,0001bs; Roman states, 4,2431bs! In the Governo
del Litorale of Trieste, the county of Gorizia, and tho

Peninsula of Istria, containing a population of 300,-

000 souls, not l,0001bs. in nine years! These facts

are derived from a volume of official documents on
the subject of the East India and China trade, just

published in England, agreeably to a vote of parlia-

ment, on the 4th of June. It will be observed, that

the countries in which tea is least used, are those

where the grape is most extensively cultivated.

Mixed races.—One of the most curious and interest-

ing of the effects of the revolutions and civil wars
in Spanish America is the ascendency, which it gives

to talent, without regard to race or colour. Many
of the most daring of the leaders and wisest of the

statesmen, who now rule the destinies of that fine

country, have risen by their merits from the lowest

grades of society. Paez, the celebrated partizan of

Columbia, is said to be mixed Indian and negro blood.

It is stated in theLondon (Foreign) Quarterly Re-

view, that Guerrero, the president of the Mexican
Union, has a large portion of negro blood in his veins.

The number of whites (Europeans and Creoles) in

that country, is estimated at one million ; of Indians,

at nearly four millions; of mixed races, nearly fifteen

hundred thousand.

The difficulty of applying rules to the pronuncia-

tion of the English language, may be illustrated in

two lines, where the combination of the letters ough

is pronounced in no fewer than seven different ways,

o, uf, of, up, oic, 00, ock.

Though the tough cough and hiccough plough me
through,

O'er life's dark lough my course I still pursue.



TIIK JOl'KNAi OF HEALTH.

A new publication, under the above title,

has just made its appearance t'lom the Phila-

delphia press, which I think likely to command

some interest among our subscribers. It is

well known, that, under the most favourable

circumstances of medical attendance, a consi-

derable share of responsibility and anxiety re-

specting the preservation of health, must ine-

vitably rest upon the heads of families. Upon

these devolves the charge of avoiding, where

practicable, the more ordinary causes of dis-

ease, and of averting t'lem from the young and

inexperienced, of applying remedies to slight

diseases and injuries, and, what is perhaps the

most important of all, of deciding upon the

necessity of consulting the physician, in cases

which threaten greater severity. There are

deviations from health of so slight and tempo-

rary a character, that every one is agreed up-

on the uselessness of sending to professional

men for advice respecting them ; while, in

other cases, affections dangerous to life, or to

permanent comfort, not unfrequently make
their appearance in insidious forms. To dis-

tinguish between these, and to discharge the

other duties mentioned above, requires some

knou'ledife of the healthy condition of the ani-

mal frame, of the means of preserving it, and

of Ihc signs of serious danger.

It is the object of the Journal of Health to

furnish this information, and that, not in the

form of didactic essays, or systematic treatises

of elaborate length, which might discourage

from their perusal, but of a series of short and

well compiled paragraphs, which might, at the

same time, amuse and instruct, and which

could be read with as much-facility as those of

a common newspaper. With these may be

probably united some matters of general curi-

osity. In the country, where medical assist-

ance is often remote, it is hoped that these

numbers will possess a peculiar value ; while,

from the moderate price, it will not be beyond

the affordings of most of the farming commu-
nity. In the hands of two physicians of this

city, of known learning and literary habits, the

work can hardly fail to be well executed.

The properties of the air, in its several

states of heat and coldness, dryness, moisture,

and electricity ; the relative effects of the dif-

ferent articles of solid and liquid aliment ; the

manner in which the locomotive organs, sen-

S3S, and brain, are most beneficially exercised,

and how, and under what circumstances, mor-

bidly impressed ; clothing, for protection

against atmospherical vicissitudes, and a cause

of disease, when under the direction of absurd

fashions ; bathing and frictions, and the use of

mineral waters,—shall be prominent topics for

inquiry and investigation in this journal.

The modifying influence of climate and lo-

calities ; legislation, national and corporate, on

health—a branch of study usually designated

by the term medical police,—will furnish sub-

jects fraught with instruction, not less than

amusing and curious research.

The value of dietetic rules shall be continu-

ally enforced, and the blessings of temperance

dwelt on, with emphasis proportionate to their

high importance and deplorable neglect.!

THE FRIEND.

Physical education—so momentous a quest

for the lives of children, and happiness of their

parents,-—shall be discussed in a spirit of im-

partiality, and with the aid of all the data

which have been furnished by enlightened ex-

perience.

Divested of professional language and de-

tails, and varied in its contents, the Journal of

Health will, it is hoped, engage the attention

and favour of the female reader, whose amuse
ment and instruction shall constantly be kept

in view during the prosecution of the work
The Journal of Health will appear in n

hers of 16 pages each, octavo, on the second

and fourth Wednesdaysof every month. Price

per annum, $1 23, in advance, or gl, for 16

numbers. Subscriptions and communications

(post paid) will be received by Judah Dobs(

agent, No. 108 Chesnut street, Philadelpl:

Health was personified, in the mythology of

the ancients, by the goddess Hygeia. With

equal nature and poetry, they indicated as her

favourite abodes, spots most remarkable fc

sylvan beauty—the mountain side with its

shady grove, or the undulations of hill and dale

with the clear meandering stream, while over

the whole expanse blew the light western and

southern breeze. She received no sacrifices

of blood or oriental perfumes : her altar was

strewed with flowers ; her festivals were kept

with the music of the shepherd's pipe, and the

dance of the rustic maidens. Temples were

erected to her in the cities ; but she was most

appropriately invoked in the sports of the

gymnasium and palestra. Here the youti

were trained to endurance of fatigue, and ac-

quired that strength of body and contempt of

danger, which made them the terror of their

enemies. As at once relaxation from the se-

verer exercises, and a means of renovating theii

vigour, they had frequent recourse to bathing.

At Rome the combatants in racing and wrest-

ling, pitching the quoit and throwing the jave-

lin—while yet warm and panting, would plunge

into the Tiber. To this the poet of the Sea
sons alludes, when he says

—

11
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PRI.IIITIVE DOCTRINES OF IIICKSISilI.

Amongst the followers of Elias Hicks, none

liave more zealously devoted themselves to the

support of his cause and principles than Ed-

ward Hicks of Bucks county. He has acted

his part, not so much in a frank and direct

avowal of his sentiments, as by artfully blend-

ing truth with error, and implanting prejudice

against Friends, by the invidious comparisons

which he often drew between them and the

authors of ecclesiastical tyranny in different

ages of the church. At one time he would

pass high encomiums upon the Bible, and then

represent it as tiie most dangerous and injuri-

ous book in the world. From the manner in

which he sometimes spoke of the Lord Jesus,

he left his hearers to infer that he was the son

of Joseph, and could not bo regarded as the

Saviour of the world. Whilst exerting his in-

genuity to disparage those who occupied the

highest stations in Society, he would endeavour

to disguise his feelings with an air of pious so-

licitude for their benefit. He would term our

Lord " the incomparable Saviour," " the

blessed Redeemer," and again assert that

that which was his Saviour never was, and

never could be crucified. His devotion to

Elias Hicks was also evident, from the high

terms in which he spoke of him. If he had

Elias with him, he said, he did not care for a

New York and Philadelphia yearly meetings;

at another time, he asserted that Elias Hicks

was as much a Saviour to the people of the

present day, as Jesus Christ was to the people

of his day.

Li corroboration of the fact, that it has been

his policy to preach into disrepute the elders and

substantial members of the Society who reject-

ed the dogmas of his friend and patron, we will

select a few passages from two discourses

which he dehvered in New York, in the fifth

month, 1825, taken in short hand, and printed

by his own party. The woes pronounced by

our blessed Lord against the Pharisees, were

favourite topics with him prior to the separa

tion. He could scarcely preach in Philadel

phia without referring to them; and his first

discourse on the above occasion, was introdu

ced by this quotation:—" Wo unto you,i5Cribes

and Pharisees, because ye build the tombs ot

the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the

righteous, and say, if we had been in the days

of our fathers, we would not have been par-

takers with them in the blood of the prophets;

wherefore ye be witnesses unto yourselves,

that ye are the children of them which killed

the prophets. Fill ye up the measure of your

fathers. Ye serpents, yc gcncralion of vipers,

how can ye escape the damnation of hcili''"

This passage, with others of similar import, he

often perverted; and with the utmost point and

sarcasm he was master of, would endeavour

to make them bear upon the fathers and mo-

thers in the church, who had been in Christ

long before he was known as a member of the

Society, and who have kept their habitations

in the truth. On this occasion, he said, " Those

who fill the highest stations in the church,

are often, of all others, the most wicked, and

the most difficult to reach. Such was the case

of the scribes and Pharisees spoken of. They,

no doubt, thought that Jesus Christ was a, in the awfully responsible station of a minister

dangerous man. He introduced new doctrines to the flock ; but the evidence, and our

Iculated to overturn the settled order of

things. His precepts were new and singu-

lar." " The scribes and Pharisees thought in

their persecution of Christ, that they were only

engaged in presermng their doctrines pure

and clear. They wished to keep what they

considered a pure ministry, free from the in-

novations which our Saviour was about to in-

troduce. They claimed an exclusive right

thereto, and regarded the doctrine of Jesus as

subversive of their established rights and prin

ciples." The design of the speaker, in these

remarks, is too obvious to be misapprehended.

It was an artful stroke at the sound and estab-

lished members of the meeting, who truly

wished to preserve their doctrines and the mi-

nistry uncoirupted. Those who printed his

discourse understood their signification well

and accordingly put nearly the whole of these

extracts in italics. We have been present on

some occasions when such delicious morceaux

have been approbated by coughing, and scrap

ing the feet. It is already observed, that he

ranks Elias Hicks with Jesus Christ, and if we
put Elias' name in place of that of our Lord

in the above comment, and substitute the

elders, and opponents of the " new doctrines,"

for the scribes and Pharisees, we shall readily

hit the application designed by this smooth-

toned preacher. It shows, moreover, con-

clusively, that the party had in contemplation

to introduce new doctrines—to overturn the

settled order of things, and that, hence, the

preservation of pure doctrines and a pure mi-

nistry on the part of Friends, clearly distin-

guishes them from the new society, and for

which they have been termed

In the afternoon discourse, he says, " the

dog without the gates is a voracious animal,

and disturbs the flock; but the spirit of thi

dog may be sometimes found even among

those ivhofill the highest seats." " OurSaviour

told us not to give that which is holy to dogs,

for it would answer no valuable purpose. It

would not satisfy their rage, nor excite their

kindness. Resist them not, for it is better

even to be turned out of the synagogue than

to resist them with violence." This savours

of the same spirit in which he afterwards com-

pared the yearly meeting's committee to

" blood hounds of persecution." The deep-

rooted enmity which dwelt in his mind towards

the elders and " six per cent men," as he in-

vidiously termed those wdio were independent

of labour, could not be concealed. With all

the smoothness and fawning, which he would

assume in some parts of his discourse, the object

was evident—to infuse, under the plausible

guise of religious concern, a fixed prejud

against these classes of Society—to create

impassable division between them and such as

Ije wished to attach to himself, and to the cause

of his patron. He possessed a strong aver

sion to the counsel and admonition of those

who weie older and more experienced than

himself; if any eldering was necessary, he

wished it to be done by his juniors, whom he

could in return mould into his own views. I

knowledge of him, are too conclusive to leave

any alternative.

We liave before remarked, that he some-

times appears to exalt the holy Scriptures; at

others, he derogates from their true excellency

and importance. In one of these discourses,

he says, " Think not that I am about to speak

lightly of the Scriptures. I esteem them high-

ly, but I have no idea of putting the letter

above the spirit. Nor do I believe, that, by

sending the Bible abroad among the nations

of the earth, that the cause of religion will be

so much advanced as many seem to suppose."

Why did he caution his hearers not to suspect

his regard for the Scriptures, unless he was

conscious that he, and many of the new party,

have indeed spoken lightly and irreverently of

them on other occasions ? In the spring of

1820, in company with his friend Elias, Ed-

ward Hicks held a public meeting on Long

Island, in which he uttered many sentiments

disgraceful to a minister professing Christiani-

ty, and which gave much ofience to many se-

rious people who were present, one of whom
furnished a friend with this account. " Speak-

ing of the Bible, he said, that he would not

call them to the Bible, but he would call them

to Christ; and until they had sought afler, and

obtained that Spirit which dictated the Bible

—

until they were transformed by the renewing

of the mind, it would do them no good to read

the Bible, for they could not understand it.

The Bible," he said, "could be made to say

any thing and every thing—they could prove
|

any thing by the Bible, and every thing, and ,

nothing. And although he valued the Bible

as the best testimony of God's will to man,

when read by one who liad been transformed

by the renewing of the mind; yet for others to

read the Bible, and get their children to read

the Bible, was dangerous, and calculated only

to confound and delude them, and to lead

them astray from the truth." And at length

he summed it all up in these words. " The

Bible, considered in the abstract, is the worst

book in the world ; and I do not hesitate to de-

clare, that, in my opinion, the Bible has done

more, a sreat deal more hurt in the world than

it did good." Thus I have given you a
,

sketch of the general tenor of his discourse, j

and pledge myself with the verbal correctness 1

of those^portions marked with quotation, as

the very expressions made use of by him. As
,

to the sentiments, I doubt not you will unite

with me in considering them very incorrect,

and I confidently hope and trust, there are few

among tlie Quakers who countenance such
'

preaching by their professed approbation.

Were I influenced by no other motives or feel-

ings than enmity to your Society, 1 should wish

such men to continue their ofl"ensive meetings,

rather than endeavour to check them. For,

however much they may injure others, I am

sure they will thereby injure their own srcie-
-

ty more. But the interest I feel for the Chris-

tian cause, without regard to sects or private

views, induces me to dread the influence of

such preaching, as calculated to promote infi-

is an afl'ecting circumstance to be compelledidehty.
_ , . j r t- i

to adopt such opinions of one who has stood] Such are the opinions promulgated by i.cl-
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ward Hicks as far back as the year 1820, and

we have since heard him express similar senti-

ments. He then had his friend Elias with him,

who holds the same opinions, and, doubtlesS:

he cared nothing for the reputation of his year-

ly meeting, or of the Society at large. It

would now seem, however, from his later dis

courses, that he is endeavouring to remove the

unfavourable impressions which the " nc

doctrines" have made on the public mind-

the Hickfites see that the sober, respectable

part of the community abhor the principles of

infidelity, and that it is their best policy to

change their ground, and to preach up an or-

thodox faith. It is even stated that he now
considers some of Elias' opinions erroneous,

which lie attributes to the etiects of age. Our
object in recording these statements is

show the versatility of some of the Hicksite

leaders—that they have no settled principle

but that " unshackled'' scepticism respecting

all doctrines which they dislike. But, how-
ever they may seem to transform themselves

into ministers of Christ, and by their decep-

tive measures may draw away a multitude af-

ter them, yet this deceptiou will eventually be

broken; the veil which they attempt to spread

over their principles and designs will be rent,

and they manifested in their true character;

and we trust, that many, who have been
ignorantly led astray, will see the snare, and
make their escape, as some have already done.

N.

FOR THE FRIEND.

REMARKS UPON
Eban Leu-is's Review of the Testimony/ of Dis-

ownment issued against Elias Hides by the

Monthly Meeting of Westbury and JcricJio.

{Continuedfrom page. 383.)

My present object, as before intimated, being

an illustration of the views of primitive Friends

upon the doctrine of " internal light," and its

place in the Christian system, the following

quotations have been made solely with that

vie»v. They form but a very small part indeed

of the evidence which might be adduced, to

show the real opinions of our predecessors,

and I have been much more embarrassed by

the abundance than the scarcity of such testi-

mony.
George Fox, in his letter to the governor of

Barbadoes, says,

" And -we own and believe in Jesus Christ, his be-

loved and only begotten Son, in whom he is well

pleased ; who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, and
born or tiie virgin Mary ; in whom we have redemp-
tion through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins

;

u'lio is the express image of the invisible God, the

first born of every creature ; bt) whom were all things

created that are in heaven and that are in earth,

visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, domi-
nions, principalities, or powers—all things were cre-

ated by Him."

G. F. thus speaks of this same Lord Jesus

Christ as being " crucified for us in the flesh,"

and afterwards ascending into heaven, " and
as now sitting at the right hand of God,"
and then proceeds

:

" This Jesi's, who v

prophets and apostles.

LS the foundation of the holy
I our foundation; and we be-

lieve there is no other foundation to be laid, but tliat

wliich is laid, evtn C/irist Jesus, who tasted death for

every man, shed his blood for all men, is the propi-

tiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but also

for the sins of the whole world ; according as John

the Baptist testified of Him, when he said, 'Behold

the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sins of the

orld.-

' Redeemer and

king of the nature of man, tJirough him is the
ncBs and love of God to mankind, and by him
man renewelh and partaketh of these mercies.'

good-

Inch the

treason ; wi:

Brs to broach
came and stole

After speaking at large concerning the holy
Sjiirit, R. B. adds the Ibllowing remarks, which
we desire may be compared with the notions

of Elias Hicks and of our reviewer, with re-

gard to their " internal light."

" But by tliis, as we do not at ali intend to equal
ourselves to tliat holy man, the Lord Jesus Christ,

who was born of the Virgin Mary, in whom all the
fulness of the Godhead d^vclt bodily, so neither do
we destroy the reality of his present e.Kistence, as

some have falsely calumniated us. For though we
irm, that Christ dwells in us, yet not inmediately,

X mediutiji/, as He is in that seed which is in us

;

lereas he, to wit, the Eternal Word, which was
with God, and was God, dwelt inmediately in that
holy man. He then is as the Head, and we as the
members; He the vine, and we the branches. Now,
as the soul of man dwells otherwise, and in a far

more immediate manner in the head and in the heart,

than in the hands or legs; and as the sap, virtue, and
life of the vine lodgeth far otherwise in the stock and
root than in the branches, so God dwelleth olfierwise

in Itie man Jesus than in us."

Wm. Penn, after speaking of the " Word
which was made flesh," as being " the great

Light of the world," &c. thus further indi-

cates what was the " internal light" in which

he believed.

" So that He that is within us, is also willioiit us,

even the same that laid down his precious life for us,

and rose again from the dead, and ever liveth to

make intercession for us, being the blessed and alone

Mediator between God and man, and He by whom
God will finally judge the world, both quick and

"We believe that He alone
Saviour, the captain of our salvation, who saves us

from sin, as well as from liell and the wrath to come,

and destroys the devil and his works: He is the seed

of the woman that bruises the serpent's head, viz.

Christ Jesus, the Alpha and the Omega, the first

and the last. He is, as the Scriptures of truth say

of him, our wisdom, righteousness, juslijicalion, and

redemption; neither is" there salvation in any other,

for there is no other name under heaven given

among men whereby we may be saved."

" He is now come in Spirit, ' and hath given

an understanding that we may know him that

true.' He rules in our hearts by his law of lo

fe, and makes us free from the law of sin and

death. We have no life but by him, for he is the

quickening Spirit, the second Adam, the Lord from

heaven, by whose blood we are cleansed, and our

consciences sprinkled from dead works to serve the

living God. He is our Mediator, who makes peace

and reconciliation between God oflieuded and us of-

fending. He being the oath of God, the new cove-

nant of LIGHT, life, grace, and peace, the author and

finisher of our faith. This Lord Jesus Clirist, the

eavenly man, the Imiiianuel, God with us, we all

own and believe in. He whom the high priest raged

against, and said he had spoken blasphemy ; whom
the priests and elders of the Jews took counsel toge-

ther against, and put to death ; the same whom J

das betrayed for thirty pieces of silver

priests gave him as a reward for hir
*-

also gave large money to the soldi

horrible lie, namely, that his disciples

him away by night whilst they slept. After he

risen from the dead, the history of the Acts of the

Apostles sets forth how the chief priests and eld

persecuted the disciples of this jesus for preaching

Christ and his resurrection. This, we say, is that
Lord Jesus Christ whom we own to be our life
AND salvation."

Whoever will read the whole of this letter

of George Fox to the governor of Barbadoes,

will see how utterly unlbunded is the assertion

of the reviewer, that the primitive Quakers

had but one fundamental doctrine; and we have

extended our quotation to considerable length,

for tiie purpose of showing what was the '-in-

ternal light" in which the founder of the So-

ciety believed, who was its author, and what

was its source; and it is by this plain declara-

tion, unequivocally proved, that it was the

same Lord Jesus Christ who was born of the

virgin, whom Judas betrayed, who died for our

sins, ascended, and sits at God's right hand in

the glorified body, that George Fox acknow-

ledged as the quickening Spirit, as author and

object of all spiritual illumination in the heart,

as the true light internally revealed in the

souls of believers.

Elias Hicks represents us as being on an
equality with Jesus Christ, and that he was on-

ly an Israelite, a man enlightened and saved

by the operation of the Spirit in his heart, as

other good men are enlightened and saved by
this same light or spirit.

Robert Barclay, after speaking of the cter- joi,^ c^nks, a worthy Friend who wrote in
nal Word and Son of God, as the door of ac- 1704, after a most full and satisfactory con-
cess to the Father, &.c. says—

f^.^^^^^ ^f f^ith in the divinity and atonement

., TT , c.i II J »!, Ayr J- . I . . of the Lord Jesus, thus expresses his views of"Hence he is fitly called the Mediator betwi.^t
, . i-.i „ • ^

.

God and man, for, having been with God from all t'le object, source, and nature ot the " internal

eternity, being himself God, and also in time parta-J light.''

Replying to an opponent, W. P. says

—

" We do ?iot divide or distinguish between Christ
and Jesus of ^''asarclh. Nor did we ever say, that
Jesus of Nazareth is Christ's instrument, to appear
in and by for man's salvation; but that the Word
took flesh, and this is the Christ or Anointed of God.
And though sometimes the term Christ is given to

the Word, sometimes to the prepared body he took,
as when he is said to die, and be buried, and raised

again, &c. yet God manifest in the flesh, and Imma-
nuel God with us, in our nature, is that Christ of
God, or Christ the Lord, that hath and will exalt—
the EnliglUener, Redeemer, Saviour of the world,
both an offering for all, and the Mediator and Sanc-
tifier of all that desire to come to God by him."

George Whitehead, after speaking of the

man Christ Jesus, as the only Mediator, says,

"And that this same Lord Jesus Christ, who died

for all men, enlightens every man coming into the

world, and was and is the ligtit of the world, the way,
the truth, and the hfe, and that the same Christ that

was cruciiied and put to death as concerning the

flesh, and quickened by the Spirit and power of the

Father, lie is inwardly revealed and spiritually in

the hearts of true and spiritual believers by his holy
Spirit, light, life, and grace. And that, therefore,

his coming, and appearing outwardly in the flesh,

and inwardly in the Spirit, cannot render him two
Christs, but one and tite same very Christ of God,
blessed for
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" That all may know who have desire to have a

right understanding of oar faith and principles, that

we are no such people, as to our faith in Christ, as

some ignorantly, and others hatefuly, have rendered

us, as though we only, or wholly depended upon the

light withinfor salvation to our souls, and did not own
or believe in Christ as to his coming, death, resur-

rection, ascension, &;c. and the benefits we and all

true believers have thereby.
" But blessed, praised, and magnified be the wor-

thy name of the Lord our God for ever, who hath

opened and cleared our understandings by his power,

whereby we know him in whom we do believe,

which is not to believe in the light within distinct

from Christ, or as if people could believe in the light

and not in Christ. But we believe in both as one,

knowing, and being clear in our understanding, that

no separation can be made betwi.itt Christ and the

light that comes from Him which shines in the hearts

of all true believers, and shines in the darkness of

unbelievers, and therefore the darkness cannot com-
prehend it. So we as truly believe in that same

Christ who laid down his body and took it up again,

as well as in His light within, and we have benefit

to salvation by the one as well as the other, and of

botli, they being one, and are willing to lay hold of

every help and means which God, in and through

Jesus Christ, has ordained for our salvation."

Sewell's History contains a very long and

full declaration of faith issued on behalf of the

Society of Friends in 1693, and signed by

George Whitehead, and seven other persons

of the first reputation. This document, which

its authors say was published " thereby to ma-
nifest tiiat their belief was really orthodox and
agreeable with the holy Scriptures," contains

a very plain and unequivocal definition of the

doctrine of " internal light," as held by the

primitive Quakers, from which we extract the

following. After giving their belief in the Fa-

tlicr, Son, and Holy Spirit, they say,

" Yet that this Word, or Son of God, in the fulness

of time took flesh, became perfect man, according to

the flesh, descended and came of the seed of Abra-
ham and David, but was miraculouely conceived by

the Holy Ghost, and born of the virgin Mary. And,

also, further declared powerfully to be the Son of

God according to the Spirit of sanctification, by the

resurrection from the dead.
" That in the Word, or Son of God, was life, and

the same life was the light of men, and that he was
that true light which enlightens every man com-
ing into the world; and therefore, that men are to

believe in the lighl, that they may become the chil-

dren of the light ; hereby we believe in Christ the

Son of God, as he is the light and life within us, and

wherein we must needs have sincere respect and ho-

siour to, and belief in Christ, as in His oii-n'unap

/roachal)le and incomprehensible glory and fulness, a:

lie is the fountain of life and light, and giver thereof

unto us ; Christ as in himself, and as in us, being not

divided. And that as man, Christ died for our sins,

rose again, and was received up into glory in the

heavens. He having, in his dying for all, been that

one great universal offering and sacrifice for peace,

atonement, and reconciliation between God and
man ; and he is the propitiation, not for our sins

only, but for the sins of the whole world. We were
reconciled by his death, but saved by his life."

The declaration then speaks of Jesus Christ

as our intercessor and advocate with the Fa-

ther in heaven, and then proceeds-

—

" For any whom God hath gifted, and called sin-

cerely to preach faith in the same Christ, both as

within and without us, cannot be to prearh two
Christs, butone and the same, the Lord Jesus Christ,

having respect to those degrees of our spiritual

knowledge of Christ Jesus in us, and to his own un-

speakablefulness and glory as in himself in his own en-

tire being, wherein Christ himself, and the least

measure of his light and life as in us, or in mankind,

are not divided nor separable, no more than the sun

is from its light. And as He ascended far above all

heavens that he might fill all things, his fulness

nnot be comprehended or contained in any finite

eature; but in some measure known and experien-

d in us, as we are capable to receive the same, as

of his fulness we have received grace for grace."

True and living faith in Christ Jesus, the Son
of the living God, has respect to his entire being and
fulness, to liim entirely as in himself, and as all

power in heaven and earth is given unto him, and

also an eye and respect to the same Son of God, as

inwardly making himself known to the soul, in every

degree of his light, life, spirit, grace and truth

;

" as He is both the word of faith and the quick-

g spirit in us, whereby He is the inmediate

cause, author, object, and strength of our living faith

in his name and power, and of the work of our sal-

vation from sin and bondage of corruption ; and the

Son of God cannot be divided from the least or low-

est appearance of his own divine light or life in us

or in mankind, and no more than the sunfrom its own
light. Nor is the sufficiency of his light within, by

us set up in opposition to Him the man Christ or

his fulness, considered as in himself as without us,

nor can any measure or degree of light, received

from Christ as such, be properly called the fulness

of Christ, or Christ as in fulness, nor exclude Hi
so considered, from being our complete Savioi

For Christ himself to be our light, our life, and Sa-

viour, is so consistent, that, without this light, we
could not know life, nor Him to save us from sin, or

deliver us from darkness, condemnation, or wrath to

come."

After giving this very minute and clear ex-

position of the doctrines of ancient Friends,

officially published on behalf of Society, it will

be unnecessary to add further testimony from
similar sources; and we, therefore, proceed to

make a few quotations from the writings of

Elias Hicks, in order that our readers may be

(he better able to compare the one wilh the

other, and observe the perfect contrast which

exists between them. In the Philadelphia ser-

p. 203, E. H. says

—

TKS FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH,

OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

A letter from a correspondent of Mount
Pleasant, informs that the yearly meeting of

Friends of Ohio, which convened there on the

7th inst. was large and satisfactory. The
floor of the large house was nearly filled, and
a considerable number occupied the youth's

galleries ; all the quarterly meetings were re-

presented, and all the representatives attended.

Harmony, good order, and unanimity prevail-

ed throughout the sittings; during which, seve-

ral important subjects were discussed and set-

tled. Two epistles were presented from Bal-

timore. One from the yearly meeting of

Friends, signed by Hugh Balderston and Eliz-

abeth Gillingham—the other trom the Hicks-

ite meeting, signed by Philip Evan Thomas.
It was unanimously agreed to receive the for-

mer, and reject the latter : in doing which,

the meeting believed it right distinctly to de-

clare, that it could not acknowledge religious

fellowship with that body represented by P. E.

Thomas.

The meeting directed two thousand copies

of the excellent epistle from London, with the

minute declaratory of the faith of that yearly

meeting annexed, to be printed for distribution

among its members.

On fourth day, the report from the com-

mittees of the several yearly meetings, recent-

ly convened in Philadelphia, was read

joint meeting lien Friends
;

Then )( was not his [Jesus Christ's] grace, but the

grace of God communicated to him, as it was com-
municated to the rest of Abraham's children, to every

one in a sulficient degree, to enable them to come up
to the law and commandments given them."

Speaking of the light, he says

—

" It all comes from God, and is dispensed to the

children of men—and it was to Jesus Christ like-

wise, as man in the same proportion, as to inscrut-

able wisdom seemed necessary and consistent to ef-

fect the great design in the creation and redemption
of the children of men."—Ibid. p. 252.

Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the soul, never was
seenby the eyes of men, and for ever will be the same
3wer of God, and same divine anointing with

hich Jesus was anointed."—Quaker, vol. iv. p. 84.

" We may call it the light of Christ, for it is the

ime light that he was enlightened with, and the

apostle tells us that it enligliteneth every man that

Cometh into the world. But as Jesus was looked

upon as a man when on earth, the light in that

body that walked about the streets of Jerusalem was
no more than is in every creature as a manifestation

of that light in them, which would do the same work
for them it did lor Jesus Christ, the son of Abraham,
and the son of David."— Ibid. p. 104.

(To be continued.)

there was a general, deliberate, and impres-

sive expression of approbation, and it was
freely united with and adopted by the meet-

ing.

It may be proper to remark, that the Hicks-

ites held their meeting one week previous,

and entered Friends' meeting-house by a win-

dow. Their select meeting consisted of about

twenty persons, several of whom had been

constituted members of it since the separa-

tion. Their general meeting varied in num-
ber from four hundred and ninety-nine to five

hundred and sixty persons, of all ages, and
both sexes. When the smallness of this as-

sembly is contrasted with the yearly meeting

of Friends, it ofl'ers a strong and direct contra-

diction to the exaggerated statements of Evan
Lewis, Halliday Jackson, and others of the

followers of Elias Hicks, respecting the num-
ber of their party in Ohio, and will serve to

show how little reliance is to be placed on

their estimates in other places.

The communication from Deer Creek, with

a small alteration, will appear in our next.

Also the acceptable contribution of our friend

G.

The country is both the philosopher's gar-

den and library, in which he reads and con

templates the power, wisdom, and goodness of

God.

—

Peiin.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON.
Continued from page 386,

This took place in 1665-6. During the lat

ter year, the danger of the plague having

ceased, he returned to Cambridge, but he did

not disclose his secret to any one, not even to

his instructor, Dr. Barrow. It was not till

two years afterwards, 1068, that Newton com-
municated to the latter, who was then engaged
in publishing his lectures on Optics, certain

theorems relating to the optical properties of

curved surfaces, of which Barrow makes very

honourable mention in his preface. Newton
had now become a colleague of his former
tutor, having been admitted master of arts the

preceding year. At length in the same year

(1668) an occurrence in the scientific world

compelled him to declare himself. Mercator

printed and published, towards the end of this

year, a book called Logarithmoteclmia, in

which he had succeeded in obtaining the area

of the hyperbola referred to its asymptotes, by

expanding its ordinate into an infinite series
;

this he did hy means of common division.

as Wallis had done in the case of fractions of

this series separately, as representing a parti-

cular ordinate, he applied to it Wallis's method

for curves, whose ordinates are expressed by

a single term, and the sum of the partial areas

so obtained, gave him the value of the whole

area. This was the Jirst example given to the

world, of obtaining the quadrature of a curve

by expanding its ordinate into an infinite series.

And it was also the main secret in the general

method whicii Newton had invented for all

problems of this nature. The novelty of the

invention caused it to be received with genera!

applause. Collins, a gentleman well known
to science and philosophy at that time, hasten-

ed to send Mercator's book to his friend Bar-

row, who communicated it to Newton. The
latter had no sooner glanced over it, than, re-

cognizing his own fundamental idea, he imme-
diately went home to find the manuscript, in

which he had explained his own method, and

presented it to Barrow ; this was the treatise

Analysis per aquafioncs numero termmorum

infinilas. Barrow was struck with astonish-

ment at seeing so rich a collection of analyti-

cal discoveries of far greater importance than

the particular one which then excited such

general admiration. Perhaps, too, he must
have been still more surprised at their young
author having been able to keep them so pro-

foundly secret. He immediately wrote about

them to Collins, who, in return, entreated Bar
row to procure for him tlie sight of so preci-

ous a manuscript. Collins obtained his re-

quest, and happily, before returning the work,

look a copy of it, which being found after his

death, among his papei-s, and published in

171 1, has determined beyond dispute, by tl

date which it bore, at what period Newton
made the memorable discovery of expansion

by series, and of the method of fluxions. It

would have been natural to suppose that an

interference with his own discoveries would
at last have induced Newton to publish his

methods ; but he preferred still to keep them
secret. " I sijspected," says he, " that Mer-
cator must have known the extraction of roots,

as well as the reduction of fractions into series

by division; or at least, that others, having

learnt to employ division for this purpose,
would discover the rest before I myself should
be old enough to appear before the public, and,

therefore, I began henceforward to look upon
such researches with less interest."

It were difficult to explain this reserve and
indifference by the feelings of extreme mo-
desty alone; but we may come near the truth

by considering what were the habits of New-
ton, and by figuring to ourselves the new and
extraordinary allurements of another discove-

ry which he had just made, and which he al-

eady enjoyed in secret ; for in general, the

efibrt of thinking was with him so strong, that

it entirely abstracted his attention from other

matters, and confined him exclusively to one
object. Thus we know that he never was oc-

cupied at the same time with two dilTerent sci-

entific investigations. And we find, even in

the most beautiful of his works, the simple,

yet expressive avowal of the disgust with which
lis most curious researches had always finally

nspired him, from his ideas being continually,

and for a long time, directed to the same ob-

ject. This might, perhaps, also have in part

been caused by a discouraging conviction, that

he would seldom be understood and followed

in the chain of his reasoning ; since others, in

order to do so, must be as deeply immersed in

the subject and as abstracted from other mat-

ters as himself. Be tliis as it may, when Mer-
cator's work appeared, a new series of dis-

coveries of a totally diflferent nature had taken

hold of Newton's thoughts.

In the course of 1660, he had accidentally

been led to make some observations on the re-

fraction of light through prisms. These ex-

periments, which he had at first tried merely
from amusement, or curiosity, soon offered to

him most important results. They led him to

conclude that light, as it emanates from radiat-

ing bodies, such as the sun, for instance, is

not a simple and homogeneous substance, but

that it is composed of a number of rays en-

dowed with unequal refrangibility, and pos-

sessing different colouring properties. The
inequality of the refraction undergone by these

rays in the same body, when they enter at the

same angle of incidence, enabled him to sepa-

rate them ; and thus, having them unmixed
and pure, he was able to study their individu-

al properties. But the breaking out of the

plague, which in this year compelled him to

take refuge in the country, having separated

him from his instruments, and deprived him of
the means of making experiments, turned his

attention to other objects. More than two
years elapsed before he returned to these re-

searches, on finding himself about to be ap-

pointed lecturer on optics in room of Dr. Bar-
row, who in 1669 generously retired in order

to make way for him. He then endeavoured
to mature his first results, and was led to a mul-
titude of observations no less admirable from
their novelty and importance, than for the sa-

gacity, address, and method, with which he
perfected and connected them. He composed
a complete treatise, in which the fundamental
properties of light were unfolded, established,

and arranged, by means of experiment alone,

icithout any admixture of hypothesis, a novelty
at that time almost as surprising as these pro-
perties themselves. This formed the text of^ the

lectures he began in Cambridge 1669, when
scarcely twenty-seven years old, and thus we
see, from what we have related concerning the
succession of his ideas, that the method offlux-
ions, the theory of universal gravitation, and
tiie decomposition of light, i. e. the three grand
discoveries which form the glory of his life,

were conceived in his mind before the comph-
tion of his twentyfourth year.

Although the lectures of Newton on optics

must inevitably in the end have given publicity

to his labours on light, he still refrained from
publishing, wishing probably to reserve to

himself the opportunity of adding a complete

analysis of certain curious properties, of which,

as yet, he had had but a slight glimpse. We
refer to the intermittences of reflection and re-

fraction which take place in thin plates, and
perhaps in the ult imate particles of all ho-

llies. It was not till two years later, that he made
known some of his researches, and soon after-

wards he was induced to give them full publici-
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ty. In 1671 he had been proposed as a fellow of

the Royal Society of London, and was elected

on the 1 Ith of January, 1672. In order that he

might be qualified to receive this distinction,

the rules of the society required that he should

declare himself desirous of becoming a fellow,

and he could not do so in a more honourable

manner than by offering some scientific com-

munication. He forwarded to them a descrip-

tion of a new arrangement for reflecting tele-

scopes, which rendered them more commodi-

ous in use by diminishing their length without

weakening their magnifying powers. With

regard to this invention, in which Newton had

been preceded, probably without know' -

by Gregory the Scotch mathematician, and by

a Frenchman of the name of Cassegrain, it is

merely necessary to observe that the construe

tion offers in practice some inconveniences

which cause it to be little used. Nevertheless

when he presented a model of it, of his own
construction, it made a great impression in

'

favour among the members of the society, to

whom probably the construction of Gregory's

telescope was not yet well known. The letter

which Newton wrote to the society on this

casion, ends with the following characteristic

expression :
—" I am very sensible of the ho

nour done me by the bishop of Sarum, in pro

posing me candi-date, and which I hope wil

be further conferred upon me by my election

into the society; and if so, I shall endeavour to

testify my gratitude by communicating what

ray poor and solitary endeavours can effect

towards the promoting philosophical design

The favourable reception which this proposal

met with, induced Nev;ton two months after-

wards to make to the Royal Society another

much more important communication, viz. the

first part of his labours on the analysis of

light. We can easily imagine the sensation

wliich so great and unexpected a discovery

must have produced. The society requested

of him, in the most flattering terms, permission

to insert this beautiful treatise in the Philosoplii-

cal Transactions. Newton accepted this speedy

and honourable method of publication ; and in

addressing his thanks to Oldenburg, their se-

cretary, he says :—" It was an esteem of the

Royal Society, for most candid and able judges

in philosophical matters, encouraged me to pre-

sent them with that discourse of light and co-

lours, which since they have so favourably ac-

cepted of, I do earnestly desire you to return

them my cordial thanks. I before thought

it a great favour to be made a member of that

honourable body, but I am now more sensible

of the advantage : fur believe me, sir, I do not

only esteem it a duty to concur with them

the promotion of real knowledge, but a great

privilege that, instead of exposing discourses to

a prejudiced and censorious multitude, (by

which means many truths have been baffled

and lost,) I may with freedom apply myself to

so judicious and impartial an assembly." It is

but fair to say, for the honour of the Royal So-

ciety, that it has always shown itself, more than

any other, worthy of this noble testimony which

the most illustrious of its members has render-

ed to its justice. But though the sufi'raae

and esteem of such a society may make
mends for, yet they cannot prevent individual
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attacks. Newton himself was compelled to

ubmit to the common destiny, which ordains

that merit, and more particularly success, shall

ise to envy. By unveiling himself, he

obtained glory, but at the price of his repose.

At this period, Robert Ilooke was a fellow of

the Royal Society, a man of extensive acquire-

ments, and of an original turn of thought,

with great activity of mind, and an excessive

desire of renown. There were few depart-

ments of human knowledge to which he had

not paid more or less attention : so much so,

indeed, that it was hardly possible to find any

subject of research upon which he did not pro-

fess to have original views ; or to propose any

new invention of which he did not claim the

prior discovery. There was then the more
opportunity of setting in action and of gratify-

ing his jealous spirit, as all the physical and

natural sciences were, at that time, mixed up

with theoretical opinions ; and there were few

men then to be met with who could distin-

guish the difference between a vague per-

ception and a precise idea—between a physical

hypothesis and a law of nature rigorously de-

monstrated. Hooka himself was no excep-

tion to this remark ; and unfortunately he was
not sufficiently familiar with pure mathematics

to make use of them as a means of calculation,

either in proving or perfecting a theory. A
thorough acquaintance with this instrument

was the great advantage possessed by Newton,
and which assured to his researches a preci-

sion and a certainty hitherto unknown in sci-

ence. The investigation of the properties of

light presented by him to the Royal Society,

eminently possessed this rigorous character.

It consisted in showing experimentally a cer-

tain number of physical properties, which were

thus estnblishcd as matters of fact without any

admixture of hypothesis, and without requiring

any previous knowledge in what the nature of

light consisted. When the feelings of sur-

prise and admiration excited by this noble work
had subsided, the Royal Society appointed three

members to study the treatise fully, and to give

an account of it. Hooke, being one of the

number, undertook to draw up the report.

Already on the occasion of Newton presenting

his telescope, Hooke had announced that he

possessed an infallible method of improving all

sorts of optical instruments, so that " whatever

almost hath been in notion and imagination,

or desired in optics, may be performed witl;

great facility and truth." Nevertheless, he

did not explain this method, but confined him
self, in accordance with the conceits of his

day, to masking it under the form of an ana

gram ; of which, however, he appears not to

have been able to produce the explanat

since neither he nor any other person has ever

realised these wonderful promises. His re

port on Newton's work was, if not of the same
kind, yet conceived in the same spirit of per

sonality : for, instead of discussing the new
facts, singly, and as compared with the origin

al experiments, he examined them only in re

lation to an hypothesis which he had formerly

imagined, and which consists in regarding light'

not as an emanation of very small particles,

but as the simple effect of vibrations excited

and propagated in a very elastic medium.

This conception of the nature of light may be

in itself as true as any other, since that nature

is still entirely unknown to us ; but, in order

to place such an hypothesis on an equal foot-

ing with another hypothesis, shown by calcula-

tion to be consistent with experiment and ob-

servation, it ought to be detailed with exactness,

and to be rigorously accordant with mathema-
tical calculation.

(To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE NICOBAR ISLANDS.

{Concluded from page 3i!7.)

" Serpents are numerous in some places, but

far less so than on the coast of Coromandel.

The chief cause of this difference I am apt to

ascribe to a custom, prevalent among the na-

tives, of setting the long grass on the moun-
tains on fire, two or three times a year. As
these reptiles like to lay their eggs in the grass,

eat quantities of them are thus destroyed.

One kind of serpent struck me here as a sin-

gular species: it is of a green colour, has a

broad head and mouth, like a frog, very red

eyes; and its bite is so venomous, that I saw a

woman die within half an hour after receiving

the wound. She had climbed a high tree in

search of fruit, and, not observing the animal

among the branches, was suddeidy bitten in

the arm. Being well aware of the danger, she

immediately descended, but, on reaching the

ground, reeled to and fro like a person in a

state of intoxication. The people brought her

immediately to me; and while I was applying

blisters, and other means for extracting the

poison, she died under my hands."
" I saw but few scorpions; but among them

an unusually large species, of a red colour,

said to be extremely venomous. One of the

most formidable animals with which these

islands abound, is the crocodile or alligator.

They are of two kinds; the black kayman, and
the jiroper crocodile. The latter is said never

to attack live creatures, but to devour only

carrion, and is therefore not considered dan-

gerous. Of the correctness of this opinion I

iiad once ocular proof. I was walking at Que-
da, along the coast, and looking at a number
of children swimming and sporting in the water.

On a sudden I observed a large crocodile pro-

ceed towards them from a creek. Terrified

at the idea of the danger they were exposed

to, I screamed out, and made signs to some
Chinese to go to their assistance; but they

laughed at me, as an ignorant sti anger. I af-

terwards saw the monster playing about among
them, while the children diverted themselves

by pretending to attack him and drive him
away. The kayman is less in size, and very

fierce, seizing upon every creature that has

life; but he cannot lift any thing from the

ground, as his lower jaw projects.

" The bats of Nicobar are of a gigantic size;

I have seen some whose outstretched wings
measured from five to six feet across the back,

the body being the size of a common cat.

They appear hideous, and in their solitary

flight resemble a cloak in motion, chiefly and
awkwardly perching upon the mango tree, the

fruit of which they eat, breaking down the



smaller branches, till they light upon such as

are able to bear their weight.
" Of birds, I shall only notice one, called by

some the Nicobar Swallow: it is the builder of

those eatable nests, which constitute one of the

luxuries of an Indian banquet. These birds

build in fissures and cavities of rocks, especial-

ly in such as open to the south. In the latter,

the finest and whitest nests are found, and I

have sometimes gathered Rfty pounds weight of

them on one excursion. If they are perfect,

seventy-two of them go to a cat/;/; that is, some-

what less than two pounds. The best sale for

them is in C/iina. After the most diligent in-

vestigation, I was never able fully to discover

of what substance they are made. My opinion

is, that they are made of the gum of a peculiar

tree, called by some the Nicobar Cedar, and

growing in great abundance in all the southern

islands. About these trees, when in bloom or

bearing fruit, I have seen innumerable flocks

of these little birds, flying and fluttering like

bees round a tree or shrub in full flower, and
am of opinion, that they there gather the ma-
terials for their nests. The hen constructs a

neat, large, well-shaped nest, calculated for lay-

ing and hatching her eggs; and the cock con-

trives to fix another, smaller, and rather more
clumsy, close to his mate: for they are not only

built for the purpose of laying eggs, but for

resting-places, whence they may take wing.

If they are robbed of them, they immediately

fall to work to build others, and, being remark-
ably active, are able to finish enough in a day
to support the weight of their bodies, though
they require about three weeks to complete a

nest.

" On my frequent excursions along the sea

coast, it sometimes happened that I was be-

nighted, and could not, with convenience, re-

turn to our dwelling; but I was never at a loss

for a bed. The greater part of the beach con-

sists of a remarkably fine white sand, which,

above high-water mark, is perfectly clean and

dry. Into this I dug with ease a hole large

enough to contain my body, forming a mound
as a pillow for my head: I then lay down, and

collecting the snnd over me, buried myself in

it up to my neck. My faithful dog always lay

across my body, ready to give the alarm in case

of disturbance from any quarter. However, I

was under no apprehension from wild animals.

The only annoyance I suffered was from the

nocturnal perambulations of an immense vari-

ety of crabs of all sizes, the grating noise of

whose armour would sometimes keep me
awake. But they were well watched by my
dog; and if any one ventured to approach, he

was sure to be suddenly seized, and thrown to

a more respectful distance; or if a crab of more
tremendous appearance deterred the dog from

exposing his nose to its claws, he would bark

and frighten it away, by whicli, however, I was
ofter more seriously alarmed than the occa-

sion required. Many a comfortable night's

rest have I had in these sepulchral dormitories,

when the nights were clear and dry. I feel

truly thankful to God, that he preserved me,

on my many journeys, from all harm: nor can

I speak of ever having been in much danger.
" There is a short serpent, called by us the

Split-Snake. Its bite is extremely venomous;
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and, being slender, it can insinuate itself into

a very small hole or cranny, and will enter

rooms and closets in quest of food. There
was a door in a dark part of my work-room,
with a large clumsy lock to it; and one even

ing, as I was attempting to open it, having to

pass that way, I felt a sudden prick in my fin-

ger, and at the same time a violent electrical

shock, as if I were split asunder. Not think-

ing of a serpent, I first imagined that my Ma-
labar boys had, in their play, wound some wire

about the handle, by which I had been hurt,

and asked them sharply, what mischief they

had done to the door. They denied that they

had meddled with it; and I made a second at-

tempt, when I was attacked still more violent-

ly, and perceived the blood trickling down my
finger. I then returned into my room, sucking

the wound till I could draw no more blood. I

applied some spirits of turpentine to it, put on

a bandage, and being much hurried that even-

ing with other business, made no farther inqui-

ry about it. However, in the night it swelled,

and was very painful. In the morning I per-

ceived an unpleasant, musky smell; and on ap-

proaching the before-mentioned door, the

stench was intolerable. A candle being

brought, I -beheld the origin of all the mischief.

About six inches length of the head and body
of a young split-snake hung out at the key-hole,

quite dead; and on taking oft' the lock, I found

the creature twisted into it, and so much
wounded by the turn of the bolt, in attempting

to open the door, that it had died in conse-

quence. It had intended to enter the room
through they key-hole, when I thus accidental-

ly stopped its progress, and got bitten; and
considering the deadly poison this serpent al-

ways infuses into the wound inflicted, I felt

very thankful to God, my preserver, that, by
sucking the infected blood out of my finger in

time, and applying a proper remedy, though
ignorant of the cause of the wound, my life was
not endangered. I have heard and believe,

that the bite of every serpent is accompanied,
more or less, by a sensation similar to an elec-

trical shock, as the poison seems almost in-

stantaneously to affect the whole mass of blood.

We considered the name of split-snake given

to this animal, not so much descriptive of its

split appearance, as of the singular sensation

its bite occasions, and which I then experi-

enced."

FOR THK FRIE.N'D.

THE W.VTCHxHAN, NO. 0.

—retinuit, quod estdificiUimum, exsapientiamodum.
Tac. in Vit. Agric.

I sometimes think that almost all the great

precepts of morality, may be summed up in one
word—moderation. In childhood, the first

lesson we learn, is to moderate our appetites.

Youth is prolific of hopes, and manhood real-

izes its promises, in proportion as the passions

are subjected to the restraints of reason and
religion. And if old age be either peaceful, or

venerable, it is when large experience has pro-

duced its seasonable fruit—moderation. Nor
does the moderation of wisdom iiifluence our
desires and appetites only— it modifies our

opinions—our doctrines. I have always ad-

mired this trait in the character of the founders!
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of our Society. The early Quakers were a
moderate people. And this is very remarka-
ble, when we consider the singularity of their

opinions, and the importance which they justly
attached to their peculiarities. While they
felt themselves especially called to inculcate
the momentous truth of the immediate influence
of the Holy Spirit, among a people who had
almost abandoned this essential doctrine, with
what equal and anxious care did they dwell
upon the external means of our redemption.
If they were studious to assert the supremacy
of that which dictated the Scriptures, they re-

ceived, with a reverence unsurpassed by their

contemporaries, all the revelations ofthe sacred
volume. Their moderation, in regard to letters,

seems to me very extraordinary. The studies

ofthat age were principally directed to theologi-

cal subjects, and did not, as at present, em-
brace the whole range of material and mental
phenomena. The very narrowness of the limits,

within which they were restricted, forced great

geniuses into extravagant speculations. Learn-
ing had, in fact, produced the eff'ects falsely

attributed to it by Festus in the case of Paul

—

it had disturbed the balance of the mind, and
unfitted the clergy for the task which they had
assumed, the spiritual guidance of an illiterate

people. With this result of devotion to letters

in view, and impressed with the great truth,

that the ministration of the word was to be the

fruit, not ofhuman acquirements, but of imme-
diate revelation, it would certainly have been
in character for reformers, many of them un-

educated men, to have decried all study as un-

important and useless. But our fathers dis-

tinguished between the abuse of learning, and
its proper eft'ects ; and we accordingly find

them every where proclaiming it to be non-es-
sential in the ministry, but anxiously cherishing
it as one of the great auxiliaries of rehgion and
morality.

In their mode of life, too, moderation was
their characteristic ; singularly industrious,

and distinguished above all others by their

frugal habits, their liberality was unsurpassed.

And if there be any truth in the charge of
parsimony, which has been brought against

their descendants, it is not because they have
acted upon all the precepts of their fathers, but
because they have practised some of them im-
moderately. Perhaps in other respects we
may have departed from the moderation of
our ancestors. Perhaps we have not always
sufficiently considered that propensities, which,
indulged to excess, are productive of great

evil, may, under due restraint, promote our
best interests.

We live by admiration, hope and love.

And even as these are u'ell and wisely fi.^ed.

In dignity of being we ascend.

The love of society, the admiration of moral
and natural beauty, the generous emulation

of youth, these may be so directed, as to be-

come the sources ofenjoyment and consolation

an)idst the difficulties of life. Perhaps we too

often endeavour to subdue rather than to mo-
derate these propensities. However this may
be, it is certainly the dictate of sound piety, to

employ the means which are aflibrded us, for

tlie cultivation of the amiable feelings, and
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thus to prepare the mind for the influence of

religion. The tendency of our community is

to extremes. Extravagance is stamped upon

our literature, it characterizes our social ha-

bits, it intrudes itself into the sanctuary. We
are led astray by extravagant doctrines, seduc-

ed by immoderate indulgences, retarded by

unnecessary restrictions, and perplexed by un-

reasonable fears. Such are the dangers which

surround us. Our safety will be found in

true Quakerism, neither sophisticated by exces-

sive refinement, nor debased by ignorance.

Its motto is, " Let your moderation appear

unto all men."
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opinion, pertinent, salutary, and well timed I
flint wheat from an acre of ground, which has been

admonition; the application of which m&y he\»"^^^^''^^S^^ ^o'^y y^'''^-^^^ last crop having been

profitably varied and extended, to many cir-
"An"exped;tion is about to be fitted out by some en-

cumstances not directly comprehended m the Uerprising merchants of New Bedford for the purpose

title. of exploring the South Seas.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH, 26, 182».

There are circumstances so many in th

sinful world, to affect the serious and reflecting

mind with sorrow and regret—so much to

cloud the anticipations and hopes of the bene
volent and the good, that we cannot wonde
at the impassioned exclamation of the genlh

Cowper,

"My ear is pain'd,

My soul is sick, with every day's report

Of wrong and outrage with which earth is filled."

It necessarily happens, that in planning our

paper for the week, we sometimes form erro-

neous estimates of the filling up; hence, one of

two articles noticed in our last for insertion to-

day, has been crowded out.

P. is received,' and under consideration.

But it is our privilege, and surely it is the

part of wisdom, to turn from these sombre
views, and to dwell upon those illumined and
refreshing spots which, bad as things are, do
nevertheless present, to soften and to cheer

the perspective of life. This temper of mind
will, we think, be gratified and promoted, by a

perusal of the delightful account which wc
commence publishing to-day, of the institution

at Lode. Were young persons of eitiier sex,

who have been blessed with a guarded educa-

tion, more generally disposed to consider all

they possess—their time, their talents and their

property, not as their own, but bestowed as a

trust, for which they are accountable to the

Supreme Benefactor—vveie they, in the sin-

gleness and sincerity of heart, as in the val-

ley of humiliation, resigned and willing to be

instructed in the line of their respective duties,

they have the promise, that " their vineyards

would be given them from thence," their pe-

culiar spliere of usefulness, their several " fields

of offering," clearly indicated, and as a conse-

quence, would be verified, more often than is

the case, (as in the instance of the amiabh
and pious M. A. Calame,) that through the di

vine blessing upon the labours of such, " the

wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad

for them; and the desert shall rejoice, and bios

som as the rose." We may add, that by i

note prefixed to the pamphlet from which we
copy, it appears, two English Friends, durin

a journey to some parts of the continent ot

Europe, visited the institution, and by them
this narrative was drawn up and published

We are disposed also to invite the attention

of our readers, particularly of the younge
class, to another article in the present number:

The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal is now open.

It is navigable for sloops, and will furnish an outlet

for the produce of the north and west by means of

the Susquehanna, and that of the south through the

Dismal Swamp Canal.

The Pennsylvania Canal is open to Clark's Ferry,

at the mouth of the Juniatn, affording a water com-

munication from this city to that place, distant, in

nearly a direct line, 115 miles. The western section

of the same canal is in operation from Blairsville, on

the Conemaugh river, to Pittsburg.

The Welland Canal, Upper Canada, to connect

Lake Erie with Lake Ontario, and furnish an outlet

to the trade of the west by the way of Quebec, is

expected to be opened next month.

Tlie effects of these great works, in a pecuniary

point of view, will doubtless be beneficial. Whether

the increased intercourse between distant sections of

country, and our large commercial cities, will tend

to the improvement of morals, may be questioned.

One thing i= certain, that while it opens new resour-

ces in every point of view to the educated, it exposes

the ignorant to increased temptations. Every im-

provement of this sort, therefore, calls for renewed

activity in promoting the dissemination of education,

and the influence of Christianity.

It is proposed to obtain from Mexico the cession ol

the province of Texas. The advantages to be de-

rived frpm this purchase are, the acquisition of a

fertile tract of 100,000 square miles, and the exten-

sion of our territory, in that direction, to what may
be called cur natural boundary. But the opponent

of slavery cannot fail to view with anxiety the in

crease in the number of slave-holding states, and both

in a moral and political point of view, an arrange-

ment which will give additional strength to the slave

interest, and a new impulse to the domestic slave

trade, is much lo be deprecated.

It is expected that our next congress will define

the boundaries ofa new territory, to be called Hu
or Ouiscousin. It is to be formed out of what isn

termed the north west territory, between the Mis

slppi river and lake Michigan! It is stated that one

third of the new territory is first rate arable land, and

one tenth well timbered. It is admirably watered

and abounds in mineral wealth. The lead mines are

very productive, and extensive copper mines exist,

the produce of which may be either sent down the

Mississippi to New Orleans, or forwarded by Lake
Erie to New York. The winds which blow up the

rivers from the Gulf of Mexico, are said to moderate

the cold, so that all the products of the same latitude

in the United States, succeed well there. The in-

terior of the country is affirmed to be healthy. Its

present population is about 16,000, and many emi-

grants weekly arrive.

It is stated that 3000 persons passed through Buf-

falo in one week for Ohio, Michigan and Huron.
New Orleans continues to be scourged by the yel-

low fever—the deaths amount to 25 or 30 per day.

Silk of great purity and whiteness has been made
in Chester county.
Wine made from the common fox grape, and kept

stated to have been mistaken

Ritssia and Turkey.—The affairs of the east of Eu-
rope continue to wear a warlike aspect. However
the Turkish Sultan may desire to be rid of the for-

lidable invaders of his territory, he seems to show
ttle disposition to negotiate for peace upon such

terms as the Emperor Nicholas would prescribe. The
"tary force on both sides being large, there is too
;h reason to apprehend a very sanguinary conflict.

After the capture of the great fortress of Silistria, a
large part of the Russian troops were despatched to

Choumla and the Balkan mountains, the passage of
hich was attempted at several points, and the van-

guard of one of the detachments had undoubtedly
reached the summit at the date of the last advices.

—

The resistance of the Turks is said to have been short

ut active. The British ambassador, Gordon, had
rrived at Constantinople, and was received with ex-

raordinary pomp.

Hostilities have not yet ceased in Greece ; though
ler affairs are thrown into the shade by the more im-
portant movements in Turkey. The accounts are

favourable to the Greeks, who are said to have taken
Thebes, and gained other advantages in Livadia.

France.—A thorough change has been effected in

the French ministry. The moderate parly, as it is

called, has given place to that of the ultra royalists.

On the 9th ult. Prince Polignac was declared minis-

ter for foreign affairs in the room of M. I'ortalis ; and
Viscount de Caux, Hyde de Neuville, and Count
Portalis, have been created ministers of state, and
privy counsellors. One of tlie Paris Journals advert-

ing to these events, holds the following language.

—

" Public report, in unison with probability, ascribes

to the Englishpolicy the disorganisation of the Cabi-
net, connected with a plan of an alliance against Rus-
sia, concerted by the Duke of Wellington and Prince
Polignac." The price of corn was falling throughout
the departments of France.

In England the harvest had begun previous to the
8th ult. and promised to be fine and abundant. The
state of things in Ireland, though far from settled, is

declared to be improved; and the London Morning
Chronicle thinks itself "scarcely too sanguine, judg-
ing from the concurrent opinions of men fully com-
petent to judge, in predicting the commencement of
the pacification of Ireland."

Mexico.—It seems almost certain that the attempt
of Spain to recover her revolted colonies in South
America, will prove abortive. The annexed extract

of a letter from Mexico, is said to be from a very in-

telligent source. " It is supposed that by sending
out so small a force as 4000 or 5000 men, Spain must
have been under the impression that the inhabitants

would immediately flock to her standard : no such
thing. They may, and unfortunately do quarrel

among themselves ; but against the Spaniards they
all unite. You may therefore consider this among
the most Quixotic enterprises of the day."

in bottles four years, is

by judges for imported wine.

It has been ascertained by the millers in the west-

ern counties of New York, that the wheat of this

year's crop is so much superior to the last, that 67

„ , ,
. -

. ,
I
grains produce as much flour as 100 grains of last

we allude to that respectmg tea-parties. In "ear's growth. It is also stated, that a farmer in

plain, unassuming guise, it contains, in our| Otsego county, N. Y. has obtained 34 bushels white

News from Buenos Ayres has been received as late

as the 5th ult.—From the general tenor of the ad-

vices we may indulge a hope, that peace was finally

about to be established in that long distracted coun-
try. General Lavalle had been chosen governor,

and undertaken the admiaistration of affairs.

The Bath Journal (Eng.) states, that during a re-

cent thunder storm, " a beautiful antique box, com-
posed entirely of agate stones mounted in silver, be-

longing to a lady of this city, was forced open by the

electric fluid, as it lay upon the table, and a singular

cracking noise was heard at the time. But the most
surprising circumstance is, that the colour of every

stone is entirely changed, each being now marked
with largespotsin vivid blue, red, and green."
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Christian Faith and Benevolence exemplified.

There are, in the present day, on the conti-

nent of Europe, many excellent institutions for

the education of poor children, wherein labour

is combined with instruction; and thus the in-

fant mind is not only furnished with the means
of acquiring useful and religious knowledge,

but also with the elements of those arts, which,

united with industry, may prove the medium
of obtaining an honest and respectable liveli-

hood.

These asylums for the destitute were origi-

nally instituted at the period when war had just

ceased to rage in these desolated countries, and
one of its baneful effects was still severely felt,

from the number of unhappy children who were
deprived of their fathers, and consequently of
almost all support, and who, but for such a
providential and timely provision, would have
been consigned to want, or brought up in habits

of idleness and dishonesty.

After visiting, with satisfaction, several of
these institutions in Holland and Germany, we
heard of one situated at Locle, on the borders
of Switzerland, which was represented as a
monument of faith and benevolence. It was
founded about twelve years since by a pious
individual, named Mary Ann Calame, who, en-
joying a small independent income, with a mind
under the influence of pure religion, was in-

duced to consider what she could render to her
Lord and Master for the blessings with which
she was favoured.

Impressed with a desire of becoming useful

to her fellow-creatures, and especially to the
rising generation, she believed herself called to

devotL,' ihe whole of her time, talents, and the
little property she possessed, to the support

and instruction of destitute children. As she

considered this impression to be of divine ori-

gin, she trusted that, in a faithful reliance on
providential aid, her exertions would not prove

in vain; but that means would be afforded for

the accomplishment of her project, to the praise

of Him, without whose notice aot even a spar-

row falleth to the ground.

This interesting account was accompanied
with the following simple statement from the

pen of the benevolent foundress, a translation

of which is presented for the perusal of our
English friends.

" The desire to be useful to my fellow-crea-

tures in indigence, often conducted me under
the roof of the poor; and it was not long be-

fore I perceived that the only way to render
them effectual succour, would be to rescue the

risuig generation, not only from a state of want,
but also, in many instances, from the unhappy
influence and evil example of their parents and
kindred. I therefore formed tlie project of be-
coming the mother of the orphan and the des-

titute, and associated myself with some ladies,

in order to receive assistance in the work I was
about to undertake. The Lord blessed it, and
from five children, with which the institution

commenced in the year 1815, the number now
amounts to one hundred and seventy-five, with
out any other means for its support than public
benevolence. No certain funds or revenue
sustain this edifice of mercy! My anxious
licitude, on viewing the necessities of the chil-

dren, has often been allayed by the unexpected
favours of the Lord, who has convinced me
that he is indeed the " Father of the fatherless,"

that He nourishes the young ones of the birds,

and can never forget the children of men.
" It is with the Holy Scriptures in my hand

that I instruct these little orphans; not by filling

their heads with precepts, or historical facts

merely, but by seeking to sow in their infant

minds that seed which may produce love, con-
fidence, and devotedness to their divine Master.
It is on the foundation of Christ that this edi-

fice stands; it is to His glory that it is raised,

and it is His name that is proclaimed in the
midst of this family.

" The developement of the intellectual facul-

ties of the children is attended to as much as

possible; the Holy Scriptures are diligently

taught, with orthography and arithmetic; and
those who evince a taste and disposition for

study, are instructed in grammar, geography,
history, and drawing. Their other employ-
ment consists in working lace, sewing, knittiniJ-,

mending and making their clothes.
" Encouraged by the success of this under-

taking, I proposed to the public to form an in-

stitution for boys; and in 1820, a small house
was granted me, where sixty destitute children
now receive daily what assistance and instruc-

tion they require; and they give me reason to

believe, that the Lord watches at the door of
their asylum. It is conducted on the same
principles, and by the same means, as that for

the girls, and has for its object the same im-
portant end. I have the consoling hope that
every one of them will become a good Chris-
tian, and consequently a good citizen. The
younger boys make lace wiien not employed at
their lessons, and the elder are engaged in me-
chanical arts, with gardening and domestic oc-
cupations. Their literary instruction is the
same as the girls, but I only take charge of
boys till the age of twelve or fourteen years;
presuming that after this period maternal care
is not equally requisite. An excellent school-
master lives with them, and directs their studies.

" Many interesting characters are already
gone out into families from among the girls, as
teachers, workwomen, and domestics of vari-

ous sorts; all are doing well, and receive gen-
eral approbation.

" ORDER OF EACH DAY.

" The children rise at five o'clock in sum-
mer, and six in winter; they adjust the bed-
rooms by turns, which occupy an hour; they
then meet together, sing a hymn, and repeat a

prayer; after this they breakfast, and proceed
to their employment. They have an hour al-

lowed for recreations after dinner, and then
resume their work, and continue till six o'clock.
At seven they sup, at eight again meet together
to read the Holy Scriptures and unite in prayer,
all the children retiring to bed at nine o'clock."

It was represented to us that M. A. Calame
held peculiar religious opinions, was a retired
and contemplative character, and did not fre-
quent the established church, on account of
which she had suffered much persecution; but
believing she was called from all outward sha-
dows, and invited to enjoy the living substance
of religion as it is revealed in the heart, she

was not only willing to suffer for her principles,

but maintained them with firmness, even against
the influence of self-interest and temptation.
As we had met with many interesting persons
of this description in the course of our journey,
we anticipated the introduction to this benevo-
lent individual with pleasure, yet not without a
fear that a degree of enthusiiism might form a
part of her character, from the magnitude of
the work she had undertaken, and the very un-
certain means she possessed of supporting it.

Early in the spring of 1828, we left Neuf-
chatel for Locle in a single horse-chaise, ac-
companied by a pious and respectable mer-
chant, a friend of M. A. Calame, who had
kindly volunteered to be our guide in a small
car of a peculiar construction, singularly adapt-
ed to this mountainous country. The weather
was fair but cold, and the surrounding scene-
ry, even at this season, sublime and beautiful.

The handsome town of Neufchatel, projecting
into an extensive lake of the same name on one
side, with a distant view of the stupendous
Alps on the other, presented a picture not
easily to be forgotten. The road to Locle led

over a very high mountain, one of the chain of
Mount Jura, and covered with snow, which
made it difficult of access, and in some parts
dangerous; but our kind guide and companion
was well acquainted with the way, and, after

a few hours slow travelling, he stopped before
the door of a cottage inhabited by some of his

friends, who welcomed us with much hospital-

ity, and placed some simple refreshments be-
fore us. The family consisted of a man, his

wife, and child, with a poor orphan girl, to
whom they had given a temporary refuge until

she could obtain a situation as a servant. This
simple pair appeared to be pious and amiable;
the man had been made an instrument of good
to his poor neighbours, from following an im-
pression of duty which he had long felt of read-
ing the Holy Scriptures to them, and calling
upon them frequently to examine whether their

conduct was in unison with the precepts there
inculcated. At our departure, without saying
a word on the subject, he brought out his horse,
and, attaching it to the c.'iaise before our own,
he helped to drag us to the summit of the
mountain, which in our carriage would hardly
liave been accessible without his friendly as-

sistance, and, so far from accepting of any re-

muneration for his kindness, he rejoiced in an
opportunity of affording aid to strangers in a
foreign land."

(Tb be continued.)

rOETICAIi FRAGMENT.
" Wliy do we gazo upon the ionely beach
And broken cliff we never saw before.

And feel a joy beyond the povv'r of speech
In the wild sands and on the summit hoar?

Why does the vast, th' eternal ocean teach
Deep lessons, which with heaven unite us more,

Than all the world's temptation and its pow'r
Can work upon us in their happiest hour?

Nor let external nature bound thy range;
Look how the soul of man hath been endued!

Tlie sympathy which binds in union strange
Congenial souls, the links ofgratitude,

Of mutual minds the blissful interchange.
The pow'r of saving, joy of doing good.

olemn farewell, the sweet recognition.

And all the nobler types of man's condition."
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REMARKS UPON

Eean Lewis's Review of the Testimony of Dis-

ownment issued against EUas Hicks by the

Monthly greeting of Westbury and Jericho.

iConlinucdfrom page 392.)

We would leave it with any intelligent indi-

vidual, to say, after a careful perusal of the quo-

tations from the writings of ancient Friends,

and from the printed sermons of Elias Hicks,

given in our last number, whether there is any

parity, nay, even a resemblance, between the

doctrine of "internal light," as held by these

respective parties.

The " internal liglit," of ancient Friends,

was emphatically the light of Christ. It was

the second coming of the Lord Jesus, by his

Holy Spirit, in the heart; it was professedly the

purchase of his death and sufferings, agreeably

to his own blessed testimony, as conveyed in

the text, so often quoted, and so egregiously

perverted, by Elias Hicks :
'• If I go not away,

the Comforter will not come." That is to

say, if I die not, nor lay down my life, as a

ransom for sinners, this Comforter, this guide,

will not come; the fulness of the gospel day

will not be ushered in.

The light of our primitive Friends bore also

full witness to the Divinity of the Lord Jesus

to " his entire and incomprehensible fulness

and glory as in himself"—to his atonement and

propitiatory death—to his ascension and me-

diation for us in heaven. It was a light abi

reason, and the source of living, heartfelt fiith

in the miracles and mysteries of religion. But

the " internal light" of Elias Hicks and of oui

reviewer, is a totally different thing. It is ex

pressly declared not to be His (Jesus Christ's)

light, and so far from proceeding fi-om H"

from a source, it was a mere gift dispensed to

Him as to the rest of the Jews— it bears no

witness to his Divinity, for it makes Him a mere

man—it was not the purchase of his death, for

that it teaches was a mere martyrdom. It

esteems not his propitit^tion for the sins of man
kind, for it affirms the very doctrine of atone

ment to be wicked and absurd. It denies his

mediatorship, because it declares that there

not or ought not to be any mediator betwei

God and the soul of man; it abolishes faith by

rejecting the mysteries of religion, by repudiat

ing every thing which the human intellect can

not comprehend, and finally it has one mark
which distinguishes it most conipletely from the

" light of Christ," as professed by the Society

of Friends. To this accurate criterion of dis-

criminalion we call the most particular atten-

tion of our readers.

The Lord Jesus Christ who died and rose

again is, according to the doctrine of ancient

Friends, the Author and Dispenser of all spi-

ritual light and truth; according to Elias Hicks,

he was a mere man, needing salvation himself,

and saved by this light. The testimony of all

the ancient authors whom we have quoted is

unequivocal, that Jesus of Nazareth was Christ

the Saviour, the Lord of life and glory, that

tliere were not two Christs, and that Jesus was
not the mere " instrument ofChrist." E. Hicks

on the contrary affirms, that " Jesus Christ the

Saviour of the soul was never seen by the eyes

of men," and that this Christ was distinct from

Jesus Christ the son of Abraham and David.

According to the true Quaker doctrine, the

Lord Jesus is the Sun of righteousness, the in-

exhaustible source and centre of those beams

which flowing from Him illuminate our dark

hearts. Destroy this belief—make the blessed

Je5us but a mere man, and you quench tliis

ght; you extinguish its fountain; you annihi-

late its source. In the Lord Jesus Christ is

ht, and " this light is the life of men." But

when, on the contrary, we come to examine

the " light within" of the Hicksites, it has no

other connection with Jesus Christ of Nazareth

than it has with Paul, Peter, James, George

Fox, or any other good man. So far from He
being its source, so far from its emanating sole-

ly from Him to the children of men, He re-

ceived it himself in measure and by the same

means and for the same purposes as other men
short, the " internal light" of the Hicks-

ites could as well exist if no such person as

Jesus Christ had ever appeared—nay, if we
may use for a moment so irreverent an expres-

sion, if he had never existed, or had become
annihilated.

From what we quoted in our last number it

must further appear perfectly evident, that an-

cient Friends never held the opinion that the

" internal light" was the only fundamental doc-

trine of Christianity. The divinity, atonement,

mediation, and spiritual appearance of Christ

Jesus, were all of them esteemed as fundamen-

tal doctrines, as constituting together the basis

and foundation of the Christian religion. They
well knew that he that denieth ayiy part of the

divine plan of salvation, is justly liable to the

awful sentence of having his name blotted out

from the Lamb's book of life.

It might be thought unnecessary to make
any further extracts illustrative of the doctrine

of " internal light," as held by our predeces-

sors, but we think it right to subjoin two

short quotations, in order to show that the

bitter enemies of the Society in early day

used the same slanders against Friends as are

now propagated by our reviewer, and other

modern opposers.

Daniel Philips, in his " Occasional Defence

of the principles and practices of the people

called Quakers," states the following as the ob

jection of an opponent, which we desire may
he particularly compared with the assertions of

Lewis's pamphlet; the coincidence between

the ancient and modern opposer is truly re-

markable.

Objection.—" Follow the light within,

THIS IS THEIR WHOLE CREED THE SUM TOTAL

or THKIK BELIEF."

D. Philips gives the following answer:
" We are not ashamed to recommend all

people to the guidance of the light within, and

had my adversary been directed by it in pen-

ning this treatise, he would never have published

such notorious untruths: who is there that hath

been at any of our meetings, or read any of our

writings, that cannot contradict this man and
detect him of misrepresenting us in this matter?

'Tis true we advise all to follow the dictates of

the light within, esteeming it a necessary arti-

cle of our faith; but that it is our tvhole creed

or the sum total of our belief we utterly deny."

William Penn, in his " Address to Protest-

ants," was very far from the opinion that the

Christian religion consisted of but one funda-

mental doctrine. 'After speaking of the " Holy
offering up of himself" (Christ) by the " Eter-

nal Spirit" as " a great part ofhis messiahship,"

and then of the mediatorship and advocacy of

Christ, he thus sums up. " So that to be brief,

the Christian creed, so far as it is declaratory,

lies eminently in a confession of these particu-

lars—of the divine authority of the New as well

as of the Old Testament writings, and particu-

larly of those great, general, and obvious truths

therein expressed, viz. of God and Christ, his

miracles, doctrine, death, resurrection, advo-

cateship, or mediation, the gift of his light. Spi-

rit, and grace, of faith, or repentance from dead

works untoremissionof sins, keeping his com-
mandments, and lastly of eternal recompense."

Vol. I. p. 762.

The next charge in the testimony of the

monthly meeting is, that he (E. H.) has " de-

nied the existence or influence of an evil spirit

on the mind of man distinct from his natural

propensities."

Our reviewer admits the verity of this charge,

and proceeds to exculpate Elias Hicks by a

defence of the doctrine which he maintains, and

against which the monthly meeting has testified.

In examining this division of Lewis's pamphlet,

we have been amused, as we often have been

on similar occasions, with the affectation of the

speakers and writers of the " free thinking"

school. Most of them commence the profes-

sion of philosophers with a very small stock of

materials. By reading a few of the most com-

mon place books of general history, they pick

up a slight knowledge of the manners and mo-
rals of some of the nations of antiquity, and
perhaps of the rudiments of their systems of

philosophy—to this they superadd a perusal of

a flippant treatise or two ridiculing the Bible,

and cavilling at the doctrines of the Christian

religion, taking care at the same time never to

investigate a subject to the bottom, and abstain-

ing from the examination of any of the master-

ly and powerful productions of those ?ru/y phi-

losophical inquirers who have defended the

truths of the gospel. Subjoining moreover to

these acquirements unbounded assurance and
self confidence, our empirics sally forth, equip-

ped like Cowper's " spruce philosopher" for

any intellectual combat, and prepared to dis-

cuss and determine the most abstruse questions

in philosophy and religion, with the rashness of

folly and the dogmatism of ignorance. The
learned, the well read, and the truly pious, are

condemned in a mass as bigoted, prejudiced,

and superstitious, whilst these shallow pretend-

ers, by an affectation of learning, of acquaint-

ance with systems ofphilosophy, and of liberali-

ty and freedom from prejudice, oftentimes suc-

ceed in deluding the ignorant and injuring the

simple hearted.

Our reviewer very clearly manifests his con-

nection with this " hberal school," by his re-

marks upon the doctrine of an Evil Agent dis-

tinct from man. He has discovered, in the

course of his philosophic researches, that " this

notion" originated in " the dark regions of re-

mote antiquity," and that " the Magian religion,

which is still the prevaihng religion in some



parts of Persia and India, to this day, is evi-

dently tlie parent stock from wliicii all the va-

rious absurd notions about a devil or evil spirit

distinct from man, have sprung. This religion

seems to have been of very ancient date. We
find it in JMedia and Persia, as long as we have

any glimmerings of historicallight to guide our

inquiries."

These profound discoveries have been de-

rived from a work of no less rarity and novelty

than " Prideaux' Connections," which it would

appear that our reviewer at sometime or other

has actually perused. From the quotations

which he gives, it seems that the ancient Per-

sians believed " that there were two principles;

one of which was the cause of all good, and

the other the cause of all evil: that is to say,

God and the devil—that the former is repre-

sented by light, and the other by darkness, as

their truest symbols: and that of the composi-

tion of these two, all things in the world are

made." "And concerning these two Gods,
there was this difference among them: that

wiiereas some held both of them to have been

from all eternity, there were others that con-

tended that the good God only was eternal, and

the other created. But they both agree in this,

that there will be a continual opposition be-

tween these two till the end of the world: that

then the good God shall overcome the evil God,
and that from thence forward each of them
shall have his world to himself; that is, the good
God his world with all good men with him,

and the evil God his world with all evil men
with him."

This, the reviewer asserts, " is to all intents

and purposes, the ground work of the vulgar

doctrine on this subject now held in Christen-

dom. The common opinion is but a para-

phrase of the IMagian belief: and it is for pre-

suming to doubt the soundness of the Magian
faith among other things equally ' fundamen-

tal,' that Elias Hicks is arraigned before the

august tribunal of tlie ' monthly meeting of

Weslbury and Jericho as a heretic' "

The above is a fair specimen of the candour

and ratiocination of the new school. Let us

put our philosopher's argument into a syllogistic

form, and see how it stands.

All Christendom holds the doctrine that

there is an evil being or agent distinct from

man, (which opinion, we could add, is inter-

woven tliroughout the whole texture of the

Scriptures, from Moses to the apostles.) But
The ancient heathen Persians held a similar

doctrine;

Therefore the writers of the Scriptures and

the Christian world obtained their ideas from

the Persians.

The corollary f.om which proposition is,

that the Persians being heathen, and holding

false doctrines,

Therefore this doctrine of the distinct evil

agent is false

—

Therefore the doctrine of Christendom is

false

—

Therefore there is no devil.

Our reviewer, however, like most ofthe same
school, is but a philosopher by halves. He
thinks that he has most conclusively proved, by

his quotation from Prideaux, that hecause the

Magi believed in an evil agent, distinct from
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man. Christians must have derived their doc-

trine respecting the devil from these Persians,

and that it must consequently be false. But
did it never occur to the reviewer, that in the

very same extract it is asserted, that the Per-

sians also believed in a good being or agent,

distinctfrom man? and does he not know that

Christians likewise hold a similar doctrine ? and
therefore will it not follow as conclusively, that

the Christian doctrine on this point, is derived

from the Magian superstition, and is therefore

false? The one inference is equally fair with

the other. Let us try again our syllogistic form

of argument.

The Christians befieve in an Almighty Cre-

ator distinct from man;
But

The Persian magi believed in a Good Be-
ing, or Agent, distinct from man;

Therefore,

The Christians derived their doctrine from
the Persians.

But the Persians are idolaters, and hold fal

doctrines ; therefore this doctrine is false;

therefore there is no Good Being, or Agents
distinct from man.

Perhaps our reviewer, in the course of his

researches into ancient history, may have read

the story of Deucalion and Phyrra, who were
saved alive in a boat, which afterwards rested

on a high mountain, whilst the remainder of

mankind perished in a universal flood of wa-
ters. If so, we would suggest to him, whethei

he could not make out from this story to fal

sify the Mosaic account of the deluge. Moses
could just as well have taken his ideas of ll;

flood from one set of magi, as his account of

the evil being which tempted Eve from ano-

other.

All sensible writers have universally agreed,

that it was a conclusive testimony to the com
mon origin of mankind, to find, amongst the

various nations and tribes, however barbarous

and scattered, traces of the same primary doc
trines and opinions. It has moreover been es

teemed a confirmation of true religion, to find

its doctrines in some sort acknowledged,
wherever mankind has existed, however su-

perstition and sensuality may have changed its

character, and perverted its operation. But
our reviewer, like most of his order, puts

cause for effect, makes true religion to be a

copy of false, and, because some features are

common to each, rejects both as impostures.

We ask pardon of our readers for using any
degree of levity upon so serious a subject, but

the folly and conceit of the reviewer hardly

seem to merit a serious refutation. He ap-

pears, indeed, to be afraid, that, even after his

most cogent quotation from Prideaux, some of

his readers may find it difficult entirely to

shake off their belief of the doctrine in ques-

tion. He adds, " It may be supposed by some,
that this vulgar notion of a devil is so inter-

woven with evangelical history, that any at-

tempt to disprove the existence of such a be-

ing, must necessarily invalidate the testimony

of the apostles and evangelists."

We do not at all wonder that the Hicksites

should set a low value upon the Scriptures,

when we consider the process of interpreta-

tion to which they subject the sacred text.
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Upon these principles, the Bible must be one
of the most deceptive books ever written. Its

doctrines, according to their theory, are so
ambiguously or so mischievously expressed, as

to have led Christian professors entirely astray,

from the age of the apostles to the pieseut
time.

For instance, all Christians have been agreed
that one of the principal truths, inculcated by
all the New Testament writers, is that of sal-

vation for the human soul through a crucified

Redeemer. But by the Hicksite interpreta-

tion, it appears, that the tens of thousands of
pious Christians, who have learned the doc-
trine of a crucified Saviour from the Bible, and
died full of faith and hope in the Lamb of
God, have been utterly mistaken ; and that the
" Saviour of the soul" was never crucified.

In the same way, all true Christians have be-
lieved, from what they conceive to be the ir-

resistible testimony of the Scriptures, that Je-
sus Christ is the only begotten Son of God.

But by Elias Hicks we are informed, that

there is considerably more Scripture evidence
that he is the son of Joseph. In the same way
too, as the reviewer seems himself to indicate,

universal Christendom has believed, that the

doctrine of an Evil Agent, distinct from man,
is so " interwoven" with " the testimony of
apostles and evangelists," that its denial would
invalidate their authority. Though he has
discovered, it would seem, that this also is an
entire mistake. Now, really if, as the Hicks-
ites contend, the divinity of Christ inculcated

in Scripture, where he is spoken of as equal
with God, means that he is but a man ; if the

Scripture testimony, that " he tasted death for

every man," means that he was but a mere
martyr, and that the Saviour of men was never
crucified; and if, when the devil is mentioned,
near a hundred times, with all the attributes
and properties of a being distinct from man,
the sacred writers designed to convey the idea,

that there is no power of temptation separate
from man, we should abandon, in utter des-

pair, all reliance upon the Scriptures, and dis-

card them as the most ambiguous and decep-
tive book ever given to the world.

{To be continued.)

FOR THE FRIEND.

The following pertinent observations may be
profitably applied on many other occasions,

where a concern for the welfare of the im-
mortal part, and the honour and glory of
God, are but seldom considered.

Why bost thou not go to tea-parties ?

1. Because that in such company, serious

things are considered out of place; and the

conversation in general is frivolous and trifling,

not calculated to strengthen the mind or im-
prove the heart ; but rather to add to the num-
ber of idle words, "in the multitude of which,"
the wise man saith, " there wanteth not sin."

Prov. x. 19. And for which our Saviour has
declared wo " shall give an account in the day
of judgment ; for by thy words thou shalt be
justified, and by thy words thou shalt be con-
demned." Mat. xii. 36, 37. They also pro-
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duce in the mind an artificial and undue ex-

citement, which renders the duties of life taste-

less, and the restraints of religion irksome :

they encourage extravagance in dress, and ex-

cess in eating and drinking, which, with late

hours, undermine the health, and too often lay

the foundation for disease, the pains of which,

even when not the consequence of our own

indulgence, are sufficiently hard to bear, and

need not the aggravation of an accusing con

science. Let no one suppose they can mingle

in such company, and not be leavened into its

spirit ; or participate in the pleasure, and not

share in the guilt. " Be not deceived: evil

communication corrupts good manners." 1

Cor. XV. 33. " Let j'our conversation be as

becometh the gospel of Christ." Philip, i. 27.

" Be ye holy in all manner of conversation,

because it is written, be ye holy, for 1 am ho-

ly." 1 Peter xv. 16. " Wherefore come out

from among them, and be ye separate, saith

the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing, and

I will receive you, and will be a father unto

you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters,

saith the Almighty." 2 Cor. vi. 17, 18.

'Tis imm
Amid lif.

The soul

rtality, 'tis that alone,

6 pains, abasement, emptiness,

;an comfort, elevate and fill.

2. Because 1 consider it a great misapplica-

tion of time and talents.

Time is short, and awfully uncertain. On
tlie right use of it, and the proper employment

of the talents which God has given us, through

tlie mercy of our Saviour, depends our happi-

ness here and hereafter. They are, therefore,

of too high a value to be squandered away by

me at tea parties. Oh! how much time and

property are misemployed, in contriving and

preparing for gratifications of this kind, the

wilful waste of which will surely stand agains

us in that day, when every moment and actioi

must be accounted for at the tribunal of AI

mighty God. VV. Penn says, " There is little

need to drive away that by foolish divertis

ments, which flies away so swiftly of itself, and

when once gone, can never be recalled."

How many have had deeply to deplore the

misapplication of their time and talents while

participating in such gratifications. Villiers,

duke of Buckingham, when on his death-bod,

in the anguish of his soul, cried out: " Oh !

what a prodigal have I been of that most valu-

able of all possessions. Time! I have squander-

ed it away with a profusion unparalleled; and

now, when the enjoyment of a few days would

be worth tlie world, I cannot flatter myself with

tlie prospect of half a dozen hours. A futu

state may well enough strike terror into any

who have not acted well in this life." I

anxiety and distress he further said, " What
a pity that the holy writings are not made the

criterion of true judgment, or that any person

should pass for a gentleman in this world, but

he that appears solicitous about his happiness

in the next." " Remember," says John Ma-
son, " thou art at the door of eternity, and hast

other work to do than trifle away time. Those
hours which thou spendest in thy closet are the

golden spots of all thy time, and will have the

sweetest influence upon thy last hours; though

thou mayst have been nearer death in thine

own apprehension than thou now art, yet it i;

3. Because it would not afford any true sa-

tisfaction, or be of any real profit to my mind.

I know many have witnessed the contrary, even

deep sorrow and bitterness of spirit for thus

spending their precious time. " The eyes of

the Lord are in every place beholding the evil

and the good." Prov. xv. 3. " All things are

naked and open to the eyes of Him with whom
we have to do." Heb. iv. 13. " Our true feli-

city consists in being devoted to God, and our

only misery in being separated from Him."

Pascal. In Poole's Annotations on the Bible,

he tells us, when discoursing on the lawfulness

of earthly enjoyments, " It is to be feared, that

more souls miss of heaven and happiness by in-

dulging themselves in things deemed lawful,

than in committing gross and enormous evils:

these many shrink at with horror, but there

re things considered lawful which sometimes

become circumstantially unlawful, and plea-

sures termed innocent are used and embraced

without fear or caution, and with their train of

schievous consequences." For when a man

;ds himself with the vain pleasures of the

world, the spiritual senses become stupified

and incapable of relishing the things of God;

they deaden and tend to extinguish devotion

Any way of spending our time that darkens

our minds; that misemploys our understanding;

tliat fills it with a trifling spirit; that separates

us from the spirit of God, will unfit us to serve

him, whether it arise from stupid sensuality,

rude ignorance, or polite pleasures.

'^ Levity," says J. G. Bevan, " is hostile to

true religion, and the man who has found and

purchased the pearl, does not want the trifling

joy of convivial society."

" A wise man or woman, feareth and de-

parteth from evil." Prov. xiv. 16. If I will

fully run into danger, I shall suffer for it soon-

er or later.

How false the joys

That cloy the soul

,
which earth or sense inspires

and damp her purest fires.

4. Because I will not encourage by my ex-

ample a trifling and idle way of spending

precious time

It is our duty to " walk circumspectly, not

as fools, but as wise, redeeming the time."

Ephs. v. 15, 16. And as we are commande

to love our neighbour as ourselves, I dare not

by my example lead others into or encourage

them in pfe,ctices which are so contrary to the

self-denying precepts of the gospel, and which,

f persisted in, will sooner or later land in sor-

row and distress. " Therefore, rather let us

consider one another to provoke unto love and

good works." Heb. x. 24. "To conform,"

says J. Woolman, " a little to a wrong way,

strengthens the hands of those who carry wrong

customs to their utmost extent; and while we
profess to live in constant opposition to that

which is contrary to universal rigliteousness

what language is sufficient to set forth the

strength of those obligations we are under to

beware lest, by our example, we lead others

wrona?" Though I may not set so good an

and temperate; to spend my time prudently

and profitably; to examine carefully the de-

signs of my heart, and to keep a conscience

of oflence in the sight of God and man;

for that will be a rich treasure, a comfort and

support in time of need, when all things else

will fail. Therefore let us pray for strength

to " be an example of the believers in word,

in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith,

in purity." 1 Tim. iv. 12.

It is religion that can give

The sweetest comforts while we live;

It is religion can supply

The truest comforts when we die.

6. Because we are forbidden by the highest

authority to spend our time in such a manner.

Turn to thy Bible, which was written by
" holy men of God," who " spake as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost," 2 Pet. i. 21.

—

and thou' wilt see that thou art to "abstain

from all appearance of evil," 1 Thess. v. 22.

to be guarded in thy communication, avoiding

foolish talking and jesting, fabulous stories, and

flee youthful and foolish lust, or whatever tends

to ungodliness, and foflow righteousness, peace,

goodness, love, charity; to mind the things that

are above as thou wouldst have honour, glory,

and eternal life.

Tertullian, one of the early and pious Chris-

tians, said: " It is not enough that a Christian

be chaste and modest, but he must appear to

be so; a virtue of which he should have so great

a store, that it should flow from his mind upon

his habit, and break forth from the retirement

of his conscience into the superficies of his life."

Oxenstiern, chancellor of Sweden, who had

seen and enjoyed much of the world, when ad-

ressing the English ambassador, said: "• You
will find there is more true enjoyment in turn-

ing your heart from the world, to the good spi-

lt of God, and in reading the Bible, than in

all the honours of courts and favours of prin-

ces." The apostle Paul says: " Let your

speech be always seasoned with grace." Col.

iv. 6—" Our rejoicing is this, the testimony of

our conscience, that in simplicity and godly

sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the

grace of God, we have had our conversation in

the world." 2 Cor. i. 12. How strong, there-

fore, and conclusive is the evidence, that " god-

liness is profitable unto all things, having pro-

mise of the life that now is, and of that which

is to come." 1 Tim. iv. 8.

certain death never was so near thee, as it example as I ought to do, I will try not to set

now is." la bad one. My duty is to be sober, chaste.

FOK THE FRIEND,

the strong interest

had

y

The following anecdotf

felt by the children in our infant schools.—Fe

been seriously entertained that it would be necessa

to close one of them for want of funds, sufficient to

ocure fuel through the approaching winter. A little

girl came one morning crying to the school, and be-

ing asked what was the cause, replied, " That she

had heard they were going to shut up the school be-

cause they had not money to buy wood;" and pre-

sented the teacher with ten cents, being all of her

little savings, as her contribution. A gentleman who
was present, immediately contributed |10, to delay

the closing of an institution which has so warmly in-

terested its pupils, and which doubtless exercises a

most beneficial influence on their characters. G.
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FOR THE FRIEND.

THE FREE THINKER, NO. 3.*

AVe are now to investigate the causes of the

unrelenting hostility manifested by our modern
reformers, to the doctrine of human responsi-

bility; and as we arrive at a correct apprecia-

tion of the scope and consequences of their

views, we shall feel little surprise at the viru-

lence they display against Christianity. A be-

lief in our accountability, involves the necessity

of admitting the existence of an Almighty and
Omniscient first Cause, and the immortality of

the soul, both of which admissions being ex-

ceedingly inconvenient, excite them to their

most strenuous efforts to oppose and render

doubtful. To such straits, indeed, are they

driven, that they venture to offer as an argu-

ment, that as they themselves have never en-

joyed any manifestation of the Deity, and as

he has never been personally obvious to any of

their senses, consequently he does not exist!

The existence of the soul, by a process quite as

logical, is cast aside as unworthy of farther no-

tice. Yet these advocates of knowledge, and

the perfectibility of human reason, talk to their

pupils of magnetism, galvanism, caloric, «&c.

of whose existence they have no otiier evidence

than that of having witnessed a very few of

their effects. They pretend to be rapturous

admirers of nature, yet with all the works she

presents, they can at best become acquainted

with their qualities and effects; and notwith-

standing the high rank they pretend to claim

for reason, as well as their boundless vaunting

of what it is hereafter to accomplish, they would
have us believe them incapable of tracing up
the necessary connection between the qualities

and effects of created objects, and their su-

preme, all wise and all perfect Ci-eator. They
expatiate largely upon the importance of study-

ing the motives, actions, and intellectual cha-

racters of their race, and yet would persuade

the credulous, that they cannot perceive in the

attributes and operations of intellectuality any
proofs of the existence of a higher than mortal

nature—any evidence of an immortal, unpe-

* Severe indisposition has for a considerable time
suspended these papers; with the blessing of Provi-
dence they shall now be continued.

rishing soul ! They would not, however, find

it so difficult to acknowledge both a Deity and

the soul's immortal nature, did this not imme-

diately lead to the necessity of admitting human
accountability to a source of immaculate purity

and infinite wisdom. To avert the consequen-

ces flowing from this source to them and their

followers, they tacitly resign all claim to ra-

tionality, limit their investigations of nature to

the mere surface of things, and perseveringly

close their eyes to the truths which candid ex-

amination would irresistibly impress upon their

minds. Loving the darkness rather than the

light, these blind leaders of the blind strive to

disguise their voluntary ignorance by clamour-

ing about knowledge; they refuse to scrutinise

lest they should be convinced, and, like some
silly animals, which, by hiding their heads,

think to save themselves from threatened dan-

ger; they seem to expect that the exclusion and

concealment of the truth from their minds, will

avert the punishment promised to all misdeeds.

To close the avenue to ''free inquiry" con-

cerning these all important doctrines, if possi-

ble without incurring censure, they have been

under the necessity of stating as truth, the

abominable falsehood, that religion does not

properly form a department of human know-
ledge, and is inaccessible by ordinary modes of

examination. Less than falsehood such an as-

sertion cannot justly be termed, when we recol-

lect that the verities of religion rest on evidence

open to all modes of inquiry; evidence histori-

cal, external, internal, moral and physical, the

authority and influence of which is to be deter-

mined by every sane examiner, through the

same processes of reasoning he applies to all

subjects of scrutiny. These evidences have

been so often required, so thoroughly investi-

gated and largely accumulated, that probably

in the whole circle of human knowledge there

does not exist a more perfect and admirable

collection of proofs, upon which the intellect

may exert its amplest powers, or rest with

greater secureness of stability. This evidence

is derived not only from sources favourable to

the cause of humanity and religion, but from

the most virulent impugriers of truth; from in-

fidels, athiests, and scoffers of all denomina-

tions; from Pagans, Jews, and others most im-

mediately interested in its subversion; and from

long protracted, frequently reiterated examina-

tion, it has attained a brightness and strength

which bid defiance alike to the folly, malice,

and wickedness of the world.

The Christian revelation, or gospel dispen-

sation, has excited a high degree of animosity

among the champions of knowledge and rea

son, because it sets at nought all their
'

acquisitions, their illuminated reason, tl

temporal perfectibility. How can those wh

great object is to elevate self, and exalt the

glory of human nature, be pleased with a sys-

tem based upon the humiliating acknowledge-

ment of the depravity and ignobleness of mere
human motives, and the utter inadequacy of

man m a state of nature to attain perfection

or happiness? How can such reformers look

with complacency upon a body of doctrine

which portrays, in the most striking colours,

the nothingness of human pride, the folly of its

vanity, the fallacy and helplessness of all theo-

ries of life founded upon its vaunted wisdom?
The mirror which reflects the human heart in

all its imperfection, deformity and deceitful-

ness, is too clear and convincing to be suited

to their use; and being hopeless of causing its

destruction, they endeavour, by misrepresent-

ing and obscuring it, to prevent their followers

from feeling its due influence.

To such high flown professors of knowledge
and liberty, moreover, the gospel system of life

is too refined, precise and restrictive. They
desire human reason to be the universal arbi-

ter, and convenience or expediency, either of

communities or individuals, the measure of

justice. How then can they patiently submit

to rules of conduct having no reference to per-

sonal convenience, which bid us to do to others

what we should wish done to ourselves; teach

us to love and pray for our enemies; to return

good lor evil; and in all things to submit our-

selves to the will of God; to yield a cheerful

and willing obedience to those whom the laws

place over us; and to guard against the sug-

gestions of pride, vanity, and self-love, as so

many enemies to purity and peace? Such a

course of conduct, according to their showing,

would be unreasonable and needless, since

they acknowledge no responsibility to a higher

tribunal than human opinion and convenience;

entertain no belief of a future state of existence,

and inculcate that sensual enjoyment is the

great object of life, and its extension and per-

fection to be sought through every accessible

The Christian system, then, is a perpetual

and immoveable " stumbling block" and " rock

of offence" to these reformers; it is a silent but

never failing stream of contradiction to, and
reproach of all their objects and schemes; it

gives the lie direct to all their boastings of the

condition they will lead man to: its doctrines

contrasted with those they advance, throw over

them a cloud of ineffable contempt. Chris-

tianity proposes to man ennobling yet awful

ideas of Deity, and while it substantiates irre-

fragably man's naturally lost and degraded con-

dition, points out a sure, safe, and accessible

road by which he may regain his primal rank,

in the presence and favour of God. Our mo-
dern reformers propose to reduce man even
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lower tlian he is left by nature; by calling upon

him to restrict the operations of liis mind ex-

clusively to sensual objects, they would deprive

him of all knowledge, even of the existence of

his Maker; and so far from exciting him to act

with a view of a future state of existence, they

hold out the idea that the death of the body is

the final extinction of the mind. The object

of Christianity is to make man wiser, better

and happier, by persuading him of the true

value of his time, and his true relations to God
and his fellow creatures. The aim of our re-

formers appears to be exclusively the acquisi-

tion of notoriety and power; the vanity of

founding a sect, and the pride of overturning

existing conditions. To effect their purposes,

men must be flattered by some plausible scheme

into the adoption of their views; and in exact

proportion to the degree in which they can de-

base mankind, and convert them into mere an-

imals of the present, will be their success.

Therefore their spleen is ever overboiling

against the truths of revelation, which opposes

the only, but, we trust in God, most invincible

and insurmountable barrier to their inroads

upon society. Tiieosanee.

FOR THE FRIEND.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON.
Continued from page 394.

From this time, until the year 1679, four

years afterwards, Newton communicated no-

thing to the Royal Society. His attention was
in the interval principally occupied with astro-

nomical observations. In that year he pro-

posed to verify the earth's motion, by letting

bodies fall from a considerable height, and ob-

serving if they follow exactly a vertical direc-

tion, since the rotatory motion would cause

them to deviate from this line towards the

east. Hooke was charged to make the requisite

experiments; and although it seems doubtful

whether they were either exactly, or indeed at

a:ll tried, there is no doubt that, in the correspon

dence which ensued, Hooke displayed great

sagacity, and suggested some of those remark

able laws which it is the glory of Newton to

have demonstrated. Still the singular discord-

ance which the moon's motion had offered to

Newton, deterred his cautious and distrustful

mind from publishing his views.

Three years afterwards, however, (in June,

1682,) Newton being present at a meeting of

the Royal Society, in London, the conversation

turned on a new measurement of a terrestrial

degree, recently executed in France, by Pi-

card, and much credit was given to the care

taken in rendering it exact. Newton, having

noted down the length of the degree obtained

by Picard, returned home immediately, and
taking up his former calculation of 1665, be-

gan to recompute it from the new data. Find-

ing, as he advanced, the manifest tendency of

these numbers to produce the long wished for

results, he suffered so much nervous excite-

ment, that becoming at length unable to go on
with the calculation, he entreated one of his

friends to complete it for him. This time the

agreement of the computed with the observed

result was no longer doubtful. The force of

gravity at the earth's surface, as determined

by experiments on falling bodies, when applied

to the moon, after being diminished proportion-

ally to the square of the distance from the

centre of the earth, was found to be very near-

ly equal to the centrifugal force in the moon,

as concluded from its distance and angular ve-

locity obtained by observation. The small dif

ference which still existed between the two

results, was in itself a new proof of exactness;

for if we suppose an attractive power to ema-

nate from all the celestial bodies inversely pro-

portional to the squares of their distances from

the bodies which they attract, the motion of

the moon ought not only to depend upon its

gravity towards the earth, but also to be influ-

enced by the action of the sun ; for this eflfect,

though exceedingly weakened by the distance,

ought not to be wholly imperceptible in the

result.

Thus Newton ceased to doubt ; and after

having been, during so many years, kept in

suspense about this eminently important

he had no sooner recognized its truth, than he

penetrated instantly to its most remote conse-

quences, pursued them all with a vigour, a per-

severance, and a boldness of thought, which

till that time, had never been displayed in sci-

ence. Indeed it seems hardly probable that

it will, at any future time, be the,destiny of an

other human being to demonstrate such won
derful truths as these ; that all the parts of

matter gravitate towards one another, witl:

force directly proportional to their masses, and

reciprocally proportional to the squares of

their mutual distances ; that this force retains

the planets and the comets round the sun, and
each system of satellites around their primary

planets ; and that, by tiie universally communi-

cated influence which it establishes between

the material particles of all these bodies, it de-

termines the nature of their orbits, the forms

of their masses, the oscillations in the fluids

which cover them, and, in fine, their smallest

movements, either in space or in rotation up-

on their own axes, and all conformably to the

actually observed laws. The finding of the

relative masses of the different planets, the de-

termination of the ratio of the axes of the earth,

the pointing out the cause of the precession

of the equinoxes, and the discovery of the force

exercised by the sun and the moon in causing

the tides, were the sublime objects which un-

folded themselves to the meditations of Newton,
after he had discovered the fundamental law

of the system of the universe. Can we won-
der at his having been so much excited as not

to have been able to complete the calculation

which was leading him to a conviction that the

discovery was achieved ?

It was now that he must have experienced

Intense satisfaction at having so profoundly

studied the manner in which physical forces

act, and at having sought by so many experi-

ments to comprehend, and exactly to measure
their different eflects. More particularly must
he have been delighted at having created that

new calculus, by means of which he w^as ena-

bled to develope the most complicated pheno-

mena, to bring to light the simple elements o;

motion, and thus to obtain the forces them-

selves from which the phenomena result : and

finally, to re-descend from these forces to the de-

tail of their eflfects: for, with equal talent, had
he not possessed this instrument of investiga-

tion, the complete unfolding of his discovery

would have been impossible. But, possessing

the means, he had only to apply them ; and
thus he saw the constant object of his hope
attained. Henceforward, he devoted himself
entirely to the enjoyment of these delightful

contemplations ; and during the two years that

he spent in preparing and developing his- im-
mortal work. Philosophic naturalis Principia
Mathcmatica, he lived only to calculate and to

think. Oftentimes lost in the contemplation
of these grand objects, he acted unconsciously:

his thoughts appearing to preserve no connec-
tion with the ordinary concerns of life. It is

said, that, frequently on rising in the morning,
he would sit down on his bedside, arrested by
some new conception, and would remain for

hours together, engaged in tracing it out, with-

out dressing himself. He would even have
neglected to take sufficient nourishment, had
he not been reminded by others of the time of
his meals.*

It was only by the uninterrupted efforts of

solitary and profound meditation, that even

Newton was able to unfold all the truths he

had conceived, and which were but so many
deductions from his great discovery. We may
learn from his example, on what severe con-

ditions even the most perfect intellect is able

to penetrate deeply into the secrets of nature,

and to enlarge the bounds of human attain-

ments. For himself, he well knew, and will-

ingly confessed, the inevitable necessity of

perseverance and constancy in the exercise of

his attention, in order to develope the power
of thought. To one who had asked him on
some occasion, by what means he had arrived

at his discoveries, he replied, " By always think-

ing unto them ;"' and at another time he thus

expressed his method of proceeding. " I keep
the subject constantly before me, and wait till

the first dawnings open slowly by little and lit-

tle into a full and clear light." Again, in a
letter to Dr. Bentley, he says, " If I have done
the public any service this way, it is due to no-

thing but industry and patient thought." With
such tastes and habits, the complete command
of his own time, and of his own ideas, was his

highest enjoyment. Thus, notwithstanding

the importance of the results he had obtained,

Newton was not eager to establish a title to

them by publication, and perhaps he would
have even longer delayed giving them to the

world, had an accidental circumstance not in-

duced him to do so. About the beginning of

1684, Halley, one of the greatest of the Eng-
lish astronomers, and, at the same time, one of

* The followincf anecdote is told on t.liis subject.

Dr. Stukely, an intimate friend of Newton, called

upon him one day when his dinner was already serv-

ed up, but before ho had appeared in the dining-

room. Dr. Stukely having waited some time, and
becoming impatient, at length removed the cover

from a chicken, whicli he presently ate, putting the

bones back into the dish, and replacing the cover.

After a short interval, Newton came into the room,

and after the usual compliments, sat down to dinner,

but on taking up the cover, and seeing only the

bones of the bird left, he observed with some little

surprise, " 1 thought I had not dined, but I now find

that I have."
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the most enlightened and active minds that have

ever cultivated science, formed the idea of em
ploying the Theorems of Huygens on central

forces, to determine the tendency in the difier-

ent planets to recede from the sun, by virtue

of their revolutions about that body, their or-

bits being considered as circular. From the

ratios discovered by Kepler between the times

of these revolutions, and the major axes of the

orbits, he recognized these tendencies to be

reciprocally as the square of the distances of

each planet from the sun, so that the attraction

which this luminary exerts to keep them in

their places, must also vary according to the

same law. This was precisely the idea that

Newton had conceived in 1666, and from

which he had drawn the same consequence.

But there was yet a long way from this, to the

rigorous calculation of curvilinear motions

when the law of the force is given. Halley

perceived the difficulty of this step, and after

having in vain endeavoured to remove it, he

consulted Hooke, at Sir Christopher Wren';

house, without, however, receiving any light

on the subject, although Hooke had boasted

before them both that he had completely re

solved this grand question. At last, impatient

to see an idea unfolded, which appeared to hi

so fertile in consequences, Halley went to

Cambridge in 1692, purposely to confer with

Newton on the subject. It was then that New-
ton showed to him a Treatise on Motion, ii

which Halley found the desired solution. Thi;

treatise, with some additions, afterwards form
ed the two first books of the Principia. It

would appear that, at this time, Newton had
already introduced, and explained some parts

of it, in his lectures at Cambridge. Halley,

delighted at seeing his hopes realized, request-

ed Newton to confide to him a copy for inser-

tion in the registers of the Royal Society, in

order to secure to him the honour of so im-

portant a discovery. Although Newton had

an extreme repugnance to expose himself in

the arena of literary intrigue, where he had,

on a former occasion, wasted his time, and
sacrificed his tranquillity, Halley, by repeated

entreaties, at length succeeded in his object.

On returning to London, Halley announced^

his success to the Royal Society, who repeated

the request by means of Aston, at that time

their secretary. But, though Newton kept his

word to Halley, personally, by sending him a

copy of his treatise, he did not then wish it to be
communicated, having still many things to com-
plete. It was not till the following year, that

Dr. Vincent presented, in Newton's name, this

work, which was destined to make so great a

revolution in science. Newton dedicated it to

the Royal Society, who showed itself able to

appreciate such an honour. It decided that

the work should be printed immediately at its

own expense, and addressed to the author, by
Halley, a letter of thanks expressed in the

most honourable terms.

(To be conlinued.)

One of the greatest artifices the devil uses to en-
gage men in vice and debauchery, is to fasten names
of contempt on certain virtues ; and to fill weak souls
with a foolish fear of passing for scrupulous, should
they desire to put them in practice.

Pascal.

FOR THE FRIEND.

The following passages will recommend
themselves by the curious facts which arc in-

troduced, and the beauty both of the sentiment

and the style. If the influence of a name be

wanted to give them greater weight, I doubt
if any more illustrious can be found in the

whole range of English lileralure, than that of

Dugald Stewart. I take them from his last

work, " The Philosophy of the Active and
]\Ioral Powers of Man."

" The external objects with which we are

surrounded, are so accommodated to our ca-

pacities of enjoyment, and the relations which
exist between our frame and that of external

nature are so numerous, in comparison of

what we perceive in the case of other animals,

as to authorise us to conclude, that it was
chiefly with a view to our happiness and im-

provement that the arrangements of this lower

world were made. The subject is so infinite,

that I should lose myself if I attempted any il-

lustration of it. I shall content myself with

mentioning the innumerable relations between
our senses and the natural objects with which
we are surrounded ; between the smell and

the perfumes of the vegetable world ; between
the taste and the endless profusion of luxuries,

which the earth, the air, and the water aftbrd;

between the ear and the melody of birds ; be-

tween the eye and all the beauties and glories

of the visible creation. There is something I

think peculiarly remarkable in the adaptation

of the music of birds to the human ear. It

seems to give pleasure to none of the quadru
peds ; nor is it even certain if the music of one
species of birds gives pleasure to another ; for

it has been asserted by some late naturalists,

that those of them who are most remarkable
for their powers of imitation, (the linnet, for

example,) are as apt to imitate sounds which
are harsh and disagreeable as the most exqui-

site tones of music. But man receives plea-

sure from them all. and the variety of their

notes would seem almost to have been bestow-
ed on them to form a concert for the gratifica-

tion of his ear.

Upsprings the lark,

d, the messenger of morn
;

fly, he mounting sings

d from their haunts
Every copse

Shrill voiced a
Ere yet the shado^vs

Amid the dawning cl

Calls up the tuneful nati

Deep tangled, tree irregular and bush
Bending with dewy moisture, o'er the heads
Of the quiristers that lodge within.

Are prodigal of harmony. The thrush
And woodlark, o'er the kind contending throng
Superior heard, run through the sweetest length
Of notes ; when listening Philomela deigns
To let them joy, and purposes in thought
Elate, to make her night excel their day.
The blackbird whistles from the thorny brake,
The mellow bulfinch answers from the grove

;

Nor are the linnets, o'er the flowering furze
Poured out profusely, silent. Joined to these
Innumerous songsters, in the freshening shade
Of new sprung leaves, their modulations mix
Mellifluous. The jay, the r-ok, the daw.
And each harsh pipe, discordant heard alone.
Aid the full concert, while the stock-dove breatlK
A melanclioly murmur through the. whole.

habitations of men. If there is a cottage in a
forest, they all assemble in its neighbourhood.
A very ingenious author, M. de St. Pierre,

tells us that he travelled more than six hundred
leagues in the forests of Russia, without see-

ing any small birds except in the neighbour-
hood of villages. He mentions likewise, that

when he was in Russian Finland, he some-
times travelled twenty leagues in a day without
meeting with either villages or birds. When-
ever they perceived the latter, they were sure

that they were near an inhabited country.

Garcilasso de la Vega informs us, that his fa-

ther having been detached from Peru, with a

company of Spaniards, to inake discoveries

beyond the Cordilleras, was in danger of pe-
rishing from hunger amidst their vallies and
quagmires, till at last he perceived a flight of
parrots, which made him suspect he was near
the habitations of man. He accordingly fol-

lowed the direction in which they flew, and
came at last, after incredible hardships, to an
Indian settlement.

It has also been observed, that the musical
powers of which I have been speaking, are

confined to the birds which inhabit the fields

and the woods. They would have been thrown
away on those tribes which frequent the ocean,
not only as they are removed from the ordina-

ry haunts of men, but as the songs which are

the most pleasing to the ear would have been
lost amidst the noise of that turbulent element.

Such birds have in general a piercing scream,

by which they are enabled to make themselves

mutually heard, notwithstanding the noise of

the wind and waters."

" When the principles of our nature are al-

lowed to follow their own course, without be-
ing diverted from it by the prejudices of super-
stition or of false philosophy, they produce their

proper effect on the mind of the uncultivated
savage, as much as of the enlightened citizen.
' How do you know,' said a traveller to a poor
Arab of the desert, ' that there is a God ?'

' In the same manner,' he replied, 'that I trace
the footsteps of an animal by the prints which
it leaves upon the sand.' ' Is it not fitting,'

said a savage of Sumatra to his companion,
showing him a watch that had been made in

Europe, ' that a people such as we should be
the slaves of a nation capable of forming such
a machine ? The sun,' he added, ' is a machine
of the same nature.' ' And who winds him
up ?' said his companion. ' Who,' replied he,

' ut Allah :' If any exception to the univer-
sality of these religious impressions among
mankind is to be found, it is not among sava-
ges we are to look for it, but in populous, and
commercial, and artificial societies of men,
where the voice of nature is drowned amid the
bustle of business or the hurry of dissipation

;

where our earliest and most susceptible years
are passed among the productions of hu-
nan art, and the attention is diverted from
those physical appearances which are stamped
with the obvious marks of divine power and
wisdom. Nothing, in truth, banishes moral
impressions from the thoughts so much as the

Some naturalists have taken notice, as a cu- artificial objects with which we are every
rious circumstance, of that instinct which at- where surrounded in populous and cultivated
tracts the difiierent tribes of singing birds to the countries, particularly in large commercial ci-
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ties ; because the curiosity is too deeply en-

grossed by the productions of human skill and

industry to have leisure to follow its natural

directions. Hence it is that such impressions,

however long banished from the mind, never

fail to revive when we retire from the haunts

of men to converse with nature in solitude.

What we call the love of nature, is in fact the

love and admiration of the Deity. The enthu-

siasm with which some men survey the endless

vicissitudes which the spectacle of the universe

exhibits, is nothing else than the devotional

temper moderated and repressed by the slight

veil which sensible objects interpose between

us and their Author. In those deep and savage

recesses, where human foot has never trod,

this veil is in some measure removed ; every

thing around us appears unchanged and fresh

from the hand of the Creator, and we seem to

be conscious of his more immediate presence."

Prsesentiorem et conspicimus Deum
Per invias rupes, fera per juga,

Clivosque prEemptos, sonantes

Inter aquas, nemorumque noctem
;

Quam si repostus sub trabe citroa

Fulgeret auro, et Phidiaca inanu.
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arc able to make us wise unto salvation, through

faith in Christ Jesus.

When, therefore, a general and simultane-

ous impulse was given throughoutthe Christian

woild, to the spreading of the Bible, by the es-

tablishment of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, no true Quaker viewed it with indif-

ference. The history of that Society is, in

truth, one of the most remarkable events of

our age. It has gone on, acquiring vigour by

its progress, exhibiting no symptom of decay,

or faultering, until it has scattered the sacred

volume over the four quarters of the earth.

In this noble enterprise, many of the pious

and distinguished members of our Society in

England, were from its origin among the most
zealous labourers. They saw that one of the

most powerful antidotes to infidelity, supersti-

tion, and priestcraft, was the universal dissemi-

nation of the Bible. They had learned from
hi.story, that the progress of mankind, in true

civilization, in rational liberty, in the happiness

and dignity of private life, had every where
been as an index of the knowledge and circu

lation of that most inestimable of books.

While they left to others, therefore, the more

prominent stations in the Bible Society—the

public orations and the titular distinctions, they

were found with the Pinkertons, the Owens,
and the Steinkofis, earnestly and devoutly en

gaged in the labours of the field. When the

flame of this sacred zeal was kindled in Ameri
ca, a few, and but a few of our members enga
ged in the service. The cause of this apparent

indifference, it is not difficult to explain. Man
were deterred by the forms with which the

public proceedings of most of these socieli

were accompanied. Many others, knowing
ttle of the subject but from what they saw

The views of the Society of Friends respect-

ing the Holy Scriptures, have always been

openly and fully declared. They have at all

times received them as an unquestionable re-

cord of the revelation of the divine will, and

as a history of unimpeachable authenticity and] the public papers, began to fear that our breth

accuracy. They have always declared, that, in ren in Great Britain were in danger of being

all matters of faith and doctrine, they were
j

drawn into a spirit of ostentatious benevolence

willing to be tried by their conformity to the
j

by joining in the public proceedings of the Bi-

Book, and that all doctrines contrary there- ble Society, the complimentary speeches of the

to, whatever claim may be laid to revelation,

must be a delusion of the evil one.

Aware of the importance of a form of sound

words, they have felt themselves restricted

from speaking of the sacred volume in the lan-

guage which others adopt. Finding that the

evangelists and the apostles call the Lord

Jesus Christ, by the name of the Word of God,

and knowing and witnessing the fatal effects in

theological inquiries of ambiguous expressions,

they refuse to apply this term to the Scrip-

tures. The reason is obvious, for a proposi-

tion true of the one, may be false of the other;

and a well founded assertion, and well argued

demonstration, as applied to either, may, by

shifting the phrase from one to the other, at

any point of the argument, give rise to great

and fatal errors. They believe, moreover,

that the reading of the Scriptures, to be truly

profitable, must be accompanied by the illu-

minations of that Spirit which dictated them,

to the universal and saving light of which they

are themselves an irrefutable evidence. The
place, therefore, which we assign to the Scrip

tures, is that of being the most important of

secondary helps, which, through the divine

blessing, and the operations of the Holy Spirit,

embers, and the tone of exaggeration, which

sometimes marked the debates; and a vague,

though perhaps a wholesome jealousy ofsimilar

dangers, restrained them from joining with the

American Society. A still deeper, and more
extensive influence, though at that time unper-

ceived, even by ourselves, was at the bottom

of this reserve in other minds. Elias Hicks

and his admirers, had, before the period of

which we speak, adopted that system of specu

lative divinity, in which, as they advanced far

ther, they grew bolder. The first appearance

of these new doctrines, was to be traced in an

exclusive mention of the influence of the Holy
Spirit in their sermons, without reference, or

with but little reference, to the redemption

which is through Jesus Christ. It would
most seem that a determination had been early

taken by the leaders, to destroy the influence

of Scripture as a test of doctrines; for, while

they were continually quoting and appealing to

it in support of their opinions, they had one
short and summary answer to every scriptural

argument against them:—" There never was
book that had been made more a nose of wax
of, than the Bible." Some of them, in the heat

of their declamation, did not scruple to cite the

perverted interpretations of wicked and deluded
men, as attributable to the Bible itself, saying
it had done more mischief than any other book,
and that it was written by nobody knows who,
and one of them went so far as to call it the

of books. While the Bible itself was
thus decried, the Bible Societies received no
mercy at theii hands. Who does not remem-
ber the furious invectives with which they were
assailed? They were classed with agricultural

societies, horse racing, and canalling, and in-

cluded in the sweeping denunciations that were
pronounced against every thing done, in what
was conveniently called the wisdom of man.
The boldness of these invectives had its efliect.

Men of influence and authority, who utterly

disapproved of them, saw no way open, such
was the peculiar situation of our Society, to

emancipate it from this thraldom; and rather

than break the union in which its safety had
hitherto consisted, patiently bore the yoke. A
day of deliverance at length atrived, and our
Society has shaken ofT the incubus of infidelity.

One of the first duties which our members now
owe to themselves and to each other, is to re-

pair the broken walls, and desolate places,

where this spirit of unbelief has raged. If there

be any essential doctrines of the Christian faith,

that have been despised or overlooked, let us

now inculcate them. If there be any of the

outward means of Christian knowledge, which
have been undervalued, let us now use them in

their proper place, and restore them to their

proper estimation.

We do not use this language in reference to

those members of our Society who have been
under the weight of religious exercise, for true

religion must produce every where the same
disposition of mind, in relation to the essential

points of Christian faith. But our Society in-

cludes large numbers, over whom the care of
the church and of Christian brethren had needs
be extended, and who require counsel, assist-

ance, and encouragement.

Being deeply impressed with these senti-

ments, we have a peculiar pleasure in announc-
ing to our readers, the formation of an associ-

ation for distributing the Bible to the members
of our religious Society. The constitution,

and an address to Friends in America, signed

by a large number of respectable Friends, are

now in press and shall be published in our next

number. We are persuaded that this Society

will meet with the general approbation and
support of Friends, and that its structure and
arrangements, which are simple yet efficient,

will be found to answer the design of its es-

tablishment, namely, the promotion of the

knowledge and perusal of the Scriptures among
our members universally.

The drift of the article, " Plain Facts," will per-

haps be understood, by stating, that the pamphlet to

which it refers, contains, in the usual style of Hicks-

ite publications, various vague and unsupported as-

sumptions and denials, which our correspondent has

chosen, in this concise form, to rebut and e.xpose. By
turning to page 383 of our present volume, it will be

seen that the same pamphlet is there noticed.

With respect to the article entitled " Faith of Pri-

mitive Friends," it will no doubt be satisfactory to

our readers to be informed, that we have conversed

with a Friend, who has seen the mutilated, but very



interesting document, and who assured us, that it

boars all the marks of a real autograph. We further

learn, that it was obtained from the venerable Moses

Brown, of Providence, who, it is known, has bestow-

ed much pains in accumulating whatever is curious

and valuable in relation to the early history of our

Society. This plain and full declaration of faith, by

faithful men, under cruel persecution, and at the pe-

ril of their lives, and for the express purpose of clear-

ing the Society from the slanderous reports of sur-

rounding enemies, most certainly has claims to

peculiar consideration; and surely if many of those

who unwarily have become entangled as in the net

of the fowler, could be induced dispassionately to pe-

ruse it, the effect could not fail to be salutary.

The continuation of" Remarks upon Evan Lewis'

Review," &c. has been received, but we must ask the

indulgence of our valued correspondent for its sus-

pension to make room for other matter, for which we
were desirous to provide a place.

Russia and Turkey.—The advance of the Russian

army in Turkey, is reported to have been exceedingly

rapid. After the passage of the Balkan, in the course

of which, one or two considerable bodies of Turkish
troops were defeated, the Russians advanced towards

Constantinople, and were concentrating their forces in

the neighbourhood of Aidas. We regret to find, that

here a tierce and bloody encounter took place. An
attack was made upon the Turkish army in posses-

sion of the town, who, after an obstinate resistance,

were forced back within their works and into the

narrow streets of Aidas, and were there slaughtered

in great numbers by the victorious Russians. Some
Turkish regiments stationed behind the town, then

dispersed and fled ; and the conquerors, not content

witli the blood already spilled, sent their Hulans
and Cossacks in pursuit of the fugitives, who made
great havoc amongst them; whilst such as were not

fortunate enough to escape in the first instance, were
cut down by the infantry.

Since writing the preceding, the "National Ga-
zette" states, that a letter from Havre of Aug. 26th

says, news had just been received from Paris, that the

Russians were in possession ofConstantinople.

The harvests in England, upon the whole, promise

to terminate favourably. The weather, however, was
unpropitious for a few days preceding the departure

of the last packet from Liverpool, (25th ult.) and
prognostics of injury were accordingly freely in-

Trade generally continued very much depressed.

A storm of extraordinary violence had extended

over almost all Scotland. Great quantities of sheep,

timber, hay, &c. were carried away into the sea.

Bridges were destroyed, and turnpikes inundated.

Eleven vessels were wrecked on the coast, the crews
of eight of which perished.

Jn France, the late change in the ministry produced
universal excitement. A furious opposition was kept

up by the liberal journals throughout the kingdom,
ajid no efforts were left untried by them to overturn

the new order of things.

A revolution has been accomplished in Lima by the

partizans of Bolivar, without bloodshed; and an ear-

ly period to the war between Colombia and Peru, i;

therefore anticipated. The first act of the new go-

vernment is expected to be a repeal of the prohibition

of flour, domestics, soap, tobacco, &c. as a popular
measure.

FOR THE FRIEND.

I was much gratified by the perusal of the

account contained in your paper respecting

the number of Friends and Hiciisites in each
meeting within the limits of Ohio yearly meet
ing. Such statements are valuable; they serve

to show the exaggeration which the Hicksites

practise in order to make the impression that

tliey are ihe larger portion of the Society; and
in years to come, when those who are familiar

with the circumstances of the present schism
are removed, it will be important to have such
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documents to appeal to for the real state of

the case.

I may confess I have been somewhat sur-

sed that so little progress has been made in

this work within our own yearly meeting; the

enumeration of the members in the city of

Philadelphia being the only one that I recol-

lect to have seen published. The labour is

not so great as at first it may appear. If two
Friends in each meeting would undertake the

business, they could, in one day, make out a

complete list of all the members of their meet-

ing, designating the se.xes, and adults, and mi-

nors; and as the Hicksites are generally dis-

owned, the minutes of the monthly meetings

would give their names, which, with the addi-

tion of their children, and the few persons who
may not be under care, would complete the

account.

It will be admitted by all, that it is of great

importance to every meeting not only to have

a regular record of births and deaths, (which

may be of great importance as legal testimo-

ny,) but also a complete list of members, so as

to enable a meeting, at any time, to decide

who does, or who does not belong to it. If

such an enumeration as we propose was now
commenced, and a list made out, a little care be-

stowed on it monthly would keep it correct,

and furnish each meeting with this important

document.
Another inducement to undertake this work

is the notorious deception which the Hicksites

practised in the account which they pretended
to take, which was first published in the Be-
rean, and when that paper expired, was trans-

ferred to Gould's Advocate. The most shame-
ful frauds were committed in making that

statement. Families, and almost whole meet-
ings were put down in the lump, and whoever
said they " wished to remain members of the

Society of Friends,'' which was the technical

phrase used by the collectors, were forthwith

recorded as good Hicksites, though tliey ab-

horred their principles, and had never attended

at any of their meetings. We speak with cer-

tainty on these points as regards some meet-
ings, from which we obtained clear and satis-

factory information as to the mode of taking
the census, respecting which, we have in our
possession some very curious particulars not
much to the credit of the Hicksites. An ac-

count made out by such hands could not bo
expected to possess very great accuracy. I

indulge the hope that this short hint will serve

the purpose of inciting Friends in the different

meetings throughout the country to commence,
and pursue the inquiry, until a complete en-

umeration of all the members of Society, and
of the seceders from it, is made out, and their

names recorded. R. G,

Pliila.25thmo.1ilh, 1829.

An emperor of China, making a progress,

discovered a family, in which the master, with
his wives, children, grand-children, daughters-
in-law and servants, all lived in peace and har-

mony. The emperor, admiring this, inquired

of the old man what means he employed to

preserve quiet among such a number of per
sons; the man taking out a pencil, wrote only

these words: patience, patience, patience.
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DIED,

In New York, on the 7th ult. JohnW. Wright, in

the 56th year of his age.
The deceased was a native of Kilkenny, Ireland,

and emigrated to this country in 1817. Since then,
unto the period of his death, he enjoyed the esteem
of a circle of friends, who admired him for his

straight forward honesty and unpretending hospita-
lity.

In his religious principles he was a decided sup-
porter of the ancient faith of our Society ; and
throughout the whole of the unpleasant controversy
which terminated in the late separation, he was
amongst the foremost to express his entire disunity
with the doctrines of the "new sect."

For some time previous to his death he had anti-

cipated such an event, and always spoke of it with
calmness and humility.

The night before it look place (first day) ho wa"
more than usually serious, had his family collected

round him to read a few chapters in the Bible ; after

which he addressed some appropriate remarks to

them, lie retired to bed, apparently pretty well, but
at twelve o'clock was seized with a dilficulty of
breathing, which speedily terminated his life. His
disease was an affection of the heart.

On the 23d ult. Sarah Cressox, aged 58
years, a member of Haddonfield meeting, N. J. and a
minister of the gospel of Jesus Christ. The example
of this estimable Friend, in her various walks, was
instructive, and calculated to exalt the Christian pro-

fession. Her deportment was serious and dignified,

becoming the messenger of grace. Her devotedness
to her Master's service was conspicuous in embra-
cing opportunities, under his direction, to gather
souls unto God. She was not ashamed of the du-
ties of her high calling and office, but instant in sea-

son she was often led, both in public and private, to

address individual.'!, and in a powerful and affecting

manner, to minister with precision to their condi-
tions. Thus she was made the instrument ofawaken-
ing many and drawing them into a love of the bless-

ed truth, and a course of conduct consistent with its

precepts. It may be said, that it was her meat, and
her drink, to do her Lord's will. During the last

four months she was much confined with bodily in-

disposition; in which she experienced, as many of the
Lord's servants before her had done, in the dispensa-
tions of inscrutable wisdom, great desertion of the
sensible evidences of his heavenly presence; but hav-
ing kept her integrity and allegiance to her dear Re-
deemer, her end was attended with the consoling as-

surance, that the everlasting arms were underneath,
and after the fiery trial of her faith, she was again
enabled to lift up her soul in praise urjto God. The
very solemn and peaceful quiet, which was felt in be-
ing with her towards the close, not only indicated,

but seemed a foretaste of that blessed repose, she
was shortly to be made the undisturbed partaker of.

In this season, she several times, at distinct intervals,

melodiously repealed the words, " my soul," and then
added, " praise be to God." These were the last in-

telligible sounds she uttered, leaving the indubitable
conviction on the feelings of her attendants, that her
conflicting spirit with joy beheld the countenance of
her Redeemer, and was filled with songs of praise.

at his residence at Wissahickon, Philadel-
phia county, on the 25th ult., Samuel Paul, in the
51st year of hi.s age, much esteemed in his neighbour-
hood, and among a large circle of acquaintances, for

the integrity of his conduct, for his manly frank-
ness, and the unaffected urbanity of his man-
ners.

The discipline which corrects the eagerness of
worldly passions, which fortifies the heart with virtu-

ous principles, which enlightens the mind with use-
ful knowledge, and furnishes to it matter of enjoy-
ment from within itself, is of more consequence to

real felicity, than all the provision which we can
make of the goods of fortune.

—

Blair.
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Christian Faith and Benevolence exempVtfed.

(Continued from page 397.)

Tlie prospect from the summit of the moun-
tain was truly dehghtful, presenting a distant

view of Mont Blanc, several extensive lakes

and towns, with villages and vineyards in

abundance. Our ever-attentive guide fre-

quently stopped to point out particular objects

in this beautiful scenery, leading us to imagine

what it must be in summer when the land is

covered with verdure. Sometimes the road

led round a tremendous precipice, and we
seemed raised to an alarming height, and

sometimes the descent was so steep that we
appeared as if buried in the valley. At the

foot of one of the highest mountains is a small

town, called Chaux de Fonds, where our con-

ductor invited us to alight at a hospitable man-

sion, to whose kind inmates he had sent pre-

vious information of our intended visit, and an

excellent dinner was provided. The family

here was extremely interesting; and the lady

of the house, who is a sister of M. A. Calame's,

received us with evident emotion, delighted to

be in company with English persons of our

Society, of whose principles she had heard an

account, which accorded in a great measure
with her own feelings. Her husband also was
a very serious character, and we all felt much
sympathy and unity with each other.

Late in the evening of this day we arrived

at Locle, a considerable town in a valley of

the same name, famous for the manufacture

and exportation of watches, trinkets, and lace.

The town is long and narrow, built between

two mountains, and aftbrding but poor accom-
modation for travellers. We alighted at a

small inn near the dwelling of M. A. Calame,

who had watched for our arrival, and came
immediately to welcome us, which she did

with so much cordiality and kindness, that it

was with the greatest difficulty we resisted her

entreaties to take up our abode at her house.

M. A. Calame appears to be about thirty-

five or forty years of age; her countenance be-

nevolent, strong, and expressive; her hair cut

short, and worn without cap, or any ornament

whatever; her apparel perfectly simple, and of

the least costly kind, considering herself only

as a steward over the property she possessed,

and that it would be wrong to devote much of

it to her own use. She was so quiet and re

tired in her manners, and expressed herself

with so much frankness and genuine simplici-

ty, that the idea of enthusiasm vanished from

our minds.

We engaged at her earnest request to spend

the next day with her, and to accompany her

to the school in the morning, which is situated

a short distance from the town. After much
interesting conversation we parted for the

night, mutually pleased and attracted to each

other.

Early the next morning she revisited the

inn, and expressed in much simplicity the unity

of spirit she had felt with her friends when she

awoke in the night, and her thankfulness that

we had been permitted to meet. These feel-

ings of sympathy we could well appreciate, be-

lieving tiiem to proceed from the uniting lovf

of our blessed Redeemer; and the more we

knew of IM. A. Calame, the more we found

her principles in accordance with our own.

After breakfast we went to visit the institu-

tion; we found it rude and homely in appear-

ance, and the house much too limited for the

accommodation of so many inmates; in conse-

quence of which, the benevolent foundress had

begun to build an addition, but its progress

was delayed for want of funds. She mention-

ed a circumstance connected with this object,

which may give some little proof of her trials

and her faith. The gentleman who had grant-

ed her a house for the boys' school thought fit,

he believed on account of the singularity of

her religious opinions, to give her notice to

quit, on an alleged pretence that he had occa-

sion for it himself; the circumstance occasion-

ed much anxiety; but her great Master did not

desert her; and in a degree of renewed confi-

dence in his providential care, she said in her

heart, " He will never suffer these poor child-

en to be cast into the streets; He knows that

they stand in need of shelter, food, and cloth-

ing, and that all 1 desire is to do his blessed

will." Upon applying in her distress to some
benevolent individuals, a small sum was raised

to commence a new building, which, although

in a very unfinished state, furnished the boys

with several rooms for their various occupa-

tions, and not\vithstanding she was often under

much discouragement, a cheering hope was
indulged that it would be in time completed.

We were first introduced into an apartment,

where nearly one hundred children, mostly

girls, were making lace. Not a voice was
heard, and the stillness was only disturbed by
the low clatter of the bobbins. The eyes of

this interesting and industrious little group, as

we entered, were all turned upon us with sur-

prise and curiosity, but they re';ted on their

benefactress with gratitude and affection, while

the sweet influence of heavenly love seemed

to pervade every heart, and to dwell, like " the

dew upon the tender plant," even upon the

minds of the youngest children, who could not

yet be sensible of the source from whence it

proceeded.

Upon leaving this apartment, it was observ-

ed that the stillness and order were very re-

markable among such a number of children of

different ages, and of the lower class in socie-

ty; when M. A. Calame quickly replied, " It

is the work of the great Master; it is his insti-

tution, and he presides here; these dear child-

ren are taught to love Him above all, and to do

all things for his sake." We then went into

the girls' school-room, where some were writ-

ing, and others repeating lessons, but the same
peace and order seemed to preside over all.

A class was called out to read before us, and

to answer Scripture questions, which they per-

formed remarkably well, and proved that no

pains were spared in their instruction in this

important branch of education; two other clas-

ses were then examined in arithmetic and ge-

ography, and equally proficient.

Although this institution was not designed

for a hospital, yet the pious foundress had not

felt at liberty to reject some of the afflicted who
had applied to her for admittance, and an up-

per chamber was devoted to this class. Here

we saw the blind, the lame, and the deaf and

the dumb,—with several infants, one sick, and
one in the cradle. Upon our entrance we
could not help observing a little deaf and
dumb boy, who ran up to M. A. Calame, and
seemed very desirous to attract her attention;

she spoke to him, and smiled, putting her arm
around him; but the child, not satisfied, still

clung to her clothes, and made a distressing

noise;—" Poor child," she said, " I know what
he wants;" and, taking him into her arms, she
kissed him; he returned her caresses with ar-

dour, and being put down again, was perfectly

quiet and contented.

The bed-rooms were clean and neat, but the

bedding very coarse and hoinely, mostly cover-

ed with cahco-quilts made in the house. In

one very small room was a poor young woman,
who had been for years much afflicted with

scrofula, and was not able to rise from her

bed; but her mind appeared to be in a retired

seeking state, and desirous of attaining to

greater resignation. We all felt much sym-

pathy lyith the poor sufferer, and, during a

time of precious silence by her bedside, her

benefactress seemed brought into much feeling

on her account; and when she parted from her,

tears stood upon her cheek. Upon its being

observed that it was an interesting case, and
that the young woman appeared serious, and

awakened to a sense of her situation,—" Yes,"

she replied, " I believe she is so; I feel much
for her; her recovery is hopeless, and it is sur-

prising that she has lived so long: she is aware

of this, but her disposition is lively; she has

many temptations, and the work of regenera-

tion is only begun; but I trust the great Mas-
ter will carry it on to perfection, and grant her

resignation to his blessed will." We descend-

ed to another small room, in which were a

number of very little children from about two
to four years old, on high seats, round a table,

at the head of which was a blind girl, of about

eighteen, teaching them by the movement of

her fingers to pick in pieces shreds of woollen

cloth, which they obtained from the tailors'

apartment, in order that, being again reduced

to a sort of wool, they might be quilted between

coarse calico and made into warm covering for

the beds. After being thus occupied for one

hour at a time, these little ones are allowed to

play, and when in the school-room receive les-

sons according to their capacity.

Another apartment was appropriated to the

mantua-maker and her pupils, employed in

making coarse clothing, or in adapting old

clothes sent to the institution to their various

necessities.

In that part of the new building already oc-

cupied by the boys, one apartment was allotted

to the shoemaker, and the children whom he

was instructing in his trade; in another the tai-

lor and his apprentices; and an upper room
was made use of as a workshop for turning and

manufacturing various articles in brass and

iron. We purchased a few of these as speci-

mens of their work, and also some wooden

boxes, beautifully turned. Certain hours are

appropriated to their lessons in their different

school-rooms, which are taught in classes, by

succession.

{To be continued.)
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PLAIN FACTS.

Addressed to the serious consideration of John
Pound, Lyin:ui A. Spalding, Harvey Frink

Elihu F. Marshall, and Elisha Dean, signer:

of a tract called The Inquisition and Ortho-

doxy, contrasted with Christianity and rcU

sious liberty. Printed at Lockport, N. Y,

1. In the 4th mo. 1827, John Comly and

others separated from the yearly meeting of

Philadelphia, and set up a new yearly meeting

contrary to the discipline and order of the re

ligious Society of Friends.

2. In the 4th mo. 1828, Elias Hicks visited

the seceders at their general meeting at Green
street, Philadelphia, and received a minute ex-

pressive of their unity and esteem for his ser-

vices.

3. In 6th mo. 1828, many of the seceders

from Philadelphia, who had been regularly dis-

owned for their disorderly conduct, attended

the New York yearly meeting, and were en-

couraged by Elias Hicks to keep their seats, in

opposition to the rules of the Society and the

remonstrance of Friends. By this procedure,

the latter were compelled to adjourn to another

place.

4. In 9thmo. 1828, the aforesaid John Comly
visited the meetings of the Hicksites in the state

of New York, and was received by them as a

minister in full unity.

Now from these facts, the identity of the fol-

lowers of Elias Hicks, in Pennsylvania and in

New York, is demonstrated; and if the separa-

tion of John Comly and his associates at Phila-

delphia, was disorderly and contrary to the

rules of the Society of Friends, (which no can-

did person can deny,) then is the conduct of all

those who abet and encourage them in that

separation, disorderly and contrary to the rules

of the Society of Friends.

5. The Hicksites are not embodied as a sect,

beyond the limits oi'Jice adjoining yearly meet-

ings.

6. None of the_^we undivided yearly meet-

ings of Friends will hold any intercourse with

them as a religious community.

These yearly meetings are quahfied impar-

tially to judge of this controversy, and they deny

that the Hicksites are Friends. None but

Hicksites assert it.

7. No society has ever been formed of schis-

matics from the Society of Friends without

dwindling and coming to naught in a few years.

The signers say, " It was a fundamental prin-

ciple of Fox—and a host of ancient Friends,

that for our religious principles we are account-

able only to the Almighty." This assertion is

directly contravened by the following:

8. George Fox, in his epistle from Amster-

dam, 1677, says, " You that have given your
testimony against that spirit, (of Wilkinson and
Story,) stand in your testimony." In another

epistle he says, " This Spirit cries we must not

judge conscience; we must not judge matters of
faith; we must not judge spirits nor religions."

G. Fox then adds, " They that are in the pure

spirit and power of God, judge," &-c.

9. About this time, a testimony of denial was
issued by a monthly meeting in Suffolk, (Eng.)
and signed by that eminent minister Giles

Bernardiston and ten others, which begins thus;

' For the clearing of the precious truth of God
professed by us, his people called Quakers,
from the occasion of stumbling and reproach,

given by Jetlery Bullock's pernicious doctrine,

in affirming that he neither expects justification

nor condemnation by that Christ that died, or

was put to death, at Jerusalem; these are to

certify," &c.
10. W. Penn, in his " Spirit of the Hat," in

quires whether the church " may not justly dis

own (John Perrot) as a disputer about needless

questions, and one that has gone out of the

complete unity of the body, and exercised by

another spirit? Deny this, (says Penn,) and fare-

well to all church order and discipline, yea, and
truth itself, for it is an absolute inlet to Ranter-

ism and so to Atheism."

1 1

.

R. Barclay says, " Were such a principle

to be received—that no man should be ex-

cluded/be his opinions in matters offaith, then

what blasphemies so horrid—but might harbour
itself in the church of Christ!"

12. Mary Jerom had been inconsistent, and
had imbibed erroneous notions, contrary to

scripture doctrine. In 1761, Nottingham
monthly meeting, (Eng.) " thought it necessa-

ry to bear a testimony of disunity with her said

sentiments and conduct." Gough, iv. 534.

The discipline which authorises the disown-

ment of the Hicksites, has been used from time

mmemorial; it was even contentedly lived un-

der for years by these same signers, until they

became delinquents. The following extract ap-

lies to their cases:

13. " When any, by their inconsistent and dis-

orderly conduct, or by imbibing and adopting
principles and practices contrary to the doc-
trines to which we hold, 0:5= have first openly
manifested their disunity with the Society, it is

JUST and uequisite, that, after endeavouring to

restore them without effect, the body [of

Friends] should testify its disunity with such
erring and refractory members." Discipline
of New York yearly meeting, page 6.

In no enviable state ofmind, could the signers

have been when they named their book " The
Inquisition and Orthodoxy," &c., insinuating

that the Society of Friends were persecutors;

and another trace of the same intemperate feel-

ing appears, where, referring to the Hicksites,

they say, " They are unwilling to anathematize
one whose life is without reproach, merely be-

cause he does not entertain their views on certain

points of belief;" but all disguise and command
oftemper forsake them in the following charge:
The modern preachers ofancient Quakerism,

have aroused the same spirit of intolerance

hich arrayed itself against the founders of the

Society."

No Hicksite preaches " ancient Quakerism,"
unless to deceive his audience. No spirit of
intolerance has been aroused, except that which
rebuked John Perrot and other schismatics. It

seems that this tract was intended for minds in

the highest state of excitement, and so ignorant
not to know that '-the founders" of our

Society suffered distraint of goods, whippinH,
imprisonment, death from being confined m
loathsome dungeons, and death by hanging.
Now, no person of a calm and sane mind, ac-

quainted with the Society of Friends, will ever

believe that they meditated any outrage on their

deluded brethren.

Instead of the " anathematizing," our Disci-
pline prescribes, on disowning all oflenders,

14. " Earnest desiring, that they may be con-
vinced ofthe error oftheir ways, and that through
unfeigned repentance, and a consistent, orderly
conduct in future, they may be re-united [with
us.] This being the utmost extent (four Dis-
cipline, it is very evident that, from the right

exercise thereof, no degree of persecution or
imposition can he justly inferred; for the impo-
sition would rest entirely on the part of those
who might insist on being retained as members
while at open variance with the body, either in

principle or practice." New York Discipline,

p. 6, 7.

But the signers exhibit the most resentful

feelings on being debarred from practising that

imposition.

16. The Jews were but partially enlightened,

but one of their moral precepts merits the par-

ticular attention of the signers:—" Thou shalt

not bear fixlse witness against thy neighbour."
They say, " The charges [of Deism] brought

against Fox, Penn, »SiC., and against Elias
Hicks, (fee. are one and the same." Take an-
other example of logic: A is accused, but
proved to be innocent. In another age, and in

another country, B is also accused of the same
offence by another people; therefore B is also

innocent.

16. Fox, Penn, and their associates, professed

faith in Christ, " both as he was the man Jesus,

and God over all blessed forever"—"that Christ

could not be divided"—"that he died for all

men, tasting death for every man, and was an
offering for the sins of the whole world."

17. Elias Hicks asserts, (and his followers "
probably believe,) that Jesus " was only an
outward Saviour, that healed their outward
diseases." " From what Jesus himself said,

he was not God." " I do not consider the
crucifixion of the outward body of flesh and
blood as an atonement for any sins but the legal

sins of the Jews."
It is difficult to conceive a greater discre-

pance of opinion, and wecannot acquit thesign-
ers of a wilful attempt to deceive their readers.

For the purpose of abusing the Society of
Friends, the signers have caused to be printed
and circulated, the slanders of an old adversa-
ry,* although they receive a full share for them-
selves. In the fable, tiie envious man was willing

Dse one eye that his neighbour might lose

both; but the signers appear so much actu-
' by revenge as to be satisfied with half that

advantage.

18. No change has taken place in the reli-

ious opinions of Friends since the first origin

of the Society; and those now preached among '

exactly accord with the sentiments of Fox,
Penn, and Barclay.

It is painful to observe the almost total dis-

regard to truth in so many of the Hicksite
publications; and their practice of circulatincr

rbled, and one-side extracts as the entire senti-

ments ofour early Friends, deserves the severest

eprobation. The signers ought to be ashamed.
Of all the works of William Penn, The Sandy

William Craig Brownlee, remarkable for his bit-

terness of spirit.
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Foundation Skaken, seetns best to suit their

purposes, being solely controversial, and not

professing to give a full view of his faith and

religious opinions. At its first appearance,

indeed, so little was it understood that he was

committed to the tower; but on explaining, he

was released. The Hicksites carefully avoid

his explanations; and many honest minds relin-

quish the faith of the gospel under a supposed

acquiescence in the doctrines of our ancient

Friends. We believe many hundreds have fallen

into this snare. It is fraudulent; it is wicked;

it is cheating them out of their religion; and

such deceivers have assumed an awful respon-

sibility. P-

THE FAITH OF PRIMITIVE FRIENDS.

The following passages from the fourth book

of Seweli's History are copied by way of in-

troduction to the annexed fragment of a paper,

which was issued by several Friends, during

their imprisonment in Boston, in the year 1 657,

and which is doubtless the original document

mentioned by the historian as having been

written by them.

" The next that came were Christopher Holder and

John Copeland, who had been banished before, and

coming to Salem, a town in the same colony ; Hol-

der spolie a few words in their meeting, after the

priest had done ; but was haled back by the hair of

his head, and a glove and a handkerchief thrust into

his mouth, and so turned out with his companion
;

and next day had to Boston, where each of them
received thirty stripes with a knotted whip of three

cords, the hangman measuring his ground, and fetch-

ing his strokes with the greatest strength he could :

which so cruelly cut their flesh, that a woman seeing

it, fell down as dead. Then they were locked up in

prison, and the gaoler kept them three days, without
any food, not giving them so much as a draught of

water; and so close that none might come to speak
with them; lying on the boards, without bod or straw.

Thus they were kept nine weeks prisoners, without

fire in the cold winter seaon. And Samuel Shattock

of Salem, who endeavoured to stop the thrusting of

the glove and handkerchief into Holder's mouth, lest

it should have choked him, was also carried to Bos-

ton, and there imprisoned, till he had given bond for

twenty pounds, to answer it at the next court, and
not to come at any meeting of the Quakers.

The career of this cruelty did not stop here ; for

Lawrence Southwick and his wife Cassandra, mem-
bers of the public church at Salem, and an ancient

and grave couple, having entertained the aforesaid

C. Holder and J. Copeland, were committed to pri-

son, and sent to Boston, where Lawrence being re-

leased, his wife was kept seven weeks prisoner, and

then fined forty shillings for owning a paper of exhorl-

ation.^ written by the aforesaid Holder and Copeland.

The next that came from Eugland, as being under

a necessity from tlie Lord to come to this land of per-

secution, was Richard Doivdney, who was apprehend-

ed at Dedham, and brought to Boston, having never

before been in that country; yet he was not spared

for all that, but thirty stripes were also given to him
in like manner as the former. And after twenty days'

imprisonment, he was sent away with Holder and
Copeland; after having been threatened with cutting

off their ears, if they returned. These cruel dealings

so affected many inhabitants, that some withdrew
from the public assemblies, and, meeting by them-
selves quietly on the first days of the week, they were
fined five shillings a week, and committed to prison.

The first whose lot this was, were the aforesaid Law-
rence and Cassandra Southwick, and tlieir son Jo-

siah; who, being carried to Boston, were all of them,

notwithstanding the old age of the two, sent to the

house of correction, and whipped with cords, as those

before, in the coldest season of the year, and had ta-

ken from them to the value of four pounds, thirteen

shillings, for not coming to church." See Seweli's

History under Ike year 1657.

FRAGMENT

Of a Declaration of Faith, and an exhortation

to obedience thereto, issued by the above

named Christopher Holder, John Copeland,

and Richard Dowdney, while in prison as
above stated.

" Whereas it is reported by them that have

not a bridle to their tongues, that we, who are

by the world called Quakers, are blasphemers,

heretics, and deceivers ; and that we do deny
the Scriptures, and the truth therein contained:

therefore, we, who are here in prison, shall, in

few words, in truth and plainness, declare unto

all people that may see this, the ground of our

religion, and the faith that we contend for, and
the cause wherefore we sufler.

Therefore, when you read our words, let the

meek spirit bear rule, and weigh them in the

equal balance, and stand out of prejudice, in

the light that judgeth all things, and measureth

and manifesteth all thintrs.

As [for us] we do believe in the only true

and living God, the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who hath made the heavens and the

earth, the sea, and all things in them contain-

ed, and doth uphold all things that he hath

created by the word of his power. Who, at

sundry times, and in divers manners, spake in

time past to our fathers by the prophets, but in

these last days he hath spoken unto us by his

Son, whom he hath made heir of all things, by

whom he made the world. The which Son is

that Jesus Christ that was born of the Virgin;

who suffered for our offences, and is risen again

for our justification, and is ascended into the

highest heavens, and sitteth at the right hand
of God the Father. Even in him do we be-

lieve
; who is the only-begotten Son of the

Father, full of grace and truth. And in him
do we trust alone for salvation; by whose blood

we are washed from sin ; through whom we
have access to the Father with boldness, being

justified by faith in believing in his name. Who
hath sent forth the Holy Ghost ; to wit, the

Spirit of truth ; that proceedeth from the Fa-
ther and the Son; by which we are sealed and

adopted sons and heirs of the kingdom of hea-

ven. From the which Spirit, the Scriptures

of truth were given forth, as saith the apostle

Peter: " Holy men of God spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost." The which [Scrip-

tures] were written for our admonition, on
whom the ends of the world are come ; and

are profitable for the man of God, to reprove,

and [to] exhort and to admonish, as the Spirit

of God bringeth them unto him, and openeth

them in him, and giveth him the understanding

of them.

So that before a[ll men] we do declare, that

we do believe in God, the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, according as they are dec[lared of

in the] Scriptures; and the Scriptures we own
to be a true declaration of the Father, Son, and

Spirit ; in [which] is declared what was in

the beginning, what was present, and what
was to come.

Therefore, all [ye] people in whom honesty

is ! stand still and consider. Believe not them

that say, Report, and we will report it

—

that

say. Come, let us smite them with the tongue,
but try all things, and hold fast that which is

good. Again we say, take heed of believing

and giving credit to reports; for know [ye not]
that the truth in all ages was spoken against,

and they that lived in it were, in all ages of the
world, hated, persecuted, and imprisoned, un-
der the names of heretics, blasphemers, and
[deceivers?]

[Here the bottom of the paper is torn off; and it

can only be known, by an unintelligible shred, that
somewhat more than fourteen lines of the exhortation
is lost. We read again at the top as follows :]

" that showeth you the secrets of
your hearts, and the deeds that are not good.
Therefore, while you have light, believe in the
light, that you may be the children of the light;

for, as you love it and obey it, it will lead you
to repentance, bring you to know Him in whom
is remission of sins, in whom God is well
pleased ; who will give you an entrance into

the kingdom of God, an inheritance amongst
them that are sanctified. For this is the desire

of our souls for all that have the least breath-

ings after God, that they may come to know
Him in deed and in truth, and find his power
in and with them, to keep them from falling,

and to present them faultless before the throne
of his glory; who is the strength and life of all

them that put their trust in him ; who uphold-

eth all things by the word of his power ; who
is God over all, blessed for ever. Amen.

TJius we remain friends to all that fear the

Lord; who are sufferers not for evil doing, but

for bearing testimony to the truth, in obedience
to the Lord God of life ; unto whom we com-
mit our cause; who is risen to plead the cause
of the innocent, and to help him that hath no
help on the earth ; who will be avenged on all

his enemies, and will repay the proud doers.

[Signed]

Christopher Holder.
John Copeland.
Richard Douddeky."

From the House of Correction,

the 1st of the Eighth Month,
1657, in Boston.

I certify that the foregoing is an accurate and true

copy of the original document, issued by the above
named Friends, so far as the same can in its present
mutilated state be read ; and that it exactly corres-

ponds with the original, except that, for the sake of
perspicuity, some additional points have been insert-

d, the orthography has been adapted to modern us-

age, some words, not legible, have been supplied

thin crotchets, and a few grammatical errors have
been corrected.

GooLD Brown.
^^ew York, 9lh mo. 23d, 1829.

The true polish of the manners, is the general ef-

fect of vital religion; without this, however smooth
and shining the exterior may be, it only serves to

conceal the corruptions of human nature from super-

1 notice, till they meet with a shock, strong

igh to fracture the varnish.

—

Dillwyn.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,

Carpenter Slreel, near Seventh.
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SIR ISAAC NEWTON.
Continued from page 403.

Newton's Principia appeared complete in

1687. We may form some idea of the novel-

ty and profundity of the discoveries which it

contained, on learning that, when it was first

published, not more than two or three among

Newton's contemporaries were capable of un-

derstanding it ; that Huygens himself, a man
whose mind was particularly suited to appre-

ciate its merit, only in part adopted the idea

of gravitation, and that merely as regarded the

heavenly bodies, while he rejected its influence

between the separate particles of matter—be-

ing preoccupied by the hypothetical ideas he

had formed respecting the cause of gravity
;

that Leibnitz, perhaps through rivalry, or per-

haps by a prepossession in favour of his own
metaphysical system, completely mistook the

beauty and the certainty of the method em-

ployed by Newton in this work, and even went

so far as to publish a dissertation, in which he

endeavoured to demonstrate the same truths

on different principles ; that even many years

after the publication of the Principia, several

most profound mathematicians (John Bernoul-

li, for instance) opposed it, and that Fontenelie,

though in advance of his age on most subjects

of philosophy, expressed somewhat more than

doubts concerning the law of attraction, and

persisted, during his whole life, upholding the

vortices of Descartes ; and in tine, that more

than fifty years elapsed before the great physi-

cal truth contained and demonstrated in the

Principia was, we do not say, followed up and

developed, but even understood by the general-

ity of learned men. Wiiatever difficulty, how-

ever, the just appreciation of such a work may
present, we can here give a brief account of it

with entire confidence, by translating the words

of that illustrious man, whose genius has so

much contributed to Newton's glory, in having

by his own discoveries subjected all the move-

ments of tlie celestial bodies to the law of uni-

versal gravitation. After having exhibited him

as setting out from the laws of Kepler, in order

to discover the nature and the law of the force

that governs the motions of the planets and

the satellites in their orbits, and afterwards ge-

neralizing this idea according to the pheno-

mena that presented themselves until he had

ascended to the certain and mathematical

knowledge of universal gravitation, " New-

ton," says Laplace, " having arrived at this

point, saw all the great phenomena of the uni-

verse flow from the principle he had discover-

ed. By considering gravity at the surface of

the heavenly bodies as the result of the attrac-

tions of all their particles, he discovered this

remarkable and characteristical property of a

law of attraction reciprocal to the square of

the distance, namely, that two spheres formed

of concentric layers, and with densities vary-

ing according to any law whatever, attract

each other mutually, as if their masses were

united at their centres. Thus the bodies of

the solar system act upon each other, and up-

on the bodies placed at their surfaces, very

nearly as if they were so many centres of at-

traction—a result which contributes to the re-

gularity of their movements, and which made

this illustrious mathematician recognize the

gravity of the earth in the force that retains

The moon in her orbit. He proved that the

earth's movement in rotation must have flatten-

ed it at the poles ; and he determined the laws

of gravitation in the degrees of the meridian,

and in the force of gravity at the earth's sur-

face. He saw that the attractions of the sun

and moon excite and maintain in the ocean

those oscillations which are there observed

under the name of tides. He recognized se-

veral inequalities in the moon's motion and the

retrograde motion of her nodes to be owing

t ) the action of the sun. Afterwards, consi-

dering the excess of matter in the terrestrial

spheroid at the equator, as a system of satelli-

tes adhering to its surface, he found that the

combined actions of the sun and of the moon
tend to cause a retrogradation, in the nodes of

the circles they describe round the axis of the

earth ; and that the sum of these tendencies

being communicated to the whole mass of the

planet, ought to produce in the intersection

of its equator with the ecliptic, that slow re-

trogradation known by the name of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes. The true cause of

this great phenomenon could not have even

been suspected before the time of Newton,

since he was the first who made known the

two leading facts on which it depends. Kep-
ler himself, urged by an active imagination to

explain every thing by hypothesis, was con-

strained to avow in this instance the failure of

his eflbrts. But, with the exception of the

theory of the elliptical motions of the planets

and comets, the attraction of spheres, the ratio

of the masses of the planets accompanied by

satellites to that of the sun, all the other dis-

coveries respecting the motions and figures of

the heavenly bodies were left by him in an

incomplete state. His theory of the figures

of the planets is limited, by supposing them

to be homogeneous. His solution of the pro-

blem of the precession of the equinoxes, though

very ingenious, and notwithstanding the appa-

rent agreement of its result with observations,

is defective in many particulars. Among the

numerous perturbations in the motions of the

heavenly bodies, he has only considered those

of the moon, the greatest of which, viz. evec-

tion, has wholly escaped his researches. New-
ton has well established the existence of the

principle he had the merit of discovering ; but

the development of its consequences and ad-

vantages has been the work of the successors

of this great mathematician. The imperfec-

tion of the infinitesimal calculus when first dis-

covered, did not allow him completely to re-

solve the difllcult problems which the theory of

the universe offers ; and he was oftentimes

forced to give mere hints, which were always

uncertain till confirmed by rigorous analysis.

Notwithstanding these unavoidable defects, the

importance and the generality of his discove-

ries respecting the system of the universe, and

the most interesting points of natural philoso-

phy, the great number of profound and origi-

nal views which have been the origin of the

most brilliant discoveries of the mathematicians

of the last century, which were all presented

with much elegance, will insure to the Princi-

pia a lasting pre-eminence over all other pro-

ductions of the human mind."

The earl of Halifax having become chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, in 1696, conceived

the design of a general recoinage; he demand
ed and obtained for Newton the honourable

and lucrative employment of warden of the

mint, which was at once an act of kindness,

and a choice influenced by discernment. In

fact, Newton rendered very signal service in

executing the imi)ortant measure which the

statesman had determined on; being peculiar-

ly fitted for the business by his singular mathe-

matical and chemical knowledge. It appears

that he had always taken great interest in che-

mistry; for, from the time when, as a child, he

had lived with the apothecary at Grantham,

till he resided at Cambridge, he had continued

tooccupyhimself occasionally with that science.

Of this we have a proof in his philosophical

works, which are filled with profound chemi-

cal observations. In tracing the order of these

labours, we find him, in his first researches

about telescopes, in 1672, making a number
of experiments on the alloys of metals, in or-

der to discover the combinations most advan-

tageous for optical purposes, and amassing in

these essays a number of remarkable peculiari-
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ties in the constitution of bodies. Three years

afterwards, the paper on the colours in th

plates affords us still more varied experiments

on the combinations of different bodies, solid

or liquid, with each other, and on the tenden

cy or the repugnancy they have to unite; still

later, the same subjects are treated with great

er boldness and comprehensiveness in the

Treatise on Optics, and particularly in th

queries placed at the end of that admirable

work; for what, at that time, could be bolder,

than to assert that water must contain an in-

flammable principle, and that a similar one

exists in the diamond?

Besides the natural charm a mind like New-

ton's must have felt, in the various astonish-

ing and mysterious phenomena of chemistry,

what additional interest must they have excited

in him, when, having discovered the existence

of molecular attraction, and the effects of ac-

tions exerted at small distances in the motion

of light, he was led to see that similar forces,

differing only in their law of decrease, or in-

tensity, would be sufficient to produce in the

ultimate particles of bodies all those phenome-

na of union and disunion, that constitute the

science of chemistry ! With these new and

important phenomena, he occupied himself

constantly at Cambridge; and, along with the

study of chronology and history, they were the

only relaxation he allowed himself when fa-

tigued with his mathematical meditations. He
had constructed a small laboratory for prose-

cuting such pursuits; and it would seem that,

in the years immediately following the publi-

cation of the Principia, lie devoted almost his

whole time to them. But a disastrous acci-

dent deprived him, in an instant, of the fruits

of so much labour, and lost them to science

for ever.

Newton had a favourite little dog called

" Diamond." One winter's morning, while

attending early service, he inadvertently left

this dog shut up in his room; on returning

from chapel, he found that the animal, by up-

setting a taper on his desk, had set fire to the

papers on which he had written down his ex-

periments; and thus he saw before him the la-

bours of so many years reduced to ashes. It

is said, that on first perceiving this great loss,

he contented himself by exclaiming, " Ob, Dia-

mond ! Diamond ! thou little knowest the mis-

chief thou hast done." But the grief caused

by this circumstance, grief which reflection

must have augmented, instead of alleviating,

injured his health, and, if we may venture to

say so, for some time imi)aired his understand-

ing. This incident in Newton's life, which

appears to be confirmed by many collateral

circumstances, is mentioned in a manuscript

note of Huygens, which was communicated to

M. Biot, of the French Institute, by Mr. Van-

swinden, in the following letter:

—

" There is among the manuscripts of the

celebrated Huygens, a small journal in folio,

in which he used to note down different occur-

rences; it is side Z., No. 8, page 112, in the

catalogue of the library at Leyden : the follow-

ing extract is written by Huygens himself, with

whose hand-writing I am well acquainted,

having had occasion to peruse several of his

manuscripts and autograph letters. On the

29th May, 1694, a Scotchman of the name of
Colin, informed me, that Isaac Newton, the

celebrated mathematician, eighteen months pre-
viously, had become deranged in his mind, either

from too great application to Ms studies, or
from excessive grief at having lost, by fire, his

chemical laboratory and some papers. Having
made observations before the chancellor of
Cambridge, which indicated the alienation of
his intellect, lie ?fas taken care ofby hisfriends,
and being confined to his house, remedies were
applied, by means of which he has lately sofar
recovered his health as to begin to understand
his own Principia. Huygens mentioned this

circumstance to Leibnitz, in a letter, dated the

8th of the following June, to which the latter

replied on the twenty-third. ' I am very hap-

py that I received information of the cure of
Mr. Newton, at the same time that I first

heard of his illness, which, vvithout doubt, must
have been most alarming. It is to men like

Newton and yourself, sir, that I desire health

and a long life.'
"

(To be continued.)

Christian Faith and Benevolence exemplified.

(Concluded from page 406.)

Their food is simple, but good and nourish-

ing; it could be supplied at much less expense

if the funds would allow sufficient for making
an oven for baking, and other conveniences.

The expenditure for bread only is very consi-

derable, amounting at that time to seven louis

per week; and as the number of children now
amounts to 206, the expense must be still great-

er. When the bell rang, we were conducted

into the dining-room, which was much too

small for the number assembled, yet great or-

der was preserved. Plentiful messes of soup

were placed round the various tables ; but

before partaking of any thing, they all rose,

and sung some verses of a sweet hymn desir-

ing a blessing and denoting thanksgiving, which

is also the practice when dinner is ended. Such
a sweet feeling of gratitude attended, that we
could not but believe the divine blessing would

rest upon them.

It is worthy of observation that the teachers

are chiefly such as have been educated in the

house, who fill their various stations from mo-
tives of gratitude and duty, and receive but

very small remuneration. We were particu-

larly struck with the simplicity of their dress

and manners. It must not be omitted to men-
tion, that among these was a pious German
shoemaker, who had believed it to be his duty

to work for the institution for very low wages,

this being the only way by which he could

contribute to its support, and manifest his ap-

probation.

Upon entering the abode of Mary Ann Ca-

lame, we were introduced to a dear friend of

her's, a German lady, who had believed it was
required of her to come and offer what assist-

ance she was able to give in support of this

establishment, and she had in many ways been

made very useful ; she was also a retired cha-

racter, and holds similar opinions on the im-

portant subject of religion with her benevolent

friend. The dinner and all we saw in the house

were in accordance with the simplicity of its

inhabitants.

In the course of the afternoon we had much
interesting conversation respecting the institu-

tion, and the religious views of our kind host-
ess, which from her own account appeared to
be much in unison with those of the Society
of Friends. She had many years past become
dissatisfied with the forms and ceremonies used
in the established church, and, meeting with
some writings upon spiritual worship which
accorded with her own feelings, she became
convinced that all true worship and all true
religion consist in a spiritual union of the soul
with its great Creator, through the sacrifice

and mediation of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ. She was therefore drawn into much
retirement of mind. It was in these seasons
that the will of her great Master had been
manifested to her, and that she had received
strength to obey it. From this period she
ceased to frequent the established church, but
sat down in silence in her own apartment, in

order to seek after that heavenly communion
which only could satisfy a mind hungering
after celestial food. To any who inquired re-

specting her religious opinions she was open
and candid, without evincing any desire of im-

posing them upon others, yet a few in the town
and some of the masters and mistresses in the

school had adopted similar views, and frequent-

ly joined her simple and silent devotion ; but

she thought it best for the children to attend

the established church, that none might take

ofl^ence, or imagine that she had any view of
making proselytes to her faith.

She informed us that this separation from
the national religion had exposed her to much
suffering, and deprived her of the assistance of
some individuals in the prosecution of her un-

dertaking, who would otherwise have liberally

contributed to its support. One instance of
this sort was peculiarly felt, from its occurring

at a time when she was brought into much
difliculty from the state of the funds. She
was offered the sum of £30 sterling, on con-

dition that she would frequent the established

church. The present pressure induced her
to take the proposal under consideration, but

still feeling that she could not concede this

point consistently with her religious principles,

she was strengthened to decline accepting of
any assistance on those terms, and replied that

she would maintain her trust in God's provi-

dential care, who had never failed to send as-

sistance before the time of actual want arrived.

She added that it was a cause of renewed faith

and thankfulness to receive, a very short time

after, the exact sum of £30 sterling from

some friends in England, who had visited the

institution when in that country.

She related to us another interesting cir-

cumstance, which occurred at a period when
want and all its train of misery seemed to be

fast approaching. Unconscious of this threat-

ened calamity, one of the teachers came to

M. A. Calame to receive a small salary due

for her services; she paid her, but at the same
time, showing a few remaining francs, ob-

served. " This is now all that I have left to

supply the numerous wants of my large fami-

ly." The poor girl was greatly affected, and,



leaving her with an expression of sympathy,

she hastened back to the school, and, after col-

lecting together all the assistants, told them the

situation of their beloved benefactress. Every

heart was touched ; and the little store from

every purse, soon thrown together, amounted

to five louis, with which she joyfuUy returned,

and presented it to her protectress, who could

hardly restrain her emotion »s she replied, " I

feel much obliged for this proof of your sym-

pathy and atfection, bi)< I can only receive it

on one condition, that my acceptance of it shall

be subject to the evident direction of our divine

Master. If no relief arrive in the course of

another day, we will believe that it is his will

to accept of your offering as a sacrifice to Him,

but if any other means of support be sent to

us from any quarter, we will then conclude

that it is his divine pleasure to accept of your

kind intentions, and to spare the sacrifice ; in

that case you must promise to receive it back

again." The little collection was left on these

conditions ; and the next morning a person

came to pay about eight louis for some lace,

which relieved the present difliculty ; and the

speedy recurrence of such a trial was prevent-

ed by a considerable remittance a few days

after. The money was of course returned to

the amiable young persons, who were much
instructed and consoled by this renewed evi-

dence of providential care.

Yet notwithstanding such repeated proofs

of divine superintendence and compassion, it

was easy to perceive, from her own account,

that dear M. A. Calame's susceptible mind
was often brought very low, and in these times

of trial thrown into much discouragement and
even temptation. She told us that she had of-

ten to pass through deep conflict, and was
tempted to doubt whether it had not been pre-

sumption in her to collect such a number of

human beings together without any certain

means of providing for them. In such sea-

sons, and indeed on all occasions, she found

that her only refuge was praj'er, which seldom

failed to strengthen the little grain of faith; and

when unexpected relief arrived, she often re-

proached herself for giving way to a spirit of

ingratitude, in daring to distrust that her di-

vine Master would continue to carry on a work
which she renewedly believed had been com-
menced under his influence. On this subject

she observed, much in accordance with the

sentiments of her visiters, that she considered

it to be of the utmost importance to seek to

know our individual calling in all our under-

takings, and petition for divine guidance in

conducting them : that she attributed the suc-

cess which had attended her project, not to any
merit of hers,—far from it,—but to her hav-

ing received a divine call to the performance
of this particular duty, and that nothing short

of this belief could have supported her in these

seasons of conflict and temptation ; and she

united with her English friends in the persua-

sion, that all those who are devoted to serve the

Lord, if humble, patient, and faithful, would
be given to see clearly in what path of useful-

ness they are called upon to glorify their bless-

ed Redeemer, and to promote his cause upon
the earth.

In the evening several of the assistants from
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the school, and some of the serious neigh-

bours, joined our little company; and we trust

that the time was spent to mutual edification,

from the sweet feeling of sympathy and hea-

venly love which seemed to flow around us,

and unite us one unto another in our great and

holy High Priest.

We took leave of the larger portion of our

friends that night, expecting to pursue our

journey early the next day.

As soon as we were risen in the morning,

our kind conductor came to tell us that M. A.

Calame and her German friend proposed to

accompany us to the river Daub, which sepa-

rates Switzerland from France, and that he

would be their escort. This proposal was

truly grateful to us, and soon after we left Lo-

de, and pursued our way through a country

romantic and truly picturesque. The thoughts

of parting, probably for ever in this world,

seemed to lead us beyond the narrow bounds

of time, and secretly to desire for ourselves

and one another, that we might be prepared,

through redeeming mercy, to meet in the pre-

sence of Him who had been pleased, during

the short time we had been together, to

strengthen our mutual desires to serve Him
according to his divine will.

At the side of the river we parted with

much affection, and with heartfelt wishes for

each other's preservation. When embarked
in the ferry-boat with our chaise, &c. and

gliding toward another country, we beheld our

kind friends still standing on the shore, watch-

ing our progress until we were safely landed,

and reseated in our carriage; after a renewed
salutation, increasing distance soon hid them
from our view.

When reflecting upon this institution in its

various departments, and under its peculiar

circumstances, we could not but acknowledge
that it had presented to us a monument of

Christian faith and benevolence wiiich we had

never before beheld, and the desire to be made
instrumental in promoting its continuance has

induced us to make it known in England.

We can hardly close this simple account of

the institution at Locle, without just remarking
that it must be evident to all Christians, and
more especially to those who travel in foreign

countries, that the light of the gospel of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is continually

and visibly spreading over the earth, notwith-

standing all that still dares to oppose it, and
the darkness which in many places still pre-

vails. The mercy of Him who died for us is

manifesting itself in various ways, and is strik-

ingly conspicuous in the calling and employ-
ment of instruments for the promotion of his

cause HI many, if not all, nations, and from
amongst every class of the people.

While beholding with humble gratitude the

spirit thus poured forth upon high and upon
low, and upon real disciples of Christ under
every profession of Christianity, may we not

conclude that it is the will of our universal

Father, that all his rational creation should

be more and more united by the affectionate

ties of a large family, in order that the mem-
bers of it should become more useful one unto

another ? It is surely, then, the duty of all who
are blessed with gifts and talents, whether tem-
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poral, spiritual, or both, to seek to know from
the bountiful Giver of all good in what way
they can best occupy them for the benefit of
those less favourably circumstanced, to the

praise of their Divine Master,—adopting the

language of the Psalmist, "What shall we ren-

der unto Thee for all thy benefits unto us ?"

Thus should we experience, that " His word
would become as a lamp to our feet," and that

although we can do nothing without Him, yet

that in every undertaking, when moving under
his holy direction, his strength would be suffi-

cient for us.

FOR THE FRIEND.

THE WATCHMAN, NO. 10.

TO THE WATCHMAN.

The world, to one who surveys it in the

"calm and serene air" of retirement, appears

to be full of idle bustle, of useless labour, of

vain and empty distinctions. It is a great

mart in which men judge of virtues and accom-
plishments, as of their commodities, by what
they will bring, and by the estimation in which

others hold them. To a man like myself, that

mixes in society for the purpose of observation

and speculation, these unreal distinctions afford

amusement and instruction. I love to strip

the characters with which I sometimes mingle,

of their false ornaments, and to seek beneath

the rough coat of a homely exterior, for the

solid and substantial virtues. A late excursion

in a very hospitable and social neighbourhood

in the country, has given rise to some reflec-

tions, which I have so far conquered my slug-

gish temper as to commit to paper, in the hope

that they may not be entirely useless. An old

friend and classmate of my boyish years, who
returned from boarding school to occupy his

paternal farm, at a considerable distance in

the interior, expects an annual visit from me,
with the setting in of the dog-days. My friend

hves in one of those old mansions, so common
in the country, which has grown with the

growth of the family in numbers and in wealth.

The original hut of one room first became a

kitchen, and afterwards a wash house, while

the new parlour, as it was called for more than

one generation, yielded its honours in turn to

a modern edifice of brick, and became itself the

kitchen.

The fields around the house are fenced off

without regard to picturesque effect; for my
friend is an industrious farmer, with a large fa-

mily of children, and thinks he has no time to

spare on unprofitable decoration. I could, to

be sure, wish that thi? barn-yard and the cider

press had been in the fear of the house, instead

of being close in sight from the front porch;

and I am often out of humour with the ducks

and barn door fowls, which are as famihar

with the entry and parlour as with the corn-

crib. At every heavy rain there is a puddle of

stagnant water, not three feet from the parlour

window; and the cows and hogs are always

about the door, under the shadow of a great

walnut tree, reluctantly yielding you the right

to the path. Yet the house within is full of

substantial comfort and homely plenty, and re-

sounds with the hum of household industry.

The busy wheel is whirling, the live long win-

ter, by the blazing hearth, while the flail echoes
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from the barn;—the family is clothed in home
spunhnen and cloth ofthe most durable texture

and the granary and the cellars are fdled to

overflowing, with the simple and wholesome
products of the farm and garden. Trained up
from their infancy to labour, the young men
of the family have had but little school learning;

and few opportunities for reading, and for the

acquirement of knowledge. Yet as they each

possess wliat may be esteemed the greatest of

earthly blessings, a healthy mind in a healthy

body, they have strengthened tlieir judgments
by habits of observation, which, although li-

mited to the range of a country life, have been
sufficient to call out and improve their facul-

ties. Upon subjects within their sphere of

knowledge, their opinions are shrewd and sen-

sible; their manners are rustic, without any
taint of vulgarity—their language plain, and
perhaps blunt, yet not rude—and their behavi-

our exhibits a kindness, and a care for the con-
venience of others, which, however they may
be destitute of the artificial forms, are the es-

sential elements of politeness the world ever.

These boys, as they are called at home, and
myself, are great favourites ofeach other, and I

love to draw out the sn tirical jibe and the shrewd
remark to which my anecdotes of city life give

rise. During my last visit I was highly en-

tertained with the contrast which the behaviour
of another visiter from the city afforded to the

manners of these hardy rustics. This was nc

other than the son of a neighbouring farmer,

whom I shall call by the name of Richard Dap-
per. He was about the age, and had been at

the same school with the sons of my friend,

and had received the same scanty portion of
learning. In no way superior to them in talent,

Dick had the advantage of being the spoiled

darling of his parents, and grew up as a matter
ofcourse with a gentleman's love offine clothes,

and a gentleman's dislike of hard work. It

was therefore pronounced to be a cruel thing

to sentence so promising a boy to the obscuri-

ty of a country life, ancl Dick was placed be-

hind the counter of a first rate shop-keeeper in

the city. The improvement which a few years'

residence in Market-street effected in our hero
was wonderful. The awkward country boy
became spruce and supple—he caught with
rare felicity the current slang of the day; in-

stead of cultivating his mind by reading, he
had passed his evenings at the theatre or in

frivolous company, till (devoting his whole
powers to the task) he had succeeded, by the

aid of the tailor and the posture master, in ac-

quiring the air of a finished dandy of the coun-
ter. His annual visit to his parents brought
him occasionally in contact with his old school
fellows, and his visit to their family was, in

Dick's estimation, a scene of triumph. How
largely did he talk of thousands of dollars! how
learnedly of the new play, and the newer fash-

ions! how highly coloured were his portraits of
the great men with whom he was intimate

—

bank clerks—idle young doctors and idler law-
yers! The mind of Richard Dapper is however
a mere blank; his faculties, beyond the ability

of making out a bill, and comparing two pieces
of cloth, lie dormant, and the only feeling
which has been the object of cultivation is a
selfish vanity. His rustic friends are too

shrewd not to perceive the foibles of Dick's
character, with which they are heartily amused
Yet such is the power of his volubility and as-

surance, that they all shrink beneath his supe
rior address, and become really awkward from
the fear of being thought so. The mind is d
posed to magnify whatever is unknown, and my
young friends attach ideas of high refinement
and cultivation to the society in which Richard
Dapper figures. Did they know how large a

portion of the thoughts of persons of his class

is occupied with the most frivolous subjects

—

could they see the petty jealousies, continually

excited by more successful rivals—the real

emptiness of head and the selfishness of heart

which mark the tribe of dandies, it would
soon sink into contempt. Yet it is amazing
for how much the gloss and polish, given by the

incessant friction of a large and dense popula-
tion, will pass; and with what facility a certain

ease and readiness of address will work their

way into esteem, to the prejudice of solid

though unpolished sense.

Men are to be estimated as we judge of
watches, by how they go. Of what use would
be the most costly and highly ornamented—if

it had neither main spring nor balance wheel,
or if its works were so imperfectly finished as

to be incapable of keeping the true time? It

might serve for outside wear, or to suspend a

gold chain and jewels; but who would think of
regulating his engagements by so worthless a
toy? In the same manner the only true stand-

ard of excellence in man is rectitude of cha-

racter. Be his talents what they may, they

are but engines of mischief if the heart be not

pure and true. The most rustic and unpol
ed exterior is often but a rough coat which has

grown over a heart capable of the truest friend

ship, or over faculties strong, well tempered
and bright.

The citizen whose powers are sharpened by
constant exercise in a certain range, is gene
rally a more agreeable transient companion
than the mere farmer. But for clear unso-

phisticated sense—for correct though not quick

taste—for cool and sure though slow judg-

ment—for wise estimates of the value of hu-

man pursuits—give me, above all other men,
him who has been trained from his youth to

the labours of a countiy life, whose musings
have been with natuie in the fields and the

woods; whose books have been his friends, and
are, like his companions, few, well chosen and
well studied; and whose life is wearing away
in the fulfilment of the social and Christian

duties.

" So, far from ocean's bleak and wreck strew'd shore,

That inoans all ceaseless to the storm vex'd main,
Some crystal brook, by wild briars shadow'd o'er,

Steals noiseless on and vivifies the plain.

So, at some Alpine height's secluded feet.

The shelter'd vale rewards heaven's fostering care;

Here, ice eternal reigns—the tempests beat;

'Tis sunny verdure all—serene the air.

The throstle builds hernest and violets blossom there."

The Hermit of Coaquannock.

Died, on the 23d ult. Makt Lee, wife of Ellis Lee,

an elder of Exeter monthly meeting, Pennsylvania.

FOR THE FRIEND.

O Thou who knows our frame,
And remembers we are dust.

Who hast promised to sustain
The souls that in thee trust;

Thou who hast born our grief,
Our infirmities and sin;

O give this troubled heart relief,

And restore a calm within;

Thou who deigned to leave the skies.
And appear upon the earth.

Who was hated and despised
From the hour of thy birth-

Thou who didst cleanse the leper's skin.
And caused the blind to see.

Who made the
'

Grant me thy voice to hear.

By which the tombs were riven,
Saying, "Be of good cheer,

Thy sins are all forgiven."

Oh! keep me in thy fear.

When the chains of guilt are broke.
And give me strength to wear

Thy sin-restraining yoke.

Thou who gave thy precious life.

Our immortal souls to save,
And triumphed over death

By rising from the grave,

Who stands as priest divine.

An advocate for man,
In the glory which was thine,

Ere this fleeting world began:

Grant that my soul may join

The host to whom 'tis given
To meet around thy throne.

And chant this song in heaven:

Great and marvellous are thy works.
Just and true are all thy ways.

Lord God of heaven and earth,

Eternal object of our praise.

Who hast washed us in thy blood.

And cleansed us from our sins,

Redeemed us by thy love.

And made us priests and kings.

Salvation to the Lamb,
And to him upon the throne.

Who was, is, and art to come.
Glory, honour, and renown.

ERRORS CORRECTED.
The name of John Brown of AVamphry, is twice
sspelled in the present volume—first, in the article

headed Ann Docwra, it is printed Whampley, and
secondly, in p. 383, where it is printed Whamphrey.

For Steinkoff, in our last number, p. 404, read
Steinkopfi".

At p. 404, third column, eleventh line from the

bottom, for " be understood," read " be better under-
)od."

By a letter from Goold Brown we are informed, that

the ancient document published in our last, signed
Christopher Holder, &c. was brought to N. York by
Kzra Collins of Lynn, by whose ancestors it was pre-

id and handed down. The friend who was the bear-

er of the article to us, had misapprehended the case.

A few impressions of our last number were sent out,

which the signature to the certificate appended to

is article, " The Faith of Primitive Friends," was
cidentally left out. The certificate bears date N.

York, 9th rao. 23d, 1829, and signed Goold Brown.
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CONSTITUTION AND ADDRESS OF THE
BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN

AxMERICA.

Address to the Members of the Religious So-

ciety of Friends in America.

Among the many important testimonies

which thl; iaithful members of «ur rehgious

Societv have always borne, and which the

mournful events of our own -^imes have render-

ed peculiarly dear to us. 'S that to the authen-

ticity, authority, and inestimable value of the

Holy Scriptures. \V"e have always held them

to be " the on'y fit outward judge and test in

matters of faith and doctrine." We believe,

to adopt the language used on one occasion

by George Fox, " that they were given forth

by the Holy Spirit of God;" " that they are to

be read, believed and fulfilled, (he that fulfils

them is Christ,) and they are profitable for re-

proof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto all good works, and

are able to make wise unto salvation through

faith in Jesus Christ." Every sincere Chris-

tian must regard them as the best of books,

and their unimpaired preservation to the pre-

sent day as a compassionate providence of the

Almighty. Tlie historical fact cannot be denied,

that vital piety has no where, and in no age,

continued to mark the character of a people

by whom these invaluable records have been

neglected. Our Society, while it has always

been careful to declare its full belief in the sa-

credness and authority, has never ceased to

impress upon its members the necessity of a

careful, serious, and habitual perusal of the

Holy Scriptures. The advices and epistles of

the yearly meeting of London recommend the

practice in the most earnest manner ; as the

following extracts, the substance of which is

contained in the discipline of all the yearly

meetings, will fully testify; viz.

1723.—" Inasmuch as the Holy Scriptures

are the external means of conveying and pre-

serving to us, an account of the things most

surely to be believed, concerning the coming

of our Lord Jesus Christ in the flesh, and the

fulfilling of the prophecies relating thereto,

we therefore recommend to all Friends, espe-

cially elders in the church, and masters of fa-

milies, that tijey would, both by example and

advice, impress on the minds of the younger,

a reverent esteem of those sacred writings, and

advise them to a frequent reading and medi-

tating therein."

1732.—" We tenderly and earnestly advise

and exhort all parents and masters of families,

that they exert themselves in the wisdom of God,

and in the strength of his love, to instruct their

children and families in the doctrines and pre-

cepts of the Christian religion contained in the

Holy Scriptures, and that they excite them to

the diligent reading of those sacred writings,

which plainly set forth the miraculous concep-

tion, birth, holy life, wonderful works, blessed

example, meritorious death, and glorious re-

surrection, ascension, and mediation of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; and to educate

their children in the belief of these important

truths, as well as in the belief of the inward

manifestation and operation of the spirit ofGod

on their 'own minds, that they may reap the

benefit and advantage thereof, for their own
peace and everlasting happiness, which is in-

finitely preferable to all other considerations.

We therefore exhort, in the most earnest man-

ner, that all be very careful in this respect ; a

neglect herein being, in our judgment, very

blameworthy."
1 740.—" And, dear friends, as much as in

you lies, encourage a frequent and diligent

reading of the Holy Scriptures in your families.

In them are contained the promises of eternal

life and salvation. For, as a steady trust and

belief in the promises of God, and a frequent

meditation in the law of the Lord, were the

preservation of a remnant in old time, so it is

even to this day. And, as a distrust and dis-

belief of the promises of God, and a neglect

of his holy law, were the oecasion of the com-
plaints made against the Jews, the posterity of

Abraham; even so we have reason to fear that

the apparent declension, in our time, of true

piety and godly zeal, in many places, is too

much owing to a disregard of the doctrines of

the Holy Scriptures, and the promises of the

Holy Spirit in them recorded."

1743.—"We think it especially necessary

at this time, to remind you of the former ad-

vices of this meeting, respecting a frequent and

diligent reading of the Holy Scriptures : the

doctrines contained in these inspired writings,

duly attended to, and firmly impressed upon

the minds of our young people, may be a

means of preserving them from the danger and

infection of such corrupt and irreligious prin-

ciples, as, having a tendency to the exaltation

of self and human abilities, would lessen their

dependence on the power and spirit of God,
their only security and preservation."

Yet, notwithstanding the caro which ha«! thus

been exercised, it is believed that some por-

tions of our Society on this continent, have

been, and still are, but scantily supplied with

copies of the Bible. This is, no doubt, to be

attributed, originally, to the peculiar situation

of the first settlers in a new country, strug-

gling with hardships, and often without the

means of obtaining any thing beyond the sup-

ply of their mere physical wants. It is accord-

ingly in the newly settled and remote districts

that the deficiency is the most obvious and la-

mentable. In some older and more populous

neighbourhoods also, where these privations

are no longer felt, the same deficiency in the

proper supply of the Scriptures is to be re-

gretted. A single copy, and that of an un-

wieldy size, is often all that is to be found in

a large family. It is not probable, where such

is the case, that the rising generation will make
the Scriptures their study and delight, nor can

any other consequence be expected from it,

than a prevalent indifference to, as well as

ignorance of, the historical facts, doctrines and

precepts contained in Scripture. Friends in

the ministry, who have travelled extensively

through America, bear witness of the deficiency

to which we have adverted; the natural effects

of which have been such as were to be anticipa-

ted. We have all witnessed with sorrow, the

delusion which has drawn so many into a deni-

al of the divinity, propitiation, and mediation

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Shall

we not, then, while the mournful events of the

few past years are fresh in our recollection

and still present with us, endeavour to guard

against their recurrence, as far as can be done

by the means which are within our power ?

One of these, we are persuaded, is a more gene-

ral and accurate acquaintance with the Holy
Scriptures, and a more diligent and frequent

perusal of them, both in the closet and in fa-

milies. It is believed that no outward means,

would, under the divine blessing, have a more
powerful tendency to check the growing spirit

of levity and scepticism, so obvious amongst
many of the youth, than the daily, seiious per-

usal of the Bible; comparing parallel passages,

and thus making the sacred penmen each

other's commentators; illustrating the prophe-

cies by the record of their fulfilment; and con-

sulting the narratives of the same facts by dif-

ferent historians. Had such a course of read-

ing been generally pursued in the families of

Friends, and proper care been taken by parents

to interest and inform the minds of their chil-

dren respecting the doctrines of the Christian

faith, many, who are now unhappily perplexed

with the doubts and difficulties of unbelief,

might have been saved from the labyrinth in

which they are involved.

Impressed with these considerations, we
have formed ourselves into an association by

the name of " The Bible Association of Friends

in America," and we invite and anticipate

your cordial co-operation in our labours. To
those who may be disposed to ask whether the

ends we have in view, would not be as well or

better attained by an union with the members
of other religious denominations, who are en-

gaged in this truly Christian labour, it will be

a sufficient reply, that the present peculiar

condition of our religious Society appears to

us to require an union and concentration of

our exertions among ourselves. Those ends,

moreover, could not be fully gained by indivi-

dual association with any other body, not know-

ing, and not organized for providing for, the

wants of our own members. Our efforts will

be directed, in the first place, to printing and

furnishing to the members of our religious So-

ciety, an octavo Bible, in large type, on fine

paper, and with marginal references, a good
concordance and family record. However
singular it may appear, it is believed to be a

fact, that, notwithstanding the numerous re-

prints of the Bible which have been recently

published in this country, there is not now
extant any octavo edition, in clear large type,

and on good paper, containing the valuable

marginal references of Canne, and Brown's

Concordance, both which are found to be of

great practical utility in the profitable perusal

of the sacred volume. It may also bo remark-

ed, that many of the Bibles and Testaments

used in schools are in a small and indistinct

type, and printed on paper of inferior quality,

which render them very difficult for children

to read, especially such as are beginning to

learn. A distaste for the sacred writings is

often thus acquired, merely from the form in

which they are presented, before the child is

of an age duly to appreciate the preciousness

of their contents. An edition in a good clear

type, and on a fair paper, suitable for the use
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of schools, and withal at a moderate price, is

also an important desideratum.

The means by which we propose to carry

our views into effect, will be found to be sim-

ple and comprehensive. The committee, which
will meet in this city, will be entrusted with

the general concerns of the Association. It is

proposed that the business of distribution

should be placed principally with the au.xiliary

societies, one, at least, of which we hope to

see formed in every quarterly meeting through-

out the continent. The terms of subscription,

in the au.xiliary societies, will be left entirely

to thejudgment and convenience of the Friends

who form them. Every auxiliary will be ex-

pected to remit its contributions to the trea-

surer of the general Association, and will be

entitled to receive the whole amount of its con-

tributions in Bibles or Testaments at the So-

ciety's lowest prices. Any member of the

Society of Friends in America, contributing

thirty dollars in one payment, or three dollars

per annum, whether to the general or to an
auxiliary association, shall be considered a

member of the Bible Association. And every

member of this Association, or of any auxilia-

ry, shall be entitled to a return of one half the

amount of his annual or life subscription, in

Bibles or Testaments, at such prices as the

committee may establish.

A copy of the constitution is herewith an-
nexed, as well as a set of rules for the organi-
zation of auxihary associations, which is re-

commended to the consideration of Friends
about to form them ; an uniform plan being
very desirable.

In the humble hope that the divine blessing

may rest upon our endeavours, we recommend
these views to the serious consideration of our
fellow members throughout this continent, and
earnestly solicit their countenance and co-

operation.

Signed on behalf of the Bible Association

of Friends in America.
Philadelphia, 9th month, 1829.

quent and serious perusal of the holy Scriptures, and
to promote a more accurate knowledge of their in-

III. Tlie attention of this Association shall be first

directed to furnishing the Bible to such members of the
religious Society of Friends as may not be duly sup-
plied ; and also, as its funds will permit, to other
persons.

IV. Any person paying the treasurer of this insti-

tution thirty dollars at one time, or three dollars an-
nually, and being a member of the religious Society
of friends, shall be a member of this Association.

V. The officers of this Association shall be, a se-

cretary, a treasurer, a committee of correspondence,
and an acting committee.

VI. The Association shall appoint, annually, twen-
ty-four of its members as an acting committee, to
conduct its business. They shall be entrusted with
the printing and distribution of the holy Scriptures,
in such manner, and at such prices, as they may
judge proper, consistent with the objects of this As-
sociation. They shall have the power of filling such
vacancies in the list of officers, or of the committee,
as may occur in the recess of the Association; and
the minutes of their proceedings shall be laid before

Jonathan Evans,
Samuel Bettle,
Thomas Stewardson,
Leonard Snowdon,
Joseph Crukshank,
Richard Humphreys,
Edward Randolph,
Othniel Alsop,
George Willums,
Thomas P. Cope,
John Paul,
James Vaux,
Timothy Paxson,
Solomon W. Conrad,
Abraham L. Pennock,
Roberts Vaux,
John G. Hoskins,
Charles Allen,
Enoch Lewis,
Jasper Cope,

Thomas Wistar,
John Cox, Burlington,
Samuel Emlen, do.

Ellis Yarnall,
Isaac Davis,
Be:<jamin Cooper,
Thomas C. James,
Thomas Kimber,
Bartholomew Wistak,
Isaac Collins,
Henry Cope,
Thomas Evans,
John Richardson,
Daniel B. Smith,
George Stewardson,
Edward Bettle,
Job B. Remington,
Moses Brown,
Charles S. Folwell,
Joseph Snowdon.

Subscriptions and donations will he received

by Henhy Cope, Treasurer to the collecting

committee, at the counting house of Henry and
Alfred Cope, Walnut street wharf.

Articles of the Constitution.

I. The designation of this Society shall be " The
Bible Association of Friends in America."

II. The objects of the Association shall be, to en-
courage a wider circulation, as well as a more fre-

the Association at its ; meetings.
VII. Acommittee of three persons shall be appoint-

ed annually, to correspond with societies, or indivi-
duals, on behalf of this Association, under the direc-
tion of the acting committee, to which the correspon-
dence shall be submitted at its stated meetings.

VIII. The treasurer shall pay all orders drawn by
the Association, or the acting committee; and shall

make an annual report in the fourth month to the
latter, of his receipts and expenditures during the
year.

IX. All the officers of the Association shall be, ex
officio, members of the acting committee ; and nine
members shall constitute a quorum.

X. Each member of the Association shall be en-
titled to a return of one half of his annual or life sub-
scription in Bibles or Testaments, at the society 's low-
est prices, under such regulations as the acting com-
mittee may establish.

XI. Such members of the religious Society of
Friends as may form themselves into Bible associa-
tions, under the rules recommended by this Aesocia-

tion, shall be considorod as auxiliaries, and entitled
to privileges hereinafter provided.

XII. The full amount paid by auxiliary societies
to the treasurer of this Association shall be returned
to them, if demanded within the current year, in Bi-
bles or Testaments, at the lowest prices, subject to
the regulations which may be established by the act-
ing committee ; but all sums not so demanded, shall
remain at the disposal of this Association, to ai

promoting its general objects. Auxiliary socie
complying with these regulations, shall be entitled to
send delegates to attend the annual meetings of the
Bible Association.

XIII. Every person paying to the treasurer of an
auxiliary society the sum of thirty dollars at one
time, or three dollars annually, and being a member
of the religious Society of Friends, shall, on produc-
ing a receipt of such payment, be entitled to the pri-

vileges of membership in this Association.
XIV. The annual meetings of the Association shall

be held in Philadelphia, on the evening of the third
second day in the fourth month ; at which time the
officers shall be appointed.

XV. No alteration shall be made in this Constitu-
tion, but at an annual meeting, and with the consent
of two-thirds of the members present.

XVI. Any member of this Association ceasing to
be a member of the religious Society of Friends,
shall cease to be a member of this Association.

Rules for the Government of Auxiliary Associations.

The objects and constitution of the Bible Associa-
tion of Friends in America, having the approbation
of this meeting, it is agreed, that a Society be now
formed under the following rules, to be called, the
" Auxiliary Bible Association of Friends," for
the purpose of supplying Friends and others, in this

vicinity, with the Holy Scriptures, encouraging tlie

frequent and serious perusal of them, and promoting
a more accurate knowledge of their invaluable con-

tents; also, of co-operating with the Bible Associa-
tion of Friends in America, in furthering their im-
portant objects in other places.

RULES.
Isl. Any person paying to the treasurer, dol-

lars at one time, or dollars annually, and being
a member nf the religious Society of Friends, shall be
a member or this Association.

2nd. Any n.»mber of the Bible Association of
Friends in America, residing in this district, shall be
considered a niembe, of this Auxiliary Association.

3rd. The officers of Uiis Association shall be a se-
cretary, treasurer, and a committee of correspond-
ence.

4th. The committee of correspondence shall con-
sist of the secretary, treasurer, and members to
be chosen annually: they shall have the power of fill-

ing vacancies in their own body, and shall be au-
thorized to act on behalf of the Association, during
its recess : they shall meet monthly, and keep fair
minutes of all their proceedings, which, with the cor-
respondence, shall be laid before the Association at
its quarterly meetings. members shall form a
quorum.

5th. The Association shall meet once in three
months, on the day of . At the first

quarterly meeting in each year, a statement of the
accounts, and of the number of Bibles and Testa-
ments, distributed and on hand, shall be exhibited ;

the several officers appointed; and a detailed report
of the proceedings, during the preceding year, be pre-
pared and forwarded to the secretary of the Bible
Association of Friends in America; to attend the an-
nual meeting of which, delegates may be appointed.

6th. The amount of subscriptions and donations
to this Association, after deducting the necessary ex-
penses, shall be remitted annually to the treasurer of
the Bible Association of Friends in America, in con-
sideration of the provision made in the 10th article

of its constitution, viz. " The full amount paid by
Auxiliary Societies to the treasurer of this Associa-
tion, shall be returned to them, if demanded within
the current year, in Bibles or Testaments at the low-
est prices, subject to the regulations which may be
established by the acting committee; but all sums not
so demanded shall remain at the disposal of this As-
sociation, to aid in promoting its general objects."

7th. Every subscriber to this Association shall be
entitled to a return of one half of the amount of hia
life or annual subscription, in Bibles or Testaments
at cost, under such regulations as may be hereafter
adopted.

8th. The members of the Association shall ap-
point committees, whose duty it shall be to solicit

subscriptions in their respective neighbourhoods, and
to inquire what families, individuals, or schools, are
in want of Bibles or Testaments, and make report
thereof to the Association or the committee of cor-
respondence, in order that they may be promptly
supplied, either at prime cost or otherwise, according
to circumstances.

9th. A list of such committees shall be kept by the
secretary; and at every quarterly meeting, each com-
mittee shall be called upon to report the state of its

neighbourhood; the amount of monies collected, and
the number of Bibles and Testaments distributed or
required.

10th. Any member, ceasing to be a member of the
religious Society of Friends, shall cease to be a
member of this Association.

DIED,
At his residence near Darby, on the 5th inst. Na-

thaniel Newlin, in the 85th year of his age. Dis-
tinguished for solidity ofjudgment, for strength and
clearness of understanding, he fulfilled his duties in

the various relations of life, civil, social, and religi-

ous, with integrity and usefulness—an example of
Christian meekness, patience, and condescension. A
firm friend to order and discipline in the church, and
sinceiely concerned for the honour and promotion of
truth, he mourned with a Christian's sorrow over the

wide departure, in principle, of many in the present

day, and as he had lived, so he died, a steadfast be-

liever in the doctrines of the gospel, and in humble
reliance on the mercy of God, through his son Jesus

Christ.
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To the Editor of The Fnend.

Richard Jordan went to New York in the

6th month 1824, for the purpose of attending'

the yearly meeting. He got to the select

meeting on 7th day morning, in which he ap-

peared in testimony, in a very solemn and

weighty manner, exposing the unsoundness in

doctrine which had existed among some of the

ministers of that yearly meeticg ever since he

had known it ; setting foith in plain lan-

guage the sorrowful effects which must result

to individuals, and to society, from the adop-

tion of the sentiments which were openly ad-

vocated hy Elias Hicks; and warning Friends to

beware lest they shared in the condemnation,

by neglecting to do what was required at their

hands, in order to put a stop to such unsound

ministry. It was represented, by persons who
were present, as a season of unusual solemni-

ty. On the same day Richard was taken un-

well, and his disease soon increased so as to be

considered serious. In the afternoon of second

day, as I was sitting by his bed-side, (having

been with him most of the time since he was
attacked,) he made some lively and instructive

remarks, which I took dosvn in writing at the

time, but had mislaid the memorandums. A
few days since, in looking over some manu-
scripts, I accidentally found them ; they are as

follow :— E.

Philadelphia, 10 mo. 5, 1829.

" My feelings were so comfortable and

peaceful on seventh day, after the testimony

which I had to bear, that I could have wished

to put off the poor body, being convinced that,

through mercy, I should have joined the gene-

ral assembly and church of the first-born in

heaven. I have never seen more clearly than

since I have been confined in this room, that,

however the Goliah of our day may be per-

mitted to defy the armies of the living God,

and to oppress the true spiritual Israel, yet if

the little remnant stand firm upon the eternal

Rock of Ages, they must and will prevail

—

the Lamb and his followers must have the vic-

tory. I have remembered instructively, that,

in ancient warfare, they used battering rams,

to make breaches in the walls of the enemy's

cities, and although the walls were strong, and

hard to break down, yet when once the breach

was made, they were quickly overrun. There

are those yet left among us, who are skilful in

the use of these weapons, and who as a little

army will come up to the help of the Lord a-

gainst the mighty; and when these once make a

breach, great indeed will be the overthrow and

destruction. I leave this as my testimony—

I

may not live to see it—but if my gracious Mas-
ter should see meet to take me away now, I

wish to leave it as my testimony, that this

mighty Goliah will not long be permitted to

defy and oppress the living Israel of God.
" I have thought my day of labour was

nearly over—it has seemed for some time to

be drawing to a close
; but it feels precious to

me, to have this testimony so clearly and liv-

ingly sealed upon my mind, while memory and

understanding are continued. I have been

much instructed, as I lay here this morning, in

the opening of that saying of the apostle, ' He
was made perfect through suffering.'' O the

preciousness of suflering—of patient, humble

puU'ering. I have never before seen it so ex-

ceedingly precious. Not that the blessed Je-

sus had to be made perfect through suftering,

as we understand the term. No—he had no-

thing sinful in him—he was perfect ; but I be-

lieve that the apostle meant to sliow us, that,

perfect and holy as he was, he condescended

to set us an example of suffering—humble, pa-

tient suffering. He was made a perfect ex-

ample through suffering.

" I wish to leave my testimony, if I should

be taken now, that the sacrifice of the body of

Jesus Christ on the cross, on Mount Calvary,

for our sins,—the shedding of his most preci-

ous blood there, will constitute a part of the

anthem of praise sung by the redeemed and

sanctified souls in heaven. Yes—that outward

blood and sacrifice, much as it is despised by

some, was the purchase of man's life—was

the means, or cause, whereby his time of pro-

bation was lengthened out, and a way opened,

whereby he [man] might return to the favour

and mercy of an offended God ; and I fully

believe—it has been renewedly sealed upon

my mind this morning, that it will constitute a

part of the holy song of praise and thanksgiving

sung by the redeemed in heaven. Man is in

the condition of an insolvent debtor. He owes

all, and more than he has to pay with. He has

incurred a tremendous debt, and has nothing

to make satisfaction—he has brought upon

himself complete destruction. Now, if a kind

friend—some worthy and good man who is able

to pay all, voluntarily becomes man's sponsor,

and offers himself to pay the debt which man
could not, are not the claims of justice as fully

satisfied, as thougli the debtor himself had paid

it ? Most surely. And it is my unshaken be-

lief, tliat, in the counsels of Infinite AVisdom,

man had no sooner fallen, by transgression,

into this state of spiritual death, whereby the

day of his probation was closed, than Almighty

goodness ordained this means to redeem him

from that state of death, and to lengthen out

the day of his probation ; and those who,

through adorable mercy, are permitted finally

to meet around the throne, will have to say,

' Unto Him that loved us, and washed us from

our sins in his own blood, and hath made us

kings and priests unto God and his Father, to

him be glory and dominion for ever and ever.

Amen.' It is the song of the purified spirits

in heaven, and none but those who are prepa-

red to sing it can come there. It was the song

which John heard, and I believe it ever will be

heard in the kingdom of everlasting bliss. I

have lived in this faith, and I shall die in it, for

I have seen it with a holy certainty, and wish

to leave it as my firm and unshaken testimony.

Oh ! it is an awful thing to be found denying

the divinity, the propitiation, or mediation of

the blessed Redeemer. Some are bold enough

not only to deny, but to teach others to deny,

these precious truths. O awful, indeed, will

I be the situation of such ! I have solemnly re-

[membered the language of Christ to the gain-

j

saying Pharisees, when they attributed his mi-

racles to the power of Beelzebub—all other

I

offences, he told them, should be forgiven, but

this should not be forgiven, either in this life,

nor in the world to come. O it is awful ! I

see it so, and leave it as my testimony—it is

an awful thing.

" I know that man must die a spiritual death

to sin, and I know the death of the blessed

Saviour on the cross was beautifully emblema-^

tical of it, but this does not in the least degree'

lessen the force or the efficacy of his precious

sacrifice. We must be planted together in the

likeness of his death, that we may also be rais-

ed again with him in his glorious resurrection ;

and the sooner we yield ourselves up to this

death, tlie sooner we can say with him, ' It is

finished;" the sooner we shall become partakers,

in our little measures, of the glory of his resur-

rection. The centurion marvelled that he died

so soon ; but his work was finished—the great

example was set—the law was fulfilled : and

nothing remained but to make the great sacri-

fice of himself, and return to his glory with the

Father. It is well for us to remember, that

the awful season of extremity and anguish, the

time of his most agonising suflering, was near-

est to the period when he arose again in his

omnipotent power and glory. Here is instruc-

tion for us in times of conflict and trial, when
all around us looks dark, and our conflicts seem

at theirgreatest height, then the blessed moment
of our hberation is nearest—being planted in

the likeness of his sufferings and death, we
shall also be made partakers of his resurrection.

the blessedness of patient, quiet suffering!

Be faithful. My day seems near its close.

1 seem drawing to the close of my labours,

and if it be the Lord's blessed will, I am ready.

O the sweet peace I enjoyed on seventh day,

at the close of that meeting ! Had I been taken

then, I could never go better—and it has been

continued to me since. I suppose some will

be pleased, and some will mourn, that I do not

get out to the yearly meeting ; but whether I

go or not, I shall be near in spirit to the hum-
ble, sincere hearted few. The truth will prevail

finally. I have lived to see through one great

convulsion in the Society, and had it been the

Lord's will, I should have been willing to see

the end of the present ; but whether I do or

not, I wish to leave it as my testimony, that

much as Goliah may defy the armies of the liv-

ing God, he will not be permitted to prevail.

No, the Lamb and his followers will have the

victory."'

TSIZ: FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH, 10, 1829.

The following interesting letters which we
copy from a late number of the Cherokee
Phcenix, throw additional light on the iniqui-

tous policy of the general government in rela-

tion to the devoted Indians, and on the tho-

roughly pacific intentions of those friendless

people. What, we ask, could be a greater

mockery of justice, than to refiise to enforce

the laws respecting intruders upon the Indian

lands, under the plea that the title JL-as in dis-

pute? According to this rule, there can be no
such thing as quiet possession of property. A
swindler has only to put in a claim—no mat-

ter how frivolous, to the property of another
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man, and he becomes the prey of every rogue
—for he may be answered in the language of
the secretary of war—that the title to his pro-
perty is in question, and until that is settled, it

is impossible to say whether he has any rights

or not.

On the subject of Indian hostilities we copy
the following anecdote from the Journal of
Commerce.

For ourselves we should not be surprised to know
that the aggressions attributed to tlie Indians, were
in fact the aggressions of their accusers. It is no new
thing for a few families of whites to invade an Indian
settlement, and lord it over the poor natives at plea-
sure. The only alternative of the latter, whatever
may be their wrongs, is to submit: for they know that
the moment any dispute is raised, and especially any
blood slied, hundreds and thousands of white men
will be upon them, and make their situation still

more intolerable. The following facts, in substance,
were communicated, a few days since, to a friend of
ours, by governor , of .

Being on a tour up the Missouri, we believe on
board a steamboat, and having advanced about 400
miles beyond any considerable white settlement, he
went on shore for some purpose, and soon met with
two Indian chiefs, whom he had seen in , and
who immediately recognized him. They pressed
him to go with them, and though very reluctant to
do so for various reasons, he was finally overcome by
their importunities, and yielding himself to their di-

rection, was soon introduced to a council of chiefs,
They were assembled to deliberate on the fate of two
white families who had intruded into their settle
ment, killed their hogs, tyrannized over their people
and threatened to shoot any person that should mo
lest them. In consequence of their presence, the In
dians could not leave their settlement in search of
game to lay up for winter; because in this case thei
corn would be seized. If they remained at homt
they would have no meat; if they went away, n
bread. What could they do—what ought they to do:'

This was the question they were considering, and on
which they solicited the advice of governor . He
perceived the delicacy of his siiuation, and that if he
should give his opinion in the case his conduct would
be liable to be misrepresented, and his motives misin-
terpreted. He finally went to the men, and asked
them what they meant by intruding upon an Indian
settlement in this manner, and setting all reason and
justice at defiance. They rephed that they had as
good a right there as the Indians liad, and at any rate,

would not go off; or sojnething to that effect. We
suspect that such cases are by no means uncommon
at the west; and our only wonder is, that the Indians
are able to brook at all, the m.ultiplied and unceasing
abuses which are heaped upon them. If a white man
should submit to such indignities, he would be called
a coward and a fool: if an Indian resists, it is done to
his certain destruction. Surely

There is no flesh in man's obdurate heart.
It does not feel for man.

In our last we made some remarks on the tardi-

ness of the government to remove the intruders. We
are now able to present to our readers the following
order of the secretary of war, to Col. Montgomery.
The agent is expressly ordered to use no harsh or
rigid measures against, what the Secretary is pleased

to call the settlers, which is equivalent to use no mea-
sures at all. We believe it is the intention of the
executive to uphold the state of Georgia in her most
iniquitous transaction. By what precedent, and we
would ask Mr. Secretary Eaton, who, we believe, is

a lawyer, by what legal usage are we to be deprived

so long of a large and valuable part of our country ?

We have always thought that, in all civilized nations,

the claimant must first establish his right, before he
can be put in possession of the properly. It will be
time enough for Georgia to settle the lands now
claimed by her when she shall have established her
right by some legal process. The settlers, for whose
removal frequent application has been made, are m-
Iruders in the proper ; ense of the word, and the exe-
cutive of the United States are bound to eject them
by harsh and rigid measures. The mere claim of
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Georgia cannot possibly alter the case—the countrv
is the property of the Cherokees, until a proper and
competent tribunal shall declare it otherwise. The
Cherokees have suffered much by the United States
permitting her citizens to intrude upon their lands,
we hope therefore she will be disposed to satisfy all

damages.

—

Cherokee Pho:nix.

War Department, 18th August 1829.
Sir,—Application has been made to this depart-

ment to suspend the proceedings against intruders
on Indian lands within your agency. It is represent-
ed that you are about to cut their corn and destroy
their houses. This you will for the present omit to
do.

This exercise of your authority, arising under
some order of former years,is different from ordinary
cases of intrusion. Georgia claims to a certain line,

as having been formerly the property of the Creeks,
surrendered to her by treaty with that nation. The
question arising is, were the lands settled upon ever
the property of the Creek Indians, or is it in fact the
soil of the Cherokees? If the latter, then are the
settlers intruders, acting in violation of the act of
congress of 1802. For the present, until this matter
can be better understood, you will forbear any harsh
and rigid proceedings, affording as early as practica-
ble any information you may be possessed of on the
subject. When a full understanding can be obtain
ed, you will receive from this department furthe
instructions as to the course you shall pursue.

Very respectfully, John H. Eaton.
To Col, Hugh Montgomery,

Cherokee agency, Colhoun, Ten.

maturely deliberated on in executive council conven-
!d for thi expr( ! purpose.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Gov. IFm. Carroll to Mr. John Ross.

New Town, C.N. August 29th, 1829.
Dear Sir—I have come into the nation by ap

pointment of the secretary of war, to see you and
other principal men on a subject interesting to the
Cherokees as well as the United States.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that the president of
the United States feels a deep interest inthcremoi

'

of the Cherokees west of the Mississippi—this y
ha,ve been informed ofby hiraseir. He believes that

it will tend to tho permanent advancement of the
prosperity of the nation, and will prevent those un-
pleasant bickerings which are sure to arise from the
extension of jurisdiction by the adjoining states over
that part of the nation within their respective char-
tered limits.

Without entering further into any train of reason-
ing on the subject, permit me to say, that I am direct-

ed to make the plain simple proposition to you

—

Will you agree to meet commissioners to be appoint-
ed by the president, at such time as may best suit the

enience of both parties, for the purpose of dis-

ing the subject of the Cherokees removing west
of the Mississippi? You will then have an opportuni-
ty of hearing the propositions of the government.
If they are such as meet the approbation of the na-
tion, you will of course agree to them; if they are not,

you will reject them. It is to nie a source of much
itisfaction to find that the best feelings exist every
here towards the United States in the nation, and

that the circulation of tales of hostile intentions on
part is wholly without foundation. Thispleas-
ntelligence I shall not fail to communicate imme-

diately to the president. I trust that you will readily

agree to meet commissioners for the purposes above
tioned. It is granting nothing on your part, and
evince a disposition to keep up those friendly re-

lations which have so long happily subsisted between
the Cherokees and the United States, and which 1

trust will not be lessened by any circumstance to

;. Receive assurances ofmy best wishes for the
future happiness of the nation over which you preside,
and of the regard, with which I am, most respectfully,

your friend, Wm. Carroll.
R. Jno. Rosis , Principal Chiefof the Cherokee J^ation.

Answer to theforegoing letter.

New Echota, C. N. August 29th, 1829.
Dear Sir—Your communication of this date, con-

taining the object of your visit to the nation under
instruction from the secretary of war, is received and

The deep interest felt on the part of the president
of the United States for the removal of the Cherokees
west of the Mississippi, is known to the nation; it is
a suliject that has often and long since been submit-
ted for consideration, and been deUberated on by the
councils of the nation with all tttat solemnity its im-
portance deserves, and the conclusion and result of
those dehberaUons have been expressed in soberness
and smcenty to t,.e government of the United States,
adverse to a removal. We declare that those senti-
ments and dispositions remain the same, and are un-
changeable.
You state that you are iuBtructed simply to pro-

pose, that " we will agree to meet commissioners to
be appointed by the president, at such time as may
best suit the convenience of both parties, for the pur-
pose of discussing the subject of the Cherokees
removing west of the Mississippi, and that we
would then have an opportunity of hearing the pro-
positions of the government." It is deemed inexpe-
dient to enter into a special agreement to meet com-
missioners for the purpose of discussing the subject
of the Cherokees removing west of the Mississippi,
when it is well known that the disposition of the na-
tion is adverse to a removal, and that no proposition
could be made so to change their disposition as to
induce them ever to enter into a treaty on the sub-
ject; especially as the proper authorities of tho na-
tion are ever ready at all times to receive in the most
friendly manner all public functionaries of the United
States, that may be appointed by the president for
the purpose of submitting subjects for our considera-
tion. The executive department of the nation will
never neglect to attend to such business during the
recess of the general council, as is manifest on the
occasion, and the legislative department during its

session, which is convened annually on the second
Monday of October, in like manner will always re-
ceive and act upon all subjects submitted for their

consideration and decision.

The right of individual states exercising jurisdic-
tion, over the territory solemnly secured and guaran-
teed to the Cherokee nation by treaty, is a subject
that is certainly questionable. The principles con-
tained in the constitution of the United States, and
the treaties establishing relationship between the
United States and the Cherokee nation, are at vari-
ance with the exercise of such a power by the state
governments. We are aware that a decision on this

1

; subject must seal •fate prosperity
and happiness, or in misery and destruction; but (

fiding in the magnanimity and justice of the United
States, we place our dependence upon their plighted
faith, and await the result. We are happy to hear
that it affords you much satisfaction to find that the
best feelings exist every where towards the United
States in the nation, and that you will take occasion
to communicate this fact to the president of the Unit-
ed States, in contradiction to the slanderous reports
circulated by the frontier newspapers, prejudicial to
the best interests of the Cherokee people.

:rmit us, sir, in addition, to say, that so far from
the Cherokees entertaining any hostile feelings
towards the citizens of the United States, that in our
opinion, no people could be found in the United States
ho would, in case of actual war, prove more loyal

to the cause of the United States than the Cherokees.
Yourself as well as the president of the United
States have witnessed this fact realized during the
late war. With great pleasure we reciprocate your

es for the future happiness of this nation. In re-
turn you will please to accept the best wishes for

your health and happiness, and for the peace and
prosperity of the United States. Jn behalf of the
Cherokee nation, we have the honour to be, sir, very

ipectfully, your obedient .servants,

Jno. Ross, Geo.Lowrey,Wm.Hicks,Maj.Rh)ge.
His excellency, Wm- Carroll,

Governor of Tennessee. Present.
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Subscribers for the 2nd edition of the 1st vol. of
" The Friend," who have not yet obtained their co-
pies, are requested to send for them to the publisher.

A few copies of vols. 1st and 2nd, or of vol. 1st sepa-
rate, may be had by application to him or to Mahlou
Day, bookseller. New York, at 3 dollars per volume.










